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PREFACE 

Having taught the introduction to the Semitic languages and their 
comparative grammar for more than a quarter of a century, year by year, 
I decided finally to acquiesce to a long-standing suggestion and to 
undertake the task of publishing the results of my research and teaching 
in the form of a textbook. In fact, the usefulness of an outline of a com
parative grammar of the Semitic languages is self-evident since the last 
original work of this kind was published twenty-five years ago by B.M. 
Grande, BBeAeirae B cpaBHHTejiLHoe royneHHe CCMHTCKHX JOHKOB, 

(Moscow 1972). This work was based mainly on the so-called classical 
Semitic languages, viz. Akkadian, Biblical Hebrew, Syriac, Classical 
Arabic, and Ge'ez, but paid little attention to other Semitic languages, 
both ancient and modern, and it abstained from a systematic treatment of 
the syntax and of semantic problems. However, it was felt in different 
quarters that it is important to draw the attention of the students to cer
tain tendencies discernible in modern dialects and to clearly bring out 
the main common features of Semitic syntax. In addition, the material 
has increased considerably during the last decades and the need for a 
synthesis taking the new information into account was growing steadily. 
Finally, comparative Semitics without a broader Afro-Asiatic or Hamito-
Semitic background is — in some areas at least — methodologically 
questionable, although C. Brockelmann's famous Grundriss and its 
epigones seem to neglect this type of comparisons. Yet, the right 
approach was already outlined in 1898 when H. Zimmern published his 
Vergleichende Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen, where he gives 
some paradigms showing the connections between Semitic and other 
Hamito-Semitic languages. 

Designed to come out in the centenary of the completion of Zim
mern's work, which resulted in the first comparative grammar of the 
Semitic languages ever published, the present book owes a similar 
approach to itself. Besides, as I .M. Diakonoff rightly stressed in 1988, 
the Afro-Asiatic language families "cannot be studied, from the point of 
view of comparative linguistics, in isolation from each other". The 
scope of the present Outline is thus larger, in a certain sense, that the one 
of earlier comparative grammars of the Semitic languages, but it is nev
ertheless intended primarily as an introductory work, directed towards 
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an audience consisting, on the one hand, of students of one or several 
Semitic languages, and, on the other, of students of linguistics. Its aim is 
to underline the common characteristics and trends of the languages and 
dialects that compose the Semitic language "family" by applying the 
comparative method of historical linguistics. The object it has in view is 
not a mere juxtaposition of forms belonging to various languages, but a 
comparison and an explanation of the changes they incurred, seen in 
both a diachronic and a synchronic perspectives which must be used 
together, i f some part of the evidence is not to be veiled. To avoid an 
excessive overloading of the text, references are given, as a rule, only 
when they cannot be found easily in current grammars of the particular 
languages. 

No Semitist can be assumed today to be at home in all the Semitic 
idioms, and the present work relies to a great extent on publications of 
other scholars, especially of A.F.L. Beeston, J. Cantineau, I . M . 
Diakonoff, W. Fischer, I.J. Gelb, Z.S. Harris, T .M. Johnstone, E.Y. 
Kutscher, W. Leslau, E. Littmann, R. Macuch, S. Segert, W. von Soden. 
It is clear, of course, that the views exposed in this book differ some
times from the opinions expressed by the above-mentioned Semitists 
and by other scholars. Nevertheless, we deemed it unwise to explain 
here at full length why the preference was given to certain theories to the 
exclusion of others, and thus to corroborate our views by quoting litera
ture in extensive notes. The selection of linguistic facts and the degree of 
their condensation may also be subject to discussion and to criticism. 
For a more detailed presentation and analysis of linguistic data, how
ever, the advanced students should rather refer to specific grammars, a 
selective list of which is given in the bibliography, at the end of the vol
ume. In view of the great variety and intricacy of the material presented, 
especially from spoken languages and dialects, it is inevitable that incon
sistencies wi l l appear in the transliteration and the spelling of Afro-Asi
atic words and phrases. For such occasional lack of uniformity and for 
certain redundancies, aimed at lessening the possibility of misinterpreta
tion, we must ask the user's indulgence. 

It might also be useful to stress at the outset that the present work is 
intended as a compendious and up-to-date analysis of the nature and 
structure of the Semitic languages. It is a comparative analysis of a lan
guage family, not a comparative study of the views expressed by com
peting linguistic schools: Semitics is more wonderful than linguistics! 
Consequently, we do not attempt to apply the latter's arsenals of techni
cal vocabulary to the Semitic languages, but rather to present as clearly 
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as possible the fundamental insights about the wide world represented 
by the history and the present reality of the concerned language family. 

Part One is introductory. It situates the Semitic languages in the wider 
context of Afro-Asiatic or Hamito-Semitic language family, the five 
main branches of which are Semitic, Egyptian, Cushitic, Libyco-Berber, 
and Chadic. The Semitic group, the single languages of which are briefly 
described, includes such languages of antiquity as Palaeosyrian, Old 
Akkadian, Assyro-BabyIonian, Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, and Epi-
graphic South Arabian, as well as Arabic, Neo-Aramaic, and the con
temporary languages of Ethiopia and Eritrea. The last section of Part 
One deals with the problems of language and script. 

Part Two is devoted to phonology. The presentation of the basic 
assumptions is followed by a synchronic and diachronic description of 
the consonants, vowels, and diphthongs. Questions related to the sylla
ble, the word accent, the sentence stress, and the conditioned sound 
changes are examined in this part as well. 

Part Three concerns the morphology. After a preliminary section deal
ing with the problem of the Semitic root, the nouns, the pronouns, the 
verbs, the adverbs, the prepositions, the coordinative and deictic parti
cles are examined from a diachronic and synchronic point of view. 

Part Four treats of the main features of Semitic syntax, with questions 
such as classes of sentences, nominal and verbal phrases, particular 
types of main clauses, parallel, coordinate, and subordinate clauses. 
Diachronic factors come here distinctly to the fore in relation to word 
order, i.e. to the sequence in which words are arranged in a sentence. In 
fact, both fixed and free orders are found mingled in widely varying 
proportions in a great number of Semitic languages. 

Part Five aims at presenting some fundamental insights about lexico
graphical analysis. Etymology, derivatives, languages in contact, inter
nal change, proper names — these are the main questions examined in 
this part. It is followed by a glossary of linguistic terms used in Semit-
ics, by a selective bibliography, by a general index, and by an index of 
words and forms. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge my gratitude to the many classes 
which have inspired the successive drafts of this grammar. I have prof
ited in particular from a number of questions raised by my Kurdish 
students and from the constructive comments of those who have fol
lowed my seminars in the Department of Epigraphy at the Yarmouk 
University. 
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I also wish to express my sincere thanks to Mrs F. Malha for the great 
care and professional skill which she exercised in preparing the text for 
printing. Further, I cannot let go unexpressed my deep appreciation for 
the work realized by Peeters Publishers and the Orientaliste typography, 
whose skilful care is apparent over again in the way this book is printed 
and edited. Last but not least, I must thank my wife Malgorzata for help
ing me to bring this work to a happy end. 



ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

The Books of the Bible 

Gen., Ex., Lev., Nb., Deut., Jos., Judg., I Sam., I I Sam., I Kings, II Kings, Is., 
Jer., Ez., Hos., Joel, Am., Ob., Jon., Mich., Nah., Hab., Soph., Hag., Zech., 
Mai., Ps., Prov., Job, Cant., Ruth, Lam., Qoh., Esth., Dan., Esd., Neh., I Chr., 
II Chr., Sir., I En., Act. 

Other Abbreviations 

Ace, acc. 
Amor. 
Arab. 
Aram. 
ARM 
Ass.-Bab. 
ca. 
C 
cf. 
Cl.Ar. 
Coll. 
cor. 
DN 
E 

e.g. 
EA 

E.S.A. 
Fern., fern., f. 
Gen., gen. = 
Hebr. 
KTU 

lit. 
M.Ar. 
Masc, masc. 
M.S.A. 
msec. 
Ms., mss. 

= accusative 
= Amorite 
= Arabic 
= Aramaic 
= Archives royales de Mari, Paris 1950 ff. 
= Assyro-Babylonian 
= circa, about 
= Consonant 
= confer, compare 
= Classical Arabic 
= Colloquial 
= corrected, corrects in 
= divine name 
= Egyptian execration texts published by G. POSENER, Princes et 

pays d'Asie et de Nubie, Bruxelles 1940. 
= exempli gratia, for example 
= The El-Amarna tablets numbered according to J.A. KNUDTZON, 

Die El-Amarna-Tafeln (VAB 2), Leipzig 1915; A.F. RAINEY, 
El Amarna Tablets 359-379 (AOAT 8), 2nd ed., Kevelaer-
Neukirchen-Vluyn 1978. 

= Epigraphic South Arabian 
= feminine 

= genitive 
= Hebrew 
= M. DIETRICH - O. LORETZ - J. SANMARTÍN, The Cuneiform 

Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ibn Hani and Other Places 
{KTU: second, enlarged edition), Miinster 1995. 

= literally, etymologically 
= Modern Arabic 
m. = masculine 
= Modern South Arabian 
= millisecond(s) 
= manuscript(s) 
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Norn., nom. = nominative 
n.s. = new series 
O.Akk. = Old Akkadian 
O.Bab. = Old Babylonian 
Pers., pers. = person 
Plur., plur. = plural 
PN = personal name 
Pr.-Sem. = Proto-Semitic 
P.Syr. = Palaeosyrian 
1Q, 2Q, 3Q, etc. = Texts from Qumrān grot 1, 2, 3, etc. 
RES = Repertoire d'Épigraphie Sémitique, Paris 1905-68. 
Sing., sing. = singular 
TAD = B. PORTEN - A. YARDENI, Textbook of Aramaic Documents from 

Ancient Egypt I . Letters, Jerusalem 1986; I I . Contracts, Jeru
salem 1989; III . Literature, Accounts, Lists, Jerusalem 1993. 

TSSI = J.C.L. GIBSON, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions I . Hebrew 
and Moabite Inscriptions, 2nd ed., Oxford 1973; I I . Aramaic 
Inscriptions, Oxford 1975; I I I . Phoenician Inscriptions, 
Oxford 1982. 

Ugar. = Ugaritic 
v = vowel 
v = long vowel 
vs. = versus, against 

Symbols, Determinatives 

/ / enclose phonemic transcriptions; 
t ] enclose phonetic approximations or reconstructed parts of a text; 
( ) enclose words not found in the original, but needed in the translation; 
* indicates form or vocalization supposed, but not attested as such in texts; 
< signifies that the preceding form has developed from the following one; 
> signifies that the preceding form develops or has developed into the 

following one; 
! to be especially noticed, e.g. because of a new reading; 
? dubious reading or interpretation; 
// parallel with; 
/ indicates alternative forms, appellations, symbols, when placed 

between two letters, syllables, words, etc.; 
: the colon indicates length in linguistics; it is generally replaced by the 

macron in the present Outline', 
+ joins lexemes or morphemes forming one word. 

hyphen used to connect the elements of certain compound words, as 
well as cuneiform and hieroglyphic "syllabic" graphemes pertaining 
to one word. 

d abbreviation of the determinative DINGIR, "god", in cuneiform texts; 
k i postpositional determinative KT, "country", in cuneiform texts; 
LUGAL small capital letters indicate logograms, sumerograms; 
u r u determinative URU, "city'1, in cuneiform texts. 
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SEMITIC LANGUAGES 

1. DEFINITION 

1.1. The "Semitic" languages were so named in 1781 by A.L. Schlcezer 
in J.G. Eichhorn's Repertorium fuer biblische und morgenlaendische 
Literatur (vol. V I I I , p. 161) because they were spoken by peoples 
included in Gen. 10,21-31 among the sons of Sem. They are spoken 
nowadays by more than two hundred million people and they constitute 
the only language family the history of which can be followed for four 
thousand five hundred years. However, they do not stand isolated among 
the languages of the world. They form part of a larger language group 
often called Hamito-Semitic, but lately better known as Afro-Asiatic. 
The existence of a relationship between Berber in North Africa and 
Semitic was perceived already in the second half of the 9th century A.D. 
by Judah ibn Quraysh, from Tiaret (Algeria), in his work known as 
Rìsāla. Ibn Quraysh is rightly regarded as one of the forerunners of com
parative Semitic linguistics, based an Arabic, Hebrew, and Aramaic, but 
his intuition connecting the languages of this group with another branch 
of Afro-Asiatic, at least in some particular cases, did not yield fruit 
before the 19th century. A broader interrelationship was first recognized 
by Th. Benfey in his sole work on Semitic linguistics: Ueber das Ver-
haeltniss der aegyptischen Sprache zum semitischen Sprachstamm 
(Leipzig 1844), where he expresses the opinion that also Berber and 
"Ethiopic", i.e. Cushitic in his terminology, belong to the same large 
language family. As for Hausa, the best known of the Chadic languages, 
it was related to this group in the very same year by T.N. Newman who 
had appended a note on Hausa in the third edition of J.C. Prichard's 
Researches as to the Physical History of Man (vol. IV, London 1844, 
p. 617-626), and was then followed by J.F. Schon in the latter's Gram
mar of the Hausa Language (London 1862). The designation "Cushitic" 
was introduced by 1858, and the entire language family was named 
"Hamito-Semitic" in 1876 by Fr. Miiller in his Grundriss der Sprach-
wissenschaft (Wien 1876-88), where Miiller describes the concerned 
group of languages. J.H. Greenberg, instead, considering that this is 
the only language family represented in both Africa and Asia, proposed 
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to call it Afro-Asiatic in his work The Languages of Africa, issued in 
1963. 

1.2. The languages in question are spoken nowadays in Western Asia, 
in North Africa, and in the Horn of northeastern Africa, but their oldest 
written attestations, dating back to the third millennium B.C., are limited 
to Mesopotamia, North Syria, and Egypt. Whereas the relation between 
the various Semitic languages can be compared with that of, say, the 
various Germanic or Romance or Slavic languages, Afro-Asiatic would 
more or less correspond to the group of Indo-European languages. The 
latter have a few points of contact with Afro-Asiatic, but these are 
scarcely sufficient to warrant assumption of any genetic connection; 
anyhow, this topic is outside the scope of the present study. On the other 
hand, there is a structural analogy between Afro-Asiatic and the Cau
casian languages, as first shown by I .M. Diakonoff (Semito-Hamitic 
Languages, Moscow 1965) who reached the important conclusion that 
Afro-Asiatic belonged originally to an ergative language type, character
ized by the opposition of a casus agens (nominative, instrumental, loca
tive) to a casus patiens (accusative, predicative). The links of Afro-Asi
atic with the great Bantu linguistic stock of Central Africa seem to be 
more precise, as indicated e.g. by the noun prefix mu- (e.g. Kwena mu-
rút-i, "teacher", built on the stem -rut-), the reciprocal verb suffix -án-
(e.g. Sotho ho-op-án-á, "to be striking one another"; Swahilipatiliz-an-
a, "to vex one an other"), and the causative suffix -is-1 -is- (e.g. Kwena 
hu-rút-ís-á, "to cause to teach"; Swahili fung-is-a, "to cause to shut"). 
A reference to these languages wi l l be made only occasionally, although 
there are many features of semantics and idiom which are common to 
African languages and to Semitic. For example, parts of the body are 
often used as prepositions and the extended metaphoric use of words, 
e.g. of the verb "eat", can lead to meanings like "win, gain, use", etc. 

2. A F R O - A S I A T I C 

1.3. The languages that belong to the Afro-Asiatic group are classified 
in four main families, besides the Semitic family which wi l l be 
described below. The pertinent observations are restricted here to the 
prerequisites necessary for an understanding and a reconstruction of 
Semitic linguistic history. A more detailed approach is unnecessary, 
since comparative Egypto-Semitic linguistics is still in its infancy, while 
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none of the other African members of the Afro-Asiatic group is known 
from sources earlier than the 19th century, except ancient Ethiopic or 
Ge'ez, which is a Semitic language, and Libyco-Berber, represented 
by inscriptions only partly understandable in the present state of our 
knowledge. 

A. Egyptian 

2.1. The Egyptian language was the speech of the Nile valley from the 
earliest historical times until some time after A.D. 1000. Only Egyptian 
and some Semitic languages have records from very ancient times. Even 
in the third millennium B.C., however, these two branches were very 
distinct. Among the similarities is the phonological system, although 
next to nothing is known about the vowels of the older stages of Egypt
ian. The morphologies of Semitic and Egyptian were characterized by 
consonantal roots which are combined with vowel patterns and affixes. 
Both possess two genders (masculine and feminine) and three numbers 
(singular, dual, and plural). Egyptian has a suffix verb form, namely the 
old perfective or "pseudo-participle", which is related to the Semitic sta-
tive, and a prefixed form in ś/s which corresponds to the Semitic 
causative stem. There are also some affinities in the vocabulary, inde
pendently from loanwords. Despite these analogies, the practical use of 
Egyptian in morpho-syntactic analysis and in comparative Afro-Asiatic 
studies in general is limited. This results partly from the current Egypto
logical research that too often postulates syntactic principles unheard in 
language study and, therefore, cannot serve comparative purposes. There 
is also the intrinsic default of the hieroglyphic writing system that lacks 
any indication of vowels and geminations, while its limits are not com
pensated by any living tradition. Only Coptic dialects (§2.7) give some 
insights into the latest phase of a number of grammatical categories in a 
language that underwent important changes in the course of time. 

a) Old Egyptian 

2.2. The main sources for our knowledge of the language of the Old 
Kingdom are the biographic texts, the royal decrees, and the Pyramid 
texts discovered on the walls of chambers inside the pyramids of the 
kings of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. These texts, which were incanta
tions for the well-being of the dead king, show peculiarities of their own, 
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including very archaic linguistic features. Besides the old perfective, Old 
Egyptian has a series of suffix-conjugations, which are peculiar to 
Egyptian and are not paralleled in the other Afro-Asiatic languages. 
Since Egyptian is linked by evident lexical and morphological isoglosses 
with Semitic, Libyco-Berber, Chadic, and Cushitic, it is unlikely that it 
could have diverged from common Afro-Asiatic before the latter had 
developed its verbal system. Therefore, it stands to reason that Egyptian 
has lost the prefix-conjugation in prehistoric times under the influence of 
a Macro-Sudanic adstratum or substratum of the Nile valley, just as 
Egyptian vocabulary comprises words alien to Afro-Asiatic but related 
to Old Nubian, as k3i, "to think out, to plan", vs. Old Nubian ki-, "to 
think", îrp, "wine", vs. Old Nubian orpa-gir, "to make wine", negative 
m vs. Old Nubian negative morpheme m. In another domain, Egyptian 
religion presents the same basic characteristics as the Nilotic religion of 
the Dhinka and Shilluk tribes of southern Sudan, the only ones of whose 
religious ideas there is definite knowledge. However, because of the lack 
of vocalization in Egyptian, it is extremely difficult to ascertain that the 
Egyptian conjugation system had developed under a Nilotic influence. 
For example, like Nilotic languages, Old and Middle Egyptian dispense, 
as a rule, with any equivalent of a definite or indefinite article, but an 
important feature of several Nilotic languages consists in showing defi-
niteness by the use of verbal forms involving an internal vowel change, 
viz. the "qualitative" (indefinite) and the "applicative" (definite); e.g. 
Anyuk a kiì'o ki ġàày, " I am paddling a canoe" ("qualitative"), a kiia 
ġáày, " I paddle the canoe" ("applicative"). Now, such vocalic differ
ences cannot be expressed in hieroglyphic script. We know at least that, 
along with Nilotic languages, Egyptian has a special verb for "not-
knowing": rh, "to know", vs. hm, "not to know". 

b) Middle Egyptian 

2.3. Middle Egyptian is the classical stage of ancient Egyptian. It 
developed from Old Egyptian and was based on the language spoken 
towards the end of the third millennium B.C., being used for all pur
poses from that time until the mid-second millennium B.C. The suffix-
conjugations of Old Egyptian remained the major verb forms in use 
through Middle Egyptian, but the influence of the spoken language is 
reflected by the occasional use of forms which were to become standard 
only in Late Egyptian. Middle Egyptian survived in later times for many 
monumental inscriptions and for some literary compositions. 
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2.4. At least as early as the Middle Kingdom, a special system known 
as "group-writing" was devised for the transcription of foreign names 
and words, particularly Semitic. This system involves the use of certain 
hieroglyphic or hieratic signs indicating a consonant followed by a weak 
consonant or a semi-vowel (3, i, w, y). These "syllabic" signs are 
thought by some to represent Semitic syllables, but they are often com
bined with "alphabetic" signs marking just one consonant (Fig. 1). 
Besides, since the Egyptians did not distinguish between r and / in their 
script, they usually used the sign 3 to transcribe these two Semitic 
phonemes in Middle Egyptian texts (e.g. ì-ś-k-3-n = 'šqln), but they rep
resented them also by signs which Egyptologists transcribe with "r" and 
"n" . There are also some hesitations in the transcription of Semitic 
voiced consonants, for instance in the name of Byblos, Gbl in Semitic 
but K-p-n or K-b-n in ancient Egyptian. 

c) Late Egyptian 

2.5. Late Egyptian shows striking differences when compared with 
Old and Middle Egyptian: the old verb forms were being replaced, def
inite and indefinite articles were used, many phonetic changes occurred, 
and numerous foreign words appeared. Fairly accurate deductions may 
be made about the phonetic value of the consonants and of the vowels 
thanks to cuneiform texts, particularly the Amarna letters from the 14th 
century B.C. It appears also, for instance, that the Egyptian phoneme 
interpreted as " t " by Egyptologists corresponds then to Semitic s (e.g. 
Egyptian twf.y vs. Hebrew sūp, "papyrus plant") and that the alleged 
" d " is the phonetic equivalent of Semitic s (e.g. Egyptian db' vs. 
Semitic 'sb', "finger"). 

d) Demotic 

2.6. Demotic was the ordinary language used for official acts and other 
documents, beginning in the 8th/7th century B.C. and continuing into 
Roman times, down to the 5th century A.D. Definite traces of dialect 
distinctions, which may be related to these of Coptic, are found in 
Demotic texts. Demotic is written from right to left, like contemporary 
Semitic alphabetic scripts. The signs comprise phonograms, word signs, 
and determinatives, and a single Demotic sign is often in origin a liga
ture of several hieroglyphs. In the Ptolemaic age it first distinguishes / 
from r. 
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SIGN 
TRANS

LITERATION OBJECT DEPICTED 

I t i Egyptian vulture 

1 
ì 

i flowering reed 1 

W W y j ( i ) two reed-flowers 
oblique strokes 

* a r forearm 

w quail chick 

J b foot 

• P stool 

f homed viper 

m owl 

n water 

r mouth 

r o h reed shelter in Held* 

i h wick of twisted flax 

© placenta (?) 

h animal's belly with teats 

s bolt 
((a) folded cloth 

c I s pool 

A hill-slope 

k basket with handle 

g stand for jar 

t loaf 

i tethering rope 

d hand 

4 snake 

Í 
1 

Fig. 1. The uniconsonantal signs in the Egyptian hieroglyphic script according to A. Gardiner, 
Egyptian Grammar, 3rd ed., London 1957, p. 27. 
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e) Coptic 

2.7. During the Roman and Byzantine periods Greek was the most 
common written language in Egypt, although Demotic was also widely 
used. As early as the 2nd century A.D. texts were written in Egyptian 
but in Greek letters, breaking with the hieroglyphic and Demotic tradi
tions. These were not only horoscopes, magic spells, and the like, but 
also Christian translations of the Bible, followed by a Christian litera
ture, written in Greek letters supplemented by seven characters taken 
from Demotic. The language was the one or the other of the Egyptian 
dialects as they were then spoken and are known as Coptic, from the 
Greek {Ai)gyptos, "Egypt". Aside from the rather slight difference of 
linguistic structure between Demotic and Coptic, there is a marked 
change in vocabulary and general tone due to the shift from paganism to 
Christianity, with its religious and ecclesiastical phraseology borrowed 
from Greek. In fact, Coptic literature is almost entirely religious and 
consists mainly of translations from Greek. Coptic dialects became pro
gressively restricted after the Arab conquest of Egypt (A.D. 640). The 
Arabic writer Maqrizi, bom in Cairo (1365-1442), still records that in his 
own day Copts in Upper Egypt spoke scarcely anything but Coptic. But 
it is generally assumed that Coptic died out as a spoken language during 
the 16th century, although a Coptic native speaker is attested at Asyût in 
1672/3, while a few men in the village of Zainīya (northeast of Karnak) 
could understand usual Coptic liturgical texts as late as 1936. The 
Bohairic dialect is still the liturgical language of the Coptic Church, but 
the pronunciation is based on the values of the letters in Modem Greek. 

B. Cushitic 

2.8. The Cushitic family comprises about seventy mostly little-
explored languages. There is, as yet, little agreement concerning the 
identification and classification of these languages that are spoken from 
the Red Sea littoral to the area south of the Horn of northeastern Africa 
(cf. Fig. 19). They are generally characterized in phonology by palatal 
consonants (c, ġ, n, s), by globalized emphatics (p = p\ t = t\ c = c\ q 
= k'), and by the absence or the limited use of pharyngals (h, ') and of 
velar fricatives (h, ġ), which have most likely disappeared like in several 
Semitic languages. Cushitic preserves some archaic Afro-Asiatic fea
tures in morpho-syntax, as verbal aspects, the "ergative" and the non-
active cases of the noun inflection, the causative, passive, and reflexive 
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stems of the verb, but it frequently suffixes the characteristic mor
phemes, just as it uses postpositions rather than prepositions. The 
pronominal elements and the basic vocabulary often show close rela
tionship to Semitic. Instead, Cushitic is not-related to the Macro-Sudanic 
languages which were used and written in northern Sudan: Meroitic, a 
still imperfectly understood language which is attested from the 3rd cen
tury B.C. to the 5th century A.D., and Old Nubian which is known from 
Christian writings dating from the end of the 8th century to the 14th cen
tury, and which is continued by the modern Nubian dialects of the Nile 
valley and of the Kordofan hills. Cushitic consists of five main groups of 
languages, that might be further subdivided. 

The following diagram presents the main sub-groups: 

North Cushitic Central Cushitic West Cushitic East Cushitic South Cushitic 

Bilin Khamtanga Qemant Qwara Awngi "Highland" "Lowland" 

Cushitic 

(Bedja) (Agaw) (Omotic) 

Northern 
(Saho-Afar) 

Oromo Southern 

Galaboid Ba'iso Sam 

Rendille Bani Somali 
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a) Bedja 

2.9. Bedja or North Cushitic is spoken on the Red Sea littoral of the 
Sudan and in the hinterland, to the latitude of Kassala in the south. The 
Bedja tribes of eastern Sudan are essentially nomad pastoralists that 
belong to two main tribal confederacies: the Bisharin and Abdada, in the 
north, the Hadendowa, Amarar, and Beni 'Amar in the south. Their lan
guage, called also (To) Bedawi, presents striking morphological analo
gies with Semitic verbal stems, with the causative prefix s- (gumad, "to 
be long", sugumād, "to lengthen"), the reflexive/passive affix -t- (kehan 
"to love", atkehan, "to be loved"), and the intensive or "pluriactional" 
doubling of a radical (dir, "to k i l l " , mdedar, "to ki l l each other"). 
Moreover, the conjugation of the finite verb parallels the Semitic imper-
fective, preterite, and probably jussive; e.g. present 'adanbīl < 
*'adabbīl, " I am collecting"; past 'adbfl, " I collected"; conditional 
'īdbil, " I may collect", which has a present meaning in negative clauses 
(e.g. k-ādbil, " I don't collect") and seems to go back to a volitive form. 
As for phonology, Bedja has lost the Afro-Asiatic pharyngals and the 
emphatic consonants. The Bedja of the Sudan are probably the Medju of 
ancient Egypt and certainly the Blemmyes who used to raid Upper 
Egypt in the Roman period. They are called Bouyaeixoi in the Greek 
inscriptions of Ezana, king of Aksum in the mid-4th century A.D. 
(§8.11), and Bcyá in the "Christian Topography" written about A.D. 
550 by Cosmos Indicopleutes who had travelled throughout the Red Sea 
trading area. In earlier times the Bedja speakers extended much further 
to the west across the Nile. They probably inhabited what is now called 
the Bayuda desert, about 200 km north of Omdurman. Remnants of 
these western Bedja are to be recognized in the Bedyat of Ennedi, whose 
royal clan, the Bisherla, is presumably of Bisharin descent. The 
Islamism of the Bedja, though fervid in some tribes such as the Haden
dowa, is relatively recent, for Maqrizi (1365-1442) wrote of them as 
mostly heathen. Early Moslem monuments discovered in the area should 
be linked rather with the Arabs of the Beni Omayya tribe who had begun 
to cross the Red Sea as early as the 8th century. Thus, Moslem tomb
stones dating from the 8th to the 11th centuries (the earliest is dated 
from A.H. 153 = ca, A.D. 790) have been found in some places, while 
early Moslem stone-built towerlike tombs occur at Maman, about 100 km 
northeast of Kassala, and elsewhere. Circular stone graves with flat tops 
are presumably those of Bedja, either Moslems or no. In any case, many 
non-Islamic beliefs persist among the Bedja people until our days. 
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b) Agaw 

2.10. Agaw or Central Cushitic is constituted of a number of closely 
related languages, that are not necessarily intelligible to speakers of 
another Agaw idiom. These languages are spoken in Eritrea and in 
northwestern Ethiopia, in a region where Semitic influence has been rel
atively strong. The Agaw people are believed to have once occupied 
most of highland Ethiopia. Their present scattered distribution must be 
the result of the Semitic expansion in this area (§8.9). The Agaw dialects 
which are still living include Bilin, spoken in Eritrea around Keren, 
Khamtanga, corresponding to the Khamta and Khamir varieties of Agaw 
reported earlier in the northeastern part of the Amharic area (Wello 
province), Qemant and the Qwara or Falasha dialects, north of Lake 
Tana, and Southern Agaw or Awngi, spoken south and west of the lake. 
At the request of James Bruce, the text of the Song of Songs has been 
translated in 1769-72 from Amharic into three Agaw dialects, among 
them into Falasha, and some Falasha prayer texts in Qwara, dating from 
the 19th century, have been preserved. The Falashas, which claim to be 
of Jewish descent, once spoke two Agaw dialects, and it is still custom
ary among them to recite certain blessings in Agaw, including the Grace 
after Meals. But they have almost entirely forgotten their former lan
guage with the exception of some outlying communities living in Qwara 
before the Falasha emigration to Israel. The Falashas read the Bible in 
Ge'ez and speak Amharic. The Agaw dialects are receding nowadays 
before Amharic and Tigrinya, although Awngi seems to be in less dan
ger of disappearing than the others. It is noticeable for having preserved 
five basic verbs which belong to the prefix-conjugation, parallel to the 
Semitic imperfective and perfective: yinte, "he comes" (vs. Semitic 
y-'ty), yage, "he brings" (vs. Semitic y-wg'), yigwe, "he remains" (vs. 
Semitic y-qūm), yaġe, "he is, he becomes" (vs. Semitic y-wq% yaqe, 
"he knows" (vs. Semitic y-wqy). Otherwise, Awngi has a developed suf
fix-conjugation with a clear distinction between the main verb and the 
verb of subordinate clauses. The Agaw dialects of the Qemant-Qwara 
group possess the voiced velar fricative ġ, like Awngi, and also the velar 
nasal ng (/rj/), as well as their labialized counterparts. 

c) East Cushitic 

2.11. East Cushitic comprises a number of languages spoken in the 
Horn of Africa and divided into "Highland" and "Lowland" East 
Cushitic. 
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1° The main "Lowland" language is Oromo, formerly called Galla or 
Galbnna. It is spoken by some twenty million people living in Ethiopia 
and in northern Kenya, and it was once used also in northern Somalia. 
Oromo is thus, after Arabic, Hausa (§2.16), and Swahili (§1.2), the 
African language with the largest number of speakers, but it became a 
"written" language only in 1975, with the publication of the first Oromo 
periodical in Ethiopian script (§9.7). 

2° Other linguistically important Lowland East Cushitic languages 
are the Konso in Ethiopia, the Saho-Afar in Eritrea and in the Djibouti 
Republic, the languages of the Galaboid sub-group, Ba'iso which is spo
ken on an island of Lake Abaya, and the so-called "Sam" languages, 
whose name is derived from a common root *sam ("nose"). The latter 
sub-group is important for comparative linguistics because of its prefix-
conjugation with an aspectual distinction between perfective and imper-
fective. It comprises Rendille, spoken in Kenya, east of Lake Turkana 
(former Rudolf), Boni, attested mainly in Kenya, east of the lower Tana 
river, and the Somali dialects spoken by about five million people in 
Somalia, in eastern Ethiopia, and in northern Kenya. Instead, the total of 
Rendille and Boni speakers amounts only to a few thousand. Contrary to 
a Somali tradition, there is no reason to believe that their ancestors 
arrived from Arabia, although the Arabic peninsula was the origin of an 
increasing immigration, probably from the 8th century A.D. onwards, as 
well as the source of the Islamization of Somalia. There is a large body 
of Somali oral literature, including alliterative poetry. The name Somali 
first occurs in a praise song of Yeshaq I of Abyssinia (1412-1427). 

3° Eastern Sidamo, now called Highland East Cushitic, was the main 
substratum language of South Ethiopic. This sub-family of East Cushitic 
is a compact group with seven or eight languages and several dialects 
spoken by some two million people. Hadiyya, spoken by about one mil
lion people, is its main representative nowadays; the other languages of 
this group are Kambata, Sidamo proper, Tembaro, Alaba, Qabenna, 
Darasa, and perhaps Burġi. 

d) West and South Cushitic 

2.12. West Cushitic, also called Kafa group or Omotic — because it is 
spoken in the vicinity of the Omo river —, constitutes a family of some 
forty related languages spoken by about two million people in south
western Ethiopia. Among the Omotic dialects, which are considered by 
some scholars as a distinct branch of Afro-Asiatic, the best represented 
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is the Walamo dialect cluster with more than one million speakers. Spe
cial attention was paid also to Moca, Djandjero, Madji, and Kafa. From 
the comparative point of view, Kafa, for instance, has only suffixed 
nominal and verbal formations, but it preserves the aspectual nature of 
the conjugation very well. Most verbal roots are monosyllabic and 
belong to the types CxvC2 or CAvC2CT 

2.13. South Cushitic comprises languages spoken in Kenya and in 
Tanzania, like the Mbugu, the Iraqw, and the Dahalo. These languages 
— except Iraqw — are little known and some of them, as Mbugu and 
Dahalo, in Tanzania, are influenced by Bantu languages. There is no 
doubt, however, that the pronouns are Cushitic and that the conjugation 
belongs to the common Cushitic suffix inflection. 

C . Libyco-Berber 

2.14. Libyco-Berber dialects were formerly spoken in all of North Africa 
except Egypt, by the Tuareg of the Sahara, and by the Guanches of the 
Canary Islands (Fig. 2). Considerable interest in the spoken Berber lan
guages and their origins had developed by the middle of the 19th century, 
but no written sources are available before some Shleuh manuscripts from 
the 16th or 17th century written in Arabic script, except a few short Berber 
sentences in an Arabic manuscript from the 12th century and a number of 
Berber words and proper names quoted in works of Arab mediaeval writ
ers. The Libyco-Berber language is spoken by some twenty million people 
from the Siwa Oasis in Egypt to the Atlantic and from the Mediterranean 
southwards into the Sahara. It shows many correspondences of a phono
logical, morphological, syntactical, and lexical nature with Semitic, but 
these affinities can readily be explained within the general framework of 
Afro-Asiatic languages. Libyco-Berber preserves the features of an ergative 
language type to a greater extent than Semitic and its declension system is 
based on the opposition of an active subject case (casus agens) to a pred
icative or non-active case (casus patiens). In the singular, as a rule, the 
active subject case is characterized by the w-prefix, while the a-prefix is 
marking the predicative or non-active case (§32.1-7). Beside a stative con
jugation (e.g. hnin, "he is gracious") and two non-aspectual tenses, viz. the 
imperative (e.g. atom, "follow!") and the jussive (-Ikdm-) (§38.2), which 
is used also in subordinate clauses, Libyco-Berber has two verbal prefix-
forms, viz. the imperfective and the perfective, that indicate the aspect, i.e.̂  



Fig. 2. Geographical distribution of Libyco-Berber 
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whether the action is considered as a lasting process or as a concluded 
action; e.g. the basic stem of -Ikdm-, "to follow": 

A vowel lengthening characterizes in Tuareg the intensive stem, like 
in some Semitic and Cushitic languages, and affixes may be added in all 
dialects to the verbal root in order to express the causative, reflexive or 
reciprocal, frequentative, or passive meaning of the verb. A l l these stems 
occur also in Semitic languages, except the last one which is paralleled 
by the Egyptian "pseudo-passive": 

intensive stem, e.g. -Ikām-; -lākkdm-\ 
causative s-stem, e.g. -S9rt9k-, "cause to fa l l " ; 
reflexive / reciprocal m/rt-stem, e.g. m3trdg-, "be freed"; 
frequentative i-stem, e.g. -tdffdġ-, "go often out"; 
agentless passive f/w-stem, e.g. -ttwadddz-, "be crushed". 

Despite numerous lexical variations (e.g. "fox", uššdn in Kabyle but 
âhdggi in Tuareg) and important phonetic changes (e.g. "heart", Tuareg 
dwl, Tachelhit ul, Tamazight uz, Tarifit wr), Libyco-Berber is still essen
tially one language, the numerous dialects of which show but relatively 
slight differences, although Tuareg and some eastern idioms appear to be 
its most archaic forms of speech. Tuareg is important also because it has 
but few borrowings from Arabic, which are instead numerous in other 
Berber dialects, viz. Tarifit or Rifan in northern Morocco, Tachelhit or 
Shleuh in the south of the country and in Mauritania, Tamazight in the 
Middle Atlas region, Kabyle and Tachaouit or Chaouia in Kabylia and in 
the Aurès (Algeria), Zenaga in southwestern Mauritania, etc. However, 
the borrowings from Arabic are mainly lexical, exceptionally morpho
logical or syntactical. In Tuareg, one must reckon also with possible 
loanwords from Songhai, an important isolated language spoken in 
Tombouctou (Mali), in the Niger valley farther south, and in the city of 
Agades in the Air oasis of the Sahara (Niger). 

The term ta-maziġ-t is used nowadays in Moroccan and Saharan dialects to 
designate the Berber language in general, and someone speaking Berber is an a-
maziġ (plur. i-maziġ-drì). The word maziġ has a long history, since it is attested 
as a North African personal name in Roman times, while some Libyco-Berber 
tribes are called Mazices or MG^IKSC; in classical sources. Ibn Khaldun (1332-
1406) considers Mazigh as a forefather of the Berbers. 

Aspect 

perfective 
imperfective 

Positive Negative 

-Ikem-
-hkkdm-

-Ikam-
-lākkdm-
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2.15. The Berber-speaking Tuaregs have a writing of their own, the 
tifīnaġ, a plural apparently related to Greek (poiviK-, "Phoenician, 
Punic". Its origin may go back to the 7th-6th centuries B.C., as indicated 
by monuments and inscriptions ranging over the whole of North Africa. 
Most of the ancient inscriptions (about 1200) date however from the 
times of the Numidian kingdoms (3rd-1st cent. B.C.) and of the Roman 
Empire (Fig. 3). As a rule, they do not indicate vowels, not even the ini
tial w-, a-, /- of the case prefixes which have thus to be supplied, e.g. 
nbbn nšqr' corresponding approximately to *i-nbabdn n-u-šqura\ "the 
cutters of wood (were)..." (Dougga, 2nd century B.C.). There is also a 
large corpus of Libyco-Berber proper names quoted in Punic, Greek, and 
Latin sources. However, it is not easy to connect the phonological, mor
phological, syntactical, and lexical elements of this antique documenta
tion with the modern Berber forms of speech. The Numidic noun gld, 
"king", pronounced nowadays idgid in Tarifit because of the phonetic 
changes g > z and // > g, gives a small idea of the problems facing the 
linguists. Nevertheless, the uninterrupted continuity of the Libyco-
Berber idioms appears to be accepted nowadays by all reputable schol
ars in the field. The orthography of Tuareg in Latin characters, officially 
adopted in Niger and in Mali, does of course not reflect the dialectal 
richness of the language, although it undoubtedly presents some advan
tages. 

The modem Berber dialects reflect the ancient loss of original gutturals, but 
they have more pharyngalized emphatics than Common Semitic, also more 
palatalized and fricativized consonants. The changes d > d, d > t, d > d, g > ġ, k 
> g, k > ġ, q > ġ, r > r, s > s, t > t, s > z are quite frequent, as well as g > z, k > 
š, l> z, 11 > ġ, 11 > â,rr> g, z > š (>ẁ), z > z, b > b, d > d, t > f; e.g. Tachaouit 
ti-ġdtt-dn, "she-goats", to compare with Hebrew gddi and Arabic ġady, "young 
goat". Besides, original pharyngalization can disappear (e.g. Tachaouit 
dddhhast < *ta-dahhākit, "laughing"), a secondary pharyngal may be inserted 
before t (e.g. Tachaouit dz-zdht < Arabic dz-zdyt, "olive oil"; Kabyle ta-bdġliht 
< ta-bdġlit, "mule"), and various assimilations may occur (e.g. Tarifit ydšša < 
*yikía, "he ate"). 
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D . Chadic 

2.16. The Chadic languages, so called from the name of Lake Chad, are 
spoken in Western and Central Africa, i.e. in northern Nigeria, northern 
Cameroon, western and central Chad, and, in the case of Hausa, Niger. 
They form the most variegated branch of Afro-Asiatic with some 125 dif
ferent languages, a recent subdivision of which is presented in Fig. 4. The 
chief idiom of this family is Hausa, a large group that has only recently 
been described in a satisfactory way. The Hausa speakers constitute the 
single^most numerous group in northern Nigeria and in southern Niger. 
The language has become the general lingua franca in northern Nigeria 
and the number of people speaking Hausa as a secondary language is con
siderable. Hausa is written traditionally in an orthography based on the 
Arabic alphabet, and an original Hausa literature does exist, composed 
mainly in the dialect of Kano which became the standard literary lan
guage. The dialect differences are not sufficiently serious to interfere with 
mutual intelligibility. As result of Islamic influence, numerous Arabic 
words have been borrowed, particularly in the spheres of religion, crafts, 
and technology. The importance of Hausa cannot be underestimated, but 
in general East Chadic languages, as Mubi, Kwang, Kera, Migàma, 
Bidiya, spoken in northern Cameroon and in the Chad Republic, seem to 
be more archaic and to provide more parallels to Afro-Asiatic. Distinctive 
Afro-Asiatic features that can be shown to exist also in Chadic are the 
affixed morpheme t with the triple function of feminine / diminutive / sin-
gulative (e.g. Hausa yazo, "he came", tazo, "she came"), the -n/t/n gen
der-number marking pattern in the deictic system (masculine, feminine, 
plural), the m- prefix forming nouns of place, of instrument, and of agent, 
the formation of noun plurals, among other ways, by adding a suffix -n 
and by inserting a vowel -a-, the formation of intensive or "pluriactional" 
verbs by internal consonant gemination, and an asymmetrical conjuga-
tional system involving suffixed feminine and plural markers in addition 
to pronominal prefixes. There are also some highly probable etymological 
connexions between Chadic and Afro-Asiatic. For instance, mutu means 
"to die" in Hausa, while the Old Akkadian corresponding verb is muātu. 
In both languages, mutum means "man". In East Chadic (Migama), sin 
means "brother" like in ancient Egyptian, while náàsb, "to breathe", cor
responds to Egyptian nsp, to Semitic nasāpu, and to Cushitic nēfso (Boni), 
with metathesis. The Mubi aspectual opposition between bēni, "he built", 
and binnāa, "he is building" (Mubi), is undoubtedly related to the conju
gation of the Semitic verb bny. 
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Branch Subbranch Group Language 

CHADIC 

FAMILY 

(Hausa, Gwandara) 
(Bole, Kanakuru...) 

(Angas, Goemai...) 
(Ron, Kulere...) 
(Bade, Ngizim...) 
(Warji, Pa'a...) 

(Zaar, Boghom...) 

(Tera, Ga'anda...) 
(Bura, Margi...) 
(Higi, Bana) 
(Mandara, Lamang...) 

Matakam (Matakam, Gisiga...) 
Sukur (Sukur) 

(Daba, Hina...) 

(Bata, Gude...) 

MASA 

Kotoko 
Musgu 
Gidar 

Somrai 
Nancere 
Kera 

Dangla 
Mokulu 
Sokoro 

Masa 

(Kotoko, Buduma...) 
(Musgu) 
(Gidar) 

(Somrai, Tumak...) 
(Nancere, Gabri...) 
(Kera, Kwang) 

(Dangla, Mubi...) 
(Mokulu) 

(Sokoro, Barain...) 

(Masa, Zime.,.) 
Fig. 4. Diagram of Chadic languages according to P. Newman (1977). 
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2.17. The five branches of Afro-Asiatic are not really parallel to each 
other, because closer relations can be established between some of them. 
Thus Libyco-Berber is certainly closer to the Semitic branch than Egypt/ 
ian or Cushitic, while Chadic languages, as far as known presently, are 
obviously the most distant from the other branches. Very characteristic 
of Libyco-Berber and of Semitic are the preserved features of the erga-
tive language type, with identical morphemes indicating either the active 
subject or the predicate-object, both in the singular and in the plural. 
Also the system of conjugation in Libyco-Berber and in Semitic is built 
upon a "nominal" and a "verbal" bases, with the aspectual opposition 
of accomplished to unaccomplished. These two branches of Afro-Asiatic 
are thus closely related to each other, but this relationship can best be 
explained in the general frame of the whole language family. The inter
relations between the five branches of Afro-Asiatic may therefore be 
represented schematically in the following way: 

Proto-Afro-Asiatic 

Semitic Berber Cushitic Egyptian Chadic 

3. PROTO-SEMITIC 

3.1. The Semitic languages, although their number amounts to about 
seventy, have a much larger layer of common elements in their phonol
ogy, morphology, syntax, and vocabulary than the Afro-Asiatic group as 
a whole. They also share certain common features in their evolution, 
easily recognizable in ancient and in modern forms of speech. These 
common elements and parallel developments, maintained despite lapse 
of time and spreading over new areas, strongly support the family-tree 
theory which regards the dividing process that affects a homogeneous 
language — in this case the Proto-Semitic — as the main impelling 
power from which new idioms originated. This theory does not exclude, 
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however, concrete applications of the wave-theory that attributes com
mon linguistic evolutions to the spreading of linguistic changes by con
tacts between dialects, that may lead to the emerging of a new local 
koine, of a new common language. In any case, neither the wave-theory 
nor its variant, the peripheral hypothesis, correspond to the global evi
dence with distant Semitic areas, as Akkadian and Ethiopic, more alike 
than are those which are not so widely separated. In other words, Proto-
Semitic is something more than a conventional name given to the whole 
of elements shared by the family of languages under consideration. In 
view of the relatively limited geographical dispersion of the ancient core 
of Semitic languages and of the great measure of affinity between them, 
the concept of Proto-Semitic would seem comparable to that of Latin 
with regard to the Romance languages. The problems of the latter group 
are, however, more manageable owing to the fact that the Latin language 
is historically documented, while Proto-Semitic is a linguistic prerequi
site the existence of which in prehistoric times is necessary for an under
standing of the mutual relations and parallel developments of the histor
ically documented Semitic languages. 

3.2. Since the Semitic languages go apparently back to a common ori
gin, the question of the location of the speakers of this Proto-Semitic 
language has been often considered of importance. Various regions have 
been taken into account: Syria, Arabia, and Africa. No definitive 
answer, however, can be given to this question without considering the 
Afro-Asiatic linguistic interrelations. In fact, the sedentary or half-
sedentary protopopulation of North Syria and Mesopotamia was most 
likely non-Semitic, as appears from the large number of non-Semitic 
geographical names in Palaeosyrian and in Old Akkadian texts. Now, 
geographical names, with the exception of newly founded settlements, 
reflect an old and inherited linguistic tradition of the specific areas. As 
for Arabia, this region could hardly have supported sufficient population 
for such large waves of emigration before the domestication of the 
dromedary in the second millennium B.C., while the Semitic languages 
of Africa are grouped in an apparently peripheral area of Semitic and 
their appearance in the Horn of Africa, midst Cushitic languages, is most 
likely due to an ancient conquest and emigration. 

3.3. The problem of the original homeland of the Semites cannot be 
examined historically without considering the linguistic relations 
between the five branches of the Afro-Asiatic language family. The 
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main service that comparative linguistics can render to the investigation 
of this prehistoric problem is not simply asserting the common origin of 
the languages in question, but defining the degree of their divergence 
and relating it to two variables: time and separation. Time is a variable 
related to divergence in the sense that, under like circumstances, the 
longer the time the greater the divergence. Separation is a variable in the 
sense that parts of an original language community will tend to diverge 
faster i f they become completely separated as, say, Semitic and Libyco-
Berber around e.g. 1000 B.C. The similarities in language between peo
ples living so far away from each other are due, not to cultural contact 
and borrowing, but to common linguistic tradition. Now, the most 
numerous isoglosses and lexicostatistical convergences are precisely 
those linking Semitic with Libyco-Berber, while the isoglosses and the 
lexicostatistical factors connecting Semitic and Egyptian, on the one 
hand, and Semitic and Chadic, on the other, seem to be the less impor
tant. Although the available data and the very incomplete lexicostatisti
cal studies must be regarded as preliminary, the conclusion from purely 
linguistic evidence seems inescapable that the Proto-Chadic languages, 
followed by Egyptian, were the earliest to separate from the common 
trunk, while Proto-Semitic maintained, for a certain time, closer lan
guage contacts with Libyco-Berber and with Cushitic. This implies that 
the speakers of Proto-Semitic were still dwelling in Africa in the 5th 
millennium B.C., in the Neolithic Sub-pluvial (ca. 5500-3500 B.C.), 
when the Sahara's climate was much wetter, so that erosion took place 
as in other moist temperate or subtropical regions, and there was a 
proper system of rivers and vegetation consisting of grass with trees. 
Settlement was undoubtedly widespread in the Sahara at that time, and 
there is ample evidence of Neolithic culture with rock drawings showing 
animals that no longer live there. A worsening of environmental condi
tions is indicated in North Africa ca. 3500 B.C. with disappearance of 
vegetation, a major faunal break, desertification, and desertion. This 
might have been the period when the speakers of Proto-Semitic passed 
through the Nile delta from the West to the East, and reached Western 
Asia, where written documents of the third millennium B.C. preserve 
noticeable traces of Pre-Semitic and, in Mesopotamia, also of Pre-
Sumerian substratum. The collapse of the Ghassulian culture in Palestine 
around 3300 B.C. and the Egyptian finds in southern Palestine from the 
Early Bronze period I (ca. 3300-3050 B.C.) may testify to the arrival of 
these new population groups. The Palestinian tumuli, belonging to the 
culture of semi-nomadic groups during much of the fourth and third 
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millennia B.C., seem to confirm this hypothesis, since a very similar 
type of sepulture characterizes pre-historic North Africa, especially 
Algeria, and it is a typical feature of the old Libyco-Berber tradition. 
Thus, from North Africa, wave after wave of Semitic migrations would 
seem to have set forth. The earliest of these migrants, and those who 
went farthest to the East, were the Akkadians who, journeying along the 
Fertile Crescent through Palestine and Syria, and crossing over into 
Mesopotamia, reached Northern Babylonia ca. 3000 B.C. and founded 
the first Semitic Empire at Kish (§4.2; 5.2; 6.2). The Amorites (§4.1-2; 
5.3) and their congeners would appear to have followed as far as Syria 
before 2500 B.C. The Southern Semites would seem to have reached the 
moister highlands of the Yemen and Hadramawt after 2000 B.C., fol
lowing the collapse of the Early Bronze culture in Palestine, while the 
Ethiopians would have crossed over to the Horn of Africa when drier 
conditions prevailed in South Arabia ca. 1500-500 B.C. Since only the 
most primitive type of raft was needed to cross the Straits of Bab el-
Mandeb or to make the short voyage across the Hanish Islands, a rela
tively early date for the beginning of the last mentioned migration would 
not be surprising. Semitic speakers settled among Cushitic pastoralists 
whose presence in the region probably goes back to 3500-3000 B.C. 
(Fig. 5). The Libyco-Berbers continued, instead, to occupy the original 
language area of the speakers of Afro-Asiatic. Their African origins may 
even be confirmed by a relationship of Afro-Asiatic with Bantu lan
guages (§1.2) which form the central group of the large Niger-Congo 
family and whose homeland probably lies in the Nigeria-Cameroon area. 

3.4. Although the discussion of these problems lies outside the scope 
of the present work, it is useful to add that any linguistic mapping a 
Afro-Asiatic speakers should be complemented by an anthropological 
approach. The data are not so abundant as might be wished, but enough 
evidence is available to establish the fact that the Afro-Asians belonged 
basically to the long-headed or dolichocephalic Mediterranean peoples 
widespread in distribution in Late Neolithic and Chalcolithic times. Fur
ther subdivisions of course exist, but they are generally too ephemeral to 
be helpful in this context. However, skeletal evidence seems to indicate 
that the same Neolithic peoples from North-Africa entered the Iberian 
peninsula and moved into the Egyptian upper valley of the Nile in pre-
dynastic times. They are well represented by the Naqāda cranial series, 
dated to the Amratian period (ca. 3500 B.C.), and their modem descen
dants — through frequently mixed with negroes — are found among the 
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Fig. 5. The spread of the earliest pastoralists in Africa, ca, 8000-1200 B.C., according to 
L. Krzyzaniak, Schyiek pradzìejdw w środkowym Sudanie, Poznan 1992, p. 158. 

speakers of Cushitic languages in the Horn of Africa and the Bedja 
people in the desert between the Nile and the Red Sea. Characteristic 
artefacts of the Amratian period, suggesting connexions with prehistoric 
Libyco-Berbers, are statuettes of bearded men wearing phallic sheaths, 
like those of the Libyans in historical times. The Amratian culture seems 
to have been absorbed by the Gerzean one, coming from Lower Egypt 
where the latter's origins begin to be investigated. The predynastic pop
ulation of Lower Egypt differed from that of Upper Egypt in having 
broader heads, longer faces, and narrower noses. The subsequent racial 
history of Egypt was to be that of a gradual replacement of the Upper 
Egyptian or "Cushitic" type by that of prehistoric Lower Egypt. In 
Palestine, instead, there was no drastic change in the main anthropolog
ical type during the transition from the Chalcolithic to the Early Bronze 
age. Summing up, striking similarities l ink the physical characteristics of 
the predynastic Egyptians, of the contemporary Bedja population and the 
main Berber type, and of the Palestinian skeletons of the Early Bronze 
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age: dolichocephalic type, with a stature of a little less than 1.65 m. for 
men and about 1.55 for women, with a projecting occiput and the chin 
prominent. The dolicocephalic features are best preserved nowadays 
among the Bedouin Arabs. 

3.5. The spreading of Afro-Asiatic, thus delineated, implies a determi
nate type of linguistic expansion in Western Asia. Linguistic expansion 
can take place by diffusion, infiltration, and migration. Whereas diffu
sion necessitates no permanent displacement of language carriers and 
infiltration implies a movement of but a restricted number of individu
als, migration signifies that whole tribes permanently displace them
selves and spread over a new territory. These are the circumstances 
obviously reflected in the settlement of Semites in Western Asia where 
Semitic idioms replaced the substratum languages of the regions where 
today Arabic, Neo-Aramaic, and Hebrew are spoken. The substratum 
generally modifies the gaining language through interference, thus caus
ing the spreading language to differentiate itself from the language of the 
original linguistic homeland. Interference varies in degree and kind 
chiefly in proportion to non-linguistic cultural receptivity or hostility. 
Now, judging from the great similarity of the Semitic languages and 
from their close relationship to Libyco-Berber, the influence of the lin
guistic substratum on Semitic must have been limited except in 
Mesopotamia where the Sumerian adstratum played an important role. 
Archaeological evidence from Palestine probably provides the correct 
interpretation of this fact, viz. the location of the new Early Bronze I set
tlements shows a great shift from the preceding Chalcolithic pattern. 
Areas densely settled in the Chalcolithic period were either totally or 
partially deserted, and the new sites were usually situated in different 
spots. Thus, the new migrants — Semites, in our hypothesis, — seem to 
have brought an end to the Chalcolithic settlements in Palestine. This 
indicates in turn that the Early Bronze age culture introduced by the 
Semitic population groups lacked the receptivity required to be modified 
in a very significant way through linguistic interference. However, the 
Semitic tongues of the new territories followed together with other cul
tural features a path of historical development more or less divergent 
from that of the Afro-Asiatic language of the original homeland. The lat
ter, represented nowadays by the Libyco-Berber dialects, developed 
independently from Semitic during a period of 5500 years or more, i f we 
except the borrowings from Punic and Arabic. This large span of time 
seems to be sufficient for explaining the differences between Semitic 
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and Libyco-Berber, especially i f we take into account the fact that the 
two groups were affected, respectively in Asia and in Africa, by neigh
bouring forms of speech which belonged to completely different lan
guage families. 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF SEMITIC LANGUAGES 

4.1. The distinct Semitic tongues are ranging from important lan
guages with large literatures to language forms used over a limited terri
tory and either entirely unwritten or possessing but a few preserved doc
uments. Some are attested only in the third or the second millennium 
B.C., while other languages have been identified as late as the 20th cen
tury A.D. It was usual, until a short time ago, to group all languages into 
three great branches: the East Semitic represented by Akkadian, the 
Northwest Semitic with Canaanite, Ugaritic, Amorite, and Aramaic, and 
the South Semitic with Arabic and Ethiopic. 

This classification was based on the view that the first division which 
Semitic underwent, before 3000 B.C., was between East Semitic or 
Akkadian and West Semitic. At a later date, but before 2000 B.C., West 
Semitic was believed to have split into a northern and a southern branch. 
Northwest Semitic further divided into Canaanite and Aramaic, while 
Southwest Semitic split into Arabic, on the one side, and South Arabian 
and Ethiopic, on the other. This conception can no more be sustained 
because of the discovery of languages that do not fit into any of those 
branches, and in view of doubts risen with regard to the classification of 
Ugaritic, Amorite, and Arabic. 

4.2. The discovery of new types of Semitic speeches in Northern Syria, 
at Ebla, Tell Beydar, and Mari, as well as in the Kish area of Central 
Mesopotamia, reveals the existence of a group of dialects belonging to 
Semitic languages of the third millennium B.C. that were related to Old 
Akkadian and slightly less to Amorite. It is convenient to call 
"Palaeosyrian" those dialects that are attested by documents found in 
Syria, although the language shows a certain mixture (§41.28; 48.5), 
while some "literary" and lexical texts are duplicated at Fāra and at Tell 
Abū Salābīkh (Iraq). The language may be linked to some extent with 
the writing system brought from Mesopotamia and thus partly represent 
the written Semitic of the place from which the script was taken 
ca. 2400 B.C., probably Kish (§5.2). Unfortunately, there is no way at 
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present to check this hypothesis. It appears also that Palaeosyrian and 
Old Akkadian texts contain many proper names in which occurs an 
ending -a that qualifies the predicate state of the noun and that is attested 
also in some Amorite names, but does not belong to the living languages 
of the texts. One can assume therefore that this feature reflects an even 
older common stage of Semitic languages. Besides, Palaeosyrian 
dialects share certain linguistic features with Ugaritic, South Arabian, 
and Ethiopic, that obviously preserve some common archaic elements. 
The resulting picture shows therefore that there was no clear cut between 
East and West Semitic in the third millennium B.C. As for the greater 
affinity between Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian, it is due to the use of 
the same type of script, borrowed from the Sumerians or Proto-Sumeri-
ans, and to the chronological and perhaps partly local vicinity of the 
written languages. The differences between the Semitic forms of speech 
obviously increased with the time. 

4.3, There is also no clear cut between Northwest and Southwest 
Semitic in the first millennium B.C. For instance, some Early Aramaic 
dialects probably possessed the internal or "broken" plural, regularly 
found only in the South Semitic area, while some North Arabian lan
guages used the prefixed article han-, attested normally in Canaanite lan
guages of the first millennium B.C. Therefore, classifications based on 
important literary languages, as Arabic, Ethiopic, Hebrew, and Syriac, 
and the interpretation of other forms of speech as mere dialects of these 
literary languages cannot be sustained any more. For a time, varying in 
length in the various regions, all spoken dialects were of equal prestige, 
and the epigraphical documentation transmits fuller information on 
dialectal varieties than has since been available. But with the formation 
of literary languages in cultural and political centres, certain local 
dialects augmented their prestige and with their grammatical codifica
tion came some measure of petrifaction allowing for clearly cut linguis
tic features. A classification based on these standard languages does not 
reflect, of course, the variety of spoken dialects, the differences of which 
often increase with the time and in proportion as the geographical dis
tances grow, thus blurring clearly cut linguistic divisions. 

4.4. In conclusion, a subdivision of the Semitic language family should 
be based on the wide geographic distribution of the speeches, but take 
also into account, i f feasible, the historically attested documentation. 
In ancient times, Semitic languages were spoken in Mesopotamia, Syria-
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Palestine, Arabia, and Ethiopia. Beyond this area they have spread only 
as a result of later and historically known developments, i.e. migration, 
colonization, or conquest. It is convenient, therefore, to describe the 
Semitic languages and dialects roughly in the same geographic order, 
slightly corrected in view of some chronological considerations, since 
the linguistic material of the present survey extends in time over some 
4500 years: from the mid-third millennium B.C., when we encounter the 
earliest written manifestations of a Semitic language (Palaeosyrian, Old 
Akkadian), until the present times, when some entirely unwritten forms 
of Semitic speech have been described and analyzed. 

4.5. Therefore, the present survey will distinguish a North Semitic 
grouping, to which belong written languages of the third and second mil
lennia B.C. (Palaeosyrian, Amorite, Ugaritic), an East Semitic group 
with Old Akkadian, Assyro-Babylonian, and Late Babylonian, that can
not simply derive from the preceding stages of Babylonian, a West Semitic 
group with Canaanite (Hebrew, Phoenician, Moabite, Ammonite), Ara
maic, and North Arabian languages (Thamúdic, Lihyānite, Safaitic, 
Standard Arabic, Neo-Arabic), and a South Semitic group with South 
Arabian and Ethiopian languages, both ancient and modern. 

4.6. This survey does not aim at giving a detailed description of all the 
Semitic languages. However, the lack of any up-to-date introductory 
work demands a summary presentation of the current knowledge in this 
field in order to clarify the concepts and the terminology adopted in the 
present comparative study. Although the latter has an introductory char
acter, does not aim at exhaustiveness, and emphasizes the position of the 
great literary or standard languages, it also adduces evidence from other 
ancient and modern Semitic languages and dialects. Their position in the 
Semitic family has therefore to be briefly characterized. The terms 
"dialect" and "language" are taken here in their rough definition, the 
distinct forms of speech being called "dialects" when the differences are 
relatively small. In this approach, not only geographically different 
forms of speech may be called "dialects", but also historical stages of 
the languages considered, as Old Assyrian, Middle Assyrian, and Neo-
Assyrian that together cover a span of 1500 years. In any case, no exact 
definition of "language" and "dialect" is feasible, and the "discovery" 
of a new Semitic language merely expresses the scholars' conviction 
that a type of speech appears sufficiently distinct from others so as 
deserve a name of its own. 
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5. N O R T H S E M I T I C 

5.1. North Semitic is represented nowadays by Palaeosyrian (but 
cf. §4.2), Amorite, and Ugaritic. These are languages spoken and written 
in Upper Mesopotamia and Northern Syria in the third and second mil
lennia B.C. They are known to us only through written records and can
not be subjected to strict phonetic analysis. However, their corpus 
expands steadily by the discovery of more written documents, that may 
reveal the existence of unknown dialects or even of new related lan
guages, as was the case at Tell Mardikh/Ebla and at Tell Beydar, near 
Hassake (Syria). 

A . Palaeosyrian 

5.2. Palaeosyrian is represented by the "Eblaite" texts from Tell 
Mardikh/Ebla dating from the 24th century B.C. according to the 
"short" chronology (Fig. 6), by the tablets from Tell Beydar, going back 
to the mid-third millennium B.C. as well (Fig. 7), by the Pre-Sargonic 
and post-Ur-III texts from Mari, in Syria. Common scribal traditions and 
cultural elements are revealed by these documents and by texts from the 
area of Kish, in Mesopotamia, 15 km east of Babylon. It would be pre
mature, however, to term that cultural entity "Kish civilization" and to 
contrast it too sharply with the Sumerian culture, especially with the 
written culture of Sumer. Palaeosyrian cuneiform script is of Sumerian 
or even of Pre-Sumerian origin and it uses Sumerian logograms or word 
signs, besides syllabic signs and auxiliary marks aimed at helping the 
understanding of the writing. It is impossible to consider the texts from 
different sites as written in one language spoken by a single people in 
the whole area extending from North Syria to Babylonia. However, the 
spoken languages may differ to various extents from a written koine and, 
in any case, there are common features in the writing system, in phonol
ogy, morphology, syntax, and vocabulary. Further research and more 
discoveries are needed to establish how many written Semitic languages 
or dialects of the mid-third millennium should be distinguished in the 
area under consideration. Besides, the sources so far discovered — in 
particular the proper names — contain elements surviving from an older 
Semitic language that should also be studied and evaluated. 



Fig. 6. Ebla Tablet TM.75.G.1377 Obverse 
(Courtesy Missione Archeologica in Siria). 
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Fig. 7. Tell Beydar Tablet 2629-T-2 
(Courtesy Euro-Syrian Excavations at Tell Beydar). 

B. Amorite 

5.3. Amorite is the name given nowadays to a group of North Semitic 
dialects spoken in North Syria and Upper Mesopotamia between the mid
dle of the third millennium and the second half of the second millennium 
B.C. These forms of Semitic speech are mainly known by the numerous 
proper names — with specific grammatical forms — which appear in var
ious cuneiform texts, by some loanwords borrowed by Old Babylonian 
scribes, and by certain linguistic peculiarities occurring sporadically in Old 
Babylonian texts, in particular those from Mari. Some Amorite names are 
found also in Middle Egyptian execration texts from the 19th and 18th cen
turies B.C. Amorite was once called "East Canaanite" and is often consid
ered as a Northwest Semitic language. The geographical area of the speak
ers of Amorite dialects and the relation of these speech forms to 
Palaeosyrian suggest however to classify Amorite among the North Semitic 
tongues and to consider "East Canaanite" as an inappropriate designation 
of the language under consideration. 
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C. Ugaritic 

5.4. Ugaritic is the name given to the Semitic language discovered in 
1929 at Ras Shamra, the site of ancient Ugarit, on the coast of north
western Syria. Ugaritic was written in an alphabetic cuneiform script 
using 30 simple signs which, on the whole, present single consonantal 
sounds. The texts discovered at Ras Shamra and at Ras Ibn Hani, south
west of Ugarit, date from the 14th, 13th, and the beginning of the 12th 
centuries B.C. A few tablets in alphabetic cuneiform script were also 
found at other sites, notably in Palestine. Next to mythological and epic 
compositions, there are letters and administrative-economic documents 
that reflect a somewhat younger stage of the language. 

6. E A S T SEMITIC 

6.1. East Semitic is represented by Old Akkadian, attested roughly 
from 2400 to 2000 B.C., by the various branches of Assyro-Babylonian 
(roughly 1900-600 B.C.), and by the Late Babylonian that cannot be 
derived from the preceding stages of Babylonian without admitting at 
least considerable interference from another Semitic language. "Akka
dian" is the most diffused global appellation of these forms of speech; it 
comes from Akkad or Agade, the capital of the Semitic Empire of Sar
gon of Agade (ca. 2265-2210, according to a "short" chronology). Yet, 
to underline the distinction between Old Akkadian, on the one hand, and 
the Assyrian and Babylonian dialects of the second and first millennia 
B.C., on the other, the latter will generally be called "Assyro-Babylon
ian" in this Outline. Akkadian did use logograms or word signs, but was 
written mainly in syllabograms that also indicated vowels. However, this 
script was in several respects imperfect, owing to its Sumerian or Pre-
Sumerian and thus non-Semitic origin. 

A. Old Akkadian 

6.2. I f the Early Dynastic I I I or Pre-Sargonic texts from the Kish area 
(§5.2) are considered as written in an earlier dialect of the same language 
as the one used in the Semitic documents of the Empire created by Sar-
gon of Akkad, Old Akkadian may be dated between 2350 and 2000 B.C. 
according to a "short" chronology. Like in the case of Palaeosyrian, its 
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writing is of Sumerian or non-Semitic origin and has the same general 
characteristics, but cuneiform signs are generally used with their normal 
Sumerian value, contrary to the Ebla practice, and certain speech 
elements are not omitted in writing, as it happens frequently at Ebla and 
at Mari. On the other side, there seems to be no convincing way of 
deriving the earliest attested Assyrian or Babylonian texts from Old 
Akkadian, that obviously was a local dialect of northern Babylonia that 
owed its prestige and literary character to the fact of being spoken in the 
power centre of the Kish dynasties and of the Akkadian Empire. 

B. Assyro-Babylonian 

6.3. The huge number of private letters, contracts, public documents, 
and literary texts preserved makes Assyro-Babylonian one of the princi
pal sources for ancient Semitic. Because of the cultural prestige of Baby
lonian, various local forms of Assyro-Babylonian were used in the 
neighbouring countries and served in the second millennium B.C. for 
purposes of State correspondence and for official documents in areas 
where East Semitic was not spoken. The outstanding case of this is the 
Amarna correspondence, chiefly from Syria-Palestine. By a gradual 
process, however, between the 8th and the 6th centuries B.C., Assyro-
Babylonian died out as a spoken language and was replaced by Aramaic 
in its homeland. Its written use, however, continued until the 1st century 
A.D. 

6.4. Babylonian, the dialect of the southern part of Mesopotamia, was 
also used as a literary language in Assyria. The Babylonians themselves 
were calling it "Akkadian". Within the Babylonian dialect one can dis
tinguish the following periods: Old Babylonian (ca. 1900-1500 B.C.), 
Middle Babylonian (ca. 1500-1000 B.C.), and Neo-BabyIonian (ca. 
1000-600 B.C.). There are several sub-dialects in the Old Babylonian 
period. Thus, the existence of dialectal differences between North Baby
lonian and South Babylonian, and between the earlier Old Babylonian 
and the later Old Babylonian has to be pointed out. Besides, there are 
provincial dialects from Susa (Elam), from the Diyala region, and from 
Mari. In addition, literary compositions, which originated in the Old 
Babylonian or Middle Babylonian periods, continued to be copied in 
later times, generally conserving their original wording. The dialect of 
these literary texts has been termed Standard Babylonian (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. Middle Babylonian fragment of the Gilgamesh Epic from Megiddo 
(Courtesy Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums). 

6.5. The various linguistic stages of Assyrian, the dialect of the north
ern part of Mesopotamia, can be divided into Old Assyrian (ca. 1900-
1700 B.C.), with texts principally from commercial settlements in Ana
tolia, but written in the same dialect, Middle Assyrian (ca. 1500-1000 
B.C.), with records strongly influenced by Babylonian, and Neo-Assyr-
ian (ca. 1000-600 B.C.), which was Aramaicized in its final phase, espe
cially in the northwestern regions of the Assyrian Empire and in the 
wording of contracts. 

C. Late Babylonian 

6.6. Late Babylonian is the written language of South Mesopotamia in 
the Persian, Seleucid, and Arsacid periods from ca. 600 B.C. onwards, 
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while Aramaic and the practically unknown Chaldaean dialect were the 
spoken idioms which by a gradual process influenced the written lan
guage. Since people resorted in the Near East to professional scribes to 
have even their private letters written, read, and translated, the existence 
of Late Babylonian tablets belonging to this genre does not prove that 
Babylonian subsisted as a vernacular language at that time, although 
there were certainly educated people having a fairly good knowledge of 
the literary idiom. The latter does not seem to have borrowed an impor
tant part of its lexicon from Aramaic, but certain texts can hardly be con
sidered as written in a truly Babylonian dialect, since their type of 
speech reveals a too far-reaching linguistic change in phonetics, mor
phology, and syntax, as the use of iprus-forms in the volitive functions 
of the Aramaic imperfect (§54.6) and the occasional transmutation of the 
stative into an Aramaic perfect (§38.10). 

7. W E S T S E M I T I C 

7.1. West Semitic was traditionally divided into two groups, namely 
the Canaanite and the Aramaic, with Hebrew and Syriac as the main li t
erary languages. In recent times, Amorite and Ugaritic have often been 
considered as older forms of speech of Canaanite despite the fact that 
they are morphologically and syntactically more distinct from Hebrew 
than the North Arabian languages. For this reason, Amorite and Ugaritic 
have been classified here as North Semitic tongues, while the North Ara
bian forms of speech wi l l be viewed as the third main family of the West 
Semitic languages of Syria-Palestine and Northern Arabia. 

A. Canaanite 

7.2. The name Canaanite, coined from the toponym Canaan, the 
ancient appellation of southern Syria and Palestine, w i l l be used in the 
present work to designate, as a rule, the older stages of the Canaanite 
languages, known from sources of the second millennium B.C. The 
stages of the first millennium B.C. are classified, instead, as Hebrew, 
Phoenician, Ammonite, Moabite, and Edomite. The Hebrew language is 
the only one in this group that survived the Antiquity. 
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a) Old Canaanite 

7.3. Old Canaanite forms of speech of the second millennium B.C. are 
reflected to a certain extent in the Old Babylonian tablets from Hazor. 
They are attested directly by a number of short inscriptions found in 
Palestine (Proto-Canaanite) and in the Sinai peninsula (Proto-Sinaitic), 
some superimposed upon datable Egyptian objects. The whole series is 
variously dated by scholars from 1800 B.C. onwards. I f the inscriptions 
on Phoenician arrowheads and the Gezer calendar are added to this 
group, the latter can be dated between the mid-second millennium B.C. 
and the 10th century B.C., and it represents the earliest purely alphabetic 
form of writing. Also the pseudo-hieroglyphic inscriptions of Byblos are 
most likely composed in a Canaanite dialect, but they cannot be consid
ered as deciphered. 

7.4. The Amarna correspondence of the 14th century B.C. provides a 
large number of Canaanite glosses and linguistic peculiarities in its 
Babylonian cuneiform text. This material can be supplemented by the 
Canaanite words and forms occurring in eight texts found at Kāmid el-
Loz (Lebanon) and in a few scattered documents, by the Semitic loan
words in ancient Egyptian, and by the few words in Egyptian texts put 
into the mouth of Semites. Also this material is unmistakably Canaanite, 
but cannot be further defined with any certainty. 

b) Hebrew 

7.5. Hebrew is the Canaanite form of speech used inland from 
ca. 1000 B.C. onwards. In the first millennium B.C., it comprised two 
main dialects — the Israelite in the north and the Judahite in the south 
— but the biblical text retained but a few traces of dialects that can 
instead be identified in the epigraphical material. Besides the Bible, the 
Dead Sea scrolls, the documents discovered in the Judaean Desert, the 
Mishnah, and the Tosefta belong to the period when Hebrew was still a 
spoken language, at least in some parts of Judaea. The last mentioned 
works are written in the so-called Mishnaic Hebrew, which existed pre
viously for hundreds of years as a vernacular but became a new literary 
language only in the late first century A.D. Also some of the documents 
discovered in the Judaean Desert are written in this idiom and its influ
ence can be detected already in the later books of the Bible, e.g. Qohelet, 
the Chronicles, and Esther. The Dead Sea scrolls have revealed 
some linguistic features that are parallel also to the particular Samaritan 
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tradition of Hebrew, although Samaritan Hebrew, retained as the lan
guage of liturgy and revived as literary language from the 14th century 
on, exhibits innovative elements as well, developed under the influence 
of Aramaic and of the Arabic vernacular. Mishnaic Hebrew ceased to be 
spoken around 200 A.D., but it remained a written language that served 
for every written purpose and even flourished in poetry and literature. 
This later form of Mishnaic Hebrew was influenced by Biblical Hebrew 
and by Aramaic. As a result, this mixed idiom cannot be employed as a 
trustworthy basis for the study of spoken and literary Mishnaic Hebrew 
used in the earlier period. The same must be said about the "Masoretic" 
Hebrew of the 9th-10th centuries A.D. that serves as the main base for 
the grammatical investigation of Biblical Hebrew, though Elijah Levita 
(1468/9-1549) pointed already out that the Masoretic vowels and accents 
do not belong to the original text but had originated in post-talmudic 
times. In fact, although the consonantal text of the Hebrew Bible is gen
erally speaking reliable from the linguistic point of view, its phonologi
cal and grammatical interpretation by the various Schools of 
"Masoretes" or traditionalists, especially that from Tiberias, is condi
tioned by their knowledge of the language spoken more than a thousand 
years before them and by the reliability of oral traditions underlying the 
reading of the Bible in Jewish communities whose vernaculars were 
mainly Aramaic or Arabic dialects. Since 1881 Hebrew again became a 
spoken idiom and it is nowadays the language of modern Israel, known 
as ivrti. There was a certain impact of Yiddish on the early stage of mod
ern Hebrew, since most of the Jewish immigrants who arrived in Pales
tine from eastern Europe prior to World War I I were native speakers of 
Yiddish. Instead, the recent massive immigration of Jews from Russia 
brings about a Slavic impact on some aspects of spoken Hebrew. 

Vocalized quotations of Hebrew words and sentences in the present 
Outline are generally based on the reading of the Tiberian Masoretes as 
preserved in the Ms. St. Petersburg B 19A which was written in 1009 
A.D. and whose vocalization was adjusted to the system of Aaron Ben-
Asher. As a matter of fact, its vowel points and accents are almost iden
tical with those of the Aleppo Codex pointed by Aaron Ben-Asher him
self in the first half of the 10th century A.D. (Fig. 9). 

c) Phoenician 

7.6. Phoenician is the Canaanite form of speech used in the first 
millennium B.C. in the coastal cities of Byblos, Sidon, Tyre, in the 
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Fig. 9. Page from the Aleppo Codex with the text of I Chron. 2,26-3,4. 
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neighbouring towns, and in the various settlements and colonies estab
lished in Anatolia, along the Mediterranean shores, and on the Atlantic 
coast of Spain and of Morocco. The epigraphical material attests the 
existence of different dialects in the Phoenician homeland and overseas. 
In Carthage, a Tyrian foundation, the language developed a distinct 
form, called Punic (Fig. 10), that was also used in the Numidian king
doms of North Africa. In its latest stage, documented down to the first 
centuries A.D. , the Phoenician speech of West Mediterranean countries 
is called Neo-Punic and it is attested also in Latin script (Latino-Punic 
inscriptions). As far as our information goes, Neo-Punic continued to be 
spoken in North Africa until the 5th century A.D. , perhaps down to the 
11th century A.D. at Suit, in Libya, but Phoenician died out as a spoken 
language in the Levant at latest in the 3rd or 4th centuries A.D. 

Fig. 10. Punic inscription from Carthage. 

d) Ammonite 

7.7. Ammonite, represented by a small corpus of inscriptions dated 
from the 9th to the end of the 6th century B.C., was a Canaanite form of 
speech, used east of the lower Jordan valley around Rabbath-Ammon, 
modern Amman. It was probably more different from Hebrew than can 
be guessed from the unvocalized Aramaic script of the inscriptions. 

e) Moabite 

7.8. Moabite, represented by two inscriptions and a few seals dated from 
the 9th through the 6th century B.C., was a Canaanite idiom spoken east 
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of the Dead Sea. Although the ninth-century B.C. Moabite inscriptions 
present the earliest "Hebrew" characters of the alphabetic script, their 
language cannot be regarded as an Hebrew dialect. 

f) Edomite 

7.9. Edomite, attested by a few inscriptions and seals dated from the 
9th through the 4th century B.C., was the Canaanite idiom of southern 
Transjordan and eastern Negev. Despite our very poor knowledge of the 
language, palaeography and morphology reveal some specifically 
Edomite features. 

B. Aramaic 

7.10. Aramaic forms a widespread linguistic group that could be clas
sified also as North or East Semitic. Its earliest written attestations go 
back to the 9th century B.C. and some of its dialects survive until the 
present day. Several historical stages and contemporaneous dialects have 
to be distinguished. 

a) Early Aramaic 

7.11. Early Aramaic is represented by an increasing number of inscrip
tions from Syria, Assyria, North Israel, and northern Transjordan dating 
from the 9th through the 7th century B.C. (Fig. 11). There are no impor
tant differences in the script and the spelling of the various documents, 
except for the Tell Fekherye statue and the Tell Halaf pedestal inscrip
tion. The morphological variations point instead to the existence of 
several dialects that represent different levels of the evolution of the 
language. While the Tell Fekherye inscription (ca. 850 B.C.) seems to 
testify to the use of internal or "broken" plurals, the two Samalian 
inscriptions from Zincirli (8th century B.C.) apparently retain the case 
endings in the plural and have no emphatic state. The latter is also unat
tested in the Deir 'Alia plaster inscription (ca. 800 B.C.) and on the 
stele found at Tell el-Qādi (ca. 850 B.C.), and both do not use the deter
minative-relative zy. From the 8th century B.C. on, a standard form of 
the language prevails in the inscriptions, and even in the juridical and 
economic documents on clay tablets from Upper Mesopotamia and 
Assyria. 
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Fig. I I . Alphabetic scripts of Syria, Cilicia, and northern Transjordan in the 9th and 
8th centuries B . C . : 

I . Tell Fekherye, mid-9th century; 2. Kilamuwa (Zincirli), late 9th century; 3. Zakkūr 
(Tell Afis), beginning of the 8th century; 4. Panamuwa I (Zincirli), early 8th century; 
5. Sefire, mid-8th century; 6. Karatepe, mid-8th century; 7. Panamuwa IT (Zincirli), 

ca. 730; 8. Bar-Rakkāb (Zincirli), late 8th century; 9. Deir 'Alia, ca. 800. 
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b) Official or Imperial Aramaic 

7.12. Official or Imperial Aramaic is the language of the Aramaic doc
uments of the Persian Empire, but some authors apply this qualification 
also to earlier texts. Beginning with the 8th century B.C. Aramaic 
became the lingua franca of the Near East and it served later as the offi
cial language of the Achaemenian administration until the end of the 4th 
century B.C. It is the language of various inscriptions on stone, of the 
Aramaic documents found in Egypt, in the Wadi Dāliyeh (Samaria), and 
at Persepolis, as well as of the Aramaic letters and documents quoted in 
the Book of Ezra. 

c) Standard Literary Aramaic 

7.13. Standard Literary Aramaic is the literary dialect that emerged in 
the 7th century B.C. and subsisted alongside the Official Aramaic of the 
Achaemenian period. The Story of Ahiqar, perhaps the scattered phrases 
of the story from the tomb at Sheikh el-Fadl, the Bar Punesh fragments, 
and the narrative in the Aramaic portions of Ezra are the earliest exam
ples of this form of speech that is further used in the Book of Daniel, in 
the literary Aramaic compositions discovered at Qumrān, in the Tar-
gums to the Pentateuch and to the Prophets, known as Onqelos and 
Jonathan, in Megillat Ta'anit, and, at a much later date, in the "Scroll of 
Antiochus". 

d) Middle Aramaic 

7.14. Middle Aramaic is the name generally given to the Aramaic 
dialects attested from the 3rd century B.C. to the 3rd century A.D. 
Besides the texts in Standard Literary Aramaic and in a faulty Official 
Aramaic that survived in non-Aramaic speaking regions of the former 
Persian Empire, in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan, and in the Cau
casus, there are a number of epigraphic dialects from this period. 

7.15. The documents and the Bar Kokhba letters discovered in the 
Judaean Desert represent the Palestinian Aramaic of Judaea. 

7.16. Documents written in Nabataean were also discovered among 
the scrolls of the Judaean Desert. Although they are basically written in 
Official Aramaic, they already contain elements of Middle Aramaic on 
the one hand, and of Arabic on the other, like the Nabataean inscriptions 
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and graffiti from Transjordan, North Arabia, Negev, Egypt, Greece, and 
Italy. From the 2nd century B.C. to the 4th century A.D. Nabataean 
Aramaic was the written language of the Arab population whose main 
centre was Petra, historically attested from the beginning of the 4th cen
tury B.C. The Nabataean use of the Aramaic language and script contin
ued a North Arabian tradition attested already in the 5th century B.C. by 
the inscriptions of the oasis of Tayma' and somewhat later by the 
inscription of Qaynû, king of Qedar, found at Tell el-Maskhūta (Egypt). 
The last dated Nabataean Aramaic text dates from 356 A.D. There are 
also a few inscriptions written in Nabataean Arabic (§7.38). 

7.17. The Palmyrene inscriptions, dating from the 1st century B.C. 
through the 3rd century A.D., are written in a West Aramaic idiom based 
on Official Aramaic (Fig. 12). Traces of Arabic, which was the language 
of a substantial part of the population of Palmyra, are detected in some 
of these inscriptions, the language of which was also influenced by an 
East Aramaic dialect. 

Fig. 12. Palmyrene inscription from Malkū's tomb, dated A.D. 214 
(Courtesy Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen). 
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7.18. The Uruk Incantation text from the 3rd or 2nd century B.C., 
found in southern Iraq and written in cuneiform script on a clay tablet, is 
composed in East Aramaic, perhaps in the Chaldaean dialect. 

7.19. Also the Aramaic texts of Hatra, ca. 100 km south-west of 
Mosul, show the influence of East Aramaic. They date from the 2nd and 
3rd centuries A.D., and their language is closely related to Syriac. The 
inscriptions from Ashur and other sites in the area of Upper Tigris, all 
dating from the Late Parthian period, reflect a closely related form of 
speech and are written in the North Mesopotamian variant of the Ara
maic script. 

7.20. The earliest Syriac inscriptions from the region of Edessa, mod
ern Urfa, go back to the lst-3rd centuries A.D. and are all of pagan ori
gin. Their script resembles that of the contemporary cursive Palmyrene 
inscriptions, but their language occupies an intermediate position 
between West and East Aramaic. 

7.21. The Aramaic logograms in Parthian inscriptions, i.e. words writ
ten in Aramaic but read in Middle Iranian, are the precursors of the 
ideograms used later in the Pahlavi texts of the Sassanid dynasty (226-
642 A.D.). The most important witnesses of this use of Aramaic 
logograms are the Avroman parchment from 52/3 A.D. and the inscrip
tion of the Herakles statue from 150/1 A.D. Despite the contrary opinion 
of some authors, also the ca. 2000 ostraca of Nisa (Turkmenistan), from 
the 1st century B.C., are written with Aramaic logograms, and this may 
also be the case of the inscriptions found at Toprak-kale, in Uzbekistan, 
and considered by their editors as Khwarezmian (Middle Iranian). 

e) Western Late Aramaic 

7.22. From the 3rd century A.D. on, positive distinctions between East 
and West Aramaic can be made on ground of vocabulary, phonology, 
morphology, and syntax. It is a period with abundant written material. 
West Aramaic consists primarily of material known from Palestine. 

7.23. The Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine period is often 
called Galilean Aramaic since most of the material comes from Galilee, 
but this appellation may be too restrictive. The material consists of a 
variety of dedicatory and memorial inscriptions, but the dialect is best 
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known from literary works, such as the Palestinian Talmud, the Aramaic 
parts of Genesis Rabba, of Leviticus Rabba, and of other Midrashim, 
and from the Palestinian Targums, as best represented by the so-called 
Neofìti I Targum from the Vatican Library and by fragments from the 
Cairo Geniza. 

7.24. Samaritan Aramaic, written in an offshoot of the Palaeo-Hebrew 
script and spoken by Samaritans till about the 10th century A.D., is rep
resented by the Targum to the Pentateuch, the Aramaic hymns preserved 
in the liturgy, and such works as Memar Marqah and the Asatir. 

7.25. Christian Palestinian Aramaic, sometimes called Palestinian 
Syriac because of its script, was spoken by converted Jews living in 
Judaea and in Transjordan at least from the 3rd-4th centuries A.D. until 
the Arabization of Palestine. Besides some epigraphic finds, this dialect 
is best represented by fragments of Bible translations from Greek, as 
well as of translations of other Greek religious texts, such as the Mel-
chite liturgy. The preserved sources date from the 5th-8th centuries 
A.D., when the language was spoken, and from the 11th-13th centuries 
A.D., when it was used only in the liturgy. The sources exhibit a dialect 
closely related to Samaritan Aramaic (§7.24) and to Galilean Aramaic 
(§7.23). Traces of Mishnaic Hebrew influence are found in this dialect. 

f) Eastern Late Aramaic 

7.26. Eastern Late Aramaic is represented by the literary languages 
Syriac, Mandaic, and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, as well as by the Ara
maic logograms in Pahlavi and other Middle Iranian dialects. 

7.27. Syriac, originally the dialect of Edessa, occupies an intermediate 
position between East and West Aramaic. It is the best documented of 
the Aramaic languages, with a large literature in both poetry and prose, 
primarily of a religious Christian nature. Its oldest literary works go 
back to the 2nd century A.D. and the language is used down to the pre
sent day, although Syriac was generally replaced by Neo-Arabic as a 
spoken idiom from the 8th century A.D. on. One can distinguish West
ern and Eastern Syriac, but the differences are limited to some phonetic 
features. Instead, there are two different vocalization systems and three 
main Syriac styles of writing: the Estrangeìā, a formal script which 
resembles that of the Syriac inscriptions of the lst-3rd centuries A.D., 
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the Serto, a developed cursive ordinarily used by the Jacobites in the 
West, and the Nestorian, another cursive variation used in the East. The 
majority of the Syriac letters have different forms depending upon their 
position in a word, whether at the beginning, middle or end, and whether 
they stand alone or are joined to others (Fig. 13). The works of Syriac 
grammarians, like Jacob of Edessa (7th century A.D.), have exerted an 
influence on both Arabic and Hebrew grammatical traditions. 

7.28. Mandate is the language of the Gnostic sect of the Mandaeans, 
whose origins are obscure. The sect flourished for a time in Upper 
Mesopotamia, around Harran, and then moved to southern Iraq and Iran 
where its adepts have still been identified in the 20th century, and a form 
of colloquial Mandaic has been recorded. The earliest Mandaic texts, 
known at present, date from the 4th-6th centuries A.D. and their major 
literary works may also have been written in that period. Besides, a large 
number of inscribed "magic" bowls, in Mandaic script and language, 
have been discovered in southern Iraq and Iran. They date from the 5th-
7th centuries A.D. and their script represents a South Mesopotamian 
variant of the Aramaic script-type. Since Mandaic uses matres lectionis 
more than any other Aramaic dialect and does not follow any traditional 
orthography, it has been of great importance for establishing the phonol
ogy and the precise morphology of East Aramaic. 
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From the Canonical Prayerbook of the Mandaeans, ed. E.S. Drower (Leiden 1959). 
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7.29. Jewish Babylonian Aramaic is known primarily from the Baby
lonian Talmud, the Geonic texts, the Book of Commandments by ' Anan 
ben Dawid, the early Karaite leader, and the Jewish Babylonian incanta
tions of the "magic" bowls from the Nippur region. These various 
sources, for which good manuscripts should be used, date from the 3rd 
through the 11th century A.D. Differences have been detected in the lan
guage of these texts spread over eight centuries. 

7.30. The Aramaic logograms in Pahlavi and other Middle Iranian 
dialects are mostly derived from Official Aramaic, but some of them 
indicate changes due either to the influence of Late Eastern Aramaic or 
to errors made by the scribes who no longer knew the Aramaic language. 
Most useful is the Frahang i Pahlavīk, a kind of Aramaic - Middle Iran
ian glossary that might go back at least to the 7th century A.D. 

g) Neo-Aramaic 

7.31. Neo-Aramaic dialects are spoken nowadays by about half a mil
lion people living in various regions of the Near East or emigrated to 
other parts of the world. These dialects are the surving remains of the 
once widespread Aramaic languages, preserved by religious minorities 
in mountainous retreat areas. They are divided into three main groups. 

7.32. Western Neo-Aramaic is still used by Christians and Moslems in 
the three villages of Ma'lūla, Gubb 'Adīn, and Bah'ā, about 60 km. 
north of Damascus. The language is reminiscent in many respects of the 
ancient Aramaic dialects of Palestine (§7.23-25). Characteristic of this 
Western form of spoken Aramaic are the changes ā > 6 and p >f, the use 
of the y-prefix in the 3rd person of the imperfect, etc. Western Aramaic 
is exposed to strong phonetic, grammatical, and lexical influences of 
vernacular Arabic. 

7.33. Tūroyo comprises the dialects spoken by Christians in the Tur 
'Abdīn area, near Mardin, in southeastern Turkey. These dialects occupy 
an intermediate position between Western and Eastern Neo-Aramaic. 
Like Eastern Neo-Aramaic (§7.34), they show a tendency to use the 
pharyngal h and have developed a conjugation based on participles, but 
they exhibit the unconditioned change ā > o like Western Neo-Aramaic. 
A closely related idiom was spoken at Mlahso, a village in the 
Diyarbakrr province. The large emigration of the local population 
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resulted in the creation of scattered Turoyo-speaking communities in 
Western Europe. 

7.34. Eastern Neo-Aramaic, called also "Modern Syriac" or "Assyr
ian", is the continuation of the eastern branch of Late Aramaic. There 
are archaic elements retained in Neo-Aramaic which are absent from 
Classical Syriac (§7.27), as well as innovations shared by Mandaic 
(§7.28) and by Jewish Babylonian Aramaic (§7.29), but lacking in Syr
iac. It is assumed therefore that Eastern Neo-Aramaic developed from a 
language similar to Mandaic and to Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, but 
there are no documents extant in this form of speech since it was not 
used as a literary vehicle. Neo-Aramaic dialects are used in Kurdistan, 
near the common borders of Iraq, Iran, and Turkey, in the neighbour
hood of Lake Urmia, in Iran, and near Mosul, in Iraq. They are spoken 
both by Jews and by Christians of different denominations: Nestorians, 
Chaldaeans, and Jacobites. Benjamin of Tudela, who visited Kurdistan 
in the mid-12th century A.D., reports that the Jews living there were 
speaking Aramaic. Nowadays, however, most of the Jews have emi
grated to Israel, while the emigration of Christians to the United States 
and to Armenia, Georgia, and Russia had already started as a result of 
World War I . The Christians write in the Nestorian type of Syriac script, 
used for printing periodicals, books, and pamphlets. The fairly uniform 
standard written language of these publications is based on the Urmi 
dialect. It gave rise to a spoken koine that coexists nowadays with the 
dialects. 

In this Outline, as at rule, references to Neo-Aramaic, made without further 
specification, point to the Eastern Neo-Aramaic. 

C . Arabic 

7.35. The earliest attestations of Arabic are a number of proper names 
borne by leaders of Arab tribes mentioned in Neo-Assyrian texts. While 
some of them bear Aramaic names, others have names that belong to a 
group of dialects now called Proto-Arabic or Ancient North Arabian. 
Various North Arabian populations have to be distinguished, differing 
by their language and their script, and above all by their way of life. 
While populations of merchants and farmers were settled in towns and 
oases, semi-nomadic breeders of sheep and goats were living in precari
ous shelters in the vicinity of sedentary settlements, and true nomads, 
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dromedary breeders and caravaneers, were moving over great distances 
and living in tents. Different forms of speech have been distinguished, 
both urban and Bedouin. 

a) Pre-Islamic North and East Arabian 

7.36. Pre-Islamic North and East Arabian dialects use a variant of the 
South Arabian monumental script, that had developed from the common 
Semitic alphabet. Only the few Nabataean Arabic texts are written in 
Aramaic script. 

7.37. Lihyānite is the local dialect of the oasis of al-'Ulā, ancient 
Dedān, that had its own king in the 6th/5th century B.C. Lihyānite 
should not be distinguished, as it seems, from the language of the so-
called "Dedānite" inscriptions which antedate the period when Dedān 
was the residence of a Persian governor in the 5th century B.C. Then, 
from the 4th century B.C. through the 1st century B.C., the oasis was the 
capital of the kingdom of Lihyān, which for nearly two centuries was 
home to a colony of Minaean tradesmen from South Arabia. Dedān and 
the neighbouring site of al-Hidjr (Hegrā') were occupied in ca. 25 B.C. 
by the Nabataean kingdom. Lihyānite is represented by a series of graf
fiti and of mainly monumental inscriptions engraved in a variety of the 
South Arabian script. 

7.38. Nabataean Arabic is represented by a few inscriptions in Ara
maic script, that testify to the evolution of the language. While the case 
endings of the nouns are still used correctly in the bilingual Aramaic-
Arabic of Oboda, dated ca. 100 A.D., there was no longer a fully func
tioning case system in the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D., as appears from 
the inscriptions of Hegrā' (267 A.D.) and an-Namāra (328 A.D.). Also 
in South Arabian, the case differentiation between bnw and bny, where it 
can be detected, has become merely vestigial by the lst-3rd centuries 
A.D. 

7.39. The so-called Thamūdic graffiti are named after Thamūd, one of 
several Arabian tribes mentioned in the Assyrian annals (Tamudi), in a 
Greek inscription of a Nabataean temple in northeastern Hedjaz, dated 
ca. 169 A.D., in a 5th-century Byzantine source, in North Arabian graf
fiti from the Tayma' region, in many passages of the Qur'ān, and in 
writings of Arab geographers. These sources make it clear that the 
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Thamūdaeans were living between Mecca and Tayma'. However, the 
name 'Thamūdic" was incorrectly applied to various types of graffiti 
found throughout Arabia, dating from the 6th century B.C. through the 
3rd or 4th century A.D. and belonging to different dialects. The oldest 
Thamūdic inscriptions, probably from the 6th century B.C., have been 
found in the northern Tayma' area. 

7.40. The Safaitic inscriptions date from the 1st century B.C. through 
the 4th century A.D. They are so called because they belong to a type of 
graffiti first discovered in 1857 in the basaltic desert of Safa, southeast 
of Damascus. Many thousands of such texts, scattered over an area 
including southeastern Syria, Jordan, and North Arabia have so far been 
collected and in part published (Fig. 14-15). They are, to a large extent, 
memorial inscriptions that mention the name of the person and of his 
ancestors, often specify his job or the circumstances of his passage, and 
call on a deity to protect his memory and ensure peace to him. Since the 
Safaitic graffiti have been found on the Nabataean territory and are con
temporaneous with the Nabataean Aramaic inscriptions, some of them 
are likely to be written in Nabataean Arabic. In any case, Safaitic texts 
do not belong to a single dialect, as shown e.g. by the use of two differ
ent articles, namely h-, which is very common in Safaitic inscriptions, 
and 'al, which is widely used in Nabataean Arabic proper names but 
appears exceptionally in names attested by the Safaitic graffiti. 

7.41. Hasaean is the name given to the language of the inscriptions 
written in a variety of the South Arabian script and found mainly in the 
great oasis of al-Hāsa', in the east of Saudi Arabia. South Arabian script 
was used also in southern Iraq ("Chaldaean" inscriptions) and on the 
East Arabian coast, from al-Hāsa' down to 'Oman, for the rendering of 
various local forms of East Arabian speech. These inscriptions can be 
dated from the 8th through the 1st century B.C. 

b) Pre-Classical Arabic 

7.42. Pre-Classical Arabic dialects, both urban and Bedouin, are 
described to a certain extent by early Arab philologists which have pre
served some data on the forms of speech in the Arab peninsula around 
the 7th-8th centuries A.D. For the period from the beginning of the 2nd 
century B.C. through the 3rd century A.D. we actually possess the 
inscriptions from Qaryat al-Fāw, near modern Sulayyil, on the trade 
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Fig. 14. Three Safaitic inscriptions on a boulder in Wadi Sirhān (courtesy of Abdu-Aziz 
al-Sudairi): 

1° Ih Mm bn 'rm, "(belonging) to him, to Blm, son of 'Amru"; 
2° Idhbn nql bn mnhl, "(belonging) to Dahbānu the carrier, son of Minhālu"; 

3° ls2mt bn 'n'l, "(belonging) to Śāmitu, son of 'Ān'il". 

route linking Nadjrān with the eastern Arabian coast. They are written in 
fine monumental South Arabian script, capable of expressing the pho
netic features of Arabic unambiguously. They reveal the disappearance 
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Fig. 15. Safaitic inscription on a boulder in Wadi Sirhān (courtesy of Abdu-Aziz al-Sudairi): 
l'bs 'trw, "(belonging) to Abūsu, (man) of 'Attara". 

of the nunation (e.g. mn 'zzm = Classical min 'azīzin mā, "from anyone 
strong") and of the case system (e.g. Iwldhw, "for his child"), but attest 
the preservation of š (sl) and ś (s2), of d, t, d, ġ, etc. However, dialects 
with and without case endings coexisted, and the -t of the feminine end
ing was preserved in some idioms, while it has dropped in others, except 
in the construct state. The consonantal text of the Qur'ān, written in a 
script developed from the Nabataean cursive, is most likely a literary 
expression of the urban dialect of Mecca and Medina in Mohammed's 
time. Thus the feminine ending -t is replaced by the mater lectionis -h, 
like in Aramaic, except in the construct state, where ancient Qur'ān 
manuscripts preserve the spelling -t. There was no longer a fully func
tioning case system in nouns and the case endings, when indicated in 
script, have probably lost their functional yield. The consonants not 
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contained in the Aramaic alphabet are indicated by letters marking 
related sounds, according to a system already established at Tayma' in 
the Persian period. Thus d, which was in Old Arabic an emphatic lateral 
ś, is signified by "s" and z, which was an emphatic interdental t, is 
expressed by the corresponding dental "t" , just as / is indicated by " t" 
and d by "d" (Fig. 16). 

c) Classical Arabic 

7.43. Classical Arabic is the language of Pre-Islamic poetry, probably 
based on an archaic form of the dialects of Nadjd, in Central Arabia, 
shaped further to satisfy the needs of poetical diction and of metre, and 
standardized in the Abbasid empire, in the schools of al-Kūfa and 
Basra'. Already before Islam, perhaps as early as ca. 500 A.D., this lan
guage was employed by poets whose vernacular may have differed 
strongly from the archaic Nadjdi dialects, thus testifying to the emer
gence of an Arabic diglossia, at the latest in the 6th century A.D. The 
early Arab philologists of the 8th-9th centuries A.D. have provided the 
consonantal text of the Qur'ān, that had become sacred very quickly, 
with a number of diacritical symbols in order to fix its pronunciation and 
to adapt it to the rules of Classical Arabic, without altering the holy text. 
However, despite the various vocalic signs and the symbols for tanwīn 
(nunation), tā' marbūta (feminine ending), hamza, the system of the 
"pausal" forms, etc., the language of the Qur'ān preserves certain fea
tures deviating from ordinary Classical Arabic and proving thus that the 
consonantal text has not been tampered with. 

d) Neo-Arabic or Middle Arabic 

7.44. Neo-Arabic or Middle Arabic is the urban language of the Arab 
Empire from the 8th century A.D. on, emerged from the Pre-Classical 
Arabic dialects. It did not arise as a result of the great Arab conquests, 
although Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine provided the Aramaic lin
guistic substratum that stimulated the development initiated a few cen
turies earlier and apparent already in inscriptions and in the consonantal 
text of the Qur'ān. An important source for the investigation of early 
Neo-Arabic are South-Palestinian texts from the 8th-10th centuries A.D., 
as well as a bilingual Graeco-Arabic fragment from Damascus, dating 
back to the 8th century A.D., with the Arabic version of Ps. 78 written 
in Greek majuscules and thus exhibiting the vowel system. 
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Unbound Bound to the Bound on Bound to the Trans- Name of the 
right both sides left cription letter 

I I — — \ ā 'alif 

J b bā' 

o x J t tā' 
A *—* A A A 

J t tā' 

g gīm 

c 
h hā' 

c c 
h hā' 

a d dāl 

i i X d dāl 

J r rā' 

J . z zāy 

s sīn 

A 
a -

•4*4 Š šīn 

a- 7 s sād 

o-» d, ś dād 

J* k t tā' 

b z, t zā' 

t t 
4 

'ain 

i I Â ġ ġain 

J4 3 f fa' 

J J Ji 5 q qāf 

i i a s: r k kāf 

J J l J i lām 

r r 
.* m mīm 

Û n nūn 

â 4 •f h hā' 

J -> 
— w, ū wāw 

s J yā' 

Fig. 16. Arabic Script. 
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7.45. In almost all the Neo-Arabic dialects d has merged with z. In the 
dialects of the sedentary population, interdental spirants have shifted 
generally to the corresponding occlusives. The disappearance of the case 
and mood endings led to a more rigid word order in the clause, with a 
marked tendency to place the subject before the verb and to avoid the 
inserting of the object between verb and subject. The dual disappears 
completely in the verb, the adjective, and the pronoun, and its use with 
the substantive is limited. The relative pronoun becomes invariable, the 
asyndetic sentences become more frequent, the tenses are associated 
with the division of time, etc. 

e) Modern Arabic 

7.46. Modern Arabic dialects, spoken by some hundred and seventy 
million people, are no descendants of Classical Arabic but rather its con
temporaries throughout history, and they are closely related to Neo-Ara
bic. From the sociological point of view the Modern dialects fall into 
Bedouin and sedentary colloquials. Among the Bedouin dialects, those 
of the North and Central Arabian 'Anoze, Shammar, Rwāla, and Dosiri 
tribes are better known. According to geographical criteria, that imply 
different linguistic substrata, the following division emerges: 1° Hidjazi 
dialects in Saudi Arabia; 2° Southwest Arabian in Yemen and Zanzibar; 
3° East Arabian dialects of Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, and the United Arab 
Emirates, and the 'Omānī dialects in 'Oman; 4° North Arabian dialects 
in Iraq, in southeastern Turkey, in the Aleppo area and in oases of the 
Syrian desert, in Khuzistan (Iran), and in some villages of Uzbekistan; 
5° dialects of Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Palestine, Jordan; 6° dialects of 
northern and central Egypt; 7° dialects of southern Egypt, Sudan, and 
Central Africa; 8° West Arabian dialects of the Maghrib with Malta and 
certain regions of western Egypt, to which the Arabic idioms of Muslim 
Spain (al-Andalus) and of Sicily were closely related. Except for Mal
tese, no spoken colloquial Arabic achieved official status as a written 
language, but there is some popular literature in various dialects. With 
the spread of literacy, Modern Literary Arabic, a direct offshoot of Clas
sical Arabic, becomes more and more widely known and it is used today 
for almost all written purposes and for certain formal kinds of speaking. 
The Arabic which is used in ordinary conversation by all speakers of 
Arabic, no matter how well educated, is instead the colloquial Arabic in 
its different forms of speech. 
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8. SOUTH S E M I T I C 

8.1. The present summary exposition divides South Semitic into South 
Arabian, both epigraphic and modern, and in Ethiopic, with ancient 
Ethiopic or Ge'ez and various modern languages of Eritrea and Ethiopia, 
sometimes called "Ethio-Semitic" in order to distinguish them from the 
Cushitic languages of Ethiopia. This subgrouping of Semitic languages 
corresponds not only to geographical criteria, but also to shared linguis
tic features. 

A. South Arabian 

8.2. In Yemen, at the southern end of the Arabian peninsula, a seden
tary agrarian civilization developed at least from the beginning of the 
second millennium B.C. At the end of the 8th century B.C. appear the 
oldest monumental rock and display inscriptions so far recorded. A total 
of at least 8000 such texts, whole or fragmentary, dating down to the 6th 
century A.D., have been so far discovered. Besides, hundreds of cursive 
texts incised with a stylus on sticks and palm-leaf stalks have been found 
in the Yemeni Djawf, but only some of them have been fully deciphered 
and published (Fig. 17). 

Monumental Y 1 Y 3 k © ) n X 

Cursive •y J* 3 _7 / 
Transcription h l h m q w s2 r b t 

Monumental ri fi h V a o pi B 1 

Cursive J> J J J> 

Transcription s1 k n h s3 f ?(d) g 

Monumental Tl m x H ? % 

Cursive J) Á Jl - J > 3- _> 
Transcription d ġ t z d y t s t(?) 

Fig. 17. South Arabian Alphabet. 
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Four principal languages, attested by epigraphical documents, have 
been discerned besides the modern spoken South Arabian idioms: 
Sabaic, Minaic, Qatabanic, and Hadramitic (Fig. 18). A number of 
ancient South Arabian linguistic features have been registered by early 
Arab grammarians and such occur also in the earliest materials of 
Andalusian Arabic in Spain, where many "Yemenite" tribesmen have 
settled in the 8th century A.D. 

• •V 

\ SAUDI ARABIA 
OMAN 

v . 

® 
„ YEMEN ® 
CO (3) ^ * * -

) GULF OF 

INDIAN 
^ OCEAN 

\ ^ - * ^ ^ * ^ O M A L I A 

Fig. 18. South Arabian Languages 

Epigraphic Modern 

1. Saba (Sabaic) 
2. Ma'in (Minaic) 
3. Qatabān (Qatabanic) 
4. Hadramawt (Hadramitic) 
5. Awsān (Awsānic) 
6. Himyar (Himyaritic) 

A. Mahra (Mehri) 
B . Djibbāl (Śheri) 
C . Soqotra (Soqotri) 

a) Sabaic 

8.3. Sabaic is epigraphically attested from the 8th century B.C. 
through the 4th century A.D. in north Yemen, the realm of the ancient 
kingdom of Saba. In the 4th to 6th centuries A.D. its limits extended 
southward to include the region of Zafar, the centre of the kingdom of 
Himyar, and eastward to cover the former Qatabanic and Hadramitic 
areas, since these languages had by then ceased to be used for epigraphic 
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purposes. Besides, Sabaic inscriptions dating mainly from the 5th-4th 
centuries B.C. have been found also in Ethiopia. However, they may be 
written in an Ethiopian language not classifiable properly as Sabaic. 

b) Minaic 

8.4. Minaic inscriptions are attested at Khirbet Ma'in, ancient 
Qarnāwu, the capital of the kingdom of Ma'in, at Khirbet Barāqish, 
ancient Yatil, with a few texts from other sites in the east end of Yemeni 
Djawf. Besides, there are texts from the Minaean trading settlements at 
al-'Ulā, ancient Dedān, and at Qaryat al-Fāw, and from scattered places 
outside Arabia, resulting from Minaean trading activities. Chronologi
cally, these texts date from the 4th to the 2nd centuries B.C. 

c) Qatabanic 

8.5. Qatabanic monumental texts have been found in the Wadi 
Bayhān, in the Wadi Harib, and on the plateau to the south of the two 
wadis. They date from the 5th century B.C. through the 2nd century 
A.D. The few inscriptions from the ephemeral kingdom of Awsān, at the 
southern marches of Qatabān, are in fact written in Qatabanic. To judge 
from the name x\ AÛGIVÍTT | f|'icbv given to the East African coast in the 
"Periplus of the Erythraean Sea" (1st century A.D.), the people of 
Awsān had led the way in the South Arabian trade along the eastern 
coast of Africa for which the island of Soqotra was undoubtedly an 
important sailing centre (cf. §8.7). 

d) Hadramitic 

8.6. Hadramitic inscriptions have been discovered so far in the royal 
residence Shabwa, the capital of Hadramawt, and at several widely scat
tered sites, in particular at the trading settlement of Khor Rori, ancient 
Samhar, near modern Salālah, in 'Oman. Their chronological spread is 
from roughly the 4th century B.C. to the end of the 3rd century A.D., 
when Hadramawt was conquered in its turn by Saba, after the Sabaean 
conquest of Ma'in and of Qatabān. 

e) Modern South Arabian 

8.7. The Modern South Arabian languages, which are now confined to a 
relatively small area in and around Dofar and to the island of Soqotra, are 
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the last vestiges of a group of closely related South Semitic languages, 
which were spoken in the whole of South Arabia. The modern languages 
exhibit certain features, however, which are absent from Epigraphic South 
Arabian, and it has been doubted whether they can be considered as 
directly related to the old literary dialects. They share many distinctive fea
tures with Ethiopic. The main modern languages, spoken by some 30.000 
people, are Mehri with the closely related Harsūsi and Bathari dialects, 
Śheri, also called Djibbāli, and Soqotri. The special attention paid to the 
Mahra tribe of this region by Arab historians and geographers was very 
likely due to its peculiar culture and unfamiliar language, as it appears from 
the typical description by Ibn al-Mudġāwir (13th century): "They are tall 
and good-looking, and have their own language which none but they 
understand". As for Soqotra, which preserved its Greek name of Island of 
Dioscorides, it was inhabited in the time of the "Periplus of the Erythraean 
Sea" by Arabs, Hindus, and by a Greek colony the going possibly back to 
Hellenistic times. Its commercial importance was certainly great (§8.5). 

B. Ethiopic 

8,8. Certain features in phonology, morphology, and syntax justify the 
classification of the Semitic languages of Eritrea and Ethiopia into North 
Ethiopic and South Ethiopic. Both are generally assumed to be derived 
from a common Proto-Ethiopic, although the speakers of South Ethiopic 
may descend from an earlier wave of Semitic immigrants (§8.9). The 
phonological division between North and South Ethiopic is shown by 
the Northern preservation of the pharyngals and laryngals. The main 
morphological differences appear in the secondary South Ethiopic gem
ination of the second radical of the verbs in the perfect of the basic stem 
(§41.53), in the widespread non-gemination of this radical in the imper
fect (§38.7), and in the Southern sharp distinction in the conjugation of 
main verbs and subordinate verbs (§39.12). The North Ethiopian lan
guages include Ge'ez, Tigre, and Tigrinya, while South Ethiopic 
includes Amharic, Argobba, Gafat, Harari, and Gurage (Fig. 19). The 
close relationship between Tigre, Tigrinya, and Ge'ez has not yet been 
sufficiently investigated. Therefore, the question whether Tigre and 
Tigrinya are direct descendants of Ge'ez or not should remain open. An 
answer cannot be provided easily since the majority of Ge'ez texts are 
translations and there is no certainty, in particular, that their syntax has 
not been influenced by the language of the original texts. 



Fig. 19. Semitic and Cushitic languages of the Horn of Africa. 
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8.9. The Semitic languages of Eritrea and Ethiopia occupy a geo
graphical area in which Cushitic was and still is employed. When Semi
tes from ancient Yemen settled in Ethiopia, they imposed their South 
Arabian language on this Cushitic domain. A period of bilingualism fol
lowed, which still endures. The Cushitic group lost ground, but not with
out having an impact on the structure and vocabulary of the South Ara
bian idioms spoken by the conquering Semites. This influence of the 
Cushitic substratum on the Semitic languages of Eritrea and Ethiopia is 
a crucial problem of Ethiopic linguistics. In the north, the Cushitic lan
guages of Bedja, Agaw, and Saho-Afar appear as the linguistic substra
tum of Ge'ez, Tigre, and Tigrinya, and partially of Amharic and Gafat, 
while Eastern Sidamo or Highland East Cushitic covered the domain of 
Amharic, Argobba, Harari, and Gurage, which were influenced also by 
Oromo and by Somali (§2.9-11). The influence of the Cushitic is 
stronger in the south than in the north. 

8.10. The South Arabian inscriptions found in Ethiopia, especially 
those of the 5th-4th centuries B.C., prove the existence of ancient rela
tions between southwest Arabia and Ethiopia and might indicate that 
Semitic was brought to Eritrea and to Ethiopia from Yemen in the first 
millennium B.C., if not earlier (§3.3). 

a) North Ethiopic 

8.11. Ge'ez, called also Ethiopic, is attested by epigraphic texts from 
the 2nd century A.D., especially at Aksum, in present-day Tigre 
province. It was the language of the Aksum Empire, which was con
verted to Christianity in the 4th century A.D. The Bible was translated 
from Greek into Ge'ez between the 5th and the 7th centuries A.D., 
although the oldest known manuscripts go back only to the 14th century. 
Ge'ez remained a spoken language until the end of the 9th century A.D. 
It survived as a literary language, as the language of worship and sacred 
literature, and it is still taught in the Church schools. However, no defi
nite conclusion concerning its ancient pronunciation can be drawn on 
this basis since present-day pronunciation of Ge'ez is influenced by the 
spoken language, and particularly by Amharic. 

8.12. Tigre is spoken in Eritrea by seminomadic tribal communities 
numbering some 300.000 people. It is closely related to Ge'ez, although 
it is not certain that it is the direct descendant of the language of the 
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Aksum Empire. It was mainly influenced by two Cushitic languages: the 
Bedja and the Agaw. The references to Tigre in the present Outline are 
based in particular on the dialect of the Mansa' tribe. 

8.13. Tigrinya is spoken by some five to six million people, mostly 
Christians, in the Tigre province of northern Ethiopia — hence Tigrinya 
is called also Tigray — and in the central regions of Eritrea. Tigrinya is 
thus, after Arabic and Amharic (§8.14), the living Semitic language with 
the largest number of speakers. As in the case of Tigre, the language is 
closely related to ancient Ge'ez; it was influenced mainly by Agaw. 
Tigrinya literature, written in Ethiopic script (Fig. 21), is only in its 
beginnings, but it is developing steadily with papers, magazines, and 
books being produced. The earliest known document written in Tigrinya 
is the code of customary law discovered at Sarda and dating from the 
19th century A.D. 

b) South Ethiopic 

8.14. Amharic is the official language of Ethiopia. It is spoken in the 
central and southern highlands of the country by some fifteen million 
people. The oldest Amharic documents actually known are songs from 
the 14th century A.D. Amharic syntax and vocabulary are strongly influ
enced by Cushitic, and Amharic lacks the archaic features discernible in 
other South Ethiopian languages. The absence of these features in 
Amharic is due to the fact that it represents an innovated type of South 
Ethiopic. There are dialect variations in Amharic which bear on phonol
ogy, especially regarding palatalization, also on a few grammatical 
points, and on the vocabulary, with a marked difference between towns 
and the countryside. The references to Amharic,in the present Outline 
are based on the literary language, unless stated otherwise. 

8.15. Argobba was still recently spoken in a few villages to the north 
of Addis Ababa. It was spoken also to the south of Harar, but the lan
guage disappeared in favour of Cushitic Oromo. It is with Amharic that 
Argobba has the greatest number of essential features in common. 

8.16. Harari is spoken in the city of Harar in eastern Ethiopia. Some 
Harari texts, dating to the 16th century, are preserved in Arabic script 
and more recent texts, from the 19th century, have been written in 
Ethiopic script. Harari has several features in common with North 
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Ethiopic and the opinion was expressed that Harar was a military colony 
from northern Ethiopia. No extra-linguistic data help us yet in answering 
this question. 

8.17. Gurage is a cluster of rather divergent dialects spoken to the 
southwest of Addis Ababa by a population numbering about 600.000 
persons or more according to other estimations. The Gurage dialects are 
divided into three groups: a West Gurage group including Chaha, Eza, 
Ennemor, Endegen, and Gyeto; an East Gurage group including Selti, 
Wolane, and the dialects spoken on the five islands of Lake Zway; and 
a North(east) Gurage group represented by Soddo or Aymallal, with a 
possible sub-group Muher, Gogot, and Masqan, which are alternatively 
considered as a sub-branch of West Gurage. From the three main groups 
of dialects, the Eastern ones come closely to Harari and have several fea
tures in common with North Ethiopic. There must have been a territorial 
continuity between the East Gurage and the Harari speakers, later dis
rupted by population movements. 

8.18. Gafat was a Semitic language spoken in the region of the Blue 
Nile, in western Ethiopia. At present, the language disappeared com
pletely in favour of Amharic. Its study is based mainly on a translation 
of the Song of Songs made from Amharic into Gafat in 1769-72 at the 
request of James Bruce and on the ample documentation collected in 
1947 by W. Leslau from four native speakers. Gafat has some archaic 
characteristics and a number of features in common with the North 
Gurage dialect Aymallal, called also Soddo (§8.17). It is the only 
Semitic language preserving, e.g., the plural noun kitac (< *Jcitāti), 
"children", related to ancient Egyptian ktt, "little one". It also preserved 
the noun mossay, "child", related to Egyptian mś, "child", from the root 
mśì, "to give birth". This word appears as mossa in Amharic and as 
muda in Oromo; the root is attested in Gurage with the meaning "calf", 
corresponding to Coptic mase, "calf": mwasa in Chaha, mwàssa in 
Muher, and mossa in Soddo. The Soddo and Gafat domains must have 
been once contiguous. Later, the movements of the Oromo tribes sepa
rated them. 
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9. L A N G U A G E AND S C R I P T 

9.1. Most languages have existed and still exist as purely oral forms of 
communication. Writing is no more than a secondary, graphic and 
largely inadequate representation of spoken language. There is even a 
greater difference between a living language and a "dead" language, 
deprived of sound and gesture. This was already perceived by Antoine 
Fabre d'Olivet (1768-1825) who refused to identify the letters and the 
vocalization of ancient Hebrew writing with actual phonetic elements, 
being aware that these elements are "signs" of the real words, as 
emphatically expressed but unskilfully worked out in his book La langue 
hébraīque restituée et le veritable sens des mots hébreux rétabli et 
prouvé par leur analyse radicale (Paris 1815-16). His "signs" were, in 
fact, the precursors of the phonemes as distinguished from their actual 
realization (§10.7). Yet, written records also present indubitable advan
tages and the debt of modern society to writing is enormous. Granted the 
importance of writing, in particular for the knowledge of ancient lan
guages, a student of linguistics must remember that writing is still only 
a secondary representation of language, that it reflects a standard speech 
while true dialectal forms transpire but rarely, and that spoken language 
provides the final clue for understanding its written expression, formu
lated in common types of script the rigid conservatism of which helps 
concealing local pronunciations. A treatment of Semitic scripts lies out
side the scope of the present work. However, since writing systems may 
condition and even influence linguistic data, the following apercu deals 
with the essential facts of the Semitic writing systems. 

A. Cuneiform Script 

9.2. The written records of North and East Semitic, as well as the 
Amarna letters, make use of the cuneiform writing system, the graphs of 
which, when Semitic texts first began to be written in it, were arranged 
in vertical columns progressing from right to left. At a somewhat later 
stage, the texts were arranged in horizontal lines progressing from left to 
right. A graph in the cuneiform writing system is a wedge or a cluster of 
wedges imprinted in clay, or imitations of such imprints in other materi
als. Such a graph is called a "sign" and its referent in the language is 
called its "value". With the exception of Ugaritic, which uses alphabetic 
cuneiform signs, the elements of the cuneiform script consist of syllabic 
signs or syllabograms, of word signs or logograms, often followed by 
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phonetic complements, and of determinatives that specify the class or 
category of the word which they determine, without being pronounced. 
Word dividers consisting in small vertical wedges occur irregularly in 
Old Assyrian texts and they are often used later in Ugaritic cuneiform 
alphabetic script. 

9.3. The Sumerian or Pre-Sumerian origin of the cuneiform writing 
system, the local variations in the use of signs, and the changes occur
ring between earlier and later texts cause problems for the correct analy
sis of the Semitic phonology. The writing system was not designed for 
Semitic and palliatives, such as scribal conventions and later differentia
tions of signs, never reached a point where it could be said that every 
combination of phonemes found expression in the writing. In particular, 
the notation of pharyngals, laryngals, and semivowels, the distinction of 
interdentals and dentals, of voiced, unvoiced, and emphatic consonants 
belonging to the same "triad", the indication of the length of vowels and 
of the doubling of consonants never received a satisfactory and unam
biguous solution. The indication of vowels by syllabograms is of con
siderable assistance to the linguistic analysis, but the distinction of i and 
e does generally not find expression in the writing. Thus, for instance, 
the cuneiform sign IB has the values ib, ip, eb, ep, but may also signify 
yib or yip at the beginning of a verbal form. The sign GIŠ has the values 
iz, is, is, ez, es, es, besides giš, the sign DI stands for di, ti, de, te, and K I 
has the values ki, qí, ke, qé. In short, it is difficult, therefore, to reach 
phonetically satisfactory conclusions without using data drawn from 
comparative Semitic linguistics. Besides, the morpho-graphemic 
spellings like qa-qa-ad-šu, "his head", which are often described as 
reflecting the deep morphological structure of the language (qaqqad + 
šu), correspond to an actual pronunciation qaqqassu, in accordance with 
genuine East Semitic morpho-phonemic rules. In other words, also the 
consonantic elements require an appropriate evaluation and an interpre
tation. This applies in particular to the Ebla texts that cannot be under
stood by taking the cuneiform signs at face value, neither in Sumerian 
nor in Semitic words. 

B. Alphabetic Script 

9.4. The West and South Semitic languages, as well as Ugaritic, use 
consonantal alphabetic scripts developed from an alphabet created in 
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Canaan in the mid-second millennium B.C. and based on Egyptian 
hieroglyphic signs. While the Ugaritic script represents a cuneiform 
adaptation of this new writing system, the West and South Semitic lan
guages used its original linear form which developed into two distinct 
types of letters: the so-called Phoenician alphabet with twenty-two let
ters and the South Arabian alphabet with twenty-nine letters. The main 
lines of the evolution of the Semitic alphabet are shown schematically in 
Fig. 20. 

9.5. The Semitic alphabet was originally purely consonantal in charac
ter, probably because its creation was inspired by the Egyptian hiero
glyphic "alphabet". However, the Ugaritic script of the 14th century 
B.C. already possesses two supplementary signs 7 and 'w, distinct from 
the original ' that received the value 'a. These three signs could be used 
also to mark the vowels a, i/e, u, short or long, at least in Human texts 
written in alphabetic cuneiform script. Besides, a fully developed use of 
matres lectionis or vowel letters appears in Aramaic and in Moabite as 
early as the mid-9th century B.C. Three or four consonantal signs of the 
Phoenician alphabet received a supplementary function in order to indi
cate long final vowels and, to a limited extent, even long medial vowels: 
w was used to mark ū/o, y served to indicate lie, h was used initially to 
mark final -ē and then also final -ā, for which also ' served in Aramaic, 
perhaps as early as the 8th century B.C., and later in Arabic. This vocalic 
use of the letters under consideration was borrowed by the Greeks 
together with the Semitic alphabet and was extended to short vowels, 
like in later Semitic texts. The ambivalent use of w and y allows some
times for the possibility that either the diphthong aw/ay or a long vowel 
is represented in a word. Only Mishnaic Hebrew and some Late Aramaic 
dialects show the practice of indicating consonantal w and y by a double 
spelling ww and yy\ e.g. Mishnaic Hebrew ywwny /Yawnē/ instead of 
Biblical Hebrew ybnh lYabnēl; Christian Palestinian Aramaic hyy' 
l(h)ayyal, "the life". 

Greek o was not borrowed directly from Semitic but by application of the 
acrophonic principle to the Greek translation 6(p9aA,u.6c, of Semitic 'ayn, "eye". 

9.6. The use of the matres lectionis w and y is also attested in the 
South Arabian type of alphabetic script, with the same vocalic values ū/d 
and ī/ē. Instead, there is no notation at all for ā, not even in the Pre-Clas
sical Arabic inscriptions from Qaryat al-Fāw, written in monumental 
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Fig. 20. Evolution of the Semitic alphabet. 
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South Arabian script (§7.42). However, the Lihyānite inscriptions of the 
Hellenistic period follow the Aramaic scribal tradition and use h as a 
vowel letter for â, e.g. mh /mā/, "what"; 'dh /'idâ/, "while". Occasion
ally, they indicate an internal long vowel as well, like in 'hwhm 
/'ahūhum/, "your brother". 

9.7. The South Arabian script has been adapted in Ethiopic to denote 
seven vowels by a variety of changes in the shape of the consonantal 
symbols. Vowels have thus become an integral part of Ethiopic writing 
which assumed a syllabic character, comparable to some extent with the 
cuneiform writing system. The orthography, however, has two defects: 
it does not indicate the gemination or consonantal lengthening, and it 
uses the same set of symbols to mark the vowel d and the absence of any 
vowel. Besides, the pronunciation of Ge'ez preserved in the Ethiopic 
Church is influenced by Amharic. The latter uses the traditional Ethiopic 
syllabary with additional signs: it has thirty-three characters, each of 
which occurs in a basic form and in six other forms known as orders. In 
addition to these 231 forms, there are thirty-nine others which represent 
labialization and are usually listed as an appendix to the main list (see 
Fig. 21). Two additional symbols indicating gemination and non-gemi
nation are often used in traditional grammars written in Amharic. The 
gemination is marked by a small p, an abbreviation of pbq, "tight", 
placed above the letter, while the non-gemination is marked by la, an 
abbreviation of yàlalla, "that is loose", placed also above the letter. 

9.8. Contrary to the other West Semitic languages, Phoenician did not 
use any vowel letters, except in a few forms brought about by linguistic 
change. In some Late Phoenician inscriptions from Cyprus and in Punic, 
however, w and y are exceptionally used as vowel letters in foreign 
names or words. Besides, the Late Punic and the Neo-Punic inscriptions 
did employ w, y, \h, h, and ' as vowel letters, according to two differ
ent systems (§21.14). The best represented system uses ' for a, and ' for 
e and o. In the second system,' stands for a, h for e, and ' for o. Besides, 
h can be used for a. 

9.9. Vowel notation by means of matres lectionis does not fix the 
meaning and the reading of texts in an unambiguous way. Besides, there 
is a notable deficiency in the absence of any consistent marking of gem
inated or long consonants. These deficiencies have been partly obviated 
in the 7th-9th centuries A.D. by a complicated system of diacritical signs 
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1 
Name 

Trans Consonant + Vowel Consonant + w + Vowel 

1 of the cription 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 3 4 5 6 
letter a/a u i a/ā e 9/0 o wa w i wa we 

! hoy h V V* it y % u t f 

lawe 1 ii A- / t A. A A" 

S hawt h < h <h ih. <K Ax AM <h 

may m 0O <% •» r 1° 

šawt s < š IP V9* *% ** y 
rees r I <* 6 & Q 
sat s Ù ii A. ft A 

šat š n i t ÎÍ ÌÍ 75 

qāf q * * * * 
bet b a- n , •fl p . 

tawe t + + 
cawe a * 
harm h < h 
nahas n ì i ? 
nahas V 

n 7 T y. •* 
'alf » h h . K ft. 
kaf k h tb h. h *) »i tf1 

kaf h < k Ii Ti- T l Ti •» 
wawe w a* <P w 
'ain 0 <*. ù /> 

zay z I I l l H A I I Ii. 
zay z IT TP 7T TC IT 
yam an y f P ft. ? p. 
dent d H & 
ġent è * 
garni g 7 7« X P «7 7* 
tait t m m* m m. T 
cait c Ok fitfe *n CCkr 
pait p ft ft. ft. ft ft. k ft 
saday s * ft. ft- ft ft. ft- ft 
dappa S < Ś 0 0* * d /» 
af f 4. * 
pesa p T X 7 T r 

Fig. 21. Amharic syllabary. 
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aiming at fixing the pronunciation of Syriac, Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, 
and Classical Arabic, especially for the reading of the sacred texts. The 
pronunciation thus fixed was a traditional one, but no definite conclu
sion concerning the older vocalizations can be drawn on its basis. 

9.10. The so-called Phoenician alphabet was used for Aramaic, 
Hebrew, the languages of Transjordan, and later for Classical Arabic, the 
script of which derives from the Nabataean Aramaic cursive. The 
twenty-two symbols of that alphabet could not express the Semitic 
phonemes which did not exist any more in Late Canaanite and Phoeni
cian languages. In Early Aramaic, for example, the three sounds /, š, and 
ś were all designated by the same symbol " š " , except in the Tell 
Fekherye inscription of the mid-9th century B.C., where / was indicated 
by the letter "s". The real phonemic status of the languages using the 
Phoenician alphabet can only be established by synchronic comparisons 
with cuneiform, hieroglyphic, and South Arabian spellings, or by 
diachronic references to later spellings, to much later diacritic signs, and 
eventually to the pronunciation of some consonants in modern conserv
ative idioms such as Modern South Arabian. The use of diacritics is 
widespread and serves to distinguish various sounds expressed by the 
same consonantal symbol, e.g. in Arabic and in Neo-Aramaic. The old
est attestations of a diacritical dot distinguishing d and r are found in the 
Palmyrene inscriptions of the 3rd century A.D. and in Syriac. That 
"punctuation" system was further developed by Arab scribes who called 
it naqt and used diacritical dots to distinguish consonantal phonemes 
represented by the same characters. The use of these diacritics is attested 
in the earliest Islamic papyri and inscriptions from the 7th century A.D. 
A similar system was adopted in modern times to write spoken Aramaic 
that contains an expanded sound system comprising some thirty-one 
consonantal phonemes. Thus, by adding special diacritics to a number of 
the original twenty-two letters, new sounds are represented. With a sim
ple dot placed under " g " one obtains ġ; with a small upside-down v-like 
diacritic under the same letter, one gets ġ. Using the same principle one 
gets h and c from "k" , etc. 

9.11. Different punctuation signs have been used in the alphabetic 
script to divide each two words of a text. They go back either to a verti
cal stroke used as word divider or to a pair of dots arranged like a colon 
(:), sometimes to three dots, placed one on top of the other, later reduced 
to one dot. The three systems are used in the Aramaic Tell Fekherye 
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inscription of the 9th century B.C. The vertical stroke keeps with the tra
dition attested in Ugaritic by the small vertical wedge and anticipated in 
Old Assyrian texts (§9.2). This practice was continued in West Semitic 
inscriptions of the 11th and 10th centuries B.C., and in Epigraphic South 
Arabian, while the Moabite Mesha inscription uses small strokes to 
mark out sentences or contextual units. The three dots occur on the 
Lachish ewer from the 13th or 12th century B.C., in archaic Greek writ
ing, and in two lines of the Tell Fekherye inscription. The pair of dots 
and the single dot are better attested. In particular, two square dots are 
employed as word dividers in the Ethiopian writing system, which uses 
four square dots arranged in a square pattern (::) as a sentence divider. 
In Masoretic Hebrew, instead, the pair of dots (:) is used as verse 
divider. From the mid-first millennium B.C., space was used to separate 
words in West Semitic instead of dots, and this practice began to be fol
lowed also by printers of modern Ethiopic texts. However, there are 
West Semitic inscriptions and even Ethiopian newspapers where the 
words are run together. 

C. Transcription and Transliteration 

9.12. The transcription of Semitic words, which is employed in this 
work, follows the usual conventions and is based mainly on the standard 
form of the languages concerned. When the transcription differs from 
the simple transliteration of the signs, the latter is also given, for exam
ple in Nabataean Arabic: fa-yafal lā fidā wa-lā 'atarā (pyp'l V pd' wl' 
'tr'), "and he acted neither for reward nor for favour" (cf. § 38.11), or 
dū 'asm li-Tāġ (dw 'sr' /fg),"who campaigned up to Thadj". Allo-
phones are indicated only in special circumstances, in accordance with 
the requirements of an introduction. 

9.13. No attempt is made in the present Outline to deal in a systematic 
way with the problem of transliterating foreign names and words into a 
Semitic writing system, although occasional references to such tran
scriptions occur in the part dealing with phonology. A different but 
related problem concerns the use of one offshoot of the Semitic alpha
betic script to write texts in another Semitic language. This is the case, 
in particular, of mediaeval Arabic texts written either in Syriac script 
and named garšūnī, or in Hebrew characters and called "Judaeo-Ara
bic". Besides, there are Hebrew texts, mainly biblical and liturgical, in 
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Arabic transcription, and there is a Berber translation of a Passover Hag-
gadah in Hebrew characters. Such texts may have a great linguistic 
importance, but an Outline cannot enter into the discussion of questions 
they may raise and dialects they reveal. Instead, occasional reference 
wi l l be made to the vocalized transcriptions of Punic words in the 
Poenulus of Plautus, and of Hebrew words in Origen's Hexapla and in a 
few other works. 



I I 

PHONOLOGY 

10.1. The sounds of speech can be analyzed from various points of view 
(§10.2). I f the linguist and grammarian takes great interest in them, it is 
because they are the phonetic manifestation of the morphemes which are 
the minimal units of any grammatical structure. However, he should bear 
in mind that the analysis of speech sounds of ancient languages is based 
mainly on their written notation which is imperfect and often conserva
tive (§9.1). Thus, it does not reveal all the phonetic richness of the lan
guage and does not follow its evolution in an adequate way. The twenty-
eight characters of the Arabic alphabet, for example, are generally 
believed to correspond quite well to the consonantal speech sounds of 
Classical Arabic. Yet, the famous Sibawayh's treatise on Arabic gram
mar, written in the 8th century, enumerates forty-two consonantal speech 
sounds registered in Arabic by this doyen of Semitic linguistics. There
fore, it is a matter of great methodological importance to distinguish 
between orthography and phonology in considering written documents. 
Although we are dependent on the orthography for discovering the 
phonology of ancient languages, we cannot base our phonological infer
ences on the statistical predominance of a conservative spelling in the 
available sources. Particularly interesting and more revealing are the 
lapses, as well as the transcription of one language in the alphabet of 
another when this script is inherently unfitted to be the vehicle for an 
automatic transcription. Such material, apart from a few scattered glosses, 
consists generally in proper names. Now, being part of speech, proper 
names change pronunciation along with the rest of the language and, 
therefore, their transcription in other languages may provide some help in 
following the evolution of speech sounds, often concealed by the conser
vatism of scribal practices. Although this phonetic material is in general 
limited and subject to mishearing, it cannot be neglected in the study of 
ancient languages and it will be used in the present work. As for the mod
ern proununciation of Semitic languages, as the Ashkenazic, Sephardic, 
or Yemenite pronunciation of Hebrew, it is far from trustworthy in deter
mining that of earlier periods, although relatively static and isolated com
munities, as those of the island Soqotra and of the montainous regions of 
'Oman, may preserve old South Arabian pronunciations and articulations. 
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1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

A. Linguistic Analysis 

10.2. The linguistic analysis of the sound of language as a whole and 
of specific languages can be considered under three headings: 1° the 
study of the articulation of speech sounds; 2° the classification and 
description of speech sounds (phonetics); 3° the functioning of speech 
sounds in the language structure (phonemics). The study of the articula-
tory movements that produce speech sounds is prelinguistic, being con
cerned with physics and physiology. A l l the sounds of the spoken 
Semitic languages can be subjected, in one way or another, to experi
mental investigation: thus, spectrography observes speech displayed in 
the form of acoustic energy, airflow and intraoral pressure measure
ments aim at explaining the aerodynamic conditions of speech produc
tion, while glottography and laryngography help in stating the function 
of the glottis. These experimental procedures go over into the field of 
phonetics as soon as they describe the bases for the classification of 
speech sounds as such. Speech sounds can be classified first into conso
nants, vowels, and tones. It is customary to put phonetic symbols in 
brackets, e.g. [p], [a], but word stress is shown in the present Outline by 
an accent placed above the vowel of the stressed syllable, e.g. Arabic 
kátaba, "he wrote". In the international phonetic alphabet, the stress is 
indicated by an accent placed at the beginning of stressed syllables, e.g. 
'kataba. 

10.3. The various sounds of Semitic languages, as far as known and 
described precisely, can be expressed in a fairly adequate way when one 
uses the symbols of the international phonetic alphabet (in brackets). 
However, for practical reasons, in accordance with the requirements of 
an introduction and with the widespread practice of teachers and stu
dents of Semitic, the system of transliteration has been kept as simple as 
possible, and traditionally employed symbols and diacritics have been 
used to a great extent. A synopsis of the two notation systems should 
make it clear. 

Consonants 

' = [?] (glottal stop) 
= [Î] (voiced pharyngal) 

b = [b] (voiced labial) 
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b = [P1 (do. spirantized) 
S = [9] (fricative palatal) 
6 = [tJ], [c] (voiceless palato-alveolar affricate) 
d = [d] (voiced dental plosive) 
d = [§] (do. spirantized or voiced interdental) 
4 = [d], [4], [d] (emphatic voiced dental, emphatic fricative lateral, velarized 

voiced dental) 
d = [d] (emphatic voiced interdental) 

= [41 (palatalized voiced dental plosive) 
f = m (voiceless labiodental fricative) 
8 = [g] (voiced velar plosive) 
8 = [y] (do. spirantized) 
Ì = [d3l (voiced palato-alveolar affricate) 
8 = [y] (voiced velar fricative) 
8y = [§] (palatalized voiced velar plosive) 
h = [h] (voiceless laryngal) 
h = [h] (voiceless pharyngal) 
h = [x] (voiceless velar fricative) 
h = w (palatalized voiceless velar fricative) 
k = [k] (voiceless velar plosive) 
k = [x] (do. spirantized) 
~ky = M (palatalized voiceless velar plosive) 
I = [1] (liquid lateral) 
I = [*] (velarized voiced lateral) 
m = [m] (labial nasal) 
n = [n] (dental nasal) 
h = [n] (palatalized nasal) 
h = [n] (post-palatal or velar nasal) 
P = [p] (voiceless labial) 
P = [q>] (do. spirantized) 
q = M , [k': ], [k] (emphatic voiceless velar plosive, globalized or velarized) 
qy = ÍKì (palatalized and globalized voiceless velar plosive) 
r = [r], [R] (liquid trill, uvular trill) 
r = M (velarized voiced trill) 
s = [s] (voiceless fricative dental) 
s = [?L [s'l, I s ] > [ts] (emphatic voiceless fricative dental, globalized or velar

ized, affricate) 
ś = [4] (voiceless lateral fricative) 
ś = »] (emphatic lateral fricative) 
š = [/] (voiceless palato-alveolar fricative) 
š = [f'] (emphatic/globalized voiceless palato-alveolar fricative) 
s1 = [/] (voiceless palato-alveolar fricative) 
s2 = [4] (voiceless lateral fricative) 
s3 = [s] (voiceless fricative dental) 
t = [t] (voiceless dental plosive) 
t = [t], [ t ' l , [t] (emphatic voiceless dental plosive, globalized or velarized) 
t = [9] (voiceless interdental) 
t = [t], w (emphatic voiceless interdental, velarized) 
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í = [ts] (voiceless dental affricate) 
p = ra (palatalized voiceless dental plosive) 
w = [w] (voiced labial velar) 
y = [j] (palatal) 
z = [z] (voiced fricative dental) 
z = [?], [a] (emphatic voiced fricative dental, velarized) 
z = [3l (voiced palato-alveolar fricative) 
z = [fe] (voiced lateral fricative) 

Labialized consonants are transcribed bw, gw, hw, kw, pw, qw. A dot 
under the letter indicates its emphatic pronunciation, e.g. /, p, r. The spi
rant form of b g d k p tin Hebrew and Aramaic is normally not marked 
(§11.10). Otherwise, i f helpful for pointing out the etymology, under
lined symbols b, g, d, k, p, t are used. Hebrew dageš forte and Arabic 
šadda are shown by geminating the consonant (e.g. hammelek 
[ham:elek], "the king"). Normally, Hebrew mappiq and Arabic hamza 
are simply indicated by transliterating h (e.g. 'arsāh, "her land") and ' 
(e.g. ra'sun, "head"). The medial and final vowel letters h, w, y of 
Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, are not transliterated unless the 
orthography needs to be pointed out, but the long vowels ā, ē, ī, o, ū thus 
indicated are shown in transcription (e.g. ydm, "day"; samā, "heaven"). 

Vowels 

a = M (low, back) 
ā = [a:] (long) 
a = [«], [e] (higher-low, lower-mid)) 
â = [ft], m (non-syllabic) 
ā = [a] (nasalized) 
a = [*] (non-phonemic) 
e = [e] (mean-mid, front) 
ē = [e:] (long) 
ê = [e] (non-syllabic) 
d = b] (lower-high, central) 
i = [i] (high, front) 
ī = [i:] (long) 
i = m (non-syllabic) 
0 = [0] (mean-mid, back) 
6 = [0:] (long) 
0 = W (lower-mid, back) 
6 = [6] (non-syllabic) 
6 = [e] (central) 
u = [u] (high, back) 
ū = [u:l (long) 
ù = [u] (non-syllabic) 
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No graphemic distinction is made between long vowels resulting from 
a monophthongization or marked by a mater lectionis, and other long 
vowels: they are all indicated in this Outline by a macron, as in ā, ē, I, 
ū. The same system is followed, as a rule, for Libyco-Berber, Cushitic, 
and Chadic, although specialists in the field and a recognized orthogra
phy of some languages, as Tuareg, Oromo, and Iraqw, duplicate the 
vowel symbol, as Oromo beeka, "he knows", instead of bēka. However, 
when there are two level tones, low and high, as in Rendille géèl, "to 
enter", the vowel symbol is doubled in this Outline. In the articulatory 
description of vowel height, some authors prefer the classificatory terms 
of "close", "half-close", "half-open", and "open" to "high", "mid", 
and "low" because of the belief that the former category provides 
clearer distinction. 

Considering the various traditional pronunciations of Hebrew vowels 
and their intricate historical development, these distinctions will not be 
followed for Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic. Instead, a usual, mainly 
mechanical transliteration of Tiberian vowel signs (§21.19) will be 
adopted, as shown in the following figure with the letter 3 (b) as exam
ple and with the names of the Tiberian vowel signs: 

3 ba 
{patah) 

bā/b6 
(qames) 

3 be 
(segol) 

3 bē 
(sere) 

bi 
(hireq) 

bo 
(holem) 

3 bu 
(qibbūs) 

3 ba 
(tewa mobile) 

3 ba/ba 

(hatef patah) 
b6 
(hatef qames) 

bè 
(hatef segol) 

The "furtive" patah, which is an artificial ultra-short vowel a inserted in 
Hebrew before a final guttural (§27.10), is transcribed 0 like the hatef 
patah used in similar circumstances after a guttural. The šdwa quiescens 
of Hebrew, the sukūn and the ġazma of Arabic, which mark the absence 
of any following vowel, are not indicated. 

B. Consonantal Sounds 

10.4. Consonantal sounds are described in terms of points of articula
tion, i.e. of the various obstacles to the freely vibrating or moving air as 
it passes out from the throat passage. For instance, [pi is called a labial 
because both lips are brought together to produce the sound, as opposed 
to the [t], which is called a dental sound because the tip of the tongue is 
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at or near the upper front teeth. Both of these differ from / or [6], which 
is called an interdental because it is produced by placing the tip of the 
tongue between the upper and lower front teeth, and from [k], which is 
articulated with the back part of the tongue somewhere in the region of 
the velum; hence it is called a velar sound. The sound of palatal y ([j]) 
is produced by placing the front (not the tip) of the tongue near or 
against the hard palate. It differs from the palato-alveolar š (\f]) formed 
with the front of the tongue touching the hard palate near the alveolar 
ridge. Both differ from the pharyngals and the laryngals which are artic
ulated respectively in the pharynx and in the larynx. Consonants are also 
described in terms of the activity of the air stream in the mouth and the 
activity of the vocal cords. When the vocal cords are vibrating the sound 
is said to be a voiced sound, as [b]; otherwise it is voiceless, as [p]. 
When the air stream must pass through a narrow opening, as in [f] or [s], 
the sound is called a fricative. The air stream is continuous in the frica
tives but interrupted in the plosives or stops, as [p], [t] , [k]. This differ
ence has important consequences for the phonology since stops cannot 
be lengthened without changing quality, while other consonants, called 
"continuants", may be articulated with greater length (§23.1). This may 
vary from a slight lengthening in time of the pronunciation to much 
more than double. In the case of the nasal consonants such as [m] and 
[n], the velum is dropped and part of the air stream passes through the 
nasal cavity. Another articulatory contrast opposes a lax articulation to a 
tense one which is characterized by greater energy resulting either in con
sonantal lengthening, e.g. [m:], or in a sharper onset and/or wipe-off of the 
consonant. The various points of articulation are represented in Fig. 22. 

C. Vowels 

10.5. Vowels may be described as sounds produced in a resonance 
chamber such that there is a minimum of interference with the freely and 
regularly vibrating air as it passes out from the throat passage. Vowels 
are classified by two criteria: 1° tongue height and tongue advancement 
or retraction; 2° lip spreading or rounding. According to the first crite
rion, the three basic Semitic vowels [a], [ i ] , and [u] can be described in 
the following way: the vowel [a] as in kalb, "dog", is the lowest of the 
back vowels, since the tongue is bunched toward the back of the mouth, 
but it is not high toward its roof. Instead, the vowel [i] as in milk, either 
"king" (Phoenician) or "estate" (Arabic), is the highest of the front 

í 
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Fig. 22. Points of articulation. 

vowels, since the tongue is bunched forward in the mouth and is high 
toward its roof. The vowel [u] as in šulmu, "well-being" (Akkadian), is 
the highest back vowel. The position of the tongue during the articulation 
of these three vowels is roughly indicated in Fig. 23. According to the sec
ond criterion, the vowel [a] is open and has no significant rounding or 
unrounding, while [i] and [u] are close vowels, since the mouth opening is 
slight, but [i] is unrounded and [u] is described as a close rounded vowel. 

[a] [i] [u] 

Fig. 23. Articulation of vowels. 
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D. Intonation 

10.6. The intonation is the rise and fall in the pitch of the voice. In the 
languages called tone languages, such as Chinese and most Bantu 
idioms, intonation distinguishes one word from another. This might have 
also been the case in the Sumerian or Pre-Sumerian language for which 
the Mesopotamian writing system was originally designed, since this 
would explain the number of homophonous signs in Akkadian, that may 
have been distinctive in Sumerian or Pre-Sumerian. The maximum num
ber of tones systematically used in any one language to distinguish mor
phemes seems to be about five. Speakers may distinguish, for instance, 
among a high t6ne, a low tone, a falling tone, a rising tone, and a tone 
that falls and then rises. Semitic languages are not tone languages and, at 
present, the tone is not an integral part of any Semitic word. However, 
tone plays an important part in some Cushitic languages. High tone is 
indicated by an acute accent (á), while low tone is either left unmarked 
or indicated by a grave accent (a). In Oromo, for example, lexical dis
tinctions may be based on tone, as in gara, "towards", and gará "stom
ach"; bara, "year", and bará, "learner". It is likely that the "Proto-
Sam" sub-group of East Cushitic (§2.11) was a tone language 
distinguishing between high {a), low (à), and high-falling tone (áà), and 
that sex gender of nouns designating human beings or animals was spec
ified in "Proto-Sam" by the high-low tone for the masculine and the 
low-high tone for the feminine (e.g. Rendille ínàm, "boy"; ìnám, 
"gir l") . In Semitic, tone must have distinguished the preterite (*yíqtùl) 
from the jussive-(*y^íẃ/) (§38.2), and intonation can affect the meaning 
of whole sentences, that may consist of a single word (§50.3-4). In par
ticular, intonation conveys shades of meaning which cannot conve
niently be expressed by other means. Thus, in Old Babylonian, the two 
meanings of the interrogative šarrânu... islimū and of the declarative 
islimû are distinguished phonetically by intonation, with the pitch rising 
at the end of šarrānu... islimú, "Did the kings make peace?", and fad
ing at the end of the answer íslimū, "They made peace". The rising into
nation may be indicated in cuneiform script by an additional vowel sign 
(is-U-mu-u) but, in general, it is not practicable to mark this kind of into
nation in Semitic orthography and there are no punctuation marks 
designed at signifying an interrogation or an exclamation. 
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E . Phonemes 

10.7. Current linguistics distinguishes sharply between speech and lan
guage, between sounds and phonemes. In nearly every language the 
number of distinguishable sounds is often quite large and greater than 
the number of consonants and vowels indicated by a current writing sys
tem (§10.1). Instead, the number of significant differences is smaller and 
may correspond more or less to the number of consonants and vowels 
marked by a writing system. For instance, in Hebrew the word pat, 
"bit", begins with a voiceless labial plosive or stop; in sippor, "bird", 
the internal consonant sound is a voiceless labial plosive geminated; in 
sāpon, "north", the postvocalic p is spirantized and pronounced as a 
labial fricative [cp] or p. These various p sounds are said to be members 
of a class of sounds which, as a whole, is in contrast with other such 
classes, for instance with the class b represented in such Hebrew words 
as bat, "daughter", which begins with a voiced labial plosive, or 
rabblm, "many", where the internal voiced labial plosive is geminated, 
or 'ebed, "servant", where the postvocalic spirantized b is pronounced 
as a labial fricative [p] or b. Such a class of sounds is called a phoneme. 
It is customary to represent phonemes by symbols enclosed in slant 
lines, i.e. the phoneme /p/, the phoneme /b/, etc. The members of a 
phoneme are called its allophones. By grouping the sounds in such a 
way, one gets a limited number of phonemes in each language. Of 
course, phonemic distinctions differ from one language to another, hence 
each language has its own set of phonemes or distinctive sounds. 
Semitic languages have between 35 and 50 phonemes, that are conso
nants, short and long vowels, and intonations. When two words differ by 
only one phoneme, such as Hebrew pat and bat, the words are said to be 
a minimally distinct pair. In a minimally distinct pair of words, i f there 
is a difference of only one distinction between the two phonemes in 
question, then the two phonemes are minimally distinct phonemes. Thus 
in Hebrew pat and bat, /p/ and /b/ are both plosives or stops, both are 
labial and the only difference is that /p/ is unvoiced and /b/ is voiced. 
The phonemes /d/ and ' or / Î / in Arabic damara, "he perished", and 
'amara, "he lived long", are not minimally distinct, because one is plo
sive, the other fricative; one is dental, the other pharyngal; however, 
both are voiced sounds. 
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F . Voiced and Unvoiced Sounds 

10.8. The description of the minimal differences has a certain impor
tance in comparative Semitic phonology, since the distinction between 
voiced and unvoiced sounds, for instance, might not be an original fea
ture of Proto-Semitic. In any case, the history of all languages that can 
be followed over a long period of time shows that voiceless occlusives 
become voiced. In this hypothesis, the original Proto-Semitic consonan
tal pattern could be compared with Sumerian and Chinese, where the 
phonemic distinction between voiced and voiceless consonants is non
existent. In Mycenaean Greek, this distinction is expressed graphically 
only for the dentals, and it is missing in the Cypriot Greek syllabary. 
Early evidence points to a similar situation in ancient Semitic. The his
torically attested spellings 'bd and 'bt, "to perish", b'l and p'l, "to 
make", kbd and kbt, "to be heavy", ndn and ntn, "to give", nbš and npš, 
"breath", "l ife", nbk and npk, "well" , šbt and špt, "sabbat", "full 
moon", dū and íẅ ("šu") > še, "this", "who", dmr > zmr/dmr and tmr > 
smr, "to guard", "to protect", wst and wsd, "to be firm", etc., as well as 
the Egyptian transcriptions k-p-n and k-b-n of Gbl, "Byblos", and the 
frequent lack of differentiation between voiced and unvoiced sounds in 
Semitic cuneiform writing may in fact suggest that /b/ and /p/, /d/ and /t/, 
/d/ and /t/, /g/ and /k/, and perhaps some other similar pairs were origi
nally allophones or free variations of the same labial, dental, interdental, 
or velar phoneme. Still in prehistoric times, these allophones or phonetic 
variants would have received a phonemic status in the languages con
cerned, but b/p is again treated as one phoneme in Neo-Assyrian. The 
phonetic realization is another question, and spoken Semitic languages 
show that voiced consonants may become voiceless in contact with other 
consonants and in final position in the syllable, e.g. Neo-Aramaic glabtā 
[ġlapta], "victory"; Tigre 'ādad ['ādat], "number". Such a devoicing, 
normal in speech, is well known in the spelling of foreign names and it 
occurs in informal texts as well, e.g. the Syriac inscription 'lshāq bar 
Dāwīt or the Latin coin legend Turris Davit. A similar devoicing of 
occlusives occurs also in some Indo-European languages, as in German 
before other occlusives. Another development consists in spirantization 
or palatalization of occlusives in order to ease the enunciation (§11.10; 
18.5-6). 
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G. Emphatic Sounds 

10.9. A different problem is raised by the Semitic emphatic sounds 
that are pronounced nowadays in the Ethiopian languages and in Mod
ern South Arabian as ejectives, i.e. with vocal cords tightly closed and 
pushed upward, and followed by a glottal stop ' : p', t', s\ c', k\ also 
transcribed p, t, s, è, k/q. Besides, there are pre-glottalized allophones 
pronounced with a closed and stationary glottis in the initial phase of 
the articulation, thus 'k, 's, 't. In Arabic, instead, the characteristic artic-
ulatory feature of all the emphatic phonemes is the contraction of the 
upper pharynx, accompanied by a velarization; the latter can be seen by 
means of a radioscopy which shows how the emphatic phonemes are 
articulated with a raising of the back part of the tongue in the region of 
the velum. This velarization gives them, and the surrounding vowels, a 
sombre «-like quality that tends to spread over the whole word. It is 
uncertain which of these characteristics — glottalization in Ethiopic, 
velarization or pharyngalization in Arabic — should be considered as 
primary. However, ancient phonetic changes and transcriptions of the 
emphatics z and d, which probably originated from t and ś, support the 
primitive character of the pharyngalization which characterizes the 
Libyco-Berber emphatics as well. In standard Ugaritic, the following 
changes are ascertained: tm' > ġm', "to be thirsty", ntr > nġr, "to 
guard", tr > ġr, "mountain", mty > mġy, "to arrive", and perhaps yqt > 
yqġ, "to be alert". The appearance of the velar fricative ġ signifies that 
the pharyngalization of the interdental fricative t had supplanted the 
basic character of this phoneme. A comparable phenomenon is attested 
in Aramaic by the spellings "q" and " " ' used to mark d < ś and by the 
Neo-Assyrian transcriptions of this phoneme with hi or qi, like in Ra-hi-
a-nu I Ra-qi-a-nu for Raśyān. Since "q" marks a velar plosive and " " ' 
was used to indicate also the voiced velar fricative ġ, while h is a voice
less velar fricative, all the aforementioned changes and transcriptions 
point to a pharyngalization. Besides, the spreading of the velarization 
over the whole word, called tafhlm in Arabic, may explain the variant 
forms of certain Semitic roots, such as dhk, śhq, and shq, "to laugh", or 
qtl, ktl, and qtl, "to k i l l " , as well as the appearance of the vowel u in the 
neighbourhood of emphatics in East Semitic, for instance in qurbum 
instead of qarbum, "near", inassur instead of inassar, "he guards", etc. 
Because of this spread of the suprasegmental velarization, new emphatic 
consonants arose also in modern dialects. Their phonemic load, how
ever, as far as it is to be considered, is very limited. 
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10.10. The fact that the glottalization of emphatics is not found in 
Semitic outside Ethiopic, Modern South Arabian, and also Hebrew as 
pronounced by Georgian-speaking Jews, points to its being a secondary 
feature, but it cannot be ascribed to the sole influence of Cushitic. One 
should rather note that all these forms of speech are also characterized 
by an almost complete non-occurrence of the pharyngal ', that tends to 
be replaced by the glottal stop or by a glottalized velar plosive k' (among 
the Georgian-speaking Jews). Therefore the replacement of the pharyn
galization or velarization of the emphatics by their glottalization may 
reflect the same phenomenon as the change ' > ', supported in Ethiopia 
by the influence of the Cushitic languages. As for the phenomenon q > ' 
in many Arabic urban dialects, in Tigre before a consonant, and in 
Hebrew as realized by some Jews of Algeria and Morocco, it must result 
from an articulation which is limited to the glottal contraction, without 
the retraction of the tongue and a raising of its back toward the soft 
extremity of the velum. Economy of effort seems thus to have brought 
about this development which does not indicate, therefore, that the 
dialects in question had a glottalized emphatic velar in an earlier period. 
The geographical setting shows, on the other hand, that this development 
did not happen under the influence of Cushitic (§18.8). 

H. Proto-Semitic Phonemes 

10.11. The phonemes constitute the basic structure of the material of 
the language, and it is out of them that the words and the grammatical 
forms are formed. The phonemes of spoken Semitic languages can be 
described and analyzed on the basis of observation of what happens 
when speech is produced. The phonemes of ancient written Semitic lan
guages are reconstructed on the basis of various indications, such as tra
ditional pronunciation, description by mediaeval grammarians, transcrip
tions in other languages and scripts, orthographic peculiarities, and 
comparative Semitic linguistics. Although there remain doubts and 
uncertainties, while the laws of phonetic correspondences between the 
branches of Afro-Asiatic have not been sufficiently elucidated, the com
mon Semitic or Proto-Semitic phonemic system can be reconstructed 
with a high degree of probability. 
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Consonants 
Plosive Fricative Lateral Liquid Nasal Semivowel 

Labial p b m w 
Dental t dt s z s ś ś (d) I r n 
Interdental tdt (z) 
(Pre)palatal š y 
Velar kg q h ġ 
Pharyngal h ' 
Laryngal ' h 

Vowels 

Low/open back velar a ([a]). 
High/close front palatal unrounded / ([i]). 
High/close back velar rounded u ([u]). 

Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic also possesses the three corre
sponding long vowels: ā ([a:]), ī ([i:]), ū ([u:]). The vowels e/ē and o/o 
do not belong to the common Semitic phonemes, but they acquired the 
phonemic status in several Semitic languages. They are intermediate in 
height between the high vowels [i] and [u], and the low vowel [a]. The 
location of various vowels with regard to the front-back and high-low 
dimensions is indicated in Fig. 24. Besides, vocalic functions of / and r 
are identifiable in some forms of speech and numerous vocalic variations 
are attested in Semitic since its most ancient historically attested phases. 

Front Central Back 

high m [u] 

mean-mid [e] [o] 

lower-high [9] [e] 

lower-mid [£] [9] 

higher-low m 
low [a] [a] 

Fig. 24. Location of vowels. 

Intonations 

Besides the word-stress Semitic languages have various sentence 
stresses or pitches, some of which have certainly a phonemic status 
when used in concrete circumstances. 
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10.12. Proto-Semitic phonemes underwent a great variety of phonetic 
changes in the course of time. Prehistorical, i.e. reconstructed changes 
cannot be treated in the same manner as historically attested develop
ments which are revealed by orthography and its deviations, by the mod
ern pronunciation of native speakers, by comparative evidence, and by 
evidence from contact between languages. Only a careful consideration 
of historical changes enables us to draw any conclusions regarding pre
historical developments. The innumerable phonetic changes found in the 
history of Semitic languages represent three major types of phonemic 
development: 1° the phonemic shift consisting in the change of a 
phoneme of one sound-type into a phoneme of another sound-type (e.g. 
ś > d); 2° the phonemic merger or total assimilation (cf. § 27.3-10), i.e. 
the coalescence of two phonemes resulting in the exclusive occurrence 
of either one of the two contrasting sound-units (e.g. nt > tt) or in the 
emergence of a new, possibly intermediate type (e.g. dt > dd)\ 3° the 
phonemic split consisting in a bifurcation of two phonemes out of the 
allophones of one initial phoneme, either short (e.g. m > mb/p) or dou
ble/long (e.g. dd > nd, ss > rs). The monophonemization consisting in 
the change from a cluster of two phonemes into a single phoneme is a 
phonemic merger, while the diphonemization consisting in an opposite 
development is a phonemic split. The phonemic loss (e.g. of the velar 
fricatives in Assyro-Babylonian) and the rise of a new phoneme by bor
rowing (e.g. of Turkish words in Neo-Aramaic) are two additional types 
of sound changes in a language. Prehistorical changes can be recon
structed by comparison also with Afro-Asiatic languages other than 
Semitic. The equations may become quite interesting when Egyptian, 
e.g., is compared with Semitic, since more radical divergencies are then 
revealed, independently from the conventional nature of Egyptological 
transcriptions. We may refer, for instance, to Egyptian snb - Semitic 
šlm, "to be healthy"; Egyptian wdn = Semitic wzn / 'zn, "to be heavy"; 
Egyptian hk3, "rule" = Semitic hqq, "to be right". 

10.13. A l l phonemic changes may occur either in all positions or only 
in specific ones. The former are usually called "unconditioned" and they 
are examined, as a rule, in the paragraphs dealing with the single 
phonemes (§11-22). The latter changes, termed "conditioned", corre
spond synchronically to conditioned allophonic variations and manifest 
themselves through assimilation, dissimilation, metathesis, prosthesis, 
anaptyxis, elision, etc. These changes are examined in the apposite para
graphs dealing with gemination and various conditioned sound changes 
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(§23; 27). Some general principles, which nevertheless require qualifi
cation, may usefully be posited at this point. These are four: 1° phonetic 
change is usually regular in that it affects all the occurrences of a 
phoneme in certain clearly definable positions in the utterance; 2° phonetic 
shift affects, as a rule, all the speakers in a given speech community 
together, since each man's pronunciation is governed by the general 
conventions followed in his milieu; 3° the speakers of a given commu
nity are unaware of sound change, as this is not made consciously; 
4° sound change affects only certain sounds in a given language at a spe
cific period of its history. 

2. LABIALS 

11.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two labial plosives, 
voiceless p and voiced b; it has further a labial nasal m and a labial 
semivowel w. Original /p/ is realized as the voiceless labiodental frica
tive /f/ in Arabic, in South-Arabian, and in Ethiopic; it probably origi
nated through the spirantization of p into [q>]. Pliny's Latin carfiathum, 
"autumnal", based on South Arabian hrf, "autumn", testifies to this 
shift in South Semitic already in the 1st century A.D. and the Sabaic 
transcription bit of Greek 7taÀÂá5(ss) — designating the widespread 
Athenian tetradrachms with the head of Pallas Athena — indicates that 
the letter V - could not be used to express the Greek n. Ethiopic pos
sesses, besides, a series of labialized consonants, in particular bw, gw, kw, 
hw, qw (cf. §18.7). 

11.2. The phoneme p occurs in Eastern Arabic dialects, but its use is 
restricted to loanwords, e.g. parda, "curtain", from Persian parde; pēp, 
"pipe", from English "pipe". In other dialects, however, and in the lit
erary language, where a Persian, Greek, etc., word or name has p, the 
Arabs pronounce it as [f] or [b]; e.g. Persian pirind, "sword", is pro
nounced in Arabic firind or birind. Also Ethiopic possesses a p in addi
tion to the/. It is relatively rare in Ge'ez and its symbol does not occur 
in the Aksum inscriptions. Its presence in some Semitic roots could 
probably be explained as resulting from an original geminated bb as is 
the case in West Gurage where the sound p is an allophone of bb; e.g. 
Eza dàbbàrā, "he added"; Chaha, Ennemor, and Gyeto dàpàrā; 
Endegefi dāppārā. 
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11.3. Ethiopic possesses also a voiceless labial plosive p which is 
emphatic ([p']) and, like p, of rare occurrence. The shape of its symbol 
is imitated from s and it is usually employed to transcribe Greek loan
words (e.g. parāqlitos = 7tapáKÀ,r|TOs; tarappeza = xpáns^a, "table"). 
However, this glottalized labial may well be of Cushitic origin. In East 
Gurage (Selti), the sound p alternates with p, and both p and p are vari
ants of b. Nowadays, many Ethiopians substitute b for p, e.g. in posta, 
"post office", pronounced and even written sometimes as bosta. Pharyn-
galized labials are unknown in Classical Arabic and they play but a mar
ginal role in modern Arabic dialects, e.g. in the minimal pair bāba, "its 
door", and bâba, "father". 

11.4. Interchanges between b and p are frequent in Semitic languages 
and some of them go probably back to the time when b/p was one 
phoneme. When the allophones b and p reached a phonemic status, cer
tain roots did not receive the same formalized expression in all the lan
guages (§10.8), thus e.g. p'l, "to make", in West Semitic, but b'l in 
Ugaritic and Amorite (i-ba-al-). Nabataean kpr\ "the tomb", certainly 
corresponds to the usual qbr' with an additional change q > k. In Neo-
Assyrian b/p is again one phoneme, with variant spellings, e.g. Ar-pa-a-a 
and Ar-ba-a-a, "Arab", where one should not assign the unusual value 
bá to the sign PA; Nam-pi-gi for present-day Manbiġ, in Aramaic 
"spring site"; Il-pa-rak-ka, Aramaic I'll-barak/, "God has blessed". 
Caution is required in these matters because of the frequent lack of dif
ferentiation between voiced an unvoiced sounds in cuneiform writing, 
with the result, e.g., that the current Assyriological transcription pelludû 
or pilludû faces the Greek transcription (3tÀ,À,o5co, "cult". 

11.5. A non-geminated b in non-initial position can be spirantized into 
b (§11.10), become w, and be reduced to the round vowel d/ū. Different 
stages of this change are historically attested. E.g. Syriac qwaz < *qbz, 
"to leap", Ge'ez dabsa and dawasa, "to be weak", Amharic saw as 
against Ge'ez sab', "man", Eastern Neo-Aramaic qbāltā > qwaltā, 
"complaint", illustrate the transition b> b>w, which appears already in 
the Numidic transcription 'wdštr of Punic (bd(')štrt, "Servant of 
Astarte". The further change is well represented in Neo-Aramaic (e.g. 
gabrā' > gora, "man, husband"; nabsā' > noša, "person, soul"), in 
Modern South Arabian (e.g. *lbn > lūn, "white"), and in Modern 
Ethiopian languages (e.g. 'bn > Gurage ūn, "stone"; kbd > Harari kūd, 
"liver"), but it is already attested by the Masoretic vocalization of 
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Hebrew kokāb < kawkab < kabkab, "star", with a similar development 
of p in totāpot < *taptapat, "frontlet between the eyes". Sometimes the 
b disappears without leaving a trace in the labial vowel, especially in 
Amharic (e.g. arat for Ge'ez 'arba't, "four"). 

11.6. There are occurrences in which b alternates with m. This phe
nomenon is well attested in Palaeosyrian that exhibits spellings like 
Ha-lamki for Halab, "Aleppo"; uA-bu for uA-mu, "day"; ba for mā, 
"water". Such spellings must echo real allophones, instead of represent
ing unheard values of cuneiform signs, since m reappears much later in 
the name of Halmān, "Aleppo", explainable as Halam + Aramaizing 
-ān (§29.54). The same phenomenon occurs also in Ethiopian languages, 
where m and b can occasionally alternate (e.g. Tigre dabanā and 
damanā, Soddo dabdna and dàmmàna, "cloud"), m can change into b 
(e.g. Chaha and Eza ndm > Ennemor ndm > Gyeto ndb, "charm"), and inter
vocalic m > b passing through b can become w (e.g. Gurage amànāgà 
and awànàgà, "to escape"; darn and dāw, "master"). Since there are 
archaic features in South Ethiopic, which shares many characteristics 
with South Arabian languages, it is not surprising that South Arabian bn 
corresponds to West Semitic min, "from". Besides, ymmt alternates in 
Ugaritic with ybmt, "daughter-in-law", Amorite yamamu{m) is the same 
word as yabamuim), "brother-in-law", 'Iauvia stands for Old Hebrew 
Yabneh, and various cases of substitution of b for m and vice versa are 
attributed to the Tayyi' and Bakr dialects in North and Northeast Arabia: 
e.g. habaltu for hamaltu, " I carried", maġaha for bagaha, "he 
rejoiced", bā smuk for mā smuk, "what is your name?". The inter
change of b and m is attested also in Andalusian Arabic; e.g. qinnam for 
qinnab, "hemp", ġariiba for gamma, "booty". Sporadic examples occur 
in modern Maghrebine colloquials; e.g. Ibdn for Imdn, "for whom?" 
Palaeosyrian sar-mi-na, dual of /šarmīnu/, and Assyro-Babylonian 
šurmīnu, "cypress", correspond to Aramaic šurbīnā, Syriac šarwaynā, 
and Arabic sarw, with a further change b > w or m > w. The change was 
certainly not carried through consistently in any dialect. Therefore Ara
maic bar, "son", might be related to Babylonian māru, to Old Assyrian 
mer'um, to Middle and Neo-Assyrian mar'u, "son", as well as to the 
verb br', "to shape, to create". 

11.7. The nominal prefix m- changes often into n- in Assyro-Babylon
ian words containing a labial, e.g. napharu, "total, sum". The same shift 
is sporadically attested in Aramaic, e.g. nšpt < mšpt, "judgement"; ribs, 
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"bowl-like leg"; nqdš' < mqdš', "the sanctuary", at Hatra; ndbkh < 
madbdhā, "the altar", name given to the god of Akko in the Babylonian 
Talmud ('Abddā zārā l i b ) . This change occurs frequently in Libyco-
Berber (§ 29.26). Also the third radical m may change into n, as shown 
by Palaeosyrian kà-ma-tum / kà-na-tù-um, related to Assyro-Babylonian 
kalmatu{m), "parasite", "louse", and by Babylonian pasāmu / pasānu, 
"to hide", or baqāmu / baqānu, "to pull away". The same phenomenon 
is attested in Classical Hebrew with śtm / śtn, "to accuse". In Jewish 
Palestinian Aramaic and in Mishnaic Hebrew the change m > n in final 
position is very common, e.g. drwn < drwm, "south", hkyn < hkym, 
"wise person", 'dn < 'dm, "man", but the opposite change n > m is 
attested in Išm < Išn, "tongue, language". The occasional change m > n 
in medial position is found in the Aramaic name ll-su-un-ki = 'Ismk, 
"God is (my) support". The examples of the m / n alternation increase i f 
the broader Afro-Asiatic area is taken into account with, e.g., East 
Semitic wasāmu, "to be fit, skilled", and Libyco-Berber wsn, "to be 
skilled", attested already in Antiquity by the agent noun mwsn and per
sisting nowadays in Tuareg a-mūssen, "skilled man". 

11.8. The labial m can become w, passing through the spirantized m, 
when m is in intervocalic or postvocalic position. This change is well 
attested in Neo-Babylonian, as in Samaš pronounced Sawaš, which is 
written with m in cuneiform writing but transcribed šwš in Aramaic 
(Laos in Greek). The signs with m stand therefore for the phoneme w, as 
in A-mu-ka-nu, A-muk-a-nu or A-muk-ka-na, transcribed 'wkn in Ara
maic. In identical'conditions, nwty stands for "Nabataean" in Talmudic 
Aramaic, but the b is preserved in 'rby /'Arbay/, "Arab". The same 
change m > w may explain the shift from Babylonian I-lu-Me-er to Ara
maic 7wr and it certainly occurs in Gurage dialects (e.g. awád for Ge'ez 
Hamad, "ashes"), where one also finds a probable hypercorrection of w 
becoming m (Muher and Gogot tamuyà for *tawdyá, "orphan"). In addi
tion, the Middle Assyrian and Neo-Assyrian shift of intervocalic m to 
glottal stop and long vowel (e.g. dēq < de'iq < damiq, "is good"), con
firmed by Aramaic transcriptions (ss = sās < sa'as < šamaš), may imply 
a previous spirantization of m. 

11.9. There are some examples of inserted b or p after m, which can
not be interpreted as dissimilation of gemination, e.g. Palaeosyrian 
zumūbaru, broken plural (§31.28) of *zambāru < zamāru, "song"; 
Gogot tambuyà next to tamuyà, "orphan"; Amharic qâmbár from Ge'ez 
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qamar, "yoke"; Spanish Alhambra from Andalusian Arabic 'al-
Hamrā', "the Red (Castle)"; Apppt transcribing Hebrew 'mry, 
"Omri"; IappXaxos used for Yamlik; Zap\|/ai marking the proper name 
Šamšay; Mandaic 'mbr' from 'mr', "sheep". A similar phenomenon is 
attested in Cushitic (e.g. Boni šimir, Somali šimbir-ta, Rendille cimbir, 
"bird") and in Indo-European languages, as in French chambre from 
Latin camera or in Greek au^poxos, "immortal", from popxos, "mor
tal". Therefore we cannot be sure that Greek X,áiiJ35a reproduces a 
Semitic pronunciation of lamed. The original nasal may disappear in 
front of the inserted plosive, as in the secondary Greek form ppoxos, 
"mortal". It is quite probable therefore that Eblaite si-pis and Ugaritic 
špš, "sun", originated from *śampšu or *śimpšu, with an inserted p after 
m, like in Ect|ii|/ai. However, also a secondary m may be inserted before 
b, as in East Gurage dmbab, "snake", and in the name of Humbaba, 
both related to Harari and Arabic hubāb, "snake", and both attested also 
with the change b > w (Argobba hzwaw, "snake"; Old Babylonian 
Huwawa). But no evident case of such an insertion seems to occur 
before p. 

11.10. The spirantization of labials, dentals, and velars in the various 
Semitic languages is well known. Although Aramaic p and k are never 
rendered in Demotic by / and h, the spirantization is probably indicated 
by the Greek transcriptions of k, p, t in the Bible: the Septuagint tran
scribes these letters either by K, TT, T, or by %, 9, 0, but these two series 
of transcriptions do not imply regular positional variants as in the tradi
tional Jewish reading of Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic, where the non-
geminated consonants b g d k p t are spirantized in post-vocalic position. 
These positional variants are attested in the Middle Ages in all Jewish 
Arabic-speaking communities, including Spain, and in France. With the 
exception of a few communities, only some of the six consonants are 
realized nowadays in Hebrew as plosives and as spirantized or labioden
tal fricatives. Among the Samaritans, b g d kp t have survived only with 
one pronunciation except for p, which is pronounced b when geminated 
and mainly as/elsewhere. Instead, traces of the double pronunciation of 
b g d k p t can be detected in Neo-Aramaic, both Eastern and Western, 
but the plosive and the spirantized realizations have both attained phone
mic status and are no more conditioned by their position. In Tūroyo, 
however, there are hesitations in the pronunciation of p / / . In Eastern 
Syriac, p is never spirantized, except in the loanwords of some dialects. 
Arabic does not know spirantization of labials or velars, but the labials 
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b, m, and the velars k, q can be spirantized in Ethiopic when they are not 
geminated. The spirant consonants are not phonemic in Ethiopian lan
guages and they can appear as free variants. In Śheri (Modern South 
Arabian), neither b nor m may occur in intervocalic position, but there is 
either a compensatory lengthening of the vowel or a raising of a semi
vowel, facts that seem to imply a previous spirantization of the labials. 
In Assyro-Babylonian, spirantization of labials and of dentals cannot be 
detected, except in the case of m (§11.8), but there are some sporadic 
traces of spirantization of non-geminated velars k, g, indicated by signs 
with h; they are not necessarily connected with post-vocalic position 
(e.g. the divine name Nusku = Nušhu). 

11.11. The labial semivowel w has regular correspondences in all the 
Semitic languages. It may come from non-geminated b or m by spiranti
zation, and from rounded phonemes bw, gw, kw, hw, qw in Ethiopian lan
guages (e.g. Gurage wáz < bwàz, "slave"; cf. §18.7); it may also result 
from a secondary diphthongization of a long vowel. The labial w can 
serve as a glide between vowels, especially after u (e.g. Assyro-Baby
lonian pa-nu-ú-a = panūwa - panū'a; Arabic maqrū'a > maqrūwa, 
"being read"), and also as an on-glide in initial position before o, u (e.g. 
Ethiopic wof and of < 'op, "bird"), and even before a (e.g. colloquial 
Arabic wakkil < 'akkil, "he fed"; cf. §19.24). In various diphthongs w 
may be reduced to a vowel, generally 6 or ū, but also ā (aw > ā) 
(§ 22.1,3-4; 27.23-24). Similarly, Ethiopic labialized consonants fol
lowed by à may alternate with consonants plus -o (<-o); e.g. Amharic 
Gwàġġam or Goġġam, the name of one Ethiopian province. 

11.12. Phonetic w occurs as a speech-sound throughout the life of East 
Semitic, but its graphic notation in cuneiform syllabic scripts is imper
fect and doubts have been cast on its phonemic status from the Old 
Babylonian period on. Since the phoneme w did not exist in Sumerian or 
Pre-Sumerian, cuneiform writing does not have any special signs to 
express it. The Semites were forced therefore to find ways of expressing 
w in their writing and they regularly used the sign PI in the function of 
wi, wa, wu (e.g. sá-pu-wa-an, "flexible [shoes]"). The initial wa was 
sometimes expressed also by u+a or á+a, as in Ú-ar-ti-a /Wardiya/, and 
by the sign É having the value 'à, as in 'à-ba-al /wabāl/, "transporting". 
Replacement signs with b and m were also used, as in Old Assyrian 
Tan-bar-ta and Tan-mar-ta, which are allographs of Tan-wa(Pl)-ar-ta. 
These replacements show that the scribes were aware of the phonetic 
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correlation of the labials b, m, w and that the apparent changes w > m 
and w > b in East Semitic are to be considered as graphic replacements 
or allographs and not as real phonetic developments. The sign PI having 
become restricted in later periods to the values pi, pe, except in archaiz
ing script and in peripheral regions, its place in the system was taken by 
signs with m and b, probably following the occasional spirantization of 
these phonemes in the spoken language. In Middle Assyrian and in Neo-
Assyrian, also the vowel-sign u could be used to indicate wa, as in M -
nu-u for Ni-nu-wa, the other possibility consisting in not expressing w at 
all, as in Ni-nu-a, "Nineveh". The loss of w at the beginning of words 
can generally be assumed from the Old Babylonian period on. 

11.13. A development w > y in initial position characterizes Amorite, 
Ugaritic, Aramaic, as well the "Canaanite" of the second and first 
millennia B.C. E.g. yld, "to bear", is in opposition to wld in the other 
Semitic languages. The use of the cuneiform sign PI to mark yi, yas, yú 
besides wi, wa, wu (§11.13) in texts influenced by Amorite, Ugaritic, 
and Canaanite (Amarna correspondence) witness to this development 
which had a repercussion on scribal habits. Initial w is preserved only in 
the conjunction wa-, "and", in the name of the letter wāw, meaning 
"hook", in a few loanwords and in foreign proper names. A South Ara
bian Sabaic inscription shows a dialectal tendency to replace w by y at 
the beginning of words and the same phenomenon is attested once in an 
Arabic Hidjazi poem where yāzi'ahum, "theif commander", stands for 
wāzi'ahum. In Sabaic, fluctuation between the semivowels w and y is 
sometimes seen also in medial and final positions, e.g. in kyn against 
normal kwn, "to be'\ in rdw and rdy, "goodwill". The same fluctuation 
occurs also in Andalusian Arabic, e.g.fawha and fayha, "fragrant ema
nation", hawba instead of usual hayba, "gravity". It is encountered in 
medial position after a consonant in the Hebrew and Aramaic word 
'aryē, "l ion", instead of common Semitic *'arwiy-. 

11.14. In Arabic there is a possible development wu- > u- and wi- > i-
in initial position, especially in Hudhail, a Hidjazi dialect. These forms 
are written 'u- and 7- in the Arabic sources, but the hamza is there a 
purely orthographic feature. Besides, some roots with first radical w 
have sporadically a variant with ', e.g. 'irtun, "inheritance", from 
warita, "to inherit" (cf. §19.24). There is also the regular Arabic prac
tice of substituting ' for w/y after ā, e.g. *ġāwiz > ġā'iz, "lawful", 
*'iġrāy > 'iġrā', "enforcement". 
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11.15. The labiodental/may result in certain conditions from the inter
dental t and from a lisping articulation of š I s so that the sound produced 
is [0] > [f] (cf. Greek Oepp.os, Latin formus, "hot"). This phenomenon is 
well-known to Arab grammarians and enters in their category of 'ibdāl 
luġawī or "lexical substitution"; e.g. ġadat > ġadaf, "grave, tomb"; 
Masyaf for Mediaeval Arabic Masyat; Greek transcription <í>épe7i of the 
Syrian place name Tārib; Lihyānite Rubaf for Rubat. This phenomenon 
would explain the Egyptian pronominal suffix -/ of the third person mas
culine singular and the Argobba prepositions wdfc, "inside", when com
pared with Harari ustu, tef, "under", which possibly goes back to a *tes 
alternating e.g. with Amharic tacc, and then by analogy lef, "on". 

3. DENTAL PLOSIVES 

12.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two dental plosives, 
voiceless t and voiced d; it has further an emphatic plosive t which was 
voiceless, as indicated by the traditional and colloquial pronunciation of 
Arabic, Ethiopic, and Hebrew. Like the other emphatic consonants, also 
in older Arabic, / corresponded to a pair of non-emphatic ones, one of 
which was voiced and the other voiceless. It was therefore of no phone
mic significance whether the emphatic sound was pronounced with or 
without voice. Cuneiform spellings, as the sign DI used with the values 
di/de and ti/te, and ancient Egyptian transcriptions of Semitic names, as 
D-b-h for the toponym Tú-bi-hi, do not prove a voiced realization of t, 
since the distinction between voiced and emphatic consonants of the 
same group is insufficient in both systems. 

12.2. The tendency of voicing a voiceless t or t is nevertheless attested 
in several Semitic forms of speech. The Jewish Sephardi communities of 
Italy pronounce Hebrew t as d and the voicing of final t into d also 
occurs in Ethiopia, namely in West Gurage and in Argobba. In Modern 
South Arabian languages, the post-glottalized t (t') has partially voiced 
and sometimes wholly voiced variants. In the Jewish Yemenite commu
nity, Hebrew t is realized either as t or as d. The Arabic colloquials of 
North Africa also show a tendency of voicing t; e.g. at Cherchel (Alge
ria), classical nataqa is pronounced ndaq, "he spoke". 

12.3. When pronounced by Bantus and Uzbeks, who are unfamiliar 
with emphatic phonemes, Arabic pharyngalized dentals, either plosive or 
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fricative, often change into the corresponding labialized consonants, thus 
t > tw, s > sw, etc. Instead of the back orifice, i.e. the upper pharynx, the 
front orifice is contracted, i.e. the lips are rounded. Palatalization of den
tals occurs in Western Neo-Aramaic (e.g. berca < berta, "daughter") 
and especially in South Ethiopic: di > ġ (§ 15.5), ti > c, t> c. It is also 
attested for Arabic t in a few Tunesian dialects, but the Maghrebine t is 
mainly characterized by its affricative articulation t, [ts], widespread in 
the urban dialects of Morocco and of several Algerian cities. 

12.4. The precise phonological status of dental plosives in prehistoric 
Afro-Asiatic raises some questions because of the traceable alternations 
11 k and dir. The first alternation occurs in Semitic pronominal ele
ments (§36.6; 40.5,11) and it led in Cushitic to an opposition of mascu
line k vs. feminine t (§36.6). Instead of being original, this opposition 
may result from a specialized function obtained by the allophones t and 
k of the same phoneme. An example of a phoneme realized as [t] or [k] 
is encountered nowadays in the Samoan language which is believed to 
represent the oldest form of Malayo-Polynesian, also known as Aus-
tronesian. A change t > k took place in the Indo-European Lycian of 
South Anatolia, at least in the consonantal cluster tb > kb (e.g. kbatra < 
*tbatra / rwatra, "daughter"), but an alternation 11 k appears in other 
circumstances as well (e.g. the PN Krupssi- transcribed 0pÚ7to~is in 
Greek). The alternation d I r has left traces in Cushitic and in South 
Ethiopic (§17.7), and it occurs in languages of the Niger-Congo family 
(e.g. Fulani debbo, "woman", plur. rewbe). Further research is needed 
in both cases. 

4. INTERDENTALS 

13.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two interdental fricatives, 
voiceless / and voiced d, i.e. [9] and [8]; it has further an emphatic frica
tive t, which is often transliterated "z". This consonant is represented by 
a graphic symbol of its own in Ugaritic and in Epigraphic South Ara
bian, while a diacritical sign distinguishes it in Arabic from the emphatic 
dental fricative s. The following table gives but a very partial idea of the 
development of the interdentals in the main Semitic languages and has 
to be explained below. 
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Pr.-Sem. Ass.-Bab. Ugar. Hebr. Aram. Cl.Ar. E.S.A. Ge'ez 

t š t S t> t t t s 
d z dor d z d> d d d z 
t s t s t>t z t s 

13.2. Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian preserve traces of one interden
tal at least, namely the voiceless t. In fact, the group of syllabograms 
consisting of the signs ŠA, ši, šu expresses the syllables ta, ti, tu (e.g. 
u-sa-ab luttabl, "he sits"), while the signs SA, si, su stand for syllables 
containing the Semitic phonemes š or ś (e.g. u-sa-lim /ušallim/, "he 
made good"). A third set of signs SÁ, s i u , su4 interchanges frequently 
with the SA, si, su group and seems to indicate that the phonemes origi
nally differentiated by the two rows of signs were tending to coalesce in 
the period under consideration. However, the regular occurrence of the 
su4 sign in the spelling of the independent and suffixed personal pro
noun, as well as of the demonstrative of remoter deixis ("that", 
"those"), may signalize a phonetic distinction between the su4 sign, 
used initially to express the prepalatal š, and the su sign employed orig
inally for the lateral ś, e.g. in su-ru-uš (śrš = sVs1), "foundation". In the 
case of the Old Akkadian demonstrative, this interpretation is supported 
by the parallelism between su4, su^-a and Qatabanian slw, between 
suA-a-tum and Qatabanian oblique slwt, and between suA-nu-ti and Qata
banian oblique plural slmt. As for the oppositions SÁ : SA and si : s i u 

in Old Akkadian, one could mention sá-lim (šlm - sHm), "he is well", 
and tá-sa-am-ma (tś'm = ts2'm), "you wil l buy", as well as sa-am-si 
(śmšy = s2msly), "my sun", and ni-siu (nś' = ns2'), "people". In Old 
Akkadian, Proto-Semitic d and t (z) are expressed by the row of the 
signs ZA, zi, zu, that are used for the three dental fricatives s, z, s (e.g. 
zu'āzum, "to divide", root zht). In Eblaite, instead, the voiced phoneme 
d is indicated by the same signs as its voiceless counterpart i , and both 
may be expressed also by the sign ŠÈ. No systematic distinction is made 
between ś and š, but traces of a distinctive sibilant seem to appear in the 
name of the Sun-deity *śpš, written sí-piš (cf. Taš-má-Sí-piš II Taš-má-
dUTU), and in the expression mu-da-bil sí-kà-ri /mudabbil sikāril, "story
teller", where *dikr is spelt with zi {si) in agreement with Phoenician 
s*r(§14.2) . 

Some irregularities occur in documents from Ebla where parallel texts quote 
e.g. the same city name as Ma-ša-dukl and Ma-sa-aa*1, thus obliterating the pho
netic distinction between ŠA and SA. However, the overall picture corresponds to 
the Old Akkadian scribal practice. 
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13.3. The picture that emerges from the Old Babylonian period on in 
Assyro-Babylonian is that /, š and ś have coalesced into one phoneme š, 
expressed in the cuneiform writing by the signs of the set ŠA, ŠE, ši, šu, 
while the signs SA, SI, SU, SÁ, etc., were used to indicate the voiceless 
sibilant s. However, reservations have to be set forth in the case of 
the Mari and Qatara (Tell ar-Rimah) texts, especially regarding the 
transcription of Amorite names (§13.4), and also in the case of Old 
Assyrian texts. These documents from Northern Mesopotamia still seem 
to reflect a distinction between / on the one side and š/ś on the other (e.g. 
sa-am-si < śmš), although the cuneiform signs of the different sets may 
occur in free interchange, e.g. ú-sa-ás-ha-ar next to ú-ša-ás-hi-ir, "he 
turned". 

13.4. The cuneiform spelling of Amorite personal names clearly pre
serves the distinction between the interdental t and the sibilants š/ś, that 
were coalesced into š like later in Ugaritic; e.g. Ia-šu-ub-áDa-gan 
/Yatūb-Dagān/, but Ia-sa-rum /Yašarwn/, Sa-ap-si-A-du /Šapši-Haddu/. 
However, the rare interchanges of ŠA, ši, šu with SA, si, su indicate 
that the development t > š must have begun in some Amorite dialects 
towards the end of the Old Babylonian period, e.g. Sa-am-šu-àm or Ša-
ap-si at Alalakh. The Proto-Semitic interdentals d and t (z) were coa
lesced with the dental fricatives. 

13.5. A chart of the principal signs involved in the discussion of early 
Semitic sibilants recapitulates the outline of §13.2-4 and offers a com
parison with the situation in Ugaritic and Epigraphic South Arabian. 

T.-Sem. P.Syr. O.Akk. Amorite Ass.-Bab. Ugar. E.S 

ta ŠA ŠA ŠA ŠA t t 
ti (Si) ŠI ŠI ŠI t t 
tu ŠU ŠU ŠU ŠU t t 
da ŠA ZA ZA ZA 'did d 
~di (SO ZI ZI ZI did d 
du ŠU zu zu ZU did d 
ša SA/SÁ SÁ SA ŠA š s1 

ši SI/ZI SI SI ŠI š sl 

SU su/sù su4 su/zu ŠU š sl 

śa SA SA SA ŠA š s2 

ši SI/ZI/SIU SI,, SI ŠI Š s2 

ŚU su SU SU ŠU Š s2 

sa/i/u ZA/I/U ZA/I/U ZA/I/U SA/I/U s s3 
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13.6. In Ugaritic, / and t generally retain their independence. However, 
there are traces of an initiating process t > š appearing in the spelling 
'ahrtp of the name 'ahršp and in the use of a new sign o to mark both š 
and t in three texts from Ugarit, which are written from right to left in a 
shorter alphabet of 22 letters (KTU 1.77; 4.31; 4.710). As for t, besides 
the words in which an etymological t is velarized into ġ (§ 10.9), it can 
be replaced by a non-emphatic interdental in htm, "arrows", and in the 
theonym tt, occasionally written hdm and tt. In addition, the two words 
thrm, "gems", and Itpn, "kind", are spelt thrm and Itpn on one tablet 
(KTU 1.24), a phenomenon which seems to prelude to the Aramaic shift 
/ > t and to the merging of the two phonemes. The interdental d gener
ally merges with d (e.g. dbh, "sacrifice"), like later in Aramaic, but 
some words preserve the etymological d (e.g. dr', "arm"), especially 
when the word contains a laryngal or r. In two texts (KTU 1.12; 1.24), 
all of the few occurrences of etymological d are retained (e.g. 'ahd, "he 
seized"). 

13.7. It is uncertain whether the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions preserve 
the three interdentals, which merged in Canaanite with dental and 
palato-alveolar fricatives at the time of the Proto-Canaanite inscriptions 
using the short alphabet of 22 letters, that appears about the 13th century 
B.C. However, the biblical shibbolet story in Judg. 12,5-6 points to the 
existence of / (tblt, "stream, flood") in Northern Transjordan, but the 
dialect referred to may be Aramaic instead of being Hebrew. Also 
Ammonite seems to have preserved /, although the alphabet borrowed 
from the Phoenicians makes such assessments difficult. The Greek tran
scription Túpos of the Phoenician place-name Sr might indicate that 
original Tūr was still dialectally realized with t when it entered Greek 
under the form Túpos, clearly differentiated from EtSuVv (Phoenician 
Sdri) and from the later attested name Eo(t))p, "Tyre". Ancient Egyptian 
D-r can simply transcribe Sr, since the " d " of Egyptologists usually cor
responds to Semitic s. 

13.8. In Early Aramaic inscriptions the symbols " š " , "z", "s" stand 
also for /, d, t respectively, except in the Tell Fekherye inscription where t 
is transcribed "s". In the 8th century B.C. new spellings begin to appear, 
reflecting the shifts t > t (e.g. yhtb < *yhtb, "may he bring back"), d > d 
(e.g. 'hdwhy < *'hdwhy, "they seized him"), í > t (e.g. ntr < *ntr, "he 
guarded"). They should be distinguished from the assimilation tt > tt, as 
in 'ttr > 'tr, '"Attar". The phonetic process reflected in these changes 
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lasted probably for several centuries and the dental realization of the 
interdentals did certainly not happen at the same time in all the Aramaic 
dialects. The opposite process of free spirantization of d > d and t > t 
cannot be assessed for Aramaic and Hebrew before the Hellenistic 
period. 

13.9. In the North Arabian sphere, Pre-Classical and Classical Arabic 
maintain the three interdentals as independent phonemes and Classical 
Arabic uses the Aramaic symbols "d" , " t" , " t " for d, t, t. Hesitations 
occur in Palmyrene Aramaic, as phd and phz for fahd, "clan, tribe". The 
usual Greek transcriptions are 8 for d, x or 8 for t, and x for t. The Dam
ascus fragment from the 8th century A.D. (§7.44) uses 8 to transliterate 
Arabic d, d, d (f), as well as z it). In fact, t (conventionally transcribed 
"z") appears to have become a voiced interdental [d], which is attested 
in various Modern Arabic forms of speech, for instance in the Hawrān, 
in Syria (e.g. dofor, "nail"), or in the Algerian cities that have preserved 
the Andalusian dialect of Arabic (e.g. duhr, "mid-day"). In most 
dialects of the sedentary population, however, interdental fricatives have 
shifted to the corresponding dental plosives. Besides, readers of the 
Qur'ān who have no interdentals in their own language and try to pro
nounce them, often realize /t/ as [s], /d/ as [z], and /d/ as [z]. In 
cuneiform script, North Arabian t is transcribed by t, e.g. in Ia-at-ri-hu 
lYatribl. 

A particular feature of North Arabian inscriptions from the Tabūk (Saudi 
Arabia) and Ma'ān (Jordan) area consists in indicating the etymological / by the 
sign for ś (d), e.g. w-hdś śyt = w-hdt tyt, "and he made a new sheepfold". This 
scribal practice is somehow related to the phonetic shifts d > d or d and d > t 
which are attested around the 9th century A.D. by the early South-Palestinian 
Arabic spellings šahhāt for šahhād, "beggar", and dm'rn' for damā'irunā, "our 
hearts". A voicing of / is attested in the Hassānīya dialect of Mauritania, but its 
acoustic value is not identical with that of d. 

13.10. In Epigraphic South Arabian, the frequency with which s and t 
appear as variant spellings in the same word (e.g. sll for til, "covering"; 
sm' îoītm', "thirst") suggests that the phonemic distinctiveness of these 
two letters was, to some extent at least, lost. An intermediate develop
ment phase seems to be attested by Sabaic cursive texts which indicate 
the etymological t by the sign for ś (d), like in md'w for mt'w, "they 
reached". In fact, this sign was borrowed by Ethiopic (dappa), but the 
phoneme in question merged with s soon after the Aksum inscriptions 
(§ 16.4). A limited evolution may be assumed in ancient South Arabian 
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also for the interdentals t and d, but different cases should be distin
guished. Although s3 and t remained distinct phonemes in Minaic, it is / 
that is used for the rendering of a non-Semitic /s/, as in dlt, "Delos", 
tlmyt, "Ptolemaios", and 'trhf, "Osiri-Apis, Osarapis". Since the 
Phoenician dialect of Lapethos in Cyprus uses š in the same period to 
transcribe Greek /s/ in ptlmyš, "Ptolemaios", these transcriptions " t " 
and "Š" probably reflect a weakly enunciated Greek variety of the sound 
s which was likely to suggest a lisping effect, more appropriately noted 
by " t " or " š " than by "s 3" or "s". In Semitic, the hiss of s is very much 
stronger and more sibilant than the Greek s (§14.1). In Sabaic, however, 
Greek /s/ is represented by s3, except in the place-name "Ctesiphon", 
written qtwsf with s, and there is one case in Sabaic from Haram where 
Semitic t is spelt s3, i.e. [s]: ys3wbn, "he wi l l reward". This would imply 
a local dialectal shift t > s in the 1st-3rd centuries A.D. In addition, the 
sounds noted by t and s3 have fallen in Hadramitic together into a single 
phoneme noted indifferently by either letter, e.g. in the divine name 'ttr 
or 'shrm. The same may have happened in the case of d and z, though 
here seems to be a preference for noting the sound as d, e.g. 'I'd, "Elea-
zos" ('EXeá^os), against Sabaic 7'z. 

13.11. In some Modern South Arabian dialects there is loss of distinc
tion between t and t, d and d, t and d (e.g. North Mehri dar, South Mehri 
and Soqotri tar, "upon"). 

13.12. In Ethiopia, Ge'ez, Tigre, and Tigrinya lost the interdentals t, d, 
t, that became s< z, s. In Amharic, Argobba, Harari, and Gurage t, d, t 
became s, z, t, but [t] can alternate in Gurage with the glottal stop and 
become zero. Most South Ethiopian languages testify thus to a different 
development of / (z) than North Ethiopic; e.g. Gurage tàma-, Amharic 
and Argobba tâmma- vs. Arabic zami'a, Ge'ez mm'a, "to be thirsty"; 
Gurage atara, Argobba hattàra, Harari hētàra, vs. Arabic hazara, Ge'ez 
hasara, "to fence in" . 

5. DENTAL F R I C A T I V E S 

14.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two dental fricatives, 
voiceless s and voiced z. It also possesses an emphatic dental fricative s, 
which is voiceless. It is pharyngalized in Arabic, but post-glottalized 
([s']) in Ethiopic and in Modern South Arabian. The Arabic z is in real
ity the emphatic interdental d < t (§13.9). 
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It is noteworthy that the Arabic plain /s/ is of higher pitch than most allo
phones of English /s/, while the pharyngalized /s/ displays a noticeably lower 
pitch than the English /s/, comparable with the low pitch of Russian plain /s/. 
Therefore, a Russian observer will be inclined to identify Arabic /s/ with his 
own /s/. This might help, by analogy, to understand an ancient transcription of 
Semitic /s/ by Hittite /s/ in ku-ni-ir-ša [korilrsa] rendering Semitic qdnl{'a)rsa, 
"who owns the earth", while a cuneiform sign za/sa was also available. The 
three dental fricatives s, z, s are often interchanged in Western Late Aramaic 
manuscripts dating from a period when Aramaic dialects were no longer spoken 
in Palestine and, as a consequence, the phonetic distinction of these consonants 
was blurred. 

14.2. The cuneiform script does not distinguish the dental fricatives in 
an adequate way and a change in the writing practice occurred in the 
first centuries of the second millennium B.C., as explained in §13.2-4. 
Besides, Neo-Assyrian /s/ was palatalized into [š], as shown by Aramaic 
transcriptions, e.g. mšn /masennu/, "treasurer". A similar palatalization 
of /s/ is attested later in Arabia and in Ethiopia (§14.3). The devoicing of 
z < d into s occurs in the Phoenician root skr < zkr < dkr, "to remem
ber", and in the Late Punic spelling s I st of the demonstrative pronoun 
z / *zt <d I dt, transcribed in Latin as syth. In the 11th century B.C., both 
pronunciations zkr and skr are attested by the same name written zkrb 7 
on three arrowheads and t-k-r-b-'-r in Egyptian transcription corre
sponding to skrb'l. These variations most likely represent forms taken 
from different Phoenician dialects surviving later in Punic. 

14.3. In the Arabic sphere, the North Arabian inscriptions, even the 
earliest Lihyānic ones, use only the letters s1 (s) and s2 (f), and the 
Sabaic tendency to merge s3 with s1 in the 5th-6th centuries A.D. (e.g. 
msxgd for the Aramaic loanword masgad, "house of prayer") is already 
attested in an earlier period by a text from the Haram area, where 'kslwt, 
"garments", stands against standard Sabaic ks3wy, "clothing". In 
Palmyrene inscriptions, etymological Arabic š is transcribed "Š", as in 
š'd (s''<f), "lucky", and the original s appears also as " š " , e.g. in 
šh(y)mw (s3hm), "arrow". Instead, the transcription of the etymological 
ś fluctuates between "s" and "Š", as in skr / škr (s2kr), "rewarding". 
When Nabataean Aramaic script was adopted for writing North Arabian, 
no use was made of the letter samek ("s") expressing the [s] sound, for 
this sound was obviously palatalized into [š] and could be indicated by 
the letter shin ("š") serving to indicate both /š/ and /ś/, which corre
spond to South Arabian s1 and s2. In the 8th century A.D., Sibawayh 
makes it clear that, in his time, /s/ had a point of closure between the 
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tongue-tip and the hard palate, together with retroflexion of the tongue-
tip, a description which identifies it with [s] (§14.4). The merging of /s/ 
and / Š / occurred also in Ge'ez and in modern Ethiopian languages, but it 
is not complete. Although secondary palatalization of s into [š] is 
attested in Tigrinya, Amharic, Harari, and Gurage, it is unlikely that all 
the attested cases of etymological š may have been occasioned by 
palatalization. Some of them go back to earlier stages of Ethiopic and 
preserve the original phoneme. 

14.4. The modern standard pronunciation [s] of Arabic sin, in which 
/š / and /s/ had merged, must post-date Sibawayh's time. It introduces a 
clear distinction between sin and shin [s], which in Sibawayh's days had 
a point of closure "the same as for g and y, between the centre of the 
tongue and the soft palate", i.e. probably similar to the fricative palatal 
[§]. The Damascus fragment from the 8th century A.D. (§7.44) translit
erates the etymological ś by % (e-g- x E P l Y ° 0 for šabi'ū, "they were 
sated"), which serves for h and h as well (e.g. % 0 l ) P í for hubz, "bread"; 
A,u%oup. for luhūm, "meat" plur.), while etymological s, š, and s are 
indicated by a (e.g. erectly for samì',"he heard"; OKp.rjEÀ, for 'afsal,"hs 
abhorred"; rjay[i8] for sa'id,"it came up"). This transliteration shows at 
least that the modern standard shin was realized at that time as a com
plex sound, different from simple sibilants. Thus we may represent the 
development of the three sibilants indicated in Arabic as «š» in the fol
lowing way: 

Proto-Semitic Sibawayh Post-Sibawayh Arabic 

The fricative palatal [9] is still attested nowadays in Śheri, the speak
ers of which pronounce it with approximately the same tongue position 
as š, but there is no contact between the top of the tongue and the alve
olar ridge. The air is pushed out over the tongue and the lips are simul
taneously rounded and pouted. This sound derives from an original ś, as 
in qetan, "the Devil" (root śtn), or in girif, "noble" (= Arabic šarīj), but 

*• [?] [5] 

[5] 
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it can also be a palatalized variant of k, as in girś, "belly" (root krs). 
This [c] has phonemic status in Śheri. 

14.5. Both changes s > š and š > s are attested in modern Arabic 
dialects but they are generally conditioned: under the influence of a fol
lowing ġ, s can change into š, but 5 can also change into s, e.g. sġī' 
against classical šaġī', "courageous". There are also unconditioned vari
ants, as rafas and rafaš, "to kick". In some Jewish Moroccan communi
ties Hebrew /s/ and /š/ are both realized as a sound intermediary between 
[s] and [s], or as [s]. 

14.6. The substitution of z to s in the neighbourhood of an emphatic is 
attested in colloquials of central Syria, e.g. in zaqf < saqf, "roof". In 
contact with q, on the other hand, z becomes s, as in sqoq < zuqāq, 
"lane". In the colloquial of es-Salt, in northern Jordan, the difference 
between s, z, s is suspended in the neighbourhood of emphatics, e.g. in 
zirāt, sirāt or sirāt, "way" (< Latin strata). The principle at work here is 
the phonological tendency which makes the whole word either emphatic 
or non-emphatic, and in the first case turns all or most consonants into 
emphatic ones (§10.9). This tendency is attested also in North Africa, 
e.g. in soltān < sultān, "master". The opposite shift s > s is attested as 
well in mediaeval and in modern Arabic dialects. It may reflect dissimi
lation, as in the cluster st > st, or simple develarization. 

14.7. The realization of Hebrew s as a voiceless dental affricate [ts] by 
European Jews is probably to be considered as an innovation, although 
it seemingly corresponds to an old pronunciation of this dental fricative, 
at least in Late Antiquity, when spn, "north", was transcribed by tspn in 
Demotic, and hsr, "plant", by anxrip in Greek. Also in Modern 
Ethiopian languages, viz. in Amharic and in Gafat, s is often pronounced 
as an affricate [ts']. One should also mention the passage s > t in South-
Amharic, Argobba, Gurage, and Harari under the influence of Cushitic. 

14.8. In modern South Arabian languages, s can be realized as š, e.g. 
in Mehri sdba', "finger", as against 'dsba' in Śheri and in Soqotri. 

14.9. In Ethiopian languages, as mentioned above (§ 14.3), the merging 
of /s/ and /š/ had already occurred in Ge'ez, that shows an arbitrary 
interchange of the two symbols "s" and "Š". The palatalization of s into 
[s] led to the development of a new phoneme š for which an adaptation 
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of the symbol for "s" is used (šat), found mainly in borrowed words. 
However, Tigrinya and Amharic have an etymological š in some gen
uine Semitic words and forms, like Tigrinya Sam beside sdm, "name", 
hammuštá, "five", šoh'attà, "seven", the Amharic causative preforma
tive as- beside as- (§41.14). Therefore, one may wonder whether the 
articulated š of Ethiopic results always from a secondary palatalization 
of s or preserves an old pronunciation, at least in a number of cases. 

14.10. The sibilant s is almost universal, but is was replaced by the 
rough breathing in Greek (e.g. èitīá / septem, "seven") and by h in 
Lycian (e.g. mahana- vs. Luwian maššana-, "god"), in Armenian, Per
sian, Modern South Arabian (§15.4), and eastern Polynesian (Hawaii I 
Savaii). The change of an original sibilant (z, z, š) into h is attested also 
in the Tuareg dialects of Ahaggar and Air; e.g. hik, "make haste!", vs. 
Ghat dialect zik, Arabic suq I siq, "urge on!" (root šūq). I f one takes this 
evidence into account, there is a strong case for regarding š > s (> h) as 
the primitive phoneme of the Semitic personal pronoun of the third per
son (§36.10,20), of the Afro-Asiatic prefix of the causative verbal stem 
(§41.11), and of the Semitic conditional particle (§61.2). 

6. P R E P A L A T A L AND P A L A T A L 

15.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has a voiceless fricative 
prepalatal or palato-alveolar š, i.e. [f], and a palatal semivowel y, i.e. [ j ] . 

15.2. The changing practice of the cuneiform writing system with 
regard to the interdental t, the dental fricative s, and the prepalatal š was 
described in § 13.2-4. In addition, the Middle Babylonian and Middle 
Assyrian orthographic change š > I before a dental is probably a scribal 
device that indicates a total reciprocal assimilation (§27.5) producing a 
geminated dental lateral of the ś type (§ 16.4), for which no adequate 
cuneiform signs were available; e.g. kušda > kulda [kuśśa], "come 
here!". This would explain the spelling iu-se-bi-la {yuśśēbila}, "he has 
sent", in an Amarna letter from Byblos (EA 88,35) and the later Neo-
Assyrian spellings like issu for ištu, "since", or for isdu, "foundation", 
very likely [iśśu]. Instead, Neo-Assyrian š was pronounced [s], as 
shown by Aramaic and Hebrew transcriptions, e.g. nbwsmskn for 
Nabû-šum-iškun. In consequence, since the Neo-Assyrian cuneiform 
spelling remained unchanged, West Semitic s was transcribed " š " in 
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Neo-Assyrian texts, e.g. Mil-ki-a-ša-pa = mlkysp, while West Semitic š 
was rendered by "s", e.g. Sa-me-ri-na = šmryn, "Samaria". 

15.3. The prepalatal š merged with s in various Arabian and Ethiopian 
forms of speech, and finally developed into [s] in Arabic and in 
Ethiopic, despite some dialectal palatalizations of s into š (§ 14.3-4,7). It 
is unlikely, however, as stressed above (§ 14.3,9), that palatalization 
may have brought about the change of s into š in the various cases where 
modern Ethiopian languages have an etymological š which is not con
tiguous to a phoneme like / that may have occasioned the change s > Š. 
In other languages, an unusual variation š/s occurs in some words, like 
šabe I sebe, "seven", in Assyrian and šb'm / sb'm, "seventy", in Neo-
Punic that probably continues two different Punic dialects (§15.4). In 
Neo-Punic there is an occasional interchange between $ and s in other 
cases as well, but mainly in foreign names from which one cannot infer 
that š and s were normally confused. On the contrary, the use of the 
Greek symbol S in Latino-Punic inscriptions to indicate š (e.g. SVMAR = 
šmr, "guardian") shows that the phonemic distinction between š and s 
was not lost. 

15.4. A change š > h is attested in the Semitic personal pronoun of the 
third person (§36.10,20), in the causative prefix of the causative verbal 
stem (§41.11), and in the conditional particle (§61.2). A similar phe
nomenon occurs on a wider scale not only in Indo-European and other 
language families (§14.10), but also in Modern South Arabian, as shown 
by a comparison of some nominal and verbal roots in Mehri and in 
Śheri, while the situation in Soqotri is less clear and seems to reflect 
external influences. E.g.: 

Root Śheri Mehri Soqotri 

*šab' šo' hoba yhobd' "seven" 
*šim šum ham šem "name" 
*hamš hīš haymah hamoš "five" 
*šma' ìr hīma hyemah "he heard" 
*šqiy šeqe hdqu hez3 "he watered 

15.5. In Modern South Arabian and Ethiopian languages, the palatal
ization of the velars (§18.6) increased the number of words containing 
the prepalatal š; e.g. Śheri šurś < krś, "belly"; Gafat gàġġaš < gâġġa-
ki, "your (fem.) house". This is an old phonetic change, noticed already 
among the Mahra by Masudī in the 10th century A.D.: "they put š 
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instead of k", he says. Besides, palatalization added â, z, as well as the 
corresponding glottalized emphatic š or C, to the phonetic repertory; e.g. 
Śheri širet < qryt, "town"; East Gurage bāce < bakaya, "he wept". As 
for the palatal ġ, it may be derived not only from a velar (§ 18.6), but 
also from d; e.g. Gafat tzgàlġi < tdgàldi, "you gird yourself" (fern.); 
Harari wūlâġi, "give birth!", from wâlāda. Similar phenomena occur in 
Arabic and Neo-Aramaic vernaculars (§18.6). In Eastern Neo-Aramaic, 
for example, the voiced prepalatal z is found in loanwords and in gen
uine Aramaic words in which š is voiced by assimilation, e.g. in 
[xezbona] < hušbānā, " b i l l " . 

15.6. The palatal semivowel y has regular correspondences in the var
ious Semitic languages. It is either original, or is derived from w 
(§11.13), or appears as a glide (§15.7), or results from a palatalization of 
/; e.g. Amharic haya < *kil'ā, "twenty". In cuneiform script it is not 
marked in initial position, in which it disappears in Assyro-Babylonian 
leaving behind the vowel which accompanied it (e.g. yi- > /-, yu- > u-). 
The Old Akkadian spellings of the type i-ik-mi, "he captured", i-ig-mu-
ur, "he conquered", probably indicate the preservation of initial y, also 
in cases of usual spellings without initial i- (cf. §22.13-14). 

15.7. The palatal y can serve as a glide between vowels, especially 
after i (e.g. Arabic hafi'a > hatīya, "sin"), and also as an on-glide in initial 
position, instead of a glottal stop; e.g. Arabic yusr < 'usr, "captivity"; 
'Omānī colloquial yāl < 'āl < 'ahl, "family"; Neo-Aramaic ydmma < 
'emmā, "mother". 

15.8. Palatalization plays an important role in Afro-Asiatic languages, 
not only in Semitic (§15.5). Therefore, any lexical study must take this 
widespread phenomenon into account. In Libyco-Berber, e.g., / is 
palatalized into z in Tamazight (e.g. uz < ul, "heart") and // changes 
into ġ in Tarifit (e.g. a-fġah < fallāh, "peasant"; sdgdm < sallim, "to 
greet"). Devoicing at the end of a word or of a clause may cause a fur
ther change ġ > c, like in Tarifit Mric < Melilla, also with the change / 
> r. The velar k is palatalized into c in various circumstances, especially 
when it is contiguous to the vowel i J u; thus, the Old Egyptian pronom
inal suffix -ki of the second person feminine singular became -c, and it 
is conventionally transcribed " t " by Egyptologists. The Egyptian name 
ntr, "god", is believed to be related to Semitic nkr, "strange(r)", but it 
should perhaps be linked with Agaw nkdra, "soul, spirit". Also t may be 
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palatalized as, for example, the Semitic noun qāt-, "hand", well-known 
in East Semitic, which corresponds to West Cushitic (Omotic) kite-, kis-, 
"hand, arm". A systematic study of the Afro-Asiatic lexicon and of the 
palatalization rules in various languages is still a desideratum. 

7. L A T E R A L S 

16.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic had two dental laterals, voice
less s and emphatic ś, conventionally transcribed d. They correspond to 
[4] and [4]. 

16.2. Non emphatic ś has a graphic sign of its own in Epigraphic South 
Arabian, namely s2 (£) , and it is pronounced in Modern South Arabian 
by retracting the right corner of the mouth and forcing a stream of air 
between the teeth and the inside of the cheek at the right side of the 
mouth, with the tongue-tip in the /-position. This phoneme cannot be 
distinguished from š in the North and East Semitic languages, except in 
Old Akkadian where the sign su 4 seems to have originally expressed the 
prepalatal š, while the sign su indicated the lateral ś (§ 13.2). Otherwise, 
the merging of š and ś is apparently complete in all the languages 
attested in cuneiform script, and it seems therefore that ś has lost there 
its phonemic status. Neither do the Amarna glosses and the Egyptian 
transcriptions indicate that an autonomous phoneme ś existed in the 
Canaanite languages of the I I millennium B.C. In the Amarna glosses, 
the sign ša can express ta (e.g. ša-ah-ri = t'r, "gate"), ša (e.g. ša-mu-
ma, ša-me-ma = šmm, "heaven") and śa (e.g. sa-te-e = śdh, "field"), 
while the Egyptian transcriptions s and š are interchangeable (e.g. sk and 
šìk = śk', "Soco"). In the Phoenician alphabet ś and š are expressed by 
one symbol with the obvious consequence that the alphabetic script of 
no West Semitic language is capable of distinguishing the two sounds 
without using diacritical signs. 

16.3. Nevertheless, the word "ten", 'śr, is written in Phoenician 'sr, 
but its "feminine" form is spelt 'šrt. The existence of both forms is best 
explained by an original 'śr. Greek $akaa\iov and its derivatives are 
borrowed from Semitic bśm, "balsam-oil", and -Xa- transcribing ś 
clearly shows the lateral character of this phoneme. It might be a Phoeni
cian loanword, but this is by no means certain: it can be directly bor
rowed from another Semitic language. The Neo-Assyrian transcription 
Ka-[ma-]as-hal-ta-a of the Moabite royal name *Kamoš- 'aśā, "Kamosh 
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has made", indicates that ś was preserved in Moabite in the 7th century 
B.C. and that it was a lateral phoneme. 

16.4. In Aramaic, the phonemic distinction of š and ś is demonstrated 
by Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian, Late Babylonian, and Elamite tran
scriptions. While š is regularly rendered by "s" in Neo-Assyrian and by 
" Š " in Babylonian, the various attempts to indicate the strange sound ś 
reveal its different phonemic status: e.g. śagīb, "victorious", is tran
scribed sa-gi-bi or ta5-gi-bi; śhr, "moon(-god)", appears as še-er, te-er, 
il-te-{eh-)ri, etc., and śmš, "sun(-god)", is spelt šam-si, ta5-meš, il-ta5-
meš, il-ta-meš, il-te-meš, sa-mì-iš, ti-mi-iš, etc., and in Egypto-Aramaic 
once also smš. The name "Chaldaean", kśdy in Aramaic and ks2dy in 
Sabaic, is written Kal-da/dà-a-a in Assyro-Babylonian, where the 
spelling clearly shows the lateral character of ś. The phonemic distinc
tion between ś and š results likewise from the later shift ś > s in Ara
maic, while š remains unchanged, as e.g. in 'dsar < 'śr, "ten", and 
hammeš < hmš, "five", in standard Syriac. However, the Old Syriac 
inscriptions from the lst-3rd centuries A.D. still preserve the spelling 
with " š " ; e.g. trt'šr', "twelve"; 'šryn, "twenty". 

16.5. In Hebrew and in Arabic, the differentiation of š and ś is 
expressed by diacritical signs. The Masoretes indicate the graphic dis
tinction by placing a point either above the right side of the symbol 
(for s) or its left (for s). Arab philologists distinguished sin (< s) from sin 
(< s) by placing three points above the right side of the letter (^à) serv
ing to express šīn (< ś), which in Sibawayh's time had a totally different 
articulation from the modern one, perhaps close to [9] (§14.4). Spoken 
Arabic leaves no doubt about the original character of this differentia
tion. Instead, the graphic distinction introduced in Hebrew is absent 
from the Samaritan tradition and may be based on a comparison with 
Aramaic, since etymological š is written " š " in Jewish Aramaic texts, 
while etymological ś is rendered there by "s". In fact, the realization of 
ś is equal to that of s in all Jewish communities. However, the distinc
tion made by the Masoretes is etymologically correct and it is confirmed 
by the incompatibility of contiguous ś and / in Hebrew roots. This also 
demonstrates the lateral character of original ś, since Semitic languages 
generally avoid homorganic radicals in contiguous position. 

16.6. Ethiopic, which had the same development as Arabic in this case, 
borrowed the South Arabian letter s2 ( £ ) to indicate ś, but this sound 
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merged with the one expressed by sl (rS) to become [s]. The existence 
of ś at an early stage of Ge'ez is therefore attested in orthography, 
though the sound itself has disappeared. However, ś and s are not con
fused in the early inscriptions. 

16.7. The emphatic lateral ś (d) has a graphic sign of its own in Epi
graphic South and North Arabian, namely "d" , that was borrowed by 
Ethiopic to express the corresponding sound (0). In Modern South Ara
bian languages, this phoneme is articulated like a voiced i (§ 16.2), i.e. like 
z, without the glottalization which characterizes Modern South Arabian 
and Ethiopian emphatics. However, the original emphatic character of the 
sound is supported by its articulation as / in the Datīna dialect of South 
Yemen (e.g. abyal for 'abyad, "white"; lā' for dā', "he was lost") and by 
its merging with 5 in Ethiopic, soon after the early Aksum inscriptions, as 
well as in East and North Semitic languages, in Phoenician, and in 
Hebrew. The dialectal treatment of ś in a single text from Ugarit (KTU 
1.12), where ś is expressed by t in ythq, "he laughs", t'i, "go out!", and 
ymt'a, "he finds", also supports its original emphatic character and indi
cates that ś had existed in North Semitic as an independent phoneme. 
Early Aramaic practice of indicating ś by "q" and the later spelling 

e.g. in 'rq > 'r', "earth", confirm the independent phonemic status of ś 
and its emphatic character, expressed by the clear velarization of the sound 
symbolized by " " ' (§10.9). In Arabic ś is pronounced either as a voiced 
emphatic dental plosive [d] or as a voiced emphatic interdental [d], con
ventionally indicated by "z". It loses sometimes its emphasis and is then 
reduced to [d], as e.g. in todrobni, "you smite me", in the Hawrān dialect. 

16.8. The original lateral character of ś results not only from its pro
nunciation in Modern South Arabian and by its articulation as / in Datura 
(§16.7), but also from ancient transcriptions. The name of the Arab god 
Rudā is transcribed in cuneiform script, in the 7th century B.C., by 
Ru-ul-da-a-a-ú and the description of dād given by the Arab grammari
ans leaves little doubt that d represented a lateral phoneme in early 
Islamic times. Andalusian Arabic 'al-qādì was still borrowed in Spanish 
as alcalde, "mayor", 'al-bayād, "white", as albayalde, "ceruse", 'ar-
rabda, "suburb", as arrabal{de). The loss of the lateral glide in Arabic 
is therefore a quite recent phenomenon, at least in some dialects. 

16.9. The alternations between dād < ś and shīn < ś in Arabic indicate 
that the two phonemes constitute a pair: basaka and badaka, "to cut 
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off", haša'a and hada'a, "to kindle the fire", haša'a and hada'a, "to be 
submissive", hašama and hadama, "to break", šahaza and dahaza, "to 
blind", šafaza and dafaza, "to kick", 'Maws and 'illawd, "jackal", 
mašaġa and madaġa, "to knot", «āša and nāífa, "to carry", waššaha 
and waddaha, "to explain". The corresponding alternation between śzn 
and occurs in Hebrew śāhaq and sāhaq, "to laugh". These alterna
tions reveal an emphatic and a non-emphatic pronunciation of the same 
roots, with the high probability that the latter reflects the loss of the 
emphasis, while the lateral glide of the phoneme was preserved ( | > ś). 

16.10. The originally emphatic consonant ś corresponds to a single 
non-emphatic one. It was therefore of no phonemic significance whether 
the emphatic sound was produced with or without voice. 

16.11. The following table displays the development of the Proto-
Semitic laterals in the Semitic languages taken into account. 

*Pr.-Sem. Ass.-Bab. Ugar. Hebr. Aram. Cl.Ar. M.Ar. E.S.A. M.S.A. Ge'ez 

5 Š Š Ś Ś > S f Š Ś(S2) Ś Ś > S 
ś s sit s q> ' ś did ś z ś > s 

8. LIQUIDS AND NASAL 

17.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two dental liquids / and r, 
and one dental nasal n. The original phonemic distinction of these con
sonants in Afro-Asiatic is in doubt, considering the lack of a distinction 
/ / r in ancient Egyptian and the frequent alternations (§17.3-6), exem
plified by the noun "dog", kar- in some Chadic languages, kan- in West 
Cushitic (Omotic), and kal-b- in Semitic, with the gender determinant 
-b- of dangerous animals (§30.10). Although 11 nl r still appear as allo
phones of the same basic phoneme in Palaeosyrian (Ebla) and in Gurage, 
their distinctive phonemic status is nevertheless established in common 
Semitic as known in historical times. The dental basis of articulation of 
these phonemes is supported by their traditional and modern realiza
tions. However, n tends in some modern Arabic dialects toward a post-
palatal n before most consonants, especially before velars and palatals, 
while r was realized as a uvular non-rolled [R] in one of the traditional 
European pronunciations of Hebrew and sporadically in Gafat. This uvular 
articulation would explain the occasional non-gemination of r in Gafat 
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and its systematic non-gemination in the Masoretic vocalization of the 
Hebrew Bible. However, the Septuagint still shows gemination of 
Hebrew r, as Touoppa (Masoretic 'Âtnorā), Zappa (Masoretic Śârā), 
Xappáv (Masoretic Hārārì). The non-gemination of r might also result 
from the articulatory shift r > ġ, attested in some mediaeval Arabic 
dialects of Iraq and nowadays also in North Africa, e.g. ġaġ»l < riġl, 
"foot"; hdġmi < harīm, "wife". This phonetic phenomenon could be 
related to the appearance of the non-etymological cluster r' in the Ara
maic 'r'm of the Palestinian Targum for 'ârīm, "he raised" (Gen. 29,11). 
Certain reservations have also been expressed concerning the dental 
nature of r and n because they are frequently contiguous to other dentals 
(e.g.fard, "single"; gund, "army"), while Semitic languages generally 
avoid homorganic radicals in contiguous position. However, the weak
ness of these phonemes may explain this apparent exception to the com
mon trend. The variations in ancient and modern articulations of r have 
no phonemic value, but the emphatic pronounciation of / and r in certain 
Arabian words deserves a mention; e.g. ('A)llāh, "God"; rāh, "he 
went". As for the liquid /, it may be palatalized into y (§15.6). 

17.2. The weakness of the liquids is amply exemplified at Ebla: e.g. 
La-rul2-ga-tù I A-run-ga-tù, a city name attested as Irgt at Ugarit; 'à-a-
gú-um < hlk, "to go"; ša-mi-nu Isar-mi-na (dual), "cypress". The com
mon use of the cuneiform sign NI to indicate Semitic ni, li, and i, even 
in the same word ì-lí, "my god", reflects the weakness and the inter-
changeability of l/n (§17.3). The weakness of the liquids is confirmed by 
ancient Egyptian transcriptions of Semitic / and r with an i in the Mid
dle Kingdom period, e.g. i-ś-k-í-n, "Ashkelon", i-i-h-b-w-m, "Rehob". 
Besides, several roots common to Semitic and Egyptian have l/r in 
Semitic but Hi in Egyptian; e.g. Semitic karm-, Egyptian kim, "vine
yard"; Semitic qarb-, Egyptian kib, "intestines"; Semitic libb-, Egypt
ian lb, "heart"; Semitic lb'-, Egyptian iby, "lioness", A similar situation 
results from a comparison of Semitic and Cushitic roots, e.g. Semitic 
lahām- and Rendille aham, "to eat". In the first millennium B.C., the 
weakness of the liquids is reflected by the Aramaic verbs hlk, "to go", 
and slq, "to go up", with forms like ydhāk, "he shall go", and hussaq, 
"he was brought up" (§43.10). The loss of final r is frequent in Sabaic 
personal names, e.g. whb'tt < whb'ttr; final / and r are dropped occa
sionally in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, e.g. 'm' for 'mr, "to say", while 
Gurage testifies to the occasional loss of medial / or r, e.g. in weg < wld, 
"boy", and qema / qârma, "gleanings". The same phenomenon is 
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attested in Hebrew with qīqālon < *qalqalān, "disgrace" (cf. Syriac 
qulqālā, "disgrace"), with hâsoprā < *hasarsarat, "clarion", in 
Nabataean with the proper name 'bd(')lg' transcribed once ApSaync;, 
and in Aramaic, e.g., qīqiltā < qilqiltā, "rubbish dump". The disappear
ance of the liquid is compensated by the lengthening of the preceding 
vowel. The frequent assimilation of / and n to the following consonant 
— and even to the preceding one (§27.3) — confirms the weakness of 
the liquids. One should also mention the change of intervocalic n into ' 
in Middle Assyrian and Neo-Assyrian, e.g. da'ānu < danānu, "might", 
rēmē'ū < rēmēnū, "merciful". However, the aforementioned losses of 
liquids and of n should be distinguished from morphological phenomena 
like the surrender of nunation and mimation in Arabic and in Assyro-
Babylonian. 

17.3. The interchange between / and n may be observed in various lan
guages. In some Gurage dialects the change / > n occurs even in initial 
position, e.g. laba > naba, "waist". As a matter of fact, the original liq
uid / almost disappeared in West Gurage, but its substitution by n or r is 
accomplished under well-defined conditions. The change l> n occurs in 
initial position and in medial position when / was originally geminated; 
otherwise, / becomes r. 

17.4. The shift / > n in initial position occurs sporadically in other 
Semitic languages as well. Thus, Hebrew layiš, Aramaic laytā, Arabic 
layt, and Greek Xiq are paralleled by Assyro-Babylonian nēšu, " l ion". In 
the field of grammatical morphemes, the prefix n- instead of /- in the 
Eastern Aramaic prefix-conjugation (§40.23) and in the jussive of some 
South Ethiopian languages (§40.30) is to be considered as the result of 
an / > n shift, which should be distinguished from the morphological 
change consisting in the use of the jussive prefix /- > n- instead of the 
imperfective y-. The latter phenomenon can be dated in Eastern Aramaic 
to the 2nd-3rd century A.D., while the phonetic change / > n is already 
announced by the possible intermediary sound in al-na-šuh, "Nusku", in 
the 7th century B.C., and it is realized in nhwy', "may he be", in the 4th 
century B.C., unless a different explanation is offered for this form. Spo
radic occurrences of the interchange between initial / and n occur in 
Assyro-Babylonian (lamsatu I namsatu, " f l y " ) , in a dialect of central 
Syria (Nuhašše I N-g-ś > Luhuti I L's), and in Cypro-Phoenician 
(Aápva^ > Nrnk, cf. AeuKwaia > Nicosia). They are attested also in 
the Datīna dialect of South Yemen (e.g. lahna mā laqbil for nahna mā 
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naqbil, "we don't accept"), in Moroccan Arabic, and in Tigrinya (e.g. 
nd for la, "for"). The variation of n and / occurs in medial and final 
positions as well, e.g. ban for bal, "but", in North Arabian; badenġāl 
for badinġān, "aubergine", fenġāl for finġān, "cup", ġlem or qlam for 
ġanam, "sheep", l-hāson for 'al-hāsilu, "briefly", etc., in Modern Ara
bic dialects; Ik, bl, mil for 'nk, " I " , bn, "son", mtn, "gift", in Egypto-
Phoenician; snm for slm, "statue", and -mnkw for -mlkw, "king", in 
Nabataean Aramaic; kulkā for kunkā, "seal!", in Old Assyrian. The 
existence of the articles hn- and 7- in North Arabian also suggests a 
change hn- > '1-, since the shift h > ' is widely attested. The variation l/n 
is a surviving feature of Afro-Asiatic, as exemplified by a comparison of 
Semitic Išn, "tongue", with the etymologically and semantically corre
sponding Egyptian term ns, attested in Demotic as Is and in Coptic as A A C . 

17.5. Interchanges between / and r, that certain languages like ancient 
Egyptian and Mycenaean Greek (Linear B) do not distinguish graphi
cally, occur frequently in Libyco-Berber, where e.g. Tarifit r corre
sponds regularly to Tachelhit / (e.g. awal > awar, "word"), and such 
interchanges are also fairly common in Semitic. The l/r alternation is 
particularly frequent at Ebla, e.g. ìr- 'à-aq-Da-mu / //- 'à-aq-Da-mu, i.e. 
/Yilhaq-Da'mu/, "Damu caught up"; 'à-da-rul2-um / 'à-da-lu-um, i.e. 
hdr, "the interior"; the divine name ls-ha-ra I' Iš-ha-la. In Assyro-Baby
lonian the "stork" is called laqlaqqu or raqraqqu. Arabic sāraha, "to 
dispatch", corresponds to Hebrew and Aramaic šlh, "to send", and 
Sabaic rzm, "land-tax", is etymologically related to Arabic Izm. Lihyān-
ite Himrāg is a phonetic variant of Himlāg, Hebrew gādal, "to become 
big", corresponds to Gafat gāddàrā, Harari gādāra or godâra, and East 
Gurage gāddrā, godārā, or gudārā, "to be" or "to become big, great, 
tall". In West Gurage dialects, as mentioned above (§17.3), the change / 
> r occurs in non-initial position when / was originally not geminated, 
e.g. gamēra from gamdl, "camel". 

17.6. Interchanges between n and r are also attested, as Aramaic br 
against bn, "son". In West Gurage dialects, the non-geminated n 
becomes r in non-initial position, e.g. ammàrd for Amharic ammana, 
"to believe". The same phenomenon is sporadically attested in Neo-
Assyrian, e.g. qartuppi < qantuppi, "stylus". Instead, in West Gurage r 
becomes n in initial position and in non-initial position when originally 
geminated, e.g. qan(n) for qàrr < qârn, "horn". Similar changes occur 
in Chadic languages, e.g. Logone ngun, "belly", plural ngwaren. 
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17.7. In the Central Mediterranean island of Gozo a peculiar shift / > d 
is attested in the Phoenician divine name sdmb'l < slmb'l, "statue of 
Baal", and in the name of the island itself TaoSos < gwl, nowadays 
Ghawdex. Variant forms of this phenomenon, explainable by the close 
articulation points of / and d, occur in a number of languages. Thus the 
alternation d 11 is encountered in Luwian and in Lycian (e.g. the Lycian 
PN Dapara transcribed Aanapác, in Greek), probably in Proto-Berber 
(cf. Numidic mnkd, Tuareg a-mnukal, "king"). The change / > d is 
reported in the Bantu languages (e.g. Proto-Bantu -fund- < -tunl-, 
"teach") and a similar phenomenon, but not identical, can be observed 
in the Amharic variants sadsa (dissimilated from sassa < salsa) and salsa 
of the numeral "sixty", and in the change affecting the liquid r in the 
Amharic, Argobba, and Gafat word qānd(à) < *qānr < qarn (Ge'ez), 
"horn" (nd < rn), or in the Oromo word sinra, "wheat" (root ś'r), 
attested as sande in Highland East Cushitic and in Amharic, and as 
sandâ in Gafat. 

17.8. The insertion of a non-etymological /, n or r is generally the 
result of the dissimilation of a geminated consonant (§23.6-9), e.g. in 
Aramaic hansāqā < hassāqā < *haslāqā, "to bring up". However, this 
explanation is hardly correct in cases like han'ālā, attested next to 
he'ālā, "to bring in" , from the Aramaic root '11. The insertion of n 
should be rather explained in this case as the marking of the nasalization 
of the following consonant, frequent in South Ethiopian languages, also 
with the original pharyngals h and ', e.g. Amharic anqafat for Ge'ez 
'aqfât, "obstacle", with the loss of the original pharyngal. A nasal twang 
is quite audible with some Palestinian Arabs when they pronounce 'ain, 
and Oriental Jews use a strongly nasalized 'ain in Hebrew. An insertion 
of r before 'ain occurs in Hebrew śar'appīm (Ps. 94,19; 139,23) for 
śd'ippìm, "anxieties", related to Arabic šaġaf, "passion, ardent zeal", 
and in sar'appā (Ez. 31,5) for *sa'appā, related to Arabic sa'af, "palm 
leaves". An insertion of r before another consonant is encountered in 
Mishnaic Hebrew hartom, "nose", related to Arabic hatm(un) and 
attested next to the usual hotām. 

17.9. Plus-vocalic features of / and r are apparent also in Semitic. In 
classical Semitic languages, a sequence of abutting consonants generally 
may not belong to one syllable so as to form a "consonant cluster" 
(§24.8). Therefore, when a sequence of two consonants should appear in 
the beginning or at the end of a word, e.g. as the result of prefixing a 
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morpheme or dropping the case endings, there is a wide tendency to use 
prosthetic or anaptyctic vowels. However, this rule does not apply to 
colloquial forms of Arabic, to Eastern Neo-Aramaic, to Amharic and 
other modem Ethiopian forms of speech, and even to some ancient 
Semitic languages, especially in the case of plus-vocalic sonorants or 
liquids (/, r) that may be followed by another consonant at the end of a 
word (e.g. kalb, "dog" in Arabic; qart, "city" in Phoenician), or be pre
ceded by another consonant in the beginning of a word; e.g. slābā, 
"theft" in Eastern Neo-Aramaic; ġlem, "sheep" in colloquial Arabic; 
brát, "iron, rifle" in Chaha, a Gurage dialect. The only initial clusters 
which do occur in Amharic are those involving / and r as second mem
ber (bl-, br-, gl-, gr-, kr-, qr-, tr-)\ e.g. gran, "left-handed"; kràmt, 
"rainy season". More possibilities occur in final position (-fs, -nz, -st, 
etc.); e.g. nàfs, "soul"; wànz, "river"; màngdst, "government". 

9. V E L A R PLOSIVES 

18.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two velar plosives, voice
less k and voiced g. It also possesses an emphatic velar plosive q, gener
ally articulated as the emphatic consonant corresponding to k and there
fore also transliterated k. 

18.2. Sibawayh defines Arabic q as maġhūra, which does not mean 
"voiced" (g), as generally assumed, but "fortis". Nevertheless, certain 
modern Arabic dialects either support a voiced pronunciation or reflect 
the shift q > g (cf. §18.8). However, there was also a way of pronounc
ing q in Arabic that led to its occasional representation by "k" and q can 
alternate with k in modern Ethiopian languages. In reality, there was of 
no phonemic significance whether q was produced with or without 
voice, since the one emphatic velar plosive corresponded to a pair of 
non-emphatic ones: voiceless k and voiced g. 

18.3. The syllabic cuneiform writing system is, as usual, inadequate to 
indicate the distinction between k, g, q. Throughout the whole course of 
cuneiform writing no attempt was ever made to indicate the exact char
acter of a final plosive: AG serves as ag, ak or aq, IG is used for ig, ik 
or iq, etc. For the initial plosives, a certain distinction is introduced from 
the Old Babylonian period on, e.g. between GA, KA, and even QA in 
certain regions like Mari and Eshnunna, but the emphatic velar plosive q 
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is generally indicated by signs with the "voiced" or "voiceless" conso
nant, e.g. KI serves for ki and qi, KU for ku and qú, but GAB is used for 
gab and qab, and GIM for gim, kim and qim. The occasional orthographic 
interchanges GA/QA, GI/KI, GU/KU may reflect a dialectal voiced articula
tion of q in some areas, but cannot prove the existence of two phonemes 
/k/ and /g/ in Assyro-Babylonian. 

18.4. In Neo-Assyrian [g] and [k] seem to be positional variants of the 
same phoneme. The voiced pronunciation is attested in intervocalic posi
tion by Aramaic and Hebrew transcriptions, e.g. mngsr for Mannu-ki-
šarri, as against tkltšr for Tuklat-lštar (> Iśśar; cf. §15.2). 

18.5. The spirantization or fricativization of non-geminated and non-
emphatic velar plosives is attested in various Semitic languages. The 
occasional cuneiform spelling with signs of the series " h " instead of 
signs with g/k reflects this change, e.g. hanāšu instead of kanāšu, "to 
bow". Such cases should carefully be distinguished, e.g., from the Late 
Babylonian spelling tamāku of tamāhu, "to seize", which simply signi
fies that the Aramaic verb tmk is used in this occurrence. Hebrew and 
Aramaic spirantization of k/g follows the same rules as the spirantization 
of labials (§11.10) and explains, e.g., why the Babylonian loanword 
mahāru, "to equalize in value", is borrowed in Syriac under the form 
mkr, and why Babylonian kimahhu [kiwah], "grave", is attested in Ara
maic as kwk (§63.9). In Neo-Aramaic, the spirantized velar plosives 
attained phonemic status and their "hard" or "soft" pronunciation does 
not depend on their position. In Modern South Arabian and Ethiopian 
languages, the spirantization of velars is widely attested, but it is not 
phonetically conditioned in the same manner in the various forms of 
speech. The Hadramitic preposition h- resulting from the change k > k > 
h attained a phonemic status already in Antiquity, and a similar phonetic 
situation may occur under certain circumstances in modern South 
Semitic languages, especially in Amharic; e.g. hulātt, "two", vs. Tigre 
kal'ot. In Tigrinya, the non-geminated k is frequently spirantized into k 
or h in post-vocalic position, and may be written then as h; e.g. kábiru, 
"he is rich", but yahahbir, "he wil l be rich". 

18.6. The affricative pronunciation of k > c or k > š, of q > c, and of g 
> ġ, g > i, or g > z is attested in Arabic, in Ethiopian languages, in Mod
ern South Arabian, and in Neo-Aramaic (§15.5). In Classical Arabic, the 
pronunciation ġ is considered as the correct one (e.g. daġāġa, "hen"), 
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while the analogous tendency k > é is viewed as a dialectal deviation 
(e.g. die < dlk, "cock"). Palatalization of q into d or ġ before or after 
front vowels (j, e) is common in Central Arabian bedouin colloquials 
(e.g. sīġān < sīqān, "legs"), while North Arabian inscriptions from the 
Tabūk (Saudi Arabic) and Ma'ān (Jordan) area seem to testify to an 
ancient conditioned g > 6 change, indicated e.g. by the spelling wtm 
instead of wgm, "he was mourning", in a verb that was probably belong
ing to the fa HI class (*wagim >y*watim). A non-conditioned q > é 
change occurred in the 'Azd dialect of northern Yemen. In Cairene Ara
bic, both colloquial and literary, the original pronunciation [g] is either 
preserved or revived. The same is witnessed on the southern coast of 
Arabia and in early Andalusian Arabic, while [g] as well as [z] are 
attested in Moroccan Arabic. This fricative variant [z] is encountered 
also in Algeria and in southern Iraq. Instead, the devoicing ġ > c occurs 
in the dialect of Palmyra. Mainly in the neighbourhood of a palatal 
vowel, the direct change k > š is attested in some Arabic colloquials (e.g. 
the feminine suffixed pronoun -ki becomes - i ) , in the Neo-Aramaic 
dialect of Ma Tula (e.g. kīfìš < képiki, "your stone"), in Modern South 
Arabian (e.g. šubdet < kbdt, "liver"), and in Ethiopian languages (e.g. 
bâššâ < bky, "to cry", in Soddo, Northeast Gurage). In Modern South 
Arabian, the passage g > z is attested in Soqotri and Śheri (e.g. zirit, 
"slave-girl"), but not in Mehri (garēt, "slave-girl"). The palatalization 
occurs extensively in both Soqotri and Sheri, but is rather unstable 
except for ġ, where the influence of Arabic is a factor of importance. 
The sounds ġ and z interchange in South Ethiopic under Cushitic influ
ence (e.g. Amharic idb and gab, "hyena"). 

18.7. A series of labiovelars gw, kw, qw, and occasionally if, occurs in 
all the Ethiopian languages, except in Tigre, Harari, and some Gurage 
dialects (§11.11). These sounds have a phonemic status and exist along
side the ordinary velars (e.g. ndkw, " I am"). The lack of traces of the 
Ge'ez labiovelars in an unvocalized text is probably due to the fact that 
the new symbols for the labiovelars, developed from the signs for the 
velars, were invented at the same time as the vocalic signs. In Semitic 
the labiovelars phonetically conditioned occur in Arabic colloquials of 
Tripolitania and Morocco, and also in Mehri. Therefore, their develop
ment in Ethiopian languages cannot be ascribed solely to Cushitic influ
ence, although their phonemic status is due to the impact of the Cushitic 
substratum. 
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18.8. Arabic q is almost invariably transliterated by Ge'ez "g" , but the 
lack of glottalization differentiated Arabic q from Ethiopic q and may 
explain this transliteration. However, the change q > g is actually 
attested in Hadramawt and in Dorar, thus in a region that had contacts 
with Ethiopia. It occurs also in the Mesopotamian g3/3i-dialects (gaht 
for qultu, " I said"), in some of the Arabic dialects spoken in the Chad-
Sudan area, and in East Arabian where it may result from a partial 
assimilation by voicing, as in bgara, "cow", for baqara, after a change 
of the syllabic structure, or in ibg, "stay!", from bqy. Besides, there are 
many cases of written g for q in Mandaic (e.g. g'yt', "summer", for Syr
iac qayta), and Hebrew q is realized in some Jewish Yemenite commu
nities like /g/ or /ġ/. On the other hand, q becomes ' in some Arabic 
dialects, in the realization of Hebrew q among certain Jewish communi
ties of Algeria and Morocco, and in Tigre at the end of a syllable (e.g. 
Id 'tal for hqtal). In some Gurage dialects, the velars k and q can become 
zero in medial position (e.g. tit < tsqit, "few"). The change q > ' hap
pened probably as the result of an economy of effort (§ 10.10). This 
development seems to be different from an earlier change that occurred 
in Aramaic at least in two distinct phases, the first one consisting in the 
shift q > ' which is supported by the spectrographic analysis showing the 
q between d and '. The actual evidence is provided by the change q > ' 
in the Aramaic spelling of ś (d) (§ 16.7). The second stage ' > ' is 
attested in Late Aramaic and in Neo-Aramaic (§ 19.14); it represents the 
widespread reduction of the voiced pharyngal ' to a glottal stop (§ 19.9-19). 

18.9. The change ġ > y is attested in some Arabic colloquials, espe
cially in East Arabian; e.g. hayar < haġar, "stone". In some cases, the 
syllabic structure has been influenced by this change, as in rll that in 
Kuwait means as well "man" (rīl < *ruyil < raġul) as "foot" (rīl < *riyl 
< riġl). In Bahrain, e.g., wēh is monophthongized from *wayh < waġh, 
"face". It is noteworthy that a similar change is attested in Algerian Ara
bic by the word msīd, "mosque", and by the Maltese place name Msida, 
both from *masyid < tnasgid, "mosque". Historical implications are 
obviously involved. 
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10. LARYNGALS, PHARYNGAL AND V E L A R FRICATIVES 

19.1. It is convenient to examine Semitic laryngals, pharyngal frica
tives and velar fricatives in the same paragraph, because of their historic 
developments and of the way they are indicated in the various writing 
systems. These phonemes are often classified under the heading of "gut
turals", a name which has been accepted in several circles even though 
it does not accurately describe all of them from the point of view of their 
articulation. Nevertheless, they share some common features and, among 
them, a tendency to be phonetically weakened and even reduced to zero, 
as in Amharic (§19.20). This phenomenon is paralleled in other Afro-
Asiatic languages and in Indo-European, as shown by Hittite that has 
supplied the clinching evidence for the existence of laryngals and 
pharyngals in Proto-Indo-European (e.g. pahhur, "fire", Greek m3p). 

19.2. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has two laryngals: one glottal 
plosive ' ([?]) and one voiceless laryngal fricative h; they oppose each 
other as spiritus lenis and spiritus asper in Greek. There are two frica
tive pharyngals: voiceless h ([h]) and voiced ' ([Î]), as well two velar 
fricatives, voiceless h ([x]) and voiced ġ ([y]). Of the two pharyngals, h 
is essentially a pharyngalized laryngal, a fortis, while the air consumed 
by the voicing of ' leaves it as a lenis. 

19.3. The syllabic cuneiform writing system disposes only of signs 
indicating ' and h, while the twenty-two letters of the Phoenician alpha
bet are insufficient to express all the phonemes of the languages which 
have adopted it. Only the cuneiform alphabetic script of Ugarit and the 
South Arabian alphabet have adequate symbols for the laryngals, the 
pharyngals, and the velar fricatives, while Arabic uses diacritics in order 
to distinguish the various phonemes. The Assyriological practice of indi
cating etymological ' by '\ h by ' 2 , h by ' 3 , ' by ' 4 and ġ by ' 5 is fol
lowed in the present section. However, an articulated ġ is generally 
transliterated in syllabic cuneiform writing by h and not by '. 

19.4. Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian writing allows distinguishing the 
laryngals, the pharyngals, and the velar fricatives. 

19.5. The two laryngals ' (") and h ( ' 2), as well as the two pharyngals 
h C3) and ' ( ' 4 ) , are indicated in two ways: 1° by zero, as in a-bi /'abī/, 
"my father", or a-la-ga-am Ihalākaml, "to go" (accusative), il-ga 
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lyilqahl, "he took", a-li-dam /'alītam/, "upper" (feminine accusative), 
a-zum I'azzuml, "fierce"; 2° by special signs, such as M Á , as in iš-má 
lyišma'l, "he heard", and É ('à), as in gu-la-'à-tum next to gu-la-a-tum 
and gu-la-tum (meaning unknown), or 'k-da IHaddal for the divine 
name, 'À-da-ša IHadatal, "Youthful" or the like, īb-'à-lu /Yib'alu/ or 
/Yip'alu/, "(The god) made". The conventional transliteration of É as 'à 
does not indicate that the word or the name contains a true aleph, but 
expresses any of the u to ' 4 consonants. Besides, the pharyngals h and ' 
influence, under certain conditions,' the change of contiguous a to e, as 
in En-na-ì-lí IHenna-'Ilīl, "My god is favourable", or Eb-du-dRa-sa-ap 
I'Ebdu-RaSapl, "Servant of Resheph". This change does not affect the 
laryngals ' and h, which are therefore to be distinguished from the 
pharyngals h and ' in Palaeosyrian as well as in Old Akkadian. Besides, 
' is exceptionally indicated by 'à, while this spelling occurs frequently 
with h, thus differentiating the laryngal fricative h from the glottal plo
sive '. There is also a convincing way of distinguishing ' from h in 
Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian writing system. In fact, the phoneme h 
C 3) when followed by the vowel a is expressed quite often by the sign É 
= 'à, e.g. da-la-'à-mu /talahhamu/, "you wil l taste" (subjunctive). This 
spelling is at least a leftover from a period in which the phoneme h was 
independent from '. Occasionally, however, also ' may be indicated by 
'à, as in Old Akkadian 'à-zum I'azzuml, "fierce". In any case, there is 
little doubt that a phonemic distinction tnust have existed between, e.g., 
arābum, "to combat" (hrb), and arābum, "to enter" ('rb), but it may 
have disappeared in course of time (§19.11), giving rise to homophones. 

The change 'a > "e occurs regularly at Ebla, but * does not influence, as a rule, 
the vowel in the Palaeosyrian texts from Mari (but cf. §21.6). 

19.6. The two velar fricatives h and ġ are both indicated in Palaeosyr
ian and in Old Akkadian by signs with h, e.g. Ha-la-ll IHala-'ll], "E l is 
a maternal uncle", Ha-zi-ir /ùazzīr/, "Hero". The fact that Old Akka
dian mahāru(m), "to equalize in value", or ahāzuim), "to seize", 
remained mahāru(m), ahāzu(m) in Old Babylonian, while Old Akkadian 
sahāru(m), "to be small", or harā'u{m), "to empty", became sehēru(m), 
herū(m), means that the voiced phoneme ġ in sġr and ġrw had definite 
characteristics which influenced the vowels and separated it from the 
voiceless h of 'hd and mhr. This a > e change proves conclusively that 
h and ġ are to be distinguished. 
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19.7. In Amorite proper names written in syllabic cuneiform script, the 
laryngals are reduced graphically to zero, but ' and h are clearly distin
guished in Amorite names found in Egyptian execration texts and in 
later alphabetic texts from Ugarit. The pharyngals are often indicated by 
signs with h, e.g. / / a -aw-ra ' -D iNGiR /Hanni-'Il/, "El is favourable", or 
Ha-ab-du-àHa-na-at /'Abdu-'Anat/, "Servant of 'Anat", even at the end 
of a word, e.g. Ya-ás-ma-ah-áDa-gan /Yašma'-Dagan/, "Dagan has 
heard". However, h and ' may be reduced graphically to zero, e.g. Am-
mu-ra-pí-i /'Ammu-rāpi'ī/, "The Ancestor is my healer", and An-na-
DINGIR /Hanna-'Il/, "El is favourable", contrary to h and ġ which are 
always expressed by signs with h, e.g. Ab-di-a-ra-ah /'Abd-Yarah/, 
"Servant of Yarah", and A-bi-hi-il /'Abī-ġēl/, "My father is snatched 
away (?)". An actual reduction of ' may occur when ' is contiguous to a 
labial, like in i-ba-al lyib'all or in Da-mu /Da'mu/ (cf. §45.7-8). This is 
easily explainable since the narrow orifice of the labial articulation 
scarcely affords a contrast to the narrowing of the pharynx. Whether this 
reduced ' was then lengthening the adjacent vowel or was simply 
absorbed by the labial depends on the interpretation of the second / in 
the name Ib'ûfl [Yibāl-pī] or [Yibal-pl] of a prince of Mktry /Magdalay/ 
in an Egyptian execration text (E 5), which provides a shortened form of 
the well-known Amorite name 1-ba-al-pi-El, "The word of El has 
made". In any case, all the pharyngal and velar fricatives are clearly dis
tinguished in parallel names attested in texts from Ugarit: e.g. hn'il, 
'bd'nt, yšm', 'bdyrh, 'abġl. Therefore, there is no reason whatsoever to 
suppose that the articulation of these phonemes in Amorite was different 
from the one known from Ugaritic alphabetic texts. 

19.8. In Ugaritic, all the laryngals, pharyngal and velar fricatives are 
indicated by a distinct symbol. Three cuneiform signs are used for the 
glottal stop ' according to its vocalization 'a, 'i, 'u. These signs were 
employed also as vowels, not only in Human texts, but even in 
Semitic when the etymological ' was not pronounced in postvocalic or 
intervocalic position; e.g. qr'at, "she called", corresponds to qarāt 
and not to *qara'at (§45.8). However, personal names show occa
sional changes ' > ' (e.g. 'abdhr < 'bdhr), h> h (e.g. 'ahrtp < 'ahršp), 
h> h (e.g. hnn < hnri), h > ġ ('bdyrġ < 'bdyrh), as well as the reduc
tion of ' and of h to zero (e.g. 'bdnt < 'bd'nt, dtnrd < dmrhd). These 
changes already announce the later development of the phonemes 
under consideration. 
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19.9. In Assyro-Babylonian the laryngals and the pharyngal fricatives 
have been reduced to the glottal stop ' . Yet the pharyngals h and ' are 
often indicated in Old Assyrian by signs with h showing that they were 
still preserving their phonemic status; e.g. hapārum /hapārum/, "to 
dig"; rahābum Ira'ābuml, "to be terrified". In later periods, the glottal 
stop is omissible and could therefore be considered as an allophone of 
the zero phoneme, e.g. sa-'-a-le and ša-a-le, "ask!". In reality, however, 
the use of a particular form of the sign AH to indicate ' from the Middle 
Babylonian and Middle Assyrian periods onwards leaves little doubt 
about the phonemic status of the glottal stop. Besides, the older praxis of 
indicating /'a/ by "a" may as well lead to the conclusion that e.g. ša-a-
le stands for /ša 'all and that a is an allograph of ' or '-a. Dialectal vari
ations could influence the standard practice of the scribes. In particular, 
it is generally assumed that gemination of aleph, retained in earlier 
periods, was lost in later dialects. On the synchronic level, Amorite 
influence can probably be detected in spellings like Old Babylonian 
e-hi-il-tum for e-'-il-tum, "debt", and Aramaic influence in the Neo-
Assyrian form ha-an-ni-e for the demonstrative anniu, "this". The 
graphic notation of ', irregular and optional in medial position, is usually 
absent at the beginning of words. However, the conclusion that Assyro-
Babylonian words could begin with a vowel, contrary to the classical 
Semitic rule, is unwarranted: the absence of a symbol does not neces
sarily coincide with phonetic reality, as shown e.g. by the glottal stop in 
English an aim contrasted with a name and by the very Neo-Assyrian 
variant hanniu of anniu. So does the presence of the symbol not always 
mean that a glottal stop has to be articulated, as shown e.g. by the Ara
bic 'alif 'al-wasl which is not pronounced in the classical language. 

19.10. A partial identification of the etymological consonants which 
have coalesced in Assyro-Babylonian ' is at times possible, for h and ' 
had influenced the change of contiguous a into e, e.g. esēdu I esādu 
(hsd), "to reap"; epru ('pr), "dust". However ' and h did occasionally 
influence the same change a > e, e.g. rēšu (r's), "head"; ewûm (hwy), 
"to be". 

19.11. Assyro-Babylonian h corresponds in general to h or ġ, e.g. 
haslsu (hss), "wisdom"; hanāmu (ġnm), "to grow rich"; sehēru (sġr), 
"to be small". However, it may indicate an etymological h in cases 
in which a change h > h had occurred in a period in which Proto-Assyro-
Babylonian still had an independent phoneme h, e.g. hakāmu, "to under-
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stand" (< Mm). A general shift h > h occurred in Eastern Syriac and in 
Neo-Aramaic (§19.14). Instead, the exceptional Neo-Assyrian spelling 
hanâšu for kanāšu, "to bend", is the result of a spirantization of k 
(§18.5). 

19.12. The Canaanite dialects of the second millennium B.C. pos
sessed not only the two laryngals and the two pharyngal fricatives, 
expressed by distinct letters in the "Phoenician" alphabet, but also the 
two velar fricatives h and ġ. While h is indicated in Egyptian by h, e.g. 
r-h-h, "Rehob", h is transliterated by h, e.g. d-b-h = Tú-bi-hi in an 
Amarna letter (EA 179). Semitic ' appears also in Egyptian as ', e.g. 
'-k-3, "Akko", while ġ is transliterated either by q (k) or by g, e.g. q-d-
t or g-d-t, "Gaza". These distinctions do not appear in the West Semitic 
alphabetic scripts of the first millennium B.C., when h is represented by 
"h" and ġ by However, e.g., the name of Gaza (ġzt), in Hebrew 
'azzā, is consistently spelt TáQa in Greek and ġzt in Minaic inscriptions; 
the place-name ġufrā, "covert", in Hebrew 'Oprâ, is called Tocpepa in 
Greek, while Akko ('ky), in Hebrew 'Akko, appears in Greek as "AKT). 
Besides, e.g., Bethlehem (byt Ihm), in Hebrew Bēt-Lehem, is transcribed 
Br|0A,eeu. in Greek, but Jericho (yrhw), in Hebrew Ydrlhd, appears in 
Greek as 'Epi%(o or Tepi%G), and the proper name 'bhyl, in Hebrew 
'Ablhayil, is transcribed 'Afh%<xiÀ,. These examples indicate that a pho
netic distinction between etymological h and h, as well as between ġ and 
', persisted in spoken Hebrew until the Hellenistic period. This phonetic 
distinction had a phonemic status allowing the Greek translators to dis
cern, e.g., the 'zry (< ġzr) hmlhmh of I Chron. 12,1, who are "men 
valiant in battle", from the 'zry (< 'dr) rhb, "the helpers of Rahab", in 
Job 9,13. In Phoenician, instead, nothing suggests the survival of a dis
tinction between the velar and the pharyngal fricatives. Any real trace of 
this distinction vanished also in the pronunciation of Hebrew in Roman 
times, and St Jerome (348-420 A.D.) never represents ' by g, the same 
being true of the Punic passages transliterated in the Poenulus of Plau-
tus. 

19.13. In Aramaic, the situation is also quite clear despite the use of 
the "Phoenician" alphabet. The velar fricatives h and ġ are always tran
scribed by h in cuneiform script, e.g. Ba-hi-a-nu /Baġyān/, "the desired 
one". Instead, under different conditions, the pharyngal fricatives may 
either be transcribed by h (e.g. Ha-ab-di-ia = 'bdy) or by ' (e.g. Ba- '-lu 
= b'l), or correspond to an orthographic zero (e.g. Ab-di-ia = 'bdy; 
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Ba-al = b'ī). These different spelling conventions mean that the velar 
fricatives h and ġ had definite characteristics which separated them from 
the pharyngal fricatives h and ' despite the fact that the alphabetic script 
used the same letter " h " for both h and h, and the same letter " " ' for 
both ' and ġ. These phonemes probably remained independent until the 
Hellenistic period, while the increasing cuneiform use of signs with h to 
transliterate the laryngal fricative h (e.g. Na-ga-ha-v.v /Nagah-Hadad/, 
"Hadad has shined") demonstrates the strength and the stability of this 
phoneme in the period under consideration. However, the h of the divine 
name hdd I hd is often reduced to ' or assimilated in personal names, 
perhaps under influence of Assyro-Babylonian Adad (e.g. 'dntn < hdntn, 
"Hadda gave"; mt'dd < mt'hdd, "Protected by Hadad"). 

19.14. Middle Aramaic generally retains the independent articulation 
of the laryngals and of the pharyngal or velar fricatives, but original ' 
and h are liable to disappear in certain situations. The velar fricative ' 
may change into ', as in the Old Syriac proper names 'bdnhy < 'bdnhy, 
"Servant of Nuhay", and 'bd't' < 'bd'î', "Servant of 'Attā", while ġ 
changes into ', that is finally pronounced in Neo-Aramaic as an ' which 
is always retained. The h tends to be articulated /h/ in the West, but it is 
pronounced as /h/ in Eastern Syriac and in Eastern Neo-Aramaic. The 
consonants in question are frequently interchanged in Samaritan Ara
maic, but the etymological spelling is generally retained in the other 
dialects. In Neo-Aramaic, the final syllable of a word was often written 
phonetically, but the actual tendency is to write it etymologically, e.g. 
-leh fief instead "of earlier -/<?. In loanwords the phonemes ', h, ', ġ are 
also found, e.g. Arabic hākim, "ruler", is written hakim, but is articu
lated [hakim], while Syriac hakīmā', "wise man", is pronounced 
[hakktma]; Arabic ġalaba, "victory", is written glabtā, but articulated 
[ġlapta]. 

19.15. In Middle Hebrew, the process h > h and ġ > ' is complete, but 
the Jewish European tradition realizes h as [h], while it generally 
reduces ' to ' or to zero. Instead, no velar fricative articulation is attested 
among the Jewish Arabic-speaking communities, which all retain the 
pronunciation of the pharyngal fricatives. In the Samaritan pronunciation 
of Hebrew, the laryngals and the pharyngals are reduced to zero. It is 
possible that the Masoretes have aimed at preventing a similar develop
ment by means of their peculiar system of vocalizing the pharyngals in 
the biblical text (§27.10). 
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19.16. The laryngal ' was weak in Phoenician, as appears from the 
number of changes and elisions which it suffered. In Late Phoenician ' 
and ' seem to be losing their distinct consonantal values, as suggested by 
bd'štrt where ' occurs for '. In Punic, the gradual weakening and the 
final reduction of ', h, h, ' to zero are seen from spellings like Idn for 
I'dn, "for the Lord", or 'd for 'hd, "one", from the frequent interchange 
of these letters in the orthography (e.g. b'l'mn, bhlhmn, b'l'mn for 
b 'lhmrì) and from their use as vowel letters in Late Punic and Neo-Punic 
(§21.14). Latin transcriptions of proper names, like Hasdrubal ('zrb'l), 
Himilco (hmlkt), etc., cannot be considered as proofs of an actual articu
lation of Punic pharyngals, for the initial h- just reflects a fashionable 
Latin pronunciation. 

19.17. In Arabic, the laryngals and the pharyngal and velar fricatives 
are generally retained. The laryngal h was pronounced distinctly in 
ancient North Arabian, since the divine name Nhy /Nuhay/ is transcribed 
dNu-ha-a-a in Neo-Assyrian and Nhy in Syriac (§19.14). However, there 
was a shift h > ' recognizable later in the prefix of the verbal form 
'af'ala < haf'ala or in the particle 'in < hin, " i f " .The Arabic sounds h 
and ġ are usually represented in Greek by % and y. Also ' is transliter
ated by y in the Damascus fragment (§7.44), e.g. XzyaX for la'all(a), 
"perhaps", but it is unlikely that something can be inferred from this 
fact. In vernaculars, dialectal changes ġ > ', h > h, ' > h, ' > ' are 
attested, and ' may disappear in certain situations, or be replaced by w, 
y, or be compensated by the lengthening of the contiguous vowel, e.g. in 
early South-Palestinian tarawwas far classical tar a" as, "he became 
chief", rayyis far classical ra'ls, "head"; in Maghrebine wekkdl for clas
sical 'akkala, "he made (him) eat", mya for classical mi'a, "hundred", 
ūden for classical 'udn, "ear". These cases should be carefully distin
guished from spellings like Safaitic my, "water", or sxmy, "heaven", 
where y is etymological, while it is replaced by hamza in Classical Ara
bic mā' and samā'. The etymological y is preserved also in the Neo-Ara
bic broken plural 'amyāh instead of classical 'amwāh. 

19.18. In Sabaic, one of the three letters ', ', h is occasionally omitted 
in a place where it would normally have occurred. These omissions 
reflect a phonetic trend towards the reduction of these consonants to zero 
in certain circumstances, e.g. yz for normal yz', "he shall do again"; 
imperfect ts2r, "she will be aware", against perfect s2'rt immediately 
before; the divine epithet twn instead of the usual thwn. This trend 
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appears also in cases where 'b, "(my) father", and 7, "(my) god", are 
reduced to b and / in compound personal names. In Hadramitic, the 'd is 
the equivalent of Sabaic'd, "to", which points to a change ' > ', widely 
attested also in Modern South Arabian and Ethiopian languages. 

19.19. In Modern South Arabian, there is a shift ġ > ' and h > h in 
Soqotri, as well as a tendency for both pharyngals to become glottals. 
This trend is attested for ' also in Śheri and Mehri, although this conso
nant occurs explicitly as a radical. E.g. 'h, "brother", is articulated in 
Soqotri asahi or dhi, while b'l, "possessor", is pronounced in Śheri b'ctl, 
ba'l or bāl, with the vowel lengthened and realized with the pharyngal 
constriction required for the pronunciation of '. 

19.20. Ge'ez had all the phonemes in question, except ġ that has 
become ' in all the Semitic languages of Ethiopia. However, some 
speakers of Tigrinya articulate the voiced velar fricative ġ, which exists 
also in the Agaw dialects of the Qemant-Qwara group. In Tigre and 
Tigrinya, etymological h and h have coalesced into h, although the non-
geminated k is frequently fricativized into k or h in Tigrinya (§ 18.5). A l l 
the laryngal and pharyngal fricatives tend to become zero in South 
Ethiopic. The h is still fairly common in Amharic, but it may be dropped 
as well; e.g. the word for "f if ty" may be pronounced hamsa or amsa. 
However, in Harari, in Argobba, and in some Gurage dialects ', h, h are 
preserved in certain conditions, e.g. in Harari harāsa, "to plough" (root 
hrt); hadâra, "to pass the night" (root hdr); sàma'a, "to hear" (root 
šm'). In modern North Ethiopic, on the contrary, ' may disappear alto
gether in word-final position (e.g. Tigre mulu', " fu l l " , pronounced 
[mulu]), while ' and ' may be in free variation with each other (e.g. Tigre 
['adddha] or ['addaha], "noon"). The Amharic pronunciation, which 
reduces the phonemes in question to zero, has affected the spelling of 
Ge'ez texts, so that inconsistencies and interchanges blurred the orthog
raphy of many manuscripts. 

19.21. According to the Masoretic tradition, the laryngals and the 
pharyngals, as well as r which shares several of their characteristics, 
cannot be geminated in Hebrew and in Biblical Aramaic. In the 
Ethiopian idioms in which gemination is a regular feature, all the conso
nants can be geminated except ' and h. In Neo-Aramaic, instead, the 
doubling of the consonants has largely been eliminated and replaced 
by the length of the preceding vowel. In Arabic, all consonants may be 
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subject to gemination (e.g.fa"ala, "he caused to make"), and this might 
have been the original situation also in the other Semitic languages. In 
any case, the Samaritan tradition geminates Hebrew r and this, doubling 
of r is confirmed by the Greek transcriptions Xappav, "Harran", 
Eappa, "Sara", etc., while Late Babylonian transliterations of Jewish 
names, like Mi-na-ah-he-mu, "Menahem", attest the gemination of 
pharyngals as well. 

19.22. In conclusion, the correspondences of the laryngals, pharyngal 
and velar fricatives in the principal Semitic languages may be presented 
as follows: 

Pr.-Sem. P.Syr. O.Akk. Amor. Ass.-Bab. Ugar. Hebr. Aram. Arab. E . S . A . Ge'ez 

h 
h 

h('2) 

h 
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h 

b>b 
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h 
h 

h> h 

h 
h 

h 
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19.23. In the broader area of Afro-Asiatic, an alternation ' / g, inde
pendent from the Greek transcription of ' < ġ by y (§19.12), can be 
observed when comparing Semitic and Cushitic roots; e.g., Hebrew 
'ereb I Somali galab I Rendille geléb, "evening"; Hebrew 'es I Sabaic 
'ś I Somali geid, "tree, wood"; Aramaic and Syriac 'all I Oromo and 
Somali gal / Rendille géèl, "to enter". A similar hlk alternation occurs 
e.g. between Semitic hrt and Libyco-Berber krz, "to plough"; Semitic 
hšb, "to assume", and Libyco-Berber kašaf, "to guess". Further 
research is needed in these comparative fields. 

19.24. An initial ' may alternate with w (or y; cf. §15.7) without being 
the result of a change of wa- into 'a, or in the contrary. This alternation 
rather implies the existence of variant on-glides, as in Arabic 'ahad and 
wāhid, "one", from *had (§35.3); 'alifa and walifa, "to be familiar"; 
'asmā' and wasmā', "the beatiful one", from *šmay/w; classical 
'anātun, "languid woman", from Arabic wanā but Hebrew 'ānā, "to 
languish"; in Lihyānite 'āfaqū for usual wāfaqū, "they agreed"; Old 
Babylonian 'ahārum and wahārum, "to be behind". These analogical 
formations are particularly widespread in the Arabic verb, and the main 
methodological danger would consist either in considering colloquial w-
forms as newly formed from classical verbs with initial glottal stop or in 
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assuming a passage of verbs with first radical w from Stem I to Stem IV 
because they appear with initial ' in Andalusian Arabic or in modern 
dialects (§41.11). Besides, this ' may simply introduce a prosthetic 
vowel. Further research in this matter is needed throughout the whole 
Afro-Asiatic field, because the alternation ' / w appears also when com
paring e.g. Semitic waqru and Egyptian Ikr, "excellent". 

11. SYNOPSIS OF T H E CONSONANTAL S Y S T E M 

20. To summarize the evolution of the Semitic consonantal system in 
the principal languages of the group, the following table may be of some 
use: 

.-Sem. P.Syr. O.Akk. Amor. Ass.-Bab. Ugar. Hebr. Aram. Arab. E.S.A. Ge'ez 
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^Haccforma ^pyrationc ca-
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Fig. 25. Fol. 62/3 of the Tabulae in grammaticam Hehraeam by Nicolaus Clenardus (Cley-
naerts) (1493/4-1542), professor of Hebrew at Louvain in 1521-31, with comments by 
Johan. Quinquarboreus (Cinqarbres) and Johan. Isaac Levita, in the Cologne 1561 edition. 
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12. V O W E L S 

21.1. Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic has three short vowels 
(§10.5): low/open back velar a, high/close front palatal /, and high/close 
back velar u with strongly rounded lips. It also possesses the three cor
responding long vowels ā, ī, a. Although additional vocalic phonemes 
have arisen in various Semitic languages, there are no sufficient grounds 
to suppose that other vowels beíbng to the original core of the Semitic 
phonemic system. The three vocalic -a-, - i - , -u- classes in the basic stem 
of the Semitic verb (§37.1; 38.3) and in the basic patterns of the Semitic 
noun (§28.5-12), the three Ugaritic 'a, 7, 'u signs for the glottal stop 
(§19.8), and the three vocalic phonemes of Classical Arabic show that 
these are the sole vowels constituting the vocalic core of the system. The 
situation is identical in Libyco-Berber. Besides, i f one takes the evidence 
of primitive languages, such as those of America or as Australian 
Arunta, and considers the Bantu languages of Africa, there is a strong 
case for regarding a, i , u as primitive vowels, of which e and o are acci
dental variants, unless they result from diphthongs. However, the real
ization of the Semitic vowels a, /, u in actual speech can produce other 
vocalic sounds, mainly in the case of short vowels (cf. §10.11). There is 
a widespread tendency in Semitic to pronounce high and low vowels, 
especially when they are unstressed, as mid vowels [e], [a], [o]. Thus 
short [i] and [u] tend to become [a], as in Ethiopic (§21.30), and the 
same can happen with [a] (§21.6-8,10,13). Besides, [i] can easily 
become [e] by lowering the tongue, [u] becomes then [o]. The lack of 
appropriate vocalic signs, especially for [a] and [o], does often not allow 
determining the presence of these vowels in an accurate way, and "e" 
wi l l then stand for [a] and " u " for [o] (§21.3). On the other side, a 
stressed short vowel tends to become long, and its articulation may at 
the same time be lowered (e.g. i>l> e) or raised (e.g. a > ā > 6). Some 
of these new vowels may acquire a phonemic status in a determined lan
guage. 

21.2. Despite their smaller number, the vowels are not second to the 
consonants with regard to their phonemic importance, as shown e.g. by 
Hebrew 'ab, "father", 'ēb, "bud", and 'ob, "bag". These words differ 
by only one phoneme, which is a vowel. Statistical examination of the 
relationship between consonant and vowel shows that an average Arabic 
text contains ca. 52% of consonants versus 48% of vowels. Statistical 
samplings of an average Ethiopic text give similar results: ca. 55% of 
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consonants versus 45% of vowels. Such statistical calculations offer a 
salutary corrective to the impressionistic approach to Semitic phonol
ogy, in which the vowel is considered just as a secondary modifier of a 
consonantal root. 

21.3. Besides a, ā, i, F, u, ū, North and East Semitic languages possess 
the vocalic phonemes e, ē. The existence of the vowels o, d cannot be 
proved directly, because the cuneiform writing system does not use spe
cial signs with o, while variants like qurbu and qarbu, next to qirbu, 
"near", do not point to [qorbu], but indicate the existence of dialectal 
variations. Even Ugaritic 'u < 'aw cannot be considered as a conclusive 
proof of 'o, for the monophthongization aw > ū is as plausible as aw > 
o. However, the vowels o, o appear in Greek transcriptions of Late 
Babylonian words in the Seleucid period, e.g. o^ov for uznu, "ear", coei, 
for ūmī [ūwī], "days". 

21.4. The vocalic quantity in North and East Semitic can often be 
determined only by comparison with other Semitic languages and by 
application of phonetic principles. In fact, the rule that long vowels can 
be expressed in cuneiform writing by an additional vowel, as in the type 
ka-a-nu for kānu, "to be stable", or sa-qu-u for šaqū, "to drink", does 
not apply to the older phases of North and East Semitic, when this 
scribal convention was still unknown. Even in later periods, the writing 
itself rarely indicates length by inserting a vowel sign after the sign for 
open syllable (e.g. ka-a, qu-u). 

21.5. The alternating cuneiform notation of a long vowel in one case 
and of a "doubled" consonant in the other, e.g. sarru-u-ti and sarru-ut-
ti, "kingship" (genitive), should presumably be considered as a spelling 
convention and not as a phonetic phenomenon which is usually 
described as doubling of the consonant to compensate for the shortening 
of the preceding vowel. This variation must represent two different 
scribal devices used to indicate a long vowel by writing an additional 
sign which expresses either the sole vowel (e.g. sarru-u-ti) or the vowel 
plus the consonant of the following syllable (e.g. sarru-ut-ti). The latter 
practice is just a particular case of the so-called "continuous" spelling in 
which the final consonant of one sign announces the initial consonant 
of the following sign without aiming at indicating its gemination, e.g. li-
il-lik-kà instead of li-il-li-ka /lillika/, "may he come". Signs expressing 
consonant plus vowel plus consonant {CxvC2: UK) are not used to 
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indicate geminated or long consonants, while pairs of syllabograms 
graphically doubling a consonant (VCJ-CJV) may either indicate a gemi
nation (e.g. du-ub-ba Idubbāl, "speak!", root dbb), or express the 
lengthening of the preceding vowel (e.g. sarru-ut-ti Išarrūtil), or be 
devoid of any phonetic significance (e.g. Im-li-ik-ku-um, variant Im-li-
kum llmlikumf). The alleged dialectal variation of Assyrian -uttu versus 
Babylonian -ūtu is hardly sustainable, for the spellings in -ut-tu /-ūtu/, 
etc., characterize the scribal practice at Ugarit, notably in the "General's 
Letter", at Boghazkoy, in the Amarna letters from Amurru, etc., where 
they cannot be regarded as Assyrian dialect forms. 

21.6. The Palaeosyrian vowel e is secondarily derived from a under 
the influence of the consonantal phonemes h and as in En-na-ì-lí 
/Henna-'III/, "My god is favourable", Eb-du-dRa-sa-ap /'Ebdu-Rašap/, 
"Servant of Resheph", both at Ebla, or dEš4-tár-ra-at /'Ettarat/, 
"Astarte", at Mari. The long vowel ē is derived at Ebla from a diph
thong -ay, as in Ti-iš-te-Da-mu /Tištē-Da'mu/, "Damu has drunk", with 
a prefix ti- of the third person feminine because of the sex of the name 
bearer, regardless of the syntax of the name. A short e (rather than i) 
may result from the reduction of a in unstressed syllables; e.g. ba-tá-qì 
i-dim /batāq yidim/ next to bí-tá-qì i-dim [betaq yidim], "cutting by 
hand"; ne-sa-qù(-um) [nešaqu(m)], "to kiss"; a-a-u mi /(l)a'ayu miyl, 
"getting of water", with loss of initial / (§17.2), next to lé-a-ù ma-a 
[le'ayu maya], "to get water", with initial sign NI. The long ā does not 
change into d. 

21.7. In Old Akkadian, e is secondarily derived either from a, follow
ing the same conventions as in Palaeosyrian, or from i, as in E-li- /'Elī/ 
from 'ill, "my god". Long ē is derived from i followed by a "weak" 
consonant, as in ip-te /iptē/ from *yiptih, "he opened", from a plus a 
"weak" consonant, as in be-lí/bēlī/ from ba'll, "my lord", from a diph
thong ay, as in Me-sar /Mēšar/, from *Mayšar, the deified "right", or 
from an original /, as in šÁM-me /ši'mē/ from ši'mī, "prices" in the 
oblique case of plural. Vowel i changes into u before š (e.g. ištu > uštu, 
"from"; cf. §48.18) and before an emphatic consonant (e.g. usārum < 
*hiśārum, "court"), confirming the velarized nature of the emphatics 
(§10.9). 

21.8. In Amorite, the phonemic status of the short vowel e is uncertain, 
for e seems to be a positional variant or allophone of i in front oíh,h, I, 
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r, e.g. El J'El/ or // I'll/. Instead, the long phoneme ē appears in Amorite 
mēqtil names (e.g. Me-ess-li-mu-um /Mēšlimum/, "Well-doer") which 
formally are causative participles *muhaqtil > *muyaqtil > *miyeqtil > 
mēqtil, attested in Semitic as late as Neo-Punic (e.g. mysql, "honour
ing"; myqm, "raiser"). Some interchanges of i and u (e.g. Bi-ni- / Bu-ni-), 
of a and u (e.g. Sa-mu-1 Su-mu-), and of a and / (e.g. Ba-sa-ar / Bi-si-
ir), in words like bn, "son", šm, "name", or in the name of the mountain 
Bishir, may possibly suggest the existence of secondary vowels of the i, 
ii, o, 6 types, but Arabic parallel cases of dialectal i against u (e.g. mishaf 
I rnushaf, "codex"), of u against a (e.g. summ I samm, "poison"), and of 
a against / (e.g. lahya / lihya, "beard") rather indicate that binum is used 
in one dialect, bunum in another, etc., and that these variations were 
originated under the influence of certain consonantal combinations. 

21.9. From the three Ugaritic symbols 'a, 'i, 'u we may probably infer 
that the Ugaritic vowel system corresponds substantially to that of Proto-
Semitic (§21.1). The existence of the phonemes ē and o cannot be 
deduced from the monophthongizations 7 < 'ay and 'u < 'aw, for ay, aw 
can also evolve into í (e.g. i-nu < yyn, "wine" in Canaanite; BiGia < 
byt'n, "House of the Spring" in Punic; BuxoÀAiov < *byt'l, "House of 
El" in Phoenician) and ū (e.g. Mou6 < mwt, "Death" in Phoenician), 
like in Assyro-Babylonian (§21.10). In any case, syllabic transcriptions 
of Ugaritic names indicate a shift ay > I, as in Mi-ša-ra-nu = mšrn 
/Mīšarānu/, from *mayšarānu (root ysr, "right); I-nu-ia /'īnuya/, 
from *'Aynuya (root 'yn,"eye"); I-ia-um-mi /'īya-'ummī/, from *'Ayya-
'ummī,"Where is my mother?". Like in ancient Hidjazi poetry, also the 
diphthong iya can become I, as in Bi-di-'-lu /Bīdi-'Ilu/, from *Biyadi-
'Ili,"By the hand of god". An occasional shift ā > o occurs in personal 
names, e.g. A-du-ni-d\J /'Addnī-Ba'al/,"Baal is my lord". It is attested 
also at Emar where the same persons are called Da-a-du or Du-u-du, Ab-
ba-nu or Ab-bu-nu. 

21.10. Assyro-Babylonian presents a vowel system identical with 
Proto-Semitic, but with the addition of the phonemes e and ē, which 
were secondarily developed at various periods from a, ā, i, I. For e < a 
and ē < ā one can refer, e.g., to sebēru < *tabārum, "to break"; qebēru 
< qabārum, "to bury"; qerēbu < qarābum, "to approach", where r 
brings about the change ā > ē, like the velar fricatives (§ 19.11). Vowel 
i followed by any of the so-called "weak" consonants can change into e, 
e.g. i-ru-ub or e-ru-ub, "he entered", from *(y)i'rub. The change i > e 
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can also occur before r, h, m, e.g. kal-be, "dog" in genitive, from 
kalbim, while the shift i > u is attested mainly before emphatics and labi
als, like in ussu, "arrow", from *hittu, or ummu, "mother", from 
*'immu. The vowel a characterizes many Old Assyrian words which 
have i in other dialects; e.g. gamrum, "expenditure", as against Middle 
Assyrian gimru. There is also a frequent aju alternation; e.g. azni and 
uzni, "my ear". In Ássyro-Babylonian, the original diphthong ay 
changes either to I or to ē, e.g. i-nu or e-nu, "eye", from *'aynu. In the 
writing system, the signs can often be read with i or with e, e.g. gilge, 
ri/re, šìr/šèr, zikjzek, ib/eb, ir/er, etc. In the late periods, the loss of final 
vowels occurs not only in the case of short vowels, as in aẁìl, "man", 
for the older awllu (nominative), awīli (genitive), awlla (accusative), but 
also in the case of originally long vowels, as in rab, "chief", nāš, 
"holder", for the older rabī, nasi, which were shortened in the interme
diate period to rabi, nasi. 

21.11. Late Babylonian reveals a certain tendency towards alphabeti
zation of the syllabary with use of odd vowels. This tendency appears 
not only in the transliteration of Greek words like 7TpoaTcn;r|s, "chief", 
spelt pu-ru-su-tat-te-su, but already in the spelling of genuine Akkadian 
forms like ú-zu-na-a-šu for uznāšu, "his ears", li-qi-bu-ni for liqbūni, 
"may they speak", or i-rak-ka-si for irakkas, "he ties". These odd vow
els are devoid of any phonetic value and should be explained on a purely 
graphic basis. 

21.12. Old Canaanite, known by texts written in cuneiforms, displays 
the same vowel system as Assyro-Babylonian. However, the change ā > 
o, expressed by cuneiform signs in u, is already attested at Hazor in the 
Old Babylonian period by the theophorous element Ha-nu-ta /'Anot/ < 
'Anāt, while North Semitic preserves the long ā: Ha-na-at (Mari), A-na-
tu/ti/te (Ugarit). In the 14th century B.C., the shift ā > o is shown at 
Pella, in northern Jordan, by the Amarna gloss sú-ki-ni /sokini/ (EA 
256,9), from sākinu, "prefect", against Ugaritic sà-ki-ni /sākini/, and it 
is confirmed in Jerusalem by the pronoun a-nu-ki /'anoki/ (EA 
287,66.69), " I " , against Ugaritic a-na-ku l'anākul. The long vowel ē 
resulting from the monophthongization ay > ē is then found, e.g., at 
Byblos with the probable qè-e-sí/qēsi/ (EA 131,15) from *qaysu, "sum
mer", at Tyre with mé-e-ma Internal (EA 148,31), plural of may, 
"water", and in Palestine with ša-me-ma Išamēmal (EA 264,16), plural 
of *šamay, "heaven", "sky". 
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21.13. The Phoenician vowel system can be partially reconstructed 
with the help of Assyro-Babylonian, Greek, and Latin transcriptions of 
Phoenician words and names. The many dialectal variations result from 
the geographic and chronological dispersion of the sources, that witness 
a number of varying pronunciations. The impact of the Old Canaanite 
change ā > 6 (e.g. macom /maqdm/ < *maqām, "place") becomes 
stronger in Phoenician after the accent shift to the last syllable and the 
lengthening of the stressed vowel, which created a new group of long ā 
vowels. While the original vocalization of the verbal form is preserved 
e.g. in Ia-ta-na-e-li [Yatan-'Ell, "El has given", in the 7th century B.C., 
the change yátan > yatan > yaton is attested in the same period by 
Sa-mu-nu-ia-tu-ni /Samun-yaton/, "Eshmun has given". The new long a 
vowel, which resulted from the lengthening of a after the loss of a 
"weak" consonant, also changed into 6 and later into ū. Thus, the origi
nal vowels are still preserved in Ba-'-li-ra-'-si /Ba'li-ra'ši/, "Baal of the 
Cape" (9th century B.C.), but a' > ā is finally reduced in Punic to a, e.g. 
in Rhysaddir /Rūš 'addīr/, "Mighty Cape", and a' > ā appears finally 
like d in Anniboni from Hanni-Ba 7, with the loss of final / or a change 
I > n (§17.4). In closed unaccented and in doubly closed syllables (e.g. 
A woo for Hanno) the vowel a was short and remained unchanged, 
although it could be pronounced colloquially as e (e.g. felu < *pa'lū, 
"they made"). Short / was rather lax and open, so that by the side of the 
usual MiÀx-, Gi(r)-, there occur the variants MeÀ,K-, rep-, for mlk, 
"king", and gr, "devotee". The diphthongs ay and aw could develop to 
ē/ī (e.g. aaur|u- /šamēm/, "heavens"; BiGia /Bīt-'ī(n)f, from byt'n, 
"House of the Spring") and o/ū (e.g. ICOLUAKOU from Yihaw-milk, "May 
the king give life!"; Moo0 /Mūt/, "Death"). The use of the matres lec
tionis in Late Punic and Neo-Punic (§21.14) seems to reflect the lack of 
a phonemic distinction between u and o. 

It is noteworthy that the letter y is used in the Latin transcription of the Punic 
passages in Plautus' Poenulus where we would expect u or i. One should keep 
in mind that the letter y was not yet used in Latin in Plautus' time, so that it must 
have been inserted into the Mss later. This happened probably in Accius' day, 
some fifty years after Plautus' death, when the latter's work seems to have been 
edited first. At that time, however, Punic was still a very alive language and the 
representation of a Punic vowel by y would normally signify that it was pro
nounced [ii] and corresponded to Ionic-Attic u. 

21.14. The more widely followed system of vowel letters in Late Punic 
and Neo-Punic can be schematized as follows: 
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"y" for i (e.g. tyt\ "Titus"), sometimes for e (e.g. syntr, "senator"); 
"w" for u (e.g. Iwqy, "Lucius"), sometimes for o (e.g. rwm'n', "Romanus"); 
" " ' for e (e.g. p'lyks, "Felix") and o (e.g. 'nt'ny', "Antonia"); 
" ' " for a (e.g. grm'nyqs, "Germanicus"). 

A second, less successful but partly older system, uses " y " for i and 
" w " for w, like the first system. Besides, it uses ' " " for a (e.g. rm\ 
"Roma"), " h " for e (e.g. šhqnd', "Secunda"), and " " ' for o (e.g. 'd'n 
for 'adon, "lord"). In addition h and h could be used for a (e.g. hdn for 
'adon; bhrk' for barako, "he has blessed him") and o/u (e.g. qlh for 
qolo, "his stem"; yhly', "Julia"; šmh for šamo', "he heard"). 

21.15. The vowel notation in Hebrew was limited before the 7th/8th 
century A.D. to the matres lectionis used at least from the 9th century 
B.C. (§9.9). Therefore, any investigation of ancient Hebrew vocalism is 
as difficult as that of Early Aramaic. The use of Masoretic punctuation 
indicating the vowels of the consonantal text began only five hundred 
years after Mishnaic Hebrew had ceased to be a vernacular. It was 
inspired by the Syrian practice of vocalizing the Bible by means of dia
critic marks and it is nearly contemporaneous with the similar vocaliza
tion of the Qur'ān by early Arab philologists. The names and descrip
tions of vowel sounds in Arabic, Hebrew, and Syriac show that much of 
the phonological theory then current was common to the students of all 
three languages; e.g. ptāhā, "the open one" in Syriac, is the vowel a, in 
Hebrew patah and in Arabic fatha. From the fact that Syriac manuscripts 
with diacritical marks go back to the 5th century A.D. and that similar 
vowel signs, with similar values, were used for the sacred texts of the 
three languages we can safely deduce that the system of Eastern Syriac 
served as model for the Hebrew and Arabic vocalizations. Besides, Syr
iac influence is visible in writings on other facets of Hebrew and Arabic 
grammar, so that impact on the development of the vowel marks is not 
an isolated phenomenon. 

21.16. Within the Masoretic system itself three different traditions can 
be distinguished: the Babylonian one, the older stage of which is very 
close to the Eastern Syriac system, the Palestinian tradition, continued 
by the Samaritans, and the Tiberian one, which is not attested before the 
9th century A.D. The first and the second of these vocalization systems 
indicate the vowels by means of supralinear signs, while the third 
one uses sublinear symbols (with one exception). There are a few 
notable differences in the qualitative distinction of vowels between these 
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systems: the Babylonian and the Palestinian vocalizations do not distin
guish a (patah) and e (segol). The lack of this phonetic distinction in an 
ancient pronunciation of Hebrew is confirmed by the Greek transcrip
tions of the name of Esther as 'Acmip or 'Aa0f|p, which correspond to 
modern Jewish Yemenite pronunciation. Besides, the Palestinian system 
did originally not distinguish either a and e ox o and u. The combination 
of vowel signs with the matres lectionis suggests a certain quantitative 
evaluation of the vowels. None of these systems allows for a distinction 
of earlier Hebrew dialects. 

21.17. According to the older stage of the Babylonian system, consist
ing entirely of dots located above the letter and to the left of it, the vow
els may be represented as follows: 

ā a e i o u 

This system has probably led to some confusion because of the multi
ple use of the set of two dots, and it was replaced by a system in which 
ā is symbolized by a small 'ain, a by the shape of aleph with one leg 
missing, and u by a small waw: 

j . •< i 

ā a e i o u 

The transcriptions ā and a are approximate and simply correspond to 
the system followed in the transliteration of Hebrew (§10.3). However, 
they may be correct since vowel quantity is phonemically relevant in 
modern Tigre precisely and exclusively in the case of ā/a. A similar sit
uation cannot be excluded for Hebrew as pronounced in the Babylonian 
tradition. 

21.18. The Palestinian system is not a crystallized one. A few mss. do 
not distinguish between o and u, while the use of two different symbols 
for a and e in some classes of mss. imply the existence of allophones. 
Besides, symbols for a interchange to some extent with e and / in many 
mss. Such variations appear to reflect different Palestinian pronuncia
tions of Hebrew over a period ranging from the seventh to the tenth or 
eleventh centuries A.D. Like in the Babylonian system, the diacritics are 
located above the letter and a little to the left of it: 

— or— — or — — 
a e i o u 
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This vocalization allows for a clear distinction of the basic vocalic 
phonemes of Common Semitic with the sole addition of the vowel e. 
This tradition was followed by the Samaritans with a few changes in the 
shape or the value of the signs: 

— J . .y_ <. A 

a b e i ujo 

The transcription 6 is approximate. 

21.19. The Tiberian system was developed by the Karaite families of 
Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali. It prevailed in Hebrew manuscripts and 
later on in printed books. In this system, best represented by the 
St. Petersburg Codex B 19A and the Aleppo Codex, both vocalized by 
members of the Ben Asher family (§7.5), the Hebrew vocalic system 
consists of seven full vowels. Their values, as indicated below, simply 
correspond to the current transliteration of Hebrew: 

a ā ē e i o u 
(patah) (qames) (sere) (segol) (hireq) (holem) (qibbūs) 

When a wow is adjacent to the letter followed by the vowel u, the 
three dots are replaced by a dot added to the waw. Besides these eight 
signs, an additional one ~ (šdwā) is used to indicated a zero vowel or a 
furtive vowel a, often symbolized by e . This sign can be added to the 
vocalic symbols for a, ā, e to express furtive vowels of the same quality. 
In the original' Tiberian pronunciation, the qames was probably realized 
as a lower-mid, back [o]. In the Jewish Sephardic tradition, instead, the 
qames was considered as a representation either of a long ā or of a short 
6. This tradition is phonologically justified for, e.g., the qames stands for 
ā in qām, "he stood up", and it stands for 6 in an original kull, "a l l " . 
This pronunciation was officialized in the State of Israel and it is gener
ally followed in the teaching of Hebrew. The corresponding translitera
tion is used also in the present work. 

21.20. The vowel system of earlier stages of the Hebrew language can 
be learned to a certain extent from the transcription of Hebrew words 
and names in cuneiform, Greek, and Latin texts, as well as from epigra
phy. Besides, the fragments of the second column of Origen's Hexapla 
(3rd century A.D.) contain a transliteration of the Hebrew Bible in Greek 
letters and the Dead Sea scrolls are characterized by an intensive use of 
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matres lectionis indicating medial and final vowels. These sources con
firm the Canaanite shift ā > o, but point to a dialectally differentiated sit
uation of the diphthongs (§ 22.6). 

21.21. Aramaic uses the matres lectionis w, y, h, and ' to indicate the 
final and medial vowels o/u, i/e, and a, generally when they are long 
(§9.5). However, in Mandaic each and every vowel, long or short, is 
spelled plene, i.e. with the use of matres lectionis ', h, w, y, '. The 
exceptions are rare, contrary to the practice in other Aramaic dialects, 
where we have even long medial vowels without matres lectionis. The 
use of matres lectionis increases with the time and the vowel a, initially 
indicated only in final position by h or ', begins in the Hellenistic 
period to be written plene with ' (in Mandaic also with ') even in 
medial position (e.g. b'tyn, "houses"). In Late Aramaic, spelling tends 
to be plene, even in the case of internal short vowels, except in Samar
itan Aramaic. In Syriac, long final vowels ē, ā, 6 that disappeared in 
speech are in certain cases preserved in writing, e.g. rby, pronounced 
rab, "my teacher". 

21.22. Syriac is the only Late Aramaic dialect to have standardized 
vocalization systems of its own, while Biblical Aramaic and the Tar-
gums or Aramaic translations of the Bible use the same systems as 
Hebrew. There are two different methods of vowel notation in Syriac: 
the Eastern system of dots, used by the Nestorians, goes back to the 5th 
century A.D., while the Western one, used by the Monophysites or Jaco
bites, is based on Greek vowel symbols and probably does not antedate 
the 7th/8th century A.D. 

The Eastern Syriac vowel signs are located above or under the letter. 
To indicate the vowels old, u/ū and I, they are combined with matres 
lectionis which are widely employed in Syriac: the dot marking old or 
u/ū is used with the letter w, while the dot indicating a long ī is 
employed with the letter y: 

- or r 
a ā/o 

iptāhā) izqāpa) 
e/i 

(rbāsālzlāmā karyā) 
e 

rbāsā/zlāmā qašyā 

o o 
o/o 

('esāsā rwīhā) 
u/ū 

('esāsā 'allīsā) (hbāsā) 
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The Western Syriac vowel signs use the Greek vowel letters mostly 
irrespective of their quantity: 

A — JL A - L 

a/ā o/o e/ē u/ū i/ī 
(ptoho) izqofo) irboso) ('esoso) (hboso) 

21.23. In Aramaic as in Arabic, ā does in general not change into d, 
except in Western Syriac and in Western Neo-Aramaic, at Ma'lūla, e.g. 
pdrūqd, "saviour", in Western Syriac, but pāroqā in Eastern Syriac. 
Besides, Western Syriac presents cases of a shift 6 > ū and ē > J (e.g. rīšo, 
"head"), while the old phonemes o and ū, ē and ī merge in Samaritan 
Aramaic: their quality and quantity is conditioned by stress (on the 
penultimate) and syllable (open or closed), e.g. rábbon, "lord", but rab-
búni, "my lord". 

21.24. Pre-Islamic North Arabian inscriptions do not furnish sufficient 
indications for a full reconstruction of the vowel system. In some forms 
of speech, at least, that system differed appreciably from that of Classi
cal Arabic, for the phonemes 6 and ē certainly existed in Thamūdic and 
in Safaitic. In fact, as a rule, neither the long vowels nor the diphthongs 
are indicated in Thamūdic and in Safaitic inscriptions, e.g. 'n for 'anā, 
" I " ; tm < taym, "servant"; V < 'awš, "gif t"; mt, "death"; bt, 
"house". The diphthongs were certainly monophthongized aw > o and 
ay>ē like in many modern Arabic colloquials. This is shown by Greek 
transliterations as Noiepos < Ntyrw, O^euos < 'Ulaym, Oae5os < 
'ws^d, etc. Spellings like MoXmxos do not prove the contrary since 
Greek at in those times was pronounced like e (cf. Mo}ie%r|)- Instead, 
the diphthongs are partially preserved in Nabataean names, as results 
from Greek transliterations like Avrjak'kas for 'wš'lh. Greek translitera
tions show also occasional shifts u> o, i > e, a > o, and a > e. Thus in 
Nabataean Arabic names, a sometimes changes into o, probably due to 
the following emphatic consonant (e.g. PoaaouaGos = Rdwt /Raśawatf), 
and a followed by a laryngal changes into e (e.g. K E E I X O S < Kahll). In 
Nabataean, long ā at the end of words was expressed by ' as in other 
Aramaic dialects, but in Thamūdic and in Safaitic no long ā is indicated 
in writing; e.g. the demonstrative dā is written d. 

21.25. Pre-Classical Arabic, from which derives Middle or Neo-
Arabic, as well as the modern colloquials, is best represented by the con
sonantal text of the Qur'ān. It does not indicate the short vowels, but 
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contemporaneous Greek transliterations of Arabic names show that it 
possessed the vowels a, d, e, i, o, u, e.g. OPaiSaAAa psv ApiXaaq xwv 
(3avi Ieaxcop ['Obedallah bdn 'Ab'ilaha' min banl Ydsxhof\, in the 
7th century A.D. However, the phonemic structure of the short vowels 
was characterized by the opposition a : i/u, with allophones. The long 
vowels are indicated by matres lectionis: w and y express respectively 
ū/â and ī/ē, while ' indicates ā, except at the end of feminine nouns in 
the "absolute" state where h is used as mater lectionis for ā, like in Ara
maic, e.g. klmh /kalimāl, "speech". However, these letters may also be 
etymological, e.g. in sw'l /sū'l/, "demand" (root š'l), later shortened to 
su'l in a closed syllable, or hdy Ihadiyl, "guidance" (root hdy). 

21.26. Classical Arabic, formalized in the 8th-9th centuries A.D. by Arab 
grammarians, presents a vowel system which corresponds phonemically to 
the Proto-Semitic one with the three short or long vowels a/ā, i/ī, u/ū. The 
existing system of matres lectionis was complemented in the late 7th cen
tury A.D. by a system of diacritics inspired by the Eastern Syriac system: 
a dot above the letter for a, a dot under the letter for i, and a dot in the midst 
of the letter or to its left for w. Duplicated dots, placed in the same posi
tions, indicated the nunation -un, -in, -an (tanwīn). This old system, attested 
in the 8th century A.D. by Kufic manuscripts of the Qur'ān, was expanded 
towards the end of the same century by additional diacritical signs, and the 
dots were replaced by other diacritics, used henceforth in Qur'ān and 
Hadīth manuscripts, i.e. from the 9th-10th centuries on: 

i- - 1. 
a i u 

(fatha) (kasra) (damma) 

For the notation of long vowels, these diacritics are consistently com
bined with the matres lectionis ', y, w and added to the preceding conso
nant. A special symbol called sukūn (^-) denotes the absence of a 
vowel; it is also called ġazma when placed on the final consonant of a 
word. In order to distinguish the glottal stop (hamz) from the mater lec
tionis ā, a sign called hamza ( —) is placed above the letter '. To signify 
the reading 'ā with the glottal stop followed by a long ā, another symbol 
is placed above the letter, namely madda (-^). In the Qur'ān, however 
madda is used to indicate ā', V, ū'. The prosthetic ' (§ 27.15), albeit tra
ditionally written, is not supposed to be pronounced in the Classical lan
guage and it is therefore distinguished by a symbol called wasla or sila 
{—), e.g. in 'sm, "name"; 'bn, "son". 
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21.27. Early Arab grammarians and descriptive studies of modern col
loquials reveal the extensive variations in the timbre of Arabic vowels. 
The main tendencies are already described in the traditional Arabic 
grammars which single out two principal phonetic phenomena: 1° imāla, 
a non-conditioned palatalization ā > ē, e.g. sēra instead of sāra, "he 
arrived"; 2° tafhīm, a velarization ā > o, sometimes conditioned by the 
neighbourhood of emphatic consonants, but heard also, e.g., in saldmun 
'alaikum. In modern colloquials, 6 is often a free variant of ū (e.g. 
bākor, " f i g " , in Algeria), but it can also result from the contraction, e.g., 
of the pronominal suffix -ahu > -o. In several dialects, the short a is 
preserved, but i and u change into a, unless they occur in a final closed 
syllable where they are pronounced e and o, e.g. in Damascus. In some 
colloquials of North Africa, all the short vowels are elided or reduced to 
9. Thus, the very short vowel a can derive from original a (e.g. sahra, 
"rock"), i (e.g. ddll, "shade") or u (ba'd, "distance"). In general, the 
variations can be very important as shown, e.g., by the different pronun
ciations of the word "name" in urban colloquials of Algeria: Isdm at 
Algiers, sdm at Djidjelli, āsam at Cherchel. These developments are 
partly depending on the Libyco-Berber substratum and adstratum. 

21.28. In Epigraphic South Arabian, no vowels are indicated, except 
for the use of w and y ambivalently for either consonant or vowel nota
tion. The spelling of the pronominal suffix -hmw indicates a pronuncia
tion ending in -u and variant spellings like ywm and ym, "day", in the 
same inscription obviously express the same pronunciation yam or the 
like. Similary, y might represent I / ē. Instead, there is no notation at all 
for long ā, except in two or three aberrant cases. 

21.29. In Modern South Arabian languages, vowel quality and quan
tity are closely related to stress. In Sheri and Soqotri, there is a large 
range of vowels a, e, ā, a, i, o, d, u, which are generally long in stressed 
syllables. In Mehri, there are five long vowels ā, ē, F, o, ū, and two short 
vowels d and a, which occurs only in stressed closed syllables. E.g. 
kdtob, "to write", corresponds to kt'db in Śheri and Soqotri. 

21.30. Old Ethiopic or Ge'ez was at first written in a purely consonan
tal way, like Epigraphic South Arabian, but in the 4th century A.D. the 
consonantal symbols were provided with regular vowel markings by 
adding short strokes or circles and other alterations in the shape of let
ters. The vocalism which is manifested by this notation distinguishes 
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seven "orders" or syllabograms for each consonant, as can be seen in 
Fig. 21 (§9.7). These distinctions are essentially qualitative, with the 
probable exception of Ge'ez ā and a. Also in Tigre, vowel quantity is 
relevant phonemically only in the case of a/ā. Beside this case, the 
Proto-Ethiopic origin of the single modern Ethiopic vowels can be 
reconstructed as follows: ā < a; u < ū; i < F; a < ā; e < ay; d < i/u; o < 
aw. In classical Ge'ez, the vowel a is reduced to d before laryngals and 
pharyngals. The Ethiopic change i > d and u > d is paralleled to some 
extent in Tuareg (e.g. ergative d-mnokal < *u-mnokal, "king"; ta-barart 
< *tu-barrart, "g i r l " ; plural d-ndsldm-dn < *u-ndstem-9n, "Moslems"; 
non-active case d-lkas-dn < *i-lkas-dn, td-lkas-en < *ti-lkas-en, 
"gourds") and a similar tendency is widely attested in Arabic colloqui
als (§21.27). 

21.31. The modem Ethiopian languages have several additional vowels, 
short and long. The two central vowels à and d are the most frequent ones, 
but they show variation in pronunciation depending on the surrounding 
sounds. Al l the vowels can be nasalized and the long vowels are generally 
phonemic. They may result from various phonetic developments, as dis
appearance of intervocalic, prevocalic or postvocalic consonants, or con
traction of contiguous short vowels. Short vowels are liable to variation 
and allophones occur frequently. In particular, [o] seems to function some
times as an allophone of a zero phoneme. For further details, studies of the 
various languages and dialects concerned have to be consulted. 

21.32. There is a widespread tendency in spoken Semitic languages to 
weaken short -a- to -d- or -e-, and to -i-. The resulting vowel has an 
indistinct timbre, especially in an unaccented syllable preceding a 
stressed one. Very often such vowels disappear altogether. There is little 
doubt that this unconditioned weakening of -a- took place also in ancient 
Semitic languages, but it is concealed by the conventional and system
atized spelling of the scribes. At Ebla, however, where there was obvi
ously no longstanding tradition of writing the local idiom, the variant 
spelling of proper names reveal the same tendency. Thus, the same place 
name may be written a-ga-lukl or i-ga-luk\ the same personal name may 
be spelt a-da-ad-mu or i-da-ad-mu, 'à-gi or i-gi. At Ugarit, instead, the 
occasional change a > i results from a vowel assimilation and is thus 
phonetically conditioned; e.g. 'ihqm /'lhlqam/ < 'ahqm. There are also 
examples of a change a > o in close syllable, e.g. in the name Sabbat(ay) 
transcribed Io|3|3aeo(<;) in the 3rd century B.C. (§21.24). 
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13. DIPHTHONGS 

22.1. Diphthongs are continuous monosyllabic speech sounds made by 
gliding from the articulatory position for one vowel towards that for a 
semivowel ("falling" diphthong), or the opposite ("rising" diphthong). 
They usually undergo a different development from that of their compo
nents. The combined sounds are subject to a number of conditioned 
changes which wil l be dealt widi in the appropriate paragraphs. Some 
changes, however, are not conditioned: they affect, in particular, the 
falling diphthongs aw, ay, whose development presents several varieties. 
When the semivowel w or y is not long or geminated, as in ayyābu, 
"enemy", or qawwām "manager", the diphthong is often monophthon
gized. Thus aw is reduced either to ā or to o/u, and ay changes either to 
ā or to ē/ī. 

22.2. Besides, diphthongs can arise when two vowels meet or they can 
originate from long vowels, the diphthongization of which leads to the 
creation of new nominal and verbal patterns. E.g. the colloquial Arabic 
verb ġawraba, "he put on socks", derives formally from Stem I I I 
ġāraba of the root grb (§22.17), with lengthened first vowel, while Stem 
I I of the same verb means "to test, to try". 

22.3. The phonetic shifts aw > ā and ay > ā are found in several 
Semitic languages. In Palaeosyrian, at Ebla, the variants a-mu 'à-mu-tum 
and a-aw-mu 'à-mu-tum f(y)a(w)mū hammūtum/, "hot days", both with 
the elision of initial y, suggest the dialectal coexistence of the diphthong 
and of the contracted form ā < aw, while the change ay > ā appears fre
quently, e.g. in ba-tu < baytu, "house", or in Ba-na-a-hu /Banā-'ahu/, 
"The brother is nice". The name of Ebla itself, spelt lb/Eb-lakl, later 
E-eb-la-a- or I-ib-la-a in Hurrian texts, testifies to this monophthongiza-
tion, since it is still written Yb3y = Yiblay or Yeblay in an Egyptian 
execration text which mentions its Amorite king Šmšwìpìrìm = Šamšu-
'app-'ilim, "The sun is the face of God" (E 43). Also in Amorite names, 
we find the variants Ia-aw-si-DiNGiR and Ia-sí-DiNGiR /Ya(w)śi-'El/, 
"El went out", with the change aw > ā, while the shift of final ay > ā 
appears e.g. in Ra-sa-áDa-gan /Raśā-Dagān/, "Dagan is pleased". The 
shift 'ayn > 'ān, "eye", is implied at Ugarit by the spelling of mdlGl-at 
l'Anāt/, and the widespread change ay > ā is confirmed there by syllabic 
transcriptions like Ma-ag-da-la-a for Mgdly, Sá-am-ra-a for Tmry, etc., 
which indicate the monophthongization ay > ā at the end of a word. An 
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earlier pronunciation is attested for the first place name by Mktry /Mag-
dalayl in an Egyptian execration text (E 5 ) . 

22.4. The change ay > ā is widely attested in Arabic. Thus, e.g. 
Safaitic my, "water", and s!my, "heaven", become in Classical Arabic 
mā' and samā', while early Arab grammarians mention 'alāhā, "upon 
her", for 'alayhā; salām 'alākum, "peace upon you", for 'alaykum; 
i/āka, "to you", for ilayka; ladāka, "with you", for ladayka, etc. In 
modern vernaculars, the change ay > ā occurs in closed syllables of the 
Syrian dialect of the Nusayris (e.g. bāt, "house", but bayti, "my 
house"), and before accented syllables in a few dialects of Southern 
Tunisia (e.g. zātun, "olives"; bada, "white"). In verbal roots with 
"weak" w/y as third radical, the singular of the base-stem shows the 
monophthongization -aw > -ā and -ay > -ā when the semivowel is not 
retained; e.g. ġafā < *ġafaw, "he treated harshly"; bakā < *bakay, "he 
wept". In fact, the termination -a of the perfect in Classical Arabic is 
not attested either in modern colloquials or in Safaitic, judging from 
Greek transliterations like MaaaxnA-Os, Lautx%T|}ios, etc. And a pro
nunciation 'atā, bakā, etc., as in Classical Arabic, is unlikely in Safaitic 
because of the spelling 'ty, "he came", bky, "he wept", etc. The 
monophthongization of -ay > -ā seems to have taken place in Arabic 
quite late. E.g. the name of the Arab goddess al-'Uzzà is written 'zy not 
only in the Nabataean name 'bd-'l-'zy, "Servant of al-'Uzzā", but the 
Syrian writer Isaac of Antioch, in a poem describing events of ca. 4 5 7 
A.D., still renders her name as 'wzy. Also the frequent Arabic spelling 
of final long ā with a -y goes back to the Pre-Classical language in 
which the monophthongization had not yet taken place. But the final 
-ay becomes -ā in the interior of Safaitic composite names, e.g. wh'l 
/Wrahā-'It!/,"God has revealed". This development is attested in most 
Semitic languages. 

22.5. In Old Akkadian, the original diphthong ay changes to ē or f, as 
in Me-sar < *Mayšar, "right"; e-ni-a < *'aynīa, "my eye"; bi-tum < 
*baytum, "house". The original diphthong aw is reduced to ū, as in 
u-mi- < *yawmi-, "day"; u-su-zi < *ušawśi', "he led on". The reduction 
does not take place when the semivowel of ay is long or geminated, like 
in a it-ti-in /ayyiddin/, "may he not give". The same changes occur reg
ularly in Assyro-Babylonian (§21.10), with the same exception of ayy, 
e.g. ayyābu, "enemy". In North Semitic, changes ay > ā (§ 22.2) and ay 
> ē/ī are attested at the same time, suggesting the existence of such 
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unknown factors as the dialectal distribution, e.g. in texts from Ugarit 
(§ 21.9; 22.3). 

22.6. The shifts ay > ī/ē and aw > ū/o occur in Old Canaanite (§21.12), 
in Phoenician and Punic (§ 21.9,13), and in ancient Hebrew, where 
spellings like yn in the Samaria ostraca instead of yyn, "wine", 'b 
instead of 'wyb, "enemy", and 'nm instead of 'wnm, "their sin", in a 
Qumrān fragment (4QPs 89), indicate the reductions ay > Hē and aw > 
ū/6. In Masoretic Hebrew, the diphthongs aw and ay remain generally 
unreduced when the semivowel was originally long or geminated (e.g. 
hay < *hayy, " l iving"), when the diphthong constitutes the final syllable 
of a word which is not in the construct state (e.g. layl, "night"), or when 
it precedes the enclitic particle -h expressing the direction (e.g. 
šāmaymāh, "towards heaven"). However, there is a tendency not only to 
preserve or to restore the diphthong, but even to split it into two sylla
bles, e.g. bayit < *bayt, "house"; māwet < *mawt, "death". 

22.7. This tendency to expand and split the diphthongs radically dif
fers from the general trend observed in Pre-Islamic North Arabian 
(§21.24) and in Arabic, except in the classical language which preserves 
the original diphthongs in medial position, but often reduces -ay to -ā at 
the end of words (§ 22.4). The reduction -ay > -ē is indirectly attested at 
al-Kūfa where Qur'ān codices frequently write -' instead of the final -y 
and where long ā was subject to imāla (§21.27). In the Syro-Palestinian 
dialects, the diphthongs ay and aw, followed by a consonant, are gener
ally reduced to e (e.g. lēl < layl, "night") and 6 (e.g. tor <tawr, "bull") . 
However, there are also cases of a monophthongization ay > I (e.g. bltār 
< Syriac paytārā, "farrier") and aw > ū (e.g. ġū'ān < ġaw'ān, "hun
gry"). Instead, these are the best attested reductions of the diphthongs ay 
and aw in Arabic colloquials of North Africa; e.g. bhlra < buhayra, 
"pond"; bin < bayn, "between", mūġa < mawg«,"wave"; yūm < 
y#wm,"day". Cases of aw becoming ū are rare outside the Maghrib, but 
the change of initial aw > ū, as in ūlad < awlād,"children", is ascribed 
to the ancient Tamīm dialect of northeast Arabia. 

22.8. The contraction of diphthongs in Early Aramaic is attested in 
certain dialects and in certain circumstances. In the Tell Fekherye 
inscription from the mid-9th century B.C., the closed syllable of the non-
suffixed construct state of byt in bt hdd, "temple of Hadad", shows the 
reduction, while the open syllable of the suffixed form byth is spelt with 
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yod. The monophthongization of bayt might have been bāt, as suggested 
by Bat-ti-il-, Ba-ti-il-, Bathillo in Latin transcription, i.e. /Bāt-'Il/, an 
Aramaic divine name meaning "God's house", but the reductions ay > I 
and ay > ē are also attested, e.g. by E-ni-il designating the same person 
as A-i-ni-U, "Eye of God", or by Sa-mir-i-na besides Sá-ma-ra-'-in, 
"Samaria". It is clear that forms preserving the diphthong ay and forms 
reducing it to ā, ē, or ī could coexist in the same area and in the same 
period. Also in later times, the diphthong ay could be either preserved or 
monophthongized. In Syriac, it is preserved unless occurring in a doubly 
closed syllable, e.g. 'aynā, "eye", but 'ēn in the construct state. In 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic the reduction ay > ē is general, e.g. bēsa < baytā, 
and ē shows a tendency to change into i . A similar reduction occurs in 
Tūroyo with the monophthongization ay > i; e.g. milef < maylaf, " i t is 
learned". Instead, the diphthong ay is generally preserved in Western 
Neo-Aramaic. 

22.9. The parallel use of 7 yrwh and 7 yrwy, "let it not be sated", at 
Tell Fekherye, suggests a reduction to -ē indicated by -h, while -y prob
ably represents either a historical spelling, inherited from an older stage 
of the language, or a secondary diphthongization -ē > ~ey. Since the 
diphthong -ay at the end of perfect forms of the basic stem is invariably 
reduced to -ā (e.g. band < *banay, "he built"), the reduction to -ē at the 
end of a word should be rather explained here by the contraction -iy > 
-I > -ē (*yarwìy > yarwī > yirwē), well attested in Aramaic by variants 
as Zab-di-ia /Zabdìy/ and Zab-de-e /Zabdê/, Ba-ni-ìá /Bāniy/ and Ba-né-e 
/Bānē/, designating the same person. 

22.10. The diphthong aw can be preserved in Aramaic or be reduced to 
o I ū. The spelling with w, even in Early Aramaic inscriptions, does not 
allow deciding whether w indicates the semivowel, or is used as a mater 
lectionis for 6 / ū, or is simply a historical spelling. E.g. the name mwdd, 
from the root wdd, "to love", appears in cuneiform transcription as 
Mu-da-da, Mu-da-di, and in Greek as Mco8a5. In Syriac, the noun 
"death" is spelt mawtā, but its construct state appears as mūt, because 
the preservation of the diphthong would then result in a doubly closed 
syllable. In Eastern Neo-Aramaic, the diphthong is always reduced to 6 
(e.g. motā, "death"), unless the a is long or the w geminated, as in 
qawwama, spelt qāwemā, "to get up, to go". The same reduction is 
applied to diphthongs originating from the change b > b > w, as in gabrā 
> gabrā > gawrā > gorā, "man". The o shows a further tendency to 
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change into ii. A similar monophthongization dw > u occurs in Turoyo 
(e.g. ktúli < *ktáwli, " I wrote"), while aw is generally preserved in 
Western Neo-Aramaic. 

22.11. In Epigraphic South Arabian, variant spellings like bt and byt, 
"house", or ym and ywm, "day", even in one and the same text, indicate 
that both can be facultative variant orthographies for a single pronuncia
tion, probably bēt and yom, according to the modern Hadramawt collo
quial which contracts ay into ē (e.g. ēdā < 'aydan, "also"; 'ēn < 'ayn, 
"eye"), and aw into 6 (e.g. yom < yawm, "day"); cases of aw becoming 
ū are rare outside the Maghrib. An alternative interpretation, which 
would introduce a distinction either between open and closed syllables, 
or between stressed and unstressed syllables, does not explain all the 
variant spellings byt I bt and ywm / ym, since they occur in the same 
forms, as ywmtn and ymtn, "the days". 

22.12. In ancient Ethiopic or Ge'ez the diphthongs appear in reduced 
form, e.g. yom < yom, "today", lelit < lēlīt, "night", but there are many 
variations. In the modern Ethiopian languages, the number of divergent 
realizations of diphthongs is even greater. E.g., while the "threshing 
floor" is called awd in some Gurage dialects, it is od in others. Simi
larly, "sheep" is said tay (< tali) in some Gurage idioms, why it is te in 
other dialects. The reduction pattern appears to be aw > o and ay > e. 

22.13. The diphthongs iw, uw, uy are reduced to ū in Assyro-Babylon
ian, e.g. ūbil < *iwbil, "he brought"; Šūbil < *šuwbil, "send!", šūšur < 
*šuyšur, "is kept in order". Original iy is instead monophthongized to I, 
e.g. ide < *iyda', "he knows". In Arabic, instead, iw changes to iy > t at 
the end of a syllable; e.g. īqā' < *'iwqā', "rhythm", from the root wq'. 
Also uy develops to iy > ī, sometimes to uw > ū; e.g. bid < *buyd, "lay
ings (of eggs)", from the root byd; mūqin < *muyqin, "certain", from 
the root yqn. When the Phoenician orthography was fixed, the suffix -iy 
of the first person singular was still pronounced -iya after nouns in 
the oblique cases, e.g. 'by, "of my father". With the loss of final short 
vowels it was reduced to -iy, which in time was simplified to -J, but the 
writing with y was preserved and even extended by analogy to nomina
tive nouns (e.g. 'my, "my mother"), despite the fact that Phoenician 
does generally not use any matres lectionis. The same development is 
attested in Palaeosyrian by synchronic variants; e.g. i-a-la-nu ['iyalānu] 
and i-la-nu-um or ì-la-núm ['īlānum], "a large tree". In Hebrew, uw 
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becomes ū and iy changes in i ; e.g. hūšab < *huwtab, "he set"; yīraš < 
*yiyrat, "he will inherit". Corresponding reductions are also common in 
Ethiopian languages. 

22.14. The rising diphthongs yi- and yu- of the prefixed verbal forms 
of the third person are not indicated in Palaeosyrian, but they are proba
bly signified in Old Akkadian by the spellings i-ik-mi- lyikmī-l, "he cap
tured" (root kmy), i-is-e- /yiš'ē-/, "he searched" (root š'y), u-ub-lam 
/yūblam/, "he brought" (root wbl), u-ur-da-ni /yūrdanni/, "it went down 
on me" (root wrd). Similar spellings occur in Old Assyrian; e.g. ú-ub-lu 
lyublūl, "they brought"; i-ìš-qú-ul /yitqul/, "he weighed out". In Amor
ite, yi- is only expressed by i-, but yu- is attested by the name Iu-um-ra-
a5-DiNGiR /Yumraś-'El/, "El grieved". In Assyro-Babylonian, yi- is 
reduced to i- and yu- to u-. Also ya- is monophthongized to e.g. idu < 
*yadu, "hand", but the alternative spellings with a- and /- in Palaeosyr
ian indicate the change ya- > yi-, without monophthongization; e.g. 
a-me-tum /yamittum/ and i-me-tum lyimettuml, "right side". This change 
explains the form yi- > i- of the prefixed personal in most Semitic lan
guages (§40.31) and, occasionally, of the first syllable ya- in the basic 
stem of verbs like yāda', "he recognized"; e.g. in the Edomite proper 
name Qwsyd' transcribed KOOT8T| in a bilingual ostracon from the 3rd 
century B.C. 

22.15. Secondary diphthongizations are to be found in Semitic lan
guages when two vowels meet. In such a case, either the two vowels 
coalesce and there is crasis (e.g. Arabic ī+ū > ū; ū+ī > i; Tigrinya d+a > 
a; Amharic a+a > a), or a "hiatus-filling" semivowel y or w is pro
duced. The so-called "weak" verbs, the root of which is monosyllabic 
and contains a long vowel ā, l, ū, give frequently rise to such secondary 
diphthongs, e.g. qūm, "to get up", śīm, "to place", kūn, "to be". Thus, 
the active participle of qūm is in Aramaic either qym /qāyim/, or q'ym 
with a medial mater lectionis, or q'm with ' substituting the y after ā. 
While the form qym goes back to the 6th century B.C., the glottal stop 
replaces the glide y only in the 2nd century B.C. Also in modern South 
Ethiopic, the glottal stop may replace w or y, as in e'àdā, "to tell", and 
we'a, "to go down", in one of the Gurage dialects, against ewādā and 
wayā in other dialects. The situation in Arabic is similar to that of Ara
maic. In Pre-Classical Arabic, as apparent in the consonantal text of the 
Qur'ān, the active participle of the same verb is q'ym /qāyim/, "stand
ing", which was reinterpreted in Classical Arabic as qā'imun. Such 
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changes are well-known to Arab grammarians who call them 'ibdāl 
nahwī or sarfì, "grammatical substitution", but consider usually that 
hamza is replaced by wāw or ya, although the etymological form is, 
e.g., miyar, "provisions", while mi*or is a secondary form historically. 
Safaitic inscriptions use sometimes ' as in k'n /kā'in/, "being", but in 
some cases y is written even instead of an etymological ', chiefly in the 
neighbourhood of the vowel i, as in hnyt /hāniyat/, "maid" (root hn'). In 
Epigraphic South Arabian, there is no trace of the practice of substitut
ing ' for w/y after ā, and the modern Arab colloquials are identical in this 
respect with the Pre-Classical language. E.g., in Syro-Palestinian 
dialects, the participle "seeing" of šūf is šāyef and, in Maghrebine 
dialects, the participle "lodging" of bāt is bāyit. Because cuneiform 
script lacks specific signs with semivowels, spellings like sa-i-im, sa-i-
mu, "fixing" (root śīm), are ambiguous. Assyriologists explain them 
usually as šā'imu, but occasional Standard Babylonian forms as da-a-a-
ik /dāyik/, "ki l l ing", seem to indicate that one should always read šāyim, 
etc. In Hebrew, the forms qām, "standing", met, "dead", imply the 
monophthongization of the secondary diphthongs: *qāyim > qām, 
*māyit > met. In modern Ethiopian languages, w can be used in medial 
position as a transitional consonant between two vowels, e.g. duwa from 
Arabic du'ā', "Muslim prayer". 

22.16. There is a series of nominal patterns extended by a diphthong, 
like fay 'al, faw 'al, fay 'āl, fay 'ūl, fu 'ayI, fu' 'ayI, fi' 'awl, known not only 
from Arabic but also from other Semitic languages. In particular, the 
patterns faw 'al "and fu 'ayl — the latter used for diminutives — are 
attested also in Aramaic (e.g. 'lym, "lad") (§29.10). The monosyllabic 
patterns fayl má fawl alternate sometimes with noun types ClC and CūC 
(§29.9), and a possible example of a fay I noun paralleled by a CāC type 
is provided by the word bayt, "house", apparently related to Cushitic 
bati, "roof" (Oromo), borrowed in Gafat with the same meaning. 

22.17. Verbal Stem I I I with lengthened first vowel — attested in Ara
bic, Ethiopic, and Syriac (§41.5) — kan give rise to a secondary diph
thong developed from the long vowel. This is perhaps non evident when 
comparing, e.g., Classical Arabic ġawġa'a or ġawġā, "to cluck" (of 
hens), with Syro-Palestinian colloquial gāga, because the verb derives 
from an onomatopoeia, but colloquial horab, "to strike up a war song", 
is best explained as *hawrab < hārab, "to wage war", since aw > 6 is 
the normal reduction in Syro-Palestinian colloquials. The existence of a 
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fā 'ala > faw 'ala I fay 'ala stem in Ethiopic is implied by forms of the 
types qotala and qetala. As for Syriac, e.g., the form gawzel, "he set fire 
on", is best interpreted as a Stem I I I ā > aw of the root gzl, "to plun
der". These developments are important for a right understanding of the 
secondary stems of the monosyllabic verbs with a long vowel (§44.5-9). 

22.18. Another type of secondary diphthongs can explain the forma
tion of some secondary verbal roots with "weak" first radicals, e.g. wld 
I yld, "to bear" (§43.6-7). Thus in Ethiopian Gurage dialects, e.g., the 
prepalatal y can be an on-glide before the vowels à, e, 9, i, e.g. ydrbat 
and àrbat, "evening meal". In the same way, labial w can serve in South 
Ethiopic as an on-glide in initial position before o, u, e.g. wof and of, 
"bird". This phenomenon cannot be equated with the appearance of a 
diphthong at the beginning of a Berber noun to which the ergative w-pre-
fix is added, e.g. wagmar < u+agmar, "horse"; yildf < u-ibf-, "wild 
boar". 

14. GEMINATED OR L O N G CONSONANTS 

23.1. Gemination or consonantal length can be justified etymologically 
or grammatically, but it occurs also when a long vowel plus a single 
consonant is replaced by a short vowel plus a doubled consonant, as in 
Hebrew gdmallim, "camels", "dromedaries", plural of gāmāl (§24.7). 
Some Semitic languages and dialects are non-geminating in part or in 
general (§23.5). A compensatory lengthening of the contiguous vowel 
may then correspond to the gemination, as in Neo-Aramaic dābāšā, 
"bee", instead of dabbāšā. Gemination is phonemic in the Semitic lan
guages in which gemination or lengthening of consonants is a regular 
feature, as it appears, e.g., from Arabic kabara, "to become great", and 
kabbara, "to make great", or North Ethiopic (Tigrinya) qátànà, "to be 
small", and qàttānà, "to liquefy", 'abay, "wi ld" , and 'abbay, "Blue 
Nile", and South Ethiopic (Gurage) abar, "dry season", and abbar, 
"young man", where gemination and non-gemination of b and t consti
tute the sole phonemic difference between the two words. 

It has been suggested that there may have been a phonetic difference in 
Semitic between long consonants and double or geminated consonants. In fact, 
there is a category of "continuant" consonants that can be held continuously, 
with variable tension but without changing quality, and a second category of so-
called "kinetic" or "interrupted" sounds that cannot be so held. The first group 
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comprises the nasal, lateral, fricative, and rolled phonemes, while the second 
one includes the plosives and the affricates (e.g. [ts]). The gemination of the 
phonemes of the second group does not imply length, properly speaking, but 
increased tension which is perceivable in the case of a voiceless plosive, while 
a voiced one is reckoned less tense since a considerable part of the air it uses is 
consumed by voicing alone. Therefore, really geminated voiced plosives have to 
be pronounced either by doubly stopping the chamber of the mouth and sucking 
in the breath, or by changing the quality, as /bb/ > [mb] or [bb], [dd] > [nd] or 
[dd], /gg/ > [ng] or [gg]. The first articulation is encountered, e.g., among native 
Tūroyo speakers and among speakers of Western Neo-Aramaic who even insert 
an anaptyctic vowel between the geminated consonants; e.g. amehl < amell, 
"he said to them" (Ġubb 'Adīn). Concrete examples of the second pronouncia-
tion in ancient Semitic languages are probably provided by such transcriptions 
as Eercipcbpa for Sìpporā, 'AK^W for 'Akko, MaxGaGias for Mattityā, which 
aptly illustrate the changing quality of geminated plosives. In other circum
stances or forms of speech, and especially in the articulation of "continuants", 
the so-called "doubling" of a consonant does not consist phonetically in its 
double articulation, but either in its lengthening or in its amplification. This may 
vary from a slight "tightening" or lengthening in time to much more than dou
ble. We keep nevertheless using the traditional terminology and the current 
notation of consonantal length or tension by transcribing the long or tense con
sonant twice, e.g. bb. This notation is interchangeable with the symbol /b:/ 
employed in the international phonetic system and with the capital letter B 
adopted by some authors. 

23.2. Gemination is sometimes hardly audible, particularly at the end 
of a word (§24.5), where it is not recorded either in Amharic or in 
Hebrew, e.g. 'am, "people", instead of 'amm. However, it becomes evi
dent when the final consonant is followed by a vowel, e.g. Hebrew 
'amml, "my people". Gemination is at times missing also in the middle 
of a word, as shown by the Masoretic notation mdbaqdšīm (Ex. 4,19; 
10,11), "seeking", instead of the expected *mdbaqqdšlm. Besides, there 
is no regular marking of long consonants in cuneiform script and there is 
no such notation at all in Semitic alphabetic scripts, except in some rare 
cases (§23.3), until the introduction of special diacritics in Hebrew and 
in Arabic (§23.4). 

23.3. Early essays aiming at indicating a geminated or long consonant 
are found, e.g., in the Hebrew Bible, where the variant spelling hrry of 
hry must express the plural construct state *harre, "mountains". In Lit
erary and Official Aramaic, spellings like 'mm' for 'ammā', "the peo
ple", or dššn and dššy' for the plural of the noun dašš(ā), "door", should 
be explained in the same way. Besides, it is very likely that at least the 
liquids and the nasal n, when geminated, were sometimes written in 
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Safaitic with a double / and a double n, e.g. kllhm = klhm, "all of them", 
tnn'l = tn'l, Tavvr|À,os, "God has considered" or the like. 

23.4. In the Hebrew vocalization systems, the symbol called dageš 
— generally a dot placed in the letter — is used to mark the gemination 
of a consonant, but it is in reality an ambiguous sign, since it can also 
indicate the lack of gemination and the plosive pronunciation of the con
sonants b g dkp t. This was probably the original function of the dageš 
used with the plosives, since these phonemes cannot be lengthened, 
properly speaking, but only amplified by other means, as a pronuncia
tion with greater pressure. Only Arabic sadda (*) indicates in an unam
biguous way that the consonant is long or geminated, e.g. 'ammu, 
"paternal uncle". 

23.5. In principle, all the consonants can be geminated, but ' and h are 
not geminated in Ethiopian languages and the Masoretic punctuation of 
Hebrew and of Biblical Aramaic in principle excludes the gemination of 
the pharyngals (h,'), of the laryngals (', h), and of r. In Neo-Aramaic, the 
doubling of consonants has largely been eliminated and replaced by the 
lengthening of the preceding vowel, e.g. yāma < yammā, "sea", but a 
secondary gemination can oppose a word to its counterpart characterized 
by a long vowel followed by the single consonant, e.g. /mīta/, "dead" 
(masculine), and /mitta/, "dead" (feminine). There are also non-gemi
nating dialects in the modern Ethiopian languages, although gemination 
through assimilation occurs in these dialects as well, e.g. wàsse < wàsfe, 
"awl", in a non-geminating Gurage dialect. 

23.6. Assimilation and resulting gemination occur in all the Semitic 
languages and will be examined in the appropriate paragraphs dealing 
with conditioned sound changes (§27.3-7). Instead, dissimilation of gem
ination is a common Semitic phenomenon which is not conditioned by 
any particular phonetic environment. It amounts to a phonemic split or 
diphonemization, if the resulting sounds become significant (cf. 
§10.7,12), as in Neo-Arabic where the dissimilation may serve as means 
to distinguish verbal Stems I and I I (e.g. ġarmaš < ġammaš, "to 
scratch", vs. ġamas, in Lebanon). A geminated consonant can be dis-
similated through n and m, through the liquids / and r, sometimes 
through ' and y. It should be stressed that the dissimilation of geminated 
plosives, especially when they are voiced, proceeds from the nature of 
these phonemes that cannot be lengthened, properly speaking, without 
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changing quality. Thus there arise equations like lb: I = [mb] or [lb]; /dd/ 
= [nd], [md], or [rd]; /tt/ = [nt], etc. The dissimilation through ' (§23.10) 
belongs to the same phenomenon, since the p t k series is "geminated" 
in some languages by spirantization or glottalization. 

23.7. Dissimilation through n occurs in Palaeosyrian, e.g. si-na-ba-ti 
(gen.) < *sibbātu, "sunbeams", from a variant root sbb of Hebrew sby, 
"splendour", with a plural siba'ot. It is attested in Old Akkadian, e.g. by 
Ha-an-za-ab-tum as compared with Ha-za-ab-tum /Hassabtum/, a per
sonal name derived from the root hsb, "to break off". In Amorite, one 
can mention the names An-du-ma-lik - Ad-du-ma-lik, "Haddu is king", 
and áSamaš-ha-an-zi-ir - àSamaš-ha-zi-ir /Samaš-ġazzīr/, "Shamash is a 
hero". Besides the frequent Babylonian form inandin < inaddin, "he 
gives", one can refer to ta-na-an-zi-iq = ta-na-az-zi-iq /tanazziq/, "you 
are angry". The geminated consonants of both verbs can be dissimilated 
also through m: tanaddina > ta-nam-di-na, "you give me", anazziq > a-
nam-ziq, " I am angry". Dissimilation through m is attested also in 
Assyro-Babylonian sumbu < subbu, "wagon" (cf. Hebrew sabblm\ 
Aramaic sabbā). The name of the Palestinian city Eqron /'Aqqaron/ is 
dissimilated in Neo-Assyrian texts in An-qar-u-na and Am-qar-u-na, and 
the name of the Aramaic tribe Gabbūl, "kneader", appears as Ga-am-
bu-lu, etc. The Aramaic personal name hdy /Haddîy/, "rejoicing", is 
transcribed Ha-an-di-i in Neo-Assyrian and Ha-an-di-ia in Neo-Baby-
lonian texts. The noun kkr < krkr (§27.3), "talent" (weight), may be dis
similated in Aramaic in knkr, with parrallel Coptic forms ġinġor, ġinġor, 
and Greek KÍvxotpss. The geminated t of the Ammonite name htš 
/Hattaš/, also attested in Safaitic and in Nabataean with a Greek translit
eration XoiTTeaos, is dissimilated in Neo-Assyrian texts in Ha-an-ta-si 
and in Neo-Babylonian texts in Ha-an-ta-šú. In Ethiopian Gurage 
dialects, e.g. goġġo, "hut", is dissimilated into gonzo. 

23.8. Dissimilation through / is attested in Hebrew by pltyš in the 
Isaiah scroll lQIs a for pattīš, "forge hammer". One can also quote 
galmūd < *gammūd, "sterile", from the root gmd, "to be hard"; 
zal'āpot < *za"āpdt, "deadliness", from the root z'p, "to ki l l 
instantly"; hlmš = Assyro-Babylonian elmešu < *hammīš, a precious 
stone, from the root hmš, "to be steadfast". The Assyro-Babylonian 
name of the reptile hulmittu corresponds to Hebrew hornet and is obvi
ously dissimilated from *hummittu. In Arabic, there are several verbs 
without and with dissimilatory / in stem I I , e.g.fattaha and faltaha, "to 
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make broad"; habbasa and halbasa, "to mix"; kahhaba and kalhaba, 
"to strike"; dammasa and dalmasa, "to hide"; etc. The North Arabian 
name *Faddās1 is dissimilated in Nabataean in pndšw, but it appears in 
the Hebrew Bible as pldš. In Amharic and in Gurage dialects, one can 
mention salsa, "sixty", dissimilated from sassa < sadsa. 

23.9. Dissimilation through r is attested in Old Babylonian by la-mar-
sú-[u]m < lamassum, "guardian she-angel" (ARM VI,31,19), in Ara
maic by kursi' < kussi'u, "throne", by the name of Damascus: 
Dammeśeq > Darmeśeq, and by šarbīt < Babylonian šabbitu, "staff, 
sceptre", borrowed further by Hebrew (Esth. 4,11; 5,2; 8,4; Sir. 37,17). 
In Biblical Hebrew, the verbal form yakarsamennāh (Ps. 80,14) derives 
through dissimilation ss > rs from yakassamennāh, " i t gnaws i t" , and 
the participle makurbāl (I Chr. 15,27), "wrapped", is dissimilated 
through bb > rb from makubbāl, attested in Mishnaic Hebrew. In 
Ethiopian Gurage dialects, the dissimilation through r is frequent, e.g.: 
gard < gadd, "misery"; korda < koddà, "water bottle"; irda < iddà, 
"carding bow", etc. Rare examples of progressive dissimilation through 
r are attested in Hebrew with dibrē < dibbē (Assyro-Babylonian), 
"words", followed by the denominative verb dibber, yadabber, "to 
speak", and other derivatives, and in Arabic with batta, "to cut off", 
dissimilated in batara or in bat{t)ala, with / (§17.5). 

23.10. The glottal stop serves for the disjunction of a geminated con
sonant in some West Gurage dialects, e.g. gum'a vs. gumma, "club"; 
gun'àr vs. gunnàrjn, "head". This feature can be interpreted as dissimi
lation of gemination. A similar phenomenon may perhaps be observed in 
Middle Assyrian and in Neo-Assyrian, in words like bi-'-ti < bittu < 
bintu, "daughter"; pe-'-ta < pettu < pēntu, "charcoal"; sa-'-te < *sattu 
< san/mtu, "morning dawn", although the change n > ' is well attested 
in these dialects when n appears in intervocalic position (§17.2). How
ever, this is not the case in the present examples, since the spellings bittu 
(bi-it-ta-, bi-it-tá) and pettu (pé-et-tum) are likewise attested in 
cuneiform texts. 

23.11. The semivowel y serves, e.g., for the disjunction of a geminated 
liquid in the Arabic verbal form tayla' < talla', "he brought up", 
attested in Lebanon. 
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15. S Y L L A B L E 

24.1. The syllable is a sound or combination of sounds uttered together 
or at a single impulse of the voice, and constituting a word or part of a 
word. Authors generally assume that every Semitic syllable originally 
began with one consonant and one only. However, at least in conse
quence of the phonetic and morpho-phonemic evolution of the lan
guages, a word can also begin with a vowel or with a two-member clus
ter of consonants (§17.9). One might even invert the reasoning and 
conclude from spoken languages that the above-mentioned phonological 
principle of classical literary languages results from standardizing ten
dencies which aim at committing speech to writing. 

24.2. Assuming that every syllable begins .with a consonant, one can 
distinguish three types of syllables in Semitic: 1° an open syllable con
sisting of a consonant or a consonant cluster followed by a vowel, short 
(Cv, CCv) or long (Cv, CCv); 2° a closed syllable consisting of a conso
nant or a consonant cluster followed by a vowel, short or long, which is 
followed in its turn by a consonant (CvC, CCvC, CvC, CCvC); 3° a dou
bly closed syllable consisting of a consonant followed by a vowel, which 
is followed either by a long or geminated consonant or by a two-conso
nant cluster, the first member of which is often a liquid (CvCC). 

The orthographical ambiguity of syllabic cuneiform has a bearing on syllabic 
structure, especially in Palaeosyrian and in Old Akkadian. Thus, an orthograph-
ically open syllable may represent a syllable actually closed by a guttural, by a 
"weak" / (§17.2),*or by a geminated consonant; e.g. Palaeosyrian Da-mu stands 
for the divine name *Da'-mu and kà-ma-tum represents either kal-ma-tum, "par
asite", "louse", or *kam-ma-tum, with an assimilation Im > mm. On the other 
hand, one orthographically closed syllable may stand for two open syllables and 
represent a value of the type CvCv, unless one assumes that a short unstressed 
vowel was elided. Such elisions are not exceptional in the Old Babylonian of 
Mari (e.g. ilkamma for illikamma, "he came here"; §25.5) and they occur also 
at Ebla; e.g. Sumerian KU 4 ("to enter") = ma-sa-gàr-tù-um or mas-gàr-tum 
Jmašagārtum/, probably "asylum", a nominal derivative in ma- (§29.21) from 
the causative *šagār (cf. Arabic 'aġāra, "cause to enter" a sanctuary, "grant 
asylum") of the verb gūr (cf. Sabaic gr, "enter" a sanctuary). Instead, the often 
assumed hypothesis that two orthographically open syllables of the Ebla texts, 
as masa-, may represent one closed syllable, thus mas-, is contrary to the old 
scribal practice, well-known from Old Akkadian, and it may lead to an incorrect 
interpretation of variant spellings. Such cases occur instead in Late Babylonian 
(§21.11). 
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24.3. Quantitatively, a syllable may be short, long or ultra-long: 1° a 
syllable is short when it ends in a short vowel (Cv: e.g. bi-, "in"); 2° a 
syllable is long when it ends either in a long vowel or in a consonant fol
lowing a short vowel (Cv: e.g. lā, "not"; CvC: e.g. min, "from"); 3° a 
syllable is ultra-long, when it ends either in a consonant following a long 
vowel, or in a geminated or long consonant, or in a two-consonant clus
ter (CvC: e.g. qām, "he stood up"; CvCC: e.g. 'amm, "paternal uncle"; 
kalb, "dog"). 

24.4. The vowels are always short in a closed unstressed syllable and 
long vowels show a tendency to become short when their syllable closes. 
In Arabic, the shortening of long vowels in closed syllables became a 
general rule, e.g. qam < qām, "he stood up". However, there are excep
tions in pausal forms of ^Classical Arabic, when the final vowel is 
dropped in pronunciation (e.g. nāzilūn < nāzilūna, "descendants"), and 
in the case of long consonants that can either be shortened (e.g. dallūn > 
dā/lun, "straying, erroneous") or be pronounced long in the beginning 
of the following syllable (e.g. dā/llun). This phenomenon leads to the 
elimination or restriction of syllables of the type CvC, but opens the way 
to syllables of the type CCvC. 

24.5. Also long or geminated consonants show a tendency to become 
short, especially at the end of a syllable (§23.2). This shortening is a gen
eral feature in Hebrew at the end of a word (e.g. 'am < 'amm, "people", 
with a plural 'ammīm), while modem Ethiopian dialects can avoid it by 
splitting the long or geminated consonant by means of an anaptyctic 
vowel (e.g. qurdr < qurr, "basket" in Gurage). In Arabic, this shorten
ing appears, e.g., in fa-qat < *fa-qatt, "only", and in verbs with a sec
ond long or geminated radical (e.g. zaltu or ziltu < *zall-tu, " I became"), 
unless the long consonant is split by an anaptyctic vowel (e.g. zaliltu). 

24.6. Short vowels tend to become long in open and in stressed sylla
bles. It is difficult to perceive this phenomenon in a correct way in lan
guages written in cuneiform syllabograms (§21.5), but this is the case in 
certain forms of West Semitic verbs with last radical ' when the latter 
loses its consonantal value, e.g. Hebrew qāra' > qārā, "he called"; Ara
bic nabbā < nabba'(a), "he announced". In Phoenician, the accent shift 
to the final syllable occasioned its lengthening with the eventual change 
ā > o, e.g. yátan > yatan > yaton, "he gave". 
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24.7. There are also some cases of consonant doubling after a short open 
syllable (§23.1), e.g. in the Hebrew plural gdmalllm < *g9mallm, "camels", 
or in Aramaic 'attānā < 'atānā, "she-ass". This results in a change of the 
nature of the syllable in question which becomes closed and long. 

24.8. There is a wide tendency in classical Semitic languages to elim
inate two-consonant clusters at the beginning or at the end of a word by 
adding a supplementary vowel either between the two consonants or at 
the beginning, respectively at the end of the word. Beside the anaptyctic 
vowels of qurdr and zaliltu (§24.5), one can refer to the Hebrew verbal 
form nif'al, "was made", differing from the corresponding Arabic form 
'infa'ala by the place of the supplementary vowel i which is added in 
Arabic at the beginning of the word, while it is inserted in Hebrew 
between the prefix n- and the first radical of the verb. In both cases, the 
addition of the vowel results in a new syllable 'in/fa'ala or nif/'al. A 
vowel can also be added at the end of a word, e.g. to the imperative of 
the verbs with second long or geminated radical: massi or massa, 
"touch! *\firri orfirra, "run away!", both in Arabic. The same phonetic 
device is used in Tigrinya with nouns ending in a cluster of consonants; 
e.g. kâlbi, "dog"; 'dzni, "ear". Instead, Amharic often breaks final clus
ters by inserting an anaptyctic vowel d\ e.g. agar, "foot"; nabdr, "leop
ard". The Assyro-Babylonian imperative dubub, "speak!", has an anap
tyctic vowel u splitting the geminated consonant. In all these cases, the 
addition of a vowel results in the appearance of a new syllable. 

24.9. This tendency is absent from most modern colloquials and its 
partial absence may be traced back at least to the Late Antiquity and 
early Middle Ages. In fact, besides the two-consonant clusters formed 
with a liquid, like nahl, "palm trees", or apa, "earth" (§17.9), one can 
point, e.g., to the transliteration KO5CF of Hebrew qds, "holiness", in Ori-
gen's Hexapla, to Masoretic Hebrew štayirn and to Syriac štā, "two". 
Although the palato-alveolar š may conceal some phonetic affinities 
with liquids in these particular cases, the fluctuating pronunciations of 
Hebrew sdwa (§21.19) and of Syriac words, with or without an ultra
short vowel d, at least announce the modern colloquials with, e.g., the 
imperativeptuh, "open!" in Eastern Neo-Aramaic, the perfect ktdbt, " I 
wrote" in urban Maghrebine Arabic, or the noun kràmt, "rainy season" 
in Amharic. However, some modern Arabic dialects and Western Ara
maic show a clear tendency to introduce prosthetic vowels in such cases; 
e.g. Neo-Aramaic ebra, "son"; iftah, "he opened" (§27.17). 
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24.10. In Arabic colloquials, the loss of ancient short vowels in open 
syllables and the shift of the accent from the stressed syllable of Classi
cal Arabic to the following one completely changed the syllabic struc
ture of the language. The pattern observable in nouns and verbs can be 
schematized as ClvC2C3 > CxC2vCy E.g. classical qamh(uri), "wheat", 
was pronounced qamah in Pre-Classical and Middle Arabic; it later 
became qamáh and finally qmdh, after the loss of the short unstressed 
syllable. A similar evolution can be observed in verbal forms, e.g. 
báraqa > bráq, " i t lightened", with the reduction of the perfect to one 
syllable. A parallel phenomenon is attested in the Neo-Punic of North-
Africa thanks to the matres lectionis marking the stressed syllable in 
words like nd'r [ndár] < *nidr, "vow"; sk'r [skdr] < *sikr, "memory"; 
qb'r [qbar] < *qabr, "tomb"; 's'r ['sár] < *'asr, "ten". Like in Arabic, 
this phase was preceded by a dissyllabic realization of the nouns under 
consideration, as shown by Late Phoenician |3aaX- [ba'al] < *ba'l, 
"lord"; Maap- [Mahar-] < Mahr-, "courier"; Af3e5peXe%e (vocative) 
['Abed-melek] < *'Abd-milk, "servant of the king". Also the Ethiopian 
languages make a fairly extensive use of prosthetic and anaptyctic 
vowels, but this does not lead to a radical elimination of original short 
vowels. 

24.11. When vowels meet, a semivowel or the glottal stop is inserted 
in order to avoid the hiatus, unless there is elision or contraction 
(§22.15). The inserted ', y, w introduce a new syllable. 

16. WORD A C C E N T 

25.1. Orthography rarely indicates tone and stress. In Greek, tonal 
marks were added only in Alexandrian times and Hebrew accentuation 
was only introduced by the Masoretes in early Middle Ages. Yet, these 
elements are of the highest importance, above all i f there is a stress 
accent with a phonemic status (§25.8). Now, in Semitic, an expiratory or 
stress accent exists in Hebrew, Aramaic, in certain Arabic colloquials 
such as the Syrian, and in certain Gurage dialects. The opposite, non-
expiratory type of accent can be heard in Amharic and in Ethiopic in 
general, although the traditional pronunciation of Ge'ez seems to show 
some principles for the stress of isolated forms and words. Early Arab 
grammarians did not deal with the subject and little can be said about 
"written" languages, although some variant spellings may reveal the 
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impact of the stressed syllable or a shift in the position of the accent. 
Common Semitic or Proto-Semitic principles in this matter can only be 
highly hypothetical. 

25.2. Considering modern colloquials from various regions, the word 
accent falls on the final syllable when the latter is ultra-long; e.g. 
makātíb, "letters", in the Arabic of the Hawrān, nêġráht, " I was 
wounded", in Maghrebine Arabic. The word accent may perhaps fall on 
the final syllable also when the latter is the result of contraction, e.g. 
Assyro-Babylonian šanu < *šaniyu, "second". 

25.3. In other cases, the word accent does not fall on the ultima, even 
i f it is long, contrary to the Jewish traditional pronunciation of Hebrew 
and of Aramaic. Generally, the stress falls then on the penult syllable 
which can be long or short, thus, e.g. in Maghrebine Arabic: ríha, "per
fume", ktebna, "we wrote"; in Arabic of the Hawrān: katabuha, "they 
wrote i t " , katábū, "they wrote"; in Syriac: kétbat, "she wrote"; néhwē, 
"he is". Concerning the 3rd person of the perfect in Ge'ez, there is gen
eral agreement that the penult syllable is stressed, thus nagára, "he 
said"; the same situation is found in the South Ethiopian Harari, e.g. 
sàbára, "he broke". The penult syllable is systematically stressed in the 
Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew and Aramaic, e.g. barášit bára 
'àlúwem 'it eššámem wit áres, " in the beginning God created heaven 
and earth" (Gen. 1,1). This accentuation seems to be confirmed by the 
matres lectionis of the Dead Sea scrolls, e.g. swdm /Sādom/ in lQIs a 

1,10, against Masoretic Sddom but in agreement with Greek Eo5opa. 

25.4. However, in the Egyptian tradition of tfre Qur'ān reading, the 
position of the accent on the penult syllable is limited to the cases when 
the latter is long. Otherwise stress recedes until it meets a long syllable 
and, i f there is no such, it comes to rest either on the first syllable of the 
word or on the antepenult, thus qatálta, "you killed", but qátala, "he 
kil led"; raqabatani, "you observed me", but raqábatun or ráqabatun, 
"slave". Besides, the final syllable of a noun in the construct state 
(§33.3) is considered as belonging to the following word, e.g. tálaba/tu 
l-'īlmi, "quest of knowledge". The monosyllabic proclitic particles bear 
no stress. 

25.5. It was assumed that the position of the word accent in East 
Semitic followed analogous principles, but such a reconstruction is 
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based mainly on secondary deductions. However, plene writing occurs 
in accented syllables and does not necessarily mark phonemic length; 
e.g. Middle Babylonian ma-a-ni Imánnil, "who"; še-e-mi-šu /šémišu/, 
"his hearing"; qá-a-ab-la-at ta-am-ti Iqáblat tāmtil, "the middle of the 
sea". But no systematic attempt was made until now to establish 
whether Assyro-Babylonian had an expiratory accent, which would have 
been a force in the word capable of bringing about, e.g., the reduction 
and complete elision of some vowels. Such elisions frequently occur in 
Mari letters (e.g. il-ku for illiku, "they went", te-se-em-ma for 
tešémmema, "you will hear"), but they very likely reveal the stress 
accent of the Amorite linguistic substratum of the writers, and not that of 
Old Babylonian. However, Babylonian by-forms like litmudu / litamdu, 
"he understands", damiqtu / damqatu, "good" (feminine), are best 
explained by assuming stress on the first syllable. 

25.6. The situation in some languages is the result of complicated 
developments, for which no clear phonological rules can be determi
nated to-day. Thus, the accentuation of the final syllable is dominant in 
the Jewish traditional pronunciation of Hebrew, but the accent falls on 
the penultimate in some particular cases, especially in "segolate" forms 
like melek, "king", as can be learned from Hebrew grammars. Also 
Phoenician, that appears to have had a strong stress accent, usually 
accentuates the final syllable of the word, which was tone-lengthened 
with the consequent change ā > 6 (e.g. yaton < yatan < yátan, "he 
gave"). The place of the accent, and its strong stress character, may be 
judged from the apparent reduction of short unaccented vowels in the 
penult syllable (e.g. Ie8ou8 [Yddud] < yadud, "beloved"). 

25.7. Although it is difficult to generalize, the stress falls also in Mod
em South Arabian languages on the final syllable wherever there is no 
penult long syllable in the form under consideration. This tendency is 
even stronger in the Arabic dialects of the area, as in Dofar habdl, "preg
nancy"; giîlát, "she killed". In Soqotri, however, stress is regularly on 
the penultimate and all the vowels are phonologically short. In some 
West Gurage dialects, the accent falls on the last syllable of the verbs, but 
on the penult syllable of the nouns, e.g. tā'àbá, "he washed himself", but 
waka, "beam". In Tigre, instead, stress is non-distinctive and shifts eas
ily from one syllable to the other. It is also difficult to determine where 
stress falls in Tigrinya, though it falls usually on the final syllable of a 
word, but it is conditioned by the general sentence stress or pitch. 
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25.8. An important question is whether word stress or tonic accent has 
or has not a phonemic status, in other words: whether there are tonemes 
in Semitic. In Masoretic Hebrew accentuation has a phonemic value in 
some grammatical constructs rather than in lexical items. Thus, the 
stress is a distinguishing feature between certain pairs of words, e.g. 
banū, "among us", and bānu, "they built"; ba'ā, "she is coming", and 
bā'a, "she came"; qumī, "get up!" (feminine), and qūmí, "my getting 
up" (infinitive); šabū, "they returned", and šābu, "they captured". A 
similar situation occurs in spoken Neo-Aramaic, e.g. nášele, "he is a 
man", and našéle, "he is their man". Instead, also lexical items can be 
contrastive in stress in West Gurage dialects: some verbs can be distin
guished from certain nouns only through the place of the stress, which 
falls on the last syllable of the verb, but on the penultimate syllable of 
the noun, e.g. eppa, "he made", and éppá, "toga"; ēnza, "he seized", 
and énzâ, "thatch" (grass to cover the houses); dekkd, "he is long", and 
dékkâ, "long"; wàká, "he pierced", and wâka, "beam". Considering the 
existence of archaic features in South Ethiopic, one can assume that the 
word stress may have had a distinctive or phonemic status in Proto-
Semitic, e.g. in the case of the preterite yáqtul / yíqtul, "he killed", and 
of the jussive yaqtúl I yiqtúl, "may he k i l l ! " (§38.2), since the word 
accent seems to be the only distinguishing feature between this pair of 
verbal forms. But we are moving here on ground that has not been satis
factorily investigated, even i f authors often assume that word stress is 
not phonemic in several Semitic languages, e.g. in Arabic and in Assyro-
Babylonian. 

17. SENTENCE STRESS OR P I T C H 

26.1. Sentence stress or pitch affects the meaning of whole sentences, 
but it is not an integral part of any word. It gives expression to sentences 
and conveys shades of meaning which cannot conveniently be expressed 
by other means. In Semitic languages, declarative, exclamatory, and 
interrogative sentences generally differ merely in intonation, though 
sometimes — particularly in written language — a question may be 
introduced by a word indicating that the sentence is a question or the 
order of words in the sentence may differ from the ordinary one. Inves
tigations into Semitic phonology and syntax must include intonation 
and pitch, but so far no serious work has been done on the subject, 
though much important material can be adduced from spoken and even 
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"written" languages, especially from letters. We must therefore limit 
ourselves to some general observations on the falling and rising pitch 
patterns. 

26.2. In a declarative sentence, the last syllable is generally lower in 
pitch than the penultimate. This common and spontaneous phenomenon 
has a repercussion on the traditional recitation of the Qur'ān and of the 
Hebrew Bible, and gives rise to the so-called "pausal" forms. Thus, in 
Arabic, final short vowels, case endings, and feminine noun endings are 
dropped (e.g. kataba > katab, "he wrote"; malikun > malik, "king"; 
qādīn > qādī, "magistrate"; malikatun > malikah, "queen"), with a con
sequent anaptyxis in monosyllabic roots (e.g. 'al-bakrun > 'al-bakur, 
"young [camell"). In Masoretic Hebrew, stress retrocedes to the penult 
syllable (e.g. 'ānokí > 'ānokī) and a short accented vowel is lengthened 
or changes its quality (e.g. máyim > mayim, "water"; 'eres > 'ares, 
"earth"). Pausal phenomena occur also in modern Arabic dialects. In 
Yemen, e.g., either a nasalization may affect vowels standing in the 
pausal position (e.g. [wallf] for walli, "he went"), or pausal consonants 
may be pre-glottalized and devoiced (e.g. [awlā't] for awlād, "chil
dren"). In Syro-Palestinian and Egyptian dialects, vowel lengthenings 
(e.g. byúktob for byúktub, "he will write"), diphthongizations (e.g. 
yimšow for yimšū, "they wil l go"), vocalic changes (e.g. kalbi for kalba, 
"bitch"), etc., may occur, but no accent shift has been registered. 

26.3. In an interrogative sentence, on the other hand, the different 
speaker's commitment is discernible mainly from a higher pausal pitch. 
In other words, a question must be said with a rising tone, particularly 
toward the end when the latter corresponds to the point of greatest sig
nificance in speech; in any case, the last syllable must be heard as being 
on a higher pitch than the penultimate. This may be expressed in writing 
by the additional final sign -ú in is-li-mu-ú, "did they make peace?", in 
an Old Babylonian letter from Mari suggesting a pitch islimu instead of 
the normal íslimū (§ 10.6). 

26.4. The exclamatory intonation implies a high pitch and a conse
quent shortening of the words, as shown by the "pausal" forms used in 
Classical Arabic for the vocative (e.g. yā 'ammá, "oh! uncle!") and 
even by the occasional dropping of the final radical of the word (e.g. yā 
sāhi < sāhibu, "oh! friend!"). This is confirmed by the apocopated 
forms of the jussive in various Semitic languages (§39.14-18). 
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26.5. The stress of conjoined clauses appears to be influenced in the 
main by the meaning of the sentence as a whole and, like the order of 
words in the sentence, is essentially governed by semantic considera
tions. In particular, logical hypotaxis seems to be indicated by the stress 
falling not on the verb of the main clause, but on the beginning of the 
logically dependent clause, especially when there is formal asyndetic 
parataxis ( § 5 5 ) ; e.g. Arabic qui yáġfirū, "tell that they should forgive". 
A sentence of any length has several accents, but only one of them is the 
main sentence stress. The place of the secondary accents is based princi
pally on the word accent, which appears to be conditioned by proclitics, 
enclitics, subjoining words, though the interval between accents, 
whether primary or secondary, is scarcely more than two or three sylla
bles; e.g. Arabic kállimī rasúla llahi yukállim..., "speak to God's envoy 
he should speak..." In other words, sentence stress has a syntactical 
function. 

18. CONDITIONED SOUND CHANGES 

27.1. The natural tendency of the speaker is to limit effort in his 
speech and to avoid sharp shifts in the use of speech organs. This leads 
to a chain of assimilations of one sound to another. Only when this 
assimilation is particularly sharp is the change felt. At other times, a 
sequence of similar sounds demands a greater effort from the speaker 
and he tends to dissimilate them. Another type of change is metathesis, 
while elision, prosthesis, anaptyxis, haplology, etc., aim at facilitating or 
simplifying the emission of speech sounds in various ways. Hypercor-
rection is instead an intentional but erroneous correction of the spelling 
or of the pronunciation of a word. 

A. Assimilation 

27.2. Assimilation is the main type of conditioned sound changes. 
There is partial and total assimilation, contiguous and distant, progres
sive and more often regressive, and reciprocal assimilation. Assimilation 
may take place between consonants, between vowels, and between a 
consonant and a vowel. It amounts to a monophonemization, to a phone
mic merger or shift, i f the resulting sound becomes distinctive and sig
nificant (cf. §10.7, 12). 
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a) Assimilation between Consonants 

27.3. Assimilation between consonants takes most often place between 
a liquid /, r or the nasal n and another consonant, the common type being 
here total regressive assimilation, perhaps better termed "anticipatory", 
since the vocal organs "anticipate" the position of the next sound. 

The main types of Semitic consonantal assimilation are the following: 

bk > kk nd > dd rl>ll 
bt > pt nd > dd rn > nn 
dn > nn nf>ff rs > ss 
dš > ss ng>gg rz > zz 
dt > tt nh > nn sf> ss 
dt > dd nk > kk ?f> ?? 
~kr > kk nl > 11 st > ss/st 
Id > dd nm > mm td > dd 
Ik > kk np > pp th > tt 
In > nn ns > ss tk > kk 
Iq > qq nt > tt tn > nn 
lr>ll nt > tt tš > ŠŠ 
Is > ŠŠ nz > zz tt > tt 
It > ss qt > qt tz > zz 
mb > bb rd > dd tt > tt 
nb > bb/mb rk > kk zt > st 

a) Thus, vowelless n assimilates regularly to a following consonant: 
e.g. in Old Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian *indin > iddin, "he 
gave"; in Amoriteyansib > yassib, "he raised"; in Phoenician and North-
Israelite Hebrew *šnt > št /šatt/, "year". In Thamūdic, in Lihyānite, and in 
Safaitic, the n is sometimes assimilated to a following consonant (e.g. 't 
/'atta/ < 'anta, "you"; mg't < manga'+t, "feed-place"; 'tt /'attat/ < 
'antat, "woman") contrary to Classical Arabic, but in agreement with cer
tain colloquials where forms like bitt < bint occur occasionally, e.g., North 
Arabian mundū > muddū, "since"; Andalusian Arabic 'anta > att, "you"; 
kīn tarā > kittarā, "you would see", with the auxiliary verb kin (classical 
kāna) used to express an eventuality. In Sabaic, we find *sltnsr > sltsr, 
"he summoned to his support"; in Ge'ez inscriptions 'dnza > 'dzza, 
"while"; in Gurage kànfàr > kàfâr, " l ip" ; in Gafat samdt / samdttâ vs. 
Amharic samant, "week". The occasional or dialectal loss of a vowel may 
also lead to the regressive assimilation of n, as in i(3cop0 transcribing Late 
Babylonian ina būrti, "through the cistern". 

b) Vowelless / assimilates to various consonants, most prominently in 
the case of the Arabic article 'al- (e.g. 'al-sams > [aššams]), but also in 
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Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. nalšu > naššu, "morning dew"), in Hebrew 
(*yilqah > yiqqah, "he takes"), in Aramaic (7 dbr > 'dbr, "because 
of"), in colloquial Arabic (e.g. ma-qtel-nā-š > ma-qten-nā-š, "he didn't 
k i l l us"), in Tigre (e.g. halla 'al-ka > [hallakka], " i t is to you"; man 
la-bet > [manna bet], "from the house"). Instead, the assimilation of a 
sibilant to / is exceptional, as in Palaeosyrian su-lu-la-a, "of the two 
horns (of the moon)", from *sul-sul (cf. Hebrew salsillot, "shoots"). 

c) The assimilation of r to the following consonant is well attested in 
various West Gurage dialects, e.g. gurda > gudda, "solemn oath"; 
bârzaz > bâzāz, "dream". It occurs in North and West Semitic, e.g. 
kakkaru or kikkār, "round disk", "round loaf", "talent" (weight), to 
compare with Sabaic krkr, Egyptian Demotic krkr, "talent", also with 
Arabic kirkira(tun) used metaphorically to designate the callous protu
berance on the breast of dromedaries which, when the animals lie down, 
rests upon the ground "like a cake of bread" (E.W. Lane). 

d) Also labials and dentals may be assimilated, as well as other con
sonants, e.g. in the Palaeosyrian noun kak-kab < kabkab, "star"; in the 
Phoenician name of the god mlqrt < *milk-qart, "the king of the city"; 
in Assyro-Babylonian *(w)ālidtu > (w)ālittu, "the one who bore"; in 
Hebrew and in Sabaic *'hdt > 'ht, "one" (feminine); in Hebrew *mit-
dabber > middabber, "speaking to himself"; in Aramaic, the divine 
name 'Attar > 'Attar; in Ge'ez inscriptions 'ambaharu > 'abbaharu, 
"from the sea". 

e) Transcriptions of proper names in other scripts allow us to distin
guish assimilations from elisions; e.g. Palmyrene 'bnrgl < 'bd-Nrgl, 
"Servant of Nerigal", shows the assimilation dn > nn, as indicated by 
the Latin form Abinneric(h)us; Old Syriac 'mšmš < 'mt-Smš, "Hand-
maid of Samaš", results from the assimilation tš > šš, as shown by 
Greek Apotacaparis, etc. 

27.4. Total progressive assimilation frequently occurs in verbal forms 
with infix t (§41.25), e.g. in Assyro-Babylonian *ustabbit > ussabbit, 
"he imprisoned"; *attarad > attarad, " I sent"; in Arabic *ittalaba > 
'ittalaba, "he sought". It is attested in Hebrew with the pronominal suf
fix -hū, e.g. *yilkadenhū > yilkadennū, "he shall capture"; gamālathū > 
gamālattū, "she weaned him". There are also other cases, e.g. in Gurage 
wâsfi > wàsse, "awl"; in colloquial Arabic nisf> nass, "half". 

27.5. Total reciprocal assimilation implies the change of both conso
nantal sounds in an intermediary one, e.g. in Classical Arabic *idtakara 
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> iddakara, "he remembered", where the contact of the voiced inter
dental d with the voiceless dental t gives rise to the geminated voiced 
dental dd. In Neo-Assyrian ilteqe > isseqe, "he took", pronounced 
/iśśeqe/, the contact of the liquid / with the dental t gives rise to the 
geminated dental lateral ś (§15.2). 

27.6. Partial regressive or "anticipatory" assimilation occurs e.g. in 
Ge'ez 'agā'azt > 'agā'ast, "lords", where the devoicing z > s partially 
assimilates z to the voiceless r. In Maghrebine colloquial šrapt < šrabt, 
" I drink", the devoicing b > p partially assimilates b to the voiceless t. 
The change nb > mb occurs frequently, e.g. Arabic 'anbar > 'ambar, 
"ambergris"; minbar > mimbar, "pulpit, rostrum"; Tigre 'agal tdnbar > 
tdmbar, " in order that you live", 'anbe > 'ambe, "we said". 

27.7. Partial progressive assimilation occurs frequently with verbal 
infix t which changes into emphatic t when it is contiguous to another 
emphatic consonant, e.g. in Neo-Assyrian *aqtirib > aqtirib, " I 
approached"; in Aramaic *yistabba' > yistabba', " i t is immersed"; in 
Hebrew *nistaddāq > nistaddāq, "we shall prove our innocence"; in 
Arabic, *istabaġa > istabaġa, " i t was dyed". The assimilation is total 
when the contiguous consonant is t (§27.4). Another partial progressive 
assimilation, frequent in Neo-Babylonian and in Late Babylonian, occa
sions the change nk > ng; e.g. kangu < kanku, "sealed"; ramānga < 
ramānka, "you yourself". 

27.8. There are also cases of non-contiguous assimilation between 
consonants. Besides the possible occurrences which can be best inter
preted in a different way (§10.8), one can mention the partial regressive 
assimilation of voice in Gurage *timbárâkā > dimbârākâ, "to kneel 
down", and the partial progressive assimilation of voice in Gurage 
tàpàbà > 'epâpà, "to be narrow". Regressive nasalization explains the 
West Semitic names Minyamēn < Binyamèn and Mivvavaíos < Bin-
Nanay, while the latter's feminine counterpart BaOvavaia / BiGvavaia, 
"Daughter of Nanay", remains unchanged. The trill consonant r occa
sions changes ' > ' and ' > ġ in Arabic where, e.g., ġarb, "West", and 
its derivatives are etymologically related to Ugaritic and Epigraphic 
South Arabian 'rb. Inversely, Śheri ġarb and Mehri ġoreb, "base of 
neck", correspond to Hebrew 'orep, "base of neck", and Arabic 'urf, 
"mane (of a horse)". In Hadramawt colloquial, e.g., attention was paid 
to barra' < barra' < barran, "outside", and to ra'a < ra'a, "behold!" 
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The influence of r also explains the prosthetic 'a- in nouns like 'aqrab, 
"scorpion", and 'akbar, "mouse". In Arabic words borrowed by 
Libyco-Berber, q may change into ġ in the proximity of r; e.g. -warġ-, 
"yellow", from wariq; -ġra-, "to read, to study", from qarā, attested 
next to ġr, "to call". Besides, r may also cause the change of a non-
emphatic consonant in an emphatic one in modern Arabic dialects, e.g. 
ra's > rās, "head", at Aleppo; darb > darb, "road, at Essaouira 
(Morocco). There are also examples of partial assimilation of non-
emphatic to distant emphatic consonant, e.g. in Gurage wâdâqà > 
wàtàqâ, "to fall". 

b) Assimilation between Vowels 

27.9. Assimilation between vowels is always at distance, since the 
structure of Semitic syllables does not admit contiguous vowels (cf. 
§22.15). Vowel harmony is widely attested in Semitic, especially in 
Assyrian. It can be partial, as in Assyro-Babylonian hiblātu > hiblētu, 
"damage" (progressive), or uhappi > uheppi, "he struck" (regressive), 
or total, as in Palaeosyrian 'ahírtum > ì-hir-tum ['ihírtum], "issue", 
"rest", in Ugaritic *'allūpu > 'ulp /'ullūpu/, "prince", "chief" (regres
sive), or in Gurage dbbut > dbbdt, "pile" (progressive). Typical cases of 
regressive total assimilation occur in Assyrian and in Classical Arabic 
when the vowel of the noun is assimilated to the vowel of the case end
ing, e.g. in Assyrian qaqqudu, "head" (nominative), qaqqidi (genitive), 
qaqqada (accusative); in Classical Arabic 'imru'un, "man" (nomina
tive), 'imri'in (genitive), 'imra'an (accusative). Vowel harmony occurs 
also after -i/-l in the pronominal suffix -hu/-hū of Classical Arabic (e.g. 
*sārìqihū > sāriqihī, "of his thief"; *sāriqīhu > sāriqīhi, "of his 
thieves") and in Hebrew "segolate" nouns (e.g'. keleb < kāleb < *kalb, 
"dog"). The regressive total assimilation of vowels may take place in 
Tigrinya, e.g. sâlot > solot, "prayer"; mādosa > modosa, "hammer"; 
ndgus > nugus, "king"; kdfu' > kufu', "wicked". 

c) Assimilation between a Consonant and a Vowel 

27.10. Assimilation between a consonant and a vowel can consist in 
the influence of the vowel either spirantizing the following labial, den
tal, or velar (§11.10; 18.5), or palatalizing the following velar (§18.6), 
e.g. in colloquial Arabic dlk > die, "cock". Also a preceding dental may 
be palatalized, especially in Ethiopian languages; e.g. Tigre gazaz(z)e, 
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"my glass", as against gazāz, "glass"; masānicce, "my friends", as 
against masānit, "friends". Assimilation can further consist either in the 
velarizing effect of an emphatic consonant which brings about a change 
of other vowels into o / u (§10.9; 21.27), or in the influence of pharyn
gals, laryngals, and velar fricatives which frequently occasion a vocalic 
shift a > e in North and East Semitic (§19.5; 21.6-7), but also in West 
Semitic, as it appears e.g. from the transcription Koai5r| of the Edomite 
-name Qwsyd' in a bilingual ostracon from the 3rd century B.C. Instead, 
the gutturals bring about a change of other vowels into a in Masoretic 
Hebrew (e.g. *yišloh > yišlah, "he sends"), in ancient Arabic dialects 
(e.g. yafruġu > yafraġu, "he is at rest"; luhd > lahd, "grave-niche"), 
and in modern Egyptian colloquials of Cairo and of the Delta (e.g. 
yifassah, "he takes out for a walk", vs. yikammil, "he achieves"; 'allim, 
"he taught", vs. killim, "he spoke"), where a appears also in contiguity 
with emphatics. However, this change presents some dialectal variations 
or is optional, as it appears from Arabic and from the Hebrew of the 
Dead Sea scrolls, where e.g. šlwh /šaloh/ (lQIs a 58,9) stands for 
Masoretic šdlah. The Masoretic vocalization is paralleled by the appear
ance of secondary a-timbre vowels next to the consonants h, and 
sometimes h, which were normally vowelless, e.g. *rūh > rūah, 
"breath", Ya'qob (Icuccop) > Ya'aqob, "Jacob". This phonetic notation 
of the Masoretes aimed probably at insuring a distinct pronunciation of 
the gutturals and may not reflect any really spoken language. However, 
it is comparable to some extent with East Arabian dialects which are 
characterized by the change CxaC2 > CxC2a when C 2is h, h, h, ', ġ; e.g. 
hamar for 'ahmar, "red"; mġarib for maġrib, "evening" (but cf. §24.10). 
One should also mention the phenomenon attested in the Western Neo-
Aramaic dialect of Gubb 'Adīn and in the Arabic dialect of surrounding 
villages where the long vowels o, ū, ē, and I are prounounced with an off-
glide a before any consonant; e.g. Neo-Aramaic kēafa, "stone". Besides 
the emphatics, also labial consonants may cause other vowels to change 
into u, e.g. *libb > lubb, "heart" in Arabic (regressive assimilation). 

B. Dissimilation 

27.11. Dissimilation is the reverse of assimilation, i.e. it is a diphone-
mization or a differentiation of two or more identical sounds in a 
word by substituting for one of them another sound of similar type or 
position. Dissimilation can be progressive or regressive, contiguous or 
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non-contiguous. Abstracting from the differentiation of long consonants 
or the so-called disjunction of gemination (§23,7-10), dissimilation is 
most often non-contiguous. It results in the develarization or deglottal-
ization of one of a pair of emphatic consonants, in the voicing or devoic
ing of one of the consonants, or in the dissimilation of two homorganic 
sounds. E.g. Aramaic ktl and Arabic qtl may point to an original qtl, "to 
k i l l " , with the first or the second emphatic develarized (but see §10.9), 
and Gurage tarraqqa > dàrraqqa, "moon", shows a deglottalization of t 
which changes into a voiced d, since q is voiceless. A dissimilation of 
voice is attested e.g. in Gurage d3mwd > d3mwt, "meeting place of two 
rivers", and a dissimilation of homorganic sounds appears e.g. in Arabic 
layl, "night", > lūn, "to spend the night", and in Amorite kabkabbu, 
"star", changing into kwkb in Hebrew and kawkab in Arabic, although a 
spirantization of the first b may have helped the process in this particu
lar case. There is also dissimilation of homorganic sounds in Arabic 
*wawāqī > 'awāqī, "ounces"; wuġūh > 'uġūh, "faces"; *Madīnīy (< 
Madīnà) > Madānīy > Madanīy, "Medinan", where the dissimilation of 
the long vowels i is qualitative (J > a) and quantitative (ā > a). A dis
similation of vowels occurs also in Syriac, e.g. Slēmon for Hebrew 
Sdlomd and Greek SaA-copcov, and in Masoretic Hebrew, e.g. hehākām 
for *hāhākām, "the wise man". 

C. Metathesis 

27.12. Metathesis or transposition of sounds in a word occurs in all the 
Semitic languages. It is related to the phenomenon aptly expressed by 
the phrase "his tongue tripped". Metathesis can be contiguous, that is, 
the consonants that undergo metathesis are in contact without any vowel 
between them, e.g. Hebrew Simla and śalmā, "coat", or Sabaic 'wld and 
'Iwd, "children". It can also be non-contiguous, that is, the consonants 
are separated by a vowel, e.g. Phoenician his /halds/, Early Aramaic hsl 
lhasall, and Tigre lahasa, "to save"; Hebrew kebeś and keśeb, "lamb"; 
Hebrew td'ālā and Arabic taVa(tun), "water-course"; Hebrew 'āsam 
and Arabic ġamada, "to shut the eyes"; Ge'ez nakasa and nasaka, "he 
bit"; Harari sinān < lisān, "language", with a concomitant change / > n 
(§17.13-14); Tigre mawarri and marawi, "sticks"; Neo-Aramaic 
[sāhid] < [hazid] (root hsd), "to harvest"; Gurage kdbàzà < kàzàbâ, "to 
lie". Metathetic relations appear also in the larger Afro-Asiatic realm, as 
it appears e.g. from the East Cushitic verb q)al / d'el ("Sam" languages, 
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Oromo, Saho), "to give birth", to be compared with Semitic (w/y)ld, or 
Oromo dabra or darba, "to pass", related to Arabic dabara, "to pass". 

27.13. In general, there are not enough examples of metathesis in the 
same language to warrant a definite statement on the phonetic conditions 
in which metathesis occurs. However, there is little doubt that one of the 
consonants involved in many cases is either / or r, i.e. one of the two 
"liquids". Beside the examples quoted in §27.12, one may refer e.g. to 
the name of the Cassite goddess known in Babylonia as Sumaliya but 
called Šnm at Ugarit, with an additional change / > n (§17.3-4). Assyro-
Babylonian simmiltu, "ladder", corresponds to Hebrew sullām, and Per
sian hurma, "date", is borrowed in 'Omānī Arabic as humra. Both 
'arġal and 'aġral mean in Arabic "sluggish". To Ge'ez 'aqrab, "scor
pion", corresponds Tigre 'arqab, while Aramaic tar'ā < trġ parallels 
"Canaanite" tġr > š'r, "gate", "door", etc. 

27.14. Another allegedly paradigmatic example is provided by the ver
bal infix and prefix t of the verbal stems (§41.20-32) which is generally 
believed to be subject to metathesis with the first radical of the verb in 
precise conditions, i.e. when the first radical is a sibilant s, z, s, š. In 
Assyro-Babylonian, the infix can be prefixed to the verbal form, e.g. 
*sitbutu > tisbutu, "to grasp"; *zitqāru > tizqāru, "eminent". In 
Hebrew, the prefix is placed after the first radical (e.g. *yitšammer > 
yištammer, "he is on his guard"), instead of being totally assimilated to 
it, as in Pre-Classical Arabic (e.g. *yatsaddaq1 > yassadaq, "he will 
prove his righteousness"). These explanations are not really convincing 
and another point of view will be presented below (§41.24-25). In Ara
maic, at least, further research is needed to see whether there is metathe
sis of a tf'l stem or simply an example of a ft'I stem, as in 'estamek, "he 
leaned". 

D. Haplology 

27.15. Haplology is the omission of one of two contiguous and almost 
identical syllables which occurs occasionally in various languages and 
can also be expressed in writing. E.g. Syriac *'aryiyā, "lion", becomes 
'aryā; Hebrew babēt, "in the house", can be reduced to bēt; mdzdssē, 
"sieve", in one Gurage dialect, becomes màssē in another one. In Ara
bic, tataqātalūna, "you fight", may be reduced to taqātalūna. 
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E . Prosthesis 

27.16. In order to disjoin an initial two-consonant cluster by producing 
a new syllable, a prosthetic vowel is generally prefixed to the first con
sonant. This prosthetic vowel can be i, e, d < i, à, u, and it is introduced 
by ' or h in idioms which require the presence of an initial consonant, 
either pronounced or simply written. There are also animal names with a 
prosthetic 'a- that form a special category (§27.8; 29.17). The use of 
written h is limited to the Hebrew verbal stem hitpa'el, probably by 
analogy with the stem hif'il, while the other languages, as Aramaic and 
Arabic, use e.g. 'ifta'ala, 'etkdteb. Instead of a prosthetic vowel, an 
anaptyctic vowel can be used (§27.19). A third mean of disjoining a 
two-consonant cluster is attested in Tigrinya and in Harari, where an 
auxiliary vowel -/ is added at the end of a monosyllabic root (§24.8); 
e.g. Tigrinya kálbi, "dog"; bàġli, "mule"; Harari qâbri, "cemetery"; 
sàbri, "endurance". This -i is attested also with roots ending in a gemi
nated consonant, as Tigrinya hbbi, "heart". The final -i can be dropped 
i f these nouns are followed by another word. 

The initial h of some North and West Semitic words borrowed from Sumer
ian, as hbrk, "steward", h(y)kl, "palace", hyn, the Humanized name of the god 
Ea, is not a prosthetic letter, but a reflex of Old Sumerian h. 

27.17. Beside the cases of composite verbal forms with initial cluster, 
already explained when dealing with syllabic structure (§24.8), one 
ought to mention the use of a prosthetic vowel in nouns like Palaeosyr
ian ís-ba-um /'isba'um/ < *sba\ "finger"; Ugaritic 'usb', "finger"; 
'udm't, "tears"; Hebrew 'ašmoret < *šmrt, "night-watch"; Arabic 'ibn 
< bn, "son"; Gurage drkus I ârkus, "impure", from rák(k)âsâ, "he was 
impure"; Assyro-Babylonian ikribu, "prayer" (cf. §29.16); the Phoeni
cian divine name 'šmn = Eapouvos < šmn, " o i l " , etc. The same devel
opment occurs in Western Neo-Aramaic (§24.9) and in some modern 
Arabic dialects after elision of an original short vowel; e.g. iblād from 
bilād, "broken" plural of balad, "country"; inhās from nuhās, "cop
per", both in Egyptian Arabic. The prosthetic vowel is employed also 
with foreign names, as Late Babylonian Ik-se-nu-nu for Sevcov, Punic 
'klyn for KAecov, Hebrew 'ptlmys and 'btlmys for IlxoA-spatos, Ge'ez 
'dstifanos for Zi8(pavos, and Arabic 'Aflātūnu for Plato, or with loan
words like Neo-Aramaic 'ustol for Russian CTOJI , "table"; Amharic 
dsport, "sport". The prosthetic vowel is not required when the initial 
cluster contains a liquid or the palato-alveolar s, like in the sound st 
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(§17.9; 24.9); e.g. Neo-Aramaic grībā, "bushel", an Old Persian word 
already borrowed into Imperial Aramaic (grb); Hebrew štē, "two", 
although the Tiberian Masoretes were pronouncing it 'ištē. 

27.18. A so-called "prosthetic" vowel à or d occurs in modem 
Ethiopian languages, especially before /, r, s, š, without serving to dis
join an initial cluster, e.g. àsok, "thorn", in Gurage. The vowel u is 
found in Harari urūs, "head" (root r's). 

F. Anaptyxis 

27.19. Anaptyxis is the insertion of a supplementary vowel in a word 
in order to disjoin a two-consonant cluster by producing a new syllable. 
It is also called "epenthesis". The anaptyctic vowel can be used at the 
beginning of a word (e.g. nif'al = N-stem) or at its end, especially when 
a two-consonant cluster was created by the loss of case endings (§24.8), 
e.g. in kalbu > kalb > kāleb or kalib, "dog". However, anaptyxis did not 
spread automatically to all doubly closed syllables, as shown by Phoeni
cian qart, "city", or milk, "king", where the presence of a liquid can 
dispense from using the anaptyctic vowel (§17.9; 24.9). Modern Semitic 
languages permit similar consonant clusters in initial and final position; 
e.g. Amharic krâmt, "rainy season" (pronounced also as kdràmt); 
màngdst, "government" (§17.9). Even plosive clusters occur regularly in 
Maghrebine Arabic, as ktub, "books", ktabt, "you wrote". Also the con
nexion of a noun in the construct state with its complement can make the 
insertion of a vowel superfluous, e.g. in Assyro-Babylonian ri-ig-ma-
Adad [rigm-Adad], "the voice of Adad"; zi-ik-re-el-ka [zikr-elka], "the 
mention of your god"; ša-ak-ne-Ellil [šakn-Ellìl], "the trustee of El l i l " . 
But the use of the anaptyctic vowel is attested in other cases for the same 
nouns: ri-gim < rigmu, ša-ki-in I šá-kin I šá-kan < šaknu, zi-kir < zikru. 
The systematic use of the anaptyctic vowel e in Masoretic Hebrew (e.g. 
melek, "king"; māwet, "death") is a unique feature which is not con
firmed for a somewhat earlier period by Origen's Hexapla mentioning, 
e.g., KopP for qereb, "middle"; apafor 'eres, "earth"; YLobafor qodeš, 
"holiness"; app for 'ereb, "evening", etc. 

A widespread use of anaptyctic vowels gives a peculiar flavour to the Ebla 
texts where they cannot be reduced simply to a particular way of using the 
syllabograms; e.g. dSa-nu-ga-rul2, the Djebel Sindjar identified with the Moon-
god and known later as Šangar or Šaggar, perhaps originally Šanar. A similar 
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situation occurs with the Ethiopic syllabograms of the 6th order that are tradi
tionally pronounced in Ge'ez either vowelless or with the vowel d < i/u. It 
stands to reason that these syllabograms were originally articulated with a very 
short vowel in all circumstances, thus e.g. 'addbār, "mountains", instead of the 
traditional 'adbār. 

G. Sandhi 

27.20. Sandhi, meaning in Sanskrit "a placing together", designates 
the assimilative changes occurring in a word under the influence of 
neighbouring words uttered in consecutive speech. Thus, e.g., the spi
rantization of the consonants b g d k p t becomes operative also at the 
beginning of a word when the preceding one, uttered together in consec
utive speech, ends in a vowel or in a consonant producing the spiranti
zation. Sandhi is widely attested in Arabic, especially in the traditional 
recitation of the Qur'ān, e.g. in Sūra 24,44: halaqa kulla dābbatin, "he 
created all the animals", is pronounced [halakkulla dābbatin] with the 
dropping of the final -a of halaqa and the assimilation q-k > kk. Accord
ing to Sibawayh, to produce the phrase hal + ra'ayta, "did you see?", 
Tamīm speakers of Central and Eastern Arabia were saying 
[harra'ayta], with the assimilation l-r >rr\ in Hedjaz, on the other hand, 
speakers pronounced it without assimilation. The sandhi-writing 'zlh for 
'zl Ih, "he went away" (cf. §65.4), is common in Galilean Aramaic and 
it became a rule in the Neo-Aramaic of Ma'lūla. Similarly, the spelling 
qwly, etc., is used regularly in early South-Palestinian Arabic for qui ll, 
"tell me!". In Tigre, halla 'al-ka, " i t is to you", i.e. "you have", is pro
nounced [hallakka]. A sandhi-spelling, which involves the assimilation 
of n to the following consonant, is attested in some Old Phoenician 
inscriptions; e.g. hs trb'l byrm for *bn yrm, "arrow of Tūra-Baal, son of 
Yarīm". A similar development gave rise to the divine name Mlqrt < 
*milk qart, "the king of the City", and to mlkty < *milk Kitti, "king of 
Kit ion". In Hebrew epigraphy, the sandhi phenomenon leads to 
spellings like hyhwh, "Yahwe is alive", for hy yhwh. 

H. Elision 

27.21. Elision of vowels and "weak" consonants (', w, y, h, I, n) is 
amply attested in Semitic languages, as already reported when dealing 
with these sounds. 
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27.22. According to Sibawayh, in ancient Arabic dialects unstressed i 
and u were elided, thus reducing e.g. the dissyllabic nominal patterns 
fi'i],fu'ul to fi'l, fu'l, while fa 'il mdfa'ul were reduced to fa 7 and the 
verbal forms fa'ila to fa 'la. The elision of short vowels occurs also in 
modern Arabic dialects and in other languages under influence of a 
strong word accent (§25.5). 

27.23. When two vowels meet, either one is elided or a glide w, y, ' is 
produced (§ 22.15). When there is elision, following rules are generally 
applied: 1° the meeting of two like vowels results in the same long 
vowel, e.g. North Arabian mnwt(w) = Latin Manavat > mnt /Manātl, one 
of the so-called "Allah's daughters"; 2° the quality of the long or 
stressed vowel tends to prevail, e.g. Assyro-Babylonian ibniū > ibnū, 
"they have built"; 3° two phonetically distant vowels, like a and /, may 
produce a vowel with an intermediate point of articulation, e.g. Phoeni
cian o~aur|u- Išamēml < šamayīm, "heavens". 

27.24. Postvocalic and intervocalic ', y, w can be elided when they are 
not long or geminated. The remaining vowel is originally long and the 
process is practically identical with the contraction of the diphthongs ay 
I iy I aw > ā (§ 22.3-5); e.g. Punic nasot Inašotl < *našāti < našá'ti, " I 
carried"; Nabataean Aramaic wldhm for wyldhm, "and their children"; 
Pre-Classical Arabic baqat < baqāt < *baqiyat, "she remained"; collo
quial Arabic dale < dalā < dalaw, "he drew". In West Semitic, at the 
time the orthography was fixed, the ' was still pronounced in some 
forms of the words where it was later elided. Thus, it is often kept as his
torical and etymological spelling without being articulated. This was 
probably the case also at Ugarit; e.g. the verb in rht[h] yml'u 
/*yumalli'ū/, "they filled his hands" (KTU 1.16,V,28), was very likely 
pronounced [yimallu] or [yumallu] (cf. syllabic ú-ma-lu-ú; § 45.8). 

27.25. The h of the presentative *han (§49.6) may be elided in 
Ugaritic in intervocalic position: wn < *wa-hanna/u (KTU 1.3,V,38; 
1.4,IV,50; V,6; 1.24,31), corresponding to the frequent Hebrew wd-
hinnē. In Early Aramaic, at Tell Fekherye, there is elision of intervocalic 
h in pronominal suffixes: klm < klhm, kin < klhn, "all of them". Simi
larly, the h of the pronominal suffixes -hu I -ha is elided in Ethiopic 
(> -u I -a) and the masculine suffix -hu can be elided also in Hebrew 
(> -6). It is omitted in the imperfect of the frequently used Ge'ez verbs 
bdhla, "to say", kdhla, "to be able", the imperfect being yabl, ydkl. 
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Elision of h occurs further in North Gurage hono, "to be, to become" 
root kūrì), when h is preceded by the / of the negative al-, thus balonà, 
" i f he is not", for balhonà. In North Arabian, the elision of h is attested 
in the word yahl, "family", "people", which is often written 7 in 
Safaitic; e.g. d-'l Mslk, "from the people of Mašaku". A similar assimi
lation or elision must have occurred in the Libyco-Berber verb llukk < 
*hlukk, "to tread on", and in the West Semitic forms Ik, "go!", and Ikt, 
"to go", of the very same verbal root. 

27.26. The elision of an initial unstressed syllable 'a occurs in Phoeni
cian personal names (e.g. Hīrom < * 'Ahīrom), and also in some Aramaic 
names as hlrm /Hīlarīmf for 'Ahīlarīm, "May my brother be exalted!". 
Instead, Aramaic had, "one", preserves the original monosyllabic char
acter of the word (§35.3). The same phenomenon occurs in Mishnaic 
Hebrew, as shown e.g. by the name L'zr instead of biblical 'El'āzār. 
This form is found in contemporary Palestinian inscriptions, in the New 
Testament (Aá^apos), and in manuscripts not affected by hypercorrec-
tion (§27.29). 

27.27. Also / and n are elided in certain conditions (§17.2). The nasal 
n is often assimilated (§27.3) or elided at the end of a word, like in 
Ge'ez 'ako, " i t is not", composed of the negative element 'a and of the 
verb kona, "to be". An elision in the middle of a divine name is attested, 
e.g., by Neo-Punic Abaddir < *'abn 'addīr, "Stone of the Mighty one". 
The liquid / can also be assimilated or elided, as the auxiliary -al in 
Harari before suffixes, e.g. tisàbraš < tisàbralš, "you (feminine singu
lar) break", or the / of B'l-šmyn >B'sm(y)n, "Baal of the Skies", in var
ious Middle Aramaic dialects. 

27.28. The elision of the feminine ending -t at the end of a word is a 
widespread phenomenon attested in Semitic and in Late Egyptian 
(§30.4). I f one hesitates to recognize this general trend in the Palaeosyr
ian personal name Si-a-ha /Šī-'ahat/, "She is a sister" (rather "brother", 
'aha), from Tell Beydar (cf. §27.29), there is no doubt that the ending 
-at gave way to -a > -ā at some point in the history of several Semitic 
languages. The residual final -a was then indicated in Hebrew, in Ara
maic, and in Arabic by the vowel letter -h, also by -'. It is uncertain 
whether -h functions already as mater lectionis in the Ugaritic equation 
mhrtt = mhrth, "plough-land", provided by parallel passages (KTU 
1.6,IV, 3 = 14 cor. mhrtth), but it is certainly used as a vowel letter from 
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the 9th century B.C. on; e.g. Aramaic tbh in tslwth tbh, "praying to him 
is sweet"; Moabite Mhdbh, "Medeba"; Hebrew m'h, "hundred". In the 
first millennium B.C., final -t was dropped in Assyro-Babylonian pro
nunciation after a I ā and after ē; e.g. Neo-Assyrian Ekallāte transcribed 
'glh in Aramaic; rèsāti, "first fruits", transcribed rsh; maqarrāt(e), 
"bales (of straw)", transcribed mqrh. The same process took place in 
Phoenician, first in the verb where this occurred before the fixing of the 
orthography (hence p'l, "she did"), later also in the noun where Neo-
Punic spellings like sdyq', "just", or tm', "perfect", show the feminine 
ending -ā > -o, confirmed by Latin transcriptions such as Anna for Hnt. 
The feminine ending -t was still preserved in Pre-Islamic North Arabian 
(e.g. Thamūdic nqt /nāqat/, "she-camel"; Lihyānite sxnt, "year"; 
Safaitic bkrt, "young she-camel"; Palmyrene 'mt, "folk"), but the 
spelling of feminine nouns in -h throughout the Qur'ān shows that final 
-t was elided in the Pre-Classical period and that the residual vowel -a 
was indicated by -h, that was already used as mater lectionis in 
Lihyānite (e.g. mh /mā/, "what"; 'dh /'idā/, "while"). A similar process 
occurred in Late Egyptian, as shown by number of Semitic and Greek 
transcriptions of Egyptian proper names; e.g. Aramaic Pt'sy for P3~dl-
3ś.t, "Whom Isis has given". 

27.29. In proper names, the elision of final consonants is attested in 
various places. At Ebla, e.g., the place name Mug-ri-ikl occurs next to 
Mug-ri-duk\ the personal name A-mi-i occurs next to A-mi-du and prob
ably designates the same person. In both examples, a hypocoristic suffix 
-iy is added to the name. At Emar, Hittite pseudo-hieroglyphic transcrip
tions, like ma-li for malik, tà-ka for Dagān, illustrate this phenomenon. 
In ancient South Arabian anthroponomy, the theophorous element 'Attar 
occurs frequently without r at the end of a name. 

I . Hypercorrection 

27.30. Hypercorrection occurs when a speaker or a writer over-com
pensates for an error which he fears he might incur, as when an English 
speaker uses "whom" where "who" is required, since "whom" sounds 
more formal and hence seems, fallaciously, more correct. Such mis
placed changes occur frequently in Mss., not only when a copyist 
endeavours correcting a normal scribal error, but especially when he 
tries to harmonize the idiom used by a writer with a "classical" form of 
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the language. Thus, it can be shown, e.g., that Mediaeval copyists, and 
later the printers, tried to harmonize Mishnaic Hebrew with Biblical 
Hebrew because they considered departures from the latter one as mis
takes. This "hypercorrecting" tendency let to a complete distortion of 
the linguistic structure of Mishnaic Hebrew in many manuscripts, 
printed texts, and finally grammars and dictionaries. E.g. the Mishnaic 
Hebrew word for "man" was 'ādān instead of biblical 'ādām, but the 
word was systematically "corrected" in more recent Mss., and it disap
peared in printed texts. The pronominal suffix of the 2nd pers. masc. 
sing, was -àk, e.g. ddbārāk, "your word", but its vocalization was "cor
rected" into -kā, e.g. ddbārdkā. This phenomenon is not at all unusual 
where speakers and copyists try seriously to follow the rules of a "cor
rect" language, but lack the necessary knowledge. Hypercorrection 
occurs also in Mandaic manuscripts, e.g. when scribes extend the 
archaizing spelling with z for d to words in which d is etymological, thus 
writing zeqlā for deqlā, "palm-tree", zdmā for damā, "blood", etc. 
Fortunately, all these words with etymological d and d are pronounced 
exclusively with d in colloquial Mandaic. 



Il l 

MORPHOLOGY 

1. T H E R O O T MORPHEME 

28 . 1 . The material of a language is generally taken to be its words. I f 
Semitic languages can be considered as genetically related, it is because 
they exhibit a systematic correspondence of words in their morphology, 
especially in the inflectional patterns. Now, morphology is relatively 
resistent to radical linguistic mutation, but it may undergo a certain 
degree of change through internal diachronic development or by contact 
with other languages. This is the reason why a rather synchronic assess
ment of the characteristics of the Semitic root morpheme may differ 
somehow from a diachronic appreciation, as the one exposed in §28.4 ff. 
Most of the words of the historically attested Semitic languages are usu
ally analyzed as being a combination of three consonants, and of one or 
more vowels. Such a conception was strongly advocated in the 10th cen
tury A.D. by Hayyudj of Fez whose ideas are generally followed up to 
now. According to this traditional grammatical analysis, the three con
sonants, called radicals, form the smallest lexical unit of the language 
and constitute the root morpheme (e.g. Arabic ktb, "to write"). This 
basic semantic element is assumed to be further qualified by a number of 
vowels or vowels plus consonants which either specify the meaning of 
the root and serve as lexical morphemes (e.g. kitāb-, "book"; kātib-, 
"writer"; maktabat-, "library"), or determine the grammatical category 
and act as grammatical morphemes (e.g. kataba, "he wrote"; yaktubu, 
"he writes"). 

28.2. The existence of biconsonantal roots in Semitic languages, 
besides the triconsonantal ones, cannot be denied, even apart from the 
roots that became biconsonantal in consequence of the dropping out of 
one of the radicals. Their number even increases significantly i f one 
accepts that only two of the three radicals of the triconsonantal roots are 
the main bearers of the meaning and that the third one had at one stage 
the task of a determinant or modifier in very much the same way as 
occurs with vowels in the fully developed triconsonantal system. This is 
illustrated by the well-known example of the Hebrew verbs prd, prm, 
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prs, prs, prq, prr, prš, etc., that have the radical pr in common and 
express the basic notion of "dividing". 

28.3. However, the Semitic triconsonantal or biconsonantal root, con
ceived as the smallest lexical unit, is only the abstract basis of a family 
of words used in the language and did never exist as a living reality in a 
spoken idiom. Such a situation does not occur in other language "fami
lies" where the roots also include vowels and can be pronounced by any 
speaker of the tongue under consideration. In English, for example, as in 
Indo-European languages in general, the roots include vowels and they 
constitute pronounceable realities, e.g. "to cut", "boy", "love". The 
same happens in languages as different as Chinese or Sumerian. In 
Sumerian, e.g., the root is a stable reality, as d i n g i r , "god", ga l , 
"great", d u, "to go", gub, "to stand". In fact, the morphological 
analysis of basic Semitic words and forms — especially the three -a-, 
-i-, and -u- classes of East Semitic and Arabic verbs (§37.1; 38.3, 15) — 
reveal a relative stability of radical vowels, which should therefore be 
regarded as forming part of the root. In other words, Semitic roots are con
tinuous morphemes which are instrumental in derivation but subject to 
vocalic and consonantal change in this process which is based on continu
ous or discontinuous "pattern morphemes", both lexical and grammatical. 
However, for practical reasons and to keep in tune with the common 
usage of the Semitists, we shall often refer to the roots by indicating their 
sole consonants. This practice should be considered as a simple short
hand, without any morphologic bearing on the Semitic word structure. 

28.4. Contrary to the traditional opinion, the basic stock of the Semitic 
vocabulary appears to consist of monosyllabic root morphemes (e.g. 'ab-, 
"father"; hud, "seize!") that can be extended by affixes, which are 
either lexical morphemes (e.g. 'ab-ūt-, "fatherhood") or grammatical 
morphemes (e.g. ya-hud-u, "he seizes"). The derivational process can 
occasion phonetic modifications (e.g. abbūtu, "fatherhood" in Assyro-
Babylonian), and further changes are due to the standardization of the 
monosyllabic root in accordance with a dissyllabic stem pattern, espe
cially in the verbs (e.g. Arabic ya'hud-u), an evolution which took place 
already in the Proto-Semitic period. Despite these changes that Semitic 
has undergone, eight monosyllabic types of Semitic root morphemes can 
readily be distinguished in historical times, when complementary mor
phemes, like those specifying the grammatical gender (§30.10-11), were 
already agglutinated to the root. The root morphemes in question consist 
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either of short syllables of the type Cv, or of long syllables as Cv, CvC 
and ClC2vCv or of ultra-long syllables, as CvC, CxC2vCy C{vC2C2, and 
C,vC2C3 (§24.3). Since the vowel length behaves like a consonant and 
since the initial or final two-consonant cluster is just a variant of a long 
or geminated consonant, one could also say that the monosyllabic roots 
are either short, or long, or ultra-long syllables. For clarity's sake, 
however, it is better to divide them into eight groups. Taking the three 
fundamental vowels a, i, u into account, one can then distinguish 
twenty-four sub-groups of monosyllabic roots. In this approach, the pro
nounceable two-consonant clusters are acceptable as well as in modern 
colloquials. 

28.5. There are three sub-groups of the Cv class, distinguishable on the 
basis of the vowels a, i, u. In general, these morphemes are proclitics or 
enclitics: 

Ca: wa- > u-, -ma, "and"; ha- > a-, interrogative; ka-, "as, like"; la-, "truly"; 
pa-lfa-, "and so, so that". 

Ci: hi-, "in"; U-, "for". 
CM: lu-, "let it be, be i t !" ; du/tu, "that (one)" (cf. §28.6). 

28.6. The three sub-groups of the Cv class are distinguishable on the 
basis of the long vowels ā,ī,ū: 

Cā: yā, "oh!"; lā, "not"; mā, "what?"; qā, "gauge". 
Ci: ki, "because". 
Cū: gū, "voice"; dū/tū, "that (one)" (cf. §28.5); lū, "truly"; pū, "mouth". 

The inflection of the nouns qā, gū, pū can bring about a change of the 
vowel, and their construct state may be used either with the -u of the 
nominative, or with -i attested also in the nominative and in the 
accusative, or with the vowel -a in the accusative; e.g. in Old Akkadian 
pu-i, pi-i, pá-i, "my mouth", pu-šu, pi-šu, pá-šu, "his mouth", all in the 
accusative. The Assyro-Babylonian nominative form qa-a confirms the 
Cā pattern for the noun "gauge", while the Arabic construct state fū 
favours a Cū root morpheme in the case of "mouth". 

28.7. The CvC class is well represented by monosyllabic nominal roots 
and verbal basic forms: 

CaC: 'ab-, "father"; 'ah-, "brother"; had, "one"; ham-, "father-in-law"; yad-, 
"hand"; may-, "water"; ta'-, "ewe"; gaš, "come near!"; da', "know!"; 
hah, "give!"; qah, "take!". 
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CiC: '//-, "god"; bin-, "son"; tin-, "two"; šim-, "name"; din/tin, "give!"; 
lidil), "bear!"; lik, "go!"; rid, "go down!"; tib, "sit down!". 

CuC: mut-, "man"; ru'-, "companion"; su'-, "sheep"; hud, "seize!". 

Some specimens of this group may go back to a Proto-Afro-Asiatic pattern 
CCvC or CvCC, as a comparison with Libyco-Berber seems to suggest in a few 
specific cases. E.g. the Hebrew imperative lēk < *lik, "go!", may originate from 
*hlik, as Libyco-Berber llukk, "tread on!", would indicate, since the initial tense 
or long 11 probably derives from *hl. The Hebrew plural mdt-īm, "men", is 
apparently related to the Libyco-Berber plural midd-dn or mddd-dn, "people", 
"men", where the tense dd suggests a link with Bantu mu-ntu, "man", and 
seems to imply a development nt > tt > dd, although Hausa mutum and East 
Semitic mutu(m) exhibit a non-geminated t. 

28.8. The C1C2vC3 class with a consonant cluster in initial position 
occurs frequently in modern Semitic languages, e.g. in Neo-Aramaic, 
but it was largely represented also in Pre-Classical languages, as shown 
e.g. by the imperative of triconsonantal verbs in the simple stem. How
ever, there tend to be strict constraints on the formation of clusters in 
most languages; the best attested combinations involve one of the con
sonants /, m, n, r (§17.9), but labiovelar consonants (kp, gb) may play a 
role as well, since they are frequent in African languages (cf. §1.2). 

C]C2aC3: rba', "four"; sba'-, "finger"; ptah, "open!". 
CjC2/C3: mri', "man"; mil, "go down!". 
C{C2uC3: dltmur-, "night-watch"; sgul-, "belonging"; šmun-, "olive-oil"; 

ktub, "write!". 

The clusters involved by these patterns are generally resolved in Clas
sical languages by the addition of a prosthetic (§27.16-17) or an anap
tyctic vowel (§27.19), which is often identical with that of the radical, 
particularly in the imperative of the simple stem: e.g. 'uktub, "write!", 
'inzil, "go down!", but 'iftah, "open!", in Arabic; kusud, "seize!", 
sabat, "take!", but limad, "learn!", in Assyro-Babylonian; 'arba', 
"four", in Hebrew and Arabic. Alternative forms with prosthetic or 
anaptyctic vowels can coexist, e.g. Samun- and Eapouv-, the Phoenician 
divine name "Eshmun" derived from *šmun. 

28.9. The CvC class with an internal long vowel is well attested among 
nominal and verbal roots. This class comprehends, in particular, the so-
called "weak" verbs of the type śīm, "to place", or qūm, "to get up", 
although there is a widespread opinion among scholars that Semitic and 
even Afro-Asiatic "weak" verbs have triconsonantal origins. They base 
themselves mainly on the Classical Arabic "weak" verbs. Now, Arabic 
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morphology in general, and that of the verb in particular, reflects exten
sive late analogical formation, thus adapting monosyllabic roots to the 
triconsonantal system. This extensive analogical process makes Arabic 
less fitting for an analysis of the monosyllabic roots of the CvC class 
than most other Semitic languages. More insight might be found in 
Libyco-Berber verbs like qqim, "stay!", where the tense consonant qq 
could go back to a labiovelar qw (§11.11; 18.7) and imply an original 
form *qwim in Proto-Afro-Asiatic. Such monosyllabic roots would sim
ply require the transfer of some samples to the classes CvC or CxC2vCy 

CāC: kāp-, "rock"; pan-, "face"; bāš, "be ashamed!"; Ml > sal, "ask!". 
CīC: zīm-, "feature(s)"; tit-, "clay"; kīs-, "bag"; kīr-, "oven"; sis-, "flower"; 

sir > sir, "begin!"; sim, "place!". 
CūC: būl-, "livestock"; kūb-, "foetus"; mūś-, "night"; nūn-, "fish"; sūq-, 

"street"; put-, "forehead"; kūn, "be firm!"; qūm, "get up!". 

One should note that the opposition l:ū is not absolute, as shown by 
words like klr- in Assyro-Babylonian and kūr, "oven", in other Semitic 
languages, or blr and būr, "well". The situation is here comparable with 
the opposition of voiced and unvoiced consonants (§10.8). 

28.10. The CxC2vC3 class with a consonant cluster in initial position 
and a long radical vowel does not occur frequently, but its existence is 
firmly attested, in particular by some basic numerals. 

C,C2āC3: drā'-, "arm"; tlāt-, "three"; tmān-, "eight"; tmāl-, "yesterday". 
CxC2īCỳ briq-, "pitcher" (Classical Arabic 'ibrīq); *kdīś- > kdlš, "cart horse, 

nag, jade" (Classical Arabic 'ikdīš or kadis). 
CxC2ūC3: klūb, "cage" (Greek K^COPOS). 

28.11. The CxvC2C2 class is characterized by a long or geminated final 
consonant. 

CxaC2C2. baqq-, "gnat"; hagg-, "feast, pilgrimage"; kapp-, "palm of the 
hand"; 'amm-, "ancestor, founder of a family"; śarr-, "chief, king"; 
gal{l), "roll!"; mas(s) > mass(i/a), "touch!". 

CxiC2C2: 'imm-, "mother"; zimm-, "wound"; libb-, "heart"; till-, "shade"; 
šinn-, "tooth"; firr(i/a), "flee!"; qirr(i/a), "be at rest!". 

CJMC 2 C 2 : dubb-, "fly"; hurr-, "cave"; šušš-, "sixty"; gud(d), "k i l l ! " ; dubb(u), 
"speak!". 

28.12. The CjVC2C3 class is a variant of the preceding one. Instead of 
the final long or geminated consonant, it has a two-consonant cluster at 
the end. This pattern characterizes many nominal roots and it constitutes 
the stem of the Assyro-Babylonian stative (pars-), with the exception of 
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the 3rd pers. masc. sing, (paris, "is separated"). According to the com
mon opinion, instead, the second vowel of the stem is to be considered 
as consistently suppressed. The following list includes only examples of 
nominal roots: 

CxaC2Cỳ 'amr-, "order, word"; ba'l-, "lord"; gadr-, "wall"; hamš-, "five"; 
kalb-, "dog"; malk-, "king"; 'aśr-, "ten"; šab'-, "seven". 

CxiC2Cỳ biśr-, "joy"; nidr-, "vow"; sipr-, "document, book"; 'igl-, "calf"; 
'idr-, "help"; śi'b-, "gorge, ravine". 

CxuC2Cỳ 'udn-, "ear"; hušk-, "darkness"; 'umq-, "valley"; ġunm-, "booty"; 
qudš-, "holiness". 

28.13. The enlargement of certain biconsonantal roots with -ā should 
be compared with the colloquial extension of Arabic pronouns to anāya, 
dntāya, " I " , "you", with the Libyco-Berber use of an expressive parti
cle ay, and with the widespread suffixing of an enclitic -a in various 
Agaw dialects, especially to the pronoun of the first person singular 
an-a, besides the normal form an. In fact, the Semitic enclitic -ā often 
occurs in cases where "my" is implied and it is probably related to a 
pronominal suffix of the first person singular (cf. §36.26). This enclitic 
produced derivatives that are sometimes considered as proofs of the 
original triconsonantal or dissyllabic character of the roots under consid
eration. Thus, some ancient Arabic dialects used 'abā instead of 'ab, 
"father", 'ahā for 'ah, "brother", yadā for yad, "hand", damā for dam, 
"blood". These forms might be compared with Mishnaic Hebrew 'abbā, 
"(my) father", and 'immā, "(my) mother", that are unlikely to have 
been borrowed from the Aramaic emphatic state (§33.7). Now, Arabic 
damawly, "bloody", instead of damly, derives from such a secondary 
form damā with a w-glide separating the two vowels. A comparable phe
nomenon occurs in dialectal Aramaic with dbhh,-"she-bear", and šmh', 
"the memorial" (lit. "the name"), where a /z-glide separates the two 
vowels ā, like in the name 'Abraham < 'Abrām and in the plural form of 
some nouns (§31.19). Similar enlargements of biconsonantal roots are 
found in Palaeosyrian and in Libyco-Berber. In Palaeosyrian, however, 
the a-vowel changed into u under the influence of the w-glide. Thus, we 
encounter at Ebla ù-hu-wa-tum /'uhuwātum/, "fraternity"; tù-bù-a-tum 
/tūbuwātum/, "goodness"; sa-zu-wa-tum /ša(w)śu(')wātum/, "dis
missal" (root wś', "to go out"). These forms go back to the following 
elements: 'ah-ā + atum, tūb-ā + atum, ša{w)sā(') + atum. The original 
tf-morpheme is preserved, instead, in Libyco-Berber, e.g. ilsawdn, plural 
of Us, "tongue", and ismawan, plural of ism, "name". In reality, both 
are "sound" plurals of older internal plurals (§31.9) *ilsā and *ismā, 
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corresponding to the Arabic internal plurals 'asmā' of 'ism, "name", 
and 'abnā' of 'ibn, "son". Such cases cannot advocate the alleged tri
consonantal origin of the roots in question. 

28.14. The roots are sometimes called by linguists "ful l" and "free" 
morphemes. They are "ful l" morphemes because they have a more or 
less independent meaning, so that one or a series of full morphemes in 
isolation can be fairly meaningful. E.g. kalb- suggests a determined ani
mal, a "dog", and sipr- li-malk- means "a book (belonging) to a king". 
They are "free" morphemes because they can stand alone as indepen
dent words. The "ful l" and "free" morphemes are not fully defined by 
their semantic and phonological properties. They also have syntactic 
properties which determine how they function with respect to the gram
matical processes of the language. For example, kalb-, "dog", can func
tion only as a noun, and never, say, as a verb, but the "fu l l" and "free" 
verbal morpheme Ictub-, "write!", is subject to a shift in grammatical 
class or part of speech when determinate lexical morphemes are added to 
it (§28.1). Conversely, some nominal morphemes may become verbal 
when an appropriate lexical morpheme is added to it; e.g. tin-, "two", 
gives rise to tniiy), "double!", when the morpheme -y is suffixed to the 
root. In fact, this morpheme seems to have a causal function (§41.13; 
43.11). 

28.15. The task of lexical individualization and grammatical catego
rization is assumed, indeed, by lexical and grammatical morphemes 
(§28.1) which are affixed to the root or infixed in it according to a series 
of well determined patterns. These morphemes are called "bound", 
because they cannot stand alone as independent words, and "empty", 
because they do not have an independent meaning, although they are not 
all empty of semantic content; e.g., the prefixed morpheme ma- forming 
nouns often implies a notion of place (§29.21), while the suffixed verbal 
morpheme -ū usually indicates the plural. 

28.16. Affixes and infixes have varying effects when they are added to 
roots. When -im is added in Hebrew, e.g., to kalb- to form kalb-im, 
"dogs", the effect is to further specify kalb- with respect to the number 
of animals being referred to. Both kalb- and kalblm are nouns; adding 
the plural morphem -lm does not change the grammatical class of 
the word in question. Similarly, affixing the imperfect and indicative 
morphemes to the Arabic verbal root *ktub- gives another verbal form 
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ya-ktub-u, "he writes". On the other hand, yaktubu and maktabat-, 
"library", belong to different grammatical classes; yaktubu is a verb, the 
conjugation of which is examined in the corresponding chapter, but 
maktabat- is a deverbal noun, the pattern of which, etc., is dealt with in 
the chapter on nouns. 

28.17. Accordingly, linguists often distinguish between "inflectional" 
and "derivational" affixes, or, to use older terms, "grammatical" and 
"lexical". However, derivational affixes do not always effect a change 
in grammatical class as in the example of maktabat-. The derivational 
suffix -at-, for instance, relates malk-, "king", and malkat-, "queen", yet 
both are nouns. Nor is a shift in grammatical class always signalled by 
an overt marker. E.g., bēt- and ašar- are basically nouns, meaning 
"house" and "place", but they can also be used as relative pronouns, 
with no affix (§57.5). As a rule, however, a shift in grammatical class is 
indicated by overt markers, as prefix, suffix, infix, and even vocalic 
change, as maktab-at- vs. *ktub. 

28.18. The addition of affixes or infixes to roots is one way of con
structing complex lexical items from simple ones and of indicating their 
grammatical function. There are various other ways of forming complex 
lexical units and expressing the relative function of various items in a 
sentence. Affixation and infixation involve adding an "empty" mor
pheme to a " f u l l " morpheme or to a larger unit containing a " f u l l " mor
pheme. Some words, by way of contrast, are formed by combining two 
or more roots. Thus, combining the preposition ana, " i n " , and the noun 
sum, "name", we obtain the East Semitic subordinate conjunction 
aššu(m), "because" (§58.16). As for the grammatical function of differ
ent units in a clause, it can be expressed by their simple juxtaposition in 
a determined word order; e.g. libb malkat, "heart of the/a queen", where 
the nomen regens is followed immediately by the nomen rectum, with no 
affix in a Semitic language lacking a functioning case system in nouns. 

28.19. On the basis of the categories for which certain classes of words 
inflect, three inflectional classes or parts of speech may be distin
guished: nouns (§29-35), pronouns (§36), and verbs (§37-46). Unin-
flected morphemes are subdivided in adverbs (§47), prepositions (§48), 
connective and deictic particles (§49). These distinctions are based on the 
actual use of the parts of speech in Semitic languages. However, most 
adverbs and prepositions are derived from nouns, and the distinction 
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between nouns and verbs is not clearly cut in Semitic and, in general, in 
Afro-Asiatic. There are many deverbal nouns and denominative verbs. 
The participle and the infinitive are verbal nouns, while the stative or 
suffix-conjugation stands on the threshold between nominal and verbal 
predication. Comparative Afro-Asiatic linguistics shows even that the 
distinction between verbal and nominal roots is not always clearly cut, 
because there are a number of Afro-Asiatic roots which are used both as 
nouns and verbs without distinctive affixes. In Somali, e.g., qufa' means 
either "to cough" or "cough", gargar, "to help" or "help", and habār 
"to curse" or "curse". In East Semitic, qātuim) designates the "hand", 
but Somali qād < *qāt is a verb meaning "to take". 

2. T H E NOUN 

29.1. A noun is a member of a class of words which has a descriptive 
function and comprises substantives, adjectives, and participles, as well 
as numerals. These nominal subclasses are usually distinguishable 
through their various degree of subjection to the inflectional categories 
of gender, number, and case, and often also through their morphological 
type, called "stem", "noun-form", or "pattern", which is associated in 
several instances with a specific meaning or function. Semitic nouns are 
either primary or derived. They are primary i f they correspond to a root 
morpheme, e.g. 'ab-, "father". They are derived i f their pattern repre
sents an extended or modified verbal or nominal root morpheme, e.g. 
Arabic 'ubūwa, "fatherhood". 

29.2. In the following, the main noun patterns will be presented with 
their principal semantic fields, inasmuch as they can be established. For 
the identification of the patterns, either the symbols CvC, etc., or the 
usual paradigms will be used: fl mainly for Arabic, prs for Assyro-
Babylonian, qtl for most North and West Semitic languages. The same 
paradigms will be employed in the sections dealing with the inflection of 
the noun, viz. gender (§30), number (§31), case (§32), state (§33), as 
well as in the further chapters of this book. 

A. Noun Stems or Patterns 

29.3. Nominal patterns are said to be "simple" when they correspond 
to a root morpheme or appear as its allomorphs. They are "extended" 
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either when preformatives, afformatives or infixes are added, when a 
diphthongization occurs, or when the whole root morpheme or one of its 
radicals are reduplicated. The "simple" patterns are distinguishable from 
each other by vocalization, by lengthening of vowels, and by lengthen
ing or gemination of consonants. Hence it is evident that a purely con
sonantal script, e.g. Ugaritic or South Arabian, conceals a wide variety 
of morphological "simple" noun stems. The "extended" patterns are 
often discontinuous and may be superimposed on a root. E.g. Arabic 
maġlis-, "conference room", simply implies the prefixing of ma- to the 
verbal root *glis (/-class), "sit down", but Aramaic miškab, "bed", is 
formed on the pattern miCCaC which is superimposed on the verbal root 
*škub (w-class), "lay down". Considering the uncertainties resulting 
from lacking vocalizations, diachronic factors, and phonetic develop
ments, we shall not enter in this Outline into a discussion of the vocalic 
components of discontinuous patterns. 

a) Simple Patterns 

29A. The monoconsonantal (Cv) noun stems are fairly rare. The bicon
sonantal "simple" patterns can have either a short vowel (CvC), or a 
long vowel (CvC), or a long second consonant (CxvC2C2). They corre
spond all to the root morphemes of the same type (§28.6-7,9,11), but are 
subject to phonological developments according to the principles 
exposed in the section on phonology (§10-27). Their semantic field 
includes kinship (e.g. 'ab-, "father"; 'ah-, "brother"; 'imm-, 
"mother"), parts of human body (e.g. pū-, "mouth"; dam-, "blood"; 
yad-, "hand"; kapp-, "palm of hand"), and basic numerals (had-, 
"one"; tin-, "two"). 

29.5. The triconsonantal nouns with one short vowel of the type 
CjvC 2C 3 (§28.12) are likewise subject to phonological developments, 
especially to anaptyxis (§27.19). E.g. kalb-, "dog", can become kalab in 
the construct state of Assyro-Babylonian; it develops to kāleb > keleb in 
Hebrew and to * kalab > kdlab in Aramaic. In Arabic, the patterns fa 'al 
and fa 'il may occur as phonetic variants of fa'I; e.g. nahr and nahar, 
"river"; ša'r and sa'ar, "hair"; tard and tarad, "hunt". The same phe
nomenon seems to be attested in Palaeosyrian (e.g. sa-ma-nu, "o i l " ) , 
unless such a spelling of stems belonging to the type C{vC2C3 is to be 
attributed to the inadequate character of the writing system. These stems 
mostly denote concrete nouns, but they may convey abstract meanings 
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as well; e.g. Assyro-Babylonian sulmu, "peace, well-being", Arabic 
quds, "holiness". 

Hebrew nouns belonging to this category are called "segolates" since they 
are vocalized e-e, with two segols, in the Tiberian Masoretic tradition. It is 
worth noting that this segolization is still unknown to Origen (3rd century A.D.), 
barely attested in the Latin transcriptions of Jerome (348-420 A.D.), and appar
ently unknown to the author of the Latin transcriptions of Hebrew in the 10th-
century Ripoll Ms. 74, where kerem appears as charm and zemer as zambr. In 
the Babylonian tradition, these nouns are vocalized a-a, while their Tiberian 
pausal vocalization is ā-e. 

29.6. Dissyllables with short vowels of the type CvCvC may be vari
ants of the preceding group, occasioned mainly by anaptyxis, e.g. 
Palaeosyrian ba-ša-nu-(-um) and Arabic batan(un) vs. Babylonian 
bašmu(m), "serpent"; malik, "king", from malk-; kabid- from kabd-, 
"liver". Others are adjectives, partially substantivized, as Arabic tiqal, 
"heaviness", to be compared with the broken plural tiqāl of the adjec
tive taqll, "heavy"; or kibar, "greatness", to be related to the broken 
plural kibār of the adjective kablr, "great". The second short vowel is 
lost in Syriac and in Neo-Aramaic, e.g. halba < halab-ā, "milk" (cf. 
§33.7). Numerous vocalic changes occur in modem Arabic dialects. 

29.7. Dissyllables with long vowel in the first syllable (CvCvC) are 
either active participles of triconsonantal verbs (CāCiC), often substan
tivized as agent nouns, or patterns very rare outside Arabic. E.g. kātib, 
participle "writing" in Aramaic and substantive "scribe" in Arabic; 
ālikuim), participle "going" and substantive "envoy" in Assyro-Baby
lonian. This pattern is attested also in Palaeosyrian; e.g. kà-šè-bù(-um) 
/kādibum/, "misleading", hence "liar"; wa-zi-um /wāśi'um/, "going 
out", hence "quitter". It is subject to important vocalic changes in 
Hebrew and in Phoenician, e.g. *tāpit-, "judge", becoming šopēt and 
later šūfēt in Punic. 

29.8. Dissyllables with long vowel in the second syllable (CvCvC) par
tially derive from monosyllabic morpheme roots of the type C{C2vC3 

(§28.10), which reappears frequently in modern colloquials. E.g. talāt-, 
"three", and tamān-, "eight", probably originate from *tlāt- and *tmān-, 
while the present colloquial forms of Damascus are tlāt- and tmān-. The 
patterns CvClC and CvCūC are predominantly adjectival or participial, 
e.g. Arabic kablr, "great"; Ge'ez marir, "bitter"; Hebrew 'āsūm, 
"strong". CvClC, in particular, is used in Aramaic as a passive participle 
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(e.g. kdtlb, "written"), while the same function is assumed in Hebrew by 
the type CvCūC, e.g. qātūl, "killed". A similar use of both stems occurs 
occasionally also in other languages, e.g. karūbu, "blessed" in Assyro-
Babylonian poetry; qatll, "killed" in Arabic. In modern dialects, the 
short vowels may disappear or be affected by a qualitative change; e.g. 
kablr, "great", becomes kiblr in Cairene Arabic and gblr in a 
"Mesopotamian" dialect. The patterns CiCāC, CuCūC, and CaCIC are 
used in Arabic to form broken plurals, especially the first one (e.g. riġāl, 
"men"; bihār, "seas"), which appears as an extension of the pattern 
CiCaC (e.g. siġār, "the small ones", cf. siġar, "smallness"; 'izām, "the 
great ones", cf. 'izam, "greatness"; see also §29.6). The same pattern 
CiCāC is employed also for tools and instruments, e.g. Assyro-Babylon
ian qināzu(m), "whip"; Aramaic himār, "donkey"; Arabic nitāq, 
"belt". In some languages, the short vowel i is lost or changes into eld, 
and ā may become o; e.g. Neo-Aramaic hmāra, "donkey"; Ge'ez qdnāt, 
"belt"; Hebrew 'ēzor < *'izār, "belt". 

b) Patterns with Diphthongs 

29.9. Monosyllables with diphthong appear in Semitic (e.g. bayt, 
"house"), particularly in Arabic: e.g. yawm, "day", tawm, "garlic", 
hawr, "lake". They characterize the Andalusian dialect, as suggested by 
rawz for ruzz, "rice", sawf for suf, "wool". Since early Andalusian is 
related somehow to ancient South Arabian (§8.2), the Sabaic patterns fyl 
mdjwl should probably be interpreted as/ay/ and fawl: e.g. 'ys1, "man" 
(cf. Hebrew 'Is), gyr, "lime-plaster" (cf. Arabic ġlr), hyn, "time" (cf. 
Arabic hln), tyb, "scent" (cf. Arabic tlb), swr, "image" (cf. Arabic sūra). 
Dissyllables with diphthong in the first syllable (Caw/yCaC) may have 
different origins. E.g. West Semitic and South Arabian hykl or hykl goes 
back to Old Sumerian (§27.16), while kawkab, "star", attested already 
in Sabaic (kwkb), is based ultimately on the biconsonantal reduplicated 
root kabkab-, known from Amorite onomastics. Ethiopic 'aydug, "ass", 
is used for 'ā'(d)dug, while 'awnuq or 'aynuq, "she-camels", are inter
nal plurals (§31.26-28) of nāqa in ancient Arabic dialects. Other Arabic 
examples are haydar, "small"; šayham, "hedgehog"; fay sal, "arbiter". 
Several nouns of this group are simply Arabic elatives introduced by 
'a- (§34.5), e.g. 'awfar, "more abounding", from wafara, "to abound". 
The diphthong aw appears instead of u in Andalusian Arabic lawbān for 
lubān, "olibanum", and in Sabaic hwlm vs. Arabic hulm, "dream", also 
in kawtar, "generous", vs. *Kutar, a divine name. 
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29.10. Dissyllables with the diphthong -ay- in the second syllable 
(CvCayC) and a dissimilated vowel u<a'm the first one are largely used 
as diminutives, especially in Arabic; e.g. kulayb, "small dog" in Arabic; 
'ulaym, "young boy" in Aramaic; perhaps slym, "statuette" in Sabaic. 
The pattern/V/ occurs in Epigraphic South Arabian mainly as a broken 
plural stem (e.g. mdwr, "territories"), but it is also encountered in proper 
names. It might be identical there with the Arabic fi"awl pattern which 
occurs in some diminutives; e.g. 'iġġawl, "small calf"; hinnaws, 
"piglet". 

c) Patterns extended by Gemination 

29.11. Twelve different noun stems with geminated second radical 
consonant are attested in Arabic, either with short or long second vowel, 
or with one of the diphthongs -aw-1-ay-. Most of these stems occur also 
in Assyro-Babylonian, while their number is somewhat reduced in other 
languages. The pattern C^aC2C2āC3 is largely used in Semitic for names 
of professions, e.g. gallābu{m), "barber" in Assyro-Babylonian; mallāh, 
"sailor" in Aramaic; naġġār, "carpenter" in Arabic; rakkāb, "horse
man" in Hebrew; gabbār, "workman" in Ge'ez. The vowel ā should 
normally have changed into 6 in Hebrew, but this did not happen for 
some unknown reason. Clear traces of this pattern subsist in Libyco-
Berber; e.g. Tuareg a-fdrrad, "sweeper"; a-nabbal, "grave-digger". 
The same noun stem is employed for tools or instruments in colloquial 
Arabic (e.g. kaddān, "harness collar"; zammām, a kind of "bolt"), 
while Assyro-Babylonian uses patterns with vowels ī / ū for the same 
purpose (e.g. hasslnu, "axe"; sikkūru, "bolt"). The pattern ClaC2C2ūC3  

is used instead of C]aC1C2āCz in Assyro-Babylonian šakkūru, "drunk
ard", and in a number of Syriac nouns, e.g., gazzūzā, "shearer"; 
gazzūrā, "butcher"; dabbūhā, "sacrificer". Aramaic ptwr, "interpreter 
(of dreams)", should belong here too. The pattern appears also in 
Hebrew 'ammūd, "column, pillar"; habbūrā, "contusion", but belongs 
then to different semantic fields. Stems of the types CjVC2C2vC3 and 
CjVC2C2vC3 are also employed throughout the Semitic languages to indi
cate adjectives with intensive meaning; e.g. qattanu, "very small" in 
Assyro-Babylonian; šappīr, "beautiful" in Aramaic; 'addīr, "powerful" 
in Hebrew and in Phoenician; qaddūs or quddūs, "most holy" in Ara
bic; da-nu-nu Idannūrìul, "(are) very strong"; ni-bù-hu /nibbūġu/, 
"(are) outstanding", and /tubbūhu/ in Palaeosyrian, i f Tù-bù-hu-á'À-da 
means "Very slaughterous is Hadda". This pattern occurs in Libyco-
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Berber adjectives as well; e.g. a-mdllal, "white"; a-wdssar, "old". The 
pattern CldC2C2āC?> is used in Tigre to form names of products or results 
of actions; e.g. hdrrād, "what is slaughtered"; sdttār, "splinter". The 
same meaning characterizes the CliC2C2ūC3 pattern in Samaritan Ara
maic; e.g. siyyūd, "game"; gizzūr, "piece". The gemination is lost in 
Neo-Aramaic (e.g. palāha < pallāhā, "worker") and in some modern 
Ethiopic dialects (e.g. haġis < *hâġgis, "new"). 

29.12. Dissyllables with geminated third consonant occur chiefly in 
Old Akkadian, in Assyro-Babylonian, and in Arabic, with different vow
els. E.g. baluhhu(m), "galbanum", and haluppu(m), "oak", are two 
Sumerian loanwords in Akkadian, while the etymology of Assyro-Baby
lonian arammu, "wharf, ramp", is unknown. In Old Akkadian, a suffix 
-akku{m) or -ikku{m) was added to several Sumerian loanwords, e.g. 
išši'akku(m), "city ruler"; gursidakku(m), "flour basket"; nesakkuini), a 
priest. Other nouns are Semitic, as kunukku(m), "seal", or ahuzzatuim), 
"marriage". In Arabic there are a few nouns and adjectives of these pat
terns, e.g. filizz, "(non-precious) metal"; ġitamm, "vast (ocean)". Ara
maic nouns like pdrakkā, "altar", and kdlakkā, "raft", are borrowed 
from Assyro-Babylonian. 

d) Patterns extended by Reduplication 

29.13. Patterns with reduplicated root morphemes are attested in most 
Semitic languages, e.g. kabkab-, "star" in Amorite, changed into 
kakkabu(m) or 'kawkab > kokab in other languages; qaqqadu(m) < 
*qadqadu(m), "head" in Assyro-Babylonian; galgal, "wheel, globe", 
and sirsur, "broker", with vocalic dissimilation, in Phoenician, Hebrew, 
and Aramaic; pirpira, "butterfly" in Neo-Aramaic; sansal < *šalšal, 
"chain" in Ge'ez. The vowel of the reduplicated base may change by 
dissimilation, like in sirsur, e.g. Hebrew baqbūq, "flask"; Mishnaic 
Hebrew pilpēl, "pepper". The pattern with complete reduplication of 
base is easily recognizable also in Libyco-Berber, especially in Tuareg, 
e.g. ta-kdlkabba, "occiput", and tâ-kdrkort, "skull", both related to 
Assyro-Babylonian gulgull(at)u(m), Hebrew gulgolet, Aramaic gulgultā 
(Greek ToÀyoGá), and Arabic ġalġala(tun), "skull". 

29.14. Noun stems with reduplication either of the second or third con
sonant of the root morpheme (CjVC2vC2vC3, CjVC 2C 3vC 3), or of both of 
them (CjVC 2vC 3C 2vC 3), are attested in various Semitic languages. The 
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first pattern occurs rarely in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. zuqaqlpu, "scor
pion") and in modern Ethiopian tongues, e.g. in Amharic talallaq, 
"great". The second one is encountered in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. 
kulbābu, "ant"), in Aramaic (e.g. martūt, "lint"), in Hebrew (e.g. 
ra<anān, "green"), in Arabic (e.g. šumlūl, "small amount"). Patterns 
with reduplicated second and third consonants of the root morpheme 
occur sporadically in Aramaic (e.g. šdparpārā, "brightness, morning 
light"), in Syriac (e.g. šdlamhmā, "complete"), in Hebrew (e.g. 
'âqalqallot, "crooked paths"), in Arabic (e.g. 'arakrak, "thick"), in 
Ge'ez (e.g. hamalmāl, "green"), in Tigre (e.g. hatamtam, "babbling"), 
in Tigrinya (e.g. sdwunwun, "movement"). Besides, this pattern is used 
in Hebrew for diminutives of colour names: 'âdamdām, "reddish"; 
ydraqraq, "yellowish, greenish"; šdharhar, "blackish". 

e) Patterns with Preformatives and Infixes 

29.15. Noun stems are extended by various prefixes, infixes, and suf
fixes. The main prefixes consist in a prosthetic vowel introduced by ' or 
sometimes ', in the morphemes ya-, wa-, m-, n-, t-, and Š-. Both denom
inative and deverbal derivatives are represented in this large group of 
patterns. 

Preformatives '-/-' 

29.16. Patterns with a prosthetic vowel introduced by '- are well rep
resented in Arabic. The most frequent of these is 'af'al which forms 
elatives (§34.5), i.e. comparatives or superlatives (e.g. 'akram, "nobler, 
very noble"; cf. karlm, "noble"), colour names (e.g. 'ahmar, "red"), 
and bodily qualifications (e.g. 'a'raġ, "lame"; cf. 'araġ, "lameness"). 
The pattern is attested also in Lihyānite and in Nabataean Aramaic, 
especially with 'sdq, "executor" (cf. Arabic 'asdaq, "the most reli
able"); e.g. V ... 'sdq w-yrt... 'by, " I , ... the executor and the heir of 
my father In Pre-Islamic North Arabian, this pattern may lead to 
the splitting of the long second radical; e.g. 's2ll /'aślal/ against Arabic 
'ašall, "withered7". A few Hebrew adjectives are related to these cate
gories (e.g. 'akzār, "cruel"). The same pattern is used also for some ani
mal names, e.g. 'arnab, "hare" in several Semitic languages (but cf. 
annabu); 'anhr, "narwhal" (cf. nāhiru in Assyro-Babylonian), and 
'anhb, "shellfish7" (cf. nibu in Assyro-Babylonian), both attested in 
Ugaritic. The noun stems 'af'ul, 'af'ūl, 'af'āl, 'af'ilat, 'af'ilā(')w are 
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employed in Arabic, in South Arabian, and in North Ethiopic to form 
"broken" or internal plurals (cf. §31.26-28). Patterns with prosthetic i-
are attested in Assyro-Babylonian, e.g. insabtu(m) or ansabtu{m), "ear-ring, 
ring"; ikribuim), "prayer"; išdihu(m), "profit"; ipteru(m), "ransom". 

29.17. Some animal names containing the consonant r have a pros
thetic vowel introduced by ' instead of ' (§27.8); e.g. 'usfūr, "sparrow, 
small bird" in Arabic (cf. sippor, "birds", in Hebrew); 'rgl, "locust" in 
Sabaic; 'aqrab, "scorpion" in Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Ethiopic; 'qšr, 
a kind of snake in Ugaritic (cf. qišr, "slough" of a snake in Arabic). Per
haps the divine name 'Attar is to be explained in the same way, since the 
antelope or gazelle is the holy animal of this deity. 

Preformative ya-

29.18. Patterns with preformative ya- are confined to names of animals 
and plants, and to proper names. E.g. yahmūr, "deer", and yabrūh, 
"mandrake", both in Aramaic, Hebrew, and Arabic; Yatrib, original 
name of Medina; Yarmūk, Yarmouk river; Ygrš, "Expeller", name 
given to a staff in Ugaritic. 

Preformatives w-lm-ln-

29.19. There are few nominal patterns having a particular meaning in 
South Ethiopic. In the Chaha dialect of Gurage, however, nouns of 
instrument are formed by the prefix wā- and the suffix -ya; e.g. wâdràg-
ya, "hammer", from dānāgām, "he h i t" ; wāntiya, "fi l ter", from 
nàtàràm, " i t melted". This morpheme wâ- derives from mâ- that is used 
in the various Ethiopian languages to form verbal nouns. The shift could 
simply be explained by the tendency of Gurage to change m to w 
(§ 11.8). The nouns with prefix wa- belong therefore to the categories 
discussed in §29.20 ff. 

29.20. The patterns with preformatives ma-/mi-/mu- have the widest 
possible range of meanings, including nouns of place, instrument, agent, 
time, verbal nouns, and participles. Basically, the morpheme m- has an 
instrumental function and expresses the instrument or the means by 
which one performs an action. However, just like the instrumental and 
locative functions of the ergative case are closely related, so m- may 
also express the place where or the time when the action occurs. The 
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unvocalized Ugaritic and South Arabian texts prevent us from further 
specifications, but other languages furnish valuable information con
cerning the use of different patterns, although no general rules can be 
established. The prefix m- is also attested in the other branches of Afro-
Asiatic, thus in ancient Egyptian, particularly with nouns of instrument; 
e.g. mnht, "clothing", from wnh, "to clothe one's self"; mrht, "fat", 
from wrh, "to anoint"; mhnt, "ferry-boat", from hni, "to row". In 
Hausa, e.g., several nouns in má- derive from the verbal root kas-, "to 
k i l l f ' , viz. má-kás-áa, "site of killing"; má-kás-híi, "weapon", i.e. 
"instrument of killing"; má-kà-híi, "killer". Various nouns of agent are 
formed with m- > n- in Libyco-Berber (§22.26), and nouns of place, etc., 
occur in Cushitic, e.g. mahdár, "dwelling", in Qemant-Qwara; mana, 
"home, house" (cf. Egyptian mnw, Arabic manāh, Hebrew māndah, 
"halting place, resting place"), and magālā, "market place" (cf. Hebrew 
ma'gāl "encampment"; Punic *ma'gal > Latin magalia, "enclosure"), 
both in Oromo. 

29.21. The prefix ma- forms Semitic nouns of place, e.g. ma-sa-ba-
tum /mada'bātum/, "dam structures", and mar-a-tum /mar'aytum/, "pas
ture-land" in Palaeosyrian; maškanum, "settlement" in Old Akkadian; 
mūšabu(m) < *mawšabu(m), "dwelling" in Assyro-Babylonian; madbah, 
"place of sacrifices, altar" in Aramaic; ma'arāb, "west" in Hebrew; 
maqom, "place" in Phoenician; maġlis, "conference room, court" in 
Arabic; mahfad, "tower" in Ge'ez; maqdàs, "sanctuary", and màngdst, 
"kingdom" in Amharic; also in Ugaritic, as shown by the syllabic 
spellings ma-ah-ha[-du] (m'ahd), "city"; ma-a-al-tum (cf. ma'aleh), 
"height, step", and in ancient South Arabian, as apparent in place names 
like MápKx(3a (Mryb) or Maicpa (Myf't). However, the prefix mi- is 
likewise used to form nouns of place in Hebrew (e.g. midbār, "desert"; 
mizrāh, "east"), in Aramaic (e.g. miškab, "bed, grave"), in Punic (e.g. 
myqdš, "temple"), often in Ge'ez (e.g. mdšrāq, "east"), in Tigre (e.g. 
mdbyāt, "dwelling place"; mdkwāl, "hiding place"), and in Amharic 
(e.g. mdsraq, "east"; mdrfaq, "dining-room"), but rarely in Arabic 
where a noun like mihrāb, "prayer niche", is borrowed from ancient 
South Arabian mhrb, "audience room". 

29.22. Instead, the prefix mi- is largely employed in Arabic for nouns 
of instrument, e.g. miftāh, "key"; mizān, "scale". It is heavily exploited 
in scientific and other modern coinages, e.g. mizlaġ, "skate, ski". The 
same use is attested in Hebrew (e.g. mismār, "nail"; mišqāl, "weight"), 
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which also employs the prefix ma- for the same purpose (e.g. mazlēg, 
"fork"; maptēah, "key"), as does Palaeosyrian (e.g. ma-qar-tum 
/maqqartum/, "chisel"; ma-za-rí-gú /mazārīqu/, "set of javelins"), 
Ge'ez (e.g. malbas, "dress"), and Amharic (e.g. malhdq, "anchor"; 
mânka, "spoon"). In Tigre, the suffix -/ is attached to the stem (e.g. 
maktabi, "writing implement"; masaddaqi, "altar"). This semantic use 
of the pattern occurs also in Libyco-Berber (e.g. a-maddaz, "mallet"). 

29.23. The prefix mu- is used in Assyro-Babylonian for nouns of time 
(e.g. muslālu, "midday") and of extension (e.g. mušpalu, "depth"), 
whereas it appears in Arabic as a variant of mi- (e.g. munhul I munhal, 
"sieve".). 

29.24. Some substantives are attested in Arabic with different vocal
izations of the prefix m-, e.g. mashaf, mishaf, mushaf, "book, codex"; 
maġzal, miġzal, muġzal, "spindle". One should also notice that the local 
and instrumental acceptations are sometimes difficult to distinguish; in 
Hebrew e.g., merkābā, "chariot", can be regarded as a tool and as the 
place where the driver sits or stands; mahzīt, "mirror", can be consid
ered as an implement and as the surface on which something can be 
seen, and migdol, "tower", is one of the defence means and a place 
(cf. Phoenician *magddl). 

29.25. Patterns with prefix m- also serve to form various participles 
(§42.14-16) and derived verbal stems in Neo-Aramaic, also infinitives 
(§42.4, 7, 9), especially Aramaic infinitives of the basic stem, and verbal 
substantives or abstracts; e.g. maqraba-, "closeness" in Arabic; mišpāt, 
"judgement" in Hebrew; maqlūm, "burning" in Assyro-Babylonian; 
mdhràt, "mercy", mdgbar, "action", in Amharic. 

29.26. Patterns with prefix n- can either derive by dissimilation from 
stems with prefix m- when the root morpheme contains a labial, or be 
deverbal nouns formed from the verbal stem with preformative n-
(§41.15-19). Both cases occur mainly in East Semitic, e.g. naplaqtum 
< *maplaqtum, "battle-axe" in Old Akkadian; napharu(m) < 
*mapharu(m), "sum" in Assyro-Babylonian, borrowed as nphr into 
Aramaic; nanduru, "fearful", from the Assyro-Babylonian verb nadāru, 
"to be wi ld" . The change m- > n- of the prefix appears exceptionally in 
other Semitic languages, with alternative forms as ma-pá-hu(-um) 
/mappahum/ and na-pá-hu-um /nappahum/, "bellows", in Palaeosyrian, 
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and with the rare examples of nbl'at, "flames" in Ugaritic, and nšpt, 
"judgement" in Old Aramaic (cf. §11.7). However, the change m > n 
occurs frequently in Berber dialects when the root morpheme contains a 
labial or the labiodental/; e.g. -nbarš < -mbārdk < -mubārak, "blessed, 
lucky"; -ndhšam < -*mdhkam, "judge"; -ndġmar < -*md'mal, "hunter"; 
-ndzdam < -*mdsdam, "woodcutter"; -ndfsad < -*mdfsad, "roper"; 
-nazum < -*masūm, "fastener". This phonetic development is attested as 
early as the 2nd century B.C. by the nouns nbb-n < *i-mbabīn1, "cut
ters" (root bbdy, "cut"), and nbt-n < *i-mbdttūriì, "splitters" (root bdu / 
bdttu, "divide"), in a Punico-Numidic inscription from Dougga. Another 
dissimilation, viz. ma- > wa-, may occur in South Ethiopic; e.g. 
Amharic wâmbar < *mânbâr, "chair"; wânfit < *manfit, "sieve"; wát-
taddàr < *māthaddàr, "soldier" (cf. §29.19). 

29.27. In the Ethiopic dialects of the Gurage group, there are several 
nouns with a non-etymological prefix dn-, mostly before velars (e.g. 
dnqolo, "roasted grain", from qollá, "to roast"), but also before other 
consonants (e.g. dntdlfit, kind of "hawk", from tdlfii). This prefix occurs 
sometimes in other modem Ethiopian languages as well, e.g. in Amharic 
dnqwdrarit, "frog", as against Tigrinya qwdr'a. Besides, a preformative 
nà- can appear in the Chaha dialect of Gurage before a collective noun 
in order to express a plural or a great quantity, e.g. na-qdb, "a great 
quantity of butter". This element na- corresponds to Amharic dllâ with 
the n derived from an original *//. 

Preformative t-

29.28. The patterns with preformatives ta-lti-ltu- produce, for the most 
part, nouns derived from verbal stems. They characterize professional or 
social situations with reciprocal connotations, in conformity with one of 
the basic functions of the affix r-; they frequently form verbal nouns sig
nifying an action, and sometimes occur with nouns of place, also 
with animal qualifications; e.g. tù-la-dì /tūladu/, "new-born crop" in 
Palaeosyrian; takbaru, "fattened sheep" in Assyro-Babylonian. Although 
less common than the patterns with prefix m-, those with t- are also 
widespread in Semitic. 

29.29. A professional or social meaning appears already in Palaeosyr
ian and in Old Akkadian, e.g. tá-aš-tá-me-lum, "the man of the mourn
ers" at Ebla, from *tml; tá-da-bí-lu /tadābìlu/, "interpreter", also at 
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Ebla (cf. Gafat and Gurage dàbbâlā, "to repeat"); tamkārum, "supplier, 
tradesman" from makāru(m), "to give away". Assyro-Babylonian uses 
patterns with prefix ta- for tamlāku(m), "counsellor"; talmīdu(m), "dis
ciple"; targlgu(m), "evil-doer"; tarbū(m), "pupil"; tū'amu{m), " twin". 
Ugaritic does it for tdgr, "store-keeper", from dgr, "to heap"; Hebrew 
for tdšāb, "resident, metic", from wtb; talmld, "disciple", from Imd; 
to'ām, " twin" , from w'm\ etc. 

29.30. Verbal nouns in r- signifying an action are well attested in 
Palaeosyrian (e.g. tá-er-iš-tù-um Itaheríttuml, "ploughing"; cf. Libyco-
Berber takarza), in Old Akkadian (e.g. tamhārum, "battle"), in Assyro-
Babylonian (e.g. tarmiktum, "layerage" or "soakage"; tallaktu, 
"going"), in Ugaritic (e.g. trmmt, "offering"), in Arabic (e.g. tafrlq, 
"partition"), in Hebrew (e.g. tdhillā, "praise"), in Phoenician (e.g. tklt, 
"summing up"), in South Arabian (e.g. tnhyt, "confession of sin"), in 
Ge'ez (e.g. tafsām, "completing"), in Amharic (e.g. tágbar, "work"; 
tdmhdrt, "teaching"), in Aramaic (e.g. takrik, "covering, garment"), in 
Syriac (e.g. ta'dīrā, "help"), in Neo-Aramaic (e.g. tešmeštā, "service"). 
However, semantic evolution into concrete nouns must be allowed for; 
e.g. tamšīlum, "image" in Assyro-Babylonian; tip'eret, "ornament" in 
Hebrew; tàràkâz, "heel" in Amharic. Despite its late appearance in 
texts, the noun targūm, from rgm, "to utter, to speak", is implied 
already by Ugaritic targumyānu and Assyro-Babylonian targumānu, 
"interpreter", formed by the addition of the suffix -yānu or -ānu 
(§29.39). 

29.31. Nouns of place with the prefix t- are found in Assyro-Babylon
ian (e.g. tarbāsu, "fold"; tapšahu, "resting-place"), in Ugaritic (e.g. 
trbs, "courtyard"), in Hebrew and in Aramaic "(e.g. tēmān < toyman, 
"south"). There are also ancient Semitic place names, like Tadmer / 
Tadmor, "Palmyra", that are formed with this prefix. 

Infix -Í-

29.32. Apart from the participles and substantivized infinitives of the 
verbal stems with -t- (cf. §41.20-32), nominal patterns with infixed -t-
occur in East Semitic for adjectives with intensive meaning; e.g. 
gitmālu{m), "perfect"; pitluhu(m), "awful". Their existence in North 
Semitic is ascertained by the Amorite names Batahrum (masc.) and 
Batahra (fern.), "chosen". 
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Preformative Š-

29.33. Patterns with prefix ša- / šu- are employed in East Semitic for 
verbal nouns of the stems with preformatives š- and št- (§41.8-10,29), as 
well as for some elatives (cf. §34.5). E.g. šūbultu(m), "present", and 
šutābultu, "interpretation" of omens, both from wabālu, "to bring"; 
šagapūruim), "very strong", from gbr I gpr. Apart from Assyro-Baby
lonian there are a few examples of these patterns in Palaeosyrian sa-zu-
wa-tum lša(w)śu(')watuml, "dismissal", in the Ugaritic proper name 
Š'tqt, "She-who-removes(-evil)", and in Aramaic nouns derived from 
verbal safel stems (§41.10), e.g. šuklālā, "completion", from šaklēl, "to 
complete"; šalhēbītā, "flame", from šalhēb, "to kindle", borrowed into 
late Biblical Hebrew as šalhebet. This pattern, built like the verbal stem 
with causative preformative, is attested also in Libyco-Berber; e.g. 
Tachelhit a-skdrz, "plough", "ploughshare", from -kdrz-, "to plough". 

f) Patterns with Afformatives 

29.34. There are several noun patterns with afformatives or "nominal-
izers": -ān > -on > -ūn, -iy > I and -ay > ā, -awl, -ya, -at, -ut, -it, -o, 
-nàr, -akku, -àhhā, -ā'u, -aym/n. 

Afformative -ān 

29.35. The morpheme -ān, which is sometimes attached to other nom
inal patterns, occurs especially with adjectives and proper names formed 
as adjectives, with verbal substantives, diminutives, nouns of agent, and 
broken plurals. This pattern has similar functions in Libyco-Berber, e.g. 
a-bdrkan, "black"; a-siban, "bald". In Hebrew and Phoenician -ān usu
ally changes into -on, and it develops later to -ūn (e.g. EXiouv, "Most 
High"). However, there are some Hebrew nouns, like šulhān, "table", 
and qorbān, "offering", where this change does not take place. Instead, 
Neo-Aramaic uses a variant morpheme -ūn to denote diminutives 
(§29.38). 

29.36. Adjectives with the suffix -ān occur in Arabic (e.g. kaslān, 
"lazy"), Hebrew (e.g. qadmon, "eastern"), Phoenician (e.g. 'lyn = EAioov, 
"Most High"), Aramaic (e.g. rahmān, "merciful"), Neo-Aramaic (e.g. 
haylānā, "strong"). Numerous proper names belonging to this group are 
found in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. Sinnānu, "toothed"), Ugaritic (e.g. 
Nūrānu, "luminous"), Aramaic (e.g. *Dahbān, "golden"), Hebrew (e.g. 
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Šimšon, "sunny" or "small sun"). The widely used hypocoristic suffix 
-ān(um) of personal names, which is attached also to verbal forms (e.g. 
Yamlikān in Amorite), goes back either to the adjectival or to the 
diminutive function of the afformative. The suffix -ān can be added to 
the afformative -iy (§29.41), especially in names from Ugarit (e.g. 
Šapšìyānu, "sunny" or "small sun"), but also in nouns of agent (e.g. 
targumyānu, "interpreter"; cf. §29.30,39). Conversely, the gentilitial 
endings -iy > -I or -ay can also be added to the suffix -ān > -on, e.g. in 
Hebrew qadmonl, "oriental"; in Phoenician 'štrny, "(man) of Astarte"; 
in South Arabian 'Iwny, "(man) of A l w " ; in Neo-Aramaic tūranāyā, 
"mountaineer". The number of adjectives in -āríi without any gentilitial 
connotation increases in Post-Classical Arabic; e.g. ġišmānī, "corpu
lent"; ruhānī, "spiritual". 

29.37. Verbal nouns or abstracts in -ān > -on are attested in Assyro-
Babylonian (e.g. šulmānu, "greeting, present, bribe"), Ugaritic (e.g. 
zbln, "sickness"), Arabic (e.g. hafaqān, "heartbeat, fluttering"), Hebrew 
(e.g. qorbān, "offering"; zikkāron, "remembrance"), Aramaic (e.g. 
šoltān, "power"; puqdānā, "order"), Ge'ez (e.g. ras'ān, "growing 
old"), Amharic (e.g. saltan, "authority"; qwantan, "stomach-ache"). 
However, some nouns have a concrete meaning, like Palaeosyrian i-a-la-
nu /'iyalānu/, "large tree", related to Hebrew 'yl, Ugaritic tlhn and 
Hebrew šulhān, "table", Phoenician 'In - 'alon, "god", or Arabic 
qur'ān from qara'a, "to recite". 

29.38. Diminutives in -ān > -on occur in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. 
mērānu, "whelp"), in Hebrew (e.g. śaharon, amulet called "little-
moon"), in Arabic (e.g. 'aqrabān, "small scorpion"), in Modern 
Hebrew where diminutives end in -on with a feminine -onet (e.g. kalbon, 
"small dog"; sipron, "booklet"). A great many Arabic names of the 
first Islamic centuries, and later still in the West, were formed with a 
suffix -ūn (e.g. Ibn Haldūn, Ibn Halfūri), which should be compared 
with the suffix -ūn appearing in Syriac names (e.g. 'Abdūrì) and in the 
Neo-Aramaic diminutives (e.g. yalūnā, "youngster"; našūnā, "little fel
low"). Some Neo-Aramaic words have nowadays lost their original 
diminutive meaning (e.g. 'ahūnā, "brother"; brūnā, "son"), but they 
testify to the existence of a suffix -ūn, variant of -ān. 

29.39. The nouns of agent formed mainly from active participles by 
addition of the suffix -ān are well represented in Assyro-Babylonian and 
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in Neo-Aramaic. They do not imply any particular individualization of 
the person acting, contrary to the opinion of some authors. E.g. in 
Assyro-Babylonian, nādinānuirrì), "seller"; šarrāqānu, "thief"; ummiā-
nu(m), "master", from Sumerian u m m i a; in Neo-Aramaic, katbānā, 
"writer"; [orāna] < 'abrānā, "passer-by"; also in Mishnaic Hebrew, 
gozlān, "robber"; roshān, "murderer", etc. 

29.40. Broken plurals in -ān are found in Arabic (e.g. ġazāl, "gazelle", 
plur. ġizlān; qunwān, "bunch of dates"; subyān, "boys"), also in mod
ern colloquials (e.g. sīgān, "legs"; hdrfān, "lambs"), and probably in 
Epigraphic South Arabian. This use of the afformative -ān should be dis
tinguished from the external plural -ān attested in several Semitic lan
guages (§31.12). 

Afformatives -iy I -ay I -āwī I -ya I -iyya 

29.41. The gentilitial or adjectival suffixes -iy- > -I and -ay- > -ā, the 
so-called nisba, are attested also in ancient Egyptian (e.g. hmy, "steers
man", from hm, "to steer"; rhty, "washerman", from rht, "to wash"; 
HrNhny, "Horus of Nhn"; Nbty, "the Ombite", from Nbt, "Ombos"). 
They most commonly signify an individual member of a social group 
and they are widely used as gentilitial and hypocoristic endings with 
Semitic and even non-Semitic proper names. The relation between these 
different functions of the suffix is not evident. The genitilitial ending, 
extended to professional qualifications, may have originated from a 
postposition, used also to form the genitive marker -/ (§32.7). In this 
hypothesis, the hypocoristic ending should have a different origin and be 
related either to a form of diminutive (§29.42) or to the first singular 
pronominal suffix. 

The difference between -iy- and -ay- seems to have been originally dialectal. 
In fact, the gentilitial formation -ay- does not exist in Old Akkadian and in stan
dard Assyro-Babylonian before the Middle Assyrian period. Instead, in the 
Palaeosyrian texts from Ebla one finds the suffix -ay- (kà-na-na-um/im 
/Kana'nayum/, "Canaanaean"), which is also used later at Mari (e.g. 
Ekallātayum, Elahutayum). A parallel difference characterizes the hypocoristic 
ending which seems to be -ay- at Ebla (e.g. En-na-ià, Ha-ra-ià, Iš-ra-ià), 
whereas it is -iy- in Old Akkadian (e.g. Ir-bí-ia, ìr-su-ti-a, Ar-ša-ti-a), and later 
in Old Assyrian and in Old Babylonian (e.g. Sukkalliya, A-si-ya, Ma-ti-ya). The 
Amorite anthroponomy appears to distinguish the masculine hypocoristic suffix 
-iya (e.g. Zi-im-ri-ia, Su-mi-ia) from the feminine -aya (e.g. {Ma-ar-sa-ia, fIa-
pu-ha-ia). At Ugarit, this distinction lacks clarity, but -aya is generally used for 
feminine names. In subsequent times, there is a clearly cut division between 
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Aramaic, on the one side, and the bulk of West and South Semitic languages, on 
the other. While the Aramaic gentilitial and hypocoristic ending is -ay (e.g. 
Kaśday, "Chaldaean"; Haggay, "[Born] on a holiday"), the suffix -iy > -I is 
used in Arabic (e.g. Misrī, "Egyptian"), in Hebrew (e.g. Sīdonī, "Sidonian"; 
Haggī, "[Born] on a holiday"), in Ge'ez (e.g. harrasi, "ploughman"; rawwasi, 
"runner"). Under the influence of Aramaic, however, the hypocoristic ending 
-ay appears frequently in Hebrew names and in Assyro-Babylonian onomastics, 
where -ay is often written -a-a. The suffix -I can be added to the afformative 
-ān > -on (§29.36). 

29.42. The hypocoristic function of -ay may have a bearing on its use 
in forming modern Ethiopic diminutives, e.g. Tigre 'dgelāy, "little calf", 
from 'agāl, "calf"; daggetāy, "small town", from dagge, "town". How
ever, an ancient use of this afformative to develop diminutives may be 
attested, e.g., by Arabic ġady and Hebrew gadī, "young goat", when 
compared with Libyco-Berber -*ġatt-, "goat". The corresponding Tigre 
feminine endings -at and -it go probably back to -*ayt > -āt or -It; e.g. 
'agelat, "little calf" (fern.); 'dlatit, "little well" (cf. §29.43). 

29.43. Afformatives employed in Tigre to produce diminutives 
(§29.42) are also used to form pejoratives and augmentatives. However, 
to form pejoratives, the masculine suffix -āy is added to feminine nouns, 
while the feminine suffix -at or -it is added to masculine nouns. E.g. 
betāy, "ruined house", against betatit, "little house"; 'dnesat, "worth
less man", against 'anesāy, "little man". Instead, augmentatives can be 
derived only from nouns ending in -at by substituting the suffix -āy for 
this morpheme; e.g. ba'āy, "large cave", from ba'at, "cave". 

29.44. A related suffix -awl appears in Arabic with place names end
ing in -al-ā (e.g. Makkāwī besides Makkī, "Meccan"; Safāwī, "man 
from Safā") and with some other nouns ending in -a/-ā, e.g. dunyāwī, 
"earthly, worldly", from dunyā, "earth, world". Examples occur already 
in Safaitic, as l'bs 'trw /'Attarāwī/, "(belonging) to Abūsu, (man) from 
'Attara" (Latin Otthara). This suffix -āwi is widely used in Ge'ez, e.g. 
bāhrāwi, "maritime"; sanbatāwi, "Sabbatical"; krastiyanāwi, "Christ
ian". It is also productive in Tigrinya (e.g. 'anglizawi, "Englishman") 
and in Amharic, e.g. mangastawi, "official", from mangast, "state"; 
wâttaddàrawi, "military", from wâttaddàr, "soldier". This suffix may 
have existed also in ancient Egyptian as suggested, e.g., by hmww, 
"craftsman", from hmt, "craft"; hsw, "singer", from hśi, "to sing"; 
hk3w, "magician", from hk3, "magic". 
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29.45. The suffix -ya is used with the prefix wà- in some modern 
Gurage dialects of South Ethiopic to form nouns of instrument, e.g. 
wàdrāgya, "hammer" (cf. §29.19). Modern Arabic uses the suffix -iyya 
to coin the ever increasing number of abstract nouns corresponding to 
English "-i ty", "-ism", "-ness"; e.g. misdāqiyya, "credibility"; 
'usūliyya, "fundamentalism". 

Afformatives in -/ 

29.46. Noun stems with suffixes -at f-ut f-it have often an abstract or 
collective meaning and, when attached to masculine root morphemes, 
they produce feminine nouns (§30.1-3). By analogy, most nouns with a 
suffix in -t came to be regarded as feminine. Outside Semitic, nominal 
patterns with -t are attested in ancient Egyptian, not only in truly femi
nine nouns (e.g. m3w.t, "mother"), but also in abstracts (e.g. i3w.t, "old 
age") and in concrete nouns (e.g. mh3.t, "balance"). Cushitic nouns 
belonging to an old stock seem to confirm the originally collective 
meaning of the pattern; e.g. Oromo abbotī, "elders" (cf. Amorite 
abbūtu); ummata, "people" (cf. Old Babylonian ummatum). In Libyco-
Berber, the feminine singular is formed by prefixing and suffixing t, e.g. 
Tuareg te-kahi-t, "hen", from e-kahi, "cock". Some of the abstract 
nouns thus formed were subsequently used as masculine concrete 
nouns; e.g. Late Babylonian pāhātu, "governor"; Phoenician mmlkt, 
"king"; Numidic gldt, "king"; Arabic hallfat-, "deputy, successor". 

29.47. The usual feminine ending is -at- in the singular (e.g. šarratu, 
"queen", from sarru, "king", in Assyro-Babylonian), but the tone-
lengthening of a after the dropping of case endings (§32.15) gave rise in 
many Phoenician dialects to a new -āt that became -dt and later -ūt 
(§21.13); e.g. 'amatu > 'amāt> 'amot, "maid". Some Palestinian place 
names, like 'Anātot, 'Aštārdt, Rāmdt, and the Hebrew singular hokmot, 
"Wisdom", may witness to the same phenomenon. The feminine plural 
ending was -āt-, but it became -ot in Hebrew and in Phoenician, and 
even -ūt in Punic (e.g. alonuth, "goddesses"). In Ge'ez, the ending -āt, 
with a probably original long vowel, produces abstracts like, e.g., 
na'asāt, "youth"; qddsāt, "holiness". Since this derivational suffix -āt 
is homophonous with the "feminine" plural mark (§31.15), it is quite 
possible that this ending is to be considered as an originally plural mor
pheme, indicating that some concrete plurals (e.g. "holy things") have 
shifted to the category of abstract or collective substantives (cf. §31.16). 
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The same remote origin might be ascribed to Amharic abstracts like 
nafqot, "longing"; àmhkot, "domination"; sdrqot, "theft", that were 
perhaps borrowed from North Ethiopic. Modern written Arabic widely 
uses the -āt suffix to designate concrete or abstract entities, as 
mu'assasāt, "institutions", or taqallubāt, "fluctuations". 

29.48. The original suffix -ut was probably added initially to root mor
phemes ending in -ū (e.g. Hebrew kasūt, "covering"), but it served sub
sequently as -ūt to form abstracts derived from other roots and, in East 
Semitic, it produced the masculine plural forms of adjectives. Abstract 
substantives in -ūt occur in Palaeosyrian (e.g. ù-mu-tum /'ūmūtum/, "fat
tening"), in Old Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. šarrūtum, 
"kingship"), in Hebrew and in Aramaic (e.g. malkūt, "kingship"), most 
likely in Phoenician (e.g. mmlkt, "royalty" > "king"), rarely in Ge'ez 
(e.g. hirut, "goodness") and in Arabic (e.g. malakūt, "kingship"). In 
Arabic, these nouns are rightly regarded as loanwords from Aramaic, 
and they are masculine. Also the exceptional Arabic adjectives in -ūt are 
borrowed from Aramaic substantives, as e.g. tarabūt, "trained, manage
able", from tarbūt, "training", and they have no relation whatsoever to 
the East Semitic masculine plural of the adjectives, e.g. dannūtu(m) from 
dannuim), "strong, powerful" (cf. §31.16; 34.4). 

29.49. The suffix -it was most likely added originally to root mor
phemes ending in -I (e.g. Palaeosyrian 'à-rí-tum /harītum/, "pregnant"; 
Hebrew bdklt, "crying") and to gentilitials in -iy > ī (§29.41) in order to 
form their feminine (e.g. Md'ābīt, "Moabite"), although a formation 
with addition of -at > -ā(h) is also attested (e.g. Mo'âbiyyā). It served 
subsequently as -ūt to form abstracts in Palaeosyrian (e.g. a-za-me-tu 
/lazamītu/, "coercion", "spell-binding"), in Hebrew and in Phoenician 
(e.g. rē'šīt, "beginning"), in Aramaic (e.g. 'ahârīt, "future"), in Ge'ez 
(e.g. qadāmit, "beginning"), and in Amharic (e.g. màdhanit, "medi
cine"). In Neo-Aramaic, the suffix -It forms singulatives (§31.40), e.g. 
hitītā, "a grain of wheat"; 'anbītā, "a grape". Modern Hebrew adds -it 
to form diminutives, e.g. kadit, "little pitcher"; kasit, "little glass". 

Other Afformatives 

29.50. North Ethiopic has an -o suffix used with concrete and abstract 
nouns; e.g. Ge'ez fatlo, "spinning"; Tigre mdhro, "teaching"; Tigrinya 
'atro, "jar". It is attested also in Amharic, e.g. zàndo, "python"; 
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kâbāro, "tambourine". Its origin is not clear. In Gurage dialects of 
South Ethiopic, there is an additional suffix -nàr serving to form abstract 
nouns, e.g. nàz-nàr, "heaviness", from naza-m, "to be heavy". 

29.51. Nouns borrowed from another language are often extended by 
particular suffixes. Thus, Sumerian loanwords are characterized in Old 
Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian, among others, by the suffix 
-akkum (§29.12), derived from the Sumerian genitive morpheme -a k 
(e.g. issV akkum from ensi , "city ruler"), or by a geminated last radical, 
followed by -I'um > -urn (e.g. kussl'um from guz i , "throne") or -ā'um 
> -ūm (e.g. tappā'um from taba, "partner"). This formation preserves 
the final vowel of the Sumerian word, but follows the Old Akkadian 
nominal pattern purussā' (e.g. huluqqā'um, "destruction"), which is 
infrequent in later East Semitic, but is attested in Palaeosyrian (cf. 
dAdammā'um). Besides, it is paralleled by the Arabic -ā'u class (e.g. 
hirbā'u, "chameleon"), which is employed also for loanwords borrowed 
from Aramaic with the ending -ā' of the emphatic state (§ 33.7), e.g. 'at-
talātā'u, "Tuesday". Several Arabic loanwords are used in South 
Ethiopic idioms of the Gurage group with the palatalized suffix -ānnā 
(and variants), e.g. katabānnà, "teacher", from Arabic kataba, "to 
write" (cf. §29.52). 

29.52. In modern Amharic, nouns of agent are formed by adding the 
suffix -(a)nna to loanwords denoting objects and occupations; e.g. 
gazetâMa, "correspondent", from gazeta, "newspaper"; muziqànna, 
"musician", from muziqa, "music"; asportânna, "sportsman", from 
asport, "sport". However, the suffix is added also to Ethiopic words, 
e.g. agaranha, "pedestrian". Abstract nouns are formed by adding the 
suffix -{a)nnat to concrete nouns and to adjectives; e.g. prezidentdnnāt, 
"presidency", from prezident, "president". Parallel formations occur in 
Tigre, where a suffix -anna or -dnnat is used to form abstract nouns; e.g. 
qaddsdnna, "sanctity"; waladannat, "parentage". The two suffixes are 
interchangeable, e.g. basahanna and basahannat, "maturity". 

29.53. Suffixes of non-Semitic origin are added in Modem Hebrew 
and in Neo-Aramaic to Semitic nouns to form diminutives. Thus, the 
Yiddish suffix -le is used in nursery words and in proper names, e.g. 
'imale, "little mama"; 'dbale, "little father". The suffix -cik has a Pol
ish origin, e.g. bahúrcik, "little lad"; hamorCik, "little donkey". Instead, 
the suffix -iko is Judaeo-Spanish or Ladino, e.g. habériko, "comrade". 
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Neo-Aramaic diminutives are characterized by the affix -ik- and by the 
feminine gender indicated by the afformative -tā [-ta]; e.g. karm-ik-tā, 
"small vineyard", from karmā, "vineyard". 

Afformative -ayimln of Place Names 

29.54. The place names ending in -ayim l-īm /-ām or -ayin l-īn /-ān are 
no duals, but toponyms formed with an archaic locative morpheme 
which probably consists of the gentilitial suffix -ay /-iy with the genitive 
ending -«-, followed by the mimation or the nunation. The latter usage 
was not general, as it appears, e.g., from the Egyptian execration texts of 
the early second millenium B.C. with place names like Yb3y /Yìblay/, 
"Ebla" (E 43), 'ky /'Akkay/, "Akko" (E 49), Mktry /Magdalay/ (E 5), 
"Magdala", known also with an early change ay > ā (§22.3). The dis
tinction of the cases is still preserved in the place name Ta-al-ha-yu-um 
(nom.), Ta-al-ha-yi-im or Ta-al-hi-yi-im (gen.), Ta-al-ha-ya-am (ace), 
known especially from the Mari documents. The later reduction 
-iyi- > -i- allows at Ugarit for the orthographical distinction between the 
petrified country name Msrm {/Musrlmf), "Egypt" as in 'il Msrm, "the 
gods of Egypt", and the always productive gentilitial formation Msrym 
(/Musriyyūmaf), "Egyptians". The same reduction explains the forms 
Na(h)rima/i in the Amarna correspondence, N-h-r-n in Egyptian texts of 
the New Kingdom, and Nahrīn in Aramaic, while Hebrew has 
Naharayim, "North Mesopotamia". A reduction ay > ā appears in 
Dotayin = Dotān, 'Énayim = 'Ēnām, and Horonayim (Hebrew) = Hwrnn 
(Moabite). Arabic place names of Syria-Palestine ending in -in may have 
the same origin, e.g. 'Ib(il)lin from Hebrew 'Iblayim. 

g) Nominal Compounds < 

29.55. The process of word formation in Semitic includes coinage of 
nominal compounds comparable to English words like "motel" from 
"motor + hotel". Such blended nouns are no strictly modern innovations 
in Semitic, since numerals as Assyro-Babylonian istenseret, "eleven", 
from ištēn ("one") + ešeret ("ten", fern.), adverbs like Biblical Hebrew 
šilšdm, "the day before yesterday", from šālos ("three") + yom ("day"), 
and some Phoenician divine names as Mlqrt, "Melqart", from milk 
("king") + qart ("city"), or 'štr'sy, from 'štrt ("Astarte") and 'sy 
("Isis"), belong to this category. Similar formations occur in Gafat, e.g. 
abâlamwà, "shepherd", from abwa ("father") + àlamwā ("cow"), i.e. 
"father of cows"; gwdrâbetà, "neighbour", from *gword ("neighbour") 
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+ bet ("house"); dmmáġàtit, "lady", from dmwà ("mother") + ġátit 
("mistress"). Amharic has a considerable variety of compound nouns, 
but their components are written as separate words and may even be 
joined by -anna, "and", but the plural marker (§31.17) is added to the 
second element, e.g. màkina nàġi-w-oâd, "car drivers", lit. "car-lead
ers"; bald bet-oéé, "owners", lit. "master of a house" + plur. marker; 
bal-dnna mist-odd, "married couple", lit. "husband and wife" + plur. 
marker. Blending of words to form new nominal compounds plays an 
increasing role in Modern Hebrew; e.g. migdalor, "lighthouse", from 
migdal ("tower") + 'or ("light"); smartaf, "babysitter", from somer 
("guard") + tap ("little children"). Comparable compounds are widely 
used also in Neo-Aramaic; e.g. qeštīmāran, "rainbow", from qešteh 
("his bow") + māran ("our Lord"), i.e. "the bow of our Lord"; 
parhalēle, "bat", from pārahtā ("winged animal") + lēle ("night"), i.e. 
"the winged animal of the night"; maršema, "well-known", "famous", 
from mārā ("owner") + šemā ("name"), i.e. "the owner of a name". 
The most common formation consists of a noun in the construct state 
(§33.2-4) with a genitival qualifier (cf. §64.5), but other compositions 
occur as well. 

B. Gender 

30.1. Primarily gender has nothing to do with sex: human beings and 
animals with sexually distinct social or economic function have simply 
different names, as 'ab- vs. 'imm-, "father" vs. "mother"; himār- vs. 
'atari-, "ass" vs. "she-ass". Only later was the attempt made to relate 
them according to their kinds and different patterns. People speaking 
Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, and the Slavic languages, for instance, are condi
tioned by three-gender language patterns, while Semites speak under the 
influence of a two-gender language system, although Semitic nouns 
have preserved some traces of a completely different grammatical gen
der institution (§30.10-11). Yet, in historical times, the Semitic noun has 
two genders, masculine and feminine, like the Romance languages, but 
Semitic pronouns and verbs carry gender characteristics in addition to 
the nouns. However, gender correlates with sex only in those nouns 
where sex in expressed semantically. The masculine possesses no spe
cial endings, except for the cardinal numerals (§35.4). Instead, the femi
nine is marked by the ending like in ancient Egyptian and in the 
other Afro-Asiatic languages. A particular feature of Libyco-Berber con-
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sists in both prefixing and suffixing the morpheme t in the singular, as in 
ta-mġar-t, "elderly woman", t-ussdn-t, "she-jackal", t-ihf-t, "wi ld 
sow". However, the Libyco-Berber i-prefix belongs to the case markers 
ta-, tu-, ti- of the feminine or to their allophone td- (§32.1), and the 
resulting forms cannot be assimilated, in consequence, to the Semitic 
abstract nouns with both prefixed and suffixed V, e.g. Old Assyrian and 
Old Babylonian takšītum, "large profit"; Hebrew tarblt, "increase". In 
fact, the r-morpheme was used in Semitic to form collective and abstract 
nouns as well, e.g. 'ābdt, "fathers" in Hebrew; sarrutuim), "kingship" 
in Assyro-Babylonian; hallfat-, "deputation" > "deputy" in Arabic. 
Originally it designated a female being only in nouns derived from a 
root morpheme signifying a male, e.g. Arabic malikat-, "queen", from 
malik-, "king"; Tigre walat (< *waldat), "daughter", from wad (< 
*wald), "son". Other feminine nouns were not characterized by this 
ending -t-, e.g. 'imm- > 'umm-, "mother"; 'atān- > 'āton, "she-ass". 
Hence the absence of the -t- morpheme does not necessarily indicate 
masculine gender (cf. §30.6), except for adjectives and participles that 
are not always recognizable by their form as such. Conversely, the 
appearance of so-called "feminine" endings with -t- in the plural of 
nouns of masculine singular does not demonstrate that the gender of the 
nouns in question is or became feminine. Such a proof can be provided 
instead by the gender of the adjectives, participles, pronouns, and verbal 
forms referring to the noun under consideration. 

30.2. The widespread use of the morpheme -t- to indicate female 
beings led by analogy to the attribution of the feminine gender to most 
nouns ending in -t-, either collective or abstract, and even to the addition 
of -t- to some feminine nouns originally deprived of this mark, e.g. 
Assyro-Babylonian ersetu{m), napistu(m), and1 imittu(m) as compared 
with common Semitic 'rś, "earth", npš, "soul, person", and ymn, "right 
hand", or Palaeosyrian ì-ma-tum /'immatum/, Gafat dtnwit, and Soddo 
(Gurage) dmmit vs. common Semitic 'imm-, "mother". 

30.3. The morpheme -t- was either attached directly to the root mor
pheme, — e.g. in Assyro-Babylonian bēltu{m), "lady", and in Phoeni
cian qart, "city", — or it was connected with the root by a vowel. The 
three formations in -at-, -it, -ut- are attested, e.g. Assyro-Babylonian 
šarratu{m), "queen"; Ge'ez bd'dsit, "woman"; Hebrew malkut, "king
ship". A third pattern may occur with nominal bases ending in a conso
nant cluster, like gabr-u, "man", warq-u, "yellow-green", hams-u, 
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"five", rapš-u, "wide". Instead of adding the morpheme -at-1-it-1-ut-, 
the phonological solution may then be -CC+t- > -CaCt-, -CiCt-, or 
-CuCt-. The quality of the vowel occurring between the last two conso
nants of the base is not predictable but, as a rule, it is the same as that of 
the vowel which may occur in the same position in the stative (§38.3). 
The vowel is, in most cases, i like in hamistu; in a restricted number of 
cases u, like in waruqtu; rarest is a, like in rapaštu. This pattern is 
clearly attested in East Semitic and it subsists in Hebrew under the form 
of the feminine segolata, like gdberet < *gabirtu, "lady", from the base 
gabr-; hâmēšet < *hamistu, "five", from the base hamš-\ 'aheret < 
*'ahirtu, "other", from the base 'ahr-. 

30.4. The t of the most frequent ending -at- was eventually lost in 
many Semitic idioms from the first millennium B.C. on (§27.28), 
although it was consistently retained in the construct state (§33.19-20). 
Besides, it was preserved in the cuneiform writing. The ending of the 
absolute state was thus reduced to -a, which was indicated in some lan
guages as Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic by the mater lectionis he; e.g. 
Hebrew 'iššah, "woman"; Aramaic millah, "word"; Arabic hālah, 
"mother's sister". The elision of -t in late Assyro-Babylonian is attested 
by Aramaic transcriptions as rsh for Neo-Assyrian rēšāti, "first fruits". 
The loss of the t in the endings -it and -ut is reflected, e.g., by Aramaic 
mšqy, "watering-place", and malkū, "kingship", as against malkut in the 
construct state. Transcriptions of the first millennium B.C. testify also to 
the elision of the feminine ending -t in ancient Egyptian. 

30.5. A number of nouns may be either masculine or feminine, without 
any marking of the gender. E.g. Assyro-Babylonian unqu, "signet ring", 
musahhinu, "stove", Sabaic nhl, "palmgrove", Hebrew kerem, "vine
yard", Neo-Aramaic šimšā, "sun", Tigre bet, "house", are attested in both 
genders. The gender variation may also be dialectal; e.g. Assyro-Babylon
ian nam, "river", is generally feminine, but it has masculine concord in 
Neo-Assyrian. Animal names can be feminine when they designate a 
female; e.g. ta'lab, "fox", can also mean "she-fox" in Arabic; šor, "bull", 
can designate a "cow" in Hebrew, and lb' can be a "lion" or a "lioness" 
in Sabaic. On the opposite, faras, "mare", can also designate a "horse" in 
Arabic. Masculine concord may refer to species, abstracting from sex. 

30.6. Besides the sex of human and animal beings, and the formal con
stitution of the noun with the ending -t-, some categories of nouns deter-
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mine their feminine gender. Thus, names of cities and countries are gen
erally feminine, but they tend to be masculine in Assyro-Babylonian 
because of the usually masculine gender of the word ālu(m), "city", just 
as Hebrew place names beginning with byt, "house", are masculine, 
since byt is a masculine noun in Hebrew. In Ethiopic, gender usage is 
predictable only for nouns denoting human beings. Nearly all other 
nouns occur in either gender, but for some semantic fields there is a def
inite preference. Thus, names of months, stars, meteorological phenom
ena, rivers, metals, and weapons tend to be treated in Ethiopic as mas
culine. In Amharic, almost any noun can be treated as feminine i f it 
refers to something female, relatively small, or toward which the speaker 
feels affection. E.g. yah máshof, "this book", is masculine, but yacc 
mdshaf is feminine because it might refer to a favourite booklet. Even 
the feminine pronoun anā, "you", may be applied in Addis Ababa to a 
male friend to show affection. Names of parts of the body, especially 
paired, are generally feminine in Semitic: 'udn-, "ear"; yad-, "hand"; 
'ayn-, "eye"; rigl-, "foot"; napš-, "breath", then "throat" (§63.7); 
šìnn-, "tooth"; qarn-, "horn"; rūh-, "breath"; etc. However, instances 
occur, even in literary texts, where such nouns are treated as masculine, 
although they are used in a proper sense; e.g. in Hebrew yad (Ex. 17,12) 
and yāmīn, "right hand" (Prov. 27,16); in Aramaic 'yn (TAD 
111,1.1,157) and rgl (TAD 111,1.1,170); in Christian Palestinian Aramaic 
'dr\ "arm", lyb, "heart", 'pyn, "face"; in Neo-Arabic kaff, "palm of 
the hand", perhaps yad, "hand", and riġl, "foot". In an Old Babylonian 
letter from Mari, e.g., the plural qar-na-at na-li, "horns of roebuck", is 
referred to by a masculine pronominal suffix (ARM XIII,55) (cf. 
§31.15). In these questions, dialectal differences and even personal pref
erences must obviously be taken into account. Besides, names of various 
tools are feminine (e.g. harb-, "sword"; has-, "bowl"), as well as names 
of different stuffs (e.g. 'abn-, "stone"; milh-, "salt"). However, e.g. 
Tigre madoša, "hammer", and gandāy, "log of wood", are masculine. 
In other words, no generalizations are possible. 

30.7. Semitic languages show instances of nouns which can be either 
masculine or feminine (§30.5), as well as of nouns the gender of which 
changes when they are used in the plural. In Assyro-Babylonian e.g., 
girru(m), "road, march", or samnuirn), " o i l " , can be either masculine or 
feminine in the singular. Instead, tuppu(m), "tablet", is masculine in the 
singular, but can be masculine or feminine in the plural, and libbu(m), 
"heart", is masculine in the singular, while its feminine plural 
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libbātu(m) is used in the special acceptation of "heartstrings, anger". 
One can observe in Tigre, e.g., that inanimate feminine nouns may have 
a masculine singular concord when they are used in plural, e.g. hata 
gdrrum (masc. sing.) wanaccit (plur. of fern, waned) ba, "she has beau
tiful bracelets". In the Lowland East Cushitic languages of the "Sam" 
sub-group, there is a large noun class which is feminine in the singular 
and formally masculine in the plural, and there are traces of another 
class with the opposite gender-number relation. 

30.8. In any case, the formal distinction between masculine and femi
nine is not an original feature of Semitic languages, as shown by the 
many basic feminine nouns without any special morpheme. This opinion 
is apparently confirmed by the South Ethiopic idioms of the Gurage 
group which have no feminine mark, although this situation may also 
reflect that of Highland East Cushitic. The distinction in gender is indi
cated by the verb or the pronoun referring to the noun. For the sex dif
ferentiation of animals, an additional word may be used: tābat or war 
may serve to designate the male, ardst, ast or am the female (war kutara, 
"cock"; arast kutara, "hen"). Other living beings have different root 
morphemes for the male and the female, e.g. arc, "boy"; gàrād, "gir l" . 
However, the -t morpheme characterizes some feminine proper names 
and it occurs in a couple of substantives (e.g. greġāt, "women of the 
same clan"), in the pronominal element ebàryàt, "so-and-so" from the 
masculine ebdrya, and probably in zak-it, "this one". Other Ethiopian 
languages have gender specifiers for the male and female sex of animals 
and of human beings, although the -t morpheme is used to a certain 
extent as a feminine marker as well; e.g. Gafat tàbat bušā, "boy", 
ansatà bušā, "g i r l " ; Amharic wand lag, "boy", set lag, "g i r l" ; tdbat 
tagga, "he-calf", anast taġġa, "she-calf". 

30.9. It is interesting to recall here that no gender distinction based on 
sex existed in Sumerian that has a gender classification made on another 
basis entirely — that of animate and inanimate categories. The same 
gender classification exists, e.g., in the Algonquian family of North 
American Indians, while the Bantu languages of Africa and the Cau
casian languages have many grammatical genders, including "human 
beings", "animals", "plants", "places", etc. The Bantu, e.g., divide 
things into eight to fourteen categories, which they designate by differ
ent prefixes. In the east Caucasian languages, as Chechen, Avaro-Andi, 
or Darghi, substantives are divided into two to six classes or genders. 
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30.10. Semitic languages preserve traces of a similar gender classifica
tion with a distinction, e.g., between wild animals and domestic animals. 
Thus, the postpositive determinant -b qualifies the grammatical gender 
of wild and dangerous animals; e.g. dmb-ab / hub-āb, "snake" (South 
Ethiopic; cf. §11.9); 'arn-ab-, "hare"; dub-b-, "bear"; di'-b, "wolf"; 
dub-b > dub-āb, "flies"; dab-b, "lizard"; hab-b-, "elephant"; kal-b-, 
"dog" (dangerous and originally a wild one), but still lacking the -b- in 
Cushitic and Chadic; nuh-b, "bee"; 'ank-ab-, "spider"; 'aqr-ab-, "scor
pion"; ġurā-b I *ġāri-b, "crow, raven", still lacking the -b in South 
Ethiopic (qurà, kura, etc.) and in Cushitic (qura, ġura); ta'l-ab-, "fox, 
jackal"; qwdr'-ab, "frog" (Tigrinya), lacking the final b in qwdr'a 
(Tigrinya) and in other Semitic languages; wârā-ba or urā-ba, "hyena" 
(Harari, Gurage), related to Somali warā-be and perhaps to Egyptian 
whr, "dog", still lacking ~ba. Instead, the postpositive determinant -/ / 
-r qualifies the grammatical gender of domestic or tamed animals; e.g. 
'imm-ar-, "ram, lamb"; baq-ar-, "cattle"; hilam-ār, "donkey"; hulizz-
lr-, "swine, pig"; kir-r-, "lamb"; lah-r- / rah-l-, "ewe", attested as lah, 
without the final morphem in Somali and in Rendille (East Cushitic); 
'ay-r-, "ass-foal"; taw-r-, "ox" (cf. §65.5); 'ayy-al-, "deer"; fdyy-al / 

fjġġ-àlà, "goat" (South Ethiopic); gam-al-, "camel, dromedary"; nayy-
al-, "goat, roebuck"; nam-l-, "ant" (!); 'ag-al-1 'ig-I-, "calf"; dawb-al, 
"young ass" (Arabic); gawz-al "young pigeon" (Arabic); kuta-ra, 
"poultry" (Gurage). A significative example is provided by Gafat ansd-

"donkey" (Argobba hansia), which can hardly be separated from 
Sumerian a n š e, "donkey", and therefore seems to indicate that *hanše 
was a West Asiatic culture word used around 3000 B.C. Some of these 
suffixed animal names and similar formations appear in other Afro-Asi
atic languages as well; e.g. Egyptian 3-bw, "elephant"; iy-r, "deer"; 
s-rw, "sheep"; Egyptian d-b and Highland East Cushitic lo-ba, "hip
popotamus"; zab-ba, " l ion", but dáb-el, "goat" (Saho); bak-dl, " k i d " 
(Afar); Tuareg a-gyān-ba, "crocodile"; Libyco-Berber a-tbi-r, 
"pigeon"; a-ġy-ul, "ass"; izimm-dr, "ram, lamb". This gender classifi
cation should thus go back to a common Afro-Asiatic background, just 
as the postpositive morpheme -t categorizing the collective or abstracts 
nouns, but it must be posterior to the domestication of animals, mainly 
in the seventh millennium B.C. Contrary to -t, however, the determi
nants -b and -r / -/ became constituent elements of the concerned nomi
nal roots in the historically known languages, although these formations 
were still operative in the late third or the early second millennium B.C., 
as shown by the Semitic name of the "dromedary", gam-al-, domesti-
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cated in that period in Arabia and still called kām (plur. karri) in Cushitic 
(Bedja), without the morpheme -(d)l. The same morpheme is prefixed in 
Libyco-Berber to *gam I *kam, intensified as usual to *ġam; thus a-l-
gwm in Tachelhit, a-z-ġdm in Tamazight, with the typical change / > z of 
that dialect, and a-r-ġdm in Tarifit, with the regular Rifan allophone r II 
I The East Cushitic name of the dromedary, gāl in Rendille and Boni, 
gēl-a (collective) in Somali, is best explained by the loss of intervocalic 
m, a development attested in Boni. Its Tuareg name alam has a different 
origin. It is the same word as Gafat ālamwà, "cow", and it lacks the 
determinant /. There are also several exceptions in Semitic, but these are 
mostly either loanwords or derivatives. 

30.11. A number of languages distinguish a grammatical gender com
prising names of parts of the body. Thus, in Proto-Semitic, the postpos
itive determinant -n qualifies this gender as shown by 'ud-n-, "ear"; 
afu-na, "nose" (Gurage, from Semitic 'anf + na; Oromo funnān, with 
metathesis); bat-n-, "stomach"; gah-ān- "belly"; gwad-n, "rib" 
(Ethiopic, Cushitic); his-n, "lap", "bosom", perhaps from the same root 
as £d-n, "thigh" (Amharic, Gafat, Argobba, Gurage; cf. Oromo cinā, 
"side"); yam-an-, "right hand"; tad-anlun, "teat, udder"; laš-lliš-ān-, 
"tongue"; 'ay-n-, "eye"; pa-n-, "face"; pa'~n-, "foot"; qut-n-, "small 
finger"; qar-n-, "horn"; šin-n-, "tooth"; qydn-n, "buttocks" (Gurage); 
also Oromo af-ān, "mouth", corresponding to Ge'ez 'af and Harari af. 
The noun tad-an (Arabic), td-n (Ugaritic), ša-du-un (Amorite), "teat, 
udder", corresponds to a form without final -n, as Ugaritic td, Hebrew 
šad, Syriac tddā. The word "tongue" is attested without the gender 
morpheme in Egyptian (ns), in Libyco-Berber (i-ls), and in Chadic (*/i-), 
while "ear" and "horn" lack it in Cushitic (*waz; Omotic qaro). Inter
estingly dián designates the "heart" in some Agaw dialects of the 
Qemant-Qwara group, wazana in Saho, wadne in Somali, etc., whereas 
"ear" is called kàzàr(à) in the same Agaw dialects, with other names in 
various Cushitic languages. 

C. Number 

31.1. Within the general domain of number expression, languages dif
fer on the basis of whether they limit themselves to singular and plural, 
or include also dual and, sometimes, trial. Semitic languages possess 
three numbers: singular, dual, and plural. Besides, there are collective 
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nouns (§31.38-39) and paucatives (§31.35-37). The latter category, 
attested at least in Arabic and in Ethiopic, needs further investigation. As 
for singulars, they denote either a single being or thing, as "man", or a 
group of beings or things regarded collectively, as "mankind". In all 
probability, the singular was originally the only number, while the plural 
was expressed by the collective singular, characterized in Semitic by a 
different pattern of the basic root, corresponding to the so-called "bro
ken plural" (§31.23-34). The plural distinguished by additional mor
phemes from the singulars and from the collective singulars is then the 
result of a further development. Many language groups present plural 
formations radically different. In the Bantu languages, for example, the 
plural is distinguished from the singular by other sets of class-prefixes, 
e.g. in Class 1 (human beings) mu-ntu, "man", ba-ntu, "men"; in Class 
7 (diminutives) ka-ntu, "little man", tu-ntu, "little men". Besides these 
general observations, the singulars do not require any particular presen
tation, except for the singulatives derived from collectives (§31.40-42). 

a) Dual 

31.2. The dual is formed by special endings attached to the singular. It 
serves to denote not only pairs of objects — mostly parts of the body 
occurring in pairs, e.g. the eyes —, but also to express simple duality. Its 
regular occurrence in Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, Ugaritic, Arabic, and in 
Modern South Arabian idioms indicates that its restricted use in other lan
guages results from the widespread substitution of the plural for the dual. 

31.3. Comparative analysis indicates that the dual is diptotic in all the 
Semitic languages, viz. it distinguishes only the nominative and a single 
oblique case (genitive-accusative). It is formed by adding -ā in the nom
inative and -ay > -ē / -I I -ā in the oblique case. These dual morphemes 
are attached to the stem or to its "feminine" ending -f, and they are fol
lowed in the absolute state of the noun (§33.12) by nunation or mima-
tion, which can be missing. E.g. Old Akkadian bēlān, bēlīn, "the two 
masters"; bēltān, bēltīn, "the two mistresses"; Thamūdic h-bkrtn, "the 
two young she-camels"; Safaitic n'mtn, "two ostriches". The absence of 
nunation or mimation does not necessarily indicate its dropping in a later 
period. In Palaeosyrian, at Ebla, nunation is generally missing, e.g. in 
ba-ta-a, " in the two houses"; al6 su-lu-la-a 1 ITI , "by virtue of the two 
horns of the moon". 
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31.4. In the Semitic languages which have lost the case endings 
(§32.12-18), the dual morpheme -ay of the oblique case is commonly 
used also in the nominative. It can be contracted to -ē (Arabic colloqui
als) or to -ī > -i (Modem South Arabian). In the absolute state, it is fol
lowed by the nunation in Aramaic, in Neo-Arabic, and in Modem Ara
bic colloquials, e.g. qarnayin, "horns" in Aramaic; 'ēnēn, "eyes", and 
'ēntēn, "two eyes", in the Arabic dialects of Damascus and of Baghdad 
(§31.6). However, among modem colloquials, that of Hadramawt has 
-an for the dual in all cases, but the ā might result from a monophthon
gization of ay (cf. §22.4). In Hebrew and in Phoenician, we have mima-
tion instead of nunation, e.g. Hebrew raglayim, "feet, paws"; Phoeni
cian 'hym, "two brothers". 

31.5. The mimation is used also in Ugaritic, but the unvocalized texts 
and the contraction of the diphthongs reveal no formal distinction 
between the nominative and the oblique case. Authors generally believe 
that such a distinction has to be admitted since Ugaritic possesses the 
three basic cases (§32.13). However, this assumption is by no means 
certain, because the whole extension of the same single form for all 
cases of the dual in ancient Arabic dialects calls for caution. The attested 
Pre-Classical forms are -āni or -āna, in the construct state -ā. The ā of 
the oblique case might result from a contraction ay > ā (cf. §22.3-4). 

31.6. A noun designating an object that comes naturally in pairs, in 
particular a part of the body, is generally used in the dual, but it may 
also appear in the plural when more than two are meant or when the 
word is used in a derived or different meaning. Thus, in Ugaritic e.g., 
besides the dual qrnm, "two horns", occurs also the feminine plural qrnt 
when more than two horns are meant, and besides the dual ydm, 
"hands", appears also the feminine plural in 'šr ydt, "ten handles" or 
some similar tools. In classical and literary Arabic e.g., the dual "two 
hands" is yadāni in the nominative, but the plural of the same feminine 
noun is yudlyun or 'ayādin, with various meanings. Instead, in most 
modem Arabic colloquials, the original dual ending is used as a 
"pseudo-dual", e.g. 'ēnēn, "eyes", while "two eyes" is 'ēntēn in Dam
ascus and in Baghdad, with the dual ending added to the feminine mor
pheme - i - , thus -tayn > -ten. A similar situation occurs in Modem South 
Arabian languages where original duals can function as plurals, and are 
so considered by native speakers (e.g. nasfi, "halves", from sing. nasf). 
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31.7. In Assyro-Babylonian, dual endings are replaced by plural end
ings from the Old Babylonian period on. However, they continue to 
occur with nouns that denote a pair of objects, but they are then used 
even i f the number of these objects is more than two. When the same 
nouns occur with the regular plural ending, they have a different mean
ing. Therefore, the contrast between originally dual endings and plural 
endings is henceforth on the lexical level and it does not express any 
more the distinction between the numbers dual and plural. E.g., two or 
more "hands" are qātā(rì), while qātāti designates two or more "shares". 

31.8. The same evolution is attested in Hebrew and in Punic. E.g., "six 
wings" are called in Hebrew šēš kdnāpayim, with the dual ending, while 
the regular feminine plural kanāpot means "extremities". In Punic, the 
dual ending occurs in p'mm, that refers to the paws of sacrificed ani
mals, but the regular feminine plural p 'mt is used when the word means 
"occurrences, times". 

b) Plural 

31.9. The plural may be formed in Semitic by the attachment of special 
endings to the singular or by the use of a noun pattern different from the 
one employed for the singular. The first type of plural is called "external" 
or "sound"; it may consist either in the lengthening of the characteristic 
vowel of the singular (§31.10-11), or in suffixing an ending -ān(-) or 
-āt{-) (§31.12-20). The second type of plural is referred to as "internal" or 
"broken" plural (§31.23-34). There is also a plural pattern in -h (§31.19), 
which could be related to the broken plurals, and a plural by reduplication 
of the root morpheme (§31.21-22). Besides, there are examples of double 
plurals, i.e. consisting in pluralizations of forms already plural. E.g. Ara
bic qawl, "saying", 'aqwāl, "sayings", 'aqāwīl, "ensembles of sayings"; 
Ge'ez liq, "elder", "chief", plur. liqān and liqānāt. Broken plurals, in 
particular, are sometimes further pluralized by an external plural 
(§31.25,28,33) and both forms may coexist (§31,33), e.g, in Ge'ez where 
the external plural ending -āt may be added to the broken plural, as in the 
case of liq and of masāle, "proverb", plur. 'amsāl and 'amsālāt. Such a 
double pluralization is frequent in Berber dialects (§28.13). 

Externa l P l u r a l 

31.10. Comparative analysis indicates that the external plural of Proto-
Semitic or Common Semitic is diptotic and that it is formed by the 
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lengthening of the characteristic vowel of the singular. Thus, the plural 
of the nominative kalbu(m), "dog", is kalbū and the plural of the oblique 
case kalbiim) is kalbl. Similarly, the plural of the feminine nominative 
kalbatuim), "bitch", is kalbātu(m) and the plural of the corresponding 
oblique case kalbati(m) is kaìbāti{m). In the masculine plural of Old 
Akkadian and Assyro-Babylonian, the mimation of the singular is omit
ted, but it is preserved in the absolute state of plural North Semitic 
nouns, at least in Ugaritic, also in Hebrew and in Phoenician, while it 
changes to nunation in Aramaic (with the exception of Samalian), in 
Arabic, Moabite, Ammonite. It is as yet uncertain whether the Lihyānite 
construct plural bnw /banū/, "sons", implies an absolute masculine 
plural banūna, like in Classical Arabic. 

In Neo-Aramaic, the ending -yāti is the plural morpheme of the nouns ending 
in -tā; e.g. šišiltā, "chain", plur. šišilyāti. This formation is already attested in 
Late Aramaic; e.g. bīrtā, "stronghold", plur. bīrānyāt with a double plural ter
mination -ān + yāt (§31.12; cf. Late Babylonian blranātu). 

31.11. The allophone -ē of the ending -I in the oblique case of the 
plural is already attested in Old Akkadian. In the "plene" spellings a-wi-
li-e, "men", bi-ti-e, "houses", which regularly occur in Old Assyrian 
and occasionally in Old Babylonian, the -e functions as the phonetic 
indicator of this long vowel. The later Assyro-Babylonian plurals kalbē, 
used also for the nominative, can best be explained by the common ten
dency of the oblique case to stand for all cases. This trend is well known 
from Hebrew (e.g. sūsīm, "horses"), Phoenician (r|À,eip = 'lm, "deity", 
a plural in form), Aramaic (e.g. millln, "words"), Neo-Aramaic (e.g. 
torīlē, "bulls"), and modem Arabic colloquials (e.g. haddādīn, 
"smiths"), but the distinction of the cases is preserved in the Samalian 
dialect of Aramaic (e.g. mlkw, "kings", but mlky in the oblique case), in 
the Canaanite dialect of the Gezer calendar (e.g. yrhw 'sp, "months of 
ingathering"), in Classical Arabic (e.g. sāriqūna, "thieves", but sāriqīna 
in the oblique case), and most likely in Lihyānite and in the earlier 
stages of South Arabian, as suggested by the construct state bnw and 
bny, "sons". 

31.12. A masculine plural in -ānu/ū (nominative, e.g. šarrānu, 
"kings") and -āni/ī (oblique case, e.g. Hani, "gods") appears in Assyro-
Babylonian from the Old Babylonian period on, i.e. from the time when 
the distinction between the numbers dual and plural was abandoned. 
This apparent innovation might thus be explained as an expanded use of 
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the originally dual ending -ān (§31.3), followed by the case markers -u/ū 
and -i/l. However, one should bear in mind that the plural in -n is 
attested in Libyco-Berber as early as the 2nd century B.C., thus inde
pendently from any influence of Arabic, e.g. in the nouns nbb-n, "cut
ters", and nbt-n "splitters", of a bilingual Punico-Numidic inscription 
from Dougga. Besides, the same suffix forms the plural in Chadic (e.g. 
Logone ngun, "belly", plur. ngwaren), as well as the plural patterns 
fi'lān and fu'lān in Arabic (e.g. ġizlān, "broken" plural of ġazāl, 
"gazelle"). The apparently double indications of the plural in East 
Semitic -ān-ū or -ān-ī (e.g. a-la-nu-u, "cities"; a-la-ni-i-ka, "your 
cities") could perhaps be compared with the addition of the plural end
ing -āt to the dual morpheme -ēn- in the colloquial Arabic of Baghdad 
(e.g. sitt riġlēnāt, "six pairs of paws"). The ending -āni < -ānī/ē is also 
used to form masculine plurals in Neo-Aramaic and it is rightly seen 
there as combining the element -ān- and the usual plural morpheme -lie. 
The external masculine plural in Modern South Arabian languages is -In 
or its allophone (e.g. gdfnln, "eyebrows"), while the most common fem
inine ending is -dtdn, -tan or an allophone (e.g. ġagotan, "girls"). In 
Ge'ez, which kept only few traces of the dual, the external masculine 
plural ending can be also -ān (e.g. masihān, plural of masih, "Mes
siah"), although the "feminine" suffix -āt is used for masculine sub
stantives as well (e.g. kahdnāt, "priests"; §31.15). Modern North 
Ethiopic still preserves the ending of the external plural -an in Tigrinya 
and -ām in Tigre, with the change n > m\ e.g. Tigrinya qaddusan, 
"saints"; Tigre qdddusām kdtubām, "Holy Scriptures". It is used mainly 
with participles and verbal adjectives. Significantly, the ending -ān 
appears in Aramaic as the feminine plural morpheme of the absolute 
state, as early as the ninth century B.C., and it is being substituted for the 
feminine ending -t of the singular (e.g. malkān, "queens"). 

31.13. Some nouns with the overt -t- mark of the feminine in the sin
gular have a masculine and a feminine forms in the plural. E.g. Arabic 
sanat(un), "year", has the plurals sìnūna and sanawāt(un), and ri'atiun), 
"lung", corresponds to the plurals ri'ūna and rVātiun). The plural slnn 
lšinūn(a)l is attested also in Safaitic. In Hebrew, šānā, "year", has the 
plural šānīm in the absolute state, but sanot in the construct state, while 
'âšērā, "sanctuary", has both plurals 'âšērīm and 'âšērot. The Aramaic 
noun ginnā, "garden", has the plurals ginnln and ginnayyā or ginnātā in 
the emphatic state (§33.7). There seems to be no contrast between the 
two sets of forms that can be determined at present. 
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31.14. A similar phenomenon occurs in Assyro-Babylonian, in 
Ugaritic, and in Aramaic with nouns which do not have the feminine 
morpheme -t- in the singular. Thus, in Assyro-Babylonian, bābu, 
"gate", has the plurals bābāni and bābāti; biblu, "gift", is attested with 
the plurals biblāni and biblāti; idu(m), "hand", with idū and idātu(m). In 
Ugaritic, r'iš, "head", appears with the plurals r'ašm, r'ašt and r'išt; 
grn, "threshing floor", has the plurals grnm and grnt, while the word 
"wheat" (root hnt) is attested under the forms htm and htt. These nouns 
cannot be considered automatically as feminine, as shown by the plurals 
nasīkāni and nasīkāti of the name nasīku, "sheikh" or "prince" of the 
Aramaeans. In Imperial Aramaic, yom, "day", has the attested plurals 
yomln and, in the construct state, yomāt. Both forms of plural occur also 
in Hebrew iyāmīm, yamot) and in Phoenician iymm, ymt), while the 
Ammonite phrase ywmt rbm, "many days", indicates that the morpheme 
-t does not change the gender of the noun, as shown by the masculine 
plural termination of the modifying adjective rbm. Some Neo-Aramaic 
masculine nouns have a "feminine" plural formation besides the regular 
masculine plural ending. This alternative plural regularly adds a special 
connotation and agrees with masculine forms of adjectives and of verbal 
pronominal affixes; e.g. mārā, "owner" (masc); marl, "owners" 
(masc); mārwātā, "known owners" (masc). 

31.15. Some nouns, both masculine and feminine, without the -t- mark 
of the feminine in the singular, take the "feminine" ending in the plural. 
This phenomenon assumes larger proportions in Assyro-Babylonian and 
especially in North Ethiopic where the "feminine" plural ending -āt is 
widely used for masculine nouns. Also the external plural in -oca / -ac, 
used for both genders in modem South Ethiopic (§31.17) and in some 
Tigre nouns, originates from an ancient *-āti, which was the ending of 
the plural oblique case: the vowel i caused palatalization of t and was 
absorbed in the palatal. In Assyro-Babylonian, some of the nouns in 
question are really feminine also in the singular, as e.g. abulluim), "city 
gate", plur. abullātu(m), or eleppu(m), "ship", plur. eleppētu(m). Other 
nouns however, as e.g. qaqqaduim), "head", plur. qaqqadātuim), or 
ikkaru, "peasant", plur. ikkarātu(m), are masculine in both numbers. A 
third group consists of nouns which are masculine in the singular, but 
are treated as feminine in the plural, e.g. epinnu(m), "plough", 
plur. epinnētuim), or eqlu(m), "field", plur. eqlētu(m). The situation is 
similar in Ugaritic with nouns like ks'u, "chair", or mtb, "dwelling", 
which have the plurals ks'at and mtbt. We know at least that ks'u is also 
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feminine in the singular. In North Ethiopic the ending -āt is used instead 
of the masculine plural morpheme -ān without influencing the gender of 
the nouns (e.g. Ge'ez may, "water", plur. māyāt; Tigrinya sáb, "per
son", plur. sâbat), while the morpheme -ān (cf. §31.12) is employed for 
adjectives and participles (e.g. Ge'ez kadis, "new", plur. hadisān), and 
for a small number of substantives. In Tigrinya, the plural ending is -tat 
after vowels (e.g. gâza, "house", plur. gâzatat), even when the final 
vowel has only an auxiliary function (§27.16), as in hbbi, "heart", plur. 
hbbdtat (cf. §31.20). Besides the plural ending -occ (§31.17), Amharic 
continues using the Old Ethiopic ending -āt, mainly with masculine 
nouns or with nouns unspecified as to gender, e.g. hawaryat, "apostles", 
hsanat, "languages", gádamat, "convents". The wide use of the ending 
-āt can best be explained by the original function of the morpheme -t-
forming collective nouns (§30.1). However, a side influence of the 
Cushitic adstratum on Ethiopic should not be excluded, since -t- is the 
most common Cushitic marker of the plural, also in Highland East 
Cushitic. 

31.16. For the adjective masculine plural, Assyro-Babylonian uses the 
morpheme -ūtu, in the oblique case -ūti, e.g. rabiu(m), "great", plur. 
rabiūtu(m), rabiūtiim). This morpheme is homophonous with the deriva
tional afformative -ūtu that forms abstract nouns (e.g. šarrūtu, "king
ship") and, therefore, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether the 
noun ending in -ūtu is an adjective masculine plural, as šibūtuim), 
"elders, witnesses", or a substantive with collective meaning, e.g. 
amēlūtuirn), "mankind". In the context, however, the question can be 
decided on the basis of grammatical concord. 

31.17. Contrary to Ge'ez and to the modern North Ethiopic, South 
Ethiopic has an external plural only. The Amharic broken plurals are 
borrowed from Ge'ez (§31.34) and the preserved patterns are no longer 
productive. South Ethiopic uses the ending -occ / -ac deriving from an 
ancient *-āti as plural marker without making a distinction between the 
masculine and the feminine (§31.15). This plural morpheme is pro
nounced -occ in Amharic, whereas it is -àc in Harari and -ac in Argobba, 
Gafat, and the Soddo dialect of Gurage. East Gurage dialects add a 
vowel to the element -c: -cá, -deed. E.g., the plural of bet, "house", is 
betoâé in Amharic, whereas it is bedac in Argobba; the plural of dng, 
"hand", is dnġdccà in East Gurage. East Gurage dialects also repeat the 
last radical to express the plural (§31.22); e.g. culo, "baby", plur. 
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éulalo; gamela, "camel", plur. gamelalo; waġi, "elder brother", plur. 
waġiġo. Instead, West Gurage has no plural marker; thus, fàràz means 
both "horse" and "horses"; bet is "house" and "houses". The number 
of the noun is indirectly reflected in the verb and in the pronouns. The 
same situation is found also in some Cushitic dialects of the region. 

31.18. Aramaic uses the feminine plural morphemes to form the plural 
of some masculine nouns — mainly loanwords — ending in a vowel, 
thus 'āsē, "doctor", plur. 'ās(a)wātā in the emphatic state; 'aryē, "lion", 
plur. 'aryāwān and 'aryāwātā; kinā, "companion", plur. kdnāwān and 
kdtiāwātā; korsē, "seat", plur. korsāwān; pehā, "governor", plur. 
pah(a)wātā. The same usage is attested in Arabic; e.g. bāšā, "pasha", 
plur. bāšawāt(un); 'aġā, "ag(h)a", plur. 'aġāwātiun); 'ustād, "master", 
plur. 'ustādāt(un) or 'asātida(turì). Similar plurals occur in North 
Ethiopic, e.g. in Tigrinya where gdza, "house", has a plural gdzawdtti 
besides the usual gdzatat (§31.15). 

31.19. Sabaic plural patterns in -h are found with biconsonantal nomi
nal roots in 'bh, "fathers", 'mh, "female clients, handmaids" (sing, 'mi), 
and with the addition of an external feminine plural morpheme in 'mht, 
"mothers". The plural in -h is attested also in Arabic (e.g. šifāh, "lips") 
and in Qatabanic ('hh-, "brothers", construct state), while the formation 
of the plural in -ht occurs in Palaeosyrian, with gu-la- 'à-tum I gullahā-
tum I, "cups", in Ugaritic, with 'amht, "handmaids"; 'umht, "moth
ers"; 'ilht, "goddesses"; qrht, "towns", likewise in Minaic (e.g. 'ntht, 
"women"; 'hint, "clans"), in Hadramitic Cbhty, "fathers", construct 
state), in Hebrew ('âmāhdt, "handmaids"), in Phoenician (dlht, 
"doors"), in Aramaic (e.g. 'immdhātā, "the mothers"; 'âbāhātok, "your 
fathers"; šdmāhāt, "names" in the construct state), and in some modem 
Arabic colloquials, e.g. in the Hawrān ('abbahāt, "fathers"; 'ummahāt, 
"mothers"). The Tigre plurals 'abayt, "fathers", and 'afayt, "mouths", 
have probably the same origin. In all these instances, the ending -t of the 
plural seems to be superimposed upon an earlier ending in -h. 

31.20. The same ending -āt > -ot of the plural is sometimes superim
posed upon the singular ending -t. E.g. Assyro-Babylonian išātu(m), 
"fire", plur. išātātu; suhartu(m), "gir l" , plur. suhartātu(m) besides 
suharātu(m); Ugaritic 'aht, "sister", plur. 'ahtt, besides 'aht; Hebrew 
delet, "door", plur. ddlātot; qešet, "bow", plur. qašātot; Ge'ez barakat, 
"blessing", plur. barakatāt; Tigre sadāyat, "help", plur. sadāyatāt; 
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'āmat, "year", plur. 'āmotāt. This suffix -otāt < -atāî is common in 
Tigre with nouns whose singular ends in -at, but it is used also with 
other nouns; e.g. sdraq, "theft", plur. sdrqotāt. The Tigrinya plural end
ing -tat appearing after vowels is probably related to these cases; e.g. 
gâza, "house", plur. gázatat (§31.15); cf. mà'alti, "day", plur. md'altat. 

Plural by Reduplication 

31.21. A plural formation by reduplicating the root morpheme is 
attested for some biconsonantal nouns, e.g. Palaeosyrian ha-ba-ha-bi 
(gen.), "hidden things" (cf. Arabic hab'), Hebrew mēmē, "waters" (con
struct state); Assyro-Babylonian birbirrū, "glare", with no singular but 
with the addition of the plural morpheme -ū; Aramaic rab, "great", plur. 
rahrdbln (masc.) and rabrdbān (fern.); Syriac daqddqē, "little ones"; 
hadhddānē, "certain ones", also with the addition of the usual plural 
ending; Sabaic 'Vlt, "gods", Hebrewpe, plur. pīpiyydt, "cutting edges", 
with the addition of the -t morpheme. The repetition of the root mor
pheme is probably one of the oldest methods to express the plural. It is 
used in Chadic (e.g. Hausa dambe, "struggle", plur. dambedambe), to a 
lesser extent in Cushitic (e.g. Bedja san, "brother", plur. sanasana), in 
Sumerian (e.g. kur - ku r , "mountains"), and in the Malay language 
(e.g. rumah-rumah, "houses"), while ancient Egyptian initially redupli
cated the hieroglyph to mark the dual and wrote it thrice to signify the 
plural. A similar practice is attested at Ebla where the triple writing 
AN.AN.AN may indicate the plural "gods", while the double writing 
AN.AN signifies ftheaven". This type of plural marking is unlikely to 
have arisen from a distributive context (§35.22), for reduplication can 
have various functions. The addition of the usual plural morphemes (-Ū, 
-In I -ān, -t) should be considered as a secondary feature. 

31.22. An analogous plural formation is attested in some South 
Ethiopian languages which express the plural by the repetition of the last 
radical, especially in Gurage (§31.17); e.g. culo, "baby", plur. culalo; 
wolla, "neighbour", plur. wollalu; àmar, "donkey", plur. âmararà; 
gwàbbe, "brother", plur. gwabbabit, with addition of a -t. Also Amharic 
uses the repetition of a radical as a device to express the plural in a l im
ited number of nouns, but this consonant is not necessarily the last one 
(e.g. wàyzàro, "lady", plur. wâyzazdr), and the plural morpheme -occ 
can still be added to the extended root (e.g. wànddmm, "brother", plur. 
wànddmamocc). This partial reduplication occurs also in Chadic (e.g. 
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Hausa magana, "word", plur. maganganu; kofa, "door", plur. kofofi) 
and in Cushitic (e.g. Kafa bāk-6, "cock", plur. bākik-6; Somali san, 
"nose", plur. sanan). 

Internal Plural 

31.23. Semitic internal or "broken" plurals are formed by the use of 
noun patterns different from those of the singular. The patterns so used 
are rightly regarded as original collectives and their function as plurals 
can only be established in the light of grammatical concord. 

31.24. The use of broken plurals is widely attested in Arabic and in 
Ethiopic, and it is more pervasive in ancient South Arabian than in any 
other Semitic language. Traces of broken plurals are also preserved in 
dialects belonging to Semitic languages in which these plurals are not 
regularly attested, and there are clear parallels in other branches of Afro-
Asiatic, viz. in Libyco-Berber, in Cushitic, especially in Bedja and in 
Afar-Saho, and in Egypto-Coptic, where the Coptic internal plurals can 
hardly be considered in mass as a secondary development. Some of them 
may be quite archaic, as suggested by the old Egyptian plurals ipw and 
ipn of pw and pn, "this", or ik3, a rare plural of k3, "soul", attested 
besides the usual k3w. Therefore, the broken plurals may be regarded as 
Proto-Semitic, at least in the sense that the collective function of some 
of their patterns is common to several Semitic languages in different 
areas. 

31.25. Thus, Old Assyrian suhrum, the pattern of which corresponds to 
Classical Arabic fu'lun, has the collective meaning "the small ones", 
while the Assyrian individual singular is sahru(m), "small". The same 
noun pattern is used in Old Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian for so-
called abstracts like dumqu(m), "goodness", which is in reality a collec
tive noun "good things" derived from damquim), "good". A restricted 
number of Assyro-Babylonian monosyllabic nouns preserve traces of a 
broken plural — sometimes called "infixed plural" — that parallels the 
Arabic pattern fu "al (e.g. buhhal, "free men"). These nouns form their 
plural on the pattern C]vC2C2a(C3) to which the ending -ū / -ī or -ūtu / 
-ātu of the external plural is added: 
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Sing. Plur. 

ab-u, "father" 
ah-u, "brother" 
alk-at-, "way" 
ark-u, "long" 
bakr-u, "young camel" 
damq-u, "good" 
daqq-u, "fine" 
ebr-u, "friend" 
hanb-u, "voluptuous" 
sahr-u / sehr-u, "small" 
zikr-u, "man" 

abba-ū > abbū 
*ahha-ū > ahhū 
alkak-ātu 
arrak-ūtu 
bakkar-ī 
dammaq-ūtu 
daqqaq-ūtu 
ebbar-ūtu 
hannab-ātu 
sahhar-ū / sehher-ūtu 
zikkar-ū 

This pattern might be attested also in Palaeosyrian by e.g. du-ba-lu 
/dubbaru/, "pastures", a noun related to Aramaic dabr-, "pasture", and 
to Ethiopic dabr, "mountain". However, the Palaeosyrian orthography 
does not allow distinguishing patterns corresponding to fu 'āl, fu' 'al, 
fu"āl and fu'al. Besides, both fu'al and fi'al are well represented in 
North Ethiopic by the pattern CdCaC (§31.31), to which du-ba-lu might 
be related as well. This kind of ambiguity does not occur in Hebrew 
where similar survivals of broken plurals — traditionally explained by a 
dageš dirimens — are preserved by the Masoretic vocalization of some 
Hebrew nouns. They generally have a superimposed external plural ter
mination which causes the shortening a > d in the pattern ClvC2C2aCỳ 

Sing. Plur. 

sdbak < *sbak-, "thicket" 
'ēnāb < *'inb-, "grape" 
'âseret < * 'asr-, "crowd" 
'āqēb < * 'aqb-, "heel" 
'ēśeb < 'iśb-, "herb" 
qešet < qašt-, "bow" 
miqdāš, "sanctuary" 

subbdk-o 
'innab-ē 
'assdr-ot 
'iqqab-ē I -ot 
'iśśdb-ot 
qasšat-oî 
miqqadāš 

31.26. By far the most frequently used broken plural pattern in ancient 
Arabic, in Epigraphic South Arabian, in Ge'ez, and in Tigrinya is 'fl 
with the preformative 'a-. The stem vowel is either a ('af'āl > 'af'al) or 
u ('af'ūl > 'af'ul). This stem is preserved in a few Amharic forms bor
rowed from Ge'ez (e.g. amsal, "parables"; adbar, "mountains") and it 
was used in North and West Semitic, as well. The stem with vowel ā 
most likely occurs in ahlāmu, the probable Old Babylonian designation 
of the Proto-Aramaeans and their congeners which must transcribe a 
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native 'aġlām, "boys, lads". It is probably found also in Palaeosyrian 
ar-ša-lu /'ardālu/, "despicable (men)"; a-sa-lu /'āšālu < 'a'šālu/, 
"rush"; áš-kà-lum /'atkālum/, corresponding to Hebrew 'eškol or 'aškol 
< *'atkāl, "grapes". Vocalic variations as Ugaritic 'utkl and Aramaic 
'etkālā might suggest that the pattern was broken. The stem with vowel 
ū ('af'ūl) is found in 'dqwr, an Aramaic noun used in the Tell Fekherye 
inscription (9th century B.C.) and apparently employed as the broken 
plural 'adqūr of dqr, "jug". This stem with the vowel u < ū is very com
mon in Ge'ez; e.g. hagar, "city", plur. 'ahgur, haql, "field", plur. 
'ahqul. It is used also in modem North Ethiopic; e.g. Tigre kaldb, 
"dog", plur. 'aklub next to 'aklāb. 

31.27. Minaic plural stems with infix -h- are found in bhn, "sons", and 
bhnt, "daughters". They may occur also in Palaeosyrian, as suggested, 
e.g., by gú-a-tum Iquhatumj, probably a plural of qātum, "hand", with 
the meaning "surety", "warranty", and by sa-a-dum /šahadum/, seem
ingly a plural of šēdu(m), a barley species. The trace of such a plural, 
with the addition of the usual plural morpheme -m, probably occurs in 
Ugaritic bhtm, "houses", though it is often to be translated as a singular. 
The existence of such a plural may also be assumed for *mht, "lands", 
in consideration of mt kin, "all the lands", in the Aramaic Tell Fekherye 
inscription, in which there are clear examples of syncope of internal -h-
(§27.25), as well as some other possible instances of broken plurals 
(§31.26). 

31.28. Classical Arabic has thirty different patterns of broken plurals 
(Fig. 26), with short or long vowels, with diphthongs, some of them with 
geminated second radical (e.g. kātìb, "scribe", plur. kuttāb), others 
extended either by the prefix 'a- (e.g. mar ad, "illness", plur. 'amrād) or 
by the suffix -ān (e.g. ġazāl, "gazelle", plur. ġizlān). Some of these pat
terns go probably back to the third millennium B.C., since they seem to 
appear in Palaeosyrian. There is also a pattern fu'alā', used with nouns 
designating persons (e.g. šā'ir, "poet", plur. šu'arā'), but similar broken 
plurals have a wider range of application in Libyco-Berber (e.g. -zlufa, 
"rushes", from sing, -zlaf', -ġbula, "springs", from sing, -gbalu), where 
they are attested already in the 2nd century B.C. as shown by šqr', 
"wood", and zl', "iron", in a Punico-Numidic inscription from Dougga. 
In modem colloquials, except in Yemen (§31.29), the patterns with the 
prefix 'a- (§31.26) have almost disappeared and coalesced with other 
stems, deprived of their short vowel; e.g. both 'af'āl and fi'āl became 
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f'āl, which is a new, widely used pattern: harāf "lamb", plur. hrāf 
instead of hirāf; ġabal, "mountain", plur. ġbāl instead of 'aġbāl or 
ġibāl. Four-consonant singular patterns have plurals formed on the stems 
fa'alii and fa'ālīl, e.g. kawkab, "star", plur. kawākib; šaytān, "devil", 
plur. šayātīn. For further details the grammars of classical and colloquial 
Arabic have to be consulted. It should be stressed here that some of the 
last-mentioned patterns are very old or are used also in other languages. 
Thus, the broken plural of thefì'āl pattern occurs in Palaeosyrian mu-da-
bil sí-kà-ri (mudabbìl sikāri/, "story-teller", lit. "teller of stories", while 
the Hebrew plural of "segolate" nouns derived from the type CjVC2C3 

(§29.5) is an external plural superimposed on a broken plural of the 
same pattern//'āl >f'āl; e.g. sing, malk- > plur. *milāk+īm > m(à)lākīm. 
The same situation occurs in Samaritan Aramaic (e.g. sing, rigl- > 
rēgāl+en, "feet"). The pattern fa 'īl, represented in Arabic by words like 
'abīd(un), "slaves", and hamlr(un), "donkeys", is likewise attested in 
Palaeosyrian, e.g. sa-i-lum or sa-ì-lu-um /śa'īrum/, "barley", as well as 
the pattern for four-consonant singular stems, but with a different set of 
vowels; e.g. zu-mu-ba-rul2 /zumūbaru/, "songs", from *zambāru < 
zamāru (§11.9). 

Patterns of "broken" plurals 
in Classical Arabic 

fa 'al(un) 
f'ial{un) 
fu 'al(un) 
fu 'ul{un) 
fa'īl(un) 
fi 'āl(un) 
fu'āl(un) 
fu 'ūl(un) 

fi'āla(tun) 
fu 'āla(tun) 

fa 'ala(tun) 
fi'ala(tun) 
fu 'ala(tun) 

fu' 'āl(urì) 

fu"al(un) 
'af'ul(un) 
'afilaitun) 
'af'āliun) 

fi 'la(tun) fi 'lān(un) 
fu 'lān(un) 

fa 'ālil(un) 
fa 'ālīl(urì) 
fu'alā'u 

fa 'ālilaitun) fawā'il{u) fa'ālā 
fawā 'īliu) fa 'ā 'il(u) 

'af'ilā 'u 

Fig. 26. 

31.29. As said above, the use of broken plurals is more extensive in 
ancient South Arabian than in any other Semitic language, inasmuch as 
it occurs even with nisba formations in -ly, e.g. 'hdr, "Hadramites". 
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The most used broken plural pattern is 'f'l (§31.26), but its vocalization 
cannot be established directly. Since present-day Yemeni colloquials use 
the stem 'af'ūl (e.g. 'amm, "uncle", plur. 'a'mūm), best attested in 
Ethiopic (§31.26,31), instead of usual Arabic 'af'āl, one can assume that 
epigraphic f ' l (e.g. nfs1, "soul, person", plur. 'n/s1) was vocalized simi
larly. Other attested broken plural stems of ancient South Arabian are f'l, 
f'lt,f'wl,f'wlt,f'yl,f'ylt,f'lw,f'ln, fit, 'f'lw. 

31.30. The Modern South Arabian languages have broken plurals, the 
patterns of which show more similarity to those of Ethiopic than to those 
of Arabic; e.g. aġā, "brother", plur. aġayw; gdwf, "chest", plur. gawaft. 
Another kind of broken plural has developed within these languages. It 
consists in the change of the last vowel i/a of the singular into o/w, e.g. 
fdlhi, "foal", plur. fdlho; nanhan, "younger brother", plur. nanyhon. 

31.31. In North Ethiopic the situation is similar to that of ancient South 
Arabian, with broken plurals showing the vocalic change of the singular 
basis, sometimes accompanied by the preformative 'a- and/or the afforma
tive -t. We give examples of the main patterns CiCaC I CuCaC > CdCaC 
(e.g. Ge'ez 'din, "ear", plur. 'azan; Tigre karšat, "belly", plur. karas; 
'dgdr, "foot", plur. 'agar), CaCāC (e.g. Ge'ez qways, "shin", plur. qwayās; 
Tigre ġdbbat, "jacket", plur. ġabāb), CaCaCt (e.g. Ge'ez sahāfi, "writer", 
plur. sahaft), 'aCCāC (e.g. Ge'ez zanab, "tail", plur. 'aznāb; dabr, 
"mountain", plur. 'adbār; labs, "dress", plur. 'albās; Tigre kaldb, "dog", 
plur. 'aklāb; Tigrinya fàrās, "horse", plur. 'afras; 'dzni, "ear", plur. 
'a'zan; zâmàd, "relative", plur. 'azmad), 'aCCūC (e.g. Ge'ez haql, 
"field", plur. 'ahqul; hagar, "town", plur. 'ahgur; Tigre daqal, "mast", 
plur. 'adquī), 'aCCdC (e.g. Ge'ez baql, "mule", plur. 'abqal; sāhl, "chal
ice", plur. 'ashdl; Tigre dabar, "mountain", plur. 'adbar), 'aCCaCt (e.g. 
Ge'ez bahr, "sea", plur. 'abhart; nasr, "eagle", plur. 'ansart), and for 
four-consonant singular stems the patterns CaCdCaC (e.g. Ge'ez 
darigal," girl", plur. danāgal; Tigre mansaf, "carpet", plur. manāsaf; 
Tigrinya mândàq, "wall", plur. manadaq; kanfdr, "lip", plur. kànafar) and 
CaCûCaCt (e.g. Ge'ez mal'ak, "messenger", plur. malā'akt). Additional or 
variant patterns occur in modem North Ethiopic: 'aClaC2C2aC3 (e.g. Tigre 
naggal, "kid", plur. 'anaggal), 'aCāCaCit) (e.g. Tigre walat, "daughter", 
plur. 'awālad; Tigrinya bâtri, "staff", plur. 'abatarti; bàġli, "mule", 
plur. 'abaġalti), 'aC{aC2C2it (e.g. Tigre ġana, "child", plur. 'aġannit), 
CxaC2aCyC3aCA (e.g. Tigre šangul, "adult", plur. šanaggal), 
C^aCflCyCjit) (e.g. Tigre safta, "rebel", plur. šafattit), CaCāCi(t) (e.g. 
Tigre masni, "friend", plur. masānit). 
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31.32. A characteristic of broken plurals in modern North Ethiopic is 
the preservation of original diphthongs. E.g. the broken plural of Tigre 
bet < *bayt is 'abyāt, that of hilat, "strength, power", from the verb hela 
< *hayla, "to be strong", is hayal. The same occurs with a Tigre noun 
like kokab < *kawkab < *kabkab, "star", the broken plural of which is 
kawākab. Other diphthongs reveal the use of a broken plural pattern 
which corresponds to ancient South Arabian f'yL Thus, e.g., the broken 
plural of Tigre zdlām, "rain", is zalāyam, and that of hasur, "enclo
sure", is hasāyar. 

31.33. In modern North Ethiopic, there are many examples of external 
plural superimposed on broken plurals. Thus, several Tigre nouns of the 
pattern CdCāC have a plural 'aCaCCat, where the -at ending probably 
goes back to the plural morpheme -āt; e.g. kdtāb, "book", plur. 'akat-
bat; sagad, "neck", plur. 'asagdat. This plural form occurs also with 
some other noun types like katam, "seal, stamp", plur. 'akatmat, and 
with a metathesis when the second radical consonant is a guttural; e.g. 
Tigre bd'ray, "ox", plur. 'ab'arat < *'aba'rat; wahar, "bul l" , plur. 
'awharat < *'awahrat. Besides, the plural suffix -āt can be added 
optionally to the broken plural of the type 'aCCvC; e.g. Tigre madar, 
"land", plur. 'amdār or 'amdārāt; ddgdm, "tale", plur. 'adgām or 
'adgāmāt; luh, "board", plur. 'alwāh, or 'alwahāt, or 'alwahat with 
vocalic changes next to the pharyngal h. Some nouns of this group are 
used only with the additional external morpheme -āt; e.g. Tigre bara', 
"pen", plur. 'abra'āt or 'abra'at with vocalic changes next to the 
pharyngal '. The external suffix -at > -at is added also to broken plurals 
of the type 'aClaC2C2aC3 when C 3 is a guttural; e.g. Tigre kala', "clay 
pot", plur. 'akalla'at or 'akalla'at. Some nouns have alternative plurals, 
e.g. Tigrinya tāhlì, "plant, tree", with a regular external plural tàhlitat 
(§31.15), a broken plural 'atahalti, and a combination of both in 
'atahaltat or 'atahaltat. 

31.34. Amharic has borrowed several broken plurals from Ge'ez. 
Besides the aCCaC type (§31.26), one should mention the CàCaCaCt 
pattern which is used for four-consonant singular stems and is the best 
represented; e.g. másahaft, "books", from màshaf, "book"; mànabart, 
"seats", from mánbàr, "seat". The plural amalakt, "gods", is a form 
superimposed on the formally broken plural amlak, "God", coined from 
malik, "king", as a kind of plurale maiestatis (§50.24). The same pat
tern is used for aga'azt, "sovereigns", plural of agzi'a, "sovereign", and 
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for anabdst, "lions" plural of anbàsa, "lion". Instead, the plural of 
ndgus, "king", is nàgást, and the plural of liq, "learned man", is 
liqawant. 

c) Paucative 

31.35. Paucative is a grammatical category expressing smallness of 
number or quantity. It is attested at least in Arabic and in Ethiopic, but 
may have existed in other Semitic languages as well. Further research is 
needed. 

31.36. In Arabic, the paucative derivation is characterized by the pre
fix 'a- with the following patterns: 'af'ul(un) corresponding to the plural 
fu 'ul(un), 'af'āl(urì) corresponding to fi 'āl(un), 'af'ila(tun) correspond
ing to fa'alaitun) or fi'alaitun), and 'af'ilā'u corresponding to fu'alā'u. 
E.g.: 

Singular Plural Paucative 

nahr, "river" 
bi'r, "well" 
'ilāh, "God" 
qarīb, "relative" 

nuhur, "rivers" 
bi'ār, "wells" 

'anhur, "some rivers" 
'ab'ār I 'ābār, "some wells' 
'āliha, "some gods" 
'aqribā', "some relatives". 

31.37. Paucative is indicated in Tigre by the plural-type suffixes -ām 
for the masculine gender and -āt for the feminine. The suffixes are added 
to the basis of countable singulars, to the basis of diminutives, and to 
broken plurals. E.g.: 

wa'at, "cow" 
habbeyāy, "small monkey" 
walatit, "little girl" 
'anhās, "houses" 
'akarrit, "hyenas" 

wa'āt, "a few cows" 
habbeyām, "a few monkeys' 
waletāt, "some girls" 
'anhesām, "a few houses" 
'akarritām, "a few hyenas" 

d) Collective Nouns 

31.38. Collective nouns express a plurality of individual objects or 
persons, species of animals, plants, etc., under the singular form, e.g. 
Old Akkadian sabūm, "people, workmen"; Arabic dam'(un), "tears"; 
Tigre qataf, "leaves". As subjects of a sentence, the collective animate 
nouns may take their verbs in either the singular or the plural; they may 
be considered as masculine or feminine (§50.23). Collectives are often 
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feminine in gender when they are considered as a plurality, e.g. 
ummānum, "army", and riisum, "people", in Old Akkadian; so'n, 
"small cattle", in Hebrew; gabil, "people", in Tigre. Besides being fre
quently equivalent to plurals, collectives are often difficult to distinguish 
from abstracts. On the other hand, no principle of classification differen
tiating individual from collective nouns is apparent from a mere inspec
tion of the members of each class. There is no apparent reason why enti
ties of such similar nature as Arabic himār, "donkey", and baqar, 
"cattle", or nasr, "eagle", and tayr, "birds", should belong to different 
classes. Yet, there is a correspondence between determinate categories 
of beings and the linguistic classes: e.g. animals living in groups ("cat
tle", "birds") vs. animals living individually ("donkey", "eagle"). 

31.39. The presence of a collective noun does not imply the absence of 
either the countable singular or the plural. A singular may be derived from 
the collective noun by means of an afformative; such a countable singular 
is called singulative (§31.40-43). A plural form may exist beside the col
lective noun, derived either from the singulative, or directly from the col
lective in the absence of a countable singular belonging to the same root; 
e.g. Tigre 'addām, "people, men", and 'addāmātāt, "crowds". 

e) Singulative 

31.40. Nouns formed by the addition of the gentilitial suffixes -iy > -I, 
-ay > ā, or -ām (§29.41-42) can be considered as singulatives. The suf
fix -ay may also be used without any gentilitial connotation to form a 
singulative; e.g. post-classical Arabic 'askariyyun, "soldier", from 
'askarun, "army"; Tigre qadrāy, "a gnat", from qadar, "gnats"; 
tdkenāy, "a bug", from tdkān, "bugs". This afformative may also 
express the notion "a piece of"; e.g. Tigre 'dcyāy, "a piece of wood", 
from 'aéay, "wood". 

31.41. The more common afformative of the singulatives is -at{un) > -
ā/a in Arabic, in Hebrew, and in Ethiopic. E.g. Arabic hamām(un), 
"pigeons", hamāma(tun), "single pigeon"; hadid(un), " iron"; 
hadlda(tun), "a piece of iron"; labin(un), "bricks", labina{tun), "single 
brick"; Hebrew 'onī, "ships, fleet", 'oniyyā, "ship"; 'ēber, "pinions", 
'ebrā, "pinion"; śē'ār, "hair", śa'ârā, "single hair"; sir, "songs", širā, 
"single song"; Tigre rdšāš, "lead", rasasat, "a piece of lead"; bun, 
"coffee", bunat, "a coffee grain". 
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31.42. In Arabic, the active participle may function as a singulative of 
collective nouns of the pattern fa7 / fa'al which designate human 
beings; e.g. šārib(urì), "a drinker", as the singular of šarb(urì), 
"drinkers' company". 

D. Case Inflection 

32.1. To what extent the Semitic languages originally possessed case 
distinctions is a debatable question. Ancient Egyptian, for instance, 
shows no trace of case inflection, and the syntactic relations of nouns 
were indicated either by the word order or by the use of prepositions and 
the like. Instead, Cushitic and Libyco-Berber have two basic cases, but 
they do not correspond exactly to classical usage. Thus, the familiar con
trast of nominative and accusative, or subjective and objective, was orig
inally replaced by one between "ergative" and "predicative", the former 
being used when the noun is acting (cf. Greek epyarns) as instrument or 
subject, while the latter at once defines the predicate and the object, i.e. 
the non-active component of the sentence. This contrast is close to the 
distinction of the "agent case" (casus agens) and the "patient case" 
(casus patiens) in the so-called "ergative" languages, but the name 
casus patiens suits the Afro-Asiatic "predicative" only in part. The 
Cushitic case system appears quite clearly in Oromo which possesses an 
"ergative" in -n(i) (e.g. namni, "the man", subject case; harkan, "by 
hand", instrumental), with a plural in -on(n)i < -ot-ni, and a "predica
tive" in -a (nama, "the man", object case; hama, "bad", predicate), 
with a plural in -ot-a. There are other nominal suffixes in Cushitic, 
partly postpositions, and Southern Agaw (Awngi), e.g., has developed a 
rich operative case system. Instead, Bedja has a prefixed case marking 
with ū- (sing.) or ā- (plur.) for the subject case, and 6- (sing.) or ē-
(plur.) for the object case. The feminine t- morpheme precedes the case 
marking (sing, tū-1 to-; plur. tā- / tē-). A similar situation is found in 
Libyco-Berber which shows close links with Semitic. It has two cases 
expressed by the vocalic alternation which affects the first syllable. The 
"ergative" is marked by u, generally reduced to a after the feminine t-
prefix and in Tuareg, while the "predicative" or non-active case is 
marked by a in the singular and by / in the plural. We can assume that 
the plural case marks were originally pronounced ū and I so that, e.g., 
wam-an and yam-an, "water(s)" — a plural noun attested in all Berber 
dialects — can be interpreted respectively as *ū-am-an and *ī-am-an: 
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ydššur a-ġarraf s waman, "he filled the jar with water"; ad ydksi yaman 
z gwanu, "may one draw water from the wel l" (both examples in Tari-
fit). The system may be presented schematically as follows, with the 
examples a-funas, "bul l" , and ta-funast, "cow", the vowels of the plural 
ending being those of Tuareg dialects: 

masc. fern, 
non-active ergative non-active ergative 

sing. a-funas u-funas ta-funas-t tu-funas-t 
plur. i-funas-dn u-funas-dn ti-funas-in tu-funas-in 

Although authors generally believe that Semitic substantives and 
adjectives originally inflected for three basic cases, viz. nominative, gen
itive, and accusative, several facts suggest that Semitic nouns were ini
tially diptotic and that two cases were distinguished like in Cushitic and 
in Libyco-Berber: the subject case or "ergative" in -u and the non-sub
ject case or "predicative" in -a, which has a predicative function 
(§32.11; 33.5) and partly corresponds also to the two oblique cases of 
the "classical" languages, viz. the genitive and the accusative. 

a) Diptotic "Ergative" Declension 

32.2. The well-founded assumption that Semitic originally had two 
cases (§32.8-12), the "ergative" or "agent" case in -u, traditionally 
called "nominative", and the non-active or "predicative" case in -a, 
called "accusative", leaves us with the same morpho-syntactical opposi
tion u : a as in Libyco-Berber. Several peculiarities of this diptotic sys
tem indicate that it is closely related to an ergative language structure: 
1° the coincidence of the "nominative" case with the "instrumental" or 
"locative"; 2° the function of the non-active case in -a in intransitive 
verbal or nominal clauses; 3° its use to denote the construct state of the 
noun; 4° the existence of an absolute form of the noun which originally 
corresponded to the case in -a; 5° the use of pronominal affixes of the 
verb referring not only to the "agent" but also to the non-active compo
nent of the sentence (§36.16); 6° the lack of a common Semitic passive 
voice (§41.43). The questions related directly to the case system wil l be 
examined briefly in the following paragraphs. 

32.3. In ergative languages, the active principle of a process is not viewed 
as the subject of the verb expressing the action, but as the instrument of 
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its realization. This is the reason why the agent case, called "ergative", 
and the instrumental case coincide, as a rule, although historical develop
ments often introduce a formal distinction between these two functions. 
For example, the Caucasian Chechen language distinguishes kujgaca, 
"with the hand" (instrumental), from kūjguo, "the hand" (ergative), but 
the archaic form ktijga still functions as ergative and as instrumental. This 
distinction was not introduced in Afro-Asiatic, which uses the same basic 
forms in both functions. In Libyco-Berber, e.g., the Tarifit clause yaššur 
u-rgaz a-ġarraf s waman, "the man filled the jar with water", contains 
two "ergative" cases and one non-active case, which indicates the object 
affected by the action. Thus, u-rgaz, "man", is an "ergative" singular and 
waman < *ū-am-an, "water", is an "ergative" plural which is introduced 
by the preposition s. As for a-ġarraf, "jar", it is the entity affected by the 
"filling", as indicated by the a- marker. Palaeosyrian ritual texts seem to 
preserve some archaic phrases with the "ergative" w-case used like in 
Libyco-Berber after a preposition, as a possessive, and as instrumental in 
a verbal clause, while the a-case may appear with the construct state; e.g. 
ba ti-'à-ma-tù /mā tihāmatul, "the water of the sea"; si-in I-li-lu, "for 
Enlil"; É dI-li-lu, "the house of Enlil"; i-na-'à-áš na-'à-su I-li-lu 
/yinahhaš nahāšu lllilul, "he will certainly recover thanks to Enlil". Ves
tiges of the same system are preserved in Old Akkadian onomastics where 
the same "ergative" case in -um is still attested in names like En-num-ì-lí, 
"By the grace of my god", where /hennum/ is clearly an instrumental 
case, called "locative" in Assyriology, and I-bi-i-lum or ì-lum-i-bí, "God 
has named", with /'Hum/ indicating the agent (§32.18). Both names pro
vide incomplete sentences, since the verb is missing in the first one and 
the subject in the second one, where the child is obviously understood. 
This particular example does not raise the question of the concord between 
verb and subject, because the god and the child are both masculine and 
both in the singular. However, the personals of the verb in the historically 
attested Afro-Asiatic languages agree with the agent in person, gender, 
and number, while the concord with the non-active component of the sen
tence is established in certain conditions by means of pronominal suffixes. 
A similar situation occurs in Caucasian languages, with the difference that 
the Semitic "ergative" finished by losing its instrumental function and 
became a nominative subject case, while the "predicative" became, by 
contrast, an accusative object case. 

32.4. In intransitive utterances, the predicate is represented by the non-
active case, like in Libyco-Berber where it is indicated by the a- prefix; 
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e.g. Tarifit Muhnd d a-mqqran, "Muhend is great". The same mor
pheme a is suffixed to the nominal predicate in Palaeosyrian, Old Akka
dian, and Amorite names, in Classical Arabic, in Ge'ez, and in East 
Gurage (§32.11; 33.5; 54.2). The ending -a of the perfect in Classical 
Arabic and in Ethiopic (§40.3) has the same origin, since the perfect of 
the suffix-conjugation goes back to a stative which is basically a nomi
nal predicate (§38.3). Instead, the "ergative" case characterizes the log
ical subject of these intransitive sentences, as shown e.g. by the Oromo 
clause niti-n hamtu-da, "the woman bad-is", by the Amorite name E-lu-
ra-ma, "El is high", or by the Tachelhit verbal clause imdl u-fruh, "the 
child is buried". In fact, however, the logical subject was originally con
ceived as the instrument by means of which the signified condition was 
actually realized, viz. being bad, high, buried, etc., while the non-active 
component of the sentence is expressed by the so-called "predicative 
accusative" (§52.8), e.g. Arabic gā'a rākiban, "he arrived (as) a rider"; 
tātūna 'ajwāġan, "you are coming (in) crowds". The personals of 
the verb agree always with the logical subject. The original system was 
later reinterpreted along the lines of the contrast of nominative and 
accusative. 

32.5. The -a ending characterizes the construct state in Ge'ez (e.g. 
ndguša hagar, "the king of the city") and in Amharic (e.g. batd krasriyan, 
"house of Christian", i.e. "church"). This construction exactly parallels 
the syntax of the Libyco-Berber noun phrase with the nomen regens hav
ing the (3-prefix, while the nomen rectum is marked by the w-prefix; e.g. 
a-ham u-rgaz, "the tent of the man"; ta-dut-t w-ulli, "the wool of the 
sheep". The noun determined by another noun can be regarded as a kind 
of recipient and be considered, therefore, as a non-active component of 
the phrase. The construct state in -a appears occasionally also in East 
Semitic, not only in the accusative (e.g. Old Akkadian qīštašu, "his 
gift"; Old Babylonian mārašu, "his son"), but also in the nominative, 
before pronominal suffixes; e.g. Old Akkadian tērtakunu lillikam, "may 
your instruction reach me"; Babylonian alaktašu šaniat, "his way is dif
ferent"; kl tuppaka pānam ul šuršu, "why does your tablet not make it 
clear?"; ummašu ahāt PN, "his mother is the sister of PN". This -a is 
usually explained as a paragogic vowel, but it should rather be consid
ered as a vestige of an old syntactic feature, still operative in Ethiopic. 
Traces of a construct state in -a, used independently from the accusative, 
occur in Nabataean Arabic as reflected by the Greek transcription 
Ap5a5oi)aapos, "Servant of Dusares", in Classical Arabic call phrases 
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and exclamations (cf. §32.6), like yā bna 'ammī, "oh! son of my 
uncle!"; rabbanā, "our Lord!", and in Syro-Palestinian colloquials 
before pronominal suffixes; e.g. 'ummane, "our mother", darbane, "our 
road", in the Hawràn dialect. Otherwise, no case endings are used in 
Modern Arabic and, in Classical Arabic, the construct state in -a occurs 
only when the nomen regens is an accusative. Cushitic Oromo distin
guishes the subject case in -n(i) (e.g. manni motti, "the house of the 
chief") from the object case in -a (e.g. mana motti). 

32.6. The existence of an "absolute" form or citation form of the noun 
is a characteristic of ergative languages. In Afro-Asiatic, this form coin
cides with the non-active <z-case. This is the form of the Libyco-Berber 
or Cushitic noun given in answer to a question like: "what is the word 
for...?" The answer is, e.g., a-funas, "bull" in Tuareg, i-rgaz-dn i-
mdqqr-an, "big men" in Tarifit, muk-a, "tree" in Oromo. A similar sit
uation can be assumed in the ancient Semitic languages before the devel
opment of a new case alignment. This would explain why a large 
number of words passed from Old Akkadian to Sumerian in a form end
ing in -a, such a s d a m - h a - r a , "battle", m a - d a, "country", 
and why several Semitic divine names also end in -a, like Abba, Ela, 
Labba, Ishara, Palaeosyrian d'À-da /Hadda/, dA-dam-ma, etc. The same 
origin may be attributed to the ending -â of the absolute state of the 
nouns in Gafat (e.g. bàsàrà, "meat"; afàrà, "earth, dust") and in some 
West Gurage dialects. Also the Classical Arabic vocative in -ā I -an may 
go back to this "absolute" form of the noun; e.g. yā 'ammā, "oh! 
uncle!"; 'a-rākiban kamlyan, "oh! heroic rider!". 

32.7. The genitive of the diptotic Semitic declension ends in -a 
(§32.12), the mark of the "predicative". To what extent this ending cor
responds to an ancient usage is a debatable question, since it is the 
"ergative" that often denotes the genitive relation, like in Libyco-
Berber; e.g. a-ham u-rgaz, "the tent of the man". One might posit an 
initial distinction between a genitive denoting an "agent" and a genitive 
denoting a "patient". Such a distinction inevitably touches upon the 
question of the ambiguous status of the so-called genetivus obiectivus 
(§51.12), i.e., the likelihood that, e.g., ba'al hab-bayit, "the owner of the 
house", may go back by nominalization to both bā'al hab-bayit, "he 
owns the house", and nib'al hab-bayit, "the house is owned (by him)". 
In Afro-Asiatic, the first clause would require the a-"predicative" 
*bayta and the second one would use the «-"ergative" *baytu, as indi-
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cated by Tachelhit imdl a-fruh, "he buried the child", and imdl u-fruh, 
"the child is buried". As for the "new" genitive marker -/, it is likely to 
have the same origin as the gentilitial suffix -iy- > -i (§ 29.41), which 
may derive from a postposition. In Highland East Cushitic, e.g., there is 
a postposition -i which includes the idea "out from" or "away from"; 
e.g. Hadiyya mene-i, "from a man". The Semitic gentilitial suffix -iy-
expresses a similar idea (e.g. Makkī, "from Mecca") and it is a postpo
sition -ti that expresses the genitive relation in Oromo (Lowland East 
Cushitic) , e.g. ilma nama-ti, "the son of a man"; manni kun (subject) 
kan (object) abbāko-ti, "this house (is) the one of my father". Further 
research work is needed in this field; it should be made on a compara
tive Afro-Asiatic basis. 

32.8. There are only two cases in the plural and the dual of the Semitic 
languages (§31.3,10). Also in the singular, the diptotic declension char
acterizes Ge'ez, several nominal patterns of Classical Arabic ('afal, 
fu'al,fa'lān,fu'āl, maf'al, the plural stems of the type fa'ālilu, etc., the 
stems ending in -ā 'u), as well as many categories of proper names, and 
syllabic spellings indicate that the situation was similar in Amorite and 
in Ugaritic, at least in part with names ending in -ān, with some place 
names, and with theophorous elements. 

b) Use in Proper Names 

32.9. Many nouns without any ending or with the ending -a appear in 
Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian proper names, such as personal, divine, 
geographic, and month names, and among the Semitic loanwords in 
Sumerian. This situation can best be explained as still reflecting Semitic 
languages or dialects having no well-established declension, or using the 
non-active case with the ending -a as citation form (§32.6). Contrary to 
the case endings of the actually used Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian or 
Amorite languages, this -a ending never appears as -am(a), probably 
because it reflects idioms spoken before the introduction of the mima-
tion (§33.13,15-17), the use of which is still inconsistent in Palaeosyrian 
and in the Old Akkadian onomastics in general. 

32.10. The divine names with no case endings (e.g. dRa-sa-ap, dDa-
gan, dMa-lik) have been regarded by some scholars as vocatives in form. 
Plausible as it may appear for theonyms, this explanation cannot be 
accepted, because forms without case endings appear also among 
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Semitic toponyms (e.g. Ug-ga-ra~atkì, A-ru9-ga-a^\ Ba-sa-ar^, A-šùr^), 
names of months (e.g. Ba-hi-ir, Ha-ni-it), and common words borrowed 
by Sumerian (e.g. dam - gàr < tamkār-, "supplier, tradesman"; ga 
- ra - an < karān-, "vineyard"; sa - tu < śadw-, "mountain"; sum < 
turn-, "garlic") or used in anthroponomy (e.g. Su-ru-uš-ki-in, "The root 
is firm"; A-pil-ki-in, "The heir is firm"; Li-da-at-G\, "The progeny is 
firm"). Such words could not possibly be explained as vocatives. They 
rather reflect the stage of the language prior to the introduction of case 
marking, an explanation which is generally proposed for a few basic 
Libyco-Berber common nouns which are in the same situation, as fad, 
"thirst", laz, "hunger", kra, "(some)thing". 

32.11. As for the ending -a, it is the morpheme of the predicative in 
Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, and Amorite proper names, always charac
terized by conservatism (e.g. A-ba-Il, " I I is father"; ìr-ra-na-da, "lira is 
exalted"; Ba-ah-la-DiNGTR, "El is lord"; Sú-ra-Ha-am-mu-ú, "His 
ancestor is a rock"; cf. §33.13). The same -a morpheme still character
izes the predicate in Classical Arabic, in Ge'ez, and in some Gurage 
dialects of South Ethiopic, in combination with the verb "to be, to 
become"; e.g. in Arabic: kāna 'ahā ll, "he was a brother to me"; in 
Ge'ez: konki bd'dsita, "you became a women"; bdrhāndka sdlmata kon-
aka, "your light has become for you darkness"; in East Gurage: gid-
dirân ydhanál, "he became big". 

32.12. The morpheme -a can also be the morpheme of the genitive 
(§32.7) in Amorite and Ugaritic proper names (e.g. Ha-ab-du-Ba-ah-la, 
"Servant of Baal"; Ha-ab-du-A-su-ra, "Servant of Ashur"; 'atr b'l = 
u r uKi- du-/a I'Atru-Ba'lal, "Settlement of Baal"), and it is used as such in a 
productive way with diptotic Ugaritic names (e.g. contrast subject cases 
Nu-ri-ia-nu and Pu-lu-zi-nu with genitives Nu-ri-ia-na and Pu-lu-zi-na). 
The ending -a is likewise the morpheme of the non-subject case of diptotic 
nouns in all the Semitic idioms which have preserved the case inflection. 

c) "Classical" Triptotic Declension 

32.13. The "classical" Semitic languages, Palaeosyrian and Old Akka
dian included, present a somewhat different picture. With the exception 
of Ge'ez, they possess three basic cases for the singular of most nouns, 
thus distinguishing one subject case or "nominative" ending in -w, and 
two non-subject cases, usually called "genitive" and "accusative". 
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32.14. The genitive is a subjoined case (nomen rectum), determined by 
its antecedent which can be a preposition (§48.2), a determinative pro
noun (§51.18-20), or another noun (nomen regens) in the bound form, 
called "construct state" (§33.2-4). Its ending is -i (cf. §32.7) with a pos
sible allophone -e. 

32.15. The accusative is used for the object of a transitive verb and for 
the term of reference of an intransitive verb, such as an adjective, an 
adverb, etc. Its ending is -a, inherited from the -a of the unique non-sub
ject case which has lost its predicative function with the exception of the 
formations still attested in Arabic and in Ethiopic (§32.11). It is uncer
tain whether this predicative function reappears in the Aramaic 
"emphatic" state (§33.7), but the <2-case develops for sure from a nomi
nal predicate through the participial predicate (e.g. Qāma-Da'mu, 
"Damu is standing") into the verbal perfect in -a (fa'ala; §33.5; 40.3). 

32.16. The singular endings -u and -i are quantitatively distinct from 
the corresponding morphemes -ū and -I of the plural, to which they are 
related genetically. There is also quantitative opposition between the sin
gular ending -a and the dual morpheme -ā of the subject case, but no 
functional relation connects these forms. The following picture of the 
case inflection emerges thus for the "classical" Semitic languages: 

Singular Plural Dual 

Nominative -u 
Genitive - i 
Accusative -a 

d) "Adverbial" Cases 

32.17. Old Akkadian, Old Assyrian, and Old Babylonian have also a 
dative-adverbial or terminative-adverbial case in -iš or -eš (e.g. Idiglat-es, 
"into the Tigris") which expresses the idea "with, to, for". This mor
pheme occurs frequently with nouns forming elements of personal 
names (e.g. Sar-ri-iš-da-gal, "Rely upon the king!"), with infinitives 
(e.g. na-da-ni-iš, "to give"), with adjectives and participles, acquiring 
thus an adverbial meaning (e.g. da-ni-ii, "strongly"; §47.5). It is even 
used with words functioning as prepositions (e.g. mah-ri-is, " in front 
of"), also at Ebla, as it seems (e.g. a-li-iš, "instead of"; mu-lu-iš, " in 
addition to"; sa-da-bí-iš, "on behalf of") . Beside the examples with -iš, 

-u -a 

-ī/-ē -ay 
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there are several East Semitic forms with -uš, which might have devel
oped secondarily from -iš. In reality, the morpheme iš is no case ending 
but a particle used mainly in ancient phases of Semitic as postposition, 
but employed also as preposition in Palaeosyrian, in texts from Mari 
(e.g. iš mas-a-né-en, "for a pair of shoes"; iš na-ak-ri-im, "to the 
enemy") and from Ebla (e.g. éš NÌ.KAŠ 4 Har-zúkì, "for the journey to 
Harzu"; és NÌ.KAŠ4-S ,Û, "for his journey"; §48.10). This double use of a 
particle as preposition and postposition is not exceptional in Afro-Asi
atic and it may be compared with the parallel existence of the common 
Semitic conjunction wa-, "and", and of the East Semitic and South 
Ethiopic enclitic -ma, "and", which may have the same origin, since the 
alternation w : m is well attested (§49.1). 

32.18. Besides the "classical" cases already considered, Proto-Semitic 
had a so-called "locative" in -u(m), which should more conveniently be 
called "instrumental". Its traces survive in several Semitic languages, 
and there is little doubt that it coincides with the subject case, with 
which it formed the "ergative", as already mentioned (§32.3). The func
tion of the instrumental / locative suffix -uml-u appears in Standard Lit
erary Babylonian fixed phrases like šēpā'a (< *sēpū-ya), "at my feet", 
and rittū'a (< *rittū-ya), " in my fingers", and in a few Old Akkadian 
names, like I-dum-be-li, "By the hand of my lord", and En-num-ì-lí, 
"By the grace of my god". In Ugaritic, the instrumental suffix -(u)m 
used in one parallel member is balanced by a preposition in the other, 
e.g. Iqh 'imr dbh bydh IIIVa kl'atnm (KTU 1.14,111,55-57), "he takes a 
lamb of sacrifice with his hand, a kid with both hands". The suffix -{u)m 
is preceded here by a morph (a)n which appears in this position also in 
Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. suprānuššu < supr-ān-um-šu, "with his 
claws"). The pronominal suffix follows -um also in Palaeosyrian, at 
Ebla, as shown by ma-za-lum-su, "for/with its/his messenger". Most of 
the nouns to which the ending -um is attached form adverbs or preposi
tions (§47.3); e.g. Old Akkadian and Assyro-Babylonian balum, "with
out"; Hebrew pit'om, "on a sudden", but not šilšom, "the day before 
yesterday" (§ 29.55). Forms without the final -m are attested already in 
Old Babylonian (e.g. libbu, "in the heart of, within") and could be com
pared with Arabic adverbs ending in -u (e.g. fawqu, "above"; ba'du, 
"later"; tahtu, "below"), as well as with Syriac and Ge'ez adverbs with 
final long -ū, which may derive from an original -um > -dm (§47.3); e.g. 
Syriac kaddū, "sufficiently, enough"; Ge'ez lā'lu < lā'lū, "above". 
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32.19. The postposition -is can be combined with the ending -um and 
alternate with a prepositional phrase, like in an Old Akkadian love 
incantation from Kish: ki-rí-šum tu-ur4-da tu-urA-da-ma a-na kirīm, "to 
the orchard they went down (dual fern.), they went down to the 
orchard". The postpositive -is can be used also with another adverbial 
ending -am; e.g. ūmisam, "day by day, daily" in Old Akkadian and 
Assyro-Babylonian. This ending -am is employed in Hebrew without the 
postposition -iš to form the adverbs yomām, "by day"; rēqām, "empty-
handed", etc. (§47.2). In view of the analogy with the suffix -um/-u 
(§32.18), we may surmise that the Aramaic adverbs such as 'ar'ā, "on 
the ground, below", bārā, "outside", have the same ending -am without 
the final -m and with the consequent lengthening of the vowel (§47.2). 

32.20. The Hebrew ending -ā(h) denoting a place relation (e.g. 
Bābelāh, "to Babylon") was regarded by some scholars as a survival of 
the accusative ending -a. However, Ugaritic has shown that the -h in 
question was originally a consonantal postposition expressing motion 
towards a place; e.g. Šmmh, "heavenward"; 'arsh, "earthward". The 
weakening of this postvocalic -h (*-ah) and the consequent reduction of 
the postposition to the vowel -a are already noticeable in Ugaritic, as 
shown e.g. by š'a ydk smm (KTU 1.14,11,22-23) compared with ns'a ydh 
šmmh (KTU 1.14,IV,4-5), "he lifts his hands heavenward". This 
reduced directive postposition -a is preserved not only in Hebrew but 
also, as it seems, in Arabic, where it is regarded as an adverbial 
accusative (e.g. sarqan wa-ġarban, "eastward and westward"), and per
haps in Ge'ez (e.g. bo'a hagara, "he entered into the city") and in mod
em East Gurage dialects of South Ethiopic (e.g. hadaddni gar gardni 
hid, "each of them entered into his house"), but the concomitant use of 
verbs of movement, employed also with the accusative (§52.3), allows 
of the explanation of this -a/-a morpheme as the ending of the non-sub
ject case. 

e) Historical Survey of Case Inflection 

32.21. In East Semitic, case inflection is in full use down to the middle 
of the second millennium B.C. Subsequently, there was no longer a fully 
functioning case system in proper names and in nouns. From the Middle 
Babylonian period on, case endings on proper names were either 
dropped or drastically shortened. Many names are not declined at all, 
while others end either in a consonant or in a vowel, which is mostly i. 
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As for nouns, the ending -w often occurs instead of the -a of the 
accusative. At Emar, in the early 12th century B.C., the case system was 
not in full use any more and the irregularities are numerous. In the Neo-
Babylonian and in the Neo-Assyrian dialects, all three endings -u, -He, 
and -a are encountered without reference to their syntactical function, 
while the plural is marked by -ī/ē or -āni, without any case distinction. 
This indicates that the vocalic endings of the singular, kept in writing 
because of the syllabic nature of the script, had been dropped in the spo
ken language or had become merely vestigial, and that there was no 
longer an operative case system. The syntactical function of the case 
inflection is taken over by word order, with the following scheme: 
object (accusative) precedes the verb, subject (nominative) precedes the 
object. The relation expressed by the former genitive is sufficiently indi
cated as such by its antecedent. 

32.22. In North Semitic, case inflection is in full use down to the 
twelfth century B.C., as may be seen in Ugaritic nouns whose final con
sonant is \ vocalized 'a, 'i, 'u, e.g. ks'u (nominative), ks'i (genitive), 
ks'a (accusative), "throne", rp'um (plural subject case), rp'im (plural 
non-subject case), "shades (of the dead)". 

32.23. In West Semitic, case inflection is fully used in Old Canaanite, 
as may be seen in the Amarna glosses showing the -u of the nominative 
(e.g. sú-ú-nu = s'n, "small cattle": EA 263,12), the -i of the genitive 
(e.g. sú-ki-ni = skn, "governor": EA 256,9), the -a of the accusative 
(e.g. ma-at-ni-a = mtn', "supply": EA 337,9.21), the -ūma of the plural 
subject case (e.g. ša-mu-ma = smm, "heaven": EA 211,17), the -Ima of 
the plural non-subject case (e.g. ša-me-ma: EA 264,16), and the -ā of 
the dual (e.g. hi-na-ia = 'ny, "my eyes": EA 144,17). 

32.24. In the "Canaanite" languages of the first millennium B.C. and 
in Aramaic, there is no longer a distinction between subject and non-
subject plural forms, and the vocalic case endings of the singular disap
pear, and with them the entire case system. Therefore, the use of the 
Latin case names "nominative", "genitive", "accusative" in reference 
to these languages is more convenient than strictly scientific. It simply 
suggests the syntactical function of the nouns which is indicated by 
word order (§50.7,13,17-19) and by the optional use of a particle intro
ducing the object of a transitive verb, the former accusative (§52.10-11), 
while the subjoined function of a noun, the former genitive, results from 
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its place and from the bound form of its antecedent. The faint traces of 
case endings, the so-called "paragogic" vowels of the Hebrew grammar, 
have no longer a syntactical function. They may play an euphonic or 
rhythmic role, especially at the junction of a noun in the construct state 
with its complement, often in poetry and in proper names, e.g. 'Abdī- 'Ēl, 
"Servant of God"; band Ba'or, "son of Be'or"; Panū-'Èl, "Face of 
God". 

32.25. Pre-Classical North Arabian had no longer a fully functioning 
case system in the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D., although the Nabataean 
and the South Arabian scripts continued to indicate final vowels indis
criminately (cf. §7.38, 42). The archaizing use of the case system in 
Classical Arabic derives from conservative dialects, standardized for 
diction in the schools of the Abassid empire (§7.43). In Neo-Arabic or 
Middle Arabic, and in the modern colloquials which developed from 
Pre-Classical Arabic, the case inflection does not exist. However, a few 
faint traces of case endings subsist in Bedouin vernaculars of the Ara
bian peninsula. In some dialects of Northern and Central Saudi Arabia, 
one encounters the nunation in the -in form (e.g. darbin, "a road"), 
apparently with the -i- of the former genitive, while -u < -un is preserved 
in some Yemenite colloquials when the noun is indeterminate (e.g. 
baytu, "a house", but al-bayt, "the house"). 

32.26. Because of the lack of vocalization in the script of ancient 
South Arabia, the construct external masculine plural is the one gram
matical feature in which a case distinction would be apparent. In fact, we 
are limited to the contrast between the two forms bnw and bny, which 
testify to the existence of a subject case and of a non-subject case in the 
plural. However, this distinction is already blurred by the mid period of 
the epigraphical evidence, which means that the case differentiation had 
become merely vestigial by the lst-3rd centuries A.D. The modern 
South Arabian languages do not possess any case distinction. 

32.27. Ge'ez distinguishes the subject case and the non-subject or 
oblique case, marked by -a. This morpheme is used in the expression of 
the direct object (e.g. saba nas'ā kāhdn may a, "after the priest has taken 
water"), in the expression of place relation, where another explanation is 
however possible (§32.20), and in combination with the verb "to be, to 
become", where the morpheme -a expresses the syntactic predicative 
situation (§32.11). The same use of the suffix -á is encountered in East 
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Gurage dialects of South Ethiopic, especially in the expression of the 
direct object. However, Ge'ez occasionally introduces the direct object 
by a prefixed la-, a feature paralleled in other Ethiopian languages. A 
few Greek transcriptions apparently show that Early Ge'ez had the -u 
(nominative) and the -i (genitive) case endings. I f so, these were first 
reduced to -d, and then disappeared. For proper names, Ge'ez has a par
ticular case ending -hā for the accusative; e.g. Dāwit walada 
Salomonhā, "David begot Solomon". 

32.28. Traces of a case distinction are preserved also in South Ethiopic 
where various developments can be observed. The South Ethiopic plural 
ending -ac I -ode originates from the plural oblique morpheme -āti 
(§31.15, 17), testifying indirectly to the earlier existence of two distinct 
cases in plural nouns. There is a direct object marker in Harari which is 
-u after a consonant and -w after a vowel; e.g. bidā'a-w musāfìr-u 
yàthidādral, "he administers the merchandise (and) the merchant(s)". 
This marker is identical with the postpositive definite article -u in 
Amharic (e.g. betu, "the house") and in Argobba (e.g. bedu, "the 
house"), and there is a corresponding -/ morpheme in various Gurage 
dialects (e.g. gari, "the house"). It is a unlikely that these postpositive 
articles -u I -i have originated from the case vowel preceding the nuna-
tion, as in ancient South Arabian languages (§33.17). Their origin seems 
to be different (§33.14), although nunation appears in Amharic, in 
Argobba, and in Gafat when the definite noun is used as direct object 
(e.g. Amharic bāgun šāttà, "he has sold the sheep") and in some other 
phrase types. The definite article -u is occasionally paralleled in 
Amharic by -itu for the feminine (usually -wa < -u+a) (cf. §33.14). 

E . The "States" of the Noun 

33.1. The Semitic noun can appear in four different syntactic situations, 
which may imply four formally differentiated forms, called in the tradi
tional terminology the "states" of the noun: the construct state, the pred
icate state, the determinate state, and the absolute or indeterminate state. 

a) Construct State 

33.2. A noun followed by a genitival qualifier, either noun (e.g. Clas
sical Arabic suyūfu l-'a'dā'i, "the swords of the enemies"), or attached 
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pronoun (e.g. Arabic rabbuka, "your lord"), or an asyndetic relative 
clause (e.g. Safaitic slnt b'yt hwlt m's, "the year when Hawlat has over
come Ma'as"; Arabic hīna māta, "the time he died"; cf. §57.5), is said 
to be in the "construct" state or in a "bound" form, as opposed to the 
"free" form. 

33.3. As a general rule, a noun in the construct state has the stem form 
with no prepositive or postpositive article (§33.7-14), and with no addi
tional mimation or nunation. This rule is followed already in Palaeosyr
ian; e.g. a-za-me-tù du-hu-rí si-ne-mu /lazamītu duhūli šinnīmu/, "spell
binding of the rear of the teeth", in parallelism with "spell-binding of 
the tongue". However, the dual or plural morpheme and the case ending 
are usually added to the stem (e.g. Aramaic 'aynē 'ânāšā, "the eyes of a 
man"; Classical Arabic mālu tāġirin, "the wealth of the tradesman"), 
but they are capable of deletion, especially before pronominal suffixes 
(e.g. Assyro-Babylonian māssu < māt-šu, "his country"), and they may 
be not represented in the consonantal writing systems when they are 
reduced to a simple vowel (e.g. Phoenician bt 'Inm, "temples of gods"; 
Sabaic rglhw, "his two legs"). Besides, the article may be prefixed to 
the construct state in well defined circumstances, as in Modern South 
Arabian (§33.9) and in Tigre (§33.11). 

33.4. At first sight, a different picture seems to emerge from Ge'ez and 
from Amharic that indicate the construct state by an additional ending -a, 
e.g. Ge'ez ndgusa hagar, "the king of the city". This ending derives 
from the case-form of the non-active component of the sentence (§32.5) 
and it cannot be regarded as a simple paragogic vowel. The contraction 
of the vowels explains why Ethiopic nouns ending in the long vowels 
-ā, -e, -o remain unchanged in the construct, while those ending in -i 
have their construct in -e. 

b) Predicate State 

33.5. The standard form of the predicate state in a nominal clause 
(§50.6-10) corresponds in East and North Semitic to that of the absolute 
state (§33.15) or of the stative (§40.2ff.), e.g. in Old Akkadian: Ea-ra-
bi, "Ea is great"; Eštar-ra-bí-at, "Ishtar is great"; Ilū-da-nu, "the gods 
are powerful". However, a form ending in -a is found in personal names 
regarded as Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, or Amorite (§32.11). It repre
sents the case-form of the predicate in a nominal clause of an ergative 
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language (§32.4), exactly as in Libyco-Berber; e.g. Tarifit Muhnd d a-
mqqran, "Muhend is great". In Classical Arabic, instead, the predicate 
of the nominal clause is in the nominative of the absolute or indetermi
nate state (§33.15); e.g. 'al-waladu saġīrun, "the boy is small". How
ever, the -a of the predicate state subsists in Classical Arabic and in 
Ethiopic when the verb "to be, to become" is used (§32.4,11; 54.3), and 
it also explains the verbal perfect ending -a in both languages (§40.3), 
e.g. Arabic malaka, "he owns"; Ge'ez qatala, "he killed". This mor
pheme -a must go back to Afro-Asiatic since it occurs also with forms 
of the Egyptian old perfective or pseudo-participle, which presents a 
close resemblance with the Semitic stative; e.g. hr-ti, "you are content"; 
šm-tì, "she is gone"; dd-kì, " I am/was saying". 

c) Determinate State 

33.6. A noun which is neither a proper name nor in the syntactic situ
ation of a construct or a predicate can be made "determinate" by an 
additional prefixed or suffixed morpheme which may mark individual 
determination, as when affixed to a substantive already mentioned or 
being in natural connection with a given situation, as in Arabic man-i r-
raġulu, "who is the (i.e. "this") man?" (cf. § 33.10). It often marks 
class and species determination, as in Hebrew habbāqār wd-hasso'n, 
"cattle and flock" (cf. § 33.8,10). It may also express the idea of "the 
particular one", as in Safaitic klmh h's]d, "a (particular) lion roared at 
him", and replace a pronominal suffix. The predicative in -a of the 
Palaeosyrian, Amorite, and Old Akkadian onomastics (§32.11; 33.5) 
appears to have such a secondary function when one compares names 
like Su4-be-li, "He is my lord", and Su4-be-la, "He is the (particular) 
lord", or A-bi4-ì-lí, "My god is my father", and A-ba-Il, "God is the 
(particular) father". The mimation, instead, seems to lack any connec
tion with the determinate or indeterminate state of the noun, at least in 
the North and East Semitic languages (§33.16). As for the article proper, 
both definite and indefinite, it is a very late acquisition of the Semitic 
languages and, for that matter, of the Indo-European languages as well. 
This grammatical device, though not indispensable, contributed to the 
growth of identification, e.g. "the man" as distinguished from "man" in 
general. Enclitics are here much less frequent than proclitics, but they 
are attested in Aramaic (§33.7), in South Semitic (§33.14), and probably 
in North Semitic (§33.13). 
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33.7. The predicative morpheme -a might reappear in Aramaic with 
its determinative value as the postpositive article -ā, which character
izes the so-called "emphatic" state of the Aramaic noun, originally iden
tical with the determinate state (e.g. malkā', "the king"). This mor
pheme -ā is indicated in writing by ' from the 9th century B.C. onwards 
and by h already in the 8th century B.C. at Hamath, in the word mlkh, 
"the king". In this particular case, therefore, either the original form of 
the postpositive article is preserved dialectally, or -h is already a simple 
vowel letter. In the first hypothesis, the Aramaic postpositive article is a 
suffixed pronominal element, like in South Semitic and probably in 
North Semitic (§33.13-14). This implies that the original morpheme 
*-ah was weakened very early to -a' and finally reduced to a vowel -ā 
marked either by ' or by the mater lectionis h. In the "predicative" 
hypothesis, the original consonantal value of ' as a glottal stop is in 
doubt, and the usual transcription -ā' is more convenient than strictly 
scientific. Anyhow, this "emphatic" state became the common form of 
all the nouns in the Eastern dialects of Middle Aramaic and in Neo-Ara-
maic. Its ending -ā is pronounced nowadays as a short vowel, since it is 
unaccented in speech, e.g. [malka] or [malko], "king". Other means ful
f i l the former function of the "emphatic" state: the Neo-Aramaic of the 
Tūr 'Abdīn area (Tūroyo) expresses definiteness by prefixing shortened 
allomorphs of the demonstrative (§36.36), thus ['ū-malko], "the king" 
(masc. sing.); ['ī-barto], "the daughter" (fern, sing.); Yam-malke] < 
'an-malkē, "the kings" (plur.). In other Neo-Aramaic dialects, also in 
the Western ones, definiteness is expressed by proleptic pronominal suf
fixes added to the verb form; e.g. ptehlē-la (fern.) qora, "he has opened 
(it) the grave"; yuspul-la hdudca, "they wi l l take (her) the bride along" 
(Ma'lūla). 

33.8. The determinate state of the noun is marked in the "Canaanite" 
languages of the first millennium B.C., in Pre-Islamic North Arabian, in 
Arabic, in Modern South Arabian languages, and in Tigre by a prefixed 
definite article. Its earliest attested form is ha-, used in Hebrew, Phoeni
cian, Ammonite, Moabite, Edomite, Lihyānite, Safaitic, Thamūdic, and 
in the Modern South Arabian languages where the definite article a-1 á-
is prefixed to definite nouns the initial element of which is a voiced or 
glottalized consonant (e.g. Śheri à-ġarb, "the large well-bucket"; Mehri 
a-saar, "the gazelle"). In Soqotri, however, it has apparently lost its spe
cific function and has become a constitutive part of a number of nouns, 
e.g. 'a'am < *hā-'umm, "mother". Similar examples are attested in 
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Mehri; e.g. hayd, "hand"; hayb, "father". However, it was also sug
gested that the Zia-prefix in Mehri may go back to *had, "one", serving 
as an indefinite article, like and in Amharic (§33.18), with assimilation 
of d to the following consonant. This hypothesis is weakened by the fact 
that the Mehri numeral "one" is tāt (§35.3d). 

33.9. Some particular points concerning the use of the article have to 
be mentioned. A peculiarity of the Mehri and Śheri definite article con
sists in being prefixed to nouns determined by personal suffixes; e.g. 
Mehri bayt, "house", a-bdtk, "your house". The use of the definite arti
cle with place names, as Phoenician h-Gdr, "Gades", was originally 
limited to names originated from common nouns, as gdr, "wall, com
pound" (§67.10). This usage was later extended to some foreign place 
names, as Neo-Punic h-Rm\ "Rome", but this happened under Greek 
influence (e.g. f| T6ur |) , as shown, for instance, by Aramaic 'ârdmā'ê, 
"Romans", or Meroitic Arome, "Rome", i.e. in languages that have no 
article h-l'-. In Hebrew, the article is elided after the prepositions b-, k-, 
/-, contrary to Thamūdic and to Safaitic where it is preserved; e.g. l-h-
mr't, "for the lady"; b-h-dr, "in the camp"; b-h-'bl, "with the camels". 
However, the article is sometimes preserved in Late Biblical Hebrew as 
well; e.g. b-hā-'ām, "for the people" (II Chr. 10,7). 

33.10. Since the prefixed article is followed in Hebrew by the gemi
nated initial consonant of the noun (e.g. melek, "king"; ham-melek, "the 
king"), it has long been assumed that its original form was hn-, found in 
Lihyānite before the consonants ' and ' (e.g. hn-'sl, "the socle"; hn-'zy, 
DN han-'Uzzay), — sometimes before other consonants as well (e.g. hn-
qbr, "the grave"). This form hn- is already attested around 400 B.C., 
e.g. hn-'lt, "the goddess" (TSSI 11,25). In Masoretic Hebrew, which 
does not geminate the gutturals, the gemination is compensated in simi
lar cases by the lengthening of the vowel a, e.g. hā'āres, "the land". 
These allomorphs parallel the Hebrew forms of the particle min, "from" 
(§48.12), and seem indeed to indicate that the original articulation of the 
article was han-, which should be related to the Arabic word han, 
"something", initially a deictic particle "this here, that here" (§49.6), as 
suggested by its demonstrative meaning in Pre-Islamic North Arabian 
(e.g. Thamūdic hgml, "this camel") and by some Hebrew expressions 
using the article: hay-ydm, "this day, today"; hal-layld, "this night"; 
haš-šānā, "this year"; hap-pa'am, "this time". The weakening of the h 
led to the Punic spelling ' of the article (e.g. 'nsk, "the smelter"), and to 
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its local forms 'an- and probably younger 'am- in ancient Yemenite col-
loquials (e.g. 'an-hulm, "the dream"; 'am-raġul "the man"). The 
Nabataean and later Arabic definite article 'al- has also been regarded as 
a variant form of han- > 'al-, with the change n > I (§17.4). Although 
there is no article hi- in Lihyānite (hlhm... is the beginning of the 
"South Arabian" and Ethiopic alphabet), this opinion is confirmed indi
rectly by the Mishnaic Hebrew demonstrative hallāz < *hal-'az, "this 
here", corresponding to Biblical Hebrew hazze < *han-ze and to Neo-
Punic h'z, "this" (§36.38). Like the n of hn-, the / of the definite article 
'al- is assimilated in Arabic to most initial consonants of the noun (e.g. 
'aš-šams, "the sun"), although it is generally kept in writing. The (')a is 
commonly dropped after and before a vowel (e.g. 'alā l-'ardi, "on the 
earth"; dl-bēt l-dkbīr, "the big house" in the Damascus colloquial). In 
modern colloquials one encounters the pronunciations al-, il-, dl-. 

33.11. In Tigre, the particle la- is used as definite article and its 
absence may signify indefiniteness; e.g. la-gandāb 'anas, "the old 
man", with the word order: article + qualifier + qualified noun. Contrary 
to other Semitic languages, the Tigre particle la- may be prefixed to a 
noun qualified by a pronominal suffix (e.g. la-bd'ds-a, "her husband"; 
cf. §33.9) or by another noun (e.g. la-wdlād la-ddgge, the boys of the 
village"). I f it is prefixed only to the qualifying noun, it may imply the 
indefiniteness of the qualified element; e.g. fatāy wāldat la-walat, "a 
friend of the girl's parents"; walād la-ddgge, "(some) boys of the v i l 
lage", vs. la-wdlād la-ddgge, "the boys of the village". 

33.12. The determinate state of the noun was marked in Epigraphic 
South Arabian by the morpheme -n, contrary to the situation reflected by 
the modern South Arabian languages and by the ancient Yemenite col
loquials (§33.8). This ending -n — or -nhn with duals and external mas
culine plurals — is attached in epigraphical texts to the singular (e.g. 
slmn, "the statue), to the broken plural (e.g. 'nhln, "the palmgroves"), 
to the external plural (e.g. 'rb'tn m'nhn, "the four hundred"), and to the 
dual (e.g. s2'bynhn, "the two tribes"). 

Since the Semitic article and the determinate state serve also to mark class 
determination, two Gafat phrases mentioned by H. Ludolf in 1681 might belong 
to a dialect still using the same morpheme -n to express determination, viz. 
sàbo-h tālsālam, " I don't molest a man" ("hominem non laedo"), bdle-h tàl-
bàlam, " I don't eat millet" ("frumentum non edo"). The -n could alternatively 
mark the accusative in Gafat (§32.28), but a pronominal suffix, attached to the 
verb, should normally resume the preceding direct object and the postpositive 
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article -dš should be affixed to the nouns (§ 33.13). Similar cases occur in Harari 
where the suffix -In expresses a strong determination, e.g. ahmara bāsàr-īn 
tolak ?, "do you eat (truly) Amharic meat?". 

33.13. The determination may be expressed also by a demonstrative, 
as in Tigrinya (§36.36), or by a vocalic postposition which goes back to 
a suffixed pronominal element -ih)u functioning as demonstrative. This 
particular way of expressing determination occurs in Epigraphic South 
Arabian with the noun wrh, "month", followed by the pronominal suf
fix of the third person and by the name of the month. Thus, wrh-h is 
encountered frequently in Sabaic date formulas, while wrh-s1 is used in 
Qatabanic (e.g. wrh-s1 d-tmn'). This must be a fossilized structure going 
back to a period when the South Arabian languages had not yet devel
oped the system of determination and indetermination based respectively 
on nunation and mimation (§33.17). That structure may explain the Ara
maic emphatic state as well (§33.7) and it is paralleled in Indo-European 
by the suffixed -s (e.g. Latin dominu-s, "lord"), which has been 
explained by the demonstrative so (Greek 6). In the light of wrh-h/s\ 
also the postpositive article -dš(a) in Gafat (e.g. gâġġ-aš(ā), "the 
house", vs. gàġġā, "house") can best be explained as an unchangeable 
petrified pronominal suffix of the -sl type, despite the fact that the Gafat 
operative suffixes are of the -h type: -{d)ho, "his", -{d)ha, "her". 
Another related Semitic construction is attested in Amorite personal 
names ending in -Cu-ú (e.g. I-la-kab-ka-bu-ú /'īla-kabkabuhu/, "(T)his/ 
The star is the god", and with some Palaeosyrian divine names, as A-
dam-ma-sù, "(T)his/The Adamma", áAMA-ra-sù, "(T)his/The AMA - ra" , 
which are paralleled in the first millennium B.C. by North Arabian 
hn- 'It, hn- 'zy, etc. 

The use of the logogram TU, "to give birth", instead of AMA, "mother", in a 
parallel passage of the Ebla texts and the absence of the suffix -sù in similar sec
tions are no sufficient reasons to postulate a new value for the sign AMA. 

33.14. The related postpositive definite article -u (masc.) / -wa (fern.) 
of the Ethiopian languages evolved by elision of intervocalic h from suf
fixed third person pronouns like in *(bēt)u-hu > (bēt)-ū, "his (house)", 
and *(bēt)u-ha > (bēt)-waf "her (house)", used as demonstratives (cf. 
§36.36). The article is thus -u in Ge'ez (e.g. dabru, "the mountain"), in 
Amharic (e.g. betu, "the house"), and in Argobba (e.g. bedu, "the 
house") for the masculine and the plural, and -wa (or -itu) for the femi
nine singular (e.g. dndscawa, "the woman"). One North Gurage dialect 
(Muher) uses the definite article -we regardless of the gender and of the 
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number of the noun (e.g. mzsszwe, "the man"; mdštawe, "the woman"; 
gwàbbabìtwe, "the brothers"). In other Gurage dialects, which preserve 
some archaic features, the postpositive definite article is -i after a conso
nant (e.g. gari, "the house"; átiti, "the sister"; bayocdi, "the children"), 
-y after a vowel (e.g. gamelay, "the camel"). The -u and -wa articles are 
identical with the Amharic third person possessive suffixes "his" and 
"her" so that sometimes there is ambiguity. However, the postpositive 
article in a noun phrase is suffixed to the modifier, not to the head (e.g. 
tdnndsu bet, "the small house"), while the possessive suffix is attached 
to the modified substantive (e.g. tdnms betu, "his small house"). 

d) Indeterminate State 

33.15. The indeterminate or "absolute" state is that of a noun which is 
neither construct, nor predicate, nor determinate in the sense described 
in §33.6-14. In principle, it corresponds to the bare stem form of the 
noun, with no additional affixes, as known to us best from various kinds 
of proper names, but also from some frozen expressions like ul-tu re-eš 
a-di ki-id, "from beginning to end" in Assyro-Babylonian. However, the 
appellation "absolute state" is likewise used in Semitics to designate the 
citation form of the noun, which may be identical with the predicative 
(§32.6), as well as the state of the undefined or indeterminate noun as 
opposed to the other states, and marked in consequence. Since nunation 
(-n ending) in Classical Arabic (e.g. sāriqun, "a thief") and mimation 
(-m ending) in ancient South Arabian (e.g. slmm, "a statue") denote the 
undefined state of the noun, some scholars have assumed that mimation 
characterizes the indeterminate state of the noun also in East Semitic. 
However, there is no reason whatsoever to believe in the original deter
minate or indeterminate values of the mimation and nunation (§33.16). 
This is confirmed by early Lihyānite forms like h-slmn, "this statue", 
with the article and the North Arabian nunation, and by divine and per
sonal names, like Mlkm, 'zzm, etc., with the mimation. 

33.16. The two endings -m and -n are allophones of the same original 
morpheme which initially characterized the non-construct state of the 
noun without denoting determination or indetermination. Most likely it 
was originally a masculine marker, only later used with feminines which 
already had their own marker -t. Some preserved pairs of divine names, 
like 'il-m and '//-?, b'l-m and b'l-t, 'ttr-m and 'ttr-t, mlk-m and mlk-t, 
seem to confirm this explanation of the -m/n morpheme. Its earliest 
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attestations in Palaeosyrian and in Old Akkadian already display the -m 
ending attached to the case vowels of the masculine singular and of the 
feminine, while the -n ending was used for the dual. However, the -m 
morpheme is missing in the masculine plural, and in Semitic loanwords 
borrowed by Sumerian with the case ending (e.g. n i - is - ku = nisqum, 
a kind of servant; še - er - gu = šerkum, a quality of figs), and its use 
is inconsistent in Palaeosyrian. Besides, it can be omitted in Palaeo
syrian, Old Akkadian, and Amorite proper names, which undoubtedly 
preserve archaic features. Its use is standardized, instead, in the Old 
Akkadian language and in Early Assyro-Babylonian dialects which reg
ularly use the case endings -um, Am, -am with determinate and indeter
minate nouns, but it becomes later a free variant of the case endings. 
In Amorite and in Ugaritic, an enclitic particle -ma may exceptionally 
occur with nouns in the construct state, but it is no mimation; e.g. 
Amorite Hab-du-ma-dDa-gan next to Ha-ab-du-dDa-gan, "Servant of 
Dagan"; Ugaritic bnm 'il next to bn 'il, "son of El" . Instead, a "petri
fied" mimation and nunation seem to appear in adverbs ending in -am or 
-an (§47.2). Otherwise, the use of the -m ending is restricted in Ugaritic, 
Old Canaanite, Hebrew, and Phoenician to the absolute state of the dual 
and of the masculine plural, — contrary to East Semitic, — while Ara
maic, Moabite, and Arabic employ the -n ending for the same purposes. 
Classical Arabic is adding -n also to the singular and to the feminine 
plural of the undefined state. 

33.17. An innovation characterizes the ancient South Semitic languages 
represented by epigraphical South Arabian documents. Whereas mimation 
continues to be extensively used in proper names, just as in Palaeosyrian 
and in Old Akkadian, the language introduces a functional distinction 
between the mimation and the nunation. Henceforth, the mimation charac
terizes the absolute or non-construct state of the indeterminate noun (e.g. 
slmm, "a statue"), while the nunation denotes the absolute or non-construct 
state of the determinate noun (e.g. slmn, "the statue"). In consequence, the 
-n ending became the mark of the determinate state and the -m ending the 
mark of the undefined or indeterminate state of the common noun. 

33.18. Another innovation, already encountered in Biblical Hebrew, 
appears regularly in some modern Semitic languages which have intro
duced a formal marking of the indeterminate state of the noun by means 
of a word functioning as indefinite article. It is obtained by a semantic 
weakening of the number "one", as in the Hebrew phrase 'īš 'ehād, "a 
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(certain) man" (I Sam. 1,1). In Egyptian and Syrian Arabic, the numeral 
wāhid, "one", is used alone for this purpose (e.g. wahda sitt, "a 
woman"). It is combined with the article to wāhid dl- in Moroccan Ara
bic (e.g. wāhd arrāġal, "a man"), while the Algerian indefinite article 
ha-l- (e.g. hd-rragdl, "a man") goes probably back to 'ahad.l-, "some
one". In Iraqi Arabic, instead, the noun fard > fadd, "single", is used for 
that purpose, and it is reduced to fad > fa in the Arabic of Uzbekistan 
(e.g. fad ādami, "a man"). A similar practice can be observed in modern 
Ethiopian languages, where the indefinite article can be expressed by at 
(< had), "one"; e.g. at ârà, "a boy"; attd gàrdd or quna (§36.28) gâràd, 
"a gi r l" , in Gurage dialects. In Tigre, the numeral "one", masc. woro(t), 
fern, hatte, is used in the same way; in Tigrinya, masc. hadā, fern. 
hantit; in Amharic, masc. and, fern, andit. The same usage has been 
assumed for Mehri forms like hayd, "hand" (§33.8). 

e) Paradigms 

33.19. It results from this investigation that the states of the noun 
influence the case inflection in the languages which have preserved the 
distinction of cases. Although the endings have various phonotactic vari
ants, the following paradigm can be proposed for the triptotic inflection 
of Old Akkadian, Old Babylonian, and Old Assyrian nouns. 

Construct State 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem. 

Nom. šar šarrat šarrū šarrāt šarrā šarratā 
Gen. šarri sarrati 

A v ( šarrī/ē šarrāti šarrī šarratī Acc. sar sarrat 1 

Determinate I indeterminate State 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. 

Nom. šarrum sarratum šarrū sarrātum šarrān šarratān 
Gen. šarrim šarratim 
Acc. šarram sarratam šarrī/ē šarrātim šarrīn šarratīn 
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33.20. The syllabic writing of Ugaritic proper names and nouns, com
pared with the alphabetic spelling of nouns ending in 7, 'a, allows a 
reconstruction of a Ugaritic paradigm, probably identical to a great 
extent with an Old Canaanite paradigm that could be based on the 
glosses of the Amarna correspondence: 

Construct State 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. 

Nom. 
Gen. 
Acc. 

milku 
milki 
milka 

milkat 
milkati 1 
milkat J 

milkū milkāt 

milkī milkati 

milkā 

milki 

milkatā 

milkati 

Determinate 1 Indeterminate State 

Singular 
Masc. Fern. 

Plural 
Masc. Fern. 

Dual 
Masc. Fern. 

Nom. 
Gen. 
Acc. 

milku 
milki 
milka 

milkatu 
milkati 1 
milkata \ 

milkūma milkātu 

milklma milkati 

milkām 

milklm 

milkatām 

milkatīm 

33.21. Classical Arabic distinguishes the construct state, the determi
nate state, and the indeterminate state. Besides the use of the definite 
article 'al in the determinate state, the difference between the determi
nate and the indeterminate states consists in adding the -n ending to the 
indeterminate singular and feminine plural. This distinction is not 
attested in Pre-Islamic and Pre-Classical Arabic. On the other hand, the 
nunation is known in the determinate state of ancient Yemenite and 
Eastern dialects, e.g. mani ('a)m-qā'imun, "who is the one who 
stands?". Here, we present the paradigm sāriq, "thief". 

Construct State 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. 

Nom. sāriqu sāriqatu sāriqū sāriqātu sāriqā sāriqatā 
Gen. sāriqi sāriqati 1 . . . . . . . 

K . . _ . . > sariqi sanqati sanqay sariqatay 
Acc. sariqa sariqata J ^ ^ i J v J 
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Determinate State 

Singular 
Masc. Fern. 

Plural 
Masc. Fern. 

Dual 
Masc. Fern. 

Nom. 'as-sāriqu 'as-sāriqatu 
Gen. 'as-sāriqi 'as-sārìqati \ 
Acc. 'as-sāriqa 'as-sāriqata) 

as-sāríqūna as-sārìqātu 

'as-sārìqlna 'as-sāriqāti 

as-sāriqāni as-sāriqatāni 

'as-sāriqayni 'as-sāriqatayni 

Indeterminate State 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. 

Nom. sāriqun sāriqatun sāriqūna sāriqātun sāriqānì sārìqatāni 
Gen. sāriqin sāriqatin 1 
. . . _ . > sānqlna sāriqātin sāriqayni sānqataym 

Acc. sanqan sanqatan J 

33.22. The different states of the noun are clearly apparent in the 
Semitic languages without any case distinction, as Aramaic, Hebrew, 
Phoenician, Neo-Arabic. The most apparent differences are encountered 
in the Old Aramaic dialects that have the "emphatic" or determinate 
state: 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern. 

Construct State 

malk > melek malkat mal(d)ké malkawāt mal(d)kē 

Emphatic State 

malkā(') malkdtā(') mal{à)kayyā(') mal{d)kātā(') mal(9)kayyā(') 

Absolute State 

malk > melek malkā(h) mal{3)kīn mal{p)kān mal(3Ì)kayin malkdtayìn 
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33.23. The Hebrew paradigm can be considered as valid also for 
Phoenician with the exception of the feminine determinate and absolute 
states where the Phoenician noun preserves its original -t ending, at least 
in the writing. 

Singular Plural Dual 
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem. 

Construct State 

malk > melek malkat mal(a)kē mal(d)kdt malkē malkatē 

Determinate State 

ham-melek ham- ham-mdlākìm ham-mdlākdt ham- ham-
malkāih) malkayim malkātayim 

Absolute State 

melek malkāQí) mdlākīm mslākot malkayim malkātayim 

33.24. In Neo-Arabic and in modem colloquials there are many dialec
tal and phonotactic variants. We give here a paradigm based on the 
Cairene pronunciation of the noun mi'allim, "teacher", although it is not 
used in the dual. One should add that the Maghrebine dialects employ 
the external masculine plural suffix -In only with adjectives and partici
ples, and that its ending -n is not dropped in the construct state of the 
modem colloquials, not even before a pronominal suffix, e.g. 
mi'allimlnak, "your teachers". The construct state of the feminine sin
gular has the ending -it more often than -at. 
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Singular Plural 
Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem. 

Construct State 

mi'allim mi'allimit mi'allimīn mi'allimāt 

Determinate State 

il-mi 'allim il-mi 'allima il-mì 'allimīn il-mi 'allimāt 

Absolute State 

mi'allim mi'allima mi'allimīn mi'allimāt 

F . Adjectives 

34.1. From the morphological point of view, the adjectives, participles, 
and verbal adjectives belong to the category of nouns. Some nominal 
patterns are used more often to form adjectives (cf. §29.35-36,41,44), 
but no strict rules can be established. The main difference between 
adjectives and substantives is rather of a semantic kind. When adjectives 
are not used as substantives (e.g. "the good", "the true"), they indicate 
the quality of another noun in a specific and concrete situation. And 
because they are referring to another noun, that can be either masculine 
or feminine, the adjectives have a proper basic characteristic which is 
gender inflection expressed by formal grammatical means. 

34.2. As a rule, the adjectives agree with the substantive they modify 
in gender, number, and case. Their concord is in general plural ad 
sensum, even with collective nouns and with Arabic broken or internal 
plurals, which are grammatically singulars; e.g. Hebrew hā'ām ha-
hotekīm, "the people who walk"; Classical Arabic riġālun sālihūna, 
"pious men". Some Semitic nouns are plural in form though not plural 
in meaning, thus e.g. "God": Hebrew 'êlohīm, Phoenician 'ēlīm. In such 
cases, the adjective is more often in the singular (e.g. Hebrew 'êlohīm 
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hay, "living God") than in the plural (e.g. 'èlohīm hayylm). On the 
opposite, there are adjectives belonging to some nominal patterns of 
Arabic that are not capable of concord; e.g. bintun mulāhun, "a very 
pretty gir l" ; nūqun hiġānun, "racing she-camels". In several languages, 
thus in Assyro-Babylonian, in Hebrew, in Aramaic, in modem Arabic 
colloquials, plural adjectives agree usually with dual substantives, e.g. 
Aramaic šinnayin rabrdbān, "big teeth". 

34.3. The concord of adjectives and substantives in modem Ethiopic 
frequently deviates from the common rule. In Tigrinya, adjectives agree 
in gender and number with the substantives they modify, except that 
inanimate plurals are treated as singulars. Besides, unlike Ge'ez, 
Tigrinya does not distinguish gender in plural adjectives; so we have, 
e.g. sdbbuqat 'awâddat, "good-looking boys", and sdbbuqat 'awahd, 
"good-looking girls". Amharic adjectives only occasionally form plu
rals, and distinctive feminine forms are used optionally only in adjec
tives derived from Ge'ez. Interestingly, the definite article -u (§33.14) in 
an Amharic noun phrase is attached to the modifying adjective, not to 
the substantive, although the homophonous possessive suffix -u (§36.20) 
is attached to the substantive; e.g. tannas bet, "a small house", tannas-u 
bet, "the small house", tannas bet-u, "his small house". In consequence, 
the -n marker of the definite direct object (§32.28) follows the same 
rule: tannas-un bet, "the small house" (direct object), tannas bet-un, 
"his small house" (direct object); in the latter case, however, the suffix 
can be added also to the adjective: tannaš-un bet-un, "his small house". 

34.4. In other languages, the case inflection of the adjectives is in gen
eral the same as the declension of the substantives. However, the mas
culine plural of adjectives and participles ends in -ūtu{m), -ūti(m) in Old 
Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian (§31.16), but its construct state 
ends in -ū in Old Akkadian, in contrast to the -ūt of Assyro-Babylonian; 
e.g. māhirū kaspim, "the receivers of money". 

34.5. The comparative degree of adjectives, called "elative", is formed 
in Arabic on the pattern 'af'al, thus kablr, "great", 'akbar, "greater". 
Traces of this formation are found in a few Hebrew adjectives, like 
'akzār, "cruel", 'akzāb, "deceitful", 'ētān < *'aytān, "lasting". Classi
cal Arabic has also feminine patterns for emphatic qualification, viz. 
fi'la,fa'la, mdfu'la, e.g. ni'ma, "how nice!", hasna, "how beautiful!", 
'uzma, "how mighty!". These forms are no longer used in the colloquial 
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speech. The comparative may be followed by min or, in the post-classi
cal language, by 'an, "from", which serve to express "than"; e.g. 
'atwalu min nahlatin, "taller than a palm-tree". The same pattern 'af'al 
is used for the superlative and may then take the article or be defined by 
a genitive; e.g. 'al-'akbar, "the greatest"; 'afdalu raġulin, "the most 
excellent man"; 'a'lā l-ġibāli, lit. "highest of mountains". The pattern 
'f'l appears in many South Arabian proper names, but its exact meaning 
and function are unknown. Instead, it has been borrowed into the West
ern Neo-Aramaic of Ma'lūla, where it was operative; e.g. 'awrab, 
"greater", from rab, "great". Besides, a remnant of a larger use of this 
pattern in Semitic languages may be preserved by Hebrew 'almān and 
Assyro-Babylonian almānu, "widower", a noun probably derived from 
lemnu, "bad", and meaning etymologically "worse". 

34.6. An East Semitic elative is represented by a small number of 
adjectives with a prefix ša-1 su\ e.g. šalbabu / šalbubu, "very violent"; 
šanūdu, "celebrated, famous"; šūturuim), "very large" (cf. §29.33). 

G. Numerals 

35.1. The numerals belong morphologically to the category of nouns. 
Beside the cardinals, Semitic languages possess derived forms or differ
ent stems to express ordinals, fractions, multiplicatives or iteratives, and 
distributives. The scribes have often represented the numerals logo-
graphically, writing them in cipher instead of spelling them out. This 
limits our knowledge of the numerals, especially in North and East 
Semitic languages using syllabic and logographic script. Most numerals 
have a Proto-Semitic origin, and they even exhibit close connections 
with Libyco-Berber and Egyptian. Cushitic and Chadic stand apart. The 
former, in particular Bedja, has cardinals based on the quinary Nilotic 
system and forms the numerals "six" to "nine" by composition: 6 = 
5+1; 7 = 5+2; 8 = 5+3; 9 = 5+4. 

a) Cardinals 

35.2. The standard cardinal forms of the numerals in the principal 
Semitic languages are given below with reconstructed Proto-Semitic 
forms, as well as with Egyptian and selected Libyco-Berber numerals. 
Here, loanwords from Arabic may be deceitful. For instance, the 
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Ghadamsi numeral "one", way id, is borrowed from Arabic, but South 
Moroccan Tachelhit ya-n, "one", derives from the same form *wa'(-n) 
as ancient Egyptian w'(y-w) and must be considered as an authentic 
Libyco-Berber word. Tuareg forms are in general the most archaic ones. 
A selective approach is thus necessary, without pretending to go back to 
Proto-Berber numerals. Various phonetic developments occur in modern 
Aramaic, Arabic, South Arabian, and Ethiopic colloquials. They cannot 
be reported here. 

35.3. The numeral "one" is represented in Semitic by four different 
root morphemes, viz. had, 'išt-, woro-, and tād. 

a) The best known numeral "one" is had, the original form of which 
is preserved in Aramaic (had), in some early Arabic vernaculars (had), 
in Tigrinya (hadá), in Tigre (had, "about, some"; fern, hatte, "one"), 
and in South Ethiopic where Gurage had, ad, and at(t) must derive from 
had, while Amharic and (fern, andit) and Tigrinya feminine hantit show 
an inserted n before the dental. Gafat aggā (fern, dġġát), "one", goes 
back to *(h)and, but it shows an assimilation nd > dd, followed by the 
palatalisation add > aġġ. The forms with initial ', attested in Arabic 
('ahad), Hebrew ('ehād I 'ahad), Ugaritic ('ahd), Epigraphic South Ara
bian ('hd), and Ge'ez ('ahadu), use a secondary root morpheme brought 
into line with the triconsonantal system, as shown by other derivatives 
from had, "one", viz. wahada, "to be alone", wāhid, "one, someone", 
in Arabic and in other Semitic languages; wēdum, "alone" in Assyro-
Babylonian; yahad, "to be united" and "gathering" in Hebrew, also in 
Ugaritic (yhd). 

b) The second root is 'išt-, with an allophone 'ašt- in Hebrew which 
results from a change i > a occasioned by ' in a closed stressed syllable. 
It is the only numeral "one" attested in East Semitic where it is used 
with a suffix -In (ištīrì), -ēn (ištērì), or -ān (ištiān-, ištān), which is diffi
cult to explain unless one considers -n as the masculine singular ending 
of the Afro-Asiatic pattern of agreement (cf. § 33.16), present also in the 
Libyco-Berber number "one": yiw-an /ya-n. The feminine ištiāt and the 
Hebrew construct state 'aštē 'āśār, "eleven", follow the declension of 
the plural, but a formal singular is implied by the Aramaic expression 
b'št', "by the unit (of measure)". We do not know the vocalization of 
Ugaritic 'št 'šr(h), "eleven", and of Minaic 'slt, "one", which is used 
next to 'hd. The proposed etymologies of 'št are highly conjectural, but 
the same numeral is attested by Libyco-Berber iġ, feminine išt. 
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Cardinal Numerals 

Egyptian Libyco-Berber *Pr.-Sem. 0. Bab. Ugar. 

1 m. 
f. 

w'(y-w) 
w't 

yiwdnfya-n, iġ 
yiwdt, išt \had-, 'išt- ištēn 

ištiāt 
'ahd 
'aht 

2 m. 
f. 

śn-wiy) 
śn-tiy) 

sin, san 
snat, sdnt \tin-, kil'- šinā 

šittā 
tn(m) 
tt 

3 m. 
f. 

hmt-w krad, sard 
kratt, šart \ ślat- šalāšat 

šalāš 
tlt(t) 
tlt 

4 m. 
f. 

fd-w kkuz 
kkuzt \ rba '- erbet(t) 

erba 
'rbXO 
'rb' 

5 m. 
f. 

dl-w 
dl-t 

sdmmus, afus 
sdmmust > hams- hamšat 

hamiš 
hmš(t) 
hmš 

6 m. 
f. 

śrś-wfśîś-w sdis 
sdist \ sidt- šiššet 

šiš(š) 
tt(f) 
tt 

7 m. 
f. 

śfh-w sa 
sat Všab'- sebet(t) 

sebe 
šb'(t) 
šb' 

8 m. hmn-w tarn >tmān- samānāt tmn(t) 
f. tamt >tmān- samānē tmn 

9 m. 
f. 

pśd-w tza 
tzat >tiš'- tišīt 

tiše 
tš'(t) 
tš' 

10 m. md-w mraw > 'aśr- ešeret 'šr(t) 
f. mrawt > 'aśr- ešer 'šr 

20 dwt td-marwin ešrā 'šrm 
30 m'b3 . *t9-ni9rwin d mraw šalāšā tltm 
40 hm *sin-id td-msrwin erbā 'arb 'm 
50 dlyw *sin-id td-mdrwin d mraw hanšā < *hamšā hmšm 
60 ÌŚŚ- *krad-id td-mdrwin šūš ttm 
100 š(n)t td-mede mi 't- me 'at m'it 
1000 h3 a-zimlgim li'm- līm 'alp 
10.000 db' ribb- ešeret līm rbt 

file:///had-
file:///tin-
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Cardinal Numerals 

Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Sabaic Mehri Geez Tigre Amharic 

'chad, 'ahad had 
'ahat hâdā 

wāhid 
wāhida 

'hd 
'ht 

tāt 
tayt 

'ahadu 
'ahatti 

woro(t) 
hatte 

jand 

šnayim trên 'itnāni tny tdrd kdl'e(tu) kdl'ot 
| hulātt 

stayim tartēn 'itnatāni tty tdrayt kdl'eti kdl'e 
| hulātt 

.sjlošā 
šāldš 

tdlātā 
tdlāt 

talāta 
talāt 

sHtt, tltt 
s2lt, tlt 

śātayt 
śhdlēt 

šalastu 
šalās, šdls 

f salas sost 

'arbā 'ā 'arbd 'ā 'arba 'a 'rb't rdbot 'arbā 'tu 
> 'arba' aratt 

'arba' 'arba' 'arba' 'rb' 'arba 'arbā', rdb' 
> 'arba' aratt 

hâmiššā 
húmēš 

hamšā 
hâmēš 

hamsa 
hams 

hmsxt 
hms1 

hdmmoh 
haymdh 

hamdstu 
hams, hdms 

> hamds ammdst 

sisšā 
šcs 

šit 
šiš 

sitta 
sitt 

sldtt, sltt 
sldt, slt 

ydtēt 
hēt 

sdddstu 
sdssu, sdds 

\sds sddddst 

šib'ā, šab'â šib 'ā sab 'a sxb't ydbayt sab 'atu 
>sabu' sàbatt 

šcba' šdba' sab' sxb' hoba sab'u, sdb' 
>sabu' sàbatt 

šjmonā tdmanyā tamāniya tmn(y)t, tmt tdmdnyīt samāntu 
y samān sdmmdnî 

šeimdnē îdmānē tamānin tmny, tmn tdmoni samāni, samn 
y samān sdmmdnî 

tiš'ā tiš'ā tis 'a tsl't sāt tds 'atu 
>Sd' zātànn 

tcša' tdša' tis' ts1' sā tds'u, tds' 
>Sd' zātànn 

'âśārā 
'cśer, 'aśar 

'aśrā 
'âśar 

'ašara 
'ašr 

's2rt 
's2r 

'āśdrēt 
'ośdr 

'ašartu 
'ašru, 'dšr 

> 'asdr assdr 

'cśrlm 'eśrīn 'išrūn 's2ry 'dšrā 'dsra haya 
šMošīm tdlātln talātūn s2lty, tlty 0) šalāsā salāsa sàlasa 
'arbā 'īm 'arbā 'īn 'arba 'ūn 'rb'y 'arbd 'ā 'arbd'a arba 
hàmišším hamšīn hamsūn hmsly hamsā hdmsa (h)amsa 
siššīm šittīn sittūn slty sdssā sdssa sddsa, sdlsa 
mc'ā md 'ā mi'at m't md'dt md'dt màto 
'elep 'âlap 'alf 'lf 'ašartū md'dt šdh ši(h) 
ribbo ribbo 'ašara 'ālāf 'śrt "If 'Blf Ẃ Blf 

(') The series "twenty" - "ninety" is replaced by Coll. Arabic numerals. 
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c) Tigre woro- is apparently related to Tuareg mraw, "ten". The 
word might belong to the same root as Assyro-Babylonian wurrū or 
murrū, "to cut off", and originally designate a "bi t" or a "bunch, clus
ter", as of dates, hence "ten". But, so far, this is just a guess. 

d) The numeral "one" of Modern South Arabian, tāt in Mehri, tād in 
Harsūsi, Śheri, and Soqotri, has an initial glottalized t and goes back to 
Qatabanic td, attested also in td 's2r, "eleven". Its relation to had is 
improbable, while there may be a link with the root *dad, "someone", 
used in the Eastern "Sam" languages belonging to the Lowland East 
Cushitic group. 

e) Another root is used by Egyptian w' and Libyco-Berber yiw-dn / 
ya-n, while Berber indefinite ša, "some", "something", goes back to 
Arabic say'. To express the unit in the numeral "eleven" Gafat makes 
use of a derivative of *qmt-, "single" (cf. §36.28): asra qdmcâttá, lit. 
"ten-one". 

35.4. The numeral "two" is represented by two different root mor
phemes, viz. tin- and kil'-. 

a) The first one is employed in Old Akkadian and in Assyro-Baby
lonian with the dual ending -ā (šinā, sena), to which the mimation is 
added in Ugaritic (tnm) and the nunation in Classical Arabic ('itnāni). 
The dual oblique case -ay is used in Sabaic and Minaic (tny), but one 
finds an ending -w in Qatabanic (tnw). The dual ending -ay appears with 
the mimation in Hebrew (šnayim) and in Phoenician (šnm, 'šnm), and 
with the nunation in modern Arabic colloquials (tnayn, tnēn, itnēn). An 
early change n > r, which parallels the situation in Gurage where a non-
geminated n becomes r in non-initial position (§17.6), explains the by-
form tir- of tin- in Aramaic and in Modern South Arabian. This form is 
used in Aramaic with the dual ending of the oblique case followed by 
the nunation (tryn > trērì), while the South Arabian numeral tdro shows 
an ending -6 which is related to the Qatabanic ending -w of tnw. The 
Semitic verb *tanāyu(m), "to do (something) for the second time", "to 
repeat", derives from tin- either directly (§41.13) or through the ordinal 
*tāniy > tānī, "second". The same numeral is attested in Egyptian 
(śn-w), with the dual form śnwy, and in Libyco-Berber (sin, sdri); the 
substantive śn means "brother" in Egyptian (śnt, "sister"), as well as in 
Cushitic (e.g. Bedja san) and in Chadic (e.g. East Chadic sin, etc.). 

b) The other numeral "two" is attested in Assyro-Babylonian under 
the form kilallān I ūn and, in the feminine, kilaltān > kilattān. The second 
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liquid / corresponds to the glottal stop of the other Semitic languages 
(cf. §17.2); the noun has the dual ending with the nunation and it means 
"both". Its basis is probably related to Cushitic *kal-, "one, alone" in 
the "Sam" languages. Only the feminine form kl'at is attested so far in 
Ugaritic and the masculine form kil'ayitn, "of two kinds", in Hebrew 
and perhaps in Moabite (kVy: Mesha 23), with the meaning "two" or 
"both". The Classical Arabic kilā, with the feminine kiltā, "both", is 
unchangeable when it is followed by a noun, but it has an oblique case 
kilay- I kiltay- when followed by a pronominal suffix. It is in reality a 
dual *kil'ā which has lost its not pronounced ' like in ancient South Ara
bian where the archaic form kl'y, "both", is replaced in the mid-period 
by kly, next to a feminine kl'ty. In Ge'ez, kdl'e < *kil'ay is the normal 
numeral "two" for both genders, or kdVetu may stand for the masculine 
and kdl'eti for the feminine. This noun "two" is used likewise in the 
modem Ethiopian languages where the phonetic development can lead 
to forms like hwet in Gurage, where the labialized velar kw < k is spiran
tized into hw and the / reduced to the vowel e. Also Amharic hulàtt and 
Gafat (h)dhttâ > dhé(êā), "two", go back to kdl'et-. 

c) In Maghrebine Arabic, the noun zawġ, "pair", is used as numeral 
"two", pronounced zūz, zūz, or zuz. Duality is also represented by kpl, 
"double", in Ugaritic, Aramaic, and Hebrew, but it may be expressed 
likewise without the numeral by using the sole dual formation of the 
noun. 

35.5. The numerals "one" and "two" are either substantives (e.g. 
Assyro-Babylonian ištēn ina libbisunu ul ūsi, "not one among them has 
escaped"; Hebrew 'al 'ahad he-hārīm, "on one of the mountains"; Ara
bic 'ahaduhum, "one of them") or adjectives which agree with the noun 
they determine in gender (e.g. Arabic qaryatāni tnatāni, "two villages"), 
case (e.g. Arabic kulluhum li-'ummin wāhidatin, "they are all from one 
mother"), and the numeral "one" even in number (e.g. Hebrew ddbārìm 
'âhādīm, "identical words"). 

35.6. The numerals "three" to "ten" are abstract or collective substan
tives marked by the suffix -t in historical times, and corresponding to 
ancient Egyptian collectives in -t, e.g. diw.t, "a set of five" in Middle 
Egyptian. However, the bare root morpheme continued to be used with 
feminine nouns. This development, sometimes called "gender polarity", 
creates the false impression that cardinal numerals are used in the gen
der opposite to that of the noun which usually follows in the genitive 
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plural, e.g. Classical Arabic talātatu riġālin, literally "a set of three 
men". However, this apparent inversion of gender seems to operate 
inconsistently in North Semitic, e.g. er-bu uA-mi, "during four days", in 
the Babylonian dialect of Mari influenced by Amorite; tit sswm, "three 
horses" in Ugaritic. Nevertheless, one might also surmise that certain 
nouns, for instance "day", are feminine instead of being masculine and 
that the lack of the ending / in Ugaritic results from its dropping in the 
spoken idiom (e.g. *talātat > *talāta). In later Semitic languages, how
ever, the "gender polarity" tends to disappear. This grammatical princi
ple is rarely or irregularly observed in Late Babylonian, in Syriac, and in 
Neo-Punic. In most modern languages, only one form is employed. 
Thus, Tigre uses the numerals "three" to "ten" without -t, while the 
opposite tendency can be observed in the other Ethiopian languages 
where the numerals with the ending -t are more frequently used, finally 
eliminating the distinction between masculine and feminine. A similar 
evolution is encountered in Neo-Aramaic, while most modern Arabic 
colloquials use the forms with the -t ending for independent numerals 
and those without -t in connection with plural nouns, regardless of their 
gender; e.g. in Damascus: talāte, "three", but tldt banāt, "three girls", 
and tldt rġāl, "three men". Chadic languages do not seem to distinguish 
the gender in numerals, while ancient Egyptian and Libyco-Berber add 
the mark -t to numerals qualifying feminine nouns, contrary to the com
mon practice in "classical" Semitic languages. 

35.7. The Proto-Semitic root morphemes of the numerals "three" to 
"ten" can be established as follows: ślat-, rba'-, hamš-, sidt-, šab'-, 
tmān-, tiš'-, 'aśr. The use of anaptyctic short vowels explains the vocal
ization attested in the "classical" languages with the exception of the 
numeral "four" where a prosthetic vowel was added to the root mor
pheme rba', still used without prothesis in the suffixed form rdbot of the 
Mehri and Harsūsi numeral, in the Mehri and Harsūsi numeral rība for 
counting "four" days, also in the ordinals and in the fractions (§35.30). 

35.8. The archaic and the modern South Arabian forms of the numeral 
"three" indicate that its original root morpheme had an initial lateral 
fricative ś (ślat-). This is confirmed by the Old Akkadian spelling sa-li-
iš-tim of the ordinal (fern, genitive) with the sign SA used to express the 
syllable salśa, instead of ŠA which would indicate ta (§13.2). The later 
form tit results from a regressive assimilation, as in the numeral sidt-, 
"six", especially in Ugaritic where two regressive assimilations took 
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place (§35.11). The / of the numeral "three" is labialized in Gafat swosta 
and elided in Amharic sost. The numeral *ślat- had an allophone *śrat, 
testifying to the change / > r in non initial position (§17.5). Its existence 
is confirmed by the Libyco-Berber numeral krad / sard, "three", which 
can easily be related to *śrat. The change in question resulted from a 
dissimilation caused by the originally lateral character of ś (§16.1). 

35.9. The Semitic numeral rba'-, "four", has an origin which is inde
pendent from the corresponding numeral in the other Afro-Asiatic lan
guage families. The Libyco-Berber numeral kkuz is related to Hebrew 
and Aramaic qums-, "handful", and to Arabic qamaza, "to take with the 
fingertips". The word originally signified the bending of the four fingers 
over the hollow of the hand. A third Afro-Asiatic word meaning "four" 
is represented by Egyptian fdw, Bedja fádig, and Hausa fu'du. 

35.10. The numeral hams-, "five", signifies a hand (five fingers) and, 
as such, it is the basic unit of a quinary system. In fact, it must be related 
etymologically to Sabaic hms\ "main army force", and to the Egyptian 
noun hps, "strength" (m > p), originally "fist", also to the Bedja 
numeral asa < *assa < *hassa < *hamsa, used in asa-gwir, "six" (5+1), 
asa-rama, "seven" (5+2), etc., and to Libyco-Berber sdmmus, "five", 
which reflects a change h > s, paralleled before front vowels in Slavic 
languages; e.g. muha vs. dative musē / muse, "fly". In the quinary system 
employed occasionally also in Libyco-Berber, the word afus, "hand", 
related directly to Egyptian hps, may be used instead of sdmmus. 

35.11. The numeral sidt-, "six", is certainly related to Egyptian śrś I 
śiš-w, to Libyco-Berber sdis, and to Hausa sidda. These forms testify to 
phonetic changes, attested also in Semitic languages, especially in 
Ugaritic where the form tt first implies the regressive assimilation dt > 
tt, attested also in other Semitic languages, and then a second regressive 
assimilation št > tt. 

35.12. The numeral šab'-, "seven", is certainly related to Egyptian 
śfh-w and to Libyco-Berber sa. The Old Akkadian mentions of the dei
fied "Seven" (planets7) imply the initial š since the sign si of dSi-bi 
stands for ši I še (§13.2), and the š appears also in the Old Assyrian 
orthography sa-be, but later Assyro-Babylonian texts have sebe or seba, 
with the exception of spellings influenced by North Semitic, as se-eb-i 
šanāti, "seven years", at Alalakh. This shift š > s is paralleled by 
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another shift in Mehri and Soqotri where the numerals "six" and 
"seven" appear with an initial h or yh instead of the expected palato-
alveolar š: net, "six", and hoba, "seven", in Mehri, yha't and yhob?' in 
Soqotri (cf. § 15.4; 36.10). 

35.13. The numeral tmān-, "eight", is related to Egyptian hmn-w and 
to Libyco-Berber tarn, but the phonetic differences are still in need of a 
consistent explanation of / : t : h. Also in East Semitic, the passage / > 
s is not usual. In fact, the numeral "eight" is written ša-ma-né in Old 
Assyrian, a spelling which probably implies the pronunciation /tamānē/, 
but the later form is samānē. The original vocalization *tmān-t- seems to 
be reflected by old Amharic sant. 

35.14. The numeral tiš'-, "nine", is related to Libyco-Berber tza, 
where the emphasis of z is secondary. Attempts to relate this numeral to 
Egyptian pśd-w should be abandoned. The Amharic numeral zdtdnn, 
attested also in Gafat (zātâhnâ), Gurage (zâtāh), Argobba (zâhwtâhh), 
and Harari (zdhtārì), goes probably back to zht (zhz), the same root as 
Old Akkadian zu'āzum and Assyro-Babylonian zāZu(m), "to divide", 
"to cut off", with a noun zittu (plur. zīzātu), "portion", "share". The 
final h of the Ethiopic numeral is a suffix which is missing in most 
Gurage dialects (zâtâ, zi'â). To judge also from the related Aramaic verb 
zūh, "to go away" or "to remove", and from Arabic zahzaha, "to dis
place", "to rip off", South Ethiopic *ziht > *ziht, "nine", is the portion 
or the amount that remains after one part has been removed, i.e. num
bering one digit below a full ten or two hands. 

35.15. The Semitic numeral 'aśr, "ten", cannot be related to forms 
attested in other Afrasian language families. Its original meaning might 
be preserved by Arabic 'ašīra{turì), "clan", and Epigraphic South Ara
bian 's2rt, "nomad group" (cf. §35.21). In Phoenician, the forms 'sr and 
'šrt are attested for the numeral "ten"; they reflect different dialectal 
shifts of the original ś phoneme (§ 16.3). 

35.16. The numerals from "eleven" to "nineteen" are normally 
formed by the juxtaposition of the unit-numbers or digits and of the 
numeral "ten". They appear in four variant forms: 

a) Digits in the construct state, followed by "ten", are found in 
Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. samānēšer, "eighteen"), in Aramaic (e.g. 
hamšat 'âśar, "fifteen"), and in Hebrew (e.g. šdnē 'āśār, "twelve"). 
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b) Digits with the fixed ending -a, followed by "ten" with the same 
ending, are attested in Classical Arabic (e.g. talātata 'ašara, "thirteen") 
and in ancient dialects (e.g. 'ihdā 'ašrata / 'aširata I 'ašarata, 
"eleven"); this form is developed into a compound in Neo-Arabic (e.g. 
arba'ta'sar, "fourteen"), it is reflected in modern colloquials (e.g. 
tldtta'sar, "thirteen"), and can perhaps be assumed in ancient South 
Arabian (e.g. sldtt 's2r, "sixteen"), although the lack of vocalization 
excludes any certitude and allows of an interpretation of the first type 
(a). 

c) The mere asyndetic juxtaposition of digits and of "ten" occurs in 
Ugaritic (e.g. 'arb' 'šr, "fourteen") and in Hebrew (e.g. 'arbā'ā 'āśār, 
"fourteen"), also with inverted order (e.g. 'šr 'arb'), which is usual in 
Tigre (e.g. 'asdr 'arba', "fourteen"), in Tigrinya (e.g. 'asartà kdldttd, 
"twelve"; 'asartá šamante, "eighteen"), in Gafat (e.g. asra httá, 
"twelve"; asra swostá, "thirteen"), and in Amharic (e.g. âsrand, 
"eleven"; āsrâhulâtt, "twelve"). 

d) The component "ten" preceding digits and joined to them by wa 
or -m, "and", appears in Phoenician and Punic (e.g. 'sr w-hmš, "fif
teen"), in Nabataean (e.g. 'šr w-tlt, "thirteen"; 'šrh w-sb'h, "seven
teen"), in Modern South Arabian (e.g. 'ohr wd-śhdlēt, "thirteen"), in 
Ge'ez (e.g. 'ašru wa-salās, "thirteen"), in modern Ethiopic (e.g. Tigre 
'asdr wa-sds, "sixteen"; Gurage asrd-m hwet, "twelve"), and exception
ally in Hebrew ('âśrā wa-hâmiššā, "fifteen"). 

35.17. In Aramaic, in Hebrew, in Arabic, and in ancient South Ara
bian, the digits of the numerals from "thirteen" to "nineteen" have the 
-t ending when used with masculine nouns, but only forms without -t are 
employed in Neo-Aramaic (e.g. arbāsar, "fourteen") and only forms 
with -t occur in modern Arabic colloquials (e.g. arba'tāšar, "fourteen"), 
regardless of the gender. In Ugaritic, in Modern South Arabian, and in 
Ge'ez, both components of the numeral have the -t ending when used 
with a masculine noun (e.g. Ugaritic tmnt 'šrt, "eighteen"; Mehri 
'āterēt wd-śātayt, "thirteen"; Ge'ez 'ašartu wa-šalastu, "thirteen"), but 
the practice of the Ugaritic scribes is not consistent. Besides, in Assyro-
Babylonian, in Ugaritic, in Aramaic, and in Hebrew, the ending -it or 
-ih > -ē is added to the numeral "ten" when the teens are used with a 
feminine noun; e.g. Babylonian hamisserit, "fifteen"; Ugaritic sb' 
'srh, "seventeen"; Syriac 'arba'sdrē, "fourteen"; Hebrew šdloš 'eśrē, 
"thirteen". 
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35.18. Decade numerals have no gender differentiation, except in Late 
Babylonian where gender concord is attested with masculine and femi
nine plural endings (e.g. erbē1, "forty"; ešrāt, "twenty"), while šūš, 
"sixty", remains unchanged. Otherwise, the numeral "twenty" is 
expressed by the dual of "ten" in Assyro-Babylonian (ešrā), in South 
Arabian ('s2ry), in Ge'ez ('dšrā), in modern Ethiopian languages, proba
bly in Libyco-Berber (Tuareg td-mdrwin; Tachelhit mrawin), where it is 
generally replaced by Arabic 'ašrin, and perhaps in Ugaritic ('šrm). The 
dual afformative -ā spread analogically from "twenty" to the following 
tens, formed as duals of the numerals from "three" to "nine", e.g. hanšā 
< *hamšā, "fifty" in Old Akkadian; amsa in Amharic. In other Semitic 
languages, thus in Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, and Arabic, "twenty" 
is expressed by the plural of "ten" and the following tens are formed 
analogically by adding the plural ending to the numerals from "three" to 
"nine", thus e.g. Hebrew šdlošim, "thirty", Aramaic tdlātīn, Neo-Ara
maic tlāy, Classical Arabic talātūna, tlātīn in Damascene colloquial. 
This formation parallels the situation in ancient Egyptian where the tens, 
from fifty upwards, are plurals of the units. However, another system 
probably existed in Semitic languages, as suggested by the situation in 
South Ethiopic. In Argobba, Harari, and some Gurage dialects (Soddo 
and Gogot), the tens can be formed by compounding a unit with the 
numeral "ten", thus sost assdr, "thirty"; arbdt assdr, "forty"; hammdst 
assdr, "f i f ty"; sddddst assar, "sixty". This manner of expressing the 
tens is generally believed to have been taken from Cushitic, since 
"fifty" is ontētonnēte in Sidamo, literally "five tens"; "sixty" is 
lētonnēte, "six tens", etc. However, Modern South Arabian has pre
served some numerals of a similar old series (e.g. Soqotri śìle 'eśarhin, 
"thirty", literally "three tens"). Ge'ez forms the numeral "thousand" in 
this way ('ašartu md'dt, literally "ten hundreds"1), and the same system 
is used in other Semitic languages for hundreds and thousands (e.g. 
talātu mi'atin, "three hundred"; talātatu 'alāfìn, "three thousand", in 
Classical Arabic). One may ask therefore whether Cushitic has not rather 
borrowed this use from the Semitic languages of Ethiopia or assume that 
this manner of expressing the tens is common to both language families, 
so much the more that a similar system is attested in Libyco-Berber with 
the numeral "twenty" as basis, unfortunately in its borrowed Arabic 
form 'ašrîn: sin-id 'ašrin (cf. §35.31), "twice twenty" = 40, krad-id 
'ašrin, "three times twenty" = 60, kkuz-id 'ašrin, "four times twenty" = 
80 (cf. French "quatre-vingt"), also sdmmus-id 'ašrin, "five times 
twenty" = 100. The odd tens are formed by addition: sin-id 'ašrin d 
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mraw, "twice twenty with ten" = 50, etc. The Semitic dual form for 
"20" seems to point to a former vigesimal system which is thus pre
served in Libyco-Berber, where it is combined with the decimal system. 
The latter appears also in Indo-European (e.g. Latin trī-gintā, "thirty", 
literally "three tens"). 

35.19. Several systems are followed to join tens with the digits. The 
Assyro-Babylonian use is unknown, but two different systems are 
attested in Ugaritic: no conjunction is used to join tens with the digits 
that follow (e.g. 'šrm 'rb', "twenty four"), exactly as in Neo-Aramaic 
(e.g. 'esrī trē, "twenty-two"), but an additive / precedes the "ten" when 
the digit stands first (e.g. 'rb' l-'šrm, literally "four above twenty"). In 
Phoenician and Punic, the situation is opposite: no conjunction is 
needed to join tens with the digits that precede (e.g. šlš hmšm, "fifty-
three"), but the conjunction w- is employed when the digits follow (e.g. 
hmšm w~šnm, "fifty-two"), like in modern Ethiopic using the conjunc
tions wa- or -m (e.g. hdmsa wa-'arba', "fifty-four" in Tigre; huwya-m-
at, "twenty-one" in Gurage [Chaha]). This is also the most common 
construction in Hebrew, but the conjunction wa- joins the numerals also 
when the digits precede (e.g. 'ehadwd-'eśrīm, "twenty-one"). The latter 
scheme is the normal way of expressing the compound numerals in 
ancient South Arabian (e.g. hms w-slty, "sixty-five"), in Classical Ara
bic (e.g. tamānin wa-'išrūna laylatan, "twenty-eighth nights"), and in 
modern Arabic colloquials (e.g. sab'ā w-'dšrīn, "twenty-seven"). 
Schematically, the various systems can be presented as follows: 20+1, 
1+20, 1-/-20, l-w-20, 20-Wm-l. 

35.20. The numeral "hundred" is derived from a common origin. It is 
attested in Palaeosyrian (mi-at, me-at), Old Akkadian (mi-ai), Assyro-
Babylonian (me-at, ma-a-at), indirectly in Amorite with the orthography 
me-et at Mari, which explains the Ugaritic singular m'it (*me'et or 
*mēt), while the plural is m'at. It is vocalized mē(t) in Late Babylonian, 
mē'ā in Hebrew, md'ā in Aramaic, and mā in Syriac and in Neo-Ara-
maic, mi 'at in Classical Arabic and mlye in the colloquial of Damascus. 
It is written m't in Phoenician and in ancient South Arabian, md'dt in 
Ge'ez, māto in Amharic. The numeral is attested also in Tuareg where 
td-mede, "hundred", is related not to Egyptian md-w, "ten", but to 
Semitic m't, with an emphatic d replacing the voiceless t, a change par
alleled in krad (§ 35.8), sdis (§35.11), and tza (§35.14). It has a plural ti-
mad. In South Ethiopic, besides, there is another term for "hundred", 
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viz. bâqdr or bàqdl in Gurage (l/r), bāqlā in Harari and in Gafat, and baqol 
in Somali, with variant forms in other Cushitic languages. The numeral 
may be related to the Ethiopic name of the "mule", in Ge'ez baql (cf. 
§35.21). The numeral "hundred" is used also in the dual (e.g. Aramaic 
mā'tayirì) and in the plural (e.g. Arabic mi'āt and mi'ūn; Tigre 'am'āt). 

35.21. There are five different ways of expressing the numeral "thou
sand". In Palaeosyrian, in Old Akkadian, and in Assyro-Babylonian one 
finds li-im, which is related to Ugaritic Vim and Hebrew Id'dm, "people, 
clan", as well as to the divine name Li'im. Tuareg a-zim, "thousand" 
(plur. i-zīm-ān), might belong here too, since Libyco-Berber z often 
derives from / (e.g. Tachelhit alim > Tamazight azim, "straw"), but 
there is a dialectal variant a-gim that may suggest a link with Cushitic 
and South Ethiopic hum. In Ugaritic, in the West Semitic languages, and 
in South Arabian, instead, one encounters the noun 'alp- which is related 
to the noun meaning either "clan" or "ox". The analogy with li-im is in 
favour of "clan", but the South Ethiopic baqdr may suggest "ox". In 
Ge'ez, 'dlf is used for "ten thousand", while "one thousand" is 
expressed by 'ašartu md'dt, literally "ten hundreds" (cf. §35.18). Mod
ern Ethiopic sdh / ši(h), "thousand", used also in Cushitic (ših), suggests 
the notion of high number (root šyh), while the use of 'alf with the 
meaning "thousand" in Tigre and in Harari is due to Arabic influence. 
In South Ethiopic, one also finds a noun "thousand" borrowed from 
Cushitic: hum in Harari, kwdm and other forms in Gurage. It may be 
related to Tuareg a-gim, as just mentioned. The numeral "thousand" can 
be used in the dual and the plural. 

35.22. The numeral "ten thousand" has a special name in Palaeosyrian 
(n-bau

?), in Ugaritic (rbt), Aramaic (rebbo), and Hebrew (ribbo). It 
suggests the idea of "magnitude" and can be used in the dual and the 
plural. In Ge'ez, in Amharic, and in Tigre, 'dlf has the meaning "ten 
thousand", with an internal plural 'a'lāf I 'ālāf. 

b) Ordinals 

35.23. The ordinals are adjectives and they follow the rules of the gen
der, number, and case. They generally derive from the cardinals by 
adding a suffix to the root morpheme or by adopting the CāCiC pattern. 
Since the ordinals are adjectives, they normally follow the substantive, 
except in East and North Semitic where they precede it. 
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35.24. With the exception of the rare Old Babylonian ištiyūm and of 
the South Ethiopic atānā, andànna, "first", the only known terms for 
the ordinal "first" derive from root morphemes different from the ones 
used for the cardinal "one". In Assyro-Babylonian, *mahrlu(m) > 
mahru(m) and pānīuim) > pānū(m) are attested, both meaning literally 
"the one in front" or "former". The same basic meaning is attached to 
Aramaic qadmāy, to South Arabian qdm, and to Ge'ez qadāmi, as well 
as to Arabic 'awwal or 'awwil, which has been borrowed as hāwīl in 
Modern South Arabian and is suffixed into awwalānl in Syrian and 
Egyptian colloquials. Hebrew rVšon derives instead from the word 
"head", Gafat màzámmàryà, "first", originates from the Ethiopic root 
ġmr I zmr, "to begin", while Tigrinya fálāmay etymologically means 
"redeemed", probably by allusion to Ex. 13,13. The form of the ordinal 
"first" in Old Akkadian, Palaeosyrian, Amorite, and Ugaritic cannot as 
yet be ascertained. 

35.25. The ordinal "second" is formed in general according to the 
same patterns as the ordinals 3-10 (§35.26-27). The ancient Aramaic 
ordinal tinyān, "second", does not reflect the change n > r of the cardi
nal, but the Neo-Aramaic form is treyāna. Ge'ez uses for "second" three 
different root morphemes, viz. kāh', dāgam, and kā'db, while Modern 
South Arabian employs mašēġar as ordinal "second". 

35.26. The CāCiC pattern is used for the ordinals up to "tenth" in Old 
Akkadian (e.g. sālištum, "third" fern.), in Old Assyrian (e.g. šādištum, 
"sixth" fern.), in Arabic (e.g. tāmin, "eighth"), followed by Modern 
South Arabian (e.g. toman, "eighth"), also in Ge'ez (e.g. sāman, 
"eighth"), in Tigre (e.g. sāhs, "third"), and probably in ancient South 
Arabian judging from Arabic and Ge'ez, from the absence of the -y suf
fix, and from the identity of the ordinal sldt, "sixth", with Mehri sodas, 
fern, šadtēt. This pattern can be assumed also in Ugaritic, where the suf
fix -y is likewise missing, while the ordinal tdt parallels the ordinal 
"sixth" in Old Assyrian (šādiš), Arabic (sādis), Ge'ez (sādas), and 
South Arabian. The pattern CāCiC can therefore be regarded as Proto-
Semitic, the more so if the later Assyro-Babylonian forms saisu, 
"third", etc., result from the loss of the short i and from the subsequent 
shortening of ā to a > e in a close syllable (e.g. *šādišu > *šaššu > 
šeššu). The alternative explanation for these Assyro-Babylonian forms 
would be a different pattern CaCC or CiCC, without any suffix. 
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35.27. Patterns with a suffix are attested in Middle Assyrian (e.g. 
šalāšiyu, "third"; hamāšiyu, "f if th"; tišā'iyu, "ninth"), in Hebrew (e.g. 
hâmīšī, "f if th"; tdšī'ī, "ninth"), in Phoenician and Punic (e.g. 'rb'y, 
"fourth"; hmšy, "fifth"), in Aramaic (e.g. tdlītāy, "third"; rdbī'āy, 
"fourth"), and in Ethiopic: there are parallel series with the endings 
-āwi and -āy in Ge'ez (e.g. hamsāwi, hamsāy, "f if th"; sādsāwì, sādsāy, 
"sixth"), -āy is used in Tigre (e.g. masc. sālsāy, fem. sālsāyt, "third"), 
and -and in South Ethiopic (e.g. hwetànâ, "second"; sostânâ, "third"). 

35.28. In Neo-Aramaic, ordinal numerals can also be formed by means 
of the determinative - relative particle dd (§36.52) prefixed to the corre
sponding cardinal numeral, e.g. ddtre, "second", from tre, "two"; ddtla, 
"third", from tla, "three". 

35.29. The ordinals above "tenth" occur in Assyro-Babylonian with a 
suffix -ū in the nominative, -I in the genitive (e.g. erbēsērī, "four
teenth"; ešrū, "twentieth"). Above "tenth", no ordinals are attested in 
Ugaritic and in ancient South Arabian, and no special forms exist in 
Hebrew, Phoenician, and Aramaic: the cardinal numerals are used 
beyond "tenth". In Arabic, we have hādiya 'ašara, "eleventh", and fur
ther the ordinal followed by 'ašara. In Ethiopic, likewise, the cardinal 
numeral "ten" is used with the ordinal of the digits; e.g. Tigre masc. 
'asdr wa-qadāmāy, "eleventh", 'asar wa-kāl'āy, "twelfth", 'asdr wa-
rāb'āy, "fourteenth", etc. From "twentieth" onwards, the cardinal 
numerals are used, but endings of the ordinals may be applied in 
Ethiopic. In Ge'ez, either the cardinals or forms with the suffix -āwi can 
be used; e.g. 'dšrāwi, "twentieth"; šalāsāwi, "thirtieth", etc. In Tigre, 
the ending -āy may be applied; e.g. 'dsrāy, "twentieth", md'dtāy, "hun
dredth", md'dtāy wa-qadāmāy, "one hundred and first", 'asdr Šdhāy, 
"ten thousandth", etc. 

c) Fractionals 

35.30. The best proof that fractionals were initially derived from fem
inine ordinals can be deduced from the fact that CāCiC is the normal 
formation for fractionals as well as for ordinals in the early period of 
East Semitic and in Ge'ez (§35.26). In Old Babylonian, e.g., we 
encounter šālistum, "a third", rābītum, "a fourth"; sā/sēbi'atum, "a 
seventh". In Ge'ez, the ordinal is followed by 'dd, "hand"; e.g. rābd'dt 
'dd, "a quarter", literally "fourth part" (cf. §35.31). A related stem is 
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found also in Hebrew (e.g. salīšīt, "a third"). However, other patterns 
are attested as well and the stem CuCC is widely used in West Semitic 
languages, viz. in Aramaic (e.g. hums-, "a fifth"), in Arabic (e.g. tult, "a 
third"), in Hebrew (e.g. roba', "a fourth"), also in Late Babylonian 
(hunt, "a fifth"), while the Phoenician and the South Arabian vocaliza
tions are unknown. In Ugaritic, the attested fractions have prefixed 
m- and suffixed -t, e.g. mtltt, "a third"; mrb't, "a fourth". This pattern 
is related to the feminine ordinal "second" in Mehri and Harsūsi 
(mzšdġdrēf), as well as to the plural fraction mhms1t, "fifths", in Sabaic, 
and to masallas, "third part", in Tigre. There are also forms which can
not readily be attached to common patterns, special words like mislu(m) 
in Assyro-Babylonian, hst in Ugaritic and in Hebrew, or sar in Tigre, 
meaning "half", or šinepiātum > šinepātu(m) in Old Babylonian and 
snpt in Ugaritic, "two-thirds", and idiomatic ways of expressing frac
tions, e.g. 'sb'm bntmny 'sb' in Sabaic, "one finger from eight fingers", 
i.e. "one eighth". 

d) Multiplicatives 

35.31. The meaning of multiplicatives or iteratives is not only "once", 
"twice", "thrice", etc., but also "for the second time", "for the third 
time", etc. These numerals are formed in East Semitic by adding -išu to 
the stem of the cardinal numerals, often with the preposition adi or ana, 
e.g. adi I ana hamšišu, "five times" or "for the fifth time". The vowel 
-/- is dropped after ištīn, as shown by ištiššu, "once". This suffix -išu 
goes back to -* 'itu and corresponds to the South Arabian -'d and to the 
Ugaritic -0)d, used to express the iterative, e.g. Sabaic s1dt'd, "for the 
sixth time"; Ugaritic šb"id or šb'd, "seven times". The same formation 
is preserved in some Libyco-Berber dialects, at least among the Iġšan 
(Tachelhit): sin-id, "twice"; krad-id, "three times"; kkuz-id, "four 
times"; etc. An innovative Libyco-Berber use of the morpheme id with
out preceding numeral aims at marking the plural of not-Berberized 
loanwords borrowed in the singular; e.g. id hali (< Arabic hall, "my 
maternal uncle"), "multiple maternal uncle(s)". A morpheme -ad 
appears in Somali where it forms the ordinal numerals, e.g. kobá-ad, 
"first", labá-ad, "second", saddehá-ad, "third", etc. 

35.32. From the Middle Assyrian and the Middle Babylonian periods 
on, another method is attested for signifying that something happens 
"for the first time" or "in the first place", "for the second time" or "in 
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the second place", viz. the ordinal with the suffix -ānu, e.g. šaniānu, 
salsiānu, rabiānu, "for the second, third, fourth time". This formation is 
attested also in Arabic with the old ordinals of the pattern CāCiC: 
'awwalan, tāniyan, tālitan, rābi'an, etc., "firstly, secondly, thirdly, 
fourthly". There are also forms specific to one language or idiomatic 
ways of expressing iteratives, e.g. the expressed or understood noun 
pa'am, "time", in Hebrew and in Phoenician with the cardinal (e.g. 
pa'am 'ahat, "once") or the ordinal (e.g. pa'am hâmīšīt, "the fifth 
time"), or the numeral had, "one", used in Aramaic with a following 
cardinal (e.g. had sib'ā, "seven times"). 

e) Distributives 

35.33. The distributive numerals have the characteristic formation 
CuCuCā' in East Semitic (ištinā', "one by one"; šinā', "two by two"; 
sulusā', "three by three"; rubu'ā', "four by four", etc.), but this pattern 
has not been identified as yet in other Semitic languages which usually 
express the distributive numerals by a repetition of the cardinals, e.g. 
talāta talāta, "three by three". In Arabic, however, there are also two 
patterns used to express the distributives, viz. fu'āl (e.g. tunā', "two by 
two"; tulāt, "three by three") and maf'al (e.g. matnā, "two by two"; 
matlat, "three by three"). 

f) Verbal Derivatives 

35.34. The root morphemes of numerals are used in Semitic languages 
as base of verbal derivatives that sometimes have a particular meaning 
going beyond the basic acceptations "divide into x parts", "do for the x 
time", "make x-fold". E.g. the verb *tanāyu, "td repeat", derives from 
tin-, "two", to which a morpheme -y was added (§35.4; 41.13). Arabic 
Stem V tarabba'a, derived from Stem I I rabba'a, "to quadruple", 
means "to sit cross-legged", and the phrase tarabba'a 'alā l-'arsi has 
the specific meaning "he mounted the throne". Because of its use in 
spells and conjurations, the numeral sab'-, "seven", gave rise to differ
ent denominative formations. Although Arabic Stem I I of sb' simply 
means "to make sevenfold", like other derivatives of the same type, the 
corresponding Palaeosyrian D-stem expresses the idea of adjuring, like 
the Hebrew and the Jewish Aramaic causative stem; e.g. Palaeosyrian 
si-ba jsibba'l K I . K I , "adjure the lands!"; Hebrew hišbī'ekā, "he 
adjured you"; Aramaic mšby' 'ny 'lykm, " I am adjuring you". Instead, 
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the reflexive N-stem is used in Hebrew with the meaning "to swear", 
e.g. nišba', "he swore". 

3. PRONOUNS 

36.1. Semitic languages have five types of pronouns besides the per
sonal preformatives and afformatives of the verb inflection which will 
be discussed in connection with the verb (§40). These five types are the 
personal pronouns, the independent possessive pronouns, the demonstra
tive pronouns, the determinative-relative pronouns, and the indefinite 
and interrogative pronouns. The personal pronouns are subdivided into 
independent or separate pronouns and suffixed pronouns which can be 
used with nouns, verbs, and prepositions, and may form reflexive pro
nouns. The system of the pronouns of the personal group can be said to 
be genetically identical in all five branches of Afro-Asiatic, although full 
sets of independent pronouns, dependent pronouns, and suffix-pronouns 
are found only in Egyptian and in South Ethiopic, where the first set is 
used as copula (§49.19). In Cushitic languages like Oromo, pronominal 
suffixes are replaced by two sets of separate pronouns. One set is used 
as isolated citation form, as predicate, and mainly as direct object pre
ceding the verb, while the second set serves as possesssive pronoun fol
lowing the noun. This leaves us in Oromo with three sets of personal 
pronouns that correspond to an active or subject case (e.g. inni, "he"), a 
non-active or non-subject case (e.g. isā, "him"), and a genitive or pos
sessive (e.g. kan or isā, "his"). The Chadic branch, as usual, has the 
greatest number of peculiarities, both morphological and morpho-syn-
tactical. For example, the Hausa pronoun mu of the 1st pers. plur. may 
be considered as the assimilated element nu > mu (cf. §11.7) of the cor
responding pronoun in the other Afro-Asiatic branches, but the fact is 
that it is identical with the West African pronoun of the Mandingo-
speaking Vai tribe (e.g. mu-fa, "our father"; mu-ro, "we say"). The per
sonals are expressed in Hausa conjugation by separate pronouns that 
precede the verb and are fused with morphemes indicating aspect and 
tense, so that it is the pronoun which seems to be inflected; e.g. su halbi, 
"they have hunted" (perfective), su-na halbi, "they were hunting" 
(imperfective), su-ka halbi, "they hunted" (preterite), s(u)-ā halbi, "they 
will hunt" (future). Such constructions do not occur with Semitic per
sonal pronouns. 
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A. Independent Personal Pronouns 

36.2. The following paradigm of the independent personal pronoun, 
free form, subject case, is limited to the principal Semitic languages and 
to *Proto-Semitic. Palaeosyrian is based on the Ebla texts. For compari
son, a paradigm is added for Egyptian, for Rendille, a Lowland East 
Cushitic Language spoken in Kenya, and for Tuareg, which generally 
preserves archaic Libyco-Berber forms, although the existing pronouns 

Egyptian Tuareg Rendille *Pr.-Sem. P.Syr. O.Bab. Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic 

Sing. 

1 In-k n-sk an(i) 'an-a 'anna anāku 'an, 'ank 'ânī, 'ānokī 'ânā 

2 m. 
f. 

nt-k 
nt-t 

kay 
kdm j am 'an-talka^ 

'an-ti/kia) 

'anta 
? 

atta 
atti 

'at 
'at 

'attā 
'an 

'anta, 'an 
'ami, 'an 

3 m. 
f. 

nt-f 
nt-s 

1 nt-a 
us(u) 
ice 

šu-wa 
ši-ya 

šuwa 

šiya 
ŠŪ 
ŠĪ 

hw 

hy 
hū '(a) 

hī'(a) 

hū(') 
hī(') 

Dual 

1 

2 
3 

'an-kā 

'an-tjk{an)ā 
š{u-rì)ā 

*attunā 
*šunā 

Plur. 

1 m. 

2 m. 

3m. 

in-n 

nt-tn 

nt-sn 

n-zkkà-ni 
n-akkâ-wti 

kâw-ni 
kàmâ-ti 

dntâ-ni 

3ntâ-n3ti 

inno nih-nu 

atin 

ièo 

'an-ta-nu 
'an-ti-na 

šu-nu 

ši-na 

? nlnu 

'antanu attunu 
? attina 

sunu 
? 

šunu 
šìna 

hm 
hn 

('ā)nahnū, 'ānu 'ânahna(n) 

'attemimā) 
'attēn(ā) 

hèm(mā) 

hēn(nā) 

'antūn/m, 'attūn 
*'antīn, 'attln 

himmd(n), 'innūn 

hinnīn, 'inriin 
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seem to belong to a mixed paradigm, resulting from the contamination 
of two older paradigms: one with the demonstrative element (d)nt-, like 
in Egyptian, used for the 1st and 3rd pers., the other without that ele
ment, attested with the 2nd pers. However, the element (d)nt- is likely to 
represent an expanded form of and both elements form the basis of 
South Ethiopic copulae (§49.19-20). It should be reminded that Old 
Egyptian /k/ is palatalized into [c] = " t" before the front vowel / i / (nt-k, 
masc; nt-t < *nt-ki, fem.; nt-tn < *nt-kin, plur.). 

Arabic Sabaic Mehri Ge'ez Tigre Tigrinya Amharic 

'una, ana 'n ho{h) 'ana 'ana 'ana sne 

'anta, inta '(n)t hēt 'anta 'dnta ndssdka {'anta) anta 
'anti, inti 't hēt 'anti 'dnti ndssdki anii 

huwa, hū h(w)' ha(h) wd'dtu hdtu ndssu 3ssu, drsu 
hiya, hi hy' sē(h) 

dkdy 

yz'dti hdta mssa 3sswa, 3rswa 

'antumā dîdy 
humā hsy 

nafynu, (ni)hna snha ndhna hdna ndhna, nassatna dhha 
'antum, intu 
'antunna, intu 

'ntmw 'dtēm 
'dtēn 

'antdmmu 
'antsn 

'dntum 
'antsn 

n3ssdk(atk)um 
nzss3k{atk)dn j 

- dllantā, snnanta 

hum(ma) hmw hēm wa 'dtomu, hdtom n3ss(at)om 

hunna, hin hn sēn 
'dmuntu 

ys'dton, hdtan nsss(at)an 
' snnāssu, dnnàrsu 

'dmānîu 
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36.3. The independent personal pronoun of Proto-Semitic most likely 
possessed at least one non-subject case. In fact, an oblique case is 
attested not only in East Semitic, from the Old Akkadian period down
wards, but also in Palaeosyrian, in Ugaritic, and in South Arabian, while 
Phoenician (hmt), Hebrew (hemmā), and some Arabic vernaculars 
(humā denoting the plural and not the dual) probably preserve a trace of 
the oblique case in the third person plural. In the Ethiopian languages, its 
trace can be found in the personal pronouns of the third person singular 
and plural with an element t (§36.11), while Gafat has even a first per
son singular pronoun anāt(ti), to which Soddo àdi, " I " , is probably 
related (< *ati). An oblique case of the independent personal pronoun is 
attested also in Cushitic languages (§36.1); e.g. Oromo ani (subject), 
" I " , ana (non-subject), "me"; Walamo tani (subject), " I " , tana (non-
subject), "me". Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, and Old Babylonian distin
guish two oblique cases: the genitive/accusative and the dative. Fairly 
complete paradigms can be established only for East Semitic. The fol
lowing paradigm gives the genitive/accusative form. 

Palaeo- Old Old T T ... „ u . Qata-. . T> i i • Ugaritic Sabaic , . Syrian Assyrian Babylonian banic 

Sing. 
1 
2 
3 m. 

f. 

Dual 
2 
3 

Plur. 
1 
2 m. 

f. 
3 m. 

f. 

yāti 
kuwāti ku(w)āti 
šuwāti šu(w)āti 

' šiāti 

*kunīti 
šunīti 

ni{y)āti 

šināt(i) 

niāti 
kunūti 
kināti 
šunūti 
šināti 

yāti 
kāti/a 
šuāti/u, šāti/u 
šuāti, šā/ēti 

*kuntti 
šunīti 

nīāti, nēti 
kunūti 

šunūti 
šināti 

hwt 
hyt 

hmt 

hwt 
hyt 

hmt 
hnt 

slwt 
slyt 

hmyt slmyt 

slmt 
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36.4. Dative forms are attested in Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, and Old 
Babylonian. The only distinct feminine form so far encountered is the 
third person singular šiāšim which occurs in Old Babylonian poetry. 

Palaeosyrian Old Akkadian Old Babylonian 

Sing. 
1 yāši(m) 
2 kuwāši kuāšim kāši(m) 
3 šuwāši šuāšim šuāšìm, šāši(m) 

Plur. 
1 ni(y)āsi niāšim 
2 kanūšì kunūši(m) 
3 šanūši šunūši(m) 

36.5. The first and second persons singular and the second person 
plural of the subject case have a common element 'an-, which appears as 
in- or n- in all persons of the Egyptian pronoun, as n- or dn- in the first 
and third persons of the Tuareg pronoun, and in several persons of the 
Cushitic pronouns; e.g. Qwara (Agaw) an, " I " , dnt, "you", ni, "he", 
anân, "we", etc. The initial 'a-, i-, d-, a- seem to originate from a 
prosthetic vowel, as suggested also by the South Ethiopic copula n-
which must go back to the same pronominal element (§49.20). In 
Semitic languages, 'an- is followed by morphemes indicating the first 
person (-a), the second person masculine {-ta) and feminine (-ti), and the 
plural masculine (-nu) and feminine (-no). When compared with 
Cushitic (§36.3), the contrasting West Semitic forms 'ânī vs. 'ânā do 
raise the question whether 'ânā wasn't once an oblique case, the use of 
which was generalized. An alternative explanation is suggested by the 
colloquial use of 'ana for the masculine and of 'ani for the feminine in 
the Djebel ed-Drūz (Syria) and in Yemen. The original form of the sec
ond person masculine plural is attested in Palaeosyrian, at Ebla (an-td-
nu). The second vowel a was subsequently dissimilated into u or u > i in 
all Semitic languages, but the original vowel did not disappear com
pletely: it is still present in the Neo-Assyrian plural form attanū-ni. In 
most West Semitic and South Semitic languages, the n of the masculine 
pronoun changed into m, possibly under the influence of the preceding 
vowel u, a phenomenon attested sporadically also in East Semitic (e.g. 
Middle Assyrian kunkā > kumkā, "seal!") and in North Semitic (e.g. 
Sadun-laba > Sadum-laba, an Amorite personal name). There can be no 
doubt about the original nature of n since it is present not only in 
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Palaeosyrian, in East Semitic, and in Aramaic, but also in Egyptian (nttn 
< *ntkn, "you", plur.). A morphological difference characterizes the 
Tuareg pronouns of the second person which are formed on the basis 
k- of the Semitic suffixed pronouns of the second person (§36.19, 22, 
24). 

36.6. The additional suffix -ku I -ki of the first person singular is 
attested in Old Akkadian (a-na-ku^ a-na-ku-ú), Assyro-Babylonian, 
Ugaritic ('ank, a-na-ku), Old Canaanite (a-nu-ki), Hebrew, Phoenician 
('nk), Moabite ('nk), Samalian ('nk), Tuareg (nak), and ancient Egyptian 
(ink), as well as with the first person dual in Mehri (dkdy) and Soqotri 
(ki). There is a probable relation between this suffix and the pronominal 
suffix of the second person singular (-ka / -ki I -ku) and plural (-kun / 
-kin) (§36.17). In fact, k- is the basis of the second person pronoun not 
only in Tuareg and in ancient Egyptian (§36.2), but also in some South 
Ethiopian languages: the singular pronoun "you" is ank in Argobba, 
akāk in Harari, oka (masc.) with variants in West and North Gurage 
dialects. These forms seem to imply a Proto-Semitic variant *'an-ka I 
* 'an-ki of 'an-ta I 'an-ti for the second person singular and may suggest 
that the addition of -ku I -ki to the independent pronoun of the first 
person singular arose by analogy with the variant suffix of the second 
person. 

The alternation -ka I -ki vs. -ta I -ti raises the problem of the alleged Afro-
Asiatic opposition of masculine k vs. feminine t, as exemplified e.g. in the 
Oromo demonstratives (kuni I tuni, "this", etc.) and possessives (kiyya / tiyya, 
"my", etc.). Therefore, one might assume that once upon a time there had been 
an opposition of masculine *an-ka vs. feminine *an-ti (cf. §36.5), but that the 
Semitic languages have later used the forms with -k- or -t- for both genders 
(but cf. §12.4). 

36.7. The ending of the first person pronoun dkdy of the Mehri dual 
corresponds to the dual -ay morpheme of the oblique case. For the Proto-
Semitic dual, we assume a suffix -kā with the -ā of the subject case, like 
in the Arabic dual. In Arabic, this ending is added to the plural stems, 
exactly as in Old Egyptian where the suffixed dual pronouns are -ny, "of 
us two", -tny < *-kny, "of you two", -śny = *-šny, "of them two". 
Instead, the Modern South Arabian forms suggest that the dual mor
pheme was added to the singular stems of the pronoun. Since more and 
more Proto-Semitic features are being discovered in Semitic languages 
and dialects which are still spoken, these remote South Arabian idioms 
may represent the original situation of the dual. 
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36.8. For the first person plural of the subject case we may posit the 
Proto-Semitic form nih-nu, although Egyptian inn, vocalized anon or 
anan in Coptic, indicates that the element 'an- was used also for the first 
person plural, while Cushitic nu, nuni, nuna, inno seem to indicate that 
nu is the only common element of Afro-Asiatic. The Semitic element 
nih is followed by this morpheme -n- which is used for the first person 
plural also in the suffixed personal pronouns, in Semitic, in Libyco-
Berber, in Cushitic, and in Egyptian. The West Semitic vocalization 
nah- is probably due to the influence of the following pharyngal 
(§27.10), while the form nih- is implied by East Semitic (nīnu), collo
quial Arabic (nihna), and Ge'ez (ndhna). As for the variants in the final 
vowel, the -a of Aramaic, colloquial Arabic, Modem South Arabian, and 
all the Ethiopian languages is likely to be occasioned by a dissimilation 
of the final -u of nihnu from since the opposition /: u is weak in Ara
bic and in South Semitic languages (i > d,u> d) This explanation is con
firmed indirectly by the Assyro-Babylonian change nīnu > nīni, where 
the dissimilation did not take place; instead, the weakly opposed vowels 
i and u were harmonized. 

36.9. The Proto-Semitic personal pronoun of the second person plural, 
attested in Ge'ez, is replaced by secondary formations in most modem 
Ethiopian languages. It is still found in Tigre ('antum, 'antarì), in 
Tigrinya only in the vocative "O you!" ('antum, 'antan), and in some 
East Gurage dialects (atum, masc. and fem.). Tigrinya uses the suffixed 
noun nāfs > mss, "person", thus nassakum for the masculine and 
nassakan for the feminine. Amharic prefixes the element dllá I dnnà of 
the plural demonstrative (§36.33, 41, 45) to the singular pronoun antā, 
thus allantā, annantā for both genders, while Gafat prefixes it to the sin
gular anta or to the plural antum, thus annantá or dnnantum. Argobba 
prefixes the same element anna to ankum, plural of the singular ank, 
"you" (§36.6), thus dnnankum. Harari adds the nominal plural ending 
-ac to the singular pronoun akak, "you", thus àkàkac, while the Gurage 
dialects, other than East Gurage, use forms basically identical with the 
suffixed personal pronoun, e.g. in Chaha: aku (masc), akma (fem.), etc 
Instead, some Cushitic languages of Ethiopia preserve the original plural 
pronoun "you", like Walamo inte (subject), intena (non-subject). 

36.10. For the third person singular and plural, as well as dual, we may 
posit a Proto-Semitic element Š-, which changed into h- in several 
Semitic languages (§15.4), exactly as in the suffixed personal pronoun 
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of the third person (§36.20), in the causative verbal stem (š- > h- > '-; 
cf. §41.11), and in the conditional particle (s-m/n > h-m/n- > '-m/n; cf. 
§61.2). The distinction between masculine and feminine was indicated 
by the suffixed morphemes -wa and -ya, which resulted in a masculine 
pronoun šu-wa and a feminine pronoun si-ya, with a vowel correspond
ing qualitatively to the semivowels w and y. It is likely that this vowel 
was originally short. These forms are paralleled in Cushitic, e.g. Oromo 
isā, "him, his", isī, "her". The plural was marked by the addition of the 
morphemes -nu and -na, like for the second person plural, with parallel 
changes (§36.5). The same morpheme characterizes the plural in 
Cushitic, e.g. Oromo isān, "them", isāni, "they, their". Variant forms 
appear in Palaeosyrian (su-u9 /šū/, "he"; si Isil, "she"), also in Old Assyr
ian and in later Assyro-Babylonian dialects, especially šūt, "he", and šīt, 
"she", which are used in Old Assyrian, in Middle Assyrian, and in the 
Western dialects, and derive from the oblique case (§36.3). As for the 
feminine sē of Modern South Arabian languages, it may have resulted 
from an early shift šī > sī, anterior to the change ša > ha of the mascu
line pronoun. 

36.11. In Ge'ez, the initial element hu- / hi- < šu- / ši- is omitted 
and the ending of the former oblique case of the independent personal 
pronoun is added to the elements wa- and ya-, that must be related to the 
Libyco-Berber determinatives wa, "this" (masc), ta, "this" (fern.), 
yi(n), "these" (masc), ti(n), "these" (fern.). The resulting forms are 
wd'dtu and ya'dti for the singular, wd'dtomu and yd'dton for the plural, 
thus with the addition of the plural morphemes -mu and -n(a). In the 
variant form of the plural pronoun, these morphemes are placed before 
the ending of the former oblique case, thus 'dmuntu and 'dmāntu. 
Among the modern Ethiopian languages, Gafat comes closest to Ge'ez 
with the pronouns wdt, "he", and ydt, "she". In an early Ge'ez inscrip
tion, however, the independent personal pronouns are h't (*hd'tu) for the 
3rd pers. masc sing, and hmnt (*hdmuntu) for the 3rd pers. masc. plur. 
These dialectal forms are obviously related to Tigre which has preserved 
the hu- > hd- of the masculine and the hi- > hd- of the feminine, as 
shown by hdtu, "he", and hdta, "she", with the t of the oblique case, the 
endings -u and -a being those of the suffixed pronouns of the third per
son masculine and feminine (§36.17). The h also survives or is rein
forced to h in the Gurage dialects, which likewise preserve the / or voice 
it to d, and they distinguish the masculine -u ending from the feminine 
-/, as in Ge'ez, e.g. hut, "he", hit, "she", or huda, "he", hida, "she". 
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36.12. Other Ethiopian languages, viz. Tigrinya, Amharic, Argobba, 
and Harari, differ from Ge'ez, Gafat, Tigre, and Gurage in the formation 
of the personal pronoun of the third person. Tigrinya, Amharic, and 
Argobba express these pronouns by a noun with a suffixed pronoun of 
the third person. Tigrinya has ndssu, "he", ndssa, "she", from nafsu, 
"his person" > "he", and nafsa, "her person" > "she", like for the sec
ond person plural (§36.9). Amharic dssu, drsu comes from *rd'su, "his 
head" > "he", and dsswa, drswa, from *rd'sa, "her head" > "she". 
Argobba has kdssu, probably from kársu, "his belly" > "he", and kdssa, 
from kársa, "her belly" > "she". These formations of the personal pro
noun parallel an Aramaic use of the suffixed noun tips (e.g. npšy V td' 
'rh', lit. "my person will not know the way": TAD I I I , C 1.1,122) and 
they are closely related to the old use of the suffixed form of the same 
noun to express the reflexive pronoun (§36.28); e.g. Hebrew 'al tašši'ū 
napšotēkem, "do not deceive yourselves"; Classical Arabic qāla li-naf-
sihl, "he said to himself". 

36.13. Harari has for the masculine azzo, "he", for the feminine azze, 
"she", for the plural azziyac, "they". While the element az- is very 
likely related to the demonstrative han- (§36.32), with an assimilation 
-nz- > -zz- like in Hebrew hazze, the endings -zo, -ze, -ziyac are the 
respective suffixed personal pronouns of Harari. They obviously go back 
to the determinative-relative element z (§36.41). 

36.14. The oblique case of the independent personal pronoun has a 
first element corresponding to the suffixed personal pronouns (§36.17) 
and a second element -(w)āti / -ūtì, the final vowel of which is occa
sionally replaced by a or u. The vocalization of the South Arabian pro
nouns hwt and hyt of the third person singular is reflected in Andalusian 
forms transmitted by Pedro de Alcalá as huet and hiet. The element ya-
of the first person singular apparently parallels the independent personal 
pronoun " I " in Argobba (ay) and in some Gurage dialects (Chaha and 
Ennemor dya\ Masqan dyya; Zway aya), but y results there from the 
palatalization n > h > y. The form of the second and third persons sin
gular can be traced back in the Egyptian language of the Pyramid texts 
and of the Old Kingdom (§2.2), when the corresponding masculine inde
pendent pronouns were twt (i.e. *cuwāti < *kuwāti), "you", and śwt 
(*šuwāti), "he". The morpheme -t(i) characterizes the object-case of the 
personal pronoun also in Cushitic languages; e.g. ydt, "me", kut, "you", 
anat, "us", in the Agaw dialects of the Qemant-Qwara group. 
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36.15. In the dative of the Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, and Old Baby
lonian independent personal pronoun, the second element is -(w)āši I 
-ūši instead of -{w)āti / -ūti; e.g. ana šu(w)āšim šateršum, " i t is ascribed to 
him". There is no evident connection between this element and the postpo
sition -iš I -es of the so-called dative-adverbial case of the noun (§32.17). 

B. Suffixed Personal Pronouns 

36.16. The bound form of personal pronouns can be attached to nouns 
as possessive pronouns, to prepositions to express various relations, and 
to verbs both as direct and as indirect object, i.e. as accusative and as 
dative. The attachment of these suffixes to the noun may be effected 
either by means of case endings or glide vowels, or by way of assimila
tion or contraction. Allomorphs may occur after a verb, pending on the 
consonantal or vocalic ending of the verbal form. For details, grammars 
of the various languages and dialects should be consulted. 

Egyptian Tuareg Bedja Hausa *Proto-Semitic Palaeosyrian Old Babylonian 

Sing. 

1 (noun) ] 
(vei-b) j 

" -/ -i, -iyi — -na 
-iy 
-ni 

-ī, -ya 
-ni 

-I, -ya 
-{an)ni, [-a] 

2 m. -Jfc -k -ka -ka -ka -ka, [-kum] -ka, [-ku] 
f. -t -m -ki -ki -ki -ki, -k -ki 

3 m. -f -s f -t -s -sa -ŠU -Su, -š, [-sum] -šu 
f. -Ś -s 1 -t -s -ta -ša -Sa, -š -ša, [Si] 

Dual 

1 -ny -nay{a) -naya, -niya 
2 -tny -k{un)ay{a) -kumaya, -kumān -kunī[ti/ši] 
3 -śny -š{un)ay(á) -iśumaya, -šumā -šunī[ti/ši] 

Plur. 

1 -n -na, -na -n -mu -na -na, -nu, -ni -ni[ātifāši] 

2 m. Ì 

f" J 
' -ín 

-warn 1 
-wamt J 

-kna -ku(m) 
-kun 
-kin 

-kunu 
? 

-kun(u)[/ūti/ūši\ 
-kin(a)[lātilāši] 

3 m. 1 

f- J 
' -śn 

-san 1 -tan 1 
-sant 1 -tant J -sna -su{m) 

-šun 
-šin 

-šunu 
-šini 

-šun(u)[lūtilūši] 
-šin(a)[/āti/āši] 
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In some Cushitic languages, like the Agaw dialects of the Qemant-Qwara 
group, the pronouns are not suffixed but prefixed or placed before the noun in 
the possessive form and before the verb in the form of the object-case (§36.14); 
e.g. ys-nkdra, "my soul"; ki-lāmda, "your shadow", ni-sdbra, "his place"; an-
adàra or anâ adâra, "our God"; nay-ki, "all of them"; etc. 

36.17. The following paradigm of the suffixed personal pronoun in the 
principal Semitic languages includes the East Semitic and Ugaritic suf
fixes of the verb, in the accusative and the dative for Palaeosyrian and East 
Semitic. The particular morphemes of these forms are placed between 
square brackets without the mimation which is often added to the dative 
ending -ši(m), attested in Old Akkadian and in Old Babylonian, but not in 
Old Assyrian. Besides the paradigm for the main Semitic languages and 
for the reconstructed Proto-Semitic forms, a paradigm of Egyptian, 
Tuareg, Bedja, and Hausa suffix-pronouns is added for comparison. 

Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic Classical Arabic Sabaic Mehri Ge'ez Tigre Tigrinya Amharic 

-V -i -i -I, -ya -i, -yà -ya -ye -āy <y)e 
-// -ni -nī -rii *-n -ay -ni -ni -ni -nn 

-k -kā -k -ka •k -k, ka -ka -ka -ka -h 
-k -k, -ki -kl, • -k -ki *-k -š, -šá -ki -ki -ki -Š 

V/, I '-nh, -n, -nn] -hū, -āw, -6 -hi, -ih -huli, -hū/i -hw -h, -hà -hu -u, -o, -hu -u, -o, -wo -U, -) 

fi.i -nh, -n, -nn] -hā, -ā(h) -hā, -ah -hā -h, -hw -s, -sa -hā -a, -ha -a, -wa -wa, 

•w, -t 

-km -kumā 
-humā, -himā -hmy 

-ki 
-ki 
-hi 

-km 

-kn 

-hm 
-hn 

-kem{ā) 
-ken(ā) 

-hem{ā), ām{6) 
-hen(ā), -ān(ā) 

-nā, -an 

-kon/m 
-kēn 

-hon/m 
-hēn 

-kum(ū) 
-kunna 

-hum(ū), -him(ū) 
-hunna, -hinna 

-kmw 

-hmw 
-hn 

-n 

-kam 

-km 

-ham 

-san 

-kammu 
-kan 

-{h)omu 
-{h)on 

-kum 
-kan 

-(h)om 
-(h)an 

-kum 
-kan 

-{w)om 
-(w)ān 

-{aíía)n 

-aéèahu 

-aíéàw 
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36.18. The suffix of the first person singular, added to a noun or to a 
preposition, is -iy > -1 after a consonant or a short vowel, and -ya after a 
long vowel and after the originally short vowel i of the genitive (e.g. 
Assyro-Babylonian be-el-ti-i-a, "of my mistress"; Old Phoenician 'b, 
"my father", but 'by, "my father's"). It corresponds to the Egyptian suf
fixed pronoun The form -ay, attested in Hebrew and in Aramaic, 
results from the adding of -I to the ending of the masculine dual or plural 
construct state; e.g. *sūsay-ī > sūsāy, "my horses". Perhaps by analogy 
with the suffix of the first person plural, the suffix of the verb is -ni, with 
the exception of Mehri -dy, but it is still -dni in the Harsūsi dialect. Both 
forms -y and -h occur as verbal suffixes also in Gafat (South Ethiopic). 

The Hebrew nominal suffix -ni in kāmd-riī, "like me", and in 'ddennī 
<*'odē-nī (cf. 'ddē-nūlhū), lit. "my time", is paralleled at sight by Mishnaic 
Hebrew yes-no, "he is", yeš-nāh, "she is", yeš-nām, "they are", but yeš is a 
frozen form of a verb (§49.23). Therefore, a better parallel is provided by the 
Phoenician and Punic suffix -nm of the 3rd pers. plur. This nominal -n- suffix is 
a probable transference from verb to noun or preposition, occurring first with 
the suffix of the first person after nominal forms terminating in long vowels to 
prevent hiatus, and spread later to other persons, regardless of the termination of 
the governing word. 

36.19. The second person singular suffixes -ka, -ki, and -ku for the 
masculine dative, correspond to Egyptian -k (masc.) and -t (fern.). The 
latter derives from a palatalized -ki > -c ("t") (§15.8), exactly as Modern 
South Arabian, colloquial Yemenite, Gafat -c / -š < -ki, and Amharic -s 
< -k. The vowel i, which causes palatalization, is usually absorbed in the 
palatal. Instead, -the Amharic masculine suffix -h and the Gafat mascu
line suffix -hà have in reality a [x] derived from a spirantized -k(d). 

36.20. The third person singular reflects the same changes š > h as the 
independent pronoun (§36.10) and corresponds exactly to the Egyptian 
"dependent" pronouns św (masc.) and śy (fern.) (§36.30). Palaeosyrian 
exhibits a shortened form -š of both the masculine (l-suf) and the femi
nine il-saf) passessive suffixes (genitive). The feminine forms in -s of 
Modern South Arabian should be related to the sē of the independent 
pronoun (§36.10). The Amharic masculine object suffix -(a)w and the 
Hebrew suffix -āw / -6 result from contractions of the type -ahu > -au > 
-aw > -o, while Amharic -t of the masculine is an allomorph of -u I -w 
after the vowel -u, like in other South Ethiopian languages. The femi
nine suffix -at is the corresponding nominal ending (§30.1-3). 
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36.21. The Ugaritic object suffixes -nh, -n, -nn of the third person sin
gular can be explained by the use of the energic endings -anna or -an of 
the prefix conjugation (§39.8-11). Since -nh alternates with -n in other
wise identical contexts, -nh represents the ending -anna + hū (e.g. 
'aqbrnh, " I shall bury him"), while -n stands for -an + hū > -annū (e.g. 
'aqrbrn, " I shall bury him"). As for the second n of the -nn suffix, often 
written as a separate word, it should be compared with the enclitic -dn 
which can be added in Gurage dialects to the object suffix of the main 
perfect or imperfect without an apparent change in meaning; e.g. gād-
dàlā-nnd-t-dn < *gáddālâ-nnu-u-3n, "he killed him", with the allomorph 
-t- of -u- in the position u-u. The Ugaritic suffix nn of e.g. yqbr.nn, "he 
buried him", should then be explained as *-an+hū+un > -annūn. 

36.22. The dual forms of Proto-Semitic ended most likely in -ay(a) 
which is also the ending of dual nouns in the oblique case and which 
appears in Ugaritic -ny, in Old Egyptian -ny, -tny < *-kny, -śny = -šny, in 
Palaeosyrian -na-a l-nayal or -ne-a l-niyal, gú-ma-a l-kumayal, -su-ma-a 
l-šumayaj, "of both", and it is implied by the Modern South Arabian 
-ki < -kay and -hi < -hay. The latter group of languages either did not 
preserve the plural morpheme -n/m- or reflects the Proto-Semitic situa
tion (cf. §36.7). 

36.23. The Proto-Semitic suffix of the first person plural was most 
likely -na, as suggested not only by Palaeosyrian, Aramaic, Arabic, 
Ge'ez, Tigre, Tigrinya (-na), Gafat (-na), the Gurage dialects (-na, -Una, 
-Ma), Harari (-zina), and Tuareg, but also by the archaic or dialectal suf
fix -na in Old Akkadian (e.g. A-bu-na, "Our father"; A-hu-na, "Our 
brother"; Sa-dú-na, "Our mountain"), corroborated both by Amorite 
names (e.g. lš-hi-lu-na /Yit'(u)-'iluna/, "The Saviour is our god") and 
by the frequent form -ne of the suffix in the Mari documents, a spelling 
which seems to imply a colloquial reduction of an original Amorite -na, 
like in comparable cases at Mari (e.g. in-ne-du-ú for normal Babylonian 
innadū, "was given up"). The vocalization -nu of Palaeosyrian, Old 
Canaanite (ti-mi-tu-na-nu, "you make us die": EA 238,33), and Hebrew 
is most likely the result of analogy with the final vowel -ū of the inde
pendent pronoun (§36.2), while the suffix -ni of Old Akkadian, Assyro-
Babylonian, and apparently Palaeosyrian (-ne I-nil) results possibly 
from the generalized use of the old ending of the oblique case (?) -ni, 
-kuni, -šuni. In several languages, the suffix of the first person plural is 
attested also under the form -(a)n, without final vowel: Amharic fâl-
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làgán, "he wanted us"; Neo-Aramaic bētan, "our house"; Mehri and 
Harsūsi -abydtidn, "our houses". In Modern South Arabian, the personal 
suffixes are affixed to definite nouns (§33.9). 

36.24. For the second person plural, the observations on the indepen
dent pronoun (§36.5) have to be taken into account and Proto-Semitic 
forms -kun and -kin posited, without the final vowels which are unstable 
and which are missing or can be omitted in most Semitic languages. In 
Old Akkadian, the attested vowel is -/ (in qá-tì-ku-ni, " i n your hand"), 
and it is not certain that this is due to the oblique case, since the same 
text has in na-ap-ha-ri-su-nu, " in their total". In Old Babylonian, there 
is either no final vowel in poetry (-kun) or the vowel is -u (-kunu). The 
vowels marked by h in the suffixed pronouns of the Hebrew Qumrān 
scrolls (-kmh, -knh, -hmh, -hnh) may either be a trace of the Proto-
Semitic oblique case in -āt (§36.26) or represent a late development by 
analogy with singular suffixes, while the Arabic forms -kumū, -humū, 
-himū are poetical and can alternate, e.g., with -himi. 

36.25. The observations made on the consonantal elements of the inde
pendent pronoun are relevant also for the suffixes of the third person 
plural (§36.5, 10). As for the final vowels, the situation is the same as 
for the second person (§36.24), with a great variety in their Old Akka
dian use (-šunu/i/a) and a generally attested feminine -šin in that idiom, 
followed by the Old Babylonian poetry. 

36.26. With the exception of the accusative/dative pronoun -ni(m) of 
the first person singular, attested in all Semitic languages, only traces of 
the oblique case of the pronominal suffix are attested outside Palaeo
syrian and East Semitic. The Old Akkadian and Assyro-Babylonian 
dative of the singular suffixes is characterized by the frequent use of the 
mimation (-nim, -kum, -kim, -šum, -šim), and there is an additional suf
fix -a(m) of the first person. The dative suffixes -kum, "to you", and 
-sum, "to him", are attested also in Palaeosyrian. The ending -āt(i) / -ūti 
is used for the plural suffixes of the Babylonian accusative and of the 
Assyrian dative, while the ending -īši(m) / -ūši(m) I -āši(m) is employed 
for the plural dative suffixes in Old Akkadian and Babylonian. Both 
types of endings correspond to those of the independent pronouns 
(§36.3-4). The suffixed pronouns sometimes have dative force in other 
Semitic languages as well, but there is no evidence to show that there 
was a formal distinction between accusative and dative suffixes. 
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36.27. Two suffixes can be added to a verb without intermediate 
preposition in Old Akkadian, Assyro-Babylonian, and Arabic, one act
ing as direct object, the other as indirect object; e.g. Old Babylonian 
atrudakkušsu < *atrud-am-kum-šu, "I sent it to you"; Classical Arabic 
'a'tā-nī-hi, "he gave it to me". The first person suffix precedes the sec
ond and third persons, the second precedes the third, regardless of their 
syntactical function. 

C . Reflexive Pronoun 

36.28. There is no distinct reflexive pronoun in the Semitic languages 
which can use, instead, the usual suffixed pronouns that are then refer
ring to the subject of the sentence; e.g. Arabic ba'ata 'dā Marwāna fa-
da'āhu 'ilayhi, "he sent for Marwān and summoned him to himself"; 
Hebrew wayy'aś Id 'Ēhūd hereb (Judg. 3,16), "Ehud made a sword for 
himself". However, Semitic languages prefer to employ the noun 
raman-, "self", or napš-, "person", with the required pronominal suffix. 
In East Semitic, besides the generally recognized ramanu (e.g. ana 
ramanisu, "for himself"), one finds sometimes another noun, as 
qaqqadu, "head" (e.g. qaqqassa ana šīmim iddin, "she sold herself"), 
or pagru, "body" (e.g. pagaršu ina šīmim iddin, "he sold himself"). A 
similar use is attested in other Semitic languages, not only with napš-
(e.g. Hebrew nišba' bd-napšo, "he swore by himself"), but also with 
nouns meaning "head", "belly" (cf. §36.12), "heart" (e.g. Hebrew 
'āmar bd-libbo, "he said to himself"), "bone" (e.g. Syriac 'al garmah, 
"about herself", lit. "about her bone"; Sabaic grmk, "you yourself"). 
This construction is attested frequently in Ethiopic, especially with nafs 
> n 9 s s , "soul", and ra'as, "head" (cf. also §36.12). Phoenician, Punic, 
Syriac, and Samaritan Aramaic use also the noun qnūm-, "person, 
being"; e.g. Neo-Punic p'l mqr... l-qn'm, "Maqer made it for himself"; 
Syriac ba-qnūmeh, "by himself". Christian Palestinian Aramaic has a 
word qlqn- functioning with a suffix as a kind of reflexive pronoun; e.g. 
qīqrii, " I myself". This word probably derives from the reduplicated root 
*qdnqdn, the simple form of which is used in Gurage dialects with the 
sense of "single", "alone" (quna > qura-), while its derivative indicates 
the unit in the Gafat numeral "eleven": asra qdmcatta {<qdmt < *qdn-t 
+ atta). It is likely that qnūm-, quna, and *qdn have the same origin and 
that Amharic qdl, "oneself" (e.g. qdl-u, "himself"; qdl-eh, "yourself"), 
is an allophone of qdn, with the change n > I. 
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D. Independent Possessive Pronouns 

36.29. Beside the suffixed personal pronouns of the noun which act as 
possessive pronouns (§36.17), East Semitic has two types of indepen
dent possessive pronouns which are formed on the same basic mor
phemes as the suffixed personal pronoun, and South Ethiopic, with the 
exception of Harari, has such a pronoun which is formed by the comple
ment of appurtenance yâ- combined with the personal pronoun. Semitic 
languages do not distinguish, in the way Latin does, between suus and 
eius. 

36.30. In East Semitic, the independent possessive pronoun originally 
formed a separate inflectional class which is indicated by some Old 
Babylonian forms, while the process of its transfer into the adjectival 
category is already accomplished in Old Assyrian. There can be little 
doubt about the Proto-Semitic or even Afro-Asiatic origin of the posses-

Independent Possessive Pronouns 

Egyptian Old Babylonian sing. 

Sing. 

wì 
ya '-um 
yatturn < ya'-t-um 

kūm < kuwa-um 
kattum < kan(?)-t-um 

šūm < šuwa-um 
šattum < šan{l)-t-um 

2 m. 
f. 

tw < *kw 
tn <*kn 

św 
śy, śt 

3 m. 
f. 

Plur. 

šunūm < šuni-um 

nūm < m-um 

*kunūm < kuni-um 
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sive with pronominal inflection, since it is paralleled by the Old Egypt
ian "dependent" pronoun. The following table shows the Egyptian 
dependent pronoun, the Old Babylonian forms attested with "pronomi
nal" inflection, and the adjectival inflection of the mainly Assyrian 
forms of the possessive pronoun in the nominative case. The two sets 
"sing", and "plur." refer respectively to the singleness and the plurality 
of the items possessed, like Latin meus, mei, mea, meae, etc. 

The "pronominal" inflection of the Old Babylonian pronoun is char
acterized by the plural ending -un which is considered as common to the 
Afro-Asiatic languages. This ending is added in the masculine forms to 
the abstract-collective morpheme -vtt (§29.48) in a pattern comparable 
with the Arabic collective ending -atun (e.g. muslim-un, "Moslem"; 
muslim-atun, "Moslems"). In the feminine forms, it is added to the fem
inine morpheme -t. This inflection probably reveals a Proto-Semitic or 
even Afro-Asiatic origin of this independent possessive pronoun. 

Independent Possessive Pronouns 

Old Babylonian plur. Old Assyrian sing. Old Assyrian plur. 

yūtun < ya '-ūt-un 
yattun < ya'-t-un 

ya'um 
yātum 

ya 'ūtum 
yātum 

ku(w)a 'ūtum 
ku(w)ātum 

*šu(w)a'ūtum > šā'ūtum 
*šu(w)ātum 

kūtun < kuwa-ūt-un 
kattun < kan(l)-t-un 

šūtun < šuwa-ūt-un 
šattun < šan(l)-t-un 

ku(yv)a 'um 
ku(w)atum 

šu(w)a'um 
šu{w)atum 

nūtun < ni-ūt-un 

*kunūtun < kuni-ūt-un 

ni(y)a'um 
ni(y)atum 

kunu'um 
kunūtum 

*kunu 'ūtum 
kunu(w)ātum 

ni(y)a 'ūtum 
ni(y)ātum 

*šunūtun < šuni-ūt-un 
*šunu 'um 
šunūtum 

'šunu 'ūtum 
šunu(w)ātum 
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36.31. In the non literary language of the Middle Babylonian period 
appears a new type of independent possessive pronoun formed by addi
tion of possessive suffixes to the complement of appurtenance attu- < 
* 'aytu-, which is to be identified with the Arabic particle 'iyyā < 'iyyat-
introducing the suffixed pronominal object ('iyyā-ya, "me"; 'iyyā-ka I 
-ki, "you"; etc.) and with the "accusative" particle 'yt of Phoenician, 'ēt 
of Hebrew, Edomite, and Moabite, t of Punic and Mishnaic Hebrew 
(Bar Kokhba letters), 'yt, wt, and yt of Aramaic, which is an optional 
mark of the definite direct object, either noun or pronominal suffix 
(§52.10). The Middle Babylonian use of attu- parallels that of the 
Ethiopic complements of appurtenance nāy- and yá-, combined with the 
suffixed or independent personal pronouns. A similar formation is 
attested in Cushitic and in Egyptian, and it occurs also in Hausa 
(Chadic) with the complements of appurtenance nā-, when the object 
possessed is of the masculine gender (e.g. nā-sa, "his"), and tā- (< ntā-), 
when the object possessed is of the feminine gender (e.g. tā-sa, "his"). 
We give here the Middle Babylonian, the Tigre, and the Amharic para
digms in parallelism. 

Middle Babylonian Tigre Amharic 

Sing. 
1 attu 'a nāye yàna < yā-dtie "mine" 
2 m. 

f. 
attuka 
attuki 

nāyka 
nāyki 

yantà < yà-antà 
yanéi < yā-ancì 

"yours" masc. 
"yours" fem. 

3 m. 
f. 

attušu 
attuša 

nāyu 
nāya 

yâssu < yà-zssu 
yâsswa < yà-dsswa 

"his" 
"hers" 

Plur. 
1 attuni nāyna yàrína < yà-dhna "ours" 
2 m. 

f. 
attukunu 
attukina 

nāykum } 
nāykdn J \ yànnantā < yā-annantā "yours" 

3 m. 
f. 

attušunu 
attušina 

nāyom ] 
nāyan J 

>• yànnàssu < yā-dnnāssu "theirs" 
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E. Demonstrative Pronouns 

36.32. Two series of demonstratives can be distinguished in the 
Semitic languages: demonstratives of remoter deixis or "far" demon
stratives ("that, those"), and demonstratives of nearer deixis or "near" 
demonstratives ("this, these") (cf. §36.45). This distinction can be estab
lished for each language only on a contextual basis, because the same 
root morpheme, sometimes under a variant form or with affixes, can be 
used in both acceptations. However, the opposition d : a distinguishes the 
"near" demonstrative in -d / d- from the "far" demonstrative in -a I 
a- in nearly all the South Ethiopian languages; e.g. Amharic yd(h), 
"this", vs. ya, "that"; Gurage zd, "this", vs. za, "that"; Gafat dhhd < 
*hinni, "this", vs. ahhd < *hanni, "that" (§36.33-34). It does not yet 
appear clearly whether the same opposition exists in Palaeosyrian 
between i-ne /hinnil, "this ( ? )", and an-ne /hanni/, "that ( ? )". The demon
strative position of "previously mentioned" can be assumed by the def
inite article or its equivalent (§33.6 ff.). There is one Proto-Semitic root 
morpheme that functions essentially as demonstrative, viz. *hanni- with 
its variants *halli- and 'ulli-, and with its later syncopated form hart- > 
hā- of the West Semitic definite article. It is used also in Libyco-Berber 
(§36.34). Besides, the independent personal pronoun of the third person, 
placed before or after a substantive, and the determinative-relative pro
noun have the value of a demonstrative in several Semitic languages. 

36.33. The demonstrative * hanni- appears in Old Akkadian and in 
Assyro-Babylonian under the form anni-u(m) > annūirrì), in Assyrian 
also ammiu(m) and allū, with a Babylonian variant ullūm. In South 
Ethiopic, a/dhhd (masc), dnna (fern.), a/dnnà (plur.), are attested in Gafat, 
anne or dnnā, and anna (plur.), are found in East Gurage, while dhhd 
occurs in various Amharic compounds, both literary and dialectal. The 
same demonstrative is composed in Ugaritic with the determinative-rel
ative pronoun d > d, thus hn-d (*hanni-dū or *hinna-dū), which formally 
corresponds to the later Hebrew hazze, Arabic hādā (§36.38), to Harari 
azzo, "he", azze, "she" (§36.13), to Gafat dnnāz(dh), "these", annāz, 
"those", and to Amharic dnnàzzih or dllāzzih, "these" (§36.45), besides 
the Amharic base -āzzih preceded by various prepositions. The equiva
lent of annium in Mishnaic Hebrew is hallā and in Syriac hand, with the 
same final vowel -ā as in Arabic plural 'ulā, "these", while the North 
Ethiopic Tigre demonstrative is 'dlli < *'ulli, "this". The initial h was 
also preserved in the Aramaic dialect attested indirectly by the Neo-
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Assyrian hanniu, in the Punic dialectal demonstrative hnkt (§36.35), and 
in the Sabaic indefinite pronoun hn-mw or hl-mw, "whatever". The 
change h > ' is otherwise widespread in the West and South Semitic lan
guages which kept using the morpheme *hanni to express the plural 
demonstrative: 'ēlle, 'illēk, 'Men in Aramaic, 'ēlle, 'ēllū in Hebrew, 7 in 
Phoenician, - 'ulā- in Classical Arabic, 'In, 'It in ancient South Arabian, 
'dllū in Ge'ez. The change -nn- > -11- reflected by all these forms paral
lels the shift han- > 'al- of the definite article (§33.10), which is etymo
logically and functionally related to the demonstrative. This shift should 
be explained by the ancient tendency of the Semitic languages, best 
attested in the Gurage dialects (e.g. wanndt and wállāt, "forked digging 
pick"), to alternate the liquids / and n (§17.3-4). 

The Ethiopic verb of presence hallo < *hallaw, "he is (present)", goes prob
ably back to the frozen demonstrative halla followed by the personal pronoun 
hu, preserved in Tigre ha(tu) and in the Gafat -ho suffix: *halla hu, "here he 
is", > *hallau > *hallaw, a phrase comparable with ancient Hidjazi huwa dā, 
"there he is". Ge'ez compound hallo is further inflected like a perfect notwith
standing its present meaning, and it is used in Tigrinya under the form 'alio, 
while other Ethiopian languages adapt its final to the usual ending of the perfect, 
thus Tigre halla, Amharic and Argobba alia, some Gurage dialects alā, and 
Harari hoi. Gafat and other Gurage dialects have forms based on and, end, that 
go back to the allophone *hanna of the demonstrative. The latter is still attested 
in Gafat, in the 18th century, in the very compound dn(n)aho < *hanna-hu, 
"here he is", with a variant 9n(n)ahuš, where the fossilized pronominal suffix 
-š used as definite article (§33.13) is added to the demonstrative. 

36.34. The principal forms of the Assyro-Babylonian demonstrative 
*(h)anni- are given below in the non contracted form (-ium > -ūm). The 
demonstrative annitān at Mari is interpreted here as a frozen feminine 
dual originally meaning "this and that", thus "thing, matter". Related 

Demonstrative Pronouns 

Assyro-Babylonian Ugaritic 

Sing. m. 
f. 

anniu(m) 
annitu(m) 
anniān 
annitān 
anniūtuim) 
anniātuim) 

hnd = *hanni/a-dū 
hndit) = *hanni/a-dā(t) 
hndn = *hanni/a-dān 
*hndtn = *hanni/a-dātān 

Dual m. 
f. 

Plur. m. 
f. 
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demonstratives are selected only from Ugaritic, Syriac, Mandaic, Mish-
naic Hebrew, Sabaic, and Tigre, although forms from other idioms could 
also be referred to. 

The pronoun anniu(m) is used in Assyro-Babylonian as demonstrative 
of nearer deixis, while its variant forms, ammiu(m) and allū in Assyrian, 
and ullūm in Babylonian, are employed as "far" demonstratives. The 
demonstratives hn-d in Ugaritic, hand in Syriac, 'ln/t in Sabaic, and 'dlli 
in Tigre are also used for the nearer deixis, while Mandaic hānāt- and 
Mishnaic Hebrew hallā appear to be "far" deictic pronouns. The Gafat 
"near" demonstrative is dhhd (masc), dnna (fern.), anna (plur.), while 
the "far" demonstrative has an initial a- (§36.32): ahhd (masc), anna 
(plur.). This demonstrative is attested also in Libyco-Berber where it is 
used as a "far" demonstrative. It is invariable and is suffixed to the 
noun; e.g. a-ġyul-inn, "that jackass". A by-form ending in -a adds the 
nuance of "mentioned before"; e.g. a-ham-dnna, "the tent (in ques
tion)". 

36.35. The Neo-BabyIonian and Late Babylonian "near" demonstra
tive agā (masc), agātu (fern.), agannūtu (masc. plur.), agannētu or 
agātu (fern, plur.), possibly derives from *han-kā with a partial progres
sive assimilation nk > ng, — frequent in Late Babylonian (§27.7), — 
followed by the complete regressive assimilation ng > gg. The plural 
was usually formed by adding the demonstrative anniūtu > annūtu 
(masc) or anniātu > annētu (fern.) to the element ag(g) < *ang < *hank. 
A parallel "far" demonstrative was formed by adding the independent 
personal pronoun šū (masc), šī (fern.), šunu (plur.), to the element agā 
(agāšū I -šī I -šunu). Also the Punic demonstrative hnkt combines hn-
with the deictic element -ko (cf. Hebrew and Punic ko < ka, "here"; 

Demonstrative Pronouns 

Syriac Mandaic Mishnaic Hebrew Sabaic Tigre 

hānā 
hādē 

hallā 
(hn/l-mw) 'dlli 

'dlla 

In 

hallēn h 'n 'twn 
h 'n 'tyn 

'In 
'It 

'dllom 
'dllan 
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§49.9) followed by the ending -t which is suffixed in Phoenician-Punic 
also to other demonstratives (hmt, st, 'st). Since there is no assimilation 
of n, a form *hafinnilakdt has to be assumed, [innokot] i f the word 
appears in the "Poenulus" of Plautus. This demonstrative is used for 
both genders and appears to function as an adjective and as a pronoun of 
the nearer deixis; this results from the following examples: n'pš š 'dyt 
hnkt 'bnt, "the memorial of 'dyt (PN) is this stele"; hnkt qybr tht 'bn zt, 
"this one (a man) is buried under this stele"; hnkt n'bn', "this is her 
stele". 

36.36. The independent personal pronoun of the third person is used as 
a demonstrative in East Semitic, Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, ancient 
South Arabian, West Gurage. The distinction between the personal pro
noun and the demonstrative is here not formal but functional, although 
the demonstrative employed as adjective has a case inflection in East 

"Far" Demonstrative Pronouns 

Egyptian Tuareg East Semitic Hebrew Phoenician Aramaic 

Sing. m. 
nominative 
oblique case 

Sing. f. 
nominative 
oblique case 

Dual m.-f. 
nominative 
oblique case 

Plur. m. 
nominative 
oblique case 

Plur. f. 
nominative 
oblique case 

pw wu-1 wa-

tw tu-1 ta-

Ipn 

iptn 

šū 

šuā(ti/u) 

si 
šiāti, šī 

(ha)hū' h' 

win- . . . . . r (ha)hem(ma) hmt 
sunuti, sunatunu 

tin- v . _ .. . v . . y (hā)hennā hmt 
sinati(na), satina ' 

hw(') 

(ha)hV h', hy hy 

innun 
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Semitic and in Epigraphic South Arabian, viz. a nominative and one 
oblique case. The Tigre "far" demonstrative is also related to the inde
pendent personal pronoun, a shorter form of which is used with the def
inite article la-. As for Tigrinya, its "far" demonstrative goes back to an 
older form of the independent personal pronoun, replaced in the latter 
function by the suffixed noun ndss- < *nàfs, "soul / self" (§36.2,12), 
but used as definite article as well (§33.13). Also the suffixed personal 
pronoun was used as a kind of demonstrative and as definite article, at 
least in South Semitic and probably in North Semitic (§33.13-14). 

For comparison, the Old Egyptian demonstratives, manifestly corre
lated, and the main variants of the Tuareg pronominal bases of demon
stratives are added in the first and second columns of the paradigm. 
Their p- and w- elements are probably related to the demonstrative and 
pronominal 6-prefix of Bedja and of West Cushitic (Omotic), but have 
no direct correspondent in Semitic. 

"Far" Demonstrative Pronouns 

Syriac Neo-Aramaic Sabaic Qatabanic Tigre Tigrinya West Gurage (Chaha) 

hāw (h)o 
h', hw' slw 
hwt sxwt 

lahay 'atu huta 

hāy (h)ē 
h', hy' 
hyt 

hmy 
hmyt 

*s y 
s]yt 

*simy 
simyt 

laha 'ata hita 

hānon (')ān(i) 
hmw 
hmt 

slm 
slmt 

lahom 'atom hano 

hānēn (')ān(i) 
hn 
hnt *s'nt 

lahan 'atān hanāma 
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The personal pronoun accompanying a substantive functions as 
demonstrative adjective. In South Arabian, it precedes the substantive, 
which shows the mark of determinate status (§33.12), e.g. Qatabanic 
bs]wt mhrmn, " i n that sanctuary". In other languages, it is generally 
placed after the substantive, e.g. Palaeosyrian in u 4 su-wa-ti, "on that 
day"; Aramaic malkayyā 'innūn, "those kings"; Chaha arc huta, "that 
boy". In Hebrew, as a rule, the pronoun used adjectivally is preceded by 
the deictic element hā- < han- which is formally identical with the defi
nite article (§33.8-10) but which is functionally the demonstrative parti
cle employed also in Aramaic and in Arabic (§36.33,38). The personal 
pronoun can also function as isolable demonstrative pronoun, e.g. Ara
maic h' thwmwhy, "that are its borders"; Hebrew hū' 'âšer dibbartl, 
"that is what I said". It is generally used as demonstrative of remoter 
deixis. 

36.37. In West and South Semitic languages, also the determinative-
relative pronoun du (§36.46) is used as demonstrative, often with the 
addition of a variety of deictic affixes. The determinative-relative is 
employed for the singular demonstratives, while the plural is generally 
formed by the common Semitic demonstrative *hanni-/'ulli or by its 
derivatives. Most languages distinguish demonstratives of nearer and of 

"Near" Demonstrative Pronouns 

Hebrew Phoenician Aramaic Arabic 

Sing, 
m. 

Dual 
m. 
f. 

Plur. 
m. 

(haz)ze, hallāz(e) 

(haz)zot, hallēzū, 
zo 

z('), (h)'z, 
(')st, zn 

z('), 'z, st 

(hā)'ēlle, 'ēlilū) 'I 

ddnā, hāden iha)dā 

dā(t), hādā (hā)dihī, (hā)dī, 
t(ih)ī, tā 

(hā)dāni, dayni 
(hā)tāni, tayni 

'ēllē, 'illēn, (hā)'ulā'i, 'ulā 
hā 'ellayin 
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remoter deixis by means of different affixes, but vocalic variations may 
play a role as well (§36.32). A comparable usage is attested in Libyco-
Berber where an invariable near demonstrative -ia)d may be suffixed to 
nouns (e.g. a-rgaz-ad, "this man") and to pronominal bases (e.g. wa-d, 
"this one"). Besides, there is in Tamazight a suffixed form dak > tak 
which qualifies the person or thing present or visible (e.g. a-rgaz-ad-
ddk, "this here man"). The element -k seems to be related to the Semitic 
deictic particle -k(a) (§36.41-44; 49.9). 

36.38. For the "near" demonstratives formed with the determinative-
relative pronoun, mainly two affixes are employed in West and South 
Semitic, viz. the prefix hā- < han- < *halinnila-, like earlier in Ugaritic 
(§36.33), and the suffix -n. The prefix is used in Hebrew, in some 
Phoenician dialects, in Arabic, in Middle Aramaic dialects, in Tigrinya, 
and in South Ethiopic (§36.33), while the suffix appears in Aramaic, 
Thamūdic (masc. dn, fern, dn or dt), South Arabian, Ethiopic, and in the 
Phoenician dialect of Byblos (zn). Both the prefix and the suffix are used 
in the Gafat "near" demonstrative anndzdh < *hinnazin, "these". These 
demonstratives do not show case differentiation, with the exception of 
the Arabic dual attested in the oblique case also as dayni (masc.) and 
tayni (fern.). 

"Near" Demonstrative Pronouns 

Sabaic Qatabanic Sheri Ge'ez Tigrinya 

dn 

dt 

dn 

dt 

dánu zd(ntu) 

dinu zā(tti) 

dZU 

dza 

dyn 
? 

'In 

'It 

dtn 

izanu 

'dllu, 'dllojāntu 'dzom 

'dlla, 'dllo/āntā 'dzàn 
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36.39. The Aramaic demonstrative is written znh, z'/h, and later dnh, 
d'/h, hd(y)n, hd'/h, a change which reflects the shift d > d (§13.8). How
ever, Mandaic preserves the archaic spelling h'zyn (masc.) and h'z' 
(fern.). The z of izànu in Śheri is the palatalized / of 'In. The shift d > d 
occurred also in many modern Arabic colloquials, also with new devel
opments in the form of the feminine hādī, where hā- changed locally 
into hay- (e.g. haydi, hayye), and especially in the plural demonstrative 
where d- is added to Classical Arabic (hā)'ulā('i) or develops its own 
plural form and replaces the element 'ulā('i). The Yemenite colloquial 
of San'a, e.g., presents the forms hādawlā < *hā-dā-'ulā and dawlā'i < 
*da-'ulā'i, which is reduced to dol(a) in the Meccan and Cairene collo
quials, while the Damascene form is haddle. The determinative-relative 
develops its own plural form dū, "these", at Hassānīya (Mauritania); 
this plural is generally extended in the Maghrebine colloquials to 
hādūma/na with a feminine hādāna, "these". 

36.40. New forms are encountered likewise in the Modern South Ara
bian languages. The elements in the Mehri and Harsūsi "near" demon
stratives are the base form, — used also independently as dā and dl in 
Harsūsi, — and a -m?h suffix which occurs as a deictic in other com
pounds, thus domdh (masc), dlmdh (fern.), and dlyomdh (plur.) in Mehri, 
dandmdh (masc), ddndmdh (fern.), and hn/fomzh (plur.) in Harsūsi. The 
Soqotri forms, — beside the basic da (masc.) and dds (fern.), — are par
ticular in the sense that the deictic element hā- is placed after the base 
form: dddha < *dd-d-ha, "this which (is) here" (masc), didha (fern.), 
dlha (plur.). A similar "far" demonstrative occurs in Gafat: az-dhha, "that". 

36.41. Beside Ge'ez, the demonstrative element z is used in Tigrinya: 
'dzu, "this" (masc), 'dzom, "these" (masc) (§36.38). Instead, Tigre has 
the demonstrative 'alii, "this" (§36.34). In South Ethiopic, the situation 
differs from one language to the other. In Amharic, the element z is pre
served only after preposition (e.g. ba-(z)zih, " in this") and in the plural 
dnnàzzih or dllazzih, "these". The final -h derives from the spirantized 
deictic -k (cf. §49.9). The situation is similar in Gafat, with the exception 
of the demonstrative az-dhha (§36.40). A l l North Gurage dialects and 
the West Gurage Chaha preserve z as demonstrative also in free position, 
as zi or zd, "this". 

36.42. The principal forms of the "far" demonstrative based on the 
determinative-relative d are compounded with the deictic element -k 
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(cf. §49.9). They are attested in Aramaic, Arabic, and in South Semitic 
languages, and they are also used with an additional suffix -n, which can 
change occasionally to -m, or with other extended suffixes. Classical 
Arabic preserved a dual with a subject case and an oblique case. 

Aramaic Arabic Mehri Śheri Ge'ez 

Sing. 
m. dēk, denāk j ^ - ^ n dāka dēk dáku zdk(t)u 

f. dāk, dēkī J - 1 tāka, tīka dayk dikun 'antaku, 'antākti 

Plur. 

"f ^illēkī } '^n, 'ellayin 'ulāka, 'ulā'ika dlyēk iíok 'dlhku 

The Aramaic demonstrative is written with i in the earlier periods, 
later with d, thus reflecting the shift d > d (§13.8), which occurred also 
in many modem Arabic colloquials. The lateral z of izok in Sheri is the 
palatalized / of 'Ik (§16.7). 

36.43. Beside Ge'ez, the determinative-relative z forms "far" demon
stratives in North Gurage dialects with the suffix -k, as zak, "that", or 
without, as za, "that". The "near" demonstrative is expressed by z a , 
"this". The opposition d : a distinguishes the "near" demonstrative from 
the "far" demonstrative like in Gafat (§36.32,34). 

36.44. Other "far" demonstratives are formed with suffixes -lika 
(Classical Arabic: dalika, tilka, 'ulālikà), -kdmdh (Mehri, Harsūsi: 
dākdmdh, ddkdmdh, 'abmdh), -buk (Soqotri: dddbuk, didbuk, dlbuk), or 
with the prefix ha- and the suffix -k (Arabic: hādāk, hādīk, hā'ulāk / 
hawlāk; Christian Palestinian Aramaic: hdk, hlyk). The element hā- is 
used as a suffix in the Arabic colloquial of Egypt (dukha, dikha, dukham 
I dukhumma; cf. §36.40). 

36.45. Amharic has developed three degrees of the demonstrative pro
noun, comparable with Latin hie, iste, ille. The demonstrative referring 
to an object near the speaker (first person) is ydh (masc), ydec (fem.), 
dnnazzih / dllazzih (plur.). The demonstrative referring to an object near 
the addressee (second person) is the Amharic independent personal pro
noun of the third person (§36.12): ?rsu I BSSU (masc), dsswa I ?rswa 
(fem.), dnndssu (plur.). The demonstrative referring to an object near a 
third person is ya (masc), yacc (fem.), dnnàzziya I dllàzziya (plur.). 
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F. Determinative-Relative Pronouns 

36.46. The determinative-relative pronoun tu I du introduces a deter
mination which can consist either in a noun or proper name (e.g. dū 
l-qarnayn, "the two horned", lit . "the [man] of two horns", an epithet 
given in Arabic to Alexander the Great), or in a relative sentence (e.g. 
Ugaritic rb hršm d šs'a hwyh, "the chief of the craftsmen, who has car
ried out its repair": K T U 4.145, 9-10). In the first case, it functions in a 
genitival structure (§51.18); in the second, it acts as a pronominal or 
adjectival antecedent of a relative clause (§57.6). 

36.47. The determinative-relative pronoun is written usually with the 
signs šu, ŠÈ or ši, ŠA in Palaeosyrian at Ebla and at Tell Beydar, in Old 
Akkadian, and partly in Amorite. This means that its original North and 
East Semitic form was generally tu, paralleled in West and South 
Semitic by du, with the well-known opposition of voiced and unvoiced 
consonants (§10.8). The subsequent change tu > šu, already noticeable 
in some variants at Ebla and in the post-Ur I I I texts from Mari, accred
ited the erroneous opinion that the determinative-relative pronoun of 
East Semitic is formally connected with the independent personal pro
noun šū (§36.2) and the related demonstrative (§36.36). The unvoiced 
form tu existed also in West Semitic and it is attested by the Phoenician, 
dialectal Hebrew (e.g. Judg. 5,7), and Mishnaic Hebrew relative pronoun 
še-, while the voiced form du appears also in Amorite dialects and at 
Emar, ca. 1200 B.C., as shown by names like Zu-ha-ad-ni /Du-ġadni/, 
"The pleasant one", lit. "The (man) of pleasure", at Mari, or Zu-Aš-tar-
ti, "The (man) of Astarte", at Emar. 

36.48. The determinative-relative pronoun was originally fully inflec
tive, but it became indeclinable without gender, number, and case differ
entiation in practically all Semitic languages. The following paradigm 
contains the fully or partly inflected forms of the pronoun. Further dif
ferentiations are hindered in Epigraphic South Arabian languages 
because of the lack of vocalization. The vowels of the singular were ini
tially short, but were lengthened in the course of time, already in Amor
ite (e.g. Zu-ú4-la /DU-'ilaf) and in Ugaritic (du-ú). 
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Old Akkadian Classical 
& Palaeosyrian Arabic Sabaic Minaic Qatabanic 

Sing. masc. 
nominative 
genitive 
accusative 

Sing. fem. 
nominative 
genitive 
accusative 

Dual masc. 
nominative 
obi. case 

Dual fem. 
nominative 
obi. case 

Plur. masc. 
, nominative 
obi. case 

Plur. fem. 
nominative 
obi. case 

tu 
ti 
ta 

tat(u) 
tati 
*tata 

tā 

tā 

tūt(u) 
tūt(i) 

tat(u) 
tāt(i) 

dū 
dī 
dâ 

dātu 
dāti 
dāta 

dawā 
daway 

dātā, dawātā 
dātay, dawātay 

dawū, 'ulū 
dawī, 'ulī 

dawātu, 'ulātu 
dawāti, 'ulāti 

dt dt 

dy dy 

dty dtyn 

'iy 

'hl, dl 

d, dw 

dt 

dw, dn 

dtw, 'wlw 

dtw(l) 

36.49. The Assyro-Babylonian determinative-relative pronoun appears 
from the end of the Old Akkadian period on under the indeclinable form 
ša of the accusative, which is in reality the old citation form (§32.6). 
Only in rare cases have šūt and šāt survived in the first centuries of the 
second millennium B.C. The Palaeosyrian determinative-relative pro
noun is attested by the singular feminine oblique case sa-ti jtatil rather 
than Idatil, since its variant spelling is sa-ti [šati]. In Amorite onomas-
tics, the masculine forms Zu(-ú) /dū/ and šu /tu/ occur, as well as the 
feminine forms ši /ti/ and si-i /šī < til. 
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36.50. In Ugaritic, only d < d and dt < dt are attested, but they may be 
inflected according to number, gender, and case. Only the vocalization 
of d as du-ú (du) is provided, but one can assume the existence of a gen
itive *dī and of an accusative *dā. The form dt stands for the feminine 
singular (*dāt-) and for the plural (*dūt-). However, Ugaritic d appears 
sometimes in place of the expected dt, either because the pronoun was 
reduced to a single form or because the final -t was dropped as in possi
bly similar cases (§35.6). 

36.51. In Phoenician, the forms with z < d are used as demonstratives 
(§36.38), while those with š < t are employed as determinative-relative 
pronouns, often with a prefixed vowel ('š). In Hebrew, the archaic 
theonym zū-Sīnay, "the (God) of Sinai", preserves the nominative of the 
pronoun du used as determinative, while the masculine genitive *di > ze 
and the feminine *dat > *zat > zot > zo are employed as demonstratives 
(§36.38). The pronoun zū is attested as indeclinable relative in poetry, 
while the function of determinative-relative was usually taken by še-lša-
< *ti, exactly as in Phoenician. However, the attestations of se in Classi
cal Hebrew are rather scarse owing to the widespread use of the noun 
'âšer, "place", as relative pronoun (§36.56). 

36.52. In Aramaic, the determinative-relative di in the genitive case is 
used in its original function and as element of demonstratives (§36.38-
39, 42). It is written z, zy, dy, and d with a very short vowel (da). Its 
old feminine z't (*dāt) is attested as demonstrative at Tell Fekherye 
(9th century B.C.). 

36.53. The Classical fully declined Arabic pronoun reflects a system
atic archaizing intervention, since the determinative-relative dū was 
already indeclinable in the pre-classical poetry. Besides, Arabic devel
oped an extended relative pronoun combining the deictic 'alia < *hanna 
with the determinative-relative: 'alladī (sing, masc), 'allatī (sing, fern.), 
'alladāni (dual masc), 'allatāni (dual fern.), 'alladlna (masc. plur.), 
'allāti I 'allawāti (fern. plur.). There are many variants of this pronoun 
in the ancient dialects, which have used it also as an indeclinable alladi, 
and the modern colloquials either reduce it to ildī, iddl, or derive allī, 
illl, directly from a base * 'allay, while simple di continues to be used in 
Yemen and in some Maghrebine colloquials. 
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36.54. Epigraphic South Arabian had most likely a fully inflected 
determinative-relative pronoun, also with some rarer forms as Sabaic 
feminine t- which corresponds to the -tl of Arabic 'alla-tl, or Sabaic hn-
mw and hl-mw, "whatever", where the older forms of Arabic 'alla-
appear. The Hasaean (§7.41) feminine determinative-relative d't shows 
the use of alif as in Classical Arabic and in Old Aramaic z't (§36.52). 
The South Arabian determinative-relative antecedent is also employed in 
the sources as an indeclinable pronoun, as in other Semitic languages. In 
Modem South Arabian, Mehri uses di, dd like the Arabic Yemenite col
loquials. 

36.55. The Ge'ez relatival antecedent is za (masc), 'anta (fem.), 'alia 
(plur.); zd is used in Tigrinya and zi in Harari (e.g. zi-sdbdra, "he who 
broke"). Instead, the Tigre relatival antecedent is la-, and the South 
Ethiopian languages, except Harari, use the element yd- for the relative 
pronoun. This particle, prefixed to the verb of the relative clause, has to 
be explained as a palatalized la-, which was used first to express a gen-
itival relation (§51.25) and then to introduce a relative clause (§57.9). 

36.56. Semitic languages also use some nouns as relatival antecedents, 
regardless of their original meaning. The best known is the construct 
state ašar of the Assyro-Babylonian noun asm, "place" (< 'atr-), the 
Hebrew and Moabite 'âšer. Initially, this noun was simply followed by 
a relative asyndetic clause: e.g. Assyro-Babylonian imtasi asar iwwaldu, 
"he forgot (the place) where he was bom". Then it was used in apposi
tion to another noun designating a place; e.g. Babylonian eqelšu... ašar 
tattadnu, "his field,... (place) which you have given"; Hebrew habbayit 
'âšer bāriītl, "the house (place) which I have build". But since the 
meaning of 'âšer was forgotten in Hebrew, the word started soon to be 
employed with any qualified element, e.g. Ya'aqob 'âšer bdhartīkā, 
"Jacob, (place) which I have chosen". In Neo-Assyrian, also the noun 
bēt, "house", is used in this way; e.g. bēt šarru iqbūni lillikū, "(the 
house) wherever the king will order, they shall go"; šupru bēt sūtūni, 
"write (the house) where he is". In several Semitic languages, an inter
rogative and indefinite pronoun can also be used as a relatival antecedent 
(§36.62). 
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G. Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns 

36.57. The interrogative pronouns go back to a common Afro-Asiatic 
element transmitted in ancient Egyptian as m, "who?", "which?", 
"what?", in Tuareg as ma, "what?", and mi, "who?", in Hausa as mèe, 
"what?". Semitic languages provide here the only examples in which 
animate subjects are distinguished from inanimate subjects, like Latin 
guis? and quid? The pronoun referring to animate subjects is character
ized by two different morphemes: -an in East Semitic, Amorite, Ara
maic, Arabic, and South Semitic; -iy(a) in Palaeosyrian, Ugaritic, and in 
the "Canaanite" languages. The pronoun referring to inanimate subjects 
is likewise marked by two distinct morphemes: -in in East Semitic and 
Ethiopic; -ah(a) > -ā in the other Semitic languages. Tuareg ma and mi 
correspond to the situation in North Semitic and in "Canaanite" lan
guages. 

36.58. The archaic forms man and min, attested in Old Akkadian, 
show neither case endings nor mimation, but these pronouns had already 
become mannum and mlnum in the Old Akkadian period. The Palaeosyr
ian pronoun ml appears at Ebla in the proper name Mi-kà-il, "Who is 
like II?", and at Mari in the pre-Sargonic Mí-ma-hir-sú, "Who is his 
opponent?". In Amorite, ma-an-na, "who?", and ma-a, "what?", are 
both attested in proper names. The Old Canaanite form mi-ia, "who?", 
appears in several Amarna letters, as well as an extended form mi-ia-ti 
with the affix -i (cf. §36.35). Besides, there is an interrogative ma-an-na 
(EA 286,5), "what?", certainly related to Ugaritic mn, "what?", which 
can be explained in the light of Minaic mhn, "what?", as *mahna > 
manna. In Arabic, man and mā are uninfected, but they have a mascu
line and a feminine form in Ge'ez: mannu (masc.) and manna (fern.), 
"who?", mdnt (masc.) and mdnta (fern.), "what?". In colloquial Arabic, 
min has generally replaced man and its vowel is often lengthened, while 
mā is still used only in Yemen. In some Gurage dialects, the n of man 
changes into r (§17.6). 

36.59. There is also an inflected Semitic interrogative 'ayyu, 
"which?", derived from the interrogative particle 'ay, "where?", which 
is attested in Old Akkadian, Old Babylonian, Amorite (/'ayyaf, 
l'ayyāmaf), Old Canaanite (/'ayyāmif), Ugaritic (7y), Hebrew ('ayyē). It 
is used as adjective in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. adi ayyim ūmim, "until 
which day?") and as pronoun in Classical Arabic, followed by the gen-
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itive ('ayyu raġulin, "which man?"). Its use is widespread in Arabic 
colloquials with an ending -š which goes back to classical 'ayyu say'in, 
"which thing?" Various reductions are attested, as ayš, ēs and ās with 
monophthongization, wāš and wūš with substitution of w for original ', 
or short forms as ds- and s- which often preserve the -n of say'in when 
they are used with the agglutinated pronoun -hu employed as copula, 
e.g. šenhu, "who is...?" In Ugaritic and in Minaic, 'y is encountered up 
to now only as an indefinite pronoun ("any"), while it is employed in 
Syriac, both as interrogative and as indefinite, with the affix -nā, the 
feminine 'aydā, and the plural 'aylēn. The indefinite use of ay is attested 
also in Libyco-Berber where this pronominal base combines with 
demonstrative suffixes: e.g. ay-ad, "this", ay-inn, "that", ay-inna, 
"that, in question", ay-ad-ddk, "this here" (§36.37). 

36.60. The forms assumed by the interrogative pronouns in the various 
languages are as follows: 

"Who?" What?" Which?" 

Old Egyptian m m 

Tuareg mi ma ay 
Old Akkadian man min 
Assyro-Babylonian mannu{m) mlnu(m) ayyu 
Palaeosyrian ml ? 
Amorite manna mā 
Ugaritic my mh, mn 'ay 
Old Canaanite miya manna 
Phoenician my m 
Hebrew ml mā 
Aramaic man mā 
Syriac man mā 'aynā 
Neo-Aramaic man, mānl mā, mu ērii 
Classical Arabic man mā 'ayyiun) 
Colloquial Arabic min mā ay-
Minaic mn mh(n) 'y 
Ge'ez mannu mdnt 'ayyiflt) 
Tigre man mi 'ayi 

Tigrinya man 'dntay 'ayyānay 

Amharic man man yātu 
Gurage m{w)a{ri) man/r yitta, etáta 
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Fig. 27. Aramaic ostracon from Elephantine, 5th century B . C . , 
reverse with lines 10-17 of a letter (Bodleian Library, Oxford). 

36.61. Indefinite pronouns, strictly speaking, do not exist in Semitic. 
The forms used as a kind of indefinite pronouns are based on the inter
rogative pronoun. The pronouns mn in Ugaritic and mā in Arabic may 
be placed in apposition to nouns with the meaning "any", "a certain"; 
e.g. Ugaritic mn 'ib yp' Ib'l, "did any foe rise against Baal?"; Arabic 
raġulun mā, "a certain man". More often a suffix is added to the inter
rogative, mainly -ma used in Old Akkadian, in Assyro-Babylonian 
(man-ma > mamma, "whoever"; min-ma > mimma, "whatever"), in 
Ugaritic (*mannama, e.g. in the very same phrase: mnm yib yp' Ib'l), in 
Poenician and Punic (mnm, "anything"), in Arabic ('ayyumā, "any
one"; māmā, "whatsoever"), in Ethiopian languages (e.g. Tigre manma, 
"nobody"; Amharic manndm, "whoever", mdndm, "whatever"; Gafat 
mandm, "whoever", mdndm or mdnâ, "whatever"). Aramaic *manmi or 
*manma, "whoever", is preserved in Western Neo-Aramaic monmi l-lt 
< monmi d-lt or mūnma l-lt, "whoever he is". The indefinite pronoun 
can also be formed with the deictic particle -k added to the interrogative, 
as mhk and mnk in Ugaritic, or by reduplication of the interrogative, as 
mamman < *man-man in Assyro-Babylonian and mdndmzn, "what
ever", in Amharic. Phoenician uses the reflexive pronoun qnm-y, lit. "he 
himself" (§36.28), as indefinite in the clause qnmy 't, "whoever you 
are". 
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36.62. The interrogative pronouns can be used also as relatival 
antecedents in several Semitic languages, as Aramaic, Lihyānite, Arabic, 
South Arabian; e.g. Aramaic mn yld šmy mn m'ny', "whoever removes 
my name from the objects..."; Sabaic 7 mn s2'r k-mhn h' hlthw, 
"nobody knew what was his malady". 

4. VERBS 

A . Preliminaries 

37.1. The verb is the grammatical category which inflects for tense, for 
aspect, for mood, for actor, for stem, and for voice. The problems raised 
by the verb are among the most difficult in Semitic linguistics and the 
varying terminology used in grammatical studies bearing on the single 
languages does not help in solving them. Authors call corresponding 
verbal forms, e.g., "subjunctive" in one language, "jussive" in another 
one, "cohortative" in a third one, or "modal" elsewhere. Also occa
sional confusions between "stative", "intransitive", and "passive", and 
fashionable resorting to modern linguistic analyses of Indo-European 
tenses may lead to a misinterpretation of the basic characteristics of the 
Semitic verbal system, as the distinction between the categories of tran
sitive and intransitive, of active (event) and stative (state), and the Semitic 
aspects of action, considered either in a synchronic or in a diachronic 
perspective. Furthermore, the traditional explanation of Semitic verbal 
forms is based on the conception of a triconsonantal discontinuous 
morph or root, which is unpronounceable and did never exist in a spoken 
language. This artificial approach cannot lead to an understanding of the 
Semitic verbal system which was originally characterized by trimor-
phous <2-class, /-class, and w-class roots, independently from the formal 
distinction between tenses and aspects (§38.1-14), and between transi
tive and the intransitive conjugations (§38.15-17), like in ergative lan
guages. The primitive tenses, like the imperative and the jussive refer
ring to futurity, and the preterite expressing a genuine past, derive from 
a "verbal" base of the types CvC, CvC, C{vC2C2 or C{C2vCy while the 
aspectual conjugation originates from a "nominal" base of the types 
CaC, CāC, or CxaC2C3 (cf. §28.7-12), the latter being further expanded 
to CaCaC, CaCiC, CaCuC. Important shifts from one group to the other 
occurred in the course of time, but both categories can be distinguished 
also in Libyco-Berber where they are represented, broadly speaking, by 
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the proper verbal conjugation, on the one hand, and by the so-called 
"qualitative" which derives from a nominal base, on the other. Both 
types of conjugation occur in other Afro-Asiatic languages as well, for 
example in the "Sam" sub-group of Lowland East Cushitic (§2.11) with 
its prefix- and suffix-conjugation. — To avoid tedious repetitions or 
unwarranted hypotheses, we shall occasionally refer to Semitic roots or 
bases by designating them by the sole consonantal signs. Forms of the 
most ancient Semitic languages, attested in cuneiform script, are, as a 
rule, designated by the paradigmatic verb parāsu, "to separate", while 
the verbfa'ala, "he made", is generally used for Arabic, and qatal, "he 
killed", for the other languages. 

37.2. The essential function of the "verbal" base is to express, in 
grammatical categories, the distinction between a future action and a 
past action. In other words, it serves to form a kind of tenses which tell 
us something about the relative order of events, e.g. whether some event 
took place before the real or fictitious time of speaking or had not yet 
taken place at that moment. This bipartite distinction is the normal one 
in a wide range of languages, since the familiar tripartite division of time 
in "past", "present", and "future" is not a universal characteristic of 
temporal systems. The types CvC, CvC, and CjVC 2C 2 occur with bicon
sonantal roots, while the type CjC 2vC 3 corresponds to those which are 
triconsonantal. Since the last group is more dominant in historically 
attested verbs than in any other part of speech, the pattern CjC 2vC 3 wi l l 
be followed in the general presentation, while the patterns CvC, CvC, 
and CjvC2C2 wi l l be examined in a complementary section (§44). 

37.3. The essential function of the "nominal" base of verbal forms is 
to indicate a condition or a situation with respect to circumstances, viz. 
permanent or static, accomplished or perfected, and unaccomplished or 
not completely performed. In other words, it serves to express formally 
distinguished aspects which cannot be equated with telic and atelic situ
ations. In fact, a telic situation involves a process that leads up to a well-
defined terminal point (e.g. "John is making a chair"), while an atelic 
situation lacks such a determinate goal (e.g. "John is singing"). Now, 
the "telic/atelic" distinction is neutralized in the Semitic imperfective 
aspect, while the semantic feature of "accomplishment" replaces the 
"well-defined terminal point" in the perfective aspect. It means that the 
"telic/atelic" distinction is of no use in the analysis of Semitic aspects. 
As for the basic patterns of Semitic aspectual forms, the types CaC, 
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CāC, and ClvC2C2 are used for the biconsonantal bases, while the type 
CjaC2C3 and its derivatives serve for the triconsonantal ones, and corre
spond to well-known patterns of verbal adjectives. The general presenta
tion of the Outline will be referring to the triconsonantal pattern supplied 
by parāsu, fa 'ala, and qatal, while the other types will be examined in 
§44. 

37.4. The category of mood, as its name implies, denotes the manner 
in which the action or state is expressed. The moods of Semitic verbs, 
called indicative, subjunctive, jussive, ventive or allative, energic or 
energetic, etc., are thus purely grammatical-syntactic categories of coor
dination and subordination, unmarked or marked by affixes (§39). The 
indicative, broadly speaking, notifies a fact or what is alleged to be a 
fact. Besides the indicative, which is used essentially for statements 
expressed in main clauses, there are three basic moods in Semitic: 1° an 
unmarked jussive which derives from the imperative (§38.2), corre
sponds to the Indo-European injunctive, and is called "apocopate(d)" in 
grammars of Arabic (§39.14); 2° an East Semitic subjunctive marked by 
-u and used in all kinds of subordinate clauses (§39.3); 3° a West 
Semitic subjunctive marked by -a, having a final/consecutive function, 
and called "cohortative" in grammars of Hebrew (§39.5-6), while its 
suffixed variant in -n(na) is termed "energetic" or "energic" (§39.8-11). 
Both are probably related to the East Semitic ventive or allative mood 
which signifies a general movement of the action towards the speaker 
(§39.7) and which is expressed by the indicative with a suffixed "direc
tive" morpheme. The imperative, the infinitive, and the participle are not 
considered as "modal" forms. In fact, the imperative, which denotes a 
command, is simply a base-form, while the infinitive and the participle 
belong, strictly speaking, to the category of nouns. 

37.5. The actor affixes or personals specify person, gender, and num
ber. They appear as both prefixes and suffixes. Their distribution 
depends on tense and aspect (§40). Despite some difficulties, a clear 
connection can be traced between the personals of the verb and the com
ponents of the personal pronoun. 

37.6. The stem is a verbal pattern deriving from a root; it serves as the 
base of all the inflectional forms connected with a specific meaning. 
Each verbal root has a simple or basic stem — not always used in his
torically attested languages — and a varying number of derived stems. 
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In some languages, the stem can exhibit an active and a passive theme. 
By "voice" we intend these passive and active forms, showing vocalic 
differentiation, also in the derived stems which are formed from the root 
or from another stem, either with an affix or with lengthening. While 
some of these stems have an Afro-Asiatic origin, other seem to result 
from an internal evolution of a particular group of Semitic languages. 
The terminology and the symbols used in the grammars to denote the 
various stems are not identical for all the Semitic languages. Therefore, 
it is useful to present here a synoptic table of the main customary terms 
and symbols employed for East Semitic, Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, and 
Ethiopic. The symbols reported for Ethiopic, e.g. "Stem I . l / A " , take 
two different usages into account, viz. 1.1 and IA, which refer both to the 
same forms. The symbols wi l l be explained in §41. 

East Semitic Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ethiopic 

B/G-stem pa'al/qal pe'al Stem I Stem I.l /A 
D-stem pi'el pa"el Stem I I Stem I.2/B 
(L-stem) — — Stem III Stem I.3/C 
Š-stem hif'il haf'el Stem IV • StemII.l/A 
ŠD-stem — — — Stem II.2/B 

— — — — Stem II.3/C 
N-stem nif'al — Stem VII — 
B/Gt-stem — itpe'el Stem VIII Stem III . 1/A 
Dt-stem hitpa'el itpa"al Stem V Stem III.2/B 
(tL-stem) — — Stem VI Stem III.3/C 
Št-stem — ittaf'al Stem X Stem IV. 1/A 
ŠDt-stem — — — Stem IV.2/B 

— — — — Stem IV.3/C 

37.7. In the course of time, the Semitic verbal system underwent sev
eral important changes, noticeable either in a whole group of languages 
or in a particular idiom. Only a diachronic and comparative method can 
insert these changes in the wider context of the whole Semitic system. In 
order to illustrate the changes occurring in the verbal system, a morpho-
syntactic approach is needed here. An exlusively morphological presen
tation is insufficient to explain the changes involved. 

37.8. Tense, in the proper sense of the word, is far from being common 
to any type of Semitic verbal system, while European tense forms are, in 
many cases — also in the present Outline — the only available means of 
translating Semitic aspects in an intelligible manner (cf. §38.18). Thus, 
the so-called present-future (iparras) of the grammars of Akkadian, e.g., 
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really is an imperfective aspect, indicating basically that a process has 
not reached completion at a certain moment of time. It may also indicate 
that an activity is in progress or a state is being entered upon under the 
influence of another activity or state. This formation can be translated in 
European languages by a present, a future, a future perfect, an imperfect, 
also by European subjunctives and other categories. The Semitic perfect 
may, for practical reasons, be rendered by a past tense of verbs which 
express action or by the present of verbs which express a state. Often 
however, in complex sentences, a present, a future, or a future perfect 
will be needed in translating. It is of the highest importance to distin
guish these approximations from the real functions of Semitic verbal cat
egories. Except for the imperative, the preterite, and certain modern 
innovations, Semitic languages have no tenses properly speaking, but 
only aspects. Each of the systems, the aspectual and the temporal, is 
clear in itself, but exact translation from the one to the other is very dif
ficult, i f not impossible. Therefore, the misuse of the translations in 
attributing, e.g., the functions of a future perfect or of a continuous pre
sent to the Assyro-Babylonian iparras results in a complete misunder
standing of the Semitic verbal system. A grammarian is not called upon 
to explain a function i f it does not exist in a given language as a distinct 
form. That does not preclude the fact that most grammatical categories 
have a variety of meanings and thus may be ambiguous as long as a con
crete context or life situation do not remove the ambiguity. 

B. Tenses and Aspects 

a) Fully Developed System 

38.1. In the basic triconsonantal model CxC2vCv the simplest form 
morphologically is placed in the most unmarked category which is the 
imperative across the whole spread of Afro-Asiatic languages. The 
imperative stands outside any possible system of aspect; it refers by def
inition to futurity, i.e. to a future, as yet not performed action, e.g. ktob, 
"write!", in the Arabic colloquial of Damascus. Paired with the impera
tive, there is another purely verbal form, outside the system of aspect, 
but referring to the past and signifying that an action has or has not been 
performed. It is characterized morphologically by the same basic model 
C,C2vC3 as the imperative, exhibiting the same personal suffixes, but 
having besides personal prefixes, viz. the Assyro-Babylonian preterite, 
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e.g. (y)iprus / taprus, "he / she separated". It is a narration oriented 
form, expressing a genuine past, which continued to be used by the West 
Semitic languages in a narrative context until the mid-first millennium 
B.C. and beyond, despite the changes that the verbal system had then 
undergone (§38.10-11). This form is attested also in Libyco-Berber, e.g. 
Tuareg yd-krds, "he knotted". It occurs in Cushitic as well, e.g. Rendille 
y-igis, "he killed". 

38.2. Semitic imperative has no first and third persons, and it is not 
used in negative clauses. These cohortative (1st pers.), optative or preca-
tive (3rd pers.), and vetitive or prohibitive functions are assumed by the 
so-called "jussive", the simplest form of which would have been identi
cal with the preterite i f there were no differences in the stress, which was 
phonemic (§25.8). Therefore, one has to surmise that the stress rested in 
the preterite on the prefix (e.g. yíprus, yáqtul), while it rested in the jus
sive on the basic syllable of the imperative (e.g. yiprús, yaqtúî). This is 
confirmed by the stress of the prohibitive in modern Arabic colloquials 
and of the so-called subjunctive in Modern South Arabian; e.g. 
Mesopotamian lā tdbkáy, "don't cry!" (fem.); Maghrebine ma tal'âbuš, 
"don't play!" (plur.); Mehri ydkteb, "may he write"; Harsusi ydlbed, 
"may he hit", Soqotri liqbar, "may he bury". The very limited evidence 
provided by the Kabyle dialect of Libyco-Berber seems to go in the 
same direction, as shown by the quantitative vowel gradation, e.g. in 
ydrwdl used as jussive in ydsla ydrwdl (60-90 msec), "he heard, so that 
he ran away", and as subordinate past tense in ydsla ydrwdl (80-70 
msec), "he heard that he had run away". Subsequent changes intro
duced special prefixes aimed at characterizing the cohortative, the opta
tive or precative, and the vetitive or prohibitive, e.g. Assyro-Babylonian 
luprus, "may I separate"; liprus, "may he separate"; ayiprus, "may he 
not separate"; Aramaic Ihwy, "may he be"; Arabic li-yaktub, "he 
should write"; lā taqtul, "you shall not k i l l " . These proclitics express 
the expectation on the part of the speaker or active subject that the 
process wi l l indeed take place, or not at all. The use of the jussive, called 
also "subjunctive", was extended to various subordinate verbal clauses, 
especially in Ethiopic. 

38.3. The aspectual category of the verbal system is based on the 
adjectival C{aC2C3 pattern, represented e.g. by the Assyro-Babylonian 
verbal adjective pars(um), and developed to the stative / permansive 
forms, well-known in Old Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian: CaCiC 
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(e.g. damiq, "he is good"), CaCaC (e.g. rapaš, "he is wide"), CaCuC 
(e.g. qarub, "he is near"). The anaptyctic vowel a I i I u should appear 
only when there is a two-consonant cluster (§27.19), i.e. in the 3rd pers. 
masc. sing., but its use was extended in several standard languages; e.g. 
Classical Arabic malakat, "she is the proprietress"; Ge'ez masalat, "she 
is alike". Instead, many Arab vernaculars, in the East and especially in 
the West, have forms without anaptyxis; e.g. Damascene katbet, 
Maghrebine katbat, "she wrote". Despite relative distinctions made 
between an active pattern exhibiting a and stative patterns exhibiting / > 
e or u > o, the quality of the inserted vowel is not predictable (e.g. 
Assyro-Babylonian rapaš, "he is wide"), and the latter is not identical 
with the thematic vowel of the imperative-preterite (e.g. Assyro-Baby
lonian ilmad, "he learned", but lamid, "he is learned"). The Afro-Asi
atic origin of this morphological category ClaC2(v)C3 is demonstrated 
by the Egyptian old perfective, also called "pseudo-participle" (e.g. hr-
t/d, "you are content"), and by the Libyco-Berber suffix conjugation of 
stative verbs which express a quality, the so-called "qualitative"; e.g. 
Tuareg mâzâg or rndzdg, "he is deaf". The originally static aspect of this 
morphological category is opposed to the perfective and to the imper-
fective which express, in grammatical categories, the completed (per
fect) and the incomplete (present-future) aspect of the action. This leaves 
us with one basically unmarked category, which is a stative or perman-
sive form, and with two marked categories, which express the accom
plished and the unaccomplished aspect of the action signified by the 
verb. These marked categories, which may function either as transitive 
or as intransitive forms, are conveniently termed "perfective" and 
"imperfective". They express a fundamental contrast between an event 
which is in the process of transpiring ("he is walking") and one that has 
already taken place and exists only as a resultant state or condition ("he 
is in a condition subsequent to walking"). It does not matter whether the 
process is continuous or repetitive, for this distinction results from the 
meaning of the verb; e.g. "he is walking" denotes a continuous process, 
while "he is striking" connotes a series of actions. Neither does it mat
ter whether the action tends to a determinate goal ("teli'c) or is simply 
considered as durative ("atelic"). 

The morphological categories CaCiC, CaCaC, CaCuC are disrupted in many 
Arabic colloquials following the elision of short vowels in open unstressed syl
lables or their qualitative change occasioned by vowel-harmony, vowel-opposi
tion, influence of contiguous consonants. Thus in Mesopotamian ^p/íw-dialects 
(qdltu, " I said"), the basis is either CaCaC or CdCdC, while it is CiCaC or 
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CuCaC in the Mesopotamian #a/ar-dialects (gdfot, " I said"). The base form 
shows the types CaCaC, CiCiC, and CiCaC in East Arabian, while the Maghre
bine basis is CCaC, CCiC, or CCdC, showing a shift from original pattern 
C1vC2C3 to C1C2vCy 

38.4. The perfective is formed with the r-infix, the basic function of 
which can be characterized as "effective" in the sense that a state is pro
duced in someone or in something, whether it be caused by another or 
by himself / itself. This definition implies a functional congruence 
between the aspect-derivational -t- and the stem-derivational -t-
(§41.20 ff.) , notwithstanding their distinct structural planes. In other 
words, perfective originally conveys involvement of the acting subject, 
while preterite marks the simple past. Thus, e.g., the Neo-Babylonian 
preterite in PNj ana PN 2 iddin plainly means that "PN, has given to 
PN 2 " , but the perfective in f PN 3 kūm f PN 4 PNj ana PN 2 ittadin implies 
that "PNj has taken upon himself to give f PN 3 instead of f PN 4 to PN 2 " . 
Similarly, mār sarri šipirti iltapra umma means that "the king's son has 
issued the following writ", and not simply "has have it sent", išpur. 
Further synchronic and diachronic studies of verbal forms with infixed 

are needed. The perfective is represented by the Assyro-Babylonian 
perfect (y)iptaras, "he has separated"; (y)iptaqid, "he has com
manded"; (y)irtapud, "he has rushed". It is also attested in Palaeosyrian 
(e.g. iš-tá-má /yištama'/, "he has heard"), in Amorite (e.g. ia-ab-ta-ha-
ar-na /yabtaharna/, "he has chosen us"), and in Ugaritic; e.g. Vistbm 
tnn, "didn't I have muzzled the Dragon?" (KTU 1.3,111,40); 'imths ksp 
'itrt hrs, " I have seized silver, acquired gold" (KTU 1.3,111, 46-47); 'an 
'itlk, " I myself have gone" (KTU 1.6,11,15). 

As a rule, there is no formal difference in East and North Semitic between the 
preterite of the Gt-stem (§41.20) and the perfective of the basic stem. However, 
the distinction can be made on a contextual and syntagmatic basis. E.g. when 
the verb mahāsu governs a direct object, like in Old Assyrian qātka itntahas, 
"he has struck your hand", the form is an Assyro-Babylonian perfect, but when 
the same verb has a reciprocal connotation, as in the Old Akkadian dual 
imtahsā, "they fought", the form can only be a preterite of the Gt-stem. The 
same analysis can be made in Ugaritic, where 'nt tmths b- 'mq, "'Anat fought in 
the valley", contains a preterite of the Gt-stem, whereas 'imths ksp with a direct 
object means " I have seized / laid hands on silver", and obviously uses the per
fective of the basic stem. 

38.5. The imperfective is formed by a lengthened root, viz. by gemi
nating the second consonant of a triconsonantal root. This aspect-deriva
tional gemination signifies actuation in reference to the action, while the 
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stem-derivational gemination expresses actuation in reference to the 
actor (§41.3: 2°). The imperfective is represented by the Old Akkadian 
and Assyro-Babylonian "present-future" iparras, ipaqqid, irappud, and 
by the Ethiopic ydqattdl, "he kills", "he will k i l l " , a form which occurs 
not only in Ge'ez, but in modern Ethiopian languages as well. This 
imperfective is attested most likely also in Palaeosyrian, in Amorite, and 
in Ugaritic. Besides, its existence has to be assumed in Epigraphic South 
Arabian, since the imperfect of the Modern South Arabian goes appar
ently back to such a pattern (cf. §38.8); e.g. Mehri yarokdz < *yarakkaz, 
"he stands upright"; Harsūsi ydlobdd < *yalabbad, "he shoots". More
over, geminated imperfectives of the basic stem appear in early Andalu-
sian Arabic, as reported by Pedro de Alcalá: nihammí [nihammī] instead 
of 'ahmī, " I protect", nixehéd [nìšehhed] instead of 'ašhad(u), " I cer
tify", with the m-prefix of the first person singular like in Maghrebine 
Arabic (§40.25). The source of such anomalous imperfective forms is to 
be looked for in South Arabian dialects brought to Spain in the 8th cen
tury A.D. by "Yemenite" tribesmen. This imperfective must have an 
Afro-Asiatic origin since its close cognate appears in Libyco-Berber 
(e.g. ydlāmmdd, ilāmmdd, or irāmmdd with the change I > r, "he 
learns"), while the singular forms of the Bedja present seem to contain a 
dissimilated double consonant (e.g. akantib < *akattib, " I am writing"). 

38.6. The imperfective under consideration is documented in North 
Semitic. A Palaeosyrian incantation text from Ebla, e.g., has a form i-ta-
ha-à /yitahhawū/, "they will come near", and Amorite proper names 
like Ia-ma-at-ti-El /Yamatti'-'El/, "El will protect", or Ia-na-ab-bi-El 
/Yanabbi'-El/, "El will name", can hardly be explained without admit
ting the use of a yaqattil form, while the differences noticeable in 
Ugaritic verbs with first radical ' point to the use of a yaqattul (iparras) 
next to the yaqtul (iprus) and to the yuqattil (uparris) (§41.3). The avail
able texts distinguish preterite forms like y'ihd (*[yīhud]) and t'ihd 
(*[tīhud\), "he/she took", or y'uhd (*[yuhhud]) and t'uhd (*[tuhhud]), 
"he/she held fast", from imperfectives like y'ahd (*[yahhud\) (KTU 
4.44,28), "he takes", or y'arš (*[yarris\) and farš (*[tarris]), "he 
desires, you desire", or t'asrn (*[tassirūn]), "you will bind". 

The frequent reference to the Ugaritic form yqh ("may he take"), allegedly 
incompatible with an imperfective corresponding to East Semitic iparras, fails 
distinguishing between a jussive yiqqah and an imperfective *yilaqqah, which 
influences the spelling of syllabic Ugaritian i-le-qa-aš-šu-nu-ti, "he will take 
them", instead of normal Babylonian ilaqqē-šunūti. One should refer also to 
fairly contemporaneous imperfectives from Emar which are clearly influenced 
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by North Semitic; e.g. e-ez-zi-ib-ka /'e'ezzibka/, " I shall dismiss you", instead 
of Middle Babylonian ezzibka, and occasional feminine forms like te-er-ru-ub, 
"she enters", ta-al-la-ak, "she goes", tu-uš-ša-ab, "she will stay", or ki-i-me-
e ... ta-lak, "when ... she will go". 

38.7. While North Ethiopic — Ge'ez, Tigre, and Tigrinya — certainly 
uses the ydqattdl form with gemination of the second radical consonant, 
this consonant is generally not geminated in South Ethiopic which pre
sents a pattern ydqàtdl. However, despite the fact that some of these 
idioms, like East Gurage and Harari, are precisely languages of the non-
geminating type, East Gurage dialects occasionally show the gemination 
of the second radical. Moreover, the South Ethiopic imperfect of Stem 
I.C/3 generally preserves the gemination of the second radical, contrary 
to the jussive where the gemination was not required by the system; e.g. 
Gafat yddakkam, "he speaks", vs. yàdakdm, "may he speak"; Amharic 
ydmarrdk, "he takes prisoner", vs. ydmark, "may he take prisoner". 
Therefore, the South Ethiopic imperfect of Stems 1/A has very likely 
lost its gemination, so much the more so that North Ethiopic is, on the 
whole, closer to Proto-Ethiopic than the South Ethiopic group. 

38.8. The Modern South Arabian languages do not have the second 
radical consonant geminated in the imperfect. However, Sheri and 
Soqotri are again languages of the non-geminating type (cf. §41.4,6), 
while the non-gemination is compensated in Mehri and Harsūsi by the 
lengthening of the preceding vowel (§38.5). In summing up the situa
tion, one should say that the evidence points to an original imperfect 
ydqattdl / yaqattal in South Arabian, as well as in Ethiopic, although the 
close structural analogy between gemination and vowel lengthening 
allows of an allophone ydqātdl / yaqātal. 

38.9. Besides the i-infix and the lengthening of the root, the stative / 
permansive differs from the perfective and from the imperfective by the 
distribution of the actor affixes: they are all suffixed to the stative, while 
they appear as both prefixes and suffixes with the perfective and the 
imperfective. 

b) Simplified Systems 

38.10. The purely "verbal" and aspectual categories were somewhat 
reduced in several Semitic languages, while changes in function and 
meaning also occurred. The perfective with f-infix is attested in East and 
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North Semitic, but it was supplanted in West Semitic by the preterite 
yiqtul I yaqtul, which in turn was superseded by the stative that acquired 
the meaning of a perfect without losing its original function. The perfec
tive with i-infix has obviously appeared as redundant, since it referred to 
an action already accomplished and thus belonging to the past, 
expressed by the preterite. In fact, there is some parallelism between the 
"aspectual" notion of perfective and the "temporal" notion of past. And 
the difficulty of distinguishing past action and completion led to the dis
appearance of one of these categories. The second change was prompted 
by the parallelism between a situation existing at a determined moment 
and the situation resulting from an event anterior to the moment in ques
tion. This led to a further simplification of the verbal system. This last 
evolution was certainly on its way at the time of the Amarna correspon
dence and of the Ugaritic texts, in the 15th-13th centuries B.C. Although 
the old preterite was the regular narrative form in myths and epics, the 
stative appears already as a real perfect, at least sporadically (e.g. 'ahd, 
"he seized"; 'atwt, "she came"). The question is whether this change 
goes back to Amorite or even to Palaeosyrian, as some authors believe. 
Al l Palaeosyrian cases cited refer to alleged perfect tenses of verbs ulti-
mae or mediae infirmae, which can be explained in a different way; e.g. 
Ba-na-a-hu means "the brother is nice" rather than "the (divine) brother 
has created", and Da-na-LUGAL means "the king is powerful" rather 
than "the king has judged", with both band and danna in the predicate 
state (§33.5; 40.3). The situation in Amorite is similar, and even Ma-la-
ak-ì-lí can be interpreted either as a stative malak, "my god is king" 
(cf. Arabic malaka, "to be master"), or as a noun mal'āk, "messenger". 
There are, as it seems, no certain examples of the stative used as a real 
perfect before the later half of the second millennium B.C. As for East 
Semitic, only some Late Babylonian forms influenced by Aramaic may 
be considered as perfects; e.g. PNj ma-ra-su hal-liq ūmu 4 SÌLA 
ŠE.BAR mandattašu PN 2 ušallam, "(if) PNj (the pawned slave) will have 
fallen sick (or) will have escaped, PN 2 shall pay four litre of barley a day 
as his clearing". In Late Babylonian contracts, ma-hi-ir is often used in 
the sense "has received". 

38.11. The old preterite preceded by wa-, "and", kept on acting as a 
narrative past tense, at least sporadically, in Hebrew (e.g. way-yo'mer, 
"and he said"), in Aramaic (e.g. w-y'nny b'lšmyn, "and Baalshamayn 
answered me"), in Moabite (e.g. w-"š h-bmt z't, "and I made this high 
place"), in Phoenician (e.g. w-yp'l b-hlb [šl]m, "and he made [pea]ce in 
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Aleppo"), in South Arabian (e.g. w-yhtb mwy dhbhw, "and he restored 
the water-supply of his alluvial land"), and in Arabic (e.g. darabahā ... 
wa-yaqūlu, "he struck her ... and said"). In Nabataean Arabic, the old 
preterite is probably used also after fa-, as suggested by the Oboda 
inscription: fa-yafal lā fidā wa-lā 'atarā (p-yp'l V pd' w-V 'tr'), "and 
he acted neither for reward nor for favour". This narrative past tense 
with the so-called "converted" imperfect was not used any more in 
Mishnaic Hebrew, and biblical Dead Sea scrolls occasionally substitute 
a suffixed form belonging to the contemporaneous spoken idiom. 

38.12. The imperfective iparras I ydqattdl is not attested until now in 
West Semitic languages, although an unconvincing attempt was made to 
discover it in Hebrew on the basis of the orthography of the Qumrān 
scrolls. This aspectual form was replaced by a new indicative yaqtulu, 
developed from the jussive yaqtúl (§38.2) by adding an -u, which cannot 
be completely independent from the -u of the Palaeosyrian and East 
Semitic subjunctive (§39.2-3), and was already affixed at Mari to 
preterite and imperfective forms without apparent change in their mean
ing and their function (§38.13). The development must have occurred 
first in spoken dialects, in clauses where formal parataxis expressed log
ical hypotaxis (§55.1-8), thus justifying the hypercorrect use of a sub
junctive marker, as examplified by the following sentence of a Byblos 
letter: a-na mi-nim qa-la-ta (stative) ù la-a ti-iq-bu (jussive + u) a-na 
šàr-ri ù yu-wa-ši-ru-na (jussive + u + energic n) sāba pí-tá-ti, "why do 
you keep so silent that you do not say to the king that he should send the 
bowmen?" (EA 71,10-14). This final vowel -u is preserved in Classical 
Arabic, while its shedding is quite general in the other idioms, including 
the Arabic vernaculars. However, the North Gurage dialects, which dis
tinguish an imperfect for the main affirmative clause and an imperfect 
for the subordinate clause, use a form of the ydqat{td)lu-iyx)Q in the main 
clause , e.g. ydsàbru, "he breaks" or "he shall break", but tisàbdr < *td-
ydsabdr, "when he breaks". 

38.13. The final -u added sometimes at Mari to verbs of main clauses 
may result from an hypercorrect use of the subjunctive (e.g. ARM I I , 
136,23-26) but it most likely reflects occasional lapses of the scribes into 
their native Amorite idiom in which the -u suffix must have taken root 
(cf. §38.14). It certainly occurs with the preterite (e.g. ú-ul aš-ku-un-nu, 
" I did not assign") and with the present-future (e.g. be-lí i-ma-ar-ru-šu, 
"my lord wi l l see i t " ) . I f so, we have evidence of the imperfective 
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yaqattalu and of the preterite yaqtulu in North Semitic. Further evidence 
is provided by Idrimi's autobiographical inscription from Alalakh (e.g. 
ma-tiki-ia u-ki-in-nu, " I gave strength to my country") and by the 
Amarna correspondence with parallel examples of the preterite (anumma 
issuru āì šarri, "now, I did guard the king's city") and of the present-
future (anumma inassaru âla sa šarri, "now, I shall guard the city of the 
king") in the same letter from Megiddo (EA 220,15-16.25-26). Besides, 
forms in -u are perhaps unveiled by Ugaritic literary texts where the 
final radical 'u might characterize the singular preterite yaqtulu (e.g. 
yml'u Ibh bšmht, "her heart was filled with joy"). However, this ending 
-u appears neither in proper names (e.g. Ia-qub-Ba'al /Ya'qub-Ba'al/, 
"Baal has protected") nor in syllabic texts from Ugarit, and it seems 
therefore to have been an optional literary feature of the Ugaritic idiom, 
unless yml'u, e.g., stands simply for *yimlū I *yamlū (cf. §45.8). 

38.14. The examples from Mari and from Alalakh, corroborated by the 
Amarna correspondence, by Classical Arabic, and by the Gurage 
dialects, testify nevertheless to the use of -u forms in main clauses. The 
bulk of the material is provided by Arabic that uses the indicative imper
fect yaqtulu also in all kinds of subordinate clauses, except those that are 
final/consecutive or conditional. Besides, the situation in ancient Arabic 
dialects of the 6th - 7th centuries A.D., with Hidjazis using the indica
tive in -u where others employ the apocopate (cf. §39.14-18), suggests 
that the use of the marked indicative was dialectal or optional before the 
systematization introduced by Arab grammarians. The morpheme -u of 
the indicative may therefore be considered as a simple generalization of 
the -u suffix of subordinate clauses (§38.12; 39.3). This explanation is 
supported by the structural changes which had occurred in Semitic 
already in the third millennium B.C. By that time, a distinctive -u sub
junctive had become superfluous, since its role was assumed by subor
dinate conjunctions that have developed in the course of time. As for the 
origin of the subjunctive in -u and of the Arabic subjunctive in -a, it has 
to be examined in the paragraphs dealing with moods (§39.4-6). 

c) Transitivity — Intransitivity 

38.15. A question related to aspects is the existence of certain mor
phological distinctions in the conjugation of active and stative, of transi
tive and intransitive verbs, especially in their basic stem since the mean
ing of the derived stems generally obliterates these fundamental 
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semantic differences. The proper meaning of a transitive verb is "to per
form an action" directly affecting another person or thing (e.g. "to 
k i l l " ) , whereas the intransitive verb either signifies an action which is 
complete in itself and affects the subject (e.g. "to lie"), or expresses the 
state of being in a certain condition (e.g. "to be pleased"). Authors often 
assume that this kind of distinction is indicated by the quality of the 
stem vowel which divides the Semitic verbs into three classes: the a-
class, the /-class, and the w-class. This class distinction goes probably 
back to an Afro-Asiatic scheme, since it is attested also in Cushitic, e.g. 
in the prefix-conjugation of the "Sam" sub-group of Lowland East 
Cushitic (§2.11), especially in Rendille. The Semitic jussive is the ver
bal form which exhibits these differences at best; the "Sam" imperfect 
is added for comparison. 

a-Class /-Class M-Class 

Ass.-Bab. ilmad, "to learn" iqrib, "to come near" irpud, "to mn" 
Aramaic yilbaš, "to dress" yiqrib, "to come near" yiktub, "to write" 
Arabic yašrab, "to drink" yahsib, "to value" yanqud, "to save" 
Ge'ez ydlbas, "to dress" ydngsr, "to speak" 
"Sam" yaham, "to eat" yagis, "to k i l l " yamut, "to die" 

38.16. In East Semitic and in West Semitic, most stative and intransi
tive verbs belong either to the /-class or to the w-class, but this distinc
tion is not absolute and dialectal variants exhibit, e.g., iqrab next to 
iqrib, islam next to islim in Assyro-Babylonian, while intransitive verbs 
like Arabic yadhab, "to go away", or Hebrew yigdal, "to become 
great", always inflect like û-class verbs. Some verbs may be inflected 
according to two or even three classes without any semantic differences; 
e.g. Arabic yadbaġ, yadbiġ, yadbuġ, "to tan". In other cases, however, a 
change of class implies a modification in the meaning of the verb; e.g. 
Arabic yafsil, "to separate"; yafsul, "to depart". These class alternations 
must be distinguished from vocalic modifications resulting from the use 
of the passive voice, as in Arabic yabtur, "to cut", passive yabtar, "to 
be cut off"; yanqud, "to save", passive yanqad, "to be saved". The dis
tinction of transitive and intransitive verbs is apparently somewhat 
clearer in Ethiopic, where the statistical data are inverted, viz. the /-class 
and w-class verbs came together in the mainly transitive 2-class, while 
the 0-class consists of mainly intransitive verbs. The same situation occurs 
in some Chadic languages, as Migāma. However, there are Ethiopic 
verbs that are inflected according to two patterns. In conclusion, the stem 
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vowel is neither predictable nor does it allow distinguishing transitive 
and intransitive verbs, although it introduces a relative morphological 
distinction between stative and active verbs. But this distinction has no 
direct bearing on the transitive or intransitive nature of active verbs. Its 
origin is not functional, as it seems: it is radicated in the ClC2vC3 model 
of the root morphemes (§28.8). 

38.17. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the categories of transitive 
and intransitive are extremely important in any ergative language, and 
Semitic belonged originally to this linguistic type. In Semitic, this dis
tinction was based mainly on the intransitive function of the basic stem 
(B/G), used with a subject in the non-active a-case, and the transitive 
function of the causative-factitive stems (D and/or S), used with a sub
ject in the ergative «-case (§40.16). However, a semantic development 
took place in an early phase of Proto-Semitic or even in Afro-Asiatic 
with the result that the basic stem of numerous Semitic verbs can be 
used both transitively and intransitively; e.g. Arabic qariba r-ragula, 
"he approached the man", and qariba r-raġulu, "the man came near". 
Similar cases occur also in other Afro-Asiatic languages, especially in 
Libyco-Berber; e.g. Tachelhit imdl u-rgaz a-fruh, "the man buried the 
child", and imdl u-fruh, "the child was buried". Besides, the basic stem 
of the historically attested languages contain exclusively transitive verbs 
as well. In consequence, the originally ergative character of Semitic was 
reduced mainly to the opposition of the active and non-active nominal 
components of the sentence (§32.1-4), since the predicate of a nominal 
clause — thus lacking any verbal form — may be inflected in -a under 
certain conditions like the object of a transitive verb. Therefore, the mor
phological distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs as such is 
no more essential in Semitic. It is the accomplished or unaccomplished 
aspect signified by the verbal form that is relevant. 

38.18. Further changes in the West and South Semitic verbal system 
(§38.10) resulted in the course of the first millennium B.C. in a new 
scheme with two main morphological categories of the indicative: per
fect and imperfect. There was no return to the basic "ergative" opposi
tion of transitive to intransitive. The major distinction of category 
between the new perfect and the imperfect can be seen simply in terms 
of the aspectual contrast "accomplished" (perfect forms) / "unaccom
plished" (imperfect forms). These categories imply a reference not to the 
absolute moment of speaking, but to any moment fixed in the utterance. 
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This is the main reason why these categories do not correspond to any 
particular tense of the temporal scheme which has been evolved in the 
Indo-European languages. Thus, e.g., perfect forms of verbs denoting 
feeling, thinking, speaking, acting must often be translated by a present, 
as Arabic 'alimtu, " I know", halaftu, " I swear". Instead, in a temporal 
clause introduced by lammā which in standard Arabic usage implies 
anteriority of the subordinate clause to the main sentence (§58.3), per
fect forms may correspond to an English pluperfect, e.g. fa-lammā 
qadima l-Hazraġīyūna, "when the Hazradjites had come". In temporal 
clauses referring to the future, like those introduced by mā, "as long as", 
the perfect should be translated by a future perfect; e.g. mā dāma 
hayyan, "as long as he wi l l have been alive". Besides, the perfect pre
served its original stative function, as in Arabic 'azza wa-ġalla, "he is 
mighty and great", or lay sa 'ahadun 'afqara min ġaniyyin 'amina 
l-faqra, "nobody is poorer than a rich man (if) he feels safe from 
poverty". As for the imperfect, it expresses unaccomplished actions in 
the past, present, and future. In the past, e.g., fa-tālati š-šakwa wa-huwa 
yabkī 'aharra bukā'in, "and the complaint took a long time, while he 
was crying bitterly". The imperfect is used naturally in clauses express
ing finality and after verbs that denote setting in, discontinuing, wishing 
to, having power, being able to do, etc., e.g. wa-ġa'ala l-muslimūna 
ya'malūna, "and the Moslems began working". 

d) Modern Languages 

38.19. While the "classical" verbal system of the Semitic languages is 
based on aspect, modern speech tends to found the verb inflection on the 
notion of time and to express it by means of "tenses". I f we now turn to 
the tense formations which have been developed in some modern 
Semitic languages to express time relations in imitation of the western 
Indo-European tense scheme, we can see that these compound tenses are 
partly based an old formations which were used in the past to express 
particular aspects or situations and not time relations. 

38.20. The pluperfect "he had written", etc., can be expressed in mod
ern Arabic by using the perfect kān, "he was", with the perfect of 
another verb, e.g. kān katab, "he had written". This tense is related to 
Classical Arabic kāna qad or qad kāna followed by the perfect of 
another verb; e.g. qad kāna ra'ā minka mitla mā ra'aynā, "he had 
already seen through you just as we have seen". As a matter of fact, 
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kāna is a stative expressing a situation existing at the moment when "we 
saw" it and it does not shift the tense of the clause automatically to the 
pluperfect; thus: "he was already seeing through you just as we saw". 
A similar analysis explains the modem use of the perfect kān with the 
imperfect of another verb to express the European imperfect or past con
tinuous "he was writing", kān ydktub (cf. §58.5). This compound tense 
goes back to Classical kāna yaf'alu which denotes a stable situation con
sisting in doing something; e.g. kāna n-nabīyu ya'ūdu l-marida, "the 
prophet used to visit sick people". The duration in the past (past contin
uous) can be expressed also by the perfect of kān with the active partici
ple, e.g. kān kātib, "he was writing" (§42.24). By using the imperfect 
ydkūn with the perfect of another verb, modem Arabic can express the 
future "he will write", ydkūn katab. This construction is used in Classi
cal Arabic to signify a situation resulting from an action which will be 
accomplished in the future: e.g. fa-nakūnu qad 'ahadnā 'iwadan, "then 
we shall already be in the situation of having taken an equivalent". The 
future sense can be expressed also by the participle rāyih, "going", with 
the imperfect; e.g. ana rāyih asma', " I am going to hear". 

Authors generally assume that Syriac has created a pluperfect of the same 
type as Arabic by combining the auxiliary verb (hâ)wā, "he was", with the pre
ceding perfect of another verb; e.g. de'mrēt (hâ)wēt fokon, "which I had said to 
you". In reality, however, the auxiliary does not alter the time reference of the 
verb in such constructions; e.g. wīteb bāh wardā 'amhon bd-yammā wd-'al 
(hâ)wā ld-Mesrēn, "and he boarded it (a ship) and sailed with them on the sea, 
and he entered Egypt". By using the imperfect nehwē with the participle of 
another verb, Syriac can express the future; e.g. nehwē kāteb, "he will write". 
These constructions are not operative in Neo-Aramaic (§42.18-22). 

38.21. Additional morphs, other than verbs but acting as verb modi
fiers, are used in several modem Semitic colloquials to express time 
relations and aspects. In particular, various particles are prefixed or suf
fixed to verbal forms in order to express either the general present, or the 
continuous present denoting an action actually performed, or the future 
as opposed to the present. Only some examples can be given in the 
frame of this Outline. 

38.22. In several Arabic dialects of the Arabian Peninsula and in Neo-
Aramaic, a preverb b(i)- is employed to express the continuous present, 
but its use is extended to the general present in Syro-Palestinian and 
Cairene colloquials. In Eastern Arabian, instead, the imperfect with b(i)-
indicates the future, usually with a volitive connotation; e.g. bi-yruh, 
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"he wi l l go", "he wants to go" (Kuwait). The same use is encountered 
in the Western Neo-Aramaic dialect of Ġubb 'Adīn; e.g. bi-yudmuk, "he 
wi l l sleep", "he wants to sleep". According to one opinion, the preverb 
b(i)- originated from the conjunction baynā which means "while" in 
Classical Arabic, but is used at San'a in phrases like bayn-aktub, " I am 
just writing". Another explanation considers b(i)- as the shortened form 
of yibġit "he w i l l " , which is often used in Bedouin dialects and in Libya 
to signify an action that wi l l be performed immediately. This construc
tion parallels the Neo-Aramaic tense formed with the preverb bit-
(§42.19) and the widespread Indo-European use of an auxiliary verb 
expressing desire to form a future tense (e.g. "he wil l do"), but it cannot 
serve as an explanation of the preverb b(i)- marking a present tense. 
Besides, both attempts to explain this b(i)- seem to be undermined by the 
regular use of a preverb b- in the Qatabanic indicative imperfect; e.g. kdm 
7 slknw w'l byslknwn, "because they did not decree and wil l not decree". 
Although the earliest Neo-Arabic instances of the ^-imperfect date from the 
9th century A.D., this formation must be linked to the earlier Qatabanic use 
which exactly parallels most Syro-Palestinian colloquials: the b- is prefixed 
to the indicative imperfect (§38.23), but not to the jussive or in some other 
way not-indicative; e.g. Qatabanic wl ylsq, "let him prosecute"; Hawrāni 
vernacular la teftahis), "don't open". An explanation based on the preposi
tion hi- cannot be discarded i f one takes some nominalizations into 
account, like Classical Arabic 'amara bi-qatlihī, "he ordered his killing", 
that may have prompted, in turn, an innovation of the imperfect. In any 
case, the Neo-Aramaic preverb bi- is the common Semitic preposition b-, 
since it governs an original infinitive (§38.23; 42.21). 

38.23. In Arabic colloquials, the preverb b(i)- is prefixed to the imper
fect, e.g. Damascene bydktob, "he writes"; btdktob, "she writes"; 
bydktbū, "they write", etc., but mndktob, "we write", with the partial 
assimilation bn > mn. In Eastern Neo-Aramaic, instead, the particle is 
prefixed to the infinitive followed by the preposition / with a pronominal 
suffix, in accordance with the Neo-Aramaic verbal system (§42.21), e.g. 
bi-ptāhā-lē, "he is opening"; bi-ptāhā-lā, "she is opening"; etc. 

38.24. The particle k- is used in other dialects with the same function. 
It derives from the verb kāna I kūn, "to be", and is vocalized kū- (< kūn) 
in Anatolia, kā- (< kārì) in the Maghrib, and ki- (< kin) in Neo-Aramaic. 
In Arabic colloquials, it is used with the imperfect and serves to express 
the continuous present, e.g. ka-niktib, " I am writing". In Neo-Aramaic, 
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instead, it is prefixed to the active participle, e.g. ki-pātih, "he is open
ing"; ki-pāthā, "she is opening"; ki-pāthī, "they are opening". The 
place of the Arabic negative mā in Mesopotamian <p/iw-dialects 
deserves a special mention. It may be placed either before or after the 
verb modifier k-; e.g. ma-kišrab in the Irbil dialect, but kū-mišrab at 
'Aqra, "he is not drinking". 

38.25. In most Ethiopian languages, the imperfect expresses the pre
sent and the future, thus in Ge'ez, in Tigre, in Amharic, in Argobba, in 
Harari, in Gafat, in East and North Gurage. Instead, in Tigrinya and in 
West Gurage dialects, the present is signified by the simple imperfect, 
while the future is expressed by the imperfect with various affixes. A 
similar development can be observed nowadays in the Mansa' dialect of 
Tigre. There is also a noticeable tendency, especially in Tigrinya and in 
Amharic, to establish tenses expressing continuous actions either in the 
present ( " I am writing") or in the past ( " I was writing"). 

38.26. The modem North Ethiopian languages have developed several 
compound tenses, especially in order to distinguish the present from the 
future, the simple present or past from the continuous present or past. In the 
Mansa' Tigre of today the future tense tends to be expressed more and 
more by the preposition 'dgdl, "for, to", followed by the jussive and by the 
copulative pronoun tu, "he (is)" (§49.19); e.g. faġdr Basd' 'dgdl nigis tu, 
"tomorrow we shall go to Massawa". Instead, the imperfect + halla 
expresses the present continuous; e.g. hdna hddāy ndtfarrar hallena, 
"(only) we are going out to the wedding". In a past context, the imperfect 
+ 'ala expresses the past continuous; e.g. kaldb 'db gabay hs'e 'ala, "a 
dog was running on the road". Other compound tenses are used as well 
with the imperfect, the perfect, and the participle. Tigrinya exhibits a paral
lel development: whereas the old imperfect expresses the general present 
(e.g. ydsābbdr, "he breaks"), the future tense is formed by the particle kd-
prefixed to the imperfect and by the copulative old pronoun 'dyyu, "he 
(is)"; e.g. kisābbdr (< kd-ydsàbbdf) 'dyyu, "he will break". Instead, the 
imperfect + alio expresses the present continuous; e.g. ydsābbdr-allo, "he 
is breaking". In a past context, the imperfect + nàyru or nàbārā expresses 
the past continuous; e.g. ydsàbbdr nàyru I nābārā, "he was breaking". The 
gerund (§42.12) enters in the composition of other compound tenses. 

38.27. In West Gurage dialects, there are two ways of expressing the 
future: either the imperfect is followed by -te / -kwe, or the jussive/sub-
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junctive is followed by -šà I -se. Thus, e.g., Chaha ydrakdb means "he 
finds", whereas "he wi l l find" is signified either by the suffixed imper
fect ydrakdbte or by the suffixed jussive ydnkàbšà. It would appear that 
the jussive with -šà / -se expresses certainty, while the imperfect with 
-te I -kwe implies doubt or simple intention. 

38.28. Amharic uses the auxiliary verb alia, "he is", to form the 
imperfect of the main clause, and it combines it with the gerund to form 
the present perfect. Besides, Amharic developed a past continuous and a 
past perfect or pluperfect by using the verb nàbbāria), "he was", with 
the simple imperfect and with the gerund. This leaves Amharic with five 
tenses used in main positive clauses: 

1° Imperfect. The simple imperfect expresses the present and the 
future in the main negative clause and in subordinate clauses, both affir
mative and negative. The compound imperfect with the auxiliary verb 
alia > all expresses the present, the future, and the future perfect in the 
main affirmative clause: ydnāgr or yanàgdr, yanagral, "he speaks, he is 
speaking, he wi l l speak". 

2° Perfect. The perfect normally expresses the past and may also 
express the pluperfect. With certain verbs, the perfect may express the 
present, especially when the action occurs at the moment of speaking: 
nāggâra, "he spoke, he has spoken, he had spoken". 

3° Past continuous. The simple imperfect followed by a frozen or a 
conjugated form of nàbbār(â) expresses a continuous, durative or habit
ual action in the past: ydnàgdr nâbbàr(â), "he was speaking, he was 
used to speak". 

4° Present perfect. The compound gerund, formed by the combina
tion of the gerund (§42.12) with the auxiliary verb alia > all, expresses 
a past action the outcome of which continues into the present: nāgfall, 
"he has spoken". 

5° Past perfect. The combination of the gerund with nàbbàr{a) 
expresses the pluperfect or past perfect: nàgro nàbbár(à), "he had spo
ken". 

In main volitive and negative sentences, the jussive yangar is used 
instead of form 1, and form 2 serves as the negative for tenses 2 and 4. 
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C. Moods 

39.1. One can distinguish five moods in Semitic languages: the indica
tive, which was initially unmarked, two types of the so-called subjunc
tive, the ventive or allative, the jussive with the energetic. Except for the 
jussive, to which the so-called apocopate or apocopated imperfect of 
Classical Arabic and of Hebrew is closely related, these moods are all 
characterized by suffixes. It is also possible to consider as moods the 
paradigm that comprises optative or precative forms, and the one which 
comprises the vetitive or prohibitive forms. These, however, are prefixed 
and hence structurally differ from the moods marked by a suffix. 

39.2. The indicative is unmarked in Palaeosyrian, in Old Akkadian, 
and in Assyro-Babylonian, but a suffix -u seems to appear in Amorite, in 
the Amarna correspondence, and perhaps in Ugaritic, at least with some 
prefix-conjugations (§38.13). The same suffix is attested in Classical 
Arabic and in North Gurage dialects (§38.12). There are good reasons to 
believe that this marked indicative originated from a generalization of 
the -u ending of the subjunctive which denoted subordinate clauses 
(§38.14; 39.3) and is functionally identical, to some extent, with the jus
sive. 

39.3. The subjunctive or "relative" is by definition the mood or form 
of verbs in clauses which are subordinate to another clause and intro
duced by a conjunction or a relatival antecedent. The subjunctive suffix 
is generally -u in Palaeosyrian, in Old Akkadian, and in Assyro-Baby
lonian, while the ending -a, which occurs in Old Akkadian and in 
Palaeosyrian subordinate clauses, may simply be the ventive suffix with
out mimation (§39.7), for a verb with a ventive suffix does not take the 
subjunctive suffix. The so-called "subjunctive" ending -ni occurring in 
the Assyrian dialect is not a mood ending, but an enclitic indicating the 
end of a dependent clause; it can be added to the subjunctive, to the ven
tive, and to the pronominal suffixes of a verb. The enclitic -na occurring 
in dialectal Old Babylonian may have the same grammatical function. 

39.4. We can assume that the -u suffix of the subjunctive derives from 
the -u ending of the ergative-instrumental case in nominal constructions 
(§32.Iff.) which historically preceded the appearance of formally subor
dinate clauses. The use of the same marking with the verb must imply 
that an analogy was perceived between the ergative and the subordinate 
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clause. This is understandable i f -u was suffixed at first to verbs of 
clauses which were situating the main action in operational circum
stances of cause, space, and time (§57-58). It is remarkable, in any case, 
that Classical Arabic uses the -u imperfect precisely with these cate
gories of subordinate clauses, whereas the apocopated imperfect, the -a 
subjunctive, and the energetic appear mainly in other subordinate 
clauses. 

39.5. The Palaeosyrian and East Semitic subjunctive, which is the sub
ordinate form of the preterite, of the stative, of the perfect, and of the 
present-future, cannot be equated with the Arabic subjunctive in -a 
which is a marked form of the jussive expressing wish, expectation, 
finality, or consequence after well determined conjunctions. It is used in 
the classical language after fa-, kay-, U-, "so that", 'aw, "unless"; e.g. 
('i)ġfir līyā Rabbi fa-'adhuia l-gannata, "forgive me, O! my Lord, so 
that I may enter in the paradise!" The subjunctive is also used after lan, 
but phrases like lan yaf'ala, "he wi l l not do", or lan yazūraka 'abadan, 
"he wi l l never visit you", should not be understood as statements and 
negations, e.g., of (sawfa) yaf'alu, "he wil l do". They signify that one 
does not foresee, does not expect that "he wi l l do" or " w i l l pay a visit". 
Also other conjunctions, like 'an {'allā < 'an-lā) and hattā, "so that", 
may govern the subjunctive in certain circumstances, especially in the 
post-classical language; e.g. wazannīyā bn-a l-'Arwā 'an ta'ūda, " I pre
sume, O! son of Arwa, that you wi l l come back". Modern colloquials no 
longer distinguish the subjunctive. In the pre-classical language, instead, 
the subjunctive occurs sporadically also after wa-', e.g. yā laytanā 
nuraddu wa-lā nukaddiba bi-'āyāti Rabbinā, "would God we were 
taken back (from hell), so that we might not contest the signs of our 
Lord". 

39.6. Like in pre-Classical Arabic, this subjunctive in -a is used in Old 
Canaanite and in Hebrew after the conjunction wa- to express finality or 
consequence, but it is called "indirect cohortative" in the grammars of 
Hebrew; e.g. yuballit ardašu u anassara āl kittišu (EA 74,55-56), "may 
he (the Pharaoh) keep his servant in life so that I may guard his faithful 
city"; ml yittēn 'et- hā-'ām hazze bd-yādī wa-'āslrā 'et-'Âblmelek, 
(Judg. 9,29), "who wi l l give this people in my hand that I might get 
rid of Abimelech?". This subjunctive in -a alternates in the Amarna 
correspondence with the East Semitic ventive, and its particular use 
with expressions of wish or expectation, especially in the first person 
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singular, leaves little doubt that the West Semitic subjunctive in -a is but 
a ventive or allative, with some distinctive syntactical features. The 
directive a-morpheme is attested in Palaeosyrian (e.g. the Ur-III name 
Tu-ra-dDa-gan /Tūr-a-Dagān/, "Return, Dagan!", from Mari) and there 
is no need, therefore, to have recourse to an East Semitic borrowing to 
explain the -a suffix (§39.7). 

39.7. I f this interpretation is correct, the ventive or allative is not 
unique to East Semitic. This mood originally indicated motion toward 
the speaker or the focus of action, but very soon also signified a motion 
coming from the speaker or the focus of action. It is characterized by the 
afformative -a which is believed to have originated from the pronominal 
dative suffix of the first person singular, e.g. illik, "he came", illikam, 
"he came here". However, the historical process may have been in the 
contrary direction: it is the Afro-Asiatic directive morpheme, which 
indicates that action takes place in favour of someone or is directed 
toward a specific end, that probably gave rise to the dative suffix "to 
me", -am. The mimation can be missing, even in Old Akkadian, e.g. šu 
a-na PN a-ti-na, "(flour) that I gave away to PN". Since subjunctive and 
ventive suffixes are mutually exclusive, this verb attina with the ventive 
suffix -a does not take the subjunctive suffix, although it belongs to a 
subordinate relative clause. 

There is a conspicuous analogy between the ventive/allative suffix -a and the 
"benefactive" suffix -o I -oy of Lowland East Cushitic, in particular of the "Sam" 
sub-group. This suffix probably derives from -*a, since it appears as -da after 
verbs in plural, and it characterizes actions which profit to the logical subject or 
affect it in one or the other way. Boni has retained this suffix as a productive mor
pheme, the function of which appears e.g. in fil, "to comb", and fil-o, "to comb 
one's self"; káàd, "to buy", and kád-o, "to buy for one's self". However, the East 
Semitic suffix appears as -im after the -I ending of the 2nd pers. fem. sing. (e.g. 
šūbilīm, "send in!") and as -nim after the -ū termination of the plural (e.g. 
ublūnim, "they brought in"). This positional allomorph -im strengthens, in its turn, 
the similarity between the afformative of the ventive/allative and the "destinative" 
verbal extension -*in reconstructed for Proto-Chadic. This morpheme, which is 
suffixed to the verbal stem, was used "to indicate that the action of a verb was 
destined for, done for the benefit of, or otherwise affected or pertained to some
one"; it "would thus have been used with motion verbs to indicate simple action 
in the direction of the speaker" (P. Newman). In other words, a verb of motion 
with the "destinative" -*in suffix would constitute a kind of pre-dative verb form, 
thus enhancing the proposed interpretation of the East Semitic ventive/allative, 
which is paralleled also in the Bantu languages by the verbal forms with the direc
tive -al- affix; e.g. Kwena hu-rút-al-á, "to be teaching for", Sotho ho-lúl-al-á, 
"to be sitting for someone, to be waiting". 
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39.8. The energetic denotes a strong wish rather than an emphatic 
asseveration or prohibition, and it is used in this way also in the protasis 
of conditional sentences and in interrogative sentences.. It is character
ized in Classical Arabic by the endings -anna, -an, and -ā in pause: 
yafa'lanna / yafalan / yaf'alā. These endings are all added to the 
"short" jussive and they are generally introduced by the optative pro
clitic la- (§39.13) in affirmative sentences; halafa la-yaqtulanna, "he 
swore that he wi l l try to k i l l " ; la-yaqūlunna, "may they speak at last"; 
la-tarawunna, "you wi l l well see". No proclitic is used in a sentence 
introduced either by the negative lā or by wa-, like fa-lā tahsabanna 
llāha muhlifa wahdihi rusulahu, "so do not try to imagine God as a 
breaker of his promise concerning his envoys" (Qur'ān 14,48/47); layta 
ši'rī wa-'aš'uranna "would I have known, and I shall well come to 
know These semantic connotations of the form appear also in con
ditional sentences introduced by 'immā, where the energetic signifies a 
desirable possibility and is thus comparable with forms in -an of Modern 
South Arabian (§39.9): 'immā tarayanna mina l-basari ahadan fa-
qūli " i f you happen to see a human being, say . . . " ; wa-'immā 
tahāfanna min qawmin hiyānatan " i f you should fear treason from 
people . . ." . This mood, with its various functions, occurs already in Old 
Canaanite, where it is characterized, as a rule, by the ending -un(n)a\ 
e.g. ù yu-wa-si-ru-na, "that he should send" (EA 71,13). It corresponds 
exactly to the so-called "direct cohortative" of Biblical Hebrew, which 
uses the suffixes -anna (e.g. 'āsuranna, written 'srh-n', " I should go 
across") or -ā (e.g. 'ēldkā, " I should go"). 

The energic in -in or -ina is the usual form of the jussive in the Agaw dialects 
of the Qemant-Qwara group; e.g. wasin, "let him hear!"; anāt alšina, "may 
you sustain us!" 

39.9. The suffix -n of the energetic is attested also in Phoenician (e.g. 
yqsn, "may they perish"; yš'n, "they shall draw") and in Aramaic (e.g. 
7 tlqhn, "you may not take", in the 2nd pers. sing.: TAD I I I , C I . 1,167), 
and -dn is the comparable suffix in Mehri and Sheri, used only in sen
tences involving unreal conditions (e.g. Mehri ydslēmdn, "he would be 
safe"). The -n imperfect of ancient South Arabian occurs in jussive and 
subordinate clauses of all kinds (e.g. Sabaic 7 Vyrn, "don't abuse", 
sing.), including relative clauses (e.g. Minaic wkl dyqnyn, "and all what 
he might acquire"), but there is a large number of controversial cases 
(e.g. Sabaic wyhmrhmw, "and may he grant them"), which might indi
cate either that the use of -n was optional, or that -n could be assimilated 
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to the consonant of the following pronominal suffix, or that -*an was 
sometimes reduced to -ā like the Arabic pausal form and the Hebrew 
direct cohortative in -ā, and therefore had no graphic expression in these 
cases. 

A particular problem is raised by the double -nn of the Sabaic dual and plural 
-n imperfect (e.g. yqnynn, "they may acquire"). Since the Qatabanic simple 
imperfect ends in -wn (yf'lwn, "they will make"), one can assume that -n was 
also the original ending of the Sabaic plural imperfect and that this -n was pre
served before the energetic suffix -*an(na), thus -*ūnan(na). 

39.10. The energetic is attested also in North Semitic. Its use in 
Ugaritic has long been recognized, although the interpretation of partic
ular examples is sometimes open to question. The suffix -an or -anna is 
certainly used in "cohortative" cases like 'atbn 'ank w-'anhn (KTU 
1.17,11,12-13), "may I too sit down and be at ease", or 'iqr'an 'ilm 
n'mm (KTU 1.23,23), "may I invoke the gracious gods". But the form 
in -ā is probably employed as well, as suggested by the parallel passage 
'iqr'a 'ilm n'mm (KTU 1.23,1) and by the phrase yqr'a mt b-npšh ystrn 
ydd b-gngnh (KTU 1.4,VII,47-49), "may Mot cry out from his throat, 
may the Beloved hide in his inwards", where the syntactic status of the 
two verbs yqr'a and ystrn is absolutely the same. Although the energetic 
does not appear in Amorite proper names, the Mari forms iškunanna and 
imhuranna in subordinate clauses may reflect the native Amorite idiom 
of the scribes using the energetic ending -anna. 

39.11. The origin of the energetic mood is linked to the element n of 
the suffix, to the alternate forms -n and -a in Ugaritic (§39.10), as well 
to the frequent use of this mood with verbs of motion (e.g. Hebrew 
nēhkā, "let us go!"). These convergent data seem to indicate that the 
energetic goes formally back to the ventive/allative, but semantically has 
optative or prospective connotations. It denotes especially either a strong 
desire of the speaker (e.g. Arabic wa-'aš'uranna, " I shall surely come to 
know"), or a desirable possibility (e.g. 'immā tarayanna, " i f you happen 
to see"), or even a predictable fatality (e.g. Hebrew 'āmūtā, " I shall 
have to die"). 

39.12. Ethiopic and Modem South Arabian distinguish two moods: the 
indicative of the enunciative clause and the jussive or subjunctive of the 
volitive clause. The evidence of Mehri and Harsūsi indicates that the 
subjunctive of Modem South Arabian formally corresponds to the 
ancient yaqtúl jussive (e.g. hīs ydrkēz, "when he stands upright"), and 
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the same usage is attested in Ge'ez which has two jussive patterns: 
ydqtdl for the mainly transitive verbs and ydqtal for the intransitive ones 
(cf. §38.16). Only one jussive pattern occurs in Tigre, viz. hqtal, which 
is used as a volitive mood; e.g. barhat tdgba', "let there be light". It is 
found also in interrogative clauses, when the question is either rhetori
cal, or implying a doubt, or requiring an answer in the imperative; e.g. 
mi 'ide, "what should I do?". Besides, the jussive preceded by the con
junction 'dgdl, "so that", appears in subordinate clauses; e.g. 'dgdl 
tdššayam, "so that you wil l be appointed"; 'dgdl ligis waġġdbbo, lit. "so 
that he should go, is his duty", i.e. "to go is his duty". Nowadays, the 
phrase 'dgdl + jussive + tu is used in Mansa' Tigre as an expression of 
futurity without any modal connotation (§38.26). In most South 
Ethiopian languages, the simple imperfect (e.g. ydqātl or yaqàtdl in 
Amharic) is used for the subordinate clause (and also for the negative 
clause), while the compound imperfect, composed of the simple imper
fect and of a variable "auxiliary", is used for the main clause. Amharic 
does not use the jussive in subordinate clauses. 

39.13. In several languages, the volitive or injunctive forms of the verb 
are composed by prefixing a proclitic to the basic verbal pattern. The 
resulting paradigm can be considered as a kind of mood. Widespread is 
the use of the proclitic lu- / li- / la-, especially with the third person, to 
express the optative or precative (§38.2; 40.18,23,30). Prefixing of the 
proclitic /- to a verb occasionally entails graphic deletion of imperfect y-; 
e.g. Sabaic Ihslhnn < l+yhslhnn, "may they grant prosperity". The veti-
tive or prohibitive is formed by prefixing ay or one of its derivatives 
(§38.2). There is no doubt that this prohibitive particle is originally iden
tical with the interrogative 'ay (§36.59). The negative adverbs lā, 'al, ul 
cannot be considered as proclitics (§47.8), even when they are attached 
to the verbal form. A similar construction of the volitive is attested in 
Libyco-Berber with the particle ad-1 at-1 ad- and the jussive; e.g. Tar-
ifit at-tdksid, "you should take"; ad-ydksi, "one should draw"; ydruh 
ad-ydġar, "he left so that he might study". 

39.14. The so-called "apocopate" or "apocopated" imperfect in Clas
sical Arabic and in Hebrew is a shortened form of the prefix-conjugation 
corresponding to East Semitic iprus. It is characterized by the absence of 
the indicative -u suffix in Arabic, and by the shortening or the loss of the 
final long vowel in verbs with a third weak radical, the so-called verbs 
ultimae infirmae. The historical appreciation of these peculiarities must 
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reckon with the inflection of the verbs ultimae infirmae in Assyro-Baby
lonian. Now, their inflection precisely exhibits the phonotactic feature 
that length is dropped in absolute final position and that vocalic ending 
may drop altogether, as i f the stem itself was shortened; e.g. preterite 
ibni instead of ibnl, "he built" (root bny); present-future ibanni instead 
of ibanni, "he will build"; ban instead of bāni < bānī, "building" (par
ticiple). The analogy suggests that Arabic and Hebrew apocopate 
reflects an earlier stage of West Semitic, documented already by the 
Amarna correspondence (e.g. ia-aq-bi, "may he speak") and traces of 
which were later systematized by the early Arab grammarians and by the 
Masoretes (cf. §43.12). 

39.15. This interpretation is confirmed in Hebrew by the fact that 
apocopated forms are used as jussive and in wayyiqtol (§38.11), i.e. 
when the original function of yiqtul is preserved. The variations in the 
spelling, e.g., of the verb swy, "to order", — ysw and yswh, 'sw and 
'swh, sw and swh, — gave rise to different Masoretic vocalizations, 
— ydsaw and yasawwe, 'âsaw and 'âsawwe, saw and sawwē, — 
although the differences are purely graphic or dialectal. They reflect a 
spelling and a pronunciation either expressing the final short -e < -i (< i) 
and indicating it by the vowel letter -h, or dropping it altogether. 

39.16. The situation is similar in Classical Arabic where the jussive is 
operative only in determinate kinds of syntagms. It preserves the old 
volitive function of the yaqtúl after //- (inclusive wal-, fal-, wa-li, fa-li) 
and after the negative lā; e.g. li-ya'ti, "he should come!"; li-yaf'al, "he 
should do!"; lā ya'ti, "he should not come!"; lā yaf'al, "he should not 
do!". Besides, it preserves the old function of the jussive in asyndetic 
final / consecutive clauses following an imperative; e.g. kalliml rasula 
llāhi yukallim, "speak to God's envoy (in order that) he would speak"; 
'irham turham, "have pity (in order that) you will be pitied". As for the 
apocopate expressing negative statements after lam, "not", and lammā, 
"not yet", and real conditions after the particle 'in, " i f " , its function 
exactly parallels the one of East Semitic preterite, and it is to be consid
ered likewise as reflecting an earlier stage of the language. E.g. lam 
ya'ti, "he didn't come", and lammā ya'ti, "he didn't yet come" (cf. 
§58.4), parallel East Semitic lā ibni, "he didn't build"; 'in lam yabrah 
lam 'arda, " i f he does not depart, I shall not be satisfied", parallels 
Assyrian šumma atta Id taqbi tamuat, " i f you do not tell, you will 
die". 
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39.17. In some ancient Arabic dialects, the apocopate was used also 
after 'an, "that", and lan (< lā-'an) instead of the classical subjunctive, 
and after law, " i f , when", instead of the indicative in -u. We can assume 
that those dialects didn't have the subjunctive and the indicative in -u. 
Thus in subordinate clauses they employed the jussive. On the other 
hand, in some categories of negative clauses, the old lam-yaqtul and 
lammā-yaqtul continued to be used to express the preterite, just like the 
wayyiqtol in Hebrew. In Hidjazi dialects, instead, the indicative in -u 
was operational in cases where others used the apocopate. The gram
matical analysis made by Arab philologists on a synchronic level should 
in fact be reinterpreted in both a diachronic and synchronic perspective. 

39.18. In modern Arabic colloquials, the apocopated jussive is widely 
used without the particle /*'-; e.g. Allah yardi 'alayk, "Allah befriend you!"; 
yuhzi I- 'ayn 'annak, "may he put the (evil) eye to shame before you"; Allah 
yakūn ma'ak wa-yahmīk, "be Allah with you and may he protect you!". 

39.19. The following branching diagram of tenses and aspects summa
rizes the presentation of the common Semitic development of basic ver
bal forms in the "classical" languages: 

ya/i + CCvC + an(na) 
(energetic) 

ya/i + CCvC 
(jussive) (subjunctive-cohortative) 

ya/i + CCvC + a 

CCvC ya/i + CCvC + u 
(imperative) (indicative imperfect) 

yá/i + CCvC 
(preterite) 

ya/i + CtaCaC 
(perfective) 

(adjective) 
CaCC ya/i +CtaCiC 

(perfective) 

ya/i + CaCCiC 
(imperfective) 

(imperfective) 

CaCuC ya/i + CtaCuC 
(perfective) 

ya/i + CaCCuC 
(imperfective) 
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D. Actor Affixes 

40.1. The actor affixes or personals specify person, gender, and num
ber. They appear as suffixes with the stative and the imperative, both as 
prefixes and suffixes with the derived forms where person is designated 
by prefix morphs, gender and number by suffix morphs. In consequence, 
two types of paradigmatic sets determine the two types of conjugations: 
the suffix-conjugations and the prefix-suffix-conjugations, usually called 
prefix-conjugations. While the actor affixes of the suffix-conjugations 
go back basically to a form of pronominal suffixes of the noun, the pre
fixed personals are survivals of pronouns once separate, but later agglu
tinated to the verbal base. Remembering always the gaps in our knowl
edge and the dangers inherent in any argumentation from analogy, we 
can use the evidence supplied not only by important languages of the 
Niger-Congo family, but also by Hausa which expresses the personals 
by separate pronouns that precede the verb (§36.1). Whereas prefixed 
Semitic personals are not fused with morphemes indicating aspect and 
tense, like in Hausa, they preserve clear traces of case inflection 
(§40.16). 

Fig. 28. The square of fountains at Ghadames, in 1845/6. 

a) Suffix-Conjugation 

40.2. In the paradigmatic set of the suffix-conjugation of the stative, 
the hyphen (—) indicates that there is no marking, as in the standard 
form of the third person masculine singular. The Ge'ez paradigm can 
serve also for Tigrinya. The following paragraphs (§40.3-12) will offer 
some observations on this table. 
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*Proto-Semitic East Semitic Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic 

Sing. 
3 m. — — — — — 

f. -at -at -t -ā -at 
2 m. -ka 1 -ta -āt(a/i) -t -tā -t 

f. -ki 1 -ti -āti -t -t -tī 
1 -ku -āk(u) -t -tī -et 

Dual 
3 m. -ā -ā — 

f. -atā -tā -t 
2 -kā (?) / -tanā (?) -tm 
1 -kāya / -nāya -ny 

Plur. 
3 m. -ū -ū — -ū -ū 

f. -ā -ā — -ū -ū 
2 m. -kan(u) 1 tanu -ātun(u) -tm -tem -tūn 

f. -kin(a) l-tina -ātin(a) -tn -ten -tēn 
1 -na -ān(u/i) ? -nū -nā 

40.3. The stative, which became also a perfect (§38.10), has a third 
person masculine singular in -a in Classical Arabic and in Ethiopic, also 
in some personal names occurring in Palaeosyrian (e.g. Qd-ma-Da-mu, 
"Damu is standing"), Old Akkadian (e.g. ìl-ba-na, "the god is beauti
ful"), and Amorite (e.g. Ta-ba-El, "El is good"). Since the stative essen
tially represents the conjugation of a noun (§38.3), either substantive or 
adjective, this -a is the mark of the predicate state of the noun (§33.5), 
which became a mark of the perfect through the participial predicate as 
in Qāma-Da'mu. This may be the correct explanation of the few forms 
with final -a in the Amarna correspondence, as damqa, "is good", while 
the bulk of the material shows no -a; e.g. ša-pár, "he sent"; du-ak, 
"he killed". This suffix is generally believed to belong to the normal 
inflection of the Ugaritic stative/perfect because of forms like nš'a 
which are vocalized by some authors *naša'a, "he lifted up". However, 
the syllabic spelling of Ugaritic proper names shows no -a ending in the 
stative/perfect (e.g. Ba'al-ma-lak, "Baal is king") and, in any case, the 
general trend in Semitic elides the final ' and lengthens the vowel 
(*našā; cf. §27.24), which is indicated by 'a (§19.8; 45.8). The assump
tion that the vowel a/ā linking the pronominal suffix to the stative/per-
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CI. Arabic Coll. Arabic Sabaic Mehri Ge'ez Amharic 

-a -a -ā 

-at -at 1 et -t -dt -at -add 

-ta -t 1 -it -k -k -ka -h, -k 

-ti -ti ? -Š -ki -Š 

-tu -t 1 -it ? -k -ku -hu,-ku 

-ā -y -o 
-atā -ty -to 

-tumā ? -ki 

? -ki 

-ū -u -w -aw- -u 1 
-na -in 1 -u -nl -y — - á } -u 

-turn -tu ? -kdm -kdmmu 1 
-accdhu 

-tunna -tin 1 -tu ? -kdn -kdn J 
-accdhu 

-nā -na ? -dn •na -(d)n 

feet in Hebrew (e.g. qdtālanī, "he killed me") is a residue of the ancient 
-a ending is also questionable, since the same vowel appears in Assyro-
Babylonian with the preterite (e.g. isbatanni, "he seized me"). Judging 
from the Greek transcription of Pre-Islamic North Arabian names the 
third person masculine singular of the Old Arabic perfect did not end in 
-a, and the Classical form is therefore based on dialects having connec
tions with South Semitic, where the -a predicative had become a firm 
element of the stative/perfect, at least in Ethiopic. Only auxiliary verbs 
and proper names may lack this -a or its equivalent -o (Soddo, Gogot); 
e.g. Harari hal, "there is"; Amharic nābbār, "he was"; Sàwa rāggād, 
"Shoa trembled". 

Aramaic names in cuneiform script, like Si-'-pa-rak-ka /Si'-barak/, "the 
Moon-god has blessed", or dlM-ba-rak-ka /Hadad-barak/, "Hadad has blessed", 
do not exhibit a termination -a, as this can be seen in parallel names; e.g. Se-er-
ba-rak-ki /Sehr-barak/, "The Moon-god has blessed"; Bé-il-ba-rak-ki /Be'dl-
barak/, "Baal has blessed". The final signs -ka or -ki are phonetic complements 
indicating that the penultimate sign is to be read rak, not sal, another value 
attested in the same period. 
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40.4. The feminine ending in -t corresponds to the feminine morpheme 
of the noun (§30.1-2). In Hebrew and in Phoenician, the original ending 
-t is preserved before pronominal suffixes, while the Amharic -àcé 
results from the palatalization of -ati, a form with a final -/ which 
appears in some Gurage dialects {-átîi in main clauses of Soddo and 
Gogot) and, as an euphonic vowel, in Harari. What is not generally 
known is that a similar formation is encountered in dialectal Neo-Baby-
lonian (e.g. lu-ú ha-ma-ti, "she can be confident"), possibly influenced 
by the second person feminine singular. While the palatalization -ati > -
ac(c)- occurs also in some Gurage dialects (e.g. Chaha), Gafat is the 
only language having an ending -àttà in -ā, perhaps under the influence 
of the masculine -a termination (§40.3). In any case, the Egyptian 
"pseudo-participle" sdm-ti, "she heard", also indicates the presence of a 
final vowel (cf. §33.5). 

40.5. The second person masculine and feminine is characterized by 
the same morphemes as the personal pronoun of the second person, 
either independent (§36.5: -ta, -ti) or suffixed (§36.6,19: -ka, -ki). It is 
not possible to exclude the Proto-Semitic origin of the second one, so 
much the less because it is used with the stative in Palaeosyrian (e.g. a-
za-me-kà or a-zi-mi-kà /lazimika/, "you are spell-bound), because the 
Tuareg independent pronouns of the second person are formed on the 
basis k-, and because the Old Egyptian suffix-pronouns of the second 
person singular are -k = -ka for the masculine and -t < -*ki for the fem
inine. They are suffixed as nominatives to the simple tenses of the verb 
(e.g. masc. śdm-k, fem. śdm-t, "you heard"), exactly in the same way as 
the Semitic personals of the stative/perfect. Besides, the endings -āka 
(masc.) and -āki (fem.) appear in dialectal Neo-Assyrian (e.g. a-ta-a qa-
la-a-ka, "why are you silent?"; ka-aš-da-ki, "you reach"), in Epi
graphic South Arabian (e.g. Sabaic 'wdk, "you brought back"; sltrk, 
"you wrote"), and in Yemenite dialects of Arabic, both ancient (e.g. 
'asayka, "you were disloyal") and modern (e.g. kunk, "you were"). The 
survival of these variant forms, which later philologists explained saying 
simply that "some Arabs occasionally substitute k for r" (Lisān 
XX,330), is the strongest evidence for their use outside the proper realm 
of South Semitic. The Gafat (-áhâ), Masqan, Zway (-ha), and Amharic 
masculine suffix in -h results from a spirantized -ka, while the Modern 
South Arabian and Ethiopic feminine suffix -š (Argobba -â) originates 
from a palatalized -ki. The Old Egyptian palatalized -ki, transcribed -t by 
Egyptologists, was written also -t in later periods, just as the plural suf-
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fix -tn < -*kin was later indicated also by -tn. This might imply a pho
netic change -ki > -c> -t through the depalatalization of à by the loss of 
final -i (cf. Old Babylonian -āt) which usually finishes by being 
absorbed in the palatal. I f one assumes a similar evolution in Semitic, 
the second person forms in t could have originated from Proto-Semitic 
or Afro-Asiatic forms in k (§12.4). 

40.6. The first person singular suffix -ku, used both in East Semitic 
and in South Semitic, can surely be considered as Proto-Semitic. It is 
identical with the morpheme -ku of the independent personal pronoun 
(§36.6) and it is attested also in Yemenite dialects of Arabic, both 
ancient (e.g. waladku, " I bore"; bahalku, " I spoke") and modern (e.g. 
kunk, " I was"; katubk, " I wrote"). The Amharic suffix -hu — attested 
also in Gafat and in some Gurage dialects (-hw, -uh) — has a wide
spread allophone -ku and it results from the spirantization of -ku, like 
the -h of the second person (§40.5). The intermediate spirantized form 
-ku(m) occurs in Chaha, Muher, and Harari. Finally, the Libyco-Berber 
suffix -ġ of the first person singular represents a pharyngalized velar 
followed by a vowel, thus *-ku. The suffix -t of North Semitic and 
West Semitic languages is almost certainly to be explained by analogy 
with the second person singular, and the additional ending -ī of Old 
Canaanite (e.g. ba-ni-ti, " I built": EA 292,29), Phoenician and Punic 
(e.g. k'tbty, " I wrote"), Hebrew (e.g. 'amartī, " I spoke"), and Moabite 
(e.g. mlkty, " I became king") derives from the possessive suffix - f 
(§36.18). 

40.7. The masculine ending -ā and the feminine ending -tā are attested 
for the third person dual in East Semitic (used until the mid-second mil
lennium B.C.), in Classical Arabic, and in Modern South Arabian with 
-6 < *-ā and -to < *-tā; these endings can therefore be considered as 
Proto-Semitic. They correspond to the dual morpheme -ā of nouns in the 
subject case, which seems logical (e.g. marsā, "sick-we-two"), while 
the endings -y (masc.) and -ty (fern.) of Sabaic are due probably to anal
ogy with the oblique case (cf. §32.7). The Qatabanic masculine dual has 
the ending -w and there is an alternative feminine dual ending -tw in 
Sabaic. Although one must allow for the possibility of a pronunciation 
-aw and -taw, there is certainly a relation to the Modern South Arabian 
forms -o and -to. 
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40.8. The second person dual raises the same questions as the personal 
pronouns (§36.7,22). While the dual ending -ā is added in Classical Ara
bic and probably in Ugaritic to the plural pronominal stem -turn-, the 
Modern South Arabian languages add the oblique ending -ay to the sin
gular pronominal stem -k- (-*kay > -ki or -Si after palatalization, in 
Śherí). I f one considers the -ā ending of the subject case as Proto-
Semitic and the form -turn- as deriving from -tan- (§36.5), one may pro
pose the alternative Proto-Semitic endings -*tanā and -*kā, which so far 
do not appear as such in any known language. 

40.9. The first person dual is attested only in Ugaritic (-ny) and in 
Modern South Arabian (-ki, -ši < -*ki), but it must have existed also in 
Palaeosyrian (§36.22). In Ugaritic, the dual morpheme -ā- is apparently 
added to the pronominal stem of the plural (-n-) and followed by the 
possessive suffix of the first person, resulting in -*nāya. The dual end
ing -ay of the oblique case would have been monophthongized in 
Ugaritic to -ē or -I without being marked in writing. In South Arabian, 
as expected, the pronominal stem of the singular (-k-) is followed by the 
same elements -ā-ya, reduced to i > i. The resulting form -ki is then 
identical with the suffix of the second person dual. It stands to reason 
therefore that the Proto-Semitic suffix was either -nāya or -kāya. The 
element -ya is the only one introducing a clear distinction either from the 
plural suffix of the first person (-na I -na) or from the proposed dual suf
fix of the second person (-ka). 

40.10. For the third person plural of Proto-Semitic we may posit the end
ings -ū (masc.) and -ā (fem.) which appear as such in Palaeosyrian (e.g. 
pá-na-ù /pānayū/, "are clothed in" , lit. "have a face of"; ni-bu-ha 
/nibbūġā/, "are outstanding"), in East Semitic, and in Ge'ez. The same 
purely vocalic endings can perhaps be assumed for Ugaritic, but Hebrew, 
Aramaic, some Arabic colloquials, and Amharic use the ending -ūl-u for 
both genders. In Epigraphic South Arabian, in Classical Arabic, in several 
modern Arabic colloquials, and in Late Aramaic dialects, the feminine 
plural ending -n (§31.12) is added to the feminine suffix with various 
vocalizations (-ūn, -ēn, -ayn, -ana, -an). The Yemenite dialectal ending 
-ayn may be related to the Sabaic alternative feminine plural in 
-y which parallels the masculine -w. The latter should be compared with 
the colloquial Arabic -aw ending of the Persian Gulf region (e.g. ktibaw, 
"they wrote"), and with the metathetical Mehri pattern kdtawb, "they 
wrote". Both Sabaic endings, masculine -w and feminine -y, are attested in 
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Tigre: masc. fagr-aw, fern, fagr-aya, "they went out". A masculine plural 
in -m is attested in the Western Ġiblah dialect of the Arabian Peninsula 
(e.g. katabum, "they wrote") and in South Arabian Harsūsi (e.g. kdtdbdm). 
Instead, a feminine plural in -m is used in the West Gurage dialects which 
make a distinction of gender in the third person plural, e.g. Chaha masc. 
nâqâr-o-m, fern, nàqār-āma-m, "they pulled out". The final -m is added 
to all the persons singular and plural in the positive main perfect of several 
Gurage dialects: it is an enclitic reinforcing the meaning of the word to 
which it is attached, and it has no connection with the actor suffix as such. 
Both the masculine and the feminine plural have a suffix in -m in Gafat 
and in Soddo (North Gurage). A common plural termination -iwm < -*um 
occurs in Gafat, probably by analogy with the second person ending 
-huwm < -*kumu. As for Soddo, it distinguishes, e.g., masc. sàffár-dm, 
fern, sàffàr-ma, "they measured", in a subordinate clause, and masc. sáf-
fàr-mu-n, fern, sàffàr-ma-n, in a main clause. There is a relation between 
this element -m and the plural morphemes -mu and -na of the personal 
pronoun (§36.11), used for the third and second persons. 

40.11. The second person plural of Proto-Semitic should be character
ized by the same morphemes as the corresponding personal pronoun, 
either independent (§36.5: -a-tanu, -a-tina) or suffixed (§36.24: -a-kun, 
-a-kiri). The passage from -a-tanu to -a-tunu and -turn has to be 
explained in the same way as in the case of the independent personal 
pronoun (§36.5). As for the problem concerning the consonants t and k, 
it is the same as in the case of the singular (§40.5). In fact, the suffixes 
in -k- appear not only in Modern South Arabian and in Ethiopic, but also 
in dialectal Neo-Assyrian with -ākunu (e.g. at-tu-nu qa-la-ku-nu, "you 
keep silent"), and in dialectal Yemenite Arabic with -kum for the mas
culine (e.g. katabkum, "you wrote"; cf. also kunkū, "you were") and 
-kan for the feminine (e.g. katabkan). Similar forms in -k- kan be 
assumed for Epigraphic South Arabian. The Proto-Semitic origin of 
-kan(u), -kin(a) has to be taken seriously into account, since the same 
suffix-pronoun -tn < -*kn is attested in Old Egyptian for the second per
son plural, while the Tuareg independent pronouns of the second person 
plural are, e.g. masc. kaw-ni and fern, kâmâ-ti. The Amharic ending 
-accdhu and its variants, used for both genders, indicate that the suffix 
originates from *-ātikum, which adds the morpheme -kum > -kdm > ku 
to the nominal plural ending -āti (§31.17). This particular form is due to 
the fact that in some respects Amharic represents an innovated language 
type in the South Ethiopic group. Instead, East Gurage and Argobba pre-
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serve -kum, which is spirantized into -kum, -ku, -hum, -huwm, or -hu in 
other South Ethiopian languages. Besides, the distinction of gender in 
the second person plural is preserved not only in North Ethiopic, as in 
Tigre (e.g. masc. fagar-kum, fem. fagar-kdn, "you went out"), but also 
in some South Ethiopian languages, viz. in Soddo, a North Gurage 
dialect (e.g. masc. sàffár-kdmun, fem. sàffár-kdman, "you measured"), 
and in West Gurage (e.g. Chaha masc. náqâr-ku-m, fem. nàqàr-kdma-m, 
"you pulled out"). 

40.12. For the first person plural we may posit the Proto-Semitic actor 
affix -na which appears as such in Aramaic, Arabic, Ge'ez, and most 
South Ethiopian languages (e.g. Soddo sàffár-nā, "we measured", in the 
subordinate clause). The final vowel is shedded in Modern South Ara
bian, in Argobba, and in Amharic, except in the northern Amharic 
dialects that preserve -ná. It appears as -o in Gogot and in Soddo, very 
likely as the result of a change à > d > o, and it is replaced by -u in 
Babylonian and in Hebrew, probably by analogy with the element -nu of 
the personal pronoun, while the Assyrian allomorph is -āni (§36.8, 23). 
In Late Aramaic dialects, a subsidiary -n is added to -na (> nan), obvi
ously by analogy with the ending -nan of the independent personal pro
noun (§36.2). 

b) Imperative 

40.13. The conjugation of the imperative is likewise limited to the use 
of actor suffixes. In the paradigmatic set of the personals of the impera
tive, the hyphen (—) indicates that there is no marking. The following 
paragraphs wi l l (§40.14-15) offer some observations on this table. 

Actor Affixes of the Imperative 

Pr.-Sem. East Sem. Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic 

Sing. 
2 m. 

f. 
Dual 

-i 

-a 

-i -i 

Plur. 
2 m. 

f. •a 
•u -u 

-na 
-u 

-a 
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40.14. The bare stem of the imperative is used for the second person 
masculine singular, and the feminine is formed with the suffix -i which 
characterizes the second person feminine singular of the stative/perfect 
(§40.5) and of the personal pronoun (§36.2,19). This -i may cause the 
palatalization of the preceding consonant, e.g. in the Chaha (Gurage) 
fern, ridkdš < ndkdsi, "bite!". The regular Sabaic ending -n of the mas
culine singular (e.g. 'wd-n, "bring back!"; s3hl-n, "take care!"; sltr-n, 
"write!") goes back to the precative particle -na which is used with the 
imperative in Amorite (e.g. šu-ub-na-, "turn back, please!"), in Hebrew 
(e.g. 'âlē-nā, "climb, please!"), and in Aramaic (e.g. 'zl n', "go, 
please!"), and might be related to the Amharic interjection na, 
"come!". Instead, there is probably no connection with the -a which can 
be added in Old Canaanite (ku-na, "be ready!"; EA 147,36), in Hebrew 
(e.g. qūmā, "get up!": Ps. 82,8), and in Amharic to the imperative for 
emphasis (e.g. sdbar-a, "break!"). This -a suffix may be related to the 
-a ending of the subjunctive (§39.5-6) and to the Assyro-Babylonian 
ventive/allative, which is used also with the imperative. 

40.15. The dual ending -ā is employed as plural ending in East Semitic 
for both genders, and for the feminine in Aramaic and in Ge'ez. No par
ticular ending can be proposed for the feminine plural in Proto-Semitic, 
since the -na suffix of Hebrew and Classical Arabic is most likely 
related to the precative particle -na, added to the imperative already in 
Amorite (§40.14). In some Late Aramaic dialects, in Neo-Aramaic, and 
in related Arabic colloquials, -n is added to a plural ending -ū (> -ūn / 
-In) by analogy with the inflexion of the prefix conjugation. In other 
Arabic colloquials, the masculine ending -ū is used also for the feminine 
and this usage is implied likewise by the Aramaic suffix -ūn < -ū + n. 

CI. Arabic Coll. Arabic Sabaic Mehri Ge'ez Amharic 

Actor Affixes of the Imperative 

-i 
-n 
9 -i -i 

-a -o 

-na 
-u u 

u I -in 
-w 
? 

9 
9 •a 

•u 
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Also Amharic employs -u for both genders, but some South Ethiopian 
languages of the Gurage group distinguish the two genders, e.g. Chaha 
masc. nakso, fern, naksama, "bite!"; Soddo masc. galbdm, fern, gal-
bdma, "gallop!", with final vowel -a < -ā characterizing the feminine 
plural like in Ge'ez. 

c) Prefix-Conjugation 

40.16. The personals of the prefix-conjugations were represented origi
nally by two paradigmatic sets characterized by the prefix vowels either a/i 
or u. These vowels are no "root-augments" but case endings of personals 
once separate, but later agglutinated to the base of the verbal stems (§40.1). 
This question brings us to the problem of the origin of personals and to the 
ergative foundations of Afro-Asiatic, where u characterizes the ergative 
case, while a/i marks the non-active case: a in the singular, i in the plural 
(§32.1-6). In Common Semitic, i f we disregard the derived i-stems for the 
moment, the use of the w-set of personals characterizes the causative or fac
titive D-stem and S-stem (§41.3,7 ff.), which by definition have a transitive 
meaning, hence a subject in the ergative case. The a/i-set is employed for 
the other stems, inclusive the basic stem which must be considered as orig
inally intransitive, hence having a subject in the non-active case. This 
comes out very clearly in such examples as the following Assyro-Babylon
ian verb qerēbu, "to come near", qurrubu, "to bring near": 

2 m. sing, ta-qrib, "you came near" tu-qarrib, "you brought near" 
1 plur. ni-qrib, "we came near" nu-qarrib, "we brought near" 

Barth's law stating that the prefix of the first set was vocalized with i 
when the thematic vowel was a (yiqtal), and with a when the thematic 
vowel was either i (yaqtil) or u iyaqtul), does apply only to a later stage 
of some Semitic languages. Instead, the vowel of the prefix is indepen
dent from the thematic vowel in East Semitic, in Palaeosyrian, in Amor
ite, in Hebrew, in Aramaic, in Modern South Arabian, in Ethiopic, and 
generally in Arabic, although the pair fa 'ila / yifalu is productive in Sib-
awayh's time (§40.24). The distinction of two sets of prefixes is lost in 
Neo-Arabic which mostly uses the i-vowel with all the stems, but u 
occurs when the basis of Stem I contains this vowel, e.g. yuktub besides 
yiktub, "he writes". There are also cases of vowel harmony. The Geez 
paradigm can serve also for Tigrinya. 
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Fig. 29. Fol. 237 r of the Samaritan Pentateuch from the collection of Pietro della 
Valle (1586-1652) in the Vatican Library. Text of Deut. 1,1-11. 

Set I 

40.17. The first set of the prefix and suffix elements is shown in the 
following table. It will be commented in §40.18-31. 
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*Pr.-Sem. O.Akk. O.Bab. Ugaritic HeWew Aramaic 

Sing. 

3 m. ya- (y)i- i- y- yi-lya- yi-
f. ta- ta- i- t- ti-fta- ti-

2 m. ta- ta- ta- t- ti-lta- ti-
f. ta-...-l ta-...-l ta-...-l t-...-n ti-/ta-...-ī ti-...-īn 

1 'a- ( > - 'a- 'a/'i- 'e-l'a- 'i-

Dual 
3 m. ya-...ā \ . . ? 

c - r (y)i-..--a i-...a 
f. ta-...a J *ta-...-a 

2 ta-...ā *ta-...-ā 

1 

Plur. 

3 m. yi-. ..-Ū (y)i-...'ū Ì-...-Ū ylt- ...(-«) yi-lya-. ..-ū yi-. ..-ūn 

f. yi-. ..-ā (y)i-...-ū i-...-ā .-« ti-lta-.. .-nā yi-. ..-ān 

2 m. ti-.. .-u *ti-/ta-...-ā ta-...-ā ti-lta-.. .-ū ti-.. .-ūn 
f. ti-.. .-ā *ti-lta-...-ā ta-...-ā t-.., ,-n ti-lta-.. .-nā ti-.. .-ān 

1 ni- ni- ni- n- ni-lna- ni-

40.18. Palaeosyrian and Amorite are not included in this table because 
a full paradigm cannot be established as yet on the basis of the available 
evidence and because this evidence points to important dialectal varia
tions. Ebla texts provide examples of affixes which are identical with 
those of Old Akkadian: third person singular masculine (e.g. lš-má-ll 
/YiŠma'-'Il/, " I I heard") and feminine (e.g. Tàš-má-dmu /Tašma'-
Sepešl, "The Sun-goddess heard"), first person singular (e.g. an-na áš-tá-
ma /'anna 'aštama'/, " I heard myself") and plural (e.g. ne-'à-la-a 
Inihallall, "we purify"), third person plural masculine (e.g. i-ta-ha-u 
fyitahhawū/, "they wil l come near"). However, prefixes of a Western 
type occur as well. Thus, there is a distinct dual feminine (e.g. dBa-li-ha-
a dsiG.AMA tá-sa-a /tassa'ā/, " D N D N 2 wi l l go out"). A prefix ti- of the 
third person feminine singular appears in some names (e.g. Ti-iš-te-Da-
mu, "Damu has drunk", fern, because of the sex of the name bearer) and 
texts (e.g. D UTU ti-a-ba-an /tilabban/ SIG 4GAR , "the Sun-goddess wil l dry 
bricks"). Besides, Mari tablets use the form tiqtulū for the third person 
masculine plural (e.g. timhasū ... tikkulū ... tištayū ... tiltaptū, "they have 
hammered ..., eaten ..., drunk ..., rubbed themselves . . . " ) , and this form 
occurs at Ebla as well (e.g. na-tì-lu ti-na-ta-ú Inātilū tinattalū/, "the wail-
ers strike up"), like in Ugaritic and in Old Canaanite texts from the later 
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CI. Arabic Coll. Arabic Sabaic Mehri Ge'ez Amharic 

ya- yi-lya-H- y- ya- ya- ya
rn- ti-lta-ltu-ltd- t- td- td- td-
ta- ti-lta-ltu-ltd- t- td- td- td-
ta-...-i ti-lta-ltu-ltd-...{-il-iri) ? ta-...-i ta-...-i td-. 
'a- a-lni-lnd- ? d- 'd- d-

ya-...-a 
ta-...-ā 
ta-...-ā 

•-y 
-y 

yd-
td-. 
td-. 

.-o 
.-o 
.-6 

ya-. ..-Ū yi-lya-lyu-ll.. .-u(mln) y-...-w yd-. ..-dm ya-- ..-u 
ya-. ..-na yi-lya-lyu-lh. ..-ul-aynl-ēnl-an y-...-n td-.. .-dn ya-- ..-ā 
ta-.. .-Ū ti-lta-ltu-lt-... -u(mln) t- td-.. .-dm td-.. -u 
ta-.. .-na ti-lta-ltu-lt-... -ul-aynl-ēnl-an ? td-.. .-dn td-.. .-ā 
na- ni-lna-lnu-ln- ...-U ? nd- nd-

yd-

td-, 

half of the second millennium B.C. (§40.21). Finally, there are Ebla texts 
with verbal forms having a-prefixes of the first person plural, as na-na-
sa-ab Inanassabl, "we are staying", and of the third person, indicated by 
a- /ya-/ or rather precative-optative /la-/ (§38.2; 39.13; 40.23,30), just 
like the _yi-prefix may be expressed by i- /yi-/; e.g. a-a-tá-qá- /laltaqqah/, 
"he should take"; a-na-pá-ap /lanappap/, "he should besprinkle"; a-pá-
kà-run /lapakkarū/, "they should join"; a-pá-kà-ra /lapakkarā/, "they 
should join" (dual). These variations and the probable precative-optative 
use of the imperfective — a construction which would be unusual in East 
Semitic — obviously reflect the intrusion of local forms into a text writ
ten originally in another language (§4.2). As a matter of fact, liqattal is 
encountered later in the precative-optative function at Alalakh (e.g. li-na-
sa-ru-su, "may they protect him"), in Amurru (e.g. li-na-sa-sár, "may he 
protect": EA 169,15), and in Canaan (li-ba-lu-ut-ni, "may he give me 
life": EA 198,20). As for Amorite, important dialectal variations are 
shown by third person forms like Ia-am-ru-us-Èl, Ia-am-ra-as-El, and 
Iu-um-ra-as-El, "El did care", or Ia-ás-ma-ah-d\M, Ia-ás-mi-ih-dm, and 
Iš-ma-dM, "Haddu did hear". Some of these examples seem to favour 
Barth's law (§40.16), like all the names in I-ba-al- /Yib'al/, -ti-ba-al 
/tib'al/, but most cases do decidedly not conform to this principle. 
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40.19. The Old Akkadian prefix yi- is never indicated as such, but 
spellings like i-ig-mu-ur, "he conquered", or i-ik-mi, "he captured", 
suggest that the prefix may have been yi- in the Sargonic period. The 
personals of Set I are used for the basic stem (§41.2), for the stem with 
prefix n-, and for the -t- and -tan- infixed stems which secondarily 
derive from the two above-mentioned stems. A l l the other stems take 
actor-affixes of Set I I . 

40.20. The distinction of the third person singular masculine i- and 
feminine ta- may occur in Assyrian and in archaizing or poetical Baby
lonian, as well as in Late Babylonian which happens to reflect the 
spoken Aramaic language. Besides, it occurs occasionally in the 13th-
12th centuries B.C. in texts from Emar where it reveals an influence of 
the local North Semitic idiom. Dual forms are rarely encountered in Old 
Assyrian and in Old Babylonian, but they are attested at Emar (§40.21), 
obviously under North Semitic influence. The distribution of the two 
sets of Assyro-Babylonian dual personals is the same as in Old Akka
dian, but the dual is normally replaced by the plural. 

40.21. Barth's law seems to be generally operative in Ugaritic, as it 
appears from the sequence 'i - 'a of prefixed and thematic vowels in 
forms of the first person singular (e.g. 'il'ak, " I shall dispatch"; 'iš'al, 
" I shall ask"), and from personal names in syllabic script (e.g. Ig-ma-ra-
d iM /Yigmar-Haddu/, "Haddu has completed"; Iš-la-ma-na /Yišlam-
ānu/, "He kept peace..."). However, one must reckon with exceptions, 
as shown e.g. by Ia-an-ha-mu /Yanhamu/, "He comforted...". The third 
masculine plural form is either yqtl(n) or tqtl(n). The form tiqtulū{na) 
occurs along with the usual yiqtulū{nà) also in Palaeosyrian documents 
(§40.18) and in Old Canaanite as reflected in the Amarna correspon
dence, especially the one from Byblos, and in texts from Kāmid el-Loz; 
e.g. tilqūna ... u tidūkūna, "they wil l take ... and they wi l l k i l l " (EA 
104,32-34); ilānu tiddinū bāštaka, "may the gods give you influence" 
(Kāmid el-Loz 6,18-19). The Ugaritic feminine dual is reconstructed in 
the paradigm (§40.17) according to two nearly contemporaneous North 
Semitic forms from Emar: lu-ú ta-as-bu-ta5, "may they both take pos
session", and lu-ú ta-ad-di-na, "may they both give". 

40.22. The variation of vowel pattern Ha in Hebrew prefixes is inde
pendent from the thematic vowel. The vowel of the prefix is generally i 
(yi-/ti-), except in the first person singular where the laryngal occasions 
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the change i > a; the usual 'e- is an allophone of 'a-, as shown by the 
Jewish Babylonian vocalization and by the Jewish Yemenite traditional 
pronunciation. The vowel of the prefix is likewise a or its allophone e 
before a guttural (§27.10), and it is generally a > ā before monosyllabic 
verbal roots of the type CvC (e.g. yāqūm, "he will get up"). 

40.23. The vowel of the prefixes is generally i in Aramaic, but it can 
change into a before a guttural (e.g. yahhpūn, "they will pass over") 
and be reduced to a short d in open unstressed syllables before a mono
syllabic radical CvC (e.g. ydqūm, "he will get up"). However, the vowel 
e attested in Galilean Aramaic and in Syriac (e.g. tektob, "she will 
write") goes very likely back to an original a and implies a variant set of 
a- prefixes ya-, ta-, 'a-, na-, like in Classical Arabic. There are third per
son forms with preformatives /- or n- which originated from the preca
tive or optative (§39.13). In Syriac, ne- became the standard prefix of the 
third person masculine singular, as well as masculine and feminine 
plural, but the imperfect prefix y- is still preserved in early Syriac 
inscriptions (e.g. yhz', "he sees"), while the Middle Aramaic of Hatra 
and Ashur prefixes /- to the third person in the imperfect (e.g. Insb, "he 
takes away"). 

40.24. The a-prefixes are used in Classical Arabic for the active con
jugation of the basic stem (I) and of Stems V-XV, regardless of the the
matic vowel, and only «-prefixes are found in the canonical readings of 
the Qur'ān. However, among the non-canonical or sāúfd-readings some 
/-prefixes occur in verbal forms with the thematic vowel a, e.g. lā 
tiqrabā hādī š-šiġra, "do not go near this tree" (Qur'ān 2,33/35). 
According to Sibawayh and other early philologists, Hedjaz was the 
only region where the prefixes of the ^-imperfect had not the vowel i, 
i.e. yif'alu (yiqtal) in conformity with Barth's law. There is reason to 
believe therefore that the /-prefixes were old-inherited in Arabic and that 
the choice of the <at-prefix for the a-imperfects in Classical Arabic results 
from a systematization of the language. 

40.25. In modern Arabic colloquials, the ^-prefixes are restricted to the 
Dosiri dialect as spoken in Kuwait and to other colloquials of the Persian 
Gulf region. However, the latter follow a contrasting vocalization, e.g. 
yaktib, "he will write", but yišrab, "he will drink". In general, the /-pre
fix is used when the thematic vowel is / or a, and the u- or /-prefix 
appears when the thematic vowel is u, e.g. yuktub or yiktub, "he will 
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write". The prefix vowel can also be reduced to d. The vowel a is char
acteristic of the prefix of the first person singular (e.g. aktub, aktib, " I 
shall write"), except in Maghrebine Arabic where this prefix is ni- (e.g. 
niktib, ndktdb, " I shall write"), like for the first person plural which ends 
in -u (e.g. nikitbu, nkdtbu, "we shall write"). This m-prefix of the singu
lar is already attested in early Andalusian Arabic as transmitted by Pedro 
de Alcalá; e.g. nigéh [nisêh], " I shall cry", next to gayaht [sayaht], " I 
have cried". It is attested also in Western Neo-Aramaic with new for
mations based on old participles; e.g. nsofar, " I travel"; nidmek, " I had 
slept". The distinction between the second person singular masculine 
and feminine has disappeared in several Arabic colloquials. 

A characteristic feature of Mesopotamian vernaculars, shared by Bedouin 
dialects in North and Central Arabia, and by dialects spoken along the Persian 
Gulf and in Dofar, is the ending -in, -ūn of the second person feminine singular 
and of the second and third persons plural. This form is common in Ugaritic and 
in West Semitic (cf. §40.17), but its persistence in Mesopotamia, despite the 
contrary use of Classical Arabic, is probably due to the Aramaic substratum, as 
suggested by the following examples taken from Syriac, from the Mardin dialect 
in Anatolia, from the Moslem dialect of Baghdad, and from the dialects of the 
Persian Gulf (ktb, "to write"): 

Syriac Mardin Baghdad Persian Gulf 
2 pers. fern. sing. tektdbln taktabln tkitbln taktdbln 
2 pers. m. plur. tektdbūn taktabūn tkitbūn taktdbūn 

40.26. The paradigm of the Sabaic simple imperfect (without the -n or 
-nn ending) is incomplete and the feminine plural is only dubiously 
attested. In Minaic there seems not to be any graphic differentiation 
between masculine singular and plural, while the Qatabanic masculine 
plural is yf'lwn. 

40.27. The affixes of the prefix-conjugation are the same in all the 
Modern South Arabian languages. However, the second person singular 
feminine is characterized in Śheri and in Soqotri by an internal vowel 
change which appears instead of the -i suffix. Depending on the type of 
verb, this morphological feature may occur also in Mehri, but many 
verbs display the internal vowel change and the -i suffix. 

40.28. The Ge'ez yd-, td-, 'd- prefixes go most likely back to i- pre
fixes, since the vowel d in Ge'ez originates either from / or from u. 
However, a- prefixes are found in the affirmative jussive in Gurage, 
Harari, and Gafat. Thus in Gurage: yásbàr, "let him break"; yâskár, 
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"let him be drunk"; in Harari: yàsbār, "let him break"; in Gafat: 
yàltàm, "let him arrive". In Selti, an East Gurage dialect, and in Harari, 
the vowel of the prefix is a after any consonant, and it is also ā in Soddo 
(North Gurage) in the first person singular after the n- prefix (e.g. 
nasâkkdt, "let me make"). Besides, the prefix of the first person singu
lar of the imperfect is also à in various Gurage dialects (e.g. Chaha 
àràkdb, " I find"). The vowel d instead of á after the prefixes t- and n- in 
the jussive (e.g. tdsbár, "let her break") of the languages using the yâ-
prefix is therefore to be explained by analogy with the vowel d of the 
imperfect. The ^-prefixes were thus used at least in some of the South 
Ethiopian languages and their preservation marks an archaic state which 
parallels the North Ethiopic i- prefixes underlying the Ge'ez set of d-
prefixes. 

40.29. Modern North Ethiopic makes a distinction in gender, like 
Ge'ez, in the second and third persons plural, as shown e.g. by Tigre 
imperfect plural forms masc. tdfagro, fern, tdfagra, "you go out", and 
masc. Idfagro, fern, hfagra, "they go out". In South Ethiopic, the dis
tinction is lost not only in Amharic, but also in Argobba, Harari, Gafat, 
and in East Gurage. The distinction is kept instead in West and North 
Gurage, as indicated e.g. by Chaha imperfect plural forms masc. 
tdràkbo, fern, tdrākbāma, "you find", and masc. ydrākbo, fern, ydràk-
bàma, "they find". 

40.30. The jussive prefix of the first person singular is /- in Amharic 
(e.g. hsbàr, "let me break"), in Gafat (e.g. Idltam, "let me arrive"), in 
East Gurage (e.g. Selti làsbár, "let me break"), while it is n- in Harari 
(e.g. nàsbàr, "let me break") and in other Gurage dialects (e.g. nàsbdr, 
"let me break"). These prefixes are precative or optative preformatives 
(§39.13) and their use was extended to the imperfect, like in Aramaic 
(§40.23), especially in North Ethiopic Tigre (e.g. Idfagro, "they go out") 
and perhaps in some Gurage dialects, like Chaha, where the n- prefix 
appears in the first person when the verb is introduced by a conjunction 
(e.g. tdnrakydm, "while I find"). In Modern South Arabian, /- is prefixed 
to subjunctive forms of the verb which begin with a vowel, after elision 
of the glottal stop or of the initial y-; e.g. Mehri terkēz, "may I stand 
up"; Soqotri liqbdr, "may they bury". 

40.31. The expected vowels of the prefixed Proto-Semitic personals in 
Set I are a in the singular and i in the plural (§40.16), but the assimila-
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tory effect of y- on the following vowel occasioned the change of a into 
the homorganic i in most languages (§22.14), while a harmonizing ten
dency obliterated the difference between singular and plural. Therefore, 
the reconstruction of Proto-Semitic affixes is not based, as a rule, on 
their most ancient attestations. In particular, the y/-prefix occurs in 
Palaeosyrian, in Old Akkadian, in Aramaic, in a large area of Arabic, 
and in North Ethiopic, regardless of the thematic vowel of the verb. 
However, the original use of ya- in the singular is confirmed by the sec
ond and first persons where a is employed with the prefixes ta- and 'a-
even in Palaeosyrian, in Old Akkadian, and in Assyro-Babylonian, 
despite their use of the suffix yi-. The vowel i is, very rightly, the best 
attested for the prefix of the first person plural, while the plural ti- forms 
in North Semitic and in Old Canaanite (§40.18,21) confirm the antiquity 
of the /-vowel in the plural prefixe. The complete harmonization of the 
prefix vowels or the alternative contrasting vocalization, as formulated 
in Barth's law, are to be considered as results of later developments. 
Instead, distinctive suffixes have to be posited for the genders of the 
third and the second persons plural: -ū for the masculine and -ā for the 
feminine, endings which are broadly reflected in Old Babylonian and 
in Ge'ez. The feminine ending -ā is identical with that of the dual and 
it is used in Assyro-Babylonian for the second person plural of both 
genders. 

Set I I 

40.32. The second set of the prefix and suffix elements of the prefix-
conjugations is characterized by the vowel u in the prefix, but this 
assumed u is reduced to 9 in Hebrew, Aramaic, South Arabian, and 
Ethiopic, while i is predominant in the Amarna correspondence and in 
modern Arabic colloquials. Besides, the first person singular, which is 
the unique form in Ugaritic where the vowel u would be recognizable, 
has 'a- instead of the expected 'u-, exactly as in modern Arabic collo
quials. Since no distinctive pattern is recognizable for Set I I in Sabaic, 
Mehri, Ge'ez, and Amharic, these languages are omitted in the follow
ing table. Palaeosyrian and Amorite are not included because only some 
forms can be established on the basis of the available evidence. Addi
tional comments wi l l be found in §40.33-36. 
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*Pr.-Sem. O.Akk. O.Bab. Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic C I . Arabic Coll. Arab 

Sing-
00»'-3 ni. yu- (y)u- u- y- yd- yu- 00»'-

1'. tu- tu- u- t- Î3- td- tu- t(i)-

2 m. tu- tu- tu- t- td- td- tu- t(i)-

1'. 
1 

tu-.. 
'u-

ÎU-...-Ī 

(')u-

tu-. 
u-

,.-ī t-
'a-

td-.. 
'â-

A te-.. 

'â-

.-īn tu-...-l 
'u-

t(i)-.. 

'a-

Dual 
3 m. 

1". 

yu-. 
tu-.. 

(y)u-...-ā u-.. -ā 
yu-...-ā 
tu-...-ā 

2 

1 

tu-.. .-ā *tu-..-ā tu-...-ā 

Plur. 
3 m. yu-. ..-Ū (y)u-...-ū U-.. .-ū ylt-...(-n) yd-. ..-ū yd-. ..-ūn yu-...-ū (y)i-. . .-u 

f. yu-. ,.-ā *(y)u-...-ū u-.. .-ā t-...-n td-.. .-nā yd-.. ..-ān yu-...-na (y)i-. ..-en 

2 m. tu-.. .-Ū *tu-...-ā tu-. ..-ā t- td-.. .-ū td-.. .-ūn tu-...-ū t(i)-.. .-u 

f. tu-.. .-ā *tu-...-ā tu-. ..-ā t-...-n td-.. .-nā td-.. .-ān tu-...-na t(í)-.. .-en 

1 nu- nu- nu- n- nd- nd- nu- n(i)-

40.33. Despite the incomplete evidence, the use of the characteristic 
vowel u is nevertheless well attested both in Palaeosyrian (e.g. tu-a-ba-
áš /tulabbaš/, "she puts on"; nu-wa-sa-ra-si /nuwaššaraši/, "we let her 
go", u9-qá-ta-ra- lyuqattarāl, "they will burn incense") and in Amorite 
(e.g. Uš-taš-ni-Èl /Yuštatnī-'El/, "El acted for the second time"). The 
reconstructed Old Akkadian forms parallel those of Set I (§40.16). 

40.34. In Ugaritic, the prefix of the first person singular in Set I I is 
vocalized with a, e.g. 'aqrb, " I shall bring near"; 'ašhlk, " I shall cause 
to flow". Here Ugaritic agrees with Hebrew, Aramaic, and Colloquial 
Arabic against East Semitic and Classical Arabic. 

40.35. The vowel u is reduced in Hebrew and in Aramaic to d, but the 
'a of the first person singular does not reflect 'u, which should appear in 
this position as '6. In Syriac, the prefix of the third person is na, with 
n- like in Set I (§40.23). 

40.36. Set I I is used in Classical Arabic for the active forms of Stems 
I I , I I I , and IV, and for the passive forms of all the stems (§41.43-47). In 
Colloquial Arabic, there is an overwhelming use of the vowel i with the 
exception of the prefix 'a- of the first person singular. 
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E . Stems and Voices 

41.1. Besides moods, tenses, and aspects, the Semitic verb has a set of 
stems or themes in which formal changes correspond to certain semantic 
variations. In West Semitic and in Modern South Arabian, different 
vowel patterns can also determine an active and a passive voice of the 
stem or theme (§41.43-47). This additional vowel variation should be 
distinguished from the stem-vowel or thematic vowel of the verb, which 
belongs to the root. The triconsonantal verbs are divided into three 
classes characterized by the vowels a, i, or u. The biconsonantal verbs, 
which wi l l be examined in a separate section (§44), generally have or 
initially had either a long thematic vowel ā, I, or ū, or a short vowel and 
a geminated second radical consonant. There are traces of some other 
patterns as well. 

a) Basic Stem 

41.2. The simple or basic stem is either called Stem I or it is desig
nated by the symbols B(asic) or G(rundstamm, in German). It shows the 
three consonants of the root with the thematic vowel, and inflects for 

Suffix-Conjugation 
Mishnaic 

Libyco-Berber Egyptian Old Babylonian Neo-Assyrian Ugaritic Hebrew 
("qualitative") (old perfective) (stative) (stative) (perfect) (perfect) 

Sing. 
3 m. 

f. 
2 m. 

f. 
1 
Dual 
3 m. 

f. 
2 
1 
Plur. 
3 m. 

f. 
2 m. 

f. 
1 

hnin 
hnindt 
hnimd 
hninad 
hnindġ 

hninit 

sdm(w) 
sdm-t{l) 

sdm-t(i) 

sdm-kwi I ki I k 

sdm-wy 
sdm-ty 

sdm(wly) 
sdm-ti 

sdm-tiwny 

sdm-wyn 

lamad 
lamdat 
lamdāt{a) 
lamdāti 
lamdāku 

(lamdā) 

lamdū 
lamdā 
lamdātunu 
lamdātina 
lamdānu 

lamad 
lamdat 
lamdāt(i)/āk(a) 
lamdāt(i) 
lamdāk(afu) 

lamdū 
lamdā 
lamdātun{u) I ākuniu) 
lamdātin{a) 
lamdān(i) 

katab 
katbat 
katabta 
katabti 
katabtu 

katbā 
katabtā 

1 

ktbny 

katbū 
*katbā (?) 
katabtum 
katabtin 
*katbān (?) 

kātab 
kātabā 
kātabtā 
kātabt 
kātabtī 

kātdbū 

k3tabtem 
kdtabten 
kātabnū 
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tense, for mood, and for actor. The threefold vocalic scheme is attested 
in East Semitic (e.g. Assyro-Babylonian i-lmad, "he learned"; i-pqid, 
"he delegated"; i-prus, "he separated"), in North Semitic (e.g. Amorite 
ya-bhar, "he chose"; ya-ntin, "he gave"; ya-dkur-, "he remembered"), 
and in West Semitic (e.g. Classical Arabic ya-dhab-u, "he goes away"; 
ya-drib-u, "he strikes"; ya-qtul-u, "he kills"), while the change i > a 
and u > d led to a twofold scheme in Ethiopic (e.g. Ge'ez yd-ngdr, "may 
he speak"; yd-lbas, "may he dress"), but South Semitic certainly had a 
threefold vocalic scheme at an earlier stage. Dialectal differences may 
affect the stem-vowel; e.g. i-qrab or i-qrib, "he approached", in Assyro-
Babylonian; ya-hsab-u or ya-hsib-u, "he considers", and even ya-dbuġ-
u, ya-dbiġ-u, ya-dbaġ-u, "he tans", both verbs in Arabic. Sometimes the 
vocalic variation has semantic implications, e.g. in Arabic ya-fsil-u, "he 
separates", and ya-fsul-u, "he moves away". As suggested by the vowel 
ali of the prefixed personals, Stem I probably represented the conjuga
tion of intransitive verbs (§38.17; 40.16), in functional opposition to 
Stem I I , before it became the basic stem of the entire system. A formal 
trace of this shift is preserved by the gemination of the second radical 
consonant in the positive suffix-conjugation of several South Ethiopian 
languages, viz. Amharic, Argobba, Gafat, and some Gurage dialects 

Suffix-Conjugation 
Damascene Maghrebine 

Old Aramaic 
(perfect) 

Syriac 
(perfect) 

Cl. Ar. 
(perfect) 

Coll. 
(perfect) 

Coll. 
(perfect) 

Mehri 
(perfect) 

Ge'ez 
(perfect) 

Tigre 
(perfect) 

Amharic 
(perfect) 

katab ktab kataba katab ktab katob nagara nagra nàggàrà 
katbat ketbat katabat katbet katbat katabot nagarat nagrat nāggārāàà 
katabta ktabt katabta katabt ktabti katabk nagarka nagarka nāggārhlk 
katabti ktabt katabtì katabti ktabti katabš nagarki nagarki nāggārš 
katabtu/i ketbet katabtu katabt ktabt katabk nagarku nagarko nággárhu/ku 

katabà katabo 
katabatá katabto 
katabtumā katabki 

katdbki 

katabū ktabūn katabtū katabu katbu katowb nagaru nagraw nàggàru 
katabā ktabēn katabna katabu katbu katob nagarâ nagraya nāggāru 
katabtūn ktabton katabtum katabtu ktabtlw katabkam nagarkammu nagarkum nàggāraàiahu 
katabtīn ktabtēn katabtunna katabtu ktabtlw katabkan nagarkan nagarkan nàggàraiíahu 
katabnā ktabn(an) katabnā katabna ktabna katoban nagarna nagarna nâggárn 
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(§41.53). This gemination, extended from the positive perfect to the per
fect throughout, was most likely produced by analogy with the perfect of 
Stem I I or Ethiopic I.2/B (§41.3) when Stem I was developing into a 
transitive conjugation form. Other signs of this functional shift can still 
be traced back in the passage of some particular verbs from Stem I I to 
Stem I (§63.2), in the synonymy of Stems I and I I in numerous other 
cases (e.g. East Semitic gamāru and gummuru, "to achieve"), or in the 
lack of finite forms of Stem I in the conjugation of a number of transi
tive verbs (e.g. East Semitic qu"ū, quwwū, "to expect"; Hebrew dibber, 
"he said"). 

Prefix-Conjugation: //?r«s-Type 

Bedja 
(past) ("condi

tional") 

Libyco-Berber 
(preterite / (jussive) 
perfective) 

Old Neo- Mishnaic 
Babylonian Assyrian Ugaritic Hebrew 
(preterite) (preterite) (perfective) (imperfect) 

mg. 

m. 
f. 
m. 
f. 

yi-dbil 
ti-dbil 
ti-dbil-a 
ti-dbil-i 
'a-dbil 

yī-dbil 
tī-dbil 
tī-dbil-a 
ti-dbil-i 
'ī-dbil 

i-lkâm 
td-lkâm 
td-lkâm-dd 
td-lkâm-dd 
lkâm-dġ 

yd-lkdm 
ta-lkam 
td-lkam-ad 
td-lkâm-dd 
dlkdm-dġ 

ilmad 
ilmad 
talmad 
talmadī 
almad 

ilmad 
talrnad 
talmad 
talmidī 
almad 

yaktub 
iaktub 
taktub 
taktubin 
'aktub 

yiktob 
tiktob 
tiktob 
tiktabī 
'ektob 

ual. 

m. 
f. 

ilmadà 

tn. 

f. 

m. 

f. 

yi-dbil-na yī-dbil-na 

ti-dbil-na tī-dbil-na 

ni-dbil nī-dbil 

lkâm-dn dlkdm-dn ilmadū ilmudū yaktubūina) yìkidbū 
Ikâm-mt dlkam-ant ilmadā ilmadā taktubna yiktabū 

td-lkâm-am îa-lkdm-am talmadā talmadā taktubū{na) tìktdbū 
ta-lkâm-ami îa-lkzm-dmî talmadâ talmadā *taktubā(l) tìktabú 
m-lkâm m-lkam nilmad nilmad naktub niktob 
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The suffix- and prefix-conjugation of the basic stem is inflected in the prin
cipal Semitic languages as shown in the following tables where paradigms of 
the Egyptian old perfective or "pseudo-participle" (sdm, "to hear"), of the 
Bedja conjugation (-dbil-, "to collect"), and of the Libyco-Berber verb, as 
inflected in Kabyle (hnin, "to be gracious") and in Tuareg (-dlkem-, "to fol
low"), are added for comparison. The Libyco-Berber emphatics -d and -ġ repre
sent Afro-Asiatic pharyngalized stops followed by a vowel, thus -ta / -ti and ku; 
the / is a spirantized final t. The vocalization of Ugaritic and of Old Aramaic is 
based on analogy with vocalized proper names. Only attested Semitic verbs are 
used in this paragraph, viz. lamādu, "to learn", ktb, "to write", nagara, "to 
speak". 

Prefix-Conjugation: iprus-Typc 

Old Aramaic 
(imperfect) 

Syriac 
(imperfect) 

CI. Arabic 
(jussive) 

Damascene 
Coll. 

(imperfect) 

Maghrebine 
Coll. 

(imperfect) 
Mehri 
(subj.) 

Ge'ez 
(subj.) 

Tigre 
(jussive) 

Amharic 
(subj.) 

xiktub nektob yaktub bydktob iktdb ydktēb ysngdr langar yangàr 
tiklub tektob taktub btektob tdktdb tdktēb tdngar tangar tangàr 
liktub tektob taktub btaktob tdktdb tdktēb tangar tangar tangār 
íiktubīn tektdbīn taktubī btsktbi tdktdb tdktēbi tangari tangari tangàri 
'aktub 'ektob 'aktub bdktob ndktdb tektēb 'angar 'angar langàr 

yaktubā yaktdbo 
taktubā taktdbo 
taktubā tdktdbo 

hktdbo 

yiktubūn nektdbūn yaktubū bysktbu īkatbu yakìēbdm yangaru langaro yangāru 
yiktubān nektdbān yaktubna bydkibu īkdtbu tdktdbzn yangarā langara yangàru 
tiktubūn tektdbūn taktubū btdktbu tkdtbu tdktēbzm tangaru tangaro tangàru 
/iktubān tektdbān taktubna htdkthu tkatbu tdktdban tangarā tangara tangàru 
niktub nektob naktub mnaktob rikatbu naktēb nangar nangar annangár 
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Prefix-Conjugation: iparras-Type 

Bedja Libyco-Berber Old Babylonian Neo-Assyrian 
(imperfective) (imperfective) (present-future) (present-future) 

Sing. 
3 m. (yi-)danbīl i-lākkdm ilammad ilammad 

f. (rì-)danbīl û-lâkkdm ilammad talammad 
2 m. (ti-)danbīl-a ti-lākkdm-dd talammad talammad 

f. (ti-)danbīl-i ti-lākkdtn-dd talammadī talammidī 
1 'a-danbīl lākkem-dġ alammad alammad 

Dual 
3 m. 

f. 
2 

1 

Plur. 
3 m. 

f. 
2 m. 

f. 
1 

nē-dbīl 

tē-dbīl-na 

ilammadā 

lākkdm-dn 
lākkdm-dnt 
td-lākkdm-9m 
td-lākkdm-dmt 
'ē-dbìl-na nd-lâkkdm 

ilammadū 
ilammadā 
talammadā 
talammadā 
nilammad 

ilammudū 
ilammadā 
talammadā 
talammadā 
nilammad 

b) Stem with Geminated Second Radical Consonant 

41.3. Stem I I with geminated or lengthened second radical consonant 
is attested over the whole Semitic area. It is generally designated by the 
symbol D(oubled or "Doppelungsstamm" in German) which alludes to 
the "doubling" of the second radical. Considering the function of Stem 
I I and the vowel u of the prefixed personals, it is likely that this stem 
originally represented the conjugation of transitive verbs (§38.17; 
40.16), in functional opposition to Stem I (§41.2); this characteristic of 
Stem I I is well preserved in the historically attested languages (2°). As 
result of particular developments, however, some Semitic languages, as 
Modern South Arabian, Harari, and most Gurage dialects, are of a non-
geminating type, just as Cushitic Bedja, for instance, which exhibits ver
bal formations with vocalic modifications alone that nevertheless match 
the two main functions of Stem I I in Semitic. 

1° Stem I I is called also "intensive" in consideration of its function in 
expressing repetition or spatial dispersion, and in indicating plurality of 
the object in the transitive verbs and plurality of the subject in the intran-
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Prefix-Conjugation: iparras-Type 

Ugaritic Mehri Ge'ez Tigre Amharic 
(imperfective) (imperfect) (imperfect) (imperfect) (imperfect) 

*yakattub 
*takattub 
*takattub 
*takattubin 
* 'akattub 

yakotab 
takotab 
takotab 
takētab 
dkotdb 

yanaggar 
tanaggar 
tanaggar 
tanagri 
'anaggar 

lanaggar 
tanaggar 
tanaggar 
tanagri 
'anaggar 

yanagr 
tanàgr 
tanágr 
tanagri 
anāgr 

yaktabo 
taktabo 
taktabo 
aktabo 

*yakattabū 
takattubna 
*takattabū(na) 
*takattaba(l) 
*nakattab 

yakatbam 
takatban 
takatbam 
takatban 
nakotab 

yanagru 
yanagrā 
tanagru 
tanagrā 
nanaggar 

lanagro 
lanagra 
tanagro 
tanagra 
'annaggar 

yanagru 
yanagru 
tanagru 
tanagru 
annanāgr 

sitive ones. Thus, it denotes intensity, both of qualitative result (e.g. 
Arabic qata'a, "he cut off", but qatta'a, "he cut into pieces") and par
ticularly of quantity (e.g. Old Babylonian butuqtam ibattaq, "he will 
open a breach", but buîuqātim ubattaq, "he will open breaches"; 
Hebrew bātar, "he cut" one thing, but bitter, "he cut" several things). 
There is a parallel rule in Bedja that the verb must be in the intensive 
stem when the subject or the direct object are in plural, but this stem is 
formed in Bedja by modifications of the stem vowel; e.g. intransitive 
kitim, "to arrive", kātim, "to arrive repeatedly"; transitive dir, "to k i l l " , 
dar, "to cause carnage", "to massacre". 

2° When inflecting intransitive verbs of Stem I , Stem I I gives them a 
causative and transitive sense (e.g. Arabic tabata, "he was firm", but 
tabbata, "he made fast"); then it is used also as a factitive of transitive 
verbs (e.g. Hebrew šāma', "he heard", but šimma', "he gave to hear"), 
thus approximating the stem with preformatives š- / h- / '- / y- in sense 
(§41.7). Here too, Bedja offers parallels like ginaf, "to kneel down", 
ginif, "to make kneel down"; sikal, "to be choking", sikil, "to choke"; 
rimad, "to avenge one's self", rimid, "to avenge"; sibab, "to see one's 
self", šibib, "to see"; fal, "to overflow", ///, "to pour out". The 
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causative form of these intransitive verbs is characterized by the vowel i 
like the Semitic D-stem (uparris; ydqattil, yufa"il). 

3° In Semitic, the D-stem can have two supplementary functions 
related to the causative: it can be declarative (e.g. Arabic kadaba, "he 
lied", but kaddaba, "he accused of lying"), and it is quite often denom
inative (e.g. Hebrew qittēr, "he made sacrificial smoke", from qdtoret, 
"smoke of sacrifice"). 

4° The corresponding Stem I.2/B of Ethiopic is no longer a derived 
stem, but a basic stem. There are very few exceptions; e.g. Ge'ez qarba, 
"he was near", and qarraba, "he brought near". Whether a verb is of 
Stem I . l / A or Stem I.2/B is then a question of vocabulary and of usage 
in the language. A particular feature is the vowel e in the Ge'ez imper
fect ydqettdl of Stem I.2/B. This is a replacive vowel aimed at distin
guishing the imperfect from the jussive ydqattdl. It had to be e < ē in 
order to avoid its reducing to d in a form which already contained two d. 
In consequence, this much discussed e does not result from the monoph
thongization of a diphthong ay which would have been morphologically 
and phonologically unexplainable. 

It should be noticed that some Stem II verbs in dictionaries of Classical Ara
bic probably not hark back to historically "intensive" forms, but owe their pre
sent shape to a misinterpretation of South Arabian imperfective forms of Stem I 
metanalyzed as Stem I I verbs. 

The following table is limited to the forms of the third person masculine sin
gular in the Semitic languages presented in §41.2, except Mehri which is a 
language of a non-geminating type (cf. §41.4). Only one Assyro-Babylonian 
paradigm is given below for East Semitic, and the usual paradigmatic verbs are 
being used for the sake of clarity. The three forms shown below belong to the 
suffix-conjugation (1), to the East and South Semitic imperfective (2), and to the 
preterite, jussive, and West Semitic imperfect (3): 

1 2 3 

Assyro-Babylonian 
Ugaritic 
Hebrew 
Old Aramaic 
Syriac 
Classical Arabic 
Damascene Coll. 
Maghrebine Coll. 
Ge'ez 
Tigre 

qattel 
fa' 'ala 
fa' 'al 
fd"dl 
qattala 
qattala 
qattala 

purrus 

qittēl 
qtl 

qtl 

ydqettdl 
ydqattdl 
ydqattdl 

yqtl 
uparras 

tidqattel 
yufa' 'Hu 
blfa' 'el 
yifd' 'dl 
ydqattdl 
ydqattdl 
ydqattdl 

yqtl 
ydqattēl 
yqtl 

uparris 

Amharic 
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c) Stem with Lengthened First Vowel 

41.4. Stem I I I with lengthened first vowel may be designated by the 
symbol L(engthening), already used in some grammars. This stem is 
attested in Arabic (fā'ala, yufā'ilu) and in Ethiopic (e.g. Ge'ez šāqaya, 
"he tormented"; Tigre gādala, "he rang"; kaf ala, "he dissected, cut in 
many pieces"; Chaha ydbandr, "he demolishes"), but Stem I I I of 
Ethiopic (I.3/C) is no longer felt by native speakers as a derived stem, 
but as a basic stem, except in Tigre. Besides, a stem with lengthened 
first vowel appears in Modem South Arabian; e.g. Mehri arokdb, "he 
put (a pot) on the fire" (with a vowel prefixed to a voiced or glottalized 
first radical). However, given that internal gemination is not a feature of 
derived verbal stems in Modem South Arabian, the long vowel may also 
replace the gemination of the second radical; in consequence, this 
derived stem, e.g. Mehri (d)CdCdC, represents not only the so-called 
third stem of Arabic (fā'ala), but also the second stem (fa"ala), as con
firmed by its either conative (Stem III) or intensive (Stem II) meaning. 
Stem I I I of Arabic indicates an action directed towards an object, i.e. 
either an attempt to accomplish something (conative, e.g. qātala, "he 
tried to k i l l " , i.e. "he fought") or a correlative motion towards someone 
(e.g. kātaba, "he corresponded"; lāyana, "he treated with kindness"; 
zāmala, "he kept company"). 

The following table is limited to Arabic, South Arabian, and Ethiopic. The 
presentation is the same as in §41.3: 

1 2 3 

Classical Arabic fā 'ala yufā'ilu 
Damascene Coll. fā'al hīfā 'el 
Maghrebine Coll. fā'al yifā 'al 
Mehri fo'dl yafa'hn yafo'dl 
Geez qātala ydqattdl ydqātdl 

Tigre qātala ydqattdl ydqātdl 

Amharic qattala ydqattdl ydqatl 

41.5. A variant of Stem I I I with a diphthong derived from the long 
vowel, but often reduced to 6 or ē, is attested in Arabic (e.g. ġawraba, 
"he put on socks"; horab, "he song war songs"), in Ethiopic (e.g. Ge'ez 
degana, "he pursued"), and in Syriac (e.g. gawzel, "he set fire to"). It 
must be distinguished from the Ethiopic verbs with the vowel o after the 
first radical which was originally a labiovelar gw, kw, qw or a rounded 
consonant bw, f, mw; e.g. Amharic qwdttdrd > qottdrd, "he cut". The 
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examples of authentic variants -aw- > -o- of Stem I I I are rare in Ethiopic 
and in Syriac, where they practically became basic stems. However, 
some South Ethiopic verbs generally classified as Stem I.2/B may have 
belonged here, in particular the Gafat, Harari, Soddo, and East Gurage 
verbs with vowel e or i after the first radical consonant; e.g. Gafat kim-
màrā < *kaymarcfiì) < *kāmara(1), "he piled up"; Harari bēîàna and 
East Gurage betànā or bītánà < *baytana{7) < *bātala(7\ "he dispersed" 
(cf. Arabic battala, "he cut off"). This interpretation is supported by the 
use of these verbs with the causative reflexive affix at- (§41.14) which 
is normally prefixed to Ethiopic verbs with lengthened first vowel 
(I.3/C); e.g. Gafat at-kimmārā, "he caused to pile up". In Arabic, espe
cially in modern colloquials, this variant stem appears mainly in denom
inative verbs; e.g. baytara, "to practice as veterinary" (from Greek 
l7T7riaTpos, "veterinary"); sawġar, "he collared" (a dog). 

41.6. Since the stem with lengthened first vowel has not been identi
fied hitherto in North and East Semitic, it is generally considered as a 
secondary development in West and South Semitic languages. More pre
cisely, it would have resulted from a specialization of functions origi
nally attached to a single Stem I I - I I I . This opinion is confirmed by the 
situation in Modern South Arabian, by the intensive meaning of Stem I I I 
of many Arabic and Ethiopic verbs, and by the parallel cases of the 
Bedja "intensive" (cf. §41.3) and of the Libyco-Berber "intensive" per
fective, which are both formed by quantitative or qualitative modifica
tions of the stem vowel; e.g. Tuareg ilkâm, "he followed, ur ilkim, "he 
didn't follow", but ilkām, "he followed with result"; ikkdràd, "he 
behaved violently", but yâkkīrâd, "he behaved violently to the end"; 
Bedja kitim, "to arrive", but kātim, "to arrive repeatedly". The Libyco-
Berber "intensive" imperfective has probably merged with the imper
fective of the basic stem which is characterized by both vowel lengthen
ing and gemination, as ilākkam, "he follows" (§2.14). Like in Modern 
South Arabian, there is no verbal class with gemination in Cushitic, and 
the Bedja "intensive" forms with -ā- may testify to a phonological 
equivalence of -vC- and -vCC-. This leads to the hypothesis that the 
alternation -vC- and -vCC- was originally a phonotactic free variation in 
the realization of the "intensive" stem fa"ala / fā'ala (Stems II- I I I ) 
and of its reflexive correspondent tafa"ala / tafā'ala (Stems V - V I : 
§41.20 ff.) . In fact, the conative or reciprocal acceptation of Stems I I I 
and V I implies repetition, as Stems I I and V do, and this may indicate 
that originally there was only one intensive stem with lengthening either 
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of the consonant (-vCC-) or of the vowel (-vC-), and with a secondary 
conative or reciprocal meaning which led finally to a semantic opposi
tion between fā'ala má fa"ala in certain Arabic and Ethiopic verbs. 
Early Arab grammarians established then fā 'ala as a distinct derived 
stem, basing themselves on the contrasting use oî fā'ala and fa" ala in a 
number of verbs. Owing to the lack of internal gemination in the South 
Arabian verbal system, the fā 'ala type was instead entrenched there as 
the sole intensive/conative stem, while Ethiopic Stems I I (I.2/B) and I I I 
(I.3/C) were no longer felt by native speakers as derived stems, and the 
two forms with -vCC- and with -vC- could thus coexist perfectly as basic 
stems of different verbal roots. 

d) "Causative" Stem 

41.7. Stem IV with s-affix is attested in all the Afro-Asiatic language 
families, all sharing a causative connotation. It is well-known that 
Egyptian has a verbal form with i-prefix — later also s — cognate with 
the Semitic causative (e.g. ś'nh, "to make to live", "to nourish", from 
'nh, "to live"), and there is likewise an s-causative in Berber, used with 
words borrowed from Arabic (e.g. Tamazight ssbddddl, "to cause to 
change", from bddddl, "to change") and with authentic Libyco-Berber 
verbs; e.g. ydssdiddġ, "he lodged", vs. ydiddġ, "he settled"; ydssird, 
"he clothed", vs. yird, "he dressed himself", both examples in Tarifit. 
In Cushitic and Chadic languages, as well as in Bantu (§1.2), a mor
pheme -s or -s is suffixed to the causative form of the verb (e.g. High
land East Cushitic imm-is-, "cause to give", from imm-, "give"; Agaw 
šây-š, "cause to take", from šāy-, "to take"; Oromo dammaq-s, "to 
awaken", from dammaq, "to wake up"), but Bedja has a stem with the 
5-prefix; e.g. yisodir, "he ordered to k i l l " . The i-suffix is attested also in 
Semitic, but only as a morpheme deriving verbs from nouns; e.g. 
Hebrewpū-š, "to blow", from pe <pū, "mouth"; hāla-š, "to weaken", 
from hdll, "weakness"; rā'a-š, "to shake", from ra', "evil"; hāra-š, 
"to cut in, to engrave", from hor, "hole". These formations have exact 
parallels in Libyco-Berber and in Cushitic; e.g. Tachelhit s-ġyul, "to 
behave like a donkey", from a-ġyul, "donkey"; West Cushitic 
(Walamo) ord-es, "to grow fat", from ord-iya, "fat"; Oromo hark-is-u, 
"to pull, draw", from hark-a, "hand". 

41.8. In Semitic, the uses of the causative extend beyond the one usu
ally viewed as central, namely that in which someone causes a certain 
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action to be performed or a certain state to be produced, e.g. Assyro-
Babylonian ušalbiš, "he clothed", from labāšu, "to be clothed". The 
factitive use ("to have something done by another") is also widespread; 
e.g. Ugaritic 'šspr-k, " I shall make you count". Besides, the adjutative 
acceptation ("to help to do something") and the use as causative of re
ciprocity ("to cause to do something one against another") are encoun
tered likewise, as well as intransitive and denominative uses; e.g. 
Hebrew he'ešīr, "he grew rich"; Assyro-Babylonian šumšū, "to spend 
the night" (from mūšu, "night"), paralleled by Libyco-Berber 
(Tamazight) ssdns, "to spend the night", with the frequent allophone n 
of m. Such denominative formations are not exceptional in Tamazight; 
e.g. s-mi'iw, "to mew"; s-udam, "to kiss", from udam, "face" (cf. Ara
bic 'udn-, "ear"). These examples show that Afro-Asiatic ^-causative 
performs the same functions as Stem I I in historically attested Semitic 
languages. The coexistence of the two stems is nevertheless explainable 
in a diachronic perspective, i f Stem I I originally was the conjugation of 
transitive verbs in opposition to Stem I (§41.3), which was acting as 
intransitive inflection, and to Stem IV, which had a causative and facti
tive function. 

41.9. In Semitic, the s-prefix occurs in Palaeosyrian (e.g. uš-tá-si-ir 
lyuštāšir/, "he has released", at Ebla; ú-ša-dì-ú-šu lyušādi'ūšu/, "they 
let him know", at Mari), probably in Amorite (e.g. ia-ás-ki-in lyaškīn/, 
"he caused to be"), certainly in Ugaritic (e.g. 'ašhlk, " I shall cause to 
flow"), in Old Akkadian (e.g. ú-ša-ak-lí-il, "he completed"), in Assyro-
Babylonian (e.g. ušamqit, "he caused to fall"), in Minaic (e.g. ysl'lynsl, 
"they bring him up"), in Qatabanic (e.g. slhdt, "he inaugurated"), in 
Hadramitic (e.g. slqny, "he offered"), in Amharic (e.g. asnàggārà, "he 
let speak"; asattārâ, "he made short"; ašqádaddāmâ, "he put ahead", 
from qāddámā, "he was ahead of"), in Gafat (asdànābbàta, "he fright
ened"), and in Argobba (e.g. asmellāsa, "he let answer"), while its 
traces are encountered in North Ethiopic (cf. §41.14). Besides, the 5-pre
fix is preserved in the causative-reflexive Stem X or Št (§41.29) in Ara
maic (e.g. Syriac 'eštawcū, "he confessed", from yida), in Hebrew 
(hištahawā, "he prostrated himself"), in Arabic (e.g. 'istakbara, "he 
held himself for great", "he displayed arrogance"), in Sabaic (e.g. 
sltqr', "he was convened"), in Modern South Arabian (e.g. Harsūsi 
šdlbdd, "he was hit"), in Ge'ez (e.g. 'astamhara, "he showed himself 
merciful"). The preservation of the sibilant before t also characterizes 
Slavic languages where s does not change into h before a consonant, in 
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particular t; e.g. byste, "you were" (plur.), vs. byhu, " I was"; prusti vs. 
prahu, "dust". In East Semitic and in Ethiopic, the causative morpheme 
š > s may be prefixed not only to the basic stem and to the reflexive-pas
sive stems with i-affix (e.g. Amharic astamammánā, "he inspired confi
dence", "he convinced"), but also to the stem with geminated second 
radical consonant, and in Ethiopic, besides, to the stem with lengthened 
first vowel. 

41.10. Due to Assyro-Babylonian influence, the ^-prefix is attested 
also in loanwords borrowed by Aramaic (e.g. šēzib, "he saved"; saklilū, 
"they completed") and in some derived verbal forms of Eastern Late 
Aramaic (e.g. sa'bēd, "he enslaved", from 'âbed, "slave"). In its turn, 
Mishnaic Hebrew borrowed this prefix from Aramaic (e.g. šiklēl, "he 
completed"; ši'bēd, "he enslaved"). Traces of a ^-causative have been 
detected also in Arabic (e.g. sa-baqa, "he left behind", from baqiya, "he 
remained", "he was left behind"), in Ethiopic (§41.14), and in Neo-Ara
maic (e.g. šahlep, "changing", from Syriac sahlep, "he changed"), but 
the preformative s- / s- is not productive in these languages. 

41.11. Instead of the ^-prefix, a /z-prefix — later weakened to ' — is 
used in Old Canaanite (hi-ih-bi-e /hihbī'/, "he has hidden": EA 256,7), 
in Aramaic (e.g. hanpēq, "he caused to go out"; 'a'bēd, "he caused to 
produce"), in Hebrew (e.g. hiqdis, "he consecrated"), in Moabite (e.g. 
hr'ny, "he let me see"), in North Arabian (e.g. Lihyānite hmt', "he 
worked out his salvation"; hqny, "he offered"; Thamūdic hyd', "he 
made known"; Safaitic 's2rq, "he went eastward"), in Arabic (e.g. 
'adhaba, "he caused to go away"), in Sabaic (e.g. hqny, "he offered"), 
in Modem South Arabian (e.g. Mehri hansom, Harsūsi ansom, "he 
breathed"), and in Ethiopic (e.g. Ge'ez 'aqtala, "he caused to k i l l " ; 
Tigre 'asbara and Tigrinya 'asbàrà, "he caused to break"; Gafat alat-
tamd, "he caused to happen"; Amharic aqárràbâ, "he caused to be 
near", "he brought"). Its alleged use in Amorite is questionable. In 
Ethiopic, the 'a- / a- morpheme may be added to the basic stem (I . l /A > 
I I . 1/A), to the stem with geminated second radical consonant (I.2/B > 
II.2/B), to the stem with lengthened first vowel (I.3/C > II.3/C), and to 
the stem with í-affîx (IV, cf. §41.14,28). In the prefix-conjugation, the 
stem preformative h > ' is usually elided in Old Canaanite, in Hebrew, 
in Moabite, in some Aramaic dialects, in Arabic, and in Ethiopic. E.g. 
Old Canaanite ti-mi-tu-na-nu [timītūnanū], "you (plur.) make us die" 
(EA 238,33); Hebrew yaqtll < *yahaqtll, "he will cause to k i l l " ; 
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Moabite w'šb, "and I brought back". This is the rule in Arabic, e.g. 
yuhibbu, "he wil l love", but even Classical Arabic has instances of h 
retained, e.g. yuharlqu, "he will pour out", from rāqa, "to be clear" 
(liquid). In Ge'ez, the vowel is lengthened; e.g. yānakkdr, "he wi l l won
der". Modern Arabic colloquials have lost Stem IV with the exception 
of Eastern Bedouin dialects and of same forms of speech at the rand of 
the Syrian desert, in Saudi Arabia, and in Yemen; e.g. ihrab, yihrib, "to 
destroy", vs. hirib, yihrab, "to go to ruin", at Dēr ez-Zor (Syria). The 
apparent mediaeval use of Stem IV instead of Stem I , especially in Iraq 
and in Palestine, in reality exhibits forms with prosthetic ' developed 
from e.g. zhar (zahar) > 'azhar, "he appeared", next to zuhar (!), with 
an anaptyctic u (9th century A.D.). 

41.12. The use of the ^-prefix in the causative stem (IV) goes together 
with the s-base of the third person independent and suffixed pronouns, 
except in Ugaritic, while the use of the hi'- prefix parallels the one of 
the pronominal h- base (§36.10, 20). The connection between the verbal 
affixes and the pronouns is generally accepted, but the question is 
whether the elements š- and h- are only morphologically equivalent or 
etymologically identical, the difference resulting from a simple phono
logical development š > h, which is known from Modern South Arabian 
(§15.4). The preservation of reflexive št-forms and traces of s-causatives 
in languages which otherwise have an h / '- causative (§41.9-11) indi
cate that these languages have lost the s-causative. Whether this loss was 
the result of a non-universal prevocalic change š > h — also attested for 
the conditional particle " i f " , sum-ma in East Semitic but hm/n > 'm/n in 
the other Semitic languages (§61.2) — or was based instead on the anal
ogy of the use of //-pronouns is hard to determine. Given the fact that the 
change š > h is attested in Semitic and that this change concerns the third 
person pronouns, the causative stem, and the conditional particle, it 
seems reasonable to assume a phonological development, although its 
conditions remain obscure. 

41.13. Phoenician is the only Semitic language having a y-prefix of the 
causative (e.g. yqdšt, " I consecrated") and a pronominal third person 
y-suffix (e.g. 'dny, "his Lord"). However, their origin is different. In the 
verbal stem, the prepalatal y- can be an on-glide before the vocalic 
initial i- resulting from the dropping of the laryngeal h in the causative 
//-prefix, originally pronounced *hi- like in Hebrew. Both the loss of ini
tial h and the use of y as an on-glide are paralleled in Ethiopic. This on-
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glide yi- was then replaced in Punic by 7-; e.g. 'yqdš, "he consecrated". 
An alternative explanation would consist in viewing y as an old causal 
morpheme used also to form verbs by suffixing it to a monosyllabic 
nominal base; e.g. tn-y, "to make another", from in-, "two"; bn-y, "to 
make a son", from bn, "son"; ht-y, "to make an arrow", hence "to cut", 
from ht, "arrow"; bk-y, "to make bk", an onomatopoeia that denotes 
weeping (§62.2); hm-y, "to act as a father-in-law", hence "to protect", 
from hm, "father-in-law"; rb-y, "to increase", from rb, "great". A sim
ilar process is operative in Central Somali (Cushitic) with an -dy exten
sion suffixed to nouns to form a related verb; e.g. bioy, "to water", from 
biyd, "water"; sokoroy, "to sugar", from sokor, "sugar"; usboy, "to 
salt", from usbd, "salt". Besides, there is in Somali an -i suffix that has 
a causative function, e.g. warāb, "to drink", vs. warābi, "to water (ani
mals)"; kah, "to rise", vs. kahi, "to raise". Further research, based on 
Afro-Asiatic, is needed here. As for the pronominal suffix -y, it can best 
be explained as derived from a masculine suffix *-hi, such as occurs in 
Aramaic. After a vowel the h was elided, giving raise to a diphthong 
-*ay < -*ahī, -*ēyī < -*ēhī, or -*ūyī < -*ūhī. 

41.14. Two causative preformatives occur in modem Ethiopian lan
guages, viz. as- or aš-, and 'a- / a-. The widespread use of the first one 
in South Ethiopic (§41.9) confirms the latter's archaic features, since the 
morpheme as- I aš- very likely preserves the original š- > -s- prefix of 
the causative with a prosthetic a- (like in astd-), explainable in the light 
of Libyco-Berber where the causative morpheme can be prefixed 
directly to the first radical consonant (e.g. s-qas, "cause to taste"). The 
prefix as-, perhaps borrowed from Amharic, is used in Ge'ez in isolated 
verbs without any definite value, and traces of its use are encountered in 
Tigre and Tigrinya; e.g. Tigre ''asqamqama, "he groaned". 

1° Apart from these cases, the North Ethiopian languages of Tigre and 
Tigrinya form the causative either with the prefixed morpheme 'a-
(§41.11) or with 'at-, the latter being a combination of the causative 'a-
morpheme and of the reflexive-passive (§41.28) or frequentative 
(§41.34) r-affix. While the simple causative function of 'a- appears, e.g., 
in Tigre 'azmata, "he caused to raid", from the transitive verb zamta, 
"he raided", the complex role of 'at- is evidenced, e.g., in Tigre 
'athādaga, "he caused to leave", from hadga, "he left". The latter 
(I . l /A) is actually converted into a verb of type III.3/C with lengthened 
first vowel (*ta-hddaga) and with a passive meaning ("he was induced 
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to leave"), which is changed into a causative one by the 'a- morpheme: 
"he induced to leave". The prefix 'at- can apparently be added also to 
the old reflexive/passive form *ta-qatala > *taqtala of the basic stem, 
which was replaced by tdqattala, the corresponding form of the D-stem; 
e.g. Tigre 'attaqtala, "he caused to be killed"; "attabala, "he caused to 
be said". However, the geminated tt should be explained by a phonetic 
gemination of an intervocalic t, not by the addition of the composite 
morpheme 'at: from the strictly morphological point of view, only 'a- is 
prefixed to *taqtala. Ge'ez, which does not use the prefix 'at-, is gener
ally believed to represent the situation of ancient Ethiopic, what would 
imply that this composite prefix is an innovation in Tigre and Tigrinya. 

2° However, the prefix at- is used in all the South Ethiopian lan
guages, except in Argobba. Also in South Ethiopic, the at- morpheme 
expresses the causative of intransitive verbs as well as the causative of 
the reflexive/passive, thus in Amharic abbazza, "multiply", from the 
causative prefix a + ta-bazza, "become multiple", with a complete 
assimilation of / to the following consonant; Soddo atkiddànâ, "he 
caused to cover" or "he caused to be covered", from the causative pre
fix a + the reflexive/passive prefix tâ- + kāddānà, "he covered". Simi
larly, Gafat atkimmārà, "he caused to pile up", "he got it piled up", pre
fixes the causative morpheme a- to the passive tà-kimmàrà, " i t was 
piled up". The at- morpheme can also express the factitive when refer
ring to an action that one does habitually or frequently, as being in the 
habit of preparing meat; e.g. Chaha atbásárâm, "he made someone 
cook", from bàsâr, "meat". Further, it can express the adjutative and the 
causative of reciprocity, e.g. in Soddo atgaddàlà, "he helped to k i l l " or 
"he caused to ki l l one another". In short, while -t- is a reflexive/passive 
or frequentative morpheme, a- is the causative prefix which performs the 
same functions as those attested in Amharic for the iw-prefix, e.g. asnâg-
gàrâ, "he let speak". 

This leaves us with a variegated conspectus of causative stems with prefixed 
morphemes Š-, h-, 'a-, y-, as well as with a series of composite prefixes 'an- I 
an- (§41.17-18), St-, st-, ht-, 'at-, -tt- (§41.28-32). A recapitulative table will be 
offered in §41.54. Contrary to the Bantu languages, Semitic does not possess a 
causative of the N-stem which is not attested, besides, over the entire Semitic 
area (§41.15-17). Thus, forms corresponding to Swahili pat ("obtain") -an 
("from each other") -is ("cause to") -a, i.e. "to unite", do not occur in Semitic. 
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e) Stem with n-Prefìx 

41.15. As a rule, the N-stem or Arabic Stem V I I corresponds in 
Semitic to the basic stem, denoting its reflexive (e.g. Hebrew niptah, " i t 
got open", from pātah, "to open"), reciprocal (e.g. Old Assyrian 
nasbutū, "they hold each other fast", from sabātu, "to seize"), and pas
sive (e.g. Arabic 'inhazama, "he was put to flight", from hazama). 
Therefore this stem is also called "medio-passive". It occurs likewise in 
Libyco-Berber where it gives a reflexive or reciprocal meaning to tran
sitive verbs, and where it coexists with an M-stem that exercises the 
same function; e.g. Tarifit ydmmarni gars usymi, "a he-baby (< *šim 
+ I) added himself to her", i.e. "she got a baby" (cf. yarni a-ġi, "he 
added milk"). The M-stem replaces the N-stem in some Cushitic lan
guages, as prefix (e.g. Bedja amodārna, "k i l l each other!") or suffix 
(e.g. Highland East Cushitic mogam, "to be buried", from mog-, "to 
bury"; Oromo bēkam, "to be known", from bēka, "to know"), but n- is 
preserved in the western Boni area of Lowland East Cushitic (n-d'el-, 
"to be bom", from d'el, "to give birth"), whereas it is replaced by /- in 
the eastern Boni area (l-d'el) and in Rendille (lá-del). In all likelihood, 
/-, m-, and n- are just allophones of the same Afro-Asiatic affix. A reci
procal verb suffix -án- occurs also in Bantu languages (§1.2), and reci
procity may inded have been the original semantic value of the N-stem. 

41.16. The N-stem is not attested over the entire Semitic area, perhaps 
partly because the vowelless n was totally assimilated to the first conso
nant of the verbal root and cannot be recognized. Thus, there are so far 
no certain attestations of this stem in Palaeosyrian, in Amorite, and not 
even in Ugaritic, since the Ugaritic form tntkn (KTU 1.14,1,28), from 
ntk, "to pour", is apparently an imperfective *tanattukna, "(his tears) 
pour down", while nlqht in broken context (KTU 4.659,1) could be a 
noun meaning something like "drawings" (otherwise one would expect 
nqht). Besides, no reliable attestation of the N-stem was encountered so 
far in both Epigraphic South Arabian and the Aramaic group of lan
guages, though scholars have tried to find remnants of such forms. Some 
Neo-Aramaic dialects have derived stems with an n-prefix, but these 
forms are either borrowed from Arabic or result from a change m > n. 

41.17. Ethiopic and Modem South Arabian do not have an N-stem 
deriving from the basic stem, but there is a series of Ethiopic verbs that 
have either the prefix 'an-1 an-, or the prefix dn-1 tan-, or both, while 
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an an-prefix is encountered in Modern South Arabian. These prefixes are 
not productive in the sense that they cannot derive a verb with these pre
fixes from the basic stem. The verbs under consideration are lexical 
items and mainly express sound, movement, or light, usually by means 
of quadriconsonantal reduplicated stems of the pattern CXC2CXCV e.g. 
Śheri andabdab, "he dragged behind"; Tigre 'anqatqata, "he was 
shaken"; Amharic anqâsaqqâsà, "he moved". Quadriconsonantal verbs 
with a raz-prefix, originally expressing movement, are attested also in 
East Semitic, e.g. nabalkutu(m), "to transgress"; naparquduim), "to fall 
backwards". In Egyptian, there is an ^-prefix used likewise with quadri
consonantal reduplicated stems, e.g. ngsgs, "to overflow". The "medio-
passive" function of the N-stem cannot be equated with the meaning of 
these "expressive" verbs, the n-preformative of which has formed tri
consonantal verbs as well, as shown e.g. by a comparison of napāšu 
with pūs, "to blow", and of nawāru with 'ūr, "to shine". The function 
of this verbal rc-preformative can be compared with that of a na-suffix in 
Margi, a language of the Biu-Mandara branch of the Chadic family; e.g. 
ndàlnà, "to throw away", from ndàl, "to throw". This suffix "mainly 
seems to indicate that the action is done in the direction 'away'" 
(P. Newman). Its general acceptation thus described suits quite well the 
Semitic verbs having the prefixes 'an- I an-, an- / tan-; e.g. Amharic 
ankābàllàlā, "throw someone down in wrestling"; tànkārâttātâ, "wan
der from place to place". 

41.18. In Ethiopic, whenever there is a concurrence of a form with 
'an- I an- and an- I tan-, the form with (')an- has a transitive or a 
causative meaning; e.g. Amharic anqâsaqqâsà, "he moved (someone or 
something)"; Soddo (Gurage) anqalaqqàlâ, "he made wander here and 
there". Instead, the form with an- or tan- is either intransitive, or used as 
a verb of state, or as a passive; e.g. Amharic tànqāsaqqàsá, "he moved 
(himself)"; Muher (Gurage) ankrāttátá, "he was bent"; Soddo tān-
qâlaqqālà, "he wandered from place to place". This evidence leads to 
the conclusion that the (')tfft-preformative combines the causative (')a-
prefix with the n-prefix, while the intransitive is then formed with the 
sole an- < *(i)n- or with tan- which combines the reflexive-passive mor
pheme t with n-. This explanation is strengthened by the parallel exis
tence of a i-causative of the East Semitic quadriconsonantal verbs with 
the H-preformative; e.g. nabalkutu{m), "to transgress", and šubalkitu, 
"to bring over". However, a verb that occurs only with (')an- in 
Ethiopic can be either transitive (e.g. Amharic ankâbâllàlā, "he threw 
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someone down") or intransitive (e.g. Ge'ez 'anfar'asa, "he jumped"). 
Some verbs have an only apparent an- prefix, as Amharic anqaqqa, "he 
dried", which is a verb formed by reduplication: *anq-anq-a. The allo-
morphs am- and tarn- before b (e.g. Amharic ambwattàrà, "he bragged"; 
tàmbâràkkākā, "he knelt down") do not create any particular problem: 
they simply result from a partial assimilation nb > mb. 

41.19. The n-prefix of the N-stem does not seem to be connected to 
any particular vowel. In the imperative, which is morphologically the 
simplest form of a "verbal" base (§37.2; 38.1), it is vocalized na- in 
East Semitic (e.g. napqid, "be entrusted!"), and this was also the case in 
Old Canaanite, since the stative has there a n<2-prefix (e.g. na-aq-sa-pu, 
"they are irritated": EA 82,51), but in- appears in later West Semitic, 
also in the Hebrew imperative (e.g. hiqqātalū < *hinqātalū, "be 
killed!"). The attested vocalization na- probably reflects the contrasting 
patterns i - a (e.g. Old Akkadian tikal next to takal, "trust!"), a - i (e.g. 
naplis, "look upon!"), like in modem Arabic colloquials of the Persian 
Gulf (e.g. yaktib, "he writes", but yišrab, "he drinks"), while the i of 
Arabic in- is the most common prosthetic vowel (§27.16) and it also 
contrasts with the vowel a. Therefore, no firm conclusion can be drawn 
from these vocalizations with regard to an original vowel of the n-prefix. 
As for its assumed connection with the Egyptian, Berber, and Chadic 
prepositional or pronominal morpheme n, it is by no means certain 
(cf. §41.15). 

The following table is presented in the same way as the tables in §41.3-4: 

1 2 3 

Assyro-Babylonian naprus ipparras ipparis 
Hebrew niqtal yiqqātel 
Classical Arabic 'infa'ala yunfa'ilu 
Damascene Coll. nfa'al byenfa'el 
Maghrebine Coll. nfa'al yinfd'al 

f) Stems with t-Ajfix 

41.20. Stems with a i-affix are widely used in Afro-Asiatic, especially 
in Semitic. Two T-stems occur frequently in Libyco-Berber, where they 
are operative nowadays. However, the forms with the simple r-prefix 
have a frequentative function and are obviously related to the East 
Semitic infix -tan- (§41.33), while the stem with the ttwa-prefix, the 
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so-called "agentless passive", is probably akin to the Cushitic (a)to-stem 
(e.g. Bedja atomān, "to be shaved") and to the Egyptian "pseudo-pas
sive" form sdm-tw where tw is the indefinite pronoun "(some)one". 
Since Libyco-Berber is an ergative language, a pro form of the non-active 
subject had to be used instead of the passive; e.g. Tarifit ydttwašš u-
ġrum, "the bread has been eaten "(by someone), lit. "someone has eaten 
by means of bread", contrasting ydšša u-fġah a-ġrum, "the countryman 
has eaten bread". The Semitic f-affix does not have the same origin. It is 
basically a morpheme expressing an effective involvement, like in the 
perfective iptaras aspect (§38.4); its original function was also reflexive 
and frequentative (§41.34-35), regardless of its use as infix, prefix, or 
suffix. In the Chadic branch and in some Cushitic languages, the T-stem 
is formed by suffixation instead of prefixation. Its reflexive function may 
be prominent, as in Oromo, e.g. bit-at-a, "(he) buys for himself", vs. bit-
a, "(he) buys"; fid-at-e, "(he) brought for himself". Allophones of -at-
may occur, as -a4- in Rendille. The widespread use of the morpheme in 
combination with various verbal stems contributed to the widening of its 
functions. In Semitic, stems with a f-affix can be formed from the basic 
stem (B/Gt; Stem V I I I 'ifta'ala in Arabic; Stem I I I . l / A in Ethiopic), 
from the stem with doubled second radical consonant (Dt; Stem V 
tafa"ala in Arabic; Stem III.2/B in Ethiopic), from the stem with length
ened first vowel (Lt; Stem V I tafā'ala in Arabic; Stem III.3/C in 
Ethiopic), from the causative stem (Št; Stem X 'istaf'ala in Arabic; Stem 
IV and stem 'at- / at- in Ethiopic), and from the Ethiopic "frequentative" 
stem (§41.36). The principal function of the Semitic /-stems can be char
acterized as reflexive; e.g. ištaknu, "he set up for himself" (subjunctive), 
Old Babylonian Stem Gt from šakānu; mn dy ytpth yth, "whoever opens 
it for himself", in Nabataean Aramaic; 'ittahada, "he took for himself", 
Arabic Stem V I I I from 'ahada, "to take". But they have also a passive 
and a reciprocal meaning, especially in languages such as Aramaic and 
Ethiopic, where there is no N-stem; e.g. Old Aramaic ytšm', " i t will be 
heard"; Tigre tzgādabaw, "they fought each other"; Tigrinya tâsàbrà or 
tásábárà, " i t was broken"; Amharic tàgàddálá, "he was killed"; Gafat 
tàdâr(r)âsâ, "he was found"; Chaha (Gurage) târakâsom, "they quar
relled with one another". From the semantic point of view, the stems 
with f-affix, especially the one corresponding to the basic stem, approxi
mately cover the same field as the N-stem. 

41.21. The f-affix can be put in Semitic before or after the first consonant 
of the verbal stem to which it is added. Its position can be questioned in 
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some cases because of phonological factors which occasion the assimi
lation of t to the first radical (§41.25,32), and it can change in conse
quence of a widespread tendency in Semitic languages to restrict the use 
of stems with infixed t and sometimes to create new stems with prefixed 
t or (i)sta- (Stem X in Arabic). 

41.22. The original situation of the r-affix after the first radical of the 
basic stem is preserved in Palaeosyrian (e.g. ti-il-tap-tu, "they rubbed 
themselves", from lapātu), in Amorite (e.g. the proper name Ia-an-ta-qi-
im, "he was avenged", from naqāmu), in Ugaritic (e.g. yrths, "he 
washed himself", from rhs), in Old Akkadian (e.g. imtahsā, "they 
fought with each other", from mahāsu), in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. mit-
lik, "take advice!", from malāku), in Moabite (e.g. w'lthm, "and I 
fought", from Ihm), in Old Phoenician (e.g. thtpk, " i t will be over
turned", from hpk), in Old Aramaic (e.g. ygtzr, "it will be cut off", from 
gzr), in Arabic (e.g. 'irtafa'a, "he rose", from rafa'a, "to lift"), in Epi
graphic South Arabian (e.g. dtrrn, "to wage war against each other", 
from drr, "to wage war"), and in Modem South Arabian (e.g. Mehri and 
Harsūsi dktdldf, "he was troubled", from klj). 

41.23. The tendency to drop the stem with infixed t appears in stan
dard Phoenician, where qttl is not attested, as against the early Byblos 
dialect (thtsp, "it will be torn away"; thtpk, " i t will be overturned"). 
Only possible traces of this stem survive in Biblical Hebrew (štn, "to 
urinate", from šyn; htl, "to mock", from hli), and the original r-infix is 
generally replaced in Aramaic from the 8th century B.C. on by a r-pre-
fix (e.g. ytšm', " i t will be heard"). In Sabaic, ts2(y)m, "he appointed for 
his sake", from the root s2ym, can only be interpreted as tafa'la, despite 
the r-infix of the form dtrrn. 

41.24. A new basic stem with prefixed t and a passive meaning was 
created also in Arabic colloquials, especially in Egypt and in the 
Maghrib; e.g. Cairene it'add, "it was counted", from 'add, "to count"; 
itfatah, " i t was opened", from fatah, "to open"; itmisik, "he was 
seized", from misik, "to seize"; Maghrebine tfa'al or tfa'il, "it was 
made". These formations go back to old colloquials, since the secondary 
stem tahida, "he took for himself", is quoted from an ancient Hidjazi 
dialect, tabarii (tbny), "he consummated the marriage", occurs in a 
South-Palestinian text from the 9th century A.D., and similar forms are 
encountered elsewhere. The reflexive-passive r-prefix is used with the 
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basic stem in Aramaic from the 8th century B.C. on (e.g. Old Aramaic 
ytšm', " i t wi l l be heard"; Syriac 'etqdtel, "he was killed") and in all the 
Ethiopian languages (e.g. Ge'ez taqatla, "he was killed"). However, the 
affix can preserve its original place in Aramaic whenever it follows a 
sibilant, exactly as in the cluster -št- I -st- of the Semitic reflexive 
causative stem (§41.28), thus hištakah, "he was found", from the root 
škh. 

41.25. The Dt-stem derived from Stem I I with doubled second radical 
consonant has not been identified so far in Palaeosyrian, in Amorite, and 
in Ugaritic, but it is amply attested in the other branches of Semitic. 

1° The t is certainly infixed in East Semitic, e.g. Old Babylonian 
uštallamû, "they wi l l be kept safe". It preserved its original place also in 
Hebrew, in Phoenician, and in Aramaic when it follows a sibilant, 
exactly as in the cluster -st- I -st- of the reflexive causative; e.g. 
hištappēk, "to be poured out", from the root špk; ysthyalm in Poenulus 
931 = *'št'lm, " I beg you", from the root š7; yištamma'ūn, "they wil l 
obey", from the root šm'. In post-classical Hebrew, however, the t can 
be prefixed to a sibilant, e.g. htš'š'w ( lQIs a ) instead of hišta'aša'ū, 
"enjoy yourselves" (Is. 29,9). The reflexive stem of the Modern South 
Arabian intensive-conative, which corresponds to Arabic Stems V and 
V I (cf. §41.4), is formed with the i-infix; e.g. Mehri and Harsusi 
ydftdgor, "he wi l l burst". 

2° Instead, there is no hard evidence as yet that this has been the case 
also in Stem V (arid VI) of Pre-Classical Arabic and that the forms with 
i-affixes assimilated to the first radical bear witness to an Old Arabic 
assimilation of the i-infix to the preceding sibilant or dental, like in Ara
bic Stem V I I I ; e.g. yattahharu < *yattahharu, "he wil l perform an ablu
tion"; yassaddaqu < *yastaddaqu, "he gives alms", to compare with 
Hebrew yistaddāq, with partial assimilation of t, instead of Classical 
Arabic yatasaddaqu. This assumption is nevertheless supported by the 
parallel situation in Stem V I I I and by the prosthetic vowel in perfect 
forms, like 'izzayyana < *ztayyana (Stem V) , "he was adorned", 
'ittāqala < *ttāqala (Stem VI) , "he became heavy". In fact, neither the 
prosthesis nor the assimilation do appear in North Arabian inscriptions 
showing the t prefixed to the root, e.g. Safaitic ts2wq, "he longed"; trwh, 
"he was rushed up". These formations, which antedate the 4th/5th cen
tury A.D., obviously parallel the "innovative" forms used in Classical 
Arabic tafa"ala (e.g. ta'allama, "he learned") and tafā'ala, also in the 
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Central-Arabian colloquials, and in the camel-bedouin dialects spoken 
by the Shammar and the Rwāla, with forms as tehedder, "he discarded", 
itehedder, "he will discard". 

3° The elision of the vowel of reflexive ta- is, instead, the mle in the 
vernaculars of the settled Arab population, with the consequence that 
mediaeval and modem colloquials prefix the t with the prosthetic vowel 
a-, like in Andalusian atfa"al, or with like in modem colloquials, e.g. 
Cairene itgawwiz, "he was married", from gawwiz, "he married". 

4° Besides the cases mentioned under 1°, the t is prefixed in Hebrew 
(e.g. hitqaddeš, "he sanctified himself"), in Phoenician (e.g. htqds), in 
Aramaic (e.g. Syriac 'ethassan, "he was fortified"), in Ge'ez (e.g. 
taqaddasa, "he was sanctified"), in Tigre (e.g. tdmazzana, "he was 
weighed"), in Amharic (e.g. tâfâllâgâ, "he was wanted"), and in the 
other Ethiopian languages (e.g. Soddo tàzibbàrâ, "he returned" [intran
sitive], from zibbdrd, "he returned" [transitive]; L-stem if the i derives 
from ay < ā, cf. §41.5). The initial h / ' of the forms of the suffix-conju
gation is simply introducing the prosthetic vowel (§27.16) and has no 
phonemic function. 

41.26. Mishnaic Hebrew has a form nitpa"al or nipta"al (with a sibi
lant as first radical) which combines the N-stem with the tD/Dt-stem and 
is used as a reflexive (e.g. nistappag, "he dried himself"), also as an 
intransitive (e.g. ništattā, "he went made"), a reciprocal (e.g. ništattāpū, 
"they became partners"), and very often as a passive (e.g. nitgallā, "it 
became uncovered"). A similar evolution is attested in various Arabic 
colloquials of the Maghrib, especially in Algeria, where the passive-
reflexive meaning of a r-stem is underscored by the addition of a prefix 
n- leading to a form ntafal or, with assimilation, ttaf'al; e.g. ntddrdb, 
ttddrdb, and even ttdndrab, "he was beaten". In Morocco, the nf-stem is 
restricted to verbs with initial radical w; e.g. ntqud, " i t took fire", from 
waqada. 

41.27. The r-affix produces a new stem also when joined to the theme 
with first vowel lengthened (§41.4), viz. Stem V I tafā'ala of Classical 
Arabic, which has a reflexive or reciprocal meaning. The Modem South 
Arabian reflexive intensive-conative of the pattern CātCdC and the 
assimilated Pre-Classical Arabic forms of the type 'iffā'ala I yaffd'alu 
(cf. §41.25) seem to indicate that the t was originally infixed, but pre
fixed forms are attested in Classical Arabic (e.g. taqātalū, "they fought 
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together"), in Mediaeval Arabic (e.g. Andalusian atfā'aì), in Ge'ez (e.g. 
tamāsalū, "they resembled each other"), in Tigre tašārama, "he was cut 
into strips"), in Amharic (e.g. tāmarrākā, "he was taken prisoner"), in 
Gafat (tâqattàlâ, " i t was burnt"), and in the other Ethiopian languages 
(e.g. Chaha tārakàsom, "they quarrelled with one another"). The t is 
also prefixed in modern Arabic colloquials (e.g. Cairene itgāwib, "he 
was answered", from gāwib, "to answer"). 

41.28. The reflexive morpheme t of the s-causative and of the Ethiopic 
'^-causative is always infixed and follows the causative morphemes š- / 
s- and 'a-1 a- (§41.9, 14). This would also be the case of the unique Old 
Aramaic form htn'bw, "they were withered", i f this is a Ht-stem with 
the causative prefix h- replacing the original Št-stem of *n'p / na'ābu, 
"to dry", and not a tD-stem with h- simply introducing the prosthetic 
vowel i instead of the usual Aramaic ' . In any case, the 'at-/ ûf-stem of 
the modern Ethiopian languages (§41.14) offers an exact parallel to the 
possible Old Aramaic Ht-stem. In general, the St-stem and the Ethiopic 
'ai-stem have either a causative-passive / reflexive meaning or a 
causative-reciprocal or adjutative connotation. The corresponding 
Cushitic stem signifies that something is being done by oneself or for 
oneself; e.g. Oromo bā-sat-a, "(he) causes to get out (bah-) by himself", 
i.e. "(he) himself takes out"; Rendille golol-sa4-, "cause to feed (golol-) 
oneself", i.e. "eat". 

41.29. The St-stem, Arabic Stem X, is well attested in all Semitic lan
guage families: in Palaeosyrian (e.g. uš-tá-si-ir /yuštāšir/, "he has 
released", from the root wšr), in Amorite proper names (e.g. Uš-ta-aš-
ni-El /Yuštatnī-'El/, "El acted for the second time", from the root tny), 
in Ugaritic (e.g. tšthwy, "she prostrated herself", from hwy), in Old 
Akkadian (e.g. uš-tá-za-kà-ar-si /yuštazakkarši/, "he wi l l swear on i t " , 
i.e. on a sheep to be sacrificed, from zakāru), in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. 
uštalpit, " i t was destroyed", from lapātu), in Hebrew (e.g. hištaìfwā, 
"he prostrated himself", from hwy), in Aramaic (e.g. Syriac 'eštawdī, 
"he confessed", from wdy), in Arabic (e.g. 'istakbara, "he deemed 
great", from kabara), in Epigraphic South Arabian (e.g. Sabaic sltsl 7, 
"he put forward a request", from sl'l), in North Ethiopic (e.g. Ge'ez 
'astamhara, "he showed himself merciful", from mhr), and in South 
Ethiopic (e.g. Amharic astámammànā, "he inspired confidence", "he 
convinced", from 'mn). The absence of the morpheme t in the Modern 
South Arabian forms of the causative reflexive (e.g. Harsūsi šdlbdd, "he 
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was hit", from Ibd) and of the intensive-conative reflexive (e.g. Harsūsi 
šdldbdd, "he hit back") is to be explained by the total assimilation of t to 
the preceding š: *štalbad > šalbdd and *štalabbad > šahbdd. The exis
tence of these two forms parallels the two types of the East Semitic 
Št-stem recognizable by the imperfectives (present-future) uštapras, 
which is the passive of the Š-stem, and uštaparras, which has a recipro
cal connotation (e.g. uštamahhar, "she makes herself equal to"). There 
is a clear correspondence between the Modem South Arabian and the 
East Semitic forms, both from the morphological and from the semantic 
points of view. 

41.30. The tendency to drop or to restrict the use of the stems with 
f-infix is also manifest in the case of the Št-stem. The latter is not 
attested in Phoenician and its use in Hebrew is restricted to one verb. In 
Aramaic, it tends to be replaced by a Th-stem, the passive-reflexive of 
the A-causative (§41.11); e.g. Official Aramaic 'thhsynn, "they 
refrained", from hsn. Following the change h > ' it became a T'-stem 
(e.g. participle mt"l, "brought in" , from 7/) and finally a Tt-stem with 
the assimilation t' > tt; e.g. Syriac 'ettrīm, "he was raised", from rwm. 
Instead, Moroccan Arabic prefixes t to the s, thus creating a stem tsdf'al. 

41.31. In modem Arabic colloquials, the prefix (i)sta- of Stem X is 
sometimes extended to other stems; e.g. Palestinian istarayyah, "he 
found rest", combines Stems I I and X of rāha; Tunisian st'āhid, "he 
agreed with", and Damascene stnāwal, "he packed with", combine 
Stems I I I and X respectively of wahada and of nāla. 

41.32. Beside the South Arabian total assimilation št > š (§41.29) and 
the Aramaic assimilation t' > tt (§41.30), other changes related to the 
f-affix can be observed. Thus, the morpheme št can change in Assyro-
Babylonian into It and become ss in the Neo-Assyrian orthography, 
which conceals a pronounced śś > šš (§15.2; 27.5). Moreover, the r-affix 
is assimilated in various languages to the first consonant of the verbal 
root. In Arabic, the r-infix of Stem VII I is totally or partially assimilated 
to the preceding interdental (t, d, d, t) and dental plosive (d, t) or frica
tive (z , s); e.g. 'itta'ara < *tta'ara, "he was avenged"; 'izdahama < 
*ztahama, " i t was crowded". In Pre-Classical Arabic, the original f-infix 
rather than prefix of Stems V and V I (§41.25) is likewise assimilated to 
the interdentals (t, d), dental plosives (d, t) or fricatives (s, z, s), and to 
the palato-alveolar š (< ś); e.g. 'izzayyana < *ztayyana, "he was 
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adorned"; yaddattaru < *yadtattaru, "he covers himself". In Hebrew, a 
partial assimilation of the f-infix of the Dt-stem (corresponding to Ara
bic Stem V) is attested when the preceding consonant is s (e.g. histaddēq 
< *histaddēq, "he justified himself"), and the assimilation is total when 
this consonant is d or t (e.g. yiddakkd'ū < *yidtakkd'ū, "they wi l l be 
crushed"; yittammā < *yittammā, "he defiles himself"). In Aramaic, the 
assimilation can be total when the preceding consonant is z (e.g. hzmn-
twn < *'''iztamintūn, "you have agreed"). In the North Ethiopian lan
guages of Ge'ez and Tigre the f-affix of the reflexive-passive stem is 
assimilated to the contiguous dental or sibilant (e.g. Ge'ez ydssabbar < 
*yatsabbar and Tigre hssabar < *fotsabar, " i t is broken"), but in 
Tigrinya it is assimilated to any contiguous radical which, however, is 
not geminated (e.g. ydkdffàt < *ydtkdffat, " i t is opened"). In the South 
Ethiopian languages of Amharic and Argobba the f-affix is assimilated 
to any first radical, in Argobba also in the perfect (e.g. Amharic yannag-
gār-all, " i t is said"; Argobba annekkàsa, "he was bitten"; yannekkàs-
al, "he wil l be bitten"). Besides, a total assimilation of f occurs in the 
Amharic forms aqqattàlà < *atqattālā < * 'a-tâ-qātala and aqqàtattālà < 
*atqātattâla < *'a-tà-qatātala with the causative reflexive prefix at-
(§41.14), except in verbs beginning with a, where the weakened original 
guttural is assimilated to the preceding f giving rise to a geminated tt 
(< t'), as in attásassábā, "he caused to settle financial accounts", from 
the reciprocal stem tâsassâbu, "they settled accounts", formed from 
assàbâ, "he calculated" (root Mb). In Harari, Gafat, and Gurage, the t is 
assimilated only to a contiguous dental or sibilant (e.g. Gafat yassikkām 
for *yatsikkam, "he carries a burden"), but it can optionally be main
tained in some of the Gurage dialects (e.g. Ennemor yatsàdàb or 
ydssâdâb, "he is offended"). This optional usage clearly indicates that 
the assimilation takes place with a prefixed f, contrary to the situation in 
Arabic (§41.25). 

Considering the various combinations of prefixed and infixed f-stems with 
other stems, a recapitulative table will be offered in §41.55. 

g) Frequentative Stems 

41.33. The frequentative or iterative meaning is expressed in Palaeo
syrian, in Old Akkadian, and in Assyro-Babylonian by an infix -tana- in 
the imperfective (present-future) and -tan- in the other "tenses", where 
the n is assimilated to the following consonant; e.g. Palaeosyrian preterite 
iš-ta-pá-ru /yištapparū/ < *yištanparū, "they sent continuously", but 
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Old Akkadian imperfective aš-tá-na-pá-ra /(')aštanappara/, " I send 
continuously". This infix can be inserted in all the forms of the basic 
stem (B/Gtn: iptanarras), of the stem with lengthened or geminated sec
ond radical consonant (Dtn: uptanarras), of the causative stem (Stn: 
uštanapras), and of the passive-reflexive stem (Ntn: ittanapras). Some 
Canaanized verbal forms of the Amarna correspondence use the infix 
-tan(a)- as well; e.g. is-te-nem-mu (with an indicative «-suffix), " I am 
always heeding" (EA 261,10); u lāmi tittassūna (with the plural -una 
termination) sābu pittātu, "and lest the bowmen continue to come 
forth . . . " (EA 244,19-20). It is not clear as yet whether these forms are 
hybrid or belong to an authentic West Semitic conjugation. Since the 
assimilation of -n- has to be assumed in most cases, while the gemina
tion is not indicated, the frequentative or durative meaning may also be 
explained by the use of a to-infix, attested in Assyro-Babylonian (e.g. 
aštammar, " I praise continuously"). The latter is sometimes combined 
with the reflexive f-affix (§41.35), and it is paralleled by the Ethiopic 
and Libyco-Berber ta-prefix (§41.34). Further research is needed. In 
any case, the infix -iania)- is not related to the Ethiopic ta«-prefix 
(§41.17-18). 

41.34. The frequentative stem with the r<2(«)-affix, which was believed 
to be unique to the ancient Syro-Mesopotamian Semitic, corresponds 
instead to the Libyco-Berber f-prefix, which has to be distinguished 
from the mva-prefix (§41.20), and to the Ethiopic ra-prefix when'the lat
ter is added to the stem of some verbs with lengthened first vowel 
(I.3/C). In Libyco-Berber, this morpheme can denote a frequentative, 
habitual, or continuous action; e.g. ydtdffdġ, "he often goes out" (vs. 
yzffdġ, "he went out"), ydtdtt a-dir, "he usually eats grapes" (vs. ydšša, 
"he ate"); tràziġ, " I keep on waiting" (vs. raziġ, " I waited"); tmdttdn, 
"they die one after the other" (vs. ydmmut, "he died"); itākârād, "he 
keeps on behaving violently", ur itdkdrid, "he doesn't keep on behaving 
violently" (vs. ikkdrdd, "he behaved violently"). In Ethiopic, this stem 
may express an action that one does habitually or normally; e.g. 
Amharic ydh wdšša tânakaš now, "this dog is likely to bite" or "is in the 
habit of biting". It may also assume the various meanings of the "redu
plicative" or "frequentative" stem (§41.36). I f the original prefix was 
*tan-, the n has been lost completely in Libyco-Berber and in Ethiopic. 
However, the existence of a simple r-affix with the same functions in 
Syro-Mesopotamian Semitic seems to suggest a different answer 
(§41.35). 
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41.35. Ugaritic and Assyro-Babylonian happen to use a double r-affix 
in reflexive conjugations, where the second -t- denotes a progressive or 
frequentative action, although there is no trace of n (cf. §41.33). The 
clearest case occurs in Ugaritic with a tB/Gt infinitive followed by a 
feminine pronominal suffix: wl sb't tmthsh b'mq, "and she was not 
sated with her habit of fighting in the valley" (KTU 1.3,11,19). Since the 
form is an infinitive, no perfect of the iptaras type may enter here into 
account. A similar example is found in a syllabic text from Ugarit, 
where the restitution is based on a parallel passage from Boghazkoy: 
[šumma... lā tanta]thas (< tamtathas), " i f ... you do not fight over and 
over again". The context requires the imperfective iparras where the 
gemination of the second radical is supplanted by the -t- infix: imtathas 
< *imtathhas, comparable with uptarris < *uptanrris. Similar cases 
occur in temporal clauses at Boghazkoy; e.g. abūya itti nakrlsu kl 
intathassu, "when my father was fighting over and over again with his 
enemies". In these temporal clauses using the frequentative, the imper
fective iparras is employed instead of the iprus, like in Old Assyrian, 
e.g. inūmi... taštanapparanni ... aqbī-šum, "when you were writing to 
me over and over again, I told you Comparable forms without n are 
found in other Assyro-Babylonian texts with a B/Gtt-form, e.g. lū terēq 
lū tenessī lū tatatlak, "may you recede, may you disappear, may you go 
further and further away!"; with a Dtt-form, e.g. [ . . .] īrub ištiššu šinīšu 
šalšīšu rigimšu iddi-ma utetetti, "[when Adad] enters, darts his roar 
once, twice, three times, and it darkens more and more . . . " ; with a Stt-
form, e.g. libittašu ina ramānišu uštatalpit, "its brickwork crumbles 
more and more by itself". In the last three examples, the imperfective 
iparras denotes a progressive situation, rather than an iterative one. This 
leaves us with a strong analogy to the Libyco-Berber usage of the i-affix 
(§41.34). The forms in question continued to be used in Late Babylonian, 
as shown by the Stt- imperfective in the Aramaizing asyndetic construction 
of a perfective followed by an imperfective in upattā nērbētì mālak erinē 
ušteteššer, " I opened up passes (so that) the road of the cedars will be prac
ticable on and on". The paradigm of the East Semitic imperfective (ipar
ras) of these reflexive-frequentative stems can be presented as follows: 

B/Gtt Dtt Štt 
imtathas uptat(ar)ras uštatapras 

41.36. A "frequentative" stem with repeated second radical consonant 
is very common in modern Ethiopic. It is usually called either "redu
plicative" or "frequentative" in consideration of its main semantic 
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function. In fact, this stem mostly expresses an intensive or a frequenta
tive action; e.g. Tigre kadādama, "he worked on and off"; sabābara, 
"he broke thoroughly"; Amharic sdbabdrd, "he smashed"; Tigrinya 
qātatàlā, Soddo (Gurage) gddadddld, "he slaughtered" (root qtl); Chaha 
(Gurage) bdnandrdm or bdnânàràm, "he went on demolishing", from 
bandrdm, "he demolished". Also the biconsonantal verbs can form a 
reduplicative stem; e.g. Chaha sdmamdm, "he went on kissing", from 
samām, "he kissed" (root s'm). There are verbs whose basic meaning is 
expressed only by the reduplicative stem; e.g. Muher (Gurage) td-blal-
lāqām, "he was joyful". The reduplicative may often be rendered by 
"completely, constantly, thoroughly, all over, on and on". 

41.37. There exist in Hebrew some related cases where the second and 
third radicals are repeated; e.g. sdharhar, "he continuously turned 
about", from shr, "to go about"; homarmar, " i t was continuously foam
ing", from the root hmr. The same formation is attested in Ethiopic with 
verbs possessing a meaning which implies iterative connotations; e.g. 
Ge'ez 'ahmalmala, " i t became green"; 'arsāhsdha, "he sullied"; 
Amharic bālàqāllāqà, "he became clumsy". 

h) Reduplicated Biconsonantal Stems 

41.38. Originally biconsonantal roots of the type CvC give rise by 
reduplication to quadriconsonantal themes of the type C{vC2ClvC2, e.g. 
Ugaritic ylcrlcr, "he snapped"; Hebrew gilgèl, "he rolled"; Aramaic and 
Mishnaic Hebrew balbēl, "he confused"; Arabic zalzala, "he shook"; 
la'la'a, "it glittered"; Ge'ez badbada, "he devastated"; 'an-safsafa, " i t 
dripped"; Amharic gwânággwânâ, "he wove"; lalla, "he is loose", from 
Ge'ez lahldha with loss of the pharyngals; Chaha (Gurage) q?raqdram, 
"he mixed". Some of these verbs give rise by dissimilation to quadri
consonantal verbs with three different consonants, e.g. Aramaic qašqēš 
> qarqēš, "he knocked"; Arabic tabtaba > tartaba, "he gurgled". Both 
examples show the dissimilatory function or r (cf. §23.9). It is notewor
thy that reduplicated biconsonantal stems frequently occur in Libyco-
Berber; e.g. Tamazight bdgbdg, "to overfill", barbar, "to drink hard"; 
s-tartar, "to make the milk boil". A dissimilation may occur in the same 
conditions as in Semitic; e.g. krkb < *kbkb, "to roll". 
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i) Stems with Geminated or Reduplicated Last Radical Consonant 

41.39. Certain secondary and rarer themes with geminated or redupli
cated last radical consonant occur in various languages. In Arabic, the 
stem 'if alia, classified as Stem IX, is used for denominative verbs 
related to adjectives of the pattern 'afalu and indicates colours or phys
ical features; e.g. 'isfarra, "he became yellow", from 'asfaru, "yel
low"; 'izwarra, "he became bent", from 'azwaru, "bent". In Libyco-
Berber, the last radical consonant is reduplicated in similar cases 
(cf. §41.38); e.g. Tamazight šdmrar, "to become white". A variant of 
Arabic Stem IX is Stem X I ('if alia), which replaces Stem IX in West 
Arabian dialects and is inflected in modern colloquials in three different 
ways: e.g. smānt, or sm?nt, or smānayt, " I became fat". A formation 
apparently corresponding to Arabic Stem IX is attested in Ethiopic, but 
it is not considered as a derived stem and the verbs belonging to this cat
egory go back historically to quadriconsonantal patterns formed often by 
dissimilation from triconsonnantal roots (§41.42); e.g. Amharic bàràtta 
< *bàràttà'â, "he became strong", from the root bt' (cf. Arabic bāti', 
"strong"); arâġġā < *'àràssáyâ, "he grew old", from the root 'sy 
(cf. dialectal Arabic 'asiya, "he became big" [Lisān]), where the radical 
s was palatalized by y into ġġ. In both examples, the dissimilatory con
sonant is r (*batta'a > *barta'a [Tigrinya bartz'e] > *bâráttà'à; 
*'assay a > *'arsaya > *'àràssáyâ). 

41.40. Stems with reduplicated last radical consonant occur in various 
Semitic languages. From the semantic and the morphological points of 
view, they are often related to Stem I I or D (§41.3). In Hebrew, such a 
stem (polēl) occurs mainly with biconsonantal verbal roots (§44); e.g. 
romēm, "he set up", from rūm; sobēb, "he enclosed", from sobb. As in 
Hebrew, a stem pll is used in Ugaritic with biconsonantal roots; e.g. 
trmm, "they set up"; ykllnh, "let him complete i t " . The stem pa'lal 
appears in Hebrew with denominative verbs, derived from an adjective; 
e.g. ra(anan, " i t grew luxuriant", from ra'anān, "luxuriant". The East 
Semitic verbs su-harrurum and su-qammunu, "to be dead-silent", 
belong to the same category. In Ugaritic, in Aramaic, and in Ethiopic, a 
corresponding stem can derive also from substantives; e.g. Ugaritic 
shrrt, "she was heating", from shr, "heat"; Syriac 'abded, "he 
enslaved"; Ge'ez bardada, "he covered with stones"; Arabic ġalbaba 
and Ge'ez galbaba, "he wrapped", derived from ġilbāb, "garment". 
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j) Other Stems 

41.41. There is a residue of rarer stems which occur in one or another 
language, e.g. Arabic Stems X I I {'if'aw'ala), XI I I ('ifawwala), XIV 
('ìfanlala), and XV ('if'anlâ), where almost each case requires a partic
ular examination. These stems cannot be treated here in the framework 
of an outline of comparative grammar. Besides, the combination of two 
stems is widely attested in modern Arabic colloquials and in Ethiopian 
languages (§41.26, 31), and there are verbs with more than three radical 
consonants (§41.42). 

k) Verbs with Four Radical Consonants 

41.42. Semitic languages possess a certain number of verbs with four 
radical consonants which do not result from the reduplication, either of 
one or two radicals, or of the whole biconsonantal root, as mentioned 
above (§41.36-40). They are then borrowed from a foreign language or 
originate, as a rule, by dissimilation, diphthongization, etc., from origi
nally triconsonantal roots, or are simply denominative verbs. Their ori
gin can still be established in several cases. E.g. the Babylonian verb na-
harmumu, "to decay", is related to Arabic hamma, "putrid smell", 
while na-šarbutu, "to carry by storm", derives from the same root as 
South Arabian sxbt, "to defeat". The Arabic verb 'ihrantama (with 
n-infix: §17.8), "he looked sulky", derives from the noun hurtūm, "pro
boscis", borrowed through Aramaic from Babylonian huttimmu or by 
dissimilation hultimmu, "snout". In any case, the dissimilatory conso
nant of the East Semitic verbs with four radicals is always / or r, a 
feature which confirms their derivation from triconsonantal roots 
(cf. §41.39). Amharic sânábbátā, "he spent the week", is a denomina
tive verb deriving from the noun sanbat, borrowed with the dissimilation 
nb < bb from Hebrew šabbāt, "Sabbath", while tdrâggwâmà, "he trans
lated", derives from the West Semitic noun targūm, "translation" 
(root rgm). Bàràkkátà, "he abounded", is related to Ge'ez barakat, 
"blessing", and Arabic basmala, "he said bismillahV'', is based on the 
whole expression "in the name of God". In some Maghrebine colloqui
als, the nominal pattern of diminutives is applied also to verbs which are 
thus diphthongized and get a pejorative or ironic meaning; e.g. yakaytib, 
"he writes"; staygbal, "he turned his face towards the Qibla". 
The examples fit some patterns, but they should be examined one by 
one. 
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I) Passive Voice 

41.43. Internal passives are known in West Semitic languages and in 
Modern South Arabian. Their existence cannot be proved convincingly 
in Amorite, in Ugaritic, and in Epigraphic South Arabian, while they do 
not occur in Palaeosyrian, East Semitic, and Ethiopic. Therefore, they 
are probably to be regarded as a secondary development of West 
Semitic, that spread to South Arabia. The passive is already attested in 
Old Canaanite by a Taanach letter dating from the 15th century B.C.: lū 
tuddanūna, "let (the copper arrows) be given". Several examples occur 
in the Amarna correspondence, both in the prefix and the suffix conju
gation. The basic pattern is yuqtal for the preterite, as in tuddanūna, and 
yuqattal for the imperfective, as in ú-na-sár /yunassar/, "(he) wi l l be 
protected" (EA 327,5), and tu-sa-bat ftusabbatl, "(she) wi l l be seized" 
(EA 85,46). The stative is represented e.g. by the Amarna gloss si-ir-ti, 
" I am besieged" (EA 127,34), where the form slrti exactly parallels the 
Aramaic and Pre-Classical Arabic passive of the CūC verbs, always 
spelled with I in the Qur'ān. Also the passive of the D-stem appears in a 
letter from Kāmid el-L6z (lū tuwaššarūna, "may they be despatched") 
and in a letter from Byblos (EA 126,19.40), where the Old Canaanite 
form iú-ša-ru /yuššarū/, "they are despatched" (from yšr < wšr), paral
lels the Hebrew quttal (§41.45). 

41.44. Internal passives are in full use in Classical Arabic where the suf
fix conjugation is formed on the vowel pattern u-i instead of a-a or a-i (e.g. 
kutiba, " i t was written"; tukūtiba, "the correspondence was kept"), while 
the prefix conjugation follows the vowel pattern u-a (e.g. yuktabu, " i t will 
be written"; yutakātabu, "the correspondence will be kept"). Arabic 
makes use of a variation in vowel pattern to express the distinction between 
active and passive voices not only for Stems I-IV, but even for Stems 
V-VTII and X, although these stems usually have a passive-reflexive or a 
reflexive-intransitive meaning. In these cases, however, a distinctive pas
sive acceptation is only realized when the "active" vocalization of the stem 
concerned does not express a passive meaning. The internal passive existed 
probably in North Arabian, as suggested e.g. by the following Safaitic sen
tence: mV sltt 's2hrf-hwr, "he was taken away (*muti') for six months and. 
he returned". Instead, it has disappeared in most modern Arabic colloqui
als. It is still used in the Ristāq dialect of "Oman and in Bedouin dialects of 
Central and Eastern Maghrib. A new passive form with an w-prefix appears 
in the Hassānīya dialect spoken in Mauritania; e.g. ubahhar, yubahhar, "to 
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be fumigated", vs. bahhar, ibahhar "to fumigate". A periphrastic passive 
formed with tamma, "to be done", + verbal noun is used in Modem Ara
bic to report durative actions. 

41.45. In vocalized Biblical Hebrew, the passive of the basic stem has, 
as a rule, been superseded by the N-stem, since Mishnaic Hebrew had no 
passive of the B/G-stem. Generally, the Masoretes preserved it only 
when the consonantal skeleton did not render possible its vocalization as 
an N-stem; they had then recourse to the paradigms quttal and yuqtal 
(e.g. luqqah, "he was taken"; yuqqah, "he will be taken"). In reality, 
however, quttal was the passive of the D-stem (e.g. quddaš, "he was 
made hallowed"), with an imperfect ydquttal (e.g. ydšullah, "he will be 
sent off"), which is secondary as shown by the Old Canaanite yuqattal 
pattern. There was also a passive of the causative stem, vocalized hoqtal 
(e.g. hošlak, "he was thrown") and yoqtal in the imperfect. 

41.46. In Official Aramaic, the passive of the basic stem is often writ
ten ktyb, " i t is written", yhybw, "they were delivered", with an internal 
vowel letter y, which suggests an original pattern *qutil, like in Arabic, 
subsequently changed into qdtil as a consequence of the lengthening of 
the stressed vowel í: *qutíl > qdtil. Old Aramaic examples of the imper
fect (e.g. ygzr, "he will be cut") should probably be vocalized yuqtal, 
also like in Arabic. The passive of the Aramaic D-stem and of the 
causative stem has practically disappeared, with only a few examples 
left of a vocalized huqtal form (e.g. hūbad, "he was destroyed", from 
the root 'bd), instead of the expected *huqtil. 

41.47. Passive forms occur in Modern South Arabian, at least in the basic 
stem, although there are also clear examples from the causative stem. The 
original pattern of the perfect may have been *qutil, like in Arabic, since 
the Sheri and Soqotri forms follow the pattern CdCiC for the perfect; e.g. 
Sheri rdfis, "he was kicked"; Mehri shows a change / > ē, e.g. drfēs, par
allel to Aramaic kdtlb. The original pattern of the imperfect does not result 
clearly from Śheri ydrfds and Mehri yarfos, "he will be kicked", while 
Soqotri has a passive imperfect yiqdtol. The passive causative, e.g. Mehri 
dglel, " i t was boiled", may derive from a *huqtil pattern. 

m) Recapitulation of Stems 

41.48. The following paradigmatic tables aim at presenting a synoptic 
view of the main verb-stems in Semitic languages. A table is offered 
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also for North Semitic, although the available evidence for Palaeosyrian 
and Amorite is incomplete, while the graphically distinguishable verb-
stems of Ugaritic do certainly not represent the entire system. In fact, 
there is a strong presumption that stems existed which were character
ized by gemination or vocalic lengthening, unmarked in the script. Addi
tional recapitulative tables are offered for the causative stems (§41.54) 
and the stems with i-infix (§41.55). The tables refer to triconsonantal 
verbal roots, while the biconsonantal ones wi l l be examined in a further 
section (§44). Most Semitic verbs possess only a part of the stems and 
forms attested in the entire system. 

41.49. The paradigm of Old Babylonian verb-stems can be considered 
as representative for all the Assyro-Babylonian dialects, as well as for 
Old Akkadian. Besides, it may coincide to a large extent with the situa
tion in Palaeosyrian. The paradigmatic verb parāsu, "to separate", is 
used in this table. 

Preterite Present-Future Perfect Stative 

B/G-stem iprus iparras iptaras paris 
B/Gt-stem iptaras iptarras iptatras pitrus 
B/Gtn-stem iptarras iptanarras iptatarras pitarrus 
D-stem uparris uparras uptarris purrus 
Dt-stem uptarris uptarras uptatarris — 
Dtn-stem uptarris uptanarras uptatarris putarrus 
Š-stem ušapris ušapras uštapris šuprus 
Št-stem uštapris uštap(ar)ras ustatapris šutaprus 
Štn-stem uštapris uštanapras uštatapris šutaprus 
N-stem ipparis ipparras ittapras naprus 
Ntn-stem ittapras ittanapras ittatapras itaprus 

41.50. Despite its unvocalized script, Ugaritic offers the largest num
ber of North Semitic verbal forms which can lead to a provisional and 
partial reconstruction of the verb-stems. The paradigmatic verb qatal, 
"to k i l l " , w i l l be used in this table. We assume that the verb belongs to 
the M-class, like Arabic qatala, and we apply Barth's law (§40.16,21). 

*Preterite *Imperfective *Perfective *Stative-Perfect 

yaqtul yaqattul yaqtatul qatal 
yaqtatul yaqtattul yaqtattul qittul 
yuqattil yuqattal yuqtattil quttul 
yuqtattil yuqtattal yuqtatattil — 
yašaqtil yasaqtal yaštaqtil šaqtil 
yaštaqtil yastaq(at)tal yaštataqtil sataqtil 

B/G-stem 
B/Gt-stem 
D-stem 
Dt-stem 
Š-stem 
Št-stem 
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41.51. For the West Semitic languages the system of Classical Arabic 
has been chosen. This is the only language which makes use of the entire 
system and has a consistent vocalization of all the stems, including their 
passive voice. The paradigmatic verb fa'ala, "to make", is used in this 
table, which only represents the main Stems I-VIII and X. 

Perfect Perfect Imperfect Imperfect 
active passive active passive 

Stem I (B/G) fa 'ala fu 'Ha yaf'ulu yuf'alu 

Stem II (D) fa' 'ala fu' 'ila yufa"ilu yufa"alu 
Stem III (L) fā'ala fū 'ila yufā 'Hu yufā 'alu 
Stem IV (Š/H/') 'af'ala 'uf'ila yuf'ilu yuf'alu 
Stem V (tD) tafa' 'ala tufu' 'ila yatafa' 'alu yutafa"alu 
Stem VI (tL) tafā'ala tufū 'ila yatafā 'alu yutafā 'alu 
Stem VII (N) 'infa 'ala 'unfu 'ila yanfa 'Hu yunfa 'alu 
Stem VIII (B/Gt) 'ifta 'ala 'uftu 'ila yafta 'Hu yufta'alu 
Stem X (Št) 'istaf'ala 'ustufila yastaf'ilu yustaf'alu 

41.52. South Semitic can best be represented by the entire system of 
Ge'ez, the traditional presentation of which distinguishes four funda
mental stems — the basic stem, the stem with prefix 'a-, the stem with 
prefix ta-, and the stem with prefix 'asta , each subdivided into three 
themes: the basic one, the theme with lengthened or geminated second 
radical consonant, and the theme with lengthened first thematic vowel. 
The paradigmatic verb qatala, "to k i l l " , is used in this table. The 
Ethiopic imperfect corresponds morphologically and semantically to the 
East Semitic present-future (§38.5-7), while the Ethiopic jussive/sub
junctive corresponds morphologically to the East Semitic preterite 
(§38.2). 

Perfect Imperfect Jussive/Subjunctive 

Stem I . 1/A (B/G) qatala yaqattdl 
2/B (D) qattala ydqettdl 
3/C (L) qātala ydqāttdl 

yaqtdl 
ydqattdl 
ydqātdl 

Stem II . 1/A (Š/H/') 'aqtala yāqattdl 
2/B (Š/H/'D) 'aqattala yāqettal 
3/C (S/H/'L) 'aqātala yāqāttal 

yāqtal 
yāqattdl 
yāqātdl 

Stem III. 1/A (tB/G) 
2/B (tD) 
3/C (tL) 

taqat(a)la 
taqattala 
taqātala 

ydtqattal 
ydtqettal 
ydtqattal 

ydtqatal 
ydtqattal 
ydtqātal 
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Perfect Imperfect Jussive/Subjunctive 

Stem IV. 1/A (Št) 'astaqtala yāstaqattdl yāstaqtdl 
2/B (ŠDt) 'astaqattala yāstaqettdl yāstaqattdl 
3/C (ŠtL) 'astaqātala yāstaqāttal yāstaqātdl 

41.53. The second radical consonant of the stative or perfect of the 
basic stem ( I . l /A) is not geminated or lengthened in the Semitic lan
guages with the exception of South Ethiopic, where Amharic (e.g. nāg-
gàrà, "he spoke"), Argobba (e.g. sàddàba, "he offended"), and Gafat 
(e.g. gàllàdà, "he girded himself") have a secondary gemination by 
analogy with the verbs used in the D-stem or Ethiopic type 2/B (§41.2). 
In fact, this type 2/B of Ethiopic is no longer, with very few exceptions, 
a derived stem but a basic stem, just as the verbs used in form 1/A. 
However, the geminating Gurage dialects, viz. Soddo and Muher-Gogot-
Masqan, preserve the archaic not-geminated form in the negative, but 
use the innovated type with gemination in the positive forms, e.g. Soddo 
sáffārâm, "he camped", but al-sàfàrà, "he did not camp". The other 
South Ethiopic idioms belong to a non-geminating language group; 
therefore, the not-geminated second radical consonant of the perfect can
not be explained as preservation of the archaic type of the basic stem. 

41.54. The recapitulative table of the causative stems is limited to the 
third person masculine singular of the suffix-conjugation (1) and of the 
two prefix-conjugations, respectively expressing the imperfective (2) 
and the preterite, jussive, or West Semitic imperfect (3). The paradig
matic verbs parās'u, qtl má f ' l are being used: 

1 2 3 

Assyro-Babylonian Š 
ŠD 

šuprus ušapras ušapris 
ušparras ušparris 

Št šutaprus uštap(ar)ras uštapris 

Ugaritic Š šqtl yšqtl yšqtl 
Št štqtl yštqtl yštqtl 

Hebrew H hiqtll yaqtīl 

Št hištaqtal yištaqtel 

Old Aramaic H hqtl y(h)qtl 

Ht ? htqtl *y(h)tqtl 

Syriac ' 'aqtel naqtel 

Tt 'ettaqtal nettaqtal 

Classical Arabic 5 
'af'ala yuf'ilu 

St 'istaf'ala yastaf'ilu 
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1 2 3 
Damascene Coll. af'al byaf'el 

St staf'al byastaf'el 

StL stfā 'al byastfā 'el 

Magrebine Coll. — — 
St staf'el yistaf'el 

StL stfā 'il yistfā 'il 
tS ts af'al yitsdf'al 

Mehri h hdf'ol ydhdf'dl ydhaf'dl 

S(t) Sdf'dl yašaf'dl yašaf'al 

Š(t)L šdfē'dl yašfa 'lan yašfē'al 

Ge'ez II . 1/A 'aqtala yāqattdl yāqtdl 

2/B 'aqattala yāqettdl yāqattdl 

3/C 'aqātala yāqāttdl yāqātal 

IV. 1/A 'astaqtala yāstaqattdl yāstaqtal 

2/B 'astaqattala yāstaqettdl yāstaqattal 

3/C 'astaqātala yāstaqāttdl yāstaqātal 

Tigre II . 1/A 'aqtala yāqattdl yāqtal 

2/B 'aqattala yāqettdl yāqattdl 
3/C 'aqātala yāqāttdl yāqātal 

'at- 'atqātala yātqāttdl yātqātal 

Amharic II . 1/A aqàttālà yaqátl yaqtdl 

2/B aqáttàla yaqàttdl yaqàttdl 

3/C aqattala yaqattdl yaqatal 

as- 1/A-2B asqáttálá yasqàttdl yasqāttal 

3/C asqattàlá yasqattdl yasqatl 
at- aqqattálá yaqqattdl yaqqatl 

astā- IV.3/C astāqattálà yastáqattdl yastàqatl 

41.55. The reca pitulative table of the stems with /-affix is presented 
like the causative stems (§41.54): 

1 2 3 

Assyro-Babylonian B/Gt pitrus iptarras iptaras 

Dt putarrus uptarras uptarris 

Št šutaprus uštap{ar)ras uštapris 

Ugaritic B/Gt *qttl yqttl yqttl 
Št Htqtl ystqtl yštqtl 

Hebrew tD hitqattēl yitqattēl 
NtD nitqattēl 

Old Aramaic B/Gt *qttl yqttl 
tG-tD 'tqtl ytqtl 

Ht? htqtl *yhtqtl 

Syriac B/Gt 'etqdtel netqatel 
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1 2 3 

Dt 'etqattal netqattal 
Tt 'ettaqtal nettaqtal 

Classical Arabic B/Gt 'ifta 'ala yafta 'ilu 
tD tafa' 'ala yatafa' 'alu 
tL tafā 'ala yatafā 'alu 
St 'istafala yastafi 'lu 

Damascene Coll. B/Gt fta'al bydfta 'el 
tD tfa"al byatfa' 'al 
tL tfā'al byatfā 'al 
St staf'al byastaf'el 
StL stfā 'al byastfā 'el 

Maghrebine Coll. tB/G tfa'al, tfa'il yitfa 'al, 
yitfa 'il 

tD tfe' 'dl yitfe' 'al 
Nt ntaf'al yintaf'al 
tL tfā'al yitfā 'al 
St staf'el yistaf'el 
tS tsaf'al yitsaf'al 

Mehri B/Gt dftd 'dl yafta 'elan yafta 'dl 
Lt fata 'dl yafta 'dl yaftē'el 
Š(t) Sdf'dl yašaf'ol yasaf'al 
Š(t)L safe'al yasfa 'Ian yasfē'al 

Ge'ez I I I . 1/A taqat(a)la yatqattal yatqatal 
2/B taqattala yatqettal yatqattal 
3/C taqātala yatqattal yatqātal 

IV. 1/A 'astaqtala yāstaqattal yāstaqtal 
2/B 'astaqattala yāstaqettal yāstaqattdl 
3/C 'astaqātala yāstaqāttal yāstaqātal 

Tigre III.1/A-2/B taqattala latqattal latqattal 
3/C taqātala latqātal latqātal 

at- 2/B 'atqattala latqattal latqattal 
3/C 'atqātala latqātal latqātal 

Amharic III.1/A-2B tàqâttālà yaqqdttál yaqqàtàl 
3/C taqattala yaqqattāl yaqqatàl 

at- aqqattālà yaqqattal yaqqatl 
astà- IV.3/C astaqattala yastàqottal yastàqatl 

41.56. The reconstruction of Proto-Semitic verb-stems is based on the 
assumption that the stem with lengthened first vowel does not belong to 
the common Semitic system, but that the N-stem, traces of which are found 
also in the other Afro-Asiatic language families, should be considered as 
Proto-Semitic. The whole reconstruction is of course hypothetic. The 
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thematic vowel of the prefix-conjugations is supposed to be a, regardless 
of the real w-class of the Arabic verb qatala (§41.50). 

*Preterite *Imperfective *Perfective *Stative 

B/G-stem yaqtal yaqattdl yaqtatal qata/i/ul 

B/Gt-stem yaqtatal yaqtattal yaqtattal qittul 

D-stem yuqattil yuqattal yuqtattil quttul 

Dt-stem yaqtattil yaqtattal yaqtatattal — 
Š-stem yušaqtil yušaqtal yuštaqtil šuqtul 

Št-stem yaštaqtil yastaq(at)tal yastataqtil šataqtul 

N-stem yanqatil yanqattal yantaqtal naqtul 

F. Infinitive and Participle 

42.1. The infinitive and the participle are two morphological cate
gories of the verb lacking the indications of tense, aspect, mood, and 
actor that characterize the verbal inflection. This is the reason why they 
are rightly considered as nominal forms of the verb, the infinitive being 
a verbal noun, used also in construct state, and the participle a kind of 
verbal adjective. They are both subject to nominal inflection, govern 
pronominal suffixes, may be introduced by prepositions, and can be used 
with or without an added -m (mimation) or -n (nunation), as nouns. 
However, both the infinitive and the participle occur not only in the 
basic theme, but also in a varying number of derived verbal stems. 
Besides, the participle can be used both in an active and in a passive 
sense, with distinct vocalizations, and it may exercise functions compa
rable to those of finite verbal forms; e.g. Arabic kullu nafsin da'iqatu 
l-mawti, "every soul experiences death"; wa-ġā'anī Gibrilu wa-'anā 
nā'imun "and Gabriel came to me when I was sleeping". The active and 
passive participles, as well as the infinitive, furnish the basis for the ver
bal inflection in Neo-Aramaic (§42.18-22); they serve also to form 
tenses in Mishnaic and Modern Hebrew, in Modern Arabic and Ethiopic 
(§42.23-25). 

a) Infinitive 

42.2. The infinitive of the basic stem was formed in older phases of 
Semitic on the pattern CaCāC, attested in Palaeosyrian, in Old Akka
dian, in Assyro-Babylonian, in syllabically written Ugaritic, in Aramaic, 
and in Arabic. Forms in other languages clearly demonstrate the same 
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origin, as Hebrew qātol < *qatāl, with the change ā > 6, and its con
struct state qatol with shortened vowels. A vowel reduction a > e or a > 
a seems to occur also in Palaeosyrian infinitives followed by an objec
tive complement (§21.6). 

42.3. Vocalic changes occur in some Assyro-Babylonian verbs for rea
sons which have not been explained in a satisfactory way, although the 
influence of velar fricatives and of the liquid r certainly plays a role 
(§19.10; 21.10). E.g. Babylonian šebēru(m), "to break", corresponds to 
Old Akkadian and Assyrian šabāru{m), while šapāru(m), "to send", 
remains unchanged. In Classical Arabic, the pattern CiCāC or fi'āl(urì) 
(e.g. hisābun, "to count"; šifā'un, "to heal") appears next to CaCāC 
(e.g. halākun, "to perish"; fasādun, "to be rotten"), but both can be 
replaced by a wide range of other nominal patterns. One of the patterns 
used in North Ethiopic to form the infinitive is CaCīC, well attested in 
Ge'ez (qadl, "to k i l l " ) and in Tigre (qatil). 

42.4. Among the nominal types used to form the verbal noun of the 
basic stem occur patterns with the ma- / mi- prefix (§29.19-26). They are 
encountered in Arabic (e.g. mahmalun, "to carry"), and they became the 
usual form of the infinitive of the basic stem in Official and Standard 
Literary Aramaic (e.g. mišbaq, "to leave"), and later in Middle and Late 
Aramaic (e.g. Syriac meqtal, "to k i l l " ; Galilean Aramaic mektob, "to 
write"), but the Early Aramaic infinitive qatāl continued to be used in 
Syriac as a substantive (e.g. 'dbādā, "acting"; qarābā, "fight"), and it 
appears in Neo-Aramaic as the regular form of the infinitive (e.g. ptāhā, 
"to open"). The pattern with the mi- prefix is rarely encountered in 
Hebrew (e.g. miqrā', "to call"), but the infinitive maqtāl / maqtal 
(<*miqtāl) is used regularly in Tigre and Tigrinya, while a maqtal type 
appears in the South Ethiopian languages of Amharic, Argobba, and 
Harari (e.g. màngàr, "to speak"). The morpheme mà-, that is used in the 
formation of the infinitive, became wà- in Gafat and in all the Gurage 
dialects. In Soddo, the prefix is either wo- or o-. 

42.5. In Ge'ez, the infinitive of the type qatilot predominates, and it is 
still in use in ancient Harari (e.g. Umadot, "to learn") and in some 
Gurage dialects, especially in Ennemor that has only forms with -ot. 
Tigre has qatlat beside other forms, and a given verb may have more than 
one infinitive form; e.g. nadiq (§42.3), nadqat, nadqo, mandāq (§42.4), 
"building" (nadqa, "to build", in the absolute state). The infinitive 
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with the ending -at in the construct state and -ā in the absolute state is 
encountered also in Hebrew (e.g. 'ahâbā, "to love"). 

42.6. The infinitives of the derived stems often follow the vocalic 
structure either of the imperative or of the suffix conjugation. Particular 
features appear in each language and we must confine ourselves to the 
observation of certain common elements. However, there is as yet insuf
ficient evidence for Palaeosyrian and Amorite, while the unvocalized 
Ugaritic, Phoenician, and Epigraphic South Arabian texts limit the 
weight of the available information. 

42.7. In Old Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian the infinitive coin
cides with the third person masculine singular of the stative, followed by 
the nominal morpheme -u(m), etc. E.g. the Babylonian infinitive 
šuprusu(m) of the S-stem corresponds to the S-stative šuprus, while 
Assyrian šaprusu(m) is related to the Assyrian S-stative šaprus. Old 
Akkadian follows the Babylonian pattern, while Assyrian has a particu
lar vocalization of the B/Gt-infinitives, e.g. mitalku(m), "to consider", 
instead of Babylonian mitluku(m). 

42.8. In Hebrew, the infinitive of the derived stems coincides with the 
second person masculine singular of the imperative. However, the 
absolute infinitives may also be formed on the pattern of their basic stem 
with the vowel 6 < ā (e.g. qattol, niqtdl), but these forms are rarely used 
in Hebrew. 

42.9. In Aramaic, the situation is rather complex and implies a morpho
logical distinction in Early Aramaic between absolute infinitives 
— without any recognizable suffix — and construct infinitives ending in 
-t. However, this suffix -ūt / -at was later extended to the absolute infinitive 
of the derived stems (-h < -t), while the m- morpheme could be prefixed to 
all the infinitives by analogy with the basic stem, as early as the 6th/5th 
century B.C. (e.g. D-stem mšlmwth, "its repaying": TAD I I I , CI.1,131; 
Imhwh, "to explain": RES 1792B,8). This formation is generalized in Late 
Aramaic, in Western Aramaic (e.g. Galilean Aramaic D-stem mdkattābā 
instead of kattābā, "cause to write") as in Eastern Aramaic (e.g. Syriac 
causative stem maktābū[t] instead of 'aktābū[t\, "cause to write"). 

42.10. Classical Arabic follows, as a rule, the main pattern fi'āl{un) of 
Stem I (§42.3), thus fi"āl(un) (Stem II) , fVāliun) (Stem I I I = I), 
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'ifāliun) (Stem IV) , 'infi'āl{uri) (Stem VII) , 'ifti'āl(un) (Stem VIII ) , 
'istif'āl(urì) (Stem X), but tafa"ul(un) (Stem V) and tafā'ul{uri) (Stem 
VI) , with a vocalic qualitative change. A form taf'īl{uri) with tá-prefix is 
usually employed also for Stem I I instead of fì"āl(un), while the femi
nine of the passive participle is generally used as the infinitive of Stem 
I I I , e.g. muhātabat{un), "to address". Some ancient and modern collo
quials have fì'āl for Stem I I I — without the vocalic shortening seen in 
Classical Arabic — and tifi"āl for Stem V. 

42.11. In Ge'ez, the infinitives of the derived stems are formed on the 
same pattern as the imperative with the addition of the ending -o(i). Thus 
fassdmo(t), "to complete", in the D-stem (L2/B), bārako(i), "to bless", 
in the stem with lengthened first vowel (I.3/C), talabso(t), "to dress", in 
the reflexive-passive stem (I I I . 1/A), etc. This formation is attested also 
in Tigre, except in stems which have the prefix t-\ e.g. 'allabot, "count
ing" ('allaba, "he counted"; Steml.2/B = D), hābarot, "joining" (hābara, 
"he joined"; Stem I.3/C = L), etc. Besides, it occurs in ancient Harari and 
in some of the Gurage dialects. The other North and South Ethiopian 
languages use infinitives with the prefix ma-Jmà- > wà- > o (cf. §29.19), 
e.g. Soddo D-stem (I.2/B) wasdkkat, "to make"; stem with lengthened 
first vowel (I.3/C) wogalb or ogalb, "to gallop". Tigre uses the ma-form 
with stems having the prefix /-; e.g. matqallā', "appearing" (but 
taqalh'a; "to appear"; Stem III.2/B = tD). 

42.12. The Ethiopian languages of Ge'ez, Tigrinya, Amharic, 
Argobba, and West Gurage have a form called "(pseudo-)gerund", 
"gerundive", or "coverb" which mainly signifies an action related to the 
action expressed by the verb of the following main clause; e.g. Ge'ez 
nabiro (gerund) 'Iyasus nagaromu (main verb), "having sat down, Jesus 
said to them"; Amharic māsobun káfto (gerund) dabbowan wàssàdà 
(main verb), "having uncovered the basket, he took the bread". The 
bases of the gerund, which morphologically originates from infinitives 
(CaCīC and perhaps CaCiCot), are qatila- in Ge'ez, qdtil- in Tigrinya, 
qâtlā- in Amharic, qātlat- in Argobba, and q at lata- in West Gurage, all 
of them followed by pronominal suffixes of the noun. This formation is 
paralleled by the Hebrew construction using the infinitive with a 
pronominal suffix and continued by a finite verb, e.g. hârīmī qolī 
wā'eqrā', "lifting up my voice, I cried". A variant or earlier form of the 
"gerund" syntagm is attested in Phoenician with the absolute infinitive 
followed by the independent personal pronoun; e.g. p'l 'nk ... Irbty ... 
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wšm' ql, " I having made (this) ... for my Lady she heard my voice" 
(§53.5). 

It is noteworthy that Isidorus Hispalensis (Berne Latin Codex 123, f° 7a) tells 
of twelve parts of speech in Phoenician, viz. the classical eight with the addition 
of the article, of the "impersonal mode" (participle7), of the infinitive, and of 
the "gerund" mentioned immediately after the infinitive. 

b) Participle 

42.13. The active participle of the basic stem goes back to a Proto-
Semitic pattern CāCiC which appears as such in Palaeosyrian, in Amor
ite names, in syllabically spelt Ugaritic proper names, in Old Akkadian, 
in Assyro-Babylonian, in Aramaic, in Arabic, while the Hebrew and 
Phoenician form qdtēl results from the changes ā > 6 (§21.12-13,20) and 
i > ē (§21.1), the latter characterizing also the Late Aramaic participle 
kātēb / kāteb, "writing". The Ethiopic pattern CāCdC reflects the gen
eral change i > d, but it is not productive and subsists only in some 
nouns (e.g. Ge'ez wards, "heir"; sāddq, "just"; Tigre qābdl, "former"). 
A new participial form qatāli I qatali appears in North Ethiopic, and in 
Harari, Amharic, and Argobba, in the south. The other South Ethiopian 
languages have only traces of this form. The vowel i generally causes 
palatalization of a final radical dental, sibilant, or liquid, and is usually 
absorbed in the palatal; e.g. Amharic kàfac < *kàfati, "who opens". The 
forms qātlāy and qatāl occur in Tigre with a meaning similar to that of 
qatāli; e.g. qatāli / qātlāy / qatāl, "killer, murderer". 

42.14. The passive participle of the basic stem goes back to the nomi
nal patterns CaClC and CaCūC. The Palaeosyrian, Amorite, and 
Ugaritic evidence is as yet either insufficient or unclear, while Old 
Akkadian and Assyro-Babylonian exhibit both forms, though rarely, 
since the function of the passive participle is normally assumed in East 
Semitic by the verbal adjective of the parsu(m) type. Besides, cuneiform 
spelling as such does often not allow distinguishing the active participle 
(e.g. ma-hi-is /māhis/, "striking"), the passive participle in -I- (e.g. na-
ti-in /natīnl, "given"), and the stative (e.g. da-mi-iq Idamiql, "he is 
good"). The context and the usage have to be taken into account in each 
particular case. Old Canaanite ha-mu-du (EA 138,126), "desired", Neo-
Punic hlws, "saved", and Hebrew qātūl, "killed", presuppose an origi
nal CaCūC form, while Aramaic kdfib, "written", goes back to the 
CaCīC pattern, attested as such by cuneiform transliterations of Aramaic 
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names (e.g. Za-bi-i-ni, "bought", "redeemed"). In Arabic, the adjectival 
pattern fa 7/ can be used with a passive meaning (e.g. kahil, "darkened 
with kohl", "dyed black"), while fa'ūl can have either an active or a 
passive value (e.g. kadūb, "deceiving"; rasūl, "envoy" = "sent"), but 
the proper passive participle is formed with the prefix ma- on the theme 
maf'ūl (e.g. maqtūl, "killed"), probably by analogy with the participial 
forms of the derived stems. This seems to have been already the case in 
North Arabian, as suggested by Nabataean passive participles like 
mdkwr, "remembered" (instead of Aramaic dkyr), and also in South 
Arabian, where both participial / 7 and mf'l forms of the basic stem occur 
in a passive sense. North Ethiopic can form a passive participle qdtul 
from every transitive verb, and Tigre has occasionally a feminine form 
qdtdl as well (e.g. bdsdl, "cooked"). In South Ethiopic, there are several 
adjectives with passive meaning of the type qdtul, but a passive partici
ple of this type cannot be formed automatically from the verb, except in 
Harari and in Soddo (North Gurage) where, e.g., the passive participle 
"broken" from sàbàra I sâbbàrâ, "he broke", is sūbur in Harari and 
sdbur in Soddo. A l l these forms probably derive from an original qatūl 
type. In the 18th century, the passive participle seems to have been still 
operational in Gafat, as suggested by the unique example d-squli, "hung 
up, suspended", with a final -i like the active participle and without 
palatalization (§42.13). 

42.15. The participles of the derived stems go back to Proto-Semitic 
patterns with the prefix mu- which appears as such in Palaeosyrian, in 
Amorite and Ugaritic proper names spelt syllabically, in Old Akkadian, 
in Assyro-Babylonian, in Old Aramaic names transliterated in cuneiform 
script, and in Arabic. The original form of a dialectal Phoenician 
causative participle can be reconstructed tentatively as *muyaqtil (cf. 
§21.8; 41.13), as suggested by Late Punic mysql, "honouring", and 
myskr, "making known". Considering the usual change uy > iy > ī / ē, 
this could explain the Amorite proper names of the mēqtil type, which 
does not appear to represent a Proto-Semitic possibility. As for the ma-
prefix of the Ethiopic participle of the derived stems, and of the 
causative participle in Hebrew (maqtīl) and in Aramaic (e.g. mašpīl 
"humiliating"), it is not relevant for Proto-Semitic since the vowel a in 
the prefix originally belonged to the syncopated h > ', as is proved in 
Biblical Aramaic. Thus, the following evolution has to be assumed in 
accordance with the principles governing the reduction of short vowels 
in open unstressed syllables (§21.1), like mu-: *muhaqtil > *mdhaqtil > 
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maqtil. The resulting ma- was generalized by analogy in Ethiopic, but 
the ma- participles became, in fact, lexical items, used often as substan
tives; e.g. Tigre ma'amrāy (Stem I.2/B = D), "scientist"; malāsyāy 
(Stem I.3/C = L), "barber". A similar change mu- > md- has to be 
assumed for the other Hebrew and Aramaic participial forms, as well as 
a subsequent contraction with the prefixes of the various stems, e.g. Ara
maic *muhitqdtēl > *mdhitqetēl > mitqdtēl > mētqdtēl. 

42.16. Apart from the raw-prefix, the participles of the derived stems 
are characterized by the vowels a - i in the active and a - a in the pas
sive; e.g. Assyro-Babylonian active musaprisu (S-stem); Arabic passive 
mufa"al(un) (Stem I I = D). In Assyro-Babylonian, the vowel / of the 
active participle is dropped in the B/Gt-stem and in the N-stem because 
of the succession of short syllables. There are no passive forms in mu- in 
East Semitic which uses instead verbal adjectives of the types purrus 
(D-stem) and šuprus (S-stem) in Old Akkadian and Babylonian, while 
the types parrus and šaprus are employed in Assyrian; e.g. šubburum 
(D-stem), "broken into pieces", šūsūm (S-stem), "thrown away" (from 
the root wf). A similar situation is attested in Ethiopic where the qatul 
type of the basic stem gave rise to analogous formations in the derived 
stems, e.g. Tigre gdrrum (Stem I.2/B = D), "beautiful"; Soddo tdkkul 
(Stem I.2/B = D), "boiled in water". 

42.17. A particular form of participle occurs in Phoenician and in 
Hebrew in the N-stem where the sole ^-prefix is used; e.g. Phoenician 
nšt'm, "dreaded" (plural), with unknown vocalization; Hebrew niqtāl, 
"killed". In Ethiopic, the active form qatāli of the basic stem gave rise 
to analogical formations in the derived stems; e.g. Ge'ez rawwasi, "run
ner"; harrasi, "ploughman" (Stem I.2/B = D); nāzazi, "comforter"; 
nāfaqi, "unbeliever" (Stem I.3/C = L); 'ašgāri, "fisherman"; 'anbābi, 
"reader" (causative Stem I I . 1/A); 'assassāli, "expeller" (Stem II.2/B = 
ŠD); tašayami, "decided" (reflexive-passive Stem I I I . 1/A); tafannāwi, 
"envoy" (Stem III.2/B = tD); tasālaqi, "ridiculous" (reflexive-passive 
Stem III.3/C = tL). 

c) Neo-Aramaic Verbal System 

42.18. The Semitic verbal inflection has undergone considerable 
changes in Neo-Aramaic. Although Western Neo-Aramaic continues to 
use prefixed imperfect forms as subjunctive and suffixed perfect forms 
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to express the preterite, it also formed new tenses based on the old active 
and passive participles in order to indicate the present and the pluper
fect; e.g. td'nin, "they carry" (masc), t'īnin, fthey had carried" 
(masc). Tūrdyo bases the whole system — with the exception of the 
imperative — on old participles, while Eastern Neo-Aramaic uses both 
verbal nouns: the participles and the infinitive. Eastern Neo-Aramaic 
was greatly influenced by the neighbouring non-Semitic languages, 
especially by Kurdish which is an Iranian language and to which authors 
attribute the changes in the Neo-Aramaic verbal system. Another inno
vated conjugation consists of forms of the verb (h)wayā, "to be", used 
with nouns; e.g. wewā nhitā, "he came down". Leaving aside this col
loquial development, we shall point out some fundamental characteris
tics of the Neo-Aramaic paradigmatic system. The verbal forms, which 
are really syntagms, fall into three groups: Group I is based on the active 
participle qātil; Group I I , on the passive participle qtll\ Group I I I , on the 
infinitive qtālā. Pronominal enclitics and special preverbs (ki-, bit-, qam-: 
§42.19) are affixed to these basic forms in order to build the various 
tenses and moods which replace the two aspects of ancient Aramaic — 
perfect and imperfect. The whole system cannot be presented here, 
since it is peculiar to one Semitic language. Aside from distinctions of 
person, number, and gender, it presents thirty-three different formal 
categories indicating tenses, aspects, moods, transitivity and intransi-
tivity, active and passive voices. We limit ourselves to some typical 
examples. 

42.19. Group l i s based on the active participle qātil which refers to 
the actor and is conjugated by adding enclitic pronouns. The person or 
object acted upon is indicated by the preposition /- plus pronominal 
suffixes. Group I comprises the subjunctive, the conditional, and 
indicative tenses. In the indicative, e.g., the preverb ki < *kīn, "being" 
(cf. §38.24), is prefixed to the participle to form the continuous pre
sent; e.g. ki-pātih, "he is opening". The future requires the preverb bit 
< *b'ē + d, "( i t is to be) wished that" (cf. §38.22), placed before the 
participle; e.g. bit-pāthā, etymologically " ( i t is to be) wished that she 
(well be) opening", i.e. "she wi l l open"; the preverb qam < * qā(d)m, 
"before", is used to form the preterite; e.g. qam-pāthin, " I have 
opened". 
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General Present 

Sing. 3 m. pātih "he opens" 
f. pātih + ā > pātha "she opens" 

2 m. pātih + it > pāthit "you open" 
f. pātih + at> pāthat "you open" 

1 m. pātih + in > pāthin " I open" 
f. pātih + ān > pāthan " I open" 

Plur. 3 pātih + ī > pāthī "they open" 
2 pātih + ītu(ri) > pāthìtuQi) "you open" 
1 pātih + ah(n) > pāthahin) "we open" 

Other tenses are formed from the general present by prefixing one of 
the above-mentioned particles or/and adding the frozen form (h)wā, "he 
was", of the auxiliary verb "to be": T « 

Continuous present: 
Future: 
Preterite: 
Imperfect: 
Continuous past: 
Conditional: 

ki-pātih "he is opening", etc. 
bit-pātih . "he will open", etc. 
qam-pātih "he has opened", etc. 
pâtih-wā , "he opened", etc. 
ki-pātih-wā "he was opening", etc. 

' bit-pâtiihwā '"(if) he will have opened", etc. 

42.20. Group I I comprises indicative and conditional tenses. It is based 
on the passive participle qui which refers to the person or object acted 
upon and is conjugated according to gender and number by adding 
enclitic pronouns,'while the actor is indicated by the preposition -/- plus 
pronominal suffixes; e.g. preterite ptīh-lē, etymologically "opened by 
him", i.e. "he has opened"; ptīhā-lē,"\i (fern.) is opened by him", i.e. 
"he has opened i t" ; ptīhē-lā, "they are opened by her", i.e. "she has 
opened them"; etc. This syntagm is a development of the impersonal 
passive attested already in the Achaemenian period when the Aramaic 
construction 'byd ly, meaning " I have done", was directly borrowed 
from Old Persian manā ("by me") krtam ("done") (§65.4). It continued 
to be used in Eastern Late Aramaic; e.g. hazl ll, " I have seen", in Jew
ish Babylonian Aramaic; kniš-lia u-zlih-lia, " I swept and I cleaned", in 
Mandaic. 

42.21. Group II I is based on the infinitive qtālā and includes indicative 
tenses formed by prefixing the preposition bi-1 be- and by appending the 
preposition -/- with pronominal suffixes; e.g. the continuous present bi-
ptāhā-lē, etymologically "in opening by him", i.e. "he is opening". By 
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adding the enclitic -wā < (h)wā, "was", every tense is cast into the past, 
thus the continuous past bi-ptāhā-wā, " in openingv(he) was", i.e. "(he) 
was opening". / 

42.22. There are only three stems in Neo-Aramaic: they parallel the 
basic stem, the D-stem, and the causative stem. Their conjugation is 
based on the corresponding participles and infinitives, with the addition 
of the imperative. The reflexive-passive stems with the f-affix and the 
passive voice of the basic stems are not encountered in Neo-Aramaic 
which expresses the passive by means of the auxiliary verb pā'is, 
"remaining", the conjugated forms of which are followed by the invari
able passive participle of the given verb in the emphatic state; e.g. ki-
pā'iš škīla, "he remains taken", i.e. "he is taken". 

d) Participial Tense Forms in Other Languages 

42.23. The speakers of Semitic languages, in course of time, came to 
feel a need for tense as distinguished from aspect (§38.19). This was 
accomplished in Neo-Aramaic thanks to the new verbal system (§42.18-
22). Also the Hebrew verbal categories underwent a profound change 
that is clearly visible in Mishnaic and Modern Hebrew, but was already 
prepared to a certain extent in Biblical Hebrew. To express the present 
tense Hebrew used the active participle in a nominal clause; e.g. hā-
'ārdn wd-Yiśrā'ēl w-īhūdā yošzbīm bas-sūkkdt, "the ark, and Israel, and 
Judah (are) abiding in booths" ( I I Sam. 11,11). This became the normal 
mood of denoting a present tense in Modern Hebrew, while the perfect 
serves as a preterite to denote past tense, and the imperfect may function 
as a volitive mood. The participle may be used with the personal pro
noun (e.g. 'attā hdlēk, "you are going") and with inflected forms of the 
verb hāyā, "to be", in the perfect (e.g. hāyā qotēl, "he killed" or "he 
was kill ing"), and in the imperfect (e.g. yihye nākon, "he wi l l be estab
lished"). 

42.24. A similar development took place in Arabic and the resulting 
compound tenses have a certain vogue in colloquial Arabic, being 
employed in the expression of time. Thus, the perfect kān, "he was", 
with the active participle may express the European imperfect (e.g. kān 
kātib, "he was writing"), while the independent personal pronoun with 
the active participle may express the present tense (e.g. huwa kātib, "he 
is writing"). The future can be expressed by the participle rāyih, 
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"going", with the imperfect; e.g. ana rāyih aktdb, " I am going to 
write". In Maghrebine Arabic, one can also use the participle māši in the 
same way, e.g. māši ydsma', "he is going to hear". 

42.25. Comparable developments occurred in modern Ethiopian lan
guages. Thus, compound tenses consisting of a participle and of one of 
the auxiliary verbs halla, 'ala, or sanha, "to be", are used in Tigre to 
express the perfective present or the perfective past. The perfective pre
sent is formed by the participle followed by halla; e.g. ndgus Kabasa 
māsd' (active participle) halla, "the king of Kabasa has arrived (and he 
is present)"; hdta kdbub qobd' lābsat (fern, active participle) hallet, "she 
has put on a round hat (and she is wearing i t)" . To form the perfective 
past, Tigre can use the participle with 'ala or sanha; e.g. qadam hdzuh 
'āmotāt 'dt 'dtyopya māsd' (active participle) 'alko, "many years ago I 
had come to Ethiopia"; rad'it landwāy hālfat (fern, active participle) 
'zlu sanhat, "the raid on the cattle had passed him by". In Amharic, 
instead, the participle with the copula now, "he is, it is" (§49.20), 
expresses an event that will happen or is likely to happen; e.g. saw mwac 
nàw, "man is mortal"; from Stem I I I . 1/A, sàw tāsābari nāw, "man is 
fragile", lit. "breakable". 

G. Particular Types of Verbs 

43.1. The following sections will deal with some types of verbs the 
inflection of which differs in certain forms from the most common tri
consonantal pattern. These verbs are traditionally examined under the 
general title of "weak" verbs, but this appellation is subject to serious 
reserves. 

a) "Weak" Verbs 

43.2. In fact, "weak" verbs is a denomination used in traditional gram
mars of Semitic languages to designate certain categories of verbs which 
exhibit only one or two consonants in some of their basic forms. This 
appellation implies that these verbs are nevertheless triconsonantal, but 
that one or two of their radicals are "weak" and subject either to reduc
tion to long vowels or to assimilation. More advanced linguistic study 
has shown, however, that a large part of these verbs are originally mono
syllabic and that additional morphemes, secondary diphthongization, 
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nasalization, or morpho-phonemic glides are responsible for the emer
gence of a supplementary consonant with the consequent inclusion of 
these verbs into the triconsonantal system. j 

43.3. Because of the development of laryngals and pharyngals in 
Assyro-Babylonian and in Libyco-Berber (§43.23) also the verbs con
taining these consonants are often regarded as "weak", but they should 
be considered as a subdivision of originally strong verbs and examined 
separately (§45). Some verbs with the laryngal ' belong nevertheless to 
the group of originally monosyllabic roots (§44.5), in particular the 
verbs with first radical ' which usually have a biconsonantal imperative. 
This is a general rule in Arabic, e.g. hud, "seize!"; kul, "eat!"; mur, 
"order!". A confirmation may be found in other branches of Afro-Asi
atic; e.g. Tuareg ydksa < *yikla, Tarifit ydšša, Tamazight icca, Hausa ci, 
"he has eaten". Further researches are needed in this comparative lexi
cal field. 

43.4. Verbs with identical second and third radical are commonly 
called mediae geminatae. They are traditionally considered as a subdivi
sion of the "weak" verbs, because they do not follow the triconsonantal 
pattern in many forms. However, it stands to reason that this verbal class 
originates in monosyllabic roots, which were partly expanded to triliter-
als by disjoining the long consonant by means of an inserted vowel 
(§44.10-11). The number of verbs with an originally long second radical 
consonant was probably greater, since a long consonant can be dissimi
lated through the glottal stop or through one of the liquids /, n, r. This 
question requires a thorough investigation. It has long been recognized 
that there existed a semantic correlation between verbs mediae gemi
natae and corresponding "weak" verbs with third radical w or y 
(§43.11); e.g. Hebrew šgg and šgy, "to err". 

43.5. Also verbs with first radical n are generally considered as 
"weak" because the vowelless n is often assimilated to the following 
consonant. However, on the one hand, this assimilation is operative nei
ther in all the Semitic languages, nor with all the verbs of the languages 
where such assimilation occurs, and, on the other hand, some inflected 
forms of the same verbs have no n in the position of the first radical; e.g. 
Old Akkadian usur, "watch!"; Assyrian din, "give!"; Hebrew gas, 
"approach!"; Aramaic śē', "carry away!". Since the imperative is the 
most elementary inflected form from which many prefix-conjugations 
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are likely to derive (§38.1), the appearance of a first radical n should be 
considered in such verbs as a secondary phenomenon. It could be 
explained in two different ways. The Old Akkadian and Assyro-Baby
lonian imperative forms with a prosthetic vowel u or / (e.g. uqur, 
"break!"; ikis, "cut!") may suggest that the first radical of these mono
syllabic verbs was originally long (e.g. *qqur, *kkis). The appearance of 
n in some of the inflected forms may then be interpreted as resulting 
from the dissimilation of the long phoneme in certain circumstances 
with a consequent generalization of the use of n. Another explanation 
may simply refer to the large number of roots in South Ethiopic, espe
cially in Gurage (at least 120 examples), with a non-etymological n 
inserted in roots before velars (e.g. angar, "foot", vs. agar < ragl), den
tals (e.g. dndàt, "mother", vs. adot), labials (e.g. anbarbaya, "butterfly", 
vs. Amharic birrabirrd), sibilants (e.g. anzan, "ear", vs. azan < 'udrì), 
palatals (e.g. ang, "hand", vs. áġ < yad). This development still percep
tible in Gurage dialects may have been operative in Proto-Semitic as 
well. In this hypothesis, the initial vowels of Old Akkadian and Assyro-
Babylonian ought to be regarded as a secondary development, the more 
so that forms without prosthesis do occur. 

43.6. Verbs with first radical w or y constitute a mixed category with 
originally monosyllabic roots, without initial w / y, and with roots com
prising three consonants. The distinction can best be made on the basis 
of the imperative, but forms from the prefix conjugations and the infini
tive confirm the results of this analysis. Thus, in Arabic, the initial w of 
most verbs with first radical w does not appear in the imperative and the 
imperfect of Stem I ; e.g. ya-gid-u, "he will find", hab, "give!". This is 
already the case in Pre-Islamic North Arabian (e.g. Thamūdic hb, 
"give!") and, e.g., over the entire Semitic area initial w is absent in the 
imperative "give birth!" of the verb mentioned in dictionaries under 
walada > yālad (cf. §43.7): Assyro-Babylonian lidl, Ugaritic Id, Hebrew 
ladl, Arabic lidl, Ge'ez ladi, Tigre ladi. Instead, other verbs are tricon
sonantal even in the imperative; e.g. Assyro-Babylonian eniq, "suck!"; 
Hebrew yard', "fear!"; Arabic "iqaz, "watch!"; Ge'ez watan, 
"begin!". The first group is by far the largest and contains roots attested 
in most Semitic languages. However, under the influence of the tricon
sonantal system and by analogy with the second group, exceptional 
forms may occur in the first group, like the Syriac imperative yiladl and 
Harari wúlâġi, "give birth!". Also variants are attested in the same lan
guage, like Ge'ez imperatives wagar and gar / gar, "stone!". 
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43.7. No satisfactory explanation has been given as yet to the develop
ment CjvC 2 > wa-ClvC2 and — where initial uAhad shifted to y — 
also ya-ClvC2, although the same phenomenon is attested in ancient 
Egyptian where, e.g., the noun 'bw, "purification", is certainly related to 
the verb w'b, "to be pure", while wdi, "to thrust", seems to be a deriv
ative of di, "to give". The possible recourse to an on-glide w in initial 
position (§22.18) would not be convincing in front of a consonant, e.g. / 
in lidl, but a vowel may form in front of a monosyllabic verbal radical, 
as in the Gafat perfect ahorà and infinitive wāhor, "to go", of the verb 
corresponding to Ge'ez hora and to Sabaic kwr. The same tendency 
appears in the Gafat perfect wabd < *wa-haba, "he gave", although the 
jussive yab and the imperative ab do not show any trace of wa- and cor
respond to the usual Ethiopic form haba of this verb. Also Gafat wašsà, 
"he wanted", vs. Amharic ša and Gurage sā, se'à, šâ'à, should be 
explained in such a way, since the Semitic root is t'y, "to look for". 
Now, the clearest and earliest attestations of the syllable wa- in the East 
Semitic verb "to bear" occur especially in the stative, e.g. walid, "he is 
born", waldāku, " I am born", i.e. in forms morphologically identical to 
the perfect in Gafat. The derivation of the wa- forms from a monosyl
labic verbal root, e.g. lid, might thus be explained tentatively by the pre
fixing of an element wa-. This hypothesis would explain the remarkable 
fact that the element wa- is missing, e.g., in the Tigre verb haba and in 
the Tigrinya verb haba, both meaning "to give" and obviously related to 
Ge'ez wahaba. Besides, Tigre has the variant forms hada, "to be little", 
and hata, "to devour", next to wahada and to wahata. In any case, in 
this hypothesis, the verbs with an original first radical y would belong to 
the triconsonantal group. This is confirmed by East Semitic, Arabic, and 
Ethiopic where verbs having a first radical y are inflected as strong 
verbs, although the rules of diphthong contractions apply to them as well 
(§22). The originally monosyllabic verbs of the type CvC, developed to 
verbs of class wa-CvC, wi l l be examined briefly in the next section 
(§44.4). 

43.8. This assumed origin of the verbs with first radical w does not 
contradict the fact that this w can be elided in some inflected forms of 
the root already adapted to the triconsonantal pattern, especially after a 
prefix. In Hebrew, e.g., the causative stem of the verb wtb > yšb exhibits 
the form hošēb / hošīb < *hawšib, "he caused to sit / dwell". In Harari, 
the verbs that begin with w show contraction wherever w is preceded by 
an element. In particular, the sequence awd- of the causative stem is 
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contracted into ā-; e.g. ādàqa, "he caused to fall", from wâdàqa; āràda, 
"he brought down", from wàrâda; āsàda, "he caused to take", from 
wasdda, etc. As for the Palaeosyrian orthography of forms derived from 
the D-stem and the Š-stem, it does not imply the presence of the initial 
syllable wa- in the verbs wld, "to bear", wd\ "to know", and wś', "to 
go out". However, the reduction of the diphthong aw > ā must be taken 
into account (§22.3) in the case of the causative infinitive sa-da-um, "to 
let know", which can be read sada'um or šāda'um I ša(w)da'um. An 
alternative interpretation is possible also in the case of the noun sa-zu-
wa-tum, "dismissal", that can be interpreted as šaśu(')watum or 
šāsu(')atum / ša(w)su(')atum. Instead, the feminine D-participle mu-li-
tum, "midwife", must be read mullittum, while an initial radical w 
would have normally required a form *muwallittu. 

43.9. The verbs with supposed medial radical w or y, called also "hol
low verbs", as well as a few verbs exhibiting ' as medial radical, have 
forms which cannot derive from triconsonantal patterns, in particular the 
imperative and the prefix-conjugation. It stands to reason that these 
verbs originate in monosyllabic roots of the type CvC (§28.9) and that 
forms corresponding to those with long second radical (e.g. iparras) 
result from the disjunction of the long vowel through the insertion of the 
glottal stop in case the stem-vowel is ā; e.g. Assyro-Babylonian present-
future iša'al, "he asks", as against preterite išāl. The phonetic reason for 
the rise of the glottal stop is a two-peak syllable which arose through the 
difficulty of pronouncing a very long vowel in a closed syllable. The 
vocalic clusters ūa and la explain the rise of w and y in the following 
cases. Thus, the semivowel w is inserted in case the stem-vowel is ū, as 
in Assyrian ikūwan, "he is true", as against preterite ikūn, and the semi
vowel y is produced in case the stem-vowel is i ; e.g. Assyro-Babylonian 
iqlyaš, "he offers", as against preterite iqīš. Similar phenomena occur in 
West Semitic and South Semitic languages, e.g. Arabic Stem I I 
qawwama as against Stem I qāma, "to get up", Ge'ez qawwama as 
against qdma < *qāma. Some languages may exhibit I > ay instead of 
the ū > aw of other languages, e.g. Aramaic qayyēm, while Hebrew has 
formations on the pattern of verbs with doubled second radical (qomēm). 

43.10. There are also verbs with a "weak" /, especially in Aramaic: 
'zl, "to go"; hlk, "to go"; Iqh, "to take"; slq, "to go up". The Syriac 
first person singular perfect of 'zl is 'ezzet, while the "walker" is called 
in Neo-Aramaic azāna < 'āzālnā. The Aramaic imperfect of hlk is 
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ydhāk', ysq is the imperfect of slq, and yqh the imperfect of Iqh. The real 
weakness of the liquid /, attested already in Palaeosyrian (§17.2), 
explains this development which is largely paralleled in Gurage where 
medial and final / can be lost or reduced to a vowel. The West Semitic 
imperative Ik and infinitive Ikt of hlk present a different development 
which probably reveals the originally monosyllabic root *lik of the verb 
hlk. This is confirmed apparently by Libyco-Berber llukk < *hlukk, "to 
tread on", with its causative slukk (cf. §27.25). As for 'z/, the imperative 
of which is usually zll, the Libyco-Berber azdll, "to run", seems to con
tradict such assumption. There is a strong, tense // in both Libyco-Berber 
verbs. 

43.11. The verbs with third radical w or y are traditionally called ulti-
mae infirmae. In reality, however, they are "strong" triconsonantal 
verbs and only syncope of intervocalic w / y, contraction of diphthongs, 
and elision of final w / y must be taken into account in languages and 
dialects where these changes occur. Verbs with final radical y are well 
represented in Libyco-Berber, as shown e.g. by the unmarked imperative 
forms ahy, "go up!"; zray, "pass!"; fsay, "melt!", in Tamazight. Such 
a Libyco-Berber imperative may be found already in the verb nby, 
attested also in Bedja (nifi) and in Coptic (nibe, nibi, nifi), and used fre
quently in Numidic funerary inscriptions: nby b' [*nbdy i-bba'], "sigh 
for my father!". These "strong" features do not mean that the original 
root of all the verbs in question was triconsonantal. In fact, some of 
them seem to derive from nouns to which a causative affix -y was added 
(§41.13). 

43.12. Old Babylonian stative forms like ra-bi-iag-ku /rabiyāku/, " I am 
great", or ra-bi-{a-)at /rabiyāt/, ra-bi-e-et frabiyetl, "she is great", still 
testify to a "strong" inflection, while a Middle Babylonian form like ra-
bat Irabāt/ indicates the syncope of y between vowels and the subse
quent contraction iā > ā. Imperfective forms like i-ra-ab-bi, "he 
becomes great",.may be interpreted as irabbiy, or irabbl with the con
traction iy > Ī, or irabbi with a subsequent shortening of the final vowel. 
In Semitic languages, also in the Qur'ān and the Hadīth, one finds fre
quently forms in which a long final I is shortened or sometimes elided 
altogether (§39.14). Even the suffix of the first person singular could be 
affected by this tendency. Analogous dialectal differences can be 
observed in verbs with third radical w. E.g. Middle Assyrian stative za-
ku-a-at fzakuwāt/, "she is pure", still testifies to a "strong" inflection, 
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while Middle Babylonian za-ka-at /zakāt/ implies the syncope of w 
between vowels and the subsequent contraction uā > ā. Old Assyrian 
imperfective forms like i-za-ku-wa jizakkuwl clearly indicate the 
"strong" inflection, but the latter can be implied as well by the spelling 
i-za-ku /izakkuwl, although an interpretation izakkū and izakku is also 
possible, since shortening and even elision of final long ū is attested in 
Semitic. 

43.13. Verbal forms in Palaeosyrian and Amorite names show that dif
ferent languages are involved. Thus, Eblaite names like Ib-na-Il /Yibnā-
'II/, " I I has created", and Iq-na-Da-mu lYiqnā-Da'mul, "Damu has 
begotten", seem to indicate that the final diphthong -ay was reduced to 
ā, although it is preserved in the infinitive qá-na-(u9-)um /qanāyum/, "to 
beget". Instead, Amorite names like Ia-ab-ni-ADa-gan and Ia-aq-ni-Il 
show a change iy > I > i. In Ugaritic, the last radical y is written in some 
cases (e.g. wy'ny Krt, "and Keret answered"), while it is not preserved 
in other passages (e.g. wy'n, "and he answered"). The few examples 
with w suggest that the third radical w was to some extent treated like y. 
A thorough investigation is needed, although the spelling of the suffixed 
perfect stative without y (e.g. 'It, "she is up"; mġt, " I came") indicates 
that the syncope of y and the subsequent contraction have already 
occurred in Ugaritic. Spellings like y'ny may reflect an archaic pronun
ciation in -iy or a simple use of y as mater lectionis for -i. 

43.14. In Hebrew, the forms of the suffix-conjugation terminate in -ā 
and therefore imply the monophthongization -ay > -ā and -aw > ā; e.g. 
bākā < *bakay, "he cried". The forms of the prefix-conjugation termi
nate in -ē I e, an ending resulting from the reduction of -iy. As for verbs 
with third radical w, they have been assimilated to those with final y. In 
Early Phoenician, the final consonant of these verbs was still indicated 
in the perfect; e.g. bny, "he built". In Moabite, instead, the final w was 
preserved, as shown by wy'nw, "and he oppressed", and by "nw, " I 
shall oppress", but the third radical y was reduced to a vowel, as appears 
e.g. from bnty and w'bn, "and I built". 

43.15. The Aramaic verbs with third radical w have been absorbed by 
those ending in y. In Early Aramaic, the concomitant use of 7 yrwh and 
7 yrwy, "let it not be sated", shows that yrwh and yrwy may be regarded 
as orthographic variants of the same verbal form in which either -h or 
-y is used as a vowel letter marking the contracted diphthong -ē < -ay 
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(but cf. §22.9). As for the perfect, the third person singular terminates in 
-ā < -ay; e.g. bd'ā < *baġay, "he requested". Instead, the third person 
plural exhibits endings -d (e.g. band < *banayū, "they built") and -Iw (e.g. 
'ištīw < 'ištiyū, "they drank"). Like in Arabic (§43.17), not contracted 
forms occur before the consonant of a personal, at least in the singular; 
e.g. na-šá-a-a-tu = naśayt(u), " I took"; hâzaytā, "you saw". They should 
also occur in the plural (e.g. rmyny /*ramaynā/, "we threw"; hzytwn 
l*hazaytūnl, "you saw"), although contracted vocalizations ay > ē 11 are 
attested in manuscripts. Besides, non contracted forms of the participle 
plural, vocalized bānayīn, "who build", are found in Galilean Aramaic. 
While contraction is the rule in Syriac (e.g. bdkā, nebkē, "to cry"; ddlā, 
nedlē, "to draw out"), the third radical y is preserved in Neo-Aramaic 
when it is followed by the vowel a, like in Arabic (§43.17); e.g. the infini
tive štāyā, "to drink". In the other cases, y is either contracted to ī or 
elided altogether; e.g. šātī, "they drink"; šātah, "we drink". 

43.16. In North Arabian languages, viz. Thamūdic, Lihyānite, and 
Safaitic, the monophthongization in verbs with third "weak" radical 
seems to be restricted to proper names where the theophorous element 
-7/ is attached to the verbal form. In other cases, the spellings 'ty I'atayl, 
"he came", bny /banay/, "he built", r'y /ra'ay/, "he pastured", bky 
/bakay/, "he wept", hqny, "he offered", b'yt, "she overcame", show the 
preservation of the diphthong like in Epigraphic South Arabian (§43.19) 
and in Ethiopic (§43.20). Proper names derived from such roots, like 
M'wy IMu'āwiyl and ùzy lùazzayl, have conserved the diphthong as 
well, as shown by Greek transcriptions Mooaavjtos, Mama, A^a tos . 

43.17. In Classical Arabic, instead, the monophthongization occurs in 
the verbs of the <z-class, i.e. fa'ala; e.g. bakā < *bakaya, "he cried"; 
da'ā < *da'awa, "he called". For the verbs of the /-class and the w-class, 
i.e. fa 'Ha and fa 'ula, there is a difference between the perfect, which 
preserves the third radical (e.g. laqiya, "he found"; waliya, "he was 
near"; saruwa, "he was noble"), and the imperfect where monophthon
gization does occur (e.g. yalqā, "he wil l f ind"; yall, "he wil l be near"; 
yasrū, "he wi l l be noble"). As a rule, the radical w I y is preserved 
before the consonant of a personal (e.g. ramayta, "you threw"; 
da'awna, "we called") and, in some cases, before the vowel a (e.g. 
yarmiya, "he would throw"; saruwat, "she was noble"). On the other 
hand, there were ancient dialects saying, e.g., baqā, "he remained", for 
baqiya; fanā, "he passed away", ioxfaniya, thus changing iya in ā. The 
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same monophthongization occurred in passive forms, e.g. rudā for 
rudiya, "he was well received"; nuhā for nuhiya, "he was prohibited". 
New diphthongs appear when the personals -ū, -I, -una, -īna are added: 
-ā-ū > aw (e.g. ramaw, "they threw"), -ā-ī > -ay (e.g. talqayna, "you 
[fern.] will find"). There was a quite common confusion of third radicals 
w and y in Arabic, resulting in parallel dialectal forms as 'asawtu and 
'asaytu, " I struck with a stick", and several other dialectal sound-
changes have been reported in ancient dialects, e.g. laqayat instead of 
laqiyat, "she found"; baqlta instead of baqayta, "you remained", etc. 

43.18. In modern Arabic colloquials, the distinction of the ancient end
ings -a and -I is largely obliterated, while an ending -u occurs only in the 
third person masculine plural. Some colloquials tend to generalize the 
use of -ā, while -I is preferred, e.g., in the Cairene dialect, as in band 
instead of banat, "she built". The dialects of the Bedouin are more con
servative. 

43.19. In Epigraphic South Arabian, the lack of vocalization hinders 
the analysis of inflectional forms in the "weak" verbs. However, there is 
one feature that seems strongly marked in roots with w / y as third con
sonant, namely that the singular of the basic stem retains the w / y, as in 
bny, "he built", 'dw, "he moved". In the plural, and in derivative stems, 
there is some variation. While the full causative form hqnyw, "they ded
icated", is very common indeed in Sabaic, there is one example of 
hqnw, without y, and some instances where 'dw appears to be a plural, 
which is normally written 'dww. It seems therefore that dialectal 
monophthongization did occur. Also the dialectal confusion of third rad
icals w and y may occur in the latest period, as shown by 'dyw instead of 
'dww. As for yhrdyn and yhrdwn, "he will satisfy", these forms result 
from the parallel use of the variants rdw and rdy. 

43.20. As a rule, Ge'ez preserves the final radicals w I y, but there is 
an optional contraction aw > o > o and, rarely, ay > ē> e when -aw- and 
-ay- form closed syllables in the suffix-conjugation; e.g. bakayka > 
bakeka, " I cried"; fannawka >fannoka, " I sent". In the prefix-conjuga
tion and in the imperative, a reduction -aw > -ū > -u and -iy > -I > -i 
occurs usually when no affix beginning with a vowel is added; e.g. 
ypbakki < *yibakkiy, "he will cry"; yz'tu < yd'taw, "may he go home". 
Tigrinya shows a few changes in comparison to Ge'ez, although con
tracted forms do appear (e.g. tâlo < tālāwá, "he found"), as well as 
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forms articulated -ye; e.g. banye, "he built". In T^re, instead, the 
monophthongization is virtually complete; e.g. in the case of y: bakā vs. 
Ge'ez bakaya, "he cried"; ra'ā vs. Ge'ez rd'dya, "he saw". The situa
tion is the same with the third radical w, as in 'asā, "he fenced in" , vs. 
Ge'ez 'asawa, "he closed"; naqe vs. Ge'ez naqawa, "he shouted"; ka'ā 
vs. Ge'ez ka'awa, "he spilled". 

43.21. In South Ethiopic, traces of the third radicals w and y appear 
often in qualitative changes of the final vowel occasioned by the reduc
tion; e.g. Amharic nākka < *nâkkàyá, "he touched"; East Gurage qáre 
< *qárâyá, "he remained behind". Consonantal traces subsist in verbs of 
several Gurage dialects, e.g. in Chaha kwā-m vs. Ge'ez ka'awa, "he 
spilled"; nàqwá-m vs. Ge'ez naqawa, "he shouted"; bákyā-m vs. Ge'ez 
bakaya, "he cried"; aqya-m vs. Ge'ez haqaya, "he craunched". This is 
not the case, instead, in other South Ethiopian languages, except some 
particular occurrences like Harari verbal adjective way, "hot", related to 
Ge'ez wd'ya, "he was burnt". Gurage and Harari are precisely South 
Ethiopian languages with several features in common with North 
Ethiopic. 

43.22. There is a residue of so-called irregular verbs, i.e. of verbs 
which combine two of the aforementioned categories of "weak" verbs, 
e.g. East Semitic ewū < *hawāyu, "to become", as well as a number of 
defective verbs which are not attested in a sufficient number of inflected 
forms in any one dialect. The inflection of the "doubly weak" verbs 
takes account of both categories concerned, while the scanty attested 
defective verbs ought to be analyzed one by one, inasmuch as a reliable 
philological analysis and hence their assignment to a root are possible. 
Such verbs cannot be treated in the framework of a general outline of 
comparative grammar, and the reader is thus referred to the grammars of 
single languages and dialects. Nevertheless, it may be posited as a rule 
that these verbs wi l l be found to belong to one or the other pattern dis
cussed under verb inflection. I f their root cannot be attached to the 
Semitic core, their origin has to be checked and sorted out according to 
dialect distribution, as in the case, e.g., of Cushitic loanwords in Gurage. 

43.23. "Weak" verbs constitute an important chapter in the compara
tive study of Afro-Asiatic. The question is whether the Cushitic and the 
Libyco-Berber biradicals and monoradicals still reflect an early stage of 
Afro-Asiatic, anterior to the development of the Semitic triconsonantal 
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pattern. In our opinion, some verbs preserve an ancient biconsonantal 
pattern, not yet "squeezed" into a triconsonantal system, but a large 
number of Cushitic and especially Libyco-Berber verbs have, instead, 
lost one or two of their radical consonants after the separation of the var
ious branches of the Afro-Asiatic language family, i.e. not earlier than 
ca. 3000 B.C. This loss of radical semivowels and gutturals, comparable 
with the situation in South Ethiopic, is to be explained not only by eli
sion, but also by monophonemization in monosyllabic root morphemes. 
That problem cannot be discussed here in the framework of an outline of 
Semitic comparative grammar, but a few examples ought to be given in 
order to illustrate the questions involved. Thus, the absence of a "weak" 
third radical can be exemplified by the Libyco-Berber (Tamazight) verbs 
ġr, "to call", nġ, "to k i l l " , and ns, "to spend the night", which belong 
to the same root morphemes as Semitic qr', nky, and mśy. The absence 
or loss of a "weak" radical can be accompanied by the spirantization of 
b > b > w, as in sw, "to drink", and wt, "to strike", corresponding to 
Semitic sb' and hbt. The absence of the "weak" first radical can be 
observed, e.g. in wš, "to give", and in, "to sleep", related respectively 
to Semitic 'wš and wšn. The "weak" middle radical is apparently lost in 
Libyco-Berber ddr, "to live", and zr, "to see", to be linked respectively 
with Semitic dūr / dry and zhr. Both the first and the third radicals are 
missing in af, "to find", as, "to go towards, to gather", ddu, "to go", z, 
"to make", ini, "to say", and aġ, "to befall, to happen", that belong to 
the same root morphemes as Semitic yp', wś', wdw or 'dw, 'śy, 'ny, and 
wq'. A somewhat different problem may occur in the class of C 1vC 2C 2 

verbs when the Semitic gemination of the second radical, as in rśś (rdd), 
does not correspond to a "tense" consonant in Libyco-Berber rz, "to 
break". Finally, also the Libyco-Berber b is considered as a "weak" 
consonant because its spirantization to b > w may lead to its further 
reduction to the vowel u, as in sku, "to bury", and mu, "to prevail", 
where the Ghadamsi dialect still preserves a pronunciation rndb. Now, 
sku corresponds to Semitic škb, "lay down", and mu is apparently 
related to ancient Egyptian mpl, "recover one's strength". The Libyco-
Berber verbs mentioned in this paragraph are not borrowed from Arabic, 
as indicated in several cases by their semantic value or by their absence 
from the Arabic vocabulary. Besides, their phonology implies a devel
opment the basis of which was not Arabic, but a language phonetically 
close to a form of Proto-Semitic, deprived of its gutturals already in 
Antiquity, — at least in the northern Berber dialects, — and characterized 
later by a secondary tendency to pharyngalize or to voice the consonants. It 
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is extremely hazardous, at present, to attempt an approximative dating of 
the loss of the gutturals that took place at some time oetween 3000 and 
the mid-first millennium B.C. Only slight changes occurred, instead, 
since the Numidian and Roman times, as suggested by some probable 
identifications, e.g. of present-day -sdggan, "black", with ancient Sug-
gan, Suggen, Sucan; of present-day mdllul, "he is white", with ancient 
MLL', MaA,A-V)A,a(s); of present-day -mawal, "shepherd", with ancient 
MUL\ 

b) Biconsonantal Verbs 

44.1. This chapter deals with the three types CvC, CvC, and CjVC 2C 2 

of originally biconsonantal verbal roots the inflection of which differs to 
some extent from the regular conjugation, but most likely preserves an 
older verbal pattern. Their forms have been regarded in the past — and 
by some authors even today — as explainable on a basis of triconsonan
tal verbs, by means of phonetic changes which sometimes characterize 
"weak" or geminated consonants. More recent studies have shown, 
however, that the roots which have w as first radical in certain forms 
(§43.7) or which contain length — both the "hollow roots" of the type 
CvC and the roots mediae geminatae of the type CivC2C2 — have to be 
described and analyzed on their own merits, without recourse to a tri
consonantal proto-form and without inventing ad hoc phonetic laws 
devised uniquely to explain the divergent forms in accordance with the 
patterns of the triconsonantal verbs. 

44.2. Several Semitic languages possess verb-stems which exhibit only 
two radical consonants, or even only one consonant, in most of their 
inflected forms, although these forms appear as triconsonantal in the 
periods earlier than the dialect under consideration (e.g. Ge'ez sam'a; 
Amharic sāmma, "to hear") or in related languages (e.g. Old Akkadian 
bandy um; Old Babylonian banūm, "to build"). In these cases, we deal 
with verbs that have lost a consonant, either between Proto-Semitic and 
the dialect under investigation, or during the historical evolution of the 
language. These verbs are not taken here into account because, as a rule, 
they follow the regular pattern. Instead, the problem arises with roots the 
basic forms of which never had more than two consonants. On the other 
hand, there are verbs containing three radical consonants in most of their 
inflected forms (e.g. ntn, "to give"), except the imperative (e.g. tn) and 
occasionally some other "tense" of the basic stem ( § 4 3 . 5 - 9 ) . Since these 
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forms are the simplest of the verbal system, they are rightly regarded as 
exhibiting the primary elements of the root. These biconsonantal forms 
of the type CvC probably belong to the same (pre)historical phase of 
Semitic as the verbs of the type wa + CvC and as the types CvC and 
ClvC2C2 (cf. §44.1). 

44.3. Before analyzing the monosyllabic roots and illustrating their 
inflection, a further element, the thematic vowel has to be introduced. This 
feature is normally treated in the grammars in relation to the pharyngals 
and laryngals characterized by their tendency to change the quality of the 
contiguous vowels (§45), e.g. Hebrew *yišloh > yislah, "he sends". How
ever, the distinction in vocalism is not restricted to these phonetically 
explainable cases, because specific vowels belong to determined triconso
nantal and biconsonantal roots. Among the verbs of the type CvC, the 
stem vowel of the verb hab, "give!", is a, while the one of the verb tib, 
"sit!", is i, and u is the stem vowel of the verb hud, "seize!". 

44.4. Various categories of the "so-called" weak verbs go back to an 
original monosyllabic root of the type CvC, in some cases perhaps 
C J C J V C 2 . There are such verbs at least in the groups with first radical n 
(§43.5), w (§43.6-7), h (§43.10), and ' (§43.3). The problem involved is 
presented in the respective paragraphs and we limit ourselves here to a 
common "classical" paradigm of the originally monosyllabic verbs of 
the type CvC with vocalized samples of prefix-conjugations, of the 
imperative, and of the infinitive or verbal noun of the basic stem. Exam
ples are taken from the verb wataba, "to sit", or wahaba, "to give". The 
East Semitic "preterite" corresponds formally to the West Semitic 
imperfect and to the Ethiopic jussive/subjunctive; the "imperfective" is 
the East Semitic present-future and the Ethiopic imperfect. 

Old 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ge'ez 

Preterite 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

Imperfective 3 m. sing. 
plur. 

Imperative 2 m. sing. 
plur. 

ušib 
uš(i)hū 

uššah 
uššabū 

šib 
sibā 

yēšēb yiîtib 
yēš(ē)bū yittdbū 

šeb 
sdbū 

tib 
tdbū 

yatibu yahab 
yatibū yahabu 

ydhub 
yahubu 

tjb 
tibū 

hab 
habu 

Verbal noun / Infinitive šubtu/šubat šebet/šabet mittab tibatun habt 
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44.5 . In the stems which include length, especially those of the type 
CvC, the stem vowel plays an important role because it determinates, to 
a great extent, which of the three consonants w, y, ' wi l l appear as 
medial radical in some forms of the basic stem and in derived stems. 

1° Specific vowels belong thus to specific biconsonantal roots (e.g. 
qūm, "to stand"; śīm, "to place"; subb, "to turn"), although a replacive 
vowel can be used in the inflection in order to distinguish different ver
bal forms which otherwise would be homophonous. The Libyco-Berber 
conjugation preserves remarkable traces of this replacive system, e.g. in 
the imperfective irah, "he wi l l leave" (root rūh), vs. the perfective iruh, 
"he left" (Tarifit), or in the imperfective yammat, "he wi l l die" (root 
mūt), vs. the perfective yammut, "he died" (Tarifit, Tuareg), thus point
ing to an Afro-Asiatic origin of inflections based on vocalic alternations 
(cf. §41.3). In Semitic, e.g. Babylonian present-future ikān has to be dis
tinguished from the preterite ikūn (from the root kūn, "to be [firm, 
true]") in the singular, but the replacive vowel is not required in the 
plural, since the preterite appears to be ìkūnū, while the present-future is 
inflected ikunnū. The same explanation is valid in the case, e.g., of the 
West Semitic stative qām, "he stood", which has to be distinguished 
from the imperative qūm, "stand!". The inflection of the roots CIC and 
CūC shows that the vocalic replacive provides sufficient tense contrast. 
However, the replacive vowel did not provide an adequate contrast 
between imperative and stative of the roots CāC, at least in some lan
guages. Therefore, certain forms of this numerically small group of verbs 
can be characterized by a glottal stop which serves for the disjunction of 
the long vowel (e.g. Arabic sāla and sa'ala, "he asked"), like in some 
modern Ethiopic and Cushitic dialects, or for its splitting into two differ
ent vowels a - i (e.g. Neo-BabyIonian šá-'-il; Late Aramaic š'yl; early 
Arabic s'yl [sa'il]). In the latter case, a y-glide can occasionally replace 
the glottal stop (e.g. Neo-Baby Ionian šá-a-a-il; Late Aramaic šyyl). 

2° There are Palaeosyrian (e.g. i-tu-wa-ar lyituwwarj, "he comes 
back"), Old Akkadian (e.g. in tù-a-rí-su, "on his return"), and Old 
Assyrian forms (e.g. adi tu-wa-ar, "until the return of PN") of the basic 
stem that are nevertheless conform to a triconsonantal conjugation which 
undoubtedly goes back to prehistoric times. Much later, Safaitic full 
spellings of Stem I , like in syr m-mdbr, "he came back from the steppe", 
and in mV sltt 's2hr f-hwr, "he was taken away for six months and he 
returned", also point to a North Arabian conjugation based on the tri
consonantal pattern, viz. *sayar and *hawar. The distribution of full and 
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defective spellings in Epigraphic South Arabian (e.g. syd and sd, "he 
hunted") does not respond to easy analysis of principle, but early 
Andalusian Arabic, as reported by Pedro de Alcalá, preserves an internal 
y between identical vowels in perfect forms which go probably back to 
South Arabian, but also parallel Safaitic; e.g. caydht [sayaht], " I cried", 
instead of Classical sihtu. It is very likely, therefore, that the coexistence 
of forms like *sayad(a) and *sīd(a) has to be assumed in ancient South 
Semitic. However, since the oldest Sabaic inscriptions use the form sd, 
"he hunted", it is reasonable to surmise that syd, e.g., reflects the steady 
development leading to the assimilation of the verbal type CvC to tri
consonantal verbs. 

3° Future research dealing with these questions should also consider 
the hypothesis of Proto-Afro-Asiatic rounded and palatalized radicals, 
e.g. in *mwut, "to die", *qHm, "to stay, to stand" (cf. §28.9). They 
might help explaining forms like Libyco-Berber mmut and qqim, the 
dialectal Tuareg variant ġaym, "to stay", Old Akkadian muātu [mwātu], 
or Aramaic qyāmā, "statute". The problem affects the phonology of the 
whole Afro-Asiatic area, as shown e.g. by the Logone (Chadic) noun 
ngun, "belly", with a plural ngwaren. 

44.6. The verbs chosen to illustrate the inflection of the CvC roots are 
kūn, "to be (firm)", and qūm, "to stand", for the CūC type, slm, "to 
place", and sir, "to begin", for the CiC type, and šāl, "to ask", for the 
CdC type. Only "classical" languages are presented in the table, viz. 
Old Babylonian, completed when necessary by Neo-BabyIonian forms 
between brackets, Biblical Hebrew, Aramaic, Classical Arabic, and 
Ge'ez. The paradigm is restricted to the basic stem, third person mascu
line singular and plural, or second person for the imperative. The names 
given in the table to the tenses reflect the analysis presented in §38. The 
"preterite" corresponds to the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic imperfect, 
and to the Ge'ez jussive/subjunctive. The "imperfective" is the Old 
Babylonian present-future and the Ge'ez imperfect. The "perfective" is 
the perfect of Old Babylonian, while the "stative" corresponds to the 
West and South Semitic perfect. Paragraphs §44.12-14, which follow the 
tables, will offer some comments. 
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44.7. Basic stem of the roots of the CūC type. 

Old 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ge'ez 

Preterite 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

Imperfective 3 m. sing. 
plur. 

ikūn 
ikūnū 

ikān 
ikunnū 

yaqūm yaqūm 
yāqūmū yaqūmūn 

yaqūmu yaqum 
yaqūmū ydqumu 

— yaqawwam 
— yaqawwamu 

Perfective 3 m. sing. iktūn — — — — 
plur. iktūnū — — — — 

Imperative 2 m. sing. kūn qūm qūm qum qum 
plur. kunnā qūmū qūmū qūmū qumu 

Stative 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

kīn 

kīnū 
qam 
qāmū 

qam 
qâmū 

qama qoma 
qāmū qomu 

44.8. Basic stem of the roots of the CIC type. 

Old 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ge'ez 

Preterite 3 m. sing. išīm 
plur. iSimū 

yasīm yasīm 
yāśīmū ydśìmūn 

yasīru yasim 
yasīrū yasimu 

Imperfective 3 m. sing. išām 
plur. išimmū 

— yasayyam 
— ydšayyamu 

Perfective 3 m. sing. 
plur. 

Imperative 2 m. sing. 
plur. 

Stative 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

istim 

išiīmū 

sīm 

šīmā 

šīm 

šīmū 

sim 
śīmū 

sam 
śāmū 

sim 
śīmū 

sam 
śāmū 

sir 
sīrū 

sara 

sārū 

sim 

šimu 

šema 

šemu 

44.9. Basic stem of the roots of CāC type. 

Old 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ge'ez 

Preterite 3 m. sing. išâl yiš'âl yiš'al yasalu yas'al 
plur. išālū yiš'ālū yiš'âlūn yasalū yds'alu 
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Old 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ge'ez 

Imperfective 3 m. sing. 
plur. 

Perfective 3 m. sing. 
plur. 

Imperative 2 m. sing. 
plur. 

Stative 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

iša 'al 
išallū 

ištāl 
ištālū 

šāl 
šālā 

(ša'il) 
(ša 'ila) 

yasd'(')/ 
yasd'(')lu 

_ _ 
fo'al ša'al sal sa'al 
ša'âlū Š9 'alū salū sa 'alu 

šā'al ša'ēl 1 šā'ēl sola sa'ala 
šā 'âlū *ša 'ēlū 1 sālū sa 'alu 

*šā'ēlū 

44.10. Verbs with second and third identical consonants are tradition
ally called mediae geminatae. Although these verbs are almost com
pletely adapted to the triconsonantal pattern in East Semitic, the mono
syllabic origin of the type CxvC2C2 is particularly evident in West 
Semitic languages. The difference results basically from a double artic
ulation of the geminated consonant in East Semitic, while it is often pro
nounced continuously or tensely in West Semitic (§23.1). In order to 
present, as far as possible, attested verbal forms which are built accord
ing to the pattern of biconsonantal stems involving length, the following 
paradigm is based on the verb danānu, "to be strong", for Old Babylon
ian, sabba, "to turn", "to abuse", for Hebrew and Arabic, 'al(l), "to 
enter", for Aramaic, and hamama, "to be i l l " , for Ethiopic. The forms 
are selected and designated like in the preceding paragraphs (cf. §44.6). 

Old 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic Ge'ez 

Preterite 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

Imperfective 3 m. sing. 
plur. 

idnin yāsob yē'ol yasubbu yahmam / ydhmsm 
idninū yāsobbū yē'lūn yasubbū yahmamu / yahmamu 

idannin — — — ydhammam 
idanninū — — — ydhammu / ydhammamu 

Perfective 3 m. sing, iddanin 
plur. iddannu 

Imperative 2 m. sing. — sob 

plur. — sobbū 

'ol {'u)sbub I hdmam 
subb-i(-a/u) 

'ullū subbù hdmmu / hsmamu 
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Old I 
Babylonian Hebrew Aramaic Arabic V Ge'ez 

Stative 3 m. sing, 
plur. 

dān 
dannū 

sābab 'al sabba 
sabâbū 'allū / 'ālū sabbū 

hamma / hamama 
hammu j hamamu 

44.11. These examples do not give a complete picture of the attested 
verbal forms of the group concerned. In fact, also North Semitic attests 
singular stative forms of the monosyllabic dān I dann type; e.g. Eblaite 
Da-na-LUGAL /Danna-śarrum/, "the king is powerful"; En-na-Il 
/Henna-'III, " I I is merciful". In Amorite occur names like Ia-hu-un-Èl 
/Yahūn-'El/, "E l did favour", with the preterite of the same verb hanna. 
Some monosyllabic stems seem to appear in Ugaritic, but the prefix-con
jugations are mostly adapted to the triconsonantal pattern. In Hebrew, 
also perfect forms like qal, qalld, "he / she is small", are attested, but 
only in verbs denoting state. This is also the case of the Assyro-Baby
lonian dān and of the Ge'ez hamma. In Ge'ez, however, the imperfect 
forms ending in a vowel preserve the shorter pattern which can be used 
optionally with verbs expressing action as well, e.g. yanabbu or yanab-
bdbu, "they speak". Also the Assyro-Babylonian imperative has this 
shorter pattern when the form ends in a vowel; e.g. dubub, "speak!", 
but feminine dubbl and plural dubbā. Instead, Ethiopic examples taken 
from Stem III .A/1 (Gt), like tanabba, "he was read", tasadda, "he was 
expelled", do not prove that the biconsonantal pattern is used since the 
second and third radical are always juxtaposited in this taqatla stem. 

44.12. The inflection of monosyllabic roots, both CvC and CjVC 2C 2, 
exhibits two parallel sets of allophones: the first one concerns the qual
ity of the long vowel, the second one shows the phonetic alternation -vC / 
-vC 2C 2 and thus bears on the place of length. 

44.13. There are some variants among the attested verbal forms of the 
CvC type which reflect dialectal alternations ī / ū and thus seem to rela-
tivize the distinction of the three sub-classes CūC, CīC, and CāC. In 
Amorite anthroponomy, e.g., one finds names with la-ki-in- and la-ku-
un-, with la-ši-ib- and la-su-ub-. Statistics indicates however that la-ki-
in- and la-si-ib- are exceptional forms which ought to be considered as 
dialectal variants. They are easily explainable in the light of the common 
Semitic weakness of the opposition i : u which may affect long vowels, 
as well. For example, long I may in some cases stand in place of an ū of 
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some older stage of Arabic. In particular, the forms of the passive per
fect of CūC verbs with vocalic affixes were pronounced either with I or 
with ū in Pre-Classical Arabic, thus qlla or quia, "(it) was said", slta or 
sūta, "(it) was whipped together". In the Qur'ān, all cases of passive 
CūC verbs are spelled with I, and the spelling with ū was later consid
ered unclassical. A similar situation, with divergent "standardized" 
solutions, must be assumed in other Semitic languages. It affects also 
derivatives, as shown by Assyro-Babylonian kayyānu when compared 
with Palaeosyrian kà-wa-nu /kawwānu/, "stable", "permanent". 

44.14. The alternation -vC I -vC2C2 characterizes already the Old 
Babylonian singular stative da-a-an, "(he) is strong", when compared 
with the plural da-an-nu, "(they) are strong". A comparable alternation 
gave probably rise to distinctive Stems I I and I I I in Arabic (§41.6), and 
it occurs sometimes in modern Arabic dialects, e.g. in Hawrāni šaršubba 
and šaršūba, "tassel". These differences are purely phonetical and not 
phonemic. They ought to be considered as free variations, in particular 
when a final long consonant (e.g. dann) loses its length in favour of the 
preceding vowel (e.g. dan). The only situation where such free variation 
cannot be operative is the case when the place of length has a functional 
load and serves to differentiate two morphs, as in ikūnū and ikunnū 
(§44.5). This does not obtain in the inflection of the CxvC2C2 verbs, 
where the place of length does not serve to differentiate tenses. 

44.15. The derived stems of the verbs mediae geminatae are generally 
adapted to the pattern of triconsonantal verbs. In Arabic, however, the 
integration is by far not complete and many forms preserve the biconso
nantal character of the root, especially in Stems I I I , IV, V I , VI I , VII I , 
and X. However, triradical variants are attested; e.g. the participle 
fārir(un) next to fdrr(uri), "runnig away", in Stem I I I ; the Pre-Islamic 
North Arabian imperfect yhbrr /yuhabrir/ instead of Classical Arabic 
yubirru and of Sabaic yhbr /yuhabbir/, "he fulfils", and the Lihyānite 
perfect '/// I'atlall next to 'tl/'atall/, "he hollowed out", all in Stem IV; 
the perfect tašādada next to tašādda, "he argued with somebody", in 
Stem V I ; etc. The triradical variants proceed basically from a different 
articulation of the geminated consonants, viz. pronounced doubly 
instead of being articulated continuously or tensely (§23.1). 
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c) Verbs with Pharyngals, Laryngals, Velar Fricatives 

45.1. The verbs with gutturals, i.e. pharyngals, laryngals, and velar 
fricatives, and to a certain extent also those with r, which will be 
referred to collectively as gutturals, exhibit certain peculiarities due to 
the phonetic changes that accompany these consonants (§27.10). 
Besides, syllabic cuneiform script is unable to indicate all these 
phonemes in an adequate way, and reduces some of them to glottal stop 
or signifies their presence by the vocalic change a > e (§19.5; 21.6-7). 
The scribal usages related to these consonants create supplementary 
problems. 

45.2. In syllabic cuneiform script, both velar fricatives h and ġ are in 
general indicated by signs with h (§19.6,11) and no particular phonetic 
changes are observed in the conjugation of verbs having these conso
nants. Instead, the pharyngals and laryngals are reduced to glottal stop or 
to zero, and very often there is no graphic notation of the assumed glot
tal stop (§19.5,7,9-10). The original syllables ha, 'a, in some cases also 
'a and ha, appear graphically as e, but 'a and ha preserve, as a rule, their 
original vowel, like in akālu (< *'akālu), "to eat", and alāku (< *halāku), 
"to go". In consequence, there is no sure way to predict the form a ver
bal root with an original pharyngal, laryngal, or velar fricative will 
assume in a determinate period and in a determinate East Semitic 
dialect. 

45.3. As a rule, the first characteristic of Assyro-Babylonian verbs 
with first radical' is the elision of postvocalic ', with an assumed length
ening of the preceding vowel: i' > ī in Babylonian, /' > ē in Assyrian. 
Examples will be taken from Old Babylonian forms of the verbs akālu 
(<*'akālu), " toeat" ,emēdu(<* i amādu), "tolean", anderèbu(<*'arābu), 
"to enter", with original first laryngal (') and first pharyngal ('): 

Preterite Perfect 

īkul (< *yi'kul) Itakal (< *yi'takal) 
īmid (< *yi 'mid) ītemid (< *yi 'tamid) 
īrub {< *yi'rub) īterub (< *yi'tarub) 

45.4. The second characteristic of these verbs is the syncope of inter
vocalic ', followed by contraction in which the vowel of the prefix pre
vails. This phenomenon occurs in the present-future, although spellings 
like i-ik-ka-al, i-im-mi-id, i-ir-ru-ub indicate that this characteristic is not 
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general, because the cuneiform system never uses an initial vowel sylla
ble, as /, to indicate the length of the vowel. Thus, these^spellings point 
to some other phonetic feature and, since the signs ik, im, ir, etc., mark 
also ek, em, er, etc., they must indicate the presence of the glottal stop 
followed by the vowel e, thus 'e < 'a. It seems therefore that there were 
forms with and without syncope of intervocalic ' , although the scribal 
writing habits do not allow us to distinguish clearly cut dialects. The two 
sets of present-future forms wil l then appear as follows: 

ikkal i'ekkal < *yi'akkal 
immid i'emmid < *yi'ammid 
irrub i'errub < *yi'arrub 

45.5. East Semitic verbs mediae aleph are usually considered as hav
ing a consonantal middle radical, namely a glottal stop. Only in a few 
verbs, however, is the glottal stop written, and then only in a limited 
number of forms. The etymological explanation is that there are forms 
where no consonant occurs in the middle, like in the preterite, because 
the glottal stop assimilates to the following vowel, with the latter's con
sequent lengthening; e.g. Old Akkadian e-be-el jebēlj < /*yib'al/, "he 
became master", and Babylonian i-be-lu libēlul, "(who) became mas
ter". In other forms, like the present-future, the glottal stop subsists in 
the middle, like in Old Akkadian i-be-al < /yibe"al/, "he is master", "he 
rules", and it is implied likewise by spellings as Old Babylonian i-bé-eî 
/ibe 'el/ and not /ibēl/ or /ibêl/. 

45.6. In Assyro-Babylonian, some verbs with third radical ' are 
inflected like verbs with final w I y (§43.12), while another group shows 
a "strong aleph". Both groups contain verbs with original third pharyn
gal, like šemū, "to hear" (< *šamāíu), and masā'u, "to wipe away" 
(< *mašāhu), but a complete reduction affected the pharyngal of šemū, 
which was still pronounced in Old Akkadian as shown by the spelling iš-
má /yišma'/ instead of the later is-me, "he heard", while the glottal stop 
derived from h subsisted in mašā'u. It is impossible to predict which 
forms are contrasting in one and the same dialect. 

45.7. The situation in Palaeosyrian is similar to the one in East Semitic 
with the phonetic change a > e after the pharyngals * and h. The vowel 
remains unchanged when it occurs before the pharyngal; e.g. áš-tá-ma 
/'aštama'/, " I heard". In Amorite, the pharyngal ' contiguous to a labial 
tends to assimilate either to this consonant or to the adjacent vowel a 
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(§19.7), with their assumed lengthening; e.g. ia-mu-ud < *ya'mud, "he 
propped"; ia-mu-ur < *ya'mur, "he made prosperous"; i-ba-al < *yib'al, 
"he made". These examples concord with Barth's law according to 
which *yaqtal became yiqtal, while yaqtul and yaqtil remained 
unchanged. 

45.8. Barth's law is applied also at Ugarit and at Emar, where verbal 
elements of proper names generally concord with this rule, while no 
vocalic changes seem to occur near gutturals; e.g. ir-am /yir'am/, "he 
thundered", is-ma-ah /yìšma'/, "he heard", ib-har /yibhar/, "he 
choosed", iz-ra-' lyizra'l, "he sowed", but ia-mu-ud /ya'mud/, "he 
propped". However, the use of the prefix yi- is attested at Emar also 
with radical vowels i and u, as shown e.g. by im-lik /yimlik/ and i-mu-ud 
/yi'mud/, while ya- can be found at Ugarit with the radical vowel a 
(§40.21). Concerning the pharyngal ', there are examples of a reduction 
of the ' contiguous to a labial (§19.7; 45.7). Besides, one encounters at 
Ugarit some instances of 'ain becoming aleph in the beginning of a 
name. Whether this de-pharyngalized 'ain was pronounced as a glottal 
stop or simply disappeared depends on the fate of original aleph in 
Ugaritic. Now, there are examples of laryngal ' reduced to zero (§19.8), 
and the aleph closing a syllable of a verbal form was most likely elided 
and reduced to a vocalic sign, while the preceding vowel was compen-
satorily lengthened; e.g. ys'a = *yasā, "he went out", qr'itm = 
*qarētumu, "you called"; nš'u = *našū, "they lifted up". In fact, syl
labic spellings of verbal forms (e.g. ma-lak) indicate that the Ugaritic 
suffix-conjugation had forms of the qatal-type, not qatala; e.g. Ba'al-
ma-lak, "Baal is king"; la-pa-milku /Yapa'-milku/, "Splendid is the 
king", Na-qa-ma-du /Naqam-(H)addu/, "Avenging is Haddu", Ga-mi-
rad-du /Gamir-(H)addu/, "Perfect is Haddu". Consequently, ys'a is to 
be interpreted *yasā, not *yasa'a, and ys'at is *yasāt or *yas'at not 
*yasa'at; cf. 'n-qp't = nmīGī-qáp-at /'īnu-qap'at/, "the source is buoyant". 
The morpho-graphemic spelling ys'a reflects not only the underlying 
root-morpheme ys', but also the actual pronunciation of the final syllable 
indicated by the mater lectionis 'a; hence this type of spelling might be 
termed "morpho-phonemic". 

45.9. A characteristic feature of Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic, as pre
sented by the Masoretic tradition, is their inability to geminate laryngals 
(', h), pharyngals (', h), and r, with consequent lengthening of the pre
ceding vowel. This inability, shared by the modern pronunciation of 
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Ge'ez, is paralleled to a certain extent by the possible non-gemination of 
medial r in the conjugation of some Gafat verbs (e.g. kârāsâ, "he met", 
vs. Amharic and Argobba dārrásā). It has consequences for the inflec
tion of the D-stem (§41.3); e.g. Hebrew bērak instead of *birrēk, "he 
blessed". However, there are indications (§19.21) that these consonants 
were geminated in an earlier period, and there is no reason to suppose 
that they were an exception in the classical languages. The particular 
treatment of the gutturals in the Masoretic tradition is a legacy from the 
Roman period when the back-of-the-throat sounds could be reduced to 
zero, like in the Samaritan pronunciation of Hebrew and Aramaic. The 
phonetic notation of the Masoretes aimed at insuring the pronunciation 
of the pharyngals and laryngals by providing them with artificial short 
vowels (e.g. ya'aqob instead of normal ya'qob; §27.10), but it failed in 
restoring their original geminated or tense articulation. 

45.10. Hebrew, Biblical Aramaic, and Syriac verbs with gutturals are 
characterized by the tendency to change into a vowels contiguous to 
these consonants, obviously as a kind of assimilation (§27.10); e.g. 
Hebrew yišlah instead of yišloh, "he sends". This tendency, which is not 
general in Syriac, has to be considered as a dialectal innovation, like in 
Arabic (§45.14). In fact, the Hebrew of the Qumrān scrolls (e.g. šlwh 
Išdlohl instead of Masoretic šdlah, "send!") and Mishnaic Hebrew (e.g. 
yshwt lyišhotl instead of Masoretic yišhat, "he shall slaughter") still pre
serve the normal vocalization of the verbs with gutturals. As for Ara
maic, this trend does not even appear in Galilean Aramaic, in Christian 
Palestinian Aramaic, and in Neo-Aramaic at Ma'lūla, where the impera
tive, the imperfect, and the infinitive are pronounced with o, even when 
the third radical is a guttural; e.g. zrw', "seed!", mymwr, "to say". 
Instead, the change a > e before a pharyngal is sometimes attested in 
Galilean Aramaic; e.g. mišme' < mišma', "to hear". 

45.11. The elision of postvocalic ', with consequent lengthening of the 
preceding vowel, is a characteristic of the verbal inflection in Masoretic 
Hebrew and in Late Aramaic; e.g. Hebrew māsā, "he found"; Syriac 
nehod, "he wi l l seize". The same phenomenon is attested in East 
Semitic (§45.3-6), in Ugaritic (§45.8), in Phoenician and Punic (§45.13), 
and in Neo-Arabic. The spelling does not reveal this phenomenon to its 
full extent, because this aleph belongs to the "image" of the root and the 
scribal practice tends to preserve it, also because it serves as a mater 
lectionis. 
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45.12. In Late Aramaic, especially in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and 
in Mandaic, the laryngals and pharyngals were weakened or reduced to 
zero altogether. Also in Neo-Aramaic, the laryngals and the pharyngal ' 
are not pronounced, except in the Tūr 'Abdīh dialect which preserves '. 
This phonetic evolution led to an extension of the "weak" conjugations; 
e.g. Jewish Aramaic yymr [yītnar], "he wil l speak"; Neo-Aramaic 
[smilan], "we heard"; [ki-bayī], "they want". 

45.13. The weakening of Phoenician pharyngals and laryngals 
increased considerably in Punic (§19.16), leaving some rare traces in 
verbal forms attested in inscriptions (e.g. tn for tri, "to erect") or in 
Latin transcription (e.g. nasot for nš't, " I brought"). They all testify to 
the elision of postvocalic '. 

45.14. The influence of gutturals on adjoining vowels was stronger in 
East Arabian than in the Hidjazi dialect. Several cases have been 
observed where the Eastern dialects have an a against a Hidjazi w; e.g. 
yafraġu, "he is at rest", for yafmġu; yaġnahu, "he inclines", for 
yaġnuhu. On the other hand, the elision of postvocalic radical ' with 
consequent lengthening of the preceding vowel occurs in Classical Ara
bic in initial syllables beginning with another ', thus in the first person 
singular of the imperfect of Stems I and IV, as well as in the perfect and 
in the infinitive of Stem IV; e.g. 'ādanu < *'a'danu, " I shall allow"; 
'īmānun < 'i'mānun, "to believe". 

45.15. In the non-classical language, the verbs with final radical ' are 
conjugated like verbs with final w / y; e.g. nabbā for classical nabba'a, 
yunabbl for yunabbi'u, "to announce". Besides, some old forms are pre
served from originally biconsonantal verbs, to which ' was later added, 
like the imperatives hud, "seize!", kul, "eat!", mur, "speak!", sal, 
"ask!", as well as a few imperfect forms, like yasal, "he will ask", 
yard, "he will see" (cf. §44.9). In modem colloquials, which go obvi
ously back to an old phase of the spoken language, more forms without 
' are used in the imperfect (e.g. yāhud or yūhud, "he will seize"; yākul 
or yūkil, "he wil l eat"), and even in the perfect (hād, hdā, "he seized"; 
kāl, klā, "he ate"). There are also participial forms with w replacing ', as 
wāhid, wākil, next to hādi, kāli, "seizing", "eating". 

45.16. In Epigraphic South Arabian, there is a series of random 
instances where one of the laryngals ' and h or the pharyngal ' are missing 
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from a word in which they would normally have occurred. This fact is 
the graphic result of a phonetic trend towards reduction^ of these conso
nants to zero. Thus, e.g., the occurrence of a Sabaic imperfect ts2r, "she 
wil l be aware", against perfect s2'rt immediately before, indicates that 
the pharyngal was not always pronounced in determinate positions 
(probably *tiś'ar). One can assume that vocalic changes accompanied 
the reduction of the concerned consonants. These back-of-the-throat 
laryngal and pharyngal sounds are instable also in the Modern South 
Arabian languages. 

45.17. In Ge'ez, the vowel d may occur in certain circumstances before 
and after a guttural radical instead of the expected a; e.g. kdhddka, "you 
denied"; nassdha, "he repented". On the contrary, when the first radical 
is a guttural followed by a, the prefixes of the imperfect have -a- instead 
of -d-', e.g. yahabbdr, "he wil l join". Besides, Ge'ez may lengthen a 
before a vowelless etymological guttural; e.g. nassāhna, "we repented". 
In Tigrinya, the vowel following an initial radical guttural is pronounced 
a instead of a; e.g. hardsd, "he ploughed", vs. sdbdrd, "he broke". As 
a result of the disappearance of gutturals in South Ethiopic, the verbs 
with an original laryngal or pharyngal as first radical, have an initial 
vowel a, remaining also after the prefixes of the imperfect, like Amharic 
allàfa, yalf, "to go by" (root hip), vs. nággárá, ydnàgr, "to speak". The 
verbs with an original guttural as second radical, like la'aka, "to send", 
or mdhra, "to have pity", are pronounced lakà, marâ in the perfect, 
ydlak, yzmar in the jussive. The verbs with an original guttural as third 
radical, like £mV"to listen", have a final vowel a; e.g. Amharic sàmma 
(perfect), ydsama (imperfect), ydsma (jussive), sdma (imperative). 

H . Verbs with Pronominal Suffixes 

46.1. The verbal form to which a pronominal suffix is attached may 
itself undergo changes. There are three main categories of changes in 
question. Firstly, the verbal form preserves its archaic ending, "pro
tected" by the pronominal suffix, in cases where original endings are 
otherwise shortened. Secondly, the stress often shifts because of the 
addition of the pronominal suffix, with consequent reduction of vowels 
in determinate syllabic positions. Thirdly, certain assimilatory phenom
ena may occur between the final phoneme of the verbal form and the 
pronominal suffix. 
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46.2. In East and North Semitic, the pronominal suffixes are appended 
to verbal forms which have preserved their archaic ending. In East 
Semitic, pronouns are suffixed in some circumstances to the ventive / 
allative morpheme -am after a consonantal verbal ending, as in *isbat-
am-ni > isbatanni, "he seized me", -im after -I, as in *tasbatī-im-ni > 
tasbatlnni, "you (fem.) seized me", and -nim after -ū of plural, as in 
*isbatū-nim-ni > isbatūninni, "they seized me". The Ugaritic object suf
fixes -nh, -n, -nn of the third person singular should rather be explained 
by the use of the energic endings -anna or -an of the prefix conjugation 
(§36.21; 39.10), since this ending appears also in Hebrew and in Arabic 
(§39.8). Besides the regressive assimilation of the East Semitic ventive / 
allative phoneme m to pronominal suffixes, reciprocal assimilations 
occur when a third person suffix is appended to a verbal form ending in 
-r; e.g. *isbat-šu > isbassu, "he seized him" (§27.5). 

46.3. In Hebrew and in Phoenician, the archaic endings of the perfect 
reappear before suffixes; e.g. Hebrew qdtālātam, "she killed them", as 
against qāplā; Phoenicianp'Itn, "she made me", as against/?'/. Important 
changes occur at the same time in the vocalization, which also approaches 
the archaic one (*qatalat). I f the verbal form preceding the pronominal 
suffix terminates in a consonant, the suffix is generally "linked" to the 
verb by means of a vowel, a I ā being the favourite vowel after Hebrew 
perfect, ē or e < a after imperfect and imperative. Since the same "con
necting" vowels occur with nouns and prepositions, they cannot be con
sidered as a residue of an ancient -a ending of the perfect, like Arabic 
fa'ala. While the "connecting" vowels used with nouns might be regarded 
as the residue of a case inflection, they are just anaptyctic vowels (§27.19) 
when they are attached to verbal forms. Both in Hebrew and in Phoeni
cian, the suffixes are sometimes appended to an ending -n which is added 
to forms of the prefix-conjugation; e.g. Hebrew yiqqāhennū, "he will take 
him", with assimilation of the suffix -hū to -n; 'âromdmenhū, " I will exalt 
him", without such assimilation; Phoenician ydbrnk, "they will speak to 
you". However, there is a difference between Phoenician and Hebrew: the 
final -n characterizes the Phoenician indicative after forms ending in a 
long vowel, while the Hebrew usage seems to go back to an "energic" 
form, similar to the one of Arabic (§39.8-9). This final -n was preserved 
only in some cases, when it was "protected" by the suffix. 

46.4. In Aramaic, a "connecting" vowel is generally inserted between 
the verbal form terminating in a consonant and the pronominal suffix. 
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The latter's affixing occasions a shifting of the stress and some changes 
in the vocalization of the verbal form; e.g\ qatlēh, "he killed him", as 
against qatal. Old Aramaic and Imperial Aramaic may also insert the 
energic morpheme -{i)n I -(i)nna before the suffixes of the imperfect, 
e.g. yqtlnh, "he shall k i l l h im"; yadahâlinnanī, "he terrifies me"; 
yahoda'unnaril, "they shall explain to me". This morpheme is distinct 
from the imperfect ending -n of the third and second persons plural. In 
Neo-Aramaic (§42.18-22) suffixes are attached to verbal forms by 
means of the preposition /- / el-; e.g. ptuh-lē, "open it (masc.)!". The 
/- is completely assimilated to the preceding liquids /, n, r; e.g. āmērā < 
*āmēr-lā, "he should say it (fem.)". When attached to the preposition 
el-, which is a dialectal variant of -/, the suffixes can be written sepa
rately from the verbs; e.g. bit-pātih elē, "he wi l l open it (masc.)". 

46.5. In Arabic, the adding of pronominal suffixes occasions faculta
tive lengthenings or shortenings of actor affixes; e.g. darabtī-nī instead 
of darabti-nl, "you (fem.) beat me"; tadribīnī instead tadribīna-nī, "you 
(fem.) wi l l beat me"; yadribūnā instead of yadribūna-nā, "they wi l l 
beat us", with a clear example of haplology (§27.15). Also facultative 
contractions may occur; e.g. šānīki for šānVuki, "who hates you". In 
Neo-Arabic, like in Hebrew and in Aramaic, a connecting vowel u, a, i, 
a is inserted between the verbal form terminating in a consonant and the 
pronominal suffix; e.g. darabak, "he beat you"; darabtuhum, " I beat 
them". 

46.6. In Ge'ez,"the attachment of pronominal suffixes shows some 
changes in the actor affixes of the verb, thus -at becoming -ata- (e.g. 
sam'atani, "she heard me"), -ki becoming -ka (e.g. sam'akani, "you 
[fem.] heard me"), -kan becoming -kan(n)ā or -kà (e.g. sam'akanāni or 
sam'akani, "you [fem. plur.] heard me"), and -na becoming -nā (e.g. 
sam'anāka, "we heard you"). The attachment of the third person suf
fixes occasions different alterations in the actor affixes, -u- changing to 
-aww- (e.g. sam'awwo, "they heard him"), changing to -ayy- (e.g. 
sam'akayyo, "you [fem. sing.] heard him"), and -a- being assimilated to 
the suffix altogether (e.g. sam'o, "he heard him"). The original -h- of 
the third person suffixes subsists only after the actor ending of the third 
person feminine plural (e.g. sam'āhu, "they [fem.] heard him"). In 
South Ethiopian dialects, the suffixed pronouns may occasion various 
alterations in the verbal root itself. In Chaha e.g., the suffix of the third 
person masculine singular, added to the third person singular form of the 
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verb, changes any velar of the root in labiovelar (e.g. nakwdsd-nd-m, "he 
bit him", as against nakdsd-m), while b becomes w (e.g. ndkdwd-na-m, 
"he found him", as against nākâbá-m) and the other labials m,f, p are 
rounded (e.g. qàpwàrá-n9-m, "he buried him", as against qāpàrà-m). 
Indirect pronominal suffixes can be attached to the verb by means of the 
prepositions /- and b-. The suffix pronouns of the verb and the changes 
they cause require a thorough investigation. For detailed information 
about developments in the various Ethiopian languages the reader is 
referred to the relevant grammars and studies. 

5. ADVERBS 

47.1. The adverb is, by definition, an indeclinable part of speech, mod
ifying verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs for the purpose of limiting or 
extending their signification. This part of speech usually expresses time, 
place, manner, condition, cause, result, degree, means, etc. In Semitic 
languages, there are adverbs of nominal origin and others which have a 
different common Semitic basis. 

A. Adverbs of Nominal Origin 

47.2. Many adverbs of nominal origin derive from an adverbial 
accusative in -a (cf. §52.5-9) and often seem to preserve the mimation or 
nunation of the noun. E.g. Babylonian imittam, "right", šumēlam, 
"left", umām, "by day"; Hebrew hinnām, " in vain", rēqām, "empty-
handed", yomām, "by day"; Arabic 'abadan, "always", yawman, "by 
day", ġiddan, "very", "much". However, a number of adverbs end in 
-a without any mimation, as early as the Palaeosyrian, the Old Babylon
ian, and the Old Assyrian periods; e.g. Palaeosyrian am-sa-a /'amšala/, 
"yesterday", "last evening"; Assyro-Babylonian mahra, "before", 
warka, "behind", pāna, "earlier"; Aramaic herbā, "badly", 'elāyā, 
"upstairs", rābā, "very", "much"; Hebrew ri'šonā, "first"; Arabic 
sabāha masā'a, "mornings and evenings", ye55a for ġiddan, "much"; 
Ge'ez nagha, " in the morning", tdqqa, "very", "extremely", tāhta, 
"beneath". 

47.3. Other adverbs end in -um like Babylonian aharrum, "later", and 
pānānumimà), "earlier", "formerly", or Hebrew pit'om, "suddenly". 
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This ending seems to correspond to adverbial formations in -u which are 
encountered in other languages; e.g. 7\rabic ba'du, "later", tahtu, 
"beneath", fawqu, "above", qablu, "earlier". Ge'ez adverbs in -u, like 
kantu, "gratuitously", qadimu, "previously", lā'lu, "above", had ini
tially a final long -ū which may derive from an original -um > -dm. 
Some Amharic adverbs in -o, like zdnddro, "this year", ddro, "previ
ously", etc., may belong to this group, while others, like wàtro, "contin
uously", dàgmo, "again", are rather frozen forms of gerund (§42.12). In 
some cases, like qddmo, "first" (cf. Ge'ez qadimu), both interpretations 
are possible. 

47.4. There are adverbial endings characterized by -t, but different 
vocalizations indicate that these formations do not constitute a homoge
neous group. E.g. Assyro-Babylonian timāliattam, "yesterday", emūqat-
tam, "violently"; Hebrew ydhūdīt, " in Hebrew", šênīî, "a second time", 
qāšdt, "roughly"; Palmyrene Aramaic škytyt, "honourably", related 
morphologically to Syriac rāhūmā'īt, "kindly", tābā'īt, "wel l" , 
mdganbā'īt, "by stealth". 

47.5. East Semitic also uses the postposition -is (§32.17; 48.10) for the 
formation of adverbs; e.g. arkāniš, arkiš, or urkiš, "back", "later", 
mahriš, "before", eliš, "above". 

B. Adverbs of Place and Negatives 

47.6. Apart from the adverbs of obviously nominal origin, there are 
others of major importance which have a common basis in Semitic, in 
particular adverbs of place and negatives. 

47.7. Adverbs of place answer the question "where?", formulated in 
Semitic by adverbs deriving from the interrogative pronoun 'ayyu 
(§36.59) with addition of various morphemes; e.g. Old Assyrian 
ayyakam, Hebrew 'ēkā, Syriac 'aykā, Arabic 'ayna, Ge'ez 'ayte. The 
answers "here", "there", are expressed in East Semitic by derivatives of 
the demonstrative pronouns (§36.32-36); e.g. Old Babylonian 
annlkVam, "here", ullīkl'am, "there". Instead, distinctive words are 
used in West Semitic languages: Hebrew hēnnā, Aramaic tanā, Arabic 
hunā, "here"; Ugaritic tmt, Hebrew, Phoenician, Moabite šam(mā), 
Aramaic tarn, Syriac tammān, Arabic tamma, Ge'ez hdyya, "there". 
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Other locative adverbs are of nominal origin, as e.g. Assyro-Babylonian 
ašrānu(m), "there". 

47.8. The main Semitic negatives are lā, 7, 'ay, and 'in, but la and 7 
are to be considered as two variant forms of originally the very same 
negative adverb. The universal negative particle in Old Akkadian and in 
Assyro-Babylonian is lā, while 7 is the usual negative in Epigraphic 
South Arabian. Old Akkadian, Old Assyrian, and Babylonian use also 
ula I ul which corresponds to 7, but ula / ul does not seem to have there 
any specific functions different from those of lā. This form of the nega
tive is related directly to Libyco-Berber ur < war, "not", exhibiting the 
well-known alternations of initial ' / w and of / / r: 'al I war > ul I ur. 
Suffixed to the conditional particle m-, the Libyco-Berber negative ur 
introduces unreal conditions (§61.2) and, precisely, there is an Old 
Babylonian standard use of ul in unreal conditional clauses, while this 
negative does not seem to appear in prohibitive sentences. The negative 
7 does not occur in Arabic, while lā is unattested in the Ethiopian lan
guages, most of which use the negative element al- with the negative 
perfect. This particle changes into an- in Gurage dialects having / only 
in specific cases. As for Ge'ez which uses the negative particle 7-, it 
preserves 'al- in the negative forms of the pseudoverb ba-, i.e. the prepo
sition b- with pronominal suffix; e.g. 'al-bena may a, "we have no 
water". Verbs and, optionally, nouns are negated in Tigrinya by prefix
ing 'ay- and suffixing -dn; e.g. ' ay-haddis-dn, "not new". The Amharic 
negative marker consists of the prefix al- and of the suffix -m(m), which 
is omitted in subordinate clauses; e.g. al-nâggārà-mim), "he didn't 
speak". In Modern South Arabian, Mehri negates with dl...la', but its 
Harsūsi dialect does it normally with la' alone; e.g. Mehri dl ha gīd dla', 
as against Harsūsi ha gdd dla', "he is not good". The Kurdish negative 
cū is used besides Id in Eastern and even in Western Neo-Aramaic (e.g. 
Ma'lūla cū ndomek, " I do not sleep"). The Gafat negative morpheme 
ta...m, encountered e.g. in the negative copula td-ddbdlla-m, "he is not" 
(§49.21), deserves a special consideration in the field of Afro-Asiatic 
because it must be related to the Egyptian negative tm which seems to 
result from a coalescence of tà.. .m and which is conjugated, while the 
verb is not; e.g. ih tm-i sbh, "then will I not cry out". 

The Hebrew spelling /' of the negative goes back to an allophone 16' of Id < 
lā, which is attested in Tūroyo and paralleled by la' in Modem South Arabian. 
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47.9. To deny a notion is different either from denying a fact or from 
prohibiting an action, and this semantic difference may lead to special
ization of negatives. Thus, in Ugaritic, Hebrew, Phoenician, and Ara
maic, a functional distinction was made between lā > lo' and 'al, the 
second form being used in volitive, i.e. prohibitive, optative, and cohor
tative sentences; e.g. Hebrew 'al-tehet'ū, "do not sin". However, no dis
tinction was introduced between the denial of a notion (e.g. Hebrew 'am 
nābāl wd-lo' hākām, "a people brutish and not wise") and the denial of 
a fact (e.g. Hebrew lo' yādd'ū, "they don't know"). Also East Semitic 
used special forms of negatives for prohibitions, viz. the particle ay > ē 
(§47.11) and, in Neo-Assyrian, the compound form lū lā; e.g. ana PN 
šarru lū lā išappara, "the king should not write to PN". 

47.10. Derivatives of lā I 'al appear in some languages. Thus, the neg
ative particle lam < lā-ma with the enclitic morpheme -ma, followed by 
an imperfect or an apocopate verbal form is found in the particular 
Sabaic dialect of the Haram area, in Minaic (Ihm) which does not use 7, 
and in Classical Arabic; e.g. Sabaic Im yġtsll, "he had not washed". 
Arabic lan with following subjunctive derives from *lā-'an < *lā-han, 
'an < han being a presentative (§49.6); e.g. lan yunġihū, "they wil l not 
succeed". As for laysa, it is the negative lā followed by the Semitic par
ticle of existence *yt (§49.23). 

47.11. The prohibitive particle ay > ē is widely employed in Old 
Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian verbal sentences. Its use is 
extended to negative indicative clauses in Ge'ez (7-), in Tigre (7-), and 
in Tigrinya ('ay-); e.g. 'i-rakaba haba nabarna, "he did not find the 
place where we had settled". The negation 'y occurs likewise in Phoeni
cian indicative clauses; e.g. k 'y šm bn mnm, "for they did not lay any
thing in i t " . Since Old Akkadian names like A-a-bi, "Where is my 
father?", clearly have a negative meaning, the particle 'ay must be 
related to the interrogative 'ay, "where?". 

47.12. The suffixed form ayyānu of the same interrogative is related, 
in turn, to the Semitic particle of non-existence 'in which was originally 
used in nominal clauses. This link is strongly supported by the Hebrew 
pausal form 'ayin, comparable with the Arabic interrogatives 'ayyun, 
"which?", and 'ayna, "where?", and by the Middle and Late Babylonian 
particle yānu, which occurs in a similar function; e.g. yānu mē, "there is 
no water". The particle 'in of non-existence is probably a compound 'ay 
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+ n-copula (§49.20) and it may be used in Hebrew with pronominal suf
fixes (e.g. 'ēnēk, "you are not"). It is attested in Ugaritic ('in), in 
Hebrew ('ēn, 'ayin), in Moabite ('n), probably in Punic (ynny I ennu), in 
Arabic ('in), and in various Ethiopian languages ('an, an); e.g. Arabic 
'in 'ahadun hayran min 'ahadin 'illā bil-'āfìya, "no one is better than 
another, i f not by Grace". The Arabic negation 'in has a completely dif
ferent origin than the conditional particle 'in which is used here in 'ilia 
< 'in-lā, " i f not", but confusions occur, especially when 'in is preceded 
by the indefinite-interrogative pronoun mā, "what?", as in rhetorical 
questions, e.g. mā 'in 'atayta bišay'in 'anta takrahuhu, "what i f you had 
accomplished something you yourself dislike?"; ma 'in gazi'tu, "what 
i f I was worried? ". In Gurage dialects, an- with the perfect may be used 
to express prohibition (e.g. Chaha an-kafdtkd, "don't open"), while the 
negative an- < al- is employed in forming the negative perfect (e.g. 
Chaha an-kàfàtkà, "you didn't open"). 

47.13. Various compounds with the particle of non-existence occur in 
Ethiopian languages. Thus, Ge'ez 'anda'i, " I don't know", must be ana
lyzed as 'an- and -da'i, from the root yd', "to know". The same 
idiomatic phrase occurs in Tigrinya 'anda'i and in Amharic anġa, with 
palatalization of d to ġ. Ge'ez 'anbi, 'anbayd, "no!", combines 'an- with 
bi < bayā, " in me"; the same word appears in Tigrinya as 'ambi and in 
Amharic as ambi, "no!", with the assimilation nb > mb (§27.6). This 
assimilation occurs also in Amharic ambazam, "not much", deriving 
from the negative element an- and from bdzza, "to be much". Amharic 
ankwan, "no!", is explained as resulting from an and from a form kwan 
of the verb kond, "to be". Tigre 'ifālu, "no!", consists of the negative 
particle '/-, plus/ā/ with the pronominal suffix of the third person mas
culine singular which is used for all persons. 

47.14. The use of other negatives is restricted to a few languages or 
dialects. Thus Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Phoenician bal, which is used in pro
hibitive sentences like 'al, goes back to the preposition bal(um), "without", 
attested in Old Akkadian, Old Assyrian, Babylonian, Ugaritic, and 
Hebrew; e.g. Old Akkadian Ma-an-ba-lum-dDa-gan, "Who-(does-exist-) 
without-Dagan?". In Classical Arabic, bal is, properly speaking, not a 
negative particle since it means "rather"; e.g. 'a'tani dirhaman bal 
dirhamayni, "he gave me one dirham, rather two dirhams", or in the 
answer to an alternative question: qāla 'a-dakarun 'am 'untā fa-qultu bal 
'untā, "he said: man or woman? And I answered: rather woman". 
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47.15. The interrogative pronoun mā, "what?", is used in Hebrew and 
in Arabic as a negative particle, first in nominal clauses, later even in 
prohibitive ones. The passage from an interrogative mā to a negative one 
can best be seen in clauses like Hebrew ma-bd-yādì rā'ā, "what is in my 
hand as evil?", i.e. "there is no evil in my hand" ( I Sam. 26,18), and 
Arabic mā hunna 'ummahātihim, "what are they as their mothers?" 
(Qur'ān 68,2), i.e. "they are not their mothers". The use of mā in pro
hibitive clauses is already attested in Biblical Hebrew; e.g. ma-taggīdū 
Id šd-holat 'ahâbā 'ānī, "don't tell him that I am faint with love" (Cant. 
5,8). Examples in volitive clauses are found in Classical Arabic (e.g. mā 
yarāka, "he doesn't want to see you") and formal prohibitions may 
occur in modern colloquials which widely use mā as negative, the more 
so that mā has lost its original interrogative function nowadays, except 
in Yemen; e.g. ma tidhulš, "don't go inside!" (Cairo); ma tal'âbūš, 
"don't play" (Tripoli). In both examples, an ending -š is added to the 
verbal form, a usage best attested in Egypt and in Syria. This element -š 
is a corruption of šay', "thing", "something", and it can be added to any 
negatived word, e.g. to a personal pronoun as in mā anīš rāyih, " I am 
not going". This ending does not appear either in the classical or in the 
literary language; e.g. mā ġu'tu, " I didn't hunger". 

47.16. The adverbially used adjective ġayru, "different", negatives 
adjectives in Sabaic (e.g. ġyr thr, "not pure") and in Classical Arabic 
(e.g. raġulun ġayru malūmin, "a man not reprehensible"). There is, 
finally, a negative d' occurring in a few Sabaic texts of the most recent 
period (6th century A.D.) and recorded as dū or da' near Ta'izz, in the 
southernmost part of Yemen. This particle may be related to the High
land East Cushitic negative di linked to the verb did-, "to refuse", and 
there is perhaps a connection with the Tigrinya interrogative enclitic -do 
(§54.5), used in a way comparable with Latin -ne. 

C. Adverbs of Time 

47.17. The common Semitic interrogative adverb of time matay, 
"when?", is attested from the third millennium on in East Semitic (mati, 
mat), in West Semitic (mātay, mata), in South Arabian (mty, mi), and in 
South Ethiopic (mdcd, mdci). It is often combined with a preposition, 
like East Semitic adi mati and Hebrew 'ad-mātay, "until when?, 
how long?", East Semitic immati < in(a) mati, Aramaic 'mf(y), Hebrew 
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ld-mātay, "when?, until when?", Amharic dskā mdca, "until when?, 
how long?", etc. Used as subordinate conjunction, it may introduce an 
indirect question; e.g. Gafat mâcâ dndisàlà tilšdlam, " I don't know 
when he will come". Like mā in Arabic and in Hebrew (§47.15), mdca 
with an affirmative verb may sometimes express a negative in Amharic; 
e.g. mdca hakim yadanāwall?, "a doctor will never cure him" (lit. 
"when will a doctor cure him?"). 

47.18. A particular category of adverbs is formed by verb modifiers 
specifying the temporal sphere of the action. However, their use is gen
erally restricted to one or two languages. One of the best known is the 
Arabic particle qad employed in the pre-classical language to indicate 
the past; e.g. qad 'arā ġawāyatahum, "at that time I have seen your 
error". The particle must derive from qdm, which is used as adverb and 
preposition "before" in various West Semitic languages, in Epigraphic 
South Arabian, and in Ethiopic (§47.3). In Classical Arabic, qad with 
the perfect refers to a past action the effects of which are perceivable, 
and it sometimes corresponds to English "already"; e.g. qad māta, "he 
was already dead"; qad gu'tu, " I got hungry already". Instead, its use 
with the imperfect adds a nuance of probability; e.g. qad 'aktubu, 
" I might write". In Mehri, the particle ber / bdr has a similar function; 
it is employed as an auxiliary verb in Sheri and Soqotri. 

6. PREPOSITIONS 

48.1. Prepositions are words functioning to indicate the relation of a part 
of speech — noun, suffixed pronoun, infinitive — to another part of 
speech, viz. a substantive, an adjective, or a verb. A preposition is usually 
placed before its object (whence its name), although Semitic languages also 
provide examples of postpositive prepositions, suffixed to their logical 
object; they may then be called "postpositions". The use of postpositions 
is general in Cushitic languages, also when the same particle is used as in 
Semitic, e.g. b (§48.5), and South Ethiopic may use some prepositions as 
postpositions; e.g. Harari bād-be, "in the city" (cf. §48.5); Alla-le hamdi, 
"praise to Allah" (cf. §48.6). A comparable situation occurs in Palaeo
syrian and in Old Akkadian in the case of the particle iš (§48.10). The 
preposition or postposition with its object constitute a prepositional phrase 
which serves as an adjectival or adverbial modifier, but may also function 
as the predicate of a nominal clause (§50.7). 
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48.2. In Semitic languages preserving a case system, the object gov
erned by a preposition is in the genitive, and several prepositions assume 
the form of a construct state before pronominal suffixes. Thus, the rela
tion between a preposition and its object belongs clearly to the category 
of genitival relations. In Libyco-Berber instead, the prepositions — like 
the nomen regens (§51.9) — govern the noun complement in the loca
tive/instrumental case which is formally identical with the ergative 
(§32.3); e.g. ydhwa ġar u-brid, "he went down to the road"; ydwta 
w-ma-s s u-kššud, "he struck his brother (lit. "his mother's son") with a 
stick". The exceptions occurring with the old prepositions s and ar, 
when indicating direction (e.g. s aman, "towards the water"; ar ahham, 
"up to the house"), can be explained by an older phase of the language 
in which the non-active case was governed directly by a verb denoting 
motion, later complemented by a preposition, exactly as in Semitic 
(§52.3). 

48.3. There is a close relationship between certain prepositions and 
adverbs or subordinate conjunctions, and the same word may have two 
or even three functions, depending on the context. While the most part 
of Semitic prepositions is of demonstrably nominal origin, a few are 
deictic particles or morphemes the original function of which consisted 
in indicating position, direction, or concomitance, and in establishing 
relations between parts of speech. Only the more important prepositions, 
attested in several Semitic languages, can be presented here and briefly 
discussed. A preliminary observation might be useful. In fact, quite 
often the same preposition is said to mean e.g. "down, under, after, 
behind, beyond". These meanings, resulting partly from the require
ments of the English translation, cannot be separated in an etymological 
investigation and depend often either on the immediate context or on an 
idiomatic use with specific verbs. The alleged polysemy of Semitic 
prepositions is based to a certain extent on their rendering into English, 
not on their use in Semitic speech or in Semitic texts. 

A. Primary Prepositions 

48.4. In early Semitic, there are three primary prepositions which 
respectively indicate position, direction, and concomitance, in a general 
way, both locally and temporally. It should by stressed here that there is 
a sharp distinction in Semitic between concomitance and coordination. 
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For the preposition indicating position, the main lines of development 
are " in" , "from". The original signification of the particle expressing 
direction is "to", "towards", and the attested meaning of the third one is 
"with", "near", "in connection with". Position is indicated by b- in 
most Semitic languages, but in is used in Palaeosyrian and in Old Akka
dian. Direction is indicated by /-, but ana occurs instead in Palaeosyrian 
and in East Semitic. Concomitance is expressed by iš, very likely *iś, 
which is largely replaced by the particle indicating position. 

Position Direction Concomitance 

East/North Semitic in(a) an(a) iš 
West/South Semitic 'ib/bi 'il/li 'as(ka)/s2k 
Old Egyptian im/m ir/r is(k)/sk 
Libyco-Berber / / is/s 

48.5. The primary preposition b- and its dialectal variants, 'b- in 
Phoenician, 'db- in Tigre, 'ab- in Tigrinya, indicate position generally, 
either locally or temporally. They correspond to ancient Egyptian m, 
before suffixes im. Their Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian equivalent is 
in, later ina in Assyro-Babylonian. However, texts from Ebla use also b-
with the augmentative -n and the consequent partial assimilation *bi-in 
> mi-in or *bi-nu > mi-nu (§27.8). Since both alternations m / b and m / 
n occur in Semitic languages (§11.6-7), the Hamito-Semitic form of the 
preposition is likely to have been *im I *m-, with allophones. The North 
Arabian and Arabic preposition fi-, " in" , "at", "on", "by", is probably 
a devoiced variant *pi >fī of the preposition b- which covers its seman
tic range not only in other West Semitic languages and in South Ara
bian, but even in some Nadjdi dialects. 

The postposition -eb in Bedja is related to this primary preposition, as shown 
by the following examples: ē-yām-eb, "into the water", d-hawād-eb, "in the 
night"; tē-'ar-t-eb, "concerning the girls". The same can be said of the Oromo 
postposition -fi, -fa, -fu, -f which has several uses, including cause, scope, and 
termination. It can be suffixed also to a verb, like in kenne-f, "he gave to" 
(cf. kenne, "he gave"). 

48.6. The primary preposition /- indicates direction generally, either 
locally or temporally. It corresponds to ancient Egyptian r and it is orig
inally identical with the West Semitic preposition 7, just as Neo-Ara
maic el- and Tigre 'dl- are variants of /-, and as Egyptian Ir is believed 
to be the primitive form of the preposition r. Its Palaeosyrian and East 
Semitic equivalent is ana, sometimes shortened to an, but Una, an 
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expanded form of /-, probably occurs in Palaeosyrian as well (§48-9). 
The well-known alternation of liquids 11 n I r (§17.3-5) does not allow 
us at first sight to decide which is the basic form of the preposition. 
However, although ancient Egyptian distinguishes 11 r from n, — a fact 
which would favour an original form in / / r, — there is also a preposi
tion in or n in Egyptian, which covers the semantic range of Semitic 
/- and ana, and most likely derives from the same common Hamito-
Semitic preposition, just as Tigrinya nd- is related to Ge'ez la-. A l l these 
forms are best explained by a basic 'in/l- preposition, with dialectal vari
ants. In fact, Egyptian ir might be considered as resulting from in, i f a 
Hamito-Semitic non-geminated liquid n could become r in non-initial 
position, like in modern Gurage and in Margi, a language of the Chadic 
family. The South Ethiopic preposition yá-, attested in all the South 
Ethiopian languages except in Harari, is a palatalized *la- as well. It is 
used with nouns to indicate a genitival relation (e.g. Amharic yá-sâw, 
"of a man"; cf. §51.25.) and with verbs to introduce a relative clause 
(e.g. Amharic yā-qārrāwdn, "what remained"). 

Also the Libyco-Berber preposition n indicates the genitival relation; e.g. 
awal n u-maziġ, "the Berber's word", instead of awal u-maziġ. 

48.7. The distinction between the prepositions ina and ana is obliter
ated already in the Middle Babylonian period, at least in the so-called 
peripheral regions, especially in the West. Later, in the Neo-Assyrian 
period, a similar confusion seems to occur between ana and ina, both 
being indicated by the logogram AS. On the other hand, a Middle Baby
lonian deed from Emar, dated to the 13th-12th century B.C., uses la in 
the phrases la AN.TA (elīti), "at the upper end", and la KI.TA (šaplīti), "at 
the lower end", i.e. in formulations that reappear in Imperial Aramaic as 
l-'ly' and l-thty'. Also Neo-Assyrian borrows the Aramaic particle la-
which it uses to indicate direction "from" a place; e.g. la qātē sarre 
bēliya lā elli, "may I not slip out from the hands of the king, my lord!" 
The same usage is attested with the stereotyped phrases la qātē and la 
pan in Neo-Babylonian and in Late Babylonian. 

48.8. The alleged lam(ed) auctoris, often translated "by" in some 
prepositional phrases of the Bible (e.g. barūk h-Yhwh, b-Dāwid) and in 
North Arabian inscriptions (e.g. l-Zbd bn Hn'), expresses direction, as 
usual: "recommended be to Yahwe"; "(belonging) to David"; 
"(belonging) to Zabdu, son of Hāni 'u". The person whose name is intro
duced by /- can obviously be the owner of the object or piece of work 
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under consideration because of its authorship. On the other hand, a 
prepositional phrase governed by /- can replace the accusative (§52.4,11). 
This use of /- appears however as a later development. 

48.9. The Epigraphic South Arabian preposition In occurs especially 
with following 'd / 'dy (§48.17) in archaic and middle period texts; e.g. 
Sabaic In 'wdn d-sxtrn 'dy s2qrm, "from the level of the inscription up to 
the summit". It is not attested in recent texts which instead use the 
preposition bn < mn (§48.12) for the same purpose. The particle In is 
attested also in Ugaritic, where it parallels the simple /- in identical 
phrases: l-kht zblhm / In kht zblkm, "to their / your princely seats" (KTU 
1.2,I,23-24//29). Besides, the Palaeosyrian directional preposition m-na 
should most likely be read li-na as well, rather than i-na or 'a5-na. 
Therefore, it seems highly probable that Sabaic has preserved the prepo
sition /- with the augmentative -n, which is attested also with b- at Ebla 
(§48.5) and with 'm / 'mn in Ugaritic and in Sabaic (§48.13), but the 
obsolescent use of In was restricted already in the Sabaic archaic period 
to indicate direction from a place or from a given moment. Thamūdic 
and the dialect of the Book of Job (27,14; 29,21) use the preposition / 
with the augmentative -m (Im, hmo), which often nasalizes the 
Thamūdic Im into nm /nimā/. 

48.10. The primary preposition iš (*iś7) indicates concomitance or 
connection generally, also in Old Egyptian and in Libyco-Berber. It 
occurs commonly in the oldest Egyptian texts as postposition is with the 
meaning "like, as"; e.g. ir-n-ì n-f m mtt nt lb nsw is n ntr nb, " I acted 
for him in loyalty of heart, as a king (does) for every god". Its deriva
tives isk and sk, which are archaic variants of later ist and st, introduce a 
concomitant fact; e.g. isk hmt-s m inpw, "when Her Majesty was a 
child"; sk wi m šmsw-f, "when I was in his following". Its meaning and 
functions in Libyco-Berber are closer to Semitic, although the Berber 
use of s/is in the sense "near", "to" (e.g. Tamazight s-Azru, "to Azru") 
is being replaced by ġar, sometimes with a combination of both prepo
sitions (e.g. ġar-s-Azru). E.g. Berber iša sksu s-imkli, "he ate couscous 
for breakfast"; ndbdnna tiddar s-uzru, "we are building houses in 
stone"; utġ asrudun s-ukuray, " I struck the mule with a stick". The 
preposition occurs in Palaeosyrian and, occasionally, in Old Akkadian; 
e.g. 5 GÍN URUDU is sá-né-en sá SAGINA, "5 shekels of copper in connection 
with / for a pair of shoes of the governor" (Mari); ŠE KÚ ANŠE IS KASKAL, 

"barley of the donkey-fodder for the journey"; EN iš dSa-ma-gdn BA.GIN, 
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"the king went to Šamagan" (Tell Beydar). This preposition is obvi
ously the same as the postposition -iš used likewise in Palaeosyrian and 
in Old Akkadian (e.g. in e-ra-si-iš, "for tilling"), and as the ending of 
adverbs formed with the element -is, as in arhiš, "with speed", 
"quickly" (cf. §47.5). Its allophone -{i)c is attested in Cushitic; e.g. 
Kafa bušēc, "for the woman", šowoic, "on earth", qētdc, "towards the 
house". Besides, the preposition must be related to the Minaic mor
pheme s2 prefixed to k- in the various presentative and conjunctional 
usages of the latter, and thus forming a compound particle which reap
pears with another significance in Ethiopic 'dska, "up to", "unti l" 
(§48.17). Contrary to previously held opinions, there is no comparable 
Palaeosyrian preposition išu-ki at Ebla, since this is a Sumerogram. In 
Tigrinya as is combined with m- (§48.12) into a preposition mds, 
"wi th" ; e.g. mds hawwu, "with his brother". In Amharic, instead, ds 
may be prefixed to kâ and to kānnâ, "wi th" , while its variant sa marks 
the concomitance when it is used as conjunction, and it may be prefixed 
to là, " to"; e.g. dskahun man tdsàra nàbbár?', "what have you been 
doing up to now?"; maretun ds-kânnā-iafoccu gāztànali, "we bought 
the land, including the trees"; simâtu dhedalláwh, " I wi l l go when they 
come"; sdlàne mdnam attdccâyyàr, "don't go to any trouble because of 
me". 

48.11. The particle k- is generally considered as a primary preposition 
equivalent to "as", "l ike". However, k- is in reality a deictic and assev-
erative particle (§49.9), used also as a subordinate conjunction (§49.14). 
Its prepositional usage is partly based on an augmented form klma in 
Assyro-Babylonian, kamo in Hebrew, and kama / kdm I kdm in Ethiopic. 
Besides, in Minaic k- normally indicates direction, "to", "for", and it is 
used instead of /-, a fact which confirms its originally deictic character. 
In Amharic, ka- generally expresses centrifugal direction, but it may also 
mean "to", as in Minaic; e.g. kà-kàtāma yamâtall, "he is coming from 
the town"; kà-sumât tdšarà, "he was dismissed from the office"; kà-
yuniversiti gàbba, "he went to the university". In Amharic colloquial of 
Šàwa, td- is used instead of ka-, with the same meaning (§48.18). 
Hadramitic h- and Modern South Arabian h-, used instead of /-, are vari
ants of a spirantized k- (§18.5). 
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B. Prepositions of Nominal Origin 

48.12. Since the primary preposition b- and /- indicated, respectively, 
position and direction only in general, the need was felt for a particle 
having the specific meaning "from" or "away from", both locally and 
temporally. Thus, in the first millennium B.C., a new preposition min 
appears in West Semitic and in South Semitic with a centrifugal mean
ing. It is found in Hebrew (min, mē-, minnē-), in Aramaic (min), rarely 
in Phoenician, in North Arabian (Safaitic mn, m-), in Arabic (min, mini, 
mil- < min-a /-), in South Arabian mainly under the dissimilated form 
bn, in Modern South Arabian (man), and in Ethiopic (Ge'ez 'dm-, 
'dmdnna; Tigre man; Gafat mā, dmmd). Its variant forms minnē- in 
Hebrew and mini in Arabic, as well as its frequent Arabic use in the 
sense "a certain amount of", "a part of" (e.g. šaribtu min-a l-mā'i, " I 
drunk a part of the water"), indicate that it originated from a noun *minī, 
"measure" (cf. Assyro-Babylonian minltu), related to the verbal root 
mny, "to count", "to measure". In the mid-first millennium A.D. min 
begins to mark the agent of the passive in Aramaic and in Arabic; e.g. 
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic minrii u-minnēh yitqallēs, "he is praised by 
myself and by himself"; Neo-Arabic huliq min 'al-hallāq, "he was cre
ated by the Creator". The synonymous Arabic preposition 'an appar
ently derives from another verbal root, viz. 'anna, "to take shape", "to 
arise", "to spring up"; e.g. kāna dālika 'an 'amrika, "this occurred as a 
result of your order", where another vocalization ('anna 'amruka) 
would lead to a paratactic construction meaning lit. "this occurred, your 
order took shape". The preposition 'an, "from", is attested also in Śheri 
and in Soqotri, but does not occur in Mehri. 

48.13. The Semitic preposition 'amm-, which means primarily 
"together with", has, instead, a centripetal function. It is obviously 
related to the noun 'am(m), "people", and to the verb 'amma, "to be 
common". It is attested only in the central area of Semitic languages. 
While most Aramaic dialects preserve its original vocalization in -a-, 
Hebrew changes it in 'imm-. These functionally determined variants rep
resent a general linguistic phenomenon. In fact, individual lexical items 
are susceptible to change in their phonological representations, e.g. in 
order to form sufficient contrast with a similar form of a functionally 
different item. In the present case, the change aims at preventing that the 
preposition 'm would be homophonous with the substantive 'm. This 
results in Hebrew in the replacement of the vowel a ('am) by / ('im). The 
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vocalization of the Ugaritic and of the South Arabian preposition is 
unknown, but the suffixed form 'mn is often employed in these lan
guages, while Sabaic also uses the combined form b- 'm, b- 'mn. 

48.14. North Arabian and Arabic use the preposition ma' / ma'a, 
"wi th" , which is related to ma'lya, "company". There is little doubt that 
ma '(a) and 'amim) go back to the same root, dissimilated by metathesis. 
The preposition might appear already in Palaeosyrian, although the use 
of the sign má instead of ma would have been more appropriate: wa-ma-
sa /wa-ma'ša/, "and with i t " , "and besides that". Since Arabic ma'-an 
is used adverbially, "together", it might be related also to Ugaritic m'\ 
e.g. šm' m', "listen, at once". 

48.15. The nominal origin of other prepositions may easily be 
detected. Thus, East Semitic eli, Palaeosyrian al at Tell Beydar and al6 

or al6-a /'alay/ at Ebla, perhaps also a fall, Ugaritic 7, Hebrew, Phoeni
cian, Aramaic 7 / 7y, Arabic 'alā I 'al, South Arabian 7 / 'lw I 'ly, 
Ethiopic lā'la, all meaning "over", "above", originate from a noun 7y, 
"upper part", which is related to the verbal root 7y, "to go up". When 
governing some specific nouns, this preposition forms phrases which are 
employed in turn as a kind of expanded prepositions with a characteris
tic meaning; e.g. Hebrew 'al-pī, "according to", lit. "on the word of"; 
Aramaic 'al alibr(at), "because of", lit. "on the course of"; Arabic 'alā 
hasabi, "according to", lit. "on the measure of". 

48.16. The antithetical preposition tht, "under", "below", also 
"instead of", "on the authority of", must be of nominal origin as well, 
considering its Arabic and Ge'ez ending in -a which is related to the 
construct state. However, this nominal origin is not demonstrable at pre
sent, since it is a derivative thty > tacc that must appear in phrases like 
Amharic kà-lay dská tacc, "from top to bottom". Thus, one can just 
speculate that the noun from which tht derives must mean something 
like "bottom", "underneath". Instead, there are two nouns deriving 
from the preposition, viz. thty, "lower", "lower part", known in 
Hebrew, Aramaic, and South Arabian, and tahtān, used in Amorite (tah-
tu-un, ta-ah-ti-in), in Arabic (tahtāni), and in Hebrew (tahton); e.g. 
Amorite Bu-nu-tah-tu-un-i-la, "Son-of-god's-underbelly"; Ša-ta-ah-ti-
m -DiNGiR, "That-of-god's-underbelly"; Old Aramaic 'ly 'rm wthth 
{*tahtāh < *tahtayha), "the upper part of Aram and its lower part", i.e. 
respectively "north" and "south". The preposition tht is attested in 
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Amorite (Ta-ah-ta-hu-um, "(Given-)instead-of-the-brother"; Ta-ah-tu-
pí-ìl, "(Born-)by-order-of-god's-mouth"), in Ugaritic (tht), in Old 
Canaanite (EA 252,26: ta-ah-ta-mu, "under them"), in Hebrew (tahat), 
in Phoenician (tht), in Aramaic (tht, tdhot, ti-hu-ú-tú, theyt), in Arabic 
(tahta), in South Arabian (tht), in Soqotri (nhat), and in all the Ethiopian 
languages: Ge'ez (tahta), Tigre (tahat), Tigrinya (tahti), Harari (tahay), 
Amharic (taâc), Gafat (taécá), Gurage (tatá, ta'adâ, tātte, tàt, tat). 

48.17. The preposition 'ad is attested in Palaeosyrian as a-di (Tell 
Beydar) and a-di-ma (Ebla), used both in the local sense "to(wards)" 
and the temporal sense "until". Besides, the short form a-dè is attested 
at Ebla with the meaning "corresponding to", like Sabaic k-'d, e.g. k'd 
h' thru, "according to this document". The preposition appears in Old 
Akkadian under the forms adi, adīna, adlni, adum, in Assyro-Babylon
ian as adi; it means "up to", "until", "as long as", "as much as". It is 
found in Ugaritic ('d), in Hebrew ('ad, 'âdē), in Phoenician ('d), in Ara
maic ('ad), in Epigraphic South Arabian ('d, 'dy, 'dn), in Modern South 
Arabian (['d\d-, wdd-), and it survives in Ge'ez as an adverb 'ādi, "still 
more". Its augmented form 'dky occurs in Lihyānite. There is no doubt 
that this preposition is related to the Hebrew substantives 'ad, "lasting 
future", and 'od, "duration", and probably to the South Arabian verb 
'dwly, "to march", and to its Arabic equivalent 'adā ('dw), "to speed". 
However, the preposition 'ad is not attested in Arabic where its function 
may be exercised by hattd (cf. §59.2). It is replaced by 'aska in Ge'ez, 
'asdk in Tigre, dskd in Amharic, a preposition which is etymologically 
related to the Minaic particle s2k (§48.10). 

48.18. The old preposition * 'tt and its variant *wtt — paralleled by the 
pairs 'ahad / wdhid, "one", 'ahārum / wahārum, "to be behind", 'ayna 
I wayn, "where", 'udun I widn, "ear", etc. (§19.24) — derive from a 
noun used in ancient Egyptian as îšt, "belongings", and they are proba
bly related to Arabic 'atta, "to be abundant"; 'atāt, "furnishings". The 
preposition is first attested in Palaeosyrian, at Ebla (áš-tu, áš-tù, áš-tù-
ma, áš-tá, áš-ti, i.e. /'att-f) and at Tell Beydar (áš-te4, áš-tum), likewise 
in Old Akkadian (iš-tum, iš-tu, iš-te4, i.e. /'itt-f), which also uses the 
form itti resulting from the assimilation 'itt- > 'itt-. The usual translation 
of this particle is "from", "since", "with", although its Ge'ez equiva
lent wdsta (< *witta) clearly means " in" , "into", preserving the original 
acceptation "within", "next to". One should stress here that, e.g. Eng
lish syntagms like "to escape from'" or "to take from" cannot give any 
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clue as to the meaning of Semitic prepositions translated by "from". The 
action of escaping or taking something away starts within a place and the 
Semitic particle, either *'tt or b- (§48.5), expresses the relation between 
that action and its location by a word meaning "within". In Assyro-
Babylonian, the preposition * '/wtt is later attested also under the forms 
uštu, ultu, iltu, ilte, issu, issi, ittu, itte, itti, while Canaanite languages 
— Amarna correspondence, Hebrew, Phoenician — use the form itta-, 
'itt- resulting from the assimilation 'itt- > 'itt-. An assimilated form of 
the preposition is probably preserved also in South Ethiopic as tá-, 
"from", " i n " , "with", attested in Amharic, in Argobba, and in most 
Gurage dialects; e.g. Amharic let tâ-qān tágwazdn, "we traveled day and 
night", lit. "night with day" (the Semitic day commences at ca. 6 p.m.). 
The preposition "with", "and", may appear as 3t in Tuareg, but it is 
usually voiced into d in the Libyco-Berber dialects. It is used as a post
position (i)tti, "to, at, in" , in Cushitic; e.g. Oromo inni Gobātti auto-
busarrā bu'e, "he got off the bus at Goba". 

48.19. The preposition *'/wtt must be distinguished from the Arabic 
preposition wasta, "among", "within", which derives from the substan
tive wasat, wast < wšt, "midst", known also from South Arabian (wslt), 
from Ge'ez (wast, wasāte), from Amharic (wast), and from the other 
Ethiopian languages. Its verbal root, with derivatives, is attested likewise 
in East Semitic, in Hebrew, and in Aramaic, but with different semantic 
connotations. In certain Gurage dialects, there are adverbs derived from 
the same root, but meaning "under", "downwards". The Amharic, 
Argobba, Gafat, Soddo, Ennemor, and Gogot noun waŠša, "cellar", 
"cave", may have the same origin (*wašta > wašša) and be borrowed 
into Agaw (waša, waši). 

48.20. The Palaeosyrian directional preposition si-in has apparently 
the same meaning as ana / li-na. It is attested also in Epigraphic South 
Arabian under the forms sln and slwn, as well as s3n. This preposition is 
related to the East and South Semitic verbal root šanānu, and probably 
to the West Semitic *šawiya as well, both meaning "to come up to" or 
"with" , "to vie"; e.g. Babylonian išibbāma isannanā ilšin, "when 
replete, they come up with their god"; Ge'ez tasannana, "to vie with 
each other". The idea of motion "up to", of coming "next to", should 
thus correspond to the first meaning of the preposition which in fact is 
used in this way; e.g. Palaeosyrian si-in Gub-luk\ "up to Byblos"; 
Sabaic d-s1n ms3wdn, "which is next to the hall". However, si-in is also 
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employed in the dative sense "to", "for"; e.g. Palaeosyrian en-ma A-bu 
si-in Tū-bù-hu-d'À-da, "thus (speaks) Abu to Tubbūhu-Hadda"; si-in 
I-li-lu, "for Enlil". 

48.21. The preposition byn, "between", is a noun meaning "separa
tion", "interval", like Arabic bayn, derived from the verbal root *bīn, 
"to discern", "to distinguish". The preposition is attested in Ugaritic 
(bn), in Hebrew (bēn), in Phoenician (bn), in Aramaic (byn, baynay, 
baynat), in Arabic (bayna), in Epigraphic South Arabian (byn, bn, bynn), 
in Modern South Arabian (bin, mbīn, mun), in Ge'ez (babaynāti-). 

48.22. The Hebrew preposition 'immād, "with", the widely used Ara
bic preposition Hnda, "with, upon, in the opinion of", and the Amharic, 
Argobba, and Gafat preposition dndà, "such as, according to", derive 
from a noun 'umd- I 'imd- / 'omed, "support", attested also in Assyro-
Babylonian (imdu > indu). In Biblical Hebrew, it is attested only in the 
frequent phrase 'immādī, "with me", but its Arabic and South Ethiopic 
use is variegated. The same meaning as in Hebrew occurs, e.g., in Ara
bic šufa'ā'unā 'inda llāhī, "he is our advocate with God", but a widely 
attested acceptation is represented by a clause like kāna 'indāna mayyi-
tan, "he was dead according to us", or Amharic dndâ sdraw kdfaldw, 
"pay him according to his work". The meaning "such as, like" occurs 
often in Ethiopic; e.g. Gafat anàt dndâwdt gâddàrmanâ, " I am as big as 
he"; Amharic lekk dndabbatu now, "he is exactly like his father". 

48.23. When prepositions of nominal origin are used with pronominal 
suffixes, a vowel, mostly -ē-, may be added to the preposition in Hebrew 
(e.g. 'âlēhem, "on/against them"), in Aramaic (e.g. qodāmēhon, "before 
them"), and in Ge'ez (e.g. tdhteka, "under you"). This vowel seems to 
go back to the ending of the plural construct state, as also suggested by 
the Ge'ez particle wdsta which apparently gets a plural -at > -et ending: 
wdstetdya, "to me". 

C. Compound Prepositions 

48.24. In the domain of the prepositions it is a characteristic feature of 
the Semitic languages, in particular of Phoenician, South Arabian, 
and Ethiopic, that various particles are often combined together, some
times without preserving their original meaning. It will be sufficient to 
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mention the Phoenician preposition b-, " i n " , in the combinations l-m-b-
hwy, "still during my life", and l-b-hr, "against the mountain". The lat
ter combination occurs also in Ugaritic: 'im ht l-b-msqtytbt qrt, " i f now 
it replunges the city into grief" (KTU 2.72,17-19). The Šabaic preposi
tion 'm, "wi th" , in the frequent combination b-'m likewise means 
"together with". The Ge'ez preposition lā'la, "upon", "over", "above", 
which already agglutinates the preposition /- to the common Semitic 'al 
I 'alā, "on", "upon", is used in the combinations ba-lā'la and 'dm-lā'la 
which have more or less the same meaning. 

48.25. In South Ethiopian languages, relations are often expressed by a 
combination of prepositions and postpositions. In Chaha, e.g., bâ...fàr 
indicates the positional relation "on", "above": bà-bet-fār, "on the 
house"; bâ...màdàr means "instead", lit. " in the place of". The ele
ments ya...e indicate the directional relation " to" : yā-ddbr-e bâsâno 
anqyâ, "after they arrived to the forest", where anqyd (< haqwe, "loins" 
in Ge'ez) is the postpositive subordinate conjunction (§49.17). In 
Amharic, e.g., kā... bahwala means "after" with either nouns or verbs. 
This combination of prepositions and postpositions occurs also in mod
ern North Ethiopic, viz. in Tigrinya; e.g. bd... gaze, "at the time, when". 

7. C O N N E C T I V E AND D E I C T I C P A R T I C L E S 

A. Conjunctions 

49.1. The common Semitic particle of simple coordination is wa-, 
"and", attested also in Bedja as enclitic added to all enumerated ele
ments (e.g. Idhāwēt-wa káray-wa, "and a jackal and a hyena"), while the 
Semitic enclitic -ma is very likely its phonetic nasalized variant -ma < 
-wa. The double prefixed and suffixed use of the conjunction is paral
leled, e.g., by the preposition iš and the postposition -is (§48.10). Both 
wa- > u- and -ma are used in East Semitic and in some Ethiopian lan
guages. Harari frequently employs -ma as conjunction coordinating 
clauses which express a succession of actions, while -ma serves in Tigre 
to connect alternatives; e.g. 'Aksum nd'iš la-ma 'abbāy, "is Aksum 
small or big?". Besides, -(d)m(ma) is attested in Amharic, Gafat, and in 
some Gurage dialects, as Chaha and Muher, where -m can be suffixed to 
one or to all enumerated elements; e.g. Chaha dangyam grâdam ydt-
fàqyàr, "the boys and the girls are playing". In the same Gurage dialects, 
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however, the preposition td-, also meaning "and", "with" (cf. §48.18), 
can be prefixed to the second element alone; e.g. dàngya tágrād, "boys 
and girls", lit. "boys with girls". In other Gurage dialects, in Amharic, 
and in Argobba, the usual conjunction of coordination "and" is -{d)nna 
or -n, which is probably borrowed from Highland East Cushitic -nna, 
"and". It might seem therefore that the South Ethiopic -(d)m(ma) con
junction is a phonetic variant of -nna. 

The hypothetically reconstructed form *wan- of the Hebrew conjunction used 
in the wayyiqtol tense is never attested as such. The doubling of the consonants 
y, t, n which follow wa- is a secondary phenomenon. It results probably from a 
pronunciation of way- that aimed at avoiding the monophthongization of ay 
which might easily occur if the y was not geminated. The gemination was then 
extended to / and to n. As for Ugaritic wn, it results from the elision of intervo
calic h in *wa-hanna/u, "and behold" (§27.25). In the occasional spelling wa-a 
at Ebla, the -a is a phonetic complement specifying the vowel of the sign that 
may be read wa I we I wi I wu. 

49.2. Coordinative pa- >fa-, linking two clauses of equal syntactic sta
tus, occurs in Ugaritic, in Aramaic dialects, especially in Samalian, in 
Nabataean, in North Arabian, in Arabic sequential narrative, and in the 
Sabaic dialect of the Haram area. It is attested also in Hebrew under the 
form pen-, with a suffixed n; pen- serves there to introduce consecutive 
clauses which parallel Classical Arabic sentences with fa- and the sub
junctive (§59.3). In standard Sabaic, pa- > fa- introduces the conditional 
apodosis. Although both 'ap and pa- occur in Ugaritic and in Aramaic, 
it is probable that they go back to the same particle p which seems to be 
related to the Libyco-Berber / , "thereupon", and to Cushitic fi, "and" 
(e.g. Oromo dīmā fi gurrācca, "red and black"). The conjunction 'ap, 
"also", is attested in Palaeosyrian, in Ugaritic, in Hebrew, in Phoeni
cian, and in Aramaic; it is pronounced up in Neo-Aramaic. 

49.3. The particle of simple coordination is often omitted in Semitic 
languages, for linking can be expressed by direct juxtaposition. On the 
other hand, wa- covers also adversative coordination "but", and dis
junctive "or". Besides, it can have the sense "comprising", "consisting 
of", "with", and it may also be used with some sort of deictic force. In 
other words, wa- does not fix the precise relation between the elements 
and the sentences thus linked. 

49.4. Yet the disjunction can be expressed explicitly by 'aw, "or". 
Only the context allows distinguishing ū < 'aw from u < wa in 
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cuneiform texts, except in Ugaritic alphabetic script where 'u corre
sponds to 'aw, while w represents wa-. The particle 'm, "or", is likely to 
go back to a phonetic variant of 'aw (§11.8). It a attested in Phoenician 
(e.g. kl 'dm 'šypth ... 'm 'šyš' ... 'm 'šy'msn, "every man who wi l l 
open ... or who wi l l lift up ... or who wi l l remove..."), in Punic (e.g. dl 
man' 'm dl spr, "devoid of cattle or devoid of birds"), in Hebrew (e.g. 
hâ-lānū 'attā 'im la-sārēnū, "are you for us or for our enemies?"), and 
in Arabic (e.g. min dahab 'amfidda, "from gold or silver"). In Classical 
Arabic and in modern literary Arabic, 'm introduces the second member 
of an alternative question or condition. It is probable that 'am had disap-
peard from living speech before the 9th century A.D. and that Arabic 
'ammā, " i f " (§50.6,8; 61.2), and Hebrew 'im, "or", have developed by 
blend between the conditional particle 'immā / 'im (§61.2) and the dis
junction 'am. In modern literary Arabic, the second member of a dis
junctive question may be introduced also by kam. The disjunctive parti
cle appears as way in South Ethiopic and in Tigrinya. An augmentative 
-amm, -ass, -aš may be added in most Ethiopian languages, while a 
monophthongization > we occurs in some Gurage dialects. This form 
appears as wa in Tigre (cf. §49.1: -ma), while Tigrinya way may be con
tracted to u. 

B. Presentatives 

49.5. Presentatives are particles the basic use of which aims at alerting 
the hearer or drawing his attention. They may constitute minor clauses 
(§50.3-4) or introduce whole sentences, direct speeches, sometimes smaller 
parts of a sentence. Their general meaning is "behold", "see", "thus". 

49.6. One of the oldest and most important presentatives is *han, 
attested in Palaeosyrian and in Old Akkadian as en-ma, later umma by 
assimilation. It is found in Ugaritic {hn), in Old Canaanite (a-nu, a-nu-ú, 
an-nu, an-nu-u), in Hebrew (hinne), in Arabic ('ìnna), in Ge'ez ('an-ka); 
e.g. Arabic 'inna llāha 'alā kulli šay'in qadlrun, "behold, God has 
power over everything". It should be identified with the West Semitic 
article han- (§33.10), but carefully distinguished from the conditional 
particle hn > 'n (§61.2). 

49.7. Another presentative is lū, used in Old Akkadian and in Assyro-
Babylonian to emphasize the sentence it introduces; e.g. lū ēpuš, "see, I 
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did (it)". It is widely employed to express the precative, may introduce 
conditional and temporal/causal clauses (§61.6,8-9), and it is related to 
the North and West Semitic asseverative particle la-1 H-, which is also 
used to form the precative (§38.2; 49.12). 

49.8. The two particles are combined in the allū (< han-lū), alia 
(< han-la) or alii (< han-li) of the Amarna correspondence and often 
strengthened by the enclitic particle -mi which is a variant of -ma. The 
same compound presentative appears later in Aramaic under the form 
hlw > 'lw with variants 'r(h/w) and hry showing a change / > r (§17.5). 
It is uncertain, instead, whether Ugaritic hi has to be explained in the 
same way or be rather related to Hebrew halo' and Arabic hal I hallā 
that combine the interrogative particle ha- > 'a- with the negative lā in 
the sense of the rhetoric question nonne?, "didn't?". E.g. Hebrew halo' 
'āmartī 'âlēkem, "didn't I tell you?"; Arabic hal tadkurunl, "don't you 
remember me?" 

49.9. The deictic and asseverative particle ka-, "thus", "so", "truly", 
is common to Semitic languages and to ancient Egyptian (k3); e.g. Tigre 
'arwe 'ashattenni kabal'ako, "the serpent enticed me, so I ate". The 
originally long ā of Hebrew and Phoenician *kā gave rise to the form ko 
(kh, k'), "so, here". The particle plays an important role in the formation 
of demonstratives (§36.35,42-44) and developed from a presentative into 
a subordinating conjunction with various functions ("that", "because", 
"when", "for"), and also into a comparative preposition "like", "as". It 
is often enlarged by suffixed elements, e.g. -y (kay > kl), -ma (kama > 
kdmo), -n (kn, kēn). The affinity of the diverse functions of ka- appears 
not only in its use as conjunction (§49.14), but also when it is employed 
as a comparative particle, e.g. Arabic riġālun ka- 'usūdi l-ġābati, "men 
like lions of the thicket" or "men, truly lions of the thicket". It pre
served its asseverative function with nouns in Hebrew, Aramaic, and 
Arabic, as the so called kaph veritatis. E.g. Hebrew kī hū' ka-'lš 'emet, 
"for he was a really trustworthy man"; Aramaic "I kbdl, " I shall bring 
proper t in"; Arabic 'al-'alwānu kal-humrati was-sufrati, "the proper 
red and yellow colours". Under the strengthened forms ki'ām, kēm, kām, 
kā, it often introduces the direct speech in Assyro-Babylonian; e.g. 
ki'ām tašpuram umma attama, "thus you wrote to me as follows". 

49.10. The presentative ha- is common to Semitic, ancient Egyptian 
(h3), and Libyco-Berber (ha). It subsists in Arabic as hd- with personal 
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pronouns (e.g. hā-'anā-dā, "here I am"), and perhaps as interjection 'a-
(e.g. 'a-rākiban kamlyan, "ho! valiant rider!"), but Libyco-Berber dis
tinguishes ha from a, "ho!". 

49.11. The conditional particles, which wil l be examined in the frame 
of conditional clauses (§61.2), are presentatives introducing the protasis, 
which may be expressed as well without any introductory formula. Their 
nature appears clearly in East Semitic, since the verb of the protasis 
introduced by the conditional particle Šumma, " i f " , is not used in the 
subjunctive, as verbs of subordinate clauses. 

49.12. The particle /- used to introduce volitive clauses (cf. §38.2) is 
also a presentative (§49.7). Originally, it was phonetically different from 
the primary preposition /- which goes probably back to n- (§48.6). 

C . Subordinate Conjunctions 

49.13. Semitic languages have no primary subordinate conjunctions or 
subjunctions, as they are called nowadays. In fact, Semitic is character
ized by a remarkable preference for paratactic constructions, either asyn
detic or syndetic (§55). However, changes in the syntactic system led to 
the use of presentatives, of nouns in the construct state, of prepositions, 
and of prepositions combined with presentatives, with nouns or with 
determinative-relative pronouns as subordinate conjunctions introducing 
temporal / causal, final / consecutive, substantival, and conditional 
clauses (§56-61). 

49.14. A specially frequent marker of subordinate clauses is the pre
sentative k- with a series of affixes which are not used in any discernible 
correspondence with the nature of the subordinate clause; e.g. Ge'ez 
'dressdyakkdmu kama tdhuru, " I shall you shape so that you may walk". 
It may be governed by a preposition; e.g. Hebrew 'ad kī-hādal lispor, 
" t i l l he ceased numbering". It is sometimes found before the determina
tive-relative d; e.g. Sabaic hwry ... kd 7 sl'l hdrn, "they made (it) 
clear... that they lay no claim to the grave chamber". Combined with the 
construct state 'âšer which was employed as a relative pronoun (§57.5), 
the presentative k- is often used in Hebrew in the sense of "when"; e.g. 
ka'âšer-bā' Yosēp, "when Joseph had come". Various temporal sub-
junctions are formed in Amharic by combining ka with a postposition 
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(cf. §48.25; 49.17); e.g. gànzàbun ká-kàffālhu báhwala máshafun 
wàssàdhu, "after having paid the sum, I took the book", lit. "the-sum-
that-I-have-paid after the-book I-took". 

49.15. The construct state of the noun yawm, "day", functions in 
several Semitic languages as a subordinate conjunction in the temporal / 
causal sense "when", "as soon as". E.g. Old Babylonian ūm tašapparī 
šuprim, "as soon as you can write to me, write to me!"; Sabaic ym sltyf 
T'lb, "as soon as TaTab has declared his wi l l " . One should also mention 
Cushitic yom(i), "when", in Oromo. This prepositional function of 
yawm is paralleled by the use of the same noun with a local preposition, 
as in Old Assyrian inūmi < in(a) ami and in Hebrew bd-yom, "when". 
Several other nouns have evolved into a virtual subordinate conjunction 
followed by a relative clause. 

49.16. Prepositions and presentatives are often made to function as 
subordinate conjunctions by the addition of the determinative-relative 
pronoun, followed by a relative clause (cf. §57.6). E.g. Aramaic b-zy I' 
sbqn In Imbnyh, "since they do not let us (re)build i t " ; Sabaic b-dt 
hwpyhmw bkl 'ml' štml'w, "because he granted them every help they 
have sought for"; Ge'ez wa-'anza (< *hin-za) 'i-rakaba māya halafa, 
"and since he didn't find any water, he went on". Most Neo-Aramaic 
subordinate clauses, except the conditional ones, are formed in such a 
way with the demonstrative-relative d-\ e.g. mbater d-muhkēlay kalbā 
mguweble(h), "after they have spoken, the dog answered". 

49.17. South Ethiopian languages use conjunctions of subordination 
that are placed either before the verb or after it; e.g. Amharic gánzāb 
agahh zdnd, "that I may make money" (zdnd, "so that"). Others consist 
of one element preceding the verb and another following it; e.g. Chaha 
tdmatdm kama, "as soon as he died" (ta... kama, "as soon as"). The 
position of conjunctions after the verb is a feature borrowed from High
land East Cushitic, but it parallels the use of postpositions. 

D. Copulae 

49.18. The copula merely connects the subject and the predicate of a 
sentence without asserting action, but occasionally it also signifies pres
ence. That link between subject and predicate was originally expressed 
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in Semitic by the predicate state (§33.5). Later it is often left unex
pressed in a formal manner, but various Semitic languages employ the 
personal pronoun as a kind of substitute for copulae (§50.9), while South 
Ethiopic and Tigre make use of two particles, viz. n and nt> tt> t, both 
of which have an Afro-Asiatic background. A different particle (*yt or 
'it), derived from a verb (§49.23), is used in other Semitic languages. 

49.19. The fullest form of the South Ethiopic i-copula appears in 
Harari as int- with pronominal suffixes of the verb: int-àh, " I am"; 
int-ak, "you are" (masc); etc. The assimilated form tt without prosthetic 
vowel occurs in Gafat, likewise with pronominal suffixes of the verb: 
tt-ày, " I am"; tt-àhà, "you are" (masc); tt-as, "you are" (fem.), etc.; 
e.g. wdt al-dġġà-tt-o, "he is (tt-o) my brother". The copula is used in the 
same way in Soddo (Gurage), e.g. uha abbo-t-ah, "he is (t-ah) his 
father". The geminated tt is reduced here to a simple t like in the other 
Gurage dialects, in Tigre (t-u, "he is"; t-a, "she is"; t-om, "they are"; 
etc.), and also in Harari that uses the t- form besides int-: t-ah, " I am"; 
t-ajc, "you are"; etc. Now, the element -nt- and its construction with 
pronominal suffixes are exactly paralleled by Egyptian and Tuareg inde
pendent pronouns (§36.2), e.g.: 

Egyptian Tuareg Harari Gafat Tigre 

nt-s nt-a int-a tt-a t-a "she is" 

The Egyptian independent pronoun is used as subject of sentences 
with directly juxtaposed nominal or adjectival predicate (e.g. nt-f s3-s, 
"he is her son"). There is little doubt therefore that the South Ethiopic 
copula t < tt < nt is an Afro-Asiatic independent pronoun, the use of 
which was replaced in other Semitic languages by forms corresponding 
to the Egyptian "dependent pronoun", at least for the third person sin
gular and plural (Egyptian św, śy, śrì). A further question concerns the 
possible relation of the pronominal base -nt- to the Bantu basis -ntu of 
nouns designating persons and things (e.g. mu-ntu, "man"; ka-ntu, 
"something"). 

49.20. The n- copula is used with pronominal suffixes of the verb in all 
the South Ethiopian languages, except Harari. This copula is related to 
the Tuareg and Cushitic pronominal element n- (e.g. Tuareg n-?k, " I " ) , 
to the Egyptian n- (e.g. n3y-s, "hers") and in- (in-k, " I " ) , and to the gen
eral Semitic 'an- (§36.5), where the initial if'a seems to have originated 
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from a prosthetic vowel while an anaptyctic vowel appears in Tuareg 
and in the South Ethiopic copula. Thus, the latter uses a Proto-Semitic 
pronominal basis 'an/na with personal suffixes: 

Suffixes *Proto-Copula Gafat Amharic 

Sing. 
1 pers. -ni na-ni nay nahh 
2 pers. m. -ka na-ka náhà nāh 

f. -ki na-ki nāš nas 
3 pers. m. -hu na-hu no now 

f. -ha na-ha na nàéé 

Plur. 
1 pers. -na na-na nâná ndn(na) 
2 pers. -kum na-kum nâhum naéédhu 
3 pers. -hum na-hum náwm naââāw 

49.21. The South Ethiopic copulae t and n are, in reality, personal pro
nouns. Therefore, they cannot be used either as negative copulae or as 
copulae referring to the past, except in particular contexts. The negative 
of the copula is thus expressed by inflected negative forms of the verb 
-dábdl- (Gafat) > -dall- (Amharic), which probably means "to fulfil" in 
Sabaic, "to repeat" or "to add" in Gafat, in Gurage dialects, in Amharic, 
and in Harari, "to collect" in Arabic and in Bedja. E.g. Gafat wat and-
antâ gàddârmā tâdâbdllam, "he is not as big as you", lit. "he as-you big 
he-is-not"; Amharic dssu bdtam tdnkarra ayddlldmm, "he is not very 
strong", lit. "he very big he-is-not". In Amharic relative clauses, the 
negative copula is expressed mainly by the negative perfect of bona 
(root kūn); e.g. taru yalhoná màshaf alfállagamm, " I don't want a book 
that is not good", lit. "good that-it-is-not a-book I-don't-want". The 
copula in the past is expressed in Amharic by ndbbdrd, "he was", 
alndbbdrd, "he wasn't", conjugated as a regular triconsonantal verb. 

49.22. Besides the copulae, Ethiopic also possesses some "existential" 
verbs which express presence, accessorily existence. The most common 
verb of presence is *hallaw, "he is present", "there is". It goes back to 
the frozen demonstrative halla followed by the personal pronoun hu 
(§36.33), and it may be replaced in Amharic by the copula n- wherever 
the idea of "being present" is expressed. There is a second "existential" 
verb yan-, used in Gafat and in North Gurage. This verb is related to 
Cushitic wan- (e.g. Qemant-Qwara wanàkw, " I am") and to ancient 
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Egyptian wn(-n), "to be", used with verbal personals and still attested in 
Coptic as an indefinite pronoun won/wan, "someone". In Egyptian, only 
the long form wn-n is common in main clauses, and an -n is suffixed in 
Gafat to forms of the main clauses alone; e.g. Egyptian wn-n-t, Gafat 
ydn-fd-n, "you (fem.) are/will be present". The opposition w : y in the 
on-glide may result from a different radical vowel: w-an/on vs. *y-in 
(cf. t-ini, "when he is"). 

49.23. The East, North, and West Semitic languages make use, to a 
various extent, of the copula *yt which is a frozen form of a verb *ytw, 
"to be (present)", attested in Palaeosyrian. It appears as 'it in Ugaritic, 
i-su in Old Canaanite, yēš in Hebrew, 'lt{ay) in Aramaic, iš(+ šū/šī, 
"he/she is") in Late Babylonian, and only with a negative as *lā-išu > 
lašsu in Assyrian and *lā-'īt > laysa (also lata) in Arabic. It is a fos
silized form of a verb attested at Ebla as i-ša-wu [yitawu] and considered 
in lexical lists as a synonym of ba-sa-um /batāyum/, known as bašū(m), 
"to be (present)", in East Semitic. This copula may be employed either 
impersonally in its bare form, or be inflected with personal suffixes or 
with enclitic personal pronouns. 

1° The bare *yt is real predicate in sentences stressing that someone 
or something is present, available, or simply exists; e.g. Ugaritic rgm 'it 
ly (KTU 1.3,111,20-21), " I have a message", lit. "there is a message with 
me"; bl 'it bn Ih (KTU 1.17,1,21), "he has no son", lit. "there isn't any 
son for him"; Old Canaanite rabis sarri ša i-šu-ú ina Sumur (EA 68,19-
20), "the king's commissioner who is in Sumur"; Assyrian tibnu ana 
asappē laššu, "there is no straw for the pack-animals"; Syriac fo-ta'lē 
neq'ē 'it h-hon, "there are holes for foxes". Although the Old Akkadian 
and Assyro-Babylonian verb išū < *yatāwu(m) means "to have", the 
acceptation "to be" probably occurs in Old Akkadian anthroponomy, 
e.g. I-su-a-hu, "There is a brother", I-SU-DINGIR, "There is a god". 

2° When *yt is suffixed, it functions as a genuine copula; e.g. 
Hebrew 'im yešdkā mašallè^h 'et-'āhīnū, " i f you are sending our 
brother" (Gen. 43.4), where the predicate is mdšallēah; Aramaic ha-
'ītāyk kāhēl hhodā'utanī helmā, "are you able to let me know the 
dream?"; Syriac 'ellā 'itēh lan hērutā ba-qnoman, "but there is freedom 
for us in ourselves", where the predicate is constituted by the preposi
tional phrase lan, "for us"; Arabic lastu bahilan, " I am not greedy", 
with the predicate in the accusative (non-active a-case), or lastu bi-
bahllin, lit. " I am not as a greedy one". The Arabic forms laysa and lata 
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seem to imply borrowing; e.g. pre-classical Arabic lata hīna mandsin, 
"i t is not the right time for escaping". At least lata, "not to be", appears 
to be borrowed from Late Aramaic layt used as a negative copula and 
followed by an independent personal pronoun; e.g. layt 'ennon ndbiyē, 
"they are not prophets". 

3° The semantic relation between *yatāwu "to be", and East Semitic 
išū, "to have" (§49.25), may imply that the verb "to have" could either 
function as an "agentless passive" like Libyco-Berber ///, "to have" or 
"to be", or govern a reflexive pronoun like Latin se habere and the 
innovated Libyco-Berber ill-e, lit. "to have one's self". In Tuareg, e.g. 
ila a-zgar means "he had an ox", but the imperfective ill-e-ttu z-zgar 
(< u-zgar) means "there is an ox", lit. "one has him (by) an ox", where 
the direct object is represented by the pronominal suffix -e-. The plural 
suffix occurs e.g. in ill-ān-(t)tu midddn dššin, "there are two men", lit. 
"one has them (by) two men". A construction which must be innovative 
omits the indefinite pronoun -ttu, e.g. ill-e d-zgar de, "there is an ox 
here", lit. "an ox has himself here". 

The construction with a suffixed direct object still occurs apparently in 
Hebrew 'im yešdnd bā'āres, " i f he is in the country", lit. " i f (one) has him in 
the country" or " i f (he) has himself in the country" (I Sam. 23,23; cf. §36.18). 
If this interpretation is correct, *ytw was used also in some West Semitic lan
guages with the meaning "to have", like išū in East Semitic. 

49.24. The particle *ytw, used either as copula or as "existential" verb, 
was unfit to express aspect or time, although *yatdwu was a real verb. In 
fact, while the idea of becoming was deeply rooted in the Semitic verbal 
system, the idea of being was late and therefore the verbs used for this 
purpose differ in the various Semitic languages and have a different 
basic meaning. E.g. the Arabic verb kāna means "to occur", but its per
fect is used in the Classical language to express a situation in the past 
(e.g. kāna lī 'ahun, "there was a brother to me", i.e. " I had a brother"), 
while its imperfect fulfils the same function in the future (e.g. yakūnu ll 
'ahun, "there will be a brother to me", i.e. " I shall have a brother"). 
Hebrew can use the verb hāyā, "to become, to occur", in the same way, 
e.g. lo' hāyū 'âbādēkā mdraggdlim, "your servants have not been 
spies". In modern Ethiopian languages, the existence is expressed in the 
present by halla in Tigre, 'alio or 'alia in Tigrinya, alia in Amharic, hal 
in Harari, and in West Gurage. Al l these forms are related to Ge'ez 
*hallaw (§36.33; 49.22). This is the reason why the existence in the past 
and in the future has to be expressed by other means. E.g. Tigre uses 
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'ala for the past and the imperfect of gab'a for the future, while Tigrinya 
has nâbârā or the gerundive nâyru for the past, and the imperfect of 
konà, "to become", for the future (cf. §42.25). The latter is also used as 
negative, e.g. 'ay-konàn, "he isn't". 

The Libyco-Berber copula -ga- might be borrowed from Arabic ġā', "he 
came", that often implies "become", "be", as in lammā ġēt arūh, lit. "when I 
came to go", i.e. "as I was about to go". E.g. Kabyle amkiga?, "how is he get
ting on?" 

E. Expression of Possession 

49.25. East Semitic has a verb îšū, "to have" (§49.23:3°), that signi
fies actual possession; e.g. Old Akkadian la ti-su, "you don't have"; 
Old Babylonian Aham-ni-su, "we have a brother"; Middle Babylonian 
stative i-ša-a-ku, " I have". In the other Semitic languages, possession is 
usually expressed by various particles or by verbs of presence combined 
with prepositional phrases or personal affixes (§49.23). Some languages 
use prepositional phrases like Ugaritic yt ly, " I have"; Aramaic 'yt Ik, 
"you have"; Mishnaic Hebrew š-yš ly, "what I have"; Western Neo-
Aramaic (Ma'lūla) īle (< It le), "he has"; Arabic kūn I- (§49.24); Tigre 
halla 'dl (e.g. halla 'dlka, lit. " i t is yours"). In other languages, the per
sonals referring to the possessor are suffixed to the verbal form; e.g. 
Tigrinya 'allonni or Amharic allahh, " I have", lit. "there is to me". The 
personal suffix attached to the verb of presence is an object suffix, while 
the item possessed is the subject of the verb; e.g. Amharic bet alláhh, lit. 
"a house is-to-me". A frozen form of the Semitic verb (')hd, "to seize", 
is employed in Gafat with actor suffixes to express the possession (e.g. 
dzz-it, "he has", lit. "he seized"), and East Semitic uses rašā'u(m) / 
rašū, "to acquire", in a similar way, since išū can express a static con
dition only; e.g. mešrā irašši, "he wi l l have wealth", lit. "he will 
acquire wealth". This is also the reason why South Ethiopian languages 
make use of the verbs nàbbārā, "to be", nāra / norá, "to be", agáhhá, 
"to find", to express possession in the past or in the future; e.g. Gafat 
nàbbárây, " I had", lit. "there was to me"; Amharic ydnoránnall, " I 
shall have", lit. "there wil l be to me". 



IV 

SYNTAX 

50.1. The words of a language having been analyzed and their con
stituent morphemes determined, the next step in grammatical analysis is 
to consider the relation of words to each other in sentences expressing 
mental concepts and to find out the kinds of constructions in which the 
words occur. Although most Semitic languages and dialects have been 
submitted to such analysis, this area has not yet been sufficiently inves
tigated and no systematic attempt was made to synthesize the results of 
these studies in the frame of a comparative grammar since the publica
tion of Vol. I I of C. Brockelmann's Grundriss in 1913. Yet, a broadly 
based historical analysis of Semitic syntax with a diachronic orientation 
is a major desideratum, even i f it is difficult to discuss syntax with the 
accuracy feasible in phonology, morphology, and etymology. Since the 
languages concerned have a long history and since syntax, unlike mor
phology, can undergo radical change, it is not surprising that the syntax 
of modem Semitic languages differs more or less from that of earlier 
periods, but the recent periods are seldom fully intelligible without 
knowledge of earlier stages, and the syntax of older languages can only 
rarely receive satisfactory explanation without examining the syntax of 
cognate languages. It is true that some ancient Semitic languages present 
serious problems in respect to syntax. The wide use of logograms in 
Palaeosyrian, the shortness and the simplicity of the clauses forming 
Amorite personal names, the lack of vocalization in Ugaritic and in Epi
graphic South Arabian inscriptions impose us limits, and only a partial 
picture of Semitic syntax can therefore be gained. On the whole, how
ever, the syntax of the languages just mentioned is very similar to the 
one of the "Classical" languages, which form the backbone of our syn
thesis, and we can, with fair certainty, lay down general principles with 
which most Semitic languages will be found to agree. 

Sentences placed in wider contexts may appear as the best way of illustrating 
complex syntactical relations, but they would often require lengthy annotations 
that might veil the very points in question. Therefore preference was given to 
short, simple sentences, clauses, or phrases. Translations are kept as literal as 
possible so that the reader can clearly see the syntactical structure. 



Fig. 31. Old Assyrian envelop with tablet from Kultepe 
(Ankara Archaeological Museum). 
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1. C L A S S E S OF SENTENCES 

50.2. We can first distinguish between major or two-term sentences, 
containing subject and predicate at least, and minor or one-term sen
tences, in which no such analysis is possible. However, one should not 
consider as real one-term sentences those in which the subject, the pred
icate, and even a direct or indirect object are expressed by a single word. 
In Semitic, as in many inflected languages, a sentence can consist of a 
verb phrase alone, e.g. Old Babylonian uštābilakkum, " I sent (it) to 
you", or Classical Arabic darabtumūnī, "you have beaten me". The sen
tence may also consist entirely of a noun phrase, e.g. Babylonian sarrāq, 
"he is a thief", or Arabic hasbuka, " i t is enough for you". There are also 
apparent one-term sentences which in reality are shortened two-term 
clauses, the second term of which has to be completed from the context; 
e.g. Hebrew bd-'amtahtl, "(the money is) in my sack"; Arabic hadltaka, 
"(tell) your story!"; 'al-'asada, "(beware of) the l ion!" Such clauses 
are, properly speaking, two-term sentences. 

A. Minor Clauses 

50.3. Many exclamatory sentences have the form of minor clauses. 
Thus, the vocative can generally be considered as a minor clause evok
ing the hearer, e.g. il(u), "god!", ill, "my god!", mārū'a, "my sons!", 
in Old Babylonian. The Tigre interjections ydbba, "father!", and 
ydinma, "mother!", are used regularly by children when addressing one 
of their parents; they consist of the particle *ya and of the nouns 
"father" and "mother". In Arabic, such clauses are often introduced by 
the same particle yd or 'ayyuhā (e.g. yā ġulāmu, "oh! boy!"), but this 
particle is not necessary and it does not affect the nature of the minor 
clause. Another frequent interjection is hā, that is already attested in 
Thamūdic; e.g. h'lh bk wdd w'n, "Oh! God! There is love and rest with 
you!", where a nominal sentence (§50.6) follows immediately upon the 
introductory minor clause. 

50.4. Interjections constitute minor clauses as well. Besides the particles 
meaning "yes" or "no" (e.g. Babylonian anna or Hebrew kēn, "yes"; 
Arabic 'alā, 'amā, "indeed"), one could refer here to presentatives (e.g. 
Old Akkadian enma, Hebrew hinnē, "behold!"), to expressions of emo
tion, amazement or grief (e.g. Babylonian ahulāp or Aramaic hâbal, 
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"woe!"; Arabic hayhāta, "wrong!"; yā salām, "what a pity!"), to par
ticles signifying summons (e.g. Babylonian gana or agana, "we l l ! " ; 
Arabic hāka, "here, take i t ! " ; haygā, "let's go!"), and to salutations 
like salām in Arabic or šāldm in Hebrew, which are in reality shortened 
two-term nominal clauses to be completed from the context. The Arabic 
presentative 'inna, "behold!" (§49.6), is often followed by an archaic 
one-term nominal clause with the case ending -a which was marking the 
non-active subject in ergative Semitic; e.g. 'inna Zaydan wa-'inna 
'Amran, "here's Zayd and here's 'Amr!". The same use is attested with 
hāka; e.g. hāka nazmān, "here's a poem for you!" These idioms might 
be interpreted also as two-term nominal clauses. 

B. Major Clauses 

50.5. Two-term sentences having a finite verb as predicate are called 
verbal clauses, while those having other predicates — substantives, 
adjectives, participles, adverbs, prepositional phrases — are as a rule 
called nominal clauses, although "non-verbal" or "verbless" clauses 
would be a more convenient class-name for all those sentences which 
either have no finite verb as predicate, or else have an anaphoric pro
noun as copula, i.e. as " l ink" between subject and predicate. Sentences 
containing a noun conjugated as a stative (§38.3) are generally consid
ered as verbal clauses, although the East Semitic stative may also be 
interpreted as a nominal sentence (but cf. §50.6). 

C. Nominal Clauses 

50.6. Nominal clauses signify an existing or a desirable situation or 
condition. They correspond roughly to English sentences containing 
"is", but they often do not use any copula and express the situation by 
direct juxtaposition of subject and predicate. Because of this absence of 
any copula, a nominal sentence may consist of two noun phrases only, 
e.g. Babylonian abūbu rūbšu, "his anger is a flood". However, although 
the predicate abūbu is a nominal form morphologically, syntactically it 
assumes a quasi-verbal function, for predication is basically a function 
exercised by a verb. This particular syntactical status of the nominal 
predicate is underscored in the oldest historically known phases of Semitic 
by the predicate state of the noun characterized by the morpheme -a 
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(§33.5), the use of which is still attested in Classical Arabic in certain 
cases; e.g. 'ammā 'anta barran fa-qtarib, " i f you are pious, approach"; 
'immā 'aqamta wa-'ammā 'anta murtahilan fa-llāhu yakla'u mā ta'tl 
wa-mā tadharu, "whether you remain or are departing, Allah guards 
what you do and what you forgo" (cf. §61.2). Nevertheless, there are 
differences. Since the predicate of these clauses is not a finite verb, nom
inal clauses do not specify by themselves whether the situation is per
manent, or resulting from a completed action, or only expected to be 
realized. Of course, they are also extra-temporal or timeless, unless the 
wider context or an adverb of time specify the present, past, or future 
temporal sphere; e.g. Cairene Arabic fi as-sana di ihna saymln, "this 
year we are fasting!" It seems that Proto-Semitic did not possess the 
possibility of expressing aspect or time by a verb meaning "to be", 
although it had an existential verb *yatāwu (§49.23). However, verbal 
forms may be used as copula in some forms of speech, specially in mod
ern languages (§49.24), but such phrases are no longer real nominal 
clauses, since they have a finite verb as predicate (i.e. kāna, yakūnu, 
hāyā, 'alia, Idgabba', nābàrâ, norā). 

50.7. The predicate of a nominal clause generally follows the subject, 
e.g. Old Babylonian Adad sarrum, "Adad (is) king"; Hebrew Yhwh ro'l, 
"Yahwe (is) my shepherd"; Arabic saldm 'alaykum, "(may) peace (be) 
upon you!", 'al-ġāriyatu fi l-bayti, "the slave-girl (is) in the house"; 
Mehri nha 'aytom, "we are orphans"; Ge'ez Yohannds makwannan, 
"John is a / the judge". However, to express emphasis on the predicate, 
the word order can be inverted and the predicate placed in front of the 
sentence, e.g. Hebrew 'āpār 'attā, "dust you (are)"; Aramaic rdhīqān 
'ânahnā minnāk, "withdrawn we (are) from you"; Assyrian ilāni rabuti 
attunū-ma, "the great gods you (are)"; Ge'ez kama hosā bāhdr 
bdidhomu, "as the sand of the sea (is) their multitude". In particular, 
there is a tendency to invert the order when the subject is not determined 
(e.g. Arabic fi l-bayti ġāriyatun, "there is a slave-girl in the house"), 
unless it answers a question and therefore is emphasized; e.g. Arabic 
man fi l-bayti, "Who is in the house?"; answer: ġāriyatun fi l-bayti, "It 
is a slave-girl that is in the house". 

50.8. A special type of nominal clauses enables the Semitic languages 
to take any term out of an ordinary nominal or verbal sentence and to 
place it in its front as an isolated subject, — also called casus pendens 
or "suspended subject", — while the rest of the sentence, with a pronoun 
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representing the term taken out, functions as a kind of predicate. The 
extra-posed or "topicalized" noun, i.e. the casus pendens, is in the nom
inative, regardless of the function the resumptive pronoun exercises in 
the sentence; e.g. Old Babylonian suharu ... tāti alaktim šutasbitaššu, 
"the servant, . . . provide him with a present for the journey"; Hebrew 
Yhwh bassāmayim kis'd, "Yahwe, in the heaven is his throne"; Arabic 
Zaydun māîa 'abūhu, "Zayd, his father died"; kullu n-nāsi 'aqdiru 
'urdihim, "all people, I cannot satisfy them". In Assyro-Babylonian 
poetry, the determinative ša followed by the nomen rectum may occur as 
a casus pendens, while the nomen regens is determined in the sentence 
by a pronominal suffix; e.g. ša āliya Zabban sitta abullātišu, l i t . "of my 
city Zabban, two are its gates". Similar topicalizations occur often in 
Libyco-Berber with the difference that the topicalized noun, — even i f it 
is the logical subject of the sentence, — is used not in the ergative 
w-case, but in the non-active a-case; e.g. a-ġbar yu'ra, "the fence, it 
became high", or a-rgaz idda ġar ssuq, "the man, he went to the market", 
to compare with idda u-rgaz ġar ssuq, "the man went to the market", 
where the normal construction verb-subject is followed. This use of the 
fl-case is paralleled in Classical Arabic when the extra-posed indetermi
nate verbal noun follows 'inna, 'anna, also 'ammā, which is usually 
translated "as far, concerning", although it goes back to a form of the 
conditional particle " i f ever" (cf. Harsūsi 'am, " i f " ) , used to introduce a 
nominal clause; e.g. 'ammā 'ilman fa'ālimun, " i f ever (there was) 
knowledge, he is knowledgeable", 'ammā qatlan fa-lastu qātilan, " i f 
ever (there was) killing, I am not a killer", where the predicate follow
ing lastu is also in the accusative (§49.23). There are other cases as well, 
often with variant readings in the nominative and the accusative. 

50.9. Topicalization or extraposition is probably the construction that 
gave rise to three-term nominal clauses using a third person personal 
pronoun as a kind of copula. This personal pronoun generally agrees 
with the subject in gender and number. As to its position in the sentence, 
it follows the logical predicate and therefore stands either between the 
predicate and the subject or at the end of the clause. E.g. Neo-Assyrian 
Iyyāru urhu tābu šū, "Iyyar is a good month", lit . "Iyyar, it (is) a good 
month"; Hebrew wd-Ydsēp hū' hassallīt, "and the governor was 
Joseph", l i t . "Joseph, he (was) the governor"; Syriac šemšā šrāgan-ū, 
"the sun is our lamp", lit. "the sun, it (is) our lamp"; Arabic 'ulālika 
humū 'al-kāfirūna, "the unbelievers are those", lit. "those, they (are) 
the unbelievers"; Ge'ez Yohannds wa'atu makwannan, "the judge was 
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John", or Yohannas makwannan wa'atu, "John was a/the judge". The 
logical predicate may also be a personal pronoun, e.g. Hebrew 'attā hū' 
malkl, "you are my king"; Colloquial Arabic anā huwa t-tāġir, " I am 
the merchant". This construction with the anaphoric pronoun used as a 
copula does not seem to occur in Assyro-Babylonian texts before the 
first millennium B.C., but it is paralleled in Old Egyptian by the use of 
the demonstrative pronoun pw, e.g. dmi pw 'Imnt, "the West is an 
abode", lit. "an abode, this (is) the West". A similar construction occurs 
also in Libyco-Berber with the so-called predicative particle d, e.g. 
Muhnd d a-mqqran, "Muhend is great/tall". In Tigre, the copula-pro
noun must intervene, but it generally agrees in person, gender, and num
ber with the subject; e.g. 'anta wa-'ana sar hana, "you and I , we (are) 
friends". A shortened form of the third person copula-pronouns is used 
(tu, "he"; ta, "she"; torn, tan, "they": §49.19), and tu is encountered 
also with subjects in other persons than the third, like in other Semitic 
languages. The substitution of this construction for the original method 
of direct juxtaposition of subject and predicate was obviously due to the 
desire to indicate the logical predicate more clearly than could be done 
by a simple juxtaposition, in connection with which inversions were fre
quent. The intercalation or addition of a pronoun aims at marking the 
preceding noun as the logical predicate, although the latter may often be 
viewed as the grammatical subject. The effect of such a constmction will 
be felt by comparing French le roi, c 'est lui with il est le roi, where the 
use of ce, just like that of a pronoun in the Semitic languages, in Libyco-
Berber, and in Egyptian, points unmistakably to lui as the logical predi
cate. 

50.10. Another type of three-term nominal clauses attested in several 
Semitic languages is characterized by the use of the existential particle 
*yt (§49.23). The particle means "there is / are" and it can be employed 
with actor suffixes of the verbal conjugation or with pronominal suffixes 
expressing the subject of the clause. 

D, Verbal Clauses 

50.11. The main function of verbal clauses is to express an action that 
either has taken place once and is accomplished, or is not accomplished 
because it is still going on or is supposed to take place in the future. The 
predicate of a verbal clause is, of course, a finite form of a verb either 
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perfective or imperfective, imperative, jussive, or stative. The participial 
predicate is used, instead, in nominal clauses. When the verb is transi
tive, the verbal clause generally contains also a direct object and often 
prepositional phrases, as well as adverbial modifiers. The adverbials 
may complement the predicate, but they often add details to the contents 
of the sentence as a whole. 

50.12. The pronominal subject of a Semitic verbal clause is generally 
expressed only by the actor affixes of the verb, like in Latin and in 
Slavic languages. Its independent occurrence in classical languages has 
emphatic value in most cases and it is mainly aimed at contrasting the 
behaviour or the situation of two persons; e.g. Old Babylonian wardlka 
attā tide, " i t is you who know your servants"; Hebrew 'ānokl 
'e'drbennū, " i t is I who shall go surety for h im"; Arabic Icāna huwa 
s-sāriqa, " i t is he who was the thief". The independent pronominal sub
ject can also be used when the word order subject-predicate is desirable 
for contrast, instead of the normal order predicate-subject in verbal 
clauses; e.g. Hebrew gādal Sēlā wd-hl' lo'-nittanā Id h-'iššā, "Shelah 
had grown up, but she had not been given to him as a wife"; Arabic 
marra bl wa- 'and 'anzuru 'ilayhi, "he passed next to me, when I paid 
attention to him". 

50.13. The usual word order in a Semitic verbal sentence is predicate-
subject, e.g. Palaeosyrian uš-tá-si-ir dKà-mi-iš, "Kamiš has heard"; 
Amorite Ia-as-ma-ah-dAddu, "Haddu has heard"; Hebrew hā' 'âhlkā, 
"your brother arrived"; Samalian Aramaic qāmū 'immī 'ilāhū, "the 
gods stood with me"; Arabic tala'at as-samsu, "the sun has risen" 
("sun" fem.); Ge'ez takala bd'si 'dda, "the man planted a tree". The 
same word order is followed in Libyco-Berber; e.g. Tarifit turn td-mgart 
a-hram, "the woman bore a boy"; Tachelhit imdl u-rgaz a-fruh, "the 
man buried the child". However, this order is inverted when the speaker 
or the writer wants for some reason to attract attention upon the subject. 
In consequence, there is no rigid word order in a sentence and the most 
important term is usually placed in front. In a verbal clause, the action 
expressed by the verb is generally considered as the main point of the 
utterance, and this is the reason why the predicate is often placed before 
the subject. Instead, the subject is usually the focal term of the nominal 
clause, hence it generally precedes the predicate. However, various 
influences and reasons have led to a different word order in particular 
Semitic languages or idioms. Generally speaking, languages lacking a 
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case inflection, like modern Arabic or Ethiopic, make greater use of 
word order than highly inflected ones. 

50.14. Syntax is much more subject than either phonology or mor
phology to influence from other languages and Semitic texts written in 
cuneiform script — especially deeds, letters, legal stipulations — are 
influenced to a great extent by the Sumerian syntax with the verb at the 
end of the sentence. This sequence is already followed in Eblaite admin
istrative texts and in Old Akkadian, then in Assyro-Babylonian. Later, 
the East Semitic word order occurs also in the so-called Imperial Ara
maic (§7.12), especially in Biblical Aramaic. The initial Sumerian 
impact results not only from the frequent use of Sumerograms to indi
cate verbal forms, regularly placed at the end of the sentence in the old
est Semitic texts (e.g. at Tell Beydar: EN iš dSa-ma-gán BA.GIN, "the 
king went to Samagan"), but also from the counter-check provided by 
Palaeosyrian and Old Akkadian personal names in which the verbal 
predicate precedes the subject, while the stative or the nominal predicate 
follow it (§50.7). Proper names frequently preserve archaic features 
which elsewhere have disappeared, and the word order they attest is thus 
pointing very likely to old constructions; e.g. I-ku-un-sar-su /Yikūn-
sarsuf, "His king became firm", but Sar-ru-Gi /Šarru-kīn/, "The king 
is firm"; Im-lik-É-a /Yimlik-Ea/, "Ea counselled", but É-a-ma-lik 
/Ea-malik/, "Ea is a counsellor". 

50.15. On the opposite spectrum of the Semitic area, a similar situation 
occurs in modem Ethiopian languages. The verb, or a syntactically 
equivalent word, is placed at the end of the sentence and the word order 
is the same as in Sumerian: subject - direct or indirect object - verb; 
e.g. Tigre Rabbi 'astar wa-mdddr fatra, "God created heaven and 
earth"; worot 'dnās 'dt qisot 'ala, "A man was (living) in a hamlet"; 
Amharic direktàru betun (the house) bàsost sin bdrr (for 3000 dollars) 
šâttâ (has sold), "the director has sold the house for 3000 dollars". A 
pronoun suffixed to the verb is often resuming the preceding direct 
object, as in Gafat dhhd kab-ds tdlsdl-y-am, " I don't know this village". 
In Amharic, this rule is applied when the determined direct object pre
cedes the subject; e.g. bâqlo-wa-n wašša nakkâsà-t vs. wdšša bàqlo-
wa-n nâkkàsà, "a dog bit the mule". This structure of the Ethiopic sen
tence is completely independent from the impact of Sumerian on East 
Semitic; it is due to the Cushitic substratum the influence of which was 
stronger in the south than in the north. North Ethiopic was affected to a 
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certain degree by the Bedja and Agaw syntax, while South Ethiopic was 
mainly influenced by the Sidamo group of languages, now called High
land East Cushitic. However, even in South Ethiopic, the verb-subject 
order may occur in proverbs and in petrified phrases which witness to 
the old Semitic free word order; e.g. Amharic man yasdma ġoro, man 
yawat gwarroro, "what did the ear hear?! what did the throat swal
low?!"; zànnàbà wdrq, "gold rained". The explanation referring to the 
Cushitic substratum is most likely correct, but it raises in turn the ques
tion of how the Cushitic languages came to place the verb at the end of 
the sentence although they belong to the same Afro-Asiatic language 
family. The question is left open here, since we are not dealing directly 
with Cushitic. 

50.16. Despite the use of case inflection, the older Semitic free word 
order was submitted in Classical Arabic to rather strict regulations. The 
reason was probably the loss of the case system in the spoken language, 
while the rules of Classical Arabic obviously aimed at preserving a tra
ditional sentence structure. However, these rules are not followed in 
Neo-Arabic and in Colloquial Arabic, where the subject simply precedes 
the verbal predicate; e.g. er-raġul amsiknl bi-yadih, "the man seized me 
with his hand". 

50.17. Any major clause can be extended by adding direct or indirect 
objects, prepositional phrases, adverbs, etc. In general, the word order of 
the nominal clause is then: subject - predicate - prepositional phrase. In 
the verbal clause, instead, the typically Semitic sequence is the follow
ing: predicate - subject - object and/or prepositional phrase. This seems 
to be the normal word order of the Afro-Asiatic verbal clause, since it 
characterizes also Egyptian (e.g. wbn R' m pt, "the Sun rises in the 
sky") and Libyco-Berber (e.g. Tarifit yaššur u-fgah a-ġarraf s waman, 
"the countryman filled the jar with water"). However, due to the rela
tively free word order in the Semitic sentence other sequences occur as 
well, viz. subject - predicate - object or prepositional phrase - predicate. 
The latter sequence is usual in Assyro-Babylonian and it appears also in 
Aramaic (§50.14) and in modern Ethiopic (§50.15). 

50.18. Particular reasons may suggest a different word order. Thus, for 
the sake of euphony or clarity a short prepositional phrase — generally 
consisting of a preposition with a pronominal suffix — stands often 
between the verbal predicate and the subject; e.g. Old Aramaic hwhd (ly 
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Brhdd ... š[št] 'šr mlkn, "Bar-Hadad assembled against me sixteen 
kings"; Safaitic f-wgmt mnh nkht, "and the bride went into mourning 
because of him". Examples occur also with a preposition followed by a 
substantive; e.g. Arabic kdna lil-'abdi hìmārun, "the servant had a don
key", lit. "a donkey was (belonging) to the servant". 

50.19. For emphasis, any part of the sentence other than the subject 
and the predicate can be placed in front. The predicate, in this case, may 
both precede or follow the subject, although the finite verbal predicate 
generally precedes the subject, except in East Semitic, in Imperial Ara
maic (§50.14), and in modem Ethiopic (§50.15). E.g. the Hebrew nomi
nal clause 'et-'ahay 'ānokī mdbaqqēš, " i t is for my brothers that I am 
looking"; the Arabic verbal clause wa-fīhi qāla š-šā'iru, "and about him 
the poet said . . ." ; the Old Babylonian verbal clause seriktasa mārū ... 
ìzuzzū, "her dowry, the sons ... shall divide". Time determinations are 
usually placed in front, e.g. in the Aramaic verbal clause 'ddayin Dārii'ēl 
ld-baytēh 'âzal, "then Daniel went to his house"; in Tigre hatte dol 
'dllom hames nafar 'aha bdzhdt 'alat 'dllom, "once upon a time, much 
cattle belonged to these five persons". 

50.20. There is also emphasis in the case of the so-called casus pen
dens, as explained above (§50.8), when a noun is placed in "isolation" 
at the beginning of the sentence. In the rest of the sentence, which has 
the form of a full clause, a pronoun refers back to that "isolated" noun, 
acting as subject (e.g. Hebrew Yhwh hū' yišlah, "Yahwe, he shall 
send"), as direct object (e.g. Old Babylonian mātam ilūša izzibūši, "the 
country, its gods will abandon i t") , as complement of a noun (e.g. 
Hebrew Yhwh baššāmayim kis'o, "Yahwe, his throne is in heaven"; 
Tigre 'dssit hilata hawdnit ta, "a woman, her strength is weakness"), or 
as object of a prepositional phrase (e.g. Hebrew Ydrušalayim hārlm 
sābīb lah, "Jerusalem, there are mountains around i t" ; Arabic colloquial 
of Tunis il- 'ayd l-ikbīr hādāya yidbhufìh l-akbāš, "this great feast, they 
slaughter rams for i t " ) . 

E. Concord of Subject and Predicate 

50.21. The predicate agrees generally with its subject in gender and 
number. However, if the plural subject is definitely expressed and fol
lows the verb, it is optional in Arabic whether the verb is in the plural or 
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singular; e.g. qad ġā'akum rusulun, "messengers arrived for you", with 
the verb in the singular. Such a lack of grammatical concord sporadi
cally occurs also in other Semitic languages, but its frequency in old 
Arabic texts must result from a particular usage which did not take root 
in Neo-Arabic; e.g. it'allamū l-wilād, "the children did learn". The gen
eral validity of this Neo-Arabic feature is confirmed by a South-Pales
tinian work from the 9th century A.D. in which verbs in the singular 
occurring in quotations from the Qur'ān are automatically changed into 
the plural whenever the following subjects denote several persons. Con
trary to Classical Arabic, the finite verb of South Arabian inscriptions 
shows strict concord in gender and number with its subject, irrespective 
of whether the subject precedes or follows the verb, and irrespective of 
whether a plural subject denotes persons or non-persons. Elsewhere, 
only the progressive.disuse of the dual deserves special consideration. 
When the subject is a dual, the predicate can be a plural; e.g. Hebrew 
'ēnēLē'ā rakkot, "Leah's eyes were dull". Yet, in older phases of a lan
guage and in more conservative idioms the predicate is used in the dual 
form as well, also when there are two parallel subjects, both singular in 
form; e.g. Old Akkadian Enlil u Samaš ... lissuhā, "May Enlil and 
Shamash tear out 

50.22. When the subject consists of nouns of different gender, then is 
the predicate treated as a masculine plural. However, it can also agree 
with the nearest feminine noun, as in this Old Babylonian example from 
Mari: ilānu u ilātum ištē, "the gods and the goddesses have drunk". 
Similarly, i f the first of two parallel nouns forming the subject is a sin
gular, — also a feminine singular, — the preceding verb very often 
agrees with the nearest noun and takes, accordingly, a singular form, 
eventually a feminine one; e.g. Hebrew watîašar Ddbdrā ū-Bārāq, "and 
Debora and Baraq sang". I f the subject consists of nouns which are sin
gular in form and which are related to each other by a disjunctive parti
cle meaning "or", the verb is usually treated as a singular; e.g. Arabic 
daraba 'imru'un 'aw-i mra'atun haddāmī, "did a man or a woman beat 
my servant?". 

50.23. Collective nouns may be treated either as singulars or as plurals 
{constructio ad sensum); e.g. Ge'ez mas'a hdzb or mas'u hazb, "the 
people came"; Tigre Rabbi 'dgdl 'addām bellom, "God said to the 
mankind", lit. "God, to the mankind (collective), said to them (masc. 
plur.)". However, the choice is not entirely arbitrary: it depends on the 
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usage of each language. Thus, Hebrew 'am(m), "people", is generally 
used with the predicate in plural, while Old Babylonian sābûm, "men", 
is usually treated as a singular. In Hebrew, the name of a country may be 
used with the verbal predicate in plural (e.g. wayyišmd'ū Misrayim, "and 
Egypt heard"), while Arabic treats such names as feminine singulars 
(e.g. qālat-i l-Yahūdu, "the Jews said"). The latter usage is comparable 
with the Indo-European neuter plural governing a verb in the singular, 
notably in Greek, in Avestan, and in Modern Persian. In Neo-Arabic, 
broken plurals are treated ad sensum as real plurals, even if they follow 
the verbal predicate (§50.21); e.g. itlammu H-awlād, "the children 
gather" (Tunis). 

50.24. The "plural of majesty", like 'êlohīm in Hebrew, 'elīm in 
Phoenician, Hani in Assyro-Babylonian, can be treated syntactically as a 
singular or a plural (cf. §51.5); e.g., the predicate is plural in Hebrew 
hit'ū 'otī 'êlohīm (Gen. 20,13), "God set me wandering". In modern 
Ethiopian languages, especially in Tigre, Tigrinya, and Amharic, the 
plural personal pronouns of the second and third persons may be used as 
polite forms of address or reference. They are grammatically plural 
forms and require a plural predicate; e.g. Tigre wa-'antum 'abuye sema 
'araf 'itarakbo, "and you (masc. plur.), my father, never find rest". A 
plural verb is used also with subjects designating respected personali
ties; e.g. Amharic nagūs Tewodarosam wada Lagā Gwarā hedu, "king 
Theodoros went to Laga Gwara" (cf. also §31.34). 

50.25. Particular concord rules may govern the verbal predicates of 
proper names, viz. the gender of the verbal form can be derived from the 
sex of the name bearer, regardless of the gender of the theophorous ele
ment which is the grammatical subject of the verb. E.g. the third femi
nine singular form occurs in the Palaeosyrian feminine name Ti-iš-te-
Da-mu, "Damu has drunk", although Damu is a masculine deity. 
Instead, the third masculine form is used in the Old Akkadian masculine 
name I-din-EšA-tár, "Ishtar has given", although Ishtar is a goddess, but 
a nearly contemporaneous feminine name with the same theophorous 
element has the third feminine form Tá-din-EšA-tár. The third feminine 
singular form occurs in the Old Babylonian feminine name Ta-ra-am-
d i M , "Adad loves" (present future) or "fell in love" (preterite) although 
the storm-god Adad is undoubtedly a masculine deity. This particular 
concord rules are attested also in later periods, generally with feminine 
theophorous elements governing a masculine verbal predicate, because 
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the name bearer is a man. Examples are found in Aramaic as late as the 
Roman period; e.g. 'tntn, " 'Atta has given". 

2. NOMINAL PHRASES 

A. Attribute 

51.1. Any substantive can be modified by an attribute, i.e. an adjective, 
a participle, a demonstrative pronoun used adjectivally, or a numeral. 
The attribute in general follows its head, — as a rule, immediately, e.g. 
Palaeosyrian sa-ma-nu ta-bu, "good o i l " ; Old Akkadian qurādum 
azzum, "fierce warrior"; Lihyānite h-sfr dh, "this inscription"; Hebrew 
'Is fob, "a good man"; Old Babylonian šarrum dannum, "a mighty 
king"; Ge'ez ndguš sāddq, "a just king"; Tigre la-bāb 'ali, "the big 
gate". If, however, the head is a construct, the genitive or nomen rectum 
intervenes between the head and the attribute, e.g. Arabic sayfu l-fārisi 
l-battāru, "the knight's sharp sword"; Ge'ez ndguša Hamer sz'ur, "the 
deposed king of Himyar". The rule is the same, of course, when a 
pronominal suffix is attached to the substantive, e.g. Arabic rabbuka 
l-'akramu, "your most noble lord". It is rarely extended to prepositional 
phrases used instead of a nomen rectum, e.g. Aramaic melek h-Yiśrā'ēl 
rab, "a great king of Israel". The attribute sometimes precedes its head, 
but this usage is attested mainly with the demonstrative pronoun used 
adjectivally, e.g. Aramaic sb dn Iwh' mn yd\y], "take this tablet from 
[my] hand"; Ge'ez ba-zā hagar, " in this city". In Classical Arabic, 
demonstrative pronouns only precede nouns determined by the definite 
article, but in Neo-Arabic they may precede nouns in the construct state 
as well. Also attributes like "other", "numerous", may precede their 
head. This inverted order occurs likewise in Hebrew, Syriac, North 
Ethiopic, and in Arabic colloquials when the head of the attribute is 
semantically unimportant or functions as an apposition (§51.7); e.g. 
Hebrew mēt 'ādām, "dead man"; kdsīl 'ādām, "foolish man"; Syriac 
bīšē bnaynāšā, "bad men"; hakkīmē nāšā, "wise men"; Tigre la-sdgub 
'dnās, "the rich man"; Tigrinya td'dmti qal, "sweet voice"; Syriac sābā 
mār Ewgēn, "the old Father Eugene"; Arabic eš-šātir Mdhammdd, "the 
clever Mohammed". 

51.2. South Ethiopic, strongly influenced by Highland East Cushitic, 
has a different word order, in which the qualifier is placed before the 
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qualified element. Thus, as a rule, the adjectival attribute is placed 
before the substantive; e.g. Amharic adaddis betocc, "new houses"; 
Chaha (Gurage) ndq sab, "a big man". 

51.3. As a rule, the adjectival or participial attribute and the demon
strative pronouns used as attributes agree with their head in gender, 
number, determination, and case; e.g. Arabic 'imāmun 'ādilun, "a 
honest imam", both indeterminate and in the nominative; 'al-'imāmi 
l- 'ādili, "of the honest imam", both determinate and in the genitive. Even 
i f the feminine plural substantive terminates in a "masculine" plural 
morpheme or the masculine plural substantive has a "feminine" plural 
ending, the adjectival attribute terminates in the usual, respectively fem
inine or masculine ending; e.g. Hebrew šeba' sānīm bā'ot, "seven forth
coming years"; mdqomdt hâdāsīm, "new places". The broken plurals 
are generally treated in Arabic as feminine singulars, no doubt because 
they were originally collectives (§31.23); e.g. ġibālun rāsiyatun, 
"unshakeable mountains". Those, however, which denote human beings 
may be considered as plurals; e.g. rìġālun sālihūna, "pious men"; 
nisā'un sālihātun, "pious women". Also other broken plurals are some
times treated as plural; e.g. dumū'un dārifatun or dārifātun, "trickling 
tears". 

51.4. An adjective qualifying a dual is often treated as a plural; e.g. 
Assyro-Babylonian sēpēya allakāti, "my fast feet"; Hebrew yddayim 
rdpot, "slack hands". However, strict concord is followed in Classical 
Arabic; e.g. masculine raġulāni sālihāni, "two pious men"; feminine 
laylatāni bāridatāni, "two chilly nights". 

51.5. The constructio ad sensum is used often for attributes qualifying 
collective substantives, e.g. Hebrew so'n rabbot, "a great flock"; Ara
bic qawmum sālihūna, "pious people". The nouns plural in form though 
not plural in meaning, like Phoenician 'Im, "god", or Hebrew hayyīm, 
"life", are most often treated as singulars; e.g. Punic Vim hqyds, "to the 
holy God"; Hebrew 'êlohīm hay, "living God" (cf. §50.24). 

51.6. The numerals "one" and "two" are adjectives and agree with 
their head in gender and case; e.g. Arabic qaryatun wāhidatun, "one vil
lage"; qaryatāni tnatāni, "two villages". However, they may also gov
ern the counted noun that can remain in the singular; e.g. Hebrew šdnē 
hā-'pmér, "two omers" (Ex. 16,22); Late Babylonian šitt kuslt, "two 
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garments". The other cardinal numbers are substantives and, in conse
quence, they are not used as adjectival attributes but either as apposi
tions (§51.8) or as constructs followed by the item numbered (§51.14). 

B. Apposition 

51.7. Appositions are substantives used to modify another substantive 
which does not stand in the construct state and, as a rule, precedes the 
apposition; e.g. Hebrew hammelek Sdlomo, "king Solomon"; hassdbl 
Yiśrā'ēl, "the gazelle Israel" ( I I Sam. 1,19); Old Assyrian ālum Aššur, 
"the city of Ashur". A proper name can modify a common noun, as in 
the three examples just quoted, and it can also be modified by an appo
sition; e.g. Arabic Zaydun 'ahūka, "Zayd, your brother". The head of an 
apposition may also be a pronoun, as well as a pronominal suffix or a 
subject pronoun contained in a finite verb; e.g. Phoenician bšnt ...14 
Imlky mlk 'šmn'zr, " in the 14th year of his reign, (viz.) king Eshmuna-
zor's"; Hebrew 'al-tdnū 'īš 'et-'āhīw, "you shall not cheat, one 
another". In such cases, the apposition itself may consist of a resumptive 
independent pronoun used either for emphasis (e.g. Aramaic w-šbyqt 
'nh, "and I myself was spared"; Arabic nubāyi'uka 'anta, "we wi l l 
acknowledge you yourself as leader") or for grammatical coordination 
(e.g. Hebrew pen tiwwārēš 'attā ū-bētdkā, "lest you are reduced to 
poverty, you and your household"; Arabic ba'atanī 'anā wa-'anta, "he 
sent me, me and you"). As a rule, appositions agree with their head in 
determination and case; e.g. Arabic tawbun dirā'un, "a cubital garment", 
lit. "a garment a cubit", both indeterminate; 'al-hātamu l-hadīdu, "the 
iron ring", lit. "the ring the iron", both determinate. Note that with 
nouns in apposition the preposition may be repeated; e.g. Punic l-'dn 
l-b'l hmn, "to the Lord, to Baal Hamon". 

51.8. The most frequent appositions are personal names and geo
graphic names (§51.7), nouns expressing material (e.g. Old Babylonian 
killlum kaspum, "a silver necklace", lit. "a necklace a [piece of] silver"; 
Arabic 'al-bābu 'al-hašabu, "the wooden door", lit. "the door the [piece 
of] wood"; cf. §51.7), items which are measured or counted (e.g. 
Hebrew šībd'ā 'ânāšlm, "seven men"; 'ēpā śd'orīm, "an ephah of 
barley"), as well as numerals and measures (e.g. Arabic rigālun 
tamāniyatun, "eight men"; 'al yawmu kulluhū, "the whole day", lit. 
"the day its entirety"). The items, either measured or counted, may 
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stand in the singular; e.g. Hebrew šdlošmē'ot hā-'īš, "the three hundred 
men"; Late Babylonian 20 dannu rlqu, "20 empty jars"; Tigre samān 
md'dt walat, "eight hundred girls"; Harari hammisti bari, "five gates". 
According to the typically Semitic and certainly older usage, the head of 
the apposition is the numeral or the measure, while the items, either 
counted or measured, are considered as expressing the material. How
ever, the material could also be expressed by the formal genitive or 
nomen rectum (§51.14) and by a prepositional phrase (§51.26). Both 
constructions occur in Libyco-Berber; e.g. the apposition krad i-rigazn 
(plur.), "three men"; the genitival phrase sin d mraw (n) u-rgaz (sing.), 
"twelve (lit."two with ten") men". In Arabic, also the accusative of the 
quantified stuff can be used (§52.9). 

C. Genitival or Subjoining Relation 

51.9. A substantive can be added to another substantive standing in the 
construct state in the same way as a suffixed pronoun is attached to a 
noun. The relation of the subjoined substantive or nomen rectum to the 
head of such a nominal phrase or nomen regens is about that of a geni
tival qualifier to the noun governing it in languages with case inflection. 
Therefore, grammarians generally use the term "genitive" to signify the 
nomen rectum, although case distinctions in nouns were lost or no longer 
fully functioning in most Semitic languages from the first millennium 
B.C. on (§32.21,24-27). Also adjectives and participles may function as 
nomen regens. In Libyco-Berber, the nomen rectum is in the 
locative/instrumental case, which is formally identical with the ergative 
(§32.3); e.g. a-hham u-rgaz, "the tent of the man"; ta-dutt wulli (< u-
ulli), "the wool of the sheep"; a-zzar yihf (< u-ihf), "the hair of the 
head". The last two examples explain the use of the locative ("the wool 
on the sheep", "the hair on the head"), which expanded to all similar 
constructions, as e.g. "the master in the house" (§51.12). 

51.10. The logical genitive causes the head of the nominal phrase to be 
defined by indicating its possessor, master, principal, or the like; e.g. 
Old Babylonian bit awllim, "the freeman's house" or "a freeman's 
house"; Arabic kitdbu l-walldi, "the boy's book"; Ge'ez walda ndgus, 
"a/the king's son". Besides the logical genitive conveying a possessive 
meaning, Semitic languages use the formal genitive, which does not 
denote author or possessor but merely describes or qualifies the nomen 
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regens. The use of the formal genitive is widespread and its shades of 
meaning are multiple. 

51.11. A kind of genitive called genetivus subiectivus defines the 
nomen rectum as author, source, origin, or the like. E.g. Palaeosyrian ba-
tá-qí i-dim Ibatāq yidim/, "cutting by hand"; Old Babylonian errēt ill, 
"the curses of the gods"; Arabic mataru š-šitā'i, "the winter rain", lit. 
"the rain of the winter"; Ge'ez qāla nabiy, "the prophet's voice". Pas
sive verbal adjectives and participles are used with this genitive; e.g. 
Hebrew mukkē 'èlohlm, "smitten by God"; Arabic qatllu l-ġū'i, "killed 
by starvation". 

51.12 . The genitive can also be used as a kind of genetivus obiectivus 
to express the object which is possessed, ruled, made, or aimed by the 
nomen regens; e.g. Old Akkadian abarak tVamtim, "the superintendent 
of the sea"; Old Babylonian bēl bltim, "the master of the house"; sar 
Anunnaki, "the king of the underworld gods"; Hebrew melek Yiśrā'ēl, 
"the king of Israel"; yir'at 'êlohīm, "the fear of God"; Arabic tarlqu 
l-Šāmi, "the road to Syria"; Ge'ez ndgusa hagar, "the king of the city". 
The active participle can be used with this genitive; e.g. Arabic qātilu 
'ahl, "the killer of my brother". 

51.13 . The partitive genitive expresses the relation of a part to a whole, 
as Old Babylonian warkat bltim, "the rear of the house"; usumgal sarrl, 
"the dragon amongst kings". Notions denoting quantity are related to 
this kind of genitive, e.g. Hebrew rob dāgon, "an abundance of grain"; 
Arabic ba'du l-kāfirlna, "some of the unbelievers"; 'aġmalu n-nisā'i, 
"the most beautiful of women". In particular, the words meaning " a l l " 
or "every" — kullatu(m) in East Semitic, kull(u) in West Semitic — are 
used with the genitive; e.g. Old Babylonian kullatu ilātim, "al l the god
desses"; Hebrew kdl-bānāyw, "all his sons"; Arabic kullu l-madlnati, 
"all the city", kullu madlnatin, with an indeterminate nomen rectum, 
"every city"; Ge'ez kw9llā hagar, "all the city" or "every city". 

51.14. Genitive can be used to express material, instead of an apposi
tion (§51.8), of a prepositional phrase (§51.26), or of the accusative 
(§52.9); e.g. Old Babylonian salam tltim, "a statue from clay"; Hebrew 
Idson zāhāb, "a golden tongue"; Arabic bābu hašabin, "a wooden 
door". The items counted, measured, or weighed may also be considered 
as material and be used in the genitive with numerals acting as nomen 
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regens; e.g. Old Assyrian arbē manēm, "forty minas"; sebet dayyānim, 
"seven judges"; Hebrew 'âśeret haššdbātīm, "the ten tribes"; Arabic 
sab'atu sāriqīna, "seven thieves"; hamsu nisā'in, "five women". 

51.15. Genitive can also express contents; e.g. Old Babylonian bit 
šurīpim, "ice-house"; Hebrew no'd yayin, "a skin of wine"; Arabic 
ka'su hamrin, "a cup of wine". 

51.16. The so-called genetivus epexegeticus is used to specify the 
nomen regens, often by indicating its use, its location, or the like; e.g. 
Old Babylonian erset Sippar, "the territory of Sippar"; Arabic sūqu 
'Ukāzin, "the market of Ukāz"; Hebrew 'eres Yiśrā'ēl, "the land of 
Israel"; śārē qodeš, "temple officers"; Ge'ez fdlsata Bābilon, "the 
Babylonian exile". The formal genitive governed by an adjective or its 
equivalent belongs to the same category since it specifies the domain 
concerned; e.g. Assyro-Babylonian salmāt qaqqadim, "the dark-headed 
ones"; Hebrew ydpē to'ar, "handsome", lit. "beautiful of aspect"; Ara
maic 'attīq yomayyā', "the ancient in days"; Arabic hasanu l-waghi, lit. 
"handsome of face"; qalllu l-'aqli, "scanty in intelligence". 

In Arabic, however, the adjective governing the genitive may be used with 
the article; e.g. 'al-hasanu l-waġhi. This irregular construction probably implies 
a syntactical shift from a pre-classical explicative accusative 'al-waġha (cf. 
§52.9), used with the article like in Hebrew (e.g. raq hakkissē' 'egdal mimmeka 
[Gen. 41,40], " I shall be greater than you only by the throne"), to the genitive 
'al-waġhi. This shift may be considered as a hypercorrection dictated by the 
absence of a determinate explicative accusative in Classical Arabic. 

51.17. Semitic languages often use the genitive instead of an adjective 
to express a quality of the thing named, something attributed to it, or to 
specify and describe a thing as distinct from something else, and so to 
limit and define it. E.g. Old Babylonian dayyān kittim, "a just judge", 
lit. "a judge of rectitude", sar tasimtim, "an intelligent king", lit. "a 
king of intelligence"; Phoenician bn sdq, "a legitimate son", lit. "a son 
of lawfulness"; Ge'ez ma'āra gadām, "wild honey", lit. "honey of the 
wilderness". 

51.18. The genitive may be governed by a determinative-relative pro
noun (§36.46). This construction occurs frequently in Old Akkadian and 
in Assyro-Babylonian, e.g. ši (genitive) atānim, "of the (man) of the 
she-ass", šūt (plural) Ibalpēl, "the (men) of Ibalpēl". However, it is 
attested also in ancient Hebrew (e.g. ze-Slnay, "the [god] of Sinai"), in 
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Nabataean (e.g. dū-Šarā, "the [god] of [mount] Šarā", i.e. Dusares), in 
Lihyānite (e.g. dū-ùābat, "the [god] of the Thicket"), in Classical Ara
bic (e.g. dū l-qarnayn, "the two-horned", an epithet given to Alexander 
the Great), in Colloquial Arabic (e.g. dū Him, "the [man] of learning"), 
in Sabaic (e.g. dāt-hamīm, "the [goddess] of the heat", i.e. the Sun-god
dess). 

51.19. The determinative-relative pronoun followed by a nomen rec
tum can be used also in apposition to the true nomen regens which in 
this case, however, is not a construct. This construction is often called 
"periphrastic genitive". E.g. the Babylonian phrase mimma lemnu ša 
šīrēya, "every pain of my body", can be expressed without the pronoun 
ša as well: *mimma lemnu šlrēya. The same usage is attested in Aramaic 
(e.g. gappīn dl-ndšar, "eagle's wings") and in Neo-Aramaic (e.g. ktābā 
d-'eskdlāyā, "a pupil's book"), in Phoenician (e.g. khn s-B'lsmm, 
"priest of the Baal of Heavens"), in Epigraphic South Arabian (e.g. slmn 
d-dhbn, "the golden statue"), in Ge'ez, and in modern Arabic colloqui
als. In Geez, the determinative-relative za- is used mainly to express 
determination, especially of material (§51.14); e.g. bet za-ndgus, "king's 
house"; bet za-'dbn, "house in stone" (cf. §51.23). The modern Arabic 
vernaculars use the ancient determinative-relative dl, d-, etc., with the 
shortened relative pronoun dlli < 'allādi, especially in North Africa; e.g. 
dn-nās dlli d-dowwār, "the people of the village". Besides, several other 
words are employed as markers of the genitive, thus šlt, šlyāt (< *say 'at-, 
"something") in Damascus, bitā' (< matā', "property") in Egypt, etc.; 
e.g. haššabāb šlyât dš-Sam, "the youths of Damascus"; il-bāb bitā' il-
bēt, "the door of the house". Under the probable influence of the short 
Aramaic nominal clauses of the type zy ly, "what (belongs) to me", the 
determinative-relative š- (§36.51) is combined in Mishnaic Hebrew with 
the preposition /- (cf. §51.23) to form a genitival particle šel, which is 
already separated from the nomen rectum in the Bar Kokhba letters 
(132-134 A.D.); e.g. hprnsyn šl Byt Mškw, "the officials of Bet-
Mašeko"; nipseret šellazzāhāb, "the golden candlestick", where the 
vocalization includes the definite article (< *šel-han-zāhāb). 

51.20. The use of the determinative-relative pronoun to introduce the 
nomen rectum after the nomen regens gave rise in Assyro-Babylonian 
and in Aramaic to a construction with a proleptic suffix announcing the 
nomen rectum; e.g. Babylonian mār ahātisu sa PN, "the son of his sis
ter, that of PN"; Aramaic šdmēh dl 'êlāhā', "his name, that of God". 
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The same construction occurs in Hebrew with sel (cf. §51.19): mittato 
šelli-Šdlomo (Cant. 3,7), "his litter, that of Solomon"; karmī Mil (Cant. 
1,6), "my vineyard, that of myself". This usage appears also in collo
quial Arabic and in Modem South Arabian. The preposition /- is used, 
e.g., in Iraqi Arabic fallsuha lil-madrasa, "they demolished it, the 
school", and in Palestinian and Lebanese Arabic qāl-lu h-l-hklm, "he 
spoke to him, to the physician". Various syntactic devices are used in 
South Arabian after the proleptic suffix; e.g. Sheri has Id-'ami, "for her, 
for my mother"; Soqotri re'is dsd bloh, "ask her, her mother". The 
same construction is attested in Libyco-Berber with the preposition n; 
e.g. baba-s n ttalb, "his father, (that) of the school-master". 

51.21. The determinative-relative pronoun used in apposition to a noun 
can be followed also by a subordinate clause, which is then called "syn
detic relative clause" (§57.2,6). When such a clause follows immedi
ately upon the construct nomen regens, it is called "asyndetic relative 
clause" (§57.3,5). 

51.22. It is characteristic of the Semitic languages to use such words as 
"master", "father", "son", etc., with various nouns as descriptives. E.g. 
Hebrew ba'al ha-halomot, lit. "the master of the dreams", means "the 
dreamer", and ben šdba'-'eśrē šānā, lit. "son of twenty-seven years", 
means "twenty-seven years old". In Arabic, 'abū šawārib, lit. "father of 
mustaches", designates a man with a long mustache, while 'abū l-yaqzān, 
"the father of the vigilant", is the rooster, the cock. This usage is wide
spread in Amharic where such expressions form the so-called "adjecti
val syntagms", used mainly as attributes or appositions; e.g. bald arat 
dgdr, "four-footed", lit. "master of four feet"; ndfsd bis, "evil-minded", 
lit. "spirit of evil". 

51.23. The determination of the construct — e.g. bit in Old Babylon
ian bit awllim, "the freeman's house" or "a freeman's house", and 
kitdbu in Arabic kitābu l-walldi, "the boy's book" — is a function of the 
nomen rectum, i.e. awllim and Ca)l-walidi in the examples quoted: a 
definite nomen rectum implies a definite construct and an indefinite 
nomen rectum an indefinite construct. However, in languages which do 
not possess any formal expression of definiteness or indefiniteness, like 
the North and East Semitic languages, or Ge'ez, it is not possible to 
decide whether the construct is fully defined or no without recurring to 
the context. This is why bit awllim can mean either "the freeman's 
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house" or "a freeman's house". In Arabic instead, the article 'al- used 
with the nomen rectum indicates that the construct is fully defined: "the 
book of the boy". But this construction cannot be used to express 
directly "a book of the boy", for the following genitive ('a)l-walldi 
would fully define the book. So one should employ a prepositional 
phrase with /-: kitābun lil-walīdi, "a book (belonging) to the boy". The 
same phrase or an equivalent one is used in other Semitic languages; 
e.g. Hebrew bēn h-Yisay, "a son of Jesse"; Aramaic melek h-Yiśrā'ēl, 
"a king of Israel"; Ge'ez waldu la-mgus, "the king's son". This con
struction is generalized in Tigrinya, as well as in Libyco-Berber and in 
Egyptian. In Tigrinya, any genitive relation can be expressed by the use 
of the preposition nay followed by the modifying noun which may be 
placed either before or after the head; e.g. mdshaf nay tamdhari or nay 
tàmàhari mdshaf, "a student's book". Libyco-Berber and ancient Egypt
ian use the preposition n- which originally is an allophone of /- (§48.6); 
e.g. Tamazight bob n-taddart, "the father (master) of the house"; 
Numidic nbb-n n-šqr', "cutters of wood"; nbt-n n-zV, "splitters of iron" 
(Dougga, 2nd century B.C.); Middle Egyptian nsw n-Kmt, "the king of 
Egypt". This use of n- as a "connective" particle between a noun and a 
following dependent genitive is attested also in Chadic languages. In 
modern colloquial Arabic, one of the nouns employed as markers of the 
genitive (§51.19) can be inserted in the phrase and then it is this inserted 
word which is defined by the nomen rectum, while the preceding noun, 
i.e. the logical nomen regens, may or may not have the article; thus, e.g. 
dl-kitāb bitā' dl-walad, "the boy's book", lit. "the book, property of the 
boy"; kitāb bitā' 'dl-walad, "a book of the boy", lit . "a book, property 
of the boy". 

51.24. Nothing must break the connection between the construct and the 
nomen rectum. Accordingly, even an adjectival attribute of the construct 
has to come after the genitive, as Middle Assyrian mār bite rabū, "the 
eldest son of the house"; Hebrew yeled zdqunīm qātān, "a small child of 
(his) old age"; Arabic kitābu r-raġuli l-kabīru, "the man's large book". 
However, enclitics may be added to the construct, e.g. Amorite Habdu-ma-
Dagan /'Abdu-ma-Dagan/, "Servant of Dagan"; Hebrew 'arsāh Kanā'an, 
"unto the land of Canaan"; Arabic yā tūla mā šawqin, "Oh! what a 
tediousness of longing!". Also a negation considered as forming one word 
with the nomen rectum can intervene between the latter and the construct; 
e.g. Old Babylonian kasap lā kanlkim, "silver without a sealed tablet", i.e. 
without guaranty; Arabic hātī'atu lā-dīnīyatin, "a crime of irreligion". 
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51.25. South Ethiopic follows Highland East Cushitic also with regard 
to the genitival relation (cf. §51.2). Thus the modifier precedes the mod
ified element in this case as well; e.g. Amharic yā-kātàma nāwari, "the 
population of the city", where yā- is the particle of appurtenance of 
Amharic and of the other South Ethiopian languages. It is the palatalized 
preposition la- which is occasionally used in Ge'ez and in some 
Tigrinya dialects (cf. §48.6). This periphrastic construction allows a 
grammatical distinction between possessivity (logical genitive) and 
qualification (formal genitive). In the possessive complex, the Amharic 
definite article -u and the accusative marker -n are suffixed to the quali
fier; e.g. yd-hakim-u mdshaf, "the doctor's book"; ya-hakim-u-n 
mdshaf amtu, "bring the doctor's book". Besides, the pronominal suffix 
-u, "his", and the accusative marker -n may be attached to the nomen 
regens; e.g. ya-hakim-u-n mdshaf-u-n amtu, lit. "the-doctor's his-book 
bring". In the qualifying complex, the article and the accusative marker 
are often attached to the qualified noun; e.g. yà-warq sāat-u, "the 
golden watch"; yā-warq sāat-u-n amtu, "bring the golden watch". They 
cannot be affixed to both elements of the genitival phrase. Also the rel
ative clause qualifying the noun is placed in South Ethiopic before the 
noun; e.g. Muher (Gurage) yā-mwātà sàb ydqàbrdmwdt, "they bury the 
dead man", lit. "who-died (the-)man they bury". In Harari, a resumptive 
pronoun is suffixed to the nomen regens; e.g. mdhawa qlmo-zo, "the 
price of the goods", lit. "(of)-the-merchandise its-price"; wáhacāc 
adàb-ziyu, "the manner of the girls", lit. "(of)-the-girls their-manner". 
The same structure occurs with the postposition -le, "to", used in Harari 
instead of a preposition (§51.23); e.g. nâdàba-le qāhīt gârâb-dâ-le, "to 
the right side of the seat", lit. "to-the-seat right to-its-side". 

51.26. In Semitic languages preserving a case inflection, the genitive is 
used also with prepositions (§48.2). In fact, most of them are of nominal 
origin. Prepositional phrases have a very wide range of functions. They 
may act as predicate in nominal clauses (§50.7), and they may replace a 
logical genitive (§51.23) and a genitive expressing material or quality 
(§51.14); e.g. Arabic libdsun min-a l-harlri, "a silken dress"; 'al-kitābu 
bi-l-haqqi, "the book with the truth", i.e. "telling the truth". They can 
be used instead of an accusative with verbs denoting motion, fullness, 
dressing, etc. (§52.3), especially when a verb governs a double 
accusative (§52.4). They may also replace an accusative of time and of 
place (§52.6-7). Their use increases in languages lacking case distinctions 
(§52.11), thus widening the original semantic field of the prepositions 
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(cf. §48). Prepositional phrases may also form adverbs (e.g. Hebrew 
bazze, "here"; mizze, "hence"; Amharic bdhayl, "strongly"; bàqàllal, 
"easily") and subordinate conjunctions (§49.15-16). The South Ethiopic 
preposition yà- (§51.25) can be prefixed to substantives in order to use 
them as a kind of adjectives; e.g. yd-sdw, "human", lit. "(proper) to a 
man"; yd-krastiyan, "Christian", lit."(proper) to a Christian". 

3. V E R B A L PHRASES 

52.1. A verbal phrase is built around a verb and consists at least of a 
subject and of a verbal predicate. While their presence is essential, it is 
by no means necessary that these be separate words, for the same word 
may contain the two components (§50.2). When the sentence is more 
complex, it often contains a direct or internal object. The accusative is 
the case of direct objects of verbal action and of internal objects denot
ing the content of such action. The Proto-Semitic accusative seems to 
have originated from the so-called "patient" or non-active case in an 
ergative language structure and, therefore, this case is used not only with 
direct objects of transitive verbs, but also with Arabic and Ethiopic 
intransitive verbs meaning "to be" (§52.8), and in Arabic negative nom
inal clauses (§54.3). These morpho-syntactic features most likely pre
serve a case function going back to prehistoric times. Grammarians often 
use the term "accusative" to signify the direct or the internal object of 
verbal action also when describing languages in which case distinctions 
were lost or no longer fully functioning. A verbal phrase can also con
tain an infinitive which is a verbal noun (§53). 

A. Accusative 

52.2. As a rule, stative verbs and passive or reflexive verbal stems have 
no direct or internal object, but passive forms of verbs or stems used with 
double objects (§52.4) can govern one accusative, and verbs expressing a 
circumstantial situation, like Babylonian zunnu(m) izannun, "the rain 
rains", berqu{m) ibarriq, "the lightning lights", or Ugaritic mtrB'l, "Baal 
is raining", also occur with the accusative, e.g. Babylonian Adad... māssu 
libriq, "may Adad strike his land by lightning". Besides, both transitive 
and intransitive verbs can govern internal objects, e.g. Hebrew way-
yahâlom Yosēp hdlom, "and Joseph dreamed a dream". 
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52.3. The range of transitive verbs is wider in Semitic than in most 
Indo-European languages. Besides verbs expressing an action referring 
directly to an object like "to strike" or "to send", also verbs denoting 
motion, fullness, dressing, etc., may be used in a transitive way with 
a direct object; e.g. Babylonian harrāna illak, "he will go on a jour
ney"; Arabic nahaba š-Šāma, "he went to Syria"; Ge'ez bo'a hagara, 
"he entered the city"; Gafat gābàyā dhur, " I shall go to the market", lit. 
"market I-shall-go". However, a prepositional phrase can be used 
instead of the accusative; e.g. Babylonian ana harrāni lā illak, "he will 
not go on a journey"; Arabic nahaba 'ilā š-Sāmi, "he went to Syria". 
The same constructions are used with verbs denoting fullness; e.g. 
Babylonian akālam ula esebbi, " I am not getting satiate with food"; 
Hebrew wan-niśba' lehem, "and we were satiated with food". But the 
accusative can be replaced in Hebrew and in Arabic by a prepositional 
phrase; e.g. Hebrew yiśba' bd-herpā, "may he be satiated with dis
grace"; Arabic sabVa min lahmiin), "he was satiated with meat". 

52.4. Double accusatives may be governed by the causative and factitive 
stems of verbs which normally govern one direct object in the basic stem. 
E.g. Babylonian issurātim šūbilaššu, "let him bring the birds"; mahrêm-
ma ... subātam lubbiš, "dress the first one with a garment"; Hebrew 
way-yapšítū 'et-Yosēp kuttānto, "and they stripped Joseph of his tunic"; 
Arabic 'a'tā bnatahū nitāqan, "he gave his daughter a girdle". Besides, 
verbs denoting making or forming into anything, appointing to an office, 
feeding, burning, washing, etc., take a second accusative of product, 
office, stuff, etc. E.g. Babylonian mê egubbê tasallahšu, "you will 
besprinkle him with lustral water"; Hebrew way-yiqrā' š?mo Pares, "and 
(people) called his name Parez"; Arabic mala'a d-dalwa mā'an, "he 
filled the bucket with water". In a passive construction, the first accusative 
becomes subject, while the second one is preserved; e.g. Babylonian šū 
išātam liqqali, "may he be burnt with fire"; Arabic mali'a d-dalwu 
md'an, "the bucket was filled with water". In Hebrew and in Aramaic, 
one of the two accusatives may be replaced by a prepositional phrase 
introduced by fa: e.g. Hebrew wa-ydśīmēnī ld-'āb, "and he made me a 
father"; Aramaic halbišū ld-Dāniyyēl 'argawānā, "rob Daniel in purple". 

52.5. The so-called "adverbial" accusative is used with verbal predi
cates to express different circumstances, mainly of time, place, manner, 
cause, result, degree, means, etc. These uses of the accusative were the 
starting-point of adverbs of nominal origin (§47.1-5). 
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52.6. The accusative expressing time denotes the duration, sometimes 
the moment as well. E.g. Babylonian ūma u mūša, "through day and 
night"; Arabic laylan, "by night"; Ge'ez sdbāha, " in the morning". In 
languages lacking a case inflection, this accusative of time is often con
sidered as an adverb not introduced by a preposition, e.g. Hebrew yāmīm 
rabbīm, "for many days". However, a comparison between e.g. Hebrew 
hayyom and Classical Arabic 'al-yawma, "to-day", shows beyond any 
doubt that this temporal use of certain phrases originates from the 
"adverbial" accusative. The latter may be replaced by a prepositional 
phrase; e.g. Babylonian ūm or ina ūm(i), "on the day that..."; Arabic 
ġadan, or min ġad(irì), or fi ġad(in), "to-morrow"; Ge'ez mdseta or 
ba-mdset, " in the evening". 

52.7. The accusative can also denote the place in which something 
happens. E.g. Babylonian māssunu ... uššabū, "they live in their coun
try"; Hebrew šdkon 'eres, "dwell in the land!"; Arabic nazala 
makānahū, "he settled down in his place"; Ge'ez nabara gadāma, "he 
dwelt in the wilderness". In some case, this accusative can hardly be dis
tinguished from the direct object of verbs of motion; e.g. Hebrew 
'dniyyā bā'ā Taršiš, "a ship was going to Tarshish". With the same 
verbs, the accusative may be replaced by a prepositional phrase; e.g. Old 
Assyrian ina ālim wašab, "he is living in the city"; Hebrew haš-
šokdnīm bam-midbār, "those who dwell in the steppe"; Arabic 'inzil 
'ilā l-bustāni, "go down to the garden!". 

52.8. The so-called "predicative" accusative denotes a concomitant 
circumstance. It can be a substantive, an adjective, or a nominal phrase. 
E.g. Babylonian šalmam ... išaqqal, " i n perfect condition it weighs"; 
Hebrew qāhāl gāddl yāšūbū, "they wi l l return a mighty throng"; Arabic 
ġā'a rākiban, "he arrived riding". The particular nature of this con
struction may be exemplified by hādā Zaydun muntaliqun (nominative), 
"this is Zayd departing", as opposed to hādā Zaydun muntaliqan 
(accusative), "this is Zayd (as the) departing one". The "predicative" 
accusative occurs regularly in the Canaanized Amarna correspondence 
with the particle yānu of non-existence (§47.12); e.g. yānu hazanna ina 
arkitiya, "there is no mayor behind me" (EA 117,9-10). It may be used 
in Arabic with the verb kāna, "to be"; e.g. kāna 'ahān li, "he was a 
brother to me". This is also the case when kāna is employed imperson
ally; e.g. 'idā kāna hina l-'asri, "when it was the time of the evening 
prayer". This use of the accusative is understandable i f the -a ending 
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goes in reality back to the -a case of the non-active subject or predicate 
used in an ergative language with intransitive verbs or in equivalent con
structions. This explanation can be applied also to the examples quoted 
above, since all the verbs are intransitive; thus "the perfect condition 
weighs", "a mighty throng will return", "a rider arrived". 

52.9. A kind of explicatory accusative aims at better determining the 
contents of the phrase, at indicating its more specific subject or object. 
E.g. Middle Assyrian qāta mithār, "as for the share, it is equivalent"; 
Hebrew lo' nakkennū nāpeš, "let us not smite him as far as life is con
cerned"; Arabic 'ammā sādiran fa-wasīquhu ġamllun, "as for one who 
returns from battle, his booty is fine"; da'awtu llāha samī'an, " I call 
upon Allah as the one who hears". The indeterminate accusative can 
assume a similar function in Classical Arabic with the elative (§34.5); 
e.g. 'ašadduhum tawādu'an, lit. "the strongest among them as for hum
bleness", i.e. "the humblest of them". Used with nouns designating 
objects or with quantitative expressions, the accusative may specify the 
material or the quantified item (cf. §51.8,14,26); e.g. ġubbatuka hazzan, 
"your silken jacket"; talātata 'artālin nabldan, "three rati (measure 
unit) of date-wine". 

52.10. In West Semitic languages lacking case distinctions, the particle 
*'iyyat optionally precedes the determinate direct object; it is generally 
called nota accusative It is attested in Phoenician and Punic ('yt > 't > 
t), in Hebrew ('t > t), in Moabite and Edomite ('t), and in Aramaic ('yt 
> yt, wt). In Classical Arabic, instead, — where the final -t was lost, — 
the use of the particle is reduced to pronominal suffixes when the 
pronominal object has to be stressed (e.g. 'iyyāka na'budu wa-'iyyāka 
nasta'īnu, "You do we worship and You do we ask for help"), or when 
two pronominal suffixes should be used (e.g. 'a'tāhā 'iyyāya, "he gave 
her to me", instead of 'a'tānlhā). A similar usage is attested in Neo-Ara
maic with a resumptive pronominal suffix; e.g. yātē marl bid mnāhimlī, 
"in my own person will the Lord resuscitate me". In Modem South Ara
bian, t(d)- is the accusative marker of personal pronouns. Cf. also 
§36.31. 

52.11. A prepositional phrase governed by ana or /- may replace the 
accusative in languages lacking case distinctions. This construction 
occurs with ana in Neo-Assyrian texts of the 8th-7th centuries B.C.; e.g. 
ana šarre bēliya usahsis, " I have reminded the king, my lord". It is 
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attested likewise in Neo-Babylonian and in Late Babylonian; e.g. 
adduku ana Gūmātu, " I killed Gaumāta". A similar use of /- is encoun
tered at that time in West Semitic, not only with verbs governing a dou
ble accusative (§52.4), but also with other verbs. Its earliest attestations 
are found in Biblical Hebrew; e.g. yāda'tā h-'iwwaltī (Ps. 69,6), "you 
know my foolishness". Authors often assume an Aramaic influence 
since most Hebrew occurrences are roughly contemporaneous with the 
Aramaic texts of the Achaemenian period when this construction is 
attested for the first time in Aramaic; e.g. 'nh yhbt l-ky l-byt', " I have 
given you the house". As a matter of fact, no such examples with /- are 
known from earlier times, neither in Aramaic inscriptions nor in 
cuneiform texts (§48.7). This new function of the particles ana and /- is 
just an extension of their syntagmatic use with various verbs; e.g. West
ern Middle Babylonian kīmē anāku ana šarri bēliya arahham, "as I 
have an affection for the king, my lord"; Aramaic rhnw /-PN, "they 
vouched for PN". Since there was no longer a fully functioning case sys
tem in Pre-Classical Arabic, it is not surprising that the preposition //- is 
used in a similar way in the Qur'ān; e.g. 'in kuntum lir-ru'yā ta'burūna, 
" i f you can interpret the dream". This construction occurs frequently in 
Neo-Arabic. It is found also in Ge'ez which may then anticipate the 
accusative by adding a proleptic pronominal suffix to the verb, e.g. 
rdināhu la-'agzi'ana, "we saw our Lord". This use of a prepositional 
phrase to express a direct object is paralleled in other Ethiopian lan
guages, e.g. Tigrinya na-'arkày ra'iyd, " I have seen my friend". 

B. Infinitive 

53.1. The infinitive is a verb form lacking the indications of person, 
tense, and mood that characterize the finite verb. It has two distinct 
usages. It may function as a verbal noun introduced by prepositions and 
used in the oblique cases of the singular. In the second usage, however, 
the morphological infinitive may be semantically equivalent to a finite 
verb, being able to take a subject, an object or an adverbial modifier, and 
expressing purpose or other functions related to the action signified by 
the finite verb of the clause. Both usages can occur in the same phrase. 
The subject of an infinitive, i f expressed, is most often a suffixed pro
noun or a substantive in genitival position, i.e. immediately following 
the verb; e.g. Hebrew bd-yom (nomen regens) 'âśot (infinitive in the 
genitive) Yhwh 'êlohīm (subject) 'eres wd-šāmāyim (direct object), "on 
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the day that God made earth and heaven". But the subject can appear 
separated from the infinitive, and in that case it has nominative status; 
e.g. Old Assyrian adi (preposition) nēmal kaspiya (direct object) tamkdrl 
(subject) lā sabdtim (infinitive in the genitive), "as long as my merchant 
did not collect the profit of my money"; Sabaic bn (preposition) hy' 
(infinitive) Ihmw (indirect object) h' fnwtn (subject), "from the flowing, 
for them, of that canal". 

53.2. The infinitive called "construct" in Hebrew grammars has 
usual infinitive functions, as Babylonian nadānam (infinitive in the 
accusative) iqbû, "(what) he ordered to give"; Hebrew mētib naggēn, 
"he who excels in playing" (Ez. 33,32); Sabaic hmr 'bdyhw ... t'wln 
bwfym, "he vouchsafed to his two servants ... to return in safety"; 
Ge'ez kal'ani wadi'a, "he prevented me from leaving". But the infini
tive dependent on a governing verb is frequently preceded by a preposi
tion, very often by ana in Assyro-Babylonian and by /- in Hebrew and 
in Aramaic (§48.4), even when it does not express purpose; e.g. Ara
maic lā 'ârīk lanā ld-mehzē, " i t is not convenient for us to see . . .". The 
postposition -iš occurs with the infinitive in Old Akkadian (e.g. nadāniš 
qabi, "he was ordered to give"), and rarely in Old Babylonian and in 
Old Assyrian (e.g. muwātiš illikā, "they went to die"). 

53.3. Auxiliary verbs, which syntactically occupy the position of the 
main verb in the clause, may be followed by an infinitive; e.g. Ara
maic yūkal h-hahâwāyā, "he is able to explain"; Hebrew hāpēs ... la-
hâmītēnū, "he wanted to ki l l us"; Sabaic wl-wzhwfyn 'bdhw, "and 
may he keep granting to his servant . . ." ; Ge'ez 'i-kdhdlna bawi'a, 
"we were not able to enter". The infinitive precedes the auxiliary verb 
in Tigre: naqila (infinitive with a feminine pronominal suffix) 
tahallaw, "they were unable to uproot i t " (i.e. the bush). However, the 
infinitive may be replaced by an asyndetic finite verb, used in the same 
person and the same tense; e.g. Aramaic tkln thytn In tqm, "you will 
be able to procure us castor o i l " ; Sabaic w-wz'w s2r'w bythmw, "and 
they added to the equipment of their house . . ." ; Arabic 'aqdariu) 
'adrabiu), " I am able to beat". In Arabic, the asyndetic construction is 
widely used instead of the infinitive also in other cases; e.g. ġa'altu 
(perfect) 'uhaddiruhum (imperfect), " I began to warn them". It occurs 
in Ge'ez as well; e.g. nabara (perfect) yanabbdle (imperfect), "he sat 
to speak". 
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53.4. The so-called "infinitive absolute" — so named because it does 
not stand in the construct state nor is it governed by a preposition — is 
mainly used as the internal object of its cognate finite verb in order to 
add emphasis or specification. It often precedes the finite verb and is 
usually translated adverbially in European languages. E.g. Palaeosyrian 
pá-kà-run a-pá-kà-run Ipakāru lapakkarū/, "they should join f irmly"; 
Babylonian šuggušu ušaggaš, "he slaughters ruthlessly"; Old Aramaic 
nkh tkwh, "you wi l l strike it pitilessly"; Arabic darabahū darban, "he 
beat him severely"; Ge'ez zabtawwo zabtata, "they whipped him heav
i ly" . In Assyro-Babylonian, the particle -ma is frequently added to the 
infinitive; e.g. pašārum-ma apaššar, "surely I shall release". This con
struction is widely used in negative sentences with the negative placed 
before the finite verb; e.g. Babylonian šālu ul išālanni, "he did not ask 
me at a l l " ; Hebrew hāmēt 'al-tamītuhū, "anyway do not k i l l him". The 
same construction is attested in Libyco-Berber and in ancient Egyptian. 
Thus, it must go back to Proto-Afro-Asiatic. The usual Semitic word 
order is encountered in Libyco-Berber; e.g. Kabyle ucci icca, "he has 
surely eaten"; tuffġa iffeġ, "he surely went out". The complementary 
infinitive follows the finite verb in Egyptian; e.g. wbn-k wbnt, lit. "you 
rise a rising"; hnn-sn hnt, lit. "they row a rowing". This word order 
occurs also in Semitic, e.g. in Palaeosyrian i-na- 'à-áš na- 'à-su /yinahhaš 
nahāšul, "he wi l l certainly recover". 

53.5. The infinitive may be used as some sort of gerund in various 
constructions. It follows the finite verb and is preceded by the preposi
tion /- in Hebrew'(e.g. lāmā hârē'otem lī h-haggīd lā-'īš, "why did you 
hurt me by telling the man?") and in Aramaic (e.g. hâtībūnā h-mē'mar, 
"they answered us, saying"). In Sabaic, it is linked to the preceding 
finite verb by the conjunction w-; e.g. b'dw whb'ln ... wmtlyn, "they 
carried off, having seized ... and looted"; tnhyt wtndrn, "she confessed, 
having done penance". In the Ethiopian languages of Ge'ez, Tigrinya, 
Amharic, Argobba, and West Gurage, instead, the so-called "(pseudo-) 
gerund", "gerundive", or "converb", which originates from the infini
tive as well (§42.12), precedes the main clause with the finite verb; e.g. 
Ge'ez qatihya (gerund) bd'se gwayayku (main verb), "having slain the 
man, I fled"; Amharic mdsobun kafto (gerund) dabbowdn wdssdda 
(main verb), "having uncovered the basket, he took the bread". This 
construction is paralleled in Old Canaanite, as appears from some pas
sages in the Amarna correspondence; e.g. allu patārima awīlut hupši u 
sabtû Hapirū āla (EA 118,36-39), "behold! the serfs having deserted, 
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the 'Apiru have seized a city". It is attested later by the Hebrew use of 
the infinitive with a pronominal suffix, continued by a finite verb; e.g. 
(ba-)hâloto wa-ydhl mē-holyo (Is. 38,9), "(when) having been i l l , he 
recovered from his illness" (cf. §42.12). In Phoenician, instead, the 
infinitive absolute is followed by the independent personal pronoun and 
it is continued by the main sentence with the finite verb; e.g. w-p'l 'nk 
ss 7 ss ... w-šbrt mlsm, "and having added horse to horse, ... I broke the 
wicked ones" (cf. §42.12). 

53.6. There is a tendency in modem Amharic to replace constructions 
with finite verbal forms by infinitives in the accusative; e.g. là-màššom 
mist magbatun dttârattàrallâhu, " I doubt that he married a woman in 
order to be appointed", lit. "to be-appointed a-woman his-marrying 
(infinitive) I-doubt". 

4. C L A U S E S 

A . Particular Types of Main Clauses 

54.1. The question as to how many kinds of utterances there are in any 
language was variously answered by grammarians depending upon how 
close they stood under the influence of a determinate language family. In 
addition to declaration or statement, a typical list should include nega
tions, denials and refusals, questions, as well as various types of volitive 
and interjectional utterances. The particular types of main clauses that 
may require special attention in Semitics are the negative, interrogative, 
and hortatory, imperative, vetitive, optative or precative clauses. 

54.2. In Semitic languages, as a rule, the negatives neither cause a 
change in the word order of the sentence, nor influence the use of verbal 
forms and of cases in nouns, as it happens in some Indo-European forms 
of speech. However, verbs of negative clauses have a different vocalic pat
tern in most South Ethiopian languages, especially in the Gurage group. 
One cannot dismiss this fact as a simple secondary feature of these 
dialects, since a similar situation is attested by the Libyco-Berber perfect 
negative (e.g. Tamazight išdmmdl, "he finished"; ur išdmmil, "he didn't 
finish"), by Cushitic conjugations, e.g. in Southern Agaw or Awngi (e.g. 
desé, "he studies"; desá-la, "he doesn't study"), and in Bedja (e.g. tam-
áni, " I am eating"; ka-tam-an, " I am not eating"), as well as in Chadic 
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languages. In general, negative clauses seem to have preserved old pat
terns better than the positive ones. This does not imply that the differen
tiation is a secondary one. The overall picture rather gives the impres
sion that Semitic has generally lost this morphological distinction. 

54.3. Another question bears on the case system, since negatives are 
often followed by the accusative in Arabic nominal clauses, e.g. lā 
šakka, "there is no doubt"; lā 'abā laka, "may there be no father to 
you"; lā 'ilāha 'illā llāh, "there is no god but Allah". One might 
assume that this usage arose when lā still had its original exclamatory 
function "no!" (§47.8), while the accusative was felt as adverbial: lā 
raġula, "no! as for a man", i.e. "there is no man". Also mā is employed 
with the accusative (e.g. Qur'ān 69,47: mā minkum min 'ahadin 'anhu 
hāġizīna, "not one of you serves as shields against him"), but it can be 
followed by the nominative as well. As for laysa, which governs the 
accusative, it is a compound negative with particular features (§47.10; 
49.23). The analysis of these and some related syntactical questions 
pertains to the comparative study of ancient Arabic dialects, but the fun
damental question is whether the -a denotes a true accusative, which 
normally should not appear in an intransitive nominal clause. Very 
likely that -a goes back to the "patient" or non-active -a case denoting 
the predicate in an intransitive clause of an ergative language, as Semitic 
appears to have been in an early phase (§32.1-12; 52.1). 

54.4. In modern Arabic colloquials, especially in Egypt, Palestine, and 
Syria, a -š may be added to the word negatived; e.g. ma tegiš, "do not 
come"; ma anīs rāyih, " I am not going". When -š precedes a consonant, 
it may be pronounced -šd. This element is a corruption of the noun šay', 
"thing", "something". The latter was borrowed into Berber dialects as 
an indefinite pronoun ša, "something", and it is used likewise in 
Tamazight negative sentences, e.g. ur inzih ša, "he did not succed". The 
function of -š / ša presents some analogy with the Amharic enclitic -ssa 
which simply reinforces a question. 

54.5. Any sort of statement in Semitic languages can be turned into a 
question in any of the three ways: it may be spoken in an interrogative 
tone of voice, and this rising tone is sometimes indicated by a comple
mentary sign in cuneiform script; e.g. Babylonian šarrānu... islimu (is-
li-mu-ú), "did the kings make peace?", while the answer is íslimū (ìs-li-
mu) (cf. §10.6). Otherwise, either an interrogative pronoun (§36.57-60) 
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or an interrogative particle (§47.7) may be used before the sentence. 
Besides, in modern Arabic colloquials, an element -š or -aš may be 
added to the word which is the subject of question, like in negative 
clauses (§54.4); e.g. 'anta 'atšānaš, "are you thirsty?", from 'atšān, 
"thirsty". It may be added also to the interrogative pronoun; e.g. 'ayš 
darabaha, "why did he beat her?" (cf. §36.59). A similar usage is 
attested in Ethiopic when no interrogative pronoun or adverb is 
employed. The question is indicated then by the interrogative marker -nu 
in Ge'ez, -do in Tigrinya, way or -(a)nd in Amharic, which are suffixed 
to the word emphasized in North Ethiopic (e.g. 'adgi-do 'alldka, "do 
you have a donkey?) and to the last word of the Amharic sentence (usu
ally a verb), with rising intonation. While -nu or -(d)na is likely to be an 
expressive particle, -do goes probably back to a negative (§47.16) and 
way, used also as disjunctive particle (§49.4), is related to the interroga
tive pronoun 'ayyu (§36.59). 

54.6. There are different ways of formulating a hortatory, imperative, 
or vetitive clause. The imperative has only the second person and this 
can be employed positively only (§38.2). In the negative, a form of a 
prefix-conjugation must be used in its place; e.g. Old Akkadian vetitive 
ā taqbi, "don't say!"; Assyro-Babylonian vetitive ē-taprus, "don't sep
arate!"; Old Babylonian (Mari) and Late Babylonian imperfective Id 
taqabbi, "you will not speak!"; Hebrew jussive 'al ta'aś, "don't doe!", 
or imperfect lo' tirsah, "don't commit murder!"; Arabic jussive Id 
taqal, "don't say!", in the classical language, but e.g. mā tašrab, "don't 
drink!", in modern colloquials; Tigre 'i-tdbkay, "don't cry!". The inti
mate interrelationship between aspect and modality explains why the 
forms of the imperfective, which denote unaccomplished actions, may 
be substituted for the imperative in the positive command as well; e.g. 
iparras forms in Assyro-Babylonian, as ana Zimri-Lim klam taqabbi, 
"to Zimri-Lim you will speak as follows"; imperfect forms in Hebrew, 
as šēšet yāmīm ta'abod, "you will labour for six days"; in colloquial 
Arabic, as taktub ġawāb ll, "write me a letter"; in Aramaic, as tippdlūn 
wd-tisgddūn, "you will prostrate yourselves and you will worship" 
(Dan. 3,5). Under influence of Aramaic, iprus forms are used in the 
same way in Late Babylonian; e.g. ana pdnlya taspur, "may you send to 
me!" An indirect command or an exhortation in the first or third person 
necessarily use jussive, cohortative, or imperfective forms. The positive 
form is preceded by the particle /- in East Semitic, in Aramaic, in Clas
sical Arabic, and optionally in Ethiopic. As a rule, only a negative is 
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used in vetitive or prohibitive forms, except in Middle and Neo-Assyrian 
(lū lā). E.g. Assyro-Babylonian l-iprus, "may he separate"; ay-iprus, 
"may he not separate", l-uprus, "may I separate", ay-aprus, "may I not 
separate"; (/) nillik, "let us go!"; ul inaddin, "he may not give"; 
Samalian Aramaic 7 ytn Ih, "may he not give to h im!" ; Hebrew 'al-nā 
no'badā, "let us not perish!"; Arabic li-ya'ti, "he should come!"; lā 
yuhzinkum-u llāhu, "may God not grieve you!"; Ge'ez la-ydqrab, "let 
him approach!"; 'angar, "let me speak!", without particle; Tigre 
bar hat tagba', "let there be light!". Again under Aramaic influence, 
iprus forms are used in the same way in Late Babylonian, without any 
particle; e.g. kapdu ikšud, "may he arrive quickly!". 

54.7. Optative or precative clauses can also assume the form of a nom
inal sentence, as e.g. Old Akkadian anākū lū amtum, "let me be a maid
servant!"; Hebrew šāldm lakā or Arabic salām 'alaykum, "peace be 
with you!". The use of the optative particle lū with the stative in Old 
Akkadian and in Assyro-Babylonian is related to this construction; e.g. 
lū dari, "long live!". Since the stative, like nominal clauses, was not 
expressing per se either the accomplished or the unaccomplished aspect 
of an action, it could easily be used as a precative. Also the West 
Semitic perfect, which derives from the stative (§38.10), originally had 
an optative or precative function (e.g. hay Yhwh, "long live Yahwe!"), 
which favoured the development of the so-called "waw-conversive" 
with the perfect in Hebrew (§54.8). 

54.8. The copulative waw with the so-called "converted" perfect wa-
qatal is frequent in Classical Hebrew, and it is supposed to refer to a 
future action which wi l l continue another action. In reality, the alleged 
examples of this construction in the Bible are either clauses signifying a 
desirable or expected situation, like the Old Canaanite optative/precative 
and the perfect in Classical Arabic, or sentences simply ascertaining a 
fact, like number of proverbs and stereotyped expressions inherited by 
Arab writers from pre-classical times. Some examples of this optative 
construction occur in the Amarna correspondence from Byblos; e.g. 
dūkūmi etlakunu u ibaššātunu kīma yātinu u pašhātunu (EA 74,25-27), 
" k i l l your man and you wil l be like us, and may you then have peace!". 
Well attested is the use of the optative perfect in Classical Arabic; e.g. 
rahimahū llāhu, "may God have mercy upon h im!" ; halaftu wallāhi lā 
fa'altu hāda, " I swear: By God! May I not do this!", i.e. " I shall never 
do this". The Hebrew usage parallels the Old Canaanite one; e.g. 
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'âhappēś ū-laqahtīm (Am. 9,3), " I will search and may I then seize 
them!"; wd-hārīt wd-yāladta bēn (Judg. 13,3), "and you have conceived 
and may you then give birth to a son!", where the first perfect ascertains 
a new fact, while the second one expresses a wish or signifies the forth
coming desirable situation. A similar case occurs, e.g., on the ostracon 
from Mesad Hashavyahu: wyqsr 'bdk wykl w'sm (TSSI 1,10,4-5), "and 
your servant reaped and measured, and intended storing". 

54.9. The "converted" perfect is not alien to the prohibitive use of the 
stative in Old Babylonian, in Old Assyrian, and possibly in Sabaic. In 
Old Assyrian, the negative ē < ay occurs with the stative (e.g. ē naš'āti, 
"you may not bring"), while the negative la is used in Old Babylonian 
(e.g. Id wašbat, "she may not sit"). Sabaic inscriptions with juridical 
contents employ various prohibitive phrases with the negative 7 and the 
stative/perfect, like 7 sx'l, "let nobody lay claim", 7 /is17, "let nobody 
forward a request". However, these phrases may be shortened forms of 
clauses in which the existential negative 7 immediately precedes a noun 
in the construct state (e.g. 7 V s l7, "let there be no man who laid 
claim") or a pronoun (e.g. 7 d-sl'l, "let there be nobody who laid 
claim"). There are also formally declarative sentences in Sabaic with a 
prohibitive sense, like w'l s3n hrg bnthw, "and the killing of his own 
daughter is not lawful". 

B. Parallel Clauses 

55,1. There is a variety of ways in which sentences can be conjoined 
and embedded. The mechanism of conjoining sentences produces parat-
actic constructions on the surface, while their embedding by various 
devices is productive of hypotactic structures. One of the main traits of 
Semitic syntax is the preference given to paratactic or coordinate con
structions over hypotactic or subordinate ones. E.g. the English hypotac-
tically build sentence " I saw him as I was walking in the street" will be 
expressed by two parallel clauses in Arabic: šuftuh(ū) wa- 'anā rā 'ih fì 
s-sikka(ti), " I saw him and I was walking in the street". To say that "the 
mother brings up her children by working" Harari uses a paratactic con
struction with -ma (§49.1): āy tidàlgi-ma wdlddc-zew tdllqat, lit. "the 
mother works and brings up her children". By saying tittam liddinamma 
andku lupus, "let him give me the clay and may I make (the mankind)", 
the Babylonian birth-goddess signifies: "let him give me the clay so 
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that I can make ( i t )" . The parataxis can be either syndetic, like in the 
examples just mentioned with a copulative wa- or -ma, or asyndetic, i.e. 
without a conjunction connecting the parallel clauses, like in Ugaritic 
rht[h] yml'u n'm rt t['it] yqrs dt b-phr, "they filled [his] hands with the 
best m[uddy] clay so that he might knead that one in the assembly" 
(KTU 1.16,V,28-30). Asyndetic parataxis occurs similarly in Arabic 
qatalū (Abdallah(i) dabahūhu dabhan, "they killed Abdallah as they did 
really butcher him". Also in this case, the two substructures seem to be 
on a par with one another, like in the first Arabic example, since they are 
seemingly identical on the surface to their manifestation in isolation. 
Yet, the second clause (dabahūhu...) appears as some reduced version 
of the corresponding independent sentence "they really butchered 
Abdallah", because the pronominal suffix -hu is all that is left of the 
constituent otherwise manifested as 'Abdallah(i)'s name. Therefore, the 
asyndetic parataxis hides, at least in this example, a complex conceptual 
structure in which the second clause is logically embedded as a con
stituent in the former. One should thus bear in mind, especially when 
dealing with parataxis, that the surface structure of a sentence represents 
only one facet of its syntactic organization. Every surface structure is 
derived from an underlying conceptual structure, which may imply sub
ordination, also when the construction is paratactic. 

55.2. Every language has syntactic reduction rules which, under cer
tain conditions, allow constituents to be deleted from a sentence when 
identical constituents occur elsewhere within the same sentence. In 
Semitic languages, rules such as subject and object deletion are very 
common. When two or more parallel clauses have the same subject, the 
latter does not need to be repeated, being already represented by the 
actor affixes of the verbal forms; e.g. Babylonian imērū ... ilūnim-ma... 
izzazzū, "the donkeys ... came up and... they stand". The same applies 
to the direct object; e.g. Hebrew wayyiqdhū 'et-'asmotēhem wayyiqbdrū, 
"and they took his bones and buried (them)". The reduction of dupli
cated elements thus eliminates a great deal of potential repetition with
out a loss of semantic content. However, reduction does not always 
mean full deletion, since a remnant is frequently left when a repeated 
constituent is erased. Oftentimes such a remnant, called a "pro form", is 
a suffixed pronoun, but there are numerous others as well. Thus, a 
pronominal suffix referring to the object is often attached to the second 
verb and eventually to the following ones. E.g., the pausal suffix pro
noun -ah of the 3rd pers. fem. sing, is the placeholder for the accusative 
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hubāsata, "injustice", in the following Arabic sentence: fa-lam 'ara 
mitlahā hubāsata wāhidin wa-nahnahtu nafsī ba'da mā kidtu 'af'alah, 
"Never have I seen someone's injustice like this, but I checked myself 
when I had nearly committed i t " . 

55.3. The syndetic parataxis plays an important role in the Semitic 
"sequence of tenses". Thus, in Old Babylonian and occasionally in Old 
Assyrian a perfect iptaras may follow after a preterite iprus in a series 
of narrative forms; e.g. kaspam aknukam (preterite ventive) -ma 
ustābilakkum (perfect with a dative suffix), " I sealed the silver and I 
sent (it) to you". The choice of a perfect form for uštābil-, that follows 
after the preterite aknuk-, indicates not only that the action of "sending" 
is chronologically posterior to the one of "sealing", but probably that 
uštābil- expresses the immediate purpose of "sealing the silver", as 
well. However, this modal nuance does not appear everywhere and it is 
missing, e.g., in the following Late Babylonian relative clause where the 
same sequence of tenses occurs: kī mimma tuppi u nēpešu sa anāku lā 
ašpurakkunušu u tātamrama " i f any tablet or utensil, about which I 
myself didn't write to you but which you would have noticed (subse
quently by yourself), The use of the perfect in the second clause is 
nevertheless justified not only in consideration of the "sequence of 
tenses", but also as means of underlying the personal involvement of the 
subject (§38.4), a nuance expressed in the first clause by the emphatic 
use of the personal pronoun andku (§50.12). 

55.4. In West Semitic languages the imperfect yqtl may follow after 
the perfect qtl in a series of narrative clauses (cf. §38.11); e.g. Hebrew 
hammayim gābarū (perfect) md'od md'od 'al-hā-'āres wa-yakussū 
(imperfect) kol-he-hārīm (Gen. 7,19), "the waters increased more and 
more over the earth and all the mountains were covered". Here too, the 
imperfect yakussū ("were covered") denotes an event chronologically 
posterior to the swelling (gābdrū) of the waters, but it also expresses its 
immediate consequence. In Old Aramaic, the asyndetic parataxis with 
the old preterite (§38.11) in the first clause and the imperfect/jussive in 
the second one can express the consequence, e.g. wyškb 'by yhk 7[...]/z, 
lit. "and my father lay down, (so that) he would go to his [fate?]". The 
asyndetic parataxis occurs e.g. in Arabic 'inna zay annā s-samā'a ...Id 
yassama'ūna, "indeed, we adorned the sky ... (so that) they should not 
listen" (Qur'ān 37, 6-8). The purpose is meant in the following syndetic 
sentence with a perfect followed by an imperfect: kataba bi-dālika 'ilā 
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Hišāmin wa-yasta'dinuhu fihi, "he wrote about this to Hišām and he 
wil l ask him permission in the matter", i.e. " in order to ask him permis
sion". However, the tense of the second clause does not need to be 
changed in Arabic when the conjunction fa- is used in comparable cases. 
In fact, fa- implies by itself that the second action results from the first 
one or follows after it; e.g. darabtuhū fa-bakā, lit. " I beat him and he 
cried", i.e. " I beat him so that he cried". The same construction occurs 
after verbs of wishing and commanding, e.g. Arabic 'amarahu fa-fa'ala, 
lit. "he told him and he did (i t)", i.e. "he told him to do (it)". 

55.5. Parataxis can be used to express purpose or consequence also 
after an imperative or a nominal clause. Because the same surface struc
ture corresponds to both conceptual structures, it is often difficult to see 
which of the two modalities is intended, e.g. in Babylonian petā bābkā-
ma lūruba anāku, "open the door to me and may I enter"; Hebrew 
sallah 'et-'ammī wa-ya'abddunī, "let my people go and they wil l wor
ship me". In Arabic, one could also use an asyndetic object clause with 
the imperfect either apocopated or indicative; e.g. qui ... yaġfirū(na), 
"tell . . . (that) they should forgive". The asyndetic construction was most 
likely the older one in Arabic. The consequence is intended, e.g., in 
Babylonian ul qaqqaru qerbum-ma ahūka isemmē-ma sulma išappa-
rakku, lit. "the ground-plot is not near and your brothers wil l hear and 
send you greetings", which means that "the ground-plot is not so near 
t h a t T h e content resulting from the choice of lexical items resolves 
the ambiguity. A similar case occurs, e.g., in Hebrew 16' 'īš 'ēl 
wīkazzēb, lit. "Qod is not a man and he wil l lie", which obviously 
means that "God is not a man that he should lie". The first clause is 
negative in both cases. 

55.6. Formal parataxis expresses logical hypotaxis also in circumstan
tial clauses, either nominal or verbal. E.g. Hebrew wayyābo' 'Elīša' 
Dammeśeq ū-melek 'Arām hole, "Elisha came to Damascus and the 
king of Aram was i l l " , i.e. "when the king of Aram was i l l " . The 
preterite īpuš- is followed by the present-future izakkar- in the Old 
Babylonian sentence pīšu īpušam-ma izakkaram ana PN, "he opened his 
mouth and he was speaking to PN", i.e. "while he was speaking to PN" 
(cf. §55.1). Comparable cases can be found in Classical Arabic with a 
perfect followed by an indicative imperfect: haraġa hāriban wa-'ashābu 
l-qatīli yatlubūnahu, "he went out fleeing and the companions of the 
killed (man) were searching for him", i.e. "while they were searching 
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for him"; 'aqbalat 'īrun wa-nahnu nusalll, "a caravan approached and 
we were praying", i.e. "while we were praying". 

55.7. Formal parataxis is used frequently to express logical hypotaxis 
in conditional sentences which often exhibit the protasis and the apo-
dosis as parallel syndetic or asyndetic clauses. In Old Babylonian, as a 
rule, the present-future is used in both clauses, connected by the con
junction -ma; e.g. tubbab-šunūti-ma ahhū-šunu ... išemmū, "(if) you 
prove them clear, their brothers will hear (of i t )" . Instead, no conjunc
tion is used in the following Hebrew example: tiptah yāddkā yiśba'ūn 
tab, "(if) you open your hand, they will be satiated with goods". Condi
tional asyndetic clauses may occur in Arabic even with an imperative as 
protasis, e.g. wa-d'u 'ibāda llāhi ya'tūind) madadan, "and (if you) call 
on the servants of God, they will come to help". The nature of such con
ditional sentences results from their context, but conditional particles 
may be used as well (§61.2-3). In both constructions, the protasis may 
be interpreted also as a temporal clause, and thus be translated with an 
introductory "when" instead of " i f " . 

55.8. North Arabian inscriptions regularly use formal syndetic 
parataxis instead of relative clauses. They introduce the explicative ver
bal clause by the conjunction w-; e.g. Safaitic l-Slwd bn Mhlm bn Rb'l 
w-r'y h'bl, "(belonging) to Suwādu, son of Muhallimu, son of Rabb'il, 
who pastured these camels". There are also examples of a chain of such 
clauses; e.g. Safaitic l-'d bn 'd w-wgdspr 'bh w-wlh kbr 7 'bh w-'lddh, 
"(belonging) to 'Odu, son of 'Odu, who found the inscription of his 
father and was very much grieved on account of his father and on 
account of his uncle". 

C. Subordinate Clauses 

56.1. Subordinate clauses perform a function within a complex sen
tence. Semitic subordinate clauses belong to three categories: the rela
tive clauses, the adverbial clauses, and the conditional clauses. The sec
ond category is generally subdivided in substantival or object clauses, in 
temporal clauses, in causal clauses, in final and consecutive clauses. 
However, there is no discernible correspondence between these concep
tual structures and the surface structures which are not characterized by 
distinctive markers of subordinate clauses, other than the relative ones. 
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In the modern Ethiopian languages as Amharic and Tigrinya, the subor
dinate clauses are "encased" and precede the main clause. This structure 
result in long and complex periods, without adequate marks of segmen
tation and ponctuation. In the ordinary conversation, however, such 
complex structures are relatively rare. 

56.2. The main Semitic subordinate conjunction is k- with a series of 
complex forms having that element as core. Now, k- is basically an 
asseverative particle (§48.11; 49.14) and its original function as marker 
of adverbial clauses was presentative, i.e. "indeed"; e.g. Sabaic s2'r k-
mhn h' hlthw, "he knew indeed what was his malady". But the particle 
exercises manifold functions, — even in the same language, — and it 
may be strengthened by enclitics or constitute the core of complex 
forms. 

56.3. As a rule, after verbs expressing perception or command, the 
subordinate clause introduced by k- is felt as a substantival or object 
clause; e.g. Ugaritic td' ky 'rbt Ipn špš, "you may know that I entered 
into the presence of the Sun", i.e. of the Great King. The particle ky 
represents nothing in the conceptual structure underlying these two sen
tences, but it is inserted by a syntactic rule in order to formalize their 
link, to manifest their embedding in the surface structure. Other adver
bial clauses may be broadly categorized as either temporal / causal, 
"when / because", — often with a perfective verbal form in the clause, 
— or final / consecutive, " in order that / so that", — usually with an 
imperfective verbal form in the adverbial clause. 

56.4. In general, no morphological or syntactical feature allows distin
guishing a causal clause from a temporal one, such distinction being 
mainly the result of our feeling. E.g. Moabite wy'nw 't M'b ymn rbn ky 
y'np Kmš b'rsh, "and he had oppressed Moab many days, when Kamosh 
was angry with his land". Strictly speaking, ky might still be a presenta
tive here (" . . . indeed, Kamosh was angry with his land"), but the pre
ceding words "many days" (ymn rbn) support a temporal interpretation, 
although authors generally attribute a causal function to ky in the Mesha 
inscription. 

56.5. Similarly, no morphological or syntactical peculiarities distin
guish a final clause from a consecutive one. E.g. Arabic 'ismā hadltan 
ka-mā yawman yuhadditahū, "listen to a story so that / in order that 
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some day you may tell i t" . With a perfect in the adverbial clause, a final / 
consecutive interpretation is also possible, although a temporal function 
would suit k- better in such a case; e.g. Hebrew lo'-'āśītī md'ūmā kī 
śāmū 'otī babbor, " I had done nothing when they have / that they should 
have placed me in the dungeon" (Gen. 40,15). 

56.6. Many allegedly adverbial clauses are governed by a noun or the 
determinative relative pronoun. Despite their usual interpretation as tem
poral / causal or final / consecutive clauses, from the syntactical point of 
view they ought to be regarded as relative clauses. 

56.7. In South Ethiopic, strongly influenced by the Highland East 
Cushitic substratum and adstratum, the subordinate clause precedes the 
main verb; e.g. Muher (Gurage) tawàt bà-gâbba-gi dengyà bà-fáràz 
gyābbāt ydgábo, "when the ark has entered (the church), the boys race 
on horses", lit. "(the-)ark when-it-has-entered (the-)boys on-horses 
a-race are-racing" ("when" is expressed by bd + perfect + gi). 

56.8. In other Semitic languages, the subordinate clause may also pre
cede the main one. This occurs generally with conditional sentences and 
often with temporal ones. There is an increasing tendency in these cases 
to connect the main clause with the preceding subordinate one by a con
junction, viz. fa- in Classical Arabic (e.g. fa-lammā ra'aytu l-hayla... fa-
ġāšat 'ilayya n-nafsu, "and when I saw the riders the soul boiled in 
me"), wa- in Arabic colloquials (e.g. wz-lammd dl-walad širib min dl-
ibrīq wd-nizil dl-girdon fi batnuh, "and when the boy drank from the 
jug, the field mouse went down into his stomach"), in Hebrew (e.g. bd-
terem yābo' hēbel lāh wa-himlītā zākār, "before the onset of her labour 
she gave birth to a boy"), and in Aramaic (e.g. wkzy syd' 'bd 'nh tnh 
wb'tr' znh mstrh 'nh, "and when I was hunting here, I was used to 
encamp in this place"). The main clause may be introduced also by 
"then", 'id or 'idā in Arabic, 'dz in Hebrew. 

a) Relative Clauses 

57.1. Semitic relative clauses are subjoining clauses which are linked 
to an antecedent substantive either asyndetically or by means of a deter
minative-relative pronoun which is generally used in apposition to a sub
stantive, exactly as in the case of a periphrastic genitive (§51.19). Where 
there is no antecedent substantive, the pronominal antecedent has the 
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value of "he who" / "what" (e.g. Ge'ez za-mota, "he who died"). The 
relative clause is syntactically equivalent to a genitive or a nomen rectum, 
while the nominal or pronominal antecedent exercises the function of a 
nomen regens (cf. §51.9). 

57.2. Semitic languages do not have any real relative pronoun. This is 
by no means an isolated case since relative pronouns are missing from 
many languages, even from Homeric Greek where they are still properly 
demonstratives. In the Semitic languages, their function may be attrib
uted either to a determinative (e.g. Aramaic zī / dl) or indefinite pronoun 
(e.g. Arabic man, mā), or to a substantive in the construct state (e.g. 
Hebrew 'âšer), generally used in apposition to the logical antecedent 
which, in such cases, is in the absolute or determinate state. Other words 
may be used as well, e.g. Assyro-Babylonian mala, "as much as", "as 
many as": mārū mala waldū, "the children, as many as you have given 
birth to"; kaspam mala ilaqqi'u, "silver, as much as he is used to take". 

57.3. Relative clauses linked asyndetically to an antecedent substan
tive, like a nomen rectum is linked to the nomen regens in the construct 
state, represent the older usage of the Semitic languages and go back to 
Afro-Asiatic since this construction is currently used in Cushitic and in 
Libyco-Berber. In Somali, e.g., there are no words corresponding in their 
function to a relative pronoun and the antecedent is followed immedi
ately by the dependent verbal clause; e.g. wìilkū yimi, "the boy who 
came", to compare with wìilkíi-bàa yimi, "the boy came". The Libyco-
Berber construction is similar, and no resumptive pronominal suffix is 
used in the relative clause, except when there is an Arabic influence, but 
a particle, either definite (///) or indefinite (nna), may optionally deter
minate the antecedent; e.g. a-kuray Hi s (with) utġ a-srdun, "the stick 
with (which) I struck the mule". This asyndetic construction is attested 
in Assyro-Babylonian, e.g. bīt ipusu imqut, "the house which he build, 
collapsed", where the construct state bit is followed by the relative 
clause Ipusu with the verb in the subjunctive like in any subordinate 
clause, while the verb imqut of the main clause stands at the end of the 
sentence. In Ugaritic, the same construction occurs, e.g. in K T U 
1.15,11,22-23: ġlmt tš'rb htrk tld šb' bnm Ik, "the lass whom you intro
duce to your court, shall bear you seven sons". It is not frequent in 
Hebrew, but one finds it, e.g., in 'eres lo' lāhem, "the land which does 
not belong to them", with the construct state 'eres followed by a nomi
nal asyndetical relative clause. It occurs in Gen. 1,1 when the Masoretic 
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vocalization barē'šīt of the construct state is followed, contrary to the 
Samaritan reading bará'šīt (§25.3), thus: " in the beginning of God's 
creating heaven and earth". In Arabic, this construction occurs fre
quently with an antecedent in the construct state, i.e. without definite 
article; e.g. marrat(u) bì-raġul(î) 'abūh(u) nā'im{un), " I passed by the 
man whose father was asleep". In this case, the relative clause is a nom
inal one, with a resumptive pronominal suffix attached to its subject and 
referring to the antecedent raġuli. The same usage is widely attested in 
North Arabian and in Epigraphic South Arabian; e.g. Safaitic sxnt ngy 
qsr h-mdnt, "(in) the year (in which) he has rescued the compound of 
the province"; slnt b'yt Hwlt M's, "(in) the year (in which) Hawlat has 
overcome Ma'as"; Minaic b-kbwdt dynsi 'ttr, "from the taxes which 
'Attar laid upon him". However, one finds a suffixed antecedent as 
well; e.g. Safaic w-wgm 7 'bh qtl, "and he mourned for his father who 
was killed". In Ge'ez, this construction is restricted mainly to short non
verbal clauses; e.g. bd'si samu Yohannas, "a man whose name is/was 
John". Nevertheless, it occurs also in verbal sentences; e.g. 'atfa' sagd 
'ama'ataka (I En. 84,6), "exterminate the flesh which exasperated you". 

57.4. Instead of a construct noun, a mimated antecedent substantive 
may be linked asyndetically in Sabaic and in Qatabanic; e.g. Sabaic 
'hgrm w-'bd'm gn' w-hftn ... l-'lmqh wl S2b', "towns and territories 
which he walled and assigned to Almaqah (or Ilmuqah) and to Saba"; 
Qatabanic b-drm tns1' Yd"l, "in a war which Yada"el waged". Like
wise, a nunated antecedent may be linked asyndetically to a relative 
clause in Classical and modern literary Arabic; e.g. raġulun qad dara-
banl, "a man that has beaten me"; 'and raġulun Id mala ll, " I am a man 
who has money". Indefinite antecedents in the absolute state might 
appear also in Hebrew, in Deut. 32,17, i f we change the vocalization: 
yizbahū *la-Saddayīm lo' 'èloah 'êlohīm lo' yadā'ūm, "they sacrificed to 
Shaddayīm that are not a god, (to) gods which they do not know". This 
use of the absolute state has a clearly defined grammatical function: it 
distinguishes the indeterminate antecedent from the determinate one 
which is characterized by its construct state. A syntactically different sit
uation occurs in Arabic when the head of an asyndetical relative clause 
denotes a category and has a definite article which, accordingly, is said 
to be used li-ta'rīfi l-ġins, "for the definiteness of the category"; e.g. 
'anta l-wazīru lā yu'sā, lit. "you are the vizier whom one does not 
defy", i.e. "you are the kind of vizier whom In such sentences, the 
definite article bears on the whole clause wazlru Id yu 'sā, and not on the 
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sole noun wazlru which can be considered as construct. This interpreta
tion may be applied also to cases in Hebrew where nouns with the defi
nite article would be linked asyndetically with a relative clause. I f the 
texts in question are not corrupt, the same explanation ought to be pro
posed; e.g. 'ayyē hā'ēder nittan lāk (Jer. 13,20), "Where is the flock 
which was entrusted to you?". In such a case, the definite article refers 
to the whole clause 'ēder nittan lāk, and not to the sole noun 'ēder 
which should be analyzed as a construct. 

57.5. Relative clauses may be introduced in Assyro-Babylonian, in 
Hebrew, in Epigraphic South Arabian, and probably in Ge'ez, by a sub
stantive in the construct state which acts as a pro form for the real 
antecedent. In Assyro-Babylonian, the construct state ašar of the noun 
asm (< *'atru), "place", is thus used in cases in which the antecedent 
designates a place; 'e.g. eqelsu... ašar tattadnu lū nadin, "may his 
field..., which you have given, be given"; imtasi ašar iwwaldu, "he for
got where he was born". The same substantive 'âšer was employed in 
Hebrew in analogous circumstances; e.g. hā'āres 'âšer yāsā'tā miššām, 
"the land from which you came out", lit. "the land: place you came out 
from there"; habbayit 'âšer bānītī, "the house which I build", lit. "the 
house: place I build". A peculiar feature of the Masoretes consists in 
vocalizing the synonymous antecedent māqdm as a construct state as 
well; e.g. mdqom 'âšer 'âsīrē hammelek 'âsūrīm, "the place where the 
king's prisoners were imprisoned". Since the word 'šr < 'tr was fallen 
out of the usage in Hebrew as a substantive, its construct state became a 
generalized "relative pronoun" introducing any relative clause regard
less of its antecedent; e.g. hayyom 'âšer nātan Yhwh, "the day which 
Yahwe gave". Neo-Assyrian also uses the construct state bēt of bētu, 
"house", to introduce relative clauses; e.g. ina libbi bēt abīka bēt atta 
kammusākāni, " in the midst of your father's house where you yourself 
are l iving". In Sabaic, the word brt, attested as a substantive meaning 
"place", may function in the construct state as a relative pronoun in the 
sense "where"; e.g. hqdmw brdnn brtydnn 'rbn, "they sent the courier 
(to the place) where the Bedouin wi l l submit". Similarly, the Sabaic 
construct state ywm, ym, "day", and Babylonian ūm may be followed by 
a relative clause; e.g. Babylonian ūm PN ispuram ... uštābil, "as soon as 
PN wrote to me,... I sent ( i t ) " ; Sabaic ym sltyf Tib, "when Ta'lab 
has declared his w i l l " (cf. §58.14). The oldest, so far, attestation of 
this construction is encountered at Ebla where the noun "day" (u4-bu; 
§11.6) introduces a subordinate clause with the verb in the subjunctive: 
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qu6-ra-dum D U T U u4-bu A N . A N ti-da-hu-run (ftidahhuluf), "the heroic 
Sun-goddess, when she enters upon the skies". It can be preceded by a 
preposition, e.g. in order to signify "since" or "after", as in áš-tù-ma U 4 

I N . N A . S U M , "since/after he has given". Because of the noun "day", these 
relative clauses have a temporal connotation. In Ge'ez, a word haba or 
habba, probably related to Sabaic hbb, "recess(?)", and to Ugaritic 
habbu that qualifies ground-plots, functions as a relative pronoun with 
nouns of place, which may be omitted; e.g. makdn hab(b)a nabarku, 
"the place where I sat down", or 'i-rakaba hab(b)a nabarna, "he did 
not find where we had settled". The final -a of hab(b)a is the ending -a 
of the construct state in Ge'ez (§33.4). 

57.6. Most relative clauses are introduced by the determinative-relative 
pronoun. The pronoun tū, written šu, is fully inflected in Palaeosyrian 
and in Old Akkadian (§36.48). Its nominative form introduces relative 
clauses, e.g., in Palaeosyrian PNs šu sí-kà-tim tim-ha-sú, "PNs who 
have driven the nails", and in Old Akkadian hu-bu-lum šu al PN i-ba-
šè~ù, "the debt which is upon PN". The accusative or "absolute" 
(§32.6) form ša was used later for all cases, numbers, and genders; e.g. 
Old Babylonian ana māriša ša irammu, "for her son whom she loves". 
The same pronoun is attested with various vocalizations in Phoenician, 
Punic, and Mishnaic Hebrew (§36.51); e.g. Punic 'bn 'š t'n' /-PN, "the 
stone which was erected for PN"; Hebrew hkhn ... š 'śh hpsypws, "the 
priest... who made the mosaic". The determinative-relative dū (§36.50) 
is used in Ugaritic; e.g. w mnm rgm d tšm', "and every rumour which 
you hear" (KTU 2.10,16-17). In Epigraphic South Arabian, it is either 
declinable or indeclinable without gender and number differentiation; 
e.g. Sabaic hqnythw d-s2fthw, "his offering which he had promised 
him". Its originally genitive form dl > dl is typical of the Aramaic; e.g. 
nsb' zy šm Br-Hdd, "the stele which Bar-Hadad placed"; kz-hofcmat 
'êlāhāk dl bldāk, "according to your God's wisdom which is in your 
hand" (Esd. 7,25). In Pre-Classical Arabic, the nominative form dū was 
used in some dialects for all numbers, genders, and cases, but it was 
inflected partly in other idioms, as shown by the Hegrā' inscription from 
267 A.D. (§7.38): mny'yr i f 'ly mnh /man yuġayyir dā(t) 'áliya minhu/, 
"whoever changes what is above i t" . In Safaitic, the constant spelling is 
d; e.g. w-wgd sfr M'r d 'wq, "and he found the inscription of Mē'aru, 
who was imprisoned". The relative pronoun in Classical Arabic is the 
expanded demonstrative 'alladl (§36.53); e.g. 'al-raġulu lladl sa'ru 
'abyad, "the man whose hair is white". The common colloquial alii, illl, 
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dlli, etc., is no reduced form of 'alladī (§36.53), but a direct derivative 
of the base * 'allay of the plural demonstrative 'ul(l)ā, 'ul(I)ā'it "these", 
which could be used in Classical Arabic for the singular according to the 
grammarians; e.g. colloquial dl-kitāb Mi kdtdbtuh, "the book which I 
wrote". The originally oblique case za- of the pronoun is used in Ge'ez; 
e.g. ba'si za-mas'a, "the man who came". 

The Libyco-Berber inflected determinative wa cannot be used in the same 
way as the Semitic determinative-relative; e.g. Tuareg aret wa d-ewdya, "the 
thing (that) I-brought-here", where wa does correspond to a definite article and 
not to a relative pronoun. 

57.7. The indefinite-interrogative pronouns man, "who", mā, "what", 
and their derivatives (§36.57-62), may also be used to introduce relative 
clauses. This usage is well-known from Arabic (e.g. 'allama l-'insāna 
mā lam ya'lam, "he taught people what they did not know"), and it is 
already attested in Old Akkadian; e.g. mammāna salmam šu{w)a 
(y)u{w)ahharu, "whoever removes this statue". Many examples occur 
later in Assyro-Babylonian with mimma, but the Neo-Babylonian use of 
mannu without sa (e.g. manna atta, "however you are") is probably 
influenced by Early Aramaic, e.g. mn yld šmy, "whoever removes my 
name". 

57.8. No peculiar features characterize relative clauses when their 
antecedent is the subject of the relative clause; e.g. Babylonian assat 
awllim ša zikaram lā Idū, "a citizen's wife who has not known a man"; 
Arabic raġulu ġā'a, "the man who came". However, a pronominal suf
fix in the relative clause refers back to the antecedent when the latter is 
either the direct object of the verb of the relative clause, or a nomen rec
tum governed by a noun in the relative clause. The resumptive pronoun 
is obligatory, i f the antecedent is governed by a noun or a preposition; 
e.g. Babylonian Nillil ummum rabltum sa qibissa ... kabtat, "Ninl i l , the 
great mother whose word (qibit-sa) carries weight"; Hebrew hastā 'al 
haqqīqāyon 'âšer lo'-'āmaltā bo, "you had pity on the ricinus, for which 
you have not laboured"; Ge'ez bd'si za-qatahwwo la-waldu, "the man 
whose son they killed". When the antecedent is the direct object of the 
verb in the relative clause, the resumptive pronoun is optional; e.g. 
Babylonian eleppam ... ša ummidū-si-ma ... libnātim izbilu, "the ship 
which they put ashore and ... loaded with bricks", where the pronominal 
suffix is attached only to the first verb; Arabic 'ar-raġulu lladl darab-
tuhū, "the man whom I have beaten", with the resumptive pronoun, but 
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Hebrew hahdlom hazze 'âšer hālāmtl, "this dream which I have 
dreamed", without such a pronoun. 

57.9. Under the influence of the Highland East Cushitic substratum, the 
relative clause precedes the qualified noun in South Ethiopic (§56.7) and 
this position is sufficient to indicate its subordinate nature; e.g. Muher 
(Gurage) bd-gwa ydndbrdmw sāb âhi ydzdrdmwdt, "people who live in the 
highland sow cereals", lit. "in-(the-)highland who-live people cereals 
sow". This construction occurs also in North Ethiopic; e.g. Tigrinya zd-
qwdddld fdqru, "the love that died off". The main difference consists in 
the South Ethiopic use of the palatalized preposition yā- < la- to introduce 
the relative clause, assimilated to a prepositional phrase with /- (§51.23); 
e.g. Amharic yâ-mātta-w sdwayye wdnddmme ndw, "the man who came is 
my brother", lit. "who-came-the (the)-man my-brother is". 

b) Temporal I Causal Clauses 

58.1. Various subordinate conjunctions are governing temporal / 
causal clauses. In reality, these conjunctions are either prepositions fol
lowed by a relative clause, comparable to a genitive (§51.26; 58.10-
11,14-16), or adverbs of time (§58.12-13), or nouns followed by an 
asyndetic relative clause (§58.9), or lastly combinations of a preposition 
with a noun (§58.14,16) or a determinative-relative pronoun (§58.14-
15). In other words, the surface structure of the temporal / causal clauses 
does not constitute any particular syntactical category in the Semitic lan
guages. These clauses denote time inasmuch as the prepositions, the 
nouns, or the adverbs introducing them have temporal connotations. As 
for their causal interpretation, it is based mainly on the context and on 
the conceptual structure we attribute to the complex sentence. 

58.2. The main temporal / causal conjunction is the preposition or 
rather deictic particle k-, with a series of complex forms having that ele
ment as core (§56.2). Again, k- has no independent semantic content, but 
the conceptual structure effecting its insertion into the surface structure 
endows it with a particular function. It occurs frequently in Old Akka
dian and in Assyro-Babylonian as kl or lama, "as", "when", la being 
interpreted also as a causal conjunction in Middle and Late Babylonian 
texts; e.g. kl ašmū taqabbi "as I heard, you were telling . . ." . The 
same conjunction is widely used in Ugaritic (k-, ky), in Hebrew (kl), in 
Phoenician and Punic (k-), in Moabite (ky), in Aramaic (ky), in Arabic 
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{ka-, kay-), in South Arabian (&-), and in Ethiopic; e.g. Tigre 'at 'Adigrat 
kam bashaka salf mi wadeka, "when you arrived at Adigrat, what did 
you do first?". The temporal function of the conjunction is well repre
sented in "Canaanite" languages; e.g. Hebrew kī-bā'nū 'el hammāldn, 
"when we entered the dormitory"; Phoenician k-bn Bd'štrt... 'yt šrn, 
"when Bodashtart has build... the esplanade". Its temporal or causal 
function appears clearly, e.g., in the Moabite Mesha inscription (cf. 
§56.4) and in the stereotyped Phoenician and Punic formula k-šm' ql('), 
"when / because he has listened to his voice", but kay, kay-mā, and 
ka-mā are used in Arabic to express purpose or consequence with the 
subordinate verb in the subjunctive or the indicative imperfect (§59.4). 

58.3. Some obscurity surrounds the conjunction lammā, "when", 
which in standard Arabic usage implies anteriority of the subordinate 
clause to the main sentence, and not simultaneity, and therefore means 
"after (that)"; e.g. lammā ramatnī 'aqsadatnī bi-sahmihl, "when she 
shot at me, she hit me with her arrow". In Assyro-Babylonian, instead, 
lāma implies posteriority of the subordinate clause to the main one, and 
in consequence means "before" or "lest"; e.g. lāma sābum ... 
ikasšadam (imperfective) māssu sallat, "lest troops ... arrive, his land 
was quiet". The conjunction seems to occur with the same meaning in 
Ugaritic, in Old Canaanite, in Hebrew, in Phoenician, and in Punic; e.g. 
Ugaritic 'išttk Im ttkn (KTU 1.12,11,57), " I have installed you lest you 
assert yourself"; Old Canaanite palhatì anāku lāmi udāka, " I am afraid 
lest I be killed" (EA 131,27-28); Hebrew šallahinī lāmā 'âmītēk, "send 
me away before I k i l l you"; Phoenician 7 yš' 'yt hit mškby Im ysgrnm 
'lnm hqdsm 7 (TSSI I I I , 28,21-22), "they should not lift up the sarcoph
agus of my couch, lest these holy gods deliver them up"; Punic 'š ndr 
PN Imy'ms'm Qrthdšt, "what PN dedicated, lest the people of Carthage 
carries (him) away". We might either suppose that we have to do with 
different conjunctions or look for an explanation of this apparent contra
diction in the tenses used by the various languages in the temporal 
clause. The first solution seems the best. Thus, one conjunction derives 
from the augmented negative lā-ma/mi, "not yet" (§58.4,6). The other 
one is based on the preposition /- used temporally or causally and 
enlarged by the addition of -amma (§58.5,7-8). And there is a third con
junction with the preposition /- followed by the indefinite pronoun mā, 
"for what", hence "why?" in an interrogative sentence, as Ugaritic Im, 
Arabic lima, and Hebrew lāmā; e.g. Hebrew lāmā 'âzabtānī (Ps. 22,2), 
"why did you forsake me?". 
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58.4. Old Akkadian and Old Babylonian use the negative lā-ma, "not 
yet"; e.g. lāma ikkanik, " i t was not yet sealed". The same negative is 
widely employed in Arabic with the apocopate; e.g. lammā ya'ti, "he 
didn't yet come" / "before he comes"; lammā yamut, "he wasn't yet 
dead" / "before he dies". In Assyro-Babylonian, this adverb became a 
preposition "before" (e.g. lāmìka, "before you"), as well as a conjunc
tion (§58.3). A parallel development seems to have taken place in 
Ugaritic, in Old Canaanite, in Phoenician, and in Hebrew (§58.3); e.g. 
sūr hkā mē'ahârāy lāmmā 'akkekkā 'arsāh, "for your sake stop follow
ing me before / lest I smite you to the ground" (II Sam. 2,22). 

58.5. The Arabic conjunction lammā frequently has a causal connota
tion which may be original, since the particle borrowed into Late Bibli
cal Hebrew already implies this nuance: lcī Im bā-ri'šonā lo' 'attem 
pāras Yhwh 'èlohēnū bānū, "For, since you were not (present) the first 
time, Yahwe our God broke out upon us" (I Chr. 15,13). In Arabic, this 
causal feature appears clearly, e.g. fa-lammā 'ayqanū bil-halakati 
sa'alūhu 'an yusayyirahum, "and since they were convinced of the dan
ger, they asked him to free them". It also colours the following Neo-
Arabic example (9th century A.D.) where lammā introduces durative 
kān with the imperfect (§38.20): fa-lammā kunnā nadhab 'ilā bayt 'as-
salāh sārafnā (Act. 16,16), "and as we were going to the prayer house, 
we met". 

58.6. The first conjunction, used likewise with the perfect, is attested 
in Arabic as well (cf. §58.4), but might have been pronounced once in a 
different way (lā-ma, lā-mā1). In Syrian colloquial, e.g., the lammā of 
the following sentence can only mean "before": lammā ridnā ndsâfir 
dafa'nā, "before we set out upon the journey, we paid". In the "Thou
sand and One Nights" 1,263,3, one reads fa-lammā kāna s-subhu 
qarubnā min-a l-ġabali, where lammā may also mean "before": "and 
before it was daylight, we got close to the mountain". Both interpreta
tions are perhaps possible in some classical texts, e.g. fa-lammd kdnat 
sanatu tamānin waġġaha rasūlu llāhi l-'Alā'a 'ilā l-Gayrūni, "and 
before/when the eighth year came, God's messenger sent 'Alā' to 
Djayrim". We might even assume that this construction occurs also in 
Pre-Classical Arabic; e.g. 'uqsimu 'alayka lammā fa'alta dālika, " I 
adjure you before you do this", and 'as'alka lammā 'ahbartanī, " I 
implore you before you inform me", with the subordinate verbs in the 
perfect, and with a subordinate nominal clause in 'in kullu nafsin lammd 
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'alayhi hāfìzun, "there was not a soul before there was a guardian (look
ing) after her". 

58.7. I f this interpretation is correct, a clear distinction should be made 
between lammā < lā-ma, "not yet" > "before" (§58.3-4,6), lammā < la
ma, "for what (purpose)", which corresponds exactly to Old Egyptian r 
m, and lammā, "when", "after", "since", which is the preposition /-
used temporally or causally (§48.6) with a suffixed -m in Arabic 
(§58.3,5,8) and a suffixed -n in South-Arabian (§48.9); e.g. Sabaic In 
sltyf, "when he has declared his w i l l " , parallel with ym sxtyf, "on the 
day that he has declared his w i l l " (cf. §57.5). 

58.8. The conjunction lammā is frequently strengthened in Arabic by 
the particle 'an (§60.2); t.g.fa-lammā 'an tahammala 'ālu Laylā, "and 
when Layla's family set out". The two particles are contracted into 
lammān in various dialects; e.g. lammān es-sultān 'arā, "when the sul
tan saw". 

58.9. An excellent example of a noun governing temporal clauses is 
provided by the frequent Assyro-Babylonian conjunction inūma I 
enūma, "when", which corresponds to Old Akkadian īnu. Now, lnu(m) 
is originally a noun "time", as best evidenced by i-nu dNa-ra-am-
dEN.zu da-nim, "at the time of Narām-Sîn, the mighty". This noun is 
identical with Arabic hln(un), "time", the adverbial accusative of which, 
hīna, may introduce a relative clause in Classical Arabic; e.g. 'ahta'ahu 
sahml hlna ramaytu, "my arrow missed him when I shot". In post-clas
sical language, the enclitic -mā is often added to the noun, hīna-mā, 
exactly like -ma is suffixed to īnu in Assyro-Babylonian inūma; e.g. Old 
Babylonian inūma ītaplūninni (perfect)... ašapparakkim, "when they 
wi l l have paid me, I shall write to you"; Arabic hīnamā hum yaz'umūna, 
"while they themselves are claiming". The enclitic -ma I -mā must not 
be regarded as a conjunction, not even as an adverbial morpheme, but 
probably as a mark of construct noun, similar to the enclitic -ma attached 
mainly to monosyllabic nominal roots in the construct state (§33.16). 

58.10. Ištu, ustu, ultu, issi, etc., "after", "since", is another East Semitic 
conjunction widely used to introduce subordinate temporal and causal 
clauses, either nominal or verbal, with the verb in the subjunctive of the 
stative, perfect, preterite, or present-future, e.g. Old Babylonian ištu 
mārīša urtabbū (perfect)... inaddinū-šim, "after she wi l l have brought 
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up her sons, they shall give her...". Now, this subordinate conjunction 
isn't anything but the Semitic preposition "with", "from", originally 
*'tt I *wtt (§48.18). Instead of governing only nouns in the genitive, it 
may also introduce relative clauses in Palaeosyrian (§57.5), in Old 
Akkadian, and in Assyro-Babylonian. In the first millennium B.C., it is 
often replaced by issi bēt or issi mar (< mala1) in Neo-Assyrian (cf. 
§57.2,5), followed by a relative clause in the subjunctive; e.g. issi bēt 
pan PN ihliqanni, "since he fled to PN". 

58.11. We find a comparable situation in the case of other East Semitic 
temporal conjunctions as adi or qadu(m), both of which are preposi
tions: adi, "until", "as long as", qadu(m), "faced with", "alongside" 
(§48.17,23). These prepositions are used in various Semitic languages to 
introduce subordinate temporal clauses; e.g. Late Babylonian adi muhhi 
PN ana tubšarrē ša sarri iqabbūma, "until PN will speak to the king's 
scribes"; adi lā ana gizzi allaka šupraš, "so long as I do not come for 
the sheepshearing, send him to me"; Ugaritic 'd tšb' tmths b-bt, "until 
she was sated, she fought in the house" (KTU 1.3,11,29); Ge'ez 'i-hal-
lona 'dm-qddma ydftdrana, "we did not exist t i l l he created us". 

58.12. Several other prepositions govern temporal clauses, some of 
which are attested in only one or two languages. E.g. the Arabic con
junction 'id or 'idā, "when", is also an adverb, identical with Hebrew 
'āz, 'dzay, "then". Even if it introduces a verbal clause, — e.g. 'innī la-
'indahum 'id 'aqbala 'īrun, " I was with them when a caravan 
approached", — in reality it remains an adverb: " I was with them: then 
a caravan approached". The same use of 'd is attested in Sabaic; e.g. 7 
hwfyhw mtrdhw b-d-Mwsbm 'd t'nw l-Ytl, "they didn't offer him his 
game in (the month of) dū-Mwsbm, when they moved to Yatil". Also 
Hebrew 'dz may be used as conjunction; e.g. hâld'... 'āśā mispāt ū-
sddāqā 'āz tab lo, "Wasn't he doing justice and right when it was going 
well for him?". 

58.13. Several other nouns, used as adverbs, appear also as temporal 
conjunctions. Babylonian warka and warki, "after (that)", are, respec
tively, the substantive *warku(m), "back", "rear" — in the adverbial 
accusative warka — and the adjective *warkiyu(m), "later"; both are 
employed adverbially with the same meaning "afterwards" and both 
occur as conjunctions; e.g. warka ahum ana simtim ittalku ... ul izdz, 
"after the father has gone to (his) fate, ... he shall not share". Also 
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Ugaritic 'ahr, "afterwards", derives from a noun meaning "rear", "pos
terity", or the like, and it is used as a temporal conjunction "after 
(that)"; e.g. 'ahr mġy Ktr-w-Hss št 'alp qdmh (KTU 1.4,V, 44-45), 
"after Kotar-and-Hasis did arrive, they did set an ox before him". The 
same use of 'ahar is attested in Hebrew; e.g. 'ahar dibber Yhwh ... 'el-
'Iyyob wayyo'mer..., "after Yahwe had spoken ... to Job, he said . . . " . 

58.14. Another group of temporal conjunctions consists of preposi
tions governing either a noun or the determinative-relative pronoun. 
Thus Old Assyrian inūmi is not related to inūma (§58.9), but results 
from the contraction of in(a) ūmi, "on the day that"; e.g. inūmi mer'assu 
mētatni ... ušēbil, "when his daughter was dead, I sent Various 
prepositional phrases are used in Hebrew as temporal conjunctions: 'ad 
'âšer, "unti l" , 'ahârē 'âšer, "after (that)", ka-'âšer, "when", bd-terem, 
"before (that)". The preposition always governs a noun in the construct 
state which is followed in reality by a relative asyndetic clause. In Ara
maic, instead, the preposition governs the determinative-relative pro
noun dl, e.g. 'ad dl, "unt i l" ; min dl, "after (that)"; kd-dl, "when"; e.g. 
Syriac kad (< kd-dt) šama' (hâ)wà 'Abgar henén hālên, "when Abgar 
heard these things". The same usage is attested in Assyro-Babylonian by 
ana ša > ašša, "as soon as", and also in Phoenician as shown by the 
Punic example 'hr 'š, "after (that)". The temporal clauses thus intro
duced are formally relative clauses governed by a determinative-relative 
pronoun or by a noun in the construct state. E.g. Old Assyrian ana ša lā 
habbulākū-šunni-ma kaspam ilqi'u sabtā-su, "as soon as I am no longer 
his debtor and as he has taken the silver, seize h im!" ; Hebrew bd-terem 
yiqrab 'âlēhem wayyitnakkdlū 'otd la-hâmlto, "before he came near unto 
them, they plotted against him to ki l l h im" (Gen. 37,18); Aramaic 'ad dī 
'iddānā' yistannē', "until the time changes" (Dan. 2,9). 

58.15. The same usage persists in Neo-Aramaic which employs vari
ous compound conjunctions, always with the determinative-relative d-. 
The main conjunctions governing a subordinate temporal clause are 
'dāna d- > 'dant, "when", lit. "at the time ('edānā) that"; man bd(t)r d-
> mbār d-, "after (that)", lit. "from behind that"; hal d-, " t i l l " ; man d-, 
"since"; qa(d)m d-, "before"; ka-d, "while", "when". E.g. kad mšlhā 
mūqlminnē, "when the Messias resuscitated me". Other conjunctions 
govern a causal clause: sābāb d-, "because", borrowed from Arabic bi-
sababi, "on account of"; cunkē d-, "because", "as", borrowed from 
Persian. 
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58.16. Babylonian frequently uses a special causal conjunction 
aššu(m), "because"; e.g. tamkārum aššum šamallāšu ikkiru ... inaddin, 
"the merchant, because he has called his agent in question, shall 
give The Old Assyrian form aššumi clearly indicates that the con
junction derives from ana sumi > an-sumi > aššumi, lit. "in the name 
of", and that the subordinate clause is a relative asyndetic sentence gov
erned by the noun šumi in the genitive of the construct state. An identi
cal use of the noun sem, "name", occurs in Ge'ez where the subordinate 
conjunction 'asma, "because", derives from 'dm, "from", and sema, 
"name" in the construct state, i.e. "from the name of". As for the Neo-
Assyrian conjunction nēmel, "since", "because", it is the construct state 
of a noun meaning "profit" and followed by an asyndetic relative 
clause. 

c) Final I Consecutive Clauses 

59.1. A final / consecutive clause can generally be distinguished from 
a temporal / causal clause by the use of an imperfective verbal form. E.g. 
the Sabaic conjunction b-k-n used with the perfect means "when / 
because", but employed with the imperfect signifies "so that / in order 
that"; e.g. bkn mt'hw, "when he had delivered him", but bkn yfqln, "so 
that he may gather the crops". Also the simple conjunction kl may intro
duce a final /consecutive clause in Hebrew; e.g. mā-'ènos kī-tizkarennū, 
"what is man in order that you should remember him?". 

59.2. Ambivalence is found also in the Arabic subordinate conjunction 
hand, "until", "so that", which is a preposition with the temporal sense 
"until" or with the local meaning "as far as"; e.g. hattd l-mamdti, "until 
the death"; hattd l-bahri, "as far as the sea". Hattd may be used also as 
an adverb; e.g. qad ġā'a kullu n-ndsi hattd 'anta, "everybody has come, 
even you". As conjunction introducing consecutive clauses hatta is 
employed in post-classical Arabic with the subjunctive, but the indica
tive is attested in the classical language, reflecting the adverbial origin of 
the word; e.g. marida hattd Id yarġūnahū, "he is so i l l that they have no 
hope for him", lit. "he is i l l : they don't even have a hope for him". The 
purely temporal function of hattd is attested as well, especially in the 
combination hattd 'idd; e.g. hattd 'idd 'asbahat, "at last when the day 
broke"; fa-hum yūza'ūna hattd 'idd 'ataw 'aid wddl n-namli qdlat nam-
latun (Qur'àn 27,18), "thus did they hurry; at last when they reached the 
valley of the ants, an ant spoke". 
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59.3. The various Hebrew conjunctions considered as final or consec
utive derive from nouns in the construct state, as *'âbūr, "effect", 
*ma'an, "intention", etc. The subordinate clauses thus introduced 
belong therefore to the category of asyndetic relative clauses. E.g. tiqqah 
miyyādī ba-'&būr tihye-llī ld-'ēdā (Gen. 21,30), lit. "you should take (it) 
from my hands to the effect (that) it may become for me a token"; 
nišma' h-ma'an 'âšer yītab-lānū (Jer. 42,6), lit. "we shall listen with 
the intention that it may be well with us". The particle pen is often 
considered as derived from the noun "face", but it is the conjunction 
p- strengthened by -n (§49.2). This is evident in the light of the parallel 
use of pen and of Arabic fa-', e.g. Hebrew lo' tigga'ū bo pen-tdmutūn 
(Gen. 3,3), "you wi l l not touch it, lest you die"; Arabic lā tatlub-i 
l-fasāda fì d-dunyā fa-takūna qad nasīta nasībaka min-a l-'āhirati, 
"don't be in quest of evil in the world, lest you lose your share in the 
hereafter". In a few cases pen seems to be employed in the absolute 
beginning of the sentence, but another division of the text may give a 
different picture; e.g. 'ēl qannā hū' pen-îikrot bdrīt h-yošēb hā-'āres 
(Ex. 34,14-15), "he is a jealous god, lest you make a covenant with the 
inhabitant of the land". 

59.4. In Arabic, final / consecutive clauses are often introduced by the 
simple prepositions //- and kay, or by a series of complex forms having 
these elements as core: li-'an, kay-mā, ka-mā, li-kay, li-kay-mā, "so that", 
" in order to". E.g. fa-ltaqatahū 'ālu Fir'awna li-yakūna lahum 'adūwan, 
"Faraoh's people picked him up, so that he would become a foe to them" 
(Qur'ān 28,7/8); wa-'ašrikhufî 'amrī kay nusabbihaka katiran, "and let 
him participate in my business, so that we may praise you much"; hāwalā 
li-kay yunzilāhā, "they tried to get it out"; 'arādū li-kay-mā yastabīhū 
qibābanā, "they wanted to take possession of our tents". These particles 
are used with the subjunctive, which indicates the final / consecutive char
acter of the clauses, but kay-mā and ka-mā were employed in the pre-clas-
sical language also with the imperfect of the indicative. This construction 
occurs already in Safaitic, e.g. w-trwh l-ys2rq l-mdbr, "and he set out in 
the evening, so that he would go eastward into the desert". As said above, 
no morphological or syntactical feature allows discerning purpose from 
consequence; e.g. yatūqu qalbī 'Haykum kay yulāqiyakum, "my heart 
aspires to you so that / in order that it may come to meet you". 

59.5. Neo-Aramaic uses two conjunctions to introduce subordinate 
final or consecutive clauses: qā d- > qat, " i n order to", "so that", and 
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d-lā, "lest"; e.g. qat māhē l-dibā, "in order to strike a bear"; did (y)wah 
behzdyd, "lest we see". 

59.6. In North Ethiopic, kama (Ge'ez), kam (Tigre), and ka (Tigrinya) 
may introduce final / consecutive and substantival clauses. The particle 
ka is mostly used in Tigrinya to express purpose; e.g. sd'amanni 
kaqwarrdsu kdbdom, "kiss me, so that their belly would shrivel"; 
yafdtawū kizoru, "they like to walk up and down". 

d) Substantival Clauses 

60.1. In most Semitic languages the conjunction kl may introduce sub
stantival clauses after verbs which generally express command, percep
tion, etc., the expanded form klma being probably better attested than kl 
in East Semitic. These clauses may be either subject clauses or object 
clauses; e.g. the Hebrew subject clause mabbesa' lānaharog 'et-'āhlnū, 
"what profit is it that we kill our brother?", and the Middle Babylonian 
object clause altapra kī qanū nadū, " I wrote that the reed is laid out". 
Ge'ez uses kama to introduce, e.g., the following subject clause: ba-
'antaza ta'owwaqa kama Mary dm walatta Ddwlt ya'atl, "in that way 
one recognized that Mary was the daughter of David". Similar clauses 
may be introduced in Tigre by kam, with the conjunction generally 
placed immediately before the verb, and in Tigrinya by kâm or kdrndza; 
e.g. Tigre ka'as'alatto Kantebdy Sallim kam 'abdayom, "then she told 
him that Kantebay Sallim had annihilated them"; Tigrinya ta'dmnu kam 
'âne 'iye, "believe that I am i t" (John 13,19). 

60.2. In Arabic, the conjunctions introducing substantival clauses are 
'an I 'anna and md. Now, 'an is followed several times in the Qur'ān by 
a quotation; e.g. 'āhiru da'wahum 'an-i l-hamdu li-lldhi, "their last cry 
is thus: Praise be to God!" (Qur'ān 10,11/Ì0; cf. 4,139/140; 27,8). This 
indicates that 'an, from which 'anna probably developed under certain 
conditions, goes back to the presentative *han, "thus" (§49.6). The lat
ter is already attested in Old Akkadian as en-ma, which became umma 
by assimilation, and it occurs in Ugaritic as hn, with unknown vocaliza
tion. Babylonian anna, Hebrew hinnē, and Classical Arabic 'inna have 
the same origin. As for md, it is the indefinite-interrogative pronoun 
"(that) what" (§36.58), which may be used also as a relative pronoun. 
Actually, substantival clauses introduced by md are relative clauses; e.g. 
safā n-nafsa mā hubirtu Murrdna 'uzhifat, lit. "i t healed the soul, what 
I got to know: Murrana was exhausted". 
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60.3. Relative clauses are used as substantival clauses also in other 
Semitic languages. In Assyro-Babylonian, the determinative-relative 
pronoun ša may introduce such a clause; e.g. tammar ša ... lā errubu, 
"you wi l l see that he wi l l not enter". In Hebrew, 'âšer can be used to the 
same purpose; e.g. higgīd lāhem 'âšer hū' Ydhūdl, "he had told them 
that he was a Jew". In Tigrinya, the determinative-relative id may gov
ern substantival clauses, e.g. the following object clause: mdsdldtom 
zebdidhu mdwsad, " i t seemed to them that they w i l l receive something 
extra". A similar use of dl, dd occurs in Aramaic, e.g. yddl' lehwē'-lāk 
malkā di lē'lāhāyk lā-'ltaynā pālhīn, "be it known to you, O king, that 
we are not serving your god" (Dan. 3,18). This usage continues in 
Neo-Aramaic, mostly with object clauses; e.g. gelā ġūweblē d-'am buta 
d-mihāġē hora (h)wl Iwen (h)wā, "the grass replied that it had been 
friendly with a cluster of pinks". 

e) Conditional Clauses 

61.1. Conditional sentences usually comprise two clauses: the protasis 
and the apodosis. The apodosis, i f self evident, may be omitted, espe
cially for the expression of a hope or wish, as Arabic 'in ra 'ā l-maliku 
'an yaf'ala, " i f (only) the king would see fit to do (so)", Ge'ez 'dm-
nassāhku, " i f (only) I had repented!". As a rule, the apodosis is omitted 
when it should contain a formula of imprecation, like in oaths (§61.4-5). 
The paratactic construction, either syndetic or asyndetic, is used fre
quently for conditional sentences (§55.7), but the protasis can also be 
introduced by a particle. Besides the specifically conditional conjunc
tions (§61.2), also the temporal particle kl can be used, especially in 
Neo-Baby Ionian, in Late Babylonian, and in Biblical Hebrew. 

61.2. At first sight, there is a great variety in the particles used by 
Semitic languages to express real conditions. Actually, the specific con
junctions go all back to a Proto-Semitic morpheme š / h, used also for 
the personal pronouns of the third person (§36.10,20) and for the 
causative stem of the verb (§41.11), and to an enclitic -m / -n, diversified 
phonetically for reasons which were originally dialectal. The following 
scheme shows the evolution of the conditional particle: 
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Proto-Semitic 
š/h-m/n 

East Semitic, Palaeosyrian West Semitic 
šumma hm/n 

Ugaritic, Canaanite South Arabian 
hm hm/n 

Aramaic, Proto-Arabic 
hn 

Hebrew, Phoenician 
im 

Ethiopic 
'dmma 

Late Aramaic, Arabic 
'in/"en 

The vowel u of the first morpheme in East Semitic and in Palaeo
syrian results from the rounding of the original / under influence of fol
lowing m (§27.10). As for the a of the conditional particle ham in Mehri 
and 'am in Harsūsi, it should be explained by the vowel harmony which 
occurred in *himmā > *hammā and 'immā > 'ammā. The latter form is 
preserved in Pre-Classical and Classical Arabic where it appears as a 
variant of 'immā, " i f " , in formally nominal clauses which are followed 
by a verbal clause introduced by fa-; z.g.fa-'ammā l-yatīma fa-lā tahqar 
(Qur'ān 93,9), "and i f it is an orphan, do not wrong!"; 'ammā Tamūdan 
fa-hadaynāhum (Qur'ān 41,16/17), " i f it is Thamūd, we guided them 
aright" (cf. §50.6,8). The Śheri forms hél and her, " i f " , represent dialec
tal allomorphs of hin which go back to variations of liquids n > I and n 
> r (§17.4-6). As for the second morpheme -ma of the East Semitic con
ditional particle šumma, it appears not only in Ethiopic 'dmma, but also 
in the Sabaic occasional variant hmy /*himmay/, perhaps in the Qata
banic particle hmw, " i f " , and in Arabic 'immā and 'ammā that served as 
simple " i f " besides 'in. The examples collected in various grammars are 
exclusively West Arabian. Hence it is uncertain whether 'immā is based 
on the allophone 'im < him or implies the assimilation 'in-mā > 'immā. 
The form hin, presented in the figure as Aramaic and Proto-Arabic, is 
still attested as such by Nabataean Arabic hinna (hn', " i f " ) , and in the 
ancient Tayyi' dialect, spoken in the region of present-day Hà'il, where 
also the h- of the presentative hinna > 'inna was preserved (§49.6). 

The Libyco-Berber conditional conjunction mš, "if", does not seem to be 
related directly to the Semitic one, because -š most likely corresponds to the 
Semitic deictic particle k- (§49 .9) , while the negative ur is suffixed to m- (mur) 
when it introduces unreal conditions. Instead, m- may be related to the second 
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component -ma of the Semitic conditional particle and to the Egyptian preposi
tion m used with the tense śdm-f; e.g. m mrr-tn 'nh, " i f you love life". Further 
research is needed. 

61.3. I f the condition is negative, the conditional particle is followed 
by a negative, " i f not": šumma lā in East Semitic, hm I in Ugaritic, 'im 
lo' in Hebrew, hēn lā in Aramaic > 'ellā in Syriac, 'in lā > 'ilia in 
Arabic, hm Im in a Sabaic text from the Haram area; e.g. Arabic 'in-i 
l-hukmu 'illā li-llāhi, "there is no judgement, i f not God's". In Neo-Ara
maic, the Persian-Turkish loanword māgār is used in the sense " i f not". 
In the case of a disjunctive condition, " i f . . . i f " , "whether .. . or", the 
conditional particle is normally repeated with or without a conjunction: 
šumma ... Šumma, 'im ... {wd-)'im, hēn ... hēn, 'in ... wa-'in. 

61.4. In an oath, the formula of imprecation, i.e. the apodosis, is gen
erally omitted because of the belief in the effectiveness of one's words 
and of the fear that a self-curse made in conditional form might go into 
effect i f the condition was fulfilled. It is a typical language taboo. The 
full conditional sentence, including the curse, is therefore rarely found 
and the condition or protasis alone appears in oath statements, the self-
curse being omitted for superstitious reasons. Thus a positive oath nor
mally is framed as a negative conditional statement; e.g. Babylonian 
summa lā iqbianni, " i f he didn't tell me (that), (may I die!)"; Hebrew 
'im lo' nehzaq mīhem, " i f we shall not be stronger than they, (may I 
die!)"; Arabic bi-hayātī 'illā 'anšadtanī l-bayta, "by my life, i f you 
don't recite me the verse, (may I die!)". In such a context, which 
implies opposition between form and content, the negative conditional 
particles summā lā, 'im lo', 'ilia may be felt by the speaker as an 
emphatic affirmation. 

61.5. When the oath has a negative meaning, instead, the protasis is a 
positive conditional clause; e.g. Old Assyrian šumma mimma kaspam... 
ilqe'u, " i f he has taken any silver, (may I die!)"; Hebrew 'im ydkuppar, 
" i f he wi l l be exculpated, (may I die!)"; Arabic nasadtuka llāha 'in 
rimta hādā l-makāna 'abadan, " I adjure you by God: i f you ever leave 
this place, (may I die!)". Again, since this usage implies opposition 
between positive form and negative content, the particles šumma, 'im, 
'in may be felt by the speaker as an emphatic negation. The same usage 
is attested in Libyco-Berber; e.g. Tamazight ullah ms zrih, "by Allah, i f 
I have thrown (it, may I die!)". 
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61.6. Unfulfilled, unreal, or contrary-to-fact conditions are introduced 
in Babylonian by šumma-man > šumman, and in Old Assyrian by 
šumma-min; e.g. šumma-min šēpē mamman ikbus, " i f he had stepped on 
somebody's feet The particle -man / -min derives from the indefi
nite-interrogative pronouns mannuQn) / mlnu(m) (§36.57-62). Hebrew, 
Mehri, and Arabic use the particle Iw in such cases, — lū in Hebrew and 
in Mehri, law in Arabic, — although its original sense is precative. In 
negative clauses, Iw is linked with the negative particle: lūlé' in Hebrew, 
lu-(d)l ... ala' in Mehri, lawlā in Arabic; e.g. Hebrew lūlē' 
hitmahmāhnū, " i f we had not lingered"; Mehri lu-(a)l amzoz ala' yak'ān 
šay darēham, " i f I had not smoked, I would have money". The distinction 
between law and 'in tends to be blurred in modem Arabic colloquials 
which may use law to express a real condition. In Hebrew and in Syriac, 
instead, 'im and 'en may introduce also unreal conditions, while lū dis
appears in Mandaic and in Neo-Aramaic. 

61.7. A split protasis expressing a condition and a subcondition may 
be indicated in Old Babylonian by šumma ... inūma; e.g. šumma warad 
ekallim ū lū warad muškēnim mārat awllim ihhuzma inūma ihhuzuši ... 
mārat awllim šeriktaša iliqql, " i f a slave of the palace or a slave of a 
villein has married a freeman's daughter, when he has married her 
the freeman's daughter shall take her dowry". In the Middle Babylonian 
of Emar, šumma kl is used in the same way, e.g. šumma kl andku allaka 
mimma iqabbā balta lū e'ezzibka, "If, when I come myself, he tells me 
something, I shall surely dismiss you all alive!". In Hebrew, this kind of 
protasis may be used with kl ... 'im, e.g. nepeš kl-tehêtā' bi-šagāgā ... 
'im hakkohēn hammāšTh yehètā'... wa-hiqrib "Somebody, in case he 
sins by inadvertence i f it is an anointed priest who sins he shall 
offer The same construction may occur in Ugaritic: ky tdbr 'umy 
l-pn qrt 'im ht l-b-msqt ytbt qrt p-mn l'ikt 'ank Iht, " in case my mother 
heads for the city (council), i f now it replunges the city into grief, what 
is the use of my sending a tablet...?" (KTU 2.72,15-20). The subcondi
tion can be introduced also by a simple wa-, "and". 

61.8. These examples of inūma and of kl introducing a protasis reflect 
the logical link existing between conditional and temporal / causal 
clauses. In New and Late Babylonian šumma is even replaced by kl; e.g. 
kl šarru ana emūqišu iltapru " i f the king has written to his army 
This link appears also in the complex Aramaic use of Iw, first as a tem
poral / causal conjunction; e.g. p-lw ntn Hdd mt l\yr\ty, "and when / 
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since Hadad gave the land as my [heritage"; k'n Iw l' sbw Intn tmh 
ynpq 'ly, "Now, since they did not capture Natan there, let him go forth 
to me". A similar usage of lū is attested in Babylonian, in Old Canaan
ite, and in Punic, where the shift ū > i takes place; e.g. Babylonian lū 
mar sum iballut, "when it is a sick man, he wi l l l ive" ; Old Canaanite 
lu-ú Yanhama yānu ina [šat\ti anriite, [h]alqātma gabbi mātāti ina 
hapirl (EA 215,9-15), "when / since Yanhamu wi l l be absent this year, 
all the lands wi l l be lost to the 'Apirū"; Punic l(y)-šm( (7) q(')l\ "since 
he heard his voice"; li pho caneth yth bynuthi (Poenulus 932), "when / 
since I have recovered my daughters here". 

61.9. In conditional clauses, Aramaic combines hn and Iw in hnlw > 
'ellū; e.g. hnlw glyn 'npyn (TAD I , A4.2,8), " i f we had revealed our 
presence", and Syriac 'āflā 'ellū nehwē, "not even i f he would be". The 
conditional particle hn I, " i f " , is attested also in a Sabaic text from the 
Haram area. In Aramaic, however, hn(w) Iw, written in two words, 
seems to correspond to Babylonian šumma ... inūma, šumma ... šumma, 
šumma kl, and to Hebrew kl... 'im, used in a split protasis expressing a 
condition and a subcondition (§61.7); e.g. Samalian Aramaic whnw Iw 
šht b-'šrh w-tl'y 'ynk, "but if, when there was rape in her place, your 
eye pities . . . " ; Imperial Aramaic 7 thhšk brk mn htr hn Iw l' tkhl 
thnslnh\y . . . ] (TAD I I I , CI.1,176), "do not withhold your son from a 
rod if, when you are not able to save him, 

61.10. An expanded form of frequentative conditional sentences occurs 
in Hebrew phrases like wa-ydhl 'im wd-hāyā 'im or wd-hāyā kl 
"and it happened, i f / when that . . . " ; e.g. wd-hāyā 'im nāsak han-
nāhāš 'et-'lš wd-hibblt 'el-mhaš han-ndhošet wā-hāy (Nb. 21,9), "and it 
happened, i f a snake had bitten a man and he looked at the bronze serpent, 
that he recovered". The same construction occurs in the Arabic portion of 
the Nabataean inscription from Oboda, where the verb kān(a) is used 
instead of Hebrew hāyā (cf. §50.6): fa~kān(a) hinna yabġlna 'al-mawtu lā 
'abġāh{ú) fa-kân(a) hinna 'arāàia) ġurhu lā yurdlna (p~kn hn' yb'n' 7-
mwtw l' 'b'hp-kn hn' 'rd grhw l' yrdn'), "and it happened, i f Death was to 
claim us, that He did not let it claim (us), and it happened, i f an injury 
moved closer, that He was not letting us perish". In Classical Arabic, kāna 
'in occurs in similar sentences with conditional implications. 

61.11. Unfulfilled conditions, i.e. unreal hypothetical clauses, are 
introduced in Ge'ez with soba, "when", which semantically corresponds 
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to Aramaic lū. The verb of the apodosis is preceded by the shorter form 
of the conditional particle 'dm-; e.g. soba rakabkdwwo 'dm-'ahazkdwwo, 
" i f I had found him, I would have seized him". 

61.12. Conditional apodoses may be marked off from the protasis by a 
conjunction "and" (-ma, wa-,fa-), but the opposite usage is attested as 
well. It depends mainly on the writer's or speaker's discretion and on the 
common usage of any particular language (cf. §56.8). 
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Fig. 32. Page from the Codex Berlin Or. Qu. 680 + New York J.T.S. 510: 
text of I Chron. 9,11-13 with Babylonian vocalization. 



V 

LEXICON 

62.1. Part Five of our grammatical outline does not aim at comparing 
the use and the meaning of roots in the different Semitic languages. This 
is done in D. Cohen's Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques ou attestées 
dans les langues sémitiques (Louvain 1994 ff.). Our purpose is rather to 
present some fundamental insights about lexicographical analysis with
out entering into the discussion of modern linguistic systems and con
cepts related to semantics. Consequently, we abstain from examining 
and contrasting the views of competing linguistic schools and we avoid 
introducing their arsenals of technical terminology. We prefer instead 
referring to concrete examples. Following questions wil l be taken into 
account: etymology, derivatives, languages in contact, internal change, 
proper names. 

62.2. The relation between a word and its meaning is in general quite 
arbitrary, at least i f we remain in the realm of an observable develop
ment. There is no apparent reason, for example, why a dog should be 
designated in Semitic languages by the word kalb instead of by some 
other word. That the word kalb is used in this way by Semitic speakers 
over the whole Semitic area during five thousand years, or more, is 
merely a fact of linguistic history. There happens to be a word kalb also 
in German, but it means "calf", not "dog". It is a generally valid prin
ciple, therefore, that the relation between a historically attested word and 
its historically attested meaning cannot be explained by some inherent 
reason. However, this principle requires qualification, because many 
words are clearly onomatopoeic, that is, imitative of non-linguistic 
sounds. Besides, easily articulated nursery words are found consistently 
among the first sounds that a child learns to produce deliberately. The 
first definite syllables come at about eight months, and they begin with 
m, p/b, or n, t/d. Thus we hear mama, papa, baba, nana, tata, dada, me, 
ni, and tu/ta, "thou", "that", referring to a second person and to the 
background objects. We should be careful not to underestimate the 
importance of these onomatopoeic and nursery words for the develop
ment of elementary linguistic sounds, although they don't acquire the 
same meaning in all the languages. E.g. the sounds adda, dada may have 
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a feminine function, as dāda, "mother" in Fulani and Ewe (Niger-Congo 
family), adda, "eldest sister" in Fulani, but "mother" in Highland East 
Cushitic, in Tigrinya ('adde), in Gurage (adde, adot), and "paternal aunt" 
in Rendille and in some Gurage dialects {adda, adādd), contrary to usual 
Semitic dād-, "paternal uncle". Bāba, instead, means "mother" in Luba 
(Niger-Congo), but "father" in Fulani, Hausa, Libyco-Berber, etc. The 
nursery and imitative words are to a large degree conventionalized and 
even adapted to the Semitic triconsonantal system of roots. Thus, the first 
nursery sounds, that coincide with the first meaningful things, are con
ventionalized in Semitic into 'imm-, "mother", 'ab-, "father", dad-, 
"paternal uncle", mn-, "child, offspring", while tu/ta becomes the 
pronominal morpheme -tu/-ti of the second person (§36.5; 40.5), as well 
as the determinative-relative pronoun tu/du (masc), ta/da (fem.) 
(§36.46). As for the onomatopoeic words, e.g. Hebrew tāqa', "he beat", 
does sound something like the sound made by beating (cf. Italian tocco, 
from tocc-, "beat"). Assyro-Babylonian alālu, elēlu, Arabic hallala, etc., 
"to jubilate", is not a bad imitation of the trills expressing joy in the Mid
dle East. The common Semitic verb bakaya, bakā, bakū, "to cry", "to 
weep", is formed from the sound of cries, just as the English verb "to 
beg" or the Polish noun bek-sa, "weeper". 

62.3. The relation between a word and its actual use in a given idiom 
is another unforeseeable element, depending on fashion, on partly 
unconscious selection, on written practice of influential schools or writ
ers, etc. E.g. why do the D-stem rdwa, "he showed", and the noun riya, 
"eyesight", occur-in the northeastern Arabian dialect of the Dafîr tribe, 
while the basic stem of the verb ra'd is replaced there by rd'd, "he 
observed, he saw"? Why is there a preference for 'atā, "he came", in 
elevated style of Classical Arabic, although the hoìTìonymous verb ġā'a 
is also known to the writers? Which are the dialectal or diachronic 
implications of the Syriac substitution of saddar to an earlier sdlah when 
the latter verb means "to send" a person? Such questions cannot be 
answered by simply collecting the various roots used in a given lan
guage. They require complementary studies of the standardizing proce
dures, of the style either of a writer or of a school, of the literary forms 
and genres, etc. The study of such problems is of interest also for lexi
cography, and it goes far beyond an investigation of synonyms. 

62.4. Another general problem concerning the Semitic lexicon is its 
translation in categories of another culture. Persons engaged in translating 
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from one language into another ought to be constantly aware of the con
trast in the entire range of culture represented by the two languages. 
Nevertheless, the problems of translation have seldom been examined 
from this point of view and a too frequent recourse to an alleged poly
semy of the words used in Semitic languages tries to conceal the real 
difficulties of the translation task. The kinship terminology and the 
vocabulary expressing social relations show, for instance, that certain 
words have to be analyzed in terms of human interrelationships. The 
West Semitic noun 'abd-, e.g., can designate a slave, a servant, a king's 
minister, a god's worshipper, because its conceptual content is not a 
social rank, but a relation created by a dependent activity. As a result, 
when one is translating the Bible, e.g., into some European language, the 
problems of equivalence can be acute. It is easier to translate the noun in 
question by "servant" and to have recourse to the polysemy of the Eng
lish word, but 'abd- really does not mean "servant" and the correspond
ing polysemy does not exist in Semitic. Neither "dependent" would fit 
the case, because 'abd- is etymologically related to the verb 'bd which 
suggests some form of performed activity. Besides, diachronic aspects 
should not be forgotten. E.g. i f the Hebrew word šiphā is often trans
lated by "slave-girl", — probably under influence of Arabic sifdh, "con
cubinage by capture", "cohabitation by force", — one cannot forget that 
mišpahā was a clan or a larger family in biblical times, and that šph 
means "posterity" in Ugaritic and "family" in Punic. One can assume 
therefore that šiphā was originally a house-born girl who was not a legal 
daughter of the paterfamilias, probably because she was born from a 
kind of sifāh. Now, these social implications are missing in a translation 
like "slave-girl". These examples show that languages are basically a 
part of culture, and that words cannot be understood correctly apart from 
the local cultural phenomena for which they are symbols. 

1. E T Y M O L O G Y 

63.1. Etymological semantics will always play an important role in the 
study of Semitic languages, despite diachronic and geographical differ
ences, i.e. in time and place. However, the reconstruction of an "origi
nal" meaning of a nominal or verbal root is not always feasible and, in 
any case, several factors have to be taken into account, as shifts in ver
bal stems (§63.2), social and economic environment (§63.3), very gen
eral basic meaning (§63.4), use of the same roots in other branches of 
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Fig. 34. Commemorative medal of Abu Nasr al-Fārābi (A.D. 872-950), 
author of 'Ihsā' 'al-'ulūm, a survey of philosophical knowledge 

and of specific Islamic sciences of his time. 
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the Afro-Asiatic family (§63.5-6), evolution of ideas and euphemisms 
(§63.7), phonetic changes (§63.8), impact of other languages (§63.9-12), 
apparent borrowings inside the Afro-Asiatic language family (§63.13), 
etc. Besides, etymological semantics has limits which can be often tran
scended by an investigation of syntagmatic relations (§63.14). 

63.2. It has long been noticed that Hebrew 'āmar means "to say" and 
Arabic 'amara, "to command", while East Semitic amāru{m) signifies 
"to see". An allegedly Proto-Semitic sense "to be clear" has been pro
posed in order to conciliate these divergent acceptations and to find a 
kind of common ground or common "denominator". It is useless to say 
that such purely conceptual procedure has nothing to do with sound ety
mological semantics. Now, in Ge'ez, Stem I.B/2 (D) 'ammara means 
"to make known", "to show", and this causative acceptation corre
sponds to the general meaning of Hebrew 'āmar and Arabic 'amara. 
There is little doubt therefore that East Semitic preserves the original 
meaning of the basic stem, while the signification "to make known", 
"to say", is the one of the D-stem, but 'ammar{a) shifted in West 
Semitic from the D-stem to the basic stem 'amar{a). This is confirmed 
by the lack of a D-stem in the inflection of the Hebrew verb 'mr and by 
the denominative acceptation of the Arabic D-stem 'ammara, "to make 
an emir", from the noun 'amir. Similar shifts from one stem to another, 
especially between the D-stem and the basic stem, can be observed even 
in closely related languages and in various dialects of the same language 
(§41.2). Thus the D-stem of the Arabic and of the Hebrew verb his / his 
means "to save", but the basic stem of this verb is used with the same 
meaning in Phoenician and in Punic, as shown by several vocalized 
forms of the perfect halos (e.g. Ba-al-ha-lu-su) and of the passive par
ticiple halūs (e.g. Ha-lu-su, hlws). In Arabic and in Masoretic Hebrew, 
the D-stem of the verb brk means "to invoke a blessing", "to bless", but 
the Hebrew passive participle bārūk, "blessed", and vocalized names 
like Ba-ra-ki-Il, "God has blessed", Bapa%ta, "Yahu has blessed", 
indicate that the basic stem was used likewise in the very sense "to 
bless". In Arabic, also Stem I I I bar aha means "to bless". 

63.3. Another factor determining the meaning of a word are social and 
economic circumstances. E.g. the same noun lahm which signifies 
"meat" for the Arab pastoralists, hence in Arabic, designates the 
"bread" among countrymen cultivating barley and wheat, hence in 
Hebrew, while it means "fish" among the islanders of Soqotra. The 
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original sense of the word was most likely "food", which is not a sim
ple hypothesis since Old Akkadian la'āmu llahāmul means "to con
sume" or "to taste" food and beverage, and Lowland East Cushitic 
aham (Rendille) signifies "to eat". A similar example is provided by 
Ge'ez hamar, "boat", in plural 'ahmār. This word seems to be the com
mon Semitic name of the "donkey", himār in Arabic, but emāru < 
*hamāru in Assyrian. It is not used otherwise in Ethiopian languages, 
except in the Gurage dialects which have the word dmar, umar, dmar, 
àwàn, "donkey". The latter is perhaps borrowed from Arabic himār, but 
it could also be the Proto-Semitic noun preserved in Gurage with its 
original meaning, while Ge'ez transferred it to other means of con
veyance. Another example is provided by the verb sada\ Its material 
sense in Arabic is "to break", but the etymologically corresponding 
Libyco-Berber verb zdaġ has the special "nomadic" meaning "to 
camp", i.e. to interrupt a journey, "to break". This acceptation had prob
ably existed in Semitic as well, since the Assyro-Babylonian D-stem of 
the same verbal root, viz. suddū, means "to supply with food". One can 
compare the semantic development implied by this meaning with that of 
the Libyco-Berber causative stem ss-ans of ans, "to spend the night", 
which in Tamazight may signify "to have to dinner". 

63.4. The use of cognate languages to discover the exact sense of a 
word is often helpful, but it may result in the discovery of a very general 
basic sense, valid mainly for the prehistoric period. For example, the 
Arabic noun markab, "ship", borrowed with the same meaning into 
Amharic, Gurage," and Harari (mdrkdb), is certainly identical from the 
etymological point of view with Hebrew merhab and merkābā, "char
iot". Instead, Syriac distinguishes markabd, "ship", from markabtd, 
"chariot", while East Semitic has a noun narkabiu(m), "chariot", next 
to narkabu{m), "upper mill-stone", so called metaphorically because of 
the oscillating movement impressed upon the stone in grinding. The 
Assyro-Babylonian verb rakābu means "to ride" as well as "to sail", 
which signifies that its basic meaning is quite general: "to set out". This 
is confirmed by the Aramaic use of its causative stem in the sense of 
"shooting" an arrow at somebody: 7 thrkb htk Isdyq, "you wi l l not 
shoot your arrow at a righteous man". The common Semitic noun 
*'arwiy-, with a prosthetic 'a-, preserves its general meaning "wi ld ani
mal" in Ge'ez ('arwe) and in South Ethiopic (awre with metathesis), but 
it means "serpent" in Tigrinya ('arawit) and in Tigre ('arwe), " l ion" in 
Hebrew and in Aramaic ('aryē), "gazelle" in Old Akkadian (arwiyum) 
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and in Amorite (arwûm), "ibex" in Arabic ('urwìyà) and in Sabaic 
('rwy), but "eagle" in Babylonian (aru, era). Sometimes, chronologi
cally and geographically distant languages preserve the same basic 
meaning of the root, as Assyro-Babylonian birtu, "stronghold", and 
South Ethiopic bdrtu, "strong", bārātta, bdrdtd, "to be strong", which 
seem to go all back to *birtu' < *bittu' (§41.39). 

63.5. The cognate languages of the other Afro-Asiatic branches, in 
particular Libyco-Berber, may also be helpful in etymological and 
semantic researches. For example, the Bedja (Cushitic) word for 
"water" is yarn in the singular and yam in the plural, while Berber 
dialects use the plural *am-an, "waters", yam-an < *ī-am-an in the 
"patient" case, and wam-an < *u-am-an in the ergative case. There is 
little doubt that this word is identical with West Semitic yam-, "sea", 
although may-lmaw- means "water" in Semitic and in Egyptian. It 
stands to reason that both yam- and may/w- go back to the same root-
morpheme m or to its allophone n which is represented in Egyptian 
hieroglyphs by one ripple of water. Different realizations of this mono
syllabic word gave rise to two nouns, semantically distinguished in a 
later phase of Afro-Asiatic, except in Chadic where "water" is called 
iyam in Sukur and amay in Dangla. Another example is provided by the 
Tuareg verb -kkdrdd-, "to have recourse to violence". This verb is ety
mologically related to Assyro-Babylonian qarādu, that has the same 
meaning. While the East Semitic verb is often understood in the sense of 
"pulling" hair, etc., and distinguished from a presumed qarādu I I 
attested in the D-stem with the meaning "to make strong", the Tuareg 
verb -kkdrâd- indicates that there is only one root which may occasion
ally refer to pulling somebody's hair, but which is used in a very proper 
sense when a Babylonian magical text mentions pigs that "assail the 
brick-work of a citizen's house", libitti bit amēli iqarradū. A further 
example is provided by the Assyro-Babylonian lexical equation perhu = 
māru, "son", when compared with Libyco-Berber fruh, "child"; e.g. 
Tachelhit imdl u-rgaz a-fruh, "the man buried the child". Also the 
Libyco-Berber word symi < *šim+l, "baby", clears up the Amorite use 
of the noun sum- < *sim-, "name", in the general sense of "posterity". 
Further, the Tachelhit verb -mdrz- or Tarifit -marz-, "to hit on the head", 
gives a concrete sense to Neo-Assyrian marāsu, translated usually by 
"to squash". Another Libyco-Berber word, viz. "speech", awal in 
Tachelhit, awaz in Tamazight with the dialectal change / > z, and awar 
in Tarifit with the regular allophone r II I, reveals the etymological link 
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between the East Semitic verb *awū- < *awālu(m) (cf. §17.2), "to 
speak", and the substantive awll-, "citizen", etymologically and origi
nally "speaker" in an assembly. In the light of Libyco-Berber izzar < 
*iggar, "field", of Agaw agar, "country", and of the Gurage verb tag-
gârâ, "cultivate the field for the first time" (with agglutinated t of the 
tá'-stem), one may doubt that North and East Semitic ugār-, "field", was 
borrowed from Sumerian a - g à r , "water meadow". On the other hand, 
the differences do not favour a link with Latin ager, Umbrian ager, 
Greek áyp-os, Gothic akr-s, etc., since the Indo-European root is *agr-, 
without any vowel between g and r. 

63.6. Cushitic and Chadic languages may be helpful also in other 
cases. For instance, Greek and Latin sources give caesar / Kaiaap as the 
Punic name of the elephant, used probably as personal name under the 
form Kyšr(m). Now, the elephant is called cuwar in Bura, a sub-group of 
Chadic languages belonging to the Biu-Mandara branch, and *gaisar is 
the name of another large animal, the buffalo, in the "Sam" languages 
of Lowland East Cushitic. A relation to kyšr seems evident. The same 
languages have a noun kor, "camel bell", and a verb kor, "to climb" 
e.g. a camel, which are most likely related to the Hebrew noun *korkorot 
( lQIs a 66,20), translated by Saadia Gaon (882-942 A.D.) in Arabic 'al-
'ammārīyāt, "camel-borne sedans". The Arabic noun ġulām, "boy", in 
plural ġilmān or ġilma, is related to Libyco-Berber hram, "boy" (Tari
fit), to Highland East Cushitic (Burġi) halàm, "boy", and to Oromo Um, 
"son", while Oromo mot-, "chief", is etymologically linked with 
Semitic mut-, "man", Hausa mutum, "man", and perphaps Tuareg tam-
tut I tampt (cf. Tachelhit tdmdttut), "woman". Instead, the noun gabr, 
which means "man" in Aramaic, designates the "slave" in Oromo, but 
gurbā is a "boy". Semitic tillu can hardly be separated from Cushitic 
tullū, " h i l l " , and from the Cushitic verb tūl-, "to pile up" (Oromo). 
South Ethiopic kwara, "sun", is directly borrowed from Cushitic, but 
this noun is related etymologically to Arabic kūra, "ball", and originally 
it designated the round-shaped sun "disk". These examples show that an 
etymological research based exclusively on Semitic can hardly be con
sidered nowadays as complete and fully satisfactory. 

63.7. The evolution of ideas, especially of religious beliefs, can influ
ence the meaning of certain lexemes. The paradigmatic example is the 
noun nafs which in Ge'ez may designate the "soul", the "spirit", like in 
Arabic, although the verb nafsa signifies that the wind "has blown", 
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while the noun ndfās means "wind", like Arabic nafas, "breath", 
"draught". These acceptations correspond to the original meaning of the 
root, as confirmed by the Old Akkadian use of the verb napāšum in the 
sense "to breathe". Hence the physical meanings of Hebrew nepeš and 
of Assyro-Babylonian napistu, like "throat" and "neck", result from a 
semantic development just as "soul" and "spirit". The throat was expe
rienced as the breathing organ, hence its appellation nepeš, napištu. 
These nouns have still other senses, but the main point lies now in 
understanding that there was no diachronic shift of meaning from 
"throat" to "soul". Both acceptations are synchronic results of a devel
opment which started with the experience of "breath", which is the sign 
of life, while the last breath signifies the end of the life, the departure of 
the soul or spirit. Social conventions rather than religious conceptions 
preside over the wide field of euphemism, where words of unpleasant or 
obscene connotation are replaced by other terms that acquire a new 
meaning. Thus, e.g., the Hebrew noun regel and the Phoenician noun 
p'm, both meaning "foot", are being used to designate the penis. 

63.8. Old phonetic changes probably explain the various forms of the 
word "son", māru in East Semitic, bar I bir in Aramaic, bin J 'ibn in 
North Semitic, in most West Semitic languages, and in South Arabian 
(§11.6), as well as the existence of the corresponding verbs bānā and 
bārā'. Another example is provided by ġzr and 'dr, both written 'zr in 
Hebrew. It is not always easy to distinguish the derivatives of these two 
roots, although the first one expresses the idea of copiousness, while the 
second one means "help". Important factors are the numerous variations 
in the use of voiced and unvoiced consonants in the same Semitic root 
(§10.8), shifts in the place of an emphatic phoneme (§10.9), and 
metatheses (§27.12). Also diachronic and synchronic passages from 
interdentals to dentals are very common (§13.8-9), and shifts from 
emphatic to non-emphatic consonants occur dialectally (e.g. §16.9). Ety
mological semantics has to take all these facts into account. 

63.9. Impact of foreign languages and lexical borrowings are other 
important factors in etymological semantics. Borrowing is a widespread 
linguistic phenomenon, but the actual pronunciation and spelling of a 
word borrowed into one language from another can differ considerably, 
and differences of meaning also occur. E.g. the Arabic noun bāliġ, 
"adult", is borrowed into South Ethiopic either with the same meaning 
or in the sense "old man", as in Gurage. Now, this word "old man" is 
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pronounced bariq in West Gurage, with the change I > r (§17.5). Ara
maic borrowed from Babylonian, e.g., the noun kimahhu, "tomb", and 
the verb mahdru, "to receive". Phonetic changes obliterate these bor
rowings, since Neo-Babylonian m became w in intervocalic position, 
while the Aramaic spirantization of k made this letter suitable for indi
cating Babylonian h. Thus, kimahhu appears in Jewish Aramaic as kwk 
< [kiwah], transcribed K O K % O S in Greek, and mahāru is attested in Syr
iac as makar < [mahar] with the sense "to acquire", "to buy". But the 
Babylonian allophone gimāhu, "grave", was borrowed in other Aramaic 
dialects as gwh (Nabataean) or gwmh (Palmyrene), with the meaning 
"burial niche" or "burial site". The Hebrew word pesah, "passover", is 
borrowed into Syriac through Greek 7táa%a under the rare form psk, but 
the classical Syriac spelling is psh'. 

63.10. Differences may even be bigger when a word is borrowed from 
a non-Semitic language (cf. §65.4ff.). Normally, it is made to fit the 
phonological system of the borrowing Semitic language. The Aramaic 
and Arabic word qasr, for example, was taken from the Latin word cas-
trum, but it appears from the oldest attestations that it found its way into 
Semitic through its plural, under the forms *k/qasdrin (Kaaepetv), 
ksry', qsry', from which originated the singular qasr. It is pronounced 
with the Semitic s, not the Latin st. Because of the spirantization of k in 
Middle and Late Aramaic, Greek and Latin k is more often transcribed 
by q, as in qsry', qpyls < Ka^r^os, "retailer", and 'yqwn' < E Ì K Ẃ V , 

"image". The Greek noun 7tav8oK£Îov, " inn", was borrowed in Arabic 
asfunduq with the change p > / ( § l l . l ) and with its adaptation to the 
pattern fu'lul (e.g. ġundub, "grasshopper") suggested by the form 
J t o v 5 o x t o v , which is attested in Syria. Greek K > i u a with its meanings 
"climate" and "region" entered Arabic as 'iqlīm, with a prosthetic 
vowel (§27.17) and the rendering of Greek K by q. Besides, Arabic 
developed a denominative verb 'aqlama, "to acclimate", with a reflex
ive ta'aqlama. Tigrinya gdza and Gafat gáġġâ, "house", related to 
Ge'ez gaza, "store-room", go back to Old Persian Uganda-, "store
room", borrowed in Aramaic and Syriac as ganzā > gazzā, and in Greek 
as yo^a. The word probably entered Ethiopic when Greek-speaking Syr
ian monks arrived in Ethiopia toward the end of the 5th century A.D. 

63.11. Beside the assimilation of the borrowed word to the Semitic 
phonological system, phonetic criteria and dialectal peculiarities have 
to be taken into account also on the side of the non-Semitic language 
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lending the lexeme. E.g, Aramaic borrowed the noun kāroz, "herald", 
from Hellenistic Greek, apparently not from Attic Kn.pu£, but from 
Dorian Koipucj. In Mishnaic Hebrew and in Jewish Late Aramaic occurs 
the title 'âmarkāl or markol of an official superintending the Temple 
cashiers. This word is obviously identical with Late Babylonian am-
mar-kar-ra, which is a Persian loanword, in Middle Persian āmārkār / 
ahmarkār, "accountant". Yet, the Hebrew and Aramaic noun shows the 
grapheme / where an etymological r is expected. Since the existence of 
an Old Persian /-dialect is as yet uncertain, while Middle Persian 
spellings with / instead of r are well attested, it is likely that Late Ara
maic borrowed 'âmarkāl in Babylonia from Middle Persian. At Paikuli, 
in an inscription dating from 293 A.D., this title is written 'hmrkr in the 
Parthian version, but'm 'Ikry in Pahlavi, thus with a spelling that shows 
the alternation / / r. 

63.12. An interesting variant of lexical borrowing is a phenomenon 
known as loan translation. E.g. Arabic borrowed tāwulūġiya, "theol
ogy", from Greek and this word is still attested in 960 A.D., but its 
Greek components were also translated into 'ilm 'al-'ilāhīyāt, lit. "the 
knowledge of divine matters". In recent times, European phrases happen 
to be literally transposed into Arabic; e.g. " in the full sense of the 
term", bi-kull ma'nā l-kalima. Similar cases occur in Modem Hebrew or 
ivrīt where the compound tapuah-'âdāmā, "potato", for example, is a lit
eral translation of French pomme de terre, while gan yalādīm, "infant-
school", is a literal translation of German Kindergarten. What Hebrew 
speakers borrowed, in both cases, were not actual lexical items, but 
rather a pattern for combining them figuratively to express a certain 
notion, new in their own social and economic environment. 

63.13. There is a danger in Afro-Asiatic that in listing forms claimed 
as loanwords from one language of the family in other languages of the 
group we sometimes lose sight of the fact that forms of both languages 
under consideration could show exact or very close correspondence to 
each other. For example, it may be risky to argue that Tuareg isam, 
"name", is a loan from Arabic 'ism simply because they are so similar. 
In fact, Bedja sim, "name", does not reveal any Arabic impact, Hausa 
súù-n-áa, "name", goes most likely back to *sum-n-da without showing 
any Arabic influence, and Tarifit symi, "baby", must be considered as a 
derivative of *šim+ī used in an acceptation similar to that of "name" in 
Amorite onomastics (§63.5). A confirmation is provided, e.g., by animal 
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names appearing with a different meaning in various languages belong
ing to the Afro-Asiatic group, as Semitic di'b (broken plur. du'b-ān), 
"wolf", and Cushitic zobbd- or dobbi-, " l ion" , borrowed in Gafat as 
zibbd. Not infrequently, of course, the origin of particular forms is alto
gether uncertain. We could cite for instance, the word " i ron": Arabic 
firzil, with variant forms in other Semitic languages, Somali bir, Latin 
ferr-um, Numidic zl\ and Tuareg uzzal. Do these nouns have something 
in common etymologically with Semitic firzil which apparently com
bines fir+zill 

63.14. In all Semitic languages we find a number of verbs, the actual 
meaning of which depends not merely on their context, but also on the 
prepositions and prepositional phrases which they govern. Such combi
nations based on sequentiality of verb and preposition create syntag-
matic relations which give a new dimension to the semantic load of the 
verbs in question. In Arabic, for example, intransitive verbs denoting 
movement acquire a factitive meaning when they are used with the 
preposition bi-; e.g. 'atāhu bi-kitābin, "he came to him with a book", 
means that "he brought him a book"; qāma bi-ġāratin, "he got up with 
a raid", means that "he launched a raid". The Aramaic verb 'yr < ġyr 
used in the D-stem with the preposition /- does not mean "to alter, to 
modify", like in Arabic, but "to transfer, to alienate"; e.g. Nabataean 
wV y'yrwn mn wgr' dnh l'nwš klh, "they shall not transfer anything 
from this rock-tomb to any man, whoever he be"; Old Aramaic 'yr ksp 
l-Hdy, "he transferred silver to Haddiy". The Hebrew verb 'āmar used 
with the prepositional phrase bd-libbo, l i t . " i n his heart", means "to 
think". Syntagmatic relations are formed not only by combinations of 
verb and preposition, but this particular type of connection brings about 
semantic shifts more often than others. 

2. D E R I V A T I V E S 

64.1. The relation between derivatives and the root to which they 
obviously belong is an important question of semantic analysis. Semitic 
languages do not have compound verbs, formed by combining a simple 
verbal root with different prepositional elements. Syntagms consisting in 
a verb used with a determinate preposition replace this feature of Indo-
European languages to a certain extent. Instead, Semitic languages have 
a large number of nouns etymologically attached to a verbal root or to a 
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simple nominal root, e.g. Arabic maqām(urí), "place", related to the 
verb qāma, "he stood"; Assyro-Babylonian abbūtu, "paternity", 
derived from abu, "father". The real significance of the derivatives is 
often very different from their theoretical "etymological" meaning and, 
in many cases, it is not predictable. 

64.2. The example of Arabic maqām(un) is apparently simple since the 
preformative ma- is generally used to form nouns designating a site, a 
location, while the verb qūm means "to stand". The sense "place", 
which the noun often has, corresponds thus to the results of a simple ety
mological analysis. However, the noun in question is used also with sev
eral specialized acceptations which cannot be attached etymologically to 
the verbal root. Hebrew māqom may signify "shrine", "sanctuary", and 
Arabic maqam is used in the same way but it designates, especially, the 
tomb of a saint. In Samalian Aramaic, mqm may be a "tomb", and 
"tomb" or "necropolis" is a frequent meaning of mqm in Phoenician 
and Punic, beside the acceptation "locality", "town", attested by several 
toponyms *Maqom hadaš, "New town". A completely different mean
ing of mqm occurs in Epigraphic South Arabian where this word signi
fies "might", "power", but may also be used in the sense "position". 
We do not know whether the same vocalization corresponds to these dif
ferent meanings, but it is evident that the conceptual link between mqm, 
"might", and the verb qūm, "to stand", is different from the one result
ing in the acceptation "site" or the like. It is probably related to the idea 
of standing somebody off, but it is not predictable from a purely etymo
logical point of view. 

64.3. A similar example is provided by Arabic 'al-manāh or 'al-
munāh, which nowadays means either "halting place" or "climate". 
This noun, likewise with the preformative ma-1 mu-, is certainly related 
to the verb nawwaha, "to halt for a rest" (Stem II) , and 'anāha, "to 
make (a camel) kneel down" (Stem IV). Its meaning was extended by 
metonymy from "halting place" of caravans to astronomic tables con
taining a calendar of the days, weeks, and months of the year, and a 
record of various astronomical phenomena. This word, used in Hispano-
Arabic, entered with the article, 'al-mandh, into various non-Semitic 
languages and it is already quoted as almanac by Roger Bacon in the 
13th century. Since such an astronomic table described seasonal patterns 
as well, it came to be used in a later period, first in Syria as it seems, in 
the sense "climate". It is obvious that this acceptation, as well as 
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"almanac", cannot be explained etymologically without knowing the 
history of the word. 

64.4. Social-economic experience, for example, may occasion impor
tant shifts in the meaning of a verb and its derivatives. Words, in fact, 
like human beings who use them, sometimes manifest an unfortunate 
tendency to "go to the bad". Their "pejoration" is often due to a selec
tion and a specialization of some ethically lower connotation which may 
be implied in them. Thus makara means in Arabic and in Ethiopic "to 
deceive" and the makkār or mākir is an "impostor", a "swindler". Still 
in Sabaic the collective noun mkr designated "traders", like Ugaritic and 
Hebrew mkr, and East Semitic tamkāru, which derives from the same 
verb makāru, "to deliver goods", "to sell". The semantic shift of mkr in 
Arabic opened the door to a new term designating "trade" and "traders" 
which was borrowed as taġara, "to trade", and tuġġār, "traders", from 
Aramaic / Syriac taggārā, "trader", itself derived through *tangār from 
Assyro-Babylonian tamkāriu). The paths of lexical borrowing reflect, to 
a certain extent, the paths of cultural and economic influence. Hence, 
this borrowing, which came to Arabic through Late Aramaic, attest Ara
maean or Syro-Mesopotamian influence in trade during Late Antiquity, 
From the verb taġara, the participle tāġir was coined in Arabic, and it is 
used as the singular of tuġġār. 

64.5. An interesting variant of derivatives are genitival compounds as 
Aramaic byt spynt', "ship-yard", lit. "house of boats", borrowed into 
Neo-Babylonian as bit sa-pi-na-a-tú. In the same semantic field, one can 
mention Arabic dār 'as-sinā'a, l i t . "the house of handicraft", which was 
used in the Middle Ages to designate a ship-yard. This compound noun 
was borrowed into Italian as darsena and later into French as darsine, 
darse. The Romance word was borrowed in turn by Modern Arabic in 
the forms tarsāna and tarshdna, "ship-yard". Assyro-Babylonian 
qaqqad kaspi(m), l i t . "head of the silver", designates the "capital", the 
amount of silver invested or deposited, without its expected yield. This 
expression appears already in the reduced form qaqqadu(m), without the 
genitive "silver", in Old Assyrian deeds, and it was borrowed about the 
fifth century B.C. into Greek as K £ ( p á ^ a t o v , later into Latin as caput. 
Modern Arabic uses Vāda, "handing back", + nomen rectum for English 
"re-" (e.g. i'ādat an-nazar, "re-examination"), and muta'addid, "mani
fold", for "mul t i -" (e.g. muta'addid al-halāyā, "multicellular"). No 
conceptual etymology can explain the meaning of such words and 
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phrases without taking their concrete usage into account. Now, similar 
usages are based on professional language which must be distinguished 
from the standard language, in Antiquity as well as nowadays. 

64.6. Legal terminology, both ancient and modem, is an important 
source of semantic developments that are apparent in determinate 
phrases and even in isolated words when employed in legal contexts. 
Thus, Early Aramaic gzr 'dy', lit. "to cut the treaty", means "to con
clude a treaty", while mh' yd, lit. "to strike the hand", signifies "to 
pledge", "to give security", by reference to symbolic gestures. In 
Phoenician, an official seal with the inscription hn šlmt b'rb' I'm sr sig
nifies an "acknowledgment of full payment in (year) four of the people 
of Tyre", while the usual meaning of the noun hn is "token of favour", 
"grace", i.e. thing given or done in return for a service, a prayer, etc. In 
Islamic Law, e.g., the legal principle of "public advantage" or 'istisldh 
is expressed by a term derived from Stem X of the verb salaha, "to be 
good". This stem expresses the idea of deeming something good, but its 
legal significance cannot be established by pure etymology since it 
implies that a rule causing a general injury is to be set aside. 

3. L A N G U A G E S I N C O N T A C T 

65.1. Living languages never hold still and one way languages change is 
through the influence of other languages. This problem was already dis
cussed by Sibawayh (?-793 A.D.) in his Kitdb, where he deals with Persian 
loanwords in Arabic, and Abū Mansūr al-Gawālīqī (1072-1145 A.D.) 
handled the subject in his treatise Kitāb 'al-Mu'arrab min 'al-kalām 'al-
'a'garni. Much attention was paid to this question also by modem scholars. 
However, the study of language contact in the Near East, for all the atten
tion it has already received, is beset with many difficulties, and some of the 
work that has already been done in this field is vitiated by the urge to draw 
conclusions from inadequate, and sometimes inadmissible, evidence. How
ever, there is also an increasing amount of solid evidence and we have 
already referred several times to examples of lexical borrowing; it may 
take place between Semitic languages, and between a Semitic and a non-
Semitic language, in either direction. Also changes in the syntax or phonol
ogy of a language may result from borrowing, but somewhat less fre
quently. There are cases in Semitic languages that demonstrate the 
existence of this kind of influence. Besides, it is proper to include in this 
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problematics some reference to discussion of contact with both known and 
unknown non-Semitic and pre-Semitic substrata. 

65.2. The linguistic substratum of an area in which a new language is 
introduced plays an important role in lexical, syntactical, and phonolog
ical borrowing. Its impact is even greater i f the substratum exercises a 
cultural influence as well, and i f there is a certain amount of bilingual-
ism. Now, there can be little or no doubt that there was in Mesopotamia 
a Sumero-Semitic bilingualism from the mid-third millennium B.C. on. 
And since persons with a command of two languages are more likely to 
accept new words because they have an insight, to a certain extent, into 
two cultures, there is no need for a particular justification of the large 
number of Sumerian loanwords in East Semitic. Many borrowings go 
back not to single Sumerian morphemes, but to compounds like, e.g., in 
the case of East Semitic malāhu(m), "sailor", borrowed from Sumerian 
m á, "ship", and 1 a h 4 , "to transport". These borrowings include words 
which the Sumerians have received from the previous inhabitants of 
Mesopotamia, but these "Proto-Euphratic" words, as they are called, 
have entered into Semitic through Sumerian. There are also a few words 
which were originally Semitic, borrowed into Sumerian and then bor
rowed from Sumerian back into East Semitic after having undergone 
phonological and semantic changes; e.g. šakkanakkum, "viceroy", from 
Sumerian š a k k a n a with the genitival postposition -k, coined in turn 
from a derivative of Semitic šakānum, "to appoint". In the consideration 
of the extent of linguistic interference in Mesopotamia too little attention 
is sometimes paid to the influence of Sumerian on Old Akkadian and 
Assyro-Babylonian in spheres other than that of the lexicon. Phonemic 
and grammatical interference should receive equal attention. The impact 
of the Sumerian language was felt, no doubt, also in phonology and syn
tax. Thus, the early disappearance of laryngals and pharyngals in East 
Semitic is most likely due to Sumerian influence, as well as the usual 
place of the verb at the end of the phrase (§50.14). The Cushitic sub
stratum exercised a similar influence on the Ethiopian languages, espe
cially on South Ethiopic which borrowed a large number of Highland 
East Cushitic words and was also affected by Cushitic syntax and 
phonology. A similar situation occurs nowadays in North Africa and in 
the Middle East where Berber or Neo-Aramaic dialects and Arabic col
loquials are used side by side throughout a speech community, each with 
a clearly defined role (§65.10). This leads, e.g., to the frequent use of the 
Berber feminine noun pattern ta-...-9t in combination with the pattern 
fa"āl of names of professions (§29.11); e.g. \ā-haddād-d\, "smithery"; 
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lā-fdndāq-9^ "funduq-keeping". The particular Berbero-Arabic bilin-
gualism is widespread in Morocco and in Algeria, although it is rarely 
described in a satisfactory way. A full analysis of this phenomenon can 
be of considerable help in dealing with problems in linguistic description 
and in historical linguistics. 

65.3. After the Assyrian and Babylonian conquest of regions inhabited 
by Aramaeans, a great number of loanwords came into Aramaic from 
Assyro-Babylonian. Included among these borrowed words are terms in 
such areas as government (e.g. sāgān < šakan < šaknu, "governor", 
"official"), the military (e.g. 'abūlā < abullu, "city gate"), law (e.g. 
gittā < gittu, "document"), and religion (e.g. 'egūrā < ekurru, "tem
ple"). The influx of Assyro-Babylonian borrowings into Aramaic was 
not matched by any comparable flow of loanwords from Aramaic into 
Assyro-Babylonian, except Late Babylonian (§6.6). At that time, Baby
lonian was no longer a spoken language and the scribes were obviously 
influenced by their native idiom. However, the Aramaizing process 
started earlier, probably at a period prior to the Neo-Baby Ionian dynasty, 
and it certainly continued apace in the 6th century B.C. and in various 
ways, but it reached a peak in the following period, at the time of the 
Achaemenids. Many Aramaic words thought to have been borrowed into 
Assyro-Babylonian have been collected, but they still need to be classi
fied according to their semantic categories and fields. Attempts at 
demonstrating Aramaic interference beyond the lexical level have been 
somewhat tentative and sporadic, and the question of dating such inter
ferences to the Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian or Late Babylonian 
period has hardly been faced at all so that the relevance of certain sug
gestions for the consideration of language contact is uncertain, e.g. in the 
case of the allegedly Aramaic origin of the Late Babylonian formula PN1  

mār-šu ša PN 2, lit. "PN 1, his son, that of PN 2 " (§51.20). 

65.4. Aramaic was an official language of the great Near Eastern 
empires of the first millennium B.C. This is noticeable particularly in the 
Achaemenian period when Aramaic was the main idiom used by the 
Imperial administration. Number of Old Persian words entered then into 
Aramaic, mainly in such areas as government and administration, e.g. 
gizzabrā / ganzibrā < *ganza-bara-, "treasurer". The Persian word 
karš-, originally "weight", was first borrowed into Aramaic and it was 
later used with the meaning "coin" in Arabic (qirš, ġirš, ġurš), in 
Soqotri (qerš), and in Ethiopian languages (qdrš, qarši, qarš, qārši). 
Besides, the influence of Old Persian upon Aramaic is perceptible in 
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syntax, especially in the formally passive syntagm 'âbīd lī, " I have done", 
which has no Semitic background but exactly parallels the Old Persian con
struction manā krtam. Yet this phrase, in which only the third person sin
gular of the verb is used, is clearly impersonal in origin, so that it really 
means "there is a making by me". Some authors have sought Persian influ
ence also in the Aramaic use of šmh, "his name", following personal 
names, but Old and Late Babylonian "PN šumšu", Hebrew "PN šmw" 
(Job 1,1), and Tigrinya "PN zd-sdm-u", are the most precise equivalents of 
Aramaic šmh, all having the pronominal element (-šu, -w, -u), contrary to 
Old Persian nama. In Roman times, many Greek and Latin terms referring 
to institutions, law, and army were borrowed into Aramaic and early Rab
binic Hebrew, e.g. bwV < PoiAf|, "Senate", liblar < libellarius, "clerk". 
The influence of Rome in Syro-Phoenicia and in Palestine was usually at 
its strongest and most obvious in towns, and it has been reflected in lan
guage. But here the problems which confront us in trying to understand 
what happened in regard to language contact and language shift or trans
ference are exceedingly difficult. The intrusion of Rome in the Middle East 
did cause a disturbance in linguistic patterns that have been quite complex 
already before the Latin language first began to leave its indelible mark on 
Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew. Higher classes of the Levantine society 
were predominantly Greek speaking by the time of the Roman conquest, 
although the country and lower classes were largely using Aramaic, while 
Hebrew was still spoken in the Judaean hills, and North Arabian idioms in 
the Transjordanian countryside and in Idumaea. Greek influence increased 
again, as it seems, in the period of the Late Roman Empire and in Early 
Byzantine times. A new period of intense borrowings coincides with the 
first centuries of the Islam, as rightly seen by the Arab lexicographer Abū 
Bakr ibn Durayd (?-933 A.D.): wa-qad dahalafî 'arabīyati 'ahli š-ša'mi 
katīrun mina s-suryānīyati kamā sta'mala 'arabu l-'irāqi 'ašyā'a mina 
l-fārisīya, " A great deal of Syriac has pervaded the Arabic of the popula
tion of Syria, just as the Arabs of Iraq make use of Persian borrowings". 
Literary and contemporary primary sources to aid us in an attempt to 
understand various situations of language contact in the region during all 
these centuries are not sparse, but they are one-sided and tell us too little 
about social gradations in language, about the mixing of languages and 
bilingualism. What is needed above all, it is a study of language contact, 
based on new information and new approaches. 

65.5. A few Semitic terms belong to the category of old culture words 
the origin of which cannot be assigned to any particular language. The 
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most conspicuous case is provided by *wayn, "wine", attested in 
Semitic languages spoken along the East Mediterranean coast, i.e. in 
Ugaritic (yn), Old Canaanite (ye-nu; ye-ni: EA 84,44), Hebrew (yāyin, 
yn), Phoenician (yn), and also Ammonite (yn), everywhere with the shift 
w > y. The word appears also in Sabaic inscriptions as wyn or yyn, with 
a plural 'wyn or 'ywn, and the meaning "vineyard". It has most likely 
been borrowed into South Arabian from a Syro-Palestinian idiom and 
thereafter entered Arabic as wayn(un) and Ge'ez as way an. This word is 
certainly identical with Hittite and Luwian wa-ia-na-, with Greek 
Poîv(os), Latin uln(um), Umbrian uin(u), Armenian gini, Albanian vēne. 
Another noun belonging to this category is tawr, "ox", "bull", attested 
in East Semitic (šūru), in Ugaritic (tr), Hebrew (šor), Aramaic (šwr, swr, 
twr, tor a), Arabic (tawr), and Ethiopic (sor), and obviously identical 
with Greek xai)p(os), Latin taur(us), Lithuanian taúr(as), Polish tur, etc. 
The Semitic name for "rose", Arabic ward, warda, Mishnaic Hebrew 
wered, and Late Aramaic wardd, is generally considered as a Persian 
loanword, attested in Avestan as varaSa-. However, this is a common 
Mediterranean or Near Eastern noun which is already attested in Myce
naean Greek *Pop8o-, a variant of *Ppo8o- that appears as (3p68ov in 
the Aeolian dialect of the 7th century B.C. It is used in ancient North 
Arabian anthroponomy, viz. in Nabataean (Wrdw and its diminutive 
Wrydw), in Safaitic (Wrdn, Wrd, Ouap8a, OuapSns), in Palmyrene 
(Wrdn), and it gave rise in Arabic to the denominative verb warrada, "to 
blossom" or "to dye red". The assumed Persian provenance of the 
Semitic noun is therefore questionable, although the fact that it begins 
with w- points to its non-Aramaic and non-Hebrew origin. Another cul
ture word of the Mediterranean world is the name of the juniper, called 
ba-ra-su-um /barāšum/ in Palaeosyrian, burdsu(m) in Old Akkadian and 
in Assyro-Babylonian, baroš in Hebrew, bardt(d) in Aramaic, J3pá0u in 
Greek, and iuni-perus in Latin. It should not be confused with the birch, 
which does not occur in southern regions and is called brēza in Slavic, 
bérza-s in Baltic. 

65.6. Trade brings languages together and it is a cause of lexical bor
rowing when it creates the need to find words for new objects and 
goods. In fact, it is easier to borrow an existing term from another lan
guage than to make one up. The Greek word xpūaás, "gold", attested 
already in Mycenaean documents (ku-ru-so), is borrowed from Canaan
ite harus(u), as shown by the long ū in %pūaás, not from Assyro-Baby
lonian hurdsu. The words uúppa, Kaaía, Mpavos, ^ipavcoxos, found in 
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Sappho's poems, were borrowed from Phoenician at the time when these 
goods started to be imported by sea. This does not imply that all these 
names are of Semitic origin; cassia, for instance, is believed to have 
come from India. The Indian word "lac, sealing wax", Sanskrit laksana-, 
entered Sabaic as Ik-m and then Arabic as lakk or lukk, most likely 
through Middle Persian îāk. The Persian word musk, "musk", was bor
rowed by Sabaic as mslk and by Arabic as misk. The Arabic noun 
sukkar, "sugar", is borrowed from Sanskrit garkara- > *gakkara-, prob
ably through Tocharian gakkār, but the word is completely assimilated 
to the phonological and morphological system of Arabic, being adapted 
to the nominal pattern fu' 'al which is used for names of plants. As a 
matter of fact, the name "sugar" was originally applied only to the 
sucrose derived from the sugar-cane plant. A denominative verb 
sakkara, "to sugar", was coined in Arabic from sukkar, which was bor
rowed into Spanish as azúcar < 'as-sukkar and came to other European 
languages through Spanish. Instead, the Greek word a(XK%ap has only 
been used to create the name of saccharin. Borrowings through trade are 
important not only for linguistics but also for economic history. 

65.7. Also social relations bring languages together and may be a 
cause of lexical borrowing. E.g. the Hebrew word pilegeš (pylgš, plgš) 
and the later Jewish Aramaic noun pillaqtā, "concubine", are certainly 
related to Greek nùXkaJ^, TtaMaKis, náXXas, and to Latin paelex, pelex, 
"young lady". They probably imply a particular form of cohabitation 
which justified the borrowing of a foreign word. Another Semitic word 
borrowed from an Indo-European language is Ugaritic and Hebrew msk, 
Aramaic mzg, and Arabic masaġa or mazaġa, "to mix". Its oldest attes
tations clearly show that it was used in the sense of diluting wine with 
water, which means that it was borrowed together with that practice. The 
verb is certainly related to Greek piayco and to Latin misceo. 

65.8. Many linguists have stressed the cultural aspect of lexical bor
rowing. The urge to adopt new words for new objects and new concepts 
is a universal one. In general, the prestige factor and science are here 
very common causes of lexical borrowing. This explains why words of 
Canaanite origin, testifying to the higher Semitic culture and inventive
ness, are frequent in Egyptian texts, e.g. mrkbt for "chariot" (cf. §63.4) 
and mktr for "tower". Many of them describe materials and technical 
innovations brought from Western Asia. Their meaning was well under
stood in Egypt, as often shown by appropriate determinatives. Many of 
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them unveil their foreign origin by their consonantic structure alien to 
Egyptian or by being written in the alphabetic or syllabic orthography 
(§2.4). A similar situation occurred in North Africa where Libyco-
Berber borrowed Punic words and continues to use them nowadays. 
Thus, Phoenician-Punic gdr, "wall", but also "compound" as it appears 
from the name of Gadir (Cadiz), was borrowed as a-gadir with the 
meaning either "wall" in Tamazight, or "fortified granary" in Tachelhit. 
The Punic substantive shrt, related to Assyro-Babylonian sdhertu, 
"witch", may have given rise to a denominative verb of the D-stem 
(§41.3) which appears in Tarifit as -sdhhar- with the meaning "to 
bewitch", but the Arabic verb sahhara has the same meaning. Tuareg 
a-zrdf, "silver", appearing in Hausa as azùrfā, is certainly related to 
Assyro-Babylonian sarpu, "silver", generally called surpu in ancient 
Syria. The word may have been borrowed through Punic, but it is not 
attested so far in this language. Mishnaic Hebrew ndydr, "paper, parch
ment, papyrus", is borrowed from Assyro-Babylonian niāru or nayāru, 
"papyrus", which in turn goes back to Neo-Egyptian or Demotic n-yr < 
ny itrw, "belonging to the Nile". A new period of borrowings occurs 
much later in Europe, where the great prestige of Arab science and 
mathematics during the mediaeval period occasioned an influx of Arabic 
words into English and other European languages through the medium 
of Spanish. These borrowings pertain to the realm of science and their 
use shows that there was a great measure of understanding of their tech
nical acceptation. However, the meaning of a borrowed term does not 
always correspond exactly to its original significance in Arabic. Thus, 
both "zero" and "cipher" go back to Arabic sifr, "zero", "nothing", but 
the original sense of this word is "empty", "void". Similarly, "algebra" 
is borrowed from Arabic {'ilm) 'al-ġabr, lit. "(the knowledge of) the 
coercion" or "inevitability", with an adjective gabri meaning either 
"algebraic" or "compulsory". Original and technical meaning have to 
be distinguished in any case. 

65.9. The semantic analysis of some other scientific terms requires an 
even greater cautiousness, because they have been borrowed from Greek 
into Arabic and from Arabic into West European languages, with con
secutive semantic changes. E.g., Arabic 'al-kīmiyā', which nowadays 
signifies "chemistry", meant "alchemy" in the early mediaeval period. 
The word was borrowed from Byzantine Greek xupeia, "fluid", and it 
came to Spanish under the from alquimia already in the 13th century. 
Another term related to alchemy was elixir, borrowed likewise from 
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Byzantine Greek i,x\pov, "dry stuff", through Arabic 'al-'iksīr, which 
underwent a semantic evolution as well. Thus borrowing may be com
bined with semantic changes which are sometimes very important. 

65.10. A particular aspect of language contact is represented by the so-
called "diglossia", i.e. the use of two or more varieties of the same lan
guage throughout the community under different conditions (§65.2). 
Perhaps the most familiar example is the standard language and regional 
dialect as used, say, in Arabic, where many people speak their local 
dialect at home or among family and friends of the same dialect area, but 
use the standard language in communicating with speakers of other 
dialects or in public occasions. There are, however, quite different exam
ples of the use of two varieties of a language in the same speech com
munity. In Baghdad, e.g., the Christian Arabs speak a "Christian Ara
bic" among themselves, but speak the general Baghdad dialect, 
"Muslim Arabic", when talking in a mixed group. Arabic diglossia 
reaches almost as far back as our knowledge of Arabic goes, with the 
"Classical" or standard language ('al-fushā) and the colloquials ('al-
'ammīya), but a semiformal kind of spoken Arabic, with a generous 
admixture of colloquial vocabulary, is much used on public occasions 
instead of the al-fushā language. In general, the grammatical structure 
of any colloquial is simpler than that of its corresponding standard form, 
but a striking feature of diglossia is the existence of many paired lex
emes, one standard, one colloquial. For example, in Arabic the classical 
verb for "to see" is ra'a, but the widespread colloquial word is šāf, 
which is hardly used in written Arabic. The range of meaning of the two 
items is roughly the same, but they belong to two varieties of the language, 
to two different speech levels. This is a research subject that requires fur
ther study and assembling of much descriptive and historical data. 

4. INTERNAL C H A N G E 

66.1. Not all changes in semantic systems are brought about by the 
influence of other languages. Internal changes occur as well and can be 
discerned at all levels of linguistic structure. They affect individual lex
ical items as well as general rules, and they occur in phonology (§10-
27), morphology (§28-49), syntax (§50-61), and semantics alike. That 
is an exceedingly treacherous field when we approach ancient lan
guages. A number of scholars have argued, in fact, that only a very small 
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percentage of the population would have been able to read and write, 
especially perhaps in areas far removed from the influence of the towns. 
The written documentation at our disposal would therefore reflect the 
language and the vocabulary of an educated minority. True, within any 
recognizable speech community, variations are normally found on all 
levels of linguistic structure — phonological, grammatical, and lexical. 
Some of these variations are correlated with location, other depend on 
the identity of the speaker, of the person spoken to or spoken about. This 
type of variation may be termed sociolinguistic. However, we should not 
let this fact of linguistic variation carry too much weight in societies 
using an alphabetic script, with a reduced number of signs. The thou
sands of Safaitic inscriptions engraved on stones in areas far removed 
from towns and the symbols of the Tuareg script, known to many mem
bers of the clans, indicate that we should not be at all surprised to find 
that people were able to write and read in the country and among 
Bedouin tribes. Therefore, observable changes do not concern the sole 
urban and educated society. In this chapter, we are dealing only with 
semantics. 

66.2. The simplest form of internal change is probably the loss and 
addition of lexical items. Since every language loses a percentage of its 
vocabulary in the course of time, it is highly pertinent to trace such 
words and to ascertain their meaning, as well as to attempt to determine 
why a certain word or group is lost or replaced by new words incorpo
rated into a language. There used to be, e.g., a North Arabian noun nq't 
that must mean "clearing" (cf. Aramaic and Hebrew nāqī', "clear") and 
occurs in Safaitic inscriptions; e.g. sllm w-nq't b-nfs wdd l-d y'wr h-slfr, 
"well-being and clearing away by any friendly person upon anyone who 
would blind the inscription!"; sm wnq't mqbr l-dy'wrnh, "deafness and 
clearing out of the tomb upon those who would blind i t ! " . This word 
became obsolete and does not appear later in Arabic, so that even its 
meaning is now somewhat uncertain. What this example shows, of 
course, is that words can drop out of common use into oblivion. Were it 
not for written records, we would have no knowledge at all of a word 
like nq't. 

66.3. In every society, on the other hand, there is a constant need for 
new lexical items. Where borrowing does not suggest itself as a way of 
obtaining a new term, alternative methods are available. A new term can 
be obtained by extending the use of an old one, making it applicable to 
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new situations. Another possibility is to combine existing lexical items 
to form more complex ones that are in some way descriptive or appro
priate. In Semitic languages, this can be realized with the help of geniti
val compounds. Still a third way to obtain a new term is to make it up 
from an existing root, to coin it just to meet the new need. 

66.4. The extension of existing lexical items to new situations involves 
both semantic change and the metaphorical side of language. E.g. the 
Arabic noun mahzan, related to the verb hazana, "to store", basically 
means "storeroom", borrowed into English as "magazine". In Morocco, 
however, it came to designate the governmental finance department and 
finally the Makhzan, 'al-mahzan, the Moroccan government. In the 
older Islamic administration, the dīwān was an account book of the trea
sury and this noun was the basis from which the denominative verb 
dawwana, "to write down", "to register", was coined. The initial accep
tation of dīwān was extended to "office", "board", "court of justice", 
and the word was borrowed with the article into Spanish as aduana < 
'ad-dīwān, "custom office". On the other hand, dīwān was used 
metaphorically to designate a collection of poems written by one author. 
The noun Ml, fem. hāla(t), designates in Arabic and in other Semitic 
languages the "maternal uncle" or the "mother's brother", respectively 
the "maternal aunt" or the "mother's sister". Its meaning is somewhat 
different in Gafat where ala simply means "brother" and aht, "sister". 

66.5. The creation of complex lexical items is a frequent means of 
obtaining new terms. In Old Assyrian, e.g., bit ālim, lit. "house of the 
town", is the "town-hall" also in an administrative sense, while bit 
ili{m), lit. "god's house", means "temple" in Assyro-Babylonian. In 
Classical Hebrew, śar hā-'lr, lit. "prince of the city", is the "burgomas
ter", the "mayor", while the 'âšer 'al-hab-bayit, lit. "who is over the 
house", was "the mayor of the palace". Arabic had no appropriate archi
tectural term to name the capital. Thus the compound rās 'al- 'amūd was 
coined to designate "the head of a column", i.e. a "capital". In Tigre, 
the "cousin" is called wad hal, lit. "son of the mother's sister", — a 
designation comparable with Libyco-Berber u-ma, "brother", lit. "the 
mother's son" —, and the Tigre name of the "school" is bet mdhro, lit. 
"house of gaining skil l" . 

66.6. New coinages from existing nominal and verbal roots are frequent 
in Semitic languages (§64.1-6). E.g. the Arabic noun kuhl, "antimony", 
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also designated a preparation of pulverized antimony used for darkening 
the eyelids, and its use was extended to any preparation for colouring the 
eyelids. From this noun a denominative verb kahhala (Stem II), 
takahhala (Stem V), and 'iktahala (Stem VIII) was coined to signify the 
colouring of the eyelids with kohl. On the other hand, the nominal pat
tern fa' 'āl of professional names served to coin the noun kahhāl, which 
has designated the "eye doctor", the "oculist", while the adjectival pat
tern fa'll gave rise to kahll, "darkened with kohl" as well as metaphori
cal appellation of horses of noblest breed, called also kuhayll or 
kuhaylān. The name of "alcohol", kuhūl, derives historically from the 
same root, but its meaning and its vocalization are borrowed from the 
European term adopted in the 16th century by Paracelsus from Arabic 
'al-kuhl to designate his alcool vini, "wine spirit". 

66.7. Individual lexical items are also susceptible to change in their 
phonological representations. One can refer here to the description of 
phonetic changes in Part Two of the present Outline (§10-27). 

5. P R O P E R N A M E S 

67.1. A proper name may be defined, broadly, as a word or a small 
group of words indicating a particular entity in its entirety without nec
essarily or essentially signifying any special quality of the entity. Never
theless, it must be originally meaningful as name of a concrete entity 
that belongs to a well defined category; e.g. the name of a person can
not mean "fields". In practice, a particular entity will be named only i f 
it is important enough to make a name for it useful. This, in human soci
ety, includes all human beings, which receive each a personal name, and 
a vast number of items in their environment, as towns, rivers, mountains, 
houses, etc., which receive each a place name. Hence the subdivision of 
the present section into two parts, viz. anthroponomy and toponymy. 
Still other classes of proper names may be distinguished, but they are 
related, broadly, to the two above-mentioned categories. A special 
observation should nevertheless be added concerning the divine names 
that may be the object of a linguistic tabu. In some religions, in fact, the 
real name of the deity had to be kept secret with the result that the divin
ity was called only by some descriptive epithet. The reason for such sub
stitution, not rare in the Semitic world, must be sought in the widespread 
belief in the power of the Name, made known to the initiate alone. 
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A. Anthroponomy 

67.2. Semitic personal names are derived regularly from ordinary 
words or consist either in short verbal and nominal sentences, or in gen
itive compounds. Frequently they represent an abbreviated form of 
names belonging to the preceding categories with only one of the ele
ments preserved, to which a suffix is normally added. These names are 
called "hypocoristica". In most societies, bestowal of proper names has 
a religious and a legal significance, hence their study has wider impli
cations than the very linguistic ones. This problem was already 
dealt with explicitly by Ibn Qayyim al-Ġawzīya (7-1350 A.D.) in his 
treatise Tuhfat 'al-mawdūd bi-'ahkām 'al-mawlūd, where he examines 
the attitude of the Islamic law and religion to the bestowal of personal 
names. 

67.3. In general, every human being receives a name shortly after 
birth. This name is necessarily given by others than the individual 
receiving it, and these others are usually a parent or both parents, or at 
least some member or members of the family or group. Since these are 
well-wishers of the child, the name in any society wi l l ordinarily be a 
"good" one, nomen omen, whether chosen because of religious feeling, 
as happens often among Semites, or inspired by family pride, fashion, or 
mere practicality. Although a newly born child possesses only a minimal 
number of individual traits, also descriptive names, as "strong", "beau
tiful" , may be applied. In some cases, Semites have resorted to number
ing their children, especially when the number is a "lucky" one, as 
"third". Incident names are common. These are suggested by the time or 
circumstances of birth, or sometimes of pregnancy. Incident-names may 
refer to a feast-day, like Sabbatay, or to the recent death of a member of 
the family, whose place wil l be taken by the newly born child. Names 
that dedicate a child to some god, or in some way connect him with the 
god, are extremely common among Semites, e.g. "Servant of God". 
These names are called "theophoric". Plant and animal names also 
occur, e.g. "Wolf" , "Gazelle", and these may originally have put the 
baby into what was conceived to be a proper relationship with the tribal 
totem. Others, however, are just referring to plants and flowers as, e.g., 
the name Hbdrt or Hmdrt borne by the Canaanite mother-in-law of 
Ramses I I I ; it simply corresponds to Hebrew hdbasselet and Syriac 
hamsalaytd, the "stalk" of a plant or flower. 
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67.4. Inevitably, after the passage of a few generations, names lose 
touch with their origins, but they tend to be repeated either because of 
the common practice of naming a child "after" someone, usually some 
member of the family, or because the use of an established "good" name 
seems safer and more suitable. With the continuation of this practice, a 
name, which is by nature conservative, which aims at preserving the 
"name" of the family, and is less subject to linguistic change, may 
therefore reflect earlier stages of the language and deserves a special 
consideration in linguistic studies. For example, David's patronymic 
*Yeššay (Greek Ieaaai) probably preserves an old Afro-Asiatic noun 
attested in Amharic as wdšša, "dog", in East Cushitic as wišš-, "dog", 
in Tuareg as uššan, "jackal", in Egyptian as wnš, "wolf". Of course, the 
name may also become meaningless to later generations and degenerate 
into a mere label or tag. This loss of lexical meaning affects especially 
names borrowed from one language into another. A name may also be 
reinterpreted and receive a new meaning; e.g. the name of Jehu's grand
father Nmšy, certainly related to Amorite Na-am-se-e-á\M /Namšē-
Haddal, was vocalized Nimsl by the Masoretes who thought of Arabic 
nims, "ichneumon", while it was pronounced Naneaai in the Hellenistic 
period, what shows a connection with Babylonian nammaššū, "beast". 

67.5. The original name, even i f its bestowal had been a solemn occa
sion and a ritual, may be replaced either by a surname or nickname, used 
for practical purposes and sometimes even officially, or by a new name 
or "to-name" chosen at some definite time or on the occasion of some 
event. Again, a "good" name is sought and it can now be chosen by the 
individual himself. We can rarely ascertain the existence of such prac
tices among the ancient Semites, but certain cases decidedly suggest it, 
as some of the so-called "officials' names", especially those containing 
the name of the reigning king, e.g. /'Ammurāpi'-'ilī/, "Hammurabi is my 
god". In later periods, the custom of changing the name or giving an 
additional name is well attested in the Bible and in the Jewish tradition 
as symbolic of a new status or destiny. 

67.6. The inherited family name is a recent development in the Semitic 
world, in which families and individuals traditionally identify themselves 
by the patronymic of a real or reputed ancestor. Among Carthaginians 
we find cases of high officials identifying themselves by the names of 
their sixteen ancestors, and comparable numbers of forefathers occur in 
Safaitic genealogies. 
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67.7. Most scholarship upon Semitic personal names has concentrated 
upon their etymology, categories, manners of origin, and method of 
development. Statistical and historical study of naming as a social 
phenomenon is little advanced. The main classes of names comprehend 
verbal sentence names as Phoenician [Yatan-'Ell, "God has given", 
nominal sentence names as Amorite /Šamaš-ġazzīr/, "the Sun-god is a 
hero", genitive compound names as Arabic 'Abdu-llāhi, "Servant of 
God", hypocoristica as Aramaic 'Abday, "Servant (of)", one-word 
names, either augmented as Hebrew Šabbatay, "(Born on) Sabbath", or 
not-augmented as Aramaic Sail, "Requested", finally plant and animal 
names as Arabic 'Arnabu, "Hare". 

B. Toponymy 

67.8. The giving of place names depends, much like that of personal 
names, upon a sense that a place is an entity which possesses an indi
viduality differentiating it from other places, and a recognition that a 
place is useful and therefore worth naming. From the linguistic and his
torical points of view, however, there is a basic difference between place 
names and personal names. Personal names are borne by living people 
and reflect therefore, at least to a certain extent, the linguistic situation 
of the area with which they are connected at the time either of the con
cerned written sources or of the surveys of spoken idioms. Geographical 
names, instead, with the exception of newly founded settlements, in gen
eral reflect an old and inherited linguistic tradition of the specific areas 
and may yield information about their protopopulation. 

67.9. Notable periods of naming occur only when an uninhabited 
country is being populated and developed, or when the speakers of a 
new language expel the former inhabitants and impose themselves upon 
a country. In historical times, such situations have rarely occurred in 
countries inhabited by speakers of Semitic languages, although many 
settlements have been abandoned in the course of time and their names 
forgotten. Elsewhere the place names were firmly established and clung 
with great pertinacity even in cities whose names had been changed by 
Greeks which used them officially during centuries, e.g. Aao8ÍK8ta for 
Beirut or IlTO^sums for Acre. Though suffering great change of form, 
also Libyco-Berber place names survived in North Africa through peri
ods of shift in population and language. Thus, most of the Maghrebine 
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toponyms in ta- / ti-, like Tonga (Tangier), Tipasa, etc., can safely be 
considered as Libyco-Berber, not as Phoenician, Latin, or Arabic. Other 
toponyms, like Tasigda, present Skikda (Algeria), are Berberized forms 
of Latin or Punic names. This may be the case also of Rās 'Adar, at the 
north-eastern comer of Cap Bon, in Tunisia. This name seems to go 
back to Punic *Ruš 'Addīr, "Cape of the Mighty One", but its actual 
form, attested already in the 11th century by el-Bekri, is likely to repro
duce a Libyco-Berber word that appears in North-African proper names 
of the Roman period; e.g. U-adar-ius, I-adar, Neo-Punic Y'dr, Numidic 
IDR. It is etymologically related to East Semitic adāru, "to fear", but 
also to Agaw addra, "God", perhaps "Lord" as suggested by the regu
lar translation "lady" of its feminine derivative taddra in the Qemant-
Qwara dialects. For the Libyco-Berber population of ancient Tunisia, 
Rās 'Adar seems therefore to have been a God's Cape or a Tremendous 
Cape, while personal names like Uadarius and I adar would mean "Son 
of God" and "(Belonging) to God", etymologically "the Tremendous 
one", as confirmed by West Semitic 'addīr, "mighty". In other words, 
when analyzing toponyms, all the available evidence should be taken 
into account. 

67.10. Originally place names need not to have been fully differenti
ated from common nouns. Just as people now living near a large river 
say ordinarily "the river", so the population of Upper Mesopotamia and 
Northern Syria called Euphrates nam or nahrā, "the river". Place nam
ing in a fuller sense begins when people recognize two examples of the 
same class, and distinguish, e.g., "the white cape", Rās 'al-'Abyad, from 
"the red cape", Rās 'al-'Ahmar, whence White cape and Red cape. In 
this example, Arabic rās is the "generic" element of the place name and 
'abyad I 'ahmar is called its "specific". Practice may permit the combi
nation of both elements into one "word", e.g. Qarthadast, Carthage, i.e. 
"Newtown". 

67.11. The etymology of many place names occurring in Semitic 
sources or attested in areas inhabited by populations speaking a Semitic 
language is unknown, because these names are either altered or going 
back to a protopopulation of unknown or insufficiently known linguistic 
affiliation. However, number of place names consist in a simple Semitic 
generic, e.g. Beirut < Bl'rot, "Wells", Byblos < Gublu, "Mount", Tyre 
< Sūr, "Rock", Acre < 'Akkā, "Mooring-post", Medina < 'al-Madīna, 
"the City", Gades < ha-Gadīr, "the Compound", Alcalá < 'al-Qal'a, 
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"the Castle", Ma'īn, "Spring", Timna', "Stronghold", Mìspā, "Watch-
tower", 'an-Nahl, "the Palmgrove", 'al-'Uyūn, "the Sources", 'Aynān, 
"Two sources" (but cf. §67.16), 'Ugārat I 'Ugarit, "Fields, Plain", etc. 

67.12. Other names are descriptive and employ a specific element indi
cating a long-enduring quality of the generic; e.g. Guadalquivir < 
Wād(i) 'al-kabīr, "the Big river", Caltagirone < QaVat 'al-ġīrān, "the 
Castle of the caves", Caltabellotta < Qal'at 'al-ballūt, "the Castle of the 
oaks". Sometimes the generic can be omitted, as in Hadrumetum 
(Sousse) < ha-Dâromīt, "the Southern (town)", in Hadattu (Arslan 
Tash) < Hadattu, "New (town)", in Judah < Yahūdā, "Low(land)" or 
"Hallow (land)" (cf. wahda, "lowland", "depression"). 

67.13. Incident names arise from an incident occurring at the place and 
making it memorable. Names of persons are often applied to natural fea
tures for this reason, as are names of animals. E.g. Gibraltar < Old Span
ish Gebaltari derives from Arabic Gabal Tāriq, "Mount of Tāriq" ibn 
Zayd, the Arab chieftain who crossed into Spain and conquered Andalu
sia in 711 with an army of 12.000 Arabs and Berbers. The feminine 
nisba-form 'Abbāsīya, "Abbasid", designates a settlement established 
by 'Abbās. Rās 'al-Kalb, "the Peak of the Dog", and Rās 'al-Himār, 
"the Peak of the Donkey", lay both in Lebanon and contain an allusion 
to a local incident. 

67.14. Possessive names spring from the idea of ownership, whether 
legal or informal, though the possessive form of the noun need not be 
maintained; e.g. Dūr-Kurigalzu, "Residence of Kurigalzu ( I ) " , Dūr-
Sarrukēn, "Residence of Sargon ( I I ) " . Such place names mostly occur 
with the name of a deity considered as owner of the site, e.g. Bēt Semes, 
"House of the Sun-god", Bēt 'Anāt, "House of Anat", etc. 

67.15. Folk-etymologies, though they may be said to transform old 
names, really produce semantically new names through the mishearing 
and misinterpretation of unintelligible toponyms. E.g. Babylon, whose 
name goes probably back to a Proto-Euphratic Babil-, was reinterpreted 
in Semitic as Bāb-ìlī, "the Gate of the gods". Irbil, with its Pre-Semitic 
name Urbll-, was explained in Assyrian as Arba-ill, "the Four gods", 
while the name of Jerusalem (<*Warúšalim') was reinterpreted as 
"Peaceful city" ('ìr šālēm). The Aramaic place name Qšt, meaning 
"hamlet" like Tigre qišot (plural qawašši), is indicated in Neo-Assyrian 
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by the logogram u r u B A N which was read qaštu, "bow". Sometimes the 
old name is preserved with the addition of a new generic, like in Cal-
tanissetta < Qal'at 'an-nisā', "the Castle of the women", which reflects 
the misinterpretation of the old Siciliote name Nissa of the site. The 
local name Mongibello of Mount Etna combines Romance mons with 
Arabic ġabal, "mount". 

67.16. Several Semitic toponyms end in -ām / -ayim or -ān / -ayin 
without being grammatical duals (§29.54). E.g. Naharay(i)m is the 
region of the Middle Euphrates, "the River", nāhār, 'Epray(i)m is the 
central highland of Palestine, so-called because it was one of the most 
fertile areas in Palestine, and is planted at present with such fruit as trees 
of vine, olive, pomegranate, carob, etc.; therefore, its name is likely to 
derive from a variant form 'pr (cf. 'âpar, 'eprā, "meadow") of the root 
wpr (cf. §19.24), which produces wafr, "wealth" in Arabic, "farmland" 
in Geez, and is related to p(9)rl, "fruit". 

67.17. Several Semitic place names, in particular number of present 
Arab toponyms of Syria-Palestine and North Africa, are misheard and 
misformed Greek and Latin names. E.g. Tarābulus in Lebanon and 
Tarābulus 'al-Garb in Libya go back to Greek TpÍTīoXis, "Triple city". 
The Syrian seaport 'al-Lādiqīya transcribes Greek AaoSÍKeia, while 
Palestinian Nablūs and Tunisian Nabewl go back to Neá7r,oÀ,is, "New 
city". Saraqusta, which became Zaragoza in Spanish, is a shortened 
form of the Latin name Caesar Augusta. 

67.18. The tenacity of the place names (§67.8-9) render them valuable 
to the study of history and prehistory, and necessitates careful study of 
the alterations to which they are subject. In general, being a part of the 
language, place names change pronunciation along with the rest of the 
language. E.g., when the Phoenician glottal stop was elided in certain 
positions and when the pronunciation of the Punic vowel o shifted to u, 
this change occurred in place names as in other words. Thus, the fre
quent generic element "head" used in the sense "cape" was transcribed 
ra-'-si in 9th-century B.C. cuneiforms, but it could be written r's or rš in 
Punic inscriptions of the 3rd century B.C., while later Greek and Latin 
authors transcribed it Pouo*-, Puo-, Rus-. The same change ā > 6 > ū is 
attested in the North African place names A-megdul and Meġdul attested 
in the 11th century A.D. by el-Bekri. Both go back to Phonician-Punic 
*magddl, "tower", but the Libyco-Berber case marker a- is prefixed to 
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the first one. Dialectal variations are common and place names, through 
constant use, may be shortened (e.g. §67.17); originally foreign 
toponyms are subject to greater alterations. However, a trained linguist 
is able to penetrate most of the disguises, insofar as the original language 
in which the toponym was coined is sufficiently known. 

67.19. In fact, there is a high number of place names of unknown ori
gin in areas inhabited by populations speaking Semitic languages. 
Attempts have been made in the past to elucidate some of these names 
attested in Mediterranean areas by assigning them to an otherwise non 
recorded language of a very remote period. Thus a basic root *kal- (e.g. 
Calahorra, ancient Calagurris), also supposed to exist in numerous vari
ants, such as *kar- (e.g. Carcassonne), has been isolated in a large num
ber of toponyms, and the meaning "rock" has been postulated, extended 
in one direction to mean "mountain" and in another to include 
"fortress". Such conclusions must, however, be viewed as highly hypo
thetical despite the existence of some widespread culture words as 
"wine" and "bu l l " (§65.5). In particular, the discovery of the Ebla writ
ings confirms a long-suggested association of the name of Karkamiš 
with the Semitic god Kamosh and the Sumerian loanword kar > 
kār(um), "quay". The name in its earliest attestations may thus be ana
lyzed as Kār-áKamit, "Quay of (the god) Kamit", but this meaning 
might be based on folk-etymology (§67.15). As for Mount Carmel, hav
ing the same name as a city in Southern Palestine, the linguistic affilia
tion of this toponym is unknown. The recent tendency of connecting 
North Syrian place names with Hurrian should also be viewed with great 
caution. Anyhow, individual names, i.e. not belonging to a whole "pat
tern", may show close resemblance or even be identical as the result of 
coincidence, as Maqueda in Castile and Maqqèda in Palestine, the 
resemblance of which has led some Jewish commentators to assert that 
the Spanish city had been founded by Jews from Maqqeda who had been 
exiled by Nebuchadnezzar. In examining place names, history must 
always be consulted as far as possible. Caution is required even with 
regard to modern toponyms. The name of Tel Aviv, Israel, e.g., refers 
superficially to a " te l l" , i.e. an artificial mound resulting from the accu
mulation of debris of successive settlements. In reality, the city name is 
not derived from the name of an existing Palestinian "te l l" , but it was 
taken in 1910 from Ez. 3,15 where this name designates a place in Baby
lonia where Judaean exiles were settled in the 6th century B.C. 
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absolute state: basic form of the noun, neither construct, nor suffixed, 
abstract noun: noun indicating a quality considered apart from concrete beings, 

in opposition to "concrete", 
accent: a stress of voice on a particular syllable in pronouncing a word; a mark 

used to indicate such stress or to distinguish homophonous cuneiform 
signs, as M, šà. 

accusative: case denoting, in inflected languages, the function of direct object, 
internal object, or certain categories of circumstantial relations. 

acrophonic principle: attribution of a phonetic value to a pictogram in such a 
way that it would symbolize the initial phoneme of the name of the 
object it represents, as /b/ symbolized by a house which is called baytu in 
Semitic. 

actor: subject. 
actor affixes: verbal affixes, called also personals, that refer to the subject of the 

verb and specify person, gender, and number, 
acute accent: mark used in tone languages to indicate a high tone, as á. 
adjutative: verbal form expressing assistance or help given in an action, 
adnominal: an adjective, especially when used as a noun, 
adverbial: used as an adverb. 
adverbial accusative: the accusative of a noun indicating a circumstance, 
adversative: expressing opposition or antithesis, especially a conjunction as 

"but", "or". 
affix: a non-separable morpheme added to the beginning or to the end of a 

word, base, or root, producing a derivative or a compound, prefix or suffix, 
afformative: morpheme suffixed to a root or a basis. 
affricate, affricative: complex sound consisting of a stop followed immediately 

by a fricative in the same position of the vocal organs, as [tfl, [13]. 
Afrasian: pertaining to Afro-Asiatic. 
agentless passive: derived Berber verbal stem with a frvra-prefix, which is a pro 

form of a non-active subject. 
agglutinative, agglutinating: language which loosely combines radicals and rela

tional suffixes; e.g. Sumerian, Turkish. 
agreement: concord. 
'al-'ammīya: Arabic designation of the colloquial language, as distinguished 

from 'al-fushā. 
'al-fā'il: "the actor", name given by Arab grammarians to the subject of a ver

bal clause. 
'al-fushā: Arabic designation of the Classical or standard literary language, as 

distinguished from 'al- 'ammīya. 
'alif 'al-wasl: 'alif-sign not pronounced as glottal stop in Classical Arabic. 
'alifmamdūda: name given by Arab grammarians to a final -ā'u(n) indicated by 

'alif and the hamza. 
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'alif maqsūra: name given by Arab grammarians to a final long -ā which is 
indicated by a written y. 

allative: grammatical form indicating a movement towards a person, an object, 
or a time limit, 

allograph: variant of a grapheme, 
allomorph: a positional or free variant of a morpheme, 
allophone: a variant realization of a phoneme. 
'al-mubtada' bihi: "one starts off with him", name given by Arab grammarians 

to the subject of a nominal clause. 
alternation: occurrence of different phonemes or forms in comparable circum

stances. 
alternative: affording a choice between two or more possibilities. 
amorphous: qualification used mainly in Russian to designate an agglutinating 

language the words of which do not suffer any change of form, but are 
associated with auxiliaries and placed in a significant order. 

anaphora: repetition of a word in the same sentence or context. 
anaphoric: pertaining to an anaphora. 
anaptyctic: qualification of a vowel inserted in the body of a word for articula-

tory reasons. 
anaptyxis: insertion of a vowel in the body of a word for articulatory reasons, 
antecedent: nominal head to which a relative clause is attached, 
anthroponomy: nomenclature of personal names, science or study of personal 

names, 
apex: the tip of the tongue. 
apheresis, aphesis: the dropping of an unaccented syllable or sound from the 

beginning of a word. 
apocopate(d): the shortened form of the Arabic imperfect; jussive, 
apophony: vowel alternation denoting different forms and functions, 
apposition: substantive placed beside another to add to or to explain the first, 
article: auxiliary morpheme added to a noun in order to specify its definite or 

indefinite character. 
articulation: movements of the organs of speech in producing an articulate sound, 
aspect: a grammatical categorizing of the verb aimed at indicating the degree to 

which or the manner in which the action is performed, 
aspectual: pertaining to grammatical aspects, 
asseverative: affirmative. 
assimilation: articulatory joining of adjacent sounds into one sound or adapta

tion of a sound to a neighbouring one. 
asyndetic: not connected by a conjunction. 
atelic situation: situation that involves a process that does not lead up to a well-

defined terminal point (cf. telic action); e.g. Arabic 'at-timsāhu ya'īšu fî 
l-mā'i, "the crocodile lives in water". 

attribute: a word used to qualify the main element of a sentence. 
augmentative: semantic class denoting greater size or intensity, as Tigre garhāy, 

"large field", against garhat, "field". 

back-formation: alteration of a basic form under the influence of a form which 
is historically derived from it. 
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basic: pertaining to original and simple forms or stems, without derivational 
affixes or infixes; unmarked, 

basis: verbal type, pattern, principal constituent, 
biconsonantal, biradical: root consisting of two radical consonants, 
bilabial: articulated with both lips, as [b], [p], [m], [w]. 
binyān: Hebrew name for "verb pattern" or "conjugation", 
bound form: said of a noun in the construct state and of a suffixed pronoun, as 

opposed to "free" form, 
boustrophedon: "as the ox ploughs", name given to script running from right to 

left and from left to right, in alternate lines, 
"broken" plural: plural of nouns, formed by internal change, such as Arabic 

kitāb, "book", kutub, "books". 

cardinal number: basic form of the number, as "one", "two", "three", etc. 
case: nominal or pronominal form characterized by declensional endings and 

indicating, in inflected languages, the syntactical relationship of a noun, 
pronoun, or adjective to other words in a sentence. 

casus agens: active subject in an ergative language, also called "ergative case". 
casus patiens: non-active subject in an ergative language, also called "patient 

case" or "non-active case". 
casus pendens: isolated element of a sentence, placed afore and resumed in the 

sentence itself by a pronominal morpheme; extraposition, 
category: class, one of the several forms, 
causal clause: expressing cause, origin, agency, 
causative: verbal form indicating that the subject causes the action, 
citation form: form of the noun given in answer to a question like: "what is the 

Arabic word for... ? " 
clause: a group of words containing a subject and a predicate, but forming a 

subordinate part of a compound or complex sentence, 
cluster: a group, especially of consonants. 
cohortative: the verbal mood expressing will, exhortation, or order in the first 

person singular or plural. 
collective noun: noun expressing a plurality of individuals under a singular 

form, as "army", "people", etc. 
common noun: the name an individual object has in common with others of its 

class, as "man", "city", etc. 
complex sentence: a sentence consisting of a principal clause and of one or 

more subordinate clauses. 
componential analysis: method consisting in the analysis of the semantic com

ponents or features of the word. 
compound: consisting of two or more elements. 
compound sentence: a sentence consisting of more than one independent clause, 
conative: verbal form expressing endeavour or effort. 
concord: agreement of words grammatically connected, as in gender, number, 

case, or person, 
concrete noun: designating concrete persons or objects, 
conditional clause: expressing or implying a condition, 
conjugation: inflection of verbs. 
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conjunction: a word used to connect words, phrases, clauses, or sentences. 
consecutio temporum: sequence of tenses, 
consecutive clause: expressing result, consequence. 
consonant: sound produced by a contact or constriction of the speech organs 

which results in complete or partial blockage of the breath stream; a letter 
representing such a sound (e.g. b, d, k). 

construct state: form of the noun governing, in Semitic languages, another noun 
or a relative asyndetic clause. 

constructio ad sensum: Latin expression meaning that the concord is not based 
on the grammatical gender or number of a noun, but on its real significa
tion. 

continuant, continuous: consonant that is articulated without complete closure 
of the speech organs and therefore can be uttered continuously, without 
changing quality, as [m], [f]; opposed to "stop". 

contraction: the shortening of a syllable, a word, or words by monophthongiza
tion or by the omission of one or more letters or syllables, as in "don't" for 
"do not". 

co(n)verb: verbal form not expressing time or aspect, but serving to correlate 
two or more utterances, 

copula: morpheme which expresses the relation between the subject and the 
predicate in a nominal sentence, especially a form of a verb meaning "to 
be". 

crasis: the coalescence of two vowels into one long vowel, 
cuneiform writing: characterized by the wedge shape of the characters or 

"signs", which nevertheless derive from schematized pictograms. 

dageš dirimens: a dageš forte which is explained traditionally as serving to sep
arate (Latin dirimere) syllables. 

dages forte: Tiberian Masoretic diacritical dot indicating the gemination of a 
consonant. 

dageš lene: Tiberian Masoretic diacritical dot indicating the plosive pronuncia
tion of b, g, d, k, p, t. 

damma: Arabic vowel sign for the short vowel u, called damm. 
dative: case denoting, in inflected languages, the function of indirect object. 
declension: inflection of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives. 
defective: verb or noun lacking one more of the inflectional forms normal for its 

class; word lacking one or more vowel letters normal for its spelling. 
deglottalization: disappearance of the glottal closure in the articulation of a 

speech sound. 
deictic: demonstrative, drawing attention to a situation or a context, 
delocutive verb: verb which derives from a locution, a phrase, as Arabic bas-

malay coined from the invocation bi-smi-llah, "in the name of God..." 
demonstrative: pronoun or adjective that directly points out its antecedent, as 

"this", "that", 
denominative: derived from a noun. 
dental: articulated with the tip of the tongue against or near the upper front 

teeth, as [d], [t]. 
depalatalization: disappearance of the palatal articulation of a speech sound. 

I 
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descriptive linguistics: the branch of linguistics which studies the characteristics 
of language systems or dialects at given points in their histories; syn
chronic linguistics. 

detensing: process by which a tense consonant becomes lax. 
determinant: an element affixed to a base which modifies or determines its 

meaning, as 'ā or -al in Hebrew 'āmal : mālal, "to languish", from a base 
*mal. 

determinative: cuneiform or hieroglyphic graph specifying the semantic field to 
which a word belongs, as in dAdad where d indicates that Adad is a divine 
name. 

determinative-relative pronoun: pronoun functioning as a kind of demonstrative 
and of relative. 

develarization: disappearance of velar features of a speech sound, 
deverbal: derived from a verb. 
devoiced, unvoiced: rendered voiceless, as in the change [d] > [t]. 
diachronic: pertaining to the study of language changes over a period of time, 

historical. 
diacritic, diacritical mark/sign: mark, point, or sign added to a letter to indicate 

its exact phonetic value or to distinguish it from another letter. 
dialectology: the linguistic study of the dialects of a language. 
diaphone: phoneme overlapping the boundaries of other phonemes. 
diglossia: the use of two or more varieties of the same language throughout the 

community under different conditions; e.g. literary and colloquial Arabic. 
diminutive: a word formed from another to express diminished size, or famil

iarity, affection, etc. 
diphonemization: phonemic change from a single phoneme into a cluster of two 

phonemes, e.g. [s:] > [rs]. 
diphthong: a continuous monosyllabic speech sound combining a vowel with 

one of the semivowels [w] and [y]. 
diptotic: qualification of a declension system limited to two cases. 
disjunctive: expressing an alternative, as "either... or", or a separation. 
dissimilation: articulatory differentiation either introduced into one long or 

geminated sound, or produced between two identical or similar neighbour
ing sounds. 

distributive: referring singly to the persons or things of a group, as "each one", 
"each two", etc. 

dual: the form of the noun, pronoun, or verb indicating its application to two 
persons or things. 

ejective: emphatic, glottalized. 
elative: superlative, said of a form of comparison of adjectives, 
elision: the suppression of a part of a word. 
ellipsis: the omission of a word or words which are necessary to complete a sen

tence or phrase, but which the hearer or reader may easily supply, 
elliptical: pertaining to ellipsis. 
emphatic: glottalized or pharyngalized consonants; definite state of the noun in 

Aramaic. 
enclitic: monosyllabic particle attached to a preceding word. 
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energetic, energic: a strengthened expression of wish or intention, formed from 
the jussive, 

epenthesis: anaptyxis. 
ergative: pertaining to languages like Sumerian, Hurrian, Urartian, and many 

of the Caucasian languages, where the basic finite verbal form is doubly 
oriented, with an active subject (ergative case, casus agens) and a non-
active subject (non-active case, casus patiens), without any distinctive 
grammatical category of direct object. 

exhortative: verbal mood expressing wish, exhortation. 
extraposition: placing as casus pendens. 

factitive: verbal form indicating that the subject produces a new condition in the 
object of a transitive verb which takes a second objective complement, e.g. 
Hebrew šimma', "he gave (him) to hear (the news)"; causative. 

fatha: Arabic vowel sign for the short vowel a, called fath. 
final clause: expressing aim, purpose. 
finite: said of inflected verb forms that can serve as predicates in sentences, dis

tinguished from infinitives, participles, and gerunds, 
formation: derivation. 
fortis: a consonant, usually a voiceless stop, pronounced with tension of the 

speech organs or with strong plosion, 
free form: said of a noun in the absolute state and of an independent pronoun, 
frequentative: verbal form denoting repeated or habitual action, 
fricative: articulated with a forced escape and friction of the breath through a 

narrow aperture, 
fricativization: spirantization. 
function: the role of a linguistic element in a form or grammatical stmcture. 
future: a verb tense denoting action that will take place at some time posterior 

to a determinate moment. 

ġazma: Arabic diacritical sign used at the end of a word to indicate that the final 
consonant is not followed by a vowel, 

gemination: lengthening or doubling of a consonant, e.g. Amharic boqqollo, 
"com", to be clearly distinguished from the reduplication (e.g. Amharic 
bdlul, "turtle"), which is called "gemination" by Egyptologists, 

gender: grammatical category having a partial correspondence to sex for ani
mate beings, while sexless objects can be of any gender, 

genitive: case denoting, in inflected languages, a noun or pronoun that qualifies 
another nominal element of the sentence by indicating possession, origin, 
source, appurtenance, etc. 

gentilitial: said of a noun or an adjective denoting tribal, racial, national, or 
local extraction, and often characterized in Semitic by the ending -f < -iy, 
called in Arabic nisba; e.g. Qāhirl, "Cairene". 

gerund, gerundive: a verbal noun expressing correlation between two actions or 
utterances, as in "having written (gerundive) the letter, I sent it", 

glide: transitional sound made in passing from the articulatory position of one 
sound to that of another, especially a semivowel or a glottal stop articulated 
between two vowels. 
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glottal stop: sound produced in the larynx by an instantaneous closure of the 
glottis; hamz(a). 

glottalized: said of consonants articulated with a glottal closure of the sound, 
indicated in script either by a dot under the letter ([p]) or by an accent 
placed higher on its right ([p']). 

glottis: Adam's apple. 
glottochronology: statistical technique which attempts to provide dates for the 

earlier stages of languages by comparing the basic core vocabulary of cog
nate languages. 

glottography: a description of the tongue and of its movements, 
graph: realization of a grapheme. 
grapheme: graphic distinctive features representing a phoneme, 
graphemic: pertaining to a graph or grapheme. 
grave accent: mark used in tone languages to indicate a low tone as à, or a low

ering of the tone from a higher pitch, as á à . 
guttural: generic designation of laryngals, pharyngals, velar fricatives ([x], [y]), 

and of the uvular [R] . 

Hadīth: compilation of traditions referring to the teachings and the life of the 
prophet Mohammed, an important source for ancient Arabic dialects. 

hamza: Arabic vowel sign of the glottal stop, called hamz. 
hamzat 'al-wasl: 'alif-sign introducing the prosthetic vowel which is required in 

Classical Arabic to avoid consonant clusters in initial position. 
haplology: omission of one of two contiguous identical or similar syllables or 

sounds, resulting in the contraction of a word. 
haplography: the unintentional omission of one or more repeated letters, words, 

or parts of a text in writing or copying. 
haraka, plur. harakāt: Arabic name of the three short vowels a, i, u indicated by 

diacritical signs. 
harf, plur. hurūf: Arabic name of the letters of the alphabet. 
head: main nominal element to which the secondary elements refer. 
Hexapla: Origen's edition of the Bible containing six Hebrew and Greek ver

sions in parallel columns, the second one giving the Hebrew text in Greek 
vocalized transcription (3rd century A.D.). 

hieratic: cursive form of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
hieroglyphs: picture writing of ancient Egyptians. 
hireq: Tiberian Masoretic vowel sign for /. 
hiss: sibilant, fricative. 
historical and comparative linguistics: the branch of linguistics which describes 

changes in language systems over periods of time and considers the inter
relationships of languages; diachronic linguistics. 

holem: Tiberian Masoretic vowel sign for the vowel o. 
homonymy: identity of sound or name with diversity of meaning. 
homorganic: said of speech sounds which are produced in a similar position of 

the speech organs, as [p] and [b]. 
hypocoristic: pertaining to or characterizing a hypocoristicon. 
hypocoristicon: shortened name, pet name, endearing diminutive. 
hypothetical conditional clause: unfulfilled conditional clause. 
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'ìbdāl luġawī: name given by Arab grammarians to pairs of words which mutu
ally correspond in meaning but differ from each other by one consonant; 
e.g. ġadat and ġadaf, "grave". In reality, this phenomenon is not lexical 
(luġawī) but phonetic, and it goes back to a shift in the articulation of some 
consonants, in certain conditions. 

'ibdāl nahwl or sarft: name given by Arab grammarians to morpho-phonologi-
cal changes, such as the substitution of the glide y by the glottal stop. 

'imāla: palatalized articulation of vowels in the terminology of Arab grammar
ians. 

'imāla šadīda: "strong palatalization", change of [a:] into [e:] or [ i : l in the ter
minology of Arab grammarians. 

imperative: mood of the verb which expresses command. 
imperfect: tense of the verb that indicates action as unaccomplished, incom

plete, being performed. 
imperfective: verbal aspect denoting incompletion. 
indefinite: said of noun, pronoun, article that does not specify the person or 

object. 
indefinite pronoun: a pronoun that represents an object indefinitely or generally, 

as "any", "each". 
indicative: mood of the verb in which an act or condition are stated, negated, or 

questioned as actual facts. 
infinitive: mood of the verb which expresses action or condition without speci

fying the person, the gender, the number, the time, the aspect, etc., and 
which may function as a noun. 

infix: a grammatical morpheme inserted in the body of a word. 
infixed plural: broken plural. 
inflected: said of a language modifying radicals by affixes or internal changes to 

show the syntactic relation of one word to other words in a sentence, 
inflection: a pattern of changes undergone by words to express grammatical and 

syntactical relations, as of case, number, gender, person, tense, mood, 
voice, etc. The inflection of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns is called 
"declension"; that of verbs, "conjugation", 

instrumental: the case of the noun indicating the means or instrument by or with 
which an action is performed, 

intensive: verbal form expressing action performed with intensity, by several 
subjects, or on a plurality of objects, 

interdental: articulated with the tip of the tongue between the teeth, as [0], [8]. 
interjection: one-term sentence expressing emotion or simple exclamation, as 

"oh!" 
international phonetic alphabet: alphabet drawn by the International Phonetic 

Association, designed to be applicable to all languages, and consisting, as 
a rule, of single characters of the Roman alphabet, with diacritical marks if 
necessary, and supplemented by italics and by Greek letters when occasion 
demands. 

interrogative: a word, phrase, or sentence used to ask a question, 
interrupted: kinetic. 
intransitive verb: verb whose action is not transferred to an object but termi

nates in the subject or doer, patient or agent. 
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isogloss: the geographical boundary of a linguistic trait, 
iterative: frequentative, repetitive. 

jussive: mood expressing command, exhortation, wish, also finality or conse
quence. 

kasra: Arabic vowel sign for the short vowel ;, called kasr. 
kinetic: consonant that cannot be uttered continuously without changing quality, 

as [p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g]; stop. 

labial: articulated chiefly by the lips, bilabial as [p], [b], [m], [w], or rounded 
vowel as [6]. 

labialization: articulation characterized by the rounding of the lips, a slight nar
rowing of the pharynx, and a concomitant velarization; labialized conso
nants are indicated by an exponent w, e.g. [t w ] , [sw]. 

labialize: to modify a sound by rounding the lips. 
labiodental: articulated with the lower lip and the upper front teeth, as [f]. 
laryngal, laryngeal: said of speech sound originating in the larynx, as [?], [h]. 
laryngography: description of the larynx based on its examination by means of 

a laryngoscope. 
laryngo-pharyngoscope: device showing action by the uvula and the glottis, 
lateral: articulated with the tongue making an alveolar closure in the centre of 

the mouth, while breath escapes on the side or sides, in Latin latera, hence 
"lateral", as [1]. 

lax consonant/vowel: formed with a relatively relaxed tongue and jaw; opposed 
to "tense". 

length: period required for the articulation of a sound, vowel or consonant, 
lenis: a consonant, usually a voiced stop, weakly articulated; in Greek grammar, 

spiritus lenis. 
lexeme: lexical distinctive features of a word or phrase, expressing its meaning 

in a given language, as distinguished from its syntactical function, 
lexicography: description of the meaning of the words of a language, 
lexicostatistics: glottochronology. 
linguistic geography: the branch of linguistics which studies the characteristics 

and the geographic diffusion patterns of the various dialects of a language 
system. 

liquid: articulated with a smoothly flowing sound, as [1], [r]. 
lisping: pronouncing a sibilant with the tongue between the teeth so that the 

sound produced is like [ 9 ] . 
loanword: a word adopted from another language. 
locative: case of the noun denoting, in inflected languages, place where or time 

at which, 
logogram: cuneiform word sign. 

madda: Arabic diacritical sign placed above the 'alif to signify the syllable 'ā 
and, in an earlier orthography, to indicate ā', ī', ū'. 

maghūra: "fortis" in Sibawayh's terminology, often explained erroneously as 
"voiced". 
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mahmūsa: "lenis" in Sibawayh's terminology, often explained erroneously as 
"voiceless". 

marked: said of forms derived from an unmarked basis or stem by means of 
additional morphemes. 

mater lectionis: Latin expression indicating a Semitic consonantal character 
used as vowel letter, 

metanalyze: analyze one form as another one, despite their different nature or 
origin. 

metaphor: figurative meaning of a word implying a tacit comparison; kind of 
polysemy. 

metaplasm: a change in a word or sentence by adding, transposing, or removing 
a syllable, letter, or word, 

metaplastic: pertaining to metaplasm. 
metathesis: transposition of letters, syllables, or sounds in a word, 
metathetical: pertaining to a metathesis. 
metonymy: a figure of speech that consists in the naming of a person or thing 

by one of its attributes, as Arabic dū l-qarnayn, "the two-homed", for 
Alexander the Great. 

mimation: an -m ending added to nouns. 
modal: denoting a mood of grammar. 
monophonemization: phonemic change from a cluster to a single phoneme, e.g. 

[st] > [f :] . 
monophthongization: changing of a diphthong into a long vowel. 
monosemy: uniqueness of sense attached to a lexeme, rare, except in scientific 

terminology, 
monosyllabic: consisting of a single syllable. 
mood, mode: particular manner in which the action or condition expressed by a 

verb is stated, whether as actual (indicative), desirable (jussive), com
manded (imperative), subordinate (subjunctive), etc. 

morph: realization of a morpheme. 
morpheme: the smallest meaningful unit in the language, such as a stem, a root, 

an affix. 
morphology: the branch of linguistics which deals with morphemes, their 

arrangement in words, the inflection, and the changes the words undergo in 
various grammatical structures. 

morpho-phonemic: indicating both a phoneme and a morpheme. 
morpho-syntactic(al): pertaining to morpho-syntaxis. 
morpho-syntaxis: branch of linguistics dealing with morphological data related 

to syntaxis. 
multiplicative: a numeral indicating multiplication, as "twice", "three times", 

or "double", "triple", etc. 

nasal: articulated with the voiced breath passing partially or wholly through the 
nose, as in [m], [n], [n]. 

nasalize: to modify a sound by articulating it in the manner of nasals, as in the 
change [b] > [m]. 

negative: to express refusal or denial; a word, phrase, clause, or sentence 
expressing refusal or denial. 
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nisba: Arabic appellation of an adjective or a name denoting descent or origin, 
ending in -liy). 

nomen rectum: Latin name of the noun governed by another noun and being, in 
inflected languages, in the genitive case. 

nomen regens: Latin name of the noun governing another noun or an asyndetic 
relative clause, and being, in Semitic languages, in the construct state. 

nomen unitatis: Latin appellation of a singulative. 
nominal: pertaining to nouns or functioning as nouns. 
nominalization: the transformation of verbally expressible content, of a predica

tion, of a sentence, into a noun or a nominal phrase, like Hebrew bā 'al hab-
bayit, "he owns the house", into ba'al hab-bayit, "the owner of the house". 

nominalizer: morpheme affixed to a noun or to a verbal form, and thus produc
ing a nominal pattern. 

nominative: case denoting, in inflected languages, the subject of a finite verb, or 
a word agreeing with, or in apposition to the subject. 

noun: a word used as the name of a thing, quality, or action; a substantive, an 
adjective, a participle, an infinitive (verbal noun). 

noun of agent: noun designating an actor, doer, performer. 
numeral: a word that expresses a number. 
nunation: an -n ending added to nouns. 

object: a noun or pronoun to which the action of a verb is directed, or which 
receives the effect of this action, 

occlusive: articulated with a total blockage of the breath stream followed by an 
explosive release, as [p], [t]. 

on-glide: initial sound made in articulating a vowel standing at the beginning of 
a word. 

onomatopoeia: word imitating natural sounds, as Hebrew tāqa', "to beat" (cf. 
"tick-tack"). 

onset: beginning of a consonant articulation, as opposed to "wipe-off". 
operative: used to produce new words, new forms; productive. 
optative: the mood which expresses wish, desire, or entreaty. 
ordinal number: a numeral that shows the order of a unit in a given series, as 

"first", "second", etc. 
orthography: system of written symbols to represent language sounds; art of 

writing with the correct spelling; the part of grammar which treats of writ
ing systems and of spelling. 

palatal: articulated by placing the front of the tongue near or against the hard 
palate, as in [j]. 

palatalize: to modify a sound by articulating it in the manner of palatals, as in 
the change [k] > [c]. 

palato-alveolar: articulated with the front of the tongue touching the hard palate 
near the alveolar ridge, as [f], [3]. 

paradigm: pattern of nominal, pronominal, and verbal inflection, 
paragogic: qualification of an inorganic sound or syllable added at the end of a 

word without a change in meaning, as in Hebrew bdno Sippor, "son of 
Sippor". 
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parallelism: correspondence or similarity of construction in successive passages 
or clauses, especially in Semitic poetry, 

paroxytone: having the stress or accent on the penultimate syllable, 
participle: verbal derivative that may function as both a verb and a noun, 
particle: a short, uninflected part of speech, as a preposition, an interjection, an 

article, a conjunction, a subjunction. 
passive: nominal or verbal form indicating that the subject is being acted upon. 
patah: Tiberian Masoretic vowel sign for the vowel a. 
patronymic: the name derived from the father, from an ancestor, and sometimes 

becoming a family name. 
pattern: a combination of phonemes according to a general design correspond

ing to a semantic category of words. 
paucative: grammatical category expressing smallness of number or quantity, as 

Tigre wa'āt, "a few cows". 
pausal form: particular word-form occurring at the end of an utterance, espe

cially in Classical Arabic and in Biblical Hebrew. 
pejorative: semantic class denoting a deteriorating meaning, as Tigre waletāy, 

"bad girl", against walat, "girl". 
penult, penultimate: the syllable next to the last in a word. 
perfect: tense of the verb that indicates action as accomplished, completed. 
perfective: verbal aspect denoting completion. 
permansive: stative. 
person: grammatical inflected category of pronouns and verbs that distinguishes 

the speaker (first person), the addressee (second person), and the person or 
thing spoken of (third person). 

personal: actor affix denoting or indicating the person, as the personal pronoun. 
pharyngal, pharyngeal: said of speech sound originating in the pharynx, as [h], [Î]. 
pharyngalized, pharyngealized: said of consonants articulated with the contrac

tion of the upper pharynx, accompanied by a velarization; these consonants 
are indicated in script by a dot under the letter ([d]) or by a tilde in the 
centre of the letter ([*]). 

phone: realization of a phoneme. 
phonematics: phonemics. 
phoneme: bundle of concurrent distinctive acoustic features which serves pri

marily to differentiate morphemes and whole words (from Greek (p(bvr|ua, 
"speech-sound"); the phonemes are usually represented between slant 
lines (e.g. /p/, /u/) and their actual realization is variable. One or more 
phonemes may constitute one morpheme. 

phonemics: study of the distinctive function of speech sounds. 
phonetic complement, phonetic indicator: cuneiform graphic affix which speci

fies the Semitic ending of a word represented by a Sumerogram or 
logogram, as Ki-f/m that indicates the reading of the genitive ersetim, "of 
the earth". Hence it is a graphic affix with morpho-phonemic reference. 

phonetics: the branch of linguistics which deals with the analysis, description, 
and classification of speech sounds. 

phonology: phonemics. 
phonotactics: the branch of linguistic which deals with questions related to the 

order and arrangement of phonemes. 
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phrase: a group of two or more associate words, not containing a subject and 
predicate, but forming a distinctive part of a sentence, 

pictogram: pictorial graph. 
pitch: the acuteness or gravity of the tones of a language, 
"plene" spelling/writing: orthography characterized by the use of vowel letters 

or signs which, as a rule, indicate length, sometimes high stress or pitch, 
plosive: occlusive. 
plural: the form of the noun, pronoun, or verb indicating its application either to 

more than one person or thing, or, in idioms using the dual, to more than 
two. 

plus-vocalic: a consonant possessing vocalic qualities in addition, as the sono-
rants. 

polysemantic: having several meanings, 
polysemous: pertaining to polysemy. 
polysemy: diversity of sense resulting from the various usage of the same lex

eme. 
postposition: postpositive preposition. 
pragmalinguistics: the study of linguistic acts or utterances, and of the contexts 

in which they are performed, 
precative: optative. 
predicate: the word or words in a sentence that express what is stated of a sub

ject. 
predication: saying something about the subject. 
prefix: a non-separable morpheme affixed to the beginning of a word to modify 

its meaning, to specify its function, etc. 
preformative: morpheme prefixed to a root or a basis. 
pre-glottalized emphatic: pronounced with a closed and stationary glottis in the 

initial phase of the articulation, 
prepalatal: palatal. 
preposition: particle functioning to indicate the relation of a noun or pronoun to 

another element of the sentence, 
prepositional phrase: phrase governed by a preposition. 
present: tense of the verb that indicates action being performed or condition 

being in existence. 
preterite: tense of the verb that indicates past time or completed past action, 
preverb: a verbal prefix, usually marking an aspectual or temporal feature; e.g. 

Damascene Arabic bydktob, "he writes" (present), 
proclitic: monosyllabic particle attached to a following word, 
productive: used to produce new words, new forms; operative, 
pro form: short word, often a pronoun, replacing a logical constituent of the 

clause. 
progressive assimilation: partial or total assimilation of a sound to a preceding 

one. 
prohibitive: the mood which expresses the interdiction, 
prolepsis: anaphoric anticipation of a word in a clause, 
proleptic: pertaining to prolepsis. 
pronominal suffix: a pronoun suffixed to a noun, a verb, or a preposition, 
pronominalization: process by which a noun is replaced by a pronoun. 
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pronoun: a word used as a substitute for a noun. 
proper name: the distinctive appellation by which a person, a place, or a thing is 

known. 
prosthesis, prothesis: addition of a vowel or syllable at the beginning of a word 

for articulatory reasons, 
prosthetic, prothetic: qualification of a vowel or syllable added at the beginning 

of a word for articulatory reasons. 

qames: Tiberian Masoretic vowel sign interpreted in Modem Hebrew as a long 
vowel ā. 

qibbus: Tiberian Masoretic vowel sign for u. 
qualitative: class of denominative verbs, generally expressing a quality; used 

especially in the grammar of Libyco-Berber as an equivalent of "stative". 
quantitative vowel gradation: the quantity or acoustic duration of the vowels in 

a word as conditioned by the presence or absence of stress accent; it is usu
ally expressed in milliseconds (V 1 0 0 0 of a second). 

radical: consonant or vowel belonging to the root. 
realization: actual phonetic value or pronunciation of consonantal and vocalic 

phonemes or written letters, signs, and characters of a language, 
reciprocal: mutual, especially in relation to assimilation, 
reduction: shortening of a vowel or monophthongization of a diphthong, 
reduplication: repetition of an element, as a syllable, in a word; e.g. Tigrinya 

bdsbdsd, "to be rotten", 
reflex: adaptation from another language or dialect, seen in a synchronic or 

diachronic perspective, 
reflexive: action referring to its subject, tense expressing such an action, 
reflexive pronoun: a pronoun or its substitute referring back to the subject of a 

clause. 
regressive assimilation: retroactive assimilation causing the partial or total 

change of a sound in the following one. 
relative clause: qualifying an antecedent term. 
relative pronoun: a pronoun or its substitute that relates a subordinate relative 

clause to an antecedent, 
rhino-pharyngoscope: laryngo-pharyngoscope. 
root: morpheme serving as the basic constituent element of a related group of 

forms or words. 
rounding: uttering of a vowel with the lips in a rounded position; labializing. 

šadda: Arabic diacritical sign indicating the tašdīd, i.e. the gemination of a con
sonant. 

sandhi: the assimilative changes produced in combined sounds of neighbouring 
words in consecutive speech and the subsequent changes occurring some
times in their spelling. 

secondary: produced in a subsequent phase, resulting from an influence. 
segol: Tiberian Masoretic diacritical sign for the vowel e. 
segolate: Hebrew noun type characterized by segol (e) vowels in the singular 

absolute state. 
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semantic: pertaining to meaning. 
semantic field: a group of words that share one or more semantic components, 

as "white", "black", "blue", etc., or "selu'/zg", "buymg", "walkmg", etc. 
semantics: the study of the development and changes in meaning of words and 

syntagms, considered both in a diachronic and in a synchronic perspec
tives. 

semiotic: pertaining to semantics, 
semiotics: semantics. 
semivowel: a vowellike sound used as a consonant and as a glide, as [w] and 

[y]. 
sentence: a word or a related group of words expressing a complete thought, 
sequence of tenses: normal choice of tense for a verb that follows another in a 

sentence; consecutio temporum. 
sere: Tiberian Masoretic vowel sign for ē. 
šdwa mobile: Masoretic diacritical sign borrowed from the Syriac šdwayyā and 

having the same shape as the šdwa quiescens, but indicating a very short 
vowel of the d type; it is called mobile (Latin), i.e. pronounceable, in con
trast with the šdwa quiescens. 

šdwa quiescens: Masoretic diacritical sign indicating that a consonant is not fol
lowed by a vowel; it is called quiescens (Latin), i.e. "quite", in contrast 
with the šdwa mobile. 

šdwayyā: Syriac name of an accent sign consisting of two dots, one being 
placed above the other, and marking the end of a syntactic unit. 

simple sentence: a sentence consisting of one independent clause. 
singular: denoting one person, thing, or class. 
singulative: singular derived from a collective noun by means of an afforma

tive; e.g. Classical Arabic dam'atun, "tear", from dam'un, "tears". 
sonorant: voiced consonant of relatively high resonance, as [1], [m], [n], [r}, 

capable of constituting a syllable and therefore said to be "plus-vocalic"; 
liquid. 

"sound" plural: plural of nouns, formed by adding a plural ending to the stem, 
sound spectrography: method used in acoustic phonetics to record, by means of 

an electronic instrument, the frequencies and the amplitude of speech 
sounds. 

speech strecher: device playing back a sample of speech at some rate other than 
that at which it was originally uttered, but still retaining the original pitch 
of the utterance and making it possible to analyze new and unrecorded lan
guages. 

spelling: formation of words by using written symbols; orthography, 
spirant: fricative. 
spirantization: fricative articulation of plosives, producing the changes [b] > [0], 

[pl > [cpl, [t] > [9], [d] > [5], [k] > [x], [g] > [y]. 
spiritus asper: in Greek grammar, the rough breathing indicated by ', as á, p\ 

etc. 
spiritus lenis: in Greek grammar, the smoot breathing indicated by ', as à, Ì, etc. 
state: nominal form depending on its function in the phrase, 
stative: inflected verbal or nominal form expressing the condition or state in 

which the subject exists; it does not imply a preceding change, contrary to 
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the perfect or perfective, nor does it signify a process of change, contrary 
to the imperfect or imperfective. 

stem: element common to all the members of a given inflection, in particular of 
a verbal type. 

stop: consonant articulated with complete closure of the speech organs, as [p], 
[b], [t], [d], [k], [g], opposed to continuant, 

stress: the relative force with which a sound, a syllable, or a word is uttered, 
strong plural: "sound" plural. 
stylistics: study of literary expression, such as vocabulary, sound, form, order, etc. 
subject: the constituent of a sentence about which something is stated or asked 

in the predicate. 
subjoining: placing in immediate sequence or juxtaposition to another element 

of the sentence, as the nomen rectum subjoined to the nomen regens. 
subjunction: a word used to connect a subordinate clause with the main clause 

of a sentence; subordinate conjunction. 
subjunctive: mood of the finite verb that is used to express the subordinate func

tion of the clause, a future contingency, a mere supposition, a wish, a 
desire, etc. 

subordinate conjunction: subjunction. 
substantival clause: expressing the object of the action, utterance, etc. 
substantival, substantivized: used as a substantive. 
substantive: noun as distinguished from the adjective, the participle, and the 

infinitive or verbal noun, 
suffix: a non-separable morpheme affixed at the end of a word to modify its 

meaning, to specify its function, etc. 
sukūn: Arabic diacritical sign indicating that a consonant is not followed by a 

vowel. 
Sumerogram: cuneiform sign or group of signs corresponding to a Sumerian 

word, but legible also in other languages, as Palaeosyrian, Old Akkadian, 
Assyro-Babylonian. 

superlative: said of a form of comparison of adjectives or adverbs expressing or 
involving the highest or utmost degree. 

surface structure: linguistic organization of morphemes that constitutes a sen
tence and aims at formulating a thought that a speaker wants to express. 

suspended subject: casus pendens. 
syllabary: a list of characters representing syllables. 
syllable: a word or part of a word uttered in a single vocal impulse, and con

sisting of a vowel, a diphthong, or a vowel with one or more consonants, 
syllabogram: cuneiform syllabic sign. 
synchronic: pertaining to the study of some aspect of a language at a given stage 

in its development, 
syncope: elision of a sound or syllable in the middle part of a word, 
syndetic: connected by a conjunction, 
syntactic: pertaining to syntax. 
syntagm(a): linear organization of two or more consecutive units in a sentence, 
syntagmatic: pertaining to a syntagm(a). 
syntax: arrangement and interrelationship of words in grammatical structures; 

the branch of linguistics dealing with this. 
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tafhīm: velarized articulation in the terminology of Arab grammarians. 
Talmud: compilation of Jewish civil and religious laws, with related commen

taries and discussion, not comprised in the Bible; it is extant in a Babylon
ian and in a Palestinian tradition, both with sections written either in Mish
naic Hebrew or in Jewish Aramaic. 

tā' marbūta: Arabic diacritical sign indicating that the classical feminine end
ings -atun, -atin, -atan should be restored where the final vowel letter 
-h marks the non-classical feminine ending -a. 

tanwln: affixing a final nūn to noun forms as an indefinite marker, i.e. nunation 
in the terminology of Arab grammarians. 

tarhlm: apheresis of the final syllable in an Arabic word introduced by the exclam
atory particles 'a and yā, according to the terminology of Arab grammarians. 

Targum: Aramaic translation of the Hebrew Bible. 
tarqlq: lack of velarized articulation in the terminalogy of Arab grammarians. 
tasdld: gemination of consonants in the terminology of Arab grammarians. 
telic situation: situation that involves a process that leads up to a well-defined 

terminal point (in Greek xéÀ,os, "result, achievement"), beyond which the 
process cannot continue; e.g. Arabic tasīrūna 'ilā l-ġibāli, "you march to 
the mountains", involves a telic process that ends when the mountains are 
reached (cf. atelic action). 

temporal clause: expressing time. 
tense: a form of the verb that relates it either to time, — past, present, future, — 

or to aspect, — accomplished, unaccomplished, 
tense consonant/vowel: pronounced with the tongue and its muscles taut, so that 

it may be amplified up to its double; opposed to "lax"; voiced sounds, as 
[b]> IgL [d], are reckoned less tense than voiceless, e.g. [p], [k], [t]. 

tensing: amplifying a consonant or a vowel by its lengthening or by a sharper 
onset and/or wipe-off. 

textology: explication of texts, text analysis, 
theonym: divine name. 
theophoric, theophorous: pertaining to proper names containing a divine name, 

e.g. Arabic 'Abd-Allāh, 'Abdu-llāhi. 
toneme: a phoneme in which the pitch of utterance is a necessary characteristic, 

especially in tone languages, 
topicalization: placing as casus pendens, extraposition, 
toponym: place name. 
toponymy: nomenclature of place names; science or study of place names. 
transcription: transfer of a text written in one script into a continuous text 

expressed in the alphabetic characters of another script. 
transitive verb: expressing an action that terminates upon a direct object, that 

passes from one party to another. 
transliteration: transfer of a sequence of graphemes in a corresponding sequence 

of their values expressed in the alphabetic characters of another script, let
ter by letter, sign by sign. 

triconsonantal, triradical: root consisting of there radical consonants. 

ultima: the last syllable in a word, 
unmarked: basic. 
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unrounding: uttering of a vowel without rounding the lips, as [ū-ī] > [ī]. 
unvoiced: voiceless. 
uvular: articulated by vibration of the uvula, as [R], or with the back of the 

tongue near or against the uvula, as [q], [%]. 

value: the value of a cuneiform sign or of a grapheme, in general, is a phoneme 
or a sequence of phonemes represented by the sign or grapheme. 

variant: showing variation in articulation, morphology, syntax, or spelling; dif
fering from a standard form. 

velar: articulated with the back of the tongue touching or near the soft palate, as 
[k], [g]. 

velarization: articulation characterized by a raising of the back part of the 
tongue in the region of the velum; it accompanies pharyngalization as well 
as labialization. 

velarized: said of consonants characterized by velarization. 
ventive: allative. 
verb: the part of speech which predicates something, expressing existence, 

action, or occurrence, 
verbal noun: infinitive. 
verbalization: formation of denominative verbs, 
vetitive: prohibitive. 
vibrant: a speech sound made with vibration of the vocal cords, as [R]. 
voiced: articulated with vibration of the vocal cords, as [b], [d], [z]. 
voiceless, unvoiced: articulated without voiced breath, as [pi, [t], [s]. 
volitive: verbal form or clause expressing a will or a permission. 
vowel: sound produced by a relatively unimpeded passage of air through the 

mouth, as [a], [i] , [u]; distinguished from "consonant". 
vowel harmony: mutual assimilation of vowels in a word, especially assimila

tion of unstressed short vowels to the stressed ones. 

wasla: name of the 'alif-sign used as hamzat 'al-wasl and not pronounced as 
glottal stop in Classical Arabic. 

wāw compaginis: Latin phrase designating a paragogic -ū / -o. 
wipe-off: end of a consonant articulation, as opposed to "onset", 
word: a complex of phonemes, which has come to signify and communicate a 

particular idea or thought and which functions as the smallest meaningful 
unit of a language when used in isolation. 

yod compaginis: Latin phrase designating a paragogic -/. 

zero phoneme: phoneme lacking distinctive consonantic or vocalic features. 
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References are to paragraphs. 

first radical, /9.24; 44.4; 45.3,15 
its dissimilatory function, 43A 

' < /0.10; /9.9-10,15-20; 45.8 
' < h, /9.9-10,13,17; 56.10,33; 

41.11,30; 42.15; 61.2 
' < h, /9.9-10 
' < h, 19.9 
' < m, 11.8 
' < n, 17.2 
* <q, /0.10; 78.8 
' <t, 13.12 
' < w, 27.n 
' <y, /9.17 
' < ', 27.8 
' < ġ , /9.15,17,19-20 
' < q, 16.7; /8.8 
-a<-at, 27.28; 50.4 
a <ā, 27.30; 27.11,24; 29.42; 55.26; 

40.15 
a < 3, 45.17 
a < a+a, 22.15 
a < i , 55.3; 61.2 
a<o, 27.10 
a<u, 27.10 
a < ha, 27.25 
â < a, 21.30 
â < d+a, 22.15 
ā<a, 27.2%; 40.22 
ā< a', 21.13; 27.24 
ā<a', 2/.13 
ā < aw, /7.11; 22.1,3-4; 27.23-24; 

45.8,14,20 
ā < ay, 22.1,3-5,7-9; 27.24; 29.42,54; 

5/.3-5; 45.14-15 
ā < āy, 22.15 
ā < ī, 27.11 
ā < iy(a), 27.24; 45.17 
ā < uā, 45.12 
â < ÛV, 22.11 
ā' < āw, //.14 

ā' < āy, /7.14 
Abaya, Lake, 2.11 
Abbasid period, 7.43; 52.25 
'Abbasīya, town, 67.13 
Abdada, Bedja tribe, 2.9 
absolute state of the noun, 50.4; 

55.5,15-24; 57.4 
abstract nouns, 29.25,37,46-48,50,52; 

50.1-2; 5/.16; 55.6; 56.30 
Abū Bakr ibn Durayd, 65.4 
Abū Mansūr al-Ġawālīqī, 65.1 
accent, 24.10; 25.1-8; 26.5; 58.2 
Accius, 2/. 13 
accusative case, 52,1-5,13,15-16,20-

24,27-28; 55.12; 54.3; 56.3,16-17, 
26,48-50; 57.8,16,25; 52.1-11; 54.3 
adverbial, 52.5-6; 54.3 
double accusative, 52.4 
explicatory, 52.9 
of place, 52.7 
of time, 52.6 
predicative, 52.8 
see also: oblique case, "patient" 

case 
Achaemenian period, 7.12-13; 42.20; 

52.11; 65.3-4 
action, noun of, 29.30 
actor affixes, 57.5,9; 40.1-36; 50.12 

imperative, 40.13-15 
prefix-conjugation, 58.17; 40.16-

36; 47.2-3 
suffix-conjugation, 40.2-12 

Addis Ababa, 8.15,17 
adjectival syntagm, 57.22,26 
adjective, 29.1,6,8,11,16,32,35-36,41, 

44,48,52; 50.1; 57.12,14-16; 52.17; 
54.1-6; 55.23; 57.11,26 

adstratum, 5.5; 27.27; 50.14; 56.7 
adverbs, 29.54; 52.17-19; 55.16; 

47.1-18; 48.3; 52.5-6; 58.12-13 
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Aeolian dialect (Greek), 65.5 
'afal, 29.16; 31.26; 52.8; 34.5; see 

also: elative 
'af'āl, 29.16; 57.26,28-29,36 
'afala, 41 Al 
Afar, 2.13; 5.19; 50.10; 57.24 
affixes, 28.16-19 

actor affixes, 57.5,9; 40.1-36; 
50.12 

demonstrative -t affix, 56.35,58 
nominal patterns, 29.15-53 
pronominal affixes, 56.16-27 

affricates, 72.3; 74.7; 78.6; 25.1 
Afghanistan, 7.14 
'afila{t), 29.16; 57.36 
'af'ilā(')u, 29.16; 57.36 
Africa, 7.1-2; 2.11; 5.2-3; 27.1; 25.8; 

50.9 
Central Africa, 7.2; 2.16; 7.46 
Horn of Africa, 7.2; 2.8; 5.2-4 
North Africa, 7.2; 2.14-15; 5.3-4; 

7.6; 72.2; 74.6; 77.1; 22.7; 
24.10; 57.19; 62.2,8; 67.9,17 

West Africa, 2.16; 56.1 
East Africa, 8.5 

Afro-Asiatic, preface; 7.1-3; 2.1,8,12, 
14,16-17; 5.1-5; 70.11-12; 77.7; 
72.4; 74.10; 75.18; 77.1,4; 79.15, 
23-24; 27.12; 28.7,9,19; 29.20; 
50.1,10; 57.24; 52.3,6-7,17; 55.5; 
55.3,9,15; 56.1,6,8,30,57; 57.1,6; 
58.1,3,5,15,17; 59.7; 40.31; 47.2,7, 
13,15,56; 45.23; 44.5; 47.%; 55.4; 
57.3; 65.1,5,13; 67.4 

'aful, 29.16; 57.26,36 
'afūl, 29.16; 57.26,29 
Agades (Niger), 2.14 
Agaw, 2.10; 8.9,12-13; 75.18; 28.13; 

50.11; 52.1; 56.5,14,16; 59.8; 
47.7; 48.19; 50.15; 54.2; 65.5; 
67.9 

agent case (casus agens), 52.1-3,7; 
40.16; see also: ergative, instru
mental, locative, nominative case 

agentless passive, 2.14; 47.20; 49.23 
agent nouns, 77.7; 29.7,11,35,39,52 
Ahaggar dialect (Tuareg), 74.10 
Ahiqar, Story of, 7.13 

ahlāmu, 57.26 
Air, oasis, dialect (Tuareg), 2.14; 

74.10 
Akkad, Agade, 6.1 

see: Old Akkadian 
Akkadian(s), preface; 5.1,3; 4.1; 

6.1,4; 70.6; 27.11; 57.8 
see: Assyrian, Assyro-Babylonian, 

Babylonian, East Semitic, Old 
Akkadian 

Aksum, 2.9; 8.11-12; 77.2; 75.10; 
76.7 

Alaba (Cushitic), 2.11 
Alalakh, 75.4; 55.12; 58.13-14; 40.18 
Albanian, 65.5 
Aleppo, 7.46; 77.6; 27.8 
Aleppo Codex, 27.19 
Algeria, 2.14; 5.3; 70.10; 72.2-3; 

75.9; 78.6,8-9; 27.27; 55.18; 
47.26; 65.2 

Algiers, 27.27 
Algonquian languages, 50.9 
Alhambra, 77.9 
al-Hidjr, see: Hegrā' 
allative/ventive, 59.3,6-7; 40.14; 46.2 
allophones, 27.18; 44.12 

b/m, 11.6 
b/p, 11A 
-ē/-ī,31A\-12 
ī/ū, 44.13 

alphabet, alphabetic script, 2.6; 5.4; 
9.2,4-11; 75.6-7; 79.3,12-13; 55.10, 
20; 66.1 

"alphabetic", hieroglyphs, 2.4 
alternation: '/w, 77.11,14; 79.17,24; 

56.59; 47.8; 54.5 
7«, /9.23 
a/i, 27.10; 22.14; 45.12 
a/u, 27.8,10; 45.14 
d/l, 17.1; 56.61 
d/r, 12 A; 17.1 
d/i, 7.45 
e/i, 21.8 
a/zero, 27.31 
i/u, 27.8 
k/q, 78.2 
l/n, 17.3-4; 36.33 
l/n/r, 77.1,3-5; 48.6 
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Ifr, 2.4,6; 77.1,5; 30.10; 35.20; 
47.8;65.11 

m/b, 77.6; 48.5 
m/n, 11.1; 48.5; 61.2 
n/r, 17.6 
d/ū, 21.21 
ślś, 16.9 
tfk, 12.4; 36.6; 40.5,11 
w/m, 32.11 
y/w, 77.13; 45.17 
-vC/-vC2C2, 44.14 

al-'Ulā, 7.37; 8.4 
Amarar, a Bedja tribe, 2.9 
Amarna, correspondence, 2.5; 6.3; 

7.4; 77.13; 75.2; 76.2; 79.12; 
27.5,12; 29.54; 52.23; 35.20; 56.58; 
58.10,13-14; 59.2,6,14; 40.3,21,32; 
47.33,43; 48.18; 49.8; 52.8; 55.5; 
54.8 

American Indians, 50.9 
Amharic, 2.10; 8.8-9,11,13-15,18; 9.7 

adjectival syntagm, 57.22 
adjectives, 54.3 
adverbs, 47.3,8,17; 57.26 
articles, 52.28; 53.8,14 
case inflection, 52.5,28 
conjugation, 58.25,28; 59.12; 40.2-

6,10-15,17,29-30,32; 47.2-5,9, 
11,14,17-18,20,25,27,32,34,36-
39,42,53-55; 42.4,12-13,25; 45.7, 
21; 44.2; 45.9,17 

conjunctions, 49.1,14,17 
construct state, 53.4 
copulae, 49.20-21 
"existential" verbs, 49.22,24 
expression of possession, 49.25 
genitival relation, 57.25 
gerund, 42.12; 53.5 
infinitive, 53.6 
noun gender, 30.6,8,11 
noun number, 57.15,17,22,26,34 
noun patterns, 29.14,21-22,25-27,30, 

37,44,47,49-50,52,55 
numerals, 55.2-4,8,13-14,16,18,20, 

22 
phonology, 77.5,9,15; 75.12; 74.3,7, 

9; 75.6; 77.6-9; 78.5-6; 79.1,20; 
22.15; 25.2,8; 27.3,19 

"plural of majesty", 57.34; 50.24 
prepositions, 48.6,10-11,16-19,22, 

25 
pronouns, 56.2,9,12,17,19-20,23,28, 

31-33,41,45,60-61 
questions, 54.4-5 
subordinate clause, 56.1 
syllabary, 9.7 
syllable, 24.8-9 
word accent, 25.1 
word order, 50.15; 57.2; 57.9 
words cited, 8.18; 45.5; 65.4; 67.4 
see also: Ethiopic, South Ethiopic 

Amman, 7.7 
Ammonite, 4.5; 7.2,7; 75.7; 27.3; 

37.10,14; 55.8; 65.5 
Amorite, 4.1-2,5; 5.3; 7.1; 50.1 

case inflection, 52.4,8,11-12 
conjugation, 58.4-6,10,13; 59.2,10; 

40.3,14-16,18,33; 47.2,9,11,16, 
22,25,29,43,48; 42.6,13-15; 43.13; 
44.11,13; 45.7 

genitival relation, 57.24 
lexicography, 65.4 
noun gender, 50.11 
noun patterns, 29.9,13,32,36,41 
numerals, 55.6,20,24 
phonology, 77.4,6,13; 75.3-4; 79.7, 

9; 27.8; 22.14; 23.7; 25.5; 27.11 
prepositions, 48.16 
pronouns, 56.5,23,47-49,57-60 
"states" of nouns, 53.5-6,13,16 
word order, 50.13 
words or names cited, 63.5,13; 

67.4,7; see also p. 684-685. 
Amorites, 5.3 
Amratian culture, 5.4 
Amurru, 27.5; 40.18 
'Anan ben David, 7.29 
anaptyctic vowel, 77.9; 24.5,8,10; 

26.2; 27.16,19; 28.8; 29.5-6; 55.7; 
58.3; 47.11; 49.20 

Anatolia, 7.6; 72.4; 38.24; 40.25 
'Anaze bedouin dialect, 7.46 
Andalus, al-, Andalusian Arabic, 

7.46; 8.2; 77.6,9,13; 73.9; 76.8; 
78.6; 79.24; 27.3; 29.9; 56.14; 
58.5; 40.25; 47.25,27; 44.5; 64.3 
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animal names, /7.1; 27.16; 29.16-
18,28; 50.5,8,10; 57.38; 65.13; 
67.3 

antecedent of relative clauses, 57.8 
anthropological evidence, 5.4 
Anyuk, Nilotic language, 2.2 
apocopate(d), 26.4; 58.14; 59.14-18; 

58.4 
applicative, 2.2 
apposition, 57.7-8,19,21 
aqqātattàlà, aqqattālā (Amharic), 

47.32 
'Aqra dialect, 58.24 
Arab conquests, 2.9; 7.44; 67.13 
Arab philologists, 7.42-43; 77.15; 

27.26-27; 22.4,15; 25.1,15; 58.14; 
59.14,17; 40.5,24; 47.6; 57.6; see 
also: Sibawayh 

Arab science, 65.8-9 
Arabia, 2.11; 5.2,4; 4.4; 7.39,46; 

50.10; 52.25; 58.22 
Central Arabia, 7.43; 78.6; 27.20; 

52.25; 40.25; 47.25; see also: 
"Oman, Persian Gulf 

North Arabia, 7.1,16,35,39-40,41, 
46; 77.6; 22.7; 52.25; 40.25; 
47.25; see also: Transjordan 

South Arabia, 8.1-2,7; 47.43; see 
also: Yemen 

West Arabia, 40.10; see also: 
Hedjaz 

Arabic, preface; 7.1; 2.11; 5.5; 
4.1,3,5; 7.1,35-46; 8.13; 45.23 
accusative, 52.3-4,6-11 
adjectives, 54.2,5 
adverbs, 47.2-3,7-8,10,12,14-18 
Algerian dialects, 72.2-3; 75.9; 

78.6,8-9; 27.27; 55.18; 47.26 
Andalusian, 7.46; 8.2; 77.6,9,13; 

75.9; 76.8; 78.6; 79.24; 27.3; 
29.9; 56.14; 58.5; 40.25; 
47.25,27; 44.5; 64.3 

and Libyco-Berber, 2.14-15; 65.2 
apposition, 57.7-8 
article, 55.10,18 
attribute, 57.1,3-4,6 
Baghdadi dialect, 57.4,6,12; 40.25; 

65.10 

Bedouin dialects, 7.35,42,46; 78.6; 
52.25; 38.22; 40.25; 47.11,25, 
44; 45.17; 66.1 

Cairene dialect, 78.6; 27.10; 29.8; 
55.24; 56.39; 58.22; 47.24-25, 
27; 45.17; 47.15; 50.6 

case inflection, 52.4-5,8,11,15,18, 
20,25 

classical, preface; 7.43,46; 9.9-10; 
70.1; 75.9; 78.6; 79.17,24; 27.1-
2,24,26-27; 22.4,15,17; 24.4,10; 
26.4; 27.3,5,9; 28.10; 5/. 10-
11,25,28; 52.4-5,8,11,25; 55.2-
3,5,15-16,21; 54.2,5; 55.2,4,6, 
16,18-20; 56.17,27,33,39,42, 44, 
46,48,53-54,59-60; 58.3,12,14, 
17,20,22; 59.1-2,4,8,14,16; 40.2-
3,7-8,10,13,15,17,23-24,32,34, 
36; 47.2-4,11,19,25,27,44,51, 
54-55; 42.3,10,17; 44.5-10,15; 
45.14; 47.10,14-16,18; 49.2,4, 
24; 50.2,6,8,16,21; 57.1,4,16,18; 
52.6,9-10; 54.6,8; 55.6; 56.8; 
57.4,6; 58.9; 60.2; 67.2,10; 
62.3; 65.10 

colloquial and modern, 7.32,46; 
72.2; 75.9; /4.5-6; /7.1,4,8-9; 
/8.2,6-7,9; 2/.27,30; 22.7,15, 
17; 25.11; 24.9-10; 25.1-3,7; 
26.2; 27.6,8,17,19,22,24; 29.8, 
40-41,45,47; 5/.4,11,19,28; 52.5; 
55.10, 18; 54.2; 55.2-4,6,16-17, 
19-20,24; 56.3,8,27-28,30-31,39, 
53,58-60; 58.1-2,12,20,22-24; 
59.5,18; 40.2,5-6,10-11,13, 15,17, 
25,32,34,36; 47.2-4,9,11,19, 24-
27,30-31,39,44,54-55; 42.1,4,10, 
24; 45.17; 45.15; 47.15; 50.6, 
9,13,16,20-21; 57.1,18-20; 54.4-
6; 56.8; 57.4; 67.6; 64.5; 65.2,9 

concord of subject and predicate, 
50.21-23 

conditional clause, 49.4; 67.1-6,10 
conjugation, 55.34; 57.1,4,6; 58.1-

3,11-12,14-18,20,22-24; 59.1-2, 
4-5,8-9,14,16-18; 40.2-3,5-8,10-
13,15-17,23-25,31-32,34,36; 
47.2-9,11,15-16,19-20,22,24-
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27,29-32,38-44,46-47,50-51, 
54-56; 42.1-4,10,13-14,16-17, 
24; 45.3, 6-7,9, 15,17; 44.4-
10,13-15; 45.10,14-15; 46.2-3,5 

conjunctions, 58.14; 49.2,4,13-17; 
58.2-9,12,15; 59.2-4; 60.2; 67.1-
6,10 

copulae, 56.59; 49.23-24 
Damascene dialect, 27.27; 29.8; 

57.4,6; 55.10; 55.6,18,20; 56.39; 
58.1,3,23; 47.2-4,19,54-55; 57.19 

Datīna dialect, 76.7-8; 77.4 
Dēr ez-Z6r dialect, 47.11 
Dafīr dialect, 62.3 
Dofār dialect, 78.8; 25.7; 40.25 
Eastern Arabic, 7.46; 77.2; 78.8-9; 

22.7; 27.10; 55.21; 58.3,22; 
45.14; 62.2 

Egyptian dialects, 25.4; 26.2; 27.10 
,17; 55.18; 55.24; 56.44; 47.24; 
47.15; 57.19; 54.4 

expression of possession, 49.25 
final/consecutive clause, 59.2-4 
genitival relation, 57.10-16,18-20, 

22-24,26; 64.5 
Hassānīya dialect, 75.9; 56.39; 
' 47.44 

Hidjazi dialects, 7.46; 77.13-14; 
27.9; 27.20; 56.33; 58.14; 
59.17; 47.24; 45.14 

hypotaxis, 56.5-8 
influence on Hausa, 2.16 
influence on Samaritan Hebrew, 7.5 
language of Palmyra, 7.17; 78.6; 

27.28; 65.5 
lexicography, 55.14; 49.21; 62.2-4; 

65.2-4,6-7,9-10,12-14; 64.1-5; 
65.1- 2, 4-10; 66.4-6 

Maghrebine dialects, 7.46; 77.6; 
72.2- 3; 77.4; 78.6-8; 79.17; 22.7, 
15; 24.9; 25.2-3; 27.6,8,19; 
55.18,24; 55.4; 56.39,53; 58.2-
3,5,24; 40.25; 47.2-4,19,24,26, 
30,42,44, 54-55; 47.15; 65.2; 
66.4 

Middle Arabic, 7.44-45; 27.25; 
24.10; 52.25; 47.27 

Nabataean Arabic, 7.16,36,38,40; 

9.12; 27.24; 22.4; 52.5; 55.10; 
58.11; 49.2; 57.18; 67.2,10; 
65.5 

Neo-Arabic, 4.5; 7.27,44-46; 79.17; 
27.25; 25.6; 29.36; 50.6; 57.4; 
52.25; 55.22,24; 55.16; 58.22; 
40.16; 47.11,24; 45.11; 46.5; 
48.12; 50.16,21,23; 57.1; 52.11; 
58.5 

nominal clause, 50.6-10 
North Arabian ("Mesopotamian") 

dialects in Iraq and Anatolia, 
7.46; 77.1; 78.6,8; 29.8; 55.18; 
58.2-3; 47.11; 57.20; 65.4 

noun gender, 50.4-5,10-11 
noun number, 57.1-2,4-6,9-13,18-

19,24-26,28-30,35-36,38,41-42 
noun patterns, 29.1-3,5-14,16-18, 

21-25,30,36-38,40-42,44-48,51, 
54 

numerals, 55.2-6,15-21,24,26,29-34 
'Omānī dialects, 7.46; 75.7; 27.13; 

47.44 
one-term sentence, 50.2-4 
parataxis, 55.1-2,4-7 
periphrastic passive, 47.44 
phonology, 70.1,3,7,9; 77.1-3,6,9-

11,13-15; 72.1-3; 75.1,9,12; 
74.1- 6,10; 75.3,7; 76.5-9; 77.1-
2,4-5,8-9; 78.2,6-9; 79.14-15,17, 
21,24; 20; 27.1-2,15,23-27,30; 
22.2- 4,7,13,15-17; 25.1-2,4,8-9, 
11; 27.3-11,13,15-17,20,22,24, 28 

Post-Classical, 29.36; 57.40 
Pre-Classical, 7.42,44; 9.6; 75.9; 

27.25; 22.4,15; 27.14,24,28; 
52.25; 53.21; 39.5-6; 47.25, 
27,32,43; 44.13; 57.16; 52.11; 
54.8; 57.6; 58.6; 67.2 

prepositions, 48.5,12,14-19,21 -22 
presentatives, 49.6,8-10 
pronouns, 28.13; 56.2-3,7-8,17,23-

24,27-28,30-31,33,36,38-39,42, 
44,46,48,53-54,57-62 

proper names, 67.4,7,9,15,17 
Proto-Arabic, 7.35; 67.2 
questions, 49.4; 54.3-5 
relative clause, 57.2-4,6-8 
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root morpheme, 28.1,3-4,6,8-10,13 
sentence stress, 26.2,4 
"states" of nouns, 55.2-3,5-6,8,10, 

15-16,18,21,24 
substantival clause, 60.2 
syllable, 24.4-6,8-10 
Syro-Palestinian dialects, 7.46; 

13.9; 14.6; 77.8; 22.4,7,15,17; 
25.1; 26.2; 27.20; 55.18; 55.24; 
56.5; 58.22; 47.11,24,31; 47.15; 
50.21; 57.20; 54.4; 58.6; 65.4 

Tamīm dialect, 22.7; 27.20 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2-9,12, 15 
Tunisian dialects, 72.3; 22.4; 47.31; 

50.20,23; 67.9 
verbal clause and phrase, 50.12-

13,16-20; 52.1 
volitive clause, 54.6-8 
West Arabian, 67.2 
word accent, 25.1-4,8 
word order, 50.7-9,13,16-20; 56.8 
Yemenite, 7.46; 76.8; 77.4; 78.6; 

26.2; 57.28-29; 52.25; 55.10,12, 
21; 56.5,19,39,53-54,58; 58.22; 
40.5-6,10-11; 47.11; 47.15-16 

Arabic script, 7.42-43 ; 8.16; 9.5,9-10; 
70.1; 75.9; 74.3; 79.3; 27.15,26 
used for Hausa, 2.16 
used for Libyco-Berber, 2.14 
garšūnì, 9.13 
Judaeo-Arabic, 9.13 

Aramaeans, 57.26; 65.3 
Aramaic, preface; 7.1; 4.1,3,5; 6.3; 

7.1,10-36 
accusative, 52.4,10-11 
adjectives, 54.2 
adverbs, 52.19; 47.2,4,7-9,17 
apposition, 57.7 
attribute, 57.1 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.25 
conditional clause, 67.2-3,6,8-9,11 
conjugation, 57.6; 58.2,5,10-11,15; 

59.9; 40.2-3,10,12-17,22-23,25, 
30-32,34-35; 47.9-11,16,20,23-
25,29-30,32,35,38,40,42-43,46; 
42.2,4,9,13-15,18,20; 45.5,9-10, 
15; 44.4,6-10; 45.9-10,12; 46.4-5 

conjunctions, 49.2,16; 58.2,14; 60.3; 
67.2-3,8-9,11-12 

copula, 49.23 
Early Aramaic, 4.3; 7.11; 9.10; 75.8; 

27.15; 22.8-10; 27.12,25; 55.22; 
56.54; 47.2-3,11,20,22,24,28,46, 
54,55; 42.9,15; 45.15; 46.4; 
48.16; 50.18; 55.4; 55.4; 57.7; 
65.14 

Eastern Aramaic, 7.17-20,26-30; 
77.4; 42.9,20 

emphatic state, 28.13; 52.15; 55.7,13 
expression of possession, 49.25 
genitival relation, 57.16,19-20,23 
infinitive, 55.2-5 
influence on Arabic, 7.42,44; 9.5-6 
influence on Hebrew, 7.5; 28.13 
influence on Late Babylonian, 6.6 
influence on Neo-Assyrian, 6.5 
Jewish Aramaic, 7.23,26,29,34; 

9.9; 77.7-8; 76.5; 77.1-2; 55.34; 
40.22; 45.12; 65.9,11; 65.6 

Late Aramaic, 7.22-30; 9.5; 27.21-
22; 40.10,12,15; 47.10; 42.4,9, 
13, 20; 44.5; 45.10-12; 49.23; 
67.2; 65.10-11; 64.4; 65.5 

lexicography, 74.3; 55.14; 65.4-
5,8-11,14; 64.2,4; 65.3-5,7; 66.2 

Mandaic, 7.26,28,34; 78.7; 27.21; 
56.34,39; 42.20; 45.12; 67.6 

Middle Aramaic, 7.14-21; 79.14; 
27.27; 55.7; 56.38; 40.23; 42.4; 
65.10 

Nabataean, .7.16,38,40; 77.4; 77.4; 
27.24; 27.24; 29.16; 55.16; 
42.14; 49.2; 65.14 

negatives, 47.8-9 
no case inflection, 52.24 
nominal clauses, 50.7,9 
nota accusativi, 52.10 
noun gender, 50.4,6,11 
noun number, 57.4,10-14,18-19,21, 

26-28 
noun patterns, 29.3,5,7-8,10-14,16-

18,21,25-26,30,33,36-37,41,48-
49,54 

numerals, 55.2-4,9,16-18,20,22,24-
25,27,29-30,32,34 
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one-term sentence, 50.4 
Palmyrene, 7.17,20; 9.10; 75.9; 

/4.3; 27.3; 29.31; 47.4; 65.4 
phonology, 77.4,6-8,10,13; 72.3; 

73.6-9; 74.1-2; 75.2; 76.4-5; 
77.2, 5-6,8; 78.4-5,7-8; 79.9,13-
14,21,23; 27.21-25; 22.8-10,15-
16; 23.3,5,7, 9; 27.3,7,10-11,13-
14,16-17,20,25-28 

prepositions, 48.2,13-13,15-17,19, 
21,23 

prepositional phrase, 52.4,11 
presentatives, 49.8-9 
pronouns, 36.2,5-6,8,12,17-18,23, 

28,31,33-34,36,38-39,42,52,57, 
60-62 

proper names, 33.9; 50.25; 67.7,15 
relative clause, 57.2,6 
root morpheme, 44.5 
states of nouns, 33.3,6-7,16,22 
subordinate clause, 56.8 
substantival clause, 60.3 
syllable, 24.7 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2,14 
verbal clause, 50.13-14,17,19 
volitive clause, 54.6 
Western Aramaic, 7.17,20,22-25; 

36.61; 42.9; 49.25 
word accent, 25.1,3 
word order, 50.13-14,17,19; 56.8 
see also: Mandaic, Neo-Aramaic, 

Samaritan Aramaic, Syriac 
Aramaic script, 9.5-6,10-11; 70.3,9 

used for Ammonite, 7.7 
used for Arabic, 7.42; 9.5-6 
used for Nabataean, 7.42; 9.10; 74.3 

Argobba, 8.8,15 
conjunctions, 49.1 
gerund, 42.12; 53.5 
nouns, 30.10-11; 37.17; 32.28; 

33.14 
numerals, 35.14,18 
phonology, 77.9,15; 72.2; /3.12; 

74.7; 77.7; /9.20 
prepositions, 48.18-19,22 
pronouns, 36.9,12,14,33 
verbs, 38.25; 40.5,11-12,29; 4/.2, 

9, 14,32,53; 42.4,12-13; 45.9 

Armenia(n), 7.34; /4.10; 65.5 
Arsacid period, 6.6 
article, definite, 2.2; 32.27; 33.3,12; 

36.36 
a-/a-, 33.8 
'al-, 17.4; 33.1,10,21; 57.16; 57.4 
'an-l'am-, 33.7,10 
ha-lhan-, 77.4; 33.1,8-10 
*hal-, 33.10 
ha-, 33.8 
'Ī-, 33 J 
la-, 33.ÌI 
'Ū-, 33.7 

article, definite, postpositive: 
-ā, 33.7 
-(d)š, 33.13; 36.33 
- i , -y, 32.28; 33.14 
-itu, 32.28; 33.14 
-u, 32.28; 33.13-14; 34.3; 57.25 
-wa, -we, 32.28; 33.14 
-y, 33.14 

article, indefinite, 2.2 
and, andit, 33.8,18; 35.3 
at, attd, 33.8 
'dhād, 33.18 

fad, fa, 38.18 
fardjadd, 38.18 
ha-, 33.18 
hadā, 33.18 
ha-l-, 33.18 
hantit, 33.18 
hatte, 33.18 
wahd dl-, 33.18 
wāhid, wahda, 33.18 
woro(t), 33.18 

article li-ta'rlfi l-gins, 57.4 
Arunta language, 27.1 
Asatir, 7.24 
aspect, in Chadic, 2.16-17; 36.1 

in Cushitic, 2.8,11 
in Libyco-Berber, 2.14 
in Semitic, 37.3,8; 38.3-14,17-18 

assimilation, 23.6; 27.1-10 
between consonants, 24.2; 27.3-8, 

20 
between consonant and vowel, 

27.10; 45.10 
between vowels, 27.9 
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contiguous, 70.12; 24.2; 27.3-7,20, 
25,27; 29.13; 55.10; 55.3,11; 
58.23; 59.9; 47.29-30,32-33; 
45.5; 45.10; 46.2 

in Berber dialects, 2.15 
non-contiguous, 27.8-9; 55.8; 48.5 
partial, 27.6-9; 58.23 
progressive, 27.4,7,9-10; 47.29-30, 32 
reciprocal, 2.15; 70.12; 75.2; 27.5; 

46.2 
regressive, 70.12; 24.2; 27.3,6,8-

10,20,25,27; 29.13; 55.10; 55.3, 
8,11; 58.23; 59.9; 47.32-33; 
45.5; 45.10; 46.2 

total, 70.12; 75.2; 27.3-5,9,25,27; 
29.13; 55.10; 55.3,8,11; 59.9; 
47.29-30,32-33; 45.5; 46.2 

Assyria, 6.4; 7.11; 65.3 
Assyrian, 6.5; 75.3; 27.5; 27.9; 56.26, 

33; 59.3,16; 40.12,20; 42.3,7,16; 
45.5,9; 45.3; 49.23; 50.7 
designation of Neo-Aramaic, 7.34 
Middle Assyrian, 4.6; 6.5; 77.6, 

8,12; 75.2; 77.2; 79.9; 25.10; 
29.41; 55.27,32; 56.5,10; 45.12; 
57.23; 52.9; 54.6 

Neo-Assyrian, 4.6; 6.5; 7.35; 70.8-
9; 77.4,6,8,12; 74.2; 75.2; 76.3-
4; 77.2,6; 78.4; 79.9,11,17; 
25.7,10; 27.5,7,28; 50.4-5; 52.21; 
56.5, 33,56; 40.5,11; 47.2,32; 
47.9; 48.7; 50.9; 52.11; 55.5; 
54.6; 57.5; 58.10,16; 65.5; 65.3; 
67.15 

Old Assyrian, 4.6; 6.5; 9.2,11; 
77.6,12; 75.3; 77.4; 79.9; 22.14; 
29.41; 50.1; 57.11,25; 52.17,19; 
55.12-13,26; 56.3,10,17,30; 58.4; 
40.20; 47.15,35; 45.12; 44.5; 
47.2,7-8,14; 49.15; 57.7,14; 52.7; 
55.1-2; 54.9; 55.3; 58.14,16; 
67.5-6; 64.5; 66.5 

see: Assyro-Babylonian, East Semitic 
Assyro-Babylonian (East Semitic), 

preface, 4.5; 6.1,3 
accusative, 52.2-4,6-9,11 
adjectives, 54.2,4-6 
adverbs, 47.2-5,7-9,11-12,14,17 

apposition, 57.7-8 
attribute, 57.1,4,6 
case inflection, 52.5,17-19,21 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.22,25 
conditional clause, 67.1-9 
conjunctions, 49.1,15; 58.2-4,9-11, 

13-14,16; 60.1,3; 67.1-9 
conjugation, 57.4,6,8; 58.2-6,10, 

12,15-16; 59.2-4,6-7,14,16; 40.2-
7,10-17,20,31-32,34; 47.2-3,6,8-
10,12,15,17-20,22,25,29,32-
33,35,40,42-43,49,52,54-55; 
42.2- 3,7,13-16; 45.3,5-7,9,11-12, 
22; 44.2,4-10,13-14; 45.2-3,5-7, 
11; 46.2 

copula, 49.23 
expression of possession, 49.25 
genitival relation, 57.10-20,23-24 
infinitive, 55.1-2,4-5 
lexicography, 55.14; 65.2-5,7-9,11; 

64.1,4-5; 65.2-6,8; 66.5 
nominal clause, 50.5-9 
noun gender, 50.1-7 
noun number, 57.7,10-12,14-16,20-

21.25- 26 
noun patterns, 29.2,5-8,11-14,16, 

21,23,25-26,28-33,36-39,41,46-
48,51,55 

numerals, 55.1-6,12-13,16-21,23-
24.26- 27,29-32 

one-term sentence, 50.2-4 
parataxis, 55.1-3,5-6 
phonology, 70.8-9,12; 77.4,6-12; 

75.3- 4; 74.2; 75.2-3,6,8; 76.2-
4,7; 77.2,4-6; 78.3-5; /9.6,9-
11,13,17,21,24; 2/3-5,9-13; 
22.5,13-15; 25.7-10; 27.3-5,7,9-
10,13-14,17,19, 23,28 

"plural of majesty", 50.24 
prepositional phrase, 52.11 
prepositions, 48.4,6-7,11-12,15,17-

20,22 
presentatives, 49.7,9 
pronouns, 56.2-6,8,10,15,17-18,23-

31,33-36,47,49,56-57,59-61; 
46.2 

proper names, 50.25; 67.4,9,15 
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questions, 10.6; 54.5 
relative clause, 57.2-3,5-8 
root morpheme, 28.3-4,6-9,12,18-

19; 44.5 
sentence stress, 70.6; 26.3; 54.5 
states of nouns, 35.3,5-6,15-16,19 
substantival clause, 60.1,3 
syllable, 24.2,8 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2-4,9-

11,13-14,16 
verbal clause, 50.5,12,14-15,17,19-

20 
volitive clause, 54.6-7,9 
word accent, 25.2,5,8 
word order, 32.21; 50.7-9,14,17,19-

20 
Asyût (Egypt), 2.7 
Atlantic coast, 2.14; 7.6 
Atlas, Mounts, 2.14 
Attic, 65.11 
attribute, 57.1-6 
augmentatives in Ethiopic, 29.43 
Aurès (Algeria), 2.14 
Austronesian, 72.4 
auxiliary verbs, 

to form tenses, 58.20,26-28 
to introduce an infinitive, 55.3 
used as copula, 36.33; 49.22-24; 

50.6 
used asyndetically with a finite verb, 

53.3 
Avaro-Andi (Caucasian), 30.9 
Avestan, 50.23; 65.5 
Avroman parchment, 7.21 
aw < ā, 22.17 
aw <ā + ū, 43.17 
Awngi (Agaw), 2.10; 32.1; 54.2 
Awsān, 8.5 
ay <ā + ī, 43.17 
Aymallal (Gurage), 8.17-18; see: 

Soddo 
'ayn, influence of, 27.8 
'Azd dialect, 78.6 

Bab el-Mandeb, Straits of, 3.4 
Babylonia, 3.3; 5.2; 67.15,19 
Babylonian, 4.5; 6.1,3-4,6; 7.4; 77.6-

8; 27.5; 22.15; 23.7; 25.5; 27.13; 

29.6; 32.5,18; 35.17; 56.23,26, 
33,56; 40.12,20; 47.42; 42.3,7,16; 
44.5-6; 45.3,5; 47.2-3,8,14; 48.20; 
50.2,4,6; 57.19-20; 52.2-4,6-8; 
55.2,4; 54.5; 55.1-2,5; 57.5,8; 
58.13,16; 60.2; 67.4,6,8-9; 65.4-
5,9; 65.3; 67.4 
Late Babylonian, 4.5; 6.1,5; 76.4; 

78.5; 79.21; 27.3,11; 24.2; 
27.3,7,17; 29.46; 57.10; 35.6, 
18,20,30; 36.35; 38.10; 40.20; 
47.12; 48.7; 49.23; 57.6,8,24; 
52.11; 54.6; 55.3; 58.2,11; 
67.1,8; 63.11; 65.3-4 

Middle Babylonian, 6.4; 75.2; 
79.9; 25.5; 32.21; 35.32; 36.31; 
43.12; 47.12; 48.7; 49.25; 
52.11; 58.2; 60.1; 67.7 

Neo-Babylonian, 6.4; 77.8; 76.4; 
27.3,7; 32.21; 56.35; 58.4; 40.4; 
47.35; 44.5-6; 48.7; 52.11; 
57.7; 67.1,8; 65.9; 64.5; 65.3 

Old Babylonian, 5.3; 6.4; 7.3; 
70.6; 77.9,12; 73.3-4; 78.3; 
79.6,24; 27.12; 23.9; 24.2; 25.5; 
26.3; 29.41; 30.1,6; 37.7,11-
12,26; 32.5,17-18; 55.19; 35.2, 
6,24,30; 36.2-4,15,17,24-25,27, 
30,59; 40.5,17,20,31-32; 47.2-3, 
20,25,49; 43.12; 44.2,4,6-10,14; 
45.3; 47.2,7-8; 49.15,25; 50.2-
3,7-8,12,19-20,22,25; 57.1,8,10-
17,23-24; 53.2; 54.6,9; 55.3,6; 
57.6; 58.4,9-10; 67.7; 65.4 

see: Assyro-Babylonian, East Semitic 
Bacon, Roger, 64.3 
Baghdad, 37.4,6,12; 40.25; 65.10 
Bah'ā (Syria), 7.32 
Bahrain, 7.46; 78.9 
Ba'iso (Cushitic), 2.11 
Bakr dialect, 77.6 
Baltic languages, 65.5 
Bantu languages, 7.2; 2.13; 3.3; 70.6; 

72.3; 77.7; 27.1; 28.7; 30.9; 37.1; 
39.7; 47.7,14-15; 49.19 

Bar Kokhba letters, 7.15; 36.31; 
57.19 

Bar Punesh, 7.13 
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Barth's law, 40.16,18,21,23,31,50; 
45.7-8 

Basra' (Iraq), 7.43 
Bathari dialect, 8.7 
Bayuda desert (Sudan), 2.9 
bb < mb, 273 
Bedawi (To), see: Bedja 
Bedja, 2.9; 5.4; 8.9,12; 50.10; 57.21, 

24; 52.1; 55.1,4,9-10; 56.17,36; 
58.5; 47.2-3,6,15,20; 45.11; 48.5; 
49.1,21; 50.15; 54.2; 65.5,13 

Bedouin, 5.4; 7.35,42,46; 78.6; 
52.25; 58.22; 40.25; 47.11,25,44; 
45.17; 66.1 

Bedyat of Ennedi, 2.9 
Beeston, A.F.L., preface 
Ben-Asher, 7.5; 27.19 
Benfey, Th., 7.1 
Beni 'Amar, 2.9 
Beni Omayya, 2.9 
Benjamin of Tudela, 7.34 
Ben Naphtali, 27.19 
Berber, 7.1; 2.14-15,17; 5.4; 9.13; 

77.7; 22.18; 57.9; 55.3; 47.7,19; 
48.10; 65.5; 65.2; 67.13 
Proto-Berber, 55.2 

bgdkpt, 77.10; 25.4; 27.20 
Bible, 2.7,10; 7.5,12-13,25; 8.11; 

77.10; 77.1; 79.15; 27.15,20,22; 
25.3,8; 26.2; 48.8; 62.4; 67.5 

biconsonantal verbal roots, 47.1,38, 
40,44 

Bidiya (Chadic), 2.16 
bilingualism, 7.43; 65.2,10 
Bisharin, Bedja tribe, 2.9 
Bisherla, 2.9 
Biu-Mandara (Chadic), 47.17; 65.6 
Blemmyes, 2.9 
blending, 29.54 
bn < mn, 48.9 
Boghazkoy, 27.5; 47.35 
Bohairic (Coptic), 2.7 
Boni (Cushitic), 2.11,16; 77.9; 50.10; 

59.7; 47.15 
br < bb, 23.9 
Brockelmann, C, preface, 50.1 
Bruce, James, 2.10; 8.18 
Bura (Chadic), 65.6 

Burgi (Cushitic), 2.11; 65.6 
Byblos, 7.3,6; 70.8; 75.2; 27.12; 

56.38; 58.12; 47.23,43; 54.8 
Byzantine period, 2.7; 7.23,39; 65.4,9 
é<ġ<g, 75.8; 78.6 
f<k, 75.8; 78.6; 27.10; 56.2,19 
6<t, 72.3; 75.8; 31.7 
6 < q, 75.8 
é < t, 123 
Cairo, 78.6; 27.10; 55.24,39; 58.22; 

47.24-25,27; 45.17; 47.15; 50.6 
Cairo Genizah, 7.23 
Calahorra, Calagurris, 67.19 
Cameroon, 2.16; 5.3 
Canaan, 7.2; 9.4; 40.18 
Canaanite, 4.1,3,5; 7.1-9; 9.10; 

77.13; 75.7; 79.12; 27.9,20; 27.13; 
57.11; 52.24; 55.8; 56.57; 48.18; 
58.2; 67.2; 65.6,8; 67.3 
"East Canaanite", 5.3 
Proto-Canaanite, 7.3; 75.7 
Old Canaanite, 7.3-4; 76.2; 27.12-

13; 22.6; 52.23; 55.16,20; 
56.6,23,58-60; 59.6,8; 40.6,14, 
18,21,31; 47.11,19,33,43,45; 
42.14; 48.16,18; 49.6,23; 52.8; 
55.5; 54.8; 58.3-4; 67.8; 65.5; 
see also: Amarna correspondence 

Canary Islands, 2.14 
Cantineau, J., preface 
Carcassonne, 67.19 
Cap Bon, 67.9 
Carthage, Carthaginians, 7.6; 67.6 
case inflection, 77.9; 26.2; 27.19,47; 

57.3-5; 52.1-28; 55.3,16; 54.4; 
40.1,16; 50.16; 57.9; 52.1,6,10-11 

Cassite, 27.13 
casus pendens, 50.8,20 
Caucasian languages, 7.2; 7.14; 50.9; 

52.3 
causal y morpheme, 28.13; 47.13; 45.11 
causative verbal stem, 7.2; 2.1; 

74.10; 75.10; 47.7-14 
Chad, 2.16; 78.8 
Chadic, preface; 7.1; 2.16,17; 5.3; 

77.1,6; 50.11; 57.12,21-22; 55.1, 
4,6; 56.1,31; 58.16; 47.7,17,19-20; 
44.5; 48.6; 57.23; 54.2; 65.5-6 
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Chadic-Berber equations, 50.11; 
35.4; 63.5-6 

Chadic-Cushitic equations, 77.1; 
35.4; 63.5 

Chadic-Egyptian equations, 2.16; 
30.11; 35.4; 63.5 

Chadic-Mandingo equation, 36.1 
Giadic-Semitic equations, 2.16; 77.1; 

30.11; 35.4; 36.31; 47.17; 63.5-6 
Proto-Chadic, 3.3; 39.7 

Chaha (Gurage), 8.17,18; 77.2,6; 
77.9; 29.19,27; 35.19; 36.9,14,36, 
41; 38.27; 40.4,6,10-11,14-15,28-
30; 47.4,14,20,27,36,38; 43.21; 
46.6; 47.12; 48.25; 49.1,17; 57.2 

Chalcolithic period, 3.5 
Chaldaean, 6.6; 7.18,41 
Chaldaeans (Christians), 7.34 
Chaouia (Tachaouit), 2.14 
Chechen (Causasian), 30.9; 32.3 
Cherchel, 72.2; 27.27 
Chinese, 70.6,8; 28.3 
Christian Palestinian Aramaic, 7.25; 

9.5; 30.6; 36.28,44; 45.10 
citation form, 32.6; 36.49 
Clause, 50.2-20; 54.1-67.12 

circumstantial, 55.6 
conditional, 38.14; 39.8,16; 49.47; 

55.7; 56.8; 67.1-12 
final/consecutive, 38.14,16; 55.5; 

56.3,5-6; 59.1-6 
interrogative, 49.4; 54.5 
main, 54.1 
major, 50.5,17 
minor, 50.2-4 
negative, 52.1; 53.4; 54.2-4,6,9; 55.5 
nominal, 33.5; 50.6-10; 54.3,7 
relative, 39.9; 49.15-16; 55.8; 

56.6; 57.1-9; 58.1,10-11,14-16; 
59.3,9,14,16; 60.2-3 

relative asyndetic, 33.2; 57.21; 
57.1,3-4; 58.1; 59.3,9,14,16 

relative syndetic, 36.46,55; 57.21; 
57.1,5-6; 58.1,10-11,14-16 

subordinate, 38.14; 39.2-5,9; 56.1-
67.12 

substantival, 56.3; 60.1-3 
temporal/causal, 49.7; 56.3-4,6,8; 

58.1-16; 67.8 

verbal, 50.11-20; 54.1-2 
volitive, 54.6-9 

Cohen, D., 62.1 
cohortative, 38.2; 39.6,8-10; 54.6 
collective nouns, 29.46-47; 30.1-2; 

37.1,15,23,38-39; 34.2; 50.23; 57.5 
colour names, 29.14,16 
comparative, 34.5-6 
compensatory lengthening, 77.2; 23.1, 

5; 32.19 
concord, 30.5; 37.14,16-17,23; 32.3; 

34.2-3; 35.5,18,23 
apposition, 57.7 
attribute, 35.5; 57.3-6 
subject and predicate, 50.21-25 

condition, 
frequentative, 67.10 
negative, 67.3 
real, 55.7; 67.2 
split, 67.7,9 
unreal, 47.8; 67.2,6,11 

conditional particle, 74.10; 47.12; 
47.8; 49.6,11; 67.2-3,6-11 

conditioned sound changes, 27.1-30 
conjunctions, 49.1-4,13-17; 67.12 

conditional, 67.1-11 
disjunctive, 49.3-4 
enclitic copulative: 
-(9)m(ma), 49.1 
-(d)nna, -n, 49.1 
-ma, 32.17; 49.1; 67.12 
proclitic copulative: 
'ap, 49.2 

fa-,f-, 38.11; 49.2; 67.12 
pa-, 49.2 
wa-, 77.13; 32.27; 38.11; 49.1,3; 

53.5; 67.12 
subordinate, 38.14; 48.3,25; 49.13-

17; 58.1-60.3 
consecutio temporum, 55.3-4; see: 

sequence of tenses 
consonant cluster, 77.9; 24.2-3,8-9; 

27.16-19; 28.4,8,10,12; 30.3 
consonantal length, 23.1; 24.2,4,7-9 
consonants, 9.3; 70.2-4,11; 77.1-20; 

24.1-11; 27.1-8,10-14,16-29 
construct state, 27.19; 30.4; 32.2,5, 

14,26; 33.2-5,19-24; 34.4; 57.1, 
9,23; 57.2,4-5 
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continuants, 10.4; 23.1 
continuous 

past, 58.20,25-26,28; 42.19,21,24; 
58.5 

present, 58.22-26; 42.19,21 
contraction, 78.9; 24.11; 57.5; 

45.8,19; 46.5; 49.4 
"converted" imperfect, 58.11 
"converted" perfect, 54.8-9 
Coptic, 2.1,6-7; 8.18; 77.4; 25.7; 

57.24; 56.8; 45.11; 49.22 
copula, 56.1-2,5,59; 42.25; 47.12; 

49.18-25; 50.6,9-10 
Cosmas Indicopleutes, 2.9 
coverb, 42.12 
crasis, 22.15 
culture words, 50.10 
cuneiform script, 5.2,4; 6.1-2; 9.2-

3,10; 77.12-13; 72.1; 75.2-4,9; 
74.2; 75.2,6; 76.2; 78.3,5; 79.3-
7,13; 27.4-5; 22.14-15; 24.2,6; 
27.19; 29.5; 50.4; 52.21; 55.1; 
45.1-2,4; 50.14; 54.5 

Cushitic, preface; 7.1; 2.8-13,16-17; 
5.2,4; 8.1,9,12,14-15; 70.10; 77.3; 
72.4; 74.7; 77.2; 78.6-7; 79.23; 
22.16; 29.20,46; 50.10-11; 57.15, 
17,21-22,24; 52.1,5-7; 55.1,4,18, 
20-21; 56.1,3,5,8-10,14,16,31; 58.1 
15; 47.3,6-7,13,15,20,28; 45.22; 
44.5; 48.1,10,18; 49.2,15,17,20,22; 
50.15; 54.2; 57.3; 65.5-6,13; 65.2 
Central Cushitic, see: Agaw 
East Cushitic, 2.11; 8.9; 70.6; 

27.12; 67.4 
Highland, 2.11; 77.7; 30.8,10; 
57.15; 52.7; 55.3d; 47.7,15; 
45.23; 47.16; 49.1; 50.15; 
57.2,25; 56.7; 57.9; 65.6; 65.2; 
see also:Hadiyya, Sidamo 
Lowland, 2.11; 50.7,10; 56.2; 
57.1; 58.15; 59.7; 47.15; 65.3,6; 
see also: Afar, Ba'iso, Boni, 
Galaboid, Galla, Konso, Oromo, 
Rendille, Saho, "Sam" lan
guages, Somali 

North Cushitic, see: Bedja 
South Cushitic, 2.13. 

West Cushitic, 2.12; 75.8; 77.1; 
56.36; 47.7; see also: Kafa, 
Omotic, Walamo 

Cyprus, 70.8; 75.10; 77.4 

d<d, 75.6,8,11; 56.33,50 
d<d, 13.9 
d<l, 17.1 
d<r, 17.1 
d<t, 27.8 
d<t,27.\\ 
d<d, 13 Al 
d<d, 13.9 
d<d, 27.8 
d<i, 70.9,12; 76.7-8 
d<t, 75.11 
Dafìr tribe, 62.3 
dageš, 70.3; 25.4; 57.25 
Dahalo (Cushitic), 2.13 
Damascus, 7.32,40,44; 75.9; 79.17; 

27.27; 29.8; 57.4,6; 55.10; 55.6, 
18,20; 56.39; 58.1,23; 57.19 

Dangla (Chadic), 65.5 
Darasa (Cushitic), 2.11 
Darghi (Caucasian), 50.9 
Datīna dialect, 76.7-8; 77.4 
dative, 56.3-4,15-17,26 
dative-adverbial, 52.17; 56.15 
dd<dt, 47.32 
dd<dt, 70.12; 27.5 
dd < nd, 27.3; 55.3 
dd < rd, 27.3 
dd < td, 27.3 
Dead Sea scrolls, 7.5,8; 27.20; 25.8; 

25.3; 27.10; 58.11-12; 45.10 
Dedān(ite), 7.37; 8.4 
defmiteness, 2.2; 55.6-14,19-24; 57.23 
deglottalization, 27.11 
deictic particles, 48.3; 56.2-5; 58.2 
Deir 'Alia, 7.11 
demonstratives, 75.2; 74.2; 55.10,13-

14 
Demotic, 2.6-7; 77.10; 74.7; 77.4; 

27.3; 65.8 
denominative verbs, 25.9; 47.3,8,40, 

42 
dental fricatives, 75.2; 74.1-10 
dental laterals, see: laterals 
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dental liquids, see: liquids 
dental nasal, see: nasals 
dental plosives, 70.4; 77.10; 72.1-4 
Dērez-Zor (Syria), 47.11 
derivatives, 44.13; 64.1-5; 66.6 
determinants 

grammatical genders, 50.10-11 
-b, 17.1; 30.10 
-Ur, 50.10 
-n, 50.11 
-t, 29.46-49; 50.3,10 
verbs, 28.2 

determinate state, 55.6-14,17,19-24 
develarization, 74.6; 27.11 
devoicing, 70.8; 74.2; 75.8; 26.2; 

27.11 
Dhinka (Nilotic), 2.2 
diacritic signs, 9.10 
Diakonoff, I.M., preface; 7.2 
dialect, 4.6 
diglossia, 7.43; 65.2,10 
diminutives, 29.10,14,35-36,38,42,49, 

53; 57.37 
Dioscorides, Island of, 8.1 
diphonemization, 70.12; 25.6; 27.11 
diphthongization, 77.11; 22.2,9,15-18; 

26.2; 45.17 
diphthongs, 77.14; 27.20; 22.1-18; 

29.9-11; 57.5,28,32; 45.17 
diptotic declension, 57.3,10; 52.1-2,7-

8,12 
directive morpheme, 57.4; 59.7 
dissimilation, 25.6-11; 27.11 

contiguous, 70.12; 74.6; 77.8; 
25.6-11; 38.5; 47.38,42 

non-contiguous, 27.11; 29.9,13; 
55.8 

of gemination, 70.12; 77.8; 23.6-
11; 38.5; 47.38,42 

of vowels, 27.11; 29.13 
progressive, 25.9; 27.11 

distributive, 57.21; 55.22 
divine names, 29.55; 52.6,8,10; 55.16; 

67.1 
Diyala region, 6.4 
Diyarbakir (Turkey), 7.33 
Djandjero, 2.12 
Djawf (Yemen), 8.2,4 

Djebel ed-Drūz, 56.5 
Djibbāli, 8.1; see: Śheri 
Djibouti, 2.11 
Djidjelli (Algeria), 27.27 
Dofar (Oman), 8.1; 78.8; 25.7; 40.25 
domestication of animals, 50.10 
Doric, 65.11 
Doziri dialect, 7.46; 40.25 
doubling of consonants, 24.7 
Dougga bilinguals, 2.15; 29.26; 

57.12,28; 57.23 
dual, 77.6; 29.54; 57.1-8,12; 52.8,23; 

55.3,16; 54.2; 55.4,18,20-21; 56.6-
7; 40.2,7-9,15,18,20-21,31; 50.21; 
57.4; 67.15 

e < a, 79.5-6,10; 27.6-7,10,24,32; 
27.9-10; 55.26; 42.2; 45.1,10; 46.3 

e < ā , 27.9,11,24 
e < ay, 27.30; 22.12,17 
e < ây, 49.4 
e < ē, 22.12; 45.20 
e<i, 27.7,10,13,24,27 
e < I, 55.4 
ē < ā , 27.10,27; 27.9 
ē < ay, 27.6-7,9-10,12-13,24; 22.1,5-

9,12; 29.31; 57.3-4; 40.9; 45.15, 
20; 47.9,11 

e< āy, 22.15 
ē < ayī, 27.23 
-ē < -ēt, 27.28 
ē < 'i, 45.3 
ē<i, 21.1; 29.1-8; 42.13 
ē<ī,21.1; 22.8; 45.14 
ē<ih, 35.11 
ē < -iye- < -uya- < -uha-, 27.8; 42.15 
ē<d, 27.11 
d < a, 27.27,30,32; 42.2; 45.17 
d<i, 27.27,30; 27.19; 29.8; 56.8 
d < u, 21.21,30; 27.9,19; 56.8 
Ea, 27.16 
Early Bronze Age, 5.5 
Early Dynastic III, 6.2 
East Arabian, Epigraphic, 7.36,41 
East Semitic, 4.1-2,5; 6.1-6; 9.2-3; 

70.9; 77.7,12; 75.8; 76.2,7; 27.3-
4; 25.5; 27.10; 283,7,18-19; 
29.26,32-33,48,51; 30.3; 37.12; 
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52.5,17,21; 55.5-6,15-16; 34.6; 
55.1,3,13-14,23,30-32; 56.3,5,8, 
17,26,28-30,36,47,57; 57.4,6; 58.6, 
10,12,16; 59.4,6-7,14,16; 40.2,6-
7,10,13,15-16,18,34; 47.2-3,6,9,12, 
17-20,25,29,35,40,42-43,52; 
42.14,16; 45.7,22; 44.4,10; 45.2,5, 
7,11; 46.2; 47.5,7,9,17; 48.4,6,15, 
19-20; 49.1,23,25; 50.5,14-15,19; 
57.13,23; 54.6; 58.10-11; 60.1; 67.2-
3; 65.2,4-5,8; 65.2,5; 67.9; see: 
Assyro-Babylonian, Old Akkadian 

Ebla, Eblaite, 5.2; 9.3; 77.9; 75.2; 
77.1-2,5; 79.5; 27.6,32; 22.3; 24.2; 
27.19,28-29; 28.13; 29.29,41,54; 
57.3,21; 52.17-18; 55.13; 56.5,47, 
58; 58.6; 40.18; 47.9; 44.11; 
48.5,10,15,17-18; 49.1,23; 50.14; 
57.5; 67.19 

Edessa, 7.20,27 
Edomite, 7.2,9; 22.14; 27.10; 55.8; 

56.31; 52.10 
Egypte, Egyptian, preface; 7.2; 2.1-

7,9,14,16,17; 5.3-4; 5.3; 7.3-
4,12,16,46; 8.18; 70.8,12; 77.15; 
72.1; 75.7; 74.2; 75.8; 76.2; 77.1-
2,4-5; 79.7,12,24; 27.28; 29.20, 
41,44,46,54; 50.1,4,10; 57.21,24; 
52.1; 55.5; 55.1-4,6,9-14,18,20; 
56.2,5-8,14,17-20,30-31,36,57,60; 
58.3; 40.4-5,11; 47.2,7,17,19-20; 
45.7,23; 48.4-6,10,18; 47.8; 49.9-
10,19-20,22; 50.9,17; 57.23; 55.2; 
58.7; 67.2; 65.5; 65.8; 67.3-4 
Egypto-Berber equations, 45.23; 

55.2; 65.5; 67.4 
Egypto-Chadic equations, 2.16; 

50.11; 55.4; 65.5 
Egypto-Cushitic equations, 8.18; 

29.20 
Egypto-Nubian equations, 2.2 
Egypto-Semitic equations, 7.3; 2.1, 

4-5; 70.12; 75.7; 77.2; 79.24; 
47.8; 65.5; 65.8; 67.3-4 

relation to Nilotic, 2.2 
Egyptian Arabic, 25.4; 27.10; 55.18; 

55.24; 56.44; 47.24; 47.15; 57.19; 
54.4; see also: Arabic, Cairo 

Egyptian hieroglyphs, 2.2,4-5,7; 9.4-
5,10; 57.21; 65.5 
consonantal correspondences with 

Semitic, 2.4-6; 75.7; 79.12 
source of the Semitic alphabet, 9.4-

5 
Eichhorn, J.G., 7.1 
ejectives, 70.9 
Elam, Elamite,6.4; 76.4 
elative, 29.9,16,33; 54.5-6; 52.9 
el-Bekri, 67.9,18 
Elijah Levita, 7.5 
elision, 24.11; 25.5; 26.2,4; 27.21-

29; 55.9 
of ', 27.24; 47.11; 45.3-4,8,11,13-

16 
of \ 45.16 
of final dor /, 27.28-29; 50.4 
of final k, 27.29 
of final r, 27.29 
of h, 27.25; 55.9,14; 56.20; 47.11, 

13; 45.16; 49.1 
of initial 'a, 27.26 
of / and n, 27.27,29; 55.8 
of short vowel, 27.17 
of w, 45.8 
of y, 45.15 

Emar, 27.9; 27.29; 52.21; 56.47; 
58.6; 40.20-21; 45.8; 48.7; 67.7 

emphatic consonants, 2.8; 70.3,9-10; 
77.3; 72.1-3; 75.1,6; 74.1,6; 76.1, 
7-10; 78.1-3; 27.11 

emphatic state, 29.51; 57.13; 52.15; 
55.7,22 

enclitics, 57.24 
-a, 28.13; 40.14 
-ah, 57.24 
-do, 54.5 
-O)m(ma), 49.1 
-{d)nd, 54.5 
-(d)nna, 49A 
-m, 40AO 
-ma, -mā, 49.1,8; 57.24; 55.4; 58.9 
-mi, 49.$ 
-n, 49A 
-na, 59.3 
-ni, 59.3 
-nu, 54.5 
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-š(9), -(9)š, 54.4-5 
-ssa, 54.4 
-wa, 49.1 

Endegen (Gurage), 8.17; 11.2; see: 
Gurage 

energic, 56.21; 38.12; 46.2 
English, 11.2; 14.1; 19.9; 27.30; 

28.3; 29.55; 38.18; 48.3,18; 50.6; 
55.1; 62.2,4; 63.12; 65.8; 66.4 

Ennemor (Gurage), 8.17; 11.26; 36.14; 
47.32; 42.5; 48.19; see also: Gurage 

ergative, 7.2; 2.8,14,17; 22.18; 29.20; 
32.1-3,6-7,18; 35.5; 58.17; 59.4; 
40.16; 48.2; 50.4,8-9; 52.1,8; 
54.3; 65.5,13; see also: agent case, 
instrumental, locative, nominative 
case 

Eritrea, preface; 2.10-11; 8.1,8-10,12-
13 

Eshmun, 28.8 
Eshnunna, 78.3 
Essaouira, 27.8 
estrangeld, 7.27 
Ethiopia, preface; 7.1; 2.10-11; 5.3; 

4.4; 8.1,3,8-10,13-14,16; 72.2, 
78.8; 79.18; 36.9; 63.10; 64.4 

Ethiopic, 7.3; 3.1; 4.1-3,5; 8.1,3,7-
18; 9.7,11 
accusative, 32.27-28; 52.1,3,6-7,11 
adjectival syntagm, 57.22 
adjectives, 34.3 
adverbs, 47.2-3,7-8,11-12,17-18; 

57.26 
apposition, 57.8 
articles, 32.28; 35.8,14 
attribute, 57.1-2 
case inflection, 52.4-6,8,11,13,15, 

18,20,27-28 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.23 
conditional clause, 67.1 -2,11 
conjugation, 57.6; 58.2-3,5,7-8,12, 

14-15,25-28; 59.2,12; 40.2-6,10-
17,27-32; 47.2-6,9-11,13-14,17-
18,20,24-25,27-29,32-34, 
36-43,52-55; 42.1,3-5,11-17,25; 
45.5-10,16,20-22; 44.2,4-11; 
45.9,17; 46.6 

conjunctions, 52.17; 49.1,4,9,14, 
16-17; 58.2,11,16; 59.6; 60.1; 
67.2 

copula, 49.17-22,24 
expression of possession, 49.25 
final/consecutive clause, 59.6 
genitival relation, 57.10-13,16-17, 

19,23,25 
gerund, 42.12; 55.5 
infinitive, 55.2-5 
lexicography, 65.2-4,6-7,9-10,13; 

64.4; 65.2,4-5; 67.4 
negative clause, 54.2 
nominal clause, 50.7-9 
North Ethiopic, 8.8,11-13,16-17; 

75.12; 25.1; 29.16,47,50; 50.11; 
57.12,15,17-18,26,31-33; 56.33; 
58.7,26; 40.11,28-31; 47.9-10, 
14,29,32; 42.3,11,13-14; 43.21; 
48.25; 50.15; 57.1; 54.5; 57.9; 
59.6; see also: Ge'ez, South 
Semitic, Tigre, Tigrinya 

noun gender, 30.2-3,5-8,10-11 
noun number, 37.1,9,12,15-20,22, 

24-26,29-35,37-41 
noun patterns, 29.8-9,11,13-14,16-

17,19,21-22,25-27,30,37,41-45, 
47-52,55 

numerals, 35.2-4,6,8,13-14,16-22,24-
27.29- 30 

one-term sentence, 50.3 
parataxis, 55.1 
phonology, 70.9-10; 77.1-3,5-6,8-

11,15; 72.1-4; 73.10,12; 74.2-
3,7,9; 75.3,5-6; 76.6-7; 77.1-9; 
78.2,5-8; 79.1,20-21; 20; 27.2, 
17.30- 31; 22.12-13,15-18; 23.1-
2,5,7-10; 27.3-4,6,8-13,15-20,25, 
27; 43.23 

"plural of majesty", 50.24 
prepositional phrase, 52.11 
prepositions, 48.1,5-6,10-12,15-25 
presentatives, 49.6 
pronouns, 36.1 -3,5-6,8-9,11-14,17-

21,28-29,31-34,36,38,40-43, 
45,55,57-58,60-61 

proper names, 67.15 
Proto-Ethiopic, 8.8; 27.30; 38.7 
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questions, 47.16; 54.4-5 
relative clause, 57.1,3,5,8-9; 60.3 
South Ethiopic, 2.11; 8.8,14-18; 

11.6; 123-4; 13.12; 77.4,8; 
78.6; 79.20; 22.15,18; 25.1; 
25.8; 29.19,26,45,50; 50.8,10; 
57.15,17,22; 52.11,17,20,27-28; 
55.3,14,18,20-21,24,27; 56.1-
2,5-6,18,20,29,32-33,38,41,55; 
58.7,28; 59.12; 40.11-12,15,28-
29; 47.2,5,14,29,32,53; 42.4,11, 
13-14; 45.5,21,23; 45.17; 47.17; 
48.6,18,22,25; 49.1,4,17-21,25; 
50.15; 57.2,25; 54.2; 56.7; 57.9; 
65.4,6,9; 65.2; see also: Am
haric, Argobba, Gafat, Gurage, 
Harari, South Semitic 

states of nouns, 55.3-5,8,11-14,18 
subordinate clause, 56.7 
substantival clause, 59.6; 60.1,3 
syllabary, 2.11; 9.7; 27.30; 27,19; 

55.10 
syllable, 24.5,8-10 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2,11,16 
verbal clause, 50.13,15,17,19-20 
volitive clause, 54.6 
word accent, 25.1,3,7-8 
word order, 50.7,9,13,15,17,19-20; 

57.2; 56.7; 57.9 
Ethiopic syllabary, 2.11; 9.7; 27.30; 

27.19; 55.10 
Ethio-Semitic, 8.1 
etymology, 65.1-14; 67.10 
euphemism, 65.7 
Ewe, 62.2 
exclamations, 26.4; 52.5; 50.3 
execration texts, 5.3; 79.7; 27.24; 

29.54 
"existential" verb, 49.23-25; 50.6,10 
extraposition, 50.8,20 
-ey < -ē, 22.9 
Eza (Gurage), 8.17; 77.2,6; see: 

Gurage 
Ezana, 2.9 

f<ff<nf, 273 
f<pJ1.4 
f<Slst 77.15 

fa'al, 29.5; 57.42 
fa'ala, 57.36; 52.15 
fa'alii, 57.28; 52.8 
fa'ālīl, 57.28 
fa"āl, 66.6 
Fabre d'Olivet, Antoine, 9.1 
fa'il, 78.6; 27.22; 29.5 
fa % 57.28; 66.6 
fa'ila, 27.22 
fa 'I, 27.22; 29.5; 57.42 
fa'la, 27.22; 54.5 
fa'lān, 52.8 
f'āl, 57.28 
Falasha, 2.10 
family-tree theory, 5.1 
Fāra (Iraq), 4.2 
fa'ul, 27.22 
fawa'l, 22.16 
fawl, 22X6; 29.9 
fay'al, 22X6 
fay'āl, 22X6 
fayl, 22X6; 29.9 
fay'Hi, 22X6 
feminine endings/morphemes, 26.2; 

29.42,46-47,49; 50.1-5; 57.6,12, 
14-15; 52.1; 55.16,23; 54.3; 55.6; 
56.20,30; 40.4 
gender, categories, 50.6-8 

fi'al, 57.25 
fi'āl, 57.28,36 
fi'ala, 57.36 
fi"awl, 22X6; 29X0 
fi'il, 27.22 
fi'l, 27.22 
fi'la, 34.5 
fì'lān, 57.12 
Fischer, W., preface 
fortis consonant, 78.2; 79.2 
Frahang i Pahlavlk, 7.30 
France, French, 77.9-10; 55.18; 65.12; 

64.5 
frequentative, 47.20,33-37; 67.10 
fricative, 70.4; 75.1; 25.1 
fricative palatal, 74.4 
fu'al, 57.25; 52.8 
fu'āl, 57.25; 52.8; 55.33 
fu'ala, 57.28 
fu'ayl, 22X6 
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fu"al, 31.25; 65.6 
fu"āl, 31.25 
fu"ayl, 22.16 
fu'l, 27.22; 57.25 
fu'la, 34.5 
fu'lān, 57.12 
fu'lul, 65.10 
fu'lun, 57.25 
fu'ul, 27.22; 57.36 
Fulani, 72.4; 62.2 

g<k, 18.4 
g<q, 78.2,8 
ġ<d, 72.3; 75.5; 55.3 
Š < S. J*.6 
ġ< 11,2.15; 75.8 
#<<7, 78.6 
ġ < 27.8 
£ < g , 50-10 
ġ <r, 77.1 
ġ < t, 70.10; 75.6 
Gafàt, 8.8-9,18 

accusative, 52.3 
adverbs, 47.8,17 
case inflection, 52.6,28 
conjugation, 58.7,25; 40.4-

6,10,27,29-30; 47.2,5,8,11,14,20, 
27,32,53; 42.4,14; 45.7; 45.9 

conjunctions, 49.1 
copulae, 49.19-22 
expression of possession, 49.25 
lexicography, 50.10; 65.10,13; 66.4 
noun gender, 50.2,8,10-11 
noun number, 57.17 
noun patterns, 29.55 
numerals, 55.3-4,8,14,16,20,24 
phonology, 74.7; 75.5; 77.1,5,7; 

22.16; 27.3 
prepositions, 48.12,16,19,22 
pronouns, 56.3,9,11-12,18,19,23, 

28, 32-33,38,40-41,43,61 
states of nouns, 55.12-13 
verbal clause, 50.15 
word order, 50.15 
see also: Ethiopic, South Semitic 

Galaboid (Cushitic), 2.11 
Galilean Aramaic, 7.23; 40.23; 42.4,9; 

45.15; 45.10 

Galilee, 7.23 
Galla, Gallsnna, 2.11; 8.9; see: 

Oromo 
garšūnī, 9.13 
ġazma, 70.3 
Ge'ez, preface; 7.3; 8.1,8-9,11-13 

accusative, 52.3,6-7,11 
adjectives, 54.3 
adverbs, 47.2-3,7-8,11 
attribute, 57.1 
case inflection, 52.4-5,8,11,13,18, 

20,27 
concord, 50.23 
conditional clause, 67.1-2,11 
conjugation, 58.3,5,7,15,25; 40.2, 

10,12-13,15,17,28-29,31-32; 
47.2-5,9,11,14,18,24-25,27,29, 
32,37-38,40,42,52,54-55; 
42.3,5,11-13,17; 45.6-7,9,20-21; 
44.2,4,6-11; 45.9,17; 46.6 

conjunctions, 49.14,16; 58.11,16; 
59.6; 60.1 

final/consecutive clause, 59.6 
genitival construction, 57.10-13,16-

17,19,23,25 
gerund, 42.12; 55.5 
infinitive, 55.2-5 
lexicography, 50.11; 65.2-3,7,10; 

64.4; 65.5 
nominal clause, 50.7,9 
noun gender, 50.3,11 
noun number, 57.9,12,15,17,20, 

26,31,34 
noun patterns, 29.8,11,13-14,21-22, 

30,37,41,44,47-50 
numerals, 55.2-4,16-18,20-22,24-

27,29-30 
phonology, 77.2,5,8; 75.12; 74.3,9; 

76.6; 77.7-8; 78.7-8; 79.20; 
27.30; 22.12; 27.3,6,12-13,25,27 

prepositional phrase, 52.11 
prepositions, 48.6,12,16-21,23-25 
presentatives, 49.6 
pronouns, 56.2,8-9,11-12,17,23,33, 

38,41-43,55,58,60 
questions, 54.5 
relative clause, 57.1,3,5,8 
states of nouns, 55.4,14 
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substantival clause, 59.6 
temporal/causal clause, 58.11,16 
verbal clause, 50.13 
volitive clause, 54.6 
word accent, 25.1,3 
word order, 50.7,9,13 
see also: Ethiopic, South Semitic 

Gelb, I.J., preface 
gafoi-dialects, 58.3 
gemination, non-gemination, 77.1,3,5, 

8; 79.21; 27.5; 25.1-11; 24.2-
3,5,7-9; 27.11,16; 28.11; 29.3,11-
12,51; 57.28; 55.10; 58.5-8; 47.2-
4,25-26,28,31,33,39,53; 45.9; 49.1 

gender, 70.6; 28.4; 50.1-11; 57.38; 
54.1; 56.6,58 
animals, 50.8,10 
gender-number relation, 50.6 
gender polarity, 55.6,17 
grammatical, 28.4; 50.9-11 
variation, 50.5-6; 57.38 

Genesis Rabba, 7.23 
genitival compounds, 29.55; 64.5; 66.5 
genitive, 29.54; 57.3; 52.1,7,12-14, 

16,21-25,27; 56.3,48,50,52,55; 48.2; 
57.8-26; 55.1 
after determinative-relative pronoun, 

57.18-21 
descriptive, 57.22 
epexegeticus, 57.16 
logical, 57.10,25 
obiectivus, 32.1; 57.12 
of contents, 57.15 
of material, 57.14 
of quality, 57.17 
partitive, 57.13 
periphrastic, 56.46; 57.19,25; 57.1 
subiectivus, 57.11 

gentiles, 29.36,41,44,49,54; 57.29,40; 
52.7 

Geonic texts, 7.29 
Georgia, Georgian, 7.34; 70.10 
German, Germanic, 7.2; 70.8; 62.2; 

65.12 
gerund, 42.12; 47.3; 55.5 
Gerzean culture, 5.4 
Gezer calendar, 7.3; 57.11 
gg<ng,273; 56.35 

Ghadamsi (Tuareg), 55.2; 45.23 
Ghassulian culture, 5.3 
Ghat dialect (Tuareg), 74.10 
Ġiblah dialect, 40.10 
glide, 77.11; 75.7; 22.15; 27.23; 

28.13; 57.19; 56.16 
glottalization, 2.8; 70.9-10; 77.3; 

75.5; 25.6; 26.2; 55.8 
glottal stop, 78.2; 79.1-22; 27.1,26; 

22.15; 24.11; 45.3-4; 45.3-6,8; 
67.18 

Gogot (Gurage), 8.17; 77.8-9; 55.18; 
40.3-4,12; 47.53; 48.19 

Gothic, 65.5 
Gozo, island, 77.7 
Grande, B.M., preface 
Greece, 7.16 
Greek, 2.7,9,15; 7.25,39,44; 8.11; 

9.5; 70.8; 77.1-4,8-10,15; 72.4; 
75.7,9; 74.4,7,10; 75.3; 76.3; 77.4-
5; 79.2,12,17,21; 27.3,11,13,16, 
20, 22,24-25; 22.4,10; 25.7; 25.1, 
3; 27.7,11,28; 28.10; 50.1,27; 52.5; 
55.9,13; 40.3; 47.5; 45.16; 50.23; 
57.2; 65.5-6,9-12; 64.5; 65.4-7,9; 
67.4,9,17-18 

Greek sibilants in Semitic, 75.10 
Greenberg, J.H., 7.1 
group-writing, 2.4 
Guanches, 2.14 
Ġubb 'Adīn (Syria), 7.32; 25.1; 

27.10; 58.22 
Gurage, 8.8,17-18 

adverbs, 47.8,12 
article, 52.28 
attribute, 57.2 
case inflection, 52.4,6,11,20,27 
conjugation, 58.7,12,14,25,27; 59.2; 

40.4-6,10-11,14-15,28-30; 47.2-
3,5,18,20,32,36,38,53; 42.4-5,11-
12,14; 45.5,7,10,21-22 

conjunctions, 49.1,4 
copula, 49.19,21-22,24 
East Gurage, 8.17; 77.3,9; 75.5; 

77.5, 57.17; 52.4,11,20,27; 56.9, 
33; 58.7,25; 40.11,28-30; 47.5; 
45.21; see also: Selti, Wolane, 
Zway 
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genitival construction, 57.25 
gerund, 42.12; 55.5 
infinitive, 55.5 
lexicography, 62.2; 65.3-4,9 
negative clause, 54.2 
North(east) Gurage, 8.17-18; 78.6; 

27.25; 55.14; 55.18; 56.41,43; 
58.12,25; 59.2; 40.10-11,28-29; 
42.14; 49.22; see also: Gogot, 
Masqan, Muher, Soddo 

noun gender, 50.2,8,10-11 
noun number, 57.17,22 
noun patterns, 29.19,27,45,50-51 
numerals, 55.3-4,14,16,18-21 
phonology, 77.2-3,5-6,8-9,11; 72.2; 

75.12; 74.3,7; 75.5; 77.1-3,5-
6,9; 78.6-8; 79.20; 22.15,18; 
25.1,5,7-10; 27.3-4,8-9,11-12,15, 
17-18,25 

prepositions, 48.6,16,18-19 
pronouns, 56.3,9,11-12,14,21,23, 

28, 32-33,41,43,58,60 
relative clause, 57.9 
states of nouns, 55.14,18 
subordinate clause, 56.7 
syllable, 24.5 
West Gurage, 8.17; 77.2; 72.2; 

77.5-6; 25.10; 25.7-8; 27.3; 
57.17; 52.6; 56.41; 58.25,27; 
40.10-11,29; 42.12; 49.24; 55.5; 
65.9; see also: Chaha, Ennemor 

gutturals, 79.1-22; 27.10; 40.22-23 
Gyeto (Gurage), 8.17; 77.2,6; see: 

Gurage 

h, first radical, 45.9; 44.4 
h < h, 19.1 
h<h, 79.20 
h<k, 18.5; 56.19,41 
h < s < š, 74.10; 75.4; 55.12; 

56.10,20; 47.12; 67.2 
h < z/s, 74.10 
h< 79.17 
h<h, 79.15,19-20 
h<h, 7.33; 79.11,14-15 
h < k, 35.4 
Hadendowa, Bedja tribe, 2.9 
Hadīth, 27.26; 45.12 

Hadiyya (Cushitic), 2.11; 52.7 
Hadramawt, 5.3; 8.3,6; 78.8; 22.11; 

27.8; 57.4 
Hadramitic, 8.2,6; 75.10; 78.5; 79.18; 

57.19; 47.9; 48.11; see: South 
Arabian, Epigraphic 

Hamath, 55.7 
Hamito-Semitic, preface, 7.1; 5.3; 

48.5-6; see: Afro-Asiatic 
hamza, 70.3 
Hanish islands, 5.4 
haplology, 27.15 
Haram (Sabaic), 75.10; 74.3; 47.10; 

49.2; 67.3,9; see: Sabaic, South 
Arabian, Epigraphic 

Harari, 8.8,15-17 
apposition, 57.8 
case inflection, 52.28 
conjugation, 58.7,25; 40.3-4,6,28, 

30; 47.3,5,32; 42.4,11,13-14; 
45.6,8,21 

conjunctions, 49.1 
copula, 49.19-21,24 
genitival construction, 57.25 
lexicography, 50.11; 65.4 
noun gender, 50.10 
noun number, 57.17 
numerals, 55.14,18,20-21 
parataxis, 55.1 
phonology, 77.5,9,15; 75.12; 74.3, 

7; 75.5; 77.5; 78.7; 79.20; 27.12, 
16,18,27 

prepositions, 48.1,6,16 
pronouns, 56.9,12-13,23,29,33,55 
states of nouns, 55.12 
word accent, 25.3 
see also: Ethiopic, South Semitic 

Harran (Turkey), 7.28 
Harris, Z.S., preface 
Harsusi, 8.7; 55.3,7,30; 56.18,23,40, 

44; 58.2,5,8; 59.12; 40.10; 47.9, 
11,22,25,29; 47.8; 50.8; 67.2; see: 
Mehri, South Arabian, Modern 

Hāsa', al- (Saudi Arabia), 7.41 
Hasaean, 7.41; 56.54 
Hassānīya, 75.9; 56.39; 47.44 
Hatra, Hatraean, 7.19; 77.7 
Hausa, 7.1; 2.11,16; 28.7; 29.20; 
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57.21-22; 55.9,11; 56.1,17,31,57; 
40.1; 45.3; 62.2; 65.6,13; 65.8; see 
also: Chadic 

Hawrān colloquial, 75.9; 76.7; 25.2-
' 3; 57.19; 52.5; 58.22; 44.14 

Hayyudj of Fez, 28.1 
Hazor, 7.3; 27.12 
Hebrew, preface; 7.1; 2.15; 5.5; 

4.3,5; 7.1-2,5,7-8,25; 9.1,5 
accusative, 52.2-4,6-11 
adjectives, 54.2,5 
adverbs, 47.2-4,7,9,12,14-15,17 
apposition, 57.7-8 
article, 55.10,18 
attribute, 57.1,3-6 
case inflection, 52.19-20,24 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.21-23 
conditional clause, 67.1-7,9-10 
conjugation, 55.34; 57.4,6,11-12; 

58.11,16; 59.1,6,8-9,14-15,17; 
4(9.2-4,6,10,12-17,22,32,34-35; 
47.2-3,7-11,13,15,19,23,25-
26,29-30,32,37-38,40,42-
43,45,54-55; 42.1-2,4-5,8,12-15, 
17,23; 45.5-6,8-9,14; 44.4,6-11; 
45.9-11; 46.2-3,5 

conjunctions, 49.1-2,4,14-15; 58.2-
5,7,12-14; 59.1,3; 60.1-3; 67.1-
7,9-10 

copula, 49.23-24 
expression of possession, 49.25 
final/consecutive clause, 59.1,3 
genitival relation, 57.11-16,18-20, 

22-24,26 
hypotaxis, 56.5,8 
infinitive, 55.1-5 
lexicography, 62.4; 65.2-4,6-9,11, 

14; 64.2,4; 65.4-5,7-8; 66.2,5 
Mishnaic Hebrew, 7.5,25; 9.5; 

77.7; 77.8; 79.15; 27.15; 25.9; 
27.26,30; 28.13; 29.13,39; 55.10; 
56.18,31,33-34,47; 58.11; 47.2, 
10,26,38,45; 42.1; 45.10; 49.25; 
57.19; 57.6; 65.11; 65.4-5,8 

Modern Hebrew, 29.38,49,53; 42.1, 
23; 65.12 

nominal clause, 50.7-9 

noun gender, 50.1,3-6,11 
noun number, 57.4,8,10,13-14,19-

21,26,28,38,41 
noun patterns, 29.5,7-9,11,13-14, 

16-18,21-22,24-25,30,33,35-
39,41-42,47-49,55 

numerals, 55.2-5,9,16-22,24,27,29-
30,32,34 

one-term sentence, 50.2,4 
parataxis, 55.2,4-6 
phonology, 70.1,3,7,10; 77.5-7,9-

10,13; 72.1-2; 75.7-8; 74.5,7; 
75.2; 76.5,7; 77.1-2,4-5,8; 78.4-
5,8; 79.12,15,20-21,24; 20; 
27.2,15-20,22; 22.6,13,15; 25.1-
5,8-9; 27.3-4,7-17,19-20,25-26, 
28,30 

"plural of majesty", 50.24 
prepositions, 48.11 -13,15-19,21 -23 
presentatives, 49.6,8-9 
pronouns, 56.2-3,6,13,17-18,20,23-

24,28,31,33-36,38,47,51,56,59-
60 

pronunciation, 70.1; 77.10; 79.20; 
25.3,6 

European, 74.7; 77.1; 79.15 
Moroccan, 74.5; 78.8 
Oriental, 77.8; 78.8; 27.16; 40.22 
Sephardi, 72.2; 27.19 
proper names, 67.3-4,7 
questions, 49.4 
relative clause, 57.2-6,8; 60.1 
root morpheme, 28.2,7-8,13 
sentence stress, 26.2 
states of nouns, 55.6,8-10,16,18,22-

23 
substantival clause, 60.1-3 
syllable, 24.5-9 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2-5,7, 

12-14 
verbal clause, 50.12-13,19-20 
volitive clause, 54.6-8 
word accent, 25.1,3,6,8 
word order, 50.7-9,13,19-20; 56.8 
writing, 9.1,9-11,13 
see also: West Semitic 

Hedjaz (Saudi Arabia), 7.39; 27.20; 
40.23 
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Hegrā' (Saudi Arabia), 7.37-38; 57.6 
Hellenistic period, 8.7; 9.6; /5.8; 

/9.12-13; 2/.21; 25.1; 65.10; 67.4 
Herakles statue (Parthian), 7.21 
Hexapla, 9.13; 2/.19; 24.9; 27.19 
ẁ-glide, 28.13; 31.19 
Hidjazi, 7.46; //.13-14; 2/.9; 27.20; 

56.33; 58.14; 59.17; 41.24; 45.14; 
see also: Arabic 

hieroglyphic script; see Egyptian 
hieroglyphs 

hif'il, 27.16; 41.il; see: causative 
verbal stem 

Himyar, 8.3; 5/.1 
Hindus, 8.7 
Hispano-Arabic, see: Andalus, al-
hitpa'el, 27.16; 41.25 
Hittite, 14.1; 27.29; 65.5 
"hollow" roots, 43.9; 44.1,5-9 
homophones, /9.5 
homorganic sounds, /7.1; 27.11 
Horn of Africa, 1.2; 2.8,11; 5.2-4 
Hudhail, //.14 
Human, 9.5; /9.8; 22.3; 27.16; 67.19 
hypercorrection, //.8; 27.30; 58.12-

13; 5/.16 
hypocoristic suffix, 27.29,41; 67.2 
hypotaxis, 58.12; 55.1; 56.2-6/. 12 

i<a, 21.32; 27.9 
i < ay, 36.22 
i < dy, 22.$ 
i < ī, 21.30; 22.12; 29.42; 57.4; 40.9; 

43.13,20 
i < u, 27.9; 36.5 
i- < wi-, 11X4 
i- < ya-, 22X4 
i- < yi-, 75.6; 22.14 
I < ay, 27.9-10,13; 22.1,5-8; 29.42, 

54; 57.3-4; 40.9 
I < āya, 40.9 
ī<ē, 21.23; 22.8 
I < 'i, 45.3 

-ī < -iy, 22.9,13,36,41; 56.18; 42.15; 
45.12-14,20 

i<iya,21.9; 22X3 
I < ū, 27.9 
-ī- < -iyi-, 29.54 

ī < ū + ī, 22X5 
'Kyī, 41X3 
Iberian peninsula, 5.4 
'ibdāl, 11X5; 22X5 
Ibn al-Mudġāwir, 8.7 
Ibn Khaldūn, 2.14 
Ibn Qayyim al-Ġawzīya, 67.2 
Idumaea, 65.4 
Iġšan (Tachelhit), 55.31 
imāla, 21.21; 22.1 
imperative, 24.8-9; 58.1-2; 40.13-15; 

45.3,6; 54.6 
imperfect, 2.11; 7.32; 28.16; 58.5,7-

8,14,18,22,24-28; 59.9; 54.6 
imperfective, /7.4; 58.3,5-9,12; 40.18; 

54.6 
indefiniteness, indeterminate state, 

55.5-6,13,15-24; 5/.23 
indicative, 28.16; 58.14,18,22; 59.2, 

12,14 
Indian, 65.6 
Indo-European, 1.2; /0.8; 11.9; 12.4; 

79.1; 28.3; 55.6,13; 55.18; 57.1,4; 
58.2,18-19; 50.23; 52.3; 65.5; 64.1 

infa'ala, 24.8; 4/.15,19 
infinitive, 29.25,32; 52.27; 58.22; 

42.1-12; 55.1-6 
absolute, 55.4 
basic stem, 42.2-5,21; 45.8 
construct, 55.2 
derived stems, 42.6-11,22 
gerund, 42.12; 55.5 

infix, 28.16,18; 58.4 
-t-, 58.4,9-10 

instrumental, 29.20; 52.1-4,18; 59.4; 
48.2; 57.9 

interdentals, /0.4; //.15; /5.1-12 
interjection, 40.14; 50.4 
international phonetic alphabet, /0.1-2 
interrogative particle, 47.7; 54.5 
"interrupted" consonant, 25.1 
intonation, /0.6,11; 26.1-4; 54.5 
intransitive, 52.2-3,15; 58.3,15-17; 

59.12; 4/.2,8; 52.1-2,8; 54.3; 65.14 
Iran, 7.28,34,46 
Iranian, 7.21,26,30; 42.18 
Iraq, 4.2; 7.18,28,34,46; /7.1; 78.6; 

47.11; 65.4 

http://41.il
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Iraqw (Cushitic), 2.13; 70.3 
Irbil (Iraq), 38.24 
Isaac of Antioch, 22.4 
Isidorus Hispalensis, 42.12 
Islam, 2.9; 7.43; 66.4; 64.6; 67.2 
Israel, 2.10; 7.11,46; 27.19; 67.19 
Israelite Hebrew, 7.5 
Italy, Italian, 7.16; 72.2; 62.2; 64.5 
/ : u opposition, 56.8 
ivrlt, 7.5 
-iy < -iw, 22A3 
-iy < -uw, 22.13 
iy < uy, 42.15 

Jacob of Edessa, 7.27 
Jacobites, 7.27,34; 27.22 
Jerome, Saint, 79.12; 29.5 
Jerusalem, 27.12 
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, 7.26, 

29,34; 9.9; 76.5; 77.2; 40.22; 
42.20; 45.12; 48.12; 65.9,11 

Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, 7.23; 
9.9; 77.7; 76.5; 77.1; 65.6 

Job, language of the Book of, 48.9 
Johnstone, T.M., preface 
Jordan, 7.7,40,46; 75.9; 74.6; 78.6; 

27.12 
Judaea, 7.5,15,25; 65.4 
Judaean Desert, 7.5,15,16 
Judaeo-Arabic, 9.13 
Judaeo-Spanish, 29.53 
Judahite Hebrew, 7.5 
Judah ibn Quraysh, 7.1 
jussive, 70.6; 77.4; 25.8; 26.4; 58.2, 

6-7,12,15,22,26-28; 59.5,9,12,15-18; 
40.30; 54.6 

Kabyle, Kabylia, 2.14-15; 58.2; 47.2; 
49.24; 55.4; see: Libyco-Berber 

Kafa (Cushitic), 2.12; 57.22; 48.10 
Kambata (Cushitic), 2.11 
Kāmid el-Loz (Libanon), 7.4; 40.21; 

47.43 
kaph veritatis, 49.9 
Karaites, 7.29; 27.19 
Kassala (Sudan), 2.9 
Kenya, 2.13; 56.2 
Kera (Chadic), 2.16 
Keren (Eritrea), 2.10 

Khamir (Agaw), 2.10 
Khamta (Agaw), 2.10 
Khamtanga (Agaw), 2.10 
Khirbet Baraqish (Yemen), 8.4 
Khirbet Ma'in (Yemen), 8.4 
Khor Rori ('Oman), 8.6 
Khuzistan (Iran), 7.46 
Khwarezmian (Iranian), 7.21 
"kinetic" sounds, 25.1 
Kish, 5.3; 4.2; 5.2; 6.2; 52.19 
kk < bk, 27.3 
kk < Ik, 27.3 
kk < rk, 27.3 
Konso (Cushitic), 2.13 
Kordofan hills, 2.8 
Krzyzaniak, L., 5.3 
Kūfa, al-, Kufic, 7.43; 27.26; 22.7 
Kurdish, Kurdistan, 7.34; 42.18; 47.8 
Kutscher, E.Y., preface 
Kuwait, 7.46; 78.9; 58.22; 40.25 
Kwang (Chadic), 2.16 
Kwena (Bantu), 7.2; 59.7 

/, its dissimilatory function, 25.8; 
47.42; 45.4 
weak consonant, 77.2; 24.2; 45.10 

/ < d, 56.61 
l<n, 17.4; 56.28; 67.2 
labialization, 9.7; 70.3; 77.11; 72.3; 

27.10; 55.4,8; 56.5; 67.2 
labials, 70.4; 77.1-14; 79.7; 29.26 
labiodental, 77.1,10,15; 29.26 
labiovelars, 77.11; 78.7; 28.8-9; 47.5 
Lachish, 9.11 -
Ladino, 29.53 
lamied) auctoris, 48.8 
languages in contact, 65.1-10 
Lapethos (Cyprus), 75.10 
laryngals, 7.33; 70.4; 75.6; 77.8; 

79.1-22; 45.3; 45.2-17; 65.2 
laterals, latelarized, 75.2; 75.2; 76.1-

11; 25.1; 55.8 
Latin, 2.15; 5.1; 70.8; 77.9; 74.2,6; 

79.16; 27.13,20; 27.3,23,28; 29.5, 
20,44; 50.1; 52.24; 55.13; 56.29-
30,57; 45.13; 47.16; 49.23; 50.12; 
65.5-6,10; 64.5; 65.4-5,7; 67.9,17-
18 
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Latino-Punic inscriptions, 7.6; 75.3 
Lebanon, 7.46; 23.6,11; 57.20; 67.13 
legal terminology, 64.6 
lengthening of vowels, 24.6; 26.2; 

29.47; 38.8-9; 45.3-6,8-9,11,13 
lenis consonant, /9.2 
Leslau, W., preface; 8.18 
Leviticus Rabba, 7.23 
lexicon, /5.8; 28.1-2,14-19; 37.7-8; 

62-67 
Libya, 7.6; 38.22 
Libyco-Berber, preface; 7.1,3; 2.2,14-

15,17; 3.3-5 
case inflection, 52.1-7,10 
conditional clause, 61.2 
conjugation, 2.14; 37.1; 58.1-3,5, 

17; 40.6; 47.2,6-8,14-15,19-20, 
33-35, 38-39; 45.10-11; 44.5; 
49.23 

conjunctions, 49.2 
copula, 49.23 
ergative language, 2.14; 2/.30; 

52.1-7; 55.5 
genitival relation, 5/.8-9,20,23 
infinitive, 53.4 
lexicography, 50.10; 45.3,10; 62.2; 

65.3,5-6; 65.8; 66.5; 67.9 
negatives, 47.8; 54.2,4 
nominal clause, 50.8-9 
noun gender, 30.1,10-11 
noun number, 28.13; 5/. 12,24,28 
noun patterns, 29.11,13,20,26,28, 

30,33,35,42,46 
numerals, 35.1-4,6,8-14,18,21,31 
phonology, 2.15; /0.3,9; 11.1; /5.8; 

/7.5,7; 2/.1,27; 27.8,25 
prepositions, 48.2,4,10,18 
presentative, 49.10 
pronouns, 56.2,8,11,32,37,59 
relative clause, 57.3,6 
root morpheme, 28.7,9,13; 43.23; 

44.5 
toponymy, 67.18 
word order, 50.13,17 
writing, 2.15 
see also: Kabyle, Numidic, Ta

chaouit, Tachelhit, Tamazight, 
Tarifit, Tuareg 

Lihyan, Lihyānite, 4.5; 7.37; 9.6; 
//.15; /4.3; /7.5; /9.24; 27.3,28; 
29.16; 37.10; 33.8,10,15; 36.62; 
47.11; 43.16; 44.15; 48.17; 
57.1,18; see also: North Arabian 

linguistic expansion, 5.5 
liquids, 73.6; /7.1-9; 25.3; 24.2,9; 

27.13,19,27; 35.4; 43.4-5; 46.4 
lisping, //.15; /3.10 
literacy, its extent, 66.1 
Lithuanian, 65.5 
Littmann, E . , preface 
loan translation, 63.12 
loanwords, 2.14,16; 7.4; /0.12; 11.2-

3; /4.3; /6.3; 27.11; 29.12,26, 
39,47-48,51; 37.34; 32.6,9,10; 
35.16; 35.31; 47.7,10; 45.22-23; 
49.23; 58.15; 67.3; 63.3,9-12; 
65.1-10; 66.3-4 

locative, 29.20; 32.2,18; 48.2; 51.9; 
63.5 

logograms, Aramaic, 7.21,26,30 
Sumerian, 5.2; 9.2; 50.14 

Logone (Chadic), /7.6; 3/.12; 44.5 
loss of vowels, 21.10,21; 24.10; 26.2 
lt<št, 41.32 
Luba, 62.2 
Ludolf, H., 33.12 
Luwian, /4.10; /7.7; 65.5 
Lycian, /2.4; /4.10; /7.7 

m < b, 27.8; 38.23; 48.5 
m<n, 11.1; 3/. 12; 36.1,5 
m<w, 49.1 
Ma'ān (Jordan), /3.9; /8.6 
Macro-Sudanic, 2.2,8 
Macuch, R., preface 
Madji (Cushitic), 2.12 
maf'al pattern, 32.8 
Maghrib, 7.46; /2.3; /9.17; 22.11; 

38.24; 41.44; 67.9 
maġhūra, 18.2 
"magic" bowls, 7.29 
Mahra tribe, 8.7; /5.5; see also: 

Mehri 
Ma'in (Yemen), 8.4,6 
Malayo-Polynesian, /2.4 
Mali, 2.14-15 
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Malta, Maltese, 7.46; 18.9 
Ma'lūla (Syria), 7.32; 18.6; 21.23; 

27.20; 33.1; 34.5; 45.10; 47.%; 
49.25 

Maman (Sudan), 2.9 
Mandaic, 7.26,28,34; 18.1; 21.21; 

36.34,39; 42.20; 45.12; 67.6 
Mandingo, 36.1 
Mansa' (Tigre), 8.12; 38.25-26; 39.12 
mappiq, 10.3 
Maqrizi, 2.7,9 
Mardin (Turkey), 7.33; 40.25 
Margi (Chadic), 47.17; 48.6 
Mari, 4.2; 5.2,3; 6.4; 73.3; 78.3; 

79.5; 27.12; 24.2; 25.5; 26.3; 
29.41,54; 30.6; 32X1; 35.6,20, 
23,34; 36.47,58; 38.12-14; 39.7, 
10; 40.18; 47.8; 50.22; 54.6 

Masoretes, 7.5; 9.11; 77.5; 76.5; 
79.15,21; 27.15-19; 22.6; 23.2,5; 
24.9; 25.1,3,8; 26.2; 27.10-11,19; 
29.5; 37.25; 39.14-15; 47.45; 45.9-
11; 57.3,5; 63.2; 67.4 
Babylonian tradition, 27.16-18; 

29.5; 40.22 
Palestinian tradition, 27.16,18 
Tiberian tradition, 7.5; 27.16,19; 

29.5 
Masqan (Gurage), 8.17; 36.14; 40.5; 

47.53 
Mas'ūdī, 75.5 
matres lectionis, 7.28,42; 9.5-6,8-9; 

70.3; 27.14-15,20-22,24-26,28; 22.10, 
13,15; 24.10; 27.28; 30.4; 33.7; 
39.15; 43.13; 45.8,11 

Mauritania, 2.14; 73.9; 36.39; 47.44 
Mazigh, 2.14 
mb < b, 11.9 
mb<m, 70.12; 77.9; 29.5 
mb < nb, 27.6 
Mbugu (Cushitic), 2.13 
Mecca, 7.39,42; 36.39 
mediae geminatae, 43.4,10-11; 44.1, 

10-15 
Medina, 7.42 
Mediterranean, 2.14; 3.4; 7.6; 77.7; 

65.5; 67.19 
Medju, 2.9 

Megillat Ta'anit, 7.13 
Mehri, 8.7 

adverbs, 47.8,18 
article, 33.8-9,18 
conditional clause, 67.2,6 
conjugation, 38.2,5,8; 39.9,12; 40.2, 

10,13,17,27,30,32; 47.2,4,11,22, 
25,47,54-55 

nominal clause, 50.7 
numerals, 35.2-3,7,12,17,26,30 
phonology, 73.11; 74.8; 75.4; 78.6-7; 

79.18; 27.29; 27.8 
prepositions, 48.12 
pronouns, 36.2,6-7,17-18,23,40,42, 

44,54 
Melchite liturgy, 7.25 
Memar Marqah, 7.24 
Meroitic, 2.8; 33.9 
Mesad Hashavyahu ostracon, 54.8 
Mesopotamia, 7.2; 3.2-3; 4.2,4; 5.3; 

6.6; 7.11,28,44; 73.3; 29.54; 47.34; 
64.4; 65.2; 67.10 

metathesis, 2.16; 27.1,12-14; 30.11; 
63.4 

Middle East, 65.2,4 
Midrash, 7.23 
Migāma (Chadic), 2.16; 38.16 
mimation, 29.54; 37.3-5,10,27; 32.9; 

33.3,6,12-13,15-17; 35.4; 36.26,58; 
57.4 

Minaic, Minaeans, 7.37; 8.2,4; 73.10; 
79.12; 37.19,27; 35.3-4; 36.48,58-
60; 39.9; 40.26; 47.9; 47.10; 48.11, 
17; 57.3; see: South Arabian, Epi
graphic 

Mishnah, 7.5 
Mishnaic Hebrew, 7.5,25; 9.5; 77.7; 

77.8; 79.15; 27.15; 23.9; 27.26,30; 
28.13; 29.13,39; 33.10; 36.18,33-
34,47; 38.11; 47.2,10,26,38,45; 
42.1; 45.10; 49.25; 57.19; 57.6; 
63.11; 65.4-5,8; see: Hebrew 

Mlahso (Turkey), 7.33 
Moabite, 4.5; 7.2,8; 9.5,11; 76.3; 

27.28; 29.49,54; 37.10; 33.8,16; 
35.4; 36.6,31,56; 38.11; 40.6; 
47.11,22; 43.14; 47.7,12; 52.10; 
56.4; 58.2 
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Moca (Cushitic), 2.12 
Mohammed, 7.42 
monophonemization, 10.12; 27.2 
monophthongization, see: contraction 
Monophysites, 27.22 
monosyllabic verbal roots, 22.,17; 

40.23; 43.4-7,9-15 
mood, 37.4; 38.2,14; 39.1-19 

apocopate, 38.14; 39.14-18 
direct cohortative, 39.8-9 
energetic, 39.8-11 
indicative, 28.16; 38.14,18; 39.2, 

14,17 
indirect cohortative, 39.6 
jussive, 70.6; 77.4; 25.8; 26.4; 38.2, 

6-7,12,15,22,26-28; 39.5,9,12,15-
18; 40.30; 54.6 

optative / precative, 39.13; 40.30 
prohibitive / vetitive, 39.13 
subjunctive, 39.2-6,12,17 
ventive / allative, 39.3,6-7 

Morocco, 2.14; 7.6; 70.10; 72.3; 
77.4; 78.6-8; 27.8; 33.18; 35.2; 
47.26,30; 65.2; 66.4 

morpheme, 
"bound", 28.15 
"empty", 28.15,18 
"free", 28.14 
"full", 28.14,18 
grammatical, 28.1,4,15 
lexical, 28.1,4,14-15 
root, 28.1-19 

Mosul, 7.19,34 
mp<m, 70.12; 77.9 
Mubi (Chadic), 2.16 
Muher (Gurage), 8.17-18; 77.8; 33.14; 

40.6; 47.18,36,53; 49.1; 57.25; 
56.7; 57.9; see: Gurage 

Miiller, Fr., 7.1 
Mycenaean Greek, 70.8; 77.5; 65.5-6 

n, ablative morpheme, 47.17 
augmentative, 48.5-6,9 
first radical, 47.17; 43.5; 44.4 
its dissimilatory function, 23.7; 43.4 

n<l, 173-4; 27.13; 27.11-13; 29.13; 
36.33 

n < 11, 29.21 

n<m, 11.1; 2730; 29.26; 47.35 
n < r, 17.6 
h<n, 77.1 
Nabataean Arabic, 7.16,36,38,40; 

9.12; 27.24; 22.4; 32.5; 33.10; 
38.11; 49.2; 57.18; 67.2,10; 65.5 

Nabataean Aramaic, 7.16,38,40; 77.4; 
77.4; 27.24; 27.24; 29.16; 35.16; 
47.20; 42.14; 49.2; 63.9,14 

Nabataeans, 7.37,39; 77.8; 77.2; 
23.7-8; 32.25 

Nabataean script, 7.42; 9.10; 74.3 
Nadjd (Saudi Arabia), 7.43; 48.5 
Nadjrān, 7.42 
Namāra, an-, inscription, 7.38; 9.12 
Naqāda culture, 3.4 
narrative "tense", 38.10-11 
nasalization, 77.8; 27.31; 26.2; 27.8; 

35.3 
nasals, 70.4; 77.1; 77.1-9; 23.1,3; 

27.27 
nb < bb, 47.42 
nd<dd, 70.12 
negative clause, 38.24; 52.1; 53.4; 

54.2-4,6,9; 58.4; 67.3-6 
negatives, 36.28; 38.24; 39.13; 47.8-

16; 54.9; 58.3-4; 67.3-4,6 
Negev, 7.9,16 
Neo-Aramaic, 3.5; 7.31-34 

accusative, 52.10 
adjectives, 34.5 
article, 33.7 
conditional clause, 67.3,6 
conjugation, 38.2,22-24; 40.15,25; 

47.10,16; 42.1,4,18-23; 43.10; 
45.10,12; 46.4 

conjunctions, 49.2,16 
expression of possession, 49.25 
final / consecutive clause, 59.5 
genitival relation, 57.19 
lexicography, 65.2 
negatives, 47.8 
noun gender, 30.5; 37.14 
noun number, 37.10-12,14 
noun patterns, 29.6,8,11,13,25,30, 

35-36,38-39,49,53,55 
numerals, 35.2,6,17-20,25,28 
phonology, 70.8,12; 77.5,10; 72.3; 
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/5.5,7; /7.9; /8.5-6; //.11,14, 
21; 27.23; 22.8; 23.1,5; 27.10, 
12,17,20 

prepositions, 48.6 
pronouns, 36.23,36,60-61 
root morpheme, 28.8 
script, 9.10 
states of nouns, 33.7 
substantival clause, 60.3 
syllable, 24.9 
temporal / causal clause, 58.15 
word accent, 25.8 
see also: Aramaic, Ma'lūla 

Neofiti 7, 7.23 
Neolithic, 3.3-4 
Nestorians, 7.27,34; 27.22 
Newman, P., 2.16; 39.7; 47.17 
Newman, T.N., 7.1 
ng < nk, 27.7; 36.35 
nifal, 24.%; 27X9; 47.15,19 
New Testament, 27.26 
Niger, 2.14-16 
Niger-Congo language family, 3.3; 

72.4; 40.1; 62.2 
Nigeria, 2.16; 3.3 
Nile, 2.1-2,8,10; 3.3-4; 8.18 
Nilotic languages, 2.2; 35.1 
Nippur, 7.29 
Nisa, 7.21 
nisba, 29.41; 57.29,40; 67.13 
nm < Im, 48.9 
nn < dn, 27.3 
nn < In, 27.3 
nn < nh, 27.4 
nn < rn, 29X6 
nomen rectum, 28.18; 52.5,14; 57.8-

26; 57.1,3,8 
nomen regens, 28.18; 52.5,14; 48.2; 

57.9-26; 57.1,3 
nominal clause, 55.5; 54.3 
nominal compounds, 29.54; 66.5 
nominalization, 32.7; 58.22 
nominal patterns, diphthongized 

CawC, 22X6; 29.9 
CawCaC, 29.9 
CayC, 22X6; 29.9 
CayCaC, 29.9 
CvCayC, 29X0 

geminating: 
CxaCf2āCv 29X1; 64.4; 65.2 
CxdCf2āCy 29X1 
C1iC2C2ūC3, 29X1 
CxvC2C2vCy 29XX 
CxvC2C2vCv 29X1 
infixed -t-, 29.32 
prefixed, 29.15-33 
'-, 29.16; 54.5 
'-, 29.17 
dn-, 29.21 
ma- I mi- I mu-, 1.2; 11.1; 22.4; 

28X5; 29.3,19-26; 55.3,30,33; 
64.2-3 

n-, 77.7; 29.26 
nâ-, 29.21 
ša-lšu-, 29.33; 34.6 
ta-1 ti-1 tu-, 29.28-31 
tā-...-dt, 65.2 
wà-, 29.19,26,45 
reduplicated: 
CxvC2CxvC2, 29.13 
CxvC2vC2vCy 29X4 
CxvC2C3vCv 29X4 
simple: 
Cv, 28.6; 29.4 
CvC, 28.7; 29.4 
C,vC2C2, 28.11; 29.4 
CxvC2Cv 28X2; 29.5 
CvCvC, 29.6 
CvCvC, 29.1 
CvCvC, 29.8; 55.33 
CjC2vC3, 28.10; 29.8 
CāCiC, 35.23,26,30,32 
CaCC, 35.26 
CiCC, 35.26 
CuCC, 35.30 
CuCuCā', 35.33 
CāC, 22X6 
CīC, 22.16 
CūC, 22.16 
suffixed, 29.34-54 
-ad, 35.31 
-akku, ikku, 29.12,51 
-an, 35.32 
-ān > -on > -ūn, 29.35-40; 57.28; 

52.8; 55.32 
-ânâ, 35.21 
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-ānay, -ānī, 29.36,41 
-ānhâ, -ànna, 29.51-52 
-at, -it, -ut, 28.11; 29.42-43,46-49; 

50.3; 56.20 
-āt > -dt > -ūt, 29.41-4S 
-ā'um > -ūm, -ā'u, 29.51 
-āwī, -āwi, -awi, 29.44; 55.27,29 
-ay, 29.36,41-42,54 
-āy, 29.42-43; 55.27,29 
-ayim, -īm, -ām, 29.54; 67.16 
-ayin, -īn, -ān, 29.54; 67.16 
-èik, 29.53 
-3nna, -dnnat, 29.52 
-(d)nnát, 29.52 
-i, 29.22 
- 'id, -id, - 'd, 55.31 
- i * - , 29.53" 
-iko, 29.53 
-išu, 55.31 
-it, 29.49 
-ī'u(m) > -ū(m), 29.51; 55.29 
-iy > -ī, 29.36,41,54; 55.26-27,29 
-iyya, 29.45 
-(iy)ān(u), 29.30,36,39 
-le, 29.53 
-nàr, 29.50 
-o, 29.50 
-on, -onet, 29.38 
-ot, 29.41 
-t, 55.30 
-ūn, 29.38 
-ya, 29.19,45 

nominative case, 29.54; 37.3-5,9-11; 
32.1-5,13,15,21-24,27; 33.5; 36.36, 
48; 53.1; 54.3; see also: agent 
case, ergative, instrumental, loca
tive 

non-active case (casus patiens), 2.14; 
32.1,7; 48.2; 50.8 

North Africa, see: Africa, Maghrib 
North Arabian, 4.3,5; 7.1,16,35-40,46 

article, 35.8-10 
attribute, 57.1 
case inflection, 52.5,25 
conditional clause, 67.2,10 
conjugation, 58.11; 40.3; 47.11, 

25,44; 42.14; 45.6,16; 44.5,15 
conjunctions, 49.2 

final / consecutive clause, 59.4 
genitival relation, 57.18 
lexicography, 65.4-5; 66.1-2 
noun number, 57.3,10,13 
noun patterns, 29.16,44 
one-term sentence, 50.3 
parataxis, 55.8 
phonology, 77.15; 75.9; 74.3; 76.7; 

77.4-5; 78.6; 79.17,24; 27.24; 
22.4,7,15; 25.3,7-8; 27.3,23,25, 28 

prepositions, 48.5,8-9,12,14,17 
pronouns, 56.38,62 
proper names, 67.6 
relative clause, 55.8; 57.3,6 
script, writing, 9.6,12 
states of nouns, 35.2,6,8-10,13,15, 

21 
word order, 50.18 
see also: Lihyān, Nabataean, Ara

bic, Safaitic, Thamūdic 
nota accusativi, 52.10 
noun, 29-35 

adjectives, 54.1-6 
case inflection, 52.1-27 
gender, 50.1-11 
number, 57.1-42 
numeral, 55.1-33 
patterns, 29.1-54 
states, 53.1-24 

Nubian, Old Nubian, 2.2,8 
numerals, 28.10; 29.54; 30.1; 35.1 

cardinals, 35.8,18; 55.2-22,32-33; 
57.6,8,14 

decimal system, 55.18 
distributives, 55.33 
fractionals, 35.30 
multiplicatives, 35.31-32 
ordinals, 55.23-29,31-32 
quinary system, 35.1,10 
verbal derivatives, 55.34 
vigesimal system, 35.18 

Numidia, Numidic, 2.15; 7.6; 77.5; 
77.7; 29.26,46; 37.12,28; 43.11, 
23; 57.23; 63.13; 67.9; see also: 
Libyco-Berber 

nunation, 27.26; 29.54; 37.3-4,10; 
32.28; 35.3,12-13,15-17,21; 35.4; 
57.4 
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nursery words, 29.53; 62.2 
Nusayris, 22.4 

o < a, 27.24,32 
o<aw, 27.30; 22.12,17 
o<6, 22.12; 43.20 
o<6 <à, 40.12 
o<u, 27.24,27 
o < wā, 42.11 
o<a,21.\ 
6 < ā, 7.32-33; 27.9,12-13,20,27; 

24.6; 25.6; 27.24,28; 29.7-8,11,35-
40,47; 42.2,8,13; 67.18 

-o < -ahu, 27.27; 27.25 
o < aw, 27.9,13,24; 22.1,6-7,10-12; 

29.13; 36.20 
6 < aw < ab, 77.5; 22.10; 29.39 
oath formula, 67.4-5 
object, 32.1,5,27; 34.3 
oblique case, 37.3-5,10-12,15; 32.1, 

22,27; 36.36; 40.1-9; see also: 
accusative, genitive, non-active 
case, "patient" case 

Oboda bilingual, 7.38; 9.12; 38.11 
occlusive, see: plosive 
Old Akkadian (East Semitic), preface; 

2.16; 3.2; 4.2,4-5; 6.1-2 
adjectives, 34.4,6 
adverbs, 47.5,7-9,11,14,17 
attribute, 57.1 
case inflection, 32.3-6,9,11,13,17-

19,21 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.21,25 
conditional clause, 67.2-3 
conjugation, 37.4,6; 38.3-6,10,12, 

16; 39.2-4,6-7,14,16; 40.2-3,6-
7,10,13,15-20,31-34; 47.2-3,6, 
9,17-20,22,25,29,33,35,40,42-
43,49,52; 42.2-3,7,13-16; 43.5, 
7,22; 44.2,4-5,10; 45.2,5-7,11; 
46.2 

conjunctions, 49.1,6-7; 58.2,4,9-11; 
60.1-2; 67.2-3 

copula, 49.23 
expression of possession, 49.25 
genitival relation, 57.12-13,18,23 
infinitive, 53.2 

lexicography, 35.14; 63.2-5,7-8; 
65.2,5 

nominal clause, 50.5 
noun gender, 30.3 
noun number, 37.2-3,10-12,25,38 
noun patterns, 29.12,21,26,29-30, 

32-33,41,48,51 
numerals, 35.1,3-4,8,12-13,18,20-

21,23-24,26,30-32 
one-term sentence, 50.4 
phonology, 70.9; 77.12; 73.2; 75.6, 

8; 76.2,7; 79.4-6; 27.3-4,7; 22.5, 
14; 23.7; 27.3,10 

prepositions, 48.1,4-6,10,15,17-20 
pronouns, 36.3-6,8,15,17,23-30,33, 

36,47-49,57-61 
proper nouns, 50.25; 67.9 
relative clause, 57.6-7 
root morpheme, 28.3,6,18-19; 44.5 
states of nouns, 33.5-6,15-17,19 
substantival clause, 60.1-2 
syllable, 24.2 
temporal / causal clause, 58.2,4,9-11 
verbal clause, 50.14-15,19 
volitive clause, 54.6-7 
word accent, 25.5 
word order, 50.14-15,19 
writing, 9.2-3 
see also: East Semitic 

old perfective, see: pseudo-participle 
'Oman, 7.41,46; 8.6; 70.1; 75.7; 

27.13; 47.44 
Omdurman (Sudan), 2.9 
Omo river, 2.12 
Omotic (Cushitic), 2.12-13; 75.8; 77.1; 

30.11; 36.36 
on-glide, 75.7; 79.24; 22.18; 47.13; 

43.7; 49.22 
onomatopoeia, 62.2 
opposition voiced-unvoiced, 70.8; 

36.47 
optative, 38.2; 39.13; 40.18,23,30; 

54.7 
Origen, 9.13; 27.20; 24.9; 27.19; 

29.5 
Oromo (Cushitic), 2.11; 8.9,15,18; 

70.3,6; 77.7; 22.16; 27.12; 29.20, 
46; 30.11; 32.1,4-7; 36.1,3,6,10; 
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47.7,15,20,28; 48.5,18; 49.2,15; 
63.6 

p <b, 27.6,8 
Pahlavi, 7.21,26,30; 63.11 
Paikuli, 63.11 
Pakistan, 7.14 
Palaeo-Hebrew script, 7.24 
Palaeosyrian, preface; 3.2; 4.4-5; 5.2-

3 
adverbs, 47.2 
attribute, 57.1 
case inflection, 32.3-4,6,9,11,13,17-

18 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.25 
conditional clause, 67.2 
conjugation, 35.34; 38.4-6,10,12; 

39.2-3,6; 40.3,5,9-10,16,18,21, 
31,33; 47.9,16,22,25,29,33,43, 
48-49; 42.2,6,13-15; 43.8,10,12; 
44.5,11,13; 45.7 

conjunctions, 49.1-2; 67.2 
copula, 49.23 
genitival relation, 57.11 
infinitive, 53.4 
lexicography, 35.34; 65.5 
noun gender, 30.2 
noun number, 37.2-3,19,21,25-28 
noun patterns, 29.6-7,11,21-22,26, 

28-30,33,37,41,48-49,51 
numerals, 35.20-22,24,34 
phonology, 77.6-7,9; 73.2; 77.1-

2,5; 79.4-6; 27.6-7; 22.3,13-14; 
23.7; 27.3,9,17,19,28 

prepositions, 48.1,4-6,9-10,14,17-18, 
20 

presentative, 49.6 
pronouns, 36.2-5,15,17,20,22-23, 

26,32,36,47,57-58,60 
proper names, 50.25 
relative clause, 57.5-6; 58.10 
root morpheme, 28.13 
states of nouns, 33.3,5-6,13,16-17 
syllable, 24.2 
temporal clause, 57.5; 58.10 
verbal clause, 50.13-14 
word order, 50.13-14 

writing, 5.2; 50.1 
see also: Ebla, North Semitic, Tell 

Beydar 
palatals, 70.4; 75.1,6-7; 77.1 
palatalization, 8.14; 72.3; 74.2-3,9; 

75.3,5-6,8; 77.1; 78.6; 27.10; 
29.51; 37.15; 35.3; 36.2,5,14,19, 39; 
40.4-5,14; 47.39; 42.13-14; 57.9 

palato-alveolar fricative, 70.4; 73.2; 
75.1-5; 24.9 

Palestine, 3.3; 4.4; 5.4; 6.3; 7.1-
2,5,22,32,44,46; 73.9; 74.1; 79.17; 
27.12; 23.7; 27.20,26; 29.47,54; 
47.11,24; 50.21; 54.4; 65.4-5; 
67.16-17,19 

Palestinian Syriac, 7.25 
Palmyra, Palmyrene Aramaic, 7.17, 

20; 9.10; 73.9; 27.3; 29.31; 47.4; 
63.9; 65.4 

Palmyrene Arabic, 73.9; 74.3; 78.6; 
27.28; 65.5 

Paracelsus, 66.6 
paragogic vowel, 32.5,24; 33.4 
parataxis, 38.12; 55.1,3-8 

asyndetic, 55.4-5,7 
syndetic, 38.12; 55.3-8 

Parthian, 7.19,21; 63.11 
participle, 29.25,32; 30.1; 37.12,15; 

32.17; 38.26; 42.1,13-17; 57.11-12 
B/G-stem, active, 29.7,39; 38.24; 

42.13,19 
B/G-stem, passive, 29.8; 42.14,20 
derived stems, 42.15-17,22; 43.8 
"participial" tenses, 42.18-25 

parts of speech, 28.19 
passive, 32.2; 38.16; 47.43-47; 52.2,4 
past tense, 38.28 

past continuous, 38.20,25-26,28; 
42.19,21,24; 58.5 

past perfect, 38.28 
patah, "furtive", 70.3 
"patient" case (casus patiens), 32.1,7; 

50.8; 52.1; 54.3; 63.5; see also: 
accusative, non-active case 

paucative, 37.1,35-37 
pausal forms, 24.4; 26.2,4; 29.5; 39.9 
Pedro de Alcalá, 36.14; 38.5; 40.25; 

44.5 
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pejoratives, 29.43 
Pella, 27.12 
perfect, 2.11; 24.9-10; 32.4,15; 33.5; 

38.3,10,18,26,28; 40.3; 54.7-9 
perfective, 38.3-4,9-10 
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 8.5,7 
permansive, 38.3,9 
Persepolis, 7.12 
Persian, 6.6; 7.12,14,37',42; 77.2; 

74.10; 27.13,17; 42.20; 50.23; 
58.15; 613; 63.10-11; 65.1,4-6 

Persian Gulf region, 40.10,25; 47.19 
personal names, 5.3; 7.35; 70.1; 

75.3; 77.2; 27.20; 29.32-33,35-
36,41,53; 30.8; 32.3-5,8-12,17-
18,21; 33.13,16; 34.5; 36.49,58; 
38.6; 40.3; 42.14-15; 45.8; 50.14, 
25; 57.7-8; 65.4; 67.1-7,9 

personals, see: actor affixes 
Petra, 7.16 
pharyngalization, 2.15; 70.9-10; 77.3; 

72.3; 79.2 
pharyngal fricatives, 2.8; 7.33; 70.4; 

79.1-23; 43.3; 45.2-3,7-10,12-14, 
16-17; 65.2 

Phoenician and Punic, preface, 2.15; 
4.5; 7.2-3,6 
accusative, 52.10 
adjectives, 34.2 
adverbs, 47.7,9,11-12,14 
apposition, 57.7 
article, 33.10 
attribute, 57.5,7 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.24 
conditional clause, 67.2,8 
conjugation, 38.11; 39.9; 40.4,6; 

47.13,22-23,25,30; 42.6,12-15, 
17; 43.14; 45.11,13; 46.3 

conjunctions, 49.2,4; 58.2-3,14; 
67.2,8 

genitival relation, 57.17,19 
gerund, 42.12; 53.5 
infinitive, 53.5 
lexicography, 62.4; 63.2,5,7; 64.2; 

65.5-6,8 
noun gender, 30.3 
noun number, 37.4,8,10-12,14,19,28 

noun patterns, 29.7,11,13,21,26,30, 
35-37,46-49 

numerals, 35.4,6,15-16,18-20,27, 29-
30,32 

phonology, 77.5; 73.2,7,10; 74.2; 
75.3; 76.2-3,7; 77.4,7,9; 79.3, 
12-13,16; 27.9,13-14; 22.6,13; 
27.3,12,17,19-20,23-24,26-28 

"plural of majesty", 50.24 
prepositions, 48.5,12,15-18,21,24 
presentatives, 49.9 
pronouns, 36.3,6,18,28,31,33,35-36, 

38,47,51,60-61 
proper names, 67.7,9,18 
relative clause, 57.6 
root morpheme, 28.8 
script, 9.4-5,8,10 
states of nouns, 33.3,8-10,16,22-23 
syllable, 24.6,10 
temporal / causal clause, 58.2-4,14 
word accent, 25.6 
see also: Punic 

phoneme, 70.7,11-12 
phonemic changes, 70.12-13; 27.2 
phonemics, 70.2 
phonemic shift, 70.12 
phonemic word stress, 25.8 
phonetic zero < ', 73.12; 79.9,15-

18,20 
phonetic zero < ', 79.15-16,18,20 
phonetic zero < h, 79.15-16,18,20 
phonetic zero < h, 79.15-16,20 
phonetic zero < klq, 78.8 
phonetic zero < /, 27.6 
phonetics, 70.2 
phonology, 9.3; 70.1-27.30 
pitch, 26.1-5 
place, nouns of, 29.21,24,31 
place names, 70.1; 29.31,44,47,54; 

32.8-10; 33.9; 57.7-8; 67.1,8-17 
their gender, 30.6 

Plautus, 9.13; 79.12; 27.13; 36.35; 
47.25; 67.8 

Pliny, 77.1 
plosives, 70.4,8; 23.1,4 
pluperfect, 38.20,28; 42.18 
plural, 37.1-2,6-7,9-34; 32.8,22-23; 

33.3; 34.2-3 
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broken / internal, 11.9; 19.11; 
29.6,8,10,16,35,40; 37.1,9,23-
37; 34.2; 50.23; 51.3 

by reduplication, 37.9,21-22 
double, 37.9 
external, 29.40,47-48; 37.1,9-20 

plural endings / morphemes 
-aè, ā£, 37.15,17; 32.28 
-ām, 37.12,37 
-an, 37.12 
-ān, 37.9,12,14-15 
-ān + (y)āt, 37.10 
-at, -āt, -dt, 37.9-10,12-15,17-18,20, 

25,33,37,39; 32.28 
-atāt, -otāt, 37.20 
-âá, -9âéà, 31.11 
-h, 37.9,19 
-ht, 37.19 
-/, -ē, 37.10-12,14,25 
-īm, 28.16 
-īn, 31.12,14 
-oéè, 29.54; 37.15,17,22; 32.28 
-otdn, 37.12 
-í-, 37.15,18,22 
-tat, 37.15,20 
-ū, 28.15 
-ūt, 37.16,25; 34.4 
-yāí(/), 36.10 

plurale maiestatis, 37.34; 34.2; 50.24 
Polish, 62.2; 65.5 
Polynesian, 74.10 
polysemy, 48.3; 62.4 
possession, expression of, 49.25 
post-palatal h, 17. \ 
postpositions, 2.8; 32.1,7,17; 48.1; 

49.17 
-ah, 32.20 
-be, 48.1 
-is, 32.17,19; 47.5; 48.1,10; 53.2 
-{i)tti, 48.18 
-le, 48.1; 57.25 
-uš, 32.11 

postpositive auxiliary vowel, 27.16 
precative, 38.2; 39.13; 40.18,23,30; 

54.7 
predicative, predicate state, 32.1-

4,7,11,15; 33.5-7,14; 38.10; 49.18; 
50.6; see also: accusative, non-
active case, "patient" case 

prefix-conjugation, 2.11; 7.32; 77.4; 
36.21; 39.14-19; 40.16-36; see 
also: stems 

pre-glottalized emphatics, 70.9 
prepositions, 7.2; 77.15; 32.14,17-18; 

33.9-10; 35.31; 46.4,6; 48.1-25; 
49.9,12; 57.26; 58.1-11,14; 59.2-4 
compound, 48.24-25 
with pronominal suffix, 48.23 

prepositional phrase, 32.18-19; 36.28; 
52.3-4,6-7,11; 57.9; 63.14; 64.1 

Pre-Sargonic period, 5.2; 6.2; 36.58 
Pre-Semitic, 3.3; 67.15 
present 

general present, 38.24-26 
present continuous, 38.22-26; 42.19, 

21 
present perfect, 38.26 

presentatives, 27.25; 49.5-12; 50.4 
present-future, 38.3,5-6,13,25 
Pre-Sumerian, 3.3; 5.2; 6.1; 9.3; 

70.6; 77.12 
preterite, 70.6; 25.8; 38.1-2,10-13 
Prichard, J.C., 7.1 
primitive languages, 27.1 
proclitics 

at-1 ad-, 39.13 
ay-, 38.2; 39.13 
lu-1 li-1 la-, 38.2; 39.8,13; 40.23, 30 

professions, names of, 29.11,29,44, 
52; 64.4 

prohibitive, 38.2; 39.13; 54.6,9 
pronominal affixes, 27.25; 28.13; 

30.6; 32.2; 33.7,9,11,14; 34.3; 
36.5-6,16-27,33,35; 47.12-13; 62.2 

proleptic suffix, 33.7; 57.20 
pronouns, 30.1,6; 36.1-62; 40.1,16; 

55.2 
demonstrative, 36.32-45,47,51 
determinative-relative, 32.14; 35.28; 

36.37,42,46-56,62; 49.16; 57.18-
21; 57.2,6; 58.1,14; 60.3; 62.2 

indefinite, 36.56,61; 57.2,6; 60.2 
independent personal, 74.10; 28.13; 

36.2-15,36,47; 40.5; 47.12; 
49.18; 50.9 

independent possessive, 36.29-31 
interrogative, 36.56-60,62; 47.7,15; 

54.5; 57.6; 60.2 
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oblique case, 56.3-5,14-15,36,38,48 
reflexive, 36.28 
"relative", 57.5 
subject case, 36.2,5-13,36,48 
suffixed personal, 35.13; 36.5-6,16-

27,33,35; 40.5; 47.12-13; 46.1-
6; 57.8 

prosthetic vowel, 77.9; 79.24; 27.26; 
24.8-10; 27.16-18; 28.8; 29.15-17; 
35.7; 36.5; 47.11,14,19; 45.5; 
49.20; 65.4 

Proto-Euphratic, 65.2; 67.15 
Proto-Sinaitic, 7.3; 73.7 
Proto-Sumerians, 4.2 
pseudo-hieroglyphic script of Byblos, 

7.3 
pseudo-participle, 2.1; 35.5; 58.3; 

47.2 
pseudo-passive, 2.14; 47.20 
punctuation marks, 9.11; 10.6 
Punic, Neo-Punic, 2.15; 3.5; 7.6; 9.8; 

77.5; 74.2; 75.3; 79.12,16; 27.9, 
13-14; 22.6; 24.10; 27.17,24,27-
28; 29.21,26,47; 37.8,12,28; 33.9-
10; 35.6,16,19,27; 36.18,28,31,33, 
35,61; 40.6; 42.14-15; 45.11,13; 
47.12; 49.4; 57.5,7; 52.10; 57.6; 
58.2-3,14; 67.8; 62.4; 63.2,5; 
64.2,5; 65.8; 67.9,18; see: Phoeni
cian and Punic 

purussā', 29.51 
Pyramid texts, 2.2; 36.14 

q < kq, 27.3 
q < ś, 16 J 
Qabenna (Cushitic), 2.11 
Qarnāwu, 8.4 
Qaryat al-Fāw (Saudi Arabia), 7.42; 

8.4; 9.6 
Qatabān, Qatabanic, 8.2-3,5-6; 73.2; 

57.19; 55.13; 35.3-4; 36.3,36, 
38,48; 38.22; 39.9; 40.7,26; 
47.9; 57.4; 67.2; see: South 
Arabian, Epigraphic 

Qatar, 7.46 
Qatara, 73.3 
Qaynu, 7.16 
Qedar, 7.16 

ga/fw-dialects, 38.3 
Qemant (Agaw), 2.10; 29.20; 30.11; 

36.14,16; 39.8; 49.22; 67.9 
qq < Iq, 273 
qt < qt, 27.7 
quadriconsonantal verbs, 47.39,42 
qualitative, 2.2 
questions, 70.6; 54.5 
Qumrān, 7.13; 22.6; 36.24; 38.12; 

45.10 
Qur'ān, 7.39,42-44; 73.9; 27.15,25-

26; 22.7,15; 25.4; 26.2; 27.20,28; 
29.37; 40.24; 47.43; 43.12; 44.13; 
50.21; 52.11; 54.3; 59.1; 60.2; 
67.2 

Qwara dialects (Agaw), 2.10; 29.20; 
30.11; 36.5,14,16; 39.8; 49.22; 
67.9 

r, influence of, 27.8; 29.17; 42.3 
its dissimilatory function, 23.9; 

47.38,39,42; 43.4 
non-gemination, 77.1; 79.21; 45.9 

r < I, 75.8; 77.3,5; 35.8; 65.9 
r<n, 77.6; 55.4,25; 56.58; 67.2 
Rabbath-Ammon, 7.7 
Ras Ibn Hani, 5.4 
Ras Shamra, 5.4 
rb < bb, 23.9 
rd < dd, 23.9 
Red Sea, 2.8-9; 5.4 
reduplicated stems, 29.13-14; 37.21-

22; 36.28; 47.36-40 
partial reduplication, 29.14; 37.22; 

47.36-40 
total reduplication, 29.13; 37.21; 

56.28 
relative pronoun, 56.46-56,62; 49.14; 

57.1-2 
Rendille (Cushitic), 2.11; 70.3,6; 

77.9; 77.2; 79.23; 30.10; 36.2; 
38.1,15; 47.15,20,28; 62.2; 63.3 

replacive vowel, 47.3; 44.5 
results of actions, 29.11 
resumptive pronoun, 50.8,15; 57.7, 

25; 52.10; 57.8 
Rifan, 2.14; 30.10; see: Tarifit 
Ripoll Ms., 29.5 
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Ristāq ('Omān), 41.44 
rolled consonant, 23.1; see also: liquids 
Roman period, 2.6-7,9,14-15; 43.23; 

45.9; 50.25; 65.4 
Romance languages, 7.2; 3.1; 30.1; 

64.5; 67.15 
Rome, 65.4 
root, 28.1-19; 29.1,3 

biconsonantal, 28.2-3,13; 29.4 
monoconsonantal, 28.5-6; 29.4 
monosyllabic, 28.4-12; 29.4-5 
triconsonantal, 28.2-3,9,13; 29.5-8 

rounded phonemes, 77.11; 47.5 
rr < Ir, 27.20 
rs <ss, 70.12; 23.9 
Rudolf, Lake, 2.11 
Russia, Russian, 7.5,34; 74.1; 27.17 
Rwāla bedouin dialect, 7.46; 47.25 

š I s, first radical, 47.10 
third radical, 47.7 

s<h, 35.10 
s < s, 14.6 
s < ś , 76.3-6; 35.15 
s < š, 74.3-5,9-10; 75.2-3; 35.12; 

47.9,14 
s<t, 73.12; 35.13 
5 3 <t_, 73.10 
s < z, 74.2,6 
s < ś, 16 J 
s<t, 73.10,12 
ś < i , 76.9 
š<c <ś, 14.4; 16.5 
š<k, 15.5; 18.6; 36.19 
š < q, 75.5 
š < s, 74.2-5,9 
s1 < s \ 14.3 
š<s, 14.% 

š < ś , 73.2-4; 76.2-3,9; 35.15 
š<št, 47.29,32 
š < t , 70.8; 73.3-4,6; 27.13; 36.47 
Saadia Gaon, 63.6 
Saba, Sabaic, 8.2-3,6; 77.13; 73.10; 

74.3; 76.4; 77.2,5; 79.18,23; 27.3, 
12; 29.9-10,17; 30.5; 37.19,21; 
33.3,13; 35.2,4,10,30-31; 36.2-
3,17,28,33-34,36,38,48,54,62; 
39.9,13; 40.2,5,7,10,13-14,17, 

26,32; 47.9,11,23,29; 43.7,19; 
44.5,15; 45.16; 47.10,16; 48.9, 
17,20,24; 49.2,14-16,21; 57.18; 
53.1-3,5; 54.9; 56.2; 57.4-6; 
58.7,12; 59.1; 67.2-3,9; 63.4; 
64.4; 65.5-6; see: South Ara
bian, Epigraphic 

šadda, 10.3; 23.4 
Safā, 7.40; 29.44 
Śafaitic, 4.5; 7.40; 79.17; 27.24; 

22.4,15; 23.3,7; 27.3,25,28; 29.44; 
37.3,13; 33.2,6,8-9; 41.11,25,44; 
43.16; 44.5; 48.12; 50.18; 55.8; 
57.3,6; 59.4; 65.5; 66.1-2; 67.6; 
see: North Arabian 

saf'el, 29.33 
Sahara, 2.14; 3.3 
Saho-Afar (Cushitic), 2.13; 8.9; 

30.10-11; 37.24 
Salālah ('Omān), 8.6 
Salt, es- (Jordan), 74.6 
"Sam" languages (Cushitic), 2.11; 

70.6; 27.12; 30.7; 35.3-4; 37.1; 
38.15; 39.7; 63.6 

Samalian, 7.11; 37.10-11; 36.6; 48.2; 
50.13; 54.6; 67.9; 64.2; see: Ara
maic 

Samaria, 7.12; 22.6 
Samaritan Aramaic, 7.24; 79.14; 27.21, 

23; 25.3; 29.11; 37.28; 36.28; 
45.9; see: Aramaic 

Samaritan Hebrew, 7.5; 76.5; 79.15, 
21; 25.3; 45.9; 57.3; see: Hebrew 

Samaritans, 7.24; 77.10; 27.16,18 
Samhar (cOmān), 8.6 
Samoan, 72.4 
San'a (Yemen), 36.39; 38.22 
sandhi, 27.20 
Sanskrit, 27.20; 30.1; 65.6 
Sappho, 65.6 
Sarda (Eritrea) code, 8.13 
Sargon of Agade, Sargonic, 6.1; 40.19 
Sassanid, 7.21 
Saudi Arabia, 7.41; 73.9; 78.6; 32.25; 

47.11 
Šàwa (Ethiopia), 48.11 
Schloezer, A.L., 7.1 
Schon, J.F., 7.1 
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Sheikh el-Fadl (Egypt), 7.13 
scribal conservatism, 70.1 
Scroll of Antiochus, 7.13 
Segert, S., preface 
segolate noun, 25.6; 27.19; 29.5; 

30.3; 37.28 
Seleucid period, 6.6; 27.3 
Selti, (Gurage), 5.17; 77.3; 40.28,30; 

see: Gurage 
Sem, Semites, 7.1; 3.3 
semantic fields, 

action, 29.30 
animals, 77.1; 27.16; 29.16-18,28; 

30.5,8,10; 37.38; 63.13; 67.3 
army, 65.3-4 
divinities, 32.6,8,10; 33.16 
body, 29.4,16; 30.6; 37.2,6 
colours, 29.14,16 
extension, 29.23 
government, 65.3-4 
kinship, 29.4; 62.4 
law, 64.6; 65.3-4 
metals, 30.6 
meteorological phenomena, 30.6 
months, 30.6; 32.8,10 
numerals, 29.4 
places, 29.21,24,31 
plants, 29.18; 65.6; 67.3 
professions, 29.11,29,35,39,52; 64.4; 

65.2 
religion, 65.3 
rivers, 30.6 
stars, 30.6 
time, 29.23 
tools, 29.11,19-20,22-24 
weapons, 30.6 

semantics, preface; 62.1 -67.19 
Semitic, passim 

classification, 4.1-6 
homeland, 32.5 
North Semitic, 4.5; 5.1-4; 7.1; 9.2; 

76.2,7; 27.3-4,12; 22.5; 27.3, 
10,16; 29.2,32; 37.10,26; 32.22; 
33.5-7; 35.1,12,23; 36.5,36,47, 
57; 38.6,10; 39.10; 40.6,20-21, 
31; 47.26,48; 44.11; 46.2; 48.4, 
7; 49.23; 57.23; 63.5,8; see: 
Amorite, Palaeosyrian, Ugaritic 

Northwest Semitic, 4.1,3 
Proto-Semitic, 3.1-3; 70.8,11-12; 

77.1; 72.1; 73.1-2,4; 74.1,10; 
76.11; 79.2; 27.9-10,18,26; 
25.1,8; 28.4; 30.11; 37.10,24; 
32.18; 35.1-2,7,26; 36.2-3,7-
10,17,21-24,30,32; 38.17; 
40.2,5-13,17,31-32,56; 42.13,15; 
43.5; 44.2; 50.6; 67.2; 63.2-3 

South Semitic, see: Ethiopic, South 
Arabian, Epigraphic and Mod
ern, South Semitic 

Southwest Semitic, 4.1,3 
West Semitic, see: Ammonite, Ara

bic, Aramaic, Edomite, Hebrew, 
Phoenician and Punic, West 
Semitic 

semivowels, 77.1,11; 75.1,6-7; 24.11 
sentence, 

classes, 50.2 
nominal, 33.5; 50.6-10 
one-term, 50.2-4 
pitch, stress, 26.1-5 
two-term, 50.2,5 
verbal, 50.11-20 

Sephardi Hebrew, 72.2 
Septuagint, 77.10; 77.1 
sequence of tenses, 55.3-4 

iprus-iptaras, 55.3 
qatal-wayyiqtol, 55.4 

serto, 721 
šdwa, 70.3; 24.9 
sex gender, 70.6; 30.1-8 
Shabwa, 8.6 
Shammar bedouin dialect, 7.46; 47.25 
Śheri, 8.7; 77.10; 74.4,8; 75.4-5; 

78.6; 79.19; 27.29; 27.8; 33.8-9; 
35.3; 36.38-39,42; 38.8; 39.9; 
40.8,27; 47.17,47; 47.18; 48.12; 
57.20; 67.2; see: South Arabian, 
Modern 

shibbolet, 13.1 
Shilluk (Nilotic), 2.2 
Shleuh, 2.14; see: Tachelhit 
shortening of consonants, 24.5 
shortening of vowels, 24.4 
Sibawayh, 70.1; 74.3-4; 76.5; 78.2; 

27.20,22; 40.16,24; 65.1 
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sibilants, 73.10; 74.1; 27.14; see: 
dental fricatives, interdentals, palato-
alveolar 

Siciliote, 67.15 
Sicily, 7.46 
Sidamo, 2.11,13; 8.9; 35.18; 50.15 
Sidon, 7.6 
Sinai, 7.3 
singulative, 29.49; 37.1,39-42 
Siwa Oasis, 2.14 
Slavic languages, 7.2; 7.5; 30.1; 35.10; 

47.9; 50.12; 65.5 
Soddo (Gurage), 8.17-18; 77.6; 78.6; 

30.2; 37.17; 35.18; 36.3; 40.3-
4,10-12,15,28; 47.5,14,18,25,36,53; 
42.4,11,14,16; 48.19; 49.19; see: 
Gurage 

Soden, W. von, preface 
Somali, Somalia, 2.11,13; 8.9; 77.9; 

79.23; 28.19; 30.10-11; 37.22; 
35.20,31; 47.13; 57.3 

Songhai, 2.14 
Soqotra, Soqotri 8.5,7; 70.1; 73.11; 

74.8; 75.4; 78.6; 79.19; 27.29; 
25.7; 33.8; 35.3,12,18; 36.6,40,44; 
38.2,8; 40.27,30; 47.47; 47.18; 
48.12,16; 57.20; 63.3; 65.4; see: 
South Arabian, Modem 

Sotho (Bantu), 7.2; 39.7 
South Arabian, Epigraphic, preface; 

4.1-2,5; 7.37-38; 8.1-7,9-10 
adjectives, 34.5 
adverbs, 47.8,10,16-18 
case inflection, 7.38; 32.24-25,28 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.21 
conditional clause, 67.2-3,9 
conjugation, 38.5,8,11,22; 39.9,13; 

40.2,5,7,10-11,13-14,17,26,32; 
47.3,9,1 1,16,23,29,42-43; 
42.6,14; 43.7,16,19; 44.5,15; 
45.16 

conjunctions, 49.2,14-16 
final/consecutive clause, 59.1 
genitival relation, 57.18-19 
infinitive, 53.1-3,5 
lexicography, 49.21; 63.4,8; 64.2,4; 

65.5-6 

negative clause, 54.9 
noun number, 29.16; 37.11,19,21, 

24,26-27,29,31-32 
noun patterns, 29.3,9-10,16-17,20-

21,30,36,40 
numerals, 35.2-4,8,10,15-21,24,26, 

29-31 
phonology, 77.1,6,13; 73.1-2,5,10; 

74.3; 76.2,4,6-7; 77.2,5; 78.5; 
79.3,12,18,23; 20; 27.28,30; 22.11, 
15; 27.3,8,12,29 

prepositions, 48.5,9,11-13,15-17, 
19-21,24 

pronouns, 36.2-3,14,17,28,33-34,36, 
38,48,54,58-60,62 

relative clause, 54.9; 57.3-6 
script, 7.36,41-42; 9.4,6-7,10-11; 

32.25; 50.1 
states of nouns, 33.3,10,12-13, 

15,17 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2,7,12 
volitive clause, 38.22; 54.9 
see also: Hadramitic, Minaic, Qata

banic, Sabaic 
South Arabian, Modem, 4.1-2,5; 8.2,7 

accusative, 52.10 
adverbs, 47.8,10,18 
article, 33.3,8-9,12,18 
case inflection, 32.25 
conditional clause, 67.2,6 
conjugation, 38.2,5,8; 39.8-9,12; 

40.2,5,7-13,16-17,27,30,32; 
47.1 -4,6,9,11-12,17,22,25,27,29, 
32,43,47,54-55; 45.16 

genitival relation, 57.20 
lexicography, 63.3; 65.4 
nominal clause, 50.7-8 
noun number, 29.16; 37.2,4,6,12,30 
noun patterns, 29.16 
numerals, 35.2-4,7-8,12,16-18,24-

26,30 
phonology, 9.10; 70.1,9-10; 77.1, 

5,10; 72.2; 73.11; 74.4,8; 75.4-
5; 76.2,7; 78.5-7; 79.18-19; 
27.29; 27.8 

prepositions, 48.11-12,16-17,21 
pronouns, 36.2,6-8,10,17-20,22-23, 

38-40,42,44,54 
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word accent, 25.7 
see also: Harsūsi, Mehri, Śheri, 

Soqotri, South Semitic 
South Semitic, 4.1,3,5; 8.1-18; 9.4; 

77.1; 78.5; 29.41; 33.6-7,17; 36.5, 
33,36-38,42,47,57; 38.18; 40.3,5-
6,10; 47.2-3,6,22,52; 43.9; 44.5-6; 
48.4,12,20; see also: Ethiopic, South 
Arabian, Epigraphic and Modern 

Spain, Spanish, 7.6,46; 8.2; 77.10; 76.8; 
38.5; 65.6,8-9; 66.4; 67.13, 17 

speech levels, 65.10; 66.1 
speech sounds, analysis, 70.2 
spirantization, 2.15; 70.3; 77.1,8,10; 

73.7; 78.5; 23.6; 27.10-11,20; 
35.4; 36.19,41; 40.5-6; 63.13 

split protasis, 67.7,9 
ss < dš, 9.3 
ss < It, 27.5; 47.32 
ss < sf, 27A 
ss < ts, 47.32 
ss < ns, 273 
ss < sf, 27A 
ss < st, 27A 
'š'š < Is, 273 
šš<śś, 47.32 
šš < tš, 273 
st < zt, 27.6 
st < st, 27.7; 47.32 
standard language, 4.3; 6.4; 7.13-14; 

62.3 
states of nouns, 33.1-24 
stative, 28.12; 30.3; 32.4; 33.5; 

38.3,9-10; 40.3; 50.5; 54.7,9 
stem vowel, 44.3 
stems of verbs, see: verb-stems 
stops, 70.4 
St. Petersburg Codex, 27.19 
strees, 70.2; 24.4,6,10; 25.1-8; 26.1-

5; 38.2; 40.23 
subject, 32.1,3-5,22-24,27; 40.7-8; 

50.12 
subjoining (genitival) relation, 57.9-

26 
subjunctive, 38.2,12-14,27; 57.3,5 
substratum, 3.5; 27.27; 25.5; 40.25; 

50.14-15; 57.2,25; 56.7; 57.9; 
65.1-2; 67.8 

Sudan, 2.2,8-9; 7.46; 78.8 
sukūn, 103 
Sukur (Chadic), 63.5 
Sulayyil (Saudi Arabia), 7.42 
Šumaliya, 27.13 
Sumerian, 3.5; 4.2; 5.2; 6.1; 9.3; 

70.6,8; 77.12; 24.2; 27.16; 28.3; 
29.9,12,39,51; 30.9-10; 37.21; 
32.6,9-10; 33.16; 48.10; 50.14-15; 
63.5; 65.2; 67.19 

Sumerogram, see logogram 
Surt (Libya), 7.6 
Susa, 6.4 
Swahili (Bantu), 7.2; 2.11; 47.14 
syllabic signs, 2.4 
syllable, 22.4,8; 24.1-11; 25.1-8; 

26.2-3; 27.9,15-17; 28.4 
syntactic reduction, 55.2 
syntax, preface; 50-67 
Syria, 7.2; 3.2-3; 4.2,4; 5.2-3; 6.3; 

7.1-2,11,40,44,46; 77.15; 73.9; 
74.6; 77.4; 22.4; 29.54; 47.34; 
47.15; 54.4; 63.10-11; 64.3-4; 
65.4-5,8; 67.10,17,19 

Syriac, preface; 4.3; 7.1,20,26-27,34 
adverbs, 47.4,7 
attribute, 57.1 
case inflection, 32.18 
conditional clause, 613,6,9 
conjugation, 38.20; 40.23,25,35; 

47.2-3,5,9-10,24-25,29-30,40,54-
55; 42.4,9; 43.6,10,15; 45.10-11 

lexicography, 62.3; 63.4,9-10; 64.4; 
65.4 

Modern Syriac, 7.34; see: Neo-
Aramaic 

nominal clause, 50.9 
noun gender, 30.11 
noun number, 37.21 
noun patterns, 29.6,11,14,30,38 
numerals, 35.6,17,20 
phonology, 70.8; 77.5-6,10; 76.4; 

77.2; 78.5,8; 79.11,14,17,23; 
27.15-16,21-23,26; 22.7-8,10,17; 
27.3,11,15 

pronouns, 36.28,33-34,36,59-60 
proper names, 67.3 
syllable, 24.9 
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temporal clause, 58.14 
word accent, 25.3 
writing, 7.27; 9.9-10,13; 70.3 
see also: Aramaic 

t<d, 70.8; 27.11 
t<U 73.8,11; 27.13 
t<d, 27.8 
t<d, 73.11 
t < s, 14.1 
t < t, 73.6,8,12 
t<d, 13.9 
t < t, 73.11 
t, indicated by "s", 73.8 
) < ś, 16.1 
Taanach letters, 47.43 
Tabūk (Saudi Arabia), 73.9; 78.6 
Tachaouit, 2.14-15 
Tachelhit, 2.14-15; 77.5; 29.33; 30.11; 

32.4,7; 35.2,18,21,31; 38.17; 47.7; 
50.13; 63.5-6; 65.8 

tafhīm, 70.9; 27.27 
Ta'izz, 47.16 
Talhayum, 29.54 
Talmud, 7.23,29; 77.8 
Tamazight, 2.14-15; 75.8; 30.11; 

35.21; 36.37; 47.7-8,38; 43.3,11, 
23; 48.10; 57.23; 54.2,4; 67.5; 
63.3,5; 65.8 

Tamīm dialect, 22.7; 27.20 
-tan(a)-infix, 47.20 
Tana, Lake, 2.10 
Tana river (Kenya), 2.11 
tanwīn, 27.26 
Tanzania, 2.13 
Targum, 7.13,23,24; 77.1; 27.22 
Tarifit, 2.14-15; 75.8; 77.5; 30.10; 

32.1,3-4,6; 33.5; 39.13; 47.7,15, 
20; 43.3; 44.5; 49.22; 50.13,17; 
63.5-6,13; 65.8 

Tayma' (Saudi Arabia), 7.16,39,42 
Tayyi', 77.6 
fell Abū Salābrkh (Iraq), 4.2 
Tell ar-Rimah, 73.3 
Tell Beydar, 4.2; 5.2; 27.28; 36.47; 

48.10,15,17-18; 50.14 
Tell el-Maskhūta, 7.16 
Tell el-Qādi (Tel Dan), 7.11 

Tell Fekherye, 7.11; 9.10-11; 73.8; 
22.8-9; 27.25; 37.26-27; 36.52 

Tell Halaf, 7.11 
Tell Mardikh, 5.2; see also: Ebla 
Tembaro (Cushitic), 2.11 
tense consonants, 70.4; 23.1 
terminative-adverbial, 32.17 
Thadj, 9.12 
Thamūd(ic), 4.5; 7.39; 27.24; 27.3, 

28; 37.3; 33.8-10; 36.38; 47.11; 
43.6,16; 48.9; 50.3; see: North 
Arabian 

tematic vowel, 38.3 
Tiberias, 7.5; 27.16,19; 29.5 
Tiberian vowel signs, 70.3 
tifínaġ, 2.15 
Tigray, 8.13 
Tigre, 8.8-9,12 

adverbs, 47.11 
apposition, 57.8 
article, 33.11 
attribute, 57.1 
concord of subject and predicate, 

50.23 
conjugation, 38.7,25-26; 39.12; 

40.10-11,29-30; 47.2-4,11,14,17, 
20,25,27,32,36,54-55; 42.3-5,11, 
13-16,25; 43.6-7,20 

conjunctions, 49.1,4,9; 58.2; 59.6; 
60.1 

copula, 49.18-19,24 
expression of possession, 49.25 
final/consecutive clause, 59.6 
infinitive, 53.3 
lexicography, 63.4; 66.5 
nominal clause, 50.9 
noun gender, 30.5-1 
noun number, 37.12,15,19-20,26, 

31-33,37-41 
noun patterns, 29.11,14,21-22,42-

43,50,52 
numerals, 35.2-3,6,16,19-22,26-27, 

29-30 
one-term sentence, 50.3 
phonology, 70.10; 77.6,11; 73.12; 

78.7-8; 79.20; 27.17,30; 27.3,6, 
10,12-13,20 

"plural of majesty", 50.24 
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prepositions, 48.5-6,12,16-17 
proper names, 67.15 
pronouns, 36.2,9,11-12,17,23,31,33-

34,36,41,55,60-61 
states of nouns, 33.3,8,11,18 
substantival clause, 60.1 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2 
verbal clause, 50.15,19-20 
volitive clause, 54.6 
word accent, 25.7 
word order, 50.9,15,19-20 
see also: Ethiopic, South Semitic 

Tigre province (Ethiopia), 8.11,13 
Tigrinya, 2.10; 8.8-9,13 

accusative, 52.11 
adjectives, 34.3 
adverbs, 47.8,11 
attribute, 57.1 
conjugation, 38.7,25-26; 40.2,16; 

47.11,14,20,32,36,39; 42.4,12; 
43.7,20; 45.17 

conjunctions, 59.6; 60.1 
copula, 49.24 
expression of possession, 49.25 
final/consecutive clause, 59.6 
genitival relation, 57.23,25 
gerund, 42.12; 53.5 
infinitive, 53.5 
lexicography, 62.2; 63.4,10; 65.4 
noun number, 37.12,15,18,20,26, 

31,33 
noun patterns, 29.14,27,44,50 
numerals, 35.3,16,24 
phonology, 73.12; 74.3,9; 77.4; 

79.20; 22.15; 23.1; 27.9,16 
"plural of majesty", 50.24 
prepositions, 48.5-6,16,25 
pronouns, 36.2,9,12,17,23,33,36, 

38,41,55,60 
questions, 47.16; 54.5 
relative clause, 57.9; 60.3 
states of nouns, 33.13,18 
subordinate clause, 56.1 
substantival clause, 59.6; 60.3 
syllable, 24.8 
word accent, 25.7 
word order, 57.9 
see also: Ethiopic, South Semitic 

Tigris, 7.19 
time, nouns of, 29.23 
Tipasa, 67.9 
Tocharian, 65.6 
Tombouctou, 2.14 
tone languages, 70.6 
tone, 70.2,6; 25.1; 26.3; 29.47 
tonemes, 25.8 
tools, instruments, names of, 29.11, 

19-20,22-24 
topicalization, 50.8,20 
Toprak-kale, 7.21 
Tosefta, 7.5 
transcription, 9.12-13; 70.12 
transitive verbs, 32.15,24; 38.3,15-

17; 39.12; 47.2-3; 52.2-4 
Transjordan, 7.9,11,16; 9.10; 73.7; 65.4 
translation, 8.8; 38.18; 53.4; 62.4; 

63.12 
transliteration, 9.12; 70.3 
Tripoli, Tripolitania, 78.7; 47.15 
tt < dt, 27.3 
tt < It, 35 A 
tt<nt, 70.12; 27.3; 28.7 
tt < t\ 41.30,32 
tt < th, 27A 
tt<tt, 73.8; 27.3; 47.32 
tt<tt,27A; 41.32 
tt<dt,35.\\ 
tt < nt, 27.3 
tt<št,35.U 
Tuareg, 2.14-15; 70.3; 77.7; 29.11, 

13,46; 30.10; 32.1,6; 35.2-3,18, 
20-21; 3.6.2,5-6,17,23,36,57,60; 
38.1,3; 40.5,11; 47.2,6; 43.3; 
44.5; 48.18; 49.19-20; 57.6; 
63.5-6,13; 65.8; 66.1; 67.4; see 
also: Libyco-Berber 

Tunisian Arabic, 72.3; 22.4; 47.31; 
50.20,23; 67.9 

Tūr 'Abdīn, 7.33; 33.7; 45.12 
Turkana, Lake, 2.11 
Turkey, 7.33,34,46 
Turkish, 70.12; 67.3 
Turkmenistan, 7.14,21 
Turoyo, 7.33; 77.10; 22.8,10; 23.1; 

33.7; 42.18; 45.12; 47.8 
Tyre, 7.6; 73.7; 27.12 
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u < a, 10.9; 27.9; 28.13 
u < dw, 22.10 
u < hu, 27.25 
u<i, 21.1,10; 61.2 
u<o, 67.18 
u < ū, 27.30; 37.26; 43.20 
u < wa, 49.1,A 
u- < wu-, 77.14 
u- <yu-, 15.6; 22.14 
ū < ā, 21.21 
ū < ā'u, 45.6 
ū < aw, 27.9,13; 22.1,5-7,10-11; 

43.20; 49.4 
ū < iū, 27.23 
ū < ī + ū, 22.15 
ū < iw, 22.13 
ū < iyu, 25.2 
Ū < o, 27.13,23; 22.10; 29.7,35,47; 

67.18 
ū < uw, 22X3 
ū < uy, 22.13 
ū < w < b, 77.5 
Ugaritic, 4.1-2,5; 5.4; 7.1 

accusative, 52.2 
adverbs, 47.7,9,12,14 
case inflection, 32.8,12,18,20,22 
conditional clause, 67.2-3,7 
conjugation, 38.4-6,10,13; 39.2,10; 

40.2-3,8-10,13,17-18,21,32,34; 
47.2-3,8-9,12,16,22,25,29,35,38, 
40,43,48,50,54-55; 42.2,6,13-15; 
43.6,12; 44.11; 45.8,11; 46.2 

conjunctions, 49.1-2,4; 56.3 
copula, 49.23 
expression of possession, 49.25 
lexicography, 62.4; 64.4; 65.5,7 
noun gender, 30.11 
noun number, 37.2,5-6,10,14-15, 

19-20,26-27 
noun patterns, 29.3,16-18,20-21,26, 

29-31,33,36-37,41,54 
numerals, 35.2-4,6,11,16-22,24,26, 

29-31 
parataxis, 55.1 
phonology, 70.9; 77.4,6,9,13; 73.1, 

4-6; 76.7; 79.7-8; 27.1,3,5,9,12, 
32; 22.3,5; 27.8-9,13,17,24-25,28 

prepositions, 48.9,13-17,21,24 

presentatives, 49.1,6 
pronouns, 36.2-3,6,17,21-22,33-34, 

38,46,48-49,57-61 
relative clause, 57.3,5-6 
script, 9.2,4-5,11; 50.1 
states of nouns, 33.16,20 
subordinate clause, 56.3 
substantival clause, 60.2 
temporal/causal clause, 58.2-4,11, 13 
see also: Semitic. North Semitic 

'Ulā, al- (Saudi Arabia), 7.37; 8.4 
ultimae infirmae verbs, 43.11-22 
Umbrian, 63.5; 65.5 
United Arab Emirates, 7.46 
unvoiced, voiceless consonants, 70.4,8; 

77.1; 72.1-2; 73.1; 74.1; 75.1; 76.1; 
78.1; 79.2; 23.1 

Ur III period, 5.2; 36.47; 39.7 
Urfa (Turkey), 7.20 
Urmia, 7.34 
Uruk incantation, 7.18 
uvular, 77.1 
Uzbekistan, Uzbeks, 7.21,46; 72.3; 

33.18 

Vai tribe, 36.1 
Vatican Library, 7.23 
velar fricatives, 2.8; 79.1-22; 42.3; 

45.2 
velarization, 70.9-10; 73.6; 27.10 
velars, velar plosives, 70.4; 77.10; 

75.5; 77.1; 78.1-9 
ventive/allative, 39.3,6-7; 40.14; 46.2 
verb, 37.1; 46.6 

active/stative, 38.15-16 
actor, 37.5,9; 40.1-36 
aspect, 37.3,8; 38.3-10,12-14,17-18 
changes in the system, 37.1,7; 

38.10-14,18 
irregular, 43.22 
mood, 37.4; 38.2,14; 39.1-19 
"nominal" base, 37.1,3 
stem, 37.6; 38.4,15; 40.24; 47.1-56 
telic/atelic situation, 37.3 
tense, 37.2,8; 38.1-2,10-11,19-28 
transitive/intransitive, 32.2-3,15; 

38.3,15-17; 39.12 
translation, 38.18 
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"verbal" base, 37.1-2 
voice, 37.6; 38.16; 47.1,43-47 
"weak" verbs, 22.18; 28.9; 38.10; 

39.14; 43.1-23; 44.1-45.17 
with pharyngals, laryngals and 

velar fricatives, 45.1-17 
with pronominal suffixes, 46.1-6 

verbal classes, 28.3; 37.1; 38.15-16; 
47.1-2; 44.3 

verbal nouns, 7.33; 29.19,25,30,32, 
35,37; 53.1-6 

verbal phrases, 52.Ì-53.6 
verbal ^infrx/prefix, 27.14; see: stems 

of verbs 
verbs of motion, 48.2; 52.3 
verb-stems, 'at-, at-, 47.28 

B/G, basic, 38.4; 40.16; 47.2 
B/Gt, 38.4; 47.22-23,55; 42.2-5 
B/Gtn, 47.33 
B/Gtt, 47.35 
causative, 40.16; 47.7-14,28-32,54 
D, 40.16; 47.3,45 
Dt, 47.25-26 
Dtn, 47.33 
Dtt, 47.35 
frequentative, 47.33-36 
Ht, 47.28 
L, 47.4-6 
Lt, 47.25,27 
M, 47.15 
N, 7.2; 47.14-19,45 
NDt, NtD, 47.26 
Ntn, 47.33 
Š/S, 7.2; 40.16; 47.7-14,54 
Št/St, 47.28-32,54 
StD, 47.31,54 
StL, 47.31 
Štn, 47.33 
Štt, 47.35 
T, 47.20-32,55 
T' > Tt, 47.30 
Th, 47.30 
tB/G, 47.23 
tB/Gt, 47.35 
tD, 47.25-26,28 
tL, 47.27,34 
Ts, 47.30 

vetitive, 38.2; 39.13; 54.6 

vocative, 26.4; 32.5-6,10; 50.3 
voiced consonant, 70.4,8; 77.1; 72.1-

2; 73.1; 74.1; 78.1-2; 79.2; 23.1 
voiceless, see: unvoiced 
voicing, 72.2; 73.9; 27.11 
vowel(s), 9.3,5; 70.2-3,5,11; 27.1-32; 

24.1-11 
as case markers, 32.1-26 
assimilation, 27.9-10 
changes, 26.2; 29.13; 45,17 
dissimilation, 27.11 
elision, 27.21-23 
harmony, 27.9; 40.16,31; 67.2 
indicated by diacritics or vowel 

signs, 27.15-19,22,26; 29.3 
matres lectionis, 7.28,42; 9.5-6,8-

9; 70.3; 27.14-15,20-22,24-26, 
28; 22.10,13,15; 24.10; 27.28; 
30.4; 39.15; 43.13; 45.8,11 

not represented, 2.2; 9.5; 50.1 
role of, in noun patterns, 29.3,6-8 
role of, in root morphemes, 28.3-12 

w, first radical, 47.26; 43.6-8; 44.4 
medial radical, 44.5 
third radical, 43.11-21 

w < ', 79.17 
w <b (< m), 77.6,9; 27.11 
w < m < m, 77.6,8; 29.19,26; 42.11 
Wadi Bayhān, 8.5 
Wadi Dāliyeh, 7.12 
Wadi Harīb, 8.5 
Wadi Sirhān, 7.40 
Walamo (Cushitic), 2.12; 36.3,9; 47.7 
wave-theory, 3.1 
waw-conversive, 54.7-8 
wayyiqtol, 38.11; 39.15,17 
"weak" consonants, 27.21,24; 43.23 
"weak" verbs, 22.18; 28,9; 38.10; 

39.14; 43.1-23; 44.1-45.17 
Wello province (Ethiopia), 2.10 
Western Asia, 7.2; 3.3,5; 30.11; 48.7; 

65.8 
West Semitic, 4.2,5; 7.1-46; 9.4,8,11; 

77.4,6; 75.2; 76.2; 79.12; 24.6; 
27.3,8,16,24; 29.2,9,41; 37.26; 
32.23; 35.21,30; 36.5,32-33,37-
38,47; 37.4; 38.1,10,16,18; 39.14; 
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40.6; 47.1-3,6,11,19,33,43,51; 43.9-
10; 44.4-6,10; 47.7,17-18; 48.4-
6,12,20; 49.6-7,23; 57.13; 52.10-
11; 54.7; 67.2; 63.2,5; 67.9 

w-glide, 77.11; 22.15; 27.23; 28.13 
Wolane (Gurage), 8.17; see: Gurage 
word accent, 25.1-8 
word dividers, 9.2,11 
word order, 32.1,21,24; 33.11; 36.36; 

50.7-9,12-20; 57.1-2,25; 53.3-5; 
56.7-8; 57.9; 65.2 

writing and speech, 9.1 

y, first radical, 43.6-7 
medial radical, 44.5 
third radical, 47.13; 43.11-21 

y<ġ<g, 78.9 
y<l, 75.6; 77.1 
y < h < n, 36.14 
y<w, 77.13 
Yatil, 8.4 
Yemen, 3.3; 7.46; 8.2-3,9-10; 72.2; 

76.8; 77.4; 78.6; 37.28; 36.5,53, 
58; 38.5; 47.11; 47.16 

YeshaqI, 2.11 
y-glide, 75.7; 22.15; 27.23 
yi<ya, 22.14 
Yiddish, 7.5; 29.53 
yif'alu, 40.16 

z<d, 73.10,12; 74.2 
í < ś, 16.1 
z<g, 2.15; 78.6 
f </, 75.8; 30.10; 35.21,39 
z < š, 75.5 
z<z, 27.10 
Zafar, 8.3 
Zainīya, 2.7 
Zanzibar, 7.46 
zd < zt, 47.32 
Zenaga, 2.14 
Zimmem, H., preface 
Zincirli, 7.11 
Zway (Gurage), 8.17; 36.14; 40.5; 

see: Gurage 
zz < nz, 27.3 
zz<zt, 47.32 
z < zz < rz, 27.3 





INDEX OF WORDS AND FORMS 

References are to paragraphs. The index mentions only words and forms 
somehow analyzed or commented. 

The following alphabetic order is followed: 
a ('a, a, ā, à, â, a), 'a, 'i, 'u, b (b, b, b), c, d, (d, d), d, d, d (d, d', 4), e, (e, 

e, e), 3 (a, 9),f, g (g, ġ), ġ, h, h, h, h, i (% i, Ī)J, k (k, k, k), I (I, I), m (m, m), n 
(n, h, n), o ('o, o, o, o, 6, o), p, (p, p, p), q, r (r, r), s, s, i , ś, š, š, t 
(t, 0, t, t, u, ('u, u, ū, a), w, y, z, z, z (z, z). Thus, 'ain is treated as second letter 
of the alphabet. 

A G A W 

adâra "God", 67.9 
agar "country", 63.5 
aUina "may you sustain", 39.% 
an, ana " I " , 28.13; 36.5 
and, anàn "we", "our", 36.5,16 
an-adara "our God", 36.16 

anât "us", 36.14; 39.8 
desá-la "he doesn't study", 54.2 
desé "he studies", 54.2 
dnt "you", 36.5 
dzàn "heart", 30.11 
kàzària) "ear", 30.11 
ki-lamda "your shadow", 36.16 
kut "you", "thee", 36.14 
kwara "sun", 63.6 
mahddr "dwelling", 29.20 

nay-ki "all of them", 36.16 
ni "he", 36.5 
ni-sdbra "his place", 36.16 
nkdra "soul", "spirit", 75.18; 36.16 
šây(š) "(cause to) take", 47.7 
tadàra "lady", 67.9 
wanâkw " I am", 49.22 
wasin "let him hear", 39.8 
waša, waši "cellar", 48.19 
yage "he brings", 2.10 
yaġe "he is", "he becomes", 2.10 
yaqe "he knows", 2.10 
yd-nkdra "my soul", 36.16 
yat "me", 36.14 
yigwe "he remains", 2.10 
yinte "he comes", 2.10 

A M H A R I C 

abbazza "he multiplied", 47.14 
adbar "mountains", 37.26 
aga'dzt "sovereigns", 37.34 
agànhà "he found", 49.25 
al-...-(m)m "not", 47.8 
alia "he is", 36.33; 38.28; 49.24-25 
allàfà "he went by", 45.17 
allànn " I have", 49.25 
amaldkt "gods", 37.34 

ambwattârà "he bragged", 47.18 
amlak "God", 37.34 
âmldkot "domination", 29.47 
amsal "parables", 37.26 
anabdst "lions", 37.34 
anbàsa "lion", 37.34 
and, andit "one", "a", 33.8,18; 

35.3 
andanna "first", 35.24 
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andst taġġa "she-calf", 30.8 
ankàbàllàlā "he throw (someone) 

down", 47.17-18 
anqaqqa "he dried", 47.18 
anqàsaqqàsà "he moved", 47.17-18 
antà "you" (sing.), 56.9 
aqàrràbà "he brought", 47.11 
*aqqátattálà, *aqqattālā "cause to 

combat each other", 47.32 
aráġġà "he grew old", 47.39 
arat "four", 77.5 
asattdra "he made short", 47.9 
asnággárà "he let speak", 47.9,14 
assàbà "he calculated", 47.32 
astàmammànā "he convinced", 

47.9,29 
ašqádaddàmá "he put ahead", 47.9 
attdsassdbd "he caused to settle 

accounts", 47.32 
awre "wild animal", 65.4 
bdhayl "strongly", 57.26 
bald arat agar "four-footed", 57.22 
bald betoéé "owners", 29.55 
bàlàqàllàqà "he became clumsy", 

47.37 
balanna mistoéé "married couple", 

29.55 
bàqàllal "easily", 57.26 
bàràkkâtâ "he abounded", 47.42 
bárâtta "he became strong", 47.39; 

63.4 
bàzza "it was much", 47.13 
bâzzih "in this", 36.41 
bet, betocè "house", "houses", 

37.17 
betu "the house", 32.28 
birrabirro "butterfly", 43.5 
bosta "post office", 77.3 
ten "thigh", 50.11 
dàbbàlá "he added", 49.21 
dagrno "again", 47.3 
dàll "isn't", 49.21 
dàrràsâ "he found", "he met", 45.9 
ddro "previously", 47.3 
dbab, dmbab " snake ", 50.10 
dgdr "foot", 24.8 
agarahha "pedestrian", 29.52 
agzia "sovereign", 57.34 

alia "these", 29.27; 36.9 
allantd "you" (plur.), 36.9 
allàzzih "these", 36.33,41,45 
allāziya "those", 36.45 
ambazam "not much", 47.13 
ambi "no!", 47.13 
-(a)mm "and", 49.1 
andd "such as", "according to", 

48.22 
-{a)na interrogative, 54.5 
anġa " I don't know", 47.13 
ankwan "no!", 47.13 
-(a)nna "and", 49.1 
anna "these", 29.27; 36.9 
annantâ "you" (plur.), 36.9 
anndzzih "these", 36.33,41,45 
anndziya "those", 36.45 
aūha "these", 56.33 
anqafat "obstacle", 77.8 
anqwararit "frog", 29.27 
arsu, arswa "he", "she", 36.12,45 
as "with", 48.10 
askà, 'askánnà "with", "up to", 

48.10,17 
askà maid "until when?", "how 

long?", 47.17 
asport "sport", 27.17; 29.52 
asportahha "sportsman", 29.52 
assu, asswa "he", "she", 36.12,45 
fdlldgdn "he wanted us", 36.23 
fayyàl "goat", 30.10 
gazeta "newspaper", 29.52 
gazetanna "correspondent", 29.52 
gddamat "convents", 37.15 
gab "hyena", 78.6 
Goġġam "Gojjam", 77.11 
gran "left-handed", 77.9 
Gwaġġam "Gojjam", 77.11 
gwàndggwdnā "he wove", 47.38 
gwddan "rib", 30.11 
hawaryat "apostles", 37.15 
hay a "twenty", 75.6 
bond "he is", 49.21 
hulàtt "two", 35.4 
ka- "from", "to", "with", 48.10-

11; 49.14 
ka-... bdhwala "after that", 48.25; 

49.14 
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kábāro "tambourine", 29.50 
kâfad "who opens",42.13 
kàfto "having uncovered", 42.12 
kánnâ "with", 48.10 
karamt "rainy season", 27.19 
konà "to be", 47.13 
kràmt "rainy season", 77.9; 27.19 
*kwan "is", 47.13 
lalla "he is loose", 47.38 
hsanat "languages", 37.15 
hsbàr "let me break", 40.30 
liq(awant) "learned man (men)", 

37.34 
màèá "never", 47.17 
malik "king", 37.34 
màdhanit "medicine", 29.49 
màkina nâġiwoè'c' "car drivers", 

29.55 
malhaq "anchor", 29.22 
mànbàr, manabdrt "seat", "seats", 

37.34 
màngàr "to speak", 42.4 
mangast "kingdom", "government", 

"state", 77.9; 27.19; 29.21,44 
màngastawi "official", 29.44 
manka "spoon", 29.22 
mannam "whoever", 36.61 
màqdàs "sanctuary", 29.21 
márkâb "ship", 63.4 
màshaf, màsahdft "book", "books", 

30.6; 37.34 
mato "hundred", 35.20 
mdgbar "action", 29.25 
mdhràt "mercy", 29.25 
mdndm, manaman "whatever", 36.61 
mdrfaq "dining-room", 29.21 
masraq "east", 29.21 
mossa "child", 8.18 
muziqa, muziqáhha "music", "musi

cian", 29.52 
na "come!", 40.14 
nâbbâr(â) "he was", 38.28; 40.3; 

49.21,25 
nābdr "leopard", 24.8 
nafqot "longing", 29.47 
nàfs "soul", "person", 77.9 
ndfsa bis "evil-minded", 57.22 
nágàst "kings", 37.34 

nákka "he touched", 43.21 
nàggârà "he spoke", 47.53; 45.17; 

47.8 
ndw "he is, it is", 47.34; 42.25; 

49.20 
ndgus "king", 37.34 
norà "he was", 49.25 
posta "post office", 77.3 
prezident(annat) "president", "pres

idency", 29.52 
qàddàmâ "he was ahead of", 47.9 
qadrno "first", 47.3 
qánd "horn", 77.7 
qàmbàr "yoke", 77.9 
qal "oneself", 36.28 
qarš "piaster", 65.4 
qottárà "he cut", 47.5 
qurá "crow, raven", 30.10 
qwâttàrà "he cut", 47.5 
qwdntan "stomach-ache", 29.37 
rággád "he trembled", 40.3 
sábabàrà "he smashed", 47.36 
sarnma "he listened", 44.2; 45.17 
samant "week", 27.3 
sānàbbàtà "he spent the weak", 

47.42 
sant "eight", 35.13 
saw "man", 77.5 
set h ġ "girl", 30.8 
sd "when", 48.10 
sabara "break!", 40.14 
sddsa, salsa "sixty", 77.7; 23.8 
sdla "to", "because of", 48.10 
saltan "authority", 29.37 
sama "listen!", 45.17 
sande "wheat", 77.7 
sarqot "theft", 29.47 
-ssa interrogative, 54.4 
ša "he wanted", 43.7 
si(h) "thousand", 35.21 
tà- "from", "to", "with", 48.11,18 
tàbat taġġa "he-calf", 30.8 
tâbazza "it became multiple", 47.14 
tacc "under", 77.15; 48.16 
tâfàllágâ "he was wanted", 47.25 
tàgàddálà "he was killed", 47.20 
tdgbar "work", 29.30 
talallaq "great", 29.14 
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tàmarráka "he was taken prisoner", 
41.21 

tàmbàrákkâkâ "he knelt down", 
47.18 

tánakaš "is in the habit of biting", 
47.34 

tànkàràttàtà "he wandered from 
place to place", 47, 17 

tānqàssaqqàsa "he moved (him
self)", 47.18 

târàggwámà "he translated", 47.42 
îáràkàz "heel", 29.30 
tàsassábu "they settled accounts", 

47.32 
tamhart "teaching", 29.30 
tamma "be thirsty", /3.12 
taqit "few", /8.8 
wàmbar "chair", 29.26 
wánddmm, wàndamamoèc "brother", 

"brothers", 3/.22 
wând lag "boy", 30.8 
wdnfit "sieve", 29.26 
wànz "river", /7.9 
wdsfe "awl", 23.5 
wašša "cellar", 48.19 
wdtro "continuously", 47.3 
wāttaddàr "soldier", 29.26,44 
wdttaddarawi "military", 29.44 
way "or", interrogative 49.4; 54.5 

'nk "I", 36.6 
yn "wine", 65.5 
ywmt rbm "many days", 3/. 14 

abbūtu "elders", 29.46 
ayya, ayyāma "where", 36.59 
'AmmurāpV-'ill "Hammurabi is my 

god", 67.5 
arwûm "gazelle", 63.4 
Ba-ah-la-DiNGiR "El is lord", 32.11 
Batahra "chosen" (fem.), 29.32 
Batahrum "chosen" (masc), 29.32 

wàyamm "or", 49.4 
wdydss "or", 49.4 
wàyzàro, wàyzazdr "lady", "ladies", 

37.22 
wast "midst", 48.19 
wašša "dog", 47.34; 67.4 
wof "bird", 77.11 
ya "that" (masc), 36.32,45 
yd- "(belonging) to", 36.31,55; 

48.6; 57.25-26; 57.9 
yakrastiyan "Christian", 57.26 
ydsaw "human", 57.26 
yaàà "that" (fem.), 36.45 
yalf "he will go by", 45.17 
yadd "this" (fem.), 36.45 
yah "this" (masc), 36.32,45 
ydmark "may he take prisoner", 38.7 
ydmarrdk "he takes prisoner", 38.7 
yanāgr "he will speak", 45.17 
ydnnàggàr-all "it is said", 47.32 
yanoráhhall "I shall have", 49.25 
yasàma "he will listen", 45.17 
yasma "may he listen", 45.17 
zāhdtàh "smaller", 35.14 
zànd "so that", 49.17 
zàndaro "this year", 47.3 
zāndo "python", 29.50 
zàtāhh "nine", 35.14 
zdb "hyena", 78.6 

bin- "son of", 63,8 
Bu-nu-tah-tu-un-i-la "son of god's 

underbelly", 48.16 
Ekallātayum "man from Ekallātu", 

29.41 
Elahutayum "man from Elahutu", 

29.41 
E-lu-ra-ma "El is high", 32.4 

AMMONITE 

AMORITE 
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Ha-ab-du-A-šu-ra "servant of Ashur", 
" 52.12 
Ha-ab-du-Ba-ah-la "servant of Baal", 
" 52.12 
Hab-du-(ma-)dDa-gan "servant of 
" Dagan", 55.16; 57.24 
la-ab-ni-dDa-gan "Dagan has cre

ated", 45.13 
ia-ab-ta-ha-ar-na "he has chosen 

us", 38A 
Ia-am-ra-as-Èl "El did care", 40.18 
Ia-am-ru-us-Èl "El did care", 40.18 
Ia-an-ta-qi-im "he was avenged", 

47.22 
Ia-aq-ni-ìl " I I has acquired", 45.13 
ia-ás-ki-in "he caused to be", 47.9 
Ia-ás-ma-ah-dm "Haddu did hear", 

40.18 
Ia-ás-mi-ih-dm "Haddu did hear", 

40.18 [ 
la-hu-un-Èl "El did favour", 44.11 
la-ki-in- "he is firm", 44.13 
Ia-ku-un- "he is firm", 44.13 
îa-ma-at-ti-El "El will protect", 

38.6 
ia-mu-ud "he propped", 45.7-8 
ia-mu-ur "he made prosperous", 

45.7 
Ia-na-ab-bi-Èl "El will name", 38.6 
la-qub-Ba'al "Baal has protected", 

58.13 
Ia-ši-ib- "he turned back", 44.13 
la-šu-ub- "he turned back", 44.13 
i-ba-al- "he made", 77.4; 79.7; 

40.18; 45.7 
I-ba-al-pi-El "the mouth/word of El 

has made", 79.7 
I-la-kab-ka-bu-ú "(t)his star is the 

god", 33.13 

Iš-hi-Iu-na "the Saviour is our god", 
36.23 

Iš-ma-dm "Haddu did hear", 40.18 
iš-ma-ah "he did hear", 45.8 
Iu-um-ra-as-Èl "El did care", 40.18 
kawkab-u "star", 29.13 
ma-a "what?", 36.58 
ma-an-na "who?", 36.58 
Ma-la-ak-ì-lí "my god is king / mes

senger", 38.10 
Na-am-se-e-dm "beast7 of Haddu", 

67.4 
si-i "the (woman) of, 36.49 
Sú-ra-Ha-am-mu-ú "his ancestor is 
' a rock", 32.11 
Śadum/n-lab(w)a "(milked at) the 

teat of a lioness", 36.5 
sa-du-un "teat", "udder", 30,11 
Šamaš-ġazzīr "the Sun-god is a 

v hero", 67.7 
Sa-ta-ah-ti-in-DīNGīR "that of god's 

underbelly", 48.16 
ši "the (woman) of", 36.49 
šu-ub-na- "turn back, please!", 

40.14 
sum- "name", 63.5 
Ta-ah-ta-hu-um "instead of the 

brother", 48.16 
Ta-ah-tu-pi-H "by order of god's 

mouth", 48.16 
-ti-ba-al "she made", 40.18 
Ta-ba-Èl "El is good", 40.3 
Uš-ta-aš-ni- / Uš-taš-ni-Èl "El acted 

for the second time", 40.33; 47.29 
yabamu "brother-in-law", 77.6 
yamamu "brother-in-law", 77.6 
Yamlikān "... became king", 29.36 
zu(-ú)- "the (man) of", 36.47,49 

ARABIC 

The feminine ending -t and the nunation are not indicated. 

a- "ho! ",49.10 
'a'mūm "uncles", 37.29 

'a'raġ "lame", 29.16 
'a'tāriīhi "he gave it to me", 36.27 
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ab "father", 29.1 
abā "(my) father", 28.13 
'abadan "always", 47.2 
'ab'ār, 'ābār "some wells", 37.36 
'abbahāt "fathers", 37.19 
'abū l-yaqzān "roaster, cock", 57.22 
'abū sawārib "man with long mus

tache", 57.22 
abyad "white", 76.7; 67.10 

abyal "white", 76.7 
'abnā' "sons", 28.13 
adanu " I shall allow", 45.14 
'adhaba "he caused to go away", 

47.11 
'Aflātūnu "Plato", 27.17 
'afsal "he abhorred", 74.4 
'aġāra "he granted asylum", 24.2 
'aġbāl "mountains", .37.28 
'aġā "agha", 37.18 
'aġral "sluggish", 27.13 
ahad "one", 79.24; 35.3; 48.18 
a'hmar "red", 27.10; 29.16; 67.10 
aha "(my) brother", 28.13 
'akbar "greater", "very great", 34.5 
akkil "he fed", 77.11 
'akram "nobler", "very noble", 

29.16 
aktib, aktub " I shall write", 40.25 
'al- "the", 57.23 
'alā "indeed", 50.4 
'al-hāsilu "briefly", 77.4 
'alifa "he is familiar", 79.24 
'āliha "some gods", 37.36 
'alia "that... not", 39.5 
alladāni "who" (m. dual) 36.53 
'alladi "who" (m. sing.), 36.53; 

57~.6 
'alladīna "who" (m. plur.), 36.53 
'Allah "God", 77.1 
'allatāni "who" (f. dual), 36.53 
'allati "who" (f. sing.), 36.53-54 
'allāti, 'allawāti "who" (f. plur.), 

36.53 
'allī "who", 36.53; 57.6 
'al-Madlna "the City", 67.11 
al-Qal'a "the Castle", 67.11 
'at-Vyūn "the Sources", 67.11 
'at-yawma "to-day", 52.6 

am "or", 49.4 
'amā "indeed", 50.4 
'amara "he ordered", 63.2 
'amir "emir", 63.2 
'ammā " i f (ever)", 49.4; 50.6,8; 

67.2 
'ammara "he made an emir", 63.2 
'amrād "ilnesses", 37.28 
'amwāh, 'amyāh "waters", 79.17 
an "that", 39.5,17; 47.10; 60.2 
anā "languid woman", 79.24 

anāya 'T", 28.13 
'anf "nose", 30.11 
'anāha "he made (a camel) kneel 

down", 64.3 
'anhur "some rivers", 37.36 
'anna "thus", "that", 60.2 
'an-Nahl "the Palm-trees", 67.11 
'aqāwil "ensembles of sayings", 

37.9 
'aqlama "he acclimated", 63.10 
'aqribā "some relatives", 37.36 
'aqwāl "sayings", 37.9 
arba'ta'šar "fourteen", 35.16 
arġal "sluggish", 27.13 
'arnabu "hare", 29.16; 67.7 
'asma "names", 28.13 
'asma "the beautiful one", 79.24 
'asdaq "the most reliable", 29.16 
'asfaru "yellow", 47.39 
ās "which", 36.59 
'ašall "withered7", 29.16 
'atā "he came", 62.3 
atfaal "he combined with", 47.27 
atfa"al "(the verse) was scanned", 

47.25 
'atāt "furnishings", 48.18 
'attā "it was abundant", 48.18 
att "you", 27.3 
'aw "unless", 39.5 
'awfar "more abounding", 29.9 
'awnuq "she-camels", 29.9 
'awwal, 'awwil, 'awwalāni "first", 

35.24 
'ayādin "hands", 37,6 
ayna "where?", 47.7,12; 48.18 
'aynuq "she-camels", 29.9 
ayš "which", 36.59; 54.5 
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'ayyuhā "oh!", 503 
'ayyumā "anyone", 36.61 
'ayyun " which ? ", 4 7.12 
'ayyu say'in "which thing?", 36.59 
'azwaru "bent", 47.39 
'azhar "he appeared", 47.11 
'abīd "slaves", 37.28 
'Abbāsīya "Abbasiya", 67.13 
'Abdu-llāhi "servant of God", 67.7 
'adā "he speeded", 48.17 
'al, 'alā "over", "above", 48.15 
'alā hasabi "according to", 48.15 
'alimtu " I know", 38.18 
'allim "he taught", 27.10 
'amara "he lived long", 70.7 
'ambar "ambergris", 27.6 
'amm "uncle", 37, 29 
'ammārīyāt "camel-borne sedans", 

63.6 
'an "from", 48.12 
'anbar "ambergris", 27.6 
'ankabūt "spider", 30.10 
'anna "it took shape", 48.12 
'aqrab "scorpion", 29.17 
'aqrabān "small scorpion", 29.38 
'araġ "lameness", 29.16 
'arakrak "thick", 29.14 
'asiya "he became big", 47.39 
'askar, 'askarī "army", "soldier", 

37.40 
'asawtu " I struck with a stick", 

43.17 
'asayka "you were disloyal", 40.5 
'asaytu " I struck with a stick", 

43.17 
'ašīra "clan", 35.15 
'Aynān "Two sources", 67.11 
'azza wa-ġalla "he is mighty and 

great", 38.18 
'ēnēn, 'ēntēn "eyes", "two eyes", 

37.4,6 
'lblīn "Iblin", 29.54 
'iġġawl "small calf", 29.10 
'ilm 'al-'ilāhīyāt "theology", 63.12 
"imd- "support", 48.22 
'inda "with", "upon", "in the opin

ion of", 48.22 
'izam "greatness", 29.8 

'umd- "support", 48.22 
'urf "mane (of a horse)", 27.8 
'usfūr "birds", 29.17 
'uzma "how mighty!", 34.5 
b- "in", "by", 48.5 
ba'du "later", 32.18; 47.3 
bāba "its door", 77.3 
bāba "father", 77.3 
badenġāl, badinġān "aubergine", 7 7.4 
bada "white", 22.4 
baġaha "he rejoiced", 77.6 
bahalku " I spoke", 40.6 
bahhara "to fumigate", 47.44 
bakā "he wept", "he cried", 22.4; 

43.17; 62.2 
bal "but", "rather", 77.4; 47.14 
bāliġ "adult", 63.9 
ban "but", 77.4 
bona "he built", 63.8 
banat, band "she built", 43.18 
baqā "he remained", 43.17 
baqar "cattle", 37.38 
baqara "cow", 78.8 
baqayta "you remained", 43.17 
baqita "you remained", 43.17 
baqiya "he remained", 47.10; 43.17 
bāraka, barraka "he blessed", 63.2 
bā smuk "what is your name", 77.6 
basmala "he said bismillāhi", 47.42 
bāsā "pasha", 37.18 
bāt "house", 22.4 
batara "he cut off", 23.9 
bāti' "strong", 47.39 
batta "he cut off", 23.9 
bat(t)ala "he cut off", 23.9; 47.5 
batan "serpent", 29.6 
bayād "white", 76.8 
bayn "separation", "interval", 48.21 
bayn-aktub " I am just writing", 

38.22 
bayna "between", 48.21 
bayt(u) "(a) house", 22.16; 29.9; 

32.25 
baytara "he practized as veteri

nary", 47.5 
bgara "cow", 78.8 
b(i)- "in", prefix of the imperfect 

38.22-23; 63.14 
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biar, bi'r "wells", "well", 37.36 
bihār "seas", 29.8 
bi-kull ma'nā l-kalima "in the full 

sense of the term", 63.12 
bin "between", 22.7 
birind "sword", 77.2 
bi-sobabi "on account of", 58.15 
bismūlāhi "in the name of God", 

47.42 
bita "of", 57.19,23 
bi-yruh "he will go", 38.22 
btektob "she writes", 38.23 
buhhal "free men", 37.25 
byaktob, bydktbū "he writes", "they 

write", 38.23 
d- "of", 57.19 
d' "what", 57.6 
da "not", 47.16 
da a "he called", 43.17 
da'awna "we called", 43.17 
dabala "he collected", 49.21 
dabara "he passed", 27.12 
dalmasa "he hid", 23.8 
damā, damawly "blood", "bloody", 

28.13 
damara "he perished", /0.7 
dam' "tears", 37.38 
dammasa "he hid", 23.8 
dār 'as-sinā'a "ship-yard", 64.5 
darbane "our road", 32.5 
dawbal "young ass", 30.10 
dawwana "he registered", 66.4 
darbin "a road", 32.25 
dl "of", 57.19 
dikha "that", 36.44 
diwān "account book", "office", 

"collection", 66.4 
dm'rn' "our hearts", 73.9 
dol(a) "these", 36.39 
dū "not", 47.16 
dukha, dukhamimd) "that", 36.44 
dunyāwl "earthly", "wordly", 29.44 
dalika "that" (m.), 36.44 
dd(t) "what", 57.6 
di'b "wolf", 30.10; 63.13 
dū "this", "who", 70.8; 36.39,53; 

57.6 
du'bān "wolfs", 63.13 

dū l-qarnayin "the (man) of two 
horns", 36.46 

da "he was lost", 76.7 
dahika "he laughed" 70.9 
damā'irunā "our hearts", 73.9 
darabdk "he beat you", 46.5 
darabtlnl "you (fem.) beat me", 

46.5 
darabtuhum " I beat them", 46.5 
'ēš "which", 36.59 
dlli "who", 57.19; 57.6 
dntāya "you", 28.13 
as- "which", 36.59 
-(a)š interrogative particle, 54.5 
fa- "so that", "and", 38.11; 39.5; 

49.2; 55.4; 56.8; 59.3 
fahd "clan", "tribe", 73.9 
fa-kdn(a) "and it happened", 67.10 
faltaha "he made broad", 23.8 
fand "he passed away", 43.17 
faniya "he passed away", 43.17 
faras "mare", "horse", 30.5 
fdrir, farr "running away", 44.15 
fa sad "to be rotten", 42.3 
fattaha "he made broad", 23.8 
fawha "fragrant emanation", 77.13 
fawqu "above", 32.18; 47.3 
fa-yafal "and he acted", 38.11 
fay ha "fragrant emanation", 77.13 
faysal "arbiter", 29.9 
fenġāl,fìnġān "cup", 77.4 
fi- " in", "at", "on", "by", 48.5 
fi ġad(in) "to-morrow", 52,6 
filizz "(non-precious) metal", 29.12 
firind "sword", 77.2 
firzil "iron", 63.13 
fū "mouth", 28.6 
funduq "inn", 63.10; 65.2 
ġā'a "he came", "he was about", 

49.24; 62.3 
ġabal "mountain", "mount", 37.28; 

67.15 
Ġabal Tdriq "Gibraltar", 67.13 
ġabr "coercion", "algebra", 65.8 
ġabri "compulsory", "algebraic", 

65.8 
ġadaf, ġadat "grave", 77.15 
ġady "young goat", 2.15; 29.42 
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ġafā "he treated harshly", 22.4 
ġā'iz "lawful", 77.14 
ġalbaba "he wrapped", 47.40 
ġalġala "skull", 29.13 
ġawraba "he put on socks", 47.5 
gawwiz "he married", 47.25 
ġawzal "young pigeon", 30.10 
ġbāl "mountains", 37.28 
gblr "great", 29.8 
g3ht "I said", 78.8; 38.3 
ġibāl "mountains", 37.28 
ġiddan "very", "much", 47.2 
ġilbāb "garment", 47.40 
ġīr "lime-plaster", 29.9 
ġišmāni "corpulent", 29.36 
gundub "grasshopper", 63.10 
ġadan "to-morrow", 52.6 
ġamada "he shut the eyes", 27.12 
ġanam "sheep", 77.4 
ġanība, ġanīma "booty", 77.6 
ġarmaš "he scratched", 23.6 
ġayru "different", 47.16 
ġazāl "gazelle", 29.40; 37.12,28 
ġilma, ġilmān "boys", 63.6 
ġirš "piaster", 65.4 
ġitamm "vast (ocean)", 29.12 
ġizlān "gazelles", 29.40; 37.12,28 
ġlem "sheep", 77.4 
ġulām "boy", 63.6 
ġurš "piaster", 65.4 
ġyr "to modify", 63.14 
hā "oh!", 50.3 
hā- 'anā-dā "here I am", 49.10 
hab "give", 43.6; 44.3 
hadole "these", 36.39 
hādā "this" (m.), 36.33 
hādāk "that" (m.), 36.44 
hādāna "these" (f.), 36.39 
hādawlā "these", 36.39 
hādī "this" (f.), 36.39 
hādīk "that" (f.), 36.44 
hādūma/na "these" (m.), 36.39 
hā'ka "here, take it! ",50.4 
hal "didn't?", 49.8 
halāk "to perish", 42.3 
hallā "didn't?", 49.8 
hallala "he jubilated", 62.2 
han "the", "something", 33.10 

(hā)'ulā('i) "these", 36.39 
hā'ulāk "those", 36.44 
hawba "gravity", 77.13 
hawlāk "those", 36.44 
hawr "lake", 29.9 
hayba "gravity", 77.13 
haydi "this" (f.), 36.39 
haygā "let's go!", 50.4 
hayhāta "wrong!", 50.4 
hayye "this" (f.), 36.39 
hiet "she", 36.14 
hiġān "racing (camel)", 34.2 
hinna "if", 67.2 
huet "he", 36.14 
humā "them", "their", 36.3 
hunā "here", 47.7 
huwa dā "there he is", 36.33 
huwa kātib "he is writing", 42.24 
habdl "pregnancy", 25.7 
habaltu " I carried", 77.6 
had "one", 35.3 
haddādīn " smiths ",37.11 
hadīd, hadīda "iron", "a piece of 

iron", 37.41 
haġar "stone", 78.9 
hāla "mother's sister", 30.4 
halaftu " I swear", 38.18 
hamaltu "I carried", 77.6 
hamām, hamāma "pigeons", "sin

gle pigeon", 37.41 
hamar "red", 27.10 
hamīr "donkeys", 37.28 
hasna "how beautiful", 34.5 
haîtā "so that", "even", "until", 

39.5; 48.17; 59.2 
hayar "stone", 78.9 
haydar "small", 29.9 
hazara "he fenced in", 73.12 
himār "donkey", 37.38; 63.3 
Mn, Mna "time", "when", 29.9; 58.9 
hīnamā "when", 58.9 
hinnaws "piglet", 29.10 
hisāb "to count", 42.3 
horab "he song war songs", 47.5 
hulm "dream", 29.9 
hab' "hidden thing", 37.21 
habbasa "he mixed", 23.8 
hādi "seizing", 45.15 
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had "he seized", 45.15 
hafaqān "heartbeat", "fluttering", 
" 29.37 
hāl "maternal uncle", 66.4 
hāla "maternal aunt", 66.4 
halbasa "he mixed", 23.8 
Haldūn "Khaldun", 29.38 
Halfūn "Khalfun", 29.38 
halīfa "deputy", "successor", 29.46; 
" 30 A 
hallasa "he saved", 63.2 
hamma "putrid smell", 47.42 
hardf "lamb", 37.28 
hariba "he went to ruin", 47.11 
hāti'atu lā-dīmīyatin "crime of irre-
" hgion", 57.24 
hazana "he stared", 66.4 
hdā "he seized", 45.15 
hìrāf "lambs", 37.28 
hirbd'u "chameleon", 29.51 
horfān "lambs", 29.40 
hrāf "lambs", 37.28 
hubz "bread", 74.4 
hud "seize!", 43.3; 43.6; 45.15 
humra "date", 27.13 
hurtum "proboscis", 47.42 
i'ādat an-nazar "re-examination", 

64.5 
ibg "stay!", 78.8 
'ibn "son", 27.17; 63.8 
'ibrīq "pitcher", 28.10 
'id, 'idā "then", 56.8; 58.12 
'i'ddi "who", 36.53 
'iftaala " i t was fabricated", 27.16 
'iġrā' "enforcement", 77.14 
'ihrantama "he looked sulky", 47.42 
'iìcdīš' "jade", 28.10 
'ikslr "elixir", 65.9 
'iktahala "he coloured with kohl", 

66.6 
'ilāh "God", 37.36 
ildl "who", 36.53 
'illā " i f not", 47.12; 67.3-4 
illl "who", 36.53; 57.6 
'imānum, 'i'mānum "to believe", 

45.14 
'immā " i f " , 39.8; 49.4; 67.2 
'in "isn't", " i f " , 39.16; 47.12; 

49.6; 67.1-2,5-6 

'in lā " i f not", 67.3-4 
'inna "behold", 49.6; 50.4; 60.2; 

61.2 
'irtafa 'a "he rose",47.22 
Iqaz "watch!", 43.6 
'iqlīm " climate ", 63.10 
'irt "inheritance", 77.14 
'ism "name", 63.13 
'istakbara "he deemed great", 

47.9,29 
'isîislāh "public advantage", 64.6 
'isfarra "he became yellow", 47.39 
it'add " i t was counted", 47.24 
itehedder "he will discard", 47.25 
itfatah " i t was opened", 47.24 
itgāwib "he was answered", 47.27 
itgawwiz "he was married", 47.25 
itmisik "it was seized", 47.24 
'ittalaba "he sought", 27.4 
itnāni, itnēn "two", 35.4 
'itta'ara "he was avenged", 47.32 
'ittdqala "he became heavy", 47.25 
'iyyā particle of pronominal objects, 

36.31; 52.10 
'izdahama "it was crowded", 47.32 
'izwarra "he became bent", 47.39 
'izzayyana "he was adorned", 

47.25,32 
ka(-ma) "so that", "in order to", 

49.9; 58.2; 59.4 
kā- "prefix of the imperfect", 38.24 
kabīr "great", 29.6,8 
kadddn "harness collar", 29.11 
kadis "jade",-28.10 
kadūb "deceiving", 42.14 
kaff "palm of the hand", 30.6 
kahhaba "he struck", 23.8 
kahhdl "eye doctor", "oculist", 

66.6 
kahhala "he rubbed with kohl", 

66.6 
kahil "darkened with kohl", 42.14; 

66.6 
Ml "he ate", 45.15 
kalhaba "he struck", 23.8 
kali "eating", 45.15 
kam "or", 49.4 
kamā "so that", "in order to", 49.9; 

58.2; 59.4 
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kān(a) "he was", "it happened", 
58.20,24; 42.24; 58.5; 67.10 

kāna qad "he was already", 58.20 
kāna yaf alu "he used to do", 58.20 
ka-niktib " I am writing", 58.24 
kān ydktub, kān kātib "he was writ

ing", 58.20; 42.24 
karlm "noble", 29.16 
kaslān "lazy", 29.36 
katabkan, katabkum "you wrote" 

(f., m. plur.), 40.11 
katabum "they wrote", 40.10 
kātib "scribe", 28.1; 29.7; 37.28 
katubk " I wrote", 40.6 
kawākib, kawkab "stars", "star", 

37.28 
kawtar "generous", 29.9 
kay(-mā) "so that", "in order to", 

39.5; 58.2; 59.4 
kibar "greatness", 29.6 
kiblr "great", 29.8 
kilā, kiltā "both", 35.4 
killim "he spoke",27.10 
kīmiyā "alchemy", "chemistry", 

65.9 
kirkira "callous protuberance", 27.3 
kittard "you would see", 27.3 
klā "he ate", 45.15 
kpr' "the tomb", 77.4 
ktibaw "they wrote", 40.10 
kū- "he is", 38.24 
kuhaylān, kuhaylī "horse of noblest 

breed", 66.6 
kuhl "antimony", 66.6 
kuhūl "alcohol", 66.6 
kūmišrab "he is not drinking", 

38.24 
kul "eat! ",43.3; 45.15 
kulayb "small dog", 29.10 
kunk " I was", "you were" (sing.), 

40.5-6 
kunkū "you were" (plur.), 40.11 
kūn I- "to belong to", 49.25 
kūra "ball", 63.6 
kuttāb "scribes", 37.28 
/- "belonging to", 57.20; 54.6 
la- proclitic of the optative, 39.8,13 
lā "not", 39.16; 47.10; 54.3,6 

la "he was lost", 76.7 
la'all(a) "perhaps", 79.17 
labin, labina "bricks", "single 

brick", 37.41 
la'la'a "it glittered", 47.38 . 
Lādiqīya "Latakia", 67.17 
lahm "meat", 63.3 
lakk "lac", 65.6 
lam, lā-ma "not", 39.16-17; 47.10 
lammā "not yet", "when", 38.18; 

39.16-17; 58.3-8 
lammān "when", 58.8 
lan "not", 39.5,17; 47.10 
laqayat "she found", 43.17 
laqiya, laqiyat "he / she found", 

43.17 
lastu " I am not", 49.23 
lā taqtul "you shall not kill", 38.2 
law, hw "if", "when", 39.17; 67.6 
lawbān "olibanum", 29.9 
lawlā "if not", 67.6 
laylan "by night", 52.6 
laysa "he is not", 47.10; 54.3 
layt "lion", 77.4 
Ibdn "for whom?", 77.6 
l-hāson "briefly", 77.4 
li- "to", "for", "so that", 39.5,16, 

18; 49.7; 54.6; 59.4 
li-'an "so that, "in order to", 59.4 
lidi "give birth!", 43.6-7 
li-kay, li-kay-mā "so that", "in 

order to", 59.4 
lima "why?", 58.3 
lisān "language", "tongue", 27.12 
li-yaktub "he should write", 38.2 
lizām "duty", 77.5 
Imdn "for whom?", 77.6 
lubān "olibanum", 29.9 
luhūm "meat" (plur.), 74.4 
lukk "lac", 65.6 
mā, ma "what?", "as long as", "not", 

36.58,61; 38.18,24; 47.12,15,17; 
54.3, 6; 57.2,7; 60.2 

mā' "water", 19.17; 63.5 
ma', ma'a "with", 48.14 
ma'an "together", 48.14 
ma'lya "company", 48.14 
maġaha "he rejoiced", 77.6 
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maġlis "conference room", "court", 
29.3,21 

maġrib "evening", 27.10 
maġzal "spindle", 29.24 
mahmal "to carry", 42.4 
mahzan "storeroom", 66.4 
makara "he deceived", 64.4 
mākir "impostor", "swindler", 64.4 
makkār "impostor", "swindler", 

64.4 
Makkāwī, Makkl "Meccan", 29.44 
maktaba "library", 28.1,16-17 
malaka "he is the owner", "he took 

possession", 33.5 
malakat "she is the proprietress", 

38.3 
malakāt "kingship", 29.48 
malik, malika "king", "queen", 

30.1 
māmā "whatsoever", 36.61 
man "who?", 36.58; 57.2 
manāh "halting place", "climate", 

29.20; 64.3 
maqam "place", 64.1-2 
maqraba "closeness", 29.25 
maqrūwa "being read", /7.11 
maqtūl "killed", 42.14 
marad "illness", 37.28 
markab "ship", 63.4 
marsā "we are both sick", 40.7 
masgid "mosque", 78.9 
mā smuk "what is your name?", 

77.6 
mashaf "book", "codex", 29.24 
mašaġa "he mixed", 65.7 
māSi "he is going to hear", 42.24 
matā "when?", 47.17 
mata "property", 51.19 
mataru š-šitā'i "the winter rain", 

57.11 
mazaga "he mixed", 65.7 
makišrab "he is not drinking", 

38.24 
mġarib "evening", 27.10 
mi'ar "provisions", 22.15 
mi'at, miat "hundred", "hundreds", 

35.20 
miftāh "key", 29.22 

miġzal "spindle", 29.24 
mihrāb "prayer niche", 29.21 
mil- "from", 48.12 
mimbar, minbar "pulpit", 27.6 
min ġadiin) "to-morrow", 52.6 
min(i) "from", "by", 77.6; 36.58; 

48.12 
misk "musk", 65.6 
misdāqiyya "credibility", 29.45 
mishaf "book", "codex", 29.24 
mi'un "hundreds", 35.20 
miyar "provisions", 22.15 
mīye "hundred", 35.20 
mizān "scale", 29.22 
mizlag "skate, ski", 29.22 
mndktob "we write", 38.23 
msld "masque", 78.9 
mu'assasāt "institutions", 29.47 
muġzal "spindle", 29.24 
muhātaba "to address", 42.10 
mulāh "very pretty", 34.2 
munāh "halting place", "climate", 

64.3 
munhal, munhul "sieve", 29.23 
mur "order!", "speak!", 43.3; 45.15 
mushaf "book", "codex", 29.24 
muta'addìd al-halāyā "multicellu

lar", 64.5 
nabbā, nabba'a "he announced", 

45.15 
Nabewt "Nabeul", 67.17 
Nablūs "Nablus", 67.17 
nafas "breath", "draught", 63.7 
nafs "soul", "spirit", 36.12; 63.7 
naġgār "carpenter", 29.11 
nahar "river", 29.5 
nahr "river", 29.5; 37.36 
nāqa "she-camel", 29.9; 34.2 
nasr "eagle", 37.38 
nataqa "he spoke", 72.2 
nawwaha "he halted for a rest", 

64.3" 
ndaq "he spoke", 72.2 
nd "for", 77.4 
mktdb " I shall write", 40.25 
ndss "half", 27.4 
nima "how nice!", 34.5 
nihammī " I protect", 38.5 
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nihna "we", 36.8 
nikitbu "we shall write", 40.25 
niktib " I shall write", 40.25 
nims "ichneumon", 67.4 
nisēh " I shall cry", 40.25 
ni'sf "half", 27.4 
nišehhed " I certify", 38.5 
nitāq "belt", 29.8 
nkdtbu "we shall write", 40.25 
ntddrdb "he was beaten", 47.26 
ntqud "it took fire", 47.26 
nuhā "he was prohibited", 43.17 
nuhiya "he was prohibited", 43.17 
nuhur "rivers", 37.36 
parda "curtain", 77.2 
pēp "pipe", 77.2 
qablu "earlier", 47.3 
qad "already", 47.18 
qaddūs "most holy", 29.11 
qad kāna "he was already", 38.20 
qādi "judge", 76.8 
Qal'at 'al-ballūt "Caltabellotta", 67.12 
Qal'at 'al-ġirān "Caltagirone", 67.12 
Qal'at 'an-nisā' "Caltanissetta", 67.15 
qāma "he stood", 43.9; 64.1 
qamaza "he took with the finger

tips", 35.9 
qara'a, qarā "he recited", "he 

read", 27.8; 29.37 
qarīb "relative", 37.36 
qasr "castle", 63.10 
qatala "he killed", 70.9 
qatll "killed", 29.8 
qatllu l-ġu'i "killed by starvation", 

57.11 
qawl "saying", 37.9 
qawwama "het set upright", 43.9 
qlla "(it) was said", 44.13 
qinnab, qinnam "hemp", 77.6 
qirš "piaster", 65.4 
qiSr "slough", 29.17 
qlam "sheep", 77.4 
quddūs "most holy", 29.11 
quds "holiness", 29.5 
quia "(it) was said", 44.13 
qultu " I said", 78.8 
qūm "to stand", 44.5-6; 64.2 
qunwān "bunch of dates", 29.40 

quran "Coran", 29.37 
qwly "tell me!", 27.20 
ra'ā "he saw", 62.3; 65.10 
rā'ā "he observed", "he saw", 62.3 
rabad "suburb", 76.8 
rabba'a "he quadrupled", 35.34 
rabbanâ "our Lord!", 32.5 
raġul "man", 18.9 
rāh "he went", 77.1 
ramaw "they threw", 43.17 
ramayta "you (sing.) threw", 43.17 
Rās 'Adar "Ras Addar", 67.9 
Rās 'al-'Abyad "Ras el-Abyad", 

67.10 
Rās 'al-Ahmar "Ras el-Ahmar", 

67.10 
rās 'al-'amūd "capital", 66.5 
Rās 'al-Himār "Ras el-Himar", 

67.13 
Rās al-Kalb "Ras el-Kalb", 67.13 
rasūl "sent", "envoy", 42.14 
rāwa "he showed", 62.3 
rawz "rice", 29.9 
rāyìh "going", 38.20; 42.24 
rayyis "head", 79.17 
ri'a, ri'ā "lung", "lungs", 37.13 
riġāl "men", 29.8 
riġl "foot", 78.9; 30.6 
riġlēnāt "pairs of paws ",37.12 
ri'ūna "lungs", 37.13 
rii "man", 78.9 
riya "eyesight", 62.3 
rudā "he was well received", 43.17 
Rudā "Rudā" (deity), 76.8 
rudiya "he was well received", 

43.17 
ruhānī "spiritual", 29.36 
ruzz "rice", 29.9 
sa'ala, sâla, syl "he asked", 44.5 
said "lucky", 74.3 
sabaqa "he left behind", 47.10 
sabba "he abused", 44.10 
sahm "arrow", 74.3 
sahhara "he bewitched", 65.8 
sakkara "he sugared", 65.6 
sal "ask!", 45.15 
saldm "peace", 50.4 
soma' "heaven", 79.7 
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sami' "he heard", /4.4 
sana, sanawāt "year", "years", 

57.13 
sāraha "he dispatched", 77.5 
Saraqusta "Zaragoza", 67.17 
sāriqūna/īna " thieves ",37.11 
saruwa, saruwat "he / she was 

noble", 43.XI 
sarw "cypress", 77.6 
sawġar "he collared (a dog)", 47.5 
sifāh "concubinage by capture", 

62.4 
sīgān, sīġān "legs", 18.6; 29.40 
sinūna "years", 57.3 
sīqān "legs", 18.6; 29.40 
slta "(it) was whipped together", 

'44.13 
smānayt " I became fat", 47.39 
smānt, smznt " I became fat", 47.39 
staygbal "he turned his face towards 

the Qibla", 47.42 
st'āhid "he agreed with", 47.31 
stnāwal "he packed with", 47.31 
suhaym "little arrow", 74,3 
sukkar "sugar", 65.6 
sūta "(it) was whipped together", 

44.13 
sa'id "it came up", 74.4 
sabāha masa a "mornings and 

evenings", 47.2 
sada "he broke", 63.3 
Safāwī "man from Safa", 29.44 
salaha "he was good", 64.6 
sawf "wool", 29.9 
sayaht " I cried", 40.25; 44.5 
sifr "zero", 65.8 
siġar "smallness", 29.8 
sihtu " I cried", 44.5 
subyān "boys", 29.40 
sūf "wool", 29.9 
sūra "image", 29.9 
š- "which", 36.59 
ša ar, ša'r "hair", 29.5 
šā'ir "poet", 57.28 
šāf "he saw", 65.10 
šahhād, šahhāt "beggar", 75.9 
šākir "thankful", "rewarding", 74.3 
šabi'ū "they were sated", 74.4 

šanikī "who hates you", 46.5 
šarb, šārib "drinkers' company", 

"drinker", 57.42 
šarqan wa-ġarban "eastward and 

westward", 52.20 
šaršūba, šaršubba "tassel", 44.14 
šay' "thing", "something", 55.3; 

47.15; 54.4 
šayātīn, šaytān "devils", "devil", 

37.28 
šayham "hedgehog", 29.9 
šenhu "who is ...?", 56.59 
-s(3) negative particle, 54.4 
šifā' "to heal", 42.3 
šifāh "lips", 37.19 
šīt,šīyāt "of", 57.19 
šrabt, šrapt " I drink", 27.6 
šu'arā' "poets", 37.28 
šumlūl "small amount", 29.14 
ta'aqlama "he was acclimated", 

65.10 
ta'allama "he learned", 47.25 
tadriblnl "you (fem.) will beat me", 

46.5 
tāfdndāqdt "funduq-keeping", 65.2 
tafrīq "partition", 29.30 
taġara "he traded", 64.4 
tāġir "trader", 64.4 
tāhaddāddt "smithery", 65.2 
tahta "under", 48.16 
tahtāni "lower", 48.16 
tahtu "below", "beneath", 32.18; 

47.3 
tahida "he took for himself", 47.24 
takahhala "he coloured with kohl", 

66.6 
tal'a "water-course", 27.12 
talqayna "you (fem.) will find", 

43.17 
tamma "it was done", 47.44 
Tanġa "Tangier", 67.9 
taqallubdt "fluctuations", 29.47 
taqātalū "they fought together" 

27.15 
taqāîalū(na) "you fight together", 

47.27 
tarabba'a "he sat cross-legged", 

35.34 
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tarabūt "trained", "manageable", 
29.48 

tarawwas "he became chief", 79.17 
tarsāna "ship-yard", 64.5 
tarshāna "ship-yard", 64.5 
tašādada, tašādda "he argued with 

somebody", 44.15 
tbny "he consummated the mar

riage", 47.24 
tehedder "he discarded", 47.25 
tfa'al, tfa'il "it was made", 47.24 
tilka "that" (f.), 36.44 
tlāt- "three", 29.8 
tmān- "eight", 29.8 
tnayn, tnēn "two", 55.4 
tsaf al "he was moved to act", 47.30 
ttddrdb "he was beaten", 47.26 
ttdndrdb "he was beaten", 47.26 
tuġġār "traders", 64.4 
tabtaba "he gurgled", 47.38 
talla' "he brought up", 23.11 
Tarābulus "Tripoli", 67.16 
tarad, tard "hunt", 29.5 
tartaba "he gurgled", 47.38 
tayla' "he brought up", 23.11 
tayr "birds", 37.38 
fib "scent", 29.9 
ta'lab "fox", "she-fox", 30.5 
tadan "teat", "udder", 30.11 
talātā'u, 'at- "Tuesday", 29.51 
tamma "there", 47.7 
taqll "heavy", 29.6 
tawm "garlic", 29.9 
'tawr "bull", 65.5 
tāwulūġiya "theology", 63.12 
tiqal "heaviness", 29.6 
ubahhar "it was fumigated", 47.44 
'ubūwa "fatherhood", 29.1 
'udn- "ear", 47.8 
'udun "ear", 48.18 
'ulāCì) "these", 36.33,39; 57.6 
'ulālika "those", 36.44 
'ummahāt "mothers", 37.19 
'ummane "our mother", 32.5 
'urwīya "ibex", 63.4 
'ustād "master", 37.18 
'usūliyya "fundamentalism", 29.45 
wa- "and", 39.5; 56.8 

Wād(i) 'al-kabīr "Guadalquivir", 67.12 
wafara "he abounded", 29.9 
wafr "wealth", 67.16 
waġh "face", 78.9 
wahda "lowland", 67.12 
wahada, wāhid "to be alone", 

"one", /9.24; 33.5; 48.18 
wāhid "seizing", 45.15 
wākil "eating", 45.15 
wakkil "he fed", 7/. 11 
waladku " I bore", 40.6 
walifa "he is familiar", /9.24 
waliya "he was near", 43.17 
wanā "he languished", /9.24 
waqa'a "it befell", "it happened", 

43.23 
ward, war da "rose", 65.5 
wariq "green", 27.8 
warita "he inherited" //.14 
warrada "it blossomed", "he dyed 

red", 65.5 
wasat, wast "midst", 48.19 
wasmā' "the beautiful one", /9.24 
wasta "among", "within", 48.19 
wasada "he stood firm", /0.8 
wāš "which", 36.59 
wa-yaqulu "and he said", 38.11 
wayn "where", 48.18 
wayn "vineyard", 65.5 
wēh "face", /8.9 
widn "ear", 48.18 
wūš "which", 36.59 
yā "oh!", 50.3 
yabrūh "mandrake", 29.18 
yabtar "may he be cut off", 38.16 
yabtur "may he cut", 38.16 
yad, yadā "band", 28.13; 30.6 
yaddni "two hands", 3/.6 
yadbaġ, yadbiġ, yadbuġ "may he 

tan", 38.16 
yaddattaru "he covers himself, 4/.32 
yadribūnā "they will beat us", 46.5 
yafraġu, yafruġu "he is at rest", 45.14 
yafsil "may he separate", 38.16 
yafsul "may he depart", 38.16 
yaġidu "he will find", 43.6 
yaġnahu, yaġnuhu "he inclines", 

45.14 
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yahmūr "deer", 29.18 
yahsib "may he value", 58.15 
yāhud, ya kudu "he will seize", 

28~4; 45.15 ~ 
yakaytib "he writes", 47.42 
yaktib "he will write", 40.25; 47.19 
yākul "he will eat", 45.15 
yalī "he will be near", 45.17 
yalqā "he will find", 45.17 
yanqad "may he be saved", 58.16 
yanqud "may he save", 58.15-16 
yard "he will see", 45.15 
yarmiya "he would throw", 45.17 
Yarmūk "Yarmouk", 29.18 
yasal "he will ask", 45.15 
yā salâm "what a pity!", 50.4 
yasrū "he will be noble", 45.17 
yassadaq "he will prove his right

eousness", 27.14 
yassaddaqu "he gives alms", 47.25 
yašrab "may he drink", 58.15 
yatasaddaqu "he gives alms", 47.25 
yattahharu "he will perform an 

ablution", 47.25 
Yatrib "Medina", 29.18 
yawm "day", 29.9 
yawman "by day", 47.2 
ydkūn katab "he will write", 58.20 

yibġi "he wil l" , 58.22 
yifassah "he takes out for a walk", 

27.10 
yikammil "he achieves", 27.10 
yiktub "he will write", 40.25 
yišrab "he will drink", 40.25 ; 47.19 
yubahhar "it will be fumigated", 

41M 
yubirru "he fulfills", 44.15 
yudlyun "hands", 57.6 
yuharlqu "he will pour out", 47.11 
yuhibbu "he will love", 47.11 
yūhud "he will seize", 45.15 
yūkií "he will eat", 45.15 
yuktub "he will write", 40.25 
yūm "day", 22.7 
yunabbī, yunabbi 'u "he will announce ", 

45.15 
zahara "he shone", 45.23 
zahzaha "he displaced", "he ripped 

off", 35.14 
zalzala "he shook", 47.38 
zammām "bolt", 29.11 
zātūn "olives", 22.4 
zawġ "pair", "two", 35.4 
zaltu, ziltu " I became", 24.5 
zami'a "he was thirthy", 73.12 
zuhar "he appeared", 47.11 

ARAMAIC 
MANDAIC, NEO-ARAMAIC, SYRIAC 

'a'bēd "he caused to produce", 
47.11 

abāhātok "your fathers", 37.19 
'abūlā "city gate", 65.3 
'ahârīt "future", 29.49 
'ahūnā "brother", 29.38 
'aktābūit) "cause to write", 42.9 
al "not", 47.9 
amarkāl "accountant", 65.11 

ametel, amell "he said to them", 
25.1 

amērā "he should say it", 46.4 
anā "J", 56.5 
ap "also", 49.2 
ar a "on the ground", "below", 52.19 

'àromaē "Romans", 55.9 
'aryā, 'aryē "(the) lion", 77.13; 

27.15; 37.18; 63.4 
'āsē "doctor", 37.18 
awrab "greater", 54.5 
'aydā "which?", "any" (fem.), 56.59 
'aykā "where?", 47.7 
'aylēn "which?", "any" (plur.), 56.59 
'aynā "which?", "any" (masc), 36.59 
'āzālnā, azāna "walker", 43.10 
'dqr "jugs", 37.26 
'dr' "arm", 30.6 
'glh "Ekallāte", 27.28 
'lwr "Ilu-Wēr", 77.8 
'm', 'mr "to say", 77.2 
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7 "not", 54.6 
7 smk "God is my support", /7.7 
'Iw "behold", "see", 49.8 
mr(y) "when?", "until when?", 

47.17 
'nk "I",36.6 
'pyn "face", 30.6 
Ym "he raised",/7.1 
'r(h/w) "behold", "see", 49.8 
'sdq "executor", 29.16 
'thhsynn "they refrained", 47.30 
ustol "table", 27.17 
yqwn' "image " ,63.10 
'yt "accusative" marker, 36.31; 

52.10 
yt Ik "you have", 49,25 
'zl "to go", 43.10 
'zlh "he went away", 27.20 
'zl n "go, please!", 40.14 
'Abday "servant (of)", 67.7 
'abded "he enslaved", 47.40 
'Abdūn "servant (of)", 29.38 
'âbld lī " I have done", 42.20; 65.4 
'abrānā, orāna "passer-by", 29.39 
'ad "up to", "until", 48.17 
'add! "until", 58.14 
'al dibr(at) "because of", 27.13; 

48.15 
'all "he entered", 79.23; 44.10 
cam(m-) "together with", 48.13 
'anbītā "a grape", 29.49 
'aqrab "scorpion", 29.17 
'byd ly " I have done", 42.20; 65.4 
'dant "when", 58.15 
'dbr "because of", 27.13 
'tntn "Atta has given", 50.25 
'elāyā "upstairs", 47.2 
'abādā "acting", 42.4 
7, 'ly "over", "above", 48.15 
'mbr' "sheep", 77.9 
'mm' "the people", 23.3 
'št' "the unit (of measure)", 35.3 
'ulaym "young boy", 29.10 
'yn "eye", 30.6 
yr "to transfer", "to alienate", 

63.14 
B'šm(y)n "Baal of the skies", 27.27 
balbēl "he confused", 47.38 

bānayīn "who build", "builders", 
43.15 

bar, bir "son", 77.6; 63.8 
bārā "outside", 32.19 
baynay, baynat "between", 48.21 
berèa "daughter", 72.3 
bētan "our house", 36.23 
bd 'ā "he requested", 43.15 
bdkā "he cried", 43.15 
bdno "they built", 43.15 
bdrātia) "juniper", 65.5 
b(i)- "in", 38.22 
bi-ptāhā-lē/ā "he / she is opening", 

38.23; 42.21 
bi-ptāhā-wā "he was opening", 

42.21 
bir any at " strongholds ",37.10 
birtā "stronghold", 37.10 
bit-pāthā "she will open", 42.19 
bit-pātih elē "he will open it", 46.4 
bi-yudmuk "he will sleep", 38.22 
brūnā "son", 29.38 
bwV "Senate", 65.4 
byn "between", 48.21 
byt spynt' "ship-yard", 64.5 
b-zy "since", "as", 49.16 
àū "not", 47.8 
éunkē d- "because", "as", 58.15 
d- "which", "of", "that", 60.3 
d\ dh "this", 36.39 
dābāšā, dabbāšā "bee", 23.1 
dabbūhā "sacrificer" 29.11 
dabr- "pasture", 37.25 
Dahabdn "golden", 29.36 
daqddqē "little ones", 37.21 
Darmeśeq "Damascus", 23.9 
dbhh "she-bear", 28.13 
deqld "palm-tree", 27.30 
d9 "which", "of", "that", 36.52; 60.3 
ddld "he drew out", 43.15 
dzmd "blood", 27.30 
dl "which", "of", "that", 36.52; 

57.2,6; 60.3 
dkyr "remembered", 42.1 A 
did "lest", 59.5 
dnh "this", 36.39 
dqr "jug", 37.26 
dSSn "doors", 23.3 
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ay "which", "of", 36.52; 57.2,6; 
60.3 

ebra "son", 24.9 
'egūrā "temple", 65.3 
el- "to", "of", "by", 46.4; 48.6 
'ellā " i f not", 67.3 
'ēlle "these", 36.33 
ellū " i f" , 67.9 
en " i f" , 67.2,9 
'eprā "meadow", 67.16 
'estdmek "he leaned", 27.14 
'eštawdī "he confessed", 47.9,29 
'ethassan "he was fortified", 47.25 
'etkālā "the grapes", 37.26 
'etkdteb "it was written", 27.16 
'etqatel "he was killed", 47.24 
'ettrīm "he was raised", 47.30 
'ezzet " I went", 43.10 
g yt' "summer", 18.8 
gabr "man", 63.6 
galgal "wheel", "globe", 29.13 
ganzā "store-room", 63.10 
ganzibrā "treasurer", 65.4 
garm- "bone", "person", 36.28 
gawzel "he set fire to", 47.5 
gazzd "store-room", 63.10 
gazzūrā "butcher" ,29.11 
gazzūzā "shearer", 29.11 
ginnā, ginnāta "garden", "the gar

dens", 37.13 
ginnīn, ginnayyā "gardens", "the 

gardens", 37.13 
gittā "document", 65.3 
gizzabrā "treasurer", 65.4 
gizzūr "piece", 29.11 
ġlabtā "victory", 70.8; 79.14 
gora "man", "husband", 77.5 
grb,grlbd "bushel", 27.17 
gutgultā "skull", 29.13 
gwh, gwmh "burial niche/site", 63.9 
gzr 'dy' "to conclude a treaty", 64.6 
h'z', h'zyn "this" (fem., masc), 

36.39 
bald- " t i l l " , 58.15 
hand, hānāt- "this", "that", 36.33-

34 
nan aid "he brought in", 77.8 
hanpēq "he cause to go out", 47.11 

hansdqd "he brought up", 77.8 
(hâ)wā "(he) was", 38.20 
hd\ hdh "this", 36.39 
hdk "that", 36.44 
hd(y)n "this", 36.39 
hēn, hēn Id " i f" , " i f not", 67.2-3 
hištdkah "he was found", 47.24 
hlk "to go", 43.10 
hlw "behold", "see", 49.8 
hlyk "that", 36.44 
hn " i f" , 67.2 
hnlw " i f" , 67.9 
hn(w) Iw " i f ... when", 67.9 
hrkb "to shoot", 63.4 
hry "behold", "see", 49.8 
htn'bw "they were withered", 47.28 
hūbad "he was destroyed", 47.46 
hussaq "he was brought up", 77.2 
hzmntwn "you have agreed", 47.32 
hdbal "woe! ",50.4 
had "one", 27.26; 35.3,32 
Hadattu "Hadattu", 67.12 
hadhddānē "certain ones", 37.21 
hamsalaytd "stalk", 67.3 
'hašbānā "bi l l" , 75.5 
hay land "strong", 29.36 
hdzaytd "you saw", 43.15 
hazl lī " I have seen", 42.20 
herbā "badly", 47.2 
himār, hmāra "donkey", 29.8 
hitītā "a grain of wheat", 29.49 
hsl "to save", 27.12 
hyy' "life", 9.5 
hzytwn "you saw", 43.15 
iftah "he opened", 24.9 
lie "he has", 49.25 
'Ulēk, 'illēn "those", 36.33 
'immahātā "the mothers", 37.19 
'ištiw, 'ištiyū "they drank", 43.15 
'it, It "there is", 49.23 
k- "as", "like", "truly", 48.11; 49.9 
kad, kad "while", "when", 58.15 
kaddū "sufficiently", "enough", 

32.18 
karmā "vineyard", 29.53 
karmiktā "small vineyard", 29.53 
kdroz "herald", 63.11 
katbānā "writer", 29.39 
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kāteb, kātēb "writing", 42.13 
kattābā "cause to write", 42.9 
k&fa "stone", 27.10 
'kd-dì "when", 58.14 
kdlakkā "raft", 29.12 
kdtīb "written", 29.8; 42.14 
kl- "(he) is", 38.24 
ki-bayl "they want", 45.12 
kīfiš "your (fem.) stone", /8.6 
ki-pā'iš škīla "he is taken", 42.22 
kind "companion", 3/. 18 
ki-pātih, ki-pāthâ/ī "he / she is open

ing", "they are opening", 38.24; 
42.19 

klm, kin "all of them", 27.25 
kniš-lia "I swept", 42.20 
knkr "talent", 23.7 
korsē, kursi' "seat", "throne", 23.9; 

3/.18 
kpl "double", 35.4 
krš "weight", "coin", 65.4 
ktúli " I wrote", 22.10 
ktyb "it is written", 4/.46 
ktl "to kill", 10.9; 27.11 
ky "as", "when", 58.2 
kwk "grave", /8.5; 63.9 
/- "to", "for", "of", "by", 46.4; 

48.6; 5/.23; 52.11; 53.2,5; 54.6 
Id "not", 47.9 
laytd "lion", /7.4 
/- 7y' " at the upper end", 48.7 
L'S "Luġat", /7.4 
Ihwy "may he be", 38.2 
Imhwh "to explain", 42.9 
Insb "he takes away", 40.23 
Id, lo "not", 47.8 
Iqh "to take", 43.10 
l-thty' "at the lower end", 48.7 
lū' "if", 6/.6,11 
Iw "if", 6Z.8-9 
lyb "heart", 30.6 
ma "hundred", 35.20 
madbah, madbahd "altar", /7.7; 

29.2 Ì 
māgār " i f not", 6/.3 
maktābū(t) "cause to write", 42.9 
malkdn "queens", 3/. 12 
malkū, malkūt "kingship", 29.48; 30.4 

mallāh "sailor", 29.11 
manbig "spring site", 11A 
*manmi, *manma "whoever", 36.61 
mdra "owner", 3/.14 
markabtd "chariot", 63.4 
markdbd "ship", 63.4 
markol " accountant", 63.11 
maršema "famous", 29.55 
martūt "lint", 29.14 
mārwātā "known owners", 3/. 14 
masgad "house of prayer", /4.3 
mašpīl "humiliating", 42.15 
md'tayin "two hundred", 35.20 
mayyd "water", 63.5 
mbār d- "after (that)", 58.15 
mbaterd- "after (that)", 49.16 
mdkwr "remembered", 42.14 
mektob "to write", 42.4 
meqtal "to kil l" , 42.4 
ma a "hundred", 35.20 
maganbalt "by stealth", 47.4 
makar "he bought", /8.5; 63.9 
mdkattābā "cause to write", 42.9 
man d- "since", 58.15 
*mht "lands", 3/.27 
mh'yd "to pledge", 64.6 
milef "it is learned", 22,8 
millā, millin "word", "words", 

30.4; 3/.10 
min "from", "by", 11.6; 48.12 
min dl '' after (that)", 58.14 
mišbaq "to leave", 42.4 
miškab "bed", "grave", 29.3,21 
mišme' "to hear", 45.10 
mlta, mitta "dead" (masc, fem.), 

23.5 
mkr "to buy", /8.5; 63.9 
mlkw, mlky "kings", 3/. 11 
mn "whoever", 36.62; 57.7 
-mnkw "king", /7.4 
monmi dlt I lit "whoever he is", 

36.61 
mqm "tomb", 64.2 
mqrh "bales (of straw)", 27.28 
mšby' Try " I am adjuring", 35.34 
mšlmwth "its repaying", 42.9 
mšn "treasurer", /4.2 
mšqy "watering-place", 30.4 
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mt"l "brought in", 47.30 
mt kin "all the lands", 31.21 
mūnma līt "whoever he is", 36.61 
mymwr "to say", 45.10 
mzg "to mix", 65.7 
nahrā "the river", 67.10 
Nahrīn "North Mesopotamia", 29.54 
nāqī' "clear", 66.2 
na-šá-a-a-tu " I took", 43.15 
našūnā "little fellow", 29.38 
nbs "bowl-like leg", 11.1 
nbš "breath", 10.$; 11.5 
ndbkh "the altar", 11.1 
neb'kā "well", 70.8 
nebkē "he cries", 43.15 
nedlē "he draws out", 43.15 
nehod "he will seize", 45.11 
nhwy' "may he be" (?), 77.4 
nidmek " I had slept", 40.25 
noša "person", "soul", 77.5 
nphr "sum", 29.26 
np'š "breath", 70.8; 36.12 
nqdš' "the sanctuary", 77.7 
nsofar " I travel", 40.25 
nšpt "judgement", 77.7; 29.26 
nwty "Nabataean", 77.8 
pa- "and so", 49.2 
pā 'is "remaining", 42.22 
palāha,pallāha "worker", 29.11 
parhalēle "bat", 29.55 
pehā "governor", 37.18 
parakkā "altar", 29.12 
phd.phz "clan", "tribe", 13.9 
pillaqtā "concubine", 65.7 
pirpira "butterfly", 29.13 
pndšw Nabataean PN, 23.8 
psh* "Easter", 63.9 
ps'k "Easter", 63.9 
ptāhā "to open", 42.4 
ptīh-lī, ptīhā-lē, ptīhē-lā "he / she 

has opened (it/them)", 42.20 
ptuh-lē "open it", 46.4 
ptwr "interpreter (of dreams)", 

29.11 
pt'sy Egyptian PN, 27.28 
puqdānā "order", 29.37 
qadmāy "first", "former", 35.24 
qa(d)md- "before", 58.15 

qam-pāthin " I have opened", 42.19 
qarnayin "horns", 37.4 
qarqēš "he knocked", 47.38 
qasr "castle", "compound", 63.10 
qašqēš "he knocked", 47.38 
qat "in order to", "so that", 59.5 
qatlēh "he killed him", 46.4 
qaytā "summer", 78.8 
qayyēm "he caused to stand", 43.9 
qbāltā "complaint", 77.5 
qeštīmāran "rainbow", 29.55 
qdrābā "fight", 42.4 
qatal "he killed", 46.3 
qilqiltā, qīqiltā "rubbish dump", 

77.2 
qlqn- "single", 36.28 
qnūm- "person", "being", 36.28 
qodāmēhon "before them", 48.23 
qpyls "retailer", 63.10 
Qšt "hamlet", 67.15 
qulqālā "disgrace", 77.2 
qums- "handful", 35.9 
qwaltā "complaint", 77.5 
qwaz "he leapt" 77.5 
qyāmā "statute", 44.5 
rab "great", 37.21; 34.5 
rābā "very", "much", 47.2 
rahmān "merciful", 29.36 
rāhūmait "kindly", 47.4 
rebbo "ten thousand", 35.22 
rēgālen "feet", 37.28 
rgl "foot", 30.6 
rmyn "we threw", 43.15 
rsh "first-fruits", 27.28; 30.4 
sābāb d- "because", 58.15 
sāgān "governor", "official", 65.3 
sdhid "to harvest", 27.12 
sirsur "broker", 29.13 
skr "rewarding", 74.3 
slq "to go up", 77.2; 43.10 
smk, snk "to support", 77.7 
ss "sun", 77.8 
swr "ox", "bull", 65.5 
sabbā "wagon", 23.7 
siyyūd "game", 29,11 
sin, snm "statue", 77.4 
śē' "carry away!", 43.5 
s'yl "he asked", 44.5 
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ša'bed "he enslaved",41.10 
Sabbatay "(born on) sabbath", 67.3 
šaddar "he sent", 62.3 
šahlep, šahlep "he changed", 

"changing", 47.10 
Sa77 "requested", 67.7 
šaklēl, šaklilū "he / they com

pleted", 29.33; 47.10 
šalhēb, šalhēbītā "he kindled", 

"flame", 29.33 
šappīr "beautiful", 29.11 
šarbīt "staff", "sceptre", 23.9 
šarwaynā "cypress", 77.6 
šātah "we drink", 43.15 
šātī "they drink", 43.15 
š'd "lucky", 74.3 
šdlah "he sent", 62.3 
šalamhmā "complete", 29.14 
šdmāhāt "names", 37.19 
šdparpārā "lightness", "morning 

light", 29.14 
sēzib "he saved", 47.10 
šh(y)mw "(little) arrow", 74.3 
šimšā "sun", 30.5 
šišiltā " chain " ,37.10 
škr "rewarding", 74.3 
škytyt "honourably", 47.4 
šlh "to send", 77.5 
šmh "his name", 65.4 
šmh' "the memorial", 28.13 
šmilan "we heard", 45.12 
šoltān "power", 29.37 
štāyā "to drink", 43.15 
šuklālā "completion", 29.33 
šurbīnā "cypress", 77.6 
šwr "ox", "bull", 65.5 
šwš "sun", 77.8 
šyyl "he asked", 44.5 
ta'dīrā "help", 29.30 
taggārā "trader", 64.4 
takrik "covering", "garment", 29.30 
tām, tammān "there", 47.7 
tana "here", 47.7 
tar'd "gate", "door", 27.13 
tarbūt "training", 29.48 
targūm "translation", 29.30; 47.42 
toyman, tēmān "south", 29.31 
tešmeštā "service", 29.30 

tddā "breast", 30.11 
tdhot, theyt, tht "under", "below", 

48.16 
thty "lower part", 48.16 
ti-hu-ú-tú "under", "below", 48.16 
tinyān "second", 35.25 
tmk "to seize", 78.5 
torn "ox", "bull", 65.5 
torīlē "bulls", 37.11 
tryn, trēn "two", 35.4 
treyāna "second", 35.25 
tslwth "praying to him", 27.28 
twr "ox", "bull", 65.5 
tabait "well", 47.4 
t'īnin "they had carried", 42.18 
tbh "sweet" (fem.), 27.28 
to'nin "they carry", 42.18 
turandyd "mountaineer", 29.36 
tarn "there", 47.7 
up "also", 49.2 
wardā "rose", 65.5 
wt "accusative" particle, 36.31; 

52.10 
yabrūh "mandrake", 29.18 
yahmūr "deer", 29.18 
yalūnā "youngster", 29.38 
ydma, yammd "sea", 23.5, 63.5 
yddahdlinnarii "he terrifies me", 

46.4 
yahāk "he goes", "he shall go", 

77.2; 43.10 
ydhoda'unnanl "they shall explain 

to me", 46.4 
ygtzr "it will be cut off", 47.22 
ygzr "he will be cut", 47.46 
yhybw "they were delivered, 

given", 47.46 
yhz' "he sees", 40.23 
*yidd *"he shall pay blood money", 

47.9 
yiktub "he writes", 38.15 
yiladī "give birth!", 43.6 
yilbaš "he dresses", 38.15 
yiqrib "he comes near", 38.15 
yištammd'ūn "they will obey", 

47.25 
yqtlnh "he shall kill him", 46.4 
yqh "he takes", 43.10 
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yrwh, yrwy "let it be sated", 22.9; 
43.15 

ysq "he goes up", 43.10 
yt "accusative" marker, 36.31; 

52.10 
ytšm' "it will be heard", 47.20,23-

24 
yymr "he will speak", 45.12 
z "which", "of", 36.52 
z\zh "this", 36.39 
Za-bi-i-ni "bought", "redeemed", 

42.14 

zt "this" (fem.), 36.52,54 
zeqlā "palm-tree", 27.30 
zamā "blood", 27.30 
zi "which", "of", 36.52; 57.2,6 
zil "go!", 43.10 
zlih-lia " I cleaned", 42.20 
znh "this", 36.39 
zrw' "seed!", 45.10 
zūh "to go away", "to remove", 

35.14 
zy "which", "of", 36.52; 57.2,6 
zy ly "of mine", 57.19 

ARGOBBA 

alia "he is", 36.33 
ank "you (sing.)", 36.6,9 
ankum "you (plur.)", 36.9 
asmellâsa "he let (somebody) answer", 

47.9 
awre "wild animal", 63.4 
ay " I " , 36.14 
bdratta "he became strong", 47.39; 

63.4 
bedaè "houses", 37.17 
bedu "the house", 32.28 
dan "thigh", 30.11 
ddrrdsd "he found", "he met", 45.9 
andd "such as", "according to", 48.22 
-(a)nna "and", 49.1 
anna *"these", 36.9 
annankum "you" (plur.), 36.9 
annekkdsa "he was bitten", 47.32 
fayydl "goat", 30.10 
hansia "donkey", 30.10 

hattara "he fenced in", 13.12 
hawaw "snake", 77.9 
kdrsa/u "her / his belly", 36.12 
kassa/u "she", "he", 36.12 
lef "on", 77.15 
-n "anà", 49.1 
qand "horn", 77.7 
qdrš "piaster", 65.4 
qurd "crow", "raven", 30.10 
sddddba "he offended", 47.53 
tà- "from", " in" , "with", 48.18 
tef "under", 77.15 
tamma- "be thirsty", 73.12 
wdsfe "awl", 23.5 
wašša "cellar", 48.19 
wàyaš "or", 49.4 
waft "inside", 77.15 
wof "bird", 77.11 
yd- "of", 36.31,55; 48.6 
yannekkdsdl "he will be bitten", 47.32 
zhlftdhh "nine", 35.14 

ASSYRO-BABYLONIAN 
LATE BABYLONIAN, OLD AKKADIAN 

The mimation is not indicated; EA is the marker of Canaanisms in the 
Amarna correspondence. 

ā "not", 54.6 Abba "Father" (DN), 32.6 
A-a-bi "where is my father?", 47.11 abbū "fathers", 37.25 
A-ba-ll "11 / God is (the) father", abbūtu "fatherhood", "paternity", 

32.11; 33.6 28.4; 64.1 
abātu "to perish", 70.8 A-biA-ì-lí "my god is my father", 33.6 
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abu "father", 64.,1 
abullu "city gate", 57.15; 65.3 
A-bu-na "our father", 56.23 
adāru "to fear", 67.9 
adi, adīna, adīni "up to", "until", 

55.31; 48X1 \ 58.11 
adi mati "until when?", "how 

long?", 47.17 
adum "up to", "until", 48.17 
agd, agdtu "this", "these", 56.35 
agana "well!", 50.4 
agannētu, agannūtu "these", 36.35 
agāšu "that", 36.35 
ahāru "to be behind", 79.24; 48.18 
aharrum "later", 47.3 
ahāzu "to seize", 79.6 
ahlāmu "boys", "lads", 37.26 
ahhū "brothers", 37.25 
ahulāp "woe!", 50.4 
A-hu-na "our brother", 36.23 
ahuzzatu "marriage", 29.12 
a it-ti-in "may he not give", 22.5 
akdlu "to eat", 45.2-3 
alāku "to go", 45.2 
a-la-ni-i-ka, a-la-nu-ú "your cities", 

"cities", 37.12 
āliku "going", "envoy", 29.7 
alkakātu "ways", 37.25 
alia, alii, allū (EA) "behold", 49.8 
allū "that", 36.33-34 
almānu "widower", 34.5 
al-Na-šuh "Nusku", 77.4 
dlu "city", 30.6 
amdru "to see", 63.2 
amēlūtu "mankind", 37.16 
am-mar-kar-ra "accountant", 63.11 
ammiu "that", 36.33-34 
an(a) "to", 35.31; 39.7; 48.4,6-7; 

52.11; 53.2 
a-na-kuv a-na-ku-ú " I " , 36.6; 55.3 
anamziq " I am angry", 23.7 
ana ša "as soon as", 58.14 
anna "yes", 50.4; 60.2 
annabu "hare", 29.16 
annīkī'am "here", 47.7 
annitān "this and that", 36.34 
anniu, annū "this", 79.9; 36.33-35 
an-nu(-ú) (EA) "behold", "yes", 49.6 

ansabtu "ear-ring", "ring", 29.16 
a-nu-ki (EA) " I " , 36.6 
a-nu(-ú) (EA) "behold", "yes", 49.6 
A-pil-ki-in "the heir is firm", 32.10 
aqtirib " I approached", 27.7 
arammu "wharf", "ramp", 29.12 
Arba-ill "Irbil", 67.15 
arhiš "with speed", "quickly", 

48.10 
dribu "crow", "raven", 30.10 
arkāniš, arkiš "back", "later", 47.5 
Ar-pa-a-a "Arab", 77.4 
arrakūtu "long" (plur.), 37.25 
am "eagle", 63.4 
arwiyu "gazelle", 63.4 
ašar "place of", "where", 28.17; 

36.56; 57.5 
aš-ku-un-nu " I assigned", 38.13 
ašrānu "there", 47.7 
ašša "as soon as", 58.14 
aššu(mi) "because", 28.18; 58.16 
astammar " I praise continuously", 

47.33 
aš-tá-na-pá-ra " I send continu

ously", 41.33 
attanūni "you" (plur.), 36.5 
attina " I gave away", 39.7 
attu a "mine", 36.31 
atrudakkuššu " I sent it to you", 

36.27 
attarad " I sent", 27.4 
a-wi-li-e "men", 37.11 
awīlu "citizen", 21.10; 63.5 
awū "to speak", 63.5 
ay "not", 47.9,11 
ayaprus "may I not release", 54.6 
ayiprus "may he not separate", 

38.2; 54.6 
ayya, ayyān "where?", "which?", 

36.59; 47.10,12 
ayydbu "enemy", 22.5 
ayyakam "where?", 47.7 
ayyāmi (EA) '' where ? ", 36.5 9 
aznu "ear", 27.10 
azzu "fierce", 79.5; 57.1 
Bāb-ilī "Babylon", 67.15 
bābu, bābāni, bābāti "gate", "gates", 

37.14 
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bakkarl "young camels", 37.25 
bakū "to cry", "to weep", 62.2 
baluhhu "galbanum", 29.12 
balum "without", 32.18; 47.14 
banāyu "to build", 44.2 
ba-ni-ti (EA) " I built", 40.6 
banū "to build", 39.14,16; 44.2 
baqāmu, baqānu "to pull away", 

77.7 
Ba-ra-ki-ìl "God has blessed", 63.2 
baimu "serpent", 29.6 
bašū "to be present", 49.23 
be-el-ti-i-a "of my mistress", 36.18 
Bé-il-ba-rak-ki "Baal has blessed", 

40.3 
bēlān, bēlln "two masters", 37.3 
be-li "my lord", 21.7 
bēltu "lady", 30.3 
bēlān, bēltln "two mistresses", 37.3 
bēt "house of", "where", 28.17; 

36.56; 57.5 
biblu, biblāni, biblāti "gift", "gifts", 

37.14 
bīranātu "strongholds", 37.10 
birbirrū "glare", 37.21 
birtu "stronghold", 63.4 
bit ālì "town-hall", 66.5 
bi-'-ti "daughter", 23.10 
bi-ti-e "houses", 37.11 
bit Hi "temple", 66.5 
bit sa-pi-na-a-tú "ship-yard", 64.5 
bltu "house", 22.5 
burāšu "juniper", 65.5 
da-a-an "(he) is strong", 44.14 
da-ak (EA) "he killed", 40.3 
da-an-nu "(they) are strong", 44.14 
daanu "might", 77.2 
damiq "he is good", 77.8; 38.3; 

42.14 
dammaqūtu "good" (plur.), 37.25 
damqa (EA) "is good", 40.3 
damqu "good", 37.25 
dan "he is strong", 44.11,14 
dandnu "might", 77.2 
dandnu "to be strong", 44.10 
da-ni-ii "strongly", 32.17 
dannu, dannūtu "strong", "power

ful", 29.48 

daqqaqūtu "fine" (plur.), 37.25 
dam "to live", "to last", 43.23 
dayydn kittim "a just judge", 57.17 
dēq "he is good", 77.8 
dibbē "words", 23.9 
din "give! ",43.5 
dubbā, dubbl "speak!" (plur., fem. 

sing.), 27.5; 44.11 
dubub "speak!" (masc. sing.), 44.11 
Dūr-Kurigalzu "Aqarquf", 67.14 
Dūr-Šarrukēn "Khorsabad", 67.14 
dumqu "goodness", 37.25 
ē "not", 47.9,11; 54.6,9 
Ea-ra-bi "Ea is great", 33.5 
E-eb-la-a- "Ebla", 22.3 
e-ez-zi-ib-ka " I shall dismiss you", 

38.6 
ebbarūtu "friends", 37.25 
e-eb-el "he became master", 45.5 
e-hi-il-tum "debt", 79.9 
Ekallāte "Ekallatu", 27.28 
ekurm "temple", 65.3 
Ela "God" (DN), 32.6 
eleppu "ship", 37.15 
eli "over", "above", 48.15 
eliš "above", 47.5 
elmeŠu "precious stone", 23.8 
emām "donkey", 63.3 
emēdu "to lean", 45.3 
emūqattam "violently", 47.4 
eniq "suck! ",43.6 
en-ma "behold", 49.6; 50.4; 60.2 
En-num-i-li "by the grace of my 

god", 32.3,18 
ēnu "eye", 27.10; 22.5 
enūma "when", 58.9 
epinnu "plough", 37.15 
epru "dust", 79.10 
eqlu "field", 37.15 
e-ra-si-iš "for tilling", 48.10 
erbē "forty", 35.18 
erbēšēri "fourteenth", 35.29 
erēbu "to enter", 27.10; 45.3 
errēt ill "the curses of the gods", 

57.11 
ersetu "earth", 30.2 
em "eagle", 63.4 
esādu, esēdu "to reap", 79.10 
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-ešl-iš "to", "with", "for", 32.16; 
36.15 

ešrā(t) "twenty", 35.18 
êsrū "twentieth", 35.29 
Eštar-ra-bí-at 'Tshtar is great", 33.5 
ewū "to be", "to become", 79.10; 

43.22 
gallābu "barber", 29.11 
gamāru "to achieve", 47.2 
gamru "expenditure", 27.10 
gana "well!", 50.4 
gimāhu "grave", 63.9 
gimru "expenditure", 27.10 
girru "road", "march", 30.1 
gitmālu "perfect", 29.32 
gittu "document", 65.3 
gulgull(at)u "skull", 29.13 
gummuru "to achieve", 47.2 
gursidakku "flour basket", 29.12 
ha-an-ni-e "this", 79.9 
hakdmu "to understand", 79.11 
hal-liq "is fugitive", "has escaped", 
" 38.10 
Halmdn "Aleppo", 77.6 
haluppu "oak", 29.12 
hamāšiyu "fifth", 35.27 
ha-ma-ti "she is confident", 40A 
hamiššerit "fifteen", 35.17 
hamištu "five", 30.3 
hamšišu "(for) the fifth time", "five 

times", 35.31 
hamsu "five", 30.3 
ha-mu-du (EA) "desired", 42.14 
handmu "to grow rich", 79.11 
hanāšu "to bow", "to bend", 78.5; 

79.11 
hannabātu "voluptuous" (plur.), 37.25 
hanniu "this", 36.33 
hapdm "to dig", 79.9 
hanšā "fifty", 35.18 
harau "to empty", 79.6 
hasslnu "axe", 29.11 
hem "to empty", 79.6 
hiblātu, hiblētu "damage", 27.9 
hi-ih-bi-e (EA) "he has hidden", 
" 47.11 
hi-na-ia (EA) "my eyes", 32.33 
hulmittu "a reptile", 23.8 

hultimmu "snout", 47.42 
huluqqd'u "destruction", 29.51 
Humbaba "Humbaba", 77.9 
hunzu "a fifth", 35.30 
hurāsu "gold", 65.6 
huttimmu "snout", 47.42 
Huwawa "Humbaba", 77.9 
/ deprecative particle, 54.6 
ia-aq-bi (EA) "may he speak", 

39.14 
i-be-al, i-bé-el "he is master", "he 

rules", 45.5 
i-be-lu "(who) became master", 

45.5 
I-bi-i-lum "God has named", 32.3 
ib-har "he choosed", 45.8 
idāti "hands", 37.14 
iddin "he gave", 27.3; 38.4 
īde "he knows", 22.13 
Idiglateš "into the Tigris", 32.17 
I-din-Eš4-tár "Ishtar has given", 

50.25 
idu, idū "hand", "hands", 37.14 
I-dum-be-U "by the hand of my 

lord", 32.18 
I-ib-la-a "Ebla", 22.3 
i-ig-mu-ur "he conquered", 75.16; 

40.19 
i-ik-ka-al "he eats", 45.4 
i-ik-mi "he captured", 75.16; 22.14; 

40.19 
i-im-mi-id "he leans", 45.4 
i-ir-ru-ub "he enters", 45.4 
i-iš-e "he searched", 22.14 
i-ìš-qú-ul "he weighed out", 22.14 
ikān "he is true", 44.5 
ikis "cut!", 43.5 
ikkaru "peasant", 37.15 
ikribu "prayer", 27.17; 29.16 
Ik-se-nu-nu "Xenon" (PN), 27.17 
ikūn(u) "he was true", 43.9; 44.5 
ikunnu "they are true", 44.5,14 
ikūnū "they were true", 44.5,14 
ikūwan "he is true", 43.9 
Hani "gods", "God", "divinity", 

37.12; 50.24 
ilaqqēšunūti "he will take them", 

38.6 
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ìl-ba-na "God is beautiful", 40.3 
i-le-qa-aš-šu-nu-ti "he will take 

them", 38.6 
itt "my god!", 50.3 
ilkamma "he came here", 24.2 
ilku "they went", 25.5 
illikam(ma) "he came here", 24.2; 

39.1 
ilmad "he learned", 38.3,15; 41.2 
ìl-pa-rak-ka "God has blessed", 

77.4 
ilte, iltu "from", "since", "with", 

48.18 
ilteqe "he took", 27.5 
Ilū-da-nu "the gods are powerful", 

33.5 
1-lu-Me-er "Ilu-Mēr", 77.8 
ì-lum-i-bí "God has named", 32.3 
i-ma-ar-ru-šu "he will see i t" , 38.13 
dm-ba-rak-ka "Hadad has blessed", 

40.3 
imdu "support", 48.22 
imhuranna "may he receive", 39.10 
imittam "right", 47.2 
imittu "right hand", 30.2 
im-lik "he became king", 45.8 
immati "when?", "until when?", 

47.17 
imtahsā "they fought with each 

other", 38.4; 47.22 
imtathas "he is fighting over and 

over again", 47.35 
i-mu-ud "he propped", 45.8 
in(a) " in", 36.24; 48.4-5,7 
in(a) mati "when?", "until when?", 

47.17 
inanandin "he gives", 23.7 
inassar, inassur "he guards", 70.9 
in(a) ami "when", 49.15; 52.6; 

58.14 
indu "support", 48.22 
innadū "was given up", 36.23 
in-ne-du-ú "was given up", 36.23 
insabtu "ear-ring", "ring", 29.16 
intathassu "(when) he was fighting 

over and over again", 47.35 
i-nu (EA) "wine", 27.9 
Inu "eye", 27.10 

īnu "when", 58.9 
inūma "when", 58.9,14 
inūmi "when", 47.35; 49.15; 58.14 
ipqid "he delegated", 47.2 
iprus "he separated", 47.2 
ip-te "he opened", 27.7 
ipteru "ransom", 29.16 
iqīš "he offered", 43.9 
iqīyaš "he offers", 43.9 
iqrab, iqrib "he came near", 38.15-

16; 47.2 
i-ra-ab-bi "he becomes great", 

43.12 
i-rak-ka-si "he ties ",27.11 
ir-am "he thundered", 45.18 
irpud "he ran", 38.15 
Ir-ra-na-da "lira is exalted", 32.11 
islam, islim "he made peace", 70.6; 

38.16 
isseqe "he took", 27.5 
issi, issu "from", "since", "with", 

"after", 75.2; 48.18; 58.10 
issi bēt "since", 58.10 
issi mar "since", 58.10 
issu "foundation", 75.2 
I-su-a-hu "there is a brother", 49.23 
7-SM-DINGIR "there is a god", 49.23 
isbassu "he seized him", 46.2 
isbatanni "he seized me", 40.3; 
' 46.2 

isbatūninni "they seized me", 46.2 
iš, -iš "to", "with", "near", "for", 

32.17; 48.1,4; 49.1; 53.2 
išaal "he asks", 43.9 
išāl "he asked", 43.9 
isātu "fire", 37.20 
išdihu "profit", 29.16 
išdu "foundation", 75.2 
iškunanna "may he place", 39.10 
iS-má, iš-me "he heard", 79.5; 45.6 
išši'akku "city ruler", 29.12,51 
iššū, iššī "he is", "she is", 49.23 
iš-teA "from", "since", "with", 48.18 
iš-te-nem-mu " I am always heed

ing", 47.33 
istenseret "eleven", 29.55 
ištēn/īn/ān "one", 35.3,5,31 
ištiāt "one" (fem.), 35.3 
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ištinā' "one by one", 35.33 
ištiššu "once", 35.31 
iStiyū "first", 35.24 
iš-tu(m) "from", "since", "with", 

"after", 75.2; 27.7; 48.18; 58.10 
išū "to have", 49.23,25 
i-šu-ú (EA) "he is", 49.23 
itta- (EA) "with", 48.18 
itte, itti, ittu "from", "since", 

"with", 48.18 
iu-se-bi-la (EA) "he has sent", 75.2 
iú-ša-ru (EA) "they are despatched", 

47.43 
i-za-ku-(-wd) "he becomes pure", 

"he will be cleared", 43.12 
iz-ra-' "he sowed", 45.8 
kā "thus", 49.9 
ka-a-nu "to be stable", 27.4 
ka-aš-da-ki "you reach", 40.5 
kabātu "to be heavy", 70.8 
kakkaru "round disk", "round loaf", 

27.3 
kalbu, kalbatu "dog", "bitch", 

27.10; 29.5; 37.10-11 
Kaldaya "Chaldaean", 76.4 
kalmatu "parasite", "louse", 77.7 
kdm "thus", 49.9 
Ka-[ma-]as-hal-ta-a "Kamosh-'aśā", 

76.3 
kanâšu "to bow", "to bend", 78.5; 

79.11 
kangu, kanku "sealed", 27.7 
kardnu "vineyard", 32.10 
kdru "quay", 67.19 
karūbu "blessed", 29.8 
kasap Id kanlkim "silver without 

guaranty", 57.24 
kayydnu "stable", "permanent", 

44.13 
kêm "thus", 49.9 
kl "as", "when", "that", 47.35; 

58.2; 60.1; 67.1,8 
ki'ām "thus", 49.9 
kilallān/ūn, kilaltān/ttān "two", 35.4 
kīma "as", "when", "like", 48.11; 

58.2; 60.1 
kimahhu "tomb", "grave", 78.5; 

63̂ 9 

ki-rí-šum "to the orchard", 32.19 
kīru "oven", 28.9 
kulbdbu "ant", 29.14 
kulda "come here!", 75.2 
kulkā, kumkā, kunkd "seal!",. 77.4; 

36.5 
ku-na (EA) "be ready!", 40.14 
kunukku "seal", 29.12 
kussī'u "throne", 29.51 
kušda "come here!", 75.2 
la "at", "from", 48.7 
Id "not", 47.8; 54.6,9 
la'āmu "to consume", "to taste", 

63.3 
Labba "Lion" (DN), 32.6 
labāšu "to be clothed", 47.8 
la ellti "at the upper end", 48.7 
lāma "not yet", "before", "lest", 

58.3-4 
lamddu "to learn", 28.8 
la-mar-sú-[u]m "guardian she-angel", 

23.9 
lāmi (EA) "before", "lest", 47.33; 

58.3 
lamid "he is learned", 38.3 
lamsatu "fly", 77.4 
la pan "from the presence", 48.7 
la qātē "from the hands", 48.7 
laqlaqqu "stork", 77.5 
la šapliti "at the lower end", 48.7 
laššu "he is not", 49.23 
lemnu "bad", 34.5 
li-ba-lu-ut-ni (EA) "may he give me 

life", 40.18 
libbdtu "heartstirings", "anger", 30.7 
libbu "(in the) heart (of)", "within", 

30.7; 32.18 
Li-da-at-Gi "the progeny is firm", 

32.10 
lidl "give birth! ",43.6 
li-im "thousand", 35.21 
lillika{m) "may he come", "reach 

me", 27.5; 32.5 
li-na-as-sdr (EA) "may he protect", 

40.18' 
li-na-su-ru-su "may they protect 

him", 40.18 
liprus "may he separate", 38.2; 54.6 
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li-qi-bu-ni "may they speak", 27.11 
lū (EA) "when", "since", 67.8 
la "see", "behold", 49.7; 54.7 
Luhuti "Luġat", 77.4 
lū ìā "not", 47.9; 54.6 
luprus "may I separate", 38.2; 54.6 
lū îuddanūna "may they be given", 

47.43 
lū tuwaŠšarūna "may they be 

despatched", 47.43 
lu-ú precative particle, 40.21 
-ma enclitic, "and", 49.1,8; 53.4; 

55.7 
ma-a-al-tum "height", "step", 29.21 
ma-a-at "hundred", 35.20 
ma-ah-ha-du "city", 29.21 
Ma-an-ba-lum-ADa-gan "who (does 

exist) without Dagan?", 47.14 
ma-a-ni "who", 25.5 
ma-an-na (EA) "what", 36.58 
ma-at-ni-a (EA) "supply", 32.23 
mahāru "to equalize in value", "to 

receive", 78.5; 79.6; 63.9 
ma-hi-ir "receiver", "has received", 

34.4; 38.10 
māhis '' striking ", 42.14 
mahra "before", 47.2 
mah-ri-iš "in front of", "before", 

32.14; 47.5 
mahrū "former", "first", 35.24 
makāru "to deliver goods", "to 

sell", 29.29 
mala "as much as", "as many as", 

57.2 
malāhu "sailor", 65.2 
mamma, mamman, mammāna "who

ever", 36.61; 57.7 
man, mannu "who", 36.58; 57.7 
maqarrāt(e) "bales (of straw)", 27.28 
maqlū "burning", 29.25 
marāsu "to squash", 63.5 
ma-ra-su "is sick", "has fallen 

sick", 38.10 
māru, mar'u "son", 77.6; 63.8 
mārua "my sons", 50.3 
masennu "treasurer", 74.2 
māssu "his country", 33.3 
maŠau "to wipe away", 45.6 

maškanu "settlement", 29.21 
mat, mati "when?", 47.17 
mātu "country", 32.6 
me-at, me-et "hundred", 35.20 
mé-e-ma (EA) "water", 27.12 
mērānu "whelp", 29.38 
mer'u "son", 77.6 
me-sar "right", 22.5 
-mi enclitic, 49.8 
mi-at "hundred", 35.20 
mi-ia, mi-ia-ti (EA) "who?", 36.58 
mimma, minma "whatever", 36.61 
min, mlnu "what", 36.58 
minītu "measure", 48.12 
mišlu "half", 35.30 
mitalku "to consider", 42.7 
mitlik "take advice!", 47.22 
mitluku "to consider", 42.7 
muātu "to die", 2.16; 44.5 
murrū "to cut off", 35.3 
muslālu "midday", 29.23 
mūšabu "dwelling", 29.21 
mušahhinu "stove", 30.5 
mušpalu "depth", 29.23 
mūšu "night", 47.8 
mutu "man", 2.16; 28.7 
na-ap-ha-ri-su-nu "their total", 36.24 
na-aq-sa-pu (EA) "they are irri

t a t e d " ^ . ^ 
nabalkutu "to transgress", 47.17-18 
na-da-ni-iš "to give", 32.17 
nadānu "to give", 70.8 
nadāru "to be wild", 29.26 
nādinānu "seller", 29.39 
naharmumu "to decay", 47.42 
nāhiru "narwhal", 29.16 
Na(h)rīma/i (EA) "North Meso

potamia", 29.54 
nammaššū "beast", 67.4 
Nam-pi-gi "Manbiġ", 77.4 
namsatu "fly", 77.4 
nanduru "fearful", 29.26 
naparqudu "to fall backwards", 47.17 
napāšu "to blow", 47.17; 63.7 
napharu "total", "sum", 77.7; 

29.26; 36.24 
napištu "throat", "neck", "breath", 

30.2; 63.7 
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naplaqtu "battle-axe", 29.26 
naplis "look upon!", 47.19 
napqid "be entrusted!", 41.19 
narkabtu "chariot", 63.4 
narkabu "upper mill-stone", 63A 
nam "river", 30.5; 67.10 
nasīku, nasīkāni/āti "sheikh", 

"sheikhs", 37.14 
nasbutū "they hold each other fast", 

47.15 
našāpu "to breath", 2.16 
našarbutu "to carry by storm", 

47.42' 
nāš(ī) "holder", 27.10 
natîn "given", 42.14 
nawdru "to shine", 47.17 
nayāru "papyrus", 65.8 
nēmel "since", "because", 58.16 
neSakku " a priest" ,29.12 
nēšu "lion", 77.4 
niāru "papyrus", 65.8 
nibu "shellfish" (?), 29.16 
riinu, rilni "we", 36.8 
nisqu "a servant", 33.16 
nīšu "people", 37.38 
Nuhašše "Luġat", 77.4 
Nu-ri-a-na/nu "Nūriānu" (PN), 32.12 
Nušhu "Nusku" (DN), 77.10 
pagm "body", 36.28 
pāhātu "governor", 29.46 
pāna "earlier", 47.2 
pānānum{ma) "earlier", "formerly", 

47.3 
pānīu, pānū "former", "first", 35.24 
panua, panūwa "my face", 77.11 
pasāmu, pasānu "to hide", 77.7 
pe-'-ta "charcoal", 23.10 
pelludû, pilludu "cult", 11.4 
perhu "son", 65.3 
pitluhu "awful", 29.32 
pū "mouth", 28.6 
Pu-lu-zi-na/nu PN, 32.12 
pu-ru-su-tat-te-su "prostates", "chief", 

27.11 
qā "gauge", 28.6 
qd-a-ab-la-at ta-am-ti "the middle 

of the sea", 25.5 
qabāru "to bury", 27.10 

qadu "alongside", "as long as", 
58.11 

qa-la-a-ka "you are silent" (sing.), 
40.5 

qa-la-ku-nu "you are silent" (plur.), 
40.11 

qantuppi "stylus", 77.6 
qaqqadu "head", 29.13; 37.15; 

36.28; 64.5 
qaqqad kaspi "capital", 64.5 
qardbu "to approach", 27.10 
qarddu "to have recourse to vio

lence", 63.5 
qarbu "near", 10.9; 21.3 
qarndt ndli "horns of roebuck", 

30.6 
qartuppi "stylus", 77.6 
qarub "he is near", 38.3 
qaštu "bow", 67.15 
qātā(n), qātāti "hands", "shares", 

37.7 
qá-ti-ku-ni "(in) your hand", 36.24 
qātka imtahas "he has struck your 

hand", 38.4 
qattanu "very small", 29.11 
qdtu "hand", 75.8; 28.19; 36.24 
qebēru "to bury", 27.10 
qè-e-sí (EA) "summer", 27.12 
qerēbu "to approach", 27.10; 40.16 
qināzu "whip", 29.8 
qirbu, qurbu "near", 70.9; 27.3 
qu"ū "to expect", 47.2 
qurmbu "to bring near", 40.16 
quwwū "to expect", 47.2 
ra-bat "she is great", 43.12 
rab{l) "chief", 27.10 
ra-bi-(a-)at "she is great", 43.12 
rabidnu "for the forth time", 35.32 
ra-bi-e-et "she is great", 43.12 
ra-bi-ia^-ku " I am great", 43.12 
rābītu "a fourth", 35.30 
rabiu "great ",37.16 
rahābu "to be terrified", 79.9 
Ra-hi-a-nu "Radyān", 70.9 
rakābu "to ride", "to sail", 63.4 
ramanu "person", 36.28 
ramdnga, ramdnka "you yourself", 

27.7 
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raped "he is wide", 38.3 
rapaštu "wide" (fem.), 30.3 
rapšu "wide", 30.3 
Ra-qi-a-nu "Radyān", 70.9 
raqraqqu "stork", 77.5 
rašā'u, rašū "to acquire", 49.25 
rēmē'ū, rēmēnū "merciful", 77.2 
rēšāti " first fruits", 2 7.28; 30.4 
rigmu "voice", 27.19 
rittū 'a "in my fingers", 32.18 
rubua "four by four", 35.33 
Ru-ul-da-a-a-ú "Rudā" (DN), 76.8 
sālsēbi'atu "a seventh", 35.30 
sa-du-na "our mountain", 36.23 
sāhertu "witch", 65.8 
sà-ki-ni "prefect", 27.12 
sa-li-iš-tim "of the third (one)" 

(fem.), 35.8,26 
Samun- "Eshmun" (DN), 28.8 
samānē(šer) "eight(een)", 35.13,16 
sd-pu-wa-an "flexible (shoes)", 

77.12 
Sar-ri-iš-da-gal "rely upon the 

king! ",32.17 
sa-'-te "morning dawn", 23.10 
sebe, seba "seven", 35.12 
dSi-bi "Seven (planets?)", 35.12 
sikkūru "bolt", 29.11 
simmiltu " ladder ", 2 7.13 
Si-'-pa-rak-ka "The Moon-god has 

blessed" 40.3 
Su4-be-la, Su4-be-li "he is the / my 

lord", 33.6 
su-ki-ni (EA) "prefect", "gover

nor", 27.12; 32.33 
su-ru-uš "foundation", 73.2 
sabū "people", "workmen", 37.38 
sahāru "to be small", 79.6 
sahhārū "small" (plur.), 37.25 
sahru "small", 37.25 
sarpu "silver", 65.8 
sehēru "to be small", 79.6,1 
sehherūtu "small" (plur.), 37.25 
sí-īr-ti (EA) " I am besieged", 47.43 
subbu "wagon", 23.7 
suddū "to supply with food", 63.3 
suhartu "girl", 37.20 
suhru "the small ones", 37.25 

sumbu "wagon", 23.7 
suprānuššu "with his claws", 32.18 
surpu "silver", 65.8 
sú-ú-nu (EA) "small cattle", 32.23 
'ša "who", "what", "that", 57.6; 

60.3 
sa-a-a-il "he has asked", 44.5 
ša-('-)a-le "ask!", 19.9 
ša-ah-ri (EA) "gate", 76.2 
M-'-il "he has asked", 44.5 
šabāru "to break", 42.3 
šabbitu " staff", " sceptre", 23.9 
sa-be "seven", 35.12 
šādiš(tu) "sixth" (fem.), 35.26 
šadū "mountain", 32.10 
šagapūru "very strong", 29.33 
šakan "governor", "official", 27.19; 

65.3 
šakānu "to appoint", 65.2 
šakkanakku "viceroy", 65.2 
šakkūru "drunkard", 29.11 
šaknu "governor", "official", 27.19; 

65.3 
šalāšiyu "third", 35.27 
salbabu, šalbubu "very violent", 

34.6 
šālištu "a third", 35.30 
salšiānu "for the third time", 35.32 
šalšu "third", 35.26 
ša-ma-né "eight", 35.13 
šamaš "sun(-god)", 77.8 
ša-me-ma (EA) "heaven", 76.2; 

27.12; 32.23 
šamnu "o i l" , 30.7 
ša-mu-ma (EA) "heaven", 76.2; 

32.23 
šanānu "to come up with", 48.20 
šaniānu "for the second time", 

35.32 
šanūdu- "celebrated", "famous", 34.6 
ša-pár (EA) "he sent", 40,3 
šapāru "to send", 42.3 
šapattu "full moon", 70.8 
ša-qu-u "to drink", 27.4 
sarrānu "kings", 37.12 
šarraqānu "thief", 29.39 
sarratu "queen", 29.47; 30.3; 33.19 
sarru "king", 29.47; 33.19 
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šarrūtu "kingship", 21.5; 29 AS; 
30.1; 31.16 

šar tašimtim "an intelligent king", 
51.17 

sdt "the one", "who", "what", 36.49 
sa-te-e (EA) "field", 76.2 
šebēru "to break", 27.10; 42.3 
še-eb-i "seven", 55.12 
še-e-mi-šu "his hearing", 25.3 
Se-er-ba-rak-ki "The Moon-god has 

blessed", 403 
šemū "to hear", 45.6 
šenā, šinā "two", 55.4 
šēpū 'a " at my feet", 52.18 
šerku "a quality of figs", 55.16 
šeššu "sixth", 55.26 
šībūtu "elders", 5.16 
sind' "two by two", 55.33 
šinepiātu, šinepātu "two-thirds", 
^ 35.30 

Sinnânu "toothed", 29.36 
ši'mu "price", 27.7 
šīt "she", 56.10 
šu, šū "this", "who", "that", 70.8; 

56.47,49; 59.7; 57.6 
subalkitu "to bring over", 47.18 
šubburu "broken into pieces", 42.16 
šūbil "send! ",22.13; 59.7 
subultu "present", 29.33 
šuharruru "to be dead-silent", 47.40 
šulmànu "greeting", "present", 

"bribe", 29.37 
šulmu "well-being", "peace", 70.5; 

29.5 
šulušā' "three by three", 55.33 
šumēlam "left", 47.2 
summa "if", 47.12; 49.11; 67.2,5,8 
šumma ... inūma " i f ... when", 

67.7,9 
šumma kl " i f ... when", 67.7,9 
šumma Id " i f not", 67.7,9 
šumma-man, šumman "if", 67.6 
šumma-min "if", 67.6 
šumma ... šumma "if ... i f , "whether 

... or", 67.3,9 
šumšu "his name", 65.4 
šumšū "to spend the night", 47.8 
šūmu "garlic", 52.10 

šuqammunu "to be dead-silent", 
47.40 

šurmīnu "cypress", 77.6 
šūru "ox", "bull", 65.5 
Šu-ru-uš-ki-in "the root is firm", 

52.10 
šūsū "thrown away", 42.16 
šūš "sixty", 55.18 
šūšur "is kept in order", 22.13 
šūt "he", "the one", "who", 

36.10,49 
šutābultu "interpretation", 29.33 
šūturu "very large", 34.6 
ta-ad-di-na "they both gave", 40.21 
ta-ah-ta-mu (EA) "under them", 

48.16 
ta-al-la-ak "she goes", 38.6 
ta-as-bu-ta5 "they both took posses

sion", 40.21 
Tá-din-Eš4-tdr "Ishtar has given", 

50.25 
takal "trust!", 47.19 
takbaru "fattened sheep", 29.28 
taksitu "large profit", 50.1 
ta-lak "she goes", 38.6 
tallaktu "going", 29.30 
talmldu "disciple", 29.29 
tamdhu "to seize", 78.5 
tamdku "to seize", 78.5 
tamhāru "battle", 29.30; 32.6 
tamkdru "supplier", "merchant", 

29.29; 32.10; 64.4 
tamldku "counsellor", 29.29 
tamšīlu "image", 29.30 
tanamdina "you give me", 23.7 
tananziq "you are angry", 23.7 
tantathas "you fight over and over 

again", 47.35 
tappd'u "partner", 29.51 
tapšahu "resting-place", 29.31 
Ta-ra-am-d\M "Adad loves", 50.25 
tarbdsu "fold", 29.31 
tarbū "pupil", 29.29 
targīgu "evil-doer", 29.29 
targumdnu "interpreter", 29.30 
tarmiktu "layerage", "soakage", 29.30 
tasbatīnni "you (fem.) seized me", 

46.2 
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taštanapparanni "you are writing to 
me over and over again", 47.35 

tatatlak "you go further and further 
away", 4135 

te-er-ru-ub "she enters", 38.6 
tešemma "you will hear", 25.5 
tidūkūna (EA) "they will k i l l" , 40.21 
tikal "trust!", 41.19 
tillu "h i l l " , 65.6 
tilqūna (EA) "they will take", 40.21 
timāliattam "yesterday", 47.4 
ti-mi-tu-na-nu (EA) "you (plur.) 

make us die", 56.23; 4 i . l l 
tisbutu "to grasp", 27.14 
tišā'iyu "ninth", 35.27 
tittassūna sābu "the troops continue 

to come forth", 47.33 
tizqāru "eminent", 27.14 
tuamu "twin", 29.29 
tu-sa-bat (EA) "(she) will be 

seized", 47.43 
tu-us-sa-ab "she will stay", 38.6 
tuppu "tablet", 30.7 
u- "ana", 49.1 
ū- "or", 49.4 
Ml "he brought", 22.13; 39.7 
ugāru "field", 63.5 
uhappi, uheppi "he struck", 27.9 
u-ki-in-nu " I gave strength", 38.13 
ul, ula "not", 38.13; 47.8; 54.6 
ullīkVam "there", 47.7 
ullū "that", 36.33-34 
ultu "from", "since", "with", "after", 

48.18; 58.10 
urn "when", "as soon as", 49.15; 

52.6; 57.5 
umām "by day", 47.2 
ūma u mūša "through day and 

night", 52. 6 
umīšam "daily", 32.19 
umma "behold", 49.6 
ummānu "army", 37.38 
ummatu "tribe", "people", 29.46 
ummìānu "master", 29.39 
ummu "mother", 27.10 
ūmu "day", 27.3; 22.5 
ú-na-sár "(he) will be protected", 

47.43 

unqu "signet ring", 30.5 
uqur "break", 43.5 
urkiš "back", "later", 47.5 
u-su-zi "he led on", 22.5 
usāru "court", 27.7 
ussabbit "he imprisoned", 27.4 
ussu "arrow", 27.10 
usur "watch!", 43.5 
ú-ša-ak-lí-il "he completed", 47.9 
ušalbiš "he clothed", 47.8 
ušallim "he made good", 73.2 
ušamqit "he caused to fall", 47.9 
uštābilakkum " I sent (it) to you", 

50.2 
uštallamū "they will be kept safe", 

47.25 
ustalpit "it was destroyed", 47.29 
ustamahhar "she makes herself 

equal to", 47.29 
ustatalpit "it crumbles more and 

more", 47.35 
uš-tá-za-kà-ar-si "he will swear on 

it", 47.29 
ušteteššer "it will be practicable on 

and on", 47.35 
uśtu "from", "since", "with", "after", 

27.7; 48.18; 58.10 
utetetti "it darkens more and more", 

4/'.'35 
u-ub-lam "he brought", 22.14 
u-ub-lu "they brought", 22.14 
u-ur-da-ni "it went down on me", 

22.14 
uznu "ear",-27.3,10-11 
wa- "and", 49.1 
wabalu "to bring", "to transport", 

77.12; 29.33 
wahāru "to be behind", 79.24; 

48.18 
waldāku " I am born", 43.7 
walid "he is born", 43.7 
waqru "precious", "excellent", 79.24 
warka "after (that)", "behind", 47.2; 

58.13 
warki "after (that)", 58.13 
warqu "yellow-green", 30.3 
waruqtu "yellow-green" (fem.), 30.3 
wasāmu "to be fit, skilled", 77.7 

http://4i.ll
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wēdu "alone", 35.3 
wurrū "to cut off", 35.3 
yānu "there is no 47.12; 52.8 
ye-nu, ye-ni (EA) "wine", 65.5 
yu-wa-ši-ru-na (EA) "(that) he 

should send", 39.8 
Za-bi-i-ni "Zabīn" (PN), 42.14 
za-ka-at "she is pure", 43.12 
za-ku-a-at "she is pure", 43.12 

zamâru "song", 37.28 
zāzu "to divide", 35.14 
zikkarū "men", 37.25 
zikru "mention", 27.19 
zittu "portion", "share", 35.14 
zu- "the (man) of", 36.47-49 
zu'āzu "to divide", 73.2; 35.14 
zuqaqīpu "scorpion", 29.14 

BANTU 

ba-ntu "men", 37.1 
fung-iš-a "to cause to shut", 7.2 
ho-lúl-âl-á "to be waiting", 39.7 
ho-6p-án-á "to be striking one 

another", 7.2 
hu-rút-âl-á "to be teaching for", 
" 39.7 
hu-rút-ís-á "to cause to teach", 7.2 

ka-ntu "little man", 37.1; 49.19 
mu-ntu "man", 37.1 
mu-rút-i "teacher", 7.2 
pat-an-iš-a "to unite", 47.14 
patiliz-an-a "to vex one another", 

7.2 
-tund- "teach", 77.7 
tu-ntu "little men", 37.1 

BEDJA 

akantib " I am writing", 38.5 
asa "five", 35.10 
atkehan "to be loved", 2.9 
atomān "to be shaved", 47.20 
b- demonstrative and pronominal 

prefix, 36.36 
dar "to cause carnage", 47.3 
dbil "to collect", 2.9; 47.2; 49.21 
dir "to kil l" , 2.9; 47.3 
-eb "into", "in", "concerning", 48.5 

fádig "four", 35.9 
fal,fil "to overflow", "to pour out", 

47.3 
ginqf, ginif "to kneel down", "to 

make kneel down", 47.3 
gumad "to be long", 2.9 
kdm, kam "dromedary" (sing., 

plur.), 30.10 
ka-taman " I am not eating", 54.2 

kātim "to arrive repeatedly", 47.3,6 
kehan "to love", 2.9 
kitim "to arrive", 47.3,6 
mdedar "to kill each other", 2.9 
nifi "to sigh", 43.11 
rimad, rimid "to avenge one's self", 

"to avenge", 47.3 
san "brother", 37.21; 35,24 
sikal, sikil "to be choking", 

"choke", 47.3 
sim "name", 63.13 
sugumdd "to lengthen", 2.9 
šibab, šibib "to see one's self", "to 

see", 47.3 
tamáni " I am eating", 54.2 
-wa "and", 49.1 
yarn, yam "water" (sing., plur.), 

63.5 
yisodir "he ordered to kill", 47.7 
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CHADIC 

amay (Dangla) "water", 63.5 
bēni (Mubi) "he built", 2.16 
binnáa (Mubi) "he is building", 

2.16 
cuwar (Bura) "elephant", 63.6 
iyam (Sukur) "water", 63.5 
kar- "dog", 77.1 
*IS- "tongue", 30.11 
náàsb (Migama) "to breath", 2.16 

ndàl (Margi) " to throw ",47.17 
ndàlnà (Margi) "to throw away", 

47.17 
ngun (Logone) "belly", 77.6; 37.12; 

44.5 
sin (East Chadic) "brother", 35.4 
sin (Migama) "brother", 2.16 
See also Hausa. 

COPTIC 

anan, anon "we", 36.8 mase "calf", 8.18 
ġinġor, ġinġor "talent (weight)", 23.7 nibe, nibi, nifi "to sigh", 43.11 
las "tongue", 77.4 wan, won "someone", 49.22 

EAST AND WEST CUSHITIC 

adda (Highland) "mother", 62.2 
bakál (Afar) "kid", 30.10 
bākik-o (Kafa) "cocks", 37.22 
bāk-o (Kafa) "cock", 37.22 
*dad ("Sam") "someone", 35.3 
dábel (Saho) "goat", 30.10 
axil, del ("Sam", Saho) "to give 

birth", 27.12; 47.15 
di (Highland) "not", 47.16 
dobbi-âéo (Highland) "lion", 63.13 
fit (Boni) "to comb", 39.7 
fil-o (Boni) "to comb one's self", 

39.7 
*gaisar ("Sam") "buffalo", 63.6 
gāl (Boni) "dromedary", 30.10 
gwidin (Highland) "rib", 30.11 
halám (Burji) "boy", 63.6 
-(i)d (Kafa) "for", "on", "towards", 

48.10 
imm- (Highland) "to give", 47.7 
immis- (Highland) "cause to give", 

47.7 
inte, intena (Walamo) "you" (plur.), 

36.9 
káàd (Boni) "to buy", 39.7 
kád-o (Boni) "to buy for one's 

self", 39.7 
*kal- ("Sam") "one", "alone", 35.4 
kan- (Omotic) "dog", 77.1 
kis- (Omotic) "hand", "arm", 75.8 
kor ("Sam") "camel bell", 63.6 
kor ("Sam") "to climb", 63.6 
kuc- (Omotic) "hand", "arm", 75.8 
loba- (Highland) "hippopotamus", 

30.10 
néfso (Boni) "to breath", 2.16 
-nna (Highland) "and", 49.1 
nu, nuna, nuni "we", 36.8 
ordes (Walamo) "to grow fat", 47.7 
ordiya (Walamo) "fat", 47.7 
qaro (Omotic) "horn", 30.11 
qura, ġura "crow", "raven", 30.10 
sande (Highland) "wheat", 77.7 
sin "thousand", 35.21 
šimir (Boni) "bird", 77.9 
tana, tani (Walamo) "me", " I " , 

36.3 
wazana (Saho) "heart", 30.11 
*waz "ear", 30.11 
wišš- (Highland) "dog", 47.34; 67.4 
yagis ("Sam") "he kills", 38.15 
yaham ("Sam") "he eats", 38.15 
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yamut ("Sam") "he dies", 58.15 See also Oromo, Rendille, Somali. 
zobbd- (Kambata) "lion", 50.10; 

65.13 

EGYPTIAN 

ibw "elephant", 30.10 
iby "lioness", /7.2 
'bw "purification", 45.7 
'ki, 'ky "Akko, Acre", 79.12; 29.54 
'nh "to live", 47.7 
db "hippopotamus", 50.10 
dbh "Tubihi", 72.1 
di "to give", 45.7 
diwt "a set of five", 55.6 
db' "finger", 2.5 
dr "Tyre", 75.7 
-/ "his", 77.15 
fdw "four", 55.9 
gdt "Gaza", 79.12 
hi "ho!", 49.10 
hrt(i) "you are content", 58.3 
hbdrt "stalk" (Canaanite), 67.3 
hki, hkiw "magic", "magician", 

29.4*1 
hki "to rule", 70.12 
hm, hmy "to steer", "steersman", 

29.41 
hmdrt "stalk" (Canaanite), 67.3 
hmt "craft", 29.44 
hmww "craftsman", 29.44 
hsw "singer", 29.44 
hši "to sing", 29.44 
hm "not to know", 2.2 
hmnw "eight", 35.13 
hps "strength", 35.10 
hni "to row", 29.20 
-i "me", "mine", 36.18 
iiw.t "old age", 29.46 
išhbwm "Rehob", 77.2 
lb "heart", 77.2 
ìbiifl "Yib(')al-pī" (Amorite), 79.7 
iki "souls", 37.24 
ikr "excellent", 79.24 
Im "in", 48.4-5 
In "to", "for", "by", 48.6 
ink 'T", 36.6; 49.20 

inn "we", 36.8 
ipn, Ipw "these", 37.24 
ir "(as) to", 48.4,6 
irp "wine", 2.2 
is(k) "as", "when", 48.4,10 
iśkin "Ashkelon", 2.4; 77.2 
išt "belongings", 48.18 
iyr "deer", 30.10 
-k "you", 36.19 
ki "thus", "so", 49.9 
ki, kiw "soul", "souls", 37.24 
kil "to think out", "to plan", 2.2 
kim "vineyard", 77.2 
kbn, kpn "Byblos", 2.4; 70.8 
krkr "talent" (weight), 27.3 
ktt "little one", 8.18 
kib "intestines", 77.2 
kdt "Gaza", 79.12 
m "who?", "which?", "what?", 

36.57 
m "not", 2.2 
m "in", "from", "if" 48.4-5; 67.2 
mixv.t "mother", 29.46 
mdw "ten", 35.20 
mhi.t "balance", 29.46 
mhnt "ferry-boat", 29.20 
mktr "tower", 65.8 
mktry "Magdali", 79.7; 22.3; 29.54 
mnht "clothing", 29.20 
mnw "halting place", 29.20 
mrht "fat", 29.20 
mrkbt "chariot", 65.8 
mś, mśi "child", "to give birth", 8.18 
n "to", "for", 48.6; 49.20; 57.23; 

63.5 
nbty "the Ombite", 29.41 
niy-s "hers", 49.20 
ngsgs "to overflow", 47.17 
ngś "Luġat", 17 A 
nhrn "North Mesopotamia", 29.54 
nhny "of Mn", 29.41 
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ns "tongue", /7.4; 30.11 
nšp "to breath", 2.16 
nt- base of independent pronouns, 

49.19 
ntk, ntt, nttn "you", 36.2,5 
ntr "god", 75.8 
-ny "of us two", 36.7,22 
ny itrw, n-yr "belonging to the 

Nile", 65.8 
pl-dl-3ś.t "whom Isis has given", 

27.28 
pn "this", 37.24 
pśdw "nine", 35.14 
p
  "this", 37.24; 50.9 
qdt "Gaza", 79.2 
r "(as) to", 48.4,6 
rh "to know", 2.2 
rht, rhty "to wash", "washerman", 
~ 29.41 

rm "for what (purpose)", 58.7 
rnpi "to recover one's strength", 43.23 
sdm-klt "you heard", 40.5 
s'dm-ti "she heard", 40.4 
sdm-tw-f "he was heard", 4 7.20 
sk "when", 48.4,10 
snb "to be healthy", 70.12 
srw "sheep", 30.10 
ś'nh "to make to life", "to nourish", 

47.7 

śfhw "seven", 35.12 
śìšw "six", 35.11 
śn(t) "brother", "sister", 2.16; 35.4 
śnwiy) "two", 35.4 
-śny "of them two", 36,7,22 
śrśw "six", 35.11 
św "he", 36.20 
śwt "he", 36.14 
śy "she", 36.20 
šmšwìplrîm "the sun is God's face" 

(Amorite PN), 22.3 
tw "is not", 47.8 
tw sdm-f "one heard it", 47.20 
-t "you", 75.8; 36.19 
-tny "of you two", 36.7,22 
twf.y "papyrus plant", 2.5 
~twt "you", 36.14 
w' "one", 35.3 
w'b "to be pure", 43.7 
wdi "to thrust", 43.7 
wdn "to be heavy", 70.12 
whr "dog", 30.10 
wnh "to clothe one's self", 29.20 
wn(n) "to be", 49.22 
wnš "wolf", 67.4 
wrh "to anoint", 29.20 
ybly "Ebla", 22.3; 29.54 

GAFAT 

ab "give! ",43.7 
abdlamwd "shepherd", 29.55 
qfārá "earth", "dust", 32.6 
ahora "he went", 43.7 
al- "not", 47.8 
alā "brother", 66.4 
dlamwa "cow", 29.55; 30.10 
alāttàma "he caused to happen", 

47.11 
aht "sister", 66.4 
and "he is", 36.33 
anàt(ti) " I " , 36.3 
anna, anna "those", "this" (masc), 

36.33-34 
annàz "those", 36.33 

ansdtd busd "girl", 30.8 
anMd "donkey", 30.10 
anta "you" (sing.), 36.9 
antum "you" (plur.), 36.9 
asdànābbàtà "he frightened", 47.9 
asra qamâāttà "eleven", 35.3; 36.28 
atkimmàrâ "he caused to pile up", 

47.5,14 
awre "wild animal", 63.4 
bàqlà "hundred", 35.20 
bàsárá "meat", 32.6 
bati "roof", 22.16 
ten "thigh", 30.11 
dabbdld "he repeated", 29.29; 49.21 
dâr(r)àsà "he met", 45.9 
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aġġáif) "one", 55.3 
alaê(éā) "two", 35.4 
-{a)mma "and", 49.1 
ammd "from", 48.12 
ammdġâtit "lady", 29.55 
dmwit "mother", 30.2 
dndā "such as", "according to", 

48.22 
anna, anna, dhhd "this" (fem.), 

"these", "this" (masc), 36.33-34 
dn(rí)aho, an(n)ahuš "here he is", 

36.33 
dnnantā "you" (sing.), 36.9 
dnnantum "you" (plur.), 36.9 
anndz(an) "these", 36.33,38 
dsquli "hung up", "suspended", 42.14 
-(a)š "the", 33.13,33 
dzz- "to have", "to seize", 49.25 
faġŠàlá "goat", 30.10 
gāddàrà "he is big", /7.5 
gâġġâ "house", 35.13; 63.10 
gâġġaš "your (fem.) house" 75.5 
gáġġaš "the house", 35.13 
gdllddd "he girded himself", 47.53 
gw6nd "rib", 30.11 
gw6rdbetd "neighbour", 29.55 
(h)ahttd "two", 35.4 
kimmdrd "he piled up", 47.5 
kitaé "children", 8.8 
kwara "sun", 63.6 
Idltdm "let me arrive", 40.30 
ma "from", 48.12 
mââà "when", 47.17 
manam "whoever", 36.61 
mand, manam "whatever", 36.61 
mdzāmmdryd "first", 35.24 
mossay "child", 8.18 
nābbárā "he had", 49.25 

qdndd "horn", 77.7 
qamddttd "one" (in "eleven"), 

35.3; 36.28 
qurd "crow", "raven", 30.10 
samat, samattd "week", 27.3 
sandd "wheat", 77.7 
-S "the", 33.13,33 
Si "thousand", 35.21 
tdbat bušá "boy", 30.8 
taââà "under", "below", 48.16 
tdddbdllam "he does not repeat" > 

"he is not", 47.8; 49.21 
tâdâr(r)āsā "he was found", 47.20 
tdkimmdrd "it was piled up", 47.14 
td...m "not", 47.8 
taqattala "it was burnt", 47.27 
tagàldi, tagdlġi "you gird yourself" 

(fem.), 75.5 
tt- "is", 49.19 
wabd "he gave", 43.7 
wdhor "to go", 43.7 
wašša "cellar", 48.19 
waššà "he wanted", 43.7 
way "or", 49.4 
wdt "he", 36.11 
yd- "of", "who", "that", "which", 

36.55 
yab "may he give", 43.7 
yddakam "may he speak", 38.7 
ydltdm "let him arrive", 40.28 
yadakkam "he speaks", 38.7 
yan- "to be", 49.22 
yassikkdm "he carries a burden", 

47.32 
yat "she", 36.11 
zdtdnnd "nine", 35.14 
zibbd "lion", 30.10; 65.13 

GE'EZ 

'abhart "seas", 37.31 
'abqdl " mules" ,37.31 
'adbdr "mountains", 27.19; 37.31 
'af "mouth", 30.11 
'ahgur "towns", 37.26,31 
'ahadu "one", 35.3 

'ahmalmala "it became green", 
47.37 

'ahrndr "boats", 63.3 
a'hqul "fields", 37.26,31 
'a'lāf 'ālāf "tens of thousands", 

35.22 
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'al-ba- "there is no(t)", 47.8 
'albās "dresses", 37.31 
'ammara "he made known", "he 

showed", 63.2 
'amsāl(āt) "proverbs ",31.9 
'anbābi "reader", 42.17 
anf "nose", 30.11 
'anfar'asa "he jumped", 41.IS 
'ansdrt "eagles", 3131 
'ansafsafa "it dripped", 47.38 
'aqtala "he caused to k i l l " , 47.11 
'arbat "four", 77.5 
'arsāhsdha "he sullied", 47.37 
'arwe "wild animal", 63.4 
'assassāli "expeller", 42.17 
'astamhara "he showed himself 

merciful", 47.29 
'ashdl "chalices", 37.31 
'ašgāri "fisherman", 42.17 
'aydug "ass", 29.9 
'ayte "where?", 47.7 
"aznāb "tails", 37.31 
'ādi "still more", 48.17 
'aqrab "scorpion", 27.13; 29.17; 

30.10 
'asawa "he closed", 43.20 
babaynāti- "between", 48.21 
badbada "he devastated", 47.38 
bahr "sea", 37.31 
bahrāwì "maritime", 29.44 
bakaya "he cried", 43.20-21; 62.2 
bakayka, bakeka " I cried", 43.20 
ba-lala "on", "upon", 48.24 
ba-mdset "in the evening", 52.6 
baql "mule", 37.31 
barakatiāi) "blessing(s)", 37.20; 

47.42 
bardada "he covered with stones", 

47.40 
bārdko(t) "to bless", 42.11 
bd'dsit "woman", 30.3 
dabr "mountain", 37.25,31 
dāgdm "second", 35.25 
danāgdl "girls", 37.31 
degana "he pursued", 47.5 
ddngdl "girl", 37.31 
dabsa "he was weak", 77.5 
dawasa "he was weak", 77.5 

'dd "hand", 35.30 
'dlf "ten thousand", 35.21,22 
'alia "who" (plur.), 36.55 
'dllū "these", 36.33 
'dm-, 'dmdnna "from", 48.12 
'dm, 'dmma " i f ' , 67.1 -2,11 
'dmāntu, 'dmuntu "they" (fem., masc.), 

36.11 
'dm-lala "on", "upon", 48.24 
'dn "no(t)", 47.12-13 
'dnbi, 'dnbdyā "no!", 47.13 
'dnda'i " I don't know", 47.13 
'dnka "behold", 49.6 
'dnta "who" (fem.), 36.55 
'dnza "since", 49.16 
'dska "up to", "until", 48.10,17 
'dsma "because", 58.16 
'dzn, 'dzan "ear", "ears", 37.31 

fannawka, fannoka " I sent", 43.20 
fassdmoif) "to complete", 42.11 
fdtlo "spinning", 29.50 
gabbār "workman", 29.11 
galbaba "he wrapped", 47.40 
gar, gdr "stone!", 43.6 
gaza "store-room", 63.10 
gwaddn "rib", 30.11 
hagar "town", 37.26,31 
hallo, *hallaw "he is", 36.33; 

49.22,24 
h't "he", 36.11 
hdyya "there", 47.7 
hmnt "they (masc.)", 36.11 
hadis "new", 37.15 
hamalmdl "green", 29.14 
hamama "he was i l l " , 43.10 
hamar "boat", 63.3 
hamma "he was i l l " , 44.11 
haqaya "he craunched", 43.21 
haql "field", 37.26,31 
haqwe "loins", 48.25 
harrasi "ploughman", 29.41; 42.17 
hasara "he fenced in", 73.12 
hd'sn "lap", 30.11 
hirut "goodness", 29.48 
hora "he went", 43.7 
hab(b)a "where", 57.5 
'i- "not", 47.8,11 
ka'awa "he spilled", 43.20-21 
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kā'db "second", 55.25 
kahandt "priests", 57.12 
kāld' "second", 55.25 
kama "as", "like", "so that", 

4S.11; 49.14; 59.6; 60.1 
kantu "gratuitously", 47.3 
kahadka "you denied", 45.17 
kaì'e(tuH) "two", 55.4 
krdstiyanāwi "Christian", 29.44 
la "to", "for", "of", 48.6; 57.23; 

52.11; 54.6 
la oka "he sent", 45.17 
lala "upon", "over", "above", 

48.15,24 
lalu "above", 52.18; 47.3 
ladi "give birth!", 45.6 
lahteha "he is loose", 47.38 
tebs "dress", 57.31 
liq, liqān(āt) "elder", "elders", 57.9 
ma'dra gaddm "wild honey", 57.17 
mahfad "tower", 29.21 
malak, mald'akt "messenger", "mes

sengers", 57.31 
malbas "dress", 29.22 
manna, mannu "who?" (fem., masc), 

56.58 
marir "bitter", 29.8 
masalat "she is alike", 38.3 
masih(ān) "Messiah(s)", 57.12 
māyiāt) " water(s) ",57.15 
md'dt' "hundred", 55.20,21 
mahra "he had pity", 45.17 
mant, manta "what?" (masc, fem.), 

56.58 
mdsdle "proverb", 57.9 
maseta "in the evening", 52.6 
mašrāq "east", 29.21 
na'asdt "youth", 29.47 
nabiro "having sat down", 42.12 
ndfaqi "unbeliever", 42.17 
nafs "soul", "spirit", 56.28; 65.7 
nafsa "he has blown", 65.7 
nagha "in the morning", 47.2 
nakasa "he bit", 27.12 
naqawa "he shouted", 45.20-21 
nasaka "he bit", 27.12 
nassdhna "we repented", 45.17 
nassaha "he repented", 45.17 

ndzazi "comforter", 42.17 
nafds "wind", 65.7 
nahab "bee", 50.10 
nahna "we", 56.8 
nasr "eagle", 57.31 
-nu interrogative, 54.5 
pardqlitos "Paraclete", 77.3 
qaddmit "beginning", 29.49 
qadimu "previously", 47.3 
qam "horn", 77.7 
qatala "he killed", 55.5 
qawwama "he set up", 45.9 
qadma "until", 58.11 
qadsdt "holiness", 29.47 
qandt "belt", 29.8 
qoma "he got up", 43.9 
qways, qwayds "shin", "shins", 57.31 
ra'as "head", 56.28 
rawwasi "runner", 29.41; 42.17 
rd 'aya "he saw", 45.20 
rdš'ān "growing old", 29.37 
sab' "man", 77.5 
sam'a "he heard", 44.2 
sam'o, etc. "he heard him", etc., 

46.6 
sanbat "Sabbath", 47.42 
sanbatdwi "Sabbatical", 29.44 
sansal "chain", 29.13 
soba "when", 67.11 
sor "ox", "bull", 65.5 
sddaq "just", 42.13 
sahdfi, sahaft "writer", "writers", 

57.31* 
sdhl "chalice", 57.31 
sam a "he was thirsty", 75.12 
sabdha "in the morning", 52.6 
tafanndwi "envoy", 42.17 
tafsdm "completing", 29.30 
tahta "under", 48.16 
tāhta "beneath", 47.2 
tdhteka "under you", 48.23 
talabsoit) "to dress", 42.11 
tamāsalū "they resembled each 

other", 47.27 
tanabba "he was read", 44.11 
taqaddasa "he was sanctified", 

47.25 
taqatla "he was killed", 47.24; 44.11 
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tasadda "he was expelled", 44.11 
tasālaqi "ridiculous ",42.17 
tasannana "he vied with some

body", 48.20 
tašayami "decided", 42.17 
tarappeza "table", 77.3 
taqqà "very", 47.2 
wafr "farmland", 67.16 
wahaba "he gave", 43.7 
war as "heir", 42.13 
way an "vineyard", 65.5 
wa'atu "he", 36.11 
wa'atomu "they" (masc), 36.11 
way a "he was burnt", 43.21 
wagar "stone!", 43.6 
wasāte, wast "interior", "inside", 

48.19 

wasta "in", "into", "to", 48.18,23 
wastetaya "to me", 48.23 
watan "begin!", 43.6 
yahabbar "he will join", 45.17 
yānaqqar "he will wonder", 47.11 
ya'ati "she", 36.11 
ya 'aton "they" (fem.), 36.11 
yabakki "he will cry", 43.20 
yalbas "may he dress", 38.15 
yanabbabu "they speak", 44.11 
yanabbu "they speak", 44.11 
yangar "may he speak", 38.15 
yassabbar "it is broken", 47.32 
ya'tu "may he go home", 43.20 
za- "who" (masc), 36.55; 57.19; 

57.6 
zanab "tail", 37.31 

GREEK 

The order of the Greek alphabet is followed. 

AfidaSovaapoc, "servant of Dusares", 
32.5 

Afldaynq "Abdalga", 77.2 
ApiXaa; "'Ab'ilaha'", 27.25 
âypoq "field", 63.5 
ACCawq "Ġazzay", 43.16 
'AKXCO "Acre", 23.1 
Apfipi "Omri", 77.9 
âpfìpoTOQ "immortal", 77.9 
Avvco "Hanno", 27.13 
'AaOrjp,'Aarrfp "Esther", 27.16 
AvaaXXaq "Awsallah", 27.24 
a<p.aeX afsal ("he abhorred"), 74.4 
páXaapov "balsam", 76.3 
fiavi "sons of", 27.25 
Bapaxm "Yahu has blessed", 63.2 
Beyá "Bedja", 2.9 
fcv "son", 27.25 
BiOia "House of the Spring", 

27.9,13 
BiXXoâco "cult", 77.4 
Bovyaeixoi "Bedja", 2.9 
fîpá0o "juniper", 65.5 
fiovXrj "Senate", 65.4 

fipodov "rose", 65.5 
fipoxoq "mortal", 77.9 
BuzvXXiov "House of El", 27.9 
yá£a "store-room", "treasure", 63.10 
yeââa ġiddan ("much"), 47.2 
rep- "devotee", 27.13 
roXyoBá "skull", 29.13 
rdpoppa "Gomorrah", 77.1 
eiKcbv "image", 63.10 
EXiovv "Most-High", 29.35,36 
èpyázr/q "worker", 32.1 
Eapouv "Eshmun", 28.8 
foTvoq "wine", 65.5 
*fopSo-,fpoSo- "rose", 65.5 
dépuoq "hot", 77.15 
IapflXixoQ "Iamblichus", 77.9 
Iapvia "Yabneh / Yavneh", 77.6 
iflcopd "through the cistern", 27.3 
haaai "Jesse", 67.4 
Ieaxcop "Yeshor", 27.25 
inniaxpoq "veterinary", 47.5 
Kaiaap "elephant", 63.6 
Kánr/Xoq "retailer", 63.10 
Kaput; "herald", 63.11 
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Kaaepeiv "castles", 65.10 
Kaoia "cassia", 65.6 
KeeiXoq "Kahīl", 27.24 
KB(pálawv "capital", 64.5 
Kfjpvd; "herald", 65.11 
KÍvxapeg "talents" (weights), 25.7 
Klipa "climate", "region", 65.10 
KXwfioq "cage", 28.10 
KOKXOQ "grave", 65.9 
Koaidrj "Qos recognized" (Qwsyd'), 

22,14; 27.10 
ku-ru-so "gold", 65.6 
Aá£apoq "Lazarus", 27.26 
XáppÌa "lām(ed)", 77.9 
AaoêÍKEia "Laodicea", 67.9,17 
Xífîavoq "incense", 65.6 
Xi/3avcox6q "incense", 65.6 
Xîq "lion", 77.4 
Xvxoo/u luhūm ("meat"), 74.4 
MàXiKSQ Berber tribes, 2.14 
Mai<pa "Maifa'at", 29.21 
MaoaxnXoq "Masak-'El", 22.4 
Mápiapa "Marib", 29.21 
MaxdaOiaq "Mattathias", 25.1 
Mavia "Mu'āwiy", 45.16 
MEXK-, MIXK- "king", 27.13 
pioyco " I mix", 65.7 
MoXaixoq "Mulaih", 27.24 
MOXBXV "Mulaiha", 27.24 
Mooaaoioq "Mu'āwiy", 45.16 
popxoq "mortal", 77.9 
Mood "Death", 27.9,13 
poppa "myrrh", 65.6 
MOJSOS "Modad", 22.11 
Napeooi "Nimshi", 67.4 
NeánoXiq "New town", 67.17 
Noxepoq "Notayru", 27.24 
<frjpov "dry stuff", 65.9 
OpaidaXXa "cAbdallah", 27.25 
o^ov "ear", 27.3 

Otepoq "'Ulaym", 27.24 
Oaedoq "'Awsad", 27.24 
OoapSa, OoapSnq "Warda", 65.5 
d<p9aXpoq "eye", 9.5 
naXXáS(eq) "tetradrachm(s)", 77.1 
naXXaxíq, náXXaâ,, náXXaq "young 

lady", 65.7 
navâoKéīov "inn", 63.10 
napáicXrjxoq "Paraclete", 77.3 
náaxo- "Easter", 63.9 
novSoxwv "inn", 63.10 
npocrzarnq "chief", 27.11 
IJxoXepai'q "Acre", 67.9 
IīxoXepaîoq "Ptolemy", 27.17 
nop "fire", 79.1 
Poaaooadoq "Radawat", 27.24 
Pom-, Poo- "Cape", 67.18 
oáKxap "sugar", 65.6 
oay[iS] sa'id ("it came up"), 74.4 
XapaxtjXoq "Samak-5E1", 22.4 
Zapy/ai "Šamšay", 77.9 
Zaoq "Šamaš", 77.8 
Záppa "Sara", 77.1 
oeuiy sami' ("he heard"), 74.4 
Emtpépa "Sipporah", 25.1 
ZoẀado(q) "Shabbat(ay)", 27.32 
Eo{o)p "Tyre", 73.7 
zabpoq "ox", "bull", 65.5 
xpáneCa "table" ,77.3 
TpinoXiq "Tripoli", 67.17 
Topoq "Tyre", 73.7 
(poīviK- "Phoenician", 2.15 
Xappâv "Harran", 77.1 
Xazzeaoq "Hattash", 23.7 
Xefiiyov šabi'ū ("they were sated"), 

74.4 
Xovf}( hubz ("bread"), 74.4 
Xpvooq "gold", 65.6 
Xoueia "fluid", 65.9 
coei "days", 27.3 

ad, at "one", 35.3 
addda, adda "paternal aunt", 
adde "mother", 62.2 
àdi " I " , 36.3 

GURAGE 

adot "mother", 43.5; 62.2 
62.2 dfuna "nose", 30.11 

âġ "hand", 43.5 
agar "foot", 43.5 
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akd, aku "you" (sing., plur. masc), 
~ 36.6,9 

akma "you" (plur. fem.), 36.9 
al- "not", 47.53; 47.8,12 
alá "there is", 36.33 
al-sàfàrā "he did not camp", 47.53 
àm "female", 30.8 
amànâgā "he escaped", 77.6 
dmar "donkey", 37.22; 63.3 
âmararà "donkeys", 37.22 
ammárâ "he believed", 77.6 
an- "not", 47.8,12 
ana "there is", 36.33; 49.24 
anqdlaqqālà "he made wander here 

and there", 47.18 
anqyd "back of body", "after", 

48.25 
agyâm "he craunched", 43.21 
àrâkdb " I find", 40.28 
drd~ "boy", 30.8 
ardst "female", 30.8 
àrkus "impure", 27.17 
āsok "thorn", 27.18 
ast, dst "female", 30.8 
atànà "first", 35.24 
atbāsàràm "he made (someone) 

cook", 47.14 
atgadddld "he helped to ki l l" , "he 

caused to kill one another", 47.14 
atkidddnd "he caused to cover / to 

be covered", 47.14 
at(t) "one", 35.3 
attdldnnd "first", 35.24 
atum "you" (plur.), 36.9 
atara "he fenced in", 73.12 
dwdn "donkey", 63.3 
awânàgà "he escaped", 77.6 
awre "wild animal", 63.4 
àyà " I " , 36.14 
bade "he cried", "he wept", 75.5 
bā.. far "on", "over", 48.25 
bak?am "he cried", 43.21 
baliq "adult", "old man", 63.9 
banàràm "he demolished", 47.36 
bāqdl, bàqdr "hundred", 35.20-21 
bariq "adult", "old man", 63.9 
bdsdr "meat", "flesh", 47.14 
bâššâ "he cried", 78.6 

bet "house(s)", 37.17 
betānā, bītānâ "he dispersed", 47.5 
bdnanàràm, bdnânarám "he went 

on demolishing", 47.36 
bdrdtd, bdrdtta "he became strong", 

63.4 
bdrtu "strong", 63.4 
V»dz "slave", 77.11 
ton "thigh", 30.11 
dulo, dulalo "baby", "babies", 

37.17,22 
dabâna dâmmàna "cloud", 77.6 
dàbbálâ, dàbbârà "he repeated", 

"he added", 77.2; 29.29; 49.21 
dām, dāw, "master", 77.6 
dânàgàm "he hit", 29.19 
ddp(p)drd "he added", 77.2 
ebâryàit) "so-and-so", 30.8 
end "there is not", 36.33 
dbab "snake", 43.5 
-{d)m "and", 49.1 
dmar "donkey", 63.3 
dmbab, dmbāb "snake", 77.9; 30.10 
dmmit "mother", 30.2 
dn "don't", 47.12 
dnbdrbdya "butterfly", 43.5 
anddt "mother", 43.5 
dngdr "foot", 43.5 
dnġ, dnġdddâ "hand", "hands", 

37.17; 43.5 
dnkràttàtà "he was bent", 47.18 
-dnna "and", 49.1 
dnnd, dnne "this", "these", 36.33 
dnqolo "roasted grain", 29.27 
dntdlfit "(kind of) hawk", 29.27 
drkus "impure", 27.17 
dya, dyya " I " , 36.14 
dnzdn, dzdn "ear", 43.5 
fdrdz "horse(s)", 37.17 
gdddrd "he is big", 77.5 
galbam, galbdma "he / she gal

loped", 40.15 
gamela{ld) "camel(s)", 37.17 
gamēra, gamera "camel", 77.5 
gdrdd "girl", 30.8 
gari "the house", 32.28 
gddadddld "he slaughtered", 47.36 
gdrd "misery", 23.9 
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godàrā "he is tall", 77.5 
gregdt "women of the same clan", 

30.8 
gudàrâ "he is tall", 77.5 
gurna, gumma "club", 25.10 
gun'dr, gunnan "head", 25.10 
gwdbbe, gwdbbabit "brothers)", 57.22 
g»ddin "rib", 50.11 
gydbbdtd "race", 56.7 
had "one", 55.3 
haġis "new", 29.11 
hida, huda "she", "he", 36.11 
hit, hut "she", "he", 56.11 
k»et "two", 55.4 
irda "carding bow", 25.9 
kabdzd "he lied", 27.12 
kadddnd "he covered", 41.14 
kdzdbd "he lied", 27.12 
kdtabdhhd "teacher", 29.51 
korda "water bottle", 25.9 
kutara, kut(t)dra "poultry", 50.8,10 
kwdm "he spilled", 45.21 
ham "thousand", 55.21 
Id- "for", "to", 56.55; 48.6 
Idsbdr "let me break", 40.30 
mddd "when", 47.17 
mdrkdb "boat", 65.4 
mdssē, mdzdssē "sieve", 27.15 
man, mar "whatever", 56.58 
mossa "calf", 8.18 
mwds{s)a "calf", 8.18 
-n "and", 49.1 
na- marker of plural, 29.27 
ndkdbdm "he found", 46.6 
ndkdsdm "he bit", 46.6 
ndkdwdnam "he found him", 46.6 
ndkwdsdnam "he bit him", 46.6 
ndqdrkum/kamam "you pulled out" 

(plur. masc, fem.), 40.11 
nàqârom, ndqdrdmam "they pulled 

out" (masc, fem.), 40.10 
ndqab "a great quantity of butter", 

29.27 
ndqwdm "he shouted", 45.21 
ndrd "he was", 49.25 
ndsbar "let me break", 40.30 
ndsdkkat "let me make", 40.28 
ndtdrdm "it melted", 29.19 

nazdm "it was heavy", 29.50 
ndzndr "heaviness", 29.50 
nab "bee", 50.10 
nab "charm", 77.6 
nakdš "bite!" (fem.), 40.14 
nakso, naksdma "he / she bit", 40.15 
nam, nam "charm", 77.6 
of "bird", 77.11 
ogalb "to gallop", 42.11 
qdn{n) "horn", 77.6 
qdpdrdm "he burried", 46.6 
qdpwdrdnam "he buried him", 46.6 
qdr "horn", 77.6 
qdre "he remained behind", 45.21 
qdrsi "piaster", 65.4 
qaraqdrdm "he mixed", 47.38 
qyann "buttocks", 50.11 
qolld "he roasted", 29.27 
quna, qura- "single", "alone", 

55.18; 56.28 
qurd/e/i "crow", "raven", 50.10 
qurar "basket", 24.5 
rdk(k)dsd "he was impure", 27.17 
sdbbdrd "he broke", 42.14 
sdffdrdm "he camped", 47.53 
sdffdram, sdffdrma "they measured" 

(masc, fem.), 40.10 
sdjfdrkamun/man "you measured" 

(plur. masc, fem.), 40.11 
sdffdrmunlman "they measured" 

(masc, fem.), 40.10 
sâffàrnà "we measured", 40.12 
samdm "he kissed", 47.36 
se'd "look for", "want", 43.7 
sabur "broken", 42.14 
sadsa, salsa "sixty", 23.8 
samamdm "he went on kissing", 47.36 
šà, šâ'â "look for", "want", 43.7 
ši "thousand", 35.21 
-t- "he is", "it is", 49.19 
td- "with", "and", 48.18; 49.1 
ta'aSd "under", 48.16 
tdbat "male", 30.8 
tdblalldqdm "he was joyful", 47.36 
tdggdrd "he cultivated the field for 

the first time", 63.5 
td.. .kdma "as soon as", 49.17 
tambuyd, tamuyd "orphan", 77.9 
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tànqâlaqqàlā "he wandered from 
place to place", 47.18 

tàrakàsom "they quarelled with one 
another", 47.20,27 

tat, tàt, tatà, tdtte "under", 48.16 
tāzibbārà "he returned" (intr.), 47.25 
td- "when", "while", 38.12; 40.30 
tdkkul "boiled in water", 42.16 
tanraWam "while I find", 40.30 
tdrâkboíbâma "you find" (masc, 

fem.), 40.29 
tasbdr "let her break", 40.28 
tisdbar " when he breaks ", 38.12 
tama- "be thirsty", 73.12 
tâpābà "it was narrow", 27.8 
'tdlfit "(kind of) hawk", 29.27 
tit "few", 78.8 
umar, umar "donkey", 63.3 
ūn "stone", 77.5 
urāba "hyena", 30.10 
wàdrāgya "hammer", 29.19,45 
waġi(ġo) "elder brother(s)", 37.17 
wàllàt, wdnndt "forked digging 

pick", 36.33 
wdntiya "filter", 29.19 
wàrabà, wárābà "hyena", 30.10 
wdsse "awl", 23.5 

wàšâkkat "to make", 42.11 
wašša "cellar", "cave", 48.19 
wàz "slave", 77.11 
we "or", 49.4 
war "male", 30.8 
wogalb "to gallop", 42.11 
wolla(lu) "neighbour(s)", 37.22 
yà- "of", "to", "who", 36.55; 48.6 
yà.. .e "to", "toward", 48.25 
yāsbār "let him break", 40.28 
yáskâr "let him be drunk", 40.28 
yan- "he is", "it is", 49.22 
yaràkbo/bàma "they find" (masc, 

fem.), 40.29 
yasdbar "(when) he breaks", 38.12 
yasàbru "he breaks", 38.12 
yassàdāb "he is offended", 47.32 
yatsdddb "he is offended", 47.32 
za "that", 36.32,43 
zak "that", 36.43 
zakit "this one", 30.8 
zdtdn "nine", 35.14 
za- "this", 36.32,41,43 
zi "this", 36.41 
zibbārâ "he returned" (trans.), 47.25 
zdtd "nine", 35.14 
zi'd "nine", 35.14 

HARARI 

ādāqa "he caused to fall", 43.8 
af "mouth", 30.11 
akāk "you" (sing.), 36.6,9 
àkákaé "you" (plur.), 36.9 
al- "not", 47.8 
alf "thousand", 35.21 
ārāda "he brought down", 43.8 
āsâda "he caused to take", 43.8 
azze, azzo "she", "he", 36.13,33 
bad "city", "country", 48.1 
azziyat "they", 36.13 
bdqld "hundred", 35.20 
-be " in", 48.1 
bêtâna "he dispersed" ,47.5 
ddbdla " he added ", 49.21 
gdddra "he became great", 77.5 
godára "he is tall", 77.5 

hal "there is", 36.33; 40.3; 49.24 
hamdi "praise", 48.1 
hētàra "he fenced in", 73.12 
'hubāb "snake", 77.9; 30.10 
int- "he is", "it is", 49.19 
kūd "liver", 77.5 
kum "thousand", 35.21 
kura "crow", "raven", 30.10 
-le "to", "for", 48.1 
limadot "to learn", 42.5 
-ma "and", 49.1 
ma£i "when", 47.17 
mdrkdb "boat", 63.4 
ndra "he was", 49.25 
nasbdr "let me break", 40.30 
qàbri "cemetery ", 27.16 
qàrši "piaster", 65.4 
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sâbri " endurance " ,27.16 
sinān "language", 27.12 
súbur "broken", 42.14 
t- "he is", "it is", 49.19 
tahay "under", 48.16 
tisābraš "you (fem.) break", 
urns "head", 27.18 
ustu "inside", 77.15 
wādàqa "he fell", 45.8 

wārāba "hyena", 50.10 
wàráda "he went down", 45.8 
wâsâda "he took", 43.8 
wdyi "hot", 45.21 
wûlâġi "give birth!", 75.5; 45.6 

27.27 yásbār "let him break", 40.28 
zdhtān "nine", 55.14 
zi "who", 56.55 

HAUSA 

azùrfā "silver", 65.8 
bāba "father", 62.2 
ci "he has eaten", 45.3 
dambe " struggle ",57.21 
fu'du "four", 55.9 
kas- "to kill", 29.20 
kofa "door", 57.22 
magana "ward", 57.22 
mákásáa "site of killing", 29.20 
mákáshíi "weapon", 29.20 
mákàshíi "killer", 29.20 
mèe "what?", 56.57 

mu "we", 56.1 
mutu "to die", 2.16 
mutum "man", 2.16; 28.1; 63.6 
nā-sa "his", 56.31 
su halbi, etc. "they have hunted", 

36.1 
súù-n-áa "name", 63.13 
iidda "six", 35.11 
tā-sa "his", 36.31 
tazo "she came", 2.16 
yazo "he came", 2.16 

HEBREW 

As a rule, the spirantization of b g d k p t is not taken into account. 

'ābad "he perished", 70.8 
abale "little father", 29.53 
'abbā " (my) father" ,28.13 
'ābot "fathers", 30.1 
'Abrām, 'Abraham "Abra(ha)m", 

28.13 
'ādām, 'ādān "man", "men", 77.7; 

27.30 
'âdamdām "reddish", 29.14 
'addīr "powerful", "mighty", 29.11; 

67.9 
'ahàbā "to love", 42.5 
'ahad "one", 35.3 
'a'har "after", 58.13 
'ahârē 'âšer "after (that)", 58.14 
'aheret "other" (fem.), 30.3 
'akzāb "deceitful", 34.5 

'akzār "cruel", 29.16; 34.5 
7 "to", "towards", 48.6 
'al "not", 47.9; 54.6 
'almān "widower", 34.5 
'âmāhot "handmaids", 37.19 
'āmar "he said", 63.2 
'āmar bd-libbo "he thought", 56.28; 

65.14 
amarkāl "accountant", 63.11 
'amartī " I said", 40.6 
anā " I " , 79.24 
'aril " I " , 56.5 
'ap "also", 49.2 
'âpar "meadow", 67.16 
'âromdmenhū " I will exalt him", 

46.3 
'aryē "lion", 77.13; 65.4 
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'user "who", "what", "which", 
36.51,56; 49.14; 57.2,5; 60.3 

'âšērā, 'âšērīm, 'âšērot "sanctuary", 
"sanctuaries", 37.13 

'âšer 'al-habbayit "mayor of the 
palace", 66.5 

'aškāl "grapes", 37.26 
'ašmoret "night-watch", 27.17 
ayil "large tree", 29.37 
'ayin "there is no...", 47.12 
'āz, 'âzay "then", 56.8; 58.12 
'btlmys, 'ptlmys "Ptolemy", 27.17 
'Àbdī-'Ēl "servant of God", 32.24 
'ad "lasting future", 48.17 
ad, adē "up to", "until", 48X1 
'ad'àšer "until", 58.14 
'ad la " t i l " , 49.14 
'ad-mātay "until when?", "how 

long?", 47.17 
'Akko "Acre", 23.1 
'al-dibrat "because of", 48.15 
'âlēhem "on/against them", 48.23 
'âlē-nā "climb, please!", 40.14 
'al-pī "according to", 48.15 
'ammūd "column", "pillar", 29.11 
'Anātot "Anatot", 29.47 
'āqalqallot "crooked paths", 29.14 
'āqēb "heel", 37.25 
'aqrab "scorpion", 29.17 
'āsam "he shut the eyes", 27.12 
'dseret, assarot "crowd", "crowds", 

37.25 
'āsūm "strong", 29.8 
'Aštārot "Ashtarot", 29.47 
'aštē 'āśār "eleven", 35.3 
'ebed "servant", 70.7 
'ēnāb "grape", 37.25 
'Ēnayim/ām "Enayim", 29.54 
'ereb "evening", 79.23 
es "tree", 79.23 
'ēśeb "herb", 37.25 
'im(m-) "with", 48.13 
'immād "with", 48.22 
'ìnndbē "grapes", 37.25 
'iqqdbé/ot " heels ", 37.25 
'īr šālēm "peaceful city", 67.15 
'issdbot "herbs", 37.25 
7, 'ly "over", "above", 48.15 

'dd "duration", 48.17 
'odennī "as yet" ("my time"), 

36.18 
'omed "support", 48.22 
'orep "base of neck", 27.8 
zr "to be copious", "to help", 63.8 

ba-'abur "to the effect (that)", 59.3 
ba'al ha-hdlomot "dreamer", 57.22 
Bābēlāh "to Babylon", 32.20 
bahúrcik "little lad", 29.53 
bā'kā "he cried", 43.14; 62.2 
bal "not", 47.14 
balbēl "he confused", 47.38 
bānā "he built", "he made", 63.8 
baqbūq "flask", 29.13 
bārā' "he created", "he made", 

77.6; 63.8 
bārūk "blessed", 63.2 
bat "daughter", 70.7 
bayit "house", 30.6 
bazie "here", 57.26 
bēn "between", 48.21; 63.8 
ben šdba'-'eśrē šānā "twenty-seven 

years old", 57.22 
bērak "he blessed", 45.9; 63.2 
bēt "house of", 27.15 
Bēt 'Anāt "House of Anat", 67.14 
Bēt Semes "House of the Sun-god", 

67.14 
bdklt "crying", 29.49 
bdno Bd'or "son of Be'or", 32.24 
bdrds "juniper", 65.5 
bd-terem "before (that)", 58.14 
bd-yom "when", 49.15 
delet "door", 37.20 
ddbārāk "your word", 27.30 
dibber "he spoke", 23.9; 47.2 
dibrē "words", 23.9 
Dotān/ayin "Dothan", 29.54 
drwm/n "south", 77.7 
'ēber "pinions", 37.41 
'ehrā "pinion", 37.41 
'ehād "one", 33.18; 35.3 
'ēkā "where?", 47.7 
'ēlle, 'ēllū "these", 36.33 
'ēn "there is no...", 47.12 
'ēnēk "you are not", 47.12 
'Eprayim "Ephraim", 67.16 
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'eškdl "grapes", 57.26 
et "accusative marker", 56.31; 52.10 
'ētān "lasting", 34.5 
ezor "belt", 29.8 

gādal "he became big", 77.5 
galgal "wheel", "globe", 29.13 
galmūd "sterile", 23.8 
gan ydlddlm "infant-school", 63.12 
gaš "approach!", 43.5 
gdbdret "lady", 50.3 
gddx "young goat", 2.15; 29.42 
gdmalllm "camels", 23.1 
gilgēl "he rolled", 47.38 
gozldn "robber", 29.39 
gulgolet "skull", 29.13 
halld(z) "this", 35.10; 56.33-34 
hallayld "this night", 55.10 
halo* "didn't?", 49.8 
han- "the", 55.9-10; 49.6 
happa"am "this time", 55.10 
hardrē "mountains", 25.3 
haššānā "this year", 35.10 
hāyā "he was", "he became", 49.24 
hayyom "today", 55.10; 52.6 
hazze "this", 56.13,33 
he'ešīr "he grew rich", 47.8 
hēkāl "temple", 27.16; 29.9 
hēnnā "here", 47.7 
hennē "behold", 49.6; 50.4; 60.2 
hiqdīš "he consecrated", 47.11 
hiqqātdlū "be killed!" (plur.), 47.19 
histaddēq "he justified himself", 

47.32 
hišbī'ekā "he adjured you", 35.34 
hišta'ašd'ū "enjoy yourselves", 

47.25 
hištahawā "he prostrated himself", 

47.9,29 
hištappēk "it was poured out", 47.25 
hitqaddeš "he sanctified himself", 

47.25 
hošēb, hošīb "he caused to sit / 

dwell", 43.8 
hoslak "he was thrown", 47.45 
htl "to mock", 47.23 
htš'š'w "enjoy yourselves", 47.25 
hdbasselet "stalk", 67.3 
habbūrā "contusion", 29.11 

habériko "comrade", 29.53 
hālaš "he weakened", 47.7 
hallāmīš "a precious stone", 23.8 
hámēšet "five", 30.3 
hamorcik "little donkey", 29.53 
hāraš "he cut in", "he engraved", 

47.7 
hartom "nose", 77.8 
hārūs "gold", 65.6 
hdsosdrd "clarion", 77.2 
hillēs "he saved", 63.2 
hinndm "in vain", 47.2 
hkym, hkyn "wise person", 77.7 
hokmot "Wisdom", 29.47 
holī "weakness", 47.7 
hor "hole", 47.7 
homarmar "it was continuously 

foaming", 47.37 
hornet "kind of reptile", 23.8 
Horonayim "Horonayim", 29.54 
hst "half", 35.30 
hyhwh "Yahwe is alive", 27.20 
'īblayim "Iblayim", 29.54 
'im "or", 49.4 
'im "if", 49.4; 67.2,5-6 
'ímale "little mama", 29.53 
'imlo' " i f not", 67.3-4 
'immā "(my) mother" ,28.13 
Is "man", 29.9 
'iššā(h) "woman", 30.4 
7n» "with", 48.18 
ka'âšer "when", 49.14; 58.14 
kābēd "he is heavy", 70.8 
kadit "little pitcher", 29.49 
kalbon "small dog", 29.38 
kāmonī "like me", 36.18 
Karmel "Carmel", 67.19 
kasit "little glass", 29.49 
kebeś "lamb", 27.12 
kēn "yes", "so", 49.9; 50.4 
kepel "double", 35.4 
kerem "vineyard", 29.5; 30.5 
keśeb "lamb", 27.12 
ka, kamo "like", "that", "because", 

"when", 48.11; 49.9 
kdndpayim, kanāpot "wings", 

"extremities", 37.8 
kasūt "covering", 29.48 
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kh "so", "here", 49.9 
ki "because", "for", "really", 49.9,14; 

58.2; 59.1; 60.1; 67.1 
kī...'im "when ... if", " i f ... when", 

67.7,9 
kikkār "round disk", "round loaf", 

27.3 
kil'ayim "two", "both", 35.4 
ko "so", "here", 36.35; 49.9 
kokāb "star", 77.5; 29.13 
*korkorot "camel-borne sedans", 

63.6 
/ ' "not", 47.8 
lām(m)ā "before", "since", "why?", 

58.3-5,7 
layiš "lion", 77.4 
lehem "bread", 63.2 
h'- "(belonging) to", "for", 48.6,8; 

57.23; 52.11; 53.2,5 
hdī "give birth!", 43.6 
h-maan "with the intention (that)", 

59.3 
h-mātay "when?", "until when?", 

47.17 
hmo "to", "for", 48.9 
h'om "people", "clan", 35.21 
libb- "heart", 77.2; 36.28 
liblar "clerk", 65.4 
Ik, Ikt "go!", "to go", 27.25; 28.7; 

43.10 
lo' "not", 47.9; 54.6 
Išm, Išn "tongue", "language", 77.7 
lūlē' " i f ... not", 67.6 
luqqah "he was taken", 47.45 
mā "what?", 47.15,17 
maarāb "west", 29.19 
ma'gāl "encampment", 29.20 
mahzlt "mirror", 29.24 
mākar "he sold", 64.4 
malkutfūt "kingship", 29.48; 30.3 
mānoah "resting place", 29.20 
mapte^h "key", 29.22 
māqom "place", 57.5 
Maqqēdā "Maqqeda", 67.19 
maqtll "causing to ki l l" , 42.15 
markol "accountant", 63.11 
māsā "he found", 45.11 
mātay "when?", 47.17 

Mattityd "Mattathias", 23.1 
may "water", 63.5 
mazlég "fork", 29.22 
mē- "from", 48.12 
mé'ā "hundred", 35.20 
mémē "waters", 37.21 
merkab "chariot", 63.4 
merkābā "chariot", 29.24; 63.4 
mdbaqašīm "seeking" (plur.), 23.2 
mdkubbāl, mdkurbāl "wrapped", 23.9 
m{9)lākīm "kings", 37.28 
mdtīm "men", 28.7 
midbār "desert", "steppe", 29.21 
migdalor "lighthouse", 29.55 
migdol "tower", 29.24 
mininē-) "from", 77.6; 33.10; 48.12 
miqdāš "sanctuary", 37.25 
miqqddāí "sanctuaries", 37.25 
miqra "to call", 42.4 
mismār "nail", 29.22 
Mispā "Watch-tower", 67.11 
mišpahā "clan", 62.4 
mišpāt "judgement", 29.25 
mišqāl "weight", 29.22 
mizrāh "east", 29.21 
mizze "hence", 57.26 
Mo 'ābīt, Mo 'âbiyyā "Moabite" (fem.), 

29.49 
msk "to mix", 65.7 
mukkē 'êlohīm "smitten by God", 

57.11 
nāhār "river", 67.16 
Naffrayim "Upper Mesopotamia", 

29.54; 67.16 
nāqī' "clear", 66.2 
nātan "he gave", 70.8 
nepes "breath", "soul", "throat", 

36.12,28; 63.7 
ndyār "papyrus", "parchment", 

"paper", 65.8 
Nimsl "Nimshi", 67.4 
nistappag "he dried himself", 47.26 
nišba' "he swore", 35.34 
ništattāpū "they became partners", 

47.26 
ništattā "he became made", 47.26 
nitgallā "it became uncovered", 

47.26 

L 
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Nmšy "Nimshi", 67.4 
'driī, 'oniyyā "ships", "fleet", "ship", 

57.41 
'or "light", 29.55 

pd'al "he made", 70.8; 77.4 
pa'am "foot", 55.10; 55.32 
pat "bit", 70.7 
pe "mouth", 57.21; 47.7 
pen- "lest", 49.2; 59.3 
Pdnū- 'Ēl "Face of God", 32.24 
pari "fruit", 67.16 
pilegeš "concubine", 65.7 
pilpēl "pepper", 29.13 
plpiyyot "cutting edges", 37.21 
pit'om "on a sudden", 32.18; 473 
pldš "Faddās" (PN), 23.8 
pltyš "forge hammer", 23.8 
*pū "mouth", 41.1 
pūš "to blow", 47.7,17 
qadmoniS) "oriental", 29.36 
qal, qalld "he / she is small", 44.11 
qām, qūm "he stood", "stand!", 

44.5 
qāšot "roughly", 47.4 
qaššdtdt "bows", 37.25 
qātal "he killed", 70.9 
qdtdld "she killed", 46.3 
qdtul "killed", 29.8; 42.14 
qešet "bow", 37.20,25 
qdtdldtam "she killed them", 46.3 
qīqālon "disgrace", 77.2 
qomēm "he raised up", 43.9 
qomes "handful", 35.9 
qorbdn "offering", 29.35,37 
quddas "he was made hallowed", 

47.45 
qūmā "get up!", 40.14 
ra' "evil", 47.7 
ra^nan "it grew luxuriant", 47.40 
ra'andn "green", 29.14; 47.40 
rā'aš "he shook", 47.7 
rabbīm "many", 70.7 
raglayim "feet", "paws", 37.4 
rakkdb "horseman", 29.11 
Rdmot "Ramot", 29.47 
regel "foot", "penis", 63.7 
rēqām "empty-handed", 32.19; 

47.2 

rē'šīt "beginning", 29.49 
ribbo "ten thousand", 35.22 
ri'šon "first", 35.24 
ri'šonā "first", 47.2 
rdmēm "he set up", 47.40 
roshdn "murderer", 29.39 
sabab "he turned", 44.10 
salsillot "shoots", 27.3 
sar'appd "palm leaf", 77.8 
sdbak "thicket", 37.25 
sdharhar "he continuously turned 

about", 47.37 
sipron "booklet", 29.38 
sirsur "braker", 29.13 
sobēb "he enclosed", 47.40 
subbdko "his thickets", 37.25 
sulldm "ladder", 27.13 
sūp "papyrus plant", 2.5 
sūsāy "my horses", 36.18 
sūsīm "horses", 37.11 
sabbīm "wagons", 23.7 
sdhaq "he laughed", 70.9 
sāpdn "north", 70.7 
sby "splendour", 23.7 
sippor, Sippord "birds", "bird", 

70.7; 23.1; 29.17 
so'n "small cattle", 37.38 
swy "to order", 39.15 
śa 'drd " single hair", 57.41 
śāhaq "he laughed", 70.9 
saffron "little-moon" (amulet), 

29.38 
śalmā "coat", 27.12 
śar'appīm "anxieties", 77.8 
śar hd-'īr "burgomaster", "mayor", 

66.5 
śē'dr "hair", 37.41 
śa'ippīm "anxieties", 77.8 
śimld "coat", 27.12 
śtm, śtn "to accuse", 77.7 
š "who", "what", "which" (cf. še), 

57.6 
ša'ar "gate", 27.13 
Sabbdt "sabbath", 70.8; 47.42 
Sabbatay "bom on the sabbath-

day", 67.3,7 
šad "breast", 30.11 
šalhebet "flame", 29.33 
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šālom "peace", "well-being", 50.4 
šāmar "he guarded", 70.8 
šam(mā) "there", 47.7 
šānā, šāriīm "year", "years", 37.13 
sarblt "staff", "sceptre", 23.9 
sblt "stream", "flood", 73.7 
šēriit "a second time", 47.4 
še, šd "who", "what", "which", 

36.47,51; 57.19 
Sel "of", 57.19-20 
foharhar "blackish", 29.14 
šdìah' "send!",45.10 
šdnot "years", 37.13 
šgg, šgy "to err", 43.4 
ši'bēd "he enslaved", 47.10 
šiklēl "he completed", 47.10 
šilšdm "the day before yesterday", 

29.55; 32.18 
Šimšon "sunny", "small sun", 29.36 
šiphā "house-born (slave-)girl", 62.4 
šīr, šīrā "songs", "single song", 

37.41 
škb "lie down", "be buried", 63.13 
Slwh "send", 45.10 
smartaf "babysitter", 29.55 
šmw "his name", "whose name is", 

65.4 
šnayim "two", 35.4 
Sopēt "judge", 29.7 
šor "ox", "bull", 30.5; 65.5 
Stē "two", 27.170 
Stn "to urinate", 47.23 
Šulhān "table", 29.35,37 
Swh "to come up to", 48.20 
š-yŠ ly "what I have", 49.25 
t "accusative" particle, 36.31; 52.10 
tahat, tahtī "under", "lower", 48.16 
tahton "lower part", 48.16 
talmld "disciple", 29.29 
tapufh 'âdāmā "potato", 63.12 
tāqa' "he beat", 62.2 
tar bit "increase ", 30.1 
targūm "translation", 29.30; 47.42 
Tēl 'Abīb "Tel Aviv", 67.19 
te'ālā "water-course", 27.12 
tdhillā "praise", 29.30 
tipe'ret "ornament", 29.30 
to am "twin", 29.29 

tošāb "resident", "metic", 29.29 
totapot "frontlet between the eyes", 
' '77.5 
'ūr "to shine", 47.17 
wa- "and", 77.13; 39.6; 67.7 
*wan- "and", 49.1 
wāw "hook", 77.13 
wa-ydhl 'im "and it happened, if / 

when 67.10 
wayyo'mer "and he said", 38.11 
wd-hāyā 'imìkī "and it happened, if / 

when ...",67.10 
wered "rose", 65.5 
ya'aqob "Jacob", 45.9 
yabrūh "mandrake", 29.18 
yad "hand", 30.6 
Yahūdā "Judah", 67.12 
yahad "he was united", "gather

ing", 35.3 
yahmūr "deer", 29.18 
yarn "sea", 63.5 
yāmīm "days", 37.14 
yāmīm rabbīm "for many days", 

52.6 
yāmīn "right hand", 30.6 
yaqtīl "he will cause to ki l l" , 47.11 
yāyin "wine", 65.5 
ybnh "Yabneh / Yavneh", 9.5; 77.6 
yeš "is", 49.23 
yešnāh, yešnām, yešno "she is", 

"they are", "he is", 36.18 
Yeššay "Jesse", 67.4 
yddabber "he speaks", 23.9 
ydhūdīt "in Hebrew", 47.4 
yakarsdmennā "it gnaws it", 23.9 
yamāt "days", 37.14 
ydra "fear", 43.6 
ydraqraq "yellowish", "greenish", 

29.14 
ydšullah "he will be sent off", 47.45 
yiddakkd'ū "they will be crushed", 

47.32 
yigdal "he becomes great", 38.16 
yiqqāhennū "he will take him", 

46.3 
yistaddāq "he will justify himself", 

47.25 
yiŠhat "he shall slaughter", 45.10 
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yišlah, yišloh "he sends", 45.10 
yištammer "he is on his guard", 

27.14 
yittammd "he defiles himself", 47.32 
yn "wine", 65.5 
yomdm "by day", 32.19; 47.2 
yrhw 'sp "months of ingathering", 

37.11 

yšhwt "he shall slaughter", 45.10 
yukkah "he will be taken", 47.45 
ywwny "Yabneh / Yavneh", 9.5 
zal'dpot "deadliness", 23.8 
zikkārdn "remembrance", 29.37 
zū-Sīnay "the (God) of Sinai", 36.51 

HITTITE 

ku-ni-ir-ša "who owns the earth", pahhur "fire", 79.1 
74.1 td-ka "Dagan", 27.29 

ma-li malik ("is king"), 27.29 wa-ia-na- "wine", 65.5 

ager "field", 63.5 
alcool vini "wine spirit", 66.6 
alonuth "goddesses", 29.47 
Anna "Hanna", 27.28 
Bathillo "God's house", 22.8 
caesar "elephant", 63.6 
Caesar Augusta "Zaragoza", 6 
caput "capital", 64.5 
carfiathum "autumnal", 77.1 
castrum "fortified camp", 63.10 
charm "vineyard", 29.5 
ferrum "iron", 63.13 
formus "hot", 77.15 
hie "this here", 36.45 
Iadar "Iadar", 67.9 
Me "that", 36.45 
iste "this there", 36.45 

LATIN 

iuniperus "juniper", 63.5 
libellarius "clerk", 65.4 
magalia ma'gal ("enclosure"), 29.20 
Mazices Berber tribes, 2.14 
misceo " I mix", 65.7 
mons "mount", 67.15 

'.17 -ne, nonne "didn't?" 47.16; 49.8 
Otthara '"Attara", 29.44 
paelex, pelex "young lady", 65.7 
quid'], quis? "what? ", "who? ", 36.57 
Rus- "cape", 67.18 
se habere "to be", 49.23 
strata "way", 74.6 
taurus "ox", "bull", 63.5 
Uadarius "Vadarius", 67.9 
vlnum "wine", 63.5 
zambr "kind of gazelle", 29.5 

LIBYCO-BERBER 
NUMIDIC, TUAREG 

a "ho! ",49.10 
dbdggi "fox", 2.14 
a-bdrkan "black", 29.35 
*adar "tremendous", "God", 67.9 
af "to find", 43.23 
a-fdrrad "sweeper", 29.11 
a-fġah "peasant", 75.8 

a-funas "bull", 32.16 
afus "hand", 35.10 
a-gadir "wall", "fortified granary", 

65.8 
a-gim "thousand", 35.21 
a-gydnba "crocodile", 30.10 
a-ġarraf "jar", 32.3 
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aġ "to befall", "to happen"; 43.23 
a-ġyul(-inrì) "donkey", "ass", "(that) 

jackass", 30.10; 3634; 41.1 
a-ham-anna "the tent in question", 

3(5.34 
ahy "go up!", 43.11 
alam "camel", 30.10 
alġwm "camel", 30.10 
alim "straw", 35,21 
a-maddaz "mallet", 29.22 
a-maziġ "Berber", 2.14 
a-mdllal "white", 29.U; 43.23 
a-mnukal "king", 17.1; 2130 
a-mūssen "skilled man", 11.1 
a-ndbbal "grave-digger", 29.11 
ar "up to", 48.2 
a-rgaz-ad(-dak) "this (here) man", 

36.37 ~ 
arġdm "camel", 30.10 
as "to go towards", "to gather", 

43.23 
a-siban "bald", 29.35 
atbir "pigeon", 30.10 
awal, awar, awaz "word", 17.5; 

63.5 
'wdštr "servant of Astarte", 77.5 
a-wassar "old", 29.77 
ay expressive particle, 28.13 
ay-ad(-ddk) "this (here)", 36.59 
ay-inn(a) "that (in question)", 36.59 
azdll "to run", 43.10 
a-zraf "silver", 65.8 
aiġdm "camel", 30.10 
azim "thousand", "straw", 35.21 
bāba "father", 62.2 
barbar "to drink hard", 47.38 
bbay "cut", 29.26 
bdu "divide", 29.26 
b'addal "to change", 47.7 
bagbag "to overfill", 47.38 
bdttu "divide", 29.26 
d "with", 48.18; 50.9 
ddahhast "laughing", 2.15 
ddr "to live", 43.23 
ddu "to go", 43.23 
el'cahi "cock", 29.46 
alkasan "gourds", 27.30 
-alkam- "follow", 2.14; 47.2,6 

dns "to spend the night", 43.23; 
63.3 

at "with", 45.18 
awl "heart", 2.14 
azzaht "oi l" , 2.15 
/ "thereupon", 48.4; 49.2 
fad "thirst", 32.10 
fruh "child", 63.5 
fsdy "melt!", 43.11 
-ga- "to be", 49.24 
gld, gldt "king", 2.15; 29.46 
ġar "to", "by", 45.2,10 
ġaym "to stay", 44.5 
ġbalu, ġbula "spring", "springs", 

37.28 
-g*tt- "goat", 29.42 
ġr "to call", 27.8; 43.23 
-ġra- "to read", "to study", 27.8 
ha "behold", 49.10 
hik "make haste!", 74.10 
hram "boy", 63.6 
hnin "be gracious", 2.14; 47.2 
i "to", "for", 47.11; 45.4; 67.9 
icda "he has eaten", 43.3 
IDR "Iadar", 67.9 
id multiplicative and plural marker, 
" 35.31 

idhali "maternal uncles", 35.31 
iġ " "one", 35.3 
*iggar "field", 63.5 
ikkarad "he behaved violently", 

47.6,34 
ilākkdm "he follows", 47.6 
ilammad "he learns", 35.5 
Hi "to have", "to be", 49.23 
ils, ilsawan "tongue", "tongues", 

25.13; 30.11 
ini "to say", 43.23 
irah, iruh "he will leave", "he left", 

44.5 
irāmmdd "he learns", 35.5 
is "towards", "with", 45.4,10 
ism, isarn, ismawdn "name", "names", 

28.13; 63.13 
isammdl "he finished", 54.2 
išt "one", 35.3 
itākârād "he keeps on behaving vio

lently", 47.34 
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itakarid "he (doesn't) keep on 
behaving violently", 41.34 

izimmar "ram", "lamb", 50.10 
izīmān "thousands", 55.21 
izzar, "field", 65.5 
kdmd-tid "you" (fem. plur.), 40.11 
kašaf "to guess", 19.23 
kdwd-nid "you" (fem. plur.), 40.11 
-kdrz- "to plough", 79.23; 29.33 
-kkardd- "behave violently", 47.6,34; 

65.5 
kkuz "four", 55.9 
kra " something ", 52.10 
krad "three", 55.8,20 
krkb "to roll", 47.38 
laz "hunger", 52.10 
lukk "to tread on", 27.25; 28.7; 

45.10 
ma "what?", 56.57 
-mawal "shepherd", 45.23 
màzâg, mazag "he is deaf", 38.3 
mallul "he / it is white", 43.23 
-matrag- "be freed", 2.14 
mi "who", 36.57 
midddn, mddddn "people", "men", 

28.7 
mmut "die", 44.5 
mnkd "king", 77.7 
mraw "ten", 35.3 
Mrid "Melilla", 75.8 
mš "if", 67.2,5 
mur "if", 47.8; 67.2 
mwsn "skilled man", 77.7 
n- "of", 48.6; 57.20,23 
-nazum "fastener", 29.26 
-nbars "blessed", 29.26 
nbbn "cutters", 2.15; 29.26; 37.12; 

57.23 
nbtn "splitters", 29.26; 37.12; 57.23 
nby b' "sigh for my father!", 47.11 
-nafsad "roper", 29.26 
-naġmar "hunter", 29.26 
-nahšam "judge", 29.26 
nak " I " , 36.6; 49.20 
-naslam "Moslim", 27.30 
-nazdam "woodcutter", 29.26 
nġ ""to kill", 43.23 
nšqr' "of wood", 2.15 

nt- "there is", 49.19 
qqim "stay!", 28.9; 44.5 
raziġ " I waited", 47.34 
rnab, mu "to prevail", 43.23 
s "towards", "with", 32.3; 48.2,4, 

10 
sa "seven", 35.12 
sdis "six", 35.11,20 
-saġam- "to great", 75.8 
-saggan "black", 43.23 
-sahhar- "to bewitch", 65.8 
sammus "five", 35.10 
-sartak- "cause to fall", 2.14 
sġyul "to behave like a donkey", 

47.7 
sin, san "two", 35.4 
sku "to bury", 43.23 
skarz "plough", "ploughshare", 29.33 
slukk "cause to walk on", 43.10 
smi'iw "to mew", 47.8 
sqas "cause to taste", 47.14 
ssbaddal "cause to change", 47.7 
ssans "to spend the night", 47.8; 

63.3 
s-tartar "to make the milk boil", 

_47".38 
sudam "to kiss", 47.8 
sw "to drink", 43.23 
symi "baby", 63.5,13 
ša "some", "something", 35.3; 

54.4 
sard "three", 35.8 
šamrar "to become white", 47.39 
šqr' "wood", 37.28; 57.23 
ta "this" (fem.), 36.11 
ta-baġlìt, ta-baġliht "mule", 2.15 
ta-funast "cow", 32.1 
td-kalkdbba "occiput", 29.13 
td-karkort "skull", 29.13 
takerza "ploughing", 29.30 
tarn "eight", 35.13 
ta-maziġ-t "Berber language", 2.14 
tamede "hundred", 35.20 
tamġart "elderly woman", 30.1 
tamtut, tamtat "woman", 63.6 
tekahit "hen", 29.46 
ta-barart "girl", 27.30 
tamattut "woman", 63.6 
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tifìnaġ "Tuareg writing" ,2.15 
ûġdttdn '' she-goats ",2.15 
tildft "wild sow", 30.1 
timad "hundreds", 35.20 
ti(n) "these" (fem.), 36.11 
tmdttdn "they die one after the 

other", 47.34 
tràziġ " I keep on waiting", 4134 
-ttu "one", 49.13 
-ttwadddz- "be crushed", 2.14 
tuššznt "she-jackal", 30.1 
tza "nine", 35.14,20 
uddm "face", 47.8 
ul "heart", 2.14; 75.8 
u-ma "brother", 66.5 
ur "not", 47.34; 47.8; 54.2; 67.2 
ur "heart", 2.14 
u-rgaz "man", 32.3 
ur išdmmil "he didn't finish", 54.2 
ur ... ša "not", 54.4 
uššdn "fox", "jackal", 2.14; 67.4 
uzzal "iron", 63.13 
uz "heart", 2.14; 75.8 
w "son of", "that of", 67.9 
wa-{d) "this (one)" (masc), 36.11, 

37"; 57.6 
waman "water", 32.1,3; 63.5 
war "not", 47.8 
-warġ- "yellow", 27.8 
wsm "to be skilled", 77.7 
wš "to give", 43.23 
wt "to strike", 43.23 

yaman "water", 32.1; 63.5 
yan "one", 35.3 
yaffdġ "he went out", 47.34 
ydkras "he draws", 38.1 
ydksi "he knotted", 32.1 
yakša "he has eaten", 43.3 
ydlāmmdd "he learns", 38.5 
ydmmdt "he will die", 44.5 
ydmmut "he died", 47.34; 44.5 
ydrwdl "he ran away", 38.2 
ydssdzddġ "he lodged", 47.7 
ydssird "he clothed", 47.7 
ydšša "he ate", "he has eaten", 

2.15; 47.34; 43.3 
yaššur "he filled", 32.1,8 
ydtdffdġ "he often goes out", 2.14; 

47.34 
ydtdtt "he usually eats", 47.34 
yazddg "he settled", 47.7 
yi{n) "these" (masc), 36.11 
yird "he dressed himself", 47.7 
yiwdn "one", 35.3 
zdag "to camp", 63.3 
zik "make haste!", 74.10 
zV "iron", 37.28; 57.23; 63.13 
-zlaf "rush", 37.28 
zlufa "rushes", 37.28 
zr^y "pass!", 43.11 
zr "to see", 43.23 
z "to make", 43.23 
idġid "king", 2.15 
in "to sleep", 43.23 

MOABITE 

"nw " I shall oppress", 43.14 
n "there isn't", 47.12 
V "accusative" particle, 52.10 
bnty " I built", 43.14 
hr ny "he let me see", 47.11 
Hwrnn "Hawrānān", 29.54 
*Kamoš-'aśā "Kamosh has made", 

76.3 
kl'y "two", "both", 35.4 
ky "when", "because", "indeed", 

56.4; 58.2 

Mhdbh "Medeba", 27.28 
mlkty " I became king", 40.6 
w"s "there", 38.11 
šm "and I made", 47.7 
w'bn "and I built", 43.14 
w'lthm "and I fought", 47.22 
w'šb "and I brought back", 47.11 
wy'nw "and he oppressed", 43.14 
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NORTH ARABIAN 

'dh "while", 27.28 
'āfaqū "they agreed", 19.24 
'sdq "executor", 29.16 
'sVl "withered" (?), 29.16 
's2rq "he went eastward" ,41.11 
'ty "he came", 43.16 
'zl, 'zll "he hollowed out", 44.15 
'dky "up to", "until", 48.11 
mt "folk", 27.28 
'trw "(man) from 'Attara", 29.44 
byt "she overcame", 43.16 
bkrt "young she-camel", 27.28 
bky "he wept", 43.16 
bnw, bny " sons of", 31.10-11 
bny "he built", 43.16 
bqrtn "two young she-camels", 313 
dn, dt "this", 36.38 
/- "and", 9.12; 38.11; 49.2; 61.10 
/ : "in", "at", 48.5 
Ġzy " Gazzay ",43.16 
h- "oh!", 50.3 
hb "give!", 31.3; 43.6 
hmt' "he worked out his salvation", 

47.11 
hn- "the", 33.9; 49.6 
hn' "if", 67.2 
hqny "he offered", 47.11; 43.16 
hyd' "he made known", 47.11 

hdś "he made anew", 73.9 
hwr "he returned", 44.5 
kllhm "all of them", 23.3 
kn "it happened", 67.10 
/- "to", "for", 48.8 
Im "to", "for", 48.9 
m "with", 48.14 
M'wy "Mu'āwiy", 43.16 
m- "from", 44.5; 48.12 
mh "what(?)", 27.28 
mn "from", 48.12 
n'mtn "two ostriches", 37.3 
nm "to", "for", 48.9 
nqt "she-camel", 27.28 
nq't "clearing", 66.2 
r'y "he pastured", 43.16 
sl'd "lucky", 74.3 
sxnn "years", 37.13 
slnt "year", 27.28 
s2kr "rewarding", 74.3 
syr "he came back", 44.5 
śyt "sheepfold", 73.9 
tnn'l "God has considered", 23.3 
wgm, wtm "he was mourning", 78.6 
Wrd(n/w), Wrydw "rose", "little 

rose", 65.5 
yhbrr "he fulfills", 44.15 

OROMO 

abbotl "elders", 29.46 
afdn "mouth", 30.11 
ana, ani " I " , 36.3 
bah- "to get out", 47.28 
bara "year", 70.6 
bard "learner", 70.6 
bds- "to take out", 47.28 
bad "roof", 22.16 
bēk- "to know", 70.3; 47.15 
bit- "to buy", 47.20 
and "side", 30.11 
dammaq- "to wake up", 47.7 
dabra "he passes", 27.12 
darba "he passes", 27.12 

did- "to refuse", 47.16 
d'al- "to give birth", 27.12 
-/. -fa> -fi, -fi* "on", "by", "to", 

48.5 
fi "and", 49.2 
fid- "to bring", 47.20 
fuhhdn "nose", 30.11 
gabra "slave", 63.6 
gara "towards", 70.6 
gard "stomach", 70.6 
gurbd "boy", 63.6 
hama "bad", 32.1 
harka(n) "hand", 32.1; 47.7 
harkisu "to pull", "to draw", 47.7 
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ilm "son", 63.6 
inni "he", 36.1 
isā "him", "his", 36.1,10 
isān "them", 36.10 
isāni "they", "their", 36.10 
isī "her", 36.10 
(i)tti "to", "at", " in" , 48.18 
kan "his", 36.1 
kenneif) "he gave (to)", 48.5 
kiyya "my" (masc.), 36.6 
kuni "this" (masc), 36.6 
magālā "market place", 29.20 

mana "home", "house", 29.20 
mot "chief", 63.6 
mute "child", 8.18 
nama "the man", 32.1 
namni "the man", 32.1 
sinra "wheat", 77.7 
tiyya "my" (fem.), 36.6 
tūl "to pile up", 63.6 
tullū "h i l l " , 63.6 
tuni "this" (fem.), 36.6 
ummata "people", 29.46 
yom{i) "when", 49.15 

PALAEOSYRIAN 

a "on" (?), 48.15 
'à-a-gú-um "to go", 77.2 
a-a-tá-qá- "he should take", 40.18 
'À-da "Hadda", 32.6 
Adamma('um) "Adamma", 29.51; 

32.6 
A-dam-ma-sù "(t)his / the Adamma", 

33.13 
a-dè "corresponding to", 48.17 
a-di "to(wards)", "until", 48.17 
a-di-ma "until", 48.17 
al, al6, al6-a "on", 48.15 
a-li-iì "instead of", 32.17 
dAMA-ra-su "(t)his / the AMA-ra", 

33.13 
A-mi-i, A-mi-du "Amidu", 27.29 
am-sa-a "yesterday", "last evening", 

47.2 
an(a), a5-na "to", "towards", 48.4, 

6,9,20 
a-na-pd-ap "he should besprinkle", 

40.18 
an-na " I " , 40.18 
an-ne "that?", 36.32 
an-td-nu "you" (masc. plur.), 36.5 
ap "also", 49.2 
a-pa-kà-ra "they should join" (dual), 

40.18 
a-pá-kà-run "they should join", 

40.18; 53.4 
a-ri-tum "pregnant", 29.49 

ar-ša-lu "despicable (men)", 37.26 

A-run-ga-tu "Larugatu", 77.2 
a-sa-lu "rush", 37.26 
dš-kà-lum "grapes", 37.26 
áš-tá "within", " in", 48.18 
dš-tá-ma " I heard", 40.18; 45.7 
áš-te^ dš-ti, áš-tu, áš-tum, áš-tù(-ma) 

"from", "since", "within", 48.18; 
54.5 

a-za-me-kà, a-zi-mi-kà "you are 
spell-bound", 40.5 

a-za-me-tù "coercion", "spell-bind
ing", 29.45; 33.3 

ba "water", 77.6; 32.4 
Ba-na-a-hu "the brother is nice", 

38.10 " 
ba-ra-su-um "juniper", 65.5 
ba-ša-um "to be (present)", 49.23 
ba-sa-nu(-um) "serpent", 29.6 
ba-ta-a "two houses", 37.3 
ba-tá-qi i-dim "cutting by hand", 

57.11 
Da-mu "Damu", 24.2; 40.18 
Da-na-LUGAL "the king is power

ful", 38.10; 44.11 
da-nu-nu "(are) very strong", 29.11 
du-ba-lu "pastures", 37.25 
du-hu-ri (gen.) "inner part", "rear", 

33.3 
Eb-la "Ebla", 22.3 
en-ma "behold!", 49.6 
En-na-Il " I I is merciful", 44.11 
éš "with", "near", "for", 32.17 
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gú-a-tum "hands", 37.27 
gu-la-'à-tum "cups", 37.19 
ha-ba-ha-bi (gen.) "hidden things", 
" 37.21 
Ha-lam* "Aleppo", 77.6 
i-a-la-nu "a large tree", 22.13 
Ib-na-Il " I I has created", 43.13 
íl-'à-aq-Da-mu "Damu caught up", 

77.5 
i-la-nu-um, i-la-num "a large tree", 

22.13 
I-li-lu "Enlil", 32.4 
i-ma-tum "mother", "woman", 30.2 
in, i-na "in", 48.4,9 
i-ne "this7", 36.32 
Iq-na-Da-mu "Damu has begotten", 

43.13 
Ir-'à-aq-Da-mu "Damu caught up", 

77.5 
is-ba-um "finger", 27.17 
iš "with", "near", "for", 32.17; 

48.1,4,10; 49.1 
i-ša-wu "to be (present)", 49.23-24; 

50.6 
Iš-má-Il " I I heard", 40.18 
iš-tá-má "he has heard", 38.4 
i-tù-wa-ar, "he comes back", 44.5 
i-ta-ha-ù "they will come near", 

' 38.6 
kà-ma-tum "parasite", "louse", 77.7; 

24.2 
kà-na-na-um/im "Canaanite", 29.41 
kà-na-tù-um "parasite", "louse", 77.7 
Kār-dKāmit "quay of Kamosh", 67.19 
kà-šì-bù(-um) "liar", 29.7 
kà-wa-nu "stable", "permanent", 44.13 
-kum "to you", 36.26 
Ku-ra "Kura" (DN), 32.6 
li-im "thousand", 35.21 
li-na "to", "towards", 48.6,9,20 
ma-pá-hu{-um) "bellows", 29.26 
ma-qar-tum "chisel", 29.22 
mar-a-tum "pasture-land", 29.21 
ma-sa-gàr-tù-um, mas-gàr-tum "asy

lum", 24.2 
ma-ša-ba-tum "dam structures", 29.21 
ma-za-lum-su "for/with its/his mes

senger", 32.18 

ma-za-rì-gú "set of javelins", 29.22 
me-at, mi-at "hundred", 35.20 
mi-in "in", 48.5 
Mi-kà-Il "who is like II?", 36.58 
Mi-ma-hir-su "who is his oppo

nent?", 36.58 
mi-nu "in", 48.5 
mu-da-bil sí-kà-ri "story-teller", 

73.2; 37.28 
Mug-ri-i, Mug-ri-du "Mugridu", 

27.29 
mu-li-tum "midwife", 43.8 
mu-lu-iš "in addition to", 32.17 
na-'à-su "to recover", 32.4; 53.4 
na-na-sa-ab "we are staying", 40.18 
na-pá-hu-um "bellows", 29.26 
na-ti-lu "wailers", 40.18 
ne-'à-la-a "we purify", 40.18 
ni-bu-ha "are outstanding" (fem.), 

40.10 
ni-bu-hu "(are) outstanding", 29.11 
nu-wa-sa-ra-si "we let her go", 

40.33 
pá-kà-run "to join", 53.4 
pá-na-ù "are clothed in", 40.10 
Qá-ma-Da-mu "Damu is standing", 

32.15; 40.3 
qá-na-(u9-)um "to beget", 43.13 
ri-bai4 "ten thousand7", 35.22 
sa-a-dum "a kind of barley", 37.27 
sa-da-bi-is "on behalf of", 32.17 
sa-da-um "to let know", 43.8 
sa-i-lum "barley", 37.28 
sa-i-lu-um "barley", 37.28 
sa-ma-nu "oil", 29.5 
dSa-mu-ga-run "Moon-god", "Djebel 

Sindjar", 27.17 
sa-ti "the one" (fem.), 36.49 
sa-zu-wa-tum "dismissal", 28.13, 

33; 43.8 
si "she", 36.10 
Si-a-ha "she is a sister7 / brother", 

27̂ 28 
si-ba "adjure!", 35.34 
si-in "up to", "next to", "to", "for", 

32.3; 48.20 
si-ne-mu "of the teeth", 39.3 
sí-piš "Sun-goddess", 77.9; 73.2 
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su-lu-la-a "of the two (moon's) 
horns", 27.3; 37.3 

su-ma " i f " , 67.2 
-su-ma-a "of both of them", 36.22 
su-u9 "he", 36.10 
su-wa-ti "him", "that", 36.3,36 
si-na-ba-ti (gen.) "sunbeams", 23.7 
-š "his", "her", 36.20 
ša-mi-na "cypress", 77.2 
sar-mi-na "of two cypresses", 77.6; 

77.2 
ša-ti "the one" (fem.), 36.49 
šu "that", "who", 36.48; 57.6 
-sum "to him", 36.26 
tá-aš-tá-me-lum "the man of the 

mourners", 29.29 
tâ-da-bí-lu "interpreter", 29.29 
tá-er-iš-tù-um "ploughing", 29.30 
tá-sa-a "they will go out" (dual), 

40.18 
Tàš-má-á\nv "the Sun-goddess heard", 

40.18 
ti-a-ba-a "she dries (bricks)", 40.18 
ti-'à-ma-tù "sea", 32.4 
ti-da-hu-run "she enters" (subjunc

tive), 57.5 
Ti-is-te-Da-mu "Damu has drunk", 

27.6; 40.18; 50.25 
tikkulū "they have eaten", 40.18 

tiltaptū "they have rubbed them
selves", 40.18; 47.22 

timhasū "they have hammered", 
40. Ì 8 

ti-na-ta-ú "they strike up", 36.36; 
40.18 

tištayū "they have drunk", 40.18 
tù-a-ba-áš "she puts on", 40.33 
tù-la-dì "new-bom crop", 29.28 
Tu-ra-àDa-gan "return, Dagan!", 

39.7 
tù-bù-a-tum "goodness", 28.13 
Tù-bù-hu-à'A-da "very slaughterous 

isHadda", 29.11; 48.20 
u4-bu "day", "when", 77.6; 57.5 
u-hu-wa-tum "fraternity", 28.13 
u-mu-tum "fattening", 29.48 
Ug-qd-ta-ra- "they will bum 

incense", 40.33 
ú-ša-dì-ú-šu "they let him know", 

47.9 
us-td-si-ir "he has released", 47.9, 

29 
wa-a "and", 49.1 
wa-ma-sa "and with it", "and besides 

that", 48.14 
wa-zi-um "quitter", 29.7 
zu-mu-ba-run "songs", 77.9; 37.28 

PERSIAN 

ahmarkdr "accountant", 63.11 
āmārkār "accountant", 63.11 
ganza- "store-room", 63.10 
ganza-bāra "treasurer", 65.4 
hurma "date", 27.13 
karš- "weight", 65.4 
lāk "lac", 65.6 

māgār " i f not", 67.3 
manā krtam " I made", 42.20; 65.4 
musk "musk", 65.6 
nama "name", 65.4 
parde "curtain", 77.2 
pirind "sword", 77.2 
varzSa- "rose", 65.5 

PHOENICIAN AND PUNIC 

'b, 'by "my father('s)", 36.18 
'b " in", 48.5 
Abaddir (Latin) "stone of the 

Mighty one", 27.27 

'addīr "mighty", 29.11; 67.9 
'dny "his Lord", 47.13 
'hr s "after (that)", 58.14 
'ìxym "two brothers", 37.4 
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'ktyn "Cleon", 27.17 
7 "these", 36.33 
'Ik " I " , 77.4 
'In "god", 29.37 
m "if", 67.2 
m "or", 49.4 
'mt "maid", 29.47 
'nk " I " , 77.4; 36.6 
p "also", 49.2 
sr "this", 36.35 
'š "who", "which", "what", 36.51; 

57.6 
'šmn "Eshmun", 27.17 
'šnm "two", 35.4 
*'št'lm " I beg you", 47.25 
V "with", 48.18 
V "accusative" marker, 52 .10 
y "not", 47.11 
'yqdš "he consecrated", 47.13 
yt "accusative" particle, 52.10 
'Akkā "mooring-post", 67.11 
'd "up to", "until", 48.17 
7 "over", "above", 48.15 
'lyn "Most High", 29.36 
Y r "ten", 24.10 
'sr, 'šrt "ten", 76.3; 35.15 
'štr'sy "Astarte-Isis", 29.55 
'Štrny "(man) of Astarte", 29.36 
Ba-al-ha-lu-su "Baal saved", 63.2 
Bl'rot "wells", 67.11 
bl "son", 77.4; 47.14 
bn "between", 48.21 
bn sdq "legitimate son", 57.17 
bny "he built", 43.14 
byrm "son of Yarīm", 27.20 
dlht "doors", 37.19 
ennu (Latin) "no", 47 .12 
gdr "wall", "compound", 65.8 
glgl "wheel", "globe", 29.13 
Gublu "mount", 67.11 
*ha-Dârdmīt "Hadrumetum", 67.12 
ha-Gadir "the compound", 33.9; 

67.11 

hbrk "steward", 27.16 
hmt "those", 36.35 
hnkt "this", 36.33,35 
htqds "he sanctified himself", 47.25 
h-Rm' "Rome", 33.9 

Ha-lu-su "saved", 63.2 
his "to save", 27.12; 63.2 
hlws "saved", 42.14; 63.2 
hn šlmt "acknowledgment of full 

payment", 64.6 
Hnt "Anna", 27.28 
k- "when", "as", 58 .2 
k' "here", 36 .35; 49.9 
k'tbty " I wrote", 40.6 
kkr "talent" (weight), 27.3 
Kyšr(m) "elephant", 63.6 
l-b- "against", 48.24 
Im "lest", 58.3 
l-m-b- "still during", 48.24 
*ma'gal "enclosure", 29.20 
*magddl, magdol "tower", 29.24; 

67.18 
maqom "place", 29.21 
*Maqom hadaš "new town", 64.2 
m't "hundred", 35.20 
milk "king", 70.5; 27.19 
mlkty "king of Kition", 27.20 
Mlqrt "Melqart" 27.20; 29.55 
mmlkt "king", 29.46,48 
m{ri) "from", 48.12 
mnm "anything", 36.61 
mqm "place", 64.2 
mtl "gift", 77.4 
myqdš "temple", 29.21 
myskr "making known", 42.15 
my sal "honouring ", 42.15 
nasot (Latin) " I brought", 45.13 
nd'r "vow", 24.10 
nft " I brought", 45.13 
nšt'm "dreaded" (plur.), 42.17 
p'l "he / she did", 27.28; 46.3 
p'l 'nk " I having done", 42.12; 53.5 
p'ltn "she made me", 46.3 
p'm "foot", "penis", "time", 35.32; 

63.7 

p'mm, p'mt "feet", "paws", "times", 
37.8 

qart "city", 27.19; 30.3 
Qarthadašt "Carthage", 67.10 
qbcr "tomb", 24.10 
qnm, qnm "one's self", 36.28 
qnmy "whoever", 36.61 
ra-'-si, r'š, rš "head", "cape", 67.18 
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*Ruš 'Addīr "cape of the Mighty 
one", 67.9 

shrt "witch", 65.8 
sk'r "memory", 24.10 
skr "to remember", 13.2; 142 
srsr "broker", 29.13 
st "this", 36.35 
sdyq "just" (fem.), 27.28 
Sūr "rock", 67.11 
škb "to lie down", "to be buried", 

63.13 
šm "there", 47.7 
šm' "she heard", 42.12 
Smr (2VMAR) "guardian", 75.3 
šnm "two", 35.4 
Sph "family", 62.4 
st "year", 27.3 
šūfēt "judge", "suffete", 29.7 

t "accusative" marker, 36.31; 52.10 
thtpk "it will be overturned", 47.22-

23 
tht "under", "below", 48.16 
thtsp "it will be torn away", 47.23 
tklt "summing up", 29.30 
tm' "perfect" (fem.), 27.28 
tn,tn "to erect", 45.13 
wyp 7 " and he made " ,38.11 
Y'dr "Yadar", 67.9 
Yatan- 'El "God has given", 67.7 
ydbrnk "they will speak to you", 

46.3 
ymm, ymt "days", 37.14 
yn "wine", 65.5 
ynny (Latin) "no", 47.12 
yqdst " I consecrated", 47.13 
zn "this", 36.38 

ada "paternal aunt", 62.2 
aham "to eat", 77.2; 63.3 
āmbìr "bird", 77.9 
gāl "camel", 30.10 
géèl "to enter", 70.3; 79.23 
geléb "evening", 79.23 

RENDILLE 

gololsadc "eat", 47.28 
ínàm "boy", 70.6 
ìnám "girl", 70.6 
lah "ewe", 30.10 
yigis "he killed", 38.1. 

SEMITIC, COMMON 

ab- "father", 30.1; 62.2 
abn- "stone", 30.6 
'anp "nose", 30.11 
arnab- "hare", 29.16; 30.10 
'are- "earth", 30.2 
'arwiy "wild animal", 63.4 
'atari- "she-ass", 30.1 
'ty "to come", 2.10 
'aw "or", 49.4 
wš "to give", 43.23 
'ayyal- "deer", 30.10 
'zn I wzn "to be heavy", 70.12 
'abd- "to serve", 62.4 
agal- "calf", 30.10 
aqrab- "scorpion", 30.10 
ayn- "eye", 9.5; 30.6,11 

ayr- "ass-foal", 30.10 
'dw "to go'?, 43.23 
'dr "to help", 63.8 
'igl- "calf", 30.10 
7y "upper part", "over", "above", 

48.15 
'ny "to answer", 43.23 
'sy "big", 47.39 
'šy "to make", 43.23 
b- " in" , "from", 48.4 
baqar- "cattle", 30.10 
batn- "stomach", 30.11 
bayt "house", 22.16; 29,9 
bir "well", 28.9 
bky "to cry", "to weep", 47.13; 

62.2 
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bny "to make a son", 41.12 
bśm "balsam-oil", 16.3 
bt' "strong", 41.39 
būr "well", 28.9 
dād- "paternal uncle", 62.2 
dry "to last", 43.23 
dubb- "bear", 30.10 
dūr "to last", 43.23 
dabb- "lizard", 30.10 
di'b- "wolf", 30.10 
du, dū "that (one)", 28.5-6; 62.2 
dubb-, dubāb "flies", 30.10 
'gahān- "belly", 30.11 
gamal- "camel", "dromedary", 

30.10 
gbr, gpr "strong", 29.33 
ġzr "copious", 63.8 
ha- "behold!", 49.10 
habb- "elephant", 30.10 
hamār-, himār- "ass", 30.1,10 
harb- "sword", 30.6 
hiśn "lap", "bosom", 30.11 
hmy "to protect", 47.13 
hqq "to be right", 70.12 
hrt "to plough", 79.23 
Mb "to assume", 47.32 
hty "to make an arrow", 79.23; 
* 47.13 

hbt "to strike", 43.23 
hizzlr-, huzzlr- "swine", "pig", 
" 30.10 
hip "to go by", "to follow", 45.17 
'imm- "mother", 30.1-2; 62.2 
'immar- "ram", "lamb", 30.10 
'isba'- "finger", 2.5 
k- "as", "like", 48.11; 49.9,14; 

56.2-5; 58.2 
kalb "dog", 77.1; 27.19; 29.5; 

30.10; 62.2 
kās- "bowl", 30.6 
kirr- "lamb", 30.10 
kkr "round disk", 23.7; 27.3 
krkr "round disk", 23.7; 27.3 
kūn "to be (firm)", 28.9; 44.5-7 
kūr "oven", 28.9 
/- "to", "for", 48.4,6; 49.12 
lahām- "to eat", 77.2 
lahr- "ewe", 30.10 

lašān, Man "tongue", 27.12; 30.11 
Ib'lblw "lioness", "lion", 77.2 
Imd "to learn", 29.29 
milh- "salt", 30.6 
mny "to count", "to measure", 

48.12 
mśy "to walk (by night)", 43.23 
mut- "man", 63.6 
naml- "ant", 30.10 
napš- "breath", 30.2,6 
nayyal- "goat", "roebuck", 30.10 
nb' "spring", "source", 63.13 
nihnu "we", 36.8 
nln- "child", "offspring", 62.2 
nkr "strange(r)", 75.8 
nky "to kil l" , 43.23 
pa'n- "foot", 30.11 
pan- "face", 30.11 
qarn- "horn", 30.6,11 
qr' "to call", 43.23 
qūm "to stay", "to stand", 2.10; 

28.9; 44.5-7 
qutn- "small finger", 30.11 
rahl- "ewe", 30.10 
rb "great", 47.13 
rby "to increase", 47.13 
rgm "to speak", "to utter", 29.30 
rigl- "foot", 30.6 
rśś "to break", 43.23 
rah- "breath", 30.6 
sb' "to drink", 43.23 
subb "to turn", 44.5 
sir "to begin", 44.6,8 
śīm "to place", 44.5-6,8 
šab' "seven", 75.4 
šāl "to ask", 44.6,9 
Sinn- "tooth", 30.6 
škb "to lie down", "be buried", 

63.13 
šlm "to be healthy", 70.12 
šm' "to hear", 45.17 
Tadmer, Tadmor "Palmyra", 29.31 
tht "under", "below", 48.16 
tillu "hill", 63.6 
talab- "fox", "jackal", 30.10 
ty "to look for", 43.7 
*tanāyu "to repeat", 35.4,34 
tānī "second", 35.4 
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tawr- "ox", 30.10 
tin- "two", 28.14; 35.4,34 
tniy- "double", 28.14 
tny "to make another", 47.13 
tu, tū "that (one)", 28.5-6; 62.2 
\dn- "ever", 30.6,11 
wa- "and", 77.13; 49.1,3 
w'm "agree", 29.29 
wd' "to know", 43.8 
wdw "to flow", "to run", 43.23 
wg' "to labour", 2.10 
wld "to bear", 43.8 

wq "to befall", "to happen", 2.10; 
43.23 

wqr "to be excellent", 79.24; 63.13 
wqy "to keep", 2.10 
ws "to go out", 28.13; 42.16; 43.8 
wšn "to sleep", 43.23 
wtb "to sit", 29.29 
yad- "hand", 30.6 
yaman- "right hand", 30.2,11 
yp' "to become visible", 43.23 
zhr "to shine", 43.23 

SOMALI 

-ad " afformative of ordinals", 35.31 
bidy "to water", 47.13 
bir "iron", 63.13 • 
biyd "water", 47.13 
boqol "hundred", 35.20 
gal "to enter", 79.23 
galab "evening", 79.23 
gargar "to help", "help", 28.19 
geid "tree", "wood", 79.23 
gēla "camels", 30.10 
habār "to curse", "curse", 28.19 
hal "one", 35.4 
kah "to rise", 47.13 
kahi "to raise", 47.13 

keli "alone", 35.4 
kor "to climb", "camel bell", 63.6 
lah "ewe", 30.10 
qād "to take", 28.19 
qufa' "to cough", "cough", 28.19 
san(an) "nose(s)", 37.22 
sukor "sugar", 47.13 
sokoroy "to sugar", 47.13 
šimbirta "bird", 77.9 
usbd "salt", 47.13 
usboy "to salt", 47.13 
wadne "heart", 30.11 
warāb "to drink", 47.13 
warābi "to water (animals)", 47.13 

SOUTH ARABIAN 
EPIGRAPHIC 

'bh "fathers", 37.19 
'bhty "fathers", 37.19 
'd "when", 58.12 
-'d afformative of multiplicatives, 

35.31 
'hint "clans", 37.19 
'hd "one", 35.3 
'hdr "Hadramites", 37.29 
'hh "brothers", 37.19 
7 "not", 47.8; 54.9 
Tit "gods", 37.21 
7/ "thousand", 35.21 
'In, 'It "these", 36.33-34 

'Iwny "(man) of Alw", 29.36 
'mh "female clients", "handmaids", 

37.19 
'mht "mothers", 37.19 
'mt "female client", "handmaid", 

37.19 
'nfs1 "souls", "persons", 37.29 
'ntht "women", 37.19 
rwy "ibex", 63.4 
'wyn "vineyards", 65.5 
y "which?", 36.59 
ys1 "man", 29.9 
ywn "vineyards", 65.5 
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'd, 'dn "up to", "until", 48.9,17 
'dw, 'dww, 'dy, 'dyw "to march", 

"to move", 43.19,23; 48.17 
'dy "up to", "until", 48.9,17 
7, 'Iw, 'ly "over", "above", 48.15 
'm, 'mn "with", 48.9,13,24 
'rgl "locust", 29.17 
'slt "one", 35.3 
's2rt "nomad group", 35.15 
'ttr "'Attar", 29.17 
'wdk "you brought back", 40.5 
'wdn "bring back!", 40.14 
b- "in", 48.24 
b-'m(n) "with", 48.13,24 
b-dt "because", 49.16 
bhn{t) "sons", "daughters", 37.27 
bkn "when", "because", 59.1 
bn "between", 48.21 
bn "from", 77.6; 48.9,12 
bn, bnw, bny "son", "sons", 37.11; 

32.26; 63.8 
bny "he built", 43.19 
brt "place", "where", 57.5 
byn, bynn "between", 48.21 
d' "not", 47.16 
dbl "to fulfil", 49.21 
d "which", "who", 57.6 
d't "that", "who" (fem.), 36.54 
dmr "to protect", 70.8 
dtrrn "to wage war against each 

other", 47.22-23 
/ "and", 49.2 
gr "enter (a sanctuary)", 24.2 
grm "body", "one's self", 36.28 
gyr "lime-plaster", 29.9 
ġyr "not", 47.16 
h- "to", "for", 48.11 
hlmw, hnmw "whatever", 36.33,54 
hm, hn "if", 67.2 
hm Im " i f not", 67.3 
hmw, hmy "if", 67.2 
hn I "if", 67.9 
hqny "he offered",41.11 
hqnyw, hqnw "they dedicated", 

43.19 
hwry "to make clear", 49.14 
hwt "he", 36.14 
hykl "palace", 29.9 

hyt "she", 36.14 
hrf "autumn", 77.1 
hwlm "dream", 29.9 
hwr "to go to", "to settle in", 43.7 
hykl "palace", 29.9 
hyn "time", 29.9 
hbb "recess" (?), 57.5 
hms1 "main army force", 35.10 
k- "to", "for", "when", "that", 

48.11; 58.2 
k'd "according to", 48.17 
kd "that", 49.14 
Uy, kl'ty, kly "both", 35.4 
krkr "talent" (weight), 27.3 
/- "to", "for", 48.11 
lb' "lion", "lioness", 30.5 
Ihm "not", 47.10 
Ihslhnn "may they grant prosper

ity", 39.13 
Ik "lac", 65.6 
Im "not", 47.10 
In "from", 48.9; 58.7 
m't "hundred", 35.20 
Ma'in "spring", 67.11 
mdwr '' territories ",29.10 
md'w "they reached", 73.10 
mhn "what", 36.58 
mhrb "prayer niche", 29.21 
mhmsh "fifths", 35.30 
mkr "traders", 64.4 
mn "who?", "someone", 36.62 
mqm "might", "power", 64.2 
Mryb "place of contests", 29.21 
mslgd "house of prayer", 74.3 
mslk "musk", 65.6 
mt'w "they reached", 73.10 
Myft "visible site", 29.21 
nfs1 "soul", "person", 37.29 
nhl "palmgrove", 30.5 
qdm "first", 35.24 
rdw, rdy "goodwill", 77.13; 43.19 
rim "land-tax", 77.5 
slbt "to defeat", 47.42 
sldt'd "for the sixth time", 35.31 
slhdt "he inaugurated", 47.9 
s'n "towards", "next to", 48.20 
sxqny "he offered", 47.9 
sHqr' "he was convened", 47.9 
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sHsl'l "he put forward a request", 
47.29 

shrk "you wrote", 40.5 
sum "write! ",40.14 
sxwn "towards", "next to", 48.20 
s2'rt "she was aware", 45.16 
s2k "thus", "that", 48.10,17 
s3hln "take care!",40.14 
s3n "towards", "next to", 48.20 
sd "he hunted", 44.5 
slym "statuette", 29.10 
swr "image", 29.9 
syd "he hunted", 44.5 
tht, thty "under", "below", 48.16 
Timna' "stronghold", 67.11 
tnhyt "confession of sin", 29.30 
ts2r "she will be aware", 45.16 
ts2(y)m "he appointed for his sake", 

47.23 
td "one", 35.3 
tyb "scent", 29.9 

tnw/y "two", 35.4 
w- "and", 53.5 
wdw "to flow", 43.23 
wd' "to go out", 43.23 
w'hb'tt "gift of c Attar", 77.2 
wrhh "the mouth", 33.13 
writs1 "the mouth", 33.13 
wsH "midst", 48.19 
wst "to be established", 70.8 
wyhtb "and he restored", 38.11 
wyn "vineyard", 65.5 
yflwn "they will make", 40.26 
yhbr "he fulfils", 44.15 
yhrdwn, yhrdyn "he will satisfy", 

43.19 
ym "day", "when", 22.11; 49.15; 

57.5 
ysì'lynsì "they bring him up", 47.9 
ywm "day", "when", 22.11; 57.5 
yyn "vineyard", 65.5 

SOUTH ARABIAN 
MODERN 

a'am "mother", 33.8 
a-bdtk "your house", 33.9 
-abydtidn "our houses", 36.23 
aġā, aġayw "brother", "brothers", 

37.30 
â-ġarb "the large well-bucket", 33.8 
am " i f" , 50.8; 67.2 

ansom "he breathed", 47.11 
a-saar "the gazelle", 33.8 
bayt "house", 33.9 
ber, bdr auxiliary word, 47.18 
bin "between", 48.21 
da "this" (masc), 36.40 
dps "this" (fem.), 36.40 
dddbuk, didbuk "that", 36.44 
dddha, didha "this here", 36.40 
dā "this" (masc), 36.40 
dākdmah, ddkdmdh "that", 36.44 
dandmdh, ddndmdh "this", 36.40 
dd, di "who", "which", 36.54 
dī "this" (fem.), 36.40 
dimdh "this" (fem.), 36.40 

domdh "this" (masc), 36.40 
~('d)d- "up to", "until", 48.17 
dglēl "it was boiled", 47.47 
dkdy "both of us", 36.6-7 
dktdlof "he was troubled", 47.22 
{d)la "not", 47.8 
dlbuk "those", 36.44 
dl...{d)la "not", 47.8 
'dbmdh "those", 36.44 
dlha "these here", 36.40 
dlyomdh "these", 36.40 
dnddbddb "he dragged behind", 

47. Ī7 
drfēs "he was kicked", 47.47 
'dsba' "finger", 74.8 

fdlhi, fdlho "foal", "foals", 37.30 
gdfnln "eyebrows", 37.12 
gdrēt "slave-girl", 78.6 
gdwf, gdwdft "chest", "chests", 

37.30 
ġarb "base of neck", 27.8 
ġdgotdn "girls", 37.12 
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ġoreb "base of neck", 27.8 
ha "he", 36.10 
ham "name", 75.4 
ham "if", 67.2 
hdwil "first", 35.24 
hél, her "if", 67.2 
hēt "six", 35.12 
heid "he watered", 75.4 
hansom "he breathed", 47.11 
haqu "he watered", 75.4 
hima "he heard", 75.4 
hoha "seven", 75.4; 35.12 
hyemah "he heard", 75.4 
hamoš "five", 75.4 
hayb "father", 33.8 
hayd "hand", 33.8,18 
'hīš "five", 75.4 
haymdh "five", 75.4 
izdnu "these", 36.39 
iiok "those", 36.42 
kdtawb "they wrote", 40.10 
katdbdm "they wrote", 40.10 
ki "both of us", 36.6 
lahm "fish", 63.2 
tenfmah "these", 36.40 
hrkēz "may I stand up", 40.30 
liqbār "may he bury", 38.2 
liqbdr "may they bury", 40.30 
lū "if", 67.6 
lu-(a)l...ala' " i f not", 67.6 
lān "white", 77.5 
mbln "between", 48.21 
man "from", 48.12 
mašēġar, mdšdġdrēt "second", 35.25, 

30 

man "between", 48.21 
nasf, nasfi "half", "halves", 37.6 
ndrihdn, nanyhon "younger brother / 

brothers", 37.30 
nhat "under", "below", 48.16 
qerš "piaster", 65.4 
rabot "four", 35.7 
rdfis "he was kicked", 47.47 
rlba "four (days)", 35.7 
sē "she", 36.10 
šem "name", 75.4 
šeqe "he watered", 75.4 
salbod "he was hit", 47.9,29 
šalabad "he hit back", 47.29 
šī' "he heard", 75.4 
šo', sba'at "seven", 75.4 
subdet "liver", 78.6 
sum "name", 75.4 
šaba' "finger", 74.8 
t(a) " accusative " marker, 52.10 
tdro "two", 35.4 
tad, tat "one", 33.3,8; 35.3 
wdd- "up to", "until", 48.17 
yarfos "he will be kicked", 47.47 
ydftdgor "he will burst", 47.25 
yaktēb "may he write", 38.2 
ydlbēd "may he hit", 38.2 
ydlobdd "he shoots", 38.5 
yarfos "he will be kicked", 47.47 
yarokdz "he stands upright", 38.5 
yha't "six", 35.12 
yhobd' "seven", 75.4; 35.12 
zirit "slave-girl", 78.6 

SUMERIAN 

a-gàr "water meadow", 63.5 
anše "donkey", 30.10 
dam-gàr "supplier", "tradesman", 

32.10 
dam-ha-ra "battle", 32.6 
ensi "city ruler", 29.51 
ga-ra-an "vineyard", 32.10 
guzi "throne", 29.51 
kar "quay", 67.19 

ku 4 "to enter", 24.2 
kur-kur "mountains", 37.21 
lah 4 "to transport", 65.2 
má "ship", 65.2 
ma-da "country", 32.6 
ni-is-ku "a kind of servant", 33.16 
sa-tu "mountain", 32.10 
šakkana "governor", "viceroy", 

65.2 
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še-er-gu "a quality of figs", 53.16 taba "partner", 29.51 
Sum "garlic", 52.10 ummia "master", 29.39 

TIGRE 

abayt "fathers", 57.19 
'ab'drat "oxen", 57.33 
'abra'āt, 'abra'at "pens", 57.33 
'abyāt "houses", 37.32 
'adbdr "mountains", 37.31 
'addāmiātāt) "people", "men", 

"crowds", 37.39 
adgām(āt) "tales", 37.33 
'adqul "masts", 37.31 
afayt "mouths", 37.19 
'aġannit "children", 37.31 
'akalld'at, 'akalh'dt "clay pots", 

37.33 
'akarritiām) "(a few) hyenas", 37.37 
'akdtbat "books", 37.33 
'akdtmat "seals", 37.33 
'aklāb "dogs", 37.31 
'a'lāf, 'ālāf "tens of thousands", 

35.22 
alf "thousand", 35.21 
'alwāh "boards", 37.33 
'alwahat, 'alwdhat "boards", 37.33 
'am'āt "hundreds", 35.20 
amdār(āt) "lands", 37.33 
anaggdl "kids", 37.31 
'anhās, 'anhesām "houses", "a few 

houses", 37.37 
'anqatqata "he was shaken", 47.17 
'arwe "serpent", 49.9; 65.4 
'asbara "he caused to break", 47.11 
'asdgdat "necks", 57.33 
asdk "up to", "until", 48.17 
'asqamqama "he groaned", 47.14 
'athādaga "he made leave", 47.14 
'attabala "he caused to be said", 

47.14 
attaqtala "he caused to be killed", 

47.14 
'awāldd " daughters" ,37.31 
awhdrat "bulls", 37.33 
'azmata "he caused to raid", 47.14 
adad "number", 70.8 

ala "he was", 38.26; 42.25; 49.24 
'allaba, 'allaboit) "he counted", 

"counting", "to count", 42.11 
'āmat "year", 37.20 
'arqab "scorpion", 27.13 
'asā "he fenced in", 43.20 
'aday, 'dàyāy "wood", "a piece of 

wood", 37.40 
'dlatit "little well", 29.42 
ba'at "cave", 30.6 
ba'āy "large cave", 29.43 
bakā "he cried", 43.20 
bet "house", 30.5 
betatit "little house", 29.43 
betāy "ruined house", 29.43 
bet mphro "school", 66.5 
bd'ray "ox", 37.33 
bdrd "pen", 37.33 
bdsdhdnna(i) "maturity", 29.52 
bdšdi "cooked", 42.14 
bun(at) "coffee", "a coffee grain", 

37.41 
dabar "mountain", 37.31 
dabanā, damanā "cloud", 77.6 
daqal "mast", 37.31 
ddgdm "tale", 37.33 
ddggd, ddggdtāy "town", "small 

town", 29.42 
'db "in", 48.5 
'dgāl "calf", 29.42 
'dgar, 'dgdr "feet", "foot", 37.31 
'dgdl "for", "to", 38.26; 39.12 
'dgelat, 'dgelāy "little calf" (fem., 

masc), 29.42 
'dl "to", "for", 48.6 
'dlf "ten thousand", 35.22 
'dlli "this", 36.33-34,41 
'dnesat, 'dnesāy "worthless man", 

"little man", 29.43 
'dntum, 'dtiten "you", 36.9 

fagarkum, fagarken "you went out" 
(plur.), 40.11 
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fagraw, fagraya "they went out", 
40.10 

gab'a "he will be", 49.24 
gabil "people", 37.38 
gdnddy "log of wood", 30.6 
gdrrum "beautiful", 42.16 
ġabab, ġdbbat "jackets", "jacket", 

31.31 
ġma "child", 37.31 
haba "he gave", 43.1 
habbeyāmfy "a few monkeys", "a 

small monkey", 37.37 
halla "he is", 36.33; 38.26; 42.25; 

49.24-25 
hatamtam "babbling", 29.14 
hdtu, hdta "he", "she", 36.11,33 
hābara, hdbaro(t) "he joined", 

"joining", "to join", 42.11 
hada "he was little", 43.7 
hadga "to leave", 47.14 
hasdydr "enclosures", 37.32 
hasur "enclosure", 37.32 
hatte "one" (fem.), 33.18; 35.3 
hata "he devoured", 43.7 
he la "he was strong", 37.32 
hdd "about", "some", 35.3 
harrād "what is slaughtered", 29.11 
hdyal "powers", 37.32 
hilat "strength", "power", 37.32 
'i- "not", 47.11,13 
'ifālu "no!", 47.13 
ka- "thus", "so", 49.9 
kaa "he spilled", 43.20 
kadddama "he worked on and off", 

47.36 
kah' "clay pot", 37.33 
kaldb "dog", 37.26,31 
karšat, kdras "belly", "bellys", 

37.31 
kawdkdb "stars", 37.32 
ksm "when", 58.2; 59.6; 60.1 
kdtdb "book", 37.33 
kdtdm "seal", 37.33 
kokab "star", 37.32 
la "who", "which", "what", 36.55 
ladi "give birth!", 43.6 
lahasa "he saved", 27.12 
tefagra/o "they go out", 40.29-30 

hssabar "it is broken", 47.32 
luh "board", 37.33 
-ma "or", 49.1,4 
ma'amrāy "scientist", 42.15 
madosa "hammer", 30.6 
maktabi "writing implement", 29.22 
malāsyāy "barber " ,42.15 
mandsdf, mansaf "carpets", "car

pet", 37.31 
manma "nobody", 36.61 
marawi, mawarri "sticks", 27.12 
masallas "third part", 35.30 
masdnit, masni "friends", "friend", 

37.31 
masaddaqi "altar", 29.22 
matqallā' " appearing " ,42.11 
mdbyāt "dwelling place", 29.21 
mdddr "land", 37.33 
mdhro "teaching", 29.50 
mzkwdl "hiding place", 29.21 
man "from", 48.12 
manddq, nadiq "building", 42.5 
nadqa "to build", 42.5 
naggal "kid", 37.31 
naqe "he shouted", 43.20 
ndy- "of", "belonging to", 36.31 
nddqat, nddqo "building", 42.5 
qdbdl "former", 42.13 
qadar, qadrdy "gnats", "a gnat", 

37.40 
qarš "piaster", 65.4 
qatāl, qatāli, qātlāy "killer", "mur

derer", 42.13 
qataf "leaves", 37.38 
qawašši "hamlets", 67.15 
qdddsdnna "sanctity", 29.52 
qddussām kdtubām "Holy Scrip

tures", 37.12 
qišot "hamlet", 67.15 
ra'a "he saw", 43.20 
rdšāš(at) "lead", "a piece of lead", 

37.41 
sabābara "he broke thoroughly", 

47.36 
saddyat "help", 37.20 
sar "half", 35.30 
sdgad "neck", 37.33 
sdraq "theft", 37.20 
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sdttār "splinter", 29.11 
sanha "he was", 42.25 
šafattit "rebels", 37.31 
šanaggdl "adults", 37.31 
šdfta "rebel", 37.31 
šdh "thousand", 35.21 
šdngul "adult", 37.31 
t- "is", 49.19; 50.9 
tahat "under", "below", 48.16 
tdfagraio "you go out", 40.29 
tdgādabaw "they fought each other", 

47.20 
tdkān, tdkenāy "bugs", "a bug", 37.40 
tdmaizana "he was weighed", 47.25 
tdqalld'a " he appeared", 42.11 
tdšārama "he was cut into strips", 

47.27 
tu "he is", 38.26; 39.12; 49.19 

wa "or" 49.4 
wa'at, wa'āt "cow", "a few cows", 

37.37 
wad "son", 30.1 
wad hal "cousin", 66.5 
wahada "he was little", 43.7 
wahata "he devoured", 43.7 
walat "daughter", 30.1; 37.31 
walatit, waletāt "some girls", "little 

girl", 37.37 
wdhdr "bull", 37.33 
wdldddnnat "parentage", 29.52 
woro(t) "one", 33.18; 35.3 
yd- "oh!", 50.3 
zalāydm "rains", 37.32 
zamta "to raid", 47.14 
zdlām "rain", 37.32 

TIGRINYA 

ab "in", 48.5 
'abatdrti " staffs" ,37.31 
'abaġdlti "mules", 37.31 
abay "wild", 23.1 
abbay "Blue Nile", 23.1 
'adde "mother", 62.2 
'afras "horses", 37.31 
alia, alio "he is", 36.33; 38.26; 

49.24-25 
'antum, 'antdn "O you! ",36.9 
'arawit "serpent", 63.4 
'asbârà "he caused to break", 47.11 
'atahdltat "plants", "trees", 37.33 
'atahdltat/ti "plants", "trees", 37.33 
'a'zan "ears", 37.31 
'ay-...-an "not", 47.8,11 
'azmad "relatives", 37.31 
c9tro "jar", 29.50 
bágli "mule", 27.16; 37.31 
bâi&e "he built", 43.20 
bdrtd'e "he become strong", 47.39 
bdtri "staff", 37.31 
bd...gdze "at the time", "when", 

48.25 
-do interrogative marker, 47.16; 

54.5 

'dmbi "no!", 47.13 
'andd'i " I don't know", 47.13 
'dnglizawi "Englishman", 29.44 
-as "*up to", 48.10 
'dyyu "he (is)", 38.26 
'dzni "ear", 24.8; 37.31 
'dzom "these", 36.41 
'dzu "this", 36.41 

faldmay "first", 35.24 
fards "horse", 37.31 
gdza(tat) "house(s)", 37.15,18,20; 

63.10 
gdzawdtti "houses", 37.18 
gwadni "rib", 30.11 
haba "he gave", 43.7 
haaa "one", 33.18; 35.3 
hammuštà "five", 74.9 
hantit "one" (fem.), 33.18; 35.3 
harasd "he ploughed", 45.17 
'kàlbi "dog", 24.8; 27.16 
kām,kāmàzd "that", 60.1 
kdnfar, kdnafdr "lip", "lips", 37.31 
kd "so that", 59.6 
kdfu "wicked", 27.9 
konā "he will be", 49.24 
kufu "wicked", 27.9 
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Idbbi, Idbbdtat "heart", "hearts", 
27.16; 37.15 

md'alti "day", 37.30 
mddosa "hammer", 27.9 
mdnddq, mdnaddq "wall", "walls", 

37.31 
mds "with", 48.10 
modoša "hammer", 27.9 
ndbdrd "he was", 38.26; 49.24 
ndfs(a/u) "person", 36.9,12,36 
nay "of", "belonging to", 77.4; 

57.23 
ndyru "he was", 38.26; 49.24 
nd "for", 77.4; 48.6; 57.23 
nd "accusative marker", 52.11 
ndgus "king", 27.9 
nahbi "bee", 30.10 
ndssa, ndssu "she", "he", 36.12 
ndssdkum, nassdkdn "you" (plur.), 

36.9 
nugus "king", 27.9 
qdtatdld "he slaughtered", 47.36 
qdtdnd "he was small", 23.1 
qdttdnd "he liquefied", 23.1 

qadussan " saints ",37.12 
qdrsi "piaster", 65.4 
qwdr'a "frog", 29.27; 30.10 
qwar'ob "frog", 30.10 
sdb(at) "person(s)", 37.15 
sabdra "he broke", 45.17 
sdm "name", 74.9 
sawunwun "movement", 29.14 
sdlot, solot "prayer", 27.9 
šdm "name", 74.9 
ših "thousand", 35.21 
sab'attd "seven", 74.9 
tdhli{tat) "plant(s)", "tree(s)", 37.33 
tahti "under", "below", 48.16 
tdldwd, tdlo "he found", 43.20 
tâsàb(à)râ "it was broken", 47.20 
u "or", 49.4 
way "or", 49.4 
ydkdffdt "it is opened", 47.32 
zdmdd "relative", 37.31 
za "who", "which", "that", 36.55; 

60.3 
zd-sdm-u "whose name is", 65.4 

UGARITIC 

'ahd "one", 35.3 
'ahrtp "brother of Reshef", 73.6 
'ahd, 'dha "he seized", 73.6; 38.10 
'ahr "afterwards", 58.13 
aht(t) "sister(s)", 37.20 
'al "not", 47.9 
'alp "ox", "clan", "thousand", 35.21 
'amht "handmaids", 37.19 
'anhb "shellfish" (?), 29.16 
'anhr "narwhal", 29.16 
'ank, a-na-ku " I " , 36.6 
'ap "also", 49.2 
'aqrb " I shall bring near", 40.34 
'arsh "earthward", 32.20 
'ašhlk " I shall cause to flow", 

40.34; 47.9 
'atwt "she came", 38.10 
'atr b'l "settlement of Baal", 32.12 
'd "until", "up to", 48.17; 58.11 
7 "over", "above", 48.15 

'It "she is up", 43.13 
'm, 'mn "with", 48.9,13 
'n-qpt "the source is buyoant", 45.8 
'qšr "a kind of snake", 29.17 
št *"one", 35.3 
'ttr '"Attar", 29.17 
Ba'al-ma-lak "Baal is king", 40.3; 

45.8 
b'l "he made", 70.8; 77.4 
bhtm "houses", 37.27 
bl "without", "not", 47.14 
bn "between", 48.21 
bn "son", 63.8 
bn(m) 'il "son of El", 33.16 
d "this", "who", "that", 36.50; 57.6 
dbh "sacrifice", 73.6 
dgr "to heap", 29.29 
dt "this", "who", "that" (fem.), 36.50 
du-ú "this", "who", "that", 36.48 
dr' "arm", 73.6 
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Ga-mi-rad-du "perfect is Haddu", 
45.8 

grn(m/t) "threshing floor(s)", 37.14 
ġm' "to be thirsty", 70.9 
ġr "mountain", 70.9 
hi "didn't?", 49.8 
hm "if*, 67.2 
hm I " i f not", 67.3 
hn "behold", 27.25; 49.6; 60.2 
hki "palace", 27.16 
hnd "this", 36.33-34 
hyn "Ea", 27.16 
hdm "arrows", 73.6 
hst "half", 35.30 
htm/t "wheat", 37.14 
htm "arrows", 73.6 
habbu qualification of ground-plots, 
" 57.5 
Ia-an-ha-mu "he comforted...", 40.21 
Ia-pa-milku "splendid is the king", 

45.8 
Ig-ma-ra-lM "Haddu has com

pleted", 40.21 
'il'ak " I shall dispatch", 40.21 
'ilht "goddesses", 37.19 
'imths " I have seized", 38.4 
'in ""there isn't", 47.12 
'iš'al " I shall ask", 40.21 
Iš-la-ma-na "he kept peace...", 

40.21 
'ištbm " I have muzzled", 38.4 
'itlk " I have gone", 38.4 
'it "there is", 49.23,25 
'iy "which?", 36.59 
k- "that", "when", "as", 58.2 
kkr "talent" (weight), 27.3 
kl'at "both", 35.4 
kpl "double", 35.4 
ks'at "chairs", 37.15 
ks'u "chair", 37.15 
ky "that", 56.3; 58.2 
/ "not", 47.9 
/ "to", "for", 48.9 
Vim "people", "clan", 35.21 
l-b "into", 48.24 
Id "give birth! ",43.6 
Im "why?", 58.3 
In "to", 48.9 

Itpn, Itpn "kind", 73.6 
m'ahd "city", 29.21 
m'at, m'it "hundreds", "hundred", 

35.20 
m "at once", 48.14 
m'lt "height", "step", 29.21 
mġt " I came", 43.13 
mġy "to arrive", 70.9 
mhk "any", 36.61 
mhrth, mhrtt "plough-land", 27.28 
mkr "trader", 64.4 
mn "what?", "any", 36.58,61 
mnk "any", 36.61 
mnm "any", 36.61 
mrb't "a fourth", 35.30 
msk "to mix", 65.7 
msrm, msrym "Egypt", "Egyp

tians", 29.54 
mtb(t) "dwelling(s)", 37.15 
mtltt "a third", 35.30 
Na-qa-ma-du "avenging is Haddu", 

45.8 
nbl'at "flames", 29.26 
nġr "to guard", 70.9 
nlqht "drawings" (?), 47.16 
npk "well", 70.8 
nš'a, ns'u "he / they lifted up", 

40.3; 45.8 
Nūrānu "luminous", 29.36 
p- "and", 49.2 
qrht "towns", 37.19 
qr'itm "you called" (plur.), 45.8 
qrnm/t "two horns", "horns", 37.6 
r'asmlt "heads", 37.14 
r'is(t) "head(s)", 37.14 
rbt "ten thousand", 35.22 
shrrt "she was heating", 47.40 
Sapšiyānu "sunny", "small sun", 

29.36 
š'tqt "she-who-removes(-evil)", 29.33 
šb"id, šb'd "seven times", 35.31 
smmh "heavenward", 32.20 
šnm "Shunami", 27.13 
snpt "two-thirds", 35.30 
šph "posterity", 62.4 
špš "sun", 77.9 
targumyānu "interpreter", 29.30,36 
t'arš "she desires", 38.6 
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t'asrn "you will bind", 38.6 
tdgr "store-keeper", 29.29 
tht "under", "below", 48.16 
t'ihd "she took", 38.6 
tmths "she fought", 38A 
tmthsh "her habit of fighting", 

47.35 
tntkn "they pour down", 47.16 
trbs "courtyard", 29.31 
trmm "they set up", 47.40 
trmmt "offering", 29.30 
tšthwy "she prostrated herself", 47.29 
t'uhd "she held fast", 38.6 
thrm "gems", 73.6 
td "breast", 30.11 
tdn "teat", "udder", 30.11 
'tlhn "table", 29.37 
tit "three", 35.8 
tint "there", 47.7 
tnm "two", 35.4 
}r "ox", "bull", 65.5 
thrm "gems", 73.6 
'udm't "tears", 27.17 
Vgdrat, 'Ugarit "Ugarit", "fields, 

plain", 67.11 
'ugr "field", 63.5 

'umht "mothers", 37.19 
'usb' "finger", 27.17 
'utkl "grapes", 37.26 
'd "until", "up to", 48.17; 58.11 
wn " and behold", 27.25; 49.1 
wy'niy) "and he answered", 43.13 
y'ahd "he takes", 38.6 
y'arš "he desires", 38.6 
ybmt "daughter-in-law", 77.6 
ydmlt "two hands", "handles", 37.6 
ygrš "expeller", 29.18 
yhd "to be united", "gathering", 

35.3 
y'ihd "he took", 38.6 
ykllnh "let him complete it", 47.40 
ykrkr "he snapped", 47.38 
yml'u "they filled", 27.24; 38.13 
ymmt "daughter-in-law", 77.6 
yn "wine", 65.5 
yqġ "to be alert", 70.9 
yqh "may he take", 38.6 
yrths "he washed himself", 47.22 
ys'a "he went out", 45.8 
yt ly " I have", 49.25 
y'uhd "he held fast", 38.6 
zbln "sickness", 29.37 
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